*PAKISTAN*

Muhammad Ali Jinnah (1876-1948) Quaid-i-Azam (Great Leader); Baba-i-Qaum (Father of the Nation)
(Page 7)—276.123 1. Love Is Ever New And Fresh 2. Neither Hindu Nor Muslim 3. Look Into Yourself 4. At
This Point, All Talk Ends 5. If The Divine Is Found Through Ablutions … 6. Come My Love 7. The Ultimate Is
… 8. One Point Contains All 9. One Thread Only 10. Perverse Times Have Come 11. Remove Duality And Do
Away With All Disputes 12. Stay Silent To Survive 13. Enough Of Learning, My Friend: Thirteen Poems\fn{by Buelleh Shah aka Abdullah Shah (1680-1756) } Uch, Bahawalpur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 6
(12)—278.1 A. Peace B. Path To Peace C. Heaven\fn{by Shah Abdul Latif (1689-1752)} Halla Haveli, Hyderabad
District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 11
1718
(23)—285.29 Excerpt from The Adventures of Hir And Ranjha ( Heer Waris Shah): “Epilogue”\fn{by Waris Shah
(1722-1798)} Jandiala Sher Khan, Shaikhupur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 2
*
(24)—276.129 & 278.11 A. Fragments Of Various Poems B. 1. Kaffi 1 2. Kaffi 2 3. Dohra 1 4. Kaafi 3 5. Kaafi 4
6. Kaafi 5 7. Kaafi 6 8. Dohra 2 9. Kaafi 7 10. Dohra 3 11. Dohra 4 12. Kaafi 8 13. Kaafi 9 14. Kaafi 10 15. Dohra
5 16. Kaafi 11: Sixteen Poems\fn{by Sachal Sarmast aka Abdul Wahaab (1737-1824)} Daraaza Sharif, Khairpur District,
Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 5
*
(29)—245.58 Excerpt from Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s Negotiations With The British Envoy Charles Theophilus
Metcalf (1808-1809): “Letters From Maharaja Ranjit Singh”\fn{by Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780-1839)} Gujranwala,
Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
1819
(38)—264.131 A Fragment And Three Complete Letters Of Maharani Jind Kaur\fn{by Maharani Jind Kaur (18171863)} Chachar, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 2
*
(40)—234.128 Excerpts from History Of The Freedom Movement In The Punjab III: Maharaja Duleep Singh
Correspondence\fn{by Maharaja Dalip Singh (1838-1893)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
(49)—253.136 Excerpt from The Memoirs Of Seth Naomul Hotchand\fn{by Seth Naomul Hotchand (1839-1878)}
Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 3
*
(53)—264.170 Excerpts from Selected Kafies Of Khawaja Farid\fn{by Khawaja Farid (1845-1901)} Chachran
Sharif, Rahim Yar Khan District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13
*
1

(65)—101.100 The Adventures Of Kiser: A Folktale\fn{told by Ali Madat (c.1860?- )} Baltit (now Karimabad),
Gilgit-Baltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 17
(82)—242.172 Excerpt from Autobiography\fn{by Bhagat Lakshman Singh (1863-1944)} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
(92)—68.1 & 234.32 A. The Gods Of The East B. Excerpt from Coobe St. Mary’s\fn{by Maud Diver (1867-1945)}
Murree, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 14
(107)—230.120 Excerpt from Anna Lombard\fn{by Victoria Cross aka Annie Sophie Cory (1868-1952)} Rawalpindi,
Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 8
(115)—262.133 Women’s Dress\fn{by Hemantakumari Chaudhuri (1868-1953)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
ProvincePakistan (F) 2
*
(117)—278.151b 1. Letter To Subedar Khan 2. Letter To Naik Nur Zada\fn{by Subedar Mir Dast (1874-1945) }
Maiden Valley, Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Pakistan (M) ½
(118)—245.103 1. The Saint And The Sinner 2. The Baluch Patriarch 3. Counsel Of A British Statesman 4. The
Wisdom Of The West 5. A Man In The Hell 6. The Moon And The Stars 7. Song Of The Stars 8. Reflection Of
The Stars 9. The Night And The Poet 10. The Candle And The Poet 11. The Houri And The Poet 12. Intellect And
The Heart 13. Science And Faith 14. A Cow And A Goat 15. The Cow And The Camel 16. A Fowl And A Falcon
17. A Spider And A Fly 18. A Tree And A Bird 19. An Eagle’s Counsel To Its Young. 20. An Eagle And A Fish 21.
The Counsel Of A Deer 22. The Wail Of A Bird 23. The Diamond And The Coal 24. The Rain Drop 25. The
Arrow And The Sword 26. The Ganges And The Himalayas 27. The Snow And The Atream 28. Iblis And His
Advisory Council: Twenty-eight Counsels And Conversations\fn{by Sir Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938)} Sialkot,
Sialkot District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13
(129)—119.69 Excerpt from World Enough And Time: Looking Forward\fn{by Aga Sultan Sir Mahomed Shah (18771957)} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 4
(132)—140.121 1. The Corrupt Fakir 2. The Shattered Ruby: Two Folktales\fn{by “Sher Khan, a blind man” (before
1879- )} Hazro, Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(134)—141.49 Of The Four Foolish Weavers: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager of the Chach Plain” (before 1879- )} Punjab
Province? Pakistan (M) 5
(138)—141.1 Of The Crafty Fakir And The Foolish King: A Folktale\fn{by “Karan Khan, a villager” (before 1879- )}
at Attock-on-the-Indus, Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(139)—141.24 Story Of The King And The Parrot: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard” (before 1879- )} at Ghazi, Haripur
District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(141)—141.26 The Adventures Of Alphu And Sharpho: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard at Hazro” (before 1879- )} Hazro,
Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 12
*
(153)—141.38 The Adventures Of Rup And Bussant, The Two Sons Of Raja Bans: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager at
Ghazi” (before 1880- )} at Ghazi, Haripur District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 9
(161)—141.3 A Jungle Tale: A Folktale\fn{by “Nur Khan, a farmer” (before 1880- )} at Tarbela, Haripur District,
Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(163)—140.123 1. The Adventures Of King Nek Bakht 2. The Adventures Of The Idiot Lall: Two Folktales\fn{by
“Mullah, of the caste Paveh” (before 1880- )} told at Hazro, Attock District, , Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan
(M) 10
(173)—140.133 The Likeness In The Well 2. Things Work Out In The End: Two Folktales\fn{by “the bard Sharaf
(before 1880- )} at Tarbela, Haripur District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 7
(180)—140.140 A Tale Of Gul Badshah: A Folktale\fn{by “Gholam, a Muslim villager” (before 1880- )} nr. Attock,
Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 7
(186)—101.117 1. Shahzada Bahram, Shahri Banu And The White Deu 2. The Poor Man Of Rum And The King
Of Iran 3. Basur Jamhur And Alqash Waazir: Three Folktales\fn{told by Jemandar Imam Yar Beg (c.1880-1934)} Hunza,
Gilgit-Baltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 21
(206)—273.19 1. Princess Pepperina: A Folktale\fn{by “an old Muhammadan woman” (before 1881- )} Kasur, Lahore
District (now Kasur District), Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 2
(208)—141.4 The Story Of Puran Bhagat: A Folktale\fn (by “Gharal, a story-teller” (before 1881- )} “told at Murree,”
Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 7
(214)—141.54 The Story Of The Princess And The Ogress: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager at Ghazi” (before 1881- )}
Ghazi, Haripur District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 5
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(219)—248.78 Excerpt from The Story Of Swami Rama\fn{by Professor Puran Singh (1881-1931)} Sarhadd
(Abbottabad), Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 13
(232)—141.47 The Priest Who Feigned To Be Dead: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard at Abbottabad” (before 1882- )} at
Abbottabad, Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(233)—141.2 Of The Pathan Who Wanted His Ass Made a Man: A Folktale\fn{by “Nazam Din, a villager” (before 1883)} Ghorgushti, Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(235)—141.11 The Love Story Of Mirza And Sahibanh: A Folktale\fn{by “Sharaf, son of Kesar” (before 1883- )} Kuri
Village, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13
(248)—111.62 1. How Raja Rasalu Was Born 2. How Raja Rasalu Went Out Into The World 3. How Raja
Rasalu’s Friends Forsook Him 4. How Raja Rasalu Killed The Giants 5. How Raja Rasalu Became A Jogi 6. How
Raja Rasalu Journeyed To The City Of King Sarkap 7. How Raja Rasalu Swung The Seventy Fair Maidens,
Daughters Of The King 8. How Raja Rasalu Played Chaupar with King Sarkap: Eight Folktales\fn{by a village
accountant (before 1884- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
(257)—111.71 The King Who Was Fried: A Folktale\fn{a Brahman priest (before 1884- )} Murree, Rawalpindi
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 3
(259)—111.55 Princess Pepperina: A Folktale\fn{by a Muslim woman (before 1884- )} Kasur, Kasur District
(formerly part of Lahore District), Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 3\fn{ See an earlier version of this tale at 273.19, page
205:H}
(262)—111.49 Bopoluchi: A Folktale\fn{an old peasant (before 1884- )} Kasur, Lahore District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M?) 1
(263)—272.131 Four Legends Of King Rasalu Of Sialkot\fn{“a peasant of Upper Punjab” (before 1884- )} “taken
down from the mouth of a peasant of Upper Punjab, living in a village under the very shadow of Gangar, which
was the scene of the hero’s principal exploit”, Pakistan (M) 13
(275)—234.88 Excerpts from Gandhi Is My Star\fn{by Rameshwari Nehru (1886-1966)} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 7
(282)—140.109 The Adventures Of Rahjha 2. Of The Weaver Who Missed The Mare He Was Riding: Two
Folktales\fn{by “the bard Sher” (before 1889- )} Abbottabad, Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province,
Pakistan (M) 12
*
(294)—251.13 Excerpt from Clean People And An Unclean Country\fn{by Naraindas Rattanmal Malkani (1890-1974)}
Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 8
(301)—33.53 Purdah\fn{by Nazar Sajjad Hyder (1894-1967)} Kohat, Kohat District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province,
Pakistan (F) 1
(302)—249.70 Excerpt from My Brother\fn{by Fatima Jinnah (1894-1967)} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 10
(311)—241.29 Excerpt from The Holy Sinner\fn{by Nanak Singh (1897-1971)} Jhelum District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M) 2
(313)—269.161 Excerpt from On This Earth Together: Ahmed S. Bokhari At UN, 1950-1958: “Address
Presented At A Meeting Of the North Central Association Held At Chicago, March 31, 1951”\fn{by Ahmed
Shah Bokhari (1898-1958)} Peshawar, Peshawar District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 5
(318)—34.149 “The Gods”\fn{by Gurbach Sing Musafir aka Giani Gurmukh Singh (1899-1976)} Adhval, Attock District,
Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(321)—237.140 Excerpt from The Mystery Of Nagarwala Case\fn{by Kanahya Lal Gauba aka Khalid Latif Gauba (18992010)} Punjab Province, Pakistan. (M) 8
*
(329)—278.148 Letter To A Friend\fn{by a Sub-Assistant Surgeon (before 1915- ) } Peshawar District, KhyberPakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(329)—278.149 Letter To His Brother, Lance Naik Khan Zaman\fn{by Amir Khan (before 1915- ) }
Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
(330)—278.150 Letter To His Brother\fn{by a Sikh sepoy (before 1915- ) } Waziristan?, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(331)—278.151 Letter To Jemadar Muzaffar Khan\fn{by Sayid Ghulam Abbas (before 1915- ) } Makhad,
Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(332)—278.152 Letter To His Brother, Nur Dad\fn{by Sepoy Abdul Ghani (before 1915- ) } Jhelum District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
3

(332)—278.152b Letter To Her Son, Sowar Amir Ali Khan\fn{by his Mother (before 1915- ) } Kohat, Kohat
District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (F) -1
(332)—278.153 Letter To His Father\fn{by Qasim Khan (before 1915- ) } Shahpur Tehsil, Sargodha District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(333)—278.153b Letter To Her Husband, Sikhandar Sirdar\fn{by his wife (before 1916- ) } Rawalpindi,
Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) -1
(333)—278.154b Letter To Signalling Instructor Dafadar Fateh Mahomed Khan\fn{by Ashraf Ali Khan
(before 1916) } Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
(334)—278.155 1. Letter To Nawab Sahib, Khan Bahadur Abdul Qayum Khan 2. Letter To RisaldarMajor Mir Jafar Khan\fn{by Risaldar Mir Jafar Khan (before 1916- ) } Peshawar District?, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(334)—278.155b Letter To Trumpet-Major Haq Nawaz Khan\fn{by Mahomed Nawaz Khan (before 1916- ) }
Shahpur Tehsil, Sargodha District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1
(335)—278.156 Letter To Malik Dost Mahomed Khan\fn{by Sirdar Ali Khan (before 1916- ) } Sargodha,
Sargodha District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1½
(336)—278.157 Letter To Pensioned Risaldar-Major Safaraz Ali Khan\fn{by Dilawar Khan (before 1916- ) }
Gujrat District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(337)—278.157b Letter To A Lady Addressed As “Dearer Than Life”\fn{by Jemadar Hasan Shah (before 1916)} Adowal, Jhelum District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(337)—278.158 Letter To Sujjab-us-Shah\fn{by Sayed Habib (before 1917- ) } Swabi, Peshawar District,
Khyber- Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(337)—278.158b Letter To Raja Rustam Ali Khan\fn{by Jemadar Shamsher Ali Khan (before 1917- ) }
Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
(338)—278.159 Letter To Chuni Lal\fn{by Risaldar Dayal Singh (before 1917- ) } Campbellpur (now Attock),
Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(338)—278.159b Letter To His Father, Mahomed Abdulla Khan\fn{by Khan Mahomed Khan (before 1917- ) }
Dera Ismail Khan, Dera Ismail Khan District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) ½
(339)—278.160 Letter To Mir Alam Khan\fn{by Raja Khan (before 1917- ) } Khanpur, Hazara District,
Khyber- Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1
(339)—278.160a Letter To Ressaidar Wali Muhammad Khan\fn{by Dilawar Chand (before 1917- ) } Shahpur
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
(340)—262.52a Excerpts from Stray Thoughts\fn{by Sushila Harkishen Lal (before 1918- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 1
1920
(340)—78.193 How Sohne Shah Once Lost His Temper\fn{by Gopal Das Khosla (1901-1996)} Lahore, Lahore
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
(344)—78.217 A Kashmir Idyll\fn{by Mulk Raj Anand (1905-2004)} Peshawar, Peshawar District, KhyberPahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 3
(347)—34.151 Come Rain, Come Storm\fn{by Sant Singh Sekhon (1908-1997)} Faisalabad, Faisalabad District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
*
(350)—84.133 Excerpt from The Heart Dividedfn{by Mumtaz Shah Nawaz (1912-1948)} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 6
(357)—78.310 Lajwanti\fn{by Rajinder Singh Bedi (1915-1984)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 4
(361)—77.132 The Boss Came To Dinner\fn{by Bhishm Sahni (1915-2003)} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 5
(364)—117.7 Countrywoman\fn{by Ahmed Nadeem Qasmi (1916-2006)} Anga, Khoshab District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M) 3
(368)—10.27 & 70.30 1. Maa Ji 2. Ya Khuda: Two Short Stories\fn{by Qudrat Ullah Shahab (1917-1986)} Gilgit,
Gilgit District, Gilgit-Baltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 19
(386)—78.328 Stench Of Kerosene\fn{by Amrita Pritam (1919-2005)} Gujranwala, Gujranwala District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 2
4

*
(388)—10.44 The Rush Hour\fn{by Ram Lall (1923- )} Mianwali, Mianwali District, Punjab Prvince, Pakistan
(M) 3
(391)—249.44 Excerpt from Thoughts And After Thoughts: 1. How The Ottoman Empire Was Mortgaged
(1993) 2. Hugh Lewin: An African Experience (1993) 3. They Don’t Call Them ‘Niggers’ Any More (1993)
4. Jinnah Papers (1994) 5. National Identity: An Elusive Concept (1995) 2. Will The Muslims Swallow The
‘Grapes Of Wrath’? (1996)\fn{by Altaf Gauhar (1923-2000)} Gujranwala, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M) 12
(401)—117.10 Pirani\fn{by Jamaluddin Abro (1924-2004)} Sangi, a small village in the Mehar taluka, then in Larkana
(now Dadu) District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(402)—34.197 The Dark-Brown Stain\fn{by Popati R. Hiranandani (1924- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 2
(405)—10.67 The Last Lesson\fn{by Joginder Paul (1925- )} Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 3
(408)—32.32 Excerpts from At Ladki\fn{by Krishna Sobti (1925- )} Gujrat, Gujrat District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 14
(421)—10.88 & 78.386 1. How Far—Yet How Near 2. Soorma Singh: Two Short Stories\fn{by Balwant Singh
(1926-1986)} Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
(430)—10.91 Between The Lines\fn{by Harcharan Chawla (1926-2001)} Mianwali, Mianwali District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) 4
(434)—78.414 My Enemy\fn{by Krishan Baldev Vaid (1927- )} Dinga, Gujrat District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 4
(438)—11.26 Exile\fn{by M. Jamila Hashmi (1929-1988)} Amritsar, Amritsar District, Punjab State, India (F)
5\fn{Publicity connected with her story “Exile” (CDIV) says that M. Jamila Hashmi was born in Lyallpur (now Faisalabad), Faisalabad
District, Punjab Province; another blurb connected with “Banishment” (CDIX) says she was born in 1941; and W says she was born in
Karachi. However, at Internet FCC 150 – An Interview with Jamila Hashmi there is published above that interview a photograph (dated
1952-53) in which Jamila Hashmi is posed with members of a campus organization called The English Society from Forman Christian
College; and below this is the interview with the lady herself, dated to 1985, in which she states: “I was born in Amritsar and my early
education took place there. I did my Matric from Hoshiarpur while living in a hostel. We came to Pakistan at the time [of] Partition because
there was so much violence and bloodshed in Amritsar. I did my intermediate and BA as a private student because after coming to Pakistan
I couldn’t get admission into a college immediately. But in 1952 I did get admission, to do MA English at F C College, Lahore.” I cannot
see how she could have been born in 1941 and admitted to Forman at the age of 11; and in view of her statement, W is also incorrect in
ascribing her birthplace to Karachi. Partition came to Amritsar in 1947. Assuming she fled with her family in that year, she would have
been about 18 years old. She does not say where the family went, but it is unlikely that they would have gone to Karachi, which is in the
extreme south of Pakistan on the Indian Ocean coast, Lahore being much closer to Amritsar, being just over the border with India, only 30
miles away. She also says that she “first took admission at Government College Lahore,” and Forman Christian College (still extant) is in
Lahore, so it is more than likely that W is incorrect. I am leaving her in Pakistan, because she went there when still very young, and
because there are other examples of young people leaving their native countries under dire circumstasnces (or the threat of them) at similar
ages (see under Liberia and elsewhere). Also, the urban culture in which she would have participated in Amritsar would have been virtually
identical in 1947 since both cities were then about 50% Muslim:H }

*
(443)—77.151 Gauri\fn{by Gopi Gauba (c.1930- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 3
(446)—11.37 & 31.213 1. The Scarecrow 2, Wood Chopped In The Jungle\fn{by Surendra Prakash aka Surendra
Kumar Oberoi (1930- )} Lyallpur (now Faisalabad), Faisalabad District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 6
(451)—84.98 Behind Open Doors\fn{by Kailash Puri (1930- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 3
(454)—11.41 Frayed Fingers\fn{by Begum Akhtar Jamal (1930-2011)} Karachi?, Karachi District, Sindh Province,
Pakistan (F) 9
(464)—11.105 The Stream\fn{by Abdullah Hussain aka Muhammad Khan (1931- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 15
(478)—32.174 Dead End\fn{by Ajeet Cour (1934- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 7
(484)—77.157 Extract from Vedi: “Activities And Outings”\fn{by Ved Mehta (1934- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 5
(489)—33.184 His Bit Of Sky\fn{by Rajee Seth (1935- )}Nowshera Cantt, Nowshera District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (F) 4
(493)—34.191 A Cold Wall\fn{by Lal Pushp (1935- )} Larkana, Larkana District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 6
(498)—117.36 Thirty-Fourth Gate\fn{by Nasim Kharal (1935- )} Khaipur Mirs, Khaipur District, Sindh Province,
Pakistan (M) 5
5

(504)—248.47 Excerpt from The Contradictions\fn{by Zulfikar Ghose (1935- )} Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) 13
(517)—284.171 1. Prayer-Beads 2. The Leap 3. Yellow Dust 4. River 5. Eye 6. Night-bridge 7. Pawindas\fn{The
popular name for an Afghan gipsy tribe} 8. A Rotting Pomegranate 9. Pulse 10. The Blue Wind 11. Iris 12. Insomnia
13. Stonebirds 14. The Great Wall 15. Seawolf 16. Plough & Oxen 17. The Day Brightens Slowly 18. Damp
Stone Door-step 19. Floods 20. The Sky’s Empty Paths 21. Voyage To The Enchanted Island 22. Breath 23. The
Years 24. Ascent 25. Rain On Moss 26. An Unhindered Future 27. Bridgehead 28. Exile 29. Pilgrimage 30.
Windowsill 31. But The Lines Remain 32. An Arch Of Stars 33. Before The Rain 34. Transition 35. The
Moment’s Replenishment 36. Hurricane Lamp: Thirty-six Poems\fn{by Daud Kamal (1935-1987)} Abbottabad,
Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 13\fn{ These are all set out in order of length, so as
not to choose from the point of view of subject matter:H}
(529)—117.41 The Heir To A Severed Arm\fn{by Amar Jaleel aka Qazi Abdul Jaleel (1936- )} Rohri, Sukkur District,
Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 7
(535)—11.57 & 117.34 1. Thus Spake The Animals 2. Of Flesh And The Earth: Two Short Stories\fn{by
Mohammed Mansha Yad (1937- )} Sheikhupura District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 5
(541)—77.162 Love Across The Salt Desert\fn{by Keki Nasserwanji Daruwalla (1937- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
(544)—11.60 Parbati\fn{by Farkhanda Lodhi (1938- )} Multan, Multan District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 9
(553)—25.116 Excerpt from Ice-Candy-Man\fn{by Bapsi N. Sidhwa (1938- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 3
(556)—43.14 The Wagon\fn{by Khalida Husain aka Khalida Asghara (1938- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 5
(561)—87.36 Dilshad\fn{by Begum Zaitoon Bano (1938- )} Peshawar, Peshawar District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (F) 2
*
(563)—11.72 Banishment\fn{by Jamila Hashmi (1941- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 7
(570)—164.139 Mirage\fn{by Talat Abbasi (1942-1969)} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh State, India (F)
2\fn{She was born in India, but grew up in Karachi; there are similar instances discussed under Egypt, where people born in Lebanon
emigrated at early ages to Egypt:H}
(572)—11.79 Some Misaddressed Letters\fn{by Fahmida Riaz (1945- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 4
(576)—68.87 Where Did She Belong?\fn{by Suraiya Qasim (1945- )} Pakistan? (F) 4
(579)—117.18 Stormy Wind\fn{by Dur Mohammed Kassi (1946- )} Quetta, Quetta District, Baluchistan Province,
Pakistan (M) 2
(581)—22.92 The Gate-Keeper’s Wife\fn{by Rukhsana Ahmed (1948- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 4
(585)—117.26 Turning Deserts Into Rivers \fn{by Ahsan Wagha (1949- )} Taunsa Sharif, Dera Ghazi Khan
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 6
(591)—251.173 Excerpts from The Season Of Love, Bitter Almonds And Delayed Rains: 1. Write My Story 2.
The Farmer’s Almanac 3. The Doll Wouldn’t Let Him Die 4. A Handful Of Waiting 5. A Body In Rags 6. The
Dead Girl In The Camera 7. “I Dance” 8. The Torn Out Man 9. Autumn: Nine Short Stories\fn{by Mazhar ul Islam
(1949)} in a village nr. Khanewal, Khanewal District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
*
(600)—117.51 Decoy\fn{by Mirza Athar Baig (1950- )} Sharaqpur, Shaikhupur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 4
(604)—44.202 Excellent Things In Women\fn{by Sara Suleri Goodyear (1953- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 8
(611)—249.87 Excerpt from My Feudal Lord\fn{by Tehmina Durrani (1953- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 12
(623)—249.99 Excerpt from Daughter Of Destiny\fn{by Benazir Bhutto (1953-2007)} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind
Province, Pakistan (F) 8
(630)—117.61 Painting On Glass\fn{by Aamer Hussein (1955- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province,
Pakistan (M) 5
(635)—117.21 The Tunnel\fn{by Noorul Huda Shah (1957- )} Syed, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 5
(640)—253.9 Excerpt from Echoes From The Abyss\fn{by Farzana Hassan Shahid (1957- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 8
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(648)—248.163 Excerpt from Lahore With Love\fn{by Fawzia Afzal-Khan (1958- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 12
(659)—252.186 Excerpt from The Holy Woman\fn{by Qaisra Shahraz (1958- )} Sind Province?, Pakistan (F) 7
(666)—117.57 Allergy\fn{by Asif Farrukhi (1959- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 4
(669)—253.59 Excerpt from Taboo! The Hidden Culture Of A Red Light Area\fn{by Fouzia Saeed (1959- )}
Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 8
*
(677)—253.171 Excerpt from Mass Transit\fn{by Maniza Naqvi (1960- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 10
(687)—117.5 The Empty Frame\fn{by Khalil ur Rehman Bawar (1961- )} Zirat Valley, nr. Quetta, Quetta District,
Baluchistan Province, Pakistan (M) 2
(689)—248.139 Excerpts from Muslim Child: Understanding Islam Through Stories And Poems\fn{by
Rukhsana Khan (1962- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
(702)—248.119 Excerpt from A Case Of Exploding Mangoes\fn{by Mohammed Hanif (1964- )} Okara, Okara
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
(712)—176.1 Excerpt from The Wasted Vigil: A Novel: “The Caliphate of New York”\fn{by Nadeem Aslam (1966)} Gujranwala, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 17
(728)—253.67 Excerpt from The Story Of A Widow: A Novel\fn{by Musharraf Ali Farooqi (1968- )} Hyderabad,
Hyderabad District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 8
*
(736)—117.32 The Poison Of The Blue Rose\fn{by Yasmin Marri (c.1970?- )} Quetta, Quetta District, Baluchistan
Province, Pakistan (F) 2
(738)—248.60 Excerpt from The Reluctant Fundamentalist\fn{by Mohsin Hamid (1971- )} Lahore, Lahore
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 12
(749)—253.105 Excerpt from Saffron Dreams: A Novel\fn{by Shaila Abdullah (1971- )} Karachi, Karachi District,
Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 8
(756)—164.135 In Any Case\fn{by Soniah Naheed Kamal (1972- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province,
Pakistan (F) 4
(760)—252.193 1. The Good Wife 2. The Last Train 3. An Equal Distance 4. 1978: Four Short Stories\fn{by Bina
Shah (1972- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 10
(769)—166.30 Excerpt from Broken Vases\fn{by Kamila Shamsii (1973- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 10
(778)—249.80 Excerpt from In The Name Of Honour\fn{by Mukhtar Mai (1974- )} Meerwala Village,
Muzaffargarh District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 7
†
276.123 1. Love Is Ever New And Fresh 2. Neither Hindu Nor Muslim 3. Look Into Yourself 4. At This Point,
All Talk Ends 5. If The Divine Is Found Through Ablutions … 6. Come My Love 7. The Ultimate Is … 8. One
Point Contains All 9. One Thread Only 10. Perverse Times Have Come 11. Remove Duality And Do Away With
All Disputes 12. Stay Silent To Survive 13. Enough Of Learning, My Friend: Thirteen Poems\fn{by Buelleh Shah
aka Abdullah Shah (1680-1756) } Uch, Bahawalpur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 6
1
Love is ever new and fresh
*
The day I learn the lesson of Love
I was scared of the mosque and dreaded fasts
I looked around and entered a temple
Where sounded many a drum-blast
*
Love is ever new and fresh
*
Tired of reading the Vedas and Qur’an
Kneeling and prostrating my forehead shorn
7

At Mathura or Mecca He does not dwell
He who has found Him, only he can tell
*
Love is ever new and fresh
*
Burn the prayer mat, break the water pot
Quit the rosary, threw away the staff
Lovers say at the top of their voice
Leave the kosher and eat the shot
*
Love is ever new and fresh
*
Heer and Ranjha have already met
In vain she looks for him in the orchard
Ranjha lies in the folds of her arms
Having her love, she has gained him hard
2
Neither Hindu nor Muslim,
Sacrificing pride, let us sit together.
Neither Sunni nor Shia,
Let us walk the road of peace.
We are neither hungry nor replete,
Neither naked nor covered up.
Neither weeping nor laughing,
Neither ruined nor settled,
We are not sinners or pure and virtuous,
What is sin and what is virtue, this I do not know.
Says Bulhe Shah, one who attaches his self with the lord.
Gives up both hindu and muslim.
*
Bullah is neither Rafzi nor Sunni, nor learned
nor an intellectual nor a Jaini.
I have learnt the lesson of love of God alone.
People say: Bulleh is an Infidel (Kafar)
and an idol-worshipper.
But in the Lord's court, both the Momin and Kafar
(Believer and un-believer) are treated alike.
*
Here was Ramdas [a Hindu] and there Fateh Muhammad [a Muslim]
What an ancient noise between them
But now their quarrel has vanished
And something new has emerged!
3
You have learnt so much
And read a thousand books.
Have you ever read your Self?
You have gone to mosque and temple.
Have you ever visited your soul?
You are busy fighting Satan.
Have you ever fought your
Ill intentions?
You have reached into the skies,
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But you have failed to reach
What’s in your heart!
4
At this one point, all talk ends.
*
Hold tight to this point, forget your calculations,
Leave the miserable state of unbelief,
Do not torment yourself with the fear of death and hell,
For these are imaginary fears.
Only into such a house will the truth enter.
At this one point, all talk ends.
*
For no reason you abrade your forehead on the ground,
You display reverence at the mehraab,
You recite the Kalma to entertain a listener.
But knowledge does not enter your heart.
Can the truth ever remain hidden?
At this one point, all talk ends.
*
Many return from Mecca as hajjis,
Blue shawls across their shoulders.
They profit from the merit earned by haj.
Who can admire such behavior?
Can the truth ever remain hidden?
At this one point, all talk ends.
*
Some withdraw to the forest,
Eat a single grain a day.
Bereft of understanding, they exhaust the body,
And return home in bad shape,
Their life sucked dry with useless fasting and prayer.
At this one point, all talk ends
*
Hold fast to your murshid
Become a devotee of all creation,
Intoxicated, carefree,
Without desire, indifferent to the world.
Let your heart be fully clean.
Bulla asks, can the truth then be stopped?
5
If the divine is found through ablutions
surely frogs and fish would find him first
if the divine is hidden in jungles
the cattle would have discovered him by now
O Bulleh, the divine is found by those
with pure and true heart
6
Come my love take care of me,
I am in great agony.
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*
Ever separated, my dreams are dreary,
Looking for you, my eyes are weary.
All alone I am robbed in a desert,
Waylaid by a bunch of way words.
*
The Mullah and Qazi show me the way,
Their maze of Dharma that is in sway.
They are the confirmed thieves of time,
They spread their net saintly crime.
*
Their time-worn norms are seldom right,
With these they chain my feet so toght.
My love cares not for caste or creed,
To the rituals faith I pay no heed.
*
My Master lives on yonder bank,
While I am caught in the gale of greed.
With boat of anchor, He stands in wait,
I must hasten, I can’t be late.
*
Bulleh Shah must find his love,
He needn’t have the last fright.
His love is around, yet he looks for Him,
Misled in the broad daylight.
*
Come my love take care of me,
I am in great agony.
7
Going to Makkah is not the ultimate
Even if hundreds of prayers are offered
*
Going to River Ganges is not the ultimate
Even if hundreds of cleansing (Baptisms) are done
*
Going to Gaya is not the ultimate
Even if hundreds of worships are done
*
Bulleh Shah the ultimate is
When the “I” is removed from the heart!
8
One point contains all;
Learn about the One, forget the rest.
Forget hell and the terrible grave;
Leave the ways of sin and purify
Your heart.
That's how the argument is spun:
It's all contained in One!
*
Why rub your head against the earth?
What point in your vain prostration?
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Your Kalimah read, makes others laugh.
You do not grasp the Lord's word!
Somewhere the truth is written down:
It's all contained in One!
*
Some go to the jungle in vain
And starve and cause themselves some pain;
They waste their time with all this
And come home tired, nothing gained!
*
Find your master and become God's slave.
In this way you'll be free of care;
Free of desire, free of worry,
And your heart truthful, pure.
*
Bulleh has discovered this truth alone:
It's all contained in One!
9
One thread, one thread only!
Warp and woof, quill and shuttle,
countless cloths and colors,
*
a thousand hanks and skeins –
with ten thousand names
ten thousand places.
*
But there is one thread only.
10
Perverse times have come,
I know the mystery of the beloved
crows have begun to hunt hawks,
and sparrows feed on falcons
horses bear the whipping,
while donkeys graze on lush green
no love is lost between relatives,
be they younger or elder uncles
There is no accord between fathers and sons,
Nor any between mothers and daughters
The truthful ones are being pushed about,
the tricksters are seated close by
The front liners have become wretched,
the back benchers sit on carpets
Those in tatters have turned into kings,
the kings have taken to begging
O Bulleh, that which is His command
who can alter His decree.
11
Remove duality and do away with all disputes;
The Hindus and Muslims are not other than He.
11

Deem everyone virtuous, there are no thieves.
For, within every body He himself resides.
How the Trickster has put on a mask!
12
People cannot stand to hear the truth.
They are at your throat if you speak it.
They keep away from those who speak it.
But truth is sweet to its lovers!
*
Truth destroys shara.
Brings rapture to its lovers,
And unexpected riches,
Which shara\fn{ Does he mean sharia, here and elsewhere?:H} obscures.
*
Those lovers cannot remain silent
Who have inhaled the fragrance of truth.
Those who have plaited love into their lives,
Leave this world of falsehood.
*
Bulla Shah speaks the truth.
He uncovers the truth of shara.
He opens the path to the fourth level,
Which shara obscures.
13
Enough of learning, my friend,
To it there is never an end.
An alphabet should do for you.
It’s enough to help you fend.
*
You’ve amassed much learning around.
The Qur’an and its commentaries profound.
There is darkness amidst lighted ground.
Without the guide you remain unsound.
*
Learning makes you a Sheikh or his minion,
And thus you create problems trillion.
You exploit others who know not what,
Misleading them with wild opinion.
*
You meditate and you say your prayers,
You go and shout at the top of the stairs,
Your cry reaching the high skies:
It’s your avarice which ever belies.
*
The day I learnt love’s lesson,
I plunged into the river of Divine passion;
An overwhelming gale, I was confounded and lost
When Shah Inayat cruised me across.
278.1 A. Peace B. Path To Peace C. Haven\fn{by Shah Abdul Latif (1689-1752)} Halla Haveli, Hyderabad District,
Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 11
12

A
The One Creator, the all great;
Lord of the universe—
The living, the original;
Ruler with power innate;
The giver, the sustainer,
the unique, compassionate;
This master praise, to Him alone
thyself in praise prostrate …
The generous, who does create
the universe in pairs …
*
None shares His Glory, “He was … is,
shall be” … who this doth say
Accepts Mohammad as ‘guide’
with heart and love’s true sway;
None from amongst those lost their way
or ever went astray.
*
“He is without a partner”, when
this glorious news you break—
With love and knowledge, Mohammad
Accept … as cause him take
Why would you then obeisance make
to others after that?
*
From One, many to being came;
‘many’ but Oneness is;
Don’t get confounded, Reality
is ‘One’, this truth don’t missa—
Commotions’ vast display—all this
I vow, of Loved-one is.
*
The Echo and the call are same,
if you sound’s secret knew—
They both were one, but two became
only when ‘hearing’ came.
*
A thousand doors and windows too,
the palace has … but see,
Wherever I might go or be
master confronts me there.
*
If you have learnt to long, by pain
be not distressed—
Secret of love’s sorrow must be
never confessed—
Suffering is by the heart caressed,
and there it is preserved.
*
The poison-drinking lovers, lured
by poison sweet, drink more and more;
To bitterness of fatal cup,
the poison-drinkers are innured,
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Though wounds are festering, and uncured,
no whisper to the vulgar goes.
*
All from Beloved’s side is sweet
Whate’er He gives to you,
There is no bitter, if you knew
the secret how to taste.
*
There is a call to gallows, friends,
will any of you go?
Those who do talk of love may know
to gallows they must speed.
*
If you a draught desire
to tavern find your way;
Thy head do sever, and that head
beside the barrel lay;
Only when you this price do pay
then few cups you may quaff.
*
The genuine lover, for his head
care and concern has none;
He cuts it off—joins it with breath
as gift then hands it on;
Carves down to shoulders, from loved-one
then begs for love’s return.
*
To guard and to preserve the head,
the lover’s business is not this—
One of Beloved’s glance is worth
so many hundreds heads of his—
Flesh, skin and bone, and all there is,
the ‘least’ of Loved-one, equals not.
B
1
Thou art the friend; the Healer thou;
For every pain the remedy—
Cure for my heart, thy voice alone
the only cure it is for me.
The reason why I call for thee
is: none can cure my heart but thou.
*
Thou art the friend, the Healer thou
for every ailment balm dost send;
Merciful God—all drugs are vain;
the pains by drugs will never end;
Unless ordered by thee O friend,
no drug will ever sickness cure.
*
Thou art the friend, the Healer thou;
for sufferings thou the remedy;
Thou givest, curcst disease, dost guide,
master thou art eternally—
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Yet, I am wonderstruck to see
that you physicians still provide.
*
Strike friend—thy hand raise, favour me—
hold not your hand, and should I die
By such death I shall honoured be
which through this wound is caused.
2
Today still groans the thatches fill,
where wounded lie and suffer;
Although it is their twilight, still
same ointments there and dressings.
*
Poor wounded ones, so restless grow,
yet grateful are for pain;
For ever forward wish to go
and here would not remain.
*
Mother, I cannot trust in those
whose eyes with tears do over-flow—
Who bring the water to their eyes,
their sorrow to the world to show;
Who love Beloved, hide their woe,
no tears they show, nor speak about—
*
Physician, blundering and unwise,
you cautcrisc my skin, and treat
With slops my heart-ache, know to whom
scaffold a bridal-bed supplies,
The one beatific vision lies
in death, which is the union sweet.
*
Physicians you consulted but
dieting you ignored …
Had you obeyed, perhaps restored
to health you would be now.
*
Physicians were my neighbours near
I ne’er asked their advice—
Therefore I find that in mine eyes
cataracts I now have formed.
3
Ah! suddenly they found themselves
in sphere of love … and there
They cut their heads, left trunks apart
such garland they did wear!
Beauteous they were … to loved ones fair
I saw them give their heads away!
*
Go to the moth, the surest way
of immolation ask—
The moths, who throw themselves into
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the fire every day;
Whose tender hearts became a prey
to cupid’s arrows sharp.
*
The moths assembled, gathering
above a raging fire …
Heat drove them not, no fear they had,
flames did their hearts inspire—
Their necks they lost, and on the pyre
of truth they burnt themselves.
*
If you call yourself a moth,
from blaze return not terrified;
Enter by the loved-one’s light
and be ever glorified
You are still unbaked … beside
not yet with kiln acquainted are.
*
If you call yourself a moth,
then come, put out the fires sway,
Passion has so many baked
but you roast passion’s ‘Self’ today—
Passion’s flame with knowledge slay …
of this to base folk give no hint.
*
Happy those who acquaintance make
with goodly grinding wheel
Their rapiers never then shall take
to rust, nor will corrode.
*
Apprentice of the blacksmith, works
the bellows not with care;
Not close to fire goes, he fears
love sparks that issue there.
And yet proclaims he everywhere;
“full-fledged blacksmith am I”!
*
Turn your head into an anvil,
then for smithy do enquire,
There the hammer-strokes of fire
may turn you into steel.—
*
When I an arrow do receive
on that spot I remain;
Perhaps my Hero-love again
will strike in mercy sweet.
*
Physician give no medicine.
may health I never see …
May be, enquiring after me
my love to me will come.
*
Sacrifice your head, and ‘suffer’
if loved-ones send dismay …
Say not, ‘Forsaken’ ’tis their way \
like this to form their links.
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*
Those that cut me up, became
the kindly surgeons too—
The wound they quickly dressed, and cured
within a day the same
Oh heart! and now make this your aim
“stay with them, and be safe from wounds”.
*
As long there is no need, so long
physician is not here …
But when one day pain does appear
it is as though the leech had come!
4
They read and read, but what they read
their hearts refuse to store—
The more they pages turn,
the more are deeply steeped in sin.
*
O friend, why are you still inclined
to waste paper and ink—
Go rather forth and try to find
the source where words were formed.
*
The world with ‘I’ doth overflow
and with it flaunts about—
But its own ‘Self’ it doth not know..
’tis a niigician’s spell.
*
They do not heed the glorious line
that does begin with ‘A’—
In vain they look for the Divine,
though page on page they turn.
*
You only read the letter ‘A’—
all other pages put aside—
Book-reading nothing will convey—
but your being purify.
*
Unuttered is unknown … the uttered
is never understood … behold,
Although it be as true as gold,
humanity takes never note.—
*
By ‘giving’ they were hurt,—‘not giving’
to them contentment brought—
So they became sufies, as nought
they did take with themselves.
*
To hear vile words, and not return,
but hear them silently;
This is the pearl, most precious pearl,
we in guide’s teachings see—
But decked with jewels he will be
who with ‘Silence’ the Ego kills.
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*
Those who never forgot the sorrow,
and lesson learnt of woe—
The slate of thought within both hand
‘silence’ they study so—
They only read page which does show
Beloved’s lovely face.
*
Patience, humility adopt,
for anger is disease—
Forbearance bringeth joy and ‘peace’,
if you would understand.
*
The inoffensive don’t offend
forget who do offend—
In this refined and cultured way
thy day and night do spend
Thus meditating, humbly walk,
until thy life doth end—
A Lawyer keep within, O friend,
to blush not, facing judge.
*
As long as of this daily world
no glimpses you obtain—
A perfect view you will not gain
of your love Heavenly.
*
True lovers never will forget
their Lovc Divine, until one day
Their final breath will pass away
as tearful sigh.
C
1
A moonlit night, an open plain,
and so far yet to go;
My camel look not back, for you
’tis shame to waver so;
Be steady, resolute, and show
my loved-ones you can reach.
*
O full moon! though you rise adorned,
your beauty to enhance;
You are not a blink worth of my love
With all charms you advance,
Since your whole being but one glance
of the Beloved is.
*
A hundred suns may rise, and blaze
four score-four moons may shine;
I vow, without Beloved mine
I am in darkest night.
*
O moon, by magic fade away;
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may you be shorn of light—
Or hide yourself so that I might
the soul’s Beloved meet.
*
In darkest midnight, the Beloved
shows himself so clear;
the moon and pleiades disappear
yea, like an echo mere.
2
O moon, cast first thy silver-ray
on the Beloved when you rise;
And for thy Maker’s sake, O moon
message of helpless one convey;
“My hopeful longing eyes, thy way
with tears are watching everyday.”
*
O moon, the moment that you rise
first glance at the Beloved cast
Say to the dear one: I am sick
In you my only comfort lies
“My hopeful and relying eyes
Are ever set expecting you.”
*
O moon, when you ascend the skies
first glance at the Beloved cast
My message to the friend convey
Correctly all, and all precise
“My hopeful and relying eyes
are ever set expecting thee.”
*
Rise moon, see the Beloved—thou
art near and far am I
Presence of Him in scented dews
I feel, that in night doth lie—
On foot I cannot reach and
father camel can’t supply
On which riding, ere dawn draws nigh
I easily could reach.
*
I shall die longing. love is kind
but Oh … so far is He
Father gives camel not to me—
I am too weak to walk.
*
To the Beloved, when you rise
O moon, thy very first glance send;
And all the messages I give
O moon, convey in truthful wise;
“My hopeful and relying eyes
are ever set expecting you.”
*
Thy glance let the Beloved meet,
O moon, and my requests submit
Befittingly; above courtyard
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of the Beloved bow and greet;
Speak gently … on Beloved’s feet
both of thy light-hands softly lay.
*
O moon, all my entreaties safe
into thy shining garment tie,
Lowering your head, to loved one tell
in what a wretched state am I;
Remember; to the place you hie\fn{Go}
That is whole universe’s Hope.
3
O camel! spurn thy slothful mood—
No longer now delay!
But once unite me with my love
no more the truant play,
But speed, ere night doth pass away
to meet my love afar.
*
I must go where my love resides;
to the Beloved speed!
There I shall give thee sandal-wood
and thou shalt no more feed
On salt-bush coarse, unfit for thee
or any worthless weed;
O hasten! there is urgent need
to reach while night doth last.
*
Arise and take a forward step—be not an idler base;
The highway to my love is straight
and hath no winding ways.
Self-pity drop … a gallop raise
to bring us swift and soon.
*
Remember your ancestry, and
your forebear’s noble breed;
Your stock is well-known near and far
and you do hold indeed;
Rare pedigree—and so we plead
show us some kindness now.
*
I bound him near some glorious tree
that he some buds might eat;
Ill-mannered camel, on the sly
still finds the salt-bush sweet.
Woe’s me—I know not how to treat
Camel that so confounds.
*
I tried to saddle him, but e’en\fn{Even}
unsaddled he’d not rise—
The way the herd is gone, he lies
and only gapes that side.
*
My camel, I will give thee reins
of gold, and trappings fine;
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Not only buds of sandal-wood
but thou on myrrh shalt dine;
if to the one Beloved mine
thou wilt bring me this night.
*
The camel did forget the herd,
nor e’en will salt-bush eat.
His blown-up hump has now become
his pampered passion’s seat—
Alas, this callous, new conceit
He’ll not drop unto death.
*
He goes not with the herd of late
and no more will he graze;
Since Cupid’s arrow wounded him
he hugs a curious craze;
To his new love, with love-sick gaze
he crawls, defying death.
*
Now sits with herd, musk-branches eats;
yet calm remains his face
Ah me, apparently my camel
shows no outward trace.
‘Here’ he is with the world, but graze
with heart doth fondly ‘there’.
*
He’s not what he was yesterday
returning to the yard;
He never at the manger looks—
all food doth disregard;
Seems, poison creepers on the sward
he ate when with the herd.
*
With zest the camel browses now
on creepers such as made him yearn;
But owners, keepers of the field,
with shouts his sweet indulgence spurn;
The poor intruder, powerless
he grows from voices harsh and stern;
No answer finds he in return
and all his arduous madness flies.
*
Good animal, what you did put
your teeth in, finding them so sweet;
These baneful creepers if you cat
will bring you yet to grief and woe.
4
Torrents of rain and wind—camel
there obstinate he lies—
How shall I saddle him when rise
unsaddled he will not.
*
A solid braidcd rope construct,
with this your caine! bind,
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The fragrant creepers everywhere
all over grounds you’ll find,
Once tasted, he will leave behind
all else, if he’s not tied.
*
I fettered him with rope and chain,
but shackles were in vain;
He broke them all, and dragged them on
where crccpers decked the plain—
O God, put sense and understanding
in this camel’s brain
With mercy free him from this pain
to rise above this curse.
*
O rise, and to thy haven far
thy earthbound glances bear,
May be a happy welcome there
awaits thee, from thy love.
*
No—go and schackle him, he will
run wild if left alone;
By tempting him to cat, he’ll play
more pranks, but won’t atone;
Load him and let him graze and groan
with heavy fetters bound.
*
Who laid a spell on you and who
waylaid you, wished you ill?
Blinkers you wear—your soles rubbed off—
your kind not meet you will;
And round and round, as in a mill
you circumambulate.
*
My comely camel, won’t you cat
the sadal-wood and drink your fill
Of cleanest purest water, food
the finest you refuse it still—
What law gave you the tasty thrill
of salt-bush mere, above all else?
*
At last my camel every day
is browsing in that garden, where
Two tree-shoots are worth millions there
handful of leaves are thousaiids worth.
*
Two tree-shoots are worth millions … nay
one leaf alone five lakhs will be—
Now to enrich his soul he eats,
the wholesome blossoms of this tree—
Here e’en a withered leaf we see
is many, many hundreds worth.
*
My lakhs-worth camel, that I bought
for hundreds, beautiful became
For any eye to see; don’t blame
and say too dearly he was bought.
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*
My invaluable camel, friend,
no praise is now for him too high;
His manger fill with cardamoms
then saddle him, and he will fly,
All distances he will defy,
and here and now the Loved-one reach.
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285.29 Excerpt from The Adventures of Hir And Ranjha ( Heer Waris Shah): “Epilogue”\fn{by Waris Shah (17221798)} Jandiala Sher Khan, Shaikhupur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 2
Fools and sinners offer counsel in the world. The counsel of the wise is held of no account. No one speaks
the truth. Lying has become the custom of the world.
With gangs of ruffians men commit iniquity. Tyrants have sharp swords in their hands. There is no Gover nor, Ruler or Emperor.
The country and the people have all been reduced to ruin. There is great disturbance throughout the country.
Everybody carries a sword in his hand.
The curtain of all modesty has been lifted. People commit deeds of shame in the open bazaar. Thieves have be come headmen and harlots have become mistresses of the household.
Bands of devils have multiplied exceedingly all over the land. The nobles have fallen in their estate. Men of
menial rank flourish. The Peasantry are waxen fat.
The Jats have become rulers in the country. Everybody has become lord of his own castle.\fn{ “The time at which
Hir-Ranjha was written was one of great stress and strain in India and particularly the Punjab. The decline of the Mughal Empire had
reached a point of no return. With the decay of Imperial authority, accelerated as it was by the invasions of Nadir Shah and Ahmed Shah
Abdali and the rise of the British power in India, political confusion prevailed in the country, and law and order existed only in name. Or derly government was not resored until the British had taken possession of the whole country.” }

*
When love came to me I felt a desire to write this story in verse. I wrote it in the year 1180 Hijri\fn{ 1766} in
the southern country.\fn{He means a place, Usborne says, in what was in his day Montgomery District, Punjab, renamed Sahiwal District in 1978 [though the name “Montgomery” survives as one of its tehsils (entities of local government)]:H}
When I produced the tale among learned men it became known to the world. Waris, those who have recited the
Holy Kalama have attained salvation.
Kharal Hans is a well known place. Here I composed this story. Poets, you should determine the worth of my
poem. I have let my horse loose in the arena. Other poets have wasted their efforts in writing on petty themes. I
have composed a grand poem.
O wise man, you should note that there is a secret under the guise of my words. I have written this Hir with
care and meditation. Young people read it with pleasure. I have planted a flower to give a sweet savour. Thank
God my purpose is achieved.
I have worked at it anxiously day and night. I have no capital of good works. Of what can I be proud? I have
no hope without Thy grace. I am only a poor sinner. Without the favour of the Prophet I am helpless. I am
ashamed of my unworthiness.
The sinner trembles at the thought of the last trumpet even as the faithful are afraid for the faith and as pilgrims
long for the sight of the Kaaba, even as the General thinks about the state of his army and as servants are afraid of
their pay being cut for neglect of duty.
Of all the wretched Punjab I am most concerned for Kasur. I am concerned for my faith and conscience even
as Moses was frightened on Holy Sinai. Ghazis will get Paradise and martyrs claim their kouris. The world is outwardly fair but inwardly it is bad even as the sound of a drum is beautiful from afar.
O God, grant me faith and dignity and honour. Our hope is only in God the Bountiful. Waris Shah, I have no
capital of good works.
O God! Grant me Thy presence. Waris Shah lives at Jandiala and is the pupil of the Saint of Kasur.\fn{ Makhdum
Hafiz Ghulam Murtaza} Having finished the story I presented it to my master for his acceptance.
He elevates whom He will and throws down whom He will. God alone is great. All excellences and dignity are
in God alone. I am helpless.
With the aid of Skakarganj\fn{ The saint of Pakpattan.} I have conferred this benefit on the world. Waris Shah,
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your name will be famous, if God be kind.
O Lord, accept my humility. Dispel all my infirmities. Warris Shah has shed the light of his genius over all the
faithful in the world.
O God, this is always my prayer that I may lean always on Thy support. Let me depart from this world in
peace and give me Thy grace in the end. Keep me in Thy Love and take the load of trouble off my shoulders.
May he who reads or copies my poor efforts derive pleasure. May the Prophet be your intercessor and watch
over you, past, present and future.
O Almighty God, overlook the fault of poor Waris Shah. By the Grace of God I have fulfilled the request of my
dear friends.
The story of true lovers is like the scent of a rose in a garden. He who reacts it with love in his heart will be
able to separate the true from the false.
I have written a poem of much pith even as a string of royal pearls.
I have written it at length and embellished it with various beautiful things.
I have written it as a parable. It is as beautiful as a necklace of rubies. He who reads it will be much pleased
and the people will praise it.
Waris Shah is anxious to see God’s face even as Hir longed for her lover. I make my request before the Holy
Court of God, who is the Lord of Mercy. If I have let fall a word in ignorance may God forgive me. Without Thy
justice I have no shelter.
My safety depends on Thy Grace. May my anxieties about my faith and the world vanish. This is my only
prayer.
May God pardon him who copies these words and give his bounty to those who recite it. May its readers enjoy
the book.
O God, preserve the honour of all men. Let every man depart from this world with his shortcomings hidden
from the public.
God, give all the faithful faith, conscience and a sight of Thy presence in the Day of Judgment.\fn{ C. F. Usborne,
the translator, gives the following note at the end of this sentence: “This interesting but somewhat rambling epilogue is translated at full
length without any attempt at excision or condensation. The rest of the poem has been considerably condensed but nothing important has
been omitted.” I confess I don’t see how such a thing is possible, and in the interests of preserving narrative text as exactly as set down by
the authors themselves—which I conceive as being of primary importance in Phase Two—the Analytical Phase—of the Protocol, I have reproduced only this part of Waris Shah’s effort. The other notes I have borrowed for this excerpt were supplied by Mr. Mumtaz Hasan, the
book’s editor—who, by the way, has nothing but high praise for his character as well as his translatorial efforts—“the memory of Charles
Frederick Usborne will continue to be cherished by the people for whom he lived an worked and whom he loved so well … if Waris Shah
wrote the most beautiful Hir, Usborne was the man who made the most beautiful translation of it that there is”—but this (very general)
opinion of the man is not at issue here. My need is for unabridged editions, however slightly unabridged they may be. This is not always
possible to avoid, but it is possible here, and in the unfortunate absence of any alternative to Usborne’s text, I have made use of the only
part of his work which I believe to be of the greatest advantage to an analysis of anger leading ultimately to the real solution to the problem
of world peace, and so to the preservation of human life and its civilization from the threat of thermonuclear annihilation:H }

276.129 & 278.11 A. Fragments Of Various Poems B. 1. Kaffi 1 2. Kaffi 2 3. Dohra 1 4. Kaafi 3 5. Kaafi 4 6.
Kaafi 5 7. Kaafi 6 8. Dohra 2 9. Kaafi 7 10. Dohra 3 11. Dohra 4 12. Kaafi 8 13. Kaafi 9 14. Kaafi 10 15. Dohra 5
16. Kaafi 11: Sixteen Poems\fn{by Sachal Sarmast aka Abdul Wahaab (1737-1824)} Daraaza Sharif, Khairpur District,
Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 5
A
1
Friend, this is the only way
to learn the secret way:
Ignore the paths of others,
even the saints’ steep trails.
Don’t follow.
Don’t journey at all.
Rip the veil from your face.
2
Neither did I roll rosary, nor did I ponder and pray,
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I went to no mosque or temple, nor bow in adoration to any,
Sachal is lucky every day, love is all around him.
3
You by yourself, know what is in your form!
Why chant “Allah Allah”? Find Allah within you.
You listen, you see, Allah’s word is witness,
There is no doubt, O Sachal! that the Lord is One!
4
We are, what are we?
We know not, what we are!
For a moment we are blessed
For a moment we are accursed
Some moment we pray and fast
Some moment we are free spirits
Now we declare, “Only we exist”
Now we declare, “We don’t exist”
For a bit, our heart is calm
In a bit, we weep rivers
Now we say, “We are self-realized”
Now we ask, “Who are we?”
Sachal, we are only That eternally
What other contracts can we make here?
5
I was sitting by the roadside,
When the path became clear to me;
In the palace the Beloved I saw,
a glimpse the Beauty gave;
Through the window was the vision,
a glimpse the Beauty saw;
Take care of the ignorant;
Our bond was made for a reason.
I truly recognized the Lord,
My companion He sure became;
“He is the Creator of all
and intrinsic to all”,
All doubts in this perished;
With happiness shall I carry
Sisters, if your trust I have.
All the journeys, all the manifestations
The Dear One’s own;
Friend Sachal know this correctly,
Slumber has created illusions.
Sachal regarded love as the path to spirituality:
’Tis not in religion I believe
’Tis love I live in.
When love comes to you.
Say Amen!
’Tis not with the infidel
that love resides
Nor with the faithful.
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B
1
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither a talker, nor a seeker, nor am I argumentite
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither earthy, nor the wind, neither water nor as fire ignite
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither from jinns, nor from humans, neither mother nor father recondite
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither Sunni, nor Shia, neither sinner nor recompensite
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither law-abider nor abstemious, nor given to physical delight
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Neither a scholar nor a judge, nor rowdy drink’s acolyte
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
Which substance of Sachal do you look for? He’s with you and in flight
Light makes me restive sweet Lord, restive am I for light
2
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swings
Swinging himself; makes me swing, with a million swings makes me soar
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swings
The heart-ravisher swept me so, friends made self-adornments galore
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swing
On the swing of the beloved love, in awareness remain sure
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swings
On the swing place firm feet, abiding in abandon outpour
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swings
All the swing-sweeps Sachu discern, from yourself become heartsore
In my little heart, the beloved’s swept on silken swings
3
All this is strolling of the sea, neither any shore nor dinghy
Into the waters of oneness, fling away this very entity
Cease the moment forget all else, all that bygone history
The future and past abandon, Sachal ask for frenzy
4
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood,\fn{ Service to others } go wear the crest of lordship
Strike kettle drums of Singularity, retain cares of kingship
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
Don’t beguile the heart with thoughts of the other, its the coquetry of lost-waymanship
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
In losing the way is this guidance, white is the light of blackship
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
Every way a renouncer you may be, do the work of tilted crownship
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
Smear with black, you will be manifest, from the gugglet take a sip
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
Knowing yourself; “I am Truth”, you say, experiencing delights of Godship
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Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
Sachal turns denial to proof, see the stroll of soldiership!
Give up presumptions of faqeerhood, go wear the crest of lordship
5
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
On our heads we secured, a chaplet in a frame
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
The master secured a step so sure, shattered every wrangle became
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
Whatever you know that’s who you’re conscious of; you’re really the self-same
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
Whichever way I look, there You are, all four sides just oneness proclaim
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
To make a love-commitment, the Name in the attribute Sachal became
Who are you, who am I, I’m manifest in the same
6
Beloved Raanjha, Khaera, both are I, Heer went and stayed where O where
Jhang Syaal and Takht Hazaara, both I’ve seen here O here
Beloved Raanjha, Khaera, both are I, Heer went and stayed where O where
We went and lived thither, where no one’s name is there O there
Beloved Raanjha, Khaera, both are I, Heer went and stayed where O where
Heer too was lost hither, the wave had flowed where’er O where’er
Beloved Raanjha, Khaera, both are I, Heer went and stayed where O where
Saccu Saahib are one, not the gap of a hair O hair
Beloved Raanjha, Khaera, both are I, Heer went and stayed where O where
7
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
From affirmatives come negatives, within negatives affirmatives
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
The magic of painting the Painter recognises, see the colours of deities
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
Within plungings they plunge, many awry-capped majesties
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
Listen confidantes! in this very street, vanished many sovereignties
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
Shaah Mahmood’s riches we’ve pillaged, Sachal’s truth soldieries
By the True Lord I swear, I’m naught, a naught my being carries
8
My thoughts are not to eminence inclined, nor I ask to be the master
Neither then prelates, elders we became, nor then my name’s Astrologer
Neither Indian, Sindhi, Arab, nor to being a Negro or Turk aver
Sachal nowhere is anyone present, within nothingness we occur
9
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
Abstinence, worship, piety, submission, matters of hard abstraction
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
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In this thought we become evanescent, seeing into beauty’s coupling junction
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
This very destination they’ll go to, those lords of the situation
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
I’m in vision, vision’s in me, wearing garments of fruition
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
We’re not privy to those, who’re lovers of things and machination
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
Sachal makes truth extrinsic, save for reasons of extermination
I’m some notion, now I may be found too with notion
10
The one who becomes non-manifest, that one now again becomes manifest
The one who was manifest from the source, that very one becomes non-manifest
The manifest thus becomes non-manifest, then truth hearest
Discernment of being manifest will come Sachal, when they become non-manifest
11
The boat will float with the river, none of your power utilise
In appearance both banks are in vapour, so too in unfocused eyes
Understand all those notions Sachal, all consciousness actualise
12
How have you come into price, go ask the priceless
Yourself carry separation’s load, made sweet syrup into bitterness
How have you come into price, go ask the priceless
I remain amazed, in wonder, a puppet given the peacock’s wantonness
How have you come into price, go ask the priceless
If a king you wish to become, to the grave’s abandonment acquiesce
How have you come into price, go ask the priceless
Sachal Master truth may you see, drown the wretchedness
How have you come into price, go ask the priceless
13
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
Before being wasted become maaya,\fn{ Illusion } “I am Truth” keep saying
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
The lot of the transported is only this, first and last One knowing
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
Wherever love’s billow breathed a word, there the Other’s not appearing
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
Don’t train your sights on the earthy, your own source apprehending
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
Becoming a Sufi a cleaning cloth you gain, dust of the house raising
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
Sachal go onto the gallows, if a Vision you would be gaining
This body will go to waste, the beginning and end is whirling
14
When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
Becoming Mansoor, one day “I’m Truth” I’ll aver
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When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
As the source here you have passage, removed is all dust, vapour
When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
The patina of darkness is removed, intrinsic light becomes clear
When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
Days of autumn have passed on, gardens of spring-blossoms flower
When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
Now truth is perceived Saccu, in the entire universe, without demur
When truth was ascertained, then was lost this very suitor
15
Banding people into orders, to get called a saint their concern
Pouncing hands, prayer mats, hats, absolute lies they churn
Without aching for the Beoved, irrelevant work they earn
Sachal these words are the truth, musk they themselves externe
16
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
Yourself the go-between, giving yourself a message peculiar
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
He Himself became One, the other became sans cheer
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
Leaving crown and throne, depart as a devotee austere
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
With wine mingles the drinker, who remains a cup in thirst will persevere
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
Saccu understand, the matter is this, as we came so we’ll disappear
Come dear itinerant Sir, when will my Raanjhan appear?
245.58 Excerpt from Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s Negotiations With The British Envoy Charles Theophilus Metcalf
(1808-1809): “Letters From Maharaja Ranjit Singh”\fn{by Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780-1839)} Gujranwala,
Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
All is well in this quarter, I hope it is the same with you.
I am much gratified by your letter on the subject of my bathing in the Ganges. From the cordial friendship
which unites us and which will unquestionably increase daily there is no difference between us. In conformity to
your recommendation I shall be attended by about 3,000 horse when I proceed to bathe in the Ganges. Should you
have any orders to execute in this quarter let them be communicated to me without ceremony.
Until a personal meeting take place I hope you will remember me and that I shall be gratified by your kind
letters.\fn{Translation of 2nd reply of Maharaja Ranjit Singh to the letter addressed to him on 28 February, 1808 by the Resident at Delhi
received on 21 March, 1808. 11 April 1808}
*
I am always anxious for your health and welfare. I have learned your excellence and great qualities from the
letters of Baboo Nidhan Sing. I therefore write to request that in future you will call me to remembrance, until the
pleasure of a meeting be obtained, by your friendly letters and by any Commissions from this Country.
Mohur Sing and Bishun Sing proceed on a pilgrimage to your quarter, all points will be made known to you by
their varbal communications.\fn{Translation of an intercepted letter from Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Holkar, 11 July 1808; the answer
was: “Your gratifying letter replete with expressions of perfect friendship reached me through Mohur Sing and Bishun Sing and aftorded
me great saJisfaction. May the supreme Being ever preserve you in health and safety with this disposition to friendly remembrance. The
further degrees of my attachment will be made known to you by Mohur Sing in meeting whom I have derived much pleasure. Cordial
frienship requires that you should constantly gratify me and call me to remembrance by letters indicating your welfare.” }

*
I have already had the honour to dispatch to you a letter and two Guns of Lahore by the hands of Mohur Sing,
you no doubt received them. At the time of Mohtur Sing’s departure, points were not completely settled, for which
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reason I did not write details of circumstances in my former letter. I now beg leave to represent that I conceived
the circumstances regarding you which Nudhaun Sing wrote to me, to be true, but I have now discovered from the
information of sirdars at this place, that Nudhaun is a great scoundrel. I have therefore suspended all
correspondence with him and I now apprize you of this to show that you must by no means place any confidence
in him; what you do, do with circumspection.
The vakeel of the Bhurtpoor man. is with me. He proposes the marriage of his daughter with my son, and he
will send her in the month of Kartick (October 1808).
Bhao Bhasker Pundit the vakeel of Jeswant Rao has been with me since the month of Jeyth (March 1808). It
has been settled with Jeswant Row that I shall see Mutra Bendrabun in the month of Phagun (November 1808).
From the written communications of several, I am informed there is a very small force in that quarter. This I do
not believe. Be pleased to write to me the reat state of this matter.
You are to me as a superior, intimate to me what is best, that I may act accordingly.
It is my fixed intention to go in the month of Sawun (July 1808) to Deelee, but it will be proper when I arrive
at Deelee that you should immediately honor this quarter with your presence. I await an answer whatever may be
settled in this respect, be pleased to let me know. Until an answer shall arrive I shall take no steps. If your coming
be not advisable, it is no matter; let me be informed. I shall certainly go for the rest; be pleased to honor me with
your gracious letters denoting your welfare that I may thence derive satisfaction.
I wished to send you some horses of this Country, but I apprehended that by the arrival of horses matters
would be made kown to everyone, I therefore have not sent any.\fn{ This last enclosed on a separate slip of paper}
This letter in enclosed in one to Mohur Sing and my Persian seal is on the cover of my letter to Mohur Sing, I
write this for your information.\fn{This last enclosed on another slip of paper; translation of letter from Maharaja of Lahore to ExPeshwa Amrit Rao, dated 14 May 1808}
*
At 12 o’clock on Tuesday the 2nd day of the month of Jumaudool Sanee in the year of the Hejeree 1221, I was
gratified by the receipt of your friendly letter acquainting me that you had anxiously expected me at the late fair at
Hurdwar; and announcing the appointment of Mr. Metcalfe on the part of the Government at Calcutta for the
purpose of confirming and strengthening the ties of amity and friendship between the two States; as also
requesting that the necssary instructions to provide for the accommodation, of that Gentleman during his journey
hither, might be issued to the proper surdars.
The pleasing contents of that letter I have perused with the utmost attention.
My friend; it was my anxious desire to proceed to Rurdwar at the late fair for the purpose of performing my
religious ceremonies, as also for that having a personal meeting with you. But every business has its destined
moment. I was obliged by affairs of a pressing nature, in which the interests of others were involved to deter the
execution of my plan.
The deputation of the Gentleman in question to this quarter, teeming with friendship to convey assurances of
amity and good will, in conformity to the orders of the Right Honorable, the Governor General, is a source of the
most animated satisfaction to my friendly heart. From the first moment of my understanding becoming mature,
and enabling me to distinguish, it has been the desire of my heart to show favor and kindness to all, to protect the
poor and helpless from oppression, and to cultiva!e the friendship of great and powerful surdars, but more
especially that of the Chiefs of the British nation in whom every virtue is to be found, and whose love of justice is
well known. I am anxious not only to maintain, but to strengthen and increase the foundation of amity and
friendship which was so happily laid by the Right Honorable Lord Lake and I have accordingly dispatched this
letter by two of my herkarrahs. I have also sent Mean Imaum Ool Deen, one of my most confidentialofficers, to
Putealeh, to remain at that place until the arrival of Mr. Metcalfe, and to attend him and provide for his
accommodation and convenience on his journey from thence to this quarter.\fn{ Translation of a letter from Maharaja
Ranjit Singh, dated 28 July 1808, regarding the reception of the British Envoy designate }
*
I never before, at any time, under any emergency or in any place, have made so long a halt as I have now,
solely in consequence of the friendship between this Government and the Honorable Company, which by the
blessing of God has been increasing and improving from the time in which His Excellency Lord Lake came into
this country, to the preset happy hour. My Camp has remained in this place so long in the expectation of your
arrival. Thanksgiving to the Throne of the Almighty this wish of my heart, that is, your arrival, and the pleasure of
seeing you has been obtained in a proper manner.
Although it is difficult to feel satisfied from the interview of friends whose hearts are lmited, and although the
times of meeting, however many, seem too few, yet affairs of State must be attended to. Consequently, I am about
to march immediately for the settlement of certain districts. In my nation it is considered very auspicious to march
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on the first day of the Moon; and my march is appointed for that day. Therefore be pleased to make the friendly
communications on the part of the Right Honorable the Governor General with which from His Lordship’s letter, I
understand you to be charged, in order that I may act accordingly. My anxiety cannot admit of any longer
expectation.\fn{Translation of a Note from Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Mr. Metcalfe delivered by Misr Prabdial, Hukeem Aziz-ud-Din
and Mian Imam-ud-Din on the evening of 17 September, 1808}
*
In an auspicious and happy moment your friendly letter, most agreeable to my inclinations, every letter of
which refreshed my eye, reached me and gave splendor to the unity and concord (subsisting between us), that
which is written by your friendly pen respecting what has happened from the illustrious arrival of Lord Lake in
this country up to your arrival in order to confirm and improve the relations of intimated and sincere friendship,
which by the blessing of God have been so firmly established and so manifestly displayed as to be known to all
collectively and individually, and the intimation which you give of your intention to visit me and make me happy
by the communications entrusted to you by the Right Honorable the Governor General, have given me thousand
fold pleasure and joy.
My desire to see you cannot be postponed from this, till tomorrow, and my inclination is impatient of delay,
but in consequence of the reason and state of my constitution I have this day taken medicine. Tomorrow therefore
at 3 o’clock in the afternoon bring pleasure to your friend’s house. Hukeem Uzeezo-odeen will arrive with you at
that hour and conduct you.\fn{Translation of a Note from Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Mr. Metcalfe received from Mian Imam-ud-Din
on 18 September}
*
Whereas by the blessings of God, since the time of the illustrious visit of Lord Lake to this country the
connection of friendship and union between the Government of Sarkar Khalsajeo and the Government of the
Honorable English Company has been firmly established, and is every day improving, and as the arrival in the
present time of Mr. C. T. Metcalfe is and will be the cause of rendering it permanent from generation to
generation whatever shall promote the interest and prosperity of the two High Powers will be performed on both
sides, and will cause the increase of perfect concord; therefore, that let a treaty between the two States be
concluded containing the articles underneath written and let it be adorned with signature and seal of the Right
Honorable Lord Minto the Governor-General, so that cordial Friendship may be manifestly; satisfactorily, and
lastingly established, never to be violated.
The articles alluded to are these:
First:
Friendship is and shall be firmly established with “Surkar Khalsajeo”, which is particularly this Government
and no diminution, division or difference shall take place. There shall never be greater friendship with any other
than with this Government. As the British Government has in contemplation negotiations with the Chief of
Khorasan, Shooja-ool-Moolk, and others which are rendered advisable by the circumstances of the times, and are
designed to promote the interests of both States; in that or in negotiations with others, Princes, Chiefs, and
Potentates let not any preference be shown in their favour over this Government and with respect to the
negotiations which the time calls for with the Chief of Khorasan, and the state of the concerns of this Government
with the Chief of Khorasan, for instance, warlike operations, taking tribute from some places, receiving presents
or rents, levying contributions, erecting batteries and making conquests, with reference to such places as Moultan,
Sind, Bahawulpoor etc. Let these continue as heretofore, and let not the British Government interfere at all in
these transactions.
Second:
Let the friendship between the two States from generation to generation be such that there may never be any
diminution; and that there may never be on either side in future generations any break of engagement.
Third:
Let the Rule of this Government throughout the Sikh Nation be acknowledged and established more
completely than it is at present, let not the British Government give assistance to any Chief whatever throughout
the Dominions of the Sikh Nation. Let the whole Sikh nation (Khalsajeo be managed by this Government of
Khalsajeo) according to its ancient customs and rules. Let there not be any interference.\fn{ Proposals delivered by
Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Mr. Metcalfe on 8 October, 1808}
*
The friendly reply to the paper of three articles, containing the proposals of this Government, has been
received and has given great satisfaction. The definitive answer to part of the First article and to the Second
(Recapitulation of the words of Mr. Metcalfe’s Note has caused great pleasure. Be pleased then to put these points
into one or two articles, in the form of a treaty, in the manner which may be proper, specifying that it is on the part
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of the Honorable Company and according to the orders of the Right Honorable the Governor General, and put
your own seal and signature to it, at a personal interview; and with respect to the two other points mentioned
below be pleased to enter into a written engagement to promise a definitive reply from Calcutta.
In reply to the third article respecting the establishment of the Boundary of this auspicious Government you
are pleased to write that you will state the question particularly, if it is the wish of the Maharaja, to the Governor
General etc. etc. and with respect to the proposal that the British Government should not interfere in the concerns
of this Government with the Chief of Khorasan, you are pleased to write that you will refer that also to the Right
Honorable the Governor-General; be pleased to put these two proposals into two articles together with the
proposal contained in the first article above within including the words “from generation to generation”; make the
whole into a Treaty containing article by article, all and every one of the proposals; and obtain a copy from
Calcutta with the seal and signature of the Right Honorable the Governor- General.
By these means the confidence of all people will be completely established; and the sincere friendship which
exists will be increased and confirmed.\fn{ Note transmitted by Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Mr. Metcalfe on 11 October, 1808, on
the same}
*
I comprehend all that you have written, and although in the accomplishment of the affairs proposed, the
expenses of this Government will require a prodigious sum of money, and supplies without number; lacs will be
nothing; the expenditure will amount to crores; yet as amity and friendship have been long established; and will
from your mission be confirmed and established in perpetuity, as far as my measn and abilities extend, there
cannot and shall not be any want of friendship.
The state of the receipts and disbursements of the country of Punjab are not unknown to you; and there is not
sufficient grain in this Country for tbe supply of depots. Notwithstanding all these things; whenever the contest
shall take place and the enemy’s armies shall have entered the country of Shah Shooja-ool-Moolk, in
consideration of the mutual interests and cordial friendship of the two States, I will cooperate and according to the
necessity of the time, and there shall be no difference nor delay whatever, this being subject to two conditions,
First, on the arrival of the enemy in the territories of Shah Shooja-ool-Moolk, let the march of the British
armies from Delhee for the attack of the enemy only take place with my concurrence;
Second, whatever road I may point out for the march of the British armies with reference to these objects, that
no damage may be done to my country, and no devastation nor injury take place, and that the armies may
experience no difficulty for water, wood, and forage; let that be chosen.
With respect to depots of grain, when a certain disturbance, which God forbid, shall approach, and British
armies shall have reached, or shall have crossed the Indus, a depot shall be appointed at such place as may at the
time be advisable, about forty or fifty kos on this side of the scene of action, but let the guards and protectors of
the said depot be furnished by this Government.
But be pleased to engage that after the conclusion of the contest with the enemy, all depots and other
requisites, that may have been provided for the contest, shall be removed from the places in which during the
contest, it had been agreed to establish them; so that no footing shall be established in my country, morever,
engage that the representations of designing enemies shall not be listened to by the British Government.\fn{ Translation of Note transmitted to Mr. Metcalfe by Maharaja Ranjit Singh on 23 October 1808 in reply to the plan of a treaty transmitted by Mr.
Metcalfe on 4 october, 1808}

*
Reply to the first paragraph: In respect to expense, my friend, my meaning is, that when this Government
according to your proposition shall exert itself with its armies in this undertaking, certainly very great expense
will be incurred.\fn{The only answer given to this note was verbal. The answer to this was that the expense incurred would be for the
Rajah’s salvation}
Reply to the third paragraph: You are pleased to write that the march of the Honorable Company’s armies shall
certainly take place with the concurrence of this Government. In this place the word ulbutta certainly or
necessarily should not be written; but let it be decidedly moquerur, with the concurrence of this Government.
Reply to the fourth paragraph: With respect to the first part, it is well be known that no damage is ever done by
the British armies to the Country etc. The object of this Government is the same.
Reply to the fourth paragraph: With respect to that part, it will be necessary that the road should be direct etc.
As the cause of the two States will be the same every arrangement which the circumstances of the time may
require shall be made in concert.
Reply to the fourth paragraph: With respect to the observation that perfect confidence and cordial cooperation
are necessary on both sides. “You must do this Government the justice to admit that in agreeing to your wishes it
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gives a proof of perfect confidence, whereas you refer the propositions and wishes of the Government to Calcutta,
be pleased to show in what way there is perfect confidence in this.”
Reply to the fifth paragraph: Your proposal that the arrangements for the protection of the depots shall be made
by the two States in concert is very good.
Reply to the sixth paragraph: The reply to this paragraph is exactly according to my views and wishes.
Be pleased to write that that which is forbidden in the Hindoo Religion shall not be committed in the territories
of this Government and that it shall be strictly prohibited in the British armies when they shall cross into this
country. His Excellency General Lord Lake had agreed to this.\fn{ Translation of the Note from Maharajah Ranjit Singh in
reply to Mr. Metcalfe’s of 20 October}
*
After expressing a desire for the honor of a personal interview with your Lordship, a desire which is very great
from my knowledge of your Lordship’s virtues, I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Lordship’s
two friendly letters, one announcing the Mission of Mr. Charles Theophelus Metcalfe for the purpose of
cementing the foundations of harmony and good understanding; the other in reply to the amicable letter which
was transmitted to your Lordship through the channel of Captain Mathews; and I have fully understood their
contents.
Mr. Metcalfe is arrived and has gratified me by personal intercourse. The friendly propositions which were
entrusted to that Gentleman’s verbal communication, are fully impressed on my mind and have received my
assent. In fact, the foundations of mutual harmony and friendship have long subsisted between us and they will
daily acquire additional strength.
What I have stated to Mr. Metcalfe on the subjects of my desire to cultivate in every way the friendship
between the two States that it may endure for generations; of giving a preference to my friendship over that of any
of the sirdars of this country, of fixing the boundary, of the Khasa Sirkarjeo so as to comprehend all the Sikh
posessions; and of no assistance being afforded (by the British Government) to any of the Sikh Chiefs, and of my
continuing to levy the usual contributions from Khorasan etc.
By the favor of God, all that will be fully made known to your Lordship by that Gentleman’s communications.
I am satisfied that when your Lordship shall be apprized of my requests, you will be pleased to affix your seal and
signature to them and transmit them to me, when your Lordship may be satisfied, that, as far as posiible, there
shall not occur any deviation whatever (from your wishes) on my part.
As from the friendship subsisting between us, which indeed has been of long duration, I am always anxious for
accounts of your Lordship’s health; ever continue to gratify me by pleasing accounts of your weelfare.\fn{ Translation of Kharita addressed by Maharaja Ranjit Singh to Lord Minto reiterating his rights over the entire Sikh possessions }
*
At the time when Lord Lake and Holkar came to this quarter, a meeting took place between his Lordship and
myself, from which I derived much satisfaction. Perfect harmony and friendship were established between us.
Since that time no letters have come to me from that quarter, on which account. none have been sent from hence. I
have not crossed the River Jumna, adverting to the firm friendship and union which subsist between me and the
British Government, however much the Rajah of Bhurtpoor and Holkar have invited me by letter to proceed to
that quarter, while their vakeels continue to remain in attendance upon me, and offer me lacks of rupees as
nuzzeranah. I have neither accepted their invitation nor their presents, and have no intention of proceeding thither.
I now write to you, therefore, to request that folr the sake or the friendship and union which have been established
between us, you will constantly gratify me, until the time of a happy meeting, with accounts of your welfare and
the state of affairs; for in that consists the happiness of my heart.
Uggya Singh and Nyne Singh are with you on my part. Whatever may advance the interests of the
Government, be pleased to state to these persons without reserve, that they may communicate it to me. Further, all
is well.
At this time I have dispatched Coar Singh to your presence. He will inform you of all that has taken place.
\fn{Kharita from Maharaja Ranjit Singh to the Governor-General, received at Fort William on 14 January, 1809, on the same }
*
As the establishment of amity and friendship, between the two States, is desired by both States, as concealment
is not proper among friends; and as you have expressed a wish, that I should explain my secret thoughts with
respect to the answer to be made to your requisitions, I inform you that the reply, to the friendly requisitions made
by this Government, containing the requisitions which you have stated, and besides that, the communication of
the intention to establish a military post on the Sutluj, which is in the letter from the Right Honorable the
Governor-General, have excited my increasing astonishment—I could never have expected this from friends.
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If you are disposed to establish the relations of friendship according to the amicable sentiments, which you
have frequently expressed; and which are also contained, in the communications received by me, from the British
Government, the arrangement of the matters, now in contemplation, can take place in the following manner.
Let it be agreed, that the country between the Sutluj and the Jumna shall be put into the state and condition in
which it was before your arrival; let the new measures adopted by this Government in that country be remedied by
this Government, with your advice; and let no new measure be adopted by your Government in that country.
I am willing to agree to your wishes, that is, with respect to requisitions written by you. Moreover, it is my
desire to satisfy you, as friendship exists between us. Be pleased to consider this matter well, and favour me with
a satisfactory answer; be assured of my regard.\fn{ Translation of the Note from the Maharaja of Lahore to Mr. Metcalfe
received 25 December 1808, on the same}
*
The contents of your friendly note of the 26th instant have been explained to me.
You say that it is unnecessary to detail again the motives which have actuated the British Government in its
reply to the requisitions of this Government, and in the proposed arrangement for establishing a Military Post ,on
the Sutluj, that you have fully explained these before, and that if this Government will be pleased attentively to
consider what you have said you trust that the surprise, which has arisen, will be removed.
As concealment is improper among friends, and as it is your wish that I should write a clear and unreserved
answer on the subject of your requisitions, I must say my friend that I never could have expected in friendship
such an answer as has been returned to the requisition of this Government. Why should I not feel surprized?
Besides that, I have received an intimation of the intntion of the British Government to station a military post in
the country of the Government without consulting with this Government and before the necessary time for a
purpose, the accomplishment of which was intended to have been effected in concert.
A satisfactory answer to the British requisitions can be fully assented to, only in consideration of the friendship
existing between the two States, and to satisfy you, the real disposition of this Government and your sincere
endeavours being directed to the same object in the following manner:
The troops stationed at Umbala are recalled. I agree for your sake and on account of the friendship existing
between the States to the restoration of Umbala to its former possessors. It shall take place; also I will not again
lay waste the country on the left bank of the Sutluj.
But I must observe according to the friendship and concord existing between the Governments, that your
advance into this country, for the defeat of the wicked race, the French, before the time of emergency, without the
advice of this Government, is not at all proper; as there is a confident hope, that, in consequence of the alliance
and cooperation of the two States, the defeat and punishment of the wicked race will be completely accomplished.
Therefore, as, in order to satisfy you, this Government agrees to repair the new acts committed by this
Government since your arrival, I trust that with reference to the existing sincere friendship no new act, by which
is meant, without consulting my opinion, will ever be committed by the British Government.
In the manner in which you omit no exertion to establish friendship formerly between the States, be assured
also that there shall be no omission on the part of this Government; moreover my particular desire is the same. Be
pleased to construe this friendly paper as essentially a satisfactory reply to your requisitions. The assembling of
troops is on this account; although as a matter of Government the collecting and disbanding of troops are
customary and of no consequence; a fair for bathing at Umritsur takes place according to established practice on
the first of the month of Magh, and it is usual for Chiefs and commanders to assemble on that occasion, and after
the fair sometimes take the field.
This Government and the British Government are in every respect united; and the armies of this Government
and the British armies are the same. Be pleased to entertain a perfect belief and entire confidence that no
difference shall ever be caused by this Government which in every respect wishes to improve and increase the
relations of friendship and mutual attachment. As the satisfaction and advantage of the Government would be the
cause of pleasure to you; so and more than that be pleased to consider this Government disposed towards you; and
having perused the friendly contents of this note attentively letter by letter be pleased to write a satisfactory
answer.\fn{Translation of the Note from the Maharaja of Lahore to Mr. Metcalfe received on 28 December, 1808 }
*
This is a conclusive reply to your friendly note.
As the principal and earnest desire of States is to establish the relations of sincere friendship and cordial
connection on a firm basis; I, therefore, agree in the first instance to the requisitions of the British Government, by
which I mean the withdrawing my troops from Umbala, and the restitution of that town to its former possosssors,
induced solely by a desire to give satisfaction to the British Government, and in consideration of the duties of
friendship, which are incumbent on both parties in amicable intercourse, and from which I am not exempt;
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according also to your desire, and relying, in respect to my proposals, on the sincere friendship and attachment
which you have often expressed for this Government verbally, and in friendly writings, and which have given me
comfort and confidence.
By the blessing of the Almighty, I trust, that the execution of this my agreement will take place tomorrow. Of
this be assured: where there is good faith, making an agreement and fulfilling it are the same.
You write in your first note that if I would agree to the requisitions contained in the paper in my possession,
and carry my assent into execution, you would be satisfied of my friendly intentions and that afterwa:rds any
proposals that I might bring forward would become the subject of negotiation. You write the same again, adding
that one preliminary is necessary.
My friend, for your sake solely, this Government has first agreed to the requisitions of the British Government
and the execution of this agreement shall by the blessing of the Almighty be displayed tomorrow. After this the
conclusion of a treaty of friendship and union, is the first object.
In your second note you say that may hereafter be projected in union for the defeat of the expected invasion,
shall be executed in concert; and the Molvee said yesterday on your part, after expressing your friendly
sentiments, that after the execution of the requisitions of the British Government, whatever arrangement might
hereafter be made by the British Government against the enemy, should be made in concert with this Government;
and, on being questioned, he mentioned, as from you, that the measure of establishing a military post on the Sutluj
was indispensable, but that the time and place should be settled in concert with me, and therein gave me great
confidence.
As the interests of the parties are united, I am satisfied, that every measure, and every arrangement, that shall
be projected, by the British Government, when necessary will not be undertaken without consultation with this
Government. Such are my hopes; and by this the existing friendship will be increased.
The accomplishment of all matters will take place in concert, and there shall be no deviation from friendship.
This is the cordial wish of both States. Be assured of my regard.
P.S. As there is no reserve in friendship, I mention without reserve that as I have redressed my late measures
for your sake. I trust that hereafter no measure will be adopted without consulting with this Government.
\fn{Translation of a note from the Raja of Lahore to the Envoy, dated 2 Januray 1809 }
*
I have had the pleasure of receiving your note and understood its contents.
You will have received, by anticipation a satisfactory reply from the oral communications of my Ministers.
Since a sincere good will prevails between us, and both parties are desirous to promote the increase of friendship,
you should not admit such thoughts into your mind. I have sent Sham Singh to recall the troops, and have sent
another person to bring Maee Dya Koour in whose possession Umbala was; no doubt, as soon as she arrives, the
place shall be restored to her.
As your satisfication is my object, there shall be no deviation. The object of the military preparations of both
States is the same, that is, the defeat of the expected enemy. The assemblage of troops at the Maghee Fair is
according to established practice, as I before told you, and has no other motive.
I hope that you will come to the Shalee Garden tomorrow, where we can settle a treaty and also consult
together. The object of both is the prosperity of both States. Please accept the expression of my regard
N.D. The fair takes place at Umritsur on the 1 st of the month of Magh.\fn{Translation of the Note from the Raja of
Lahore addressed to C. t. Metcalfe, dated 7 January 1809, on the same }
*
As the establishment of the relations of friendship is always my object, and is above all other considerations, I
agreed solely for your sake, and without reference to the interests of this Government to the requisitions which
you made for the recall of the army from Umbala, and the restitution of that place to its former. possessors, and
have promised not to plunder that country again.
I did not even consult with the Chiefs of the Sikh Nation, in order that your doubts might be removed, and a
Treaty of friendship between the two States be concluded. You now wish that Furreedkot also should be restored
to its former possessors.
My friend, that place, which is of no great consequence, is not a new conquest. It belongs to Kot Koppoora. Be
pleased to reflect on this matter, and consider this assertion as true. If it were new, it is not superior to Umbala.
Since, therefore, your requisitions have been complied with, now turn your attention to the treaty of Amity and
Friendship, between the two States which will give confidence to the dependents of this Government.
And if it is your desire, that a treaty should not be concluded until after the restitution of Furreedkot,
notwithstanding that it is not a new possessioa, in that case, although I complied with the other requisitions solely
with a view to friendship, without consulting the Chiefs of the Sikh Nation, I propose to refer the restitution of
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Furreedkot to the result of a consultation with the Chiefs of the Sikh Nation, viz., Futteh Sing Uhloowaleea, Joud
Singh Ramghureea, Jodh Singh Jysingpooreea, and other Chiefs and officers of the army, stationed at Umbala
which was recalled for your satisfaction and will have joined the army under the dewan.
It is proper that the Government should not be subject to the reproaches of the Chiefs. Therefore, I propose to
march on the day after tomorrow and trust that you will bear me company in order that having joined all the
Chiefs at Philor I may communicate to them the arrangement proposed, and that all matters under discussion may
be explained to them and settled by the advice of all the Chiefs. With respect to your proposition to make a
reference to Calcutta regarding the question about Furreedkot you will receive an answer from the oral
communications of the Molvee.
As the sole object of this Government is the establishment of friendship, and as this Government always
wishes most particularly to give you satisfaction, I hope that you will also consider all these circumstances and act
according to friendship. Accept my regards.\fn{ Translation of the Note from the Maharaja of Lahore to C. T. Metcalfe, dated 13
January, 1809, assuring the surrender of Faridkot and desiring the conclusion of a treaty with the Britis h}
*
Your note arrived at a most happy period, and all its contents have been explained to me.
This Government is indebted only to the Almighty for the favour which is bestowed on it, in the present time,
and for the future also, and to His Divine favor I look at all times.
My agreement to your requisitions was solely with a view to gratify you, and was not from any other motive.
Whether this Government has or has not any claim to a return on account of its assent to those requisitions, it is an
established fact in friends that there is no return for good except good. The oyster returns a pearl when it receives
a drop of rain. From the expressions “redress for late measures” and “it cannot be considered that any return is
necessary” it appears that the value of assenting to several important requisitions, every one of which is a
mountain, and a desire to establish friendship which is the first wish of my heart, appears to you of no greater
value than a wisp of straw. This is very distant from a discernment of the value, and true knowledge, of the
importance of friends.
But it is a great thing that you write, that it will be a proof of a friendly intention, and cause of satisfaction, for
that is one of my wishes. With respect to the particular place, which you cannot give up without instructions from
your Government, that place is, for several reasons, an old acquisition; I am without remedy, otherwise it is not
better than Umbala.
With relation to the conclusion of a treaty, you write that it is desired by both States, but it must be a treaty,
which shall include the vital interests of both States. My Friend, in consequence of the doubts which have arisen
in men’s minds, it is proper that a Treaty of Amity, in form as well as sense, should be concluded. Whenever
friendship is real, the friends and enemies of both States are the same. With respect to what you have written viz.
if there were no questions respecting the requisitions, etc., if after recalling the troops from Umbala, and restoring
that place to its proprietors, any doubt remains, it is surprising. I hope that your doubts will be removed by these
measures, and that you will be satisfied.
With respect to the business of that one place, which is old, you will have written to your Government.
Although the intimation of the intended establishment of a Military Post proceeds from friendship, yet consulting
with this Government on the arrangements would be the height of friendship, and more than that I cannot say. The
recall of the troops is a sufficient reply to your observation that the military preparations of the British
Government are occasioned solely by the preparations of this Government.
If, whien, God forbid, the preparations of this Government had been for any hostile purpose, the recall of those
troops would have been very impolitic, they would have been reinforced by other troops. And my arrival in this
quarter; why did I dismiss my troops to their homes?
Moeover some of my people still remain at their homes. I hear every day that the Muttra and Agra Battalions
are marching towards Karnaul, and there is no apparent enemy. If a Treaty of Amity, which is really the object of
both States, were concluded, there would be no suspicion in either State.
Tru1y I can believe, what you are pleased to declare, that the intentions of the British Government are friendly,
but the minds of the people cannot be at rest, whilst the arrangement for a Military Post, and the collection of
Military Stores are going without a treaty. My wish to join my army is solely for the sake of advice, and it would
be the cause of great trouble to the Chiefs to call them here.
You are repeatedly pleased to speak of consultation about the Military Post, and still, notwithstanding my
compliance with your different requisition, you delay a treaty. It appears to me to be advisable to take you along
with me, as your presence will be the cause of satisfaction, and to proceed\fn{ The text has: provide} lightly equipped,
without delay, to the Chiefs to consult with them. The advice of Dewan Mohkum Chund cannot possibly be
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superior to the Counsel of the other Chiefs, and my own judgement. The friendship impressed on my heart is
equal to the attachment of lovers. Plant the tree of friendship so that the desire of the heart may be concerted.
I entertain a confident hope that, in the establishment of the intended Military Post, nothing will be done
contrary to friendship for this Government, but it is proper that it should take place afler a treaty. That you
describe, as customary, the conclusion of a treaty after war surprizes me. In my opinion it is better that a treaty
should precede war. A treaty which takes place after war possesses no excellence. Foresight is proper before an
act.
If war, which God forbid, should take place, in that case my hope and my trust, and my support will be in the
blessing of the Lord. With the Government, with which the British Government has friendship without a treaty, I
conclude that such requisitions, and the establishment of a Military Post towards their Country, and military
preparations without a cause never took place, although I have the promise of increased satisfaction, and my
former alarms are remitted, the contents of the declaration which you have written have caused an increase of my
hopes. My friendship flourishs.
When a Gentleman of rank and good disposition like yourself comes as Envoy for the increase of amity and
friendship, and the establishment of attachment and union between two States, why should I not be satisfied with
your declaration? But be pleased to sign and seal a treaty containing in detail, the same contents, with something
additional, according to the recommendation of this Government, as the representative of the British Government,
and apply for the same from your Government, which will give pleasure to the hearts of friends, increase the
confidence of friendship and remove the doubts of men.
I have written thus much without reserve from a cordial friendship.\fn{ Translation of the Note from the Maharaja to the
Envoy dated 17 January, 1809 in reply to the envoy’s Note of the 15th expressing his concern on the arrival of British reinforcements }
*
The contents of your note have been explained to me. My friend my sole de:;ire is frie3dship. The impediment
offered to your post, and the Giher improper acts done by Dewan Mohkum Chund, have been entirely ~thoul. my
wish, and have really caused my displeasure-Be assured of this, and, in consi- deration of the cordial friendship
existing, be pleased not to think of these matters, such preemptory orders have been issued on this subject, that no
obstruction or interruption can again occur. The affairs of the States are the same, and nothing shall happen on the
part of this Government, to the utraost of its ability, contrary to friendship as friendship is its sole object. The only
cause of the differences at present under discussion between this Government and you, is sincere desire for the
establishment of concord and amity. It is my wish, that this should be accomplished by you. Your continuance,
therefore, with thIs Government will cause the greatest pleasure and satisfaction. Be pleased on these points and
consider this as your own house. My view is friendship, I therefore send you order addressed to Dewan Mohkum
Chund forbidding any impediment being offered to the post. My personal and confidential attendant Sham Sing
has been charged with similar instructions-The rest will be made known to you by my Ministers.\fn{ Translation of
the Note from Maharaja of Lahore to the envoy, January 22, 1809, imploring him to continue negotiations }
*
The arrival or your note has made me acquainted with the advice which you have written. Therefore, purely
out of cordial friendship, I write this.
After the execution of the requisitions for certain places, will any other requisition be made by the British
Government or not?
Will the British Detachment ever move in advance from the place at which it may be stationed, with the
concurrence of both Governments, or not?
Will any attack be made on the jageerdars, thanadars or friends of this Government established on the left
bank of the Sutluj before your arrival or not?
Will a treaty of amity be concluded immediately after the execution of the requisitions, or will it be delayed?
As you are the wellwisher of both Governments, I have written this without reserve. Be pleased to write a clear
answer.\fn{Translation of the Note from the Maharaja of Lahore to the Envoy, dated 30 January, 1809, on the same }
*
With respect to what you have written concerning former conversations on the subject of the treaty and your
exertions to afford me satisfaction, I have only to observe, that a great deal of discussion and argument produces
great delay.
My friend, when one of two friends make his requisitions in an amicable manner, and they are complied with
according to friendship, and when after compliance of those requisitions, the other desires, for the establishment
of friendship, only one word of assurance for the people, by which is meant a treaty, and that is not obtained
according to his desire; notwithstanding that he has been promised the fullest assnrances; but unsatisfactory
stipulations are introduced; what is to be done?
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In pursuing your own objects like running water, for those or your friends like ice, your great skill must be
acknowledged. With respect to my frequently repeated desire for a treaty of friendship, most undoubtedly the
treaty is a great comfort to me. Be pleased to visit me tomorrow; I cannot describe my anxiety to see you, that we
may talk over the draft or a treaty or friendship, the object of which will be to prevent encroachments, on either
part, of the territories, subjects and allies of each other, and that we may bring it to a settlement and receive the
greatest satisfaction. Attribute free expressions to the warmth of my affection.\fn{ Translation of the Note from Ranjit
Singh to the Envoy, dated 18 April on the terms of the treaty of Amity }
*
In a most happy moment, I was gratified by the auspicious arrival of the tablets of sincerity and friendship; in
other words, I had the honor to receive your Lordship’s gracious letter which may be truly said to be model of
friendship.
The brain of my friendly heart was regaled by the fragrance of the establishment of amity and concord between
the two States; the garden of ancient cordiality acquired new freshness; and two foundations of harmony and good
understanding additional solidity.
With regard to what your Lordship has been pleased to write with the pen of amity on the subject of cementing
the foundations of union and concord, and the bond of mutual confidence, as a union of sentiment existed
between the two States, their mutual views have been accomplished through the zealous exertions of Mr. Charles
Theophilus Metcalfe by the conclusion of a Treaty of Amity and Friendship between the two States.
May the Almighty render this event propitious to all friends and to mankind in general.
For more detailed information, I beg leave to refer your Lordship to the verbal communications of Mr.
Metcalfe.
As nothing is more important or more acceptable in tbis world than friendship, since the peace and good order
of the universe depends upon it, (the conclusion of this treaty) involves present and future advantages.
Your Lordship will be pleased to consider it to be incumbent on you to observe the relations of friendship as at
present established, and believing me to be anxious for the happy tidings of your health, you will constantly
gratify and rejoice me by communications denoting your welfare.\fb{ Letter from Maharaja Ranjit Singh to the Governor
General, Earl of Minto, commending the efforts of Charles Metcalfe in concluding the treaty of Amity between the two Governments. On a
separate sheet of paper Ranjit Singh wrote the following: }

*
As friendship supposes perfect confidence on both sides, I have accepted the draft of the treaty which your
Lordship has transmitted to Mr. Metcalfe, with a slight variation. As it is quite impossible that any departure from
the rules of friendship, or any violation of the treaty should occur, I consider the insertion of the words “null and
void” to be inauspicious. If, therefore, those words should be omitted in the original treaty, it will be highly proper
for the rest, let your Lordship act as may be advisable.
1819
264.131 A Fragment And Three Complete Letters Of Maharani Jind Kaur\fn{by Maharani Jind Kaur (1817-1863)}
Chachar, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 2
1
[As Henry Lawrence is] solely for the sake of punishing faithless servants of the Sikh state, defending the
Maharaja and herself, and protecting the people … he had better attend to his own business. So long as the
Maharaja is the sovereign of his own kingdom, it is the same as if I were sovereign. … It is a subject of deep
congratulations to me that both the Maharaja and myself are now reaping the benefits of the friendship which
Maharaja Ranjit sowed with the Company. Continue, if you please, to give me good advice.\fn{ In an undated (and
according to her biographer, sarcastic) letter to Henry Montgomery Lawrence (1806-1857), the British Resident at Lahore (1846-1856), in
reply to one of his, also undated in the text before me:H} (33)

2
I had entrusted my head to your care. You have thrust it under the feet of traitors. You have not done justice to
me. You ought to have instituted an enquiry, and then charged me with what you found against me. You ought not
to have acted upon what the traitors told you.
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You have kept no regard of the friendship of the great Maharaja. You have caused me to be disgraced by
other people. You have not even remained true to treaties and agreements.
Raja Lal Singh was true and faithful to me. He was loyal. Having levelled charges against him, you sent
him away.
Then we never said anything to you. We thought that as the Sahib himself was with us, we had no fear
of anyone. We could never imagine that we could be put into prison with baseless charges concocted
against us. Produce any writings of ours. Prove any charges against me. Then you could do anything you
liked.
Myself, the Maharaja and twenty-two maid servants are imprisoned in the Sarnrnan. All other servants have
been dismissed. We are in very helpless condition. Even water and food are not allowed to come in. Now that you
persecute us in this way, it is better that you hang us instead of it.
If you administer justice to us, well and good ; otherwise I shall appeal to London headquarters. Even
the allowance of one lakh and fifty thousand that had been fixed has not been paid by anybody. The
amount of fifty one thousand that I had spent in four months, I have paid to Missar Mcgh Raj after hav ing
sold my ornaments.
I never begged for anything from anyone. Having sold my ornaments I was managing to live on.
Why should you have caused me to be disgraced without any fault ? What was the fault of Manglan
that she too has been turned out?
The Maharaja came to me today and wept bitterly for a long time. He said that Bishari Singh and Gulab Singh
had been frightening him. If something happened to the Maharaja through fright, then what shall I do?
He was told that orders of the Sahib for him were to reside in the Shalimar. He wept very bitterly
when he heard this. The treatment that is thus meted out to us has not been given to any ruling
house.
Why do you take possession of the kingdom by underhand means? Why don’t you do it openly? On the one
hand you make a show of friendship and on the other you have put us in prison. Do justice to me or I shall appeal
to the London headquarters. Preserve three or four traitors, and put the whole of the Panjab to the sword at their
bidding.\fn{An undated letter, presumably written in 1847}
3
We have arrived safely at Shaikhupura. You should send our luggage with care. As I was setting in the
Samman, in the same way I am in Shaikhupura. Both the places are same to me.
You have been very cruel to me. You have snatched my son from me. For ten months I kept him in my
womb. Then I brought him up with great difficulty. Without any fault you have separated my son from me.
You could have kept me in prison. You could have dismissed my men. You could have greeted me in any
other way you liked. But you should not have separated my son from me.
In the name of God you worship, and in the name of the king whose salt you eat, restore my son to me. I can
not bear the pain of this separation. Instead of this you put me to death.
My son is very young. He is incapable of doing anything. I have left the kingdom. I have no need of
kingdom. For God’s sake pay attention to my appeals. At this time I have no one to look to. I raise no
objections. I will accept what you say.
There is no one with my son. He has no sister, no brother. He has no uncle, senior or junior. His father
he has lost. To whose care has he been entrusted? Without any fault why is so cruelty being done to me?
I shall reside in Sheikhupura, I shall not go to Lahore. Send my son to me. I will come to you at Lahore
only during the days when you hold darbar. On that day I will send him.
A great deal has been done to me. A great deal has been done to my son also. You have accepted what other
people have said. Put an end to it now. Too much has been done.\fn{ Another undated letter, also presumably written in
1847}
4
Your letter has been received. It is a matter of great pleasure that you remember me.
I am very glad to learn from your letter that Maharaja is happy. Since the day I left Lahore, it is today
that I have heard of the Maharaja being happy. Whatever you write may be true. But my mind does not
believe that Maharaja is happy. How can he, whose mother has been separated from him, be happy?
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You call him Maharaja and then treat him like this. On the one hand he is very young, on the other he
had never separated [from his mother]. You are an intelligent and a wise man. Think over it in your mind
how the Maharaja can be happy.
You write to me that on occount of friendship between the two Governments you are very particular of
the welfare of the Maharaja. How far you look to the welfare of the Maharaja is now well known all over
the world. Weeping, he was torn away from his mother and taken to Shalimar Garden, while the mother was
dragged out by her hair.
Well has the friendship been repaid. You never thought in your mind how the Maharaja who was very
young, could live.
You had been kept for the protection of our honour and dignity. But the traitors have robbed us of these also. It
is a matter of sorrow that you did not weigh things before accusing me. You have exiled me on the instigation of
traitors. Whatever you have done has earned a good name for you! I have lost my dignity and you have lost regard
for your word. The treatment that you have given to me is not given even to murderers. Having renounced
everything, I had become a faqir, but you have not allowed me to live even like a faqir. I am very much hard up
for money.
I have sent Bandhujit to you. Keep him with you. Half of my luggage has been received by me. The other half,
they do not give. Get that sent to me, and also get the allowance and have it sent to me.\fn{ A letter dated August 30,
1847, to John Lawrence, Superintendent and Commissioner, Jullundur Doab, and Acting Resident, Lahore}
234.128 Excerpts from History Of The Freedom Movement In The Punjab III: “Maharaja Duleep Singh
Correspondence”\fn{by Maharaja Dalip Singh (1838-1893)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Honorable Court of directors of the East Indian Company
Claridge’s Hotel, 9 December 1856
Gentlemen:
Having now attained an age at which, according to the laws of India, I am entitled to assume the management
of my own affairs, and being anxious, before my intended departure for India, in October next, to have everything
relating to my future position clearly defined and settled, I have to request the favour of you, at your earliest
convenience, to bring the subject to the notice of Hon. Court of Directors, in order that sufficient time may be
afforded for such reference to the Governor-General-in-Council as may be required.
In taking the subject of my future settlement into consideration, I hope that the circumstances in which I have
been placed under the protection of the British Government, may receive due attention.
Having at the early age of ten years been required to resign the throne of the Punjab, and, with the advice and
approval of my then ministers, and guardians, to accept the terms offered to me by the Government of India, I
really consented, believing the conditions to be as fair as liberal as under the circumstances could be obtained.
Although I still consider them to be such as my ministers and guardians were justified in recommending me to
accept, and very gratefully acknowledging that the kind and liberal consideration which I have experienced from
the Government has left me no cause to regret that I placed myself, with so much confidence, under their care,
there are, nevertheless, certain restrictions as to residence imposed upon me by Treaty which, however prudent at
the time, are now in my altered circumstances, felt to be irksome, and certain conditions as to the amount of
income to be assigned to me, which, if carried out in accordance with the literal interpretation of the Treaty, may
place me and my family in a less favourable position than the ministers and their families by whom the Treaty, on
my behalf, was made. I trust, therefore, that in considering the subject of my future settlement, the whole m[a]y
be assigned to me as may appear liberal, considering my former ran,. my present recognized position, and the
expenses necessary for its proper and dignified maintenance.
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To the Editor of The Times
Elvedon Hall, Thetford, Suffolk
18 August 1882
Sir:
As the era of doing justice and restoration appears to have dawned, judging from the recent truly liberal and
noble act of the present Liberal Government, headed now by the great Gladstone the Just, I am encouraged to lay
before the British Nation, through the medium of The Times, the injustice which I have suffered, in the hope that,
although generosity may not be lavished upon me to the same extent as has been bestowed upon King Cetewayo,
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yet that some magnanimity might be shown towards me by this great Christian Empire.
When I succeeded to the throne of the Punjab, I was only an infant and the Khalsa soldiery, becoming more
and more mutinous and overbearing during both my uncle’s and my mother’s Regencies, at last, unprovoked
crossed the Sutlej and attacked the friendly British Power, and was completely defeated and entirely routed by the
English Army.
Had, at this time, my dominions been annexed to the British territories, I would have now not a word to say,
for I was that time an independent chief at the head of an independent people, and any penalty which might have
been then inflicted would have been perfectly just; but that kind, true English gentleman, the late Lord Hardinge,
in consideration of the friendship which had existed between the British Empire and the “Lion of the Punjab”,
replaced me on my throne, and the diamond Koh-i-noor on my arm, at one of the Durbars. The Council of
Regency, which was then created to govern the country during my minority, finding that it was not in their power
to rule the Punjab unaided, applied for assistance to the representative of the British Government, who after
stipulating for absolute power to control every Government department, entered into Bhyrowal Treaty with me, by
which was guaranteed that I should be protected on my throne until I attained the age of sixteen years, the British
also furnishing troops both for the above object and preservation of peace in the country, in consideration of a
certain sum to be paid to them annually by my Durbar, for the maintenance of that force.
Thus the British nation, with open eyes, assumed my guardianship, the nature of which is clearly defined in a
proclamation subsequently issued by Lord Hardinge’s orders on the 20 th of August, 1847, which declares that the
tender age of the Maharajah Duleep Singh causes him to feel the interest of a father in the education and
guardianship of the young prince.
Two English Officers carrying letters bearing my signature were despatched by the British Resident, in
conjunction with my Durbar, to take possession of the fortress of Mooltan and the sorrounding district in my
name, but my servant, Moolraj, refusing to acknowledge my authority, caused them to be put to death, whereupon
both the late Sir F. Currie and the brave Sir Herbert Edwardes most urgently requested the Commander-in-Chief
of the British forces at Simla, as there were not sufficient English soldiers at Lahore at the time, to send some
European troops without delay in order to crush the rebellion in the bud, as they affirmed that the consequences
could not be calculated which might follow if it were allowed to spread; but the late Lord Gough, with the
concurrence of the late Marquis of Dalhousie, refused to comply with their wishes, alleging the unhealthiness of
the season as his reason for doing so.
My case at that time was exactly similar to what the Khedive’s is at this moment; Arbi being, in his present
position, to his master what Moolraj was to me—viz., a rebel.
At last, very tardily, the British Government sent troops (as has been done in Egypt) to quell
the rebellion, which had by that time vastly increased in the Punjaub, and who entered my
territories, headed by a proclamation, issued by Lord Dalhousie’s orders, to the following effect:
To the subjects, servants and dependants of the Lahore State, and residents of all classes and castes, whether Sikhs,
Mussalmans, or others within the territories of Maharajah Duleep Singh
Whereas certain evil-disposed persons and traitors have excited rebellion and insurrection, and have seduced
portions of the populaticn of the Punjaub from their allegiance, and have raised an armed opposition to the British
authority; and whereas the condign punishment of the insurgents is necessary, ... therefore the British Army, under the
command of the Right Hon. the Commander-in-Chief, has entered the Punjaub district. The army will not return to its
cantonments until the full punishment of all insurgents has been effected, all opposition to the constituted authority put
down, and obedience and order have been re-established.

Thus it is clear from the above that the British Commander-in-Chief did not enter my dominions as a
conqueror, nor the army to stay there, and, therefore, it is not correct to assert, as some do, that the Punjaub was a
military conquest.
And whereas it is not the desire of the British Government that those who are innocent of the above offences, who
have taken no part secretly or openly, in the disturbances, and who have remained faithful in their obedience to the
Government of Maharajah Duleep Singh … should suffer with the guilty.

But after order was restored, and finding only a helpless child to deal with, and the temptation being so strong,
Lord Dalhousie annexed the Punjab, instead of carrying out the solemn compact entered into by the British
Government at Bhyrowal; sold almost all my personal, as well as all my private property, consisting of jewels,
gold and silver plate, even some of my wearing apparel and household furniture, and distributed the proceeds,
amounting (I was told) to £250,000, as prize money among those very troops who had come to put down rebellion
against my authority.
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Thus I, the innocent, who never lifted up even my little finger against the British Government, was made to
suffer in the same manner with my own subjects who would not acknowledge my authority, in spite of the
declaration of the above quoted proclamation that it is not the desire of the British Government that the innocent
should suffer with the guilty.
Lord Dalhousie, in writing to the Secret Committee of the late Court or Directors, in order to justify his unjust
act, among other arguments employs the following. He says:
It has been objected that the present dynasty in the Punjab cannot with justice be subverted, since the Maharajah
Du1eep Singh, being yet a minor, can hardly be held responsible for the acts of the nation. With deference to those
by whom these views have been entertained, I must dissent entirely from the soundness of the doctrine. It is, I
venture to think, altogether untenable as a principle; it has been disregarded heretofore in practice, and disregarded in
the case of Maharajah Duleep Singh. When in 1845 the Khalsa army invaded our territories, the Maharajah was not
held to be free from responsibility, nor was he exempted from the consequences of the acts of the people. On the
contrary, the Government of India confiscated to itself the richest provinces of the Maharajah’s kingdom, and was
applauded for the moderation which had exacted no more. If the Maharajah was not exempted from responsibility on
the plea of his tender years at the age of eight, he cannot be on that plea be entitled to exemption from a life
responsibility now that he is three years older.

But in thus arguing, His Lordship became blind to the fact that in 1845, when the Khalsa army invaded the
British territories, I was an independent chief, but after the ratification of the Bhyrowa1 treaty I was made the
ward of the British nation; and how could I, under these circumstances be held responsible for the neglect of my
Guardians in not crushing Moolraj’s rebellion at once, the necessity of doing which was clearly and repeatedly
pointed out by the British Resident at Lahore? Again, His Lordship says:
The British Government has rigidly observed the obligation which the treaty imposed on them and fully acted up to
the spirit and letter of its contract.

No doubt all this was or may have been true, except so far that neither peace was preserved in the country nor I
protected on my throne till I attained the age of sixteen years; two very important stipulations of that treaty. He
further alleges:
In return for the aid of the British troops they (my Durbar) bound themselves to pay to us a subsidy of 22 1akhs
(£220,000 ) per annum, … from the day when that treaty was signed to the present hour, not one rupee has ever been
paid.

Now, the above statement is not correct, because of the following despatch which exists:
Enclosure No.5 in No. 23, the Acting Resident at Lahore affirms, The Durbar has paid into this treasury gold to the
value of Rs. 13,56,637-0-6 (£135,837-14-1), taking the value of a rupee at 2s.

Likewise, Lord Dalhousie alludes to Sirdar Chuttur Singh’s conduct. Enclosure 19 in No. 36 will show those
who care to look for it the reprimand which Captain Abbott then received from the Resident for his treatment of
that Chief, who, after that, with his sons, without doubt, believed that the Bhyrowal Treaty was not going to be
carried out; and, judging from the events which followed, were they right in their views, or were they not?
Thus I have been most unjustly deprived of my kingdom, yielding, as shown by Lord Dalhousie’s own
computation in (I think) 1850, a surplus revenue of some, £500,000, and no doubt now vastly exceeds that sum.
I have also been prevented, unjustly, from receiving the rentals of my private estate (vide Prinsep’s History of
the Sikhs, compiled for the Government of India) in the Punjaub, amounting to some £130,000 per annum, since
1849, although my private property is not confiscated by the terms of the annexation which I was compelled to
sign by my guardians when I was a minor, and, therefore, I presume it is an illegal document, for and I am still
lawful Sovereign of the Punjaub; but this is of no moment, I am quite content to be the subject of my Most
Gracious Sovereign, no matter how it was brought about, for her graciousness towards me has been boundless.
All my personal property has also been taken from me, excepting £20,000 worth, which I was informed by the
late Sir John Login was permitted to be taken with me to Futtehghur when I was exiled; and the rest, amounting to
some £250,000, disposed of as stated before. What is still more unjust in my case is, that most of my servants who
remained faithful to me were permitted to retain all their personal and private property, and to enjoy the rentals of
their landed estates (or jagheers) given to them by me and my predecessors; whereas I, their master, who did not
even lift up my little finger against the British nation, was not considered worthy to be treated on the same footing
of equality with them because, I suppose, my sin being that I happened to be the ward of a Christian power.
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The enormous British liberality permits a life stipend of £25,000 per annum, which is reduced by charges
(known to the proper authorities) to some £13, 000, to be paid to me from the revenues of India.
Lately, an Act of Parliament has been passed by which, some months hence, the munificent sum of some
£2,000 will be added to my above tatsed available income but on the absolute condition that my estates must be
sold at my death, thus causing my dearly loved English home to be broken up, and compelling my descendants to
seek some other asylum.
A very meagre provision, considering of what and how I have been deprived, has also been made for my
successors.
If one righteous man was found in the two most wicked cities of the world, I pray God that at least one
honourable, just, and noble Englishman may be forthcoming out of this Christian land of liberty and justice to
advocate my cause in Parliament, otherwise what chance have I of obtaining justice, considering that my
despoiler, guardian, judge, advocate, and my jury is the British nation itself?
Generous and Christian Englishmen, accord me a just and liberal treatment for the sake of the fair name of
your nation, of which I have now the honour to be a naturalised member, for it is more blessed to give than to
take.
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To The Earl of Kimberley, India Office
7 May 1885
My Lord,
I beg to acknowledge with regret that part of your letter in which you decline, on behalf of Her Majesty’s
Government, my proferred services .with Her Majesty’s troops. I will not further pursue this subject, as
fortunately the threatened war seems to be averted for the present.
But that part of your Lordship’s letter in which you state that neither Her Majesty’s Government nor the
Government of India think it desirable that I should proceed to India, but if at any time I should proceed to that
country, it would be necessary for me while there to regulate my movements in conformity with instructions, I
might receive from the Viceroy, raises a very serious question.
It is true that the Treaty of Lahore of 1849 (to which I have always submitted) contains a clause apparently
restricting my residence to such place as the Governor-General of India might select. But I desire to point out to
your Lordship that this restriction was formally removed by the Court of Directors of the East India Company in
their letter to me of the 19 th February, 1857. And that Secretary Sir George Grey, by letter from the Home Office
of the 8th April, 1863, in answer to one which I had caused to be written enquiring “what steps would be required
to enable me to enjoy all the rights and privileges of a British subject without restriction”, informed me that I was
already entitled to all the privileges referred to.
Having regard to the foregoing, I desire to inform your Lordship and the Council of the India Board, that I am
by no means prepared to give up my rights as a British subject, or to submit to any restrictions upon my
movements, either here or in India, or any other portion of Her Majesty’s dominions.
My present wish and intention is to sell my estates in Suffolk, for the reasons already stated to Her Majesty’s
Government, and to take up my residence at Delhi, retiring to the Hills in the hot season.
Having no desire to cause any embarrassment to Her Majesty’s Government, or the Government of India, I
will nevertheless gladly attend to any hints they may throw out as to my residence or otherwise, always reserving
my free liberty of actions as a loyal British subject.
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To Sir O. T. Burne
24 March 1886
With reference to communication you were directed to make to me by the Secretary of State for India this
afternoon, I think it only right to state for his information in this letter, that not even for five hundred thousaand
ponds (£500,000), were it offered me, would I either give acquittance for my just claims on the British
Government, or bind myself never again to go to India.
The offer of fifty thousand pounds (50,000) made to me by you for the above purpose this afternoon would
have been treated by me with the greatest contempt, were not that it came from a Minister of Her Majesty’s
Government for whom I have sincere respect.
My position on re-embracing the faith of my ancestors will become, in fulfilment of the prophecy, that of a
Sikh Guru, and should the India Government be so ill-advised as to imprison me, I dare not predict the serious
consequences that will follow sooner or latter. For it will be believed by the Sikhs, of whom a considerable
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number are in the British Army, that I have suffered degradation not in consequece of disloyalty on my part
towards the Government but on account of my having renounced Christianity and re-embraced Sikhism.
It is extremely distasteful to me to say anything with reference to the above subject, but as a loyal subject I
must do my duty, however painful, and warn Her Majesty’s Government against the blind and judicial policy
intended to be followed towards (me) in India, who am the son of the old ally of England.
I must confess that, thinking over what passed at our interview this afternoon, I have become convinced that
the prophecy regarding myself will be literally fulfilled, and that I shall really be the Guru of the Sikhs after all,
through the misguided policy of the Viceroy. But I do not care what happens to me, for my trust now is in the God
of my ancestors and in my destiny. .
Farewell, Sir Owen. May the blessing of the God of Baba Nanak rest upon you.
*
From His Highess The Maharaja Duleep Singh, G.S.C.T.
To His Excellency The viceroy and Governor-General of India
Aden, 27 April 1886
As I desire to remove the erroneous impression which appears to have been caused on Your Excellency’s mind
regarding the publication of the documents alluded to in Your Excellency's kind and considerate telegram of 22 nd
April in reply to mine of same date, I venture to address Your Excellency on the subject.
The document I submitted to Lord Salisbury setting forth my claims and his reply have been published both in
the English and Indian journals, with the view of laying my case fully before the public, and with the intention of
appealing both to my brother Princes and people of India for pecuniary aid on behalf of my unfortunate children
shortly after reaching India, as the Government do not appear to care to grant me any adequate redress for the
great injustice I consider I have suffered at the hands of the British nation, who, if the Blue Book speaks the truth,
were my guardians and are even now my trustees, but for no other or disloyal reason.
The address to my co-religionists has been published from no disloyal motives whatever, but simply as my
public renunciation of Christianity and to lay before my countrymen my bitter complaint against restrictions put
upon my movements in India, and thus classing me with the disloyal. For, Your Excellency, it is incomprehensible
to me, and appears extremely hard on me that, whereas the Maharaja Sindia and Holkar, as well as the Nizam and
others, who all possess both great wealth and armies that might cause some anxiety to the Government, are
permitted liberty of movement, poor I, who have but only some score of servants in all and a very limited income,
am about to be entirely banished from setting foot in my native land, where I had hoped by strict economy (which
is not possible to observe in England) to have laid by something for the benefit of my unfortunate children, should
the aforesaid appeal on their behalf had failed.
Your Excellency, the late Marquis of Dalhousie, immediately after the annexation, when many of the old Sikh
Sardars and soldiers were still living, did not think it dangerous to the stability of the English rule to appoint
Fatehgarh as a permanent residence for me, but now after the lapse of some 35 years, during which period the
British Raj has been now firmly established in the Punjab, my mere setting foot in India is about to be prohibited
because I have published some documents for reasons already explained, and am placed under arrest here under
false and, to me, most hateful accusation of issuing a disloyal address.
Your Excellency, I dearly loved my English home, where I would fain have ended my life and which has
broken my heart to leave.
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To The Emperor of Russia
10 May 1881
Before proceeding to lay before the lmperial Government the humble prayer both of the Princes and People of
India for deliverence from their oppression, I think it necessary to state here that for myself I seek no gain
whatsoever, for I am a patriot and only seek to deliver some 250,000,000 of my countrymen from the cruel yoke
of the British Rule and to benefit the deliverer at the same time and will serve the Imperial Government (should it
think proper to employ me) without any remuneration whatsoever.
Through my cousin Sirdar Thakur Singh (a man well known both in the Punjab and mostly all over India) I
have been deputed by most of the powerful Princes of India to come to Russia and to pray the Imperial
Government to take their cause in hand. These Princes possess altogether some 300,000 soldiers in their service
and are prepared to revolt should the Imperial Government think proper to make an advance upon the British
provided that I, their representative, be permitted to accompany the Imperial Army so as to assure them of the
generous and gracious intentions entertained towards them by the Emperor, for the English have taken good care
to fill the minds of the people of India (who are extremely ignorant) with false reports as to the oppressive nature
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of the Russian Rule, though the British Government itself has broken solemn engagements whenever it suited its
own purposes to do so—having broken two treaties with myself alone.
Among the many advantages that would acrue to the Imperial Government by invasion of India are the
following:
The Princes of India, when freed and if allowed to manage their affairs in their own way, would join together
and pay a large tribute annually into the Russian Treasury. Although I am authorised to name only £3,000,000 per
annum yet in my opinion after the settling down of the country they would easily pay between £8,000,000 and
£10,000,000. The British raise an annual revenue from the country of some £50,000,000 and £60,000,000 sterling,
out of which an army of 100,000 Europeans and Officers and English civilians (who receive very high salaries)
absorb at least £25,000,000.
The rest is employed in the administration of the country and in the payment of interest upon capital advanced
by England for the construction of railroad and upon the Public debt of India and pensions to retired officials in
England. Also the import and export trade between England and India amounting to some £50,000,000 per annum
each way would be secured to Russia. India is indeed a gold mine to England and most of her wealth has been and
is derived from that source. I have been much struck already during my very short stay in Russia with the low
value of things in this country from want (in my opinion) of suitable markets for their disposal. But could the
same commodities be taken to India I feel persuaded that from 100 to 300 per cent over the prices they fetch here
would be realized for them out there. The markets of Central Asia are not to be compared with that of India.
I guarantee an easy conquest of India. For besides the promised assistance of the Princes of India with their
armies, it is in my power to raise the entire Punjab in revolt and cause the inhabitants to attack in their rear, the
British forces sent to oppose Imperial Army.
My loyal subjects would also destroy all railway, telegraphic, and other communication and blow up bridges
and cut off all supplies while the Princes revolting would harass the British troops left behind as a reserve.
England is only strong at sea but she has no army. She has only some 100,000 Europeans and about the same
number of native soldiers in her service in India. Out of the latter some 45,000 men are Punjabis and who are the
best soldiers that England possesses in India. All these are loyal to me and will come over at once to the side of
Russia (provided that I be permitted to accompany the Imperial Army of invasion) should they be sent to confront
the Russian troops, or they will attack the opposing British forces in their rear, should these Sikhs be left behind.
Under these circumstances no British army could hold its own, however powerful it might be (which it is not),
being attacked both in front and behind.
It may not, perhaps, be out of place with due modesty to state here why I have some power over my
countrymen and can render such invaluable services to the Imperial Government in the way described above. In
the first place I am the acknowledged head and sovereign of some 20,000,000 (of which about 8,000,000 are
Sikhs) people of entire Punjab, a country inhabited by the most warlike races of India and are all loyal to me.
Secondly the last teacher of the Sikhs prophesied somewhere about 1725 regarding myself and has mentioned me
by name in his Prophecy. He has besids other matters predicted also that a man bearing my name would after
becoming deposed [dispossessed] of all he had inherited and after residing alone in a foreign country for a long
time, return and with aid of a European power free the Sikhs from the cruel bondage that they would be then
suffering under for their sins.
Therefore, a great deal can be made out of the Prophecy if properly worked, as the predicted time of its
fulfilment is near at hand and the people of the country are extremely ignorant as already stated.
At this moment the whole of India is with me and as soon as the People of Hindustan are assured of my arrival
in Russia their joy will know no bounds at their coming deliverance. With all humility I would endeavour to
dissuade the Imperial Government from regarding complications in the South East Europe for the present,
because many powers are united to oppose the realization of its wishes in that quarter but to turn its entire
attention upon the conquest of India and upon crushing England; for by wrenching India out of the hands of
England, the Imperial Government will acquire a source of Great Wealth, whereas I greatly doubt that so much
will be gained by taking Constantinople.
Furthermore, if I may be permitted, I would venture to state that; should the invasion of India be entertained in
the Imperial councils, an army not less than 200,000 men and 2000 cannons be provided for that purpose. Not that
this force is at all necessary for the conquest of. India but to impress wavering Princes and people of that country
of the greatness of the resources of Russia and thus half the battle would be gained.
In having thus freely expressed my views, I pray that I may not be considered disrespectful towards the
Imperial Government but as a loyal subject of the Emperor (which I already consider myself to be, though I have
not received the right of naturalization), I feel it my duty to say what I have to say without reserve.
The Imperial Government, whether it thinks proper to invade India or not or to employ me or not, can please
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itself in the matter for it is no concern of mine.
I have been deputed simply to make an appeal on behalf of 250,000,000 of countrymen for deliverance from
the cruel yoke of the British Rule and having done so my duty is ended and, if graciously permitted by the
Emperor to enjoy both liberty and safety in his Majesty’s dominions, I shall occupy myself in sport leaving the
Almighty to bring about the deliverance of my unfortunate people in His own good time.
Should the Imperial Government, however, think proper to turn its attention towards the conquest of India and
desire my services for that purpose, I would suggest that 2 or 3 gentlemen speaking English well should be
appointed both to further discuss the matter with me and to enquire into the truth of the assertions I have made
with regard to India.
*
From His Highness Maharaja Dhulip Singh
To Viceroy, Simla
Telegram, dated 28 May 1886
With thanks I acknowledge Your Excellency’s letter of 11 th instant. I humbly beg to differ with Your
Excellency’s view as expressed in last paragraph of it. The sum of £50,000 offered me was in full for all my
claims on the British Government, therefore, I could not accept it. As a naturalized Englishman I demand public
trial in order to prove my innocence of having issued address alleged to be disloyal and for imprisonment here. I
request that the servants I asked for may be sent without delay, as I am much inconvenienced without them,
having re-embraced Sikhism.
*
From His Highness The Maharaja Duleep Singh
To Earl of Dufferin, K.P.
Residency, Aden, 28 May 1886
I return my heartfelt thanks for the friendly manner in which Your Excellency has been pleased to address me
in your letter of the 11th instant.
I assure Your Excellency that I highly appreciate your cordiality and only regret that I am not permitted to
approach you in person which I should extremely like to do having heard both from Lord Bangon and my kind
friend the Duke of Grafton of Your Excellency’s just, honourable and kind nature.
Your Excellency, I regret that I cannot acquiesce in the view you take of my present position which, in my
humble opinion, can only be defined by a competent tribunal. Therefore, I demand both as a domiciled
Englishman and a loyal British subject to be publicly tried for any disloyal act I am accused of having committed
towards my most Gracious Sovereign’s Government, and to be published, if found guilty, or set at liberty if
otherwise.
*
From a letter to the times of India and the Tribune, dated July 3, 1886:
Although I am a naturalized Englishman, yet I was arrested at Aden without a warrant, on[e] having been
issued since I re-embraced Sikhism while staying at Aden. Before quitting England, the Indian government,in
great trepidation offered me £50,000 in full discharge of all claims upon it, provide I promised never to return to
India, but declined this offer as I would not accept £50,000 to give a receipt in full. My health having broken
down through residence at Aden, I am now travelling on my way back to Europe in order to drink the German
waters.
Although the India Government succeeded in preventing me from reaching Bombay lately, yet they are not
able to close all the roads that there are to India; for when I return I can either land at Goa or Pondicherry, or if I
fancy an overland route, then I can enter the Punjab through Russia. In that event, I suppose the whole of the
British Army would be sent out, as well as the assistance of our ally, the Ameer, invoked to resist the coming of
single individual, viz. myself.
What a wonderful spectacle! The tax-payer of India no doubt will be glad that I have resigned the miserable
stipend paid to me under that iniquitous treaty of the annexation, which was extorted from me by my guardian
when I was a minor, thus setting aside the illegal document entirely. As soon as I am restored to health, I hope to
appeal for pecuniary aid to the oriental liberality of both my brother princes as well as the people of India. Should,
however, the Government place its veto upon their generous impulse, then I shall have no alternatiye but to
transfer tny allegiance to some other European power, who I dare say will provide for my maintenance. I find it
very difficult to collect my thoughts at present owing to bad weather.
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
To Sir Robert Montgomery
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Paris, 28 January 1887
Kind and good Sir Robert, might I beg of you to cause a receipt to be sent to my solicitors, Messrs. Farrer &
Co., for the “Star of India” which they forwarded at my request to the India Office sometime ago, and which I am
anxious to possess before my departure (which may now take place any day) from Paris.
Doubtless you will be surprised to hear that I have received promise of pecuniary aid up to £1,000,000, on
certain conditions, and, from India, of assurance of loyalty of the entire Punjab and allegiance of some 45,000
Punjabis in the British army. Lord Dufferin has gained nothing, you see, by arresting me at Aden. After all, what
he did not wish should happen (viz, that my countrymen be not in a position to show me sympathy) has happened.
The trodden-down worm at last has been enabled through the mercy of God to lift up his bowed down heart and
head in order to avenge the injustice and the insults (as the only reward for his loyalty) showered down upon him
for the last 36 years.
I enclose also three proclamations, two of which will be published here in a few days, the 3 rd a little later on.
None are genuine that do not bear my signatures.\fn{I have quoted all three of them below:H}
May the Almighty bless both you and your kind hearted good lady. Once more farewell. Your most grateful,
Sd. Dalip Singh Both Sovereign and Guru of the Sikh Nation.
1
By the grace of Sri Sat Guru Ji we Maharaja Dalip Singh, the lawful sovereign of the Sikh nation, under the
Treaty of Bhyrowal entered into without coercion between ourselves and our Darbar on the one part and Great
Britain on the other, do from hereby in consequence of the insults and indignities repeatedly offered to us—of
which the recent imprisonment inflicted on us at Aden is a proof as well as an account of no fulfilment with us of
the stipulations of the Treaty of annexation of the Punjab by the Indian administration—set aside and annul that
iniquitous and illegal document, the so called “Terms granted”, which was extorted from us in 1849 by our
wicked Guardian, the Christian British nation, when we were an infant of only 11 years of age, and by the above
first mentioned covenant, under the protection of England.
Wah Guru Jee dee Fateh.\fn{He signed this Dalip Singh, Maharaja of Sikhs under Treaty of Bhyrowal 1846:H}
2
Brother Princes and Nobles and the people of beloved Hindustan.
By the grace of Almighty God, the Creator of the Universe, the most merciful, and gracious, and of Sri Govind
Singh ji.
We Maharaja Dalip Singh, the lawful sovereign of the Sikh Nation, have set aside and annulled that treaty of
annexation of the Punjab, to the disgrace of Great Britain, be it said, was extorted from us and our Darbar, when
we were of tender age, and ward of Christian England under the treaty of Bhyrowal 1846 (in order to lay his
wicked hands on our dominions) by the late Unscrupulous Marquis of Dalhousie.
But the moral British nation is no respector of “Solemn covenants” and treaties when its own interests are at
variance with the interests of the weaker contracting parties thereto; as most of you as well as ourselves know by
experience.
No doubt, your mighty rulers will call upon you to refute the above .assertion, but dare they deny that it is not
in their hearts what that leading journal in England, The Times, not very long since (in spite of the proclamation
issued when it suited the purposes of Great Britain in the name of the Empress of India immediately after the
suppression of the mutiny of 1857, to the effect that the internal administration of your respective dominions
would not be interfered with by Her Majesty’s representatives in Hindustan) advocated, viz., the abolition of your
armies, the maintenance of which is dearer to you than life itself. But fortunately for your friends, just about that
time a storm commenced to gather on the north-west frontier of India, in the presence of which your mighty rulers
did not feel themselves sufficiently strong to carry out such high-handed measures and you escaped therefore the
fate intended for you. However, let us hope now that evil day may never dawn upon you, for the poor old British
lion is becoming so treppid indeed as to show the “white feather” at the mere buzzing of a gnat, but that, however,
is not to be wondered at, because that Sikh is the son of the renowned lion of the Punjab as well as the lawful
sovereign of the Sikh nation, and like his people, who by their valour saved the British empire in Hindustan in
1857 from utter annihilation, at least, fears no odds that might be opposed to him.
The poet spoke truly when he said, “It is conscience that makes cowards.”
Yes, the Government of India are conscious of the wickedness practised by them towards us, the ward of the
righteous British nation, and tremble lest we should come and avenge the wrong inflicted upon us by our
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guardian. For in great trepidation, they offered us £50,000 in full satisfaction of our just claims provided we
signed a protocol never to return to Hindustan without their permission.
But their Christian immorality knows no bound, for rather than render justice, the Government have preferred
to commit another and still greater wrong so as to try to cover the first by refusing us a court composed of Law
Lords of the House of Peers to enquire into and to arbitrate these (admitted by Lord Salisbury to be so)
controverted matters on the miserable plea that they had not the power to appoint such a tribunal.
The Government of Great Britain powerless to grant a court of arbitration!!!! Ah! what mockery! what
falsehood!!!!
On our part, however, we should have cheerfully accepted the verdict of such a court as final had it awarded us
but a single pice in damages.
We, therefore, appeal to your oriental generosity, Brother princes and Nobles and the people of Hindustan, as
we vastly prefer to suffer the greatest degradation, humiliation and shame of Bheekh Mangna or begging our
bread from you beloved countrymen, to being under any pecuniary obligation to such a most iniquitously unjust,
tyrannical and foreign Government, who, though professing code of high morality, piously swindled us out of our
kingdom, and defrauded us of all our private property, both of which the British nation as our guardian under the
Treaty of Bhyrowal 1846 had taken upon itself to protect during our minority, and is bound in honour either to
restore the whole or give equitable compensation for the same, but Jesus Christ, by whose tenets these Christians
profess to regulate their morals, had not said in vain that we do not gather grapes of thorns nor figs of thistles;
therefore, not even in England is justice to be had.
In the glorious days of yore, it used to be the pride of your ancestors to defend the weak who sought their
protection as we seek yours this day against the strong, though they might lose all they possessed in doing so.
Therefore, if that spirit of noble chivalry is not quite dead among you, then aid a brother Prince and countryman
in adversity.
The Government of India out of spite may indeed put its veto upon the generous impulse of your hearts, but if
you all unite, it will be powerless to harm you as you cannot all be deposed or sent to the Kala Pance for not
paying any heed to the arbitrary behest of such a timorous administration as it has now become. For see, that
notwithstanding all its boasted vast resources how it dreads the return to India of a Sikh who unlike you does not
even possess a single soldier.
Therefore, be not cowards but be brave and worthy of your great forefathers.\fn{ He signed this Dalip Sngh, The
Lawful Sovereign of the Sikh Nation: H}
3
Courage! Courage! Courage! We your own flesh and blood tell you, lift up your bowed down heads and
drooping hearts “for your redemption draweth near” and by the help of the Almighty, Aryavarta shall once more
be free and the rising “Young India” shall enjoy both liberty and self-government.
Yes, beloved countrymen, an avenger of our common great wrongs is indeed about to appear, and the just God
of the Universe will shortly cause your wicked rulers to be crushed under his feet. But you must have a little more
patience yet, so as to allow us to work out your salvation most effectually.
The in[i]quitously unjust and unscrupulous administration of India bave succeeded at last by their arbitrary
acts in driving us away from our (we declare before God) most loyal allegiance to the Empress of Hindustan, but
by the aid of Providence they shall rue the day on which they dared to insult us by causing our arrest at Aden. For
although we were naturalised Englishmen, yet we were placed under arrest without a warrant having been.
previously obtained for our apprehension.
The British Government dared not have treated a born Englishman as thus, but because we were not such, we
were neither allowed a public trial nor were sufficient pecuniary means placed at our disposal (though we
requested both) so as to enable us to procure legal advice in order to refute effectually the foul and revolting
charge or disloyalty preferred against us towards our then Most Gracious Sovereign.
Behold then, countrymen, that there exists one law for the Englihmen and another for the hated Indian, though
he might even be a Christian as we were previous to our arrest at Aden notwithstanding all the avowals to the
country of the pious British Government.
If we, who were once heart and soul as one with England, and who would cheerfully have spilt our last drop
of. blood in the service of the Empress of Hindustan as an inadequate return for all her personal boundless
graciousness towards us have denied justice and even a hearing before a competent court of arbitration and
branded disloyal when on the contrary we were most loyal. Then, what chance have you, brother Princes of India,
for preventing the immoral administration of India—whenever it should suit their purpose—from ignoring the
rights they have hypocritically guaranteed to you by so called solemn treaties with England.
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Therefore, believe our word when we tell you that you sit on your thrones only until a convenient opportunity
presents itself to your so-called just rulers for your deposition. For look at what has lately taken place in Burma.
In spite of the declarations of the Queen’s proclamation of 1858 to the contrary, does it appear to you that the days
of annexation have come to end as yet?
Therefore, friends, if you have not yet entirely degenerated into cowards and become effiminates, nor turned
into mere puppets in the hands of your deadly enemies, then rise up and make common cause with us and share
with us also in the glory of liberating our mother country. But although we thus invite you to take part in this
grand both work and duty, do not for a moment suppose that we shall seek any aid from you, for God has
otherwise made us strong who were once so feeble.
Sri Khalsa ji, you by your far renowned great valour saved the British Empire in India in 1857 and you did
well then to act so for we ourselves at that time were most loyal to England. Besides owing to our absence from
India at that period, you had no leader appointed by Sri Sat Guru Ji of your own nation to instruct you as to the
part that you should have taken in the warfare that was then going on, but now in the coming struggle, sovereign
both by the will of Sri Sat Guru Ji as well as in the virtue of the treaty of Bhyrowal 1846 with Great Britain (under
which Christian England assumed our guardianship, though by a most pious act shortly after they swindled us out
of our kingdom) to prepare for our advance into the Punjab,
We command also such as of our loyal subjects as may then be serving in the British army, and who may be
left behind, to attack the British forces sent against us in their rear and those who may be in the troops opposing
us to come over to our side. But let our enemies and disloyal subject beware for we intend to annihilate them
utterly.
Sri Khalsa ji, we exhort you to study the Sakheean and learn therein your glorious destiny as predicted by
Daswan Padshah Sri Guru Govind Singh Ji.
Wah Guru ji ki Fateh.\fn{He signed this Dalip Singh, Sovereign of the Sikh Nation:H}
*
From Maharaja Duleep Singh
Sovereign of the Punjab
To victor Duleep Singh
Moscow, 21 May 1887
I am delighted to see your handwriting but what a fool you are, my son, to write such letter. For I have
repeatedly told that I have repudiated the treaty of the annexation, therefore, how dare you tell me write and ask
for the money, said to belong to me at the India Office.
Whether the Tschar (Tzar) helps me or not, I am quite independent of everybody, and perfectly happy and
mean shortly to overthrow the British rule in India to which end I have dedicated the rest of my life. But take my
advice, my child, and do not believe anything the newspapers write either in my favour or against me.
You will soon be of age and will consequently be able to settle your debts. Let the Trustees sell the picture of
the jewels if they please, for I cannot be bothered afresh with matters connected with England. All that is over as a
dream and I have awaken to new life and the destruction of the British power.
But if you wish to retain my affection for you, childie, do not mention again to me such matter, nor ask me to
humble myself to my bitterest enemy. Look upon me as dead. But I will never swerve from my purpose or. I
would not be the son of the Lion of the Punjab whose name I dare not disgrace.
You will see, my childie, by and by. Let the English brag and boast; they will cease their high talk. They are
utterly undone, believe me, my son.
P.S. I would see you starve and even would take your life to put an end to your misery, but will never return to
England. I am entirely changed since you last saw me. I will freely shed my blood for the Emperor of Russia. …
253.136 Excerpt from The Memoirs Of Seth Naomul Hotchand\fn{by Seth Naomul Hotchand (1839-1878)} Karachi,
Karachi District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 3
… I had been absent from Karachi for two years continuously, six months of which were passed with Colonel
Pottinger at Bhooj and the rest with Colonel Outram in the English camp near Hyderabad. All this while I rendered
service gratuitously and lived and traveled in a style suited to my local position and rank at my own expense. When I
returned to Karachi, I was, however, exceedingly happy to see that my brothers continued to be greatly useful to the
British force and navy at that station, and that things were managed as well as when I left Karachi for Bhooj.
I visited the British officers commanding the troops and was much pleased with their company. I had my tent, as
before, pitched opposite the general’s and I repaired to the camp every day at ten in the morning and returned home
after five in the afternoon. Two or three months after, Mr. Eastwick the younger, who was Assistant Political
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Resident for Shikarpur in Sind, arrived from Hyderabad. I went to pay him a visit, when he informed me that the
Right Honourable Governor-General of India had sent for me a dress of honour, consisting of twenty-five cloths,
which he asked me to receive. I accepted the gift thankfully.
*
A month after, one Mr. Candy, of the Bengal Service, was appointed Political Resident in Sind and when I went to
see him he informed me that His Excellency, the Right Honourable Governor-General of India, was pleased to confer
upon me a political pension of Rs 100 per mensem, that the Government would, in return, only expect me to advise
them on matters in which I might be consulted. I thanked him and the Government for the communication. The Sind
Political Department was in existence for only three months more when, with its abolition, my pension allowances also
ceased.
I, however, continued to visit the English camp regularly. One day, Captain Henry Preedy, who was at the head
of the Commissariats Department at Karachi, and acted also as Bazaar Master (Cantonment Magistrate), took me
to the Commander of the Forces, in whose presence he told me:
“We have tried much and exerted our best to improve the Saddar Bazaar. We have got the Amirs to consent to
exempt all goods intended for sale in the Saddar from transit duty. But with all that, no natives of the town would
open shops in the Saddar and we learn that the officers of the Talpur Government do forbid and frighten the
traders, and no one can muster up courage to come to sell within Cantonment limits.”
He, therefore, solicited my offices and assistance in the matter of the development of trade in the Saddar. I replied
that I was ready to do anything they commanded, even at the sacrifice of incurring the displeasure of the Talpur
Government. I knew for certain that the native officers did discourage traders from opening shops in the Saddar, but
since they desired my assistance and aid, I should gladly do what I could to open shops in the Bazaar for the sale of
various articles.
Accordingly, the very next day, I ordered several houses to be built at my own expense, started my own branch firm
in the camp and induced several traders to open grain, cloth and other shops for the convenience of the residents in the
camp. I appointed one Narsingdas of Ahmedabad, as my manager, and he was very useful to the sepoys in the way of
granting them hundis in favour of their families on Hindustan proper and other parts of India.
Trade in the Saddar thus began to thrive and prosper. The officers of the Talpur Government at Karachi thereupon
conjointly complained to the Hyderabad court that I had ruined the trade of Karachi and thus materially injured the
revenue accruing therefrom. This so incensed Mir Nasir Khan that he dispatched a party of twenty horse to arrest me.
I was apprised of the order by my relatives connected with the Hyderabad court, and no sooner did I receive
the letter that I communicated the news to Captain Preedy and the Commander of the British force. They directly
wrote to Lieut. Mylne, Assistant Political Agent, to inform him of what they had learnt, and requested him to
protest against it. The letter was sent with an express messenger and as soon as Lieut. Mylne received it, he went
in person to Mir Nasir Khan to ask him if the report he had heard was true. Mir Nasir Khan angrily said
“Yes, he had given the orders—that I had ruined Karachi and injured his revenue of lakhs, and that I was in his
clutches and he would have me hauled up.”
Lieu. Mylne, as angrily, replied that he should understand that I was under the patronage of the British Government
and secure under the care of the Governor-General of India. He therefore warned the Mir against the adoption of any
proceedings hurtful or injurious to me. So saying, Lieut. Mylne left him, and it had all the desired effect. Mir Nasir
Khan privately recalled his order, and no Talpur sowar ever came to Karachi.
*
In 1842, Sir Charles Napier, being appointed Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in Sind, arrived at Karachi,
which he, however, soon left for Hyderabad.
In the beginning of 1843, a quarrel arose between two brother Mirs of Khyrpoor—Mirs Rustom. and Ali Murad,
and both collected their men for a fight. The latter was in communication with Sir Charles Napier, whose aid he
solicited in subduing his brother. Sir Charles Napier readily consented, and Mir Rustom fled and sought refuge with the
Mirs of Hyderabad, whither he was followed by Sir Charles Napier.
The Hyderabad Government was in a rage, and thought of opposition. A preliminary to the rest of the drama, the
Beloochis suddenly attacked the Residency House, which Colonel Outram, however, gallantly defended against odds
for a few hours, until he could arrange to get on board a Government steamer on the Indus.
The Talpurs collecting their men advanced with an army of 30,000 strong to Miani, about four koss distant from
Hyderabad, to check the progress of Sir Charles Napier, who had by that time arrived at Halla. Sir Charles commanded a force of 2,500 fighting men only, but they were all well disciplined and well trained, while the army of the
Amirs was a crowd of hastily collected and ill-experienced Beloochis under unskilful generals, unacquainted with the
tactics of war.
The battle of Miani followed, in which the army of the Talpurs was defeated, and it fled. The Beloochis fought
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well and used the sword bravely, but they were all untrained otherwise. The Mirs fled with their army and shut
themselves up within the citadel of Hyderabad. The victorious Sir Charles followed them, and encamped at Mir
Khan’s Tanda, where the Hyderabad Mirs all went and surrendered to him. The families of the Mirs withdrew beyond the Fuleli, and Sir Charles Napier occupied the citadel.
*
Before the battle of Miani, and about the time when the Residency at Hyderabad was rashly attacked by the
Beloochis, the Mirs had written to Jam Maherali Jokhia of Mallir, Malik Ahmed Khan Numria, and Malik Ibrahim
Khan Karmati, to say that, instead of going to Hyderabad to cooperate with the rest of the Belooch army, they
should unite their strength, and with their combined forces, suddenly fall upon the British camp at Karachi, plun der and burn all that they could lay their hands upon, and kill every British soldier, European or native, not leave
an English dog alive, and put to the sword every other person in Karachi connected with the British or their party.
The Amirs informed their officers at Karachi of what they had written to the Jokhia Jam and the Maliks, and fur ther desired them to give the Sirdars every possible assistance in money and grain to enable them to carry out their orders. The three Sirdar Jaghirdars immediately collected their men and intended to surprise Karachi and the English
camp. But feeling desirous that no Mussalman should be injured in the indiscriminate slaughter and carnage that was to
follow, they privately informed some of them to withdraw from Karachi as speedily as they could, while they pillaged
and plundered the villages adjoining Karachi.
The news, however, leaked out from the Mussalmans to other residents of the town, and all felt panic stricken. On
16 February 1843, as I was returning from the English camp at eve, I was struck with the suddenly changed appearance
of the town. All shops and doors were closed, and the town, which in the morning I had left busy with the bustle of
men, looked all deserted. I reached home, and to my great amazement, I found my whole family assembled together in
one place and anxiously awaiting my arrival.
I had, in the meantime, sent out men to enquire for certain what the matter was, and they soon brought me very authentic information about what the Talpurs had written to their officers, and how these had sympathetically communicated the news to their relatives and friends among the Hindu merchants, who were all prepared to betake themselves
on the morrow to the ships and boats in the harbour, which were all well furnished with provisions to last for several
days, and ready to sail away to some friendly port on the slightest appearance of danger.
On going home, where all the members of my family had collected, I found my grandmother, Lady Dhariana mal, sitting among the rest, and she angrily addressed me thus:
“Boy, I have witnessed various vicissitudes of fortune and changes of government. I can call to mind many fights
and flights of the Talpurs themselves, and I well remember the flight of people before the invading army of Madad.
Boy, I know not what you mean by compelling your whole family on your account alone to expose themselves to danger and slaughter.”
This took place on the night of the 16 th February 1843 and my grandmother anxiously desired me that I should
arrange somehow or other to send them away immediately; that it mattered little if all property were plundered,
provided lives could be saved. I then quietly and calmly replied:
“Be happy, fear nothing; be afraid of naught and quietly pray to God. Our ship, the Kotia Haripasa, is anchored
in the harbour with Seth Hotchand on board. The vessel is well and plentifully provisioned, manned by Hindu sailors
of Porebunder, and we can all sail away at a moment’s notice. There are, besides, a number of English ships in the
harbour, my men take provisions to them every day and we can find shelter even on board any one of these vessels
in case of need; but it is too late now to do aught, the night being far advanced. In the morning, I will do as you will
desire, and arrange for your departure if it should please you.”
I gave them great assurance and then retired to my business house to seek rest. But anxiety drove away all
sleep from my eyes and I impatiently watched the break of dawn.
As soon as it was morning, I was mounted and I rode up to the English camp. I called at Captain Preedy’s cottage
door. A jamandar who slept outside awoke, knocked at the door, and Captain Preedy admitted me inside. I communicated to him all that I had heard, how the Hyderabad Court had directed the Jokhia, the Karmati and the Numria Burphats, to surprise and attack the English camp, to plunder, burn and cut down all English soldiers and all connected
with the British in name or interest and to spare not even a dog belonging to the British camp.
I related to him with what consternation the news had spread in the town and how people were prepared to flee. I
informed him how angry all my family were, and what they earnestly desired me to do, but that I would not send
them away until I had previously consulted those with whom I felt myself intimately connected in interest; and I
therefore requested him to obtain me the requisite permission to embark my Family on board one of the vessels, myself remaining behind with the English soldiers of the camp, their companion in weal or woe. I said it was a moment
of great trial and it required promptitude and courage, the more so as the English force in camp did not exceed 275
or 300 soldiers at the most.
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Captain Preedy then informed me that it was three days past, and no post had arrived from Sir Charles Napier’s
camp. They knew not therefore what had transpired after he had left Khairpur, nor where he was. Thereafter, he
dropped a line to Colonel Boileau who commanded a regiment of English soldiers. The Colonel arrived within ten
or fifteen minutes, and there being no other private room in the house, we all removed into the bathroom. Colonel
Boileau and Captain Preedy conversed together for more than three hours while I sat all the while listening.
Captain Preedy told the Colonel all I had communicated to him. After they had done their consultations, Colonel
Boileau desired me to stay at Captain Preedy’s till he had offered his prayers (it being Sunday) and partake of a piece
of loaf and a cup of tea. On my representing to him that it was past ten o’clock, that it was growing warm, that I had
neither food nor sleep the night previous and felt thirsty, he offered me sugar candy to suck. I replied that sugar
candy would only increase my thirst instead of quenching it.
He said I might then go to the house of my goomashta Naraindas, in the camp, and wait there for a few minutes. I then told Captain Preedy that I wondered that Colonel Boileau should suspect me. He therefore spoke to
Colonel Boileau and told him that I was a devoted friend of the British, and they should have as much confidence
in me as in one of themselves. Colonel Boileau then permitted me to return home. I mounted my.horse and rode
homeward post speed.
When I neared the Rambagh tank, I met a fakir by the roadside who was almost naked and had only a piece of
cloth wrapped round his waist and front. He was not a native of Sind and looked like a Turk. I heard him exclaim
in a mood of madness in the Hindustani dialect,
“The English have gained the victory and conquered Sind. The Mirs have lost it forever.”
It was the first time I ever saw the man.
*
I returned home through the panic stricken town and found about twenty-five persons, all the male members of
my family, with their goomashtas and servants assembled at the business house, awaiting my return and direc tions. They informed me that they had packed up things and were ready to start, and that most people had already
left. I was feeling exceedingly thirsty, and said
“Let me first abate my thirst, and I shall soon tell you what to do.”
I bathed and went home, where my grandmother again desired me to spare their lives and let them go. I
changed my clothes and sat to dine, and had taken only a few mouthfuls when a servant came in to tell me that
Captain Preedy was standing outside and wanted me.
I went to see him immediately and he asked me to walk before him, which I did, dressing as I went along. When
we arrived at the flagstaff, where sat the officers of the Talpur Government, Captain Preedy desired me to ask them to
come down. There were present the following three: (1) Mahomed Sidik, on the part of Mirs Nasir Khan and Hus sanali; (2), Diwan Tickchand, on behalf of Mir Nur Mahomed; and (3), Diwan Mulchand, on behalf of Mir Sobdar. These ijardars (revenue farmers) immediately descended from their seats and stood before Captain Preedy, who
asked them to walk on in front. They obeyed, and we went on till we arrived at the spot now known as the Joria
Bazaar, where my servants met me with a horse and a camel both ready saddled for mounting. Captain Preedy then
desiring me to take care of the ijardars, galloped away to some distance. The ijardars gazed in wonder at one another and at me, and wished to know what the matter was. I replied that I was as ignorant as they.
Captain Preedy returned within five or six minutes with the artillery and soldiers following him. We again went towards the town, the officers of the Mirs walking in front, I next, Captain Preedy following with the artillery guns and
soldiers. Karachi was then surrounded by a mud wall, and had two gates, the Mitha and the Khara Darwaz.as. When
he came to the Mitha Darwaza, Captain Preedy ordered four or five sepoys who sat there on raised platforms to alight
therefrom. They were forthwith disarmed and replaced by British regimental sepoys. We then proceeded to the
Chouri (town hall) where the Talpur flag fluttered in the air.
In accordance with Captain Preedy’s directions, the flag, which had five or seven streaks red and white alternately, was immediately cut down and the Union Jack raised instead. All the articles, papers and books of account
at the Chouri were locked up in a room under seal, and I was requested to take charge of the place. We searched on
through the main bazaar to the other extremity of the town at the Khara Darwaza, where the same course of procedure was adopted as at the first gate. The mud fort was then carefully manned at different points and mounted with
guns.
Other minor arrangements having been attended to, we returned to the Chouri where a proclamation was
drawn up declaring Karachi to have become a British town and myself placed in authority. Copies of the procla mation were placarded on the Chouri walls and at the two gates, the purport thereof being tom-tomed throughout
the town.
Confidence was restored and shops and trading firms were reopened in the town, which again looked busy and
full of life. The change of Government was quietly effected without the least damage being done, or a single per52

son being injured. …
264.170 Excerpts from Selected Kafies Of Khawaja Farid\fn{by Amir Hafeez Malik (1845-1901)} Chachran Sharif,
Rahim Yar Khan District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13
1 (36)
On the thorny way is poor\fn{The text has: poof} Farid,
There are rough, broken pebbles, weed,
Dangerous valleys and pointed stones,
To hurt him, wound him, utter groan.
2 (58)
Before each hut and pots are churned
And sweet the cowbells cry.
*
The camels, cows, and goiats and sheep
In lines to graze pass by.
*
I’ll doff these dirty clothes, Farid,
Should he to me draw nigh.
3 (62)
These rainy days delight provoke:
With saffron dyed my bridal cloak
The heavy showers sweetly soak—
Its borders flutter in the breeze.
*
These freshly fertile pastures see.
To which the cattle flock with glee:
My heart from all distress is free—
I trust in joy from my chemise!
4 (136)
They seem to have come from a fairyland,
these peeloo-picking girls, to breathe
in refreshing and soothing air of the desert
and to fill these hot summer days
and cool desertion nights with their mirthful songs.
*
Ah me! the clumsiest of all!
I have torn up my shoulder-cloth
and also my tunic while picking the peeloos.\fn{A type of berry}
And now my mates are laughing at me!
5 (48)
Without my beloved I’m lost
Without him what can I attain?
*
My darling has gone with his tents
And parting is all I obtain.
*
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I’m tortured and racked by distress
How could you be so inhumane?
*
This courtyard oppresses my heart\fn{The text has: hear}
I burn in a furnace of pain.
*
Uncaring of honour or shame
I wander through alley and lane.
*
From love I’ll get sorrows untold
It’s best that I soon should be slain.
6 (100)
On seeing a rainbow,
In the sky,
I don’t know why
My heart leaps up
My eyes sigh;
To give Him a hug
My arms flutter
Please be kind
And lead me to
Thy fold eternal and refine
7 (102)
The idea, “four freedoms”, is fraught,
Freedom real is the freedom from all;
Sweet thing love
The most unique pleasure;
Constantly housed in my vision,
It lives forever in my heart.
*
Peacefully as friends
We can all exist,
In as small a place
As is the human eye,
That nurse and retains
All the unshed tears.
8 (104)
I see Him everywhere,
And in everything.
People, strangers or my own
Are all to me my friends.
*
About Mullah and Mansoor
Why should I care?
About the log, rope and gallow
I am—not unaware.
*
Of the facts and defects,
About the “yes” and “no”
What I have heard,
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And what I see
I quite agree.
9 (200)
“Why do you consider yourself a part?
When you are all in all;
Surely, you are the ruler of Heaven;
And also of roses, and nightingales;
Sublime and blessed throne and also the earth is yours;
Your dignity is matchless;
(What a grotesque!) the brothers of Mansur enjoyed his death;
With hue and cry;
You are sole to testify the existence of the One;
In the world and afterworld and in the Heavens;
There is no one to match your greatness;
O Farid, don’t get bewildered;
Your Friend is always with you.”
10 (64)
Go fetch me some bracelets from far Jaisalmer—
A scarlet shawl too, which was dyed in Ajmer.
But let them be real and come straight from Marwar.
Not some copies, all twisted and queer.
Oh may he come quickly and not hang about—
There is no room for going slow here!
This shawl of affection, these bangles of love.
Both are signs of the Kak river’s weir.
From Bikaner toe-rings I’ll order myself,
On my right and my left foot to wear.
I’ll put them on gladly to strut about in:
To my brother-in-law thanks will I bear.
Farid, if my lover will do what I say,
From my enemies what should I fear?
11 (106)
Seldom there a tree is found,
A barren waste out of bound;
Where the berbs and hedges too
Grow afar and very few;
Here for the lovers true
Brambles dry and bushes stray
Provide the best rendezvous,
Ye, sand-hills, glorious mounds,
My last resort,
My castles sound,
Neat and rare,
Who can dare
Dislodge Farid
From there.
12 (22)
Self adorning with cosmetics,
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I led my day with rouge, lipsticks;
Kajal in eyes and reddish lips,
Invisible were his flogs and whips.
*
Sent I a message by raven.
During my life love didn’t return;
His beauty, form made\fn{The text has: mad} me wander,
In hills and forest wide and far.
*
Alas! my luck could never help,
I did not rest in life to yelp,
In name of God I sacrified,
My life to be of love in pride.
*
Ranjhan and I are for each other,
It’s eternal Covenant, order,
Farid the humble consumed in fire
Of separation, to chains admire.
13 (40)
The soul-less priest can’t understand,
The sweetest charm of love, too grand;
When God Himself with pleasure taught,
The religious lesson, creed, I lost.
*
When truth of Omnipresent heard,
There was no secret left unheard.
Now I shall ever stick to pray,
Though hinderances I meet on way.
*
Farid! Now nothing I require,
The only wish to meet my Sire;
Let hundred pieces I be made,
I shall ever dwell with maid.
*
I tasted love, forgot I grief,
All pleasures left as sneaky thief,
Love is a gift—a fortune, fate,\fn{The text has: faie}
It comes to end cravings and hate.
14 (80)
When fell in love, I lost my home,
Forgot myself, forgot my home.
All pride of self, and beauty’s glance,
And gem and jewel, lost all their chance.
*
Antim’ny’s black and myrtles red,
All thoughts of self-adoration fled.
*
I am, but, now, all-care, all-pain,
My arts all lie in me in vain.
*
The mosque is quiet, the temple’s mum.
Who cares although the steeples hum.
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*
For One, in love my heart is clad,
Who cares if good, who cares though bad.
*
She calls me, Farid! And here I stand.
To leave for Keich through darkened land.
*
The way is lost and danger rife,
But I must go where lives my life.
15 (164)
O man of pious thought,
come, change your ways
a little,
and talk of love,
uncover your book of love
and read;
*
amuse me with your words;
*
this love is a mystery
an unfamiliar lore
where making is planted
in suffering;
*
the word on Farid’s lips
is one word of pain,
which rings out
insult and
humiliation.
16 (190)
The empty abodes, in ruins, will lie
Soon at dawn, we will part and die
*
Like, geese-birds, come, from the West
We come and go, aft, two days’ rest
*
As a stranger, lives in a foreign land
A stay have, false, we will, disband
*
Neither I have friend, nor some mate
To whom, I shall, my woes, narrate?
*
By mere fate, I drudge, this earth
Who, on will, could stake, his birth
*
This beautiful land, I quit and go
All Knower, Lord, so guide me through
*
O Ever Kind Lord, I beg you and pray
Untie me again, with my love, astray
*
Love, gave Farid, ah, such grave pain
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The suffering, grievings, him, enchain
17 (66)
The sweeet and slender nomad-maids
Out in desert stay.
*
By night they hunt for lovers’ hearts;
They\fn{The text has: The} churn their pots by day.
*
What secret deadly darts they fire!
How many hearts they slay!
*
On those they sorely wound, alas,
No bandages they lay.
*
Their flocks of goats and cows and sheep
They drive with crief of “Hey!”
*
How many wretched passers-by
They ruthlessly waylay!
*
Like some fakir before his fire,
I’ve cast all pride away.
*
I lie before her door, since leashed
By love I may not stray.
*
Amidst my ever-growing woes
All joy is lost today.
18 (168)
Some, on the street, they go and sell
And before do sell, good rate, obtain
*
Some, in the sun, go pick their serve
Some, sit in the shadow, have no nerve
Some, work very hard, are worn and done
For a while do rest, and so they deserve
*
In a graceful move with gestures, frank
They aim at folks, like sheep, so blank
Ready, for the kill, on their sweet will
Forever, goes on, their play and prank
*
By pick of Peelon, my scarf is torn
My shirt is blown, all torn and worn
Seeing me in shreds, they quip and blame
All good friends, have me, forlorn
*
For the pick of Peelon, so I had come
Like Farid, in a spin, I am sick and done
My peace and rest, ah, there, has gone
Stunned, I am, so quit and mum
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19 (174)
Without your sight, so how could I live?
The parting, burns, my bones does grill
*
Ever me, you taunt, ever me, to blame
O quarrelsome one, you have no shame
*
All love beauty, the maiden, so fair
With an ugly one, can you live O dear?
*
O sweet come home, hurry, make haste
No breath can rely, no time can waste
*
On arms, of mine, just rest your neck
Come home, sweet heart, my bed, bedeck
*
For you, O my sweet, I gave my heart
On own will, sold, the heart you bought
*
No good, may serve, this strife, O dear
So end this sham and play now, fair
*
Ah, lose me not and guide to the end
A promise of faith, so keep my friend
*
In house of Farid, O Sanwal, my sweet\fn{The text has: swee}
O step in dear, with love shall treat
20 (182)
All else is a whim, fake and fraud
So seek not love, other than Lord
*
Where is Laila and Majum is, where?
And Sohni, Mahiwal, are now they here
*
Where is Ranjah and Kheras and where?
Where is good Silal and a Heer, so fair
*
Where is the Sassi and Punnu’s, twain?
Where is the soother, to ease her pain
*
Where is Saiful and the fairie’s, fair?
The union, separation, the far and near
*
Except for Lord, The Real and the One
All is to perish, into nothing and none
*
A few days, brief, given by the Spring
The Shepherd leaps, with joy does swing
*
Save You, O my Lord, all rest is fake
Untrue and false and vain, for the take
*
Never you forget, dear friend, O Farid
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A difficult thing and so hard, indeed
21 (46)
All I know is A, sir!
No other story pleases me:
My heart is won by A, sir.
Of B and C I nothing know,
Made impotent by A, sir.
Now put those books of law aside:
Just teach me love, I pray, sir.
You’d tell your children if you had
To love once fallen prey, sir.
Unless you give a class in love
I’ll leave your school today, sir.
If love you learn and love you teach,
Hurray for you, hurray, sir.
Forgetting other lusts, in life
And death my love’s I’ll stay, sir.
Oh blow the spell of love on me
And break this languor’s sway, sir.
To husband, wealth or home’s delights
No further care I pay, sir.
22 (196)
We are to leave this world sooner or later, today or tomorrow;
It is foreign land for us;
Don’t go astray and lose your path;
In the beauties and pleasures of the world;
The town has a foreign mark.
All the worldly supports are useless;
The dearest fellows are always keen to bury the dead after his death;
*
Don’t be careless; if you don’t mend your ways,
Repentance will be useless;
Know! Death is imminent;
Everything is mortal;
All that we see is merely an eye-wash;
The tune and chants, all are deceptive.
Always repent over your wrong-doings;
Think of Him and be with Him
As there is no one except Him.
Save God, Farid has no hope;
The pleasures of world are deceptive
And the world is a faithless fellow.
23 (20)
My kajal, cosmetics, and rouge,
My ornaments, glitters are you,
My valour, courage, lunacy,
My supplication, sobs are you.
*
My tone and tune, my word and verbs
My rhyme and rhythm song are you;
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Beginning, end, inner, outer,
Concealed and open trend are you.
*
All my present, destination,
Present and past, future are you,
The coloured clouds, dazzling lightning,
Torrential rain, thunders are you.
*
Malheer my country, barren Mar,
Ruhi and Cholistan are you,
O Farid! If your dear love accept,
You are the lord, monarch are you.
*
Else inferior, despicable,
Non-existent prevalent are you,
Though omniscient, omnipotent,
Far off from people’s sight are you.
24 (44)
My darling finds me quite displeasing:
So what should I wear nose-rings for?
*
I care not for my parting’s neatness,
For rouge’s blush or khol’s completeness:
Far off dwells he whom I adore.
*
In this my ancient passion’s madness
I ever brood in deepest sadness:
My love is stiched in every pore.
*
Our wealth lies in his airy graces:
We bow towards his dusty paces
Which are eternal beauty’s spoor.
*
My girl-friends on their couches’ covers
With bangled arms embrace their lovers:
Just I am trapped in sorrow sore.
*
These desert paths are Aiman’s valley
Along which his dear camels sally,
These gravel dunes the mount of Tur.
*
We bear the mullah’s castigation,
Unable from their wretched station,
Our hidden secret to explore.
25 (56)
If you have pity, come, my love,
To watch the rain-clouds of July.
*
I sit to weep and watch the roads
And let my raven fly.
I seek the omens all night long:
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By day I cast my die.
*
Without you, lord of Kech’s land,
How harsh a life have I.
*
I wed you on the first of days—
So why now me deny?
*
The lonely dunes entrance my heart:
I bid the town goodbye.
*
That God has mde Malhir to bloom
This spring does testify.
*
Now rivers from the pouring rain
Flow in the desert dry.
*
Blue, yellow, red, the rainbows glint
Like fish-scales in the sky.
*
The scarlet caper, bulrush white,
The emerald alkali!
26 (84)
Fearsome pain runs riot in my breast,
The bleeding heart throbs for rest.
*
Miserable eyes
Swell; moans, shrieks and sighs
Rend my golden robes, a sight for jest.
*
Love waters seeds
That breed parasitic trees
Twist\fn{The text has: Thich, which is not a word} and entwining my frail body to test.
*
Aches in the heart
And itchings make me sad.
Eyes stream profusely; Love’s autumn has set.
*
Embrace of Love
Is tough, and smothers the dove.
Where is the freshness and joy of earlier zest?
*
Lies, nothing but lies!
I am tired, let us sever ties.
Let my arm go, no more meddling, dear pest!
*
Oh Farid, be taught:
Love’s domain is with dangers fraught.
Maidens, countless have ruined lives in this quest.
27 (90)
My dark-eyed beloved in anguish has left me;
Of the slightest peace of my mind he’s bereft me.
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*
A living Nightmare’s all I know,
Where unholy shapes and figures come and go;
And, for him, even love of my loved ones has left me.
*
Happiness was all that I wanted;
But this hard testing is all I was granted.
Ah! My eyes with the darkest despair have beset me.
*
Sassi’s gift from Kaich—a tear—
And wild-eyed Anguish, hopeless Fear,
Convulsing my soul deeper, too deep have left me.
*
My youth’s soft Beauty’s no more now;
The garlands have withered on my white brow;
And now homeless in my own home has he left me.
*
With hair flying loose I pine away;
My heart in innocence was led this way,
To this Whirlpool of Sorrow that has caught and upset me.
*
No more may hopes shine in my heart.
My cruel friend played not Friendship’s part.
Oh, Farid! All the Miseries of Anguish beset me.
28 (92)
My beloved’s messenger in my village arrives,
Ah, that with some message for me he arrives!
*
It is not Love, nor Love’s sweet reign,
But the pain-giving arrow of Love’s pain
That rends as it pierces and yet deeper drives.
*
From my dark eyes each night, each day,
In tears the “Kajal” runs streaming away,
As I sit in this Loneliness where Joy cannot thrive.
*
Oh, Love’s inscrutable aspect and gestures,
His smiles and secret, ironic laughters
Are explained by the Anguish that through my heart drives.
*
With unshed tears and unuttered wails,
I live in an anguish where Anguish would pale;
And pain blows on the bright flame that round my heart thrives.
My heart is small and none too strong—
I cannot face these trials for very long
My friend, how has sundered our once joined lives!
*
And—Oh Farid!—my poor young heart
Is\fn{The text has: I} torn by Anguish to its deepest part.
My friend has the ointment; but he in my pain thrives.
29 (204)
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O Punnal! You’ve left for Kaitch leaving me alone;
My heart is full of sorrows and pains.
Hopelessness and thirst are my fate.
There is no place for my rest.
Neither I can find the way in sandy crest,
Nor the camels’ caravan come before my eyes.
Unlimited are the sufferings and grievous pains,
As my sorrows knew no bounds;
Thousands of losses Love has incurred upon me.
Leaving the kingdom, I’ll become your slave,
And will face all the sufferings of Destitution;
Let the people mock at me, I will Love you as always.
I hate the bridal-bed in pain;
The nights are sleepless in distress,
As I have no friend to share my grief.
I don’t like my parents;
Maid-servants mock at me;
And my friends feel ill of my love.
O Farid! He who suffers knows the intensity of pain.
No one else but the lover is aware of the secrets of woe.
30 (52)
Drive gently this my chariot!
Break not these crystal bangles fine
Which on my wrists are set.
No jolting carriage can I bear:
I’m easily upset.
About my shoulders from the first
Was cast your passion’s net.
Safe with my load may I traverse
This route by thieves beset.
If riding in this car I tire
A chestnut horse I’ll get—
Not headstrong, on who’s led with ease,
A swift and gentle pet.
With Ranjha was I put by God:
We form a perfect set.
In yearning for his sight, fresh pains
My bosom daily fret.
Drive on! These twisting paths my heart
With fresh impatience whet.
We shall, Farid, there in Bhambhore
Enjoy each other yet.
31 (110)
My lips are all a smile.
With joy my eyes vibrate.
Each nerve filled with delight
Day and nigh, in my heart.
Happy dreams creep and crawl
My worries have met their Waterloo,
My troubles have lost their faces too.
*
August as the sun and moon
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Are their camels and bedouins;
This magic divine,
In shape and mind
Yields lasting pleasure
Unlimited fortune.
*
The clouds are out on parade today,
The fog and Lana look very gay,
Every Lai feels proud,
As though the queen of May.
Thus spellbound,
The sages wise
Look aghast,
And show surprise.
32 (126)
Whither have gone
those days I don’t know!
Whither my looks,
my paints, my garments.
Whither has vanished
the jingling symphonies
of my ornaments!
*
hark! my heart,
my nimble heart!
don’t give way!
If ever you desire
to see your friend,
never give Way!
Life or death,
it hardly matters,
the cause of soul
should never be abandoned.
*
Indeed, O Farid, love is
the heaviest of all heavy burdens.
indeed its single grain of sand
is heavier than mountains!
101.100 The Adventures Of Kiser: A Folktale\fn{told by Ali Madat (c.1860?Baltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 17

)}

Baltit (now Karimabad), Gilgit-

In Lama there was a rich man. In the Spring season he was giving wheat to the people. A small child made its
appearance in the wheat and he took it out. The rich man’s daughter-in-law was with milk and he brought the
child home and reared it with her help. It grew up and they gave it the name of Dungpa Miru.
When he had reached manhood they procured a wife for him. In due course she became with child, and after
nine months her labor came on. Her labor continued, but no child was born. She was not delivered. For 100 days
her pains continued and she was not delivered.
Her husband went to a diviner and said:
“O diviner, my wife has been in travail for 100 days and she does not give birth.”
“She has been delivered,” said the diviner, “now go.”
He went off and when he came to his home his wife had been delivered and a son had been born to her. He saw
that the child had a donkey’s head and a human body. Again labor pains seized his wife and he went once more to
the diviner.
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“O Diviner,” said he, “you were right. My wife has been delivered, but the child has a donkey’s head and a
human body. What name shall I give it?”
“Call it Abadum Bu,”\fn{Or, Aba Dumbu.} said the diviner. “Your wife has again given birth, go, a boy has been
born.”
Dungpa Miru went off and when he reached home his wife had been delivered and a boy had been born. He
saw that it had a dog’s head and a human body. He went again to the diviner and said:
“What name shall I give it?”
“Call it Aba Kitung. Another son has been born to you. Go,” said the diviner.
When he came again to his home a son had been born to him. He had a hawk’s head and a human body. Again
he went off to the diviner and said:
“What name shall I give it?”
“Call it Aba Chukhtung,” said the diviner, and the man went off again.
In like manner one hundred sons were born to his wife.
After the hundred sons had been born, Dungpa Miru went off a-hunting. In a jungle was an ibex goat all by
itself. He took aim at it. When he did so there appeared to be two goats. He got up from his aiming and there was
only one goat. Again he aimed and again there appeared to be two. Putting his faith in God he fired. The bullet hit
the goat and he went up to it and finished it off and skinned it. In the skin he noticed that there were two bullet
holes, while he had fired only one shot. He said to himself:
“I fired only once, there should be only one hole, but here are two holes.” Two men came up to him and said:
“O man, speak the truth. We had shot this ibex first, but it fell in front of you. Is it yours or is it ours? Speak
the truth.”
“You are right,” said he, “you had hit it first, but according to justice it is mine,”
“You are right,” they replied, “according to justice it is yours.” Then one of them said:
“Give me the meat and do you take the skin.”
“I will give you neither the skin nor the meat. My wife, being pregnant, had a craving for it all said, ‘Bring me
ibex meat,’ so give me that meat.” The other said:
“I will give you the meat, but only on a certain condition will I give it to you. I won’t give it to you for
nothing.”
“Well, make whatever condition you please and give me the meat.”
“My condition is this: If ever a boy is born to your wife, or if ever a girl is born to her, give the child to me.”
The man obtained Dungpa Miru’s consent and gave him the meat.
“I do not know your name,” said Dungpa Miru. “Nor do I know the name of your country, nor do I know the
way to your country,”
“My name,” said the man, “is Fasan Karaski, and the name of my country is Yal Butot.” He also showed him
the way to it saying:
“Come by this road. Count the days up to twelve months and watch the appointed time and then come.”
Dungpa Miru then took the meat and went off to his home. Arriving there, he gave the meat to his wife and she
ate it and became with child. Thereafter Dungpa Miru kept the tally of the days and having made up the exact
time and day he set out for the other’s abode. Proceeding on his way for a number of days he arrived at the man’s
house.
Before this his wife was brought to bed and a boy had been born to her and with the boy a bull calf had also
been born to her. The horns of the bull calf were of gold, its hoofs were of gold and its forelock was of gold, and
its mane was of gold and golden also was the hair of its coat. The boy there was small, but he had been born
strong. That is, the boy who had been born under the contract was strong
His father grudged to hand him over to the man. The latter said:
“Is the child I had made the condition about a boy, or is it a girl?”
“It is a boy,” said Dungpa Miru.
“Are you going to give him to me, or not?”
“I will give him to you. I will have the matter adjudicated on in my country and then give him to you.”
Taking his sons with him he presented himself for a decision of the case. He said to the people of the country:
“I won’t give him this fine boy, I’ll give him the feeble one, I’ll make them show off their accomplishments.
You watch,” Then he gave orders to his sons saying:
“You take it in turns and wrestle with this boy.”
One got up and grappled with him. The small lad overpowered and threw the big one. Then the father said to
another, “Tackle him,” and the small lad threw him too.
“Now you decide,” said he to the people, “which among them is the inferior, and which is the superior?” They
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all eith one voice said of the strong one:
“He is the weakest," On this Dungpa Miru said:
“I shall give him this boy, as the one who was bonrn under the agreement.” So he brought him along to the
man’s house and said:
“Friend, this lad was born under the agreement. I give him to you.”
“My son,” said the man to the boy, “you are mine according to the agreement, Will you come with me or not?”
“Yes, father, I will come,” said the boy. But to his own father he said:
“You go back to your own country and in this coming year reckon up to twelve months from today. Then go up
on to your roof, make your reckoning, put a bowl down beside you and sit in silence. I shall become a rain-cloud
in the sky and I shall become a drop of rain and fall from the cloud into the bowl. Then whoever is your favorite
daughter-in-law, give her the water from the bowl and make her drink it. Thus shall I come back. Now go by your
own road to your own country.”
The father went off to his home and there began counting the days. When a twelvemonth of days from that day
were accomplished he took the bowl and went up on to his roof. Thereupon a cloud came up in the sky straight
over his roof and a drop of rain descended from the cloud into the bowl. That drop of water he carried off and
gave to the wife of his son named Aba Dumbu, and she drank it.
After drinking it the woman became with child and she kept a reckoning of the days of her pregnancy from the
date of her conception. Twelve months passed and she was not delivered, but when those twelve months were
passed her labor came on and a voice came out from her inside:
“Where the ibex bear their young, there I am to be born.” His mother went up to the crest of the mountain.
“Now here,” said she, “the ibex must certainly have their young.” Then being tired she sat down there and
went to sleep. As she slept her labor came on and again a voice came from inside her:
“Mother, where the fish are born, there I am to be born. Take me thither.”
When the voice had thus spoken, the woman came down with great difficulty from the crest of the mountain to
the river beach. Then, being tired she lay down and fell asleep. As she slept her pains came on and the voice again
came saying:
“In the place where the horses have their foals there I am to be born. Take me there.”
So she rose up and groaning and grasping her knees she came to the horses’ stables. When she got there she
was utterly exhausted and became unconscious. Again the voice came saying:
“Where the cows calve there I shall be born, take me thither.”
So she bore him off to the enclosure where the cows were kept. On her arriving there again the voice issued
from inside her saying:
“Take me to the place where the sheep have their lambs.”
So she took him to the sheep’s lambing-fold. When she had done so, again he called out:
“Mother, mother, I am to be born in our own house. Take me there.”
She then took him to her own home. Thus having made her wander round all these places and leave nothing
out he had brought her home again. When she arrived there she was worn out and fell asleep. As she slept the
child who had spoken inside her made his way out and sat crouching on the ground outside.
Once more her pains came on and she woke up. She looked and saw the child that had spoken inside her now
sitting outside. Again she was delivered and another son was born to her. As soon as it was born, the child which
had first come out from inside her put the child that had now been born in his mouth. His mother seeing him
swallowing the other one was frightened and screamed out. On this the one child put the other out of his mouth
and cried:
“Mother, mother, may the responsibility for this brother of mine fall on you! If you had let matters alone for a
little my brothers whole body would have become iron. As it is, my breath did not reach his armpits and under his
armpits has remained ordinary human flesh. All the rest of his body has become iron. Nothing will have any effect
on him and no one will be able to injure him. Only, if anyone knows about his armpits and hits him there, then he
will be injured.”
After the children had been born their father came and saw them and was pleased that his wife had given birth
to twin sons. The mother suckled and reared them. The boy who was born first day by day became weaker and
weaker and more and more ill-favored. But the later-born one day by day grew bigger and became stouter and
stronger. The wife said to her husband:
“Give names to these two sons of yours.”
So he gave them names. The first-born, ill-favoured weak one he named Pangchu, and the later-born, strong
one he named Bumliftan.
In the course of some years they grew up. Now all the hundred Kisere brothers prepared to separate. The senior
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of them was Aba Kitung. He was a man of might and lion-hearted and he feared no one. He assembled all the
Kisere and said to them:
“Come along, I shall apportion your land among you.”
Then he divided up the land among all the hundred of them and allotted it to them. To Pangchu he gave
nothing. Pangehu rose up and said:
“O Aba Kitung, there is me too, isn’t there?”
“Yes, there is you, too. I shall give you something,” said Aba Kitung, and he gave him the site of the
graveyard.
“I thank you,” said Pangchu. “This burying place that you have given me is better than what you have given to
all the others.”
Again after this Aba Kitnng divided up the family chattels. To Pangchu he gave nothing, but he gave things to
all the other hundred. Pangchu rose up:
“O Aba Kitung,” said he. “There is me also. Give me something too.”
“Yes, there is you, too. I shall give you something. Instead of chattels I give you the ford in the river.”
“O Aba Kitung,” said Pangchu. “You have given me a better share than all these others.”
Then Aba Kitung divided up the houses among them. To all he gave houses, only to Pangchu he gave none.
Paugchu got up and said:
“O Aba Kitung, there is me too. Give me the house that is my due.”
“Very good. I shall give you one.” Now there was a very foul uninhabitable isolation hut and pointing to it Aba
Kitung said, “Let that be yours,” and gave it to him. Up rose Pangchu and said:
“O Aba Kitung, you have given me for my share better places than you have given to any of these others.”
It happened that one of the Kiser clan died and they took his body to the graveyard and buried it there.
Pangchu came and took the dead body out of the grave and carrying it along threw it down through the smokehole in the roof of the dead man’s house. Thus he refused them the use of the burying-ground.
“Aba Kitung,” he said, “has given it to me as my share. The place is mine. Why do you bring your corpses and
bury them in my land? The place is mine and I won’t give it to you.”
So they deposited the corpse in their own house, for there was nowhere any place to bury it, as Aba Kitong had
given the burying-ground to Pangchu.
Aba Kitung set out to go to his own land, but Pangchu was keeping guard at the ford. Intending to cross the
ford and proceed to his land, Aba Kitung set his horse to cross the river, but Paugchu sprang up and cried:
“Ah bastard, Aba Kitung has given me this ford as my portion. Who are you who appear in the skin of my Aba
Kitung and proceed to cross over my allotment?”
So saying he snatched him up and flung him on the ground.
Aba Kitung had a lion’s heart. Pangchu took it out and put it in his mouth. Then he took a fox’s heart and
shoved it down Aba Kitung’s throat. As the result of this Aba Kitung became feeble-hearted. And overcome by
fear, he turned and went back.
Later on a woman among the Kisere was afflicted by her menses and they sent her off to that foul isolation hut.
Pangchu came and beat her, and seizing her by the hand threw her out. Thus he neither let them have the ford to
cross by, nor the burying ground, nor did he surrender the foul hovel for them to put their women in. On this Aba
Kitung summoned all the Kisere and said:
“O brothers, let us make a new distribution and give Pangchu land and chattels and a house.”
“Yes, Aba Kitung,” said they. “Make a redivision and give him a share, too.” Aba Kitung addressed Pangchu
saying:
“O Pangchu, I am going to divide up everything and give you land and a house the same as to all the others.”
“O Aba Kitung,” replied Pangchu, “this that I have got is excellent. Did I not say so to you before? What I
have got must remain mme.” And he refused to be persuaded.
“Look here, Pangchu,” said Aba Kitung. “I shall give one share to all these together and one equal share to you
alone. Be content.”
“Very good,” said Pangchu, “if you will give all of them jointly one share, and then to me an equal share of
land and houses, in that case I agree.”
“Very good,” replied Aba Kitung, and he proceeded to give one share to all the others and then one share to
Pangchu.
Pangchu then resigned to them the graveyard and the ford and the foul hovel, and settled down on his own
land. Then they buried the corpse which Pangchu had taken out of the grave and thrown down through the smokehole, and the women when they fell ill went and took up their abode in the foul hovel, and they passed to and. fro
over the ford in peace. Pangchu now settled down at his ease on the land which had come to him, saying:
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“Now it has become mine.”
The people of the country seeing Pangchu laughed at him because he was ill-favored and stupid.
Now the King of the country had seven daughters. They heard it said by those. who had seen him that
Pangchu’s appearance was a sight worth seeing. Amongst the Tham’s daughters there was one who was very
beautiful, She was the eldest of all the daughters and was very lovely. She gave orders saying:
“Bring Pangchu here; he will make a show for us.” They went off to where Pangchu was and summoned him,
saying, “The princess calls you,” and brought him along.
Now Pangchu was covered with lice; they streamed off him behind and they streamed off him in front, so foul
was he. Just as he was he came into the presence of the very beautiful Langa Brumo, and her sisters saw him and
she herself saw him.
“What sort of a man is this?” said they on seeing him, and they mocked at him and laughed.
Meanwhile Pangchu, working magic, cast a spell on the princesses to make them laugh, and he caused them
never to let him go from them. Thus Pangchu remained with the daughters of the king. They were much delighted
with watching the spectacle of Pangchu and he was constantly with them day and night. Presently he determined
in his mind to marry Langa Brumo. Accordingly he wrought magic and the king made up his mind to give his
daughters in marriage to people in his own country. As far as the bounds of his kingdom extended he notified to
all:
“I propose to give my daughters to men in marriage. Assemble together on such and such a day;” in these
words he made notification. To his daughters he said:
“I am going to give you in marriage. Marry whomever you take a fancy to in this my country.”
Next morning all assembled and the king said:
“My daughters, look about you.” Then the daughters kept thinking in their hearts:
“Shall I marry that one? Shall I marry this one?”
Then Pangchu wrought magic saying, “May the King’s daughters go early to sleep,” and thereupon they went
to sleep. When they were asleep Pangchu got up and went out.
Now in a stable there was a donkey big with young. He went up and kicked it and caused it to drop its foal.
Then taking the donkey foal all slimy as it was under his arm he brought it with him, and raising Langa Brumo’s
handsome silken upper and under bedclothes he put it to sleep along by her side.
Before it was dawn he woke her sisters and they got up and went to wash their feet and hands. After they were
gone he roused Langa Brumo from sleep and wakened her up. When she woke up there was a donkey foal lying at
her side. On seeing it she kept beating her breast and saying:
“What is this that has happened?”
“O Langa Brumo,” said Pangchu, “why are you so surprised? Haven’t you brought it here and made it lie with
you of your own desire?”
“O Pangchu, don’t say so. I protest. Don’t say this. I did not bring the donkey foal here.”
“Well,” replied Pangchu, “assuredly someone has brought it and put it down beside you.”
“O Pangchu, this is a calamity that has befallen me,” said Langa Brumo. “Don’t tell anyone about it. I have a
high reputation, so don’t tell anyone this story. I shall deeply resent it if you do.”
“As a matter of fact,” said Pangchu, “you sat there and did this thing. I actually saw you. So why should I not
tell other people about it? I will tell.”
“O Pangchu, don’t tell anyone and I will give you whatever you ask.”
“Will you give me whatever I say?”
“Yes, I’ll give you whatever you say.”
“Well then,” said Pangchu, “if you are going to give me something, give me no more than this: marry me.”
“O Pangchu, I’ll marry you, only don’t tell anyone about this affair.”
“I will never tell anyone of it, if you will marry me,” said Pangchu. “Give me the donkey foal and I will hide
it.”
Langa Brfimo gave him the foal and he took it up under his arm. Now the king commanded his daughters
saying:
“Go now and take for husbands whomever you fall in love with.”
Thereupon they went out, and the king’s six other daughters, choosing young men from among those who were
assembled, took them as husbands. Pangchu was also in that assembly with the donkey foal hidden under his arm.
Langa Brfimo got up, saying to herself:
“I will take some other man, I won’t take Pangchu.”
And she did not look in the direction of Pangchu, but fixed her eyes on someone else and advanced towards
him. On this, Pangchu, without letting anyone else see it, showed her the donkey foal. She saw it and turned
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towards Pangchu.
“For,” said she to herself, “he will otherwise tell someone the story of the donkey foal.”
So she approached Pangchu. On her doing so the fine fellows who were near Pangchu started beating him
saying:
“You get out of the way. She has come to take us.”
So Pangchu retired into a comer. The king saw Pangchu being beaten:
“Don’t beat him,” he said, “let him be.”
Then Langa Brumo came and sat down beside him. The King was vexed at this. The affair greatly disgusted
him.
“She has taken this hideous Pangchu,” said he, and rising up in anger he left the assembly. Langa Brumo
married Pangchu and Pangchu carried her off to his own house. There he sat down in his own proper hideousness.
Then Langa Brumo was vexed saying to herself:
“I have gone and married this hideous fellow.”
Now the king gave orders to his sons-in-law who had married his daughters, saying:
“Go off and hunt Brfingkapurdono.”
The six sons-in-law made their preparations to go hunting. They took food to eat and bread for the journey and
their under and upper bed-clothes and their guns and things and set out. Pangchu also started out and followed
them.
“O Pangchu,” said Langa Brumo, “how can you go in this powerless and miserable condition? What will you
be able to do? Don’t go!”
“My power and condition are as you see,” replied Pangchu, “but I shall just go and watch the show in case any
of them kill the calf,” and off he went. Langa Brumo said to her foster mother:
“Mother, come along and let us hide ourselves by the road and sit and watch how he gets along.”
“Come on then, my daughter,” said her mother, and proceeding by another road, by a circuitous route they
came out ahead of Pangchu. Then they posted themselves in hiding and sat watching the road by which he would
come. Presently Pangchu came into view and they watched him. He was in the guise of a very distinguished king.
His horse’s name was Changi Hirpal. He was a very fierce-looking king and he came galloping his horse over the
stones. The two women saw him, and Langa Brumo on seeing him was greatly pleased.
“What a fine man my husband is!” she said and was delighted beyond measure.
Langa Brumo and her foster mother showed themselves and when Pangchu saw them he dismounted from his.
horse and brought forth a whirlwind of rain and dust and hid his horse in his sleeve. Then in the midst of the dust
he threw himself into that hideous skin of his. When the dust had passed by, Langa Brumo and her mother saw
that it was just Pangchu himself and were vexed:
“We had seen him looking handsome,” said they, “but this is his same old self.” And they were vexed. Looking
straight before him, he passed on in silence, without casting a glance at them.
“Mother,” said Langa Brumo, “let us go on ahead and see him again.”
“Very good, my daughter, come on,” said her mother, and they went on. Proceeding by another road, they
came out ahead of Pangchu and sat hiding at a bend in the road. Presently he came along, riding on his horse in
fine style and making it caracole. He had entered again into his real skin. They remained where they were on the
qui vive without stirring. He approached them and then Langa Brumo came out from the bend in the road and
seized his horse’s reins. Pangchu dismounted and said:
“O Langa Brumo, I am your husband. Go back home now and enjoy yourself and live in comfort. I have lots of
wealth. Spend it and give to others too. Eat and drink and give yourself a good time. I shall slay Brungkpaurdono.
Who are they that they should slay him?”
The women went back, and Pangchu, mounting Changi Hirpal, rode him away.
Proceeding by another road he came out ahead of the six sons-in-law of the king who had gone on before.
Pushing on ahead of them he dismounted and putting his horse in his sleeve he entered into his evil-looking skin.
From behind, the sons-in-law saw that he was on in front of them.
“Look,” said they to their servants, “that bogle has come by some way or other and, got in front of us. You go
and see what he is eating, what bedclothes he spreads over him, and what he has brought with him. Go and see.”
The servants went off to look at him and sitting down at a distance in hiding they watched him. What good
food he is cooking for himself! He has nice cold water. He has comfortable upper and under bedding and
eyerything else. He is saying to himself:
“I have come by this road before. I know it. It is a road of great hardship. Tomorrow morning I shall go on.
Ahead there is a spring. I shall take water for myself from that spring, because at the next stage there is no water.
So I shall take that water with me and at the halting place I shall prepare food for myself and then I shall drink
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and take my ease.”
The servants heard these remarks of his and they went off to the King’s sons-in-law and reported to them:
“He has lots of food to eat and lots of water to drink. He has under and upper bedclothes of the best. He says:
‘I have once before come by this road. It is a road of great hardship. I shall go on tomorrow. There is a spring on
ahead and I shall take water from it for myself. At the next halting place there is no water, so I shall take it with
me. I shall cook some food there for myself and then drink and take my ease.’”
The king’s sons-in-law said:
“We too will take water for ourselves from the spring, for there is no water at the next stage.”
Next morning they got up and went on their way. They a.rrived at the spring a.nd said:
“We shall take water; shan’t we?”
“Yes, we shall.” So saying they took water from the spring and loaded it up on all of them and proceeded. In
the evening they arrived at the halting place, and there they saw that there was no end of water, it was abundant,
but there was not a stick of firewood. The king’s sons-in-law said to their servants:
“O you blackguards, there is unlimited water here but there isn’t a stick of firewood. How are we to cook our
food? You bastards, have you misunderstood what he said yesterday? Or what have you done? There is no
firewood here; how are we to bake our bread? Go, have a look at Pangchu again and see what he is doing.”
The two men on being sent off went and looked. They saw that Pangchu had excellent firewood and had
lighted a fire and begun to cook his food/ He was again talking to himself saying:
“There is no firewood in this place. I brought wood for myself with me from the last place, I shall now bake
bread for myself.”
The servants heard what he was saying and went off to the king’s sons-in-law. When they came to them the
latter enquired:
“How is Pangchu? Has he firewood? How is he?” They replied:
“O blackguards, yes, he has firewood and he is burning it and cooking bread in comfort.”
“What is to become of us?” said the sons-in-law. “How are we to cook our bread? What are we to eat? Go
again and listen to what he says.”
They went off to listen. Pangchu was talking to himself and saying:
“I shall go on tomorrow. On ahead there is a good spring. It is a very sweet spring and I shall have a good
drink. But then at the evening halting place there is no firewood so I shall take a good supply of wood from the
jungle near the spring. I shall take the wood with me to the halting place and I shall light a fire and bake bread for
myself and I shall halt there in comfort.”
The men who had been sent by the king’s sons-in-law, having heard this, returned to them. The king’s sons-inlaw asked them:
“What does Pangchu say?” They replied:
“He says, ‘I shall go on tomorrow morning. I shall have a good drink at the spring which is on ahead and then
go on. At the next stage however there is no firewood, so I shall take wood for myself from the jungle near the
spring, and I shall light a fire at the halting place and bake bread and then go on in comfort.”
Next morning, getting up, they proceeded on their way. As they went along they came to the spring of which
Pangchu had spoken. They drank water from the spring and then they.went to the jungle and made up loads of
wood for the next stage and took them with them. Proceeding on their way, they arrived at the evening halting
place. Arriving there they found there was unlimited firewood; while they had nearly killed themselves making up
loads of wood and bringing them along from behind. There was a jungle at the place, but not a trace of water.
“Ah, bastards,” said the sons-in-law, “for a place where there is no water he made us make up and bring loads
of wood; for a place where there is water he made us make up and bring along loads of water. You certainly
mishear what he says or else you misunderstand it. Now be very intelligent and go and watch Pa.ngchu and listen
to what he says and see too what he is doing.” So saying they sent them off.
When they got there Pangchu had arrived at the stage. He had brought water with him and he was sitting at his
ease and preparing food and when he felt inclined he drank water. He was speaking to himself, saying:
“Tomorrow morning I shall get up and go on. I shall come to Brungkapurdono, for he is now near. I shall come
to a spring. There is no other spring like it anywhere. If one soaks raw hide in it, it will become soft like one’s ear.
I shall take water from that spring with me and in due course I shall arrive at the halting place. My leather footwrappers have become hard. I shall soak my boots and foot-wrappers the whole night in the spring water. Then in
the morning they will be nice and soft. When they have become so I shall put on my foot-wrappers and boots and
go on.
Having heard what he said the servants came with the report to the king’s sons-in-law. They said:
“Pangchu brought water for himself to the camping place and he has settled down there in great comfort,
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cooking and eating food and drinking water as he feels inclined. Then he spoke to himself and said: ‘Tomorrow
morning I shall go on from here. A little further on, as I go along, there is a spring. I shall go to it. It is very sweet
and I shall drink my fill. If one soaks raw hide in that spring it becomes as soft as one’s ear. As my boots and footwrappers have become hard, I shall take water from the spring and coming to the camping place I shall put my
boots and foot-wrappers in it. Then I shall plant my stick there in the ground and take the boots and foot-wrappers
out of the water and hang them up on it all night. In the morning when they have become soft I shall put them on,
and go on till I come to Brungkapurdono.’”
The King’s sons-in-law said:
“We too will take water from the spring and soak our boots and foot-wrappers in it and they too will become
soft. Then in the morning we too will get up and go on.”
Getting up next morning they proceeded to the spring and drew water from it and went on taking it with them,
and arrived at the evening halting place. On arriving there the king’s sons-in-law said:
“Go to Pangchu and see whether or not he soaks his wrappers and boots in the spring water.”
The servants went off to look at Pangchu and they saw him put his boots and foot-wrappers in the spring water
and. then they saw him fix his stick upright in the ground and put his boots etc. on it. They saw the water dripping
from them. It seemed to them that he had put them in the spring water, but he had really put them in oil of
ghee\fn{Clarified butter.} and had then left them hanging on the stick.
Returning with this report they came to the king’s sons-in-law and said:
“We have seen with our own eyes that he put the things in the water and then hung them on his stick.”
The king’s sons-in-law said: “We too will soak our boots and wrappers in the water like Pangchu.”
So saying they put them in the water and after that they hung them on a stick and having done so slept all
night.
While they slept, before it was yet dawn, Pangchu rose up and putting on his boots and foot wrappers, which
he had seeped in the oil and which had become soft, he went on his way. Afterwards at dawn when the others got
up their boots and foot-wrappers had frozen hard and they had become like stone. They found difficulty in putting
them on.
“Now,” said they, “what are we to do? What are we to put on? These are frozen.”
As there was nothing else they could do they lighted a fire and heated the things at it. Then they dried them and
wrung them till they had made them soft. But now the sun was well up, midday was upon them.
Meanwhile Pangchu came up with Brungkapurdono. He called out,
“Uncle, uncle.”
“Au,” said the Calf.
“My mother has sent me,” said Pangchu. “She said: ‘Go to your uncle. An army has come, he will hide you,’
Now hide me,”
“Good, come along, sister’s son,” said the Calf, “get into my ear and I’ll hide you.”
Pangchu went and got into the Calf’s ear. Then he ate something, making a crunching noise with his teeth.
“Nephew,” said Brungkapurdono, “what are you eating?”
“O uncle, my mother had made flapjacks of bitter buckwheat for me. It is they I am eating.”
“Nephew, I have got the savor of it too. Give me a little, so that I may eat it too.”
“Uncle, it is very bitter.”
“All right, just put it in my mouth as it is, nephew.”
On this Pangchu put three pieces of poisonous bread in the Calf’s mouth. As he did so he said:
“Uncle, shove me up with this golden horn of yours on to this mountain. The army has come up against you,
Give a buck and somehow or other you will defeat them.”
On this the Calf pushed Pangchu with his horn up on to the top of the mountain. Then he bucked up and down
on the meadow and dug his horns into the pasture and tossed up the divots. Then the power of the poison made
him gasp for breath and becoming giddy he, fell down with a smack. When he had fallen Brungkapurdono said to
Pangchu:
“Ho, there, come down. In my ear is a knife. I am halal, slay me.”
Pangchu came down from the mountain and went up to Brungkapurdono. When he came up to him
Brungkapurdono said:
“My mother said to me: ‘You will die by the hand of Kiser.’”
Forthwith Pangchu slew him and flayed him and taking up his golden tail, mane, forelock and hoofs, carried
them off. He also smashed up his bones, and extracting the marrow took it with him. Then he mounted on Changi
Hirpal and went his way. The hair on the skin, which shone like gilt and gold, he left with the skin. That hair on
the skin glittered on the mountain of Diamer in the early sunshine.
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Just after this the king’s sons-in-law arrived on the spot and saw the skin lying shining there. They fired off
their guns at it and it did not stir. Then, shouting “ha ha” they rushed up to it. One said, “I shot it,” another said, “I
shot it.” When they got up to the skin they each tore out its hair and shoved it into their leather traveling-bags.
They also took its flesh. After which they went off in the direction of their home.
There they came to the king.
“Hallo, sons-in-law,” said he, “see whether any of you has killed the Calf.
Each of them said, “I have killed it, I have killed it,” but they did not convince the king’s mind. He said:
“If anyone has killed it I shall recognize its trophies. Take them out of your bags.”
Each pulled out the hair belonging to the skin and the hair glittered and shone.
“Sons-in-law,” said the King, “none of you has killed the Calf. You are lying. Someone else has killed it.
Where are the tokens that were on it? Where are its golden tail, and golden horns, and golden hoofs, and golden
mane, and golden forelock?”
“They weren’t on it,” said the sons-in-law.
“You are lying. You haven’t killed Brungkapurdono. Someone else has killed him. Go, be off with you!” said
the King.
Meanwhile, Pangchu had returned to his home, after having first gone back into his hideous form. Lango.
Brumo said to him:
“O Pangchu, you said: ‘I will kill the Calf.’ What has happened to you? Have you not killed it?”
“My strength and condition are as you see. What should I have been able to do?”
Langa Brumo was much annoyed.
“He said: ‘I will kill it,’ and here he is back again in this hideous form of his. At the time when he went away I
saw him looking very handsome,” said she, and she sat in aggrieved silence.
“Langa Brumo,” said Pangchu, “take this present which I give you to your father.”
“Very good, I will take it”
Into half a walnut-shell he stuffed all Brungkapurdono’s marrow and gave it to her, saying:
“Take this to your father.”
“I am ashamed to,” said Langa Brumo. “How can I take him so small a thing as this?”
“My power and condition are as you see, where am I to get more from?” said Pangchu. “Now take away what I
have given you.”
“It is a great deal. Good, give it to me. I will take it,” said Langa Brumo. And she took it and went off to the
king. Going to the gate of the king’s palace she sat down there. The king’s wazir came to her. She said to him:
“O my father’s wazir, go and take me to my father to pay my respects to him.”
“Wait here a little,” said the wazir, “and I shall go and get permission.” The wazir went to the king and said to
him:
“O King, your eldest daughter has come to pay her respects to you. May she come and make her salam to
you?”
“Yes, wazir, she may come, bring her,” replied the king.
The wazir brought her in and coming up she salamed to her father and kissed his foot and hand. Then she set
the half walnut-shell of marrow before the king. The king scraped it with his finger and licked it, and he also bit
his finger at the same time. It gave him a very pleasant sensation—and it filled his mouth and passed with
difficulty down his throat though he had put only a very little of it in his mouth. He became intoxicated. He
presented the marrow to the wazir. He also scraped it with his finger and licked it and he also bit his finger, but he
concealed the fact. Then he too became intoxicated. To all in turn they presented the marrow in the walnut cup
and all in turn licked it and bit their fingers. The last man of all similarly scraped it with his finger and licked it
and bit his finger. He said:
“Hallo, I’ve bitten my finger.”
Thereupon all those in the assembly began saying, one, “I’ve bitten my finger too,” and another, “And I’ve
bitten mine,” and the king said, “And I too have bitten mine.” Everyone in the whole assembly was satisfied and
yet the marrow in the walnut shell was not exhausted. They were astounded. The king said to the wazir:
“Ask her what this food was made of.” The wazir inquired of Langa Brumo:
“What was this food made of?”
“Wazir,” said she, “I didn’t make it of anything. Pangchu made me take it and bring it.”
“Call Pangchu,” said the king.
They called Pangchu and brought him along. He came up and salamed to the King.
“Pangchu,” said the king, “of what did you make this food?”
“O king, my power and condition are as you see them, whence would I get anything good and sweet?”
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Then he pulled out from his bag Brungkapurdono’s things, his tail and mane and forelock, and his horns and
hoofs and laid them before the King.
“Pangchu, you have slain Brungkapurdono,” said the King.
“My power and condition are as you see them. What could I have done?”
“No, Pangchu, no one but you has slain him. It is you who have slain him.” The King was greatly pleased and
said: “Tell me what you would like and I will bestow it on you.”
“My power and condition are as you see them. Give me a little grain and give me some ghee.” The King
commanded:
“Turn him loose in the wheat pits, turn him loose on the ghee. He may take away as much as he can.” The
king’s steward took Pangchu away to the stores and said:
“See now I leave you free to take what yon please.”
“Give me grain in this little lambskin bag,” said Pangchu.
When he said this the people there clapped their hands and laughed at him and they put a little grain in the bag
for him. There was a sound in the little bag as if grain were being poured through the smoke hole of a house.
There was a noise as of something being poured it into a big dish. One man poured the grain in. He became tired
and the bag wasn’t filled. Then another poured it in and still the bag wasn't filled. Then another poured it in and
still it wasn’t filled. All the king’s grain in the pit was cleared out and yet Pangchu’s bag was not filled. All were
astonished. They said:
“We’ll give you the ghee now; the wheat is all finished.”
“Very good, give it to me,” said Pangchu.
Then they poured all the ghee there was into the bag and it was not filled. On this the steward and the people
present said to Pangchu:
“O Pangchu, all the king’s wheat and ghee are exhausted. There is nothing left. Get out of here and go.”
Weeping and crying out, he held the bag up suspended from between two fingers:
“You haven’t filled even this for me,” he cried. “The king gave me a free hand and you haven’t given me what
I could take.” Then he went off to his home.
The king heard Pangchu’s outcry.
“Why is he crying out?” he asked.
“He has cleared out all the wheat, and all the ghee you had, and carried them away, and his bag has not been
filled. On this account he is carrying it off crying out: ‘You haven’t given me what I was to get.’”
The king was amazed:
“Has he really carried off all that wheat and ghee of mine?” he asked.
‘Yes, he has cleared out the whole lot and gone off with it. There is nothing left.”
The king was astounded.
Meanwhile, Pangchu went off to his own house, taking all the stuff with him. Then the wheat and ghee in his
house were beyond reckoning.
“Ah, Lango Brumo,” said he. “I have reduced your father to beggary. I have brought here all the wheat and
ghee he possessed. Consume it in comfort yourself and give it to others.”
In this manner Pangchu and Langa Brumo abode for some time in that country. He projected himself into his
real skin and said to her:
“I truly am your husband.”
Thus they lived together in great happiness and contentment.
“Langa Brumo,” said Pangchu, “I am going to give you an order.”
“Very good, my husband, tell me what you have to say.”
“I am going off now,” said Pangchu, “on a journey. You stay behind here and make yourself comfortable and
do yourself well.”
Then Lingpikiser set out on his journey.
When some days had passed he arrived in the country of Haihaiyul. The kings in Haihaiyul were Sha Tham,
Bokha Tham, Noai Tham and Lali Tham, These were the thams of Haihaiyul. Theirs was the sovereignty. Kiser,
arriving there, drove these rulers out and possessed himself of the sovereignty of Haihaiyul.
For twelve years Kiser abode in Haihaiyul enjoying the sovereignty.
Now there was a princess there whose name was Bubuli Gas, and her Kiser took to wife. His place of
residence was Alti. After this news came to him from his own country. They said:
“The king of Horyul has carried off Langa Brumo. Your land has been laid waste. What are you doing here
married to Bubuli Gas?”
He sprang up to go off, but Bubuli Gas laid hold of him saying:
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“What are you going to do with me?”
“I shall go away tomorrow and come back yesterday,” said Pangchu. “When the grinding stone and the rolling
pin have got beards I shall come back. When horns have grown on a donkey I shall come back. When the river
flows uphill I shall come back.”
So saying he gave her a measure\fn{ Two or three pounds.} of small millet seed. He also gave her a fowl. Then
shoving her up on the top of Bubuli’s Peak he said to her:
“Every twelve months throw down one grain of the seed for the fowl. When the grain is exhausted I shall come
back.”
Having said this he left her there and proceeded in the direction of his own country.
The king of Horyul’s name was Pahardang Galpo. With his army he came to Lama and took possession of it.
Having done so he carried off Langa Brumo. Aba Dumbu said:
“O Aba Kitung, can’t you do anything about this? He has carried off Langa Brumo.”
Aba Kitung went off in pursuit of them. When he had nearly come up with them he shouted out:
“O king of Horyul, stop. I have come.” The king of Horyul said to Langa Brumo:
“O Langa Brumo, what sort of a fellow is this?”
“He is a poor-spirited creature. Shout out “ha ha” and he will take fright and run away.”
All the army raised a “Ha ha” and Aba Kitung was frightened and turning back went off to his home. On his
arrival there Aba Dumbu asked him:
“O Aba Kitung, were you not able to do anything?”
“No. They raised a ‘Ha ha’ and I was frightened and turned and came back.”
“O Bumliftan,” said Aba Dumbu. “You will perhaps be able to do something. Will you go?”
“Yes, father, I’ll go,” said Bumliftan and he went off and shouted out: “Stop there. I’ve come.”
They stopped and the king of Horyul asked:
“O Langa Brumo, what sort of a fellow is this?”
“Leave me behind,” slaid she. “He is very powerful. There is nothing that has any effect on him. He is made of
iron. You won’t be able to get the better of him. Make a pahlawan sit in hiding near me and then this man will
come to me.” The king left a pahlawan with her saying to him:
“Sit here in concealment beside Langa Brumo.”
The pahlawan did so.
Bumliftan came up to Langa Brumo
“My sister,” said he, “Why are you behaving thus? My brother will come back to you.”
“O brother,” replied Langa Brumo, "'If you will marry me I will come back with you. If yon won’t marry me I
won’t come.”
“That is a thing I cannot do. I will not marry you.”
“Very well, if yon won’t marry me I won’t come with you.” Bumliftan then said to her:
“If you have any bowl or vessel with you, give it to me. I want to drink some; water.”
“Brother,” said Langa Brumo, “there is water coming out of that cliff there. Drink from it. I have no vessel
with me.”
He went and stretching out his arms on either side he grasped the cliff and began to drink the water. On this
Langa Brumo said to the pahlawan who was hidden with her:
“Now shoot him with your bow under the armpits, where he is flesh.”
The pahlawan, drawing his bow, shot him with an arrow under the armpits. The arrow did not come out on the
other side, but remained sticking in his vitals.
Thereupon Bumliftan mounted his horse and seizing Langa Brumo by the hand threw her on to the horse
behind him. Then pulling her sleeves out beyond her hands, he tied the ends of them round his neck in front and
whipped up his horse. But Langa Brumo had a knife and she cut her sleeves off and threw herself down
backwards off the horse. Meanwhile Bumliftan whipped up his horse and made for his home. He came to Aba
Dumbu who said:
“My son, what’s happened to you?”
“Father,” said Bumliftan, “they have wounded me. Examine my pulse and see whether I shall die or recover.”
Aba Dumbu examined his pulse and then said:
“You won’t die. You’ll get better. As you are going to recover I shall go and avenge you.”
So saying, Aba Dumbu departed.
Now there was a river and the king of Horyul and his army had crossed to the other side of it. Aba Dumbu
called out:
“O king of Horyul, stop. I, Aba Dumbu, have come. I have arrived.” The king of Horyul asked Langa Briimo:
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“What sort of a man is this?”
“He has become an old man,” said she. “He won’t be able to do anything.”
“O king,” said Shamtu Mire the wazir, “I will wait and confront him. You go on.”
The king went on: Aba Dumbu called out:
“Ho, Shamtu Miru, have you stayed to match yourself with me?”
“Yes, Aba Dumbu, I have stayed behind for you.”
“O Shamtu Miru, up above you three ibex are coming along. Watch the middle one.”
Then with his bow Aba Dumbu shot the middle ibex.
“Aba Dumbu,” said Shamtu Miru, “Over your head some pigeons are coming along. Look at them. Watch the
middle one. Look.”
Then Shamtu Miru shot with his bow up in the sky at the middle pigeon and brought it down. Aba Dumbu
shouted out:
“Ho Shamtu Miru, I am not inferior to you and you are not inferior to me. We are both equal.” Again he called
out: “Shamtu Miru, I have given you another chance. Tell me what weapon you are using, where you are going to
hit me and what you are looking at.”
“O Aba Dumbu, I am looking at your eyes. I am going to hit you so as to divide your heart in two. I am using a
bow.”
In front of himself Aba Dumbu set up twelve stones, one in front of the other, and putting only his head out,
watched. Shamtu Miru Wazir fitting an arrow to his bow and drawing it, let fly. The arrow passed through the
twelve stones and its head penetrated a little into Aba Dumbu’s heart. It hurt him.
“O Shamtu Miru,” he cried. “You have hit me.”
“I have done what I could, Aba Dumbu,” replied Shamtu Miru.
“Now it’s my turn,” said Aba Dumbu.
“What weapon are you using? Tell me that,” said Shamtu Miru. “Where are you going to hit me? Tell me that
too. What are you aiming at? Tell me that too.”
“I shall look at your eyes,” replied Aba Dumbu. “I shall strike you on the centre line of your head and split you
down. “I am going to use a sword.”
Shamtu Miru threw a handkerchief over his head.
“His sword will never reach me here,” said he, “he is lying.”
Aba Dumbu mounted Poniki Furfor. His sword was an Egyptian one.
“O Poniki Furfor,” said he, “leap from here and gallop up to him. Then gallop back again to your own place. If
you fail, may you be accursed! May no one speak of you as Poniki Furfor! O Egyptian sword, if you do not cleave
Shamtu Miru and his horse together into two halves, may you be accursed! May no one speak of you as the
Egyptian Sword! And if I do not strike my blow may I be accursed and may no one speak of me as Aba Dumbu!”
So saying, he gave him a cut with his whip and Poniki Furfor sprang forward and galloped up to Shamtu Miru.
Then Aba Dumbu smote with his sword and cleft him and his horse in two. Aba Dumbu flayed the horse and
flayed Shamtu Miru. Then he stuffed the horse’s hide full of ashes and charcoal and he did likewise with Shamtu
Miru’s skin, and he mounted Shamtu Miru as if he were alive on the horse’s skin and gave it a cut with his whip.
Then working magic he said:
“May the horse carry him away to the King and then may horse and man together fall in two halves and may
the ashes and charcoal be scattered!”
So saying he made the stuffed horse gallop and it carried the wazir to his king, and as soon as they reached the
latter Shamtu Miru and the horse, both together, split in two.
The king was amazed and said:
“O Langa Brumo, what miracle is this?”
“King, this is the extent of their skill and knowledge. He will not be able to do more than this that he has done.
You go on,” said Langa Brumo.
The king went on to his palace, taking Langa Brumo with him. And Aba Dumbn returned to his home.
When Aba Dumbu came back Aba Kitung had pulled out the arrow which was sticking in Bumliftan’s armpit,
but on his doing so Bumliftan died. If he had extracted the arrow by pushing it through forwards, Bumliftan
would not have died, but he pulled it out backwards and on his doing so Bumliftan died, for the tip of it had barbs
pointing backwards and when it was pulled backwards it broke his heart and he died. To the people who were
present when he died, his brothers, he said:
“Brothers, will my brother not come back? Yes, he will come. He will come and he will fetch Langa Brumo.
Then do you say this to him from me: ‘Bring Langa Brumo to my grave and cut off her nose there,’ for in that
case I shall come to life. If he grudges to do this, then let him make a nose for her out of oil-pressings and put it
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on her nose and let him pluck it off and throw it on the grave.”
Some days later Kiser turned up. His own yak was out grazing\fn{ Lit., loose.} on the pamir. Entering into the
skin of a bear he devoured his own yak. News reached Aba Dumbu that a bear had eaten Kiser’s yak.
“Foul fall its daughter! Give me my bow! Aba Dumbu has become an old man,” he said. “My Kiser is lost.”
Taking his bow Aba Dumbu went off. He came close up to the bear, and fitting an arrow to his bow, he drew it.
As he did so the bear said:
“Aba, uma,” that is to say, “It is I.”
“Well, eat yourself up,” said Aba Dumbu. “The king of Horyul has carried off Langa Brumo, and has slain
Buuliftan, and you merely eat your own yak!”
Kiser, returning to his own skin, came up to Aba Dumbu.
“O Father,” said he, “assemble the astrologers and say to them: ‘Where is my Kiser?’ Come on, let us go
home.’
Kiser now assumed the form of a human being and following Aba Dumbu came to his home, and Aba Dumbu
collected the astrologers and brought them up.
“O astrologers,” said he, “Where is my Kiser? Is he dead? You look and see.”
The astrologers replied: “Either you yourself are Kiser, or else this boy with you is he.”
On this Kiser appeared in his own form and said: “O astrologers, if you hadn’t discovered this, I would have
stuffed your skins with ashes. One day, however, I shall have need of you, otherwise I would stuff you with
ashes.”
Kiser then enquired of his brothers:
“Brothers, tell me how the king of Horyul carried off my wife, and when he took her from you before he
carried her off, was none of you able to do anything?”
“O Kiser,” replied his brothers, “they struck down your brother by treachery. Aba Kitung was frightened and
came back. Then Aba Dumbu went out and Shamtu Miru wazir wounded him. When Aba Dumbu came back they
had drawn out the arrow the wrong way and had broken his heart and he had died. When he was dying he said to
us: ‘He, Kiser, won’t bring back Langa Brumo, will he? Yes, he will. Then if he cuts off her nose and throws it on
my grave here I shall come to life again. Tell him this.’”
Kiser set out to seek the king of Horyul. As he was going along he came to where two cliffs kept clashing
against each other. Afterwards the king of Horyul asked Langa Brumo:
“What sort of a man is Kiser? Describe his appearance. Describe him to my pahlawans.”
“Very good. Bring them here and I’ll tell them,” said Langa Brumo.
The king called up his pahlawans and presented them.
“Now, Langa Brumo, tell them what he is like.”
“Very good. I’ll tell them. Firstly, mark this, his feet are small. Secondly look at his waist, it is very slender.
Then look up at his back, it is very broad. Look at his teeth. One of his teeth is blue. Look at his eyes, he is cateyed. Look at his forehead, it is small. Look at his head it is big. Now if any person of such appearance comes
along this road, do not let him go. Kill him.”
The pahlawans said, “Very good,” and went off. They made for the bridge. There was no other road of
approach, so he was bound to come by the bridge. The pahlawans arrived at the bridge.
Meanwhile, Kiser came to the cliffs which clashed against each other.
“They are doing this for my benefit,” said he. “Now the arrow from this bow of mine and my horse are equal
in swiftness. If I shoot this arrow and if the cliffs catch it they will catch my horse. If they cannot catch the arrow
then they won’t be able to catch my horse.”
So saying he shot the arrow and the clashing cliffs closed on its feathers. Said Kiser:
“They will catch my horse’s tail.”
He gave his horse a cut with the whip. It shot forward, raising its tail up behind and the cliffs closed on its tail.
Kiser dismounted and drew his sword to cut off his horse’s tail.
“O Lingpikiser!” cried the cliffs. “If you cut off your horse’s tail how will you go to the city?”
“Let it go then and I won’t cut it off.”
“Well,” said the cliffs, “the king of Horyul married a woman and two sons have been born to her. If you bring
us the head of one boy for one of us and the head of the other boy for the other of us we will let go of your horse’s
tail.”
“By all means,” said Kiser, “I’ll bring them for you.”
Then they let him go and Kiser went off.
He concealed Changi Hirpal in his sleeve and came to the pahlawans at the bridge. They saw him and one of
them said:
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“This is he. Look, his feet are small below.” Kiser said:
“What you say is true. My mother told me: ‘When you were small I found nothing to put on your feet and I
had shod you with raw hide. The raw hide squeezed you and your feet became small like this.” Another said:
“Hold your tongue. He is an unfortunate creature, let him go.” The first one said:
“This is he. His waist is slender.” Said Kiser:
“To be sure you are all intelligent men aren’t you? My mother told me: ‘When you were put in swaddling
clothes I had tied you up with a leather strap.’” The other pahlawan said:
“O shut up, this is a poor fellow, let him go.” The first swd:
“His back is broad, this is he.” Said Kiser:
“Through carrying people’s loads my back became big.” The other pahlawan said:
“Come, shut up and let the wretch go.” The first said:
“One of his teeth is blue.” Said Kiser:
“Alas, you peak truly. They were playing polo and I was sitting on the wall. A dreadful man hit a stroke and the
ball struck my tooth and thus it became blue.” The other pahlawan said:
“Shut up you, and let the poor fellow go.” Said the first pahlawan:
“Look he is cat-eyed. This is he.”
“You speak true,” said Kiser. “My mother used to say: ‘When I was pregnant with you I had fallen in love
with\fn{Or: looked at.} a cat. And so you became cat-eyed,’ so she told me.” The other pahlawan said:
“Shut up, let the poor fellow go.” The first said:
“She said his forehead was small.”
“Well may I be your sacrifice,” said Kiser, “you wise men. Indeed you are all very wise. :My mother told me:
‘I could not find a head-bandage, so I had bound you with a strap.”
“Shut up,” said the second pahlawan, “don’t treat him like this.” The first said:
“‘He is big-headed’ she said.” But all the rest said:
“He is a poor fellow, shut up and let him go.”
So they let him go.
When he was some distance from them he mounted Changi Hirpal and galloped off. He came to a pamir. Some
herdsmen, bringing their flocks, came to the pamir and he went up to them. The herdsmen were from his own
country and were servants of Langa Brumo. There were also others. Going up to them he brought down a shower
of rain from the skies. It rained heavily, and fetching a large boulder he propped it up on his stick. All the
herdsmen rushed in under the boulder. Those who were of his own country he plucked by the clothes and pushed
about and flung out. The other lot remained crowded under the stone. Kiser himself was left out in the rain.
“Look here,” said he, “it is I who have propped the boulder on the stick. I am out in the rain: and you won’t let
me in, will you?”
“Have you propped up this boulder on this stick?” asked the men.
“Yes, I have propped it up.”
“Very good, now then take it off, just as you have propped it up.”
He gave the boulder a jerk and pulled it off. It fell on them like rats caught in trap and ground them to powder.
Then he made the sky clear, and those who were outside, and he along with them, became dry. They were the
men from his own country and they recognized him. They salamed to him and Kiser said to them:
“I would stuff your skins with ashes, only one day you will be of use to me!”\
Then he proceeded on his way and came to the city of Horyul. There was a goldsmith’s shop there and he went
up to the door of it. Inside, the goldsmith was tapping away. Kiser said to himself:
“The man in there is starting work on a needle, may it turn out a sword in his hand!”
So saying and willing, he entered the door and the needle became a sword in the goldsmith’s hand. The
goldsmith was astounded. His daughter was blowing the bellows for him and he said to her:
“O Katish Malchucho, whoever this is he has come to us as a bringer of great good luck! I will give you to him
to wife,” he vowed.
Kiser came in from outside, having first entered into that former hideous skin of his and become like a dumb
deu. On seeing him the Goldsmith was vexed:
“He is very ugly,” he said, “and my daughter is very pretty. It would be a shame. I won’t give her to him.”
“Father,” said Katish Malchucho, “you have made a promise don’t go back on it. I’ll marry this man.”
“May I be your sacrifice, my daughter!” said Germahalmas, the goldsmith. “I grieve for you. But if you will
marry him well and good.” Then to Pangchu he said:
“Hallo! I will give you my daughter; will you marry her?”
“Very good, I will,” replied Pangchu. Germahalmas gave him his daughter and said to him:
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“Can you blow the bellows?”
“Yes,” said Pangchu.
“Now get up from the bellows my daughter,” said the goldsmith to his daughter, and she got up and Pangchu
went to blow. The goldsmith put an article on the forge and Pangchu blew with the bellows, and whatever the
article the goldsmith proposed to make, it came into existence of itself in the forge. The goldsmith was amazed:
“The thing came into being of itself without my once taking it out of the forge and hammering it,” he said.
Then he put on another article and with the blowing it too came into existence of itself.
The goldsmith was greatly pleased and delighted. All the work he had in hand was completed. No work
remained with him to be done.
“O son-in-law,” said Germahalmas, “will you bring a little charcoal. Can you get it?”
“Yes, I’ll get it.” Germahalmas gave him a big sack, saying:
“Bring it in this.”
Taking the sack he went off to bring the charcoal. In a moment he made a hundred similar sacks of charcoal
out of the one sack. Then fetching those men of his own country he made them carry the charcoal. Mounting
Changi Hirpal he went ahead of them while they followed him. Germahalmas said to his daughter:
“Go up on to the roof.”
She went out on to the roof and looking at the road she saw that Pangchu in his kingly form was riding ahead
on Changi Rirpal and that behind him a hundred men were following him carrying charcoal. She came down to
her father and said:
“Father, what a king he is! What a handsome man he is! What a fine horse it is that he is riding on ahead of
them!”
“May I be your sacrifice, my daughter, are you speaking the truth?”
“Yes, father, I am speaking the absolute truth.”
“I’ll have a look too,” said Germahalmas. “I’ll just go up on the roof.” And his daughter also went with her
father. Germahalmas saw that Pangchu was carrying the loads by stages. He kept putting down one load on ahead
and running back for another.
“May I be your sacrifice, my daughter. Isn’t he a strong man? He is carrying the loads by stages.”
“What’s the matter with you, father? A hundred men are following hint carrying the charcoal.”
“You bastard!” replied Germahalmas. “I don’t see them. Why do you lie?”
“No father, what I say is true. I see them just as I say.”
The father and daughter could not agree and came down into the house. Pangchu brought the charcoal to the
door and called out:
“I have brought the charcoal,” From inside the Goldsmith said:
“There is a house for putting the charcoal in. Put it in it.”
Pangchu put the charcoal in it and the house was filled. He called out again into the dwelling-house:
“There is a little over.”
“There is another house, put it in that,” replied the goldsmith. Pangchu put it in that house too and it too was
filled, and again there was some over. Again he called out:
“That one is full too.”
“There is still another room. Put it in it,” said the Goldsmith.
That also was filled and Pangchu came to the goldsmith’s shop and the latter said,
“Hallo, son-in-law, are those three houses full?”
“Yes, they are,” replied Pangchu. The goldsmith was greatly delighted.
“There is no one like this man,” said he, “He went only once and he filled three houses full of charcoal.”
The goldsmith had no work to do and Pangchu went outside and sat down in the sun.
Now Langa Brumo came out on to the roof of the king’s palace. On her breast was a delicately-wrought brooch
which had been made in Kiser’s shop. It was very handsome and beautiful. Pangchu, taking a grain of millet on
his finger, flicked it and hit the brooch in the middle. The brooch broke into little pieces and fell on the ground.
Langa Brumo was astonished; while it was on her breast it had broken of itself. Picking up the little fragments of
the broken brooch she took them to the king.
“O king,” said she, “while it was on my breast, the brooch broke of itself.”
“Germahalmas will repair it,” said the king.
“He won’t be able to,” said Langa Brumo.
“Yes, he will,” replied the king. So saying he sent it to Germahalmas. They took it to Germahalmas and said:
“O Germahalmas, the queen’s brooch broke of itself while .it was on her breast. The king commands you:
‘Make it as it was before.’”
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“Very good,” said Germahalmas. “I shall do so. Ho, son-in-law,” said he, “blow up.”
“All right, father. I’ll blow.”
Germahalmas put the brooch in the forge and Pangchu blew the bellows. He blew with the right-hand bellows
and the brooch of itself took shape in rough form. Then a tune came out of the left-hand bellows and the brooch
broke.
“Blow just once again, son-in-law,” said Germahalmas and Pangchu blew. A tune eame out of the righthand
bellows and the brooch took shape. Then a tune came out of the left-hand bellows and again the brooch broke.
“Son-in-law,” said Germahalmas, “one would think you are Kiser.”
“Who is Kiser, you bastard?” replied Pangchu and intimidated him.
“All right then, son-in-law, blow just once again.”
Pangchu blew once more and the brooch took shape in a rough form. Germahalmas took it away, but he left it
as it was and did not begin working on it. Some days passed, and Pangchu, without showing it to anyone, sent it
off to his own country with a message saying:
“Make it as it originally was and send it back to me.”
They took it away to Kiser’s shop. There they made it as it had been and sent it back and gave it to Kiser.
Langa Bromo came along saying to herself:
“Has he repaired that brooch of mine?” They told Germahalmas, saying:
“Langa Brumo has come to your shop.”
Germahalmas carefully swept and cleaned his shop and then sat and waited. Presently Langa Brumo came into
the Goldsmith’s shop:
“O Germahalmas,” she cried, “have you not mended my brooch yet?”
“May I be your sacrifice! I have worked it up in a rough state.”
“Bring it here and let me look at [it],” said Langa Brumo.
Germahalmas looked for it in the place where he had put it. It wasn’t there. He turned everything upside down
searching for it, but the brooch was not to be found. He was amazed.
“O Langa Brumo,” he said, “I had left it here after working it up in the rough. Now wherever it has gone to, it
isn’t here.”
“Where have you taken that thing of mine to, you bastard?”
“You base-born creature,” struck in Pangchu, “who has taken it? This thief of a woman has stolen it herself.
People of this sort are thieves. Let her stand up!”
Langa Brumo stood up.
Now, without letting her know, he had thrust the brooch into her bosom under her clothes and immediately
when she stood up it fell down along her side to the ground. She saw that her brooch had fa.llen down from her
side and she clutched at it and picked it up.
“Ah Germahalmas,” she cried, “you have brought Lingpikiser here and he is with you. I shall tell the king and
he will chop up your flesh into little bits, like this.”
So saying, she went off taking the brooch with her.
“O son-in-law,” said Germahalmas, “you have set fire to me. You are Kiser.”
“You base-born creature, what do you know? She won’t be able to mention this to the king. She won’t be able
to say: ‘It is Kiser.’ She will in fact sing your praises. She will commend you and the king will send you presents.
Sit still and hold your tongue.”
Langa Brumo went with the brooch to the king and said:
“There is no craftsman like Germahalmas. He has .repaired my brooch excellently.” And she praised him
highly.
The king was very much pleased with Germahalmas and sent him a present. They took the present sent by the
king to Germahalmas and he was very happy.
“O Germahalmas,” said Pangchu, “didn’t I tell you so?”
After that they remained where they were in great happiness.
Some days passed and then the King summoned Germahalmas and said to him:
“Come to my court tomorrow morning; Kiser’s bow is to be drawn.”
“Very good, I shall come,” said Germahalmas.
“Father-in-law,” said Pangchu, “take me with you too.”
“No, my son. There are none so ill-favored as you. If I were to say: ‘This is my son-in-law,’ they would all
laugh at me. You sit here and keep guard on my door and the smoke-hole,” replied Germahalmas.
“Very good,” said Pangchu.
Next morning Germahalmas went off to the king’s court. He took his seat in the court and then he saw that
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Pangchu had come carrying the door-frame and the frame of the smoke-hole slung on his neck. Germahalmas
went to meet him.
“Son-in-law,” said he. “Why have you knocked down my house and brought this door-frame of mine and the
smoke-hole frame here? Take them back.”
Pangchu went back with them and Germahalmas returned to the Court.
Then in turns they drew Kiser’s bow. Germahalmas drew it a little further than the others. After drawing it he
got up from the king’s court and returned home. When he came to the house the door-frame was there undisturbed
in its proper place, and the smoke-hole frame was there undisturbed on the roof.
“Son-in~law,” said he, “you had taken out this door-frame, but even this mud at the side of it has not fallen
down.”
“Why should it fall down?”said Pangchu.
The king again sent for Germahalmas saying:
“Come tomorrow again. There is again to be a drawing of Kiser’s bow.”
“Very good, I shall come.”
“Father-in law,” said Pangchu, “do take me tomorrow. If you don’t take me I shall come bringing the whole of
this house with me.”
“No, don’t,” replied Germahalmas, “I’ll certainly take you with me tomorrow.”
Next morning he took him with him, and they arrived at the king’s court. The people drew Kiser’s bow in turn.
The turn came to Germahalmas and they gave him the bow and he drew it.
“Father-in-law,” said Pangchu, “give it to me too for a turn.”
“Son-in-law, these strong men cannot draw it. You won’t be able to. Hold your tongue. You should be ashamed
of yourself.”
The king overheard.
“What does he say?” he asked.
“He says: ‘Give me a turn too,’” replied Germahalmas.
“People like him are good men,” said the King. “Give it to him.”
Germahalmas gave him the bow. So Kiser’s bow came into his own hand. He gave it a couple of sharp tugs.
“Father-in-law,” he said, “if this bow breaks, will anyone beat me?”
“What does he say?” asked the King.
“He says: ‘If this bow were perchance to break, will anyone beat me?’”
“No,” said the king. “No one will beat him.”
“If it breaks and in breaking a splinter strikes someone and someone is killed, will they beat me?” asked
Pangchu.
“What does he say?” asked the King.
“He says,” replied Germahalmas, ‘If the bow breaks and a splinter strikes someone and he dies, will anyone
kill me?’”
“Blessings on you!” replied the King. “Let them all die! Tell him to draw the bow.”
Then Pangchu drew the bow and he worked magic saying:
“When I draw it may this bow break in pieces and may it strike all these present, but may it not hit the king,
and may it not hit me and may it not hit this my father-in-law. Otherwise may all these present here be wiped
out!”
So saying, he drew the bow and it snapped and flying in pieces it struck all those present in the court and
caused the blood of all of them to flow in a flood and they all perished. The king was pleased and said:
“Bravo to you!” Then, he said: “There is one called Kiser who is my enemy, will you be able to tackle him or
not?”
“Bring him here,” said Pangchu, “bring him here now and I’ll slay him this very instant.”
“He is not here now.”
“If he will come, summon him and bring him here.”
“No,” said the King, “if I sent for him he would not come. Should he ever come, he will come of his own free
will.”
“Well, if he ever does come,” said Pangchu, “I’ll slay him.”
The King was pleased with Pangchu and said to him:
“I’ll give you whatever you wish. I’ll make you a present of it.”
“If I find favor in your eyes, give me a little iron,” said Pangchu.”
“Take him to the treasury of iron,” said the King.
They took him to the treasury of iron and again he wrought magic, for, without letting them see anything, he
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cleared out and carried off all the iron that was there. He carried it off to Germahalmas’s shop. Then he made use
of the charcoal that he had previously brought there and fashioned an iron palace. There was a room in it for
Katish Malchilcho to sleep in, and a room for food-supplies, and a room for drinking-water, and a room for
firewood, and a kitchen, and a privy, and a bathroom. After this manner he fashioned the iron palace and he settled
Katish Malchilcho in it, bidding her,
“Sleep in this place, cook your food in this place, fetch water for yourself from this place, wash your feet and
hands here, and make water here.” Therepm, working magic, he set down the palace and Katish Malchficho in his
own country, that is he put them down in Lama.
Next morning his father saw the palace.
“This is the work of my Kiser,” said he. After this Pangchu said to Germahalmas:
“Make me a chain of 100 cubits in length and make me a ring at the upper end of the chain.”
Germahalmas made the 100-cubit chain and Kiser went off with it and proceeded to the foot of the king’s
palace. In the king’s palace there was a beam which projected out from the wall. He threw the chain up to the
beam and the ring caught on it. Then he clinlbed up the chain and went up on to the king’s roof and all the palace
shook.
“Kiser has come,” said Langa Brumo.
Kiser entering into the skin of a cat came and miaowed round the smoke-hole.
“It’s a cat,” said the King.
“A cat isn’t as powerful as that,” said Langa Brumo. “Lingpikiser has come.”
Kiser now went back into his own skin.
“Ah bastard,” said he to the king, “if you are sleeping, get up. If you are up, get ready.”
Then Kiser jumped down into the room and the two of them commenced wrestling. In a moment Kiser flung
the king to the ground and tore him in pieces. Then he had all the property in the palace collected and to carry
away the loads he brought a deu there was, whose name was Galdang Galpo. Then clearing out all the treasure he
made the deu take it up and proceed in the direction of his own country.
There were two sons of the king and Langa Brumo. Langa Brumo took them with her and they set out and
proceeded along the road. On the way Kiser said:
“Bastard wife, give those children to me here.”
He took them from her and, cutting off both their heads, had them carried along. After which he proceeded on
his way. Going on he came to where there was a big river and the deu with all the goods proceeded to ford it, but
he halted in the middle of the stream and didn’t come out. Kiser said:
“My wife is with\fn{The text abruptly stops at this point, the bottom of page 93, and is entirely missing from page 94. It concludes
on page 95 thus:}
On this Kiser brought Langa Brumo out and set her on the throne.
Katish Malchucho he made to dwell in her Iron Palace.
Kiser thereafter ruled as king. They say he was a very great king.
242.172 Excerpt from Autobiography\fn{by Bhagat Lakshman Singh (1863-1944)} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
1
According to a tradition in my family that has been handed down to us from mouth to mouth, our ancestor was
a Kohli Khatri. He migrated to Garhi Habibullah in Hazara district where he contracted matrimonial ties with the
daughter of his host, a wine-seller. How he came to dwell there, and from where, cannot be known, for the bahi of
our pandits is a new one, the old one having been mislaid or lost.
There are any number of conflicting accounts about our origin bearing witness to our high lineage, which can
be well laid aside. Sufficient to say that our forbears were men of pluck and energy and they understood to make
the mother earth yield enough to make life worth living. Whenever our mothers gave birth to male offspring, it
was custom in the family to clothe them on the first Shivratri day in saffron coloured angrakhas (coats), take them
out in willow-made baskets and place bows and arrows in their hands, signifying that when grown up, they would
have to defend their homes and hearths, maybe even to lead a life of toil and moil to keep 1heir people above
want.
It is people such as these whom dame Luck sometimes elects to ennoble and lend them name and fame. This
fortunate personage was Nihal Chand to whom among other sons, a son was born named Dayal Chand (pet name
Diala). He resided in Serai Saleh, a village three miles from Haripur, district Hazara.
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His unique, saintly life won for the family a distinguished name. He was a great Sanskrit scholar and practised
as an Ayurvedic physician in that ilaqa. His fame as a bhagat (saint) spread far and wide. Much of his time was
spent in devotion and in the worship of the idol in the village Thakurdwara, close by which still stands also the
sacred pipal tree which still lends beauty to the landscape.
He was a Vaishnava Hindu and he avoided the use of even such vegetable as onions, radishes and several kinds
of pulses. He cooked his own meals and washed and dried wheat and other corn before they were ground and
made fit for use. He even washed the fuel he used. He wore sandals and visited Mirpar in Jammu territory twice
every year, to pay homage to the shrine sacred to the memory of Swami Shankracharya over which a Sanyasi
guru always presided.
Mirpur was about 70 miles via Rawalpindi and the road was infested with robbers especially near UsmanKhattar and Sang-Jam. But no one appears to have molested Bhagat Dyal Chand. These journeys he performed'
barefooted and when he returned from the precincts of the temple he did not turn his back on it till its dome faded
in the distance. He had a large family of seven sons and one daughter to support, but still he spared a great deal to
spend on charity, which took the shape of feeding the Brahmans and on the maintenance of a small Sanskrit
school, which he kept in his house. Our family prohit, Raizada Jawahar Mall Dutt, who was about 90 years old
when I was the Headmaster of the Municipal Board School, Haripur in 1890, remembered Bhagat Dyal Chand
most admiringly and he said that he had heard his elders highly eulogizing Bhagatji’s efforts for the uplift of the
people of his place.
One incident which my elders loved to relate to me is enough to show the immense hold Bhagat Dyal Chand
had over the people with whom he had to deal. He had betrothed his daughter to a Sikh youth of Divalian, a
village in the Tehsil of Chakwal, District Jhelum. The Khan of Serai Saleh, on learning that Bhagatji would not
marry his daughter at Serai Saleh, lest the prdvisipn of jhatka meat to the bridegroom’s party might give offence
to the local Mussulmans, and was preparing to prdceed to Rawalpindi to perform the nuptial cetemonies there,
prevailed on Bhagatji to abandon the idea. He himself bore all expenses of the marriage, and what is particularly
noteworthy, he himself provided the bridegroom’s party with jhatka meat. And as if all this was not sufficient as
an indication of his good-will, he sent an armed escort as far as the stage of Sang-Jani to see the bridegroom’s
party back home safe.
Such a godly man could not have accumulated much. He became a widower at an advanced age and about the
same time he lost his eldest son, who had been only recently married. To add to these calamities there was a theft
in the house and robbers took away everything of value.
The good man did not survive these misfortunes very long. He bequeathed his house to Bhai Chhataki of Kot
Najibullah, a saint of renown.
I saw this house in 1927. It was in a dilapidated condition. It consisted of a few kacha rooms, some of which
served as a Dharamsala, the rest were occupied by a goldsmith who paid rent for them to one Gopal, a Khatri,
who does business in Haripur.
*
At the time of Bhagatji’s death his sons appear to have been very young; for an entry in the family prohit’s
book at Hardwar shows that it was his nephews from the village of Shah-Allah-Ditta, in the Rawalpindi district,
who took his ashes to Hardwar. His widowed daughter-in-law, Bibi Mahan Devi, moved to Rawalpindi City, with
the six minor orphan brothers of her deceased husband. There she purchased a kacha house to live in (all houses
there were kacha those days) by parting with the few ornaments which she still possessed. She managed to eke
out her living there with what she got from spinning and needle work, and, what is wonderful to relate, she was
able not only to rear up all her young wards but also to get them married in respectable families. Three of them
died childless. The eldest of the remaining three was Bhagat Jawahir Mall. The second one was Bhagat Hushnak
Singh and the third Bhagat Sohna Mall.
Bhagat Jawahir Mall grew to be a notable person. He was of a religious bent of mind from his very childhood.
Having been brought up under Sikh influence he had learnt to cherish Gurbani very dearly which he loved to read
and recite. Not unlike his father, he spent much of his time in meditation and prayer, for which reason he was
remembered as Sain Sahib (a mystic saint) by his friends and admirers. He lived a long while at Hazro, a small
town in the district of Attock, where he collected round him a number of disciples.
The most distinguished of these was the well known saint, Bhai Balak Singh, the Guru of the famous Baba
Ram Singh, who subsequently set up a sect of his own called Kuokas or Namiharis and who was not long after
deported to Burma and was incarcerated in the fort of Mandalay till he died there. This was because a section of
his followers had proved turbulent and the local authorities at Amritsar and Ludhiana believed that the Kuka
movement had been started to overthrow the Government of the East India Company. I was perhaps three years
old when I was taken up and caressed by a tall handsome man of about 40 years, wearing a phargal and a
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dopatta, when he entered Sain Sahib’s deorhi (portico). This was Baba Ram Singh. And he was the last person to
have taken any serious interest in the politics of the day. He appeared to have been a man of God through and
through, and a sort of a halo seemed to have shed its refulgence on his face!
The stern action of the officers of the Government of India against the Kukas might have been justified for
ought I know; but that much of the yarn woven to prove that there was a conspiracy to overthrow the British rule
was not quite of the right sort would be evident from the short anecdote I have to relate in this connection.
I was a small child when I accompanied an aunt of mine, who was the wife of a well-known contractor in
Rawalpindi, on a visit to Bhai Narain Singh, an Extra Assistant Commissioner, who was on his deathbed. The
man was then in a delerious state. His hands seemed to be pinioned to the bed and he was jumping and shouting:
Hae Kuke Ae (the Kukas have come)! His cadaverous look and pertubering eyes frightened me and I fell down
unconscious.
Long after when I grew young I learnt that this man was a Reader in the Amritsar Tehsil Office and that he was
made a tehsildar and then an Extra Assistant Commissioner as a reward for his acting as a police informer. The
poor Kukas had been blown up by cannon balls and had gone to the region from where there was no coming back.
The dying man was simply conjuring the figures of the innocent men whom he had sacrificed in his greed for pelf
and power.
In the letter that Bhai Balak Singh wrote to Sain Sahib on Maghar 18, 1919 Bk., December 1, 1862, some time
before his death, he remembers him as if he was Sain Sahib’s disciple and the style and tone of the letter were
highly reverential. The Namdharis, followers of Baba Ram Singh, Keshadharis and Sahjdharis, both living in the
Attock district and in the Swabi Tehsil of the Peshawar (now Mardan) District, worshipped the memory of Sain
Sahib even so late as 1889 when I was the Headmaster of the Municipal Board School, Hazro.
I was only 26 years old at the time. The consideration with which I was treated by all that was good there was
simply surprising, particularly when it is borne in mind that I was not a grandson of Sain Sahib, but that of a
brother of his. When one day I went to Zehda (Tehsil Swabi) on a pleasure trip, in company with half a dozen
friends, the congregation of the Zehda Gurdwara made me an offering of a heap of patasa (sugar cakes) and
presented me with a handsome purse and escorted me in a procession to the ferry on the right bank of the Indus,
singing hymns from the Sikh scriptures.
Bhai Dhani Ram, about 90 years old, then leader of Namdharis in these parts, simply roused my indignation
when he took hold of my feet, as I was about to enter the boat, which was waiting for us, and prayed for my
benedictions, for my education and training in the American Presbyterian Mission School, Rawalpindi, had tought
me to believe that it was a sin for one man to bow to another. I had felt dis- gusted similarly when I was a mere
child of 8 or 9 years, and when an elderly Namdhari Sikh on recognizing my grandfather, whom I then
accompanied, first fell at his feet and then at mine as he came out of the Darshani Deorhi of the Golden Temple,
Amritsar, and met us in the courtyard facing the Akal Takht.
Sain Sahib had five sons. The most distinguished of his offspring are Bhapat Ishwar Das, M.A., Retired
Advocate, High Court Punjab; Rai Bahadur Bhagat Narain Das, M.A., and Bhagat Govind Das, M.A. Bhagat
Ishwar Das is one of the distinguished leaders to whose life-long labour the success of the Dayanand Anglo-Vedic
College, Lahore, is principally due. Bhagat Govind Das is an ornament of the Jegal profession in Lahore, and as
Secretary of the Punjab National Bank for over a decade and a half he has contributed not a little to help trade and
industry.
The third brother, Rai Bahadur Bhagat Narayan Das, M.A., Sessions Judge, to whom I have dedicated my
book, Sikh Martyrs, was the most distinguished of all. Specklessly pure in private life, most devout and Godfearing, he was rightly held in great esteem wherever he lived and I have yet to meet a man more loving and
lovable—leaving, of course, my own deceased brother, the late Bhagat Balmokand, B.A., LL.B., to whom I shall
have to refer further on in these pages. Lieutenant Pramindra Singh Bhagat, who has been awarded [the] Victoria
Cross for distinguished work in the present war and whom Sir Sikaildar Rilyat Khan, Punjab Premier, has
remembered as the first Indian who has won this distinguished honour, vide his telegram published in the Tiibune,
Lahore, dated the 12th June 1941, is a grandson of Bhagat Narayan Das.
I know little about Bhagat Hushnak Singh, Sain Sahib’s younger brother, except that two of his sons were
extraordinary good men. The eldest Bhagat Kalayan Das had the face and appearance of a Rishi. His brother,
Bhagat Man Singh, was a:n extremely handsome man. He wore an epicurean look but in reality he had a noble
heart. Without appearing to love anybody, he lived and died for others, particularly for his near-relatives.
Both these brothers have left no male issue. Bhagat Kalyan Das had only one daughter who was married to the
late Sirdar Bahadur Malik Mphan Singh, President, Municipal Committee, Rawalpindi. Her eldest son Sardar
Bahadur Malik Teja Singh, C.I.E., is Chief Engineer to Government of India, New Delhi. Another of her sons
Malik Hardit Singh is a distinguished I.C.S. man. He was Deputy Trade Commissioner in London for a number of
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years, a Secretary in the Commerce Department of the Government of India, and is now-a-days Trade
Commissioner in the United States of America.
The third son of Bhagat Dyal Chand was Bhagat Sohna Mall. He was my grandfather. He was neither spiritual
nor intellectual like Sain Sahib, but simplicity and pruity sparkled from his face. I was extremely fond of him and
he doted on me.
2
My grandfather bad three sons, of whom Bhagat Kahan Chand, my father, was the eJdest. As the family was
poor, both my grandfather and my father and my uncles had to work for bread. They held a druggist’s shop
conjointly with the father of the late Bhagat Karam Chand, a noted physician iin Rawalpindi. The work was
distasteful to my father. He had a great longing for education and soon found an excuse to leave the shop and join
an indigenous school set up by Mian Nizam-ud-Din, of blessed memory and uncle of Mian Feroze-ud-Din, who
recently retired from service in the Public Works Department and is now enjoying well-earned rest.
Of those wbo received education in that Maktab along with my father and whom I can now remember, were
Pandit Ganga Rama and Misar Beli Ram, who both became tehsildars and died young; and Mehta Sada Rang
who, though not so lucky, lived to good old age, much respected by his contemporaries. My father had not yet
finished Guilstan and Bostan, the well known works of the great Persian poet, Sheikh Sa’di, when it was thought
that it was high time he should get service as a munshi. Men of education being .rare those days, my father was
easily able to get a position in the district Vernacular Office carrying Rs. 10/- as sa1ary.
There were great rejoicings in tbe family at this good luck. And that it was, indeed, the case may be judged
from tbe fact that the price of wheat, when I was a mere boy, was a maund and a balf, and of ghee 2½ seers a
rupee. Heaps of fuel could be had for a few annas and a couple of rupees could procure a suit of linen.
Not many years elapsed before he was appointed statistical writer in the Deputy Commissioners’s Office on
Rs. 30/- per mensem.\fn{I.e., per month} This was regarded as a unique fortune; for at that time there were only two
or three offices in Rawalpindi and men whose income was Rs. 30/- or upwards could be counted on fingers.
*
My father was [a] tall and handsome man possessed of great vivacity of temper. He seemed to be conscious of
these heaven-bestowed gifts. He was very punctilious in matters of dress and diet; and I do not remember an
occasion when he did not himself wash his vessels again before he allowed his meals to be served to him. His
chouka had to be washed in his presence and my mother or I or my brothers or sisters had to fan off flies lest they
might sit on his meals and thus avoid the necessity of their being thrown away. He never went out before he
examined his dress with the help of a beautiful large-sized looking-glass and was satisfied that he looked neat and
trim. There was never a day when he did not bathe in the river away from public resort and he never used the
water-closet in the house unless he was ill and it was physically impossible for him to go out.
He never took meals without hearing Katha recited in the Dharamsala that he visited. He never associated
with people of indifferent character. From among his select companions, I remember Bakhshi Nihal Chand Butt, a
Reader in the District Court. It was spoken of Bakhshiji that he was so upright that not even the highest of men
dared approach him with any improper request.
With all these admirable features in his character, my father was slow in his work which accounts for the fact
that he did not rise high in official cadre. He was only getting 60/- per mensem when he retired. Successive
Deputy Commissioners spoke highly of his integrity and conscientious discharge of duty. Once, I know, his roll
was called for the post of a tehsildar; but he failed to see the Commissioner in whose gift the appointment lay.
*
My mother, Bhagatani Gurditti, was quite a different sort of person. She was born at Lahore and was strong
and lordly in her demeanour, qualities that she had inherited from both her parents. Her father, Sirdar Karam
Singh, a jolly, gay man was a co-partner of Sirdar Makhan Singh, father of the late Rai Bahadur Sirdar Sujan
Singh Chadha, the premier rais of Rawalpindi, in timber business at Lahore. His smartness and unusual
intelligence, combined with industry and integrity, contributed not a little to the success of the firm
Her mother, Gulab Devi, was tall and queenly in her gait and look. She was a sister of Malik Jwala Singh, a
well-to-do zamindar of Dera Khalsa, district Rawalpindi. Her large, generous heart stood her in good stead when
she had to face misfortune on my maternal-grandfather getting a stroke of paralysis and dying a premature death.
She held her head erect and lived and died as a high-bred lady should, highly valued and respected by her
relatives and neighbours.
*
As an instance of the turns of the wheel of fortune I may here mention the phenomenal rise of Malik Khazan
Singh, husband of my mother’s first cousin on father side. When a young man he was an employee of Malik
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Jwala Singh and was getting, I was told, Rs. 2/- per mensem or so as salary. Malik Jwala Singh was addicted to
drink. In the course of a few years he had to face penury and want. Malik Khazan Singh who, by then, had earnt
for himself a position in Rawalpindi city, took him into his service, out of pity, on the monthly wage of rupees six.
This low position Malik Jwala Singh occupied for a long time till he grew very old and retired to his native
village. But he was a true sirdar in every sense. He had not much cash with him. But he had extensive lands and
when seasons were good the produce was abundant. This abundance he shared with friends and neighbours in his
village and with a host. of relatives in Rawalpindi. Every year loads of wheat, which his lands produced, were
sent to the descendants of his sisters and aunts of whom there was a lot, as loving gift which were highly
appreciated.
His son, Malik Jai Singh, attained a venerable age and died only recently. Throughout his life he was a terror
for all evil-doers in the neighbourhood and a call for help from the weak and the oppressed always received from
him a generous response.
My mother, when she was about 20 years old, went to Kallar with a couple of other girls to learn
Gurmukhi\fn{The language of the Granth Sahib (here called Gurbani):H} from Mata Bhan Dai, wife of the late Sir Baba
Khem Singh Sahib Bedi, and spent her time at Kallar to the best advantage; and it was not long before she
acquired a competency in reading and reciting Gurbani. She daily heard and recited Katha from Guru Granth
Sahib which she had almost committed to memory. Vedanta was her favourite study and all her life she loved to
hear and read of it and to discuss it in private and select gatherings.
She died on September 7,1926 when she was about 83 years old. It was an unchangeable custom with her to
hold ladies’ congregations in her house and impart instructions in religious lore. And this was in addition to her
own regular attendance both morning and evening at her favourite places of worship.
*
To these remarkably good parents I was born on June 8, 1863. Two more sons had been born before me and
one, dear Mohan Lal, after me. They all died when mere babies. I was, therefore, looked upon as a precious gift
and was cherished as such until two more brothers, Gokal Chand and Balmokand, were born. Every evening at
night-fall my mother recited the well known mantra, Kanwal-Netar. In this I ardently joined and I told my mother
that if heaven blessed her with two more sons, I would christen them as Gokal and Balmokand, thus keeping
intact in the family the memory of the illustrious name of Sri Krishna and of Gokal, the town of Sri Krishna’s
birth.
My mother was very lucky in the choice of her friends. Of these the chief were Bibi Nihal Devi, aunt of the
late Sardar Sahib Bawa Hari Singh, jagirdar and Honorary Magistrate. She was over 80 years old then. She was
left a widow when a mere child. Her whole life was led in seclusion and prayer and in various acts of merit and
she went out daily for bath in the river Leh, over a mile distant, and returned home before dawn. My mother
generally accompanied her.
On all these occasions she took me with her. Sometimes she went alone with me, then 7 or 8 years old, as her
companion, and it was still dark when she returned home: she was so fearless.
Her other companion was aunt Radhan, sister of the late Sirdar Sujan Singh, Rai Bahadur, an ideally good
woman, who lived to a good old age, honoured by the whole town for her saintly living.
Two more ladies, who highly loved and esteemed my mother, were Bibi Bhan Devi, sister of Sardar Lal Singh
Dogra, who held sway in Rawalpindi for some time during Sikh rule and Sardarni Bishen Dai, wife of the late
Sirdar Kirpal Singh Chadha, a lady of queenly dignity and benignant disposition. She never forgot that my
maternal grandfather and Sardar Makhan Singh, her husband’s brother, had exchanged turbans, a sign of undying
friendship in those days, and till she died she saw that on the marriages of my brothers and sisters, Nanaka Chaj
(dowry from one’s maternal-grandfather) was given.
It was this relationship which made me intimate with the late Sardar Sujan Singh and gave me an influence
over his son, the late Sardar Hardit Singh, father of Sardar Sohan Singh and Sardar Bahadur Mohan Singh
Chadha, now-a-days a member of the Council of the Secretary of State for India; and I was able to see that Sikhs
had their due share of the charities provided for in the Raghunath Mandir Trust.
3
My childhood, properly speaking, was manhood practically. My only companion was my mother. Morning and
evening I accompanied her to Dharamsala and temples. Only three or four big people in Rawalpindi had servants
to help in household work.
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As a rule men did their own work. They were their own coolies, their own water-carriers. My father being a
munshi in the District Kutchery got some help from the office peons in lieu of free food supplied to them; but still
there was much that fell to my lot.
Somehow from early childhood it had got into my head to partake of food cooked with my own hands. This
was a great saving of labour to my mother. The time thus saved she spent in her devotions.
But as I grew in years and had to attend to my studies, I felt household work somewhat irksome. And when I
refused doing my share of work, I was treated unkindly by both of my parents.
The result was my open revolt. And when I saw that nobody cared to find out why I was becoming peevish, I
attempted twice to run away from the house of my parents to search for any work that might fall to my lot and
thus escape from home tyranny.
On both these occasions I was caught and brought back. And though thence forward I had greater freedom, I
had to submit nolens volens to another form of tyranny. Even when six or seven years old, I was made to go to the
river barefooted in the month of Kartik, and this before dawn, for this early bath was regarded a mahatam (an act
of merit).
In addition to fasts on such big festivals as Janam-Ashtami and Ram-Naumi, I had to observe fasts on every
Ikadashi and Puran-Mashi and on all Nauratas. I had to hear recitations of Kaiha from shastras and reading from
Guru Granth Sahib, and as both of my parents were leading satsangis there was no pandit or sadhu of some
renown, who visited our town and halted there for some time, whom I did not know. And before I was fourteen 1
had completed my study of Ramayana and Mahabharata. All this was an indirect gain for which I cannot be too
grateful.
4
The only Dharamsala worth the name, Bara Dari, was close to my ancestral house. Baba, afterwards Baba Sir,
Khem Singh Bedi, halted at this Dharamsala whenever he visited Rawalpindi. Hundreds of people of all ages,
men, women and children, flocked on those occasions to have his darshan. I never lost such an occasion of
paying my respects to him, particularly because he was very much fond of me and loved and caressed me on
account of my being the eldest son of a distinguished pupil of his first wife.
It is difficult to describe the enthusiasm he inspired. Though he could neither read nor write, he could recite the
scriptural passages from memory. And the way he used this knowledge to enthuse his lollowers and indirectly add
to his influence over them was simply wonderful.
His figure was small and complexion rather dark. His eyes too were not very particularly bright. But he made
up for all this by the costume he wore. He seems to have studied how to look grand and majestic. He rode out
daily for shikar with a hawk perching on his left hand. This position he carefully maintained even when presiding
at the daily congregations. And if his idea was to actually look like the illustrious Guru Govind Singh, it may be
safely stated that he succeeded in this endeavour to no small extent.
His followers believed him to be an avatar whose mere touch would save them. Most men believed in charms
those days. Baba Sahib also seemed to believe in their efficacy. At first he would scribble something on small bits
of yellow paper. But later, when his influence spread over the whole Frontier, in addition to Dhanni and Pothohar,
he devised a rubber stamp, and the services of many a distinguished man, who came to pay his respects to him,
were requisitioned to obtain its impressions in any number.
*
And I curiously watched how wily Honorary Magistrates and contractors devoutly applied themselves to the
manufacturing of these jantras and amulets. A waggish person told me, long after, that Baba had made it a study
to look great and influential and impress the officialdom of those days that he was the premier Sikh guru and that
no contemporary of his wielded such an influence over them as he did.
When the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Robert Egerton, if I remember the name aright, was on his way to
Peshawar, the Deputy Commissioner of Rawalpindi asked a number of Sikh sardars to escort His Honour up to
Attok. All the sardars returned; but Baba Sahib expressed his intention to accompany His Honour up to Peshawar
itself, which request was, of course, granted. He put up in the cantonment in the vicinity of the LieutenantGovernor’s camp and just when His Honour had retired for the night he was disturbed by the beating of drums
and firing of crackers.
The whole camp was astir and alarm was sounded. It was feared that Frontier Pathans had come to raid the
camp. Soon, however, it was known that it was Sikh disciples who had come to pay their homage to the guru. So
the fears of Lieutenant-Governor’s sentries were allayed and he had a restful sleep.
Whether this night visit of the worshippers was a pre-conceived plan, as it was insinuated broadly, I am not
much concerned with. Neither can I positively vouch for the truth of the later report that Baba waited upon the
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Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab and placed all his resources at the disposal of the Government to suppress any
rising that might result from the visit of Maharaja Dalip Singh, the surviving son of the Great Sikh Emperor
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. I have not been able till now to spot the man or men who knowingly or unknowingly
created the scare to frighten the Government of the day which issued orders prohibiting the entry of Maharaja
Dalip Singh into the province of which he had been a ruler and from which he had been removed when a child,
for no fault of his, for the responsibility of the second Sikh War lay principally with the resident, Sir Fredric
Currie, and a host of British officers who had been deputed to maintain law and order in the Punjab.
Be that as it may, I remember how the Sikh community felt the wrong done them in the forced return from
Aden of their beloved Emperor, and the memory of this grave injustice will, I dare say, rankle long in the breasts
of all in whose veins runs the Sikh blood. I have mostly led the life of a school-master and Inspector of Schools
and have had nothing to do with Government or art of Government, but speaking at this distance of time, I
wonder what it could be that had inspired terror in the breasts of the rulers of those days; for from what I know of
contemporary history, I dare say, the visit of Maharaja Dalip Singh would have been regarded as a generous act of
the British Government and would have served to cement the bond of friendship that had alreaqy bound them
with the Government.
Their military backbone had been broken by the Second Sikh War and they had taken to the plough and to the
arts of peace. That their hearts were sound and that not only did they not cherish any ill-will towards the
Governwent, but were, on the other hand, anxious to show that all the strength that they possessed would be at the
disposal of the Government, would be evident from the fact that it was they mostly who had helped in the Purbia
Mutiny of 1857 and had won back for their rulers the Government of India. This being the case, the visit of
Maharaja Dalip Singh would have passed off peacefully. And any attempt at stirring up disaffection would haye
been easily defeated.
All this, however, is not relevant to my story. I know this much only: that rightly or wrongly the name of Baba
Sir Kijem Singh Bedi was associated with a couple of other men of the Central Punjab with this sad event.
*
It is sufficient here to remark that all this did not lower Baba Khem Singh in my estimation. Till he was
gathered to his fathers, loaded with years, he continued to be beau-ideal of a thorough gentleman. With all the
consummate skill with which he carved his fortune and grew fabulously rich, he was simple to a fault and loving
and lovable. I never lost an opportunity to go and see him and pay my respects to him.
On one such occasion when, after my lectures in the Gordon Presbyterian Mission College, Rawalpundi, in
which I was then employed, I thought of visiting the Baba before I returned home. It was extremely hot at the
time. Very few people were seen in the bazaars and when I reached Damdama Sahib, Baba’s residence in
Rawalpindi, and went to the uppermost storey and knocked, a big burly old Sikh of Dhamial, a village to the south
of Rawalpindi, who did not know me, opened the door lightly and protested against my seeking an interview at
that inconvenient hour.
But Baba, who was thus disturbed in his sleep recognized my voice, and allowed me to enter. Another welldressed Sikh, also of Dhamial village, was shampooing him. I seated myself on the floor and apologized for the
intrusion. It was long since, I said, that I had been to him and I thought it was the time when he was alone and that
I could enjoy his conversation which always delighted me.
Of course, my pleasant chattering pleased the Baba and he remarked that my visit at that inconvenient hour
reminded him of the good old days when sangats of Rawalpindi went up to the parao stage of Rawat; about ten
miles off, in hundreds with drums and cymbals to do him honour singing hymns all the way; but all this had
changed.
“You, too, Sire,” retorted I in a suppressed tone, “have very mucb changed. You were, then, a saint, but now
you are more a: prince than any thing else.”
The attendants of Baba became furious at what they thought was an open slight to such an illustrious man.
They were abruptly calmed down, when Baba took hold of my head and caressed me remarking,
“Well said, my boy, you are perfectly right. Truly, I am not the man I was.”
5
I was fond of books even when I was a mere child. And I am glad I possessed them in plenty. Both of my
cousins, Rai Bahadur Bhagat Narain Das, M.A., and Bhagat lshwar Das, M.A., were in those days receiving
instruction in the Government College at Lahore. Their library books filled any number of almirahs. It was a
custom with an uncle of mine to visit auction stalls and purchase books which officers parted with when going
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home on long leave. Thus it was that in the course of time we had a big library consisting of any number of
valuable books on any number of subjects.
Unfortunately, however, the family failed to benefit from them, for I was a very unsatisfactory custodian. Good
books in those days were very rare. Again very few people could afford to purchase them. I never had the courage
to refuse if anyone asked for them. Hundreds of books were lent, but very few people carrd to return them. When
my cousins, on return from the Lahore Government College, enquired why the almirahs were almost empty, I
said, by way of explanation, that books were meant for reading and that I had given them away. They smiled and
often afterwards they recalled this circumstance and laughed at my simplicity, or rather folly, in parting with a
possession than which there could be nothing dearer to people thirsting of knowledge.
I had my own private library also. There were then only two volumes of Webster’s Dictionary and Forbe’s
English-Urdu Dictionary or English-Persian, costing something like Rs. 20/- and Rs. 30/- respectively, in the
whole town. One set, an old one, was in the Mission High School Library and the other with me. They were of
considerable help to me as reference books and contributed very much to my acquiring competency in writing
English. And that this was not an empty boast may be judged from the two incidents of my boyhood.
*
I was in the 9th class when Sir Denzil Tbbetson, I.C.S., Director, Public Instruction, who afterwards occupied
the Punjab satrapy, visited the Rawalpindi Presbyterian Mission High School and dictated a passage from a book
he had with him. It was not a small astonishment to me when my slate was returned to me and I found that two
words honor and favor were crossed and marked as incorrect.
I at once took the Webster’s big volume in my arms and went to show it to the Director who was then strolling
in the school hall with the Headmaster, Babu Haradhan Ghose.
“I say, sir,” I submitted to the Director, Public Instruction, “these words have not been wrongly spelt. Please
see this dictionary.” Mr. Ibbetson seemed to be surprised at my temerity in my endeavour to correct him, but at
once dismissed me simply saying,
“This is not English dictionary.”
The same year the Headmaster gave us a small piece from the famous Urdu book Chahar Darwesh or Bagh-oBahar, for rendering it into English. Next morning when I presented my exercise book, the Headmaster casually
remarked that the working did not appear to be mine. To show how he was mistaken in the impression he had
formed, I respectfully asked him to set me another piece. This was done. And to every one’s astonishment, my
working tallied with that of Forbes, the English translator of the volume.
*
In my choice of books, I was particularly lucky. Books on religion and religious history particularly appealed
to me. The study of popular books on astronomy filled me with wonder and astonishment at the sight of heavenly
bodies dangling in steller regions and jumping and dancing as it were in eternal merriment.
Before I was seventeen I had finished the Mysteries of the Court of London in, perhaps, four beautifully bound
volumes, and the Mysteries of London in twelve volumes; equally well printed, before I was 20 years old. I
enjoyed the study of these books greatly. They were in fact a treat to me. Not because I had very particular liking
for scandalous tales about men, great or small, but because their study convinced me that sins of flesh were the
common heritage of humanity all the world over, and that beneath the veneer of the western civilization there was
much that was well to keep hidden in the name of decency.
6
It was during these days that a distinguished man Swami Kailash Parbat, about 70 years old, hailing from
southern India, halted at Rawalpindi for several months of the winter when on pilgrimage to Amar Nath, beyond
Srinagar, Kashmere. I sat at the feet of this holy man for hours and hours. He received me always with a paternal
mile and expressed delight at my long vigils. I stayed with him sometimes even till 1 a.m. and usually refused to
accompany my parents who went back home as soon as the sangat dispersed, which generally happened at about
10 or 11 in the night.
On these occasions I was escorted home or rather carried in the arms of a young disciple of whom there were
about 20. I can never forget the loving care of this charming young sadhu all the while we passed through the dark
meandering lanes and bypaths leading to our house in the town. Poets and scholars have exhausted their talents in
drawing a picture of a paradise but all these descriptions fall into insignificance before the sight of the gathering
over which Swami Kailash Parbat presided.
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There were no didactic debates or discussions. Those of the sangat who had questions to put did so with due
reverence, and the answers, too, were given with a simplicity and spontaniety that was simply catching. How truly
the holy guru says that the mere sight of a true saint is a real joy—darshan bhetat hot nihal.
*
The next distinguished visitor was Swami Sampat Giri, a man of repute and learning, who had a hundred
followers with him, and attracted large houses. He stayed at Rawalpindi for a fairly long time. He was believed to
be the greatest living Sanskrit scholar of those days. But his discourses were too abstruse to interest me.
7
The next distinguished visitor was Swami Dayananda Saraswati who had founded the Arya Samaj. He came to
Rawalpindi as a propagandist in that behalf. The report about him, of course, from orthodox sources was that he
was a spy of the Kristani (Christian} Government.
I knew a good deal of Christians and Christianity, for I learnt my Bible lessons with interest and was thus a
favourite of the then Manager of the Mission School, Reverend R. Thackwell, who himself took the Bible classes,
but I did not know what a spy was and I was curious to know how he looked. So, accompanied by a class-fellow I
went to Rao Sahib Sardar Sher Singh’s kotki, near the Sudder Bridge where [the] Swami had stopped for the first
few weeks, and on arriving there, I asked Swami Ishwarananda, who was a disciple and companion of Swami
Dayanand and who afterwards became a close friend of mine, to let us have the darskan of his guru.
He hesitated. Perhaps, he wondered what boys had to do there. But a voice from inside directed him to let us
in. I fortified myself with all the courage I could command and recited some mantras to guard myself against the
malevolent look of the spy.
But my surprise was great when I saw inside a strong, broad-chested, bulky, grown up man with a big head and
shining and penetrating eyes, sitting on a mat with only a loin cloth round his waist. There was nothing
malevolent in his look nor anything sinister about him. I felt I was a fool in associating anything evil in my mind
with the figure in front of me. It at once became clear to me that a spy was after all not an evil spirit and that
possibly the appdllation connoted an individual who was anti-Brahman.
There was, of course, nothing in him of the dreamy mysticism I had learnt to associate with the name of sadhu,
a sort of the sanctimoniousness which suggested consciousness of a superiority or a desire to appear as a person
not easy of access. On the contrary we saw before us a wide-awake man full of life and anxious to impart it to
those who came across him.
He received our pranam warmly and bade us welcome. We seated ourselves at a respectful distance. We were
mere boys, but Swami was not at a loss to find topics of conversation for us too.
“Boys,” enquired he, “are you betrothed or married?”
We answered in the negative. He then advised us not to think of marriage till we were twenty-five years old.
He then enquired whether we attended any school or college and on being told that we were students of the local
American Presbyterian Mission High School, he suggested the reading of the book of Revelation.
I do not remember anything else of that interview. In fact this was my first and last personal interview with
Swami. I did attend any number of his lectures and debates in the kothi of Rai Bahadur Sardar Sujan Singh in his
garden outside the town, to which place he had shifted, and which was in fact the only decent building in the town
where men of learning and religion were generally accommodated, and where also people religiously inclined
could easily approach them; but there was so much noise in those gatherings that it would have been a miracle if I
had derived any benefit from my attendance thereat.
I only remember how proud Swami looked and how he commanded a hearing. It was the invariable practice
with him to begin the proceedings at his place with a recitation of Gayatri mantra. We all enjoyed his resonant
intonation though none of us could understand Sanskrit. Swami himself seemed to enjoy his performance. No
orchestra singer to my knowledge has been at greater pains to attune his instruments before he played upon them
than did Swami. He stretched all his muscles to their fullest extent and took care that they lent their whole
strength to enable him to give his performances necessary musical cadence.
*
One incident would suffice to show what sort of people attended his leetures. Once it was decided that there
should be a literary contest between Swami and the local Brahmans. The poor Sanatinists of Rawalpindi prided on
the learning of the family prohit of Sardar Sujan Singh. This venerable old man had been to Benares and had
some smattering knowledge of Sanskrit. It was simply preposterous on his part to have consented to compete with
a comparatively young Brahman from Gujrat where Hindus were at home in Sanskrit.
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Both the Sanatanists and the men who hailed Swami as their deliverer mustered in full force. But when Swami
had done with his Gayatri and the prohit stood up to address the gathering there was huge uproar, for the speech
was interrupted by Swami’s jeers and clappings.
The admirers of Swami also clapped. The leading Sanatanists regarded this as an insult and they all walked out
in disgust by way of protest. When I and the men belonging to my mohalla wended our way home, I asked an
uncle of mine why Swami had clapped and thus given cause for offence. I was told that the prohit’s Sanskrit was
incorrect.
But no reply was forthcoming to my query when I asked why those who knew nothing of Sanskrit had joined
Swamiji in that indecorous act. There could be, in fact, no justification for this discourtesy.
“When you meet a saint,” says the Holy guru, “listen to him and seek a solution of your doubts from him. But
if you meet a person of the adverse type, say nothing.”
As all this was a strange experience to me, I felt no urge afterwards to attend Swami’s congregations.
8
But whether I willed it or not; my connection with the Arya Samaj movement did not stop there. A distant
uncle of mine, Bhagat Kishan Chand, became Vice-president of the Samaj, and a noted sahukar was made
President.
Both these men were not men of religion. For several decades, therefore, the movement made no headway in
my town. As weekly meetings were held in a bithak of another uncle of mine, Bhagat Hiranand, for many years;
and as that was my baithak also, I was an unwilling attendant at most. of the meetings of the Samaj.
There was little to be learnt at these meetings. Swami Dayanand had declared a ban on Hindu shastras. The
term Hindu in his terminology stood for the word “thief”. Brahmans were popes, used as an opprobrious term.
As for Sikhs, they were according to him the followers of a dambhi, a cheat, the expression with which Swami
remembered the first Sikh guru in his book, the Satyarth Prakash. The only books of worship, according to
Swami, were the Vedas.
But they were written in Sanskrit, which nobody knew or understood. The weekly Samaj meetings were,
therefore, a despair. A few pleaders and their munshis, together with stray visitors, formed the only congregation.
There was no one to perform divine service. A railway clerk, Pandit Shahzadanand, sang a few verses composed
by himself. Babu Gopi Chand of the Post Office, a dwarfish but smooth-tongued man, amused the audience with
what he knew of the current topics. On occasions men from the mufassil came and did lecturing business, but they
were not remarkable people and failed to attract anyone.
It was here that I first made the acquaintance of Pandit Lekh Ram of Kahuta, who was then employed in some
police office on Peshawar side, if I remember aright. He was an out and out anti-Muslim and he loved to indulge
in invectives when lecturing on Islam or its founder. I wondered how men gathered courage to hear Pandit Lekh
Ram’s animadversions. And I was not surprised, when I learnt some years after, that he met a violent end at the
hands of a Muslim fanatic at Lahore.
Trouble was always felt on account of the scarcity of speakers. Men—good, bad or indifferent—were freely
allowed to perform the work of learned divines. Any number of times I also, a mere school-boy, was asked to
address weekly meetings.
Years after I did consent to lecture and the theme I chose for my speech was: “To whom it befits to lecture.”
Needless to mention that I dwelt scathingly on this trifling with sacred institutions and observed that there should
be no speeches if men were not available to deliver learned discourses. The speeches that were then delivered by
men who knew little or nothing of religion or religious history and possibly did not lead clean lives in some cases,
did more harm than good.
Whether my remarks were received kindly, I am not aware. This much, however, I do know that never
afterwards was I asked to say anything at the Samaj meetings.
But in one way I am deeply indebted to the Arya Samaj and its founder. The few minutes’ talk with Swamiji
led me to study the Christian Bible with a critical eye and to form the habit of independent thinking. Again it was
at the meetings of the Rawalpindi Arya Samaj that I came in contact with men like Babu Gopi Chand, who on
retirement from service in the Postal Department took to banking, and with Lala Hans Raj Sahni,
vakil.\fn{Attorney}
Both these men were public spirited. The latter was a more cultured man, gentle, loving and lovable. Not only
the Samaj of Rawalpindi owed him whatever success it achieved in the matter of the acquisition of its building
and, later, in the establishment and maintenance of its High School; but I am speaking the bare truth when I say
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that he was the centrifugal force of the public life of the Hindu community of the town. Even the Musalmans
respected him.
The Sikhs loved and admired him, because, though a zealous Arya Samajist, he, nevertheless, cherished great
esteem for their holy gurus. He contributed liberally to the expenses towards the celebration of the Sikh festivals
and Gur-purbs. And whenever Sikh processions passed through his street he was invariably in his balcony with
his wife and children with flowers and scented water in his hands which he lovingly sprinkled on them and his
handsome face all the while beamed with joyful smiles which are still fresh in my memory and evoke an abiding
feeling of love and regard for him.
9
With all my advantages, however, I failed to pass the Departmental Middle School Examination. In fact I did
not deserve success in it, for I had vowed not to learn arithmetic from the teacher who was in charge of the subject
in the school.
The dear good man, God bless him, did not know the subject hifuself; but had the tact to let it appear that he
was a competent teacher. I was the youngest in the class of about 20 or 25 boys. Two or three of my classmates
were grown up Vernacular Middle-passed young men. One day the senior most of them said, addressing the
teacher,
“Master let us learn tajarat (practice) tomorrow.” The Master nodded assent.
I knew the meaning of the word tajarat and on reaching home in the evening, I conveyed the glad tidings to
my mother, and she, in her turn, passed on the news to my father when he came back from Katchery. Both of them
rejoiced at the prospect of my learning the rules of commerce, for this they thought was meant by the teaching of
tajarat in the school.
The next day when the arithmetic period came, one boy dictated a sum of practice. And in a surprizingly short
time nearly the whole class finished the sum and stood up, so that the teacher might come and see their working.
When my turn came, my dear and esteemed teacher expressed great astonishment when he found that my slate
was blank. And my astonishment, too, was not less great when, instead of instruction, I received two slaps on my
cheeks.
This way of introduction into the world of commerce, of course, did not appeal to me. I left attending the
school.
Days afterwards when Reverend Mr. Thackwell, Manager of the School, missed me, I was prevailed upon to
resume attendence at school; my revered teacher had to eat the humble pie by tendering me an abject apology. But
though I consented to attend the school again I vowed that I would never learn anything from that teacher.
I boycotted him and that, too, in a curious manner. It was a practice with him to assign a number of sums to be
done at home daily. This work I entrusted to a Vernacular Middle-passed classmate, who had been raised to the
dignity of a monitor by my dear teacher. An occasional present of a sweet cake was enough to ensure the
mointor’s good offices.
Masterji contented himself by simply initialling the notebooks and believed all the while that the work in my
notebook was mine. Thus the school year ended calmly. It was only when the Middle School results were out and
was refused promo,tion to the High Department of the school, that it became apparent to me that I had been a fool
in boycotting the teacher and that instead of punishing him I had, in fact, punished myself.
So, as the attendence at school was the only passport to life, and a school certificate was a sort of a diploma for
securing a billet somewhere, I took to studying aritbmetic at home without anybody’s assistance and was thus
able, to get through the Departmental test next year. …
68.1 & 234.32 A. The Gods Of The East B. Excerpt from Coobe St. Mary’s\fn{by Maud Diver (1867-1945)} Murree
Hill Station, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 14
A
A\fn{A quotation from Kipling prefaces this story: We be the Gods of the East | Older than all: | Masters of Mourning and Feast— |
How shall we fall?} breathless, shadeless day, a day of monotonous brilliance, was slowly nearing its close. The sun
hung ray-less, a disc of flame over a rock-studded horizon, whose uncompromising outline—broken at intervals
by ragged clumps of date-palms—was carven, crisp and clear, along the lower edges of a turquoise sky.
Neither shredded cloudlet nor haze of evening lent a softening influence to the stretches of yellow-gray sand,
the jagged volcanic rocks, and dusty scrub of Western Rajputana. North and south, east and west, the gaunt profitless desert rose and fell, in billowing waves, and the level light streamed unhindered over its tawny surface.
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A few moments more, and the sun was gone, leaving a crimson-purple stain upon the blue. Again a few
moments, and, in that same blue, quivered the first palpitating stars.
With a soft strong rush of wings, the grey crane and the wild duck flew to their reedy resting places. The nightjar and fox-headed bat flitted ghost-like through the twilight in search of food. Here and there a trailing cloud of
dust marked the track of some local herdsman driving his cattle byre-ward for the night.
One after one, like dropped stars, a group of home-lights revealed a village, hitherto almost indistinguishable
from its surroundings: a mere cluster of mud-walled, sun-baked huts, huddled together on a bare billow of sand,
as if from an actual sense of the vast loneliness around; and towards it trailing clouds converged from every point
of the compass-for herdsmen of the desert roam far afield in search of green food.
At the billow’s base, seven bedraggled date-palms clustered about a well; and beside the well a diminutive
Hindu shrine was hewn from a boulder of red laterite. Here, under drooping palm fronds in the glimmer of starlight, could be dimly discerned the figure of a man-tall, spare, muscular, and still as the slumbering earth.
For two hours he had sat thus, wrapt in the profound meditation of a mind and soul unharassed by the restless
energy of modern civilization. Desert-born and desert-bred, the silence and lifelessness of his surroundings oppressed him not at all; so absorbed was he in the secret communing of his own soul with the great unknown Soul
of Things, to one of those countless manifestations the grotesque red shrine by the well was dedicated. For Ram
Singh was a Brahman and Rajput of caste and lineage unimpeachable; and—his evening service ended—it was
his habit to devote the first hours of darkness to meditation and prayer.
The stern modeling of his features suggested fighting blood in his veins; but the face, as a whole, was that of a
thinker rather than a warrior—a thinker who still retained unshaken faith in the gods of his forefathers, in traditions and customs handed down, through countless generations, even to his own. A loud and cheerful voice from
the heart of an approaching dust-cloud recalled him to earth and the affairs of earth.
“Oh—oh, Rama-ji, thou abidest late by the holy well. Hast some special favor to ask of Mai Lakshmi that thou
flatterest her with such long devotions?”
“Not so, Durga Das,” replied the Brahman, gravely. “I am beset by many thoughts. Surely thou hast heard that
Munda Ram, banker, having failed to procure his moneys from Narain Das, thy kinsman, hath sworn to obtain
them by dharna? And I—I am the herald who set my dagger to his bond.”
The wreathed smiles vanished from the listener’s face, and he pursed his thick lips with an air of tragic solemnity that sat strangely on his comedy countenance.
“Hat-bai! Thou hast need, then, brother, for thought and prayer. Who knows but thy life may be the payment?
Then will there be much trouble with the police-log, whose eyes search out every hole and corner. For myself, I
hold by the laws of the British Raj; and, if I mistake not, Narain Das is of the same opinion.”
“Ay, that he is—cowardly son of a jackal!” spoke the Brahman, a flicker of mirth in his deep eyes. “But it will
soon be seen whether his faith in their power will be of any avail in his dealings with me and mine. If the money
be not paid, and that instantly, my death will be upon his head. There are but these two ways: and he will be loath
to choose the last, chicken-hearted as he is.”
Durga Das turned the palms of his hands outward in expressive native fashion.
“Who knows? His cowries are dear to him as his own heart’s blood; but yet—a Brahman’s death”—he wagged
his bullet head slowly—“I would not be in his dhoti this day for all his hoarded treasure. Of a truth, thine house
will grieve to hear thy things. Wilt along?”
“Nay, friend, not yet. Why should my feet make haste to bear ill news?”
The question needed no answer; and, with a sympathetic grunt, Durga Das went on his way, attended by trailing clouds of dust.
Ram Singh, left alone again with the darkening desert and the silence and the stars, faced unflinchingly the
situation forced upon him by caste, custom, tradition—the all-powerful trinity of the East. This dharna he had
spoken of was an ancient Hindu practice—the most singular and extravagant ever conceived by man—for enforcing the payment of a debt: a practice long since made punishable under the British penal code. But it takes time
and harsh experience to convince the desert-bred Hindu that the penal code is a living power that snaps irreverent
fingers at customs and traditions other than its own: so, in certain regions, dharna survived long after it had
nominally been suppressed.
By its iron decree, if any injured suitor vainly demanded payment, he installed himself upon his neighbor’s
doorstep. There he squatted day and night-patient and inexorable as the grim gods he served—abstaining from all
food and religious ordinances. His victim, if still obdurate, was compelled to follow his example; and, should the
mutual fast be prolonged till the suitor died of starvation, the debtor was held responsible for his death. It need
hardly be said that these strange proceedings were apt to prove more effectual if the applicant were a Brahman of
birth and blood: so there had grown up a peculiar caste of heralds—known as charan—who made themselves
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responsible for the fulfillment of public engagements, bonds, or family contracts. The sign manual of their office
was a dagger, which, in event of failure, they were bound to plunge into their own hearts. Nor was even this
enough to satisfy the Hindu’s innate love of the horrible and the grim. Should a herald have reason to fear that the
indelible disgrace of causing a Brahman’s death might fail to overawe the defaulter, he was constrained to like,
instead, a life more sacred than his own—to kill, in open daylight, on the offender’s doorsill, either his wife or his
mother.
To be a herald, then, was to live in close fellowship with the idea of a sudden and violent end; and thus had
Ram Singh, and a long line of ancestors before him, lived from their youth up. Yet, when the critical moment
came, it found him very humanly dismayed. A vision of his young wife, and of two lusty men-children, made his
strong heart contract with fear of that which might shortly be in store for him and them.
And while he sat thus, his mind divided between prayer and foreboding, the moonless night fell round him like
a curtain hiding all things from view.
*
“Hai! Bai! My\fn{A saying of Kipling’s prefaces this section: “What have women to do with thinking? They love and they suffer.” }
lord tarrieth late. These goodly chapattis will be quite unfit for his eating.”
The young Brahman’s wife crouched low before a brick oven, lamenting her husband's unpunctuality. A slim
creature, in pale-colored draperies, she looked scarcely capable of mothering the two plump babes who fought
and scrambled gleefully a few paces from her side.
“And if he tarry, he hath some good reason,” spoke a voice from a corner of the dimly lighted room. “Of what
use are the hands of a wife if they cannot achieve the making of a new meal for a husband?”
It was the voice of Mai Chandebi, mother of the absentee. Full and strong, it sorted well with the tall, deepchested figure that rose and moved into the area of flickering light given out by three cotton wicks laid in
earthenware saucers filled with oil. “Lo, even now, he cometh. Make ready with haste, Golabi.”
And Golabi obeyed. Obedience was the first and last law of her young life; and she fulfilled it with a glad
heart. On the entrance of her lord, all was in order; and the women, as was meet, withdrew while he broke his fast.
Golabi, a bare brown son on either hip, ventured an upward glance at him as she went; but his eyes were on his
mother; and it was to her he spoke in carefully lowered tones.
“I would have speech with thee, mother afterwards—alone.”
Golabi's quick ears caught the words; and her arms tightened round her men-children. In them, she well knew,
lay all her power.
Whilst the mother and wife sat together in an inner room, Ram Singh ate his meal alone and in silence,
according to custom, squatting on the bare, baked earth, clad only in his loin-cloth and mystic Brahminical cord.
And even as he blessed his wife’s domestic skill, the touch of steel was sharp against his heart. When the meal
was ended, and his mother rejoined him, he arose, and the two faced one another—erect and silent. Their eyes met
on one place—steady and searching, and alight with a great love. The woman spoke first.
“Hath it come so soon, my son? I might have known. Never falls the sword upon the neck of the willing
victim.”
“Thou knowest, then?”
“How should I not know? I have seen the sword’s shadow in other eyes than thine, Rama-ji. To whom goest
thou for the money?”
“To Narain Das, landholder.”
“It will go hard with thee, son of my heart,” she said, with a swift tightening of her finely carved lips.
“Ay; but it shall go hard with him also. I hate him and all of his mongrel breed. We shall see now whether his
faith in the white man’s law shall avail him against the decree of the gods.”
“Thou hast not yet seen him?”
“I come from his very door.”
“And of what like seemed his countenance?” Her tone was steady, but the life had gone out of it.
“Ever as I had foreseen. He laughed me to scorn, and bade me carry word to Munda Ram that he had best
make application for his dues through the law courts of the English.”
“And thou?” The words were a mere whisper.
“I answered him, that the white man’s law was naught to me, but the honor of my caste was all; that on the
morrow, soon after dawn, I should return and take up my post at his door. I said, moreover, that if my blood upon
his head did not avail to shake his scorn, I would anoint his threshold with the blood of her—mother of my sons.”
A twitch of pain crossed the stem face, and he turned it from the scrutiny of his mother’s eyes. It was not an
easy thing the gods demanded or him; but the Great Ones take no count of such passing illusions, in a world of
illusions, as the love of a man for his wife. For a long moment neither was capable of speech. The inevitable lay
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like a stone upon their hearts. At length, with purpose in every line of her powerful face, the old woman laid her
hand on the man’s arm.
“My son, thinkest thou that. this thing shall be permitted while breath is in my body and blood in my veins? Is
it for naught that I am thy mother, and the widow of thy father? If there be any talk of death in this matter, it shall
be mine only, hearest thou, my son?”
The fire of youth, dominant and masterful, flashed from her eyes: for in Rajputana even the women are
soldiers at heart. But the man’s strength of purpose matched hers. Was it not of her own bestowing?
“Nay, mother,” he answered sternly. “That is shameful talk. Thy life—”
“Is it more to thee than hers, Rama-ji?”
The agonized man caught her wrinkled hands in both his own.
“Mother, I entreat thee, speak not of this thing. Is not thy life sacred above all others? It cannot—it shall not
be!”
Her excitement had subsided. She was erect again; eyes and mouth unflinching.
“And I say that it shall be, my son. Since when hast thou learnt to set thy will against mine? Let there be no
more speech on the matter. Tomorrow I go with thee to the house of this man. She is young, Rama- ji. She hath
borne thee men-children and shall bear thee yet more. But I—I am old, and a widow, and my life is a very little
thing to give for thine honor, son of my heart.”
Ram Singh could only clench his hands and groan, while she comforted him, tenderly, as though he had been a
suffering child; but no further mention of the morrow’s hideous necessity passed between them.
That night, lying beside his young wife, he felt her slender body shaken with stifled weeping. Very gently, he
inquired the cause: and she answered him, brokenly, with another question:
“Hast naught to tell me also, O my husband? I am no weakling—aI that bare thee two sons in one day.
Wherefore hast thou locked thine heart against me?”
The man laid a hand upon her head, stilling its restless motion.
“Hush thee, light of my life. Tomorrow thou shalt know all. The night is for rest; and I would have thee sleep,
my pearl—sleep.”
*
The\fn{Another quotation from Kipling prefaces this section: Still Brahm dreams … and till he wakes the gods die not .} first flush
of dawn found the doomed household astir and going about their customary duties, which. must be carried out
whether hearts were at breaking point or no. Mother and wife worked in silence, each at her appointed task—
Golabi with moist lashes, for all her heroic maternal achievement; Chandebi with stern lips and dry, bright eyes.
The two plump babes fought and rollicked as usual, laughing up into the faces of the silent women, whose
fingers were mechanically manipulating rice-balls, flower-balls, and sweetmeats, to be offered during the sraddha
ceremonies, for the nourishment of Chandebi’s ghost, when it should have discarded its mortal body, and for the
formation of a new body in the regions of the blest. A grim occupation; but to your orthodox Hindu, custom
renders all things possible and most things endurable.
The ceremony was long and dreary and solemn to the verge of stupefaction, involving much sprinkling of
water, droning of prayers, and propitiating of priests. Ram Singh himself performed the principal rites, clad in
spotless loin-cloth and white Brahminical thread; while his younger brothers were privileged to sprinkle flowerballs with water, and offer sweetmeats to insatiable priests. Custom decreed, moreover, that the interminable affair
should be carried through fasting, to the mournful accompaniment of wailing chants. And it was so; while the
ghost-to-be awaited its close with stoicism born of lifelong submission to the decrees of caste and the gods.
The sun rose high in the blinding blue, when three tall, white-clad figures drew up before the threshold of Narain Das, defaulter. The worthy landholder was a man of full habit, and of cheerful, time-serving humor, inexorable
only where his cherished hoard of silver was concerned. In answer to the formal summons, he came forth,
beaming a benevolent welcome, clad in the short jacket and dboti of his class. In a gap between the two garments
a roll of brown flesh showed like a girdle round his ample form. .
“Ohe, Rama-ji, thou art ever welcome,” he began, in accents a shade too suave for sincerity: but at sight of
Chandebi’s draped figure and the bared blade in her son’s hand, his flow of words forsook him, and uneasiness
crept into his furtive eyes. Not all his cringing reverence for the sahib, or his dread of breaking the Great
Queen’s\fn{Victoria.} laws, could make him other than a Hindu of caste, which is to say that, in his eyes, the Great
Queen herself was an inconsiderable personage compared with the man who stood before him, unflinching purpose in every line of his stem, spare face.
The landholder’s small stock of valor was not proof against the flash of a naked sword in the sunlight. The
prospect of seeing an old and reverend woman struck down in cold blood might well have shaken a braver man
than he: and behind the horror of the whole thing lurked the hair-raising conviction that her blood, so spilt, would
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be upon his own head till the day of his death—and through untold lives beyond. A clammy dew broke out upon
his forehead. The suavity of his smiles increased tenfold.
“Verily, I had forgot; ’tis to settle that little matter of the loan that thou art come—and in a fortunate hour, my
friend. I was about to send word that at the month’s end I may at length be able to pay my honored creditor,
Munda Ram. Then will all be well between us; as between brother and brother.”
His fat brown hands moved nervously one over the other, as he lifted cunning, conciliatory eyes to the Rajput’s
face.
Ram Singh merely turned to his mother; and she, without quiver of hand or lip, kneeled down before him, her
gray head bared in the sunlight.
“Thine honored creditor asks a plain answer to a plain question. Wilt thou make payment at once—or no?” The
Rajput’s tone was business-like and decisive; but the movement of his right arm sent a snake-like shiver down the
defaulter’s sleek back.
“Yea, I will make payment—by all means,” he cried with a quavering assumption of cheerfulness; and the
kneeling woman lifted her head. “But to procure so many rupees at one moment's notice is not within the power
of this slave.”
Chandebi bowed her head as before.
“At the ingathering of harvest much money will accrue to me. Then, by the gods of my fathers, I will repay
every cowrie I have borrowed from the great and worthy Munda Ram. He knows I am a poor man … a very poor
man …”
His restless hands were clenched to hide the tremor that shook them. He dared not look again into the
Brahman’s face; but a blinding flash told him the sword had been swung high above the motionless gray head.
“Have done with thy goat’s bleating, son of a jackal. Keep that for the law courts Make answer—yea, or nay.”
Ram Singh’s voice rang out like a trumpet; and the gaping crowd, that had gathered to look on at this
unwonted tamasha, held its breath—knowing the end was near. With lips visibly trembling, Narain Das spoke:
“Stay thine hand, O Rama-ji and by all that is holy I will pay a portion at least before the crops are in—a
month … a little month …” His quavering assurances were unceremoniously cut short by a cry of horror that rang
shudderingly upon the still air.
The curved sword had swept down with mighty force; and Chandebi’s gray head lay in a pool of blood at the
landholder’s feet, to the lasting damage of his patent-leather shoes.
With a howl of terror he turned and fled into the house, closely followed by the Brahman’s two brothers, who
had still to enforce the customary mingling of his blood with that of the victim.
The awe-stricken crowd broke up into groups—and gradually drifted away. When the first gasp of horror had
spent itself, the sleepy village buzzed with talk of the morning’s tragedy; and within a very few hours a second
deputation was drawn up before the house front of Narain Das. It consisted of a company of yellow-turbaned
native police, backed by an English civilian, pale and perspiring, demanding, in terms more peremptory than
polite, the person of Ram Singh; Brahman and Rajput.
The man gave himself up with his habitual air of dignity. He acknowledged his act without a word of
explanation or defence—and Golabi and her two lusty sons saw his face no more. The law, being lamentably
without sense upon so nice a point of family honor, and being concerned only for protection of life and limb,
condemned Chandebi’s high-minded son to transportation for life. He accepted its decree, as he had accepted
most of life’s ugly inevitables, stoically and in silence.
Not so Narain Das. His wailing was loud and long, and sleep forsook his eyes. A vision of that gray head,
steeped in its own blood, was with him night and day; till this spurner of Brahm’s decrees, in an agony of terror
and remorse, voluntarily starved himself until he died.
B
1
It was the last week of May. Everywhere the risen tide of spring was breaking in foam of blossoms and new
leaves. Under the oaks and beeches and sycamores that clothed Chalcote Barrow, bluebells made splashes and
pools of heavenly colour. A light wind brought whiffs of hawthorn from the outskirts of the wood, where a few
rugged old trees in full bloom flashed like summer snow-drifts. From every bough and bush every bird of spring
was calling. Up and down the vast, shelving lawn came and went the whirr of the mowing-machine, diminuendo,
crescendo, tossing up spray of new-cut grass, filling the air with its clean fragrance.
Above the lawn, throned on a wide, flagged terrace, the stately and ancient house of Coombe St. Mary’s
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seemed to drowse in the flood of afternoon light like some huge, half-somnolent creature, lulled by the soft
thunder of the Atlantic fretting the rocks four hundred feet below. No alien excrescence, like many of its kind, the
cool gray walls and Tudor gables, ivied chimney stacks and stone-framed windows, seemed to have flowered
direct from the soil. Even the portly Georgian curve of the ballroom had become mellowed into the prevailing
harmony: overlaid with twisted limbs and long, pale plumes of a giant wistaria. Dark against their delicate pallor,
and withdrawn a little from that rotund symbol of frivolity, loomed an ivy-matted tower, its fine proportions
rivalled by the great tower above the arched gateway at the end of the drive. Essentially it was an English house,
marred by no futile flourish of architecture, no pretension to seem other than it was—the home of a home-loving
race. And, for that very reason, it was essentially a thing of beauty.
Close on five centuries it had stood so, fronting the wooded uplands and the sea. Now, late on this golden
afternoon of May, it stood so still—seemingly remote from the flux and turmoil of twentieth-century England,
from the stealthy invasion of the plutocrat and the commercial ideal; “facing the lightning with its towers,” while
insidious forces loosened the stones beneath; facing, with equal unconcern, the shrewd, cautiously appraising eye
of Mr. Samuel Quinn, partner-in-chief of Quinn Brothers, Ltd.—a name well known in the industrial world of the
North.
Very squarely planted on his feet was Mr. Quinn, of Oldham; a solid man in every sense. His firm,
undistinguished features were set in firm, tanned cheeks; the lower lip jutting noticeably beneath the clipped
reddish moustache; a general effect of “You don’t best me if I know it,” emanating from the prosperous bulk of
him.
Standing on the shaven strip of grass that bordered the terrace, hands behind his back, legs a little apart, he
looked long and critically at the stately south façade of Coombe St. Mary’s; and the old house, its gables and
many windows all sun-smitten, looked back at him.
“You may buy me,” it seemed to say, “but you can never possess me. You will perish. I shall endure.”
But Mr. Quinn of Oldham, being a practical man, heard nothing more articulate than the mowing-machine and
the call of a cuckoo somewhere in the wood. Not that either concerned him, just then. His high-geared brain was
running along quite other lines.
“A ‘let’ would be a safe lay. Chance to sniff round. But if it came to big business, the house’d need a trifle of
furbishing up. Put in central heating. Knock out a billiard room, and an extra wing for the weekend crowd. Scrape
off a lot of that stuffy old ivy.”
Absorbed in this beguiling prospect, he moved a step nearer, and was at once aware of an answering move
under a tall rhododendron bush, where a Great Dane couched, nose on paws—watching. Mr. Quinn was fond of
dogs, friendly little terriers and the like; but those sinewy shoulders, that unwavering gaze made him feel
distinctly uncomfortable.
“Nasty-looking brute,” he reflected irritably, “ought to be kept on a chain.”
And the nasty-looking brute was thinking that interlopers should be kept on a chain. He would certainly permit
no liberties from this doubtful-looking specimen, who did not smell of the right kind of tweed or leather. As the
stranger moved nearer, the large soft eye moved also, circled by a half-moon of white. One lifted lip showed a
glimpse of formidable teeth, and there issued a low sound like a kettle beginning to boil.
His master’s “Quiet, Dane,” checked further demonstration; but to Dane’s satisfaction, the intruder took a
casual step backward, his attention pointedly rivetted on the house.
“Much obliged to you, Lord Carlyon,” he said, with his whiff of bluff heartiness, “giving me the honour of a
good look round. A fine old place. You must feel proud of it—I don’t wonder.”
The hereditary owner of Coombe St. Mary’s stood a little apart, carefully looking away from Mr. Quinn, across
the downward sweep of lawn to the upward sweep of Wishing Wood, in all its bravery of new green. A lean man,
he was, well braced and alert, with a clear hazel eye and a chiselled look about him, an air of composure, as if his
features were overlaid with a fine invisible film. Round about sixty, Quinn judged him, from the silvering of his
hair and tawny close-trimmed beard that likened him to certain ancestors, in doublet and ruff, whose portraits
hung in the Long Gallery. Not at all the regulation West Country sporting aristocrat of Quinn’s stereotyped fancy.
He acknowledged the friendly intention of that self-evident remark with a nod and a small dry smile. His
feeling about Coombe St. Mary’s—something deeper, more racial than pride—was not a theme he felt moved to
discuss with this cheerful, purposeful intruder. And Mr. Quinn, on business intent, enquired genially:
“What would be the date now?”
“Tudor—most of it. There are not many later additions. The ballroom is early Georgian.”
“Ah!”
Under the note of polite interest, lurked a hint of disparagement. It wouldn’t do to seem keen. And it wouldn’t
do, either, to let Lord Carlyon suspect that his plain statements conveyed nothing at all to the practical mind of a
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practical man. He had asked for a date. Why couldn’t the fellow give him a straight answer? Early Georgian
suggested nineteen eleven or twelve; but common sense told him it couldn’t be as new as all that. The big
octagonal ballroom had rather taken his fancy, with its tall French windows, its carved musicians’ gallery and
ornate candelabra. More “stylish” in his opinion than the other “public rooms.” A discriminating word of praise
might not be amiss: but while he hesitated, Lord Carlyon remarked conversationally:
“That old ilex is supposed to have been planted by George ll, the year they built the ballroom.” A movement of
his head indicated the noble old tree near the corner of the house; but Mr. Quinn was looking intelligently at the
wistaria, enlightened as to the date.
“Ah, it’s a pretty thing, but a bit overgrown for my taste. I don’t hold with creepers. Not sanitary.”
“Oh, you needn’t feel worried on that score,” Lord Carlyon gravely assured him.
“I didn’t suppose so. Just a matter of taste.” He waved aside the offending creeper, dimly conscious of having
made a slip somewhere, and reverted to practical issues.
“Of course I should wish the drains examined. These old houses, you know …”
“Yes—I know.”
“And the stables, now? You’ve good garage accommodation, I don’t doubt, Lord Carlyon?”
“I’ve one car—and accommodation for two,” the other stated in his rather colourless voice, that might be
natural, or assumed in self-defence. “Horses and stabling, of course. But we’re not great motorists.” Mr. Quinn
pursed his lips dubiously.
“Frankly, that’s a bit of a drawback. I’ve not much use for horses meself. And there’d be week-end parties—
see? All my guests rolling up in cars. Rather awkward, not being able to garage ’em.”
“Naturally. I quite see your point. We’re humdrum people—very much out of the world. I take it, that settles
matters.”
The man seemed positively relieved. The last words had even a polite hint of dismissal. Proud as Lucifer, these
overbred aristocrats!
“Not at all—not at all.” (He was just beginning to enjoy himself.) “I’m partial to an old house—matured
grounds, bit of park and rooks and all that—provided there’s every convenience. I merely remarked, in the way of
business, it’s a bit of a drawback. And, if I may say so, Lord Carlyon—it’s a tallish figure you’re asking.”
“Yes. That’s true.”
The tone, coupled with the cool admission in no way disconcerted Mr. Quinn, for whom a deal was a deal, and
Lord Carlyon’s take-it-or-leave-it pose simply one of the recognised moves in a game he knew by heart.
“Well, I like plain speaking. Cards on the table—eh?”
“Certainly. I gave you the facts—and the figure.” Lord Carlyon deftly evaded the jovial thrust. “But my
estate’s really more suitable for a sportsman. I’m fully alive to the drawbacks—”
“Oh, we can square a few drawbacks, seeing it’s only a ‘let.’ If it should be a case of buying now …?”
“It’s not a case of buying—nor likely to be,” the other took him up with a touch of sharpness. This time, words
and tone faintly ruffled Quinn’s complacence.
“Really—I wasn’t aware … However, as I said, just as well to have things clear—”
“Just as well,” Lord Carlyon agreed, suavely impersonal as before.
Quinn said nothing, and Lord Carlyon had no more to say. All he desired was to be rid of his unwelcome guest,
and the still more unwelcome vicissitudes that his presence involved.
But Mr. Quinn had heard of a daughter—young and personable—who might be worth looking at. He liked
them young, provided they were not “too modden,” just as he liked an old house, provided there was every
convenience. Four years a widower—and the wrong side of forty; his two children needed mothering—and home
was home. A man might do worse than take a second wife “off the top shelf”; buyout some tottering landowner,
and raise a new family from the ashes of an old one. A glow of self-approval invaded him. Do his bit for the old
country, while getting a free hand for the developments his practical soul itched to be at, whenever an unspoilt
region offered promising possibilities. If he could hang on till tea-time, this invisible daughter would turn up, to a
certainty.
Meanwhile, feeling at a loss, he cleared his throat, and turned his back on the house, ostensibly scanning the
landscape, actually resenting that unexpected jerk at the crucial moment. What the devil did a man want to go
advertising his place for, only to blow cold at the first whiff of criticism? A fool’s game; but there it was. You
could get no change out of this top-notch, family-portrait-looking lord of the manor.
His scrutiny of the landscape amounted to little more than the instinctive thought, “Lot of good timber going to
waste round here. I wonder now—would he look at a bid?”Wisdom warned him that this was not the acceptable
moment; but it might be a good move to mention the view.
“Very fine situation you have here,” he jerked out conversationally. “Not many near neighbours around,
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though?”
His gaze wandered hopefully over the spacious emptiness of wooded hills and headlands. Lord Carlyon
smiled.
“Well—not on my own land, of course. But plenty out at Conyngsford—and the county people.” By way of an
olive branch, he held out his cigarette case; and Mr. Quinn again perceived that he had slipped.
“Ah’m, of course not. Seems a bit of a waste, though, don’t it—all this profitable country, and no houses.”
“Nor likely to be in my time, thank God!”
“Every man to his taste, Lord Carlyon!” Quinn chuckled. The trite cliche never failed him at command. “Now
I’m frankly a townsman. I like rubbing elbows with my kind. A few good houses within sight ’ud make the place
look more friendly, don’t you think? You must have some A1 building sites, and land’s looking up.”
“So I gather. But mine is not for sale,” Lord Carlyon informed him crisply.
“You’re one of the lucky exceptions, eh? You find timber more profitable? Some good stuff in those woods of
yours.”
Lord Carlyon left it at that. The man was made of india-rubber. Timber more profitable! His treasured woods
and coverts, the delight of his eyes, the most absorbing hobby of his middle age! It had been bad enough during
the war, when he had sacrificed the better part of two woods. His trees were his own affair. As for this Quinn …!
Faint hostility stirred in him; purely impersonal, and not unnatural in the man of acres for the man of millions,
everywhere despoiling his heritage, undermining his prestige, changing the face and the spirit of the land. His
averted gaze dwelt absently on Varwell, who had reached the bank that shelved to the lawn. A worried look on the
gardener’s weathered face suddenly reminded him of a talk with his housekeeper earlier in the day. The Varwells,
Mrs. Carey had told him, were in fresh anxiety over their daughter; threat of lung trouble again; a slight
hremorrhage. He had intended to see the man at once, and arrange for getting Emily into a sanatorium with which
he had a personal connection; but that wire had put it all out of his head.
“Excuse me a minute, Mr. Quinn,” he said more briskly than he had spoken yet; and with the same briskness
he descended the shallow stone steps that led to the lawn.
On the last but one he paused with a sharp indrawn breath. Dr. Tremayne had warned him not to move quickly
till the after effects of his last attack had subsided. And it was Tremayne he had to thank for a contingency more
rasping to his nerves than any financial or physical ills it was designed to relieve. He felt absurdly shaken, obliged
to stand quiet a moment; and in that brief pause, eye and brain were smitten sharply by the dear and familiar
prospect—the beauty of it, and the freshness, in its mantle of young green, hawthorn foam and massed
rhododendron blossoms—a glimpse of blue water, and the hummock of Yerwill Point, stamped crisply on far
clear spaces of sea and sky.
Out in the bay, beyond the point, a white sail lifted and dipped with the large heave of the Atlantic in mildest
mood. That was Daphne out with Frank Yeo, the smartest hand with a sail in all Marracombe. He had not told her
of his self-imposed ordeal; and he sincerely hoped she would remain away till it was over. Distasteful in prospect,
it had proved worse in actuality, this bitter business of playing the showman, violating the sanctuary of his race,
which the time-spirit was seeking to wrest from him by a process of slow strangulation.
Sooner than set whispers afloat, and needlessly agitate good Mrs. Carey, he had gone the whole round himself.
Room after room; the Long Gallery, the chapel in the tower, the famous octagonal ballroom, each in turn had been
raked and assessed by the shrewd eye of this perfectly legitimate, heartily detested intruder. To Lord Carlyon—
least fanciful of men—it had seemed almost as if the very chairs and tables and the serried portraits of his
outraged ancestors shared, in some fashion, the mute resentment of their owner that such things should be; that
these last strongholds of individual England should be bled to death or openly invaded, and “earth keep up her
terrible composure” …
Summarily he brushed aside the thought and drew a full breath, without the familiar twinge. He was his own
man again. As he stepped on to the lawn, the gardener came up and touched a grizzled lock under the sunburnt
panama.
“This is very bad news, I hear, Varwell,” he said, the impersonal note clean gone from his voice. “But Emily’s
young, and they do wonders for it now. I can arrange to get her into an excellent sanatorium. The sooner the
better.”
“Yes, m’lord, thank you, m’lord.” The Adam’s apple jerked in the stringy muscles of the man’s throat. “I said
to the wife, I did, you can reckon on his lordship, sure as snails after rain. But she do take on so. Though I keep
telling her it be the Lord’s will, it don’t brace her up zimly. Mothers will be mothers.” The quality of Lord
Carlyon’s smile would have surprised Mr. Quinn.
“Yes, it’s a chronic infirmity, luckily for us all! But tell her she must bear up, for Emily’s sake. I’m busy now.
Come to the library at seven, and I’ll settle everything. How has Emily been today?”
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Thus encouraged, Varwell enlarged con amore upon his daughter’s symptoms and his wife’s fears, to all of
which Lord Carlyon listened with a sympathy born of long habit, and the fact that he had known the girl from
babyhood, quite unaware that Quinn, having casually descended a step or two, was listening also, in snatches;
puzzled by Lord Carlyon’s pause on the steps, piqued by his palpable change of manner. There he was now, his
polite mask discarded talking “heart-to-heart” with that old scarecrow, and never a genial word for a man of
consequence, like himself, who could buy up his precious place and his family portraits twice over, without
financially turning a hair. Wouldn’t even rise to a friendly bit of bargaining. Proud as Lucifer; that was the matter
with the lot! Not a case of buying—eh? He’d change his tune if he suspected that a chance of buying was the live
idea behind this preliminary move. Sam Quinn was the man for a big noise, or nothing. A high-class hotel—home
from home touch—was his strikingly original idea; country-house hotels being his hobby of the moment. Plenty
of scope in this sleepy comer, where everything pottered along at the crawl; shake ’em all up a bit; develop the
fishing village they called Marracombe into a select seaside resort.
Ah, but there was this invisible daughter to reckon with! Had she looked promising, he might be tempted to
favour the more romantic ambition, and blossom out as a go-ahead landowner, with model farms and his little
resort to play about with, and keep money moving.
Since the war had given him a big lift financially, he had seen the insides of several country houses round
about Oldham, where marriageable daughters languished unwed. In all of them, his shrewd eye had noted much
the same state of affairs; elegant grounds, farms, and land rotting for lack of money, fine old glass and silver, poor
cooking and first-rate wine: a very ordinary lot of people, in his view, dished up in genteel surroundings, their
shabby old wall-papers plastered with family portraits.
He didn’t deny it was an outsider’s view, and prejudiced, at that. For all he knew, they probably had a case; but
poor devils, what a life! This place looked in a better way. Some real good stuff inside; and a man could soon
bring the ramrod county people to heel if his wife was a bit of all right.
The word “wife” with its homely, sacred associations, pulled him up short. A trifle previous, seeing he had not
yet sampled the girl!
And here was the butler, erect and grizzled, with a small folded table, followed by a maid carrying cane chairs.
Only two of these; but Quinn confidently expected a third. Lord Carlyon had finished his little gossip, and was
leisurely mounting the steps. The mowing-machine started purring again; and the butler reappeared with the teatray, gleaming silver and fine china—two cups and two plates!
Mr. Quinn felt his lower lip drop; but he rescued it in time to answer a polite remark from his host, as blandly
as if he were incapable of taking mental liberties either with his daughter or his sacred domain. Yet he kept on
vexatiously thinking of the girl. She ought to be there, doing the honours. There were those who would take it as a
slight. He was not so paltry-minded; but a sense of being defrauded emboldened him to put out a “feeler.”
Lord Carlyon, sipping his tea, seemed more human; and Mr. Quinn had the happy idea of dragging in his own
little Milly, whose health was not all be could wish.
“And no mother to ease an ignorant man’s anxiety. You know how it is, Lord Carlyon?”
Lord Carlyon mutely signified that he knew how it was.
“A spell in this place now—with a pony to scamper on, and a row-boat—would make a new child of her. Give
her the country while she’s crazed on it. In a few years’ time she’ll be death on gadding round, like the rest of ’em.
It’s all in the course of nature, eh? I expect your gurl feels it slow here sometimes. Wants to be off now and then?”
Lord Carlyon, pensively stirring cream into his tea, put down his spoon and looked at Mr. Quinn as if he had
not quite caught the drift of that last remark. It was a perfectly polite look, but some quality in it made Mr. Quinn
pick up his cup and empty it—slowly. When he had finished, Lord Carlyon said in his pleasant even voice,
“Happily for me, my daughter loves the country and seldom cares to leave home. May I give you some more?”
“Thanks—I don’t as a rule. But it’s a very good vintage!” The mild joke covered his passing awkwardness, and
the daughter was tacitly shelved. His complacence revived, however, under the influence of a second cup, and
crisp toast, with cream and jam; while Lord Carlyon, beneath his suave exterior, had a tingling under-sense of the
big man, with the restless eyes, mentally converting his sacred woods and pastures into £. s. d.\fn{Pounds-shillingspence} It had been the same inside. The fellow couldn’t look at a thing of beauty or value, but he must instinctively
be pricing it. Wanted to see Daphne, did he? “Your gurl,” indeed! That inadvertent touch of familiarity rankled
more than all.
As it happened, at the moment, the big man’s musings were more personal than commercial. He was
savouring, in fancy, the supreme human pleasure of possessing the land, which these favoured ones entered into
simply by taking the trouble to be born. He and his kind had earned the right to it. They were the coming
aristocrats—let the other beggars say what they pleased! It pleased Lord Carlyon to say nothing more aggressive
than,
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“Have another cigarette?”
Quinn helped himself feeling vaguely mollified. Expelling fragrant fumes, he was moved to enlarge on his
hope of settling down and taking his ease after the strenuous years.
“To put it bluntly, buying out some poor devil of an owner. Who’s broke with super-tax and what not?” Lord
Carlyon queried suavely.
“Well, he’d get good money, anyway. And the old families are played out—most of ’em—you must admit.”
“Are they?” Lord Carlyon sat silent revolving the mingled truth and falsehood of that sweeping statement,
thinking of their record in the war, thinking also of his own son and brother, of countless sons and brothers,
among those despised old families who had suffered a like fate.
“A good many of them have been wiped out,” he said at last in his even voice, “and the fragments that remain
are being squeezed out, in the sacred name of democracy!”
He stated the fact without a shade of bitterness; but Quinn stole a glance at his impassive profile, wondering—
was he quite such a dried-up stick as he made out to be?
“Seems hard luck,” he conceded to that still profile. “But you can’t stop the country from getting a move on.
Money’s in the saddle. England’s changing hands.” (He delivered himself of those twin platitudes with an
irresistible relish.) “For better, for worse—it’s not for me to say which.”
“Nor for me either.” There was a gleam of amusement in Lord Carlyon’s hazel eye. “It will be for the
countryside to answer that, in the long run. As you say, it’s going on everywhere. And I take it, you are one of
those who aspire to hasten the process?”
“Well, man to man, Lord Carlyon, I suppose I am!” Quinn admitted with mingled awkwardness and
complacence. “For close on twenty years I’ve lived hard and worked hard. I’ve made my pile, as they say. It’s bin
a strenuous life.”
“And you’re hoping to find a soft job, a sort of glorified rest cure, in the work and responsibilities of a country
landowner?”
The light shaft of irony glanced harmlessly aside.
“Well, if I called it a gentleman’s job I suppose I wouldn’t be far out!”
His knowing twinkle was lost on Lord Carlyon for the Dane had slouched up and flung himself contentedly
against his master’s legs. “I’ve seen more of the country house lot since the war, than you may fancy. And I do say
you can’t compare running an estate with the worry and sweat and hard-thinking attached to running a big
business.”
“No, you can’t compare it, Mr. Quinn. Because you can’t deal with the English countryside in the terms of a
factory, or even in the Trades-Union spirit. The land’s a live thing. It can’t be run on machine-made principles.
Every man on it, owner or worker, must put the land before himself. It’s ‘hands together or nothing’ as one of my
men said the other day.” Lord Carlyon crushed out his cigarette and leaned forward, his mask of reserve dissolved
by genuine feeling that could yet be impersonally expressed.
“I know some of the new owners round here; clever fellows, used to handling big concerns, honestly trying to
make friends with their tenants, and taking it as a personal grievance when they fail.”
“We-ell, you can’t blame ’em.” Mr. Quinn frankly sympathised with the hireling, whose voice the sheep would
not follow. “When a busy man goes sweating round—”
“Sweating round—there you have it! They forget that with us, land’s in the blood; and our country-folk know
the difference, if they aren’t able to express it. New sentiments can’t be manufactured to order like new farm
implements; and sentiment’s a human implement as essential on the land as any labour-saving device of them all.
A good many of your sort, Mr. Quinn, are discovering these things for themselves. I’ve been at it over thirty years
—living among my people. So I know what I’m talking about. Landowning, on the right lines, takes an immense
amount of time and energy, and it takes the personal touch. Local cricket matches, village concerts, magisterial
duties and what not—it all sounds very trivial, very boring, though it’s different when a man has known the place
and the people all his days. And that’s country life. Our landowning families have been do ing those simple things
—father and son—for centuries; and I believe England’s the better for it.”
He paused, astonished at his own fluency: and Quinn gazed at him much as he might have gazed at Aaron’s
rod when it put forth leaves—visibly impressed, but only half convinced.
“All the same, Lord Carlyon, history shows there’s been a lot of selfishness with it too; a lot of hectoring—”
“Oh, no doubt. We’re as God made us, and there’s a crack in all His vessels, as our people here say. If the old
order had its faults and follies, it was rich in the human note. The new order comes along, chiefly rich in the
Treasury note! And—well?”
He broke off with a half shrug. Round the corner of the house, the butler appeared. The mask slipped on again,
and Quinn knew he would never hear the end of that sentence. Said Wills:
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“The car is starting to meet Mr. Blount, my lord. Would there be anything from Conyngsford?”
“Nothing, thank you, Wills.”
“Perhaps they’d be sending my car round?” Quinn suggested, half afraid he had stayed too long. “Hope I’ve
not trespassed unduly. It’s been a pleasure … a privilege …”
His host reassured him in the politest terms; and not till the sound of the car drew them towards the arched
stone entrance, did they revert to the business in hand. Lord Carlyon said formally,
“Well then, I’m to give you first refusal? Let me know, as soon as you possibly can.” And Quinn promised,
drawing on his gloves,
“I like the place, you understand; but I’ve a big deal on that may upset my dates a bit.”
“That’s all right. And you understand Mr. Quinn, it’s a ‘let’ only. I’m not making way for the new order—yet
awhile!”
“Glad to hear it, Lord Carlyon! The terms are explicit. I quite understand.”
But in the back of his tenacious mind lurked the fine old crusted platitude that life was uncertain and you never
could tell. Shaking hands, with a touch of effusion, he settled himself in the comfortable expanse of his RollsRoyce (of course he had given Lord Carlyon the figure), and drove off, defiling the sweet spring air with
unsavoury fumes. Lord Carlyon stood alone on the terrace, watching the beam-end of the car as it swerved
through the Norman archway, his relief tempered by acute vexation with himself because of that last remark.
Prompted by some acquisitive gleam in the man’s eye, it was none the less an offence against his fastidious taste;
and some secret remnant of pagan superstition moved him to hope that the gods were asleep or on a journey when
he flung them that implicit challenge.
Lighting a second cigarette, he paced the wide strip of grass—his quarter-deck—letting May sunlight and
green earth weave their spell over his troubled spirit. The hum of the mowing-machine had ceased. Only the call
of the birds ceased not, and the restful, unresting murmur of the sea. It was one of those evenings when
enchantment seems distilled like a bloom over the earth. Everywhere light and light-filled green were spilled
abroad, tossed in spray of young leafage to the summits of countless trees. In the face of that large serenity
talkative anxieties were silenced, as by a calm rebuke.
Deliberately he turned his back on the intrusion of Mr. Quinn, and all that intrusion implied. He hoped the train
would not be later than usual. Visitors were rare at Coombe St. Mary’s; and he was fond of Derek Blount, not
merely as the son of his old friend, Lord Avonleigh, but because of the link with Trevor’s Winchester and Oxford
days. He and his wife were coming for a long weekend; very good for Daphne and very pleasant for himself. He
could talk things over with Derek—the nearest semblance of a son that remained to him since the war had claimed
his own. The boy was doing well with his little place at Trevanyon, across the Cornish border—a wise head on his
young shoulders.
They had asked leave to bring with them Gabrielle’s cousin John Lutyens—one of the Hampshire Lutyens.
Only his name left now, poor fellow. His family estate gone the way of a hundred others—mortgage, death duties
and the auctioneer’s hammer. Instinctively Lord Carlyon cast an apprehensive eye along the sunlit windows and
gables of his beloved home, visualizing—what?
Useless to try and shift his thoughts elsewhere. At every turn loomed the prosperous bulk of Mr. Quinn—
monarch of all he surveyed, by divine right of his millions, yet powerless to override the impalpable barrier of
caste—a thing not made with hands; not to be demolished to order, not even at command of the cheque-book.
That fatal word recalled an envelope he had slipped unopened into his pocket at midday, knowing it to be a
formidable account, long overdue, for building and repairs on Yerwill Farm, which he could ill-afford, with labour
and material soaring sky-high, and no hope of raising rents to meet an increasingly lopsided situation. But tenants
could not be “let down.” The money must be found somehow.
It was the same story at every turn: not bills alone, but the dead weight of super-tax, rates, tithes, and appeals
without number. Tottering hospitals, gasping charities, hopeful prospectors, broken men and women—all more or
less deserving, all clamouring for cash; counting on it, mainly, from the one unfailing source, England’s
landowners, great and small. Selling reluctantly, here and there, one could keep it up, for a time. Then—unless a
sudden uprush of sanity checked the landslide—exit the Carlyons; enter Samuel Quinn!
Hostility, only half disarmed by their later talk, stirred in him again, and a sickening sense of helplessness,
worse by far. In this silent, implacable contest, amounting to a form of civil war, were Quinn and his kind destined
inevitably to have the last word? The defeat of the gentleman by the tradesman, begun upon the fatal field of
Naseby, repeated insidiously through the centuries—where, in the name of all the newest ’ocracies and ’isms,
would it end?
2
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“Well, and where’s Daphne?”
“Where would she be on a day like this?” Lord Carlyon indicated the white sail in the bay.
“And she’ll saunter back, just in time to whisk on an evening gown? I shall tell her I’m seriously offended!”
“Yes—do. Very good for her. She’ll be crushed to earth with contrition!” The Honourable Mrs. Derek Blount
twitched her eyebrows—a trick she had when amused.
“I think I see Daphne, fresh from the Immensities, crushed to earth by anything so trivial as a disgruntled
guest!”
Lord Carlyon’s smile held a mixture of fatherly amusement and the pure pleasure of a connoisseur in any
admirable work of Nature or Art. In the making of Gabrielle Blount, Nature had done well in the groundwork; and
if Art had a say in the finishing touches, it may have been partly due to the French blood in her veins. She wore
her small brown hat, with its flash of a kingfisher’s wing, her cobweb veil and her very shoes “with a difference.”
Lord Carlyon had known and admired her as a girl. Now, in the radiant thirties—mother of two children—he
more than admired the woman. Irresistibly she had entrenched herself in his not very susceptible heart.
Wills had brought out extra chairs. She was sitting where Quinn had sat; and Lord Carlyon, in his vein of dry
humour, had given them a thumb-nail sketch of the enemy, not forgetting the unkind touch about the ilex and the
creeper. Nor did he attempt to conceal his own distaste for the impending transaction.
Young Lutyens—though a stranger—was intrinsically one of themselves. Just beyond Gabrielle he sat—a
well-built man, bigger than Derek, with a rather noticeable forehead. He had said little as yet, evidently not from
shyness. His eyes, under their long smudge of eyebrow, were critical eyes, alert and alive; and behind his attentive
silence, Lord Carlyon guessed at large reserves of vehemence and vitality. He might be slow to express an
opinion. He would not be slow to form one. There was something likeable about his big breezy aspect, as if he
would be impatient of narrow confines and narrow creeds. Gabrielle said he had been a good deal in Canada and
had a gift for writing. Somehow, he did not give that impression. Nothing bookish about him. Might prove an
interesting fellow, if one could get him going.
Derek stood a little way from the others, looking out to sea—a favourite abstraction. It pleased Lord Carlyon to
note how increasingly he resembled his dead father, less in feature than in fundamentals. Even in a period of
upheaval, he could be trusted to carry on the great tradition. The fact that one had lost a father, and the other a son,
had linked them in a closer bond, perfectly understood, though never expressed: and the older man’s gaze
travelled more than once towards Derek's blunt-featured profile, while he accounted to Gabrielle for his absent
daughter.
“I’m afraid, my dear, I didn’t stipulate for an early return. As a matter of fact, I wanted her safe out of the way.
She hasn’t an inkling—”
“Oh! But is that—quite fair?”
“Call it—the better part of valour! The thing has got to be done. I don’t see the force of distressing her in
advance, not to mention the worry of seeing her distressed. When the ‘let’ is an accomplished fact, I hope she’ll
have the sense to accept it as such.”
“Yes, I see,” Gabrielle assented demurely. It was so like Lord Carlyon, so sane and reasonable, yet so
obviously a pretext for deferring the unpleasant necessity. “But are you sure it will distress Daphne? After all, she
has hardly been away—to count—since she grew up. I should say a spell on the Continent, or in Egypt, would do
her all the good in life.” Knowing him for a heretic on that score, she added sweetly,
“You won’t agree of course! But still—”
“No, I don’t agree. What’s wrong with Daphne that she should need a veneer of French polish? I hold with my
old favourite, William Cobbett, that ‘it is a great error to suppose people are rendered stupid by remaining always
in the same place.’ That lovable old egoist was under no delusion as to the link between progress and incessant
movement. I’ve often thought he must have had a flash of prevision when he denounced, in 1826, ‘the facilities
which now exist for moving human bodies from place to place’! And here am I, nearly a century later, echoing his
sentiments, with fuller justification—and acting on them. Speed for speed’s sake is the devil in modem guise!
There’s something to be said for going slow, and even for sitting still. It’s good for the soul as well as the eyesight.
There used to be a proverb about rolling stones and a shortage of moss; but the present idea seems to be, the more
assiduously you roll, in the right kind of car, the more moss you gather in the form of half-digested impressions!”
He was aware of Lutyens leaning forward, listening with amused interest; and he frankly encountered those
attentive eyes, that were so curiously like Gabrielle’s—the same iridescence of blue and brown with orange flecks
in them.
“You agree with Gay? I’m a crusted old stay-at-home, out of step with the spirit of the times?” Lutyens
smilingly accepted the challenge.
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“Well, really, sir, I wouldn’t venture to express it so!”
“Not having Gay’s special privileges?” Lord Carlyon liked the man for not backing out with a polite
disclaimer; and Gabrielle, rising briskly, stood before her cousin.
“Well, I’m going to exercise one of my privileges, by taking you up through the wood to Wreckers’ Corner.
Perfect evenings won’t wait upon Daphne’s royal pleasure. And those two are dying to get rid of us and talk
Quinn. Come on, Dane.”
Man and dog obeyed with equal readiness; and she carried them off, fluttering her fingers at the other two,
shrewdly guessing that the afternoon’s intrusion, so lightly dismissed, was very much on Lord Carlyon’s mind. To
Derek he could disburden himself, once they were out of the way.
Leaving, on their left, the lawn and the rough meadow that sloped to the cliff above St. Mary’s Bay, they
entered Wishing Wood—magical at this hour with spring sunlight distilled through young green above, on to
young green below. As the path swerved round the hill, Gabrielle Blount turned to look back at the house.
“That’s how I always see it in my mind,” she said, “drenched with afternoon sun, and that flash of hawthorn
against the dark old pine. When one thinks what is happening, everywhere, to such homes …!”
Her cousin made no comment on that. His own feeling was too personal, too deep, for sentiment; and the
mellow beauty of the old house—accepting the homage of lawn and field and woodland—seemed equally to
deprecate emotional extravagance, to know the sweep of a larger rhythm than brief nights and days.
“It’s a grand old place,” he remarked, as they moved away, no indication in his tone that the thing, so seen, had
fired his imagination, etched itself upon his brain. That lightning faculty was a part of his gift; and so to have
captured Coombe St. Mary’s, at Gay’s favourite time and season, gave him a secret and peculiar pleasure, for
reasons very intimately his own.
But that was an old story. His father, his home, his position, lost to him at a stroke, just when he had almost
persuaded himself that she might possibly care—if she knew. It was the sort of practical joke life delighted to play
upon a man.
Walking on beside her, in a contented silence, his artist’s brain was absorbing every detail of colour and form.
Near the house rose a few fine beeches, their delicate new leafage scarcely veiling the faultless architecture of
their boughs. All the lesser trees skirting the wood, had the blown aspect of coastal regions; as if, even on this still
day, they were pursued by the ghost of an unresting southwest wind. Round the first bend sprang a promontory of
rock shaggy with moss and fern, a burst of rhododendron blossom and a belt of tall old pines, sun-splashed and
darkly crowned. As they swerved higher, oaks prevailed, stunted and warped, their boughs all angles, like black
hieroglyphics on a screen of light-filled leaves. Birds called to one another with a soft rush of wings; and far
below them, rose and fell the unsleeping murmur of the sea.
For Gabrielle, these familiar delights spelt one word—Coombe St. Mary's. For Lutyens they spelt England,
and the sweet soundness of the English countryside, undisfigured by town-ridden man. After two years of
Canada’s unatmospheric splendours, his heart went out unreservedly to the mellow softness of his father’s land,
the invisible bloom on it all that only age can give. Chary of effusion, the very warmth of his feeling kept him
silent. Gay would understand. It was one of her many rare attributes, that a man could safely permit himself to
think in her company.
Lower bowed the trees, shaggy with lichen, crouching against the hillside, till Gabrielle struck out along a path
flanked with grass and wild flowers; and very soon they stood in full sunlight near the cave of those old-time
wreckers, who had given their evil name to this out-thrust of a majestic headland.
Rock piled on rock, it towered above them. Rock on rock it tumbled to the swirling breakers, five hundred feet
below. And from every crevice, sprang plants and bushes and stunted trees, their warped limbs bright with
blossom and new green. Endless grass, endless leaves and flowers, gold of stonecrop, silver of sea campion, a
gleam of coral buds, where thrift hung in clumps on the brink of jutting ledges; and everywhere the glory of the
gorse—unquenchable flame of the wild.
Standing so high, the wheel of the horizon seemed enlarged, and at that effulgent hour it was dissolved in a
fine-spun haze of light; no visible limit to sea or sky; neither end nor beginning at all. They stood still. Lutyens
drew a great breath. Then, turning, he encountered Gabrielle’s eyes—and they smiled. She said,
“I knew you were seeing and feeling it all just as I wanted you to.”
“And I knew you wouldn’t interrupt the process!”
“I nearly did, once or twice!’ she had the honesty to admit; and perching on the low wall, she leaned over,
looking far down into pools of green tumbled water among gray tumbled rocks, where gulls wheeled and cried
around their mates, who were entirely concerned with domestic affairs. “Isn’t it a wonderful bit of coast? The
finest, I think, in all this region. I love those strange old yews clinging to the rocks for protection. Up ther—look!
It’s even more dizzying than looking down.”
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Lutyens obeyed—and found it so. Huge boulders and tilted slabs of slate seemed only withheld by a miracle
from hurtling down and grinding them to powder.
“That bit of battlement is Daphne’s Tower. Tomorrow, if the quaint child doesn’t find you too alarming, she
may show it you. Oh, there they are!”
The boat had come inshore to the sands of St. Mary’s Bay, south of their headland. Down came the sail,
leaving the occupants clearly visible—a big man and the girl sitting astern. On shore, a smaller man stood
awaiting them.
“Who’s that fellow?” asked Lutyens.
“Claude Aymer—their land agent.”
“Lucky devil!”
“Yes, uncommonly lucky. He’s a dear, nice boy; but, as agent, he’s hardly up to the mark. He was in Trevor’s
regiment, you see. Got rather badly knocked about, in a futile plucky attempt to save him, after he was hit, and it
touched up his nerves. He’s a different man now, though. He and Daphne are great friends. Sometimes I wonder
…? It would be rather a pity. But Uncle Dighton doesn’t seem to trouble.” She waved her stick vigorously, and
the girl catching sight of her, waved back.
“How old is she—this victim of a heresy?” Gabrielle smiled at the characteristic note of criticism in his tone.
“Twenty-one last September. And she’s not a victim! She’s one of the happiest and the luckiest—everyone here
devoted to her; heir to all this loveliness.” Lutyens pondered “this loveliness” with a little dragging ache at his
heart.
“How much of it will come to her? Didn’t I fancy myself one of the luckiest? And how much of Melton
Hazard came to me? She’ll be swamped with death duties—rank confiscation for the benefit of the one class that
can afford to pay its own way. And the land’s probably mortgaged—”
“Not a great deal, I think. He shares Derek’s dislike of it.”
“Oh, Derek’s another pair of shoes.”
“Now, John!” He smiled and shrugged.
“Of course, one sees he’s charming; a relic of the real thing. But a bit of an egoist, eh?”
“Perhaps. I always feel there are two of him. The Dighton, which is himself, and the Carlyon, which is
Coombe St. Mary’s. There’s a sort of glamour over the Dighton side, and we all succumb to it. On the Carlyon
side, he’s another man. Coombe is his religion; and Trevor was part of it. Daphne has always been, as Derek says,
his one bit of frank self-indulgence.”
“Which accounts for his sacrificing her to a theory?”
“Nonsense! He only talks like that. You see, her mother died before she was nine, and he wouldn’t send her to
school. He gave her an excellent governess and taught her partly himself. Then the war—and she only fourteen.
Then—Trevor’s death … almost at the last. It broke him up, poor dear. There’s heart trouble, I’m afraid; and he’s
been overdoing. One can’t prevent it. He has the habit of not sparing himself—when it’s Coombe. And now—this
letting! What Daphne will say to it, I haven’t an idea. One loves the child, but somehow one doesn’t get at her.”
“Perhaps there’s not very much to get at?” he shrewdly suggested.
“Which is a libel! But let that pass. Anyhow, here they come. So you can see for yourself—O critical and
unbelieving!”
By a corkscrew path Miss Carlyon and Captain Aymer had climbed up through the wood. They were
approaching now, along the level track: and next moment, Lutyens saw for himself—a tall slip of a girl in a
straight-cut primrose yellow frock, small head and shapely hands, instinct with breeding, a complexion
astonishingly fair, the kind that neither burns nor freckles. Traces of the child still lingered in the rounded chin
and in the lips so lightly closed they seemed hardly to touch one another. A sensitive creature, half-formed and
flexible. Nothing of the semi-masculine, outdoor girl about her; yet her look of sexless immaturity, and the way
her honey-coloured hair drooped over her ears, reminded him quaintly of a fifteenth century page. Before she
could speak, the Dane was up and at her; great paws on her shoulders, whimpering in ecstasy, while her slim
hands pressed his head back.
“Down, villain, down!” There was no trace of command in her tone; but the dog obeyed, fawning against her,
as she presented a cheek for Gabrielle to kiss.
“I’m so sorry. Dad’s fault, not mine,” she said in her low- pitched, deliberate voice. “It was too perfect out
there. I couldn’t come in sooner.”
“Quite a wonder you came in at all!” laughed Gabrielle.
“Yes, quite a wonder.”
Her gaze encountered Lutyens. Shyness crept into it; and Gabrielle, coming to the rescue, introduced her
cousin. The girl bowed, hesitated a second, and held out her hand. He was aware of blue-green eyes transparently
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clear, with a shadowy rim round the iris. He was also aware of two little blue enamel butterflies—pins evidently
—set on either side of her close-fitting yellow hat.
“I didn’t take him up to your Tower,” Gay told her; and she smiled faintly, with lifted brows.
“Ah, why not?”
“It’s for you to do the honours up there.”
“But you would do them far better.” No modest disclaimer. She evidently meant it. “Besides—oughtn’t we to
be going down? Father might be wondering.”
“Ah, of course. I didn’t mean now. Come along.”
Her glance at John seemed to hint that he and Daphne should lead the way, but the girl made a slight move
towards her; and Lutyens, faintly relieved, stood back to let them pass on.
He liked the look of Captain Aymer—a slight, athletic man in tweed coat and breeches, with an air of nervous
tension about him, probably a legacy from the war. His rather sudden nose jutted above a light brown moustache
severely clipped. The lips were thin and sensitive, and seemed to know the compression of pain: but they smiled
readily and the eyes had humour.
“Jolly fine job you’ve got here,” Lutyens remarked by way of an opening.
“Oh, rather. You know the place, Mr. Lutyens?”
“Only by hearsay.”
“It’s top-hole-sport, boating, scenery and all. Awfully decent of Lord Carlyon, and a huge spot of luck for me.”
(He seemed a frank, readily confiding soul.) “When you think of all the poor devils on their uppers, still lounging
around the Disappointments Bureau, not a hope in hell—! But I mustn’t get gassing about Luck, or she might take
a nasty twist and let me down. We fellows got rank with superstition out there, eh?”
Lutyens smiled and said nothing. He wanted young Aymer to go on talking. And young Aymer went on talking.
“Lord Carlyon’s not the sort that wants to forget there was ever a war on. And anyway, if I’m not a “pro” at the
job, I put my back into it—”
“Not had much training?”
“No. Art was my line—before the deluge. It’s a washout now. Poor catch, sweating to become the ‘world’s
worst seller!’” he dismissed his abortive talent with an easy laugh, a touch of the “keep smiling” cult, adopted in
self-defence by so many of his generation that it has become\fn{ This book was published in 1925} almost as much de
rigeur as the right shade of socks and ties.
“I’ve studied architecture a bit. Slow work training. But Lord Carlyon put me on to a clever old chap in
Conyngsford, where I can have a go at it in off hours. He’s kindness itself. Treats me more like a son than an
Agent. I say, we ought to be toddling. He’s a stickler for punctuality—and it’s my bane!”
In the course of their walk, Lutyens gleaned a good deal more about Coombe St. Mary’s, its farms and
villages, its facilities for shooting and fishing and the idiosyncracies of its owner. On the whole he liked the man
he descried under the causal, slangy surface; not least, perhaps, for his frank recognition that he, Lutyens, could
give him points at his own job. They talked sport and the land with mutual zest, till a final curve of the path
brought the house into view again; and instinctively Lutyens halted to let the kindly mellow beauty of it all sink
deeper into his mind. Aymer, quite unaware of trespassing asked, suddenly,
“Where’s your place? Are you a veteran in this line?” Lutyens, who had forgotten his presence, regarded him
blankly for half a second.
“Matter of fact,” he said, “I’m not in this line.” He did not think it necessary to explain. “I’ve had some
personal experience. And I’d like the work—in a place like this. But a good deal would depend upon—the other
fellow.”
“Yes—rather so. Lord Carlyon’s a bit of a martinet in some things; but he’s one of the best ever. Jolly well in
luck all round, I am.”
Lutyens did not answer, and they walked on. He felt suddenly out of sympathy with Aymer and his “luck.” In
face of that serene vision, the young man’s slangy modern briskness seemed almost as impertinent as the clatter of
castanets in a cathedral. They found the terrace empty and Aymer announced that he must “skip.”
“My digs over there.” He indicated lattice windows in the tower above the gateway. “Come up for a smoke and
a yarn tomorrow, if they can spare you.”
“Thanks, I will.”
Passing from the outer brilliance, Lutyens was received into the dim spaciousness of the entrance hall. It was
as if in a few strides he had stepped back a few centuries. The hall was noticeably bare. Nothing to distract the eye
from the rich emptiness of oak panelling, but a single tapestry curtain and an old oak chest, on which stood a bowl
of palest yellow tulips, that seemed to emit a light of their own. Above the chest, an oblong armorial window
flung splashes of reflected colour on the polished boards.
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The cloistral quiet of the place held Lutyens entranced. In such an atmosphere, apprehension itself was stilled.
Let the coming storm threaten without, here was sanctuary and beauty undefiled.
“Fret not thyself because of the ungodly … The Lord is King, be the people never so impatient.” The spirit of
the old house seemed to echo those infinitely older words.
From the inner hall, wide shallow stairs mounted to a gallery, diverging this way and that; up a few steps here,
down a few steps there, in the seemingly aimless Elizabethan manner, that so unfailingly imparted an air of home
and gracious ease to every odd, unexpected corner. Here was a broad space of landing, with a recessed window,
curtained and cushioned in faded sapphire velvet; and, near it, a bookcase, that mutely invited one to linger, to
forget the pressing business of the moment. In a niche, that may once have held an image, stood a blue bowl of
potpourri, mingling its fragrance with the faint, composite smell of the old house—a smell that was like a whiff of
youth in his nostrils.
Higher up again, a double door, half open, framed a glimpse of the upstair drawing-room, flooded with light.
But to reach his own room, he must mount another flight, and turn down a passage that ran almost the length of
the house to St. Mary’s tower at the far end. In that tower was the chapel—small but very beautiful, Gay had told
him. They would show it to him tomorrow.
Arrived at his bedroom door he paused, reluctant to dispel his pleasant, mild sense of adventure that would
never so come again. The Gothic oak door at the end of the passage was unmistakable—and irresistible. He
wanted very much to see the chapel. He did not want to be shown over it by a comparative stranger. At this hour
one might safely venture, and still escape the odium of being late for dinner. Five minutes would suffice.
Decision and action were simultaneous. He was already at the arched door—closed but not hasped, for a streak
of light outlined it. Cautiously, with the peculiar thrill of trespassing he pushed.
It yielded, grudgingly, noiselessly—but he did not push again; nor did he descend the steps that led down to
the stone floor several feet below the passage.
With a horrid qualm—as of something turning over inside him—he had seen that the place was not empty. In a
shadowed corner near the lectern knelt Lord Carlyon, leaning forward, his face hidden in his hands; a poignant
commentary on the lightly dismissed intrusion of Mr. Quinn.
Through the patterned splendour of the tall west window sunlight streamed filling all the place with soundless
harmonies of colour. Dark carved woodwork and blue draperies, the altar with its point of ruby light, the man’s
bowed head and shoulders were stained, like the window, with mediæval blues and reds and golden browns.
The house had captured Lutyens' imagination; and here, surely, he had reached the core of things, its Place of
Quiet into which all movement flowed and was stilled. Emboldened by Lord Carlyon’s unawareness, he stood a
full minute on the threshold. Then, with infinite caution, he retreated, pulling the door almost to its original
position.
In doing so, his ear caught a sound of movement within; but before his host could have reached the steps, he
was safe in the prosaic sanctuary of his bedroom, its long windows letting in a flood of untinctured sunlight, the
smell and sound of the sea, and the quavering cry of lambs at play in the meadow beyond the lawn. Hurrying into
conventional evening clothes, pondering the vision stamped on his mind, the practical thought intruded,
“He will be late for dinner.”
He was. …
230.120 Excerpt from Anna Lombard\fn{by Victoria Cross aka Annie Sophie Cory (1868-1952)} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 8
3
… A flood of glaring yellow light fell from the chandeliers overhead, a sheen of light seemed to be flung back
from the polished, slippery, glittering floor which mirrored a thousand lights above and a hundred lesser lights
fixed to the walls, dazzling in white and gold. There was so much light, so much glitter, that it seemed to hurt the
eyes coming directly from the soft dark night outside. It seemed to wound mine as I stepped through the long
window open to the marble piazza where I had been sitting, silent, by a pillar, alone with the gorgeous Eastern
night.
The music, too, was stirring, and martial rather than soothing. It was the splendid band of the Irish Grenadiers,
and just then they were playing for all they were worth. It seemed as if someone had bet them they could not
make a noise, and they had bet that they could. From end to end the room was one blaze of colour, the scarlet and
gold of countless uniforms standing out prominently in the general scheme. There were comparatively few present
in plain civilian dress and no undress uniforms were to be found, for it was an occasion such as might not be
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known again for two or three years, or more, in that part of the country. It was the ball given by the Commissioner
of Kalatu in honour of the Viceroy on the latter passing through that station.
I stood leaning against the pillar of the window by which I entered the room, watching idly the brilliant,
swaying crowd before me, and wondering how much real joy, pleasure and gaiety there was in the room in
proportion to the affected amount of all these.
For myself, I felt singularly mentally weary and disheartened, yet I was generally considered a much-to-beenvied person, one of Fortune’s particular favourites. I was young—not yet thirty, though sometimes, possibly the
result of much severe study, my brain and inner being seemed singularly old—I had, some five years before, come
out head of the list in the Indian Civil Service Examination, and had been granted the coveted position of
Assistant Commissioner; my pay was good, my position excellent, my work light and indeed far beneath the
capacity my severe education had endowed me with; girls smiled upon me, mammas were not unkind, and “lucky
fellow that Ethridge” was a comment frequently on the lips of my companions.
And yet, in spite of all this, how empty life seemed to that lucky Ethridge himself! As a boy, always given
rather to dreams, speculations and ideas, how fair that same life looked to me; in my cold, hard, chaste youth of
study and work, how much there had seemed to be done in it, to be gained, to be enjoyed! When my work is done!
I had so often thought, and now, behold! my work was done, and I was free to do, to have, to gain and to enjoy,
and suddenly there seemed nothing particular in it all. No such wonderful joy to be enjoyed, and no such
marvellous thing to be gained. This arena, that had looked so fair and dazzling while I was still shut behind its
gates, seemed rather circumscribed and empty now that I was actually inside, and I, as it were, seemed merely
walking aimlessly about in it and kicking up the sand which was to have been the witness of such great
achievements, according to my former vague ideas.
After a minute or two I was conscious of someone standing close beside me, and I turned slightly, to see a
young lieutenant in the uniform of the Grenadiers.
“Beastly thin that girl is; just look at her shoulder bones,” was his first remark addressed to me without any
preface.
My eyes idly followed his, and I noticed the girl passing us, rather a pretty, graceful débutante, thin with the
thinness of extreme youth and immaturity. Her shoulders rose white and smooth from her white gown of
conventional—one might say, Viceregal lowness (for at balls given to the Viceroy, gowns are cut lower than usual
in honour of the occasion)—but certainly beneath tbeir delicate surface two little bones stood out rather too
prominently. I looked at them absently, thinking it was the quality of the heart that beat beneath them that would
exercise and influence me most in my judgement of their owner.
“She is very young,” I returned. “In a year or two she will probably be fat enough to please you.”
“Thanks; then she’ll be passée, don’t you know. Confound it, these English girls are all thin when they’re
young, and when they’re fat they’re old. There’s no getting one just made to suit a fellow.”
“And what about the girls; are the men made to suit them?” I inquired, turning to look at him more fully. He
had a square, white face, with pale blue expressionless eyes, a weak receding chin and forehead, a weaker mouth,
and a slight lisp in his voice. In his hand he swung an eyeglass, which he lifted only occasionally when an
unusually striking girl went by. He laughed good humouredly—a fatuous, conceited laugh.
“Aw, ah—I don’t really know, upon my word; but they seem devilish glad to get us, don’t you know, when
they have a chance.”
I did not answer. The conversation did not interest me; but where was I to find any better? I glanced along the
line of vacuous faces by the wall to right and left of me. What was the use of moving? I should only hear
something like this from the next man beside whom I should find myself.
There was a few moments’ silence. Then my companion glanced suddenly at his card and affected to start with
sudden recollection and contrition.
“By Jove! I had forgotten that poor Miss Scemlerj she is waiting for me all this time; promised her this dance,
you know—damned scrawny girl too, but then she’d be so awfully disappointed, you know. See you again,” and
he mingled with the line of idlers passing round the room in his search for the doubtless tremulously-eager and
expectant Miss Scemler.
Hardly a moment or two later another acquaintance came up to me. This time it was a handsome young fellow
with a dark eager face and high colour.
“Well, Gerald, old man, what makes you look so awfully blue? Come and have a pick-me-up, a bitter or
something is just what you want. Come along to the bar. You ought to be there too; we’re talking the race, you
know; there’s a fellow there has got all the tips. Now’s the time to lay your money. He says Lemon won’t be in it.
Lemon was the high up favourite. I don’t understand it; they say now Parchment is—but you’d better hear it from
him. Come along.” I stood still by the pillar and looked at his animated face with a slight smile.
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“Thanks. I don’t think I’ll come. I do feel rather blue tonight.”
“Why,” he returned rather blankly, “I think it an awfully jolly ball. I have been having a first-rate time.”
“What have you been doing?” I asked with a faint stirring of interest. Perhaps he could show me how to have a
good time too.
“I have been in the bar all the time. The champagne is going just like water. All free, you know, and good stuff
too. He’s a jolly old Com. He doesn’t do things by halves.” The interest died out again.
“Don’t let me keep you. You may lose some of the valuable tips,” I said; “I’ll stay here. I don’t care for the
races or the champagne either.”
“You are such a queer fellow,” he replied, eyeing me askance; “what do you care for, I wonder? But you’d
better come;” with that he passed on and I was again left alone.
A short, stout elderly gentleman scudded up to me next. He was a great talker, and it was a treat for him to find
some unoccupied person apparently able to listen to him.
“Good evening, my boy; I see you’re enjoying yourself with the rest of the young folks.”
“Good evening, Colonel.” I replied.
“I’ve discovered all about that Brentwood affair tonight,” he went on, coming nearer to me and speaking
confidentially. “It’s a scandal, a shame; it’s clear that Brentwood accepted a contract for the Iumma road and
never meant to built it, never meant to, I say; the service is rotten, rotten through and through, and if the
Government don’t take some steps about it—well, I don’t claim any particular brilliance of intellect, I don’t
suppose my brain is more acute or my vision clearer than the ordinary man’s,”—here he seemed to pause as if he
would like some interruption, and so I gratified him with a murmured, “I don’t know about that, Colonel”, when
he proceeded happily—“And, therefore, what I can see, others can see; if I know these things are going on, why,
others know it. Now, I am proud of my country, I am proud of …”
I am afraid I lost what else furnished him with a cause of pride, for my attention wandered. Somehow I did not
seem to care if the service were rotten or if Brentwood had contracted to build fifty roads and then backed out of
it. My former interlocutor was right; I was queer, I suppose, since none of these vital matters interested me. I
really had an engagement for the coming dance, so when I had listened respectfuly to the whole speech, and the
Colonel stopped to take breath for a moment, I said,
“You must excuse me, Colonel; I have to look for my partner for this waltz.”
“Very good, my boy, very good,” he replied genially, having at last, as he hoped, impressed someone with a
sense of Brentwood’s enormities. “I don’t grudge you the dance or the girl. I like to see boys enjoy themselves.”
With which comforting assurance in my ears I started listlessly to find my partner. That young lady I soon
discovered sitting on a fauteuil.
“I thought you had forgotten our dance!” she exclaimed the moment I came up, and she looked at me with an
arch expression that told me very clearly she thought such a thing would be an utter impossibility. She was slight
and round, very well dressed, with a pretty face, frivolous expression and a mouth that was always laughing. I
assured her that the dance was what I had been waiting for all the evening, and we started together. She talked the
whole time. She told me how the last man she danced with had held her so tightly the flowers at her breast had all
been crushed and broken; wasn’t he a wretch? not but what she liked to be held tightly, she exclaimed, as,
involuntarily, my arm round her loosened, but not, of course, so as to crush her flowers; but they were all dead
now and it didn’t matter; a hateful girl too had trodden on her train; they (trains) were a bore of course in dancing,
but didn’t I think they made you look more graceful—yes, well, she thought so too, and was glad I thought so,
and, fancy, that ugly little Miss Johnson was going to marry Captain Grant of the 11 th, and wasn’t it wonderful
what he could see in her, and didn’t I think she was ugly? not know her by sight? why, of course I must know her.
She sat three pews behind me and in the left aisle at church, and when the congregation turned to the east to say
the Creed I could certainly see her.
While this was being poured into my ear, I had to keep my eyes well on the alert to guard against possible
collision, as the room was very crowded, and just as we passed a corner my gaze fell suddenly on a figure in
white silk sitting alone on a fauteuil. I don’t know why, but something in the figure caught and held my eyes;
perhaps it was only, in the first place, that it was alone and therefore possibly disassociated with all this crowd,
with which I myself felt so out of tune.
“Do you know the name of that girl in white we have just passed?” I asked my companion, breaking in, I am
afraid, rather abruptly upon more confidences.
“That?” she replied, looking back over my shoulder. “Why, you must know her, surely; she’s the General’s
daughter, Anna Lombard.”
“Anna Lombard,” I repeated. “It’s a curious name; it sounds somehow to me medieval, a miiddle-age sort of
name.”
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“Oh, Ann’s not middle-aged,” returned inconsequently my rather flighty companion. “She was twenty-one
yesterday and just out from England where she was kept at study and things—regular lessons, you know. Don’t
you think it a shame to keep a girl studying so long? It’s made her so serious; she says it made her serious, made
her feel and think a lot, and see things in life, I mean more than most people—I don’t know how to express it
exactly—but you feel she’s different from other people. Of course, sometimes she laughs and is just as gay as the
rest of us, but she can be serious, oh, just too dreadful for anything, and she says there’s a great deal in life, and
you can get a great deal out of it if you choose, and oh! funny things like that. I don’t see much in life, not much
that’s nice, I mean, except dancing and ices. Could you get me an ice now, do you think, Mr. Ethridge? I really
should like one. Take me out on the terrace and bring me one, will you?”
“I took her out on the terrace, found her a chair and then dutifully brought her the ice and sat beside her. The
glory of the night had not changed since I sat there alone, only, as it were, deepened and grown richer; the purple
sky above was throbbing, beating, palpitating with the light of stars and planets, and a low, large mellow moon
was sinking towards the horizon, reddening as it sank. What a night for the registration or the consummation of
vows! One of those true voluptuous tropic nights when the soft, hot air itself seems to breathe of the passions.
It was a night on which, as the Frenchman said, all women wish to be loved. I glanced at the girl beside me and
wondered if she were moved by it, but I thought not; she sat sipping her ice cheerfully and diligently, for ice, like
virtue, does not last long in the tropics, and watching sharply the groups and couples that passed across the lawn
and through the trees before us.
“I’m engaged for the next dance, so you’d better take me back to the room,” she said, as she set down the
empty glass at last, with a sigh, on the stone. “And I’ll introduce you to Anna, if you like,” she added goodnaturedly, “and you’ll see what you think of her. Some men seem to like her awfully and others can’t get on with
her a bit.” She rose and shook out the folds of her immaculate silk and muslin, and we went back to the ballroom.
The figure in white was still seated, calm and motionless, on the fauteuil, and remained so as we approached. I
looked at her hard and critically as we came up. She had a tall, strong, beautiful figure and a face that was like an
English summer day. Her hair was fair and clustered thickly round her head in its own curls and waves. It was
parted in the middle, and was so thick that it rose on each side of the parting as hair is made to do in sculptured
heads, and it had the same waving creases in it, a few short, tiny locks came down on the soft, white forehead, and
at the back it fell in a doubled-up plait on her neck, her eyes were blue like pieces cut from a summer’s sky and
her skin like the wild rose in the English hedgerow first opening after a summer shower. Such was Anna Lombard
as I first saw her at the age of twenty-one.
“Anna,” said the girl with me, as we stopped beside the fauteuil, “Mr. Ethridge wants me to introduce him to
you. Mr. Ethridge—Miss Lombard.”
The girl addressed looked up and smiled, and I was surprised at the effect of the smile on the face; the red lips
parted and showed, slightly, perfect white teeth between, and the eyes flashed and seemed to deepen in colour and
light up with curious fire.
“I am delighted to make your acquaintance,” she said in the conventional manner and moved just very slightly
to one side of the fauteuil, which was large, to indicate I might sit down by her, which I did.
“Now you can amuse yourselves,” said Anna’s friend, lightly, as her partner made his way to her to claim her.
“Good-bye,” and she whirled away at the first bar of the new waltz.
It is difficult to say what we talked of or what it was lent such a irresistible charm to that conversation, but
looking back I think it was partly the great interest and animation with which the girl both talked and listened. Her
face was brilliant, with her deep blue eyes darkening and flashing and her milky, stainless teeth sparkling through
her crimson lips as she laughed. Everything was new and fresh to her in this wonderful India of ours, and life
itself was just dawning in all its beauty before her mental vision. Her childhood had been passed in the hardest
study and closest intellectual training in a dull, fog-laden old town on the Cornish coast. There, she told me, she
had walked on the sea-beaten sands repeating her lessons in the Classics to the wild, wet winds that were busy
blowing the colour into her exquisite skin, while her restless, impatient mind had been wandering far off in the
sunny lands and speculating on those strange passions and emotions she was learning of through the lettered
pages. And now, suddenly transported to the vivid glowing East, taken from that quiet solitude of study and
placed in a whirlpool of human life and gaiety in these gorgeous surroundings of nature—for nowhere on earth is
there a more dazzling or brilliant arena for life to play itself out than in India—she was like an amazed, delighted
and clever child watching the curtain rise for the first time on the splendour of a pantomime.
We sat and talked through two entire dances, then as the strains of a particularly seductive waltz reached us I
asked her if she would not give it to me, and she assented with, I fancied, the slightest possible flush. She
confessed to me later that though she had been carefully taught and made to practise dancing at home, this was
her first “real ball.” My heart beat as I put my arm round her and guided her amongst the dancers. I cannot say or
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divine exactly the attractiveness of her manner, but there was a sort of appealing timidity in it that, united with
such an obviously clever and gifted mind and such a sweet face and form, had in it a keen flattery.
I held her close to me, and with a perfect unity of step and motion we glided round the room in the great circle
of other dancers. The warmth of the slight white arm on my shoulder and the white breast against my own, the
sight of the fair, animated face and a swift glance now and then from those passionate blue eyes, seemed working
on me like a subtle charm. I felt happy, contented; India was no longer a gorgeous but barren desert, life was not
full of disappointment after all, and this ball was the greatest, the best, the most interesting function I had ever
attended.
How sweet she was, this girl, what a soft, gentle voice; what smiling, caressing eyes and what a low, slim waist
that my arm encircled and that seemed to yield so readily as if seeking and desiring protection! When the music
ceased we found ourselves in the outer ring of dancers and just beside the open windows. By a mutual impulse we
both passed outside on to the low stone terrace into the soft heat which yet held the freshness of grass and flowers
in it of the outer air. It was the same night, the same terrace as it had been when I was there an hour ago, only my
companion was changed, and what a change that makes! Anna sank even into the same chair the other girl had
had, and that was still there, but how different everything seemed now from when that hard, frivolous, worldly
little doll occupied it. My heart beat more quickly than usual, and where an hour ago I had been silent and quite
indifferent how I might appear to my companion, now my whole energy woke up in an effort and desire to please.
Perhaps I succeeded, for smiles, blushes and laughter swept by turns over the radiant, expressive face raised to
mine in the subdued light of the verandah. She did not talk very much, seeming rather to wish to listen, but
everything she did say was full of brightness and wit and a sympathetic intelligence that only comes from a really
clever brain. With all her knowledge, for I drew by my persistence from her reluctant lips the confession of one
study after another with which she was familiar, she seemed full of diffidence of herself, and fixed her large eyes
upon me, as she asked me questions, with the deference of an inquiring child. For the first time in my life I felt
repaid for my hard youth given over to learning, yes, more repaid for those years of toil than when my name
appeared heading the examination list. For the first time in my life the knowledge I had acquired seemed
inexpressibly dear and valuable to me. She was listening, she was interested, she wanted to know and to hear
things I could tell her—things that Lieutenant Jones and Captain Scrubbins could not have told her.
She liked me, I was sure of it, she was thinking that I knew something, and she cared for these things that I
cared for far more than the last details of the pigeon-shooting match, the latest score of the Gymkhana,\fn{ In British
stations in India, a public place providing sporting facilities } the newest development of the growing scandal round the
major’s wife, in all of which Jones and Scrubbins could easily have surpassed me.
These thoughts rushed through my brain as I leaned over her, smiling and exerting myself to the utmost to
please her, and the time flew by and we neither of us heeded what was being played or what dances danced in the
room behind us till suddenly Home, Sweet Home, in the guise of a waltz, reached us, and we realised suddenly the
evening, our evening, was over. We both looked at each other with a quick glance and both knew that we wanted
this dance with each other. How little stiffness, how little formality there seems to be from the first when two
people meet who are going to feel a great passion one for the other, even before the passion can be said to be
lighted, and certainly is not recognised.
Nature’s own hand seems to slip loose some bandage which is usually before our eyes, and we act with a
certain tenderness, earnestness and simplicity that is foreign to our usual life and other relations. As we heard the
first sounds of the waltz Anna looked at me and then slipped that soft, slender white arm through mine with a little
happy smile, and I, with a sudden sense of happiness and delight in life that I had never known, pressed it close,
and we joined the moving circle within. As we danced, and when at the corners of the room her weight was
thrown on me slightly and I caught a breath from her lips that reminded me of the scent of the tea rose, and the
same faint tea rose scent came from the laces on her breast, this feeling of happiness merged into an ecstasy. It
seemed I had never known life before, and, in fact, I had never known love, not even any of its base counterfeits.
The soft waist yielded the more I pressed it, and filled me with an infinitely tender impulse towards her, the gentle
arm against my shoulder seemed of delicious weight. I met her soft, half-wondering, innocent eyes with their
pleased smile and knew I was really alive at last.
The waltz ended somewhat abruptly. It was three in the morning and the musicians were tired.
“Would you go and try and find my father?” Anna asked me. “He does not dance, and I am afraid he may be
getting tired, waiting for me somewhere.”
Just as she spoke General Lombard came toward us. We knew each other well, though his daughter, only
having just come out, I had not seen before tonight. He greeted me pleasantly, and when I asked if I might call on
the following day he assented with a smile. Then in a half-dreamlike state of feeling I escorted them to their
carriage, and a murmured “Good-night” and a glance from two beautiful, passionate eyes, out of the darkness of
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the carriage, closed the evening for me.
That night I had a curious and horrible dream—horrible because it was filled with that nameless, causeless,
baseless horror and fear that only visits us in dreams. Whatever may happen in our waking life, we never feel that
same peculiar dread which seems reserved for our brains to know only in sleep. I felt I was standing in a garden,
in the centre of which a large and beautiful white rosebud was unfolding itself before me as I stood and watched it
with an increasing sense of delight. It was the only flower in the garden, and dominated the whole scene. At last
the final and most tightly-closed petals were opening and spreading, and in an ecstasy I leaned forward to see the
heart disclosed, when, suddenly, instead of a heart, a great rent was revealed, a jagged, cruel chasm in the beauty
of the flower, and I fell back shuddering, a prey to that ghastly, groundless, reasonless Fear of dreams.
I awoke abruptly, feeling cold in the sultry tropic night, and turned and tossed uneasily, and fell asleep to
dream the same dream again. When I awoke the second time I had a confused feeling, such as troubles the halfwakened brain in the darkness of night, that my dream was connected with Anna. Then I damned my own
foolishness, and went to sleep for the third time and then into blank silence and rest.
The next morning, waking late, with the brilliant sunlight rushing like water through all the cracks of the
closed jilmils,\fn{Venetian shutters; from the Hindu jhilmila, meaning “sparkling”} I felt in excellent spirits, dressed quickly
and descended to the dining-room of my bungalow in the best of humours. My plans for that day and many days
to follow were distinctly laid. I would go to Anna, be with her, talk with her, ride with her, and then—and then—
and the rest seemed one bright flame of light and happiness.
How strange it was, I thought, how life seemed to have quickened in me, how all the senses seemed tuning
themselves to the enjoyment of existence, how the compound seemed to smile before me, the scent from the
thousand opening flowers to delight me; the blood seemed spinning gaily along through my veins, I wanted to
laugh, hum or whistle, out of mere light-heartedness, and what was it all? Surely some electricity had passed out
of that soft, fair form I had held in my arms last night, and kindled a fresh life in me. I sat down at the breakfast
table, and glanced at the pile of letters waiting my attention, but deferred opening them and giving my thoughts
over to business for a few moments longer. After I had sipped my coffee and mused another ten minutes, I laid my
hand on a long official-looking letter, and rather absent-mindedly broke it open and unfolded it.
I read the letter through to its last word—it was curt enough, for that matter—then I crushed it down on the
table under my hand.
“Damn! Damn everything!”
The two native servants, mute bronze statues, though they understood no other word of English, understand
that one of four letters; they both started violently. The kitmargar\fn{Servant; normally with duties of waiting at
table}removed my unfinished cup of coffee tenderly, and inquired softly,
“The sahib has had bad news?”
“Yes,” I groaned, and then added, “Pack everything, have everything ready. We leave for Burmah by the night
train.”
“Protector of the poor!” exclaimed the man, clasping his hands. “The sahib is transferred?”
“Yes. To Lihuli, Burmah. You wish to accompany me?”
The man hesitated, and great tears filled his large brown eyes and then rolled down his cheeks. They are
hysterical, these natives, and my news startled him.
“That is in my heart. I wish to. But my wives are sick. Yet if I stay I have no money for them.” I knitted my
brows; my own case dictated more sympathy for his wives than I should otherwise have felt.
“Allah forbid that I should take them from you, or that you should want. Stay till they are well, and I will see
you get the same pay as now. When they are recovered, you can follow me, with them, if you wish. Now go. I
want to be alone.”
For all answer, the man flung himself at my feet, and clasped them and kissed them, and wept over them. All
of which is extremely embarrassing to an Englishman, and makes him feel somehow that he is not so fine a thing
as he generally takes himself to be. Then they withdrew and I was alone in the room full of gold light, reflected
from the desert through the jilmils, alone with that letter, my bad news and my feelings. I stared at the open paper,
feeling doubtless as many a prisoner may have felt when shown his death warrant; how curious it was, a flimsy
sheet of paper, with a few scrawly words—the handwriting was execrable, I remember—could deal such a blow
of deadly pain.
Since a few moments ago, the whole situation was changed for me; my hopes of last night, that pleasant vista
of days spent here, that yielding to the intoxication of passion for Anna, that teaching and arousing of her dormant
soul and that drinking at last of the one cup that this life holds worth draining, all this that had floated before me,
not as certainties indeed, but as delicious possibilities, was stamped out, and a hideous reality rose in its place. I
was transferred to Lihuli, a lonely, desolate station in Burmah, at once, and for five years. Lihuli—or the place of
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swamps—I read the letter through again.
“This means separation from Anna, and separation means loss.”
This is what I thought as I laid it down, and the resentment against it was so great that a hundred means of
rejecting it rose in my brain.
“Go to her, carry her away by the storm of your passion, and take her with you.” Then came the thought,
“Take her with you—where?” To the place of swamps, to a place where there is always some epidemic raging
—sometimes it is called the Black Cholera, sometimes the Plague, sometimes Smallpox—and where there is a
never-varying accompaniment of malaria fever and dysentery. Where the air, night and day, is tainted and
suffocating, where the evening, that brings cool elsewhere, brings but a sickly white miasma-tainted mist from the
swamps and clouds of mosquitoes; where the face of a white woman is never seen; where there are no bands, no
dinners, no dances; where there is nothing but desert, disease, death and duty. How could I take her there? And if I
could, could I keep her there? And I shuddered.
“Then make her wait for you,” was the next angry, turbulent thought that came rolling along in the tide of
anger and resentment surging through my brain.
“What! on one evening’s acquaintance, ask for a girl’s love and faithful waiting for five years, and such a girl
as Anna!” Conceited fool though passion will make a man, still it had not blinded me so far as that. I sat on like a
statue, thinking hard, and a thousand mad plans, all equally impossible, for evading my duty came before me and
were dismissed.
As far as I myself was concerned, I felt no hesitation. I would have gone to her and spoken freely, gladly, oh,
how gladly! if I had allowed myself to be swayed by my own impulses, though I had but known her a few hours.
It is not in the nature of things that a great passion or even that embryo which is to become a great passion should
admit of hesitation. These feelings sweep over the human being resistlessly. They do not permit him to argue or
reason with them; they dictate. And, moreover, they carry with them a conviction to his mind which renders
argument unnecessary. Lesser emotions, I admit, allow of reasoning this way and that, and weighing and
considering, and doubtless more than half the men in the world have long periods of oscillation before they say
those irrevocable words I would have said so willingly now without a tremor; but this vacillation only proves that
the woman they are so considering is not the one of all this life for them, and she will never be the object of the
intensest passion they are capable of.
The case is much the same as that of a man waiting in the street to meet some friend of whose appearance long
absence or other causes have made him not quite sure. How anxiously he scans each one of the passers-by, and
fifty times imagines he sees a resemblance about which he debates in his mind—is that he or is it not? And only
hesitates thus because each of these is not the man. When the friend appears, his glance lights on him, he
recognises him. That is the man; there is no question, no doubt, no hesitation. And he walks up to him with
outstretched hand.
Similarly, my mind instinctively and unconsciously had been waiting, as the mind of every man not occupied
with passion is practically waiting, for the woman to pass by me in the way of life that was the fulfilment of the
indefinite standard in my thoughts. Others who were not such women might come and go, and, moved by
resemblances, I might have hesitated and looked and hesitated again, but Anna had stepped up to me in the stream
of human traffic that goes up and down the Way, and my mind had instantly recognised her, and my hand was
outstretched, and there was no hesitation and no doubt.
Doubtless, if more time had been allowed me, I should have used it, out of a sense of the fitness of things,
decorum and, above all, deference to the girl herself, but, even then, it would have been the shortest time I could
have set. Indeed, I knew that the impulse to caress her, to clasp her in my arms and know her to be my own would
be a difficult one to hold down by the throat for long. So that the prospect of being forced to speak at once would
not have been terrifying in the least to me, if only—and I groaned out loud.
Circumstances seemed so wilfully and needlessly to have arrayed themselves against me. Had I been ordered
to a hill station, one with even a moderately-good climate and where white life was not wholly excluded, I might
have had courage enough to ask her to occupy a large, cool, rose-covered bungalow, situated somewhere where
the breezes came, and to continue her gay, brilliant life of dances and dinners and idle amusements as the wife of
an Assistant Commissioner instead of the daughter of a General, but I could not take a girl, straight from England,
to share with me a fever and cholera-haunted swamp even if she would come. Somehow I did not feel wholly
certain that she would not come, and her smiling eyes, as they had looked at me last night, swam before me.
I lifted my head and glanced involuntarily down the breakfast table to where, at the end, a large and brilliant
mirror in my sideboard gave me back a reflection of myself. It recurred to me suddenly, then, that I was usually
considered good-looking, and my heart gave a beat of pleasure. I had never thought nor valued the fact before, but
just as last night, for the first time, I had felt thankful for my little store of learning, so now for the first time I
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recalled with genuine pleasure the general verdict of my friends. It is perhaps rather to the credit of the human
being in general that he or she thinks invariably little of any personal gift until the question arises of pleasing
some other by it.
I looked again at the glass. Yes, the features of that face looking back at me were straight and perfectly regular,
the skin pale and clear, the eyes large, and eyebrows and hair as black as an Asiatic’s and I remembered
delightedly that fair people always incline naturally to and admire those who are dark and vice-versa. Nature’s
craving to return to the type which is neither extreme in all cases has mixed that inviolable instinct with men and
women’s desire.
Then the next instant that little rush of vain egotism and self-contentment had passed. Though she consented a
hundred times I could not take her to that horror of desolation and disease that I was ordered to. It was quite, quite
impossible, and I put my head down in my hands, ashamed that for an instant it had seemed so possible.
At the end of an hour and a half I rose, put on my solar topee and walked out of my compound towards the
Lombard’s bungalow to make the promised call, only now it was a farewell one. When I reached the house, the
servants told me the Miss Sahib had had breakfast one hour ago and had gone out, but only into the compound,
and if I would wish to wait in the drawing-room, they would take my card to her. I gave the man a rupee and told
him to go within himself, and that I would seek the Miss Sahib in the compound. With an intelligent smile of
perfect comprehension and a salaam of profoundest gratitude the man withdrew into the cool darkness of the hall
again, and I re-descended into the wilderness of blooming beauty and glaring light of the compound.
I threaded my way quietly through the tangle of blossom-laden and flowering trees, glancing on every side as I
parted them, not knowing at what minute I might come upon her. The morning was unusually hot, the sun seemed
to have a peculiar intensity and its fiery beams to be distilling the utmost of their perfume from the flowers. As I
advanced farther into the compound I became conscious of a damper, cooler air and of a mossy woodland scent;
the gurgle of water reached me, and then at the next step forward I stood motionless and spellbound; the girl
herself was before me and unconscious of my presence—asleep. In the thick cool shade thrown by a luxuriantlytangled cluster of bamboo trees stood a low, broad stone couch covered with thick square velvet and satin
cushions—a Turkish divan, in fact, in the open, and one prepared, evidently, with skill and care, for all round the
stone base was hollowed out a groove filled to the rim with water, thus forming an impassable trench to the
innumerable tree ants of enormous size that were crawling in black ribands over the mossy ground. And on this
couch, fully extended, with one arm above her head, lay the girl tranquilly asleep.
Noiselessly, hardly breathing, I stepped closer and looked down upon her. She was wearing a loose garment of
white cambric that was unfastened at the neck and showed the whole of the beautiful, solid white throat to its
base, but which, of its own will apparently, closed itself completely over the softly rising and falling bosom, the
head was thrown back and her face, fresh as a flower, was upturned, the cheeks were like the petals of the wild
rose, the mouth deep crimson like a pomegranate bud, and her light hair, ruffled and loosened, fell in glistening
waves over the arm beneath, white and bare, for the kindly sleeve was loose and wide and had fallen back from it
almost to the shoulder. So might have Aurora herself, wearied with tending the flowers, been found sleeping in the
Elysian fields.
I stood entranced, letting my eyes travel reverently over the sleeping form. The cambric was delicate and
transparent almost as a cobweb, but its multitudinous folds veiled all but the beautiful outlines; the hem of the
garment seemed lost in the flounces of lace, or perhaps these came from some other under one, and from these
issued two bare white insteps, the rest of the feet being cased in little indoor shoes. Beyond those delicate white
feet was quite a long space of the divan, covered with a velvet cloth of cashmere work, and on this, mechanically,
I took my seat.
I had no thought of waking her. Awake, she would become Miss Lombard and I Mr. Ethridge, conventional
words would be spoken in conventional tones; it must be so, and what words could give any idea of the rushing
tide of regret and sorrow and disappointment that was rolling through my brain at leaving her. No, this silence,
this perfect harmony of beauty suited best our farewells. A deep, unbroken silence lay over all the compound, a
heat that seemed of deadly weight fell from the brazen sky, and the transparent air seemed to quiver in it. But here
in the deep shade of the feathery bamboo there was coolness and perfect peace. A large tank of water, reflecting
the branches overhead, till it looked like liquid emerald, stood bedded in the moss close by, and the tiny trickle
and gurgle of water flowing from it round the couch seemed to intensify the sense of surrounding coolness.
What a scene it was! one possible only perhaps in India where the stream of Saxon civilisation, with all its
richness, comfort and wealth, flows abruptly into the wonders of native Indian beauty, into that store of gorgeous
colouring, of blossoms without name, of.scents without definition, of skies and gardens past belief. Beyond the
compound lay a sea of radiant colour, a wild confusion of pomegranate crimson and rose-pink and syringa white,
that seemed swaying under the dazzling effulgence of golden light. Over it hovered lazily from flower to flower
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great butterflies large as one’s two hands put together, and blue as though they were fallen fragments of the sky
itself; and now and then a crimson-headed paroquet or golden oriole would fly silently across from bamboo to
palm.
Nearer me, the cool green shadow, the flowing water, the white stone couch, the sleeping girl; could Milton
have seen anywhere a fairer vision for his Eden? Theocritus have dreamt lovelier things for his idyls, or the
ancients have imagined more for their Elysian fields?
But such surroundings are everyday and commonplace in India, and the birthright of every Briton. My eyes
wandered everywhere and then came back to rest upon the sleeping girl. How calmly and deeply she slept! How
unconscious of the excited heart beating so near her! So this was to be the end of a passion but just lighted, the
end to that new life which had rushed through my veins when I held her in the dance. A passing away in silence
while she slept. And yet I did not think it would be the end; I had a dim prescience that this tranquil sleeping form
was bound up inextricably with my future, but I also felt that never again should I behold her as she now was, in
the fresh, pure, unsullied morning of her youth and virginity. It is strange how these vague, dim thoughts pass
through our brains, as if sometimes our future were vaguely reflected in some dark and misty mirror, and being
only stray, idle fancies, as we think, we take no notice of them. It is only afterwards, sometimes, a startling
resemblance rebounds upon us from the past and we recollect what we have thought.
A great sadness seized upon me and pervaded me, and for a moment the temptation came over me to awaken
her by kisses on those ivory feet so near me, awaken her and make her listen to me. Surely this enchanting scene,
this languorous Nature that seemed everywhere bestowing her caresses, breathing into everything her rich fervour
of Life, would favour me. How could I not tell that this sensitive, impressionable girl, wakened suddenly by a
passionate kiss in the garden where all was glowing, sense-inflaming beauty, would not be inclined towards me.
My heart beat violently, for an instant I swayed and had almost clasped that smooth instep.
Then I stayed myself, and the grim realities rose before me. What had I to suggest? And again the reasoning of
the morning passed through my brain. Five years of waiting for me here—waiting, for her; she ardent, impetuous,
just roused to a sense of the joy of life, and eager, impatient to stretch out her hands to its glittering toys; or five
years’ banishment with me to a notoriously dangerous and desolate spot in the Burmah swamps!
No! I could not be such a selfish fool as to offer either. The decision was the same as I had come to before, and
must be the same if I thought of it a hundred times.
I sat on there in silence, steeped in a dull sense of pain, and she, wearied and fatigued by the long hours of last
night, slept on without a movement or a murmur. My Aurora with the wonderfully smooth, round, delicatelytinted cheeks, and the long black lashes curling upwards so that I thought each moment the lids were just opening!
Well, I would leave her, but it should not be in absolute silence, and I took out my pocket-book and tore two or
three leaves from it, and covered them closely with words. First I gave her the text of the command, verbatim, as I
had received it. Then I described Lihuli as I knew it, and then I merely added my farewells. When I had finished it
I drew off the amethyst signet ring I always wore, and adding a line to beg her to keep it as a trifling souvenir of
me, I rolled the paper round and thrust it through the circle. Then I rose, and leaning over the couch, drew down a
flexible spray of bamboo and bent it over in an arch, fastening the end to a niche in the stone side of her restingplace; from this arch I suspended the ring and the little scroll by a tendril. It hung just over her bosom, and she
could not rise without first breaking or detaching the bamboo and seeing the ring. Then I looked down upon her
with an immense tenderness and reverence, though that was as nothing to the tenderness I was to feel later, fixing
that fresh, pure face in my heart, and then moved away softly as I had come.
It was time; as I retraced my steps through the blazing compound, I heard the wheels of the General’s carriage
on the gravel. A few moments more and she would awake or be awakened. Those minutes of silent calm and
beauty, that glimpse into the Elysian fields was a thing of the past. My face was turned to the practical, everyday
life and duties of a Civil Commissioner.
262.133 Women’s Dress\fn{by Hemantakumari Chaudhuri (1868-1953)} Lahore, Pakistan (F) 2
What are clothes and why do we need them?
Clothes are what we wear to cover the body and to preserve modesty. If we read the history of the earth in very
early times, we will know that then human beings did not have clothes with which to cover themselves. Members
of one tribe might cover their bodies with the bark of trees, another tribe or society or some individual might use
animal hide or fur. The proof of this is to be seen even today among many primitive tribes living in dense forests
or in mountains.
When the Aryans came to India and established their permanent dwelling here, they used to live in dense
forests near the Himalayas. They felt the need to cover their bodies primarily because of the cold. Just as the most
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compassionate Almighty has provided us with many kinds of food for the maintenance of life, so too for bodily
protection he has created many kinds of materials from which we can produce coverings for our bodies. Clothes
were made from a thread drawn from the bark of trees, as well as from threads spun by silkworms. Thereafter, as
man grew more and more civilized, he used his intelligence to make clothes suitable for covering the body from a
variety of materials. From books like the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, we learn how Indian women used a
variety of materials for clothing. Forest dwellers covered their bodies with very soft deerskin.
The Almighty has made women forever lovers of beauty and modest by nature. In that time, women wore
many kinds of clothes such as silk saris of various colours worked in gold, and silver, scarves, mekhalas or long
skirts and bodices. It was customary even then to make offerings of clothes to poor widows, brahmins, and
married daughters. Of course, geographical difference and the passage of time have brought about a transformation of dress. In the past, in our country, benarasi, nilambari, garad, shantipuri and dhakai saris were held in
great esteem. Thereafter, during British rule, the growth of trade and commerce and the improvement of transport
facilities resulted in the importing of clothes from many countries.
Gradually the esteem attached to clothes of earlier ages, like benarasi saris, diminished, and their place was
taken by Bombay saris or Chinese saris. At present there is no dearth of beautiful and ornate clothes. We have
seen how the mode of dress adopted by Indian women has changed in accordance with alterations in social
custom and in the country’s condition. It will be no exaggeration to say that there is absolutely no resemblance
between present-day dress and the style of dress adopted by Aryan women in ancient times. At that time, women
had freedom. Aryan women moved freely on the field of battle and in public places like royal assemblies. On
many occasions, a wife or a sister might have to accompany her husband or brother on horseback. In
consequence, the wearing only of ornate, beautiful clothes was not appropriate for women in those days.
There was even some similarity in the style of dressing adopted by women and men. Men wore turbans, and
the women of the family drew the ends of their saris over their heads, or used a separate scarf or shawl. Women
probably pleated their saris in front and drew the other end through their legs to tuck it in behind, to facilitate
riding on horses and going into battle. And for this reason, the amount of cloth they used was much greater than
the length of our saris. To this day, in the western provinces, Maharashtrian women wear nine or nine-and-a-half
yard long saris, in beautiful colours, with borders, pleated at the front and tucked in at the back, and use
embroidered bodices and shawls.
In India, the home of many races, one is filled with amazement upon observing the variety of styles in dress.
The greatest similarity is that almost everywhere both respectable and common women wear the sari. In the
Punjab, women are often seen to wear pyjamas or loose pants. In the northwest and in Rajputana, women wear a
flowing skirt, a scarf and a bodice. The Bengali sari is worn everywhere. From the time of the Muslim conquest,
the Indian woman, in order to preserve her chastity, has had to remain enclosed in the inner quarters of the house.
The kind of thick, long clothes that were needed in ancient times, when the woman had to move about out-ofdoors, were now no longer required in a corner of the house away from men’s eyes. At that time, women were
also deprived of the right to pursue learning and, dressed up like dolls to delight men, were installed in the inner
quarters of the house. Following the practice of the begums of those days, Indian women began to use very fine,
light weight cloth for their garments. In consequence, the wives of good families in Bengali homes felt no shame
in wearing only a single thin sari while going to bathe in the Ganges, or while attending events to which they had
been invited and where many people were present. However, at present many have begun to understand that the
custom of wearing only a single thin sari is in bad taste, and it is a cause for happiness that this evil habit is
gradually disappearing. Thin, fine saris are mostly worn by women of wealthy and respected families. Common
women wear thick, coarse saris.
We have always followed others; it might even be said that we have nothing of our own. Given the spread of
women’s emancipation at the present time, just as there has been change and new development everywhere under
its influence, so too there is no doubt that the traditions of Bengali women's dress have undergone improvement.
It is impossible to move about freely in front of everyone on all occasions wearing only a single piece of cloth to
preserve one’s modesty. Even a ten-year-old girl is capable of understanding that one cannot preserve modesty
simply by pulling down the end of the sari to veil one’s face.
Different regions have different tastes. In Maharashtra, neither unmarried nor married women cover their
heads. Only widows wear a covering for their heads. Yet in Bengal, both married women and widows cover their
heads. In the West, Frenchwomen are celebrated for bringing about changes in dress and heightening its beauty.
There is even a special magazine published for the purpose of changing and improving fashions in dress, and
women hold meetings and assemblies to introduce new types of clothes. Every day new and attractive fashions,
suited to individual seasons, are being launched, and these fashion waves are agitating the society of women in
the whole of Europe. One set of every kind of dress, from hats to shoes, worn by our late revered Empress
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Victoria from infancy to the end of her life, is preserved in her royal palace. To view these items of apparel is to
gain special knowledge about the clothes worn by Englishwomen in the nineteenth century.
As a result of the advent of the English race to this country and through intermingling with them, it is not only
the case that our husbands, sons and brothers learnt to wear coats and trousers. We too began to use various kinds
of chemises, petticoats, bodices and jackets. Prior to this we had no national dress for women, the wearing of
which would preserve one’s self-respect. Perhaps because of this, many Indian women wore the clothes of the
English ladies. Just as there is a difference in strength between English people and Bengalis, so too there is the
same difference of strength between the gown and the sari. Many abandon the sari to wear the gown for the sake
of convenience in moving about out of doors.
At present, women in England are agitating over the issue of whether their traditional dress is injurious to their
health, and are taking the opinions of many doctors on this subject. Many have begun to realize the pernicious
effects of various diseases arising from the restriction of blood circulation in certain parts of the body. This is
caused by the tight lacing of the corsets worn under their clothes from their youth in order to keep their waists
slim and their backs straight. It is regrettable that while we have benefited by learning the use of jackets, chemises
and other such garments from the English ladies, we are on the other hand harming ourselves and our health is
declining by adopting their unhealthy or unsightly apparel because we are enamoured of these opulent, yet
unsuitable, clothes.
At present a mode of dress has been created for Parsee women, and many have accepted it. Even many women
living in domestic seclusion have learnt to wear this dress. I have heard this apparel being praised even by many
Englishwomen. It would be well to discuss whether this dress is generally free from the faults of opulence and
foreignness, whether it can be worn by women of all classes according to their means, and whether in the future it
can become the common dress of Bengali women.
For various reasons, we are becoming poorer day by day. Just as we have to rely on others for food, so too for
cloth we are being compelled to look towards Manchester’s weavers. Women of Assam and Manipur produce
with their own hands the cloth required for the garments of all the members of their families. Many poor women
earn their livelihoods by weaving cloth and selling it. No other race in India is as dependent on others as Bengalis.
The Bengali woman is draped from head to foot in foreign clothes. Although dhakai, benarasi, and shantipuri
dhotis and saris are sometimes used, they are expensive. Nowadays, since beautiful British-made saris of various
colours are cheaply available, no one is much inclined to buy indigenous saris at a high price. Therefore when
considering the use of clothes, we should think of all aspects of the matter.
On the one hand, just as lower costs are desirable, so too is it essential to wear a neat dress suitable for
protecting health and modesty. The chief fault of women is that when ten or twenty of them assemble, they begin
to discuss the cost and beauty of dresses. And in such assemblies, poor women suffer shame and insult. In actual
fact, excess in price is not always an index of the beauty or decency of dress. Rather, in particular cases, it may be
seen that even after wearing an expensive dress, one is unable to produce an impression of its cost or beauty
owing to the lack of a sense of neatness and propriety; whereas another person, wearing a dress which costs very
little, can make it eye-catching.
278.151b 1. Letter To Subedar Khan 2. Letter To Naik Nur Zada\fn{by Subedar Mir Dast (1874-1945) } Maiden
Valley, Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Pakistan (M) ½
1
I am in England. I have been twice wounded, once in the left hand, of which two fingers are powerless. The
other injury is from gas—that is dhua.\fn{Smoke} I suppose you know about that. It gives me great pain and will
go on doing so.
The men who came from our regiment have done very well and will do so again.
I want your congratulations. I have got the Victoria Cross.
The Victoria Cross is a very fine thing, but this gas gives me no rest. It has done for me.\fn{ The 57th (Wilde’s)
Rifles were in the line until Christmas, then they rested and reorganized. They were back in the trenches in February, but did not see
heavy fighting again until April, when they were sent, as part of the Lahore Division, to repair the breach in the line that had
resulted from the German suprise gas attack on the Ypres salient. Ordered to counter-attack, the regiment was met by heavy machine
gun and artillery fire. Three British officers were killed, and four wounded; six Indian officers also became casualties. A cloud of
poison gas then rolled towards the regiment. The men had no gas masks, so resorted to dipping their turban-ends in chloride of lime
and holding them over their mouths. Mir Dast rallied all the men he could, and held the line until ordered to retire. While falling
back he helped to bring in eight wounded officers, although himself wounded and gassed. He was the fourth Indian to win the
Victoria Cross }
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2
By the great, great, great kindness of God, the King with his royal hand has given me the decoration of the
Victoria Cross. God has been very gracious, very gracious, very gracious, very gracious, very, very, very, very,
very to me.
Now I do not care. I want the kindness of God. If I go to Egypt, I do not regret it. The desire of my heart is
accomplished …
Show great zeal in your duty, and be faithful, and eat the salt of the Government with loyalty.
245.103 1. The Saint And The Sinner 2. The Baluch Patriarch 3. Counsel Of A British Statesman 4. The Wisdom
Of The West 5. A Man In The Hell 6. The Moon And The Stars 7. Song Of The Stars 8. Reflection Of The Stars 9.
The Night And The Poet 10. The Candle And The Poet 11. The Houri And The Poet 12. Intellect And The Heart
13. Science And Faith 14. A Cow And A Goat 15. The Cow And The Camel 16. A Fowl And A Falcon 17. A
Spider And A Fly 18. A Tree And A Bird 19. An Eagle’s Counsel To Its Young. 20. An Eagle And A Fish 21. The
Counsel Of A Deer 22. The Wail Of A Bird 23. The Diamond And The Coal 24. The Rain Drop 25. The Arrow
And The Sword 26. The Ganges And The Himalayas 27. The Snow And The Atream 28. Iblis And His Advisory
Council: Twenty-eight Counsels And Conversations\fn{by Sir Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938)} Sialkot, Sialkot
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13
1
I narrate the story of a Maulvi Sahib. He was known for his saintliness. He commanded respect among the
high and the low. He used to say that Shariat is embedded in Sufism in the same way as meaning is embedded in
the word. He used to talk high about his miracles. The intention was to thereby increase the number of his
disciples. He was my neighbour since long, and the friendship between the saint and the sinner was of long
standing. Once the Maulvi Sahib asked of a friend of mine:
“Iqbal is certainly a great poet, but how far does he comply with the Shariat. I hear that he does not regard a
Hindu as an infidel. I have heard that this is because of the philosophic bent of his mind. He is also understood to
be inclined to Shiaism, and talks high of Hazrat Ali. I also understand that he regards music as a part of religious
ritual. He associates with beauties which is the old custom of our poets. He attends music parties at nights, and at
dawn he recites the Qur’an. I have not been able to reconcile these contradictory attitudes. I, however, understand
from my disciples that his character is spotless.
“To me, Iqbal appears a bundle of contradictions. He is a sinner as well as a claimant to saintliness. He is
expert in knowledge of the Shariat. In Sufism he is another Mansur. I do not really follow what is the reality about
Iqbal. I fear lest he may be the founder of some new creed.”
My friends carried to me the tale of what Maulvi Sahib had said. One day Maulvi Sahib met me on the way
side. In the course of conversation, reference was made to what he had said about me. He said that what he had
said was because of his friendship for me. He considered it was his duty to show me the way of the Shariat. I said
“I have no complaint against you. You have the right to say what you like. My youth respects you for your old
age. If you are not aware of my reality, you are not to be blamed therefor. As a matter of fact even I am not aware
of myself. I also long that I should know what I really am. The truth of the matter is that even Iqbal is not aware
of what Iqbal really is. This is a fact, and no joke.”
2
“O son! [said a Baluchi patriarch to his son] get used to the air of this wilderness. These wild wastes are to be
preferred to cities like Delhi or Bukhara.
In the vast stretches of these wild wastes you are free to move in any direction with the force of flood. Know
that these vallies, and these wild wastes extending to the horizon belong to you.
In this land of deserts and wild wastes, traditions of honour count a good deal. Endowed with this quality, even
a beggar may come to wear the crown.
Learn from some pefect man the secret skill which can turn the glass into steel. In the hands of individuals lies
the fate of the nation; indeed each individual is the star of the destiny of the nation.
If you dive in the river, dive into deep waters, for if you remain close to the bank, you will remain deprived of
the wealth that lies in the depths of the river.
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You must aspire for national freedom, but keep in mind that if such freedom is at the cost of religion, this will
be a losing concern for a Muslim.
The world is once again facing a crisis because of the confrontation of the body and the soul. Modern
civilisation has released forces which have bred brutes who stand for the pampering of the body at the cost of the
soul.
God relies on the courage of the ‘Momin’; Satan depends on the machines of Europe. What fate awaits the
nation, no one can foretell, but if you have the foresight of a Momin you can have some indication of destiny.
Stick fast to the traditions of your forefathers, and follow in their footsteps. Because of the earnestness of your
effort to keep up the traditions of your forefathers, you will step up in the scale of values.”
3
“Come, [said a British statesman to his son} I tell you the secret of ruling over the subject people. You should
shape your policies in such a way that you really do not mean what you say. Rule the subject people with an iron
hand, but the hand should wear a velvet glove.
The secrets of imperialism are to be locked in the breast. It is really not necessary to rule the subject people
with bayonets. Introduce for them a curriculum for studies in schools and colleges which should suppress their
Self. When in the acid of such curriculum the Self of the subject people is softened, it might be moulded in such
shape as you may desier. Indeed so corrosive and effective is this acid that even a Himalaya of gold may be
converted to a heap of dust.”
4
“Almighty God, [said an Iranian man to God] I feel grieved at the cruel way I was made to die. Your angel of
death is supposed to be a specialist in his job, but it is very much to be regretted that he has no expertise. He has
no knowledge of the new skills that have been developed in the art of fine killing. Your angel kills, but he does his
job in a crude way.
The world is progressing and is going rapidly ahead. Your angel is still attached to the dead past. The West has
developed new wonderful skills in many fields. They have invented new ways of destruction. So deadly are their
weapons that one cannot escape from them in the depths of the sea or in the heights of the atmosphere.
When they let loose the poisonous gas even the sun is blinded. Their bombers rain destruction from the skies.
Their guns deal death so fast, that even the Angel of Death stands aghast.
The West has specialised in the art of destruction. All its philosophies are worked out to bring about
destruction. They can kill thousands of people in a minute.
Against this your angel takes such a long time in killing a person. O Almighty God, I request you to depute the
Angel of Death to the West to receive training in the art of destruction.”
5
“Mighty God, [said a man in Hell to God] in the world those who profess to worship you, really worship the
idols of their ambitions. They merely invoke you when there is any frustration of the fulfilment of their desires. In
the temple, the devotions of the worshippers are superficial. In the mosques, the prayers are half-hearted. All
prayers have remained ineffective, and there has been no change in the destiny of the poor. They are still all
complaint and lament.
In the cities, many skyscrapers have come into existence. But in fact every city is a wilderness. Indeed
miserable is the fate of the labourers. The capitalists are getting richer while the poor are becoming poorer. All
education, wisdom, politics, and trade is capitalist oriented and devised to exploit labour.
O God, I am grateful to you for being cast in the Hell, for this region inspite of its torments is free from the
subjugation and exploitation of the imperialists of Europe.”
6
“The sights on the Heavens have remained unchanged, [said the stars to the moon] but we have got fed up with
the endless process of twinkling. Our job is to travel day and night, to travel and travel endlessly. Everything in
this world is restless. What is known as “rest” is not to be found here. The stars, the human beings, the flora and
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the fauna are all subject to movement. Will this journey ever end? Will we ever reach our destinationl?” [The
moon replied:]
“Comrades! You who twinkle in the dark night, know that movement is the life of the Universe. This is an
ancient tradition of the Universe. Actuated by some urge, Time moves fast. On this highway any stoppage is
inopportune. Any stoppage means death. Those who traveled have stepped forward; those who stopped to rest
have been crushed. The end of this movement is Beauty—the beginning is Love, the end Beauty.”
7
“O ye stars, [said an angel from Heaven] watchmen of the night! Your community spread throughout the
universe is known for its illumination. Sing some song which may awaken those who are sleeping. Your light is
the guide for the moving caravans. Human beings regard you as the mirrors of fate. Possibly the human beings
will listen to your voice.”
“The beauty of God is reflected in the illumination of the stars just as the beauty of the flowers is reflected in
the dew, [replied the stars]. To be afraid of the new law, and to hold fast to obsolete traditions, is indeed the most
difficult stage in the life of nations. The caravan of life is so fast moving that in its rush, nations have been
crushed. There are thousands of stars which are not visible to the eye, but who are members of the stellar
community.
“In an age those on the earth have not understood what we have come to realise in a short time. The entire
order of the universe is based on mutual attraction and the law of gravitation. This point is latent in the life of the
stars.”
8
“We are adrift on a sea with no shore,” [said one star to another]. “Wanderlust is embedded in our nature, but
our caravan has no destination. As stars we are where we were ages ago. Therefore what is the good of our
shining? We are the captives of Time.
“How happy are those who do not exist. No one can bear this heavy load for long. Far better were it never to
have been.
“I do not feel happy with this blue space. To me the neither earth appears fairer. How fortunate is man that he
is endowed with restless soul. He rides on the steed of time. The garment of life fits him alone, for he is always
active to create new things.”
9
“At this time when all the world is asleep,” [said Night to the poet] “why are you alone awake? Why are you
silent like a flower and restless like its fragrance? Are you awake because you wish to study the stars blazing on
the firmament? Are you a fish in the ocean of night? Are you a star which has fallen from the lofty heights of the
Heavens to the depths of this world?
“At this time under my cover the entire world is lost in sleep. The guitar which produced music has grown
silent. In the depths of the river even the whirlpool has become still. The restless wave resting against the shore
has gone to sleep. The earth itself is heavy with slumber. But, O poet, you alone are awake. How have you
escaped from my magic?” [The poet replied:]
“In your moonlight I saw the harvest of my tears. Just as the early dawn manifests itself in dew drops, thus I
express myself in tears. In the hustle and bustle of the daytime my tears hesitate to flow, but in the cover of night
my tears flow freely.
“Whom should I tell of the lament that is locked in my breast? Whom should I show the spectacle of the
burning flame that burns within me? At this time like Moses I see visions but the people for whom my message is
meant are all fast asleep.
“Alas, O Night, my destination is still very far. The climate of the modern age does not suit this society, but the
tragedy is that it does not realise the danger that threatens it. When I feel overwhelmed with the burden of the
message that I seek to deliver, I seek your cover, and address my message to the stars.”
10
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“When you burn,” [said the poet to the candle] “moths flutter around you. I also burn but no moth flutters
around me. From where have you got this world illuminating fire which has endowed the moth with the ecstasy of
Moses?” [The candle replied:]
“There is good deal of difference between you and me. You need the breath for your respiration, but that breath
is enough to extinguish me. I burn because it is in my nature to burn; you burn so that the moths may gather round
you. I weep because I have a flood of tears in my heart, but your tears appear as dew so that the flowers in the
garden may talk of you. When I burn during the night, I can see in the morning the moths which have died in my
love. But no such success attends your efforts, and your tomorrow is unknown to your today.
“You may be luminous, but there is no fire in your heart, your flame is like the tulip in the desert, with outward
glitter, but no inward fire. You may ponder yourself as to how far you deserve to be called a saki.\fn{I.e., a person of
stellar importance:H} Your guests await the drink, but your cup has no wine.
“You have adopted a way of life which is repugnant to Islam. You have disfigured yourself by servility to the
stranger. You talk of the Kaaba, but worship in the idol house. Your indifference to your faith is sheer madness. It
is not possible that in such environments men of faith may be born who should be prepared to die for their cause.
Your desert has become narrow, and in your litter there is no Laila.
“O ye pearl, bred up in the lap of the waves, your river is unaware of the ecstasy of the storm. Now why do
you wait? Your garden is no more. Your music is now out of tune, and your song is misplaced.
*
“Those who were curious to see have departed; now what’s the use of your general invitation to see. From the
tavern the old votaries are gone; now if you have brought the wine in the cup, what’s the use? Now, when the
garden itself is no more, if the breeze brings to the flower the message of the spring, what is the use? In the later
part of the night, the agony of the lover was a sad sight to see. After his death if the beloved appears on the roof of
the house, what is the use? The flame which attracted the moths has been extinguished. Now if the moths come
with the urge to be burnt, what is the use?
*
“Now the flowers are indifferent; you may sing or you may not. The caravan is motionless; the caravan bells
may ring or not. When being the candle of the gathering, you remained devoid of fire; your moths were also
deprived of the pleasure of being burnt.
“When you could integrate them with the links of love, then why did the beads of your roasry remain
scattered? You have no longer the desire or the urge. You have lost the power to think. In your society there are no
longer any wise men or mad men. When that flame or fire is not there, then what’s the use of the moths fluttering
round it.
“You may be saki, but who will drink from you? Now there are no longer those drunkards or taverns. Today a
broken cup is bewailing the saki whose cups remained in circulation till yesterday. Today those deserts which bred
the mad lovers are silent. There is no longer any Laila, and no longer her mad devotees. How sad that the caravan
has lost all that it had; and how poignant is the realisation that it has even lost the feeling that it has lost anything
“With whose activities the deserts bloomed with life; their cities have decayed, and their settlements have been
turned into wastelands. Those whose prayers were once the manifestation of the glory of God; in India they have
now been attracted by the ways of the Brahmin. In the universe eternal pleasure lies in following the law. To a
wave its liberty became a cause of its grief.
*
“Your easy going way of life deprived you of courage: in the desert you were an ocean, in the garden you
became a small stream. When you stuck to your roots you were a world power. When you turned your back on
your faith, you were scattered like the fragrance of flower.
“Learn the secrets of life from a drop of water. It is sometimes a pearl; sometimes dew; and sometimes tears.
Resurrect your faith; it is a great force. How can you live when the heart does not beat in the body. The honour of
your community was due to its unity. When that unity was no more, you were disgraced in the world.
“An individual is because of his link with the community; alone it is nothing. A wave is a wave in a river;
outside the river, it is nothing.
*
“O peasant, beware of your worth. You are the seed; you are the field you are the rain and you are the harvest.
Ah, in whose search are you distraught? You are the way; you are the way farer, you are the guide, and you are the
destination. Why do you shudder at the thought of storm? You are the sailor; you are the sea; you are the boat; you
are the shore. You look into your heart; you are Qais; you are Laila; you are the desert; you are the litter on the
camel’s back. How sad that you became obliged to the saki when you yourself were the wine, the cup, the saki as
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well as the gathering. Burst into flame, and destroy all that is opposed to God. Why should you be afraid of evil;
your role is to destroy evil. O ignorant one, the universe is because of you; you are the last message of God.”
*
“O careless person, beware of your reality; you are a drop of water, but you are a shoreless ocean as well. Why
are you caught in the spell of inferiority complex? Realise that in you the fury of the flood is latent. Your heart is
the custodian of the message of God, who is hidden to view yet manifest in the system of the world. If you realise
you have the wherewithal by which you can conquer the entire world. O forgetful one, do you remember the pact
that you made with God to which the Mount of Faran is still a witness. You were a fool to be contented with a few
buds, for you could carry flower loads from this garden. What is in the heart can be expressed in your songs just
as wine in the bottle is visible as well as hidden. The fire within me has consumed me, and that is indeed the basis
of my life. See the secret of this fire in my heart. See Destiny reflected in the mirror of my heart.”
*
“The sky will be illuminated with the light of dawn, and the darkness of night will disappear. So music-laden
will be the zephyr that the fragrance which is latent in the blossom will become a song. Those who are separated
will meet, and the breeze will become the companion of the flowers. Every bud in this garden will come to be
endowed with an ecstasy. You will see the result of the glory of the flow of the river: its restless wave will itself
act as a chain.
“The hearts will once again be filled with the message of Islam. Men will once again bow their heads in the
Kaaba. The wail of the hunter will make the birds burst into song. With the blood of the plucker of the flowers,
the buds will get coloured.
“All that I can see, I cannot express. I am lost in wonder as to what this world is going to be. With the
appearance of the sun, the night will disappear. This garden will ring with the music of the Unity of God.”
11
“You neither care for wine, nor you look at me,” [said a houri to a poet]. “It’s very strange that you are
unaware of the art of love-making. The song that you sang vibrated with urge and ecstasy, and it appears to me
that you are all fire. Because of you and your song, the paradise has lost its charm for me.” [The poet replied:]
“Your words are indeed sweet, but these are devoid of the pleasure which a poet derives in the urge for the
search of the ideal. I cannot help it, for by nature I cannot get attached to one place. I have a restless heart like the
breeze blowing over the flower field.
“When my vision is arrested by the beauty of a beloved, my heart begins yearning for a more beautiful face. I
seek a star from a flame; from a star I seek the sun. I have no destination, for if I stay I die.
“When I have enjoyed one spring, I sing of my longing for another spring. I am in search of the ideal which
does not exist, but I pursue my course with restless eyes and hopeful heart. I am not attracted by the paradise for
in such eternal paradise the heart of the lover would become dead. As in the paradise there is no wail, no grief and
none to sympathise, I feel no desire for it.”
12
“I am the guide of those who stray,” [said Intellect to the Heart]. “Though on the earth, I can very well tell of
the Heavens. You should realise to what great heights I can ascend. In the world, my job is to lead.
“Like Khizr I guide the people. I can explain the secrets of the Book of Existence. I am indeed the
manifestation of the might of God. You, O heart, are a droplet of blood, but I am a priceless pearl.” [Heart said in
reply:]
“Whatever you have said is true, but you should also know what I am. You merely understand the secret of
Existence, but I see the secret with my eyes. You are merely concerned with outward manifestations; I am aware
of the soul of things.
“You are knowledge, but I am intuition. You seek God, but I can show the way to God. Knowledge leads to
restlessness; I am the remedy for this malady. You are the candle in the Temple of Truth; I am the lamp in the
court of Beauty.
“You are bound by considerations of Time and Space; I can fly to regions beyond such considerations. High
indeed is my station; in fact I am the seat of the Almighty God.”
13
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“My eye can see all that is in this world,” [said Science to Faith]. “The entire world is within my net. I am only
concerned with material things. What have I to do with spiritual matters? I can strike a thousand melodies, and
openly proclaim all the secrets that I learn.” [Replied Faith:]
“With your magic even the waves in the sea get ablaze. You can pollute the atmosphere with foul, poisonous
gases. When you associated with me, you were light, when you broke off from me, your fight has become fire.
You were of divine origin, but you have been caught in the clutches of Satan.
Come, make this wasteland a garden once again. Give a new life to this ailing world. Borrow from me a little
of my ecstasy, and in this world set up a paradise. From the day of creation we have been associates. We are the
low and the high tunes of the same melody.”
14
“Respected lady, how are you?” [said the goat. The cow replied:]
“What may I say with respect to your enquiry? The days pass heavily. My life is a veritab1e misery. When
Destiny itself is bad, then against whom one may address its complaint. God’s will must prevail; what is ordained
according to Destiny must come to pass.
“I have come to the conclusion that one should not do a good turn to Man. I pray to God that none should have
anything to do with him. He is a strange creature of God. If there is any lessening of my milk, he murmurs. When
I grow weak he sells me. He is all fraud. He returns good with evil.
“Look to me. I nourish his children with my milk, and in turn for this good done to him, he treats me very
harshly. I complain before God. I pray that God may save me from the tyrannies of Man.” [Said the goat:]
“This bitter complaint does not appear to be proper. Truth is always bitter, but I cannot refrain from telling the
truth. Could you tell me, to whom do we owe this pasture, this greenery, these shady trees, and other amenities?
We get these facilities and advantages because of Man. In the forests we have to face numerous dangers.
“I feel that human captivity is to be preferred to freedom in the forest. If you pause to ponder you cannot resist
the conclusion that Man deserves our sincerest gratitude. It is not fair on our part to complain against Man. If you
take stock of all the good that we get because of Man I am sure you will not complain against Man.”
15
“Nothing in this world remains unchanged,” [said the cow to the camel]. “I won a bad name by breaking the
tether. I hear you have also broken your nose-string. In India you command influence from the political point of
view. But due to the coming of the railway to Hejaz you may not be wanted there.
“Till yesterday you avoided the society of the cow; on your hanging lips there was always the sound of “No”.
How is that today so kind to me? It appears your old ill feeling towards me has disappeared.”
When the camel heard this flattering talk, it blushed and gently said,
“I am included among your admirers. Your ways are attractive and alluring, and I am deeply impressed by your
blandishments. The story of your struggle is the talk of the forest; because of it the voiceless has gathered voice.
We live in the same forest since long, but we own nothing, and we get fodder with borrowed money.
“If the sheep, the camel, the cow, the tiger and the donkey make common cause, that will do us credit. If the
gardener teaches the lesson of unification, all the birds in the garden are apt to be of one voice. It is meet that you
should give us that cup, which may intoxicate you, and intoxicates your friends as well.
“The robes of the Muslim are of no value; you may colour them with your wine, and then put them to sale in
the market.”
16
“If you have wings,” [said the fowl to the falcon] “I too have wings. If you can fly in the air, so can I fly. If you
are free, I am also not a captive. Every creature with wings can fly, then why [do] birds like falcons think high of
themselves and look down upon other birds.” [The falcon replied:]
“There is no doubt that you are free to fly, but your flights are limited to short distances from wall to wall. You
are not aware of the power of flight of the falcons. Even in flights you are bound to the ground, but the falcons fly
high and are concerned with the heavens.
“You get food from the dust, but we soar to the stars.”
17
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“O dear fly, you pass this way every day, but it is my misfortune that you have never graced my cottage with
your presence. If you do not meet the strangers, there is no harm therein, but if you remain estranged from those
who are really your friends that is not proper. If you come to my house, I will deem this a matter of honour. If you
are inclined to come, there’s the ladder. You may come that way.” [The fly replied:]
“Mister, you may befool some bodyelse. I am not prepared to fall in your trap. I am fully aware that whosoever
climbs your ladder invites death and does not return alive.” [Rejoined the spider:]
“Do you think me to be a fraudulent person. You are a fool and appear to be suffering from some delusion. In
inviting you I merely wanted to honour you; I had no advantage to seek. God knows from where you have come.
You must have come from afar, and must be very much tired. If you come to my house and take rest for a while
that will do you good. From outside my house has the appearance of a cottage, but in the interior there are many
amenities for the guests. There is fine tapestry on the doors. The walls are embellished with mirrors. I have
provided comfortable beds for the guests to rest. Here you have decorations and amenities which may not be
found elsewhere.” [The fly said:]
“Whatever you say is correct. But do not expect that I will ever enter your house. May God save me from your
comfortable bed, for I very well know that whosoever lies on it courts death.” [The spider then said to itself:]
“This fly is very clever, and would not be attracted to my trap. I should try to neutralise her cleverness by
flattery.” [He continued:]
“My sweet fly, be under no apprehension. I am enamoured of your beautiful face. Indeed you are so beautiful
that whosoever sees you once becomes your admirer. Your eyes have the flash of a diamond about them. God has
embellished your head with a beautiful crown. In the matter of beauty, dress, get up and elegance you are unique.
You are sweet voiced and when you sing while flying the melody of your music penetrates to one’s heart. I invited
you because I admire you.” [Hearing this, and moved, the fly said:]
“I see sincerity in your talk. I did not know that you were so good. On second thoughts I feel that as you are
my admirer I need have no fear from you. I would therefore be pleased to visit your house.”
18
“You are fortunate that you can fly,” [said a tree to a bird]. “You have your nest on my branches, but you are
not bound by considerations of space; you can soar high at your discretion. I feel sad that I cannot fly like you. It
looks to me that this world of colour and fragrance is based on injustice. There is no justice in rooting me to the
ground. If God had fitted me with the power of flight, this world would have been fairer than what it is.” [The bird
said:]
“I am sorry you are mistaken in your views. What you consider to be injustice is really justice. You draw your
sustenance from the soil, and are therefore rooted in the ground. If you were to fly, you would lose contact with
the soil. That would choke the channels through which you get sustenance.”
19
“Know that all eagles are of one substance, [said an eagle to its young]. “You may be a handful of feather, but
you have the heart of a lion. It behoves you that you cultivate manly virtues. You should do good. There should be
maturity in your thoughts. You should be courageous, fearless and self-respecting.
“You should not get familiar with partridges, fowls and other low birds except when you intend to prey on
them. The meanness of such birds is manifest from the fact that when the beaks of such birds get dirty with foul
matter, they cleanse the beaks by rubbing them in dust.
“If any eagle adopts the way of life of those whom it hunts, it becomes the hunted. I have seen many a bird of
prey leading themselves to destruction as they associated with birds which pick up food from the dust.
“You should protect your Self, and create in you qualities of hardihood, toughness and bravery. You are an
eagle and not a partridge; see that your body is not soft and delicate like that of a partridge. It is imperative that
your body should be as hard and tough as the horns of a deer. Know that only such person can enjoy success and
happiness, who is hard working and is inured to hardships. Remember that a drop of blood is more precious than a
red ruby. A ruby would poison you, but blood would strengthen you.
“Do not associate with others like deer or sheep. Like your forefathers, live alone. Do not build your nest on a
tree. It is not for you to find a home in a garden; you should find shelter in the vastness of the desert or the
mountain. Never feed on grain that you may find lying on the ground, for the eagle that moves about on the earth
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becomes as docile as a domestic fowl. Instead of walking on the earth, walk on stone so that your paws may
become tough.
“Remember that you belong to the family of the birds of prey, and because of your nature you are noble and
pure. You are so gifted that in the event of a contest with a lion you can take out its eyes. In your veins runs the
blood of your ancestors. In your flight is the loftiness of angels.
“You should kill your own prey, howsoever hard the task might be. Never partake of anything killed by some
one else, for that is against your self-respect.”
20
“What you see before you is the vast stretch of the ocean,” [said a fish to an eagle]. “It is no ordinary thing. It
is a deep ocean of grear dimensions. Here you have many crocodiles and alligators. Here there are storms and
whirlwinds. In the depths of the ocean you find sparkling pearls. When the storm wages here, the life of no one is
safe. To crown all even Time has no effect on the ocean.” [Said the eagle:]
“You are not aware of me, and you have in vain tried to overawe me with the vastness of the ocean. O fool,
know that I am not attached to the ground level. I am an eagle, and the vastness of space is my dominion. I attach
little importance to the ocean. As a matter of fact the entire world is subject to my wings. May be a vast ocean or
an extensive desert, I attach little importance to them. Nothing of your world will impress me. I see things from a
high level.
“If you also wish to attain heights, you should rise above the surface, and fly in the air. You will then realise
why the ocean is of little significance for me. The vastness of the ocean, the extent of its waves, its storms and its
whirlwinds, its crocodiles and alligators are a source of danger for such persons who live at the ground level. An
eagle lives at the heights of space. The dangers which you have recounted cannot touch me.”
21
“Here in the desert,” [said one deer to another], “life has become a problem. Here the hunter is always on the
look out to trap me. I have decided that I should seek refuge in the sanctuary of the Kaaba where I understand no
hunter can hunt.” [Said the other:]
“Comrade, I cannot endorse your decision. In the Kaaba you will have no space to move about. There will be
no charm In the life there for you will be only a prisoner.
“Here in the vastness of the desert you have vast spaces to traverse. It is admitted that in the desert there are
dangers, but life lies in facing dangers and not in running away from them. By facing difficulties and waging the
struggle for existence you can develop your potential. If you run away from difficulties and seek a sanctuary
somewhere you will never be developing your latent faculties. Difficulties put you to test, and these develop your
Self as the sword is sharpened on the whetstone.
“Unless gold is tested on the touchstone it can command no value; thus unless you put yourself to test, and
come out successful out of such trial your life can have no meaning.”
22
“I remember the days which are past, those pleasures of the garden, those warblings in chorus. Where are now
those liberties of one’s nest, coming at one’s pleasure, and going at one’s pleasure? I feel anguished when I recall
the smiling of the buds on the tears of the dew. That handsome and beautiful companion, because of whom my
nest was alive: I no longer hear its voice in my cage.
“I wish my freedom would have been in my power. How unfortunate I am, I am longing for my home. My
companions are in the homeland; I’m a captive here. The spring has come, the buds of the flowers are smiling. In
this dark prison I am bewailing my fate.
“O God, whom should I tell the painful story of my captivity? I’m afraid lest I may die in the cage because of
grief. Since leaving the garden, that is my state. The heart is rent with grief; grief is eating the heart. Those who
hear should not be happy to regard it as a song.
“This is indeed the wail of an anguished heart. O my captor, release me. I’m a helpless captive; get my
blessings by releasing me.”
23
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“O diamond, you are entrusted with everlasting splendours,” [said a lump of coal]. “We are comrades. Our
being is one; and the source of our existence is the same. And yet while I am subject to the anguish of
worthlessness, you are so valuable as to be set in the crowns of emperors. I am so worthless, that my value is even
less than dust; you are on the other hand valuable, your beauty is heart ravishing. My fate lies in being burnt and
turned to ashes to be trampled upon by the feet of persons.
“My fate is most deplorable. I am merely a condensed wavelet of smoke, and when I am burnt, with a single
spark I am converted to smoke. In contrast, in shape as well as nature you are like a star. From every side you
reflect brilliant radiance. Sometimes you adorn a beautiful lady; sometimes you are prized by a monarch. Woe
indeed is mine; and splendour indeed is thine.” [The diamond replied:]
“O my good friend, I tell you why there is such difference between you and me. Dark earth when it is hardened
it acquires the dignity of a bezel. By struggling against its environments, such earth becomes as hard as stone. It is
because of this ripeness and hardness that I have acquired the quality of radiance.
“You were soft; you have not struggled; and in the absence of such struggle you have remained immature.
Such immaturity is the cause of your abasement. You are burnt because you are soft and inflammable. I am not
burnt because I am hard and radiant.
“I have struggled and won. You have not struggled and have lost.”
24
A rain drop fell from the cloud. It felt over-awed as it saw the expanse of the sea. It said,
“What am I as compared with the sea. As compared with the entity of the sea, I am a mere non-entity.” But the
sea said
“You need not feel concerned or sad about your smallness. You have acquired considerable experience. You
have seen the panorama of dawn and dusk. You have seen wilderness as well as garden. Sometimes you rested on
blade of grass; sometimes you were carried by cloud.
“You have reflected rays of the sun. Sometimes you slaked the thirst of the shrubs in the desert. Sometimes
you were locked in embrace with the flowers in the garden. Sometimes you slumbered in the wine. At times you
emerged from the vine as a potent liquid assuming the form of wine. At times you fell on the dust and made it
alive.
“I tell you, you are born of me, you are part of me, and now after your wanderings you have come back to your
original home. Come and rest against my broad breast as the child would rest against the breast of its mother.
Make my mirror gleam with another beam of light. In my depths, become a pearl.
“You are not a tiny drop. You are a pearl, which is brighter than the moon and the stars.”
25
“Like the fairies of Caucasus,” [said the arrow to the sword,] “there is a glitter of magic lustre in your steel.
You can very well claim with pride the ancestry of Dhul Faqar, the trusted sword of Hazrat Ali which brought him
great victories. And again one of your ancestors brought fame to Khalid as the Sword of Allah. You are verily the
fire of God’s omnipotence, and the paradise awaits beneath your shadow.” [The arrow said again:]
“Whether I wing in the air, or lie encased within the quiver, wheresoever I be, I am all fire. When I speed from
the bow towards a human breast, I can right well see into its depth. If the heart is the seat of terror or despair, I
pluck it asunder. But if that is the heart of a believer which knows no fear or despair and glows with an inward
light, my soul is turned to water by its flame, and my shafts fall soft on it like innocuous dew.”
26
“You are mantled in snow since the dawn of creation,” [said the Ganges to the Himalayas]. “Many streams
spring up from your bosom. You are high and lofty, and it appears that you are a partner in the secrets of Heaven.
God has made you high, but He has deprived your foot of graceful gait. You lack the power to walk. What is the
use of your sublimity and stateliness if you lack the power to move. In the case of a wave, motion is the cause of
its existence. Life arises from perpetual movement. You who are deprived of the power of motion do not know
what life is.” [Said the mountains:]
“You should not feel proud of your power of movement, and deprecate my motionlessness. Your wide waters
are my looking glass. Within my bosom there are a hundred rivers like thee. You have been endowed with the
power of motion, but this graceful movement is the cause of your death.
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“You cannot preserve your Self. You move until you empty yourself in the ocean. It is because you move that
you cannot preserve yourself and die. Whoso goeth from Self is meet to die. You have no knowledge of your case.
You are unfortunate, but you exult in your misfortune.
“You are a fool. You cannot preserve your Self. You offer yourself to the ocean. You have no existence of your
own. You have been robbed of your life by the highwayman.
*
“Ages have gone by and my foot is fast on earth. My being has grown and I have reached the sky. While your
being vanishes in the ocean, on my crest the stars bow their heads. You crawl on the earth to lose yourself in the
ocean; I rise high to see the mysteries of Heaven. Mine ear is familiar with the rustling of the wings of the angels.
I have stood firm, and because of this firmness I have amassed in my bosom rubies, diamonds and other precious
stones. I have fire within me, and water cannot pass over my fire.
*
“Art thou a drop of water; do not break at thine own feet, But endeavour to surge and wrestle with the sea;
Desire the water of a jewel, become a jewel! Be an ear drop, adorn a beauty! Be a cloud that shoots lightning and
sheds a flood of rain! Let the ocean sue for thy storms as a beggar. Let it complain of the straitness of its skirts!
Let it deem itself less than a wave, and glide along at thy feet.”
27
“You are restless and wayward,” [said the snow on a mountaintopo to a mountain stream]. “You would not stay
in the lap of the mountain. You want to move, while the mountain is something that stands. You should no longer
call youself as the Daughter of the Mountain, for you have the urge to flow and not to stand where you are. Look
to me, how lofty I am. I stay where I am. On the other hand you are so low; that is so because you are restless and
do not have the strength to stand firm. It would be better if you leave the mountain side, and find your destiny
elsewhere.” [Returned the stream:]
“As I am restless, I will certainly go away from here and seek my destiny elsewhere. But there is no occasion
for you to be arrogant and conceited. It is true that I am at the base, and you are at the top, but will it be possible
for you to preserve yourself against the rays of the sun? Sooner or later you will also melt in the rays of the sun,
and then you will follow in my footsteps.
“Sometime ago I was also on the top of the mountain like you; some time you will also be at the base of the
mountain like me. You and I are of the same stuff. It is therefore not proper for you to decry me.”
28
Iblis, the Arch-Devil summoned his advisory council, and addressed his Counsellors thus:
“This ancient interplay of elements, this vile world represent the frustration of the wishes of the dwellers of the
Heavens. God who created the universe with the command ‘Be, and it was’ appears to be inclined to refashion the
world and thereby destroy all the good we have done. I made the Europeans see the dreams of imperialism; I
broke the spell of the mosque, the temple, and the Church. I made the destitute learn the lesson of Destiny; I made
the wealthy have the craze of capitalism. Who can quench the inward fire of those whose tumult owes its origin to
my passion? Who can lower the branches of the tree, which we have watered?” The first Counsellor said
“There is no doubt that the Satanic order is firmly rooted. Because of it the slavish mentality of the people has
grown stronger. Since the dawn of creation these poor people have been ordained to prostration. Because of their
nature they cannot pray in the posture of standing erect. In their heart no desire can spring up, or if at all it
manifests itself, it remains raw. It is the miracle of our endless efforts that the Sufi and the Mullah have become
the devotees of imperialism. For the Easterners that was the proper opium, otherwise the melody of “Ilm-iKalam” was in no way inferior to that of “Quwalli”. If the rituals of pilgrimage still continue, that does not matter,
for the unsheathed sword of the Momin has grown blunt. It is because of such despair that some of them have
indulged in the new heresy that in this age, jihad is forbidden to the Muslims.” The second Counsellor said:
“Is this clamour of Government of the people good or bad for you; you do not appear to be aware of the fresh
mischiefs of the world.” The first Counsellor said
“I am aware of these mischiefs, but my foresight tells me that there can be no danger from any order which is
merely a masquerade for imperialism. Since Man has become somewhat self-conscious, we have ourselves made
monarchy wear the robes of democracy. The spirit of imperialism is different; it does not depend on the fact
whether the head of the state is a president or a king. It may be the court of a king, or a national assembly, but he
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who is covetous of the property of another is indeed an imperialist. Have you not seen the democratic order of the
West? Its face is brilliant, but its heart is darker than the hearts of the worst tyrants.” The third Counsellor said
“If the spirit of imperialism remains, we need have no fear of the outward froms of government. But what’s the
answer to the mischief of Karl Marx, the Jew? He is a Moses who has seen no vision; he is a Christ who has
mounted no gallows. He is not a prophet but still he has a book Das Capital which is the Bible for the socialists. I
fear under the spell of his teaching, the peoples in the East and the West are rising. What could be a greater
mischief than that the slaves have cut off the ropes of the tents of their masters?” The fourth Counsellor said
“As a counteraction to Socialism see Fascism in Rome. To the descendants of Caeser we have shown the
dream of Caesar again. Who is now controlling the Mediterranean? Who is blowing hot and cold, expanding the
dominions like an imperialist, but singing the song of democracy?” The third Counsellor said
“I am not impressed with the wisdom of Mussolini who has thus exposed the inward spirit of European
politics.” The fifth Counsellor addressing Iblis said:
“O ye, the fire of whose breath lends stability to the world process; whenever it pleased you, you lifted the
veil. Because of your fire the earth has become beautiful. Because of your teachings the fools have become wise.
You know more of human nature than he whom the simple minded people call God. Because of your
machinations you have made the pious hang their heads low, and remain engaged in prayers, counting beads, and
pilgrimage. Although all the wizards of Europe are your disciples, I have no longer any faith in their sagacity.
With the frenzy of that Jew mischief monger Karl Marx every tunic is going to be torn into shreds. The desert
crow is seeking equality with the falcon. How suddenly the disposition of the time is changing! What we in our
ignorance regarded as a handful of dust has grown into the dimensions of a dust storm and covered the heavens.
So great is the dread of this socialist revolution, that even the mountains, the meadows, and the rivulets have
begun to tremble. My lord, that world which is under your domination is going to be upset!” In his concluding
address, Iblis said:
“This world of scent and colour is in my absolute command, including the earth, the sky, the moon and the sun.
When I warm up the blood of the nations of the West, the East and the West will see the spectacle with their own
eyes. A breath of mine is enough to drive to madness the political leaders as well as the clergy. Those who in their
folly regard my work as glass work, let them try to break these goblets and see how hard these are. The tunics torn
by my hand cannot be darned with the logic of Mazdak or Marx. How can these socialists wandering in the
streets, wretched, straitened and distracted in mind frighten me?
“If I have any fear, I anticipate such fear from the Islamic Community, in whose ashes the spark of ambition is
still latent. In this community there are still some few people whose prayers are bedewed with tears. He who has a
vision can realise that the danger to our order does not lie in socialism, it lies in Islam. I know that this community
is no longer following the Qur’an. The Muslims have also made capitalism their religion. I also know that in the
dark night of the East, the Muslims have no longer the strength of faith.
“But I fear lest because of the vicissitudes of times, the Shariat of the Prophet of Islam might assert itself
again. Beware, a hundred times beware of the law of the Prophet, which protects the honour of women, which
puts the men to test; and which builds better men. It is the message of death for all types of slavery. Thereunder
there is no king or master, no indigent and no beggar. It purges the wealth of all pollution; it makes the rich not the
owners but the trustees of the propety they hold. What greater revolution in thought and action could there be than
the concept that the earth is not owned by the lords, it belongs to God?
“It will be well if this law remains hidden from the view of the world. It is good that the believers of this law
are devoid of inner conviction. It is better that they should remain involved in hair-splitting, quibbling,
interpretations, and disputations. He whose call may break the charm of the Universe, may his dark night never
become bright. Create new idols for the Muslims in disputations such as whether Christ is dead or living; whether
divine attributes are a part of Godhead or otherwise; whether the expected Mahdi would be Jesus himself or
someone with his attributes; whether the Holy Book is the revealed word of God; which sect is to get salvation
and so on.
“Such matters should keep the Muslims engaged, and you should see that he remains a stranger to action, and
that on the chessboard of existence all his pawns are beaten. Our safety lies in this: that the Muslim should remain
a slave till doomsday, and he should leave this world to others. Intoxicate him with such poetry and Sufi practices
which veil him from the realities of life. I am every moment afraid of the awakening of this community, whose
religion endows them with the potential to dominate the universe. Keep him well absorbed in prayer and
contemplation in the pre-morning hours. Make his monastic disposition still deeper.”
119.69 Excerpt from World Enough And Time: Looking Forward\fn{by Aga Sultan Sir Mahomed Shah (1877-1957)}
Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 4
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… All my life I have looked forward. Large-scale prophecy, however, is as dangerous as it is easy, and true
prophetic vision is rare indeed. It is a rarity more than ever marked in an epoch such as ours, in which science has
placed in our reach material and natural powers undreamed of fifty short years ago. But since the human mind and
the human imagination are as yet by no means fully equipped to master the immense forces which human
ingenuity has discovered and unleashed, it is not too difficult to foresee at least some of the political and social
reactions of nations as well as individuals to this enormous scientific and technical revolution and all its
accompanying phenomena.
India,\n{I.e., British India, of which Pakistan and Bangladesh were once part .} the country of my birth and upbringing, has
been for centuries a land of extreme poverty, misery and want, where millions are born, live and work and die at a
level far below the margin of subsistence. A tropical climate, eons of soil erosion, and primitive and unskilled
methods of agriculture have all taken their toll of suffering, patient, gentle but ignorant mankind. The Indian
peasant has survived and multiplied but in face of the most ferocious and formidable handicaps. Many years ago,
in my first book, India in Transition, I gave this account of the day-to-day life of the ordinary Indian peasant
under British rule.
A typical rural scene on an average day in an average year is essentially the same now as it was half a century
ago. A breeze, alternately warm and chilly, sweeps over the monotonous landscape as it is lightened by a rapid
dawn, to be followed quickly by a heavy molten sun appearing on the horizon. The ill-clad villagers, men,
women, and children, thin and weak, and made old beyond their years by a life of underfeeding and overwork,
have been astir before daybreak, and have partaken of a scanty meal, consisting of some kind or other of cold
porridge, of course without sugar or milk. With bare and hardened feet they reach the fields and immediately
begin to furrow the soil with their lean cattle, of a poor and hybrid breed, usually sterile and milkless. A short rest
at midday, and a handful of dried corn or beans for food, is followed by a continuance till dusk of the same
laborious scratching of the soil. Then the weary way homeward in the chilly evening, every member of the family
shaking with malaria or fatigue. A drink of water, probably contaminated, the munching of a piece of hard black
or green chaupati, a little gossip round the peepul tree, and then the day ends with heavy, unrefreshing sleep in
dwellings so insanitary that no decent European farmer would house his cattle in them.
The Raj has gone, but in essentials the life and lot of the humble villager of rural India have scarcely changed
since I wrote these words. Education, hygiene, welfare schemes, plans for village “uplift” have but scratched the
surface of the problem, hardly more deeply or more efficiently than the peasant’s own wooden plough scratches
the sunbaked soil of India.
Nor is the lot of his urban kinsman, working in one of the great and ever growing industrial cities like Bombay
or Calcutta, much better. At his factory, in his home, the Indian industrial worker endures, and takes for granted,
utterly appalling conditions. From steamy, overcrowded mill or factory he trudges to the shanty or tenement,
equally overcrowded, equally unhealthy, which serves him as his home. His diet, though more varied than that of
his cousin in the country, is pitifully meager by any Western standard. Around him are the increasing distractions
of a great city, but they have little meaning for him. His amenities are few, his luxuries nonexistent.
During the years of British rule it was relatively easy to shrug off responsibility for the economic malaise of
India, to put all the blame on imperialist exploitation, and to say,
“When we get our independence, then we shall put economic conditions right.”
The imperialists have gone; the period of alien exploitation is over. But can economic injustice be so easily
righted? India’s population is steadily and rapidly increasing, yet at the present rate—and in spite of all manner of
schemes for soil conservation, irrigation, better use of land, intensive and planned industrialization—it is unlikely
that more than half the natural increase in population can be economically absorbed. India’s problem, like
China’s, is one of economic absorptive capacity. Pakistan’s problem, since she has the empty but potentially rich
acres of Baluchistan to fill with her surplus population, is less pressing.
Doubtless in India, as in China, the extension of education and growing familiarity with the use of the vote and
the processes of democracy will give rise to eager and energetic efforts to find political solutions to the gravest
economic problems. Hundreds upon hundreds of millions of human beings in India and in China live out their
lives in conditions of extreme misery. How long will these vast masses of humanity accept such conditions? May
they not—as realization dawns of their own political power—insist on an extreme form of socialism, indeed on
communism, though not on Soviet Russian lines and not under Soviet leadership? And may not that insistence be
revolutionary in its expression and in its manifestations?
Yet in India, as well as in China, if every “have” in the population were stripped of wealth and reduced to the
level of the lowest “have not,” of the poorest sweeper or coolie, the effect on the general standard of living—the
general ill-being—would be negligible. There are far too few “haves,” far too many “have nots,” in both countries
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for even the most wholesale redistribution of wealth as it now stands. Reform, to be real and effective, must strike
much deeper. These are thoughts grim enough to depress anyone who possesses more than the most superficial
knowledge of Asia’s problems and difficulties.
There is one major political step forward that should be taken by the Governments of India and Pakistan,
which would have a significant and beneficial effect on the life and welfare of their peoples. This is the
establishment of a genuine and lasting entente cordiale between the two countries, such as subsisted between
Britain and France from 1905 to 1914. Even more pertinent analogies are offered by Belgium and Holland, and
Sweden and Norway. Here are two pairs of neighboring sovereign states, once joined and now separated. The
separation of the Low Countries offers the nearest parallel, since this was effected on the specific grounds of
religious difference. I have earlier likened the Hindu and Muslim communities of the old Indian Empire to
Siamese twins; as such they were, before they were parted, hardly able to move; now separate, surely they ought
to be able to go along together as companions and friends, to their mutual benefit and support.
Here, however, it is for India, with its far greater population, resources, and developed industries, to show the
same political judgment as Sweden showed toward Norway after their separation\fn{ From 1815-1905, Norway and
Sweden were a single country.}—that is to say, a final and sincere acceptance of the partition as desirable and in itself
as at last opening the door to a real understanding between the two culturally different peoples of the
subcontinent.
Even a small minority can make great mischief if it keeps up and repeats the political slogans of unity which
may have had a sense at one time but which today can only prevent that good neighborly relation on which future
co-operation in international politics depends.
In problems such as water, both east and west between the two republics of India and Pakistan, refugee
property and other financial claims and counterclaims should be settled now in a way that the weaker country of
the two shall not feel that it has been browbeaten and unjustly treated by its vast and powerful neighbor.
The problem of Kashmir should also be faced as an honest attempt to bring about by plebiscite, under
international auspices, a final settlement on the basis of the triumph of the popular will. Were India to adopt
consistently toward Pakistan the policy adopted by Sweden toward Norway, by Holland toward Belgium, not only
for years but for decades, not only peace in Southern Asia but the full weight for international peace and good will
necessarily will increase to an extent of which we at present can have little idea. The great role to be played as
bridge between West and East beyond the frontiers of Pakistan and India can be accomplished only if and when
these two neighbors are themselves capable of co-operation and such fair dealing toward each other as will
convince the rest of the world that they have a claim to be listened to and seriously considered.
The alternative to an Indian policy of understanding and the encouragement of water and other economic needs
of Pakistan, not only justly, but with free comprehension, can be that the neighbor will turn in other directions for
alliances and friendships—the result of which must lead to these two neighborly powers, instead of looking
outward and working for world peace, watching each other, ever on the lookout for danger and discord rather than
for peaceful and economic independence and development.
I do not think that the countries of the Near East, with the possible exception of Egypt, face any population
problems which, granted courage, resolution and ingenuity, should prove insuperable.
All that the people of countries such as Iran, Iraq, Syria, the Lebanon, Yemen and even Saudi Arabia need is
knowledge—knowledge of new techniques, knowledge of engineering, knowledge of agriculture. They have
room and resources enough. Science properly applied can repopulate their empty lands and make their barren
spaces flourish; can plant cities, fertilize crops; can set up industries and develop their immensely rich mineral
and raw material potentialities. Here there was once the Garden of Eden; historians and archaeologists have
shown that this region was at one time fertile, rich and populous. So it can be again, if the powers and the
resources available to mankind now are properly employed.
The Arab lands have been devastated by centuries of folly, by waste and extravagance due to ignorance; the
pitiful condition of their peoples today is a condemnation of their past. There is no need to look further than Israel
to realize what courage and determination, allied to skill and urgent need, can achieve. The Arabs are no whit
inferior to any race in the world in intelligence and potential capacity. A single generation’s concentrated and
devoted attention to the real needs of education for all, of scientific and technical as well as academic teaching,
training and discipline, could revolutionize the Arab world. Self-help is better by far than grants in aid, and better
than perpetual outpouring by the United States of its surplus production. The Arabs’ only danger lies in continued
apathy and ignorance in a swiftly changing world, and in a social and economic outlook and practices unadapted
to the challenging realities of our time.
I have little fear about the impact of the future of the British Crown Colonies in Africa. We have seen the noble
work of Great Britain in West Africa. In East and Central Africa the problem is at present complicated by the
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presence of a European settler population. I believe that there can be a healthy and satisfactory adjustment,
provided all sections in these multiracial communities—indigenous Africans and immigrant Europeans and
Asians—face the simple, fundamental fact that they are all dependent upon each other. No one section can dismiss
any other from its calculations, either about contributions to past development or about plans for the future. The
immigrant, be he European or Asian, has no hope of prosperity without the Africans; the African cannot do
without the European farmer or the Asian trader, unless he wants to see his standard of living fall steeply, and with
it all hope of exploiting and enhancing the natural wealth of the land in which all three have their homes and must
earn their bread.
To a Muslim there is one quietly but forcibly encouraging element in this situation. Wherever the indigenous
population is Muslim, there is remarkably little racial antagonism or sense of bitterness against the European, in
spite of the European’s obvious economic superiority. Islam, after all, is a soil in which sentiments of this sort do
not take root or flourish easily. This is not a shallow and fatalistic resignation; it is something much more
profound in the essence of the teaching of Islam—a basic conviction that in the eyes of God all men, regardless of
color or class or economic condition, are equal. From this belief there springs an unshakable self-respect whose
deepest effects are in the subconscious, preventing the growth of bitterness or any sense of inferiority or jealousy
by one man of another’s economic advantage.
Islam in all these countries has within it, I earnestly believe, the capacity to be a moral and spiritual force of
enormous significance, both stabilizing and energizing the communities among whom it is preached and
practiced. To ignore Islam’s potential influence for good, Islam’s healing and creative power for societies as for
individuals, is to ignore one of the most genuinely hopeful factors that exists in the world today.
But what of the recurrent, intractable issue of peace or war? Few epochs in recent history have been more
devastating and disastrous than (to quote a phrase of Sir Winston Churchill’s) “this tormented half-century.” Is the
long torment at last over?
I can only hope fervently, with all my being, that this is so; that the nations and their leaders are sincerely and
actively convinced not only of the negative proposition that a Third World War would effect the destruction of
civilization, perhaps indeed of humanity, but of its positive corollary that it now lies within men’s power
enormously and rapidly to enhance and increase civilization and to promote the material well-being of millions
who now rank as “have nots.” The only chance of nations and individuals alike among the “have nots” lies in the
preservation of peace. Europe needs a century or more of recuperation after the agony and havoc that its peoples
have endured, and recuperation means peace. The industrial and productive capacity of North America—the
United States and Canada—already vaster than anything the world has ever seen, is increasing fast; North
America needs markets, and markets mean peace. The underdeveloped countries, in Africa, Asia and South
America, need over the years a vast and steady inflow of capital investment—to build and develop their
communications, to exploit their resources, to raise their standard of living—and investment on this scale and to
this end calls for peace.
War, in face of such circumstances and so numerous and so imperative a series of needs, would be madness.
But I must admit that if we look back at the history of the past fifty years, this has not been a consideration that
has deflected the nations and their leaders from catastrophic courses. All the hardly won prosperity and security,
all the splendid and beckoning hopes of the last quarter of the nineteenth century counted for nothing when the
crucial test came. Pride and folly swayed men’s hearts. The world’s state today is the result of pride and folly.
As Germany did for so long, Russia now supplies the civilized world’s great enigma, the riddle to which there
seems no sensible or satisfactory answer. One factor in Russia’s perplexing equation is obvious and known—the
factor whose results can only be happy, peaceful and prosperous. The other—the perpetual “x”—is grim and
incalculable. Long ago Lord Palmerston\fn{I.e., Henry John Temple, 3rd Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865), British Primes
Minister and Foreign Secretary (1855-1858, 1859-1865), a peer from the age of 18, a member of the House of Commons for 58 years
(1807-1865).} said that Russian history taught this lesson: the Russians must expand, and they will go on expanding

until they encounter some force—a nation or a combination of nations—powerful enough to stop them. From its
beginnings in the Grand Duchy of Moscow, Russia has expanded steadily and remorselessly. Is expansion still the
dominant motive in Russian policy? There are some somber indications that this is one of the many characteristics
which Communist Russia possesses in common with Czarist Russia and that her appetite for expansion is still not
glutted.
Yet why should this be so? Are there not other more peaceful factors at work? Russia’s empty lands, within her
own borders, are greater by far than those that opened up, decade after decade, in front of the pioneers who
extended the United States from small, precarious beginnings along the Atlantic seaboard. Russia has no need of
overseas colonies, no need, now that aerial communications have developed so swiftly and so powerfully, for
those “windows on warm seas” which once mattered so much. Inside her own frontiers, if her leaders can
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genuinely be convinced that no one menaces the Soviet Union, that no one harbors aggressive, imperialist designs
against her, her people may live at peace for centuries. Will these realistic and wholesome considerations carry the
day, or will suspicion, blind hatred, pride and folly wreak new and more terrible havoc? As in the German people
before the Second World War there was the dreadful, Wagnerian death wish, driving a great and superbly talented
nation to self-immolation, so is there in the heart of all men some dark, satanic evil still lusting for destruction?
These are the stern riddles of our time, and each of us seeks his own answers to them.
But these issues and questions concern men in the aggregate, great bodies of men in national and racial groups.
The biggest group, however, is composed only of the number of individuals in it. If it is possible to bring
happiness to one individual, in him at least the dark and evil impulses may be conquered. And in the end may not
the power of good in the individual prevail against the power of evil in the many?
I can only say to everyone who reads this book that it is my profound conviction that man must never ignore
and leave untended and undeveloped that spark of the Divine which is in him. The way to personal fulfillment, to
individual reconciliation with the Universe that is about us, is comparatively easy for anyone who firmly and
sincerely believes, as I do, that Divine Grace has given man in his own heart the possibilities of illumination and
of union with Reality. It is, however, far more important to attempt to offer some hope of spiritual sustenance to
those many who, in this age in which the capacity of faith is nonexistent in the majority, long for something
beyond themselves, even if it seems second best. For them there is the possibility of finding strength of the spirit,
comfort and happiness in contemplation of the infinite variety and beauty of the Universe.
Life in the ultimate analysis has taught me one enduring lesson. The subject should always disappear in the
object. In our ordinary affections one for another, in our daily work with hand or brain, most of us discover soon
enough that any lasting satisfaction, any contentment that we can achieve, is the result of forgetting self, of
merging subject with object in a harmony that is of body, mind and spirit.
And in the highest realms of consciousness all who believe in a Higher Being are liberated from all the
clogging and hampering bonds of the subjective self in prayer, in rapt meditation upon and in the face of the
glorious radiance of eternity, in which all temporal and earthly consciousness is swallowed up and itself becomes
the eternal. …
140.121 1. The Corrupt Fakir 2. The Shattered Ruby: Two Folktales\fn{by “Sher Khan, a blind man” (before 1879Hazio, Attock District, Khyber-Pakhunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2

)}

1
Once upon a time there was a blind fakir who used to sit day by day begging at the gate of a city. As he was
accounted a saint, his simple neighbors called him Hafiz.\fn{ One who can recite the Qur’an from memory.} It was the
custom of Hafiz to cry out at intervals in a loud voice,
“Who is the beloved of God, who will let me feel, only feel, one hundred gold mohurs?”
It happened one day that a certain soldier, returning from the wars, passed by the spot where Hafiz was sitting
and heard his doleful cry. Said the soldier to himself,
“I vow before God that if ever I have a hundred gold mohurs, I will carry them to this good old man and let
him feel them!”
He had not gone far on his way, when, as if in answer to his prayer, he picked up a bag of money which had
been dropped in his path, and which contained a hundred gold mohurs, neither more nor less. So the good man
retraced his steps, and going up to Hafiz, he said,
“Sir, by the kindness of God and yourself I have found a hundred gold mohurs. Be good enough to feel them,
O good old man!”
Blind Hafiz took the soldier’s bag, untied the string, picked out the coins one by one, counting them carefully
as he passed them from hand to hand, then restored them, tied up the precious treasure again, and gave the soldier
hundreds of benedictions.
“But,” said the soldier, “I also want my money, good Hafiz!” At once the blind beggar set up a dismal cry,
“Friends, neighbors, help! Thieves! All my wretched life I have been scraping together a little money, here a
pice, there a cowrie, and now this son of a thief would rob me of all!”
The people who came. rushing together with great tumult instantly seized the unfortunate soldier, tore his
clothes to rags, beat him to a jelly, and finally hustled him but of the town.
But the soldier, determined to have his revenge, still waited about. A cat watches a mouse, and so in like sort
the soldier watched the blind fakir. By-and-by Hafiz takes up his hamzah,\fn{Here, a stick with a crescent top. } and
begins to feel his way home, passing down into the street of the blind beggars. His house was the last in the row
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near to the open country, and having undone the clasp, he entered and sat down on the floor, thanking God for all
his mercies. But he was not aware that the soldier had dogged his steps, and that, at that very moment, he was
standing behind him with drawn sword ready to cut off his head.
“Four hundred gold pieces before,” muttered old Hafiz, “and one hundred now. Four hundred and one hundred
make five hundred!”
And Hafiz laughed long and merrily. The blind man now rose up and groped his way to a corner where he
turned up the earth, revealing a flat stone, which he lifted, and, lo, beneath it a brass pot! Divesting himself of his
broad belt, which was heavy with treasure, he deposited that, and the gold he had just acquired, in the brass pot
aforesaid, and restoring everything to its proper place, returned to his cot.
Now came the turn of the soldier. Stooping down, he slyly uncovered the brass pot, which he lifted out with
the utmost care; but, as ill luck would have it, in the act of rising, he knocked his head against a shelf.
Instantly the old man bounded from his seat, and, seizing his stick, began to career madly round the center of
the room, revolving like a wheel, and uttering the most frightful cries. Round and round he danced like a madman,
striking out right and left with his stick, breaking his water pots to shivers and flooding his room with water.
His cries were so frantic as to be heard by another blind man who lived hard by, and who now came running
over to see what was the matter. But scarcely had he entered the room when Hafiz closed with him, believing him
to be the robber, and over the two blind men went on to the floor, fast locked in each other’s arms, rolling here
and rolling there in the mud, and with cries and yells tearing each other to pieces.
Taking advantage of the noise, and bursting with laughter, the soldier now slipped out of the house with all his
booty, and got away as fast as his legs would carry him.
2
Once upon a time there was a potter, who owned thirty or forty donkeys. Having loaded them up with pots one
day, he was going his rounds, when he found a precious stone, which he tied round his largest donkey’s neck.
After a time he came to a ferry, and as he was crossing over, the ferryman saw the stone and admired it.
“What a pretty stone,” said he. “Give it to me, and your donkey may go over free!”
“All right,” said the potter, and he handed over the stone to the ferryman, who tied it to his stern oar.
After a time, a traveler wanted to cross. He was by trade a lapidary, and seeing the st6ne he said to himself,
“That stone is simply a priceless ruby!” So he said to the boatman,
“Will you take five rupees for your stone?”
“You can have it for ten,” answered the boatman, having no idea of its value; and so the lapidary became the
possessor of the ruby. Having paid the money, and received the stone, he wrapped it most carefully in several soft
napkins, and then laid it within several jewel cases, which he placed under lock and key in the safest place in his
shop.
Some time after, the King, wanting a ruby, sent his minister to look for one. Without delay they went straight to
the lapidary, who at first denied having any such stone as the King would care to possess.
“If I had,” said he, “you would seize it, and give me but a small sum for it.”
“Never fear,” said the minister. “As you have such a ruby, show it to us! But first, how much do you ask for
it?”
“Not less than twenty thousand rupees,” answered the lapidary.
“Well, bring it, and show it!” said the minister.
So he brought out his boxes, which he proceeded to open. But, alas, he found his precious ruby shivered to
atoms!
“Ah, my kismet, my kismet, my ruby, my ruby!” cried he.
So the minister went away. And the lapidary, looking at the shattered ruby, began to upbraid it. But the ruby
murmured,
“Can you wonder that I am broken? First I was found by a potter and tied round the neck of a donkey, but he,
poor man, was a simple villager. Then I was owned by a boatman who bound me to an oar, but he too was
ignorant, and knew no better. But you!—you offered five rupees for me, and gave ten! And even now, when you
had the chance of proclaiming my true value, what did you do? You asked a wretched twenty thousand rupees for
me! These slights were too much—my heart broke, and now I am worthless!”
So with people really worthy of honor. They are never appreciated by their fellowmen, until, with broken
hearts, they lie in their graves.
Of a really deserving man, no one knows the value.
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141.49 Of The Four Foolish Weavers: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager of the Chach Plain” (before 1879- )} Punjab Province?
Pakistan (M) 5
Four poor weavers were once sitting together by the wayside, and when a traveler rode by and threw them four
pence, intending by his act of charity that each of them should take as his share a single penny, one of the
weavers, nimbler than the rest, picked up the whole of the four pieces, and said,
“These pence are for me.” Each of his companions preferred precisely the same claim, saying, as they fell to
quarreling,
“Nay, these pence were for me.” Just then, a second traveler, coming up, asked,
“What are you four weavers making such an ado for?”
“These four pence were thrown to me,” answered their possessor; and so answered each of the others.
“You stupid people!” said the traveler, “there are four pence, and four claimants. Why do you not divide the
money, and take a penny apiece, instead of falling out over them?”
“I take all or none,” said the man who had secured them. Then said the second traveler,
“But the person who gave them to you is not yet out of sight. Run after him, and ask him which of you is to
have them.” All the four weavers instantly rose and ran after the first traveler; and when they had overtaken him,
they cried in a breath,
“O traveler, say to which of us you gave these four pence!” The traveler .looked at them, and seeing that they
were weavers, he answered,
“First, let me know which of you is the greatest fool, and then you shall be told for whom I intended the
pence.” The fellow who had grabbed the money cried,
“I am an exceeding great fool, and if you will listen, I will prove that I am.” He then related the following
story:
“When I was first married, I went one day to my father-in-law’s village to pay him a visit, and to keep me in
countenance I took with me as a companion our village barber. While we had still some little part of our journey
to perform, the sun went down, and darkness began to set in. You must understand that I am moon-blind, which
makes it very difficult for me to distinguish anything after dusk. Well, as we were going along, we approached a
great pit full of water; and as the road seemed black and the water looked white, I naturally imagined that the
water must be the road. Full of this idea, I walked straight to the bank, and in another minute I was floundering
about up to my neck. When the barber saw this, he said,
“‘Hullo, friend, where have you gone to?’
“‘Wait a minute,’ answered I, ‘I shall be with you presently.’
“I said this because I did not wish to appear such a fool as to have walked into the pond except with a purpose,
and I was equally ashamed to confess that I was moon-blind, but I felt anything but comfortable in my desperate
struggles to regain the bank.
“The barber, however, cried out with a loud voice, ‘Help, help! a man has fallen into the water!’ and three or
four men, hearing his cries, rushed to the spot, but before they arrived I managed to scramble out myself. One of
the newcomers then said to me,
“‘How were you so unlucky as to tumble in?’
“‘Oh,’ answered I, ‘I didn’t tumble in—I jumped in. This barber argued that there was not much water here, so
I jumped in to show him the real depth of it.’
“The men laughed at me, and went away, while I waited to wring the water out of my dripping clothes. As the
barber had gone on ahead, I made haste after him; but it so happened that as we entered the village all the cattle
were coming in from grazing, and, the barber passing down the street close to a bullock, I missed him, nor could I
tell which way to turn. In this dilemma 1 said to myself, ‘I cannot possibly see my way. I had better take hold of a
bullock’s tail, and when he reaches his home I’ll ask his owner the way to my father-in-law’s house.’ So, seizing a
bullock’s tail, and holding on to it with a tight grip, I walked patiently along.
“Meanwhile the barber had reached the house, and finding that I had not followed, he turned back to look for
me, and was rather astonished to find me holding a bullock’s tail.
“‘What are you doing with that bullock's tail?’ said he. As some villagers were standing within earshot, and I
was afraid of being laughed at, I did not mention that I had lost my way, but I began to abuse the barber:
“‘You wretched fellow!’ answered I, ‘you say this fine bullock is only worth five rupees! Feel him! Anyone
with half an eye might see he is worth twenty-five at the least. This speech must have impressed the villagers,
because one of them said,
“‘What a clever weaver!’
“I then followed the barber without further mishap to my father-in-law’s, where we were welcomed, and a bed134

stead was brought forward for us to sit on. In the courtyard where the family was assembled there was a young
buffalo, which ever and anon came up to the barber and me, and sniffed at us, and sometimes it licked us,
besmearing our cheeks with a tongue like a painter’s brush, though we remonstrated and tried to keep it away. My
mother-in-law now brought us out some bread which she had just baked, and having laid it down between us, she
said, ‘Come, eat your bread,’ after which she went in for some butter.
“At this moment the buffalo-calf again approached us, and the barber hunted it back with his stick. He had
scarcely sat down again when my mother-in-law arrived with the liquid butter, and began to pour it over the
bread. It was very dark, and as for me, I was unable to see the least bit in the world, but hearing the trickling of
the butter, and believing it was the buffalo at the food, I gave my mother-in-law so sharp a back-hander that she
was sent sprawling on the ground, and all the butter was wasted. Being, for a wonder, a woman of the sweetest
temper, she picked herself up without a word of blame, and, taking her vessel, went meekly back to the house. A
few minutes afterwards said the barber to me,
“‘I hope that was not your mother-in-law whom you hit, but I think it was!’ Having finished eating, I said,
‘Barber, put this bread aside,’ and, lying down, we went to sleep.\fn{ In the hot weather people bring their light beds out of
doors and sleep in the courtyard.}
“Some hours must have passed, when I was awakened by the clinking of money at some distance, and, imagining there was a robber somewhere, I got up to listen. Then, rising, I tied one end of my long turban to the bed, so
that I might be able to guide myself back when I wished to return, and proceeded in the direction of the sound,
allowing my turban to glide gradually through my hands.
“Almost immediately I found myself at the doorway of the court, and, looking out, I stood for a moment. with
cocked-up ears, listening to every sound. As the chinking was not repeated, I pulled at the turban in order to find
my way back, when, as I imagined, the whole piece of stuff came towards me, the fact being that the mischievous
buffalo had taken advantage of the occasion to bite my turban in two.
“‘What shall I do now?’ thought I. ‘I shall be found out to a certainty, and everyone will call me the blind
man.’
“This thought distressed me exceedingly, since a blind man is an object of pity and scorn, but, groping here
and groping there, I did my best to retrace my steps. Suddenly my shins struck sharply against the edge of a
bedstead, and in another instant I was lying prone across my old mother-in-law, whom I nearly crushed, and who,
lifting her head, yelled out,
“‘Murder! What wretch are you, coming about here?’ I answered her,
“‘Mother dear, when you were giving us the butter, I thought, as it was so dark, that your young buffalo had
come to steal the bread, and I hit without looking. But as I am afraid I must have struck you, I have just come over
to apologize to you.” My mother-in-law was pleased, and answered,
“‘Son, go back to bed; I forgive you.”
“‘Nay, mother,’ said I, ‘you come as far as my bed with me, just to show that you really forgive me, and that
you bear no malice. This kind of forgiveness does not suit me.’
“So the good-natured old lady accompanied me back, and I spent the rest of the night undisturbed. And now,”
continued the weaver, “did you ever hear of such a fool as I am? And am I not entitled to the four pence?”
*
The second weaver here interposed, and said,
“It is true you are pretty foolish, but I am more so. O traveler, when you hear the story of my adventures, I
think you will admit that the four pence properly belong to me!
“When I went to pay the accustomed visit to my father-in-law after my marriage, I determined to travel in
style. So I borrowed a horse from one neighbor, arms from another, and jewels from another. Thus mounted,
adorned, and accoutered, I set out, and every traveler that passed me stared and said,
“‘What a respectable weaver! What a rich, respectable weaver!’
“On the road I was caught in a storm of rain, and I had to take shelter at a certain village. When the rain was
over I started again, but, owing to the delay, it was so late when I approached the village of my father-in-law that I
thought to myself, ‘If I enter the village now no one will see me, but if I wait till the morning and enter then,
everyone will say,’ “What a grand son-in-law that neighbor of ours has managed to get.” This reflection induced
me to pull up at the door of a poor fakir, and to ask him for a night’s lodging.
“‘Welcome!’ said the fakir, and I dismounted and salaamed him. Then said the fakir, ‘That business has
brought you this way today?’
“‘All I wish,’ answered I, ‘is just to rest here for the night. Tomorrow I shall continue my journey.’
“‘But,’ said the fakir, ‘it is the custom at this village for travelers first to report themselves to the watchman
before resting.’
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“‘Surely you do not take me for a thief?’ protested I. ‘All I want is leave merely to sit down and wait.’
“‘I don’t know,’ answered the fakir; ‘there have been thieves about lately, and if you are not careful you will
get into trouble. I do not mind allowing you to remain if you will put on my clothes and go round and beg some
bread for me.’
“‘But I don’t know how to beg,’ said I. ‘Pray be so good as to permit me to remain.’
“‘Out of my doors!” cried the fakir, and he bundled me out into the cold. Then said I,
“‘All right; if you will allow me to stay, I will go and beg for you.’
“So the fakir took charge of my clothes and all my other property, and gave me his rags and his begging bowl
and bade me make haste. As I was changing, I said to myself,
“‘I will beg at every house except my father-in-law’s.’ Scarcely had I gone ten steps, however, when the fakir
cried after me,
“‘Remember, you are to bring scraps from every house in the village, or else in this place you. shall not
remain. I know the bread of every one of them, so beware!”
“This was a caution I had not expected, but I made the best of my way into the village in my disguise, and
having begged at every other house, I stopped in doubt and perplexity at that of my father-in-law. On the one
hand, I was afraid of the fakir, and on the other I was afraid of discovery. At last the former feeling prevailed, and
I entered the courtyard.
“Now, my father-in-law had lately taken up his store of wheat out of the ground, and the recent heavy rain had
filled the empty pit with water. Avoiding the danger, I took up my station in front of the house, and cried, ‘For
God’s sake, give me some bread! For God’s sake, give me some bread!’—after the usual style and manner of
fakirs. It was horribly dark, and the strong wintry wind was so bitterly cold that I felt perished. My mother-in-law,
hearing my cries, said to my wife,
“‘'Take a little bread out to that poor fakir.’
And my wife, lifting some dry sugar-cane to serve her as a torch, lighted it, and with the light in one hand and
the cakes in the other she came out into the verandah. The moment I saw her I said to myself, ‘If I go too near her,
she will recognize me,’ so as she advanced I stepped backward, and the more she advanced the more diffident I
became, until suddenly I fell plump on my back into the pool of water. Then cried my wife:
“‘Oh, mother, mother, this poor fakir has fallen into the pit! And he is sinking, he is sinking!’
“And so great a stir did she make, that my mother-in-law, and my father-in-law, and several of the neighbors,
came rushing together and surrounded the pit, crying, ‘What has happened?’ Half dead with cold,. and shivering
in every limb, I was dragged out of the water by my father-in-law, who said, ‘Oh, fakir, fakir, where do you live?’
but I was in such a state that the chattering of my teeth was the, only reply of which I was capable. Then said my
father-in-law,
“‘This poor fellow will die of cold, and his blood will be on our heads. Light up a fire for him, and let us warm
him.’ This was no sooner said than done, but as I began to revive, the people, by questioning, found me out, and
one of them slyly remarked,
“‘This man is very like your son-in-law, neighbor.’
“‘Yes, yes,’ answered I, gasping! ‘I am, I am.’
“‘But what on earth,’ asked my relations, ‘happened to you that you had to beg your bread?’
“‘The truth is,’ answered I, ‘I came riding to this village on a mare; and as it was late when I arrived, I put up
with a fakir, living hard by the road. But he was a churl, and he compelled me to take round his bowl for bread
before he would lodge me, and that is how I came to find myself here before the morning.’
“‘What a misfortune!’ cried my father-in-law. ‘That fakir has not been in the village more than a day, and who
knows what sort of a character he is! Run, my son, and see whether he is still there, for my mind misgives me.’
“The son made haste to the hut, but the cunning fakir had mounted my mare and decamped at a gallop,
carrying off all my jewels, my money and my clothes. Then did my mother-in-law most unjustly reproach me
with bitter words,
“‘A precious wiseacre for a son-in-law! You would not come straight to the house, lest no one should see and
admire you. Does no one see you now, you silly! and when tomorrow comes you will be the gazing-stock of the
whole village.’
“And now,” continued the second weaver to the traveler, “this man says he is a fool, but is he one-half such a
fool as I am?”
*
Then said the third weaver,
“That these two fellows are fools no one can deny. It may be that I am not quite so foolish; but you, O traveler,
shall judge, and if you think me worthy of the four pence, I hope I may receive them.
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“On the occasion of my visit to my father-in-law’s house, whither my wife had gone before me, the village
barber bore me company; and on our arrival my mother-in-law put out a bedstead for us, and said,
“‘Sit down.’ Down we sat; and she then said,
“‘You must be hungry?’ The barber answered,
“‘Yes.’ So she brought a pound of uncooked rice and some brown sugar, and mixing them together, said,
“‘Eat this.’ Then she sat down to her distaff just in front of us, and began spinning her thread. The barber’s
whetted appetite waited for no second invitation, and he fell to; but I was ashamed even to touch the food with my
mother-in-law looking on, and I took never a grain of it.
“‘This is very nice food,’ remarked the barber; ‘why do you not eat some of it?’
“‘I don’t feel inclined,’ answered I. My mother-in-law then got up, and said to me,
“‘Son, you are not eating!’
“‘No,’ said I; ‘I am not hungry.’ She then looked vexed; and going to the other women of the house, she. said,
“‘I gave that lad some rice, thinking he would relish it after his long journey, but he will not touch it.’
“As soon as she had turned her back on us, however, I took advantage of the circumstance to pounce on the
rice like a hungry hawk, and, taking up a double-handful, I crammed it all into my mouth, intending to eat prodigiously. If she had only remained away a little longer, I should have swallowed my mouthful; but, to my great
annoyance, she returned at the critical. moment, and sat down again at her distaff, looking straight at me all the
time. I kept as quiet as a mouse, not daring to move my jaw, while my cheeks were bursting with the quantity of
sugar and rice which I had stuffed into my mouth. After looking at me fixedly for some seconds, she said to
herself,
“‘This lad was all right a little time ago, when I left him. What has happened to his face to be all swollen up in
that way?’ Then she rose, and approaching me, she said,
“‘O son, are you ill, or what’s the matter, that your face has become swollen so frightfully?’
“As my mouth was so full, it was not in my power to utter a syllable, and I stared at her mutely. The old
woman, now seriously alarmed, began shrieking,
“‘Oh, help I my son-in-law is ill. He is ill—he is dying! See what a dreadful face he has!’ The barber, who was
not a very intelligent man, but, if anything, decidedly stupid, said to her,
“‘For goodness sake don’t make such a noise. These are nothing but simple tumors, and I’ll cure your son in a
jiffy.’
“‘Oh, if you will only cure him,’ said she, ‘of this horrid disorder, I have a couple of milch buffaloes in my
house, and the one we intended for my son-in-law I will give to you—you shall have it, you shall indeed, if you
will only cure him!’
“The barber, taking out his lancet, made a deep gash in each of my cheeks, and immediately the rice and the
dissolved sugar began to ooze out.
“‘You see the blood,’ said he, ‘which is oozing out?—and those white things are maggots! If I had not. been at
hand to cure your son, those maggots would have eaten up into his brain and killed him.’
“My mother-in-law was profuse in her acknowledgments, and at once presented him with my milch buffalo;
but as for me, I lost my buffalo, and had both my cheeks cut open into the bargain.
“And now,” said the third weaver, in conclusion, “judge whether I am not a greater fool than either of these
fellows.”
*
“It must be admitted,” observed the fourth weaver, “that all these three men are consummately silly; but now
hear me, for I venture to think I am the biggest fool of them all.
“When I went to visit my father-in-law, I also invited our village barber to accompany me. We rode on
borrowed horses, and my wife was carried in a doolie. When we arrived at the house, we were made heartily
welcome, and as an omen of good luck on our happy union, my good father-in-law, according to the usual custom,
poured abundance of oil into the stone socket in which turned the lower hinge of the door. Then he gave us seats
of honor in the midst of his guests, and called for supper.
“Now, my mother had given me the strictest orders to be on my good behavior, and to show my respect and
good breeding by eating as little as possible. When, therefore, my friends invited me to the repast, I affected an
indifference to food, and said, ‘I will eat by-and-by.’ My friend the barber, however, went boldly forward, and as
boiled rice was a delicacy we seldom partook of, he proceeded to make a hearty meal. Then said my mother-inlaw,
“‘Why do you not eat, son? Come, and have your supper.’
“‘I do not feel hungry just now,’ answered I.
“When the meal was over, the plates were removed, and my portion was put on one side. Then, as it was time
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for bed, we all retired, my friends to the courtyard and the barber and myself to the house-top. After we had lain
down, the barber said to me,
“‘Why did you not eat any food?’
“‘I was hungry then,’ answered I, ‘but I am more hungry now. Go and ask them to let me have my food here.’
“‘Let us first see,’ replied he, ‘whether there is a hole in the roof.’
“We looked and found that there was one large enough for a man to pass through, for it was one of those
houses in the roofs of which such holes exist in order that the grain, laid on the roof to dry, may be shoveled back
into the little household granary below. Then said the barber,
“‘Let us take some of the cording off this bed, and I can lower you down. You will find your food on the shelf.’
Tying the cord round my waist, he lowered me into the chamber beneath, and finding my plate of rice on the
top of the corn-bin, I sat there and ate it. When I had finished I said quietly,
“‘Pull me up!’
The barber, however, did not pull. Again and again I called to him, ‘Pull me up!’ but without avail. Tired of
calling, I sat still where I was.
“Now, it happened that some stranger had arrived at the house just then, and that my brother-in-law had said to
my wife, ‘Go into the house and bring out that plate of rice for him.’ My wife, therefore, opened the door from
without, and began feeling about for the plate. At last her hand touched mine, and she uttered a shriek, crying,.
“‘There is an evil spirit in the house! Help!’ Then said I to her,
“‘Don’t run out, and don’t make a noise; you will be heard.’ But without stopping to consider, she rushed out,
and my mother-in-law instantly shut the door and put the chain up.
“The disturbance roused up the barber, who, looking down, said,
“‘What is the matter? Do you wish to come out?’ I begged and begged of him to pull me out as quickly as
possible.
“‘I will only pull you out,’ answered he, ‘on condition that you hand me up a chatty of flour.’
“With this request I at once complied, and he took the vessel of flour and then pulled me up to the roof.
Meanwhile my father-in-law had sent for the village priest to exorcise the evil spirit from his house. The priest,
arriving, sat by the doorstep, opened his book, and began to recite appropriate verses. Then said he,
“‘Some spirits are white, and some, spirits are black. The spirit which has entered your house is a white one,
and a tough customer he is likely to prove. How much will you give me if I drive him out for you?’
“‘Here,’ said my father-in-law, ‘are five rupees.’
“‘Good!’ replied the priest. ‘He shall be driven out, but he must be killed as well. Arm yourselves with sticks
and stones, and when he makes a rush give it to him well!’
“Opening the door, the wily priest now entered the house. But the truth was he knew nothing whatever about
evil spirits, and when he caught sight of the bright round disc of light cast by the moon on the floor as it shone
through the hole in the roof, he was struck dumb with fear and astonishment, and remained rooted, half dazed, to
the spot. Just then the barber peeped down and saw him, having overheard all that had passed in the yard below.
Seizing his vessel full of flour, he emptied the whole of it over the priest, who was just under the hole. Nearly
suffocated, and imagining himself pursued by ten thousand furies, the wretched man rushed for the door, but was
set upon the moment he appeared by the party watching outside.
“‘Hold, hold!’ cried he; ‘don’t beat me, I am the priest!’
“‘Nay, you are an evil spirit,’ answered they; ‘our priest is not of this color.’
“So they killed him, and cast his body out of the courtyard, and went to sleep. When morning came, however,
they saw that he was really the priest, and no evil spirit at all; and they were in a fright, and were brought up to
answer for the mishap; nor did my father-in-law escape under a heavy fine.
“And now, sir,” continued the fourth barber, “do you not agree that I am the greatest fool of all?”
“You are all such a rare collection of fools,” answered the traveler, “that though the four pence were intended
for equal division among you, you shall now have four pence apiece;” saying which he gave them more money,
and continued his journey.
141.1 Of The Crafty Fakir And The Foolish King: A Folktale\fn{by “Karan Khan, a villager” (before 1879Attock-on-the-Indus, Attock District, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1

)}

at

Once upon a time some sturdy fakir came to a certain town in which every commodity was sold at precisely
the same rate. Gold was as cheap as iron, and wheaten bread could be bought for the same price as barley cakes.
“This must be a tine place to live in,” said one of the fakirs. “Let us rest a bit here!” But the chief of the band
answered,
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“No, no, for if everything is sold at the same rate, justice is probably sold too. We are too poor. So I, for one,
shall move on.”
The first speaker, however, who was a great lazy fellow, caring only for his ease, determined to remain, in
order to eat and drink and live his life. His comrades therefore left him behind.
As ill-luck would have it, that night there was a great robbery with murder, and the people set upon the strange
fakir and charged him with the crime. In vain he protested innocence, and the upshot of the matter was that the
King condemned him to be hanged.
So he found himself in a fix, but somehow he managed to send word to his chief, who arrived on the scene just
as the gallows had been set up, and the people were only waiting for the King to come and give the word of
command.
“Save me, O my pir, save me!” was the petition of the doomed fakir.
“Listen,” said his master. “I shall speak to the King and beg to be hanged in your place, but do you keep saying
all the time, ‘No, no, I want to be hanged myself!’ and then we shall see what we shall see!”
When the King arrived the old fakir approached him and said,
“O King, this unfortunate one is strong and young, with an old mother to maintain, whereas, I am old and
useless. Be pleased, therefore, to hang me instead of him!”
“Nay, nay,” cried the other fakir, “I want to be hanged myself, I want to be hanged myself!”
This farce was repeated several times over, which so astonished the King that he called the old fakir aside and
said to him,
“What’s the meaning of this, that you two gentlemen are both so eager to be hanged?”
“Sir,” answered that deceitful one, “the sacred books and in short all the writings of the fakirs pronounce this
day to he the most fortunate day for death in the whole history of Islam. He who dies today is in luck, for he will
go on angels’ wings straight away to Paradise!”
“Ah, then,” cried the King, “that being so, hang me, O good people, hang me!”
So the King was hanged instead of the fakir, who, rejoicing in his luck, went off with his master, and both
instantly cleared away.
141.24 Story Of The King And The Parrot: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard” (before 1879- )} at Ghazi, Haripur District,
Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
In former days, when birds possessed the gift of speech, and were as intelligent as the wisest statesmen, there
lived a certain king who took much pleasure in a favorite parrot. It was the greatest delight of his life to caress her,
to converse with her, and to feed her with dainty scraps from his own hands as she stood perched on his royal
knee, while the lovely-plumaged bird, coyly reciprocating the king’s attachment, manifested her love for him in a
thousand endearing ways and by the prettiest of speeches.
One day, in the warm early spring-time, just as the tender willows by the mill-stream were beginning to put on
their bright clothing of green, the parrot addressed her petition to her master in these words—
“O King, it is now a long time since I left my home. Give me leave to fly away and visit the well-loved spot
once more.”
But the King refused her request, not finding it possible to part with her. It was only after many solicitations,
extending over many days, that at last he granted a very sorrowful permission.
“Go, dear bird,” said he, “and visit your own native clime. When six months have fled, then come back to me
once more, and when you come, remember to bring me some sure token that your love has never diminished.”
“Absent or present, O King,” answered the parrot, “I shall love you still the same.”
So the king and his favorite had a most tender parting. with many a sweet little kiss to be remembered by them
both thereafter. And then the parrot spread out her golden wings and started for her own home, flying from tree to
tree and from hill to hill for many a league.
But the King, who knew the direction of her flight, had commanded some of his courtiers to follow her and to
observe her doings. It was a long and a weary journey. One hundred miles at least did the courtiers travel through
the woods. At last they came to a barren plain, quite destitute of vegetation, over which the wind howled dismally.
At the end of this plain their further progress was barred by a mighty river, which they could by no means cross
over.
As they were preparing to retrace their steps they noticed a few solitary trees growing near the brink of the
water. On the drooping branch of one of them was built a nest, and upon the nest, to their joy and surprise, sat the
King’s favorite parrot; while ever and anon a gust of the keen wind would come and rudely bend the fragile bough
with its precious burden and dip it into the chilly water.
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Having noticed these things,. the courtiers once more returned to the palace, and reported to the King all that
they had witnessed. Naturally the King was astonished that a bird so wise and sensible, able to command the most
beautiful lodging and the daintiest food, should prefer exile in a desolate place amid want and privation. But, as
he had a thoughtful and sagacious mind, he began to reflect on a circumstance so extraordinary, and at last,
addressing his court, he said—
“This is only an instance of a true instinct. Be it ever so poor and humble, its own proper home is what the
heart of every living creature must yearn after the most, and it is the will of God that the parrot should love her
poor wet nest of sticks on the blown willow before all the palaces in the world.”
The six months had nearly expired when the parrot, having reared and forsaken a vigorous brood of young
ones, prepared to set out for the King’s palace. But first, remembering her promised love-token, she visited the
beautiful Garden of the Fairies, and from an enchanted tree which grew in the middle of it she selected two small
rosy apples, and then continued her flight. Having arrived at court, her presence was at once announced, and she
was welcomed with every manifestation of joy. Then she presented her two apples, as tokens that her love had
never suffered diminution during all her weary absence.
But the King, full of suspicions, as kings are so apt to be, eyed them askance, and to test the virtues he threw
one of them to his favorite hound. The dog greedily devoured it, but scarcely had he done so when the poor
animal was seized with horrible convulsions and expired in agony.
Without a moment’s consideration the King rose up, anger darting from his eyes, and, seizing his unfortunate
parrot, he instantly wrung her neck. This done, he ordered that the remaining apple should be cast out.
Now, this apple was endowed with magic power, and as it happened that, when it was thrown from the
casement, it fell into the King’s garden, it soon began to grow; and though it did not grow so high as the clouds, it
quickly became a goodly tree, bearing quantities of fruit. It need scarcely be said that no one about the palace ever
dreamed of approaching it. Indeed, the King had issued a law that no one should go within fifty yards of it, and on
account of its supposed deadly qualities it was known far and wide as “The Tree of Death.”
The King's garden was very large and extensive, and in one of its remote corners, just behind the royal stables,
there stood a lowly hut in which dwelt an old sweeper and his wife, whose business it was to keep clean the stalls.
They were both very miserable, being poor, aged and infirm. One night, as they were meditating on their sad and
forlorn condition, the sweeper said to his wife—
“See how wretched we are! Life has become intolerable. As we have now lived too long, let us eat some of the
fruit of the Tree of Death, and so die together.”
This was no sooner said than done, and the man or the woman, one or the other, went out and plucked the
forbidden fruit, and they made what they believed to be their last meal of it.
But lo, now a miracle, for the two old creatures, instead of instantly falling down dead as they expected,
became suddenly endowed with youth and beauty, and into all their limbs began to flow a feeling of renewed
vigor and strength.
Early the next morning down came the master of the horse, and when he perceived two persons whom he
supposed to be perfect strangers in the royal garden he demanded of them who they were, and by what means they
had entered.
“We are not intruders,” answered they. “We are the two poor old sweepers who have lived in this hut this many
a day. Being weary of living, we have eaten of the fruit of the Tree of Death, hoping to die; but, by the blessing of
God, instead of dying, we have both become young again.” When the master of the' horse had heard this
wonderful account he was surprised, and, commanding them to follow him, he ushered them into the immediate
presence of the King.
“These two persons,” said he, “have strange tidings for you, O king.” So to the King they related all that had
befallen them, having first of all fallen on their knees and implored his pardon for their transgression of the laws.
At first the King was so incredulous that he felt inclined to order them forth to instant execution; but at the
request of his master of the horse he spared them, in order to test the truth of their statement. Calling one of the
most aged of his nobles, he bade him go forth and gather some of the mysterious fruit which had wrought such
miracles. The old courtier instantly hobbled away, and when he returned he held in his hand a small basket of the
tiny rose-red apples.
“Behold, sire,” said he; “I have obeyed your command.”
“Now eat!” exclaimed the monarch.
And the old man, not without many misgivings, proceeded to eat one of the shining morsels. Then, indeed, the
mind of the bewildered King became satisfied, when before his very eyes he saw his wrinkled servant gradually
assuming the lineaments of a glorious youth. It was small wonder that this mighty potentate forgot the dignity of
his position, and, rising from his seat, sprang forward to taste so delicious a repast. The whole of the court was
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permitted to follow his example, and in a single day all the lords and ladies of the palace who had passed the
heyday of their strength and beauty became young and blooming once more.
The King now sent for his diviners and soothsayers to interpret for him so singular a wonder, and to explain
the mystery of the apple which had killed his dog. Having arranged their enchantments and worked their various
spells, they one and all agreed that the first apple had been licked by a serpent, which had lain hidden in the tree
of the Garden of the Fairies, and that its venomous saliva, adhering to the fruit, had caused the death of the dog,
but that the parrot was in no way to blame. We may feel quite sure that the King, who was noble and generous at
heart, had reason then to mourn over the fate of his beloved bird. He made what amends he could, for he erected
in her, honor a magnificent shrine, where she was ever afterwards adored as a saint, not only by his own subjects,
but by pilgrims from all parts of the known world. And the Tree of Death became the Tree of Life.
141.26 The Adventures Of Alphu And Sharpho: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard at Hazro” (before 1879- )} Hazro, Attock
District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 12
There was once a farmer who had two wives, one of whom was wise and the other foolish. The son of the wise
wife was named Alphu, and the son of the foolish one was named Sharphu. The foolish woman was of a disposi=tion so perverse, suspicious, and contradictory that she invariably followed a course exactly opposite to that which
was recommended to her; and this trait in her character soon became known to her sister-wife, who, if she desired
at any time a favor from her, requested her, above all things, not to grant it.
One day the wise wife fell ill, and perceiving that her end was approaching, she sent for her rival, and thus
addressed her:
“Come close to me and heat my last words. I am very ill, and like to die, so I have sent for you to give you
some advice before I go. You know what my son is, and what he requires. When I am no more, send him daily to
the plough, and let him labor, and feed him with hard fare. With your own son you should deal differently, and I
recommend you to send him every day to the school, where he may learn, and remember to clothe him cleanly
and to feed him well.”
The foolish wife answered her, “Very well, your wishes I shall attend to;” and very soon after her rival
breathed her last, and was buried in the little cemetery close by the tomb of the village saint. The foolish woman
then began to consider her dying words.
“I see," said she, “she wanted my son to be sent to school, and her own son to be at large over the farm doing
the work of the fields. Exactly! She would like my son to get, a good thrashing from the surly priest every day of
his life, while her own escaped free. Very likely! but I shall do no such thing.” So she called the two boys, and
said to them..
“You, Alphu, from this day forward are to attend school and learn your lessons; but my son Sharphu shall go to
the field and do the work of the farm.”
Sharphu was not sorry to escape the rod, nor did he complain that his food consisted only of cakes made with
water, for that had been ever his accustomed fare. On the other hand, Alphu, who was of a serious turn, had no
reason to complain that he had to go to the mosque day by day and learn reading, writing, and arithmetic,
especially as his cakes were made up with sugar and butter, and as his clothing was always clean and respectable.
Thus the two lads spent their days, until, in a short time, Alphu had so far progressed in knowledge that he was
employed to collect the revenue of his district, while Sharphu grew more and mote awkward and stupid.
One day it happened that Sharphu broke his plough, so he threw the broken pieces over his shoulder and
carried them into the village to be mended by the village carpenter, with whom he left them. After this he said to
himself,
“It must be near dinner-time; I shall now go home.”
For once he was at home before his brother, who had generally come and gone before he appeared. The cakes
for both brothers were standing in a pile in a wooden platter, and as he squatted down beside them, he said,
“Mother, let me eat my bread and get back to the field, or else the bullocks may stray and get lost.”
“Your bread is ready,” said she, “and so is Alphu’s. Your cakes are those at the top, and in the other dish you
will find some onions. Eat, son, but do not touch the cakes of your brother.” But when Sharphu saw how rich and
dainty was the food provided for Alphu, he naturally murmured against his mother’s partiality.
“Here am I working hard,” said he, “and see what poor food I get, while Alphu, who does nothing but sit at the
huzra,\fn{The general guest-house at the village.} has sugar and butter.” So he laid his own cakes aside, and ate
Alphu’s. Then said he,
“Mother, I am going to the huzra—I can do collector’s work as well as Alphu; let him go to the field—I plough
no more.” When Alphu came in, his mother said to him,
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“O my son, my other son came in and has eaten your dinner. He has left the plough with the carpenter, and the
bullocks he has left in the field; and he says you will be able to do his work for the future. But you are hungry, so
I’ll send the servant to the field tday, and make you some more cakes, and tomorrow you can begin the work of
the. farm.”
“Not at all, mother,” answered Alphu. “My brother may do my work if he pleases, and I will do his. But you
need not send the servant, because I am ready to go at once.”
Without another word the lad set out, and receiving the plough from the carpenter, he made his way to the
field, where he yoked on the two bullocks, ploughed for the rest of the day, and in the evening returned home.
Meanwhile the silly Sharphu had gone to the huzra and taken a seat there. He had not even changed his
clothes, but dirty as he was, and with his rough blanket on him, he appeared in the meeting place at an hour when
all good farmers were hard at work in their fields. By-and-by one of the officers of the Government treasury
arrived with a man carrying a load, and addressing the village watchman, whose post of duty is always the huzrra,
he said,
“Give me a fresh man to carry this load on to the next village.” The watchman looked for one in vain.
“Everyone is out in the fields at work,” said he. Upon hearing this, the officer, who had no knowledge of
Sharphu, replied,
“But here is a man—why not give me him?”
“Me?” cried Sharphu: “but I am one of the village landlords!”
“Ha, ha!” laughed the officer, “you look like one!”
Saying this, he gave poor Sharphu two blows with his stick, and compelled him to carry the load, not only to
the next village, but to the village beyond as well, for the treasury was distant several stages. In the evening the
wretched Sharphu, aching in every limb, came back, t6 the house.
“Hullo!” cried Alphu, “where have you been? You are late—what became of you?”
“Oh!” answered Sharphu, “I was sitting at the huzra, when a fellow came up and beat me with a stick, and
forced me to carry a heavy load about ten miles.”
“How unlucky!” replied Alphu. “Never mind; tomorrow you will be more fortunate. See, this is the revenue
which I have been collecting for the Government. As you are now to be responsible for my work, you will have to
set out with this money tomorrow, and hand it over to the Tahsildar.” And so saying he counted over into his
brother’s hands the full amount.
In the morning Sharphu rose ear1y, and taking some dry flour for his journey, he deposited in the same napkin
with the flour the rupees which he had received from A1phu. He then put the burden on his head and started for
the Tahsil.\fn{Tahsil—the district court-houses and Government treasury; Tahsildar—the native magistrate in charge. } About midday he arrived at a certain village, and going to the house of a baker he said to the woman,
“Mother, bake this flour for me.” Taking the flour, she remarked its weight, and inquired,
“Is this flour of yours sifted or unsifted?”
“Sifted or not sifted,” answered he, “I want it baked. Sift it if you like; if not, cook it as it is.”
The woman then took the flour away and baked it into tasty cakes, which he enjoyed, after which she gave him
a bed to sit down upon, and a hookah to smoke, and entertained him with every civility. In the morning Sharphu
bethought him of the money, and exclaimed,
“Here, you! my money was all in that flour I gave you. Give it up!”
“Did I not ask you,” answered the woman, “if your flour was sifted or not sifted? However, I have your money
safe enough. But until you tell me two stories this way, and two stories that way, not a single piece shall you
have.”
This she said only to try him, and to discover if he was a man of mettle or merely a fool. Poor Sharphu was
quite confounded.
“But I don’t know any stories at all,” said he, “so how can I tell you two stories this way and two stories that
way?” Then he thought to himself,
“What am I to do? This money is lost to me. Well, at any rate, I’ll go and have a look at the Tahsil at least; I am
not going to turn back now.”
So he continued his journey penniless as he was, and went on to :see the Tahsil. As he was walking along he
came to a well or pool of water; at the edge of which grew a fine melon-plant, and Sharphu noticed that some of
the melons were floating on the surface of the water. So he said,
“I’ll tell the officers at the Tahsil that I saw melons growing in a well, and that will astonish them.”
Having rested and drunk, he went on once more, and presently he saw a deer in a thicket scratching his ear
with one of his hind-feet. Just at that moment a hunter, who had been in pursuit, fired his matchlock, and the ball
pierced both the foot and the ear, and struck one of the animal’s horns.
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“Ah!” cried Sharphu, with a long breath; “here’s a wonderful thing. I’ll go and tell the officers at the Tahsil that
1 saw a bullet pierce a deer’s foot, then his ear, and then his horn! All the same bullet! This will astonish them still
more.”
Some distance further on there was a snug nook under the roots of a thorny tree in which a bitch had laid her
pups. One of the pups had crawled out into the open, and a kite had swooped down and carried it off. As Sharphu
came to the spot he heard the yelping of the creature, far above his head, but knew not how to explain it.
“Ho, ho!” said he, “here’s another wonder! I’ll go and tell the officers at the Tahsil I heard dogs barking in the
air, and that either God keeps them, or else there is some country or other overhead. This will astonish them most
of all.”
On reaching the TahsIl, he entered the quadrangle, and g'oing into the office, where the Tahsiidar was busy
with some clients, he cried;
“I have a petition, I have a petition!”
“Well,” said the officer, “what is your petition?”
“I wish it to be written down that I saw melons growing out of a well,” said Sharphu.
“Who is this madman?” asked the Tahsildar, and at a signal the servants hunted him out of the place. Sharphu,
abashed, but by no means disheartened, now thought to himself,
“One thing I have told, and two others remain. Angry or not angry, they shall listen.” So he returned and cried
out,
“Another petition, another petition!”
“Tell it quickly, and be off,” said the Tahsildar.
“Let it be recorded,” said Sharphu, “that I am the man who saw a single bullet shot from a gun which wounded
a deer in the foot, the ear, and the horn.”
On hearing this nonsense, the Tahsildar fell into a rage and ordered his attendants to seize unhappy Sharphu by
the shoulders and to thrust him out, which accordingly they did, adding abuse to their violence and saying, as they
drove him away,
“Take care you do not venture back here again!”
Sharphu, however, notwithstanding his evil treatment, determined that the, third wonder should not be lost to
the world for the want of telling. So he had the temerity to appear before the Tahsildar once more, crying as on the
former occasion,
“Another petition, another petition!”
“Wretched idiot,” said the Tahsildar, “if you have a petition why cannot you state what your petition is, and
have done with it once for all?”
“I am the man,” answered the undaunted Sharphu, “who heard dogs barking in the sky!”
“Give the fellow a beating,” said the Tahsildar, “and beat him well, that he may trouble me no more.”
The attendants needed no second bidding, but arming themselves with their slippers, they thrashed the unfortunate petitioner within an inch of his life and cast him out with ignominy. Sharphu now decided to return to his
own village. When, after a weary journey, he appeared at the door, his brother accosted him, and said,
“Sharphu, have you paid in the revenue?”
“No, indeed,” answered Sharphu; “I put the money among my flour for safety, but the baker’s wife at suchand-such a village refused to return it unless I told her two stories this way, and two stories that way, so I had to
go on without it, and on my way I saw melons growing in a well, and I saw a man who wounded a deer in the
foot, the ear, and the horn at one shot, and I heard dogs barking in the sky; and I told these wonderful things to the
Tahsildar and all his men, but they beat me and drove me away.”
When Alphu had heard this statement a smile stole over his face.
“So, so,” said he, “you will be the lambardar, eh, and I am to be the husbandman? Look here! one of the
bullocks has fallen ill. Take this money in the morning and go buy another, and I’ll try my luck with the baker’s
wife. Perhaps I shall be able to tell her two stories this way, and two stories that way.”
Before starting, Alphu bought a large number of common brass finger-rings and secreted them in the bag of
flour which was to serve him for the journey. Arriving at the house of the baker, he addressed the woman, and
begged that she would bake some cakes for him.
“Has your flour been sifted, or not sifted?” asked she.
“I know. not,” answered Alphu; “but you may sift it if you think proper.” As she was sifting she caught sight of
the rings, and perceiving that Alphu’s eye was upon her, she remarked,
“There are some gold rings in it.”
“Yes,” answered Alphu, “there are lots of those rings in a bush by the roadside. I picked just a few as I passed,
and put them among the flour for safety.”
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“But whereabouts is the bush?” she Inquired anxiously. Alphu mentioned the spot, and in a few minutes she
suddenly observed,
“I have a little work to do now, and I must leave you, but I will return and finish the cakes for you in a short
time.”
So she started off, running as soon as she had reached the path, to look for the wonderful bush which bore gold
rings. During her absence her husband came in, and, missing his wife, he said,
“O guest, my wife was here a few minutes ago; where has she gone to?”
“I don’t know,” answered Alphu. “A strange man came by just now and looked in. He passed the door twice
and made signs, and your wife went out and followed him.”
The husband was, laden with a couple of bundles of wood, and hearing this news, he threw them down, and,
taking up the bamboo stick on which they had been suspended from his shoulders, he strode out of the house to
look for his missing wife. He soon found her returning quickly from her fruitless search after the rings, and when
he met her he said,
“Where have you been?”
“I have had some work to do,” answered she.
“But,” said he, “the man who made signs to you—where is he?”
“I saw no man,” protested she, “nor did any man make signs to me.”
Not. believing her, he lifted his bamboo and thrashed her soundly,. after which they sulkily returned to the
house together.
Meanwhile Alphu, who had noticed the baker’s little girl playing in the enclosure, had slipped out of the house
and had met one or two of the villagers.
“What is the name of the village,” asked he, “where the lad lives to whom the baker’s little daughter is
betrothed?”
“The village of Jabbi,” answered one, “four miles distant.”
“That will do,” said he, and he had returned and was sitting quietly in the house when the. baker and his wife
entered and when the latter, still crying from the effects of her chastisement, resumed her baking,
In the morning he rose up early and went to the huzra, where he happened to meet a traveler who was going to
that very village of Jabbi. Having ingratiated himself with him, he said,
“When you get home, go to the house of the lad to whom this baker’s daughter is engaged, and do not forget to
tell his friends that his little betrothed was sent to the stack to bring some dried cow-dung for the fire, and that
most unfortunately a snake leaped out and bit her, and that she is dead. And say, too, that he and his friends are to
come here quickly to show their sympathy with the family,” After this Alpha went back to the house and said to
the baker's wife,
“Do you not know that the lad to whom you have betrothed your daughter is dead? He was sent out yesterday
to gather sticks, and some wolves set on him and tore him up.”
“But where did you hear of all this?” asked the astonished woman.
“Oh!” returned Alpha, “I met a traveler just now who was going along the road in the greatest haste to give this
news to other relations elsewhere, and he asked me to let you know.”
When the wife of the bread-seller heard these doleful tidings, she at once started forth for Jabbi. But by this
time the former news had also reached Jabbi, and the other woman was also at that very moment leaving her
house for the purpose of demanding an explanation from the mother of her son’s betrothed. Halfway between the
villages the two women met, and she of Jabbi at once began abusing her friend in unmeasured terms.
“You horrid hag!” cried she, “why did you send my little daughter-in-law to the dunghill for fuel in order to be
bitten by a snake?”
“Hold your abominable lying tongue!” retorted the other, “and tell me what devil bade you turn out my
daughter’s betrothed among wolves?”
And with these words the two indignant mothers fell on each other fist and claw, and fought like furies; while
scraps of clothing and wisps of hair lying about attested the violence of their rage. At last, wearied with the
struggle, they both sat down for breath, when the woman of Jabbi suddenly said, “But my son is alive and well,
thank God!” to which the other replied, “And my daughter is also alive and well.” Then came explanations, and
the end of it all was that the two antagonists composed their differences, took some food together, embraced each
other tenderly, and parted for their respective homes. When the baker’s wife arrived at her house, she flew at
Alphu and said,
“So it is you who have been causing all this trouble and bother to me!”
“I have not done anything, mother,” answered he quietly, “so very wrong. I have merely told you two stories
this way. But if you do not give me up the rupees my foolish brother left with you, I shall have to tell you two
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stories that way!”
The woman, hearing this, began to feel afraid, and going in, she brought out the money, which she handed to
him, and glad was she to see her visitor’s back.
Alphu now hastened on to the Tahsil to pay in the sum which he had recovered. The Tahildar, who had been
wondering that the money had not been brought before, received him kindly, and in the course of conversation
remarked,
“I am told that it was a brother of yours who came here the other day. If so, he was a very stupid fellow.”
“Yes,.” answered Alphli; “his mother is stupid, and so also is he.”
“He told me,” said the Tahsildar, laughing, “that he had seen pumpkins growing out of a well. Just think of
that!”
“And why not?” replied Alphu. “The pumpkins might easily have been resting in the water. But my brother,
not being clever, had omitted to observe that the plant :was really growing at the edge of the water.”
“But,” said the Tahsildar, “he also told me he had seen a stag wounded in the ear, the heel, and the horn, and I
know not where, with a single bullet.”
“Even that may be true,” answered Alphu; “but he did not understand the thing. I presume the deer was lying
in a particular position, or scratching his ear, or something.”
“Possibly,” said the Tahsildar; :”but you cannot so easily explain his saying that he had heard dogs barking in
the sky.”
“Why not?” answered the brother. “Are there not vultures and kites about in abundance, and do they not
sometimes pounce down upon puppies? But my brother, you see, is not very clever, like you and me, and could
not explain himself.” After paying in the money, Alphu returned to his own village. Entering the house, he said to
Sharphu, Where is the bullock I sent you for?”
“I looked for a bullock all over the country,” answered Sharphu; “and as I could not find one, I bought a
buffalo instead. As I was passing through a certain village, some fellows cried out, ‘Hi! sir, where did you bring
that fighting ram from?’ As the whole of them averred that my buffalo was a fighting ram, I left it with them, for I
thought to myself, ‘My brother was angry with me before, because I failed to pay in the revenue, and now, if I
take him this buffalo, and it turns out to be a fighting ram, he will be still more angry.’”
Alphu was unable to hold his anger when he heard of this new loss, and he spake such bitter words to his
brother that the latter left the house and took himself off altogether.
Poor Sharphu now determined to seek his fortune elsewhere, and he went forth he cared not whither. On and
on he traveled, and after a long journey he came to a village, and rested for the night at the huzra. He there heard
of a certain Mughal who lived in those parts, and who owned all the country round.
“He will employ you,” said the watchman; “he never refuses a poor beggar anything.”
The next day Sharphu walked up boldly to the Mughal’s door and offered his services.
“Work you shall have,” answered the great man solemnly, “but 1 have a playful fancy which I always indulge
when engaging a new servant. If you will agree to the condition, well; if not, begone.”
“I agree to anything and everything,” said the hungry man.
“Be it so,” replied the Mughal. “My stipulation is this: if my servant gets angry I pull out his eye, and if I get
angry he pulls out my eye. Besides this, your daily quota of work must be performed. It is not very much. You
have only to plough six acres of land every day, to fence it with brushwood, to bring in game for my table, grass
for my mare, and firewood for my house; and you are also to cook my food.”
In the morning Sharphu drove his bullocks afield, and began to plough the stony hillside. Mid-day came, and
he had not finished half an acre. Becoming very tired, he let the bullocks go, and, quite unmindful of ploughing
and fencing and hunting and grass-cutting, he lay down and slept under the shade of a tree. After a time a oneeyed slave-girl brought out some bread to him. It was tied up with several tight knots in a bit of calico, and she
said to the man,
“My mistress bids me tell you that you are to take out your bread from this cloth without unloosing the knots.”
“If I am not to loose the knots,” cried he, “how am I to get out the bread?” and he gave the parcel back to her,
saying,
“Take it away, take it away!”
So the slave-girl took the bread back again to the house.. When evening came he drove home the bullocks, but
took no game,. no grass, and no wood. As he was tying up the animals for the night, out came the Mughal, and
asked him,
“Have you ploughed the six acres of ground?”
“No,” answered he.
“Have you brought in some game?”
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“No,” answered he a second time.
“Grass for my mare?”
“No,” once more said the man.
“Firewood for my house?”
“No, I have not,” replied again the deluded Sharphu, warming up.
“What!” cried the Mughal; “you lazy rascal, have you done no “work at all?”
“How can I do all that work,” answered Sharphu, “when I am all alone?” and he began to curse and to swear.
“But the stipulation?” said his master. “I made a stipulation, and you are angry, are you not?”
“And why shouldn’t I be angry?” said Sharphu. “If you are angry, give up your eye,” returned, the Mughal,
and with this he seized poor Sharphu, threw him on to the ground, plucked out his eye, and sent him about his
business. Sharphu now set his face towards his own home once more.
“I have had enough of playing the gentleman,” said he; “I will go back to my father’s fields, where I was
happy, and never leave them again.” As he entered the house, Alphu looked at him, and saw that he had lost an
eye.
“How did you come to lose your eye?” asked he.
“I went to work as a servant to a Mughal,” answered Sharphu; and then he related his adventures, and the
cruelty of his master in depriving him of an eye.
“But,” remarked Alphu, “you were going to be a lambardar. Is this all you have been doing?”
“I made a mistake,” answered 5harphu; “forgive me, and now I will be a servant to you, if you will but allow
me food and clothing.”
“Very well,” said Alphu, “you carry on the work of the farm for our mother. As for me, I have other work; and
first I must visit the village where you were robbed of your buffalo.”
So he handed over charge of the place to his brother, and prepared for his journey. First he bought a sleek
young mule and furnished it with gay trappings. Then he engaged a fine servant to attend on him, giving him
certain directions which he was to carry out exactly. When all was ready, and he himself had put on his best
clothes, he set out and came to the village of the robbers, where he took a seat in the huzra, and all the robbers
came about him and received him with great respect. They also gave him refreshments, and lodged him well, and
on account of his appearance took trouble to oblige him.
In the morning, when the place was crowded in the usual way, Alphu called his servant and said to him, “Go
and do your business!” and the robbers observed that, as the servant removed and broke up the mule’s dung, he
took therefrom numbers of rupees. This astonished them, and they began to plot among themselves how they
should obtain possession of so valuable an animal.
The next morning the servant went through the same performance; for In truth, in accordance with his directions, he had put the rupees there himself overnight. But the robbers knew nothing of the matter; and they said
one to another,
“An animal like this we should persuade our guest to part with.” So one of them asked Alphiu,
“Sir, will you take the price of this mule and sell it to us?”
“I will not sell her,” answered he.
“Nay,” said they; “take, if you like, four thousand rupees and let us have her.”
“No, no,” again answered Alphu. “This mule is my kingdom, and pays me tribute every day; whereas if I
accepted ever so large a sum for her I should soon spend that, and then I should have nothing.”
Seeing they could not prevail on him to sell, they brought some of the most respectable men of the country,
and at last Alpha was persuaded to part with his mule for four thousand rupees, and having received them he
returned towards his own village.
On the way to his house he passed a certain bazaar, where, seeing two live hares exposed for sale, he bought
them both, and took them with him. These he tied up in his house, and then rested for the night.
The next morning he gave one of the hares into his wife’s charge, saying to her, “I expect three or four strange
men will come here seeking for me today;" and he gave her the most careful instructions how she was to act with
regard to the hare and to the visitors. Then he took the other hare, and on leaving the house he said,
“Tell them they will find me at the well in the field!” Meanwhile, she began preparing dinner for six.
Now, when the robbers discovered, as they soon did, that the wonderful mule declined to produce rupees for
them, they were indignant, and four of them banded themselves to set out and seek for Alphu.
“Whenever we find him,” said they, “let us kill him.”
When they arrived at his house, and had inquired after him, his wife said, “He has gone to the well;” and as
soon as they had turned their backs she brought the hare, which had been. left in her charge, out of the house, tied
it at the door, and went on with her cooking.
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Alphu was seated on a bedstead by the well, and when he saw the robbers approaching he rose up, received
them politely, gave them seats, and offered them a hookah. Then, while engaging them in conversation, he took
out his hare, gave it two slaps, and said to it,
“Go and tell my wife to prepare supper for six.”
The hare immediately scampered off, and by-and-by it escaped unseen into a field of sugar-cane. The robbers
were amazed at Alphu’s proceedings, and said among themselves,
“Let us not kill him now; let us first see what will come of this.”
After a time Alphu invited the four men to come and sup with him, and they accompanied him. home, where
they were still more amazed to see the very same hare, as they supposed it to be, tied up at the door. Then they
said to each other,
“This hare must. be a very good sort of animal to have; let us see if we cannot get possession of it.”
Alphu now invited them to sit down, and messes\fn{ “Places” is meant; “messes” is a British term, borrowed from their
military.} were laid for six, which was also a surprise to the robbers, who exchanged looks. In the middle of the
meal Alphu said to his wife, “Give this guest some more bread;” but instead of bread she brought him water.
Feigning anger, her husband struck her so severe a blow that she fell to the ground as if dead. Then said the
robbers,
“Alas! What have you done? This crime will be fastened on us, and we shall all be hanged!”
But Alphu took down a handsome crooked stick, which he kept in a silken cover, and tapping his wife’s head
with it three times, he said quietly, “Rise, rise!” and at once the woman got up, smiled, and again sat down as if
nothing had happened. The amazement of the robbers had now reached a climax, and they said to each other,
“We must contrive by all means to get possession of this stick too, so that if any of our people die we shall
know what to do.”
Supper over, they all retired to the cool shade of the garden, and sat down on bedsteads. Then said the robbers
to Alphu:.
“Are you willing to part with your hare and your magical stick?”
“No,” answered he. “What should I do without them? My hare is my messenger. And as for the stick, you
know a man cannot restrain himself always, and it is well to be on the safe side. Besides, I sold you my mule, and
I lost by the transaction.”
As their arguments availed nothing, the four robbers left him and returned the next .day in company with the
most substantial men of their tribe to assist them in their efforts at negotiation.
“Name,” said they, “a price for these articles.” The more he refused, the more persistent they became, and the
upshot of it was that Alphu affected to fall into a great rage, and cried, “Here, take them away, you may have them
as a gift!” and that they, feeling ashamed of their importunity, forced upon him two thousand rupees, and carried
away both the wonderful hare and the still more wonderful stick to their village in the hills.
On reaching their homes, one of the robbers, who was more wealthy than the others, bought out his comrades
and took both the prizes to his own house, where he carefully tied up the hare in his chamber, and deposited the
stick in the corn bin, which was the safest place he could think of. That done, he sat down in the midst of his
family with a contented heart. The next day he would go out ploughing. So he took up the hare, and said to his
wife,
“When I want my dinner, I will send you this hare to let you know. If she tells you to prepare for one, you will
prepare only for myself, but if she tells you to prepare for more, you will know that guests have come.”
Having arrived at the field, he tied the hare to a stump and went on with his ploughing. At noon, feeling very
hungry, he ceased working, loosed the hare, and, giving it two smart slaps, he let it go, saying,
“Away, tell my wife to bring me my bread .quickly.”
But the hare, glad of 1ts liberty, soon escaped Into the Jungles. In the evening the robber returned to the house
in a great rage, and said,
“Wife, why did you not send me out my dinner?”
“I was waiting for your orders,” answered she.
“But I sent you the hare!” said he.
“No hare ever came to me,” replied she.
Notwithstanding, the duped husband visited all his rage on his wife. Lifting a heavy stick, he killed her on the
spot, and not content with that, he killed also his children for attempting to save her. When his rage began to cool
he was seized with terror, and, rushing to the corn bin, he brought forth his magic stick, and began tapping the
heads of an the corpses one after another, saying,
“Rise, rise!”
But he tapped in vain: not a movement, not a turn of the eye, was visible. Then he called in his neighbors and
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friends, and because all the people of this village were notorious for their robberies, and even murders, they
became frightened, and they said one to another,
“Never have we been so overreached! We only seized a single buffalo of that man’s, and he has robbed us of
six thousand rupees, and brought about all this terrible misery and bloodshed. Therefore, let us have no more to
say to the villain, but let us remain quiet, lest worse befall us.” As for Alphu, he kept good watch for ten or twelve
days; but as none of his enemies seemed inclined to molest him again, he at last said to his brother:
“I have avenged you on that tribe of robbers, and now I must go and visit your friend the Mughal.” When he
was leaving the house he spoke to his mother saying,
“I may be absent one month, or I may be absent twelve months; but I shall not return until I have paid off old
scores, and settled with him in full. Meanwhile Sharphu must take care of the property.” Then he disguised
himself like a poor servant in old worn-out clothes, and with his staff in his hand he journeyed to the Mughal’s
village, where he stopped at the huzra.
“Does anyone want a good servant?” inquired he.
“Yes, I do,” answered the Mughal, who happened to be present. “But stay,” continued he, “I always make one
stipulation, and if you would serve me you must accept it.”
“And what is that?” asked Alphu.
“If you get angry,” answered the Mughal, “I pull out your eye, and if I get angry you pull out mine.”
“Agreed!” said Alphu; “and what work do you expect?”
“Every day,” replied he, “you will plough six acres of land and fence it, and bring in to me from the jungle
game for my table, grass for my mare, and firewood for my house, and you will cook my dinner for me.”
“All this I agree to, and even more, if you like,” said Alphu, with assurance. And he accompanied the Mughal
home.
The next morning a pair of bullocks and a plough were made over to him, and he was sent to the field. He
began his labor by ploughing all round the six acres, and by ploughing twelve furrows in the middle. Next he
made up four bundles of brushwood and set them at the four corners of the field. He then tied up his bullocks to a
small acacia tree, and spreading his cloth on the ground, he lay down and went to sleep.
About noon the one-eyed slave girl brought his bread to him, tied, as before, by several knots, in a napkin.
“My mistress,” said she, “bids you take out your food without untying the knots.”
.Alphu received the napkin, tore a hole in the bottom of it, and thus took out the bread. While he was eating it
he observed that one of the house-dogs had followed the girl. This little creature was a great pet of her mistress,
and her name was Launghl. When the girl was going away he contrived to detain the creature by throwing scraps
of bread to her, after which he quietly caught her, slipped a rope round her neck, and tied her up to the tree.
Towards evening he went to an old dry well in the neighborhood, where he found a little grass—about a
mouthful—and he cut it, saying,
“This will do for my master’s mare.” As the forest was several miles off, and he had no mind to travel so far
afield for firewood, he broke up the yoke and the plough into several pieces, saying,
“This will do for my master’s fire.” Then he took the little dog and killed her, after which he skinned her, and
said,
“I shall now have a rabbit for my master’s dinner.” Having completed his arrangements, he went home, and the
Mughal meeting him, asked,
“Have you ploughed the six acres?”
“Yes,” answered Alphu.
“And have you fenced them?”
“Yes,” answered he again.
“And brought in some game?”
“Certainly,” said Alphu; “see, here it is!”
“And grass and firewood?”
“Of course!” once more replied the undaunted servant.
“Then,” said the Mughal, “make my dinner quickly.”
Alphu went away, lighted a fire, set on the pot, and made an excellent stew of poor little Launghi. As soon as
his dinner was served the Mughal sat down, and, in accordance with his usual habit, he called for the little lapdog.
“Launghi! Launghi!” cried he. But he whistled and called to no purpose. Then said Alphu
“Launghi won’t come.”
“And why will she not?" asked the Mughal.
“How can Launghi come to you,” answered the man, “when you are eating her?”
“What?” cried the Mughal angrily; “would you dare to put a dog before me?”
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“Are you not getting angry with me?” said Alphu meaningfully.\fn{ The text has: meaningly.}
“No,” answered the Mughal; “I am not getting angry. Here, take this food and throw it away, and cook me
something else!”
“What shall I cook?” asked Alphu.
“Flesh-meat will take too long,” said the Mughal, “so make me a little satthu.”\fn{Parched grain prepared as a
porridge.}
“Nay!” said the servant; “I will make you up in no time a nice little curry.”
“All right,” said the Mughal, “but remember to put a couple of cloves in it.”
Alphu, who was a good cook, then made a delicious curry with spices and sauces, and when it was ready he
went into the garden and caught a frog, which he tied by the leg to a stool in the kitchen. After this he served up
the dinner.
“Did you put some cloves in it?” asked the Mughal.
“Yes, certainly,” answered Alphu; “I caught two of them in the garden. One I put in the curry, and I tied the
other by the leg to a stool. If you haven’t enough, I can go and fetch the other, and put that in too.” Then thought
the Mughal to himself,
“This is a very tricky fellow. I should like to see what he has been doing.”
“Go!” exclaimed he, “and bring me that thing you have tied by the leg to a stool.”
Alphu left the room, but soon returned, holding up the frog between his finger and thumb, and saying,
“This is the other clove which I caught in the garden.” The Mughal then became very angry.
“What I are you getting angry?” cried .Alphu. “If so, give me up your eye.”
“No, no,” said the Mughal hastily; “I am not getting angry. I am only asking, why you put a frog in my food?”
“I know not what you call a frog,” said Alphu. “In my country we call these things cloves.” The incensed
Mughal thrust away his plate, saying,
“Here, remove this rubbish; I won ‘t eat it—eat it yourself.”
Nor did Alphu wait to be told a second time; for he took the food, and, squatting down in a comfortable corner,
he devoured it all himself. In the morning the Mughal got up, and began cooking his own breakfast.
“In the future,” said he to Alphu, “you cook no more food for me. Go, take your bullocks and your plough, and
do your six acres!”
“And how am I to do them,” answered the imperturbable Alphu, “when I have neither plough nor yoke?”
“But,” said his master, looking amazed, “I gave both into your hands only yesterday!”
“Quite true,” said Alphu, “but I broke them up and used them as firewood to cook your dinner with.”
The Mughal, purple with rage, now rose and stamped with his foot.
Did you ever hear,” cried he, “of any one who used his plough for firewood?”
“Are you getting angry with me?” retorted Alphu. “If so, give me up your eye!”
“No, no,” protested the distracted Mughal, “I am not getting angry. Go away to the carpenter, and order
another plough forthwith, and, in short, get out of my sight.”
While a new plough was being made, Alphu had two days of comparative idleness; and on the morning of the
third day he resumed his labor. The Mughal also visited the field; and when he saw the one furrow all round the
six acres, and the twelve furrows in the middle, with the forlorn bits of brushwood at the four corners, he again
waxed wroth, and asked,
“Is this the way farmers plough and fence their land in your country? Now attend to me. I perceive that you are
more than I can manage. So leave me sharp, and get away to your own place!”
“Not so fast,” answered Alphu. “If I had had anything to do at my own house, why should I have come to serve
you? We stipulated that if one of us got angry,. he was to give up his eye to the other. And now you are angry,
since you are turning me out of your service. So give me up your eye!”
“Nay, 1 am not angry,” answered the Mughal. “I am merely pointing out that you should not behave like this.”
The Mughal then bent his steps towards his home, leaving Alphu at the plough. As he walked along he could
not help thinking of the story of the two men on the bank of the river: how they saw something black floating
down the stream, which they imagined to be a blanket; how one of them said to the other, ‘You can swim; go out,
and see what it is,’ how he went, and seized it, and how it was a bear which caught him; how the man on the bank
cried, ‘If you can’t bring in the blanket, let it go!’ and how the other replied, ‘I wish to let the blanket go, but the
blanket won’t let me go.’
“Yes,” said the Mughal aloud, “before, when I took servants, I conquered them easily, and took their eyes from
them; but this fellow is not to be baffled; and what is worse, he has caught me in his grip, and I can’t get rid of the
rascal.”
It happened some time after this that the Mughal’s wife died, and that he wished to visit a distant village for the
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purpose of bringing home another wife. So he saddled his mare, and, taking Alphu with him as his servant, he
went on his way. By-and-by they approached a village, and, as it was late in the day, the Mughal said,
“Let us enter the village, and lodge there for the night.”
“Let us rather stay here,” advised Alphu. “Why should you run the risk of infection and no end of vermin in a
strange village? On this spot some travelers are already encamped, and with them we shall be safe.”
The Mughal, who, as a man of substance, was of a corpulent habit, dismounted heavily from his mare and tied
her to a tree. A fire was then made, and cakes were prepared for supper, and having eaten, the Mughal covered up
his head in his robe and went to sleep while Alphu watched. Alphu now began thinking to himself,
“This Mughal takes care never to get angry, or, at least, he denies that he does, so I must make another attempt
to surprise him, and this time I may perhaps succeed.” So he got up quietly and went to some cattle-drovers who
were also halting in that place, and said to them,
“My master has a fine mare here. Give me a price for her and take her off somewhere, but tie up in her place
the most vicious bullock which you have in your herd. I will answer for it that in the morning you shall receive it
back again, besides which you can thrash my master well for a robber, and compel him to make you compensation.”
The cattle-drovers began to laugh at the drollery of this advice, but, finding he was in earnest, some of them
sprang up, singled out a wild bullock, and tied it in the place of the mare, which they sent away somewhere else.
After this, Alpha lay down and slept.
Some time before daylight the Mughal awoke, and cried,
“Alphu, Alphu, saddle the mare!” Alphu pretending zeal, fussed about for a few minutes, and then said,
“Sir, the mare is saddled and ready!”
It was too dark for the Mughal to see what manner of animal it was which he was about to mount, nor had he
time to do so, for the moment he approached he was tossed on the bullock’s horns and thrown on his back.
“In the name of heaven!” cried the poor man, “what’s this? Has my mare grown a pair of horns in the night?”
Then, calling his servant, he said,
“Alphu, O Alphu, look here, and tell me quickly what animal is this!”
“If it is not your mare,” answered Alphu, “what can it be?”
By this time morning began to break, and up came the cattle-drovers in a body. Seizing the bewildered
Mughal, they belabored him well with goads and sticks, saying,
“Thief, you have stolen our bullock !” The Mughal retaliated, hitting out with his staff, or butting at them with
his head, while he called out repeatedly,
“You are the thieves; you have stolen my mare, you have stolen my mare!” Then they thrashed him again, and
finally seized him by main force, saying,
“Come along, we’ll take you to the justice!” All this time Alphu was holding his sides laughing immoderately.
“You are my servant,” remonstrated the Mughal; “why have you not taken my part?”
“How can I?” coolly replied he. “How do I know where you have sent your mare? And if you have stolen this
bullock the case is worse. I will do your work for you, but you must not expect me to throw myself into a well for
you.” As the herdsmen were shuffling and urging the unlucky man to come on, Alphu asked him,
“Why did you bring that bullock here and tie it up to our tree?” When the Mughal, in his shame and anger,
heard this, he thought to himself,
“If my own servant is going to witness against me I am lost!” So he addressed himself to his persecutors, and
said,
“Take your bullock away, and, see, here is some money for you to leave me alone. You have stolen my mare,
but never mind.”
“Nay,” retorted they, “you have caused us trouble and loss of time. You must go to the court.”
“Ah,” groaned the Mughal, “these fellows are too much for me! They out-do Aiphu himself.”
At this stage A1phu came forward and interfered, handing the men their bullock, and ten rupees out of his
master’s purse, and sending them away whispering and laughing. Then said the Mughal to A1phu,
“My mare is gone and my honor is gone too. Let us return home, and I’ll buy another mare, and we can set out
again. Here, pick up the saddle and let us be off!”
“Do you call this thing a saddle?” answered Alphu. “I call it a basket, and in the old hut which you have given
me to live in I have a dozen of them. If you want some more I can supply you with plenty, but I am not going to
carry this one all the way home.” Said the Mughal, again becoming excited,
“Do you say you have baskets like this in your house? .Are you aware that this basket, as you call it, cost me
fifty rupees?”
“Well, pick it up yourself,” answered A1phu, “I won’t. If you like to carry such a wretched thing, do so.”
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“What!” yelled the Mughal, growing infuriated, “did I not hire you as a servant?”
“Are you getting angry with me?” asked Alphu quietly.
“No, no, not at all, not at all,” replied the Mughal, recovering himself. “I was merely observing that this was a
saddle, and not a basket.” The Mughal then picked up the saddle himself, and the two ill-assorted companions
began their return journey.
“Look here,” said the Mughal, “it will be a disgrace for me to be seen carrying a saddle into my village. I will
carry, it within a mile,. and to save the scandal do you take it then.”
“Well,” answered Alphu, “do you carry it within a mile.” When they arrived at the place indicated, the Mughal
said,
“Now you carry the saddle.”
“Nay, that I will not,” answered Alphu.
“Why not?” said his master, astonished. “You said you would.”
“I did not say I would carry the saddle,” said Alphu. “I said you might carry it, and I said that I had plenty of
baskets of the same pattern.” Then the Mughal again began to flare up.
“Are you getting angry with me now?” asked Alphu. “If so, give me up your eye.”
“No, no,” answered the Mughal, “I am not getting angry. I am merely pointing out that a servant should obey
his master.”
“If the thing were worth carrying,” said Alphu, “I might take it for you; but an old basket, never!”
The Mughal, who would not for shame be seen entering his village bearing a saddle on his head, was fain to
take it down, lay it on the ground, tie a piece of string to it, and in that manner to make for his house by the
shortest possible path, dragging the unlucky saddle behind him.
Having arrived home, the Mughal borrowed another mare from a neighbor, and the next morning he started
very early, so as to reach his destination on the same day. His dignity would not permit him to travel without a
servant, and he was compelled to take Alphu with him again. They were within a mile of the village, when the
Mughal sent on his servant in advance, saying,
“I shall rest here and bathe. Do you go on and request my friends to prepare my dinner for me.” On reaching
the house, Alphu gave the people his master’s message, thus,
“My master sends his respects to you, and wishes you to know that in a little while he will be here. Meanwhile,
he would have you prepare some dinner for him.”
They were all delighted at the intelligence, and began their preparations. But Alphu surprised them by saying,
“Of course any food will do for me, as I am only a servant. But my master is indisposed, and he has asked me
to say that for two days he has been taking only the food which his doctors have prescribed for him, and which he
must adhere to.”
“What kind of food, then,” asked they, “would he like?”
“You will take,” answered the man, “one pound of the common country soap and dress it with assafœtida and
spices into a kind of porridge. It is the only thing my master will touch.”
When the Mughal arrived, all his new wife’s relations came forward to receive him, and they gave him the seat
of honor.
“I am very tired,” thought he, “and very hungry, and when I have had a good dinner I shall go to sleep.”
The food came, and the aroma which assailed his nostrils was a trifle compared with the flavor of the first
spoonful. He was amazed, and nearly beside himself with rage and disappointment, but shame kept him silent. At
the same time he perceived his mischievous servant eating wholesome food close by, and eyeing him with a
malicious twinkle. To make matters still worse, his host pressed him cordially to make a good meal for the credit
of the house, which he was compelled to do to avoid offending them. Then, pleading fatigue, he retired to another
chamber and lay down. In the middle of the night he became very sick, and complained of horrible nausea and
pains and spasms. Calling his servant, he said,
“Come along with me outside; I am ill.”
“Nay,” said Alphu, “if we go out now, we shall be arrested by the watchman and locked up as thieves. If you
are sick, I will bring you the vessel, and in the morning I can take it out before anyone is astir.”
Before morning the Mughal ordered his servant to throw out the vessel.
“I am coming,” answered he. And whenever the Mughal called him he answered in like manner, “I am
coming,” but he came not. At last daylight appeared, and the Mughal, for very shame, had to rise to take away the
odious thing himself. He covered it with the sheet which he had thrown over his head, and, stepping out in the
cold, crossed over towards the jungle.
Hardly had he left the room when his friends came in and inquired for him.
“The food you gave him last night,” said Alphu, “did not agree with him at all, and he is so angry that he has
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started for his home. Some of you go and persuade him to return. He is just outside. He will make excuses, but
never mind them, bring him back.”
One or two therefore followed the Mughal, and overtook him before he had time to disencumber himself of
his. load.
“We apologize,” said they, “if the food was not to your liking. Do not part in anger, but come back with us.”
The Mughal protested that he was merely taking the morning air; but they would listen to no excuses, and, as
they laid hold of his arms in order to add a friendly violence to their arguments, the vessel which he held dropped
out of his hands on to the stones and was broken. The poor man was covered with confusion, and his anger getting
the better of him, he rushed back to the house to revile his servant.
“Ah, villain,” cried he, when he saw him, “would you play your tricks on me in a strange house?”
“Are you getting angry with me?” answered Alphu. “f so, give me up your eye!”
“No, no!” said the Mughal, dancing and almost speechless with rage; “I am not angry—not at all. I would
merely point out to you that your conduct is infamous.” And he once more subsided. He then went and called for
his mare, and when his friends again entered the room he said,
“I must return to my home at once, as I am not well.”
So he put his new wife into a palanquin, mounted his mare, and all three left for their own village. They were
within a short distance of the village, when the Mughal looked back and saw that the bearers of the palanquin had
lagged far behind.
“Go quickly back,” said he to Alphu, “and hasten up my wife. Make her fly, so that she may be there and here
in the same moment, as darkness is rapidly falling.” Alphu hastened back and said to the bearers,
“Strange bearers are not permitted to enter this village, so set down the palanquin and return to your homes;
other bearers will be here presently.”
The men obeyed him, and, as he was considering what he should do next, he saw a party emerging from a
wood, who told him that they had just been burying a young girl of the village, who had died of a fall from a
swing. A thought came into the mind of the wily Alphu. Bidding the bride get out of the palanquin, he took her
into the wood and bound her securely to a tree.
“If you utter a sound, or make the least noise until you are released,” said he, “I will put you to death.”
He then went on to the newly-made grave, and began to open it. A foot and a half below the surface he came to
the narrow chamber, and, taking out the body, he chopped off one of its legs. With this in his hand he hurried to
his master.
“What in the name of heaven is that?” exclaimed he with starting eyes.
“I am your servant,” quoth Alphu, “and I have merely obeyed your orders. You told me to hasten on your wife
so fast that she might be there and here in the same moment. That is exactly what I have done, for she is there, and
she is also here.” And he held up the ghastly object before the astounded Mughal, who, crying out, “Villain, you
have undone me; you have destroyed me, and you have killed my wife!” rushed at him savagely.
The two men instantly closed and rolled over and over, while their excited voices mingled together, Alphu
crying, “You are angry at last; you are angry at last!” and his master screaming, “Yes, yes; I am angry!” But
Alphu, being younger and stronger, soon prevailed over his obese antagonist, and while he nearly throttled him
with one hand, he plucked out his eye with the other. After this he got up and shook himself, and, returning to his
own village, he said to his brother,
“Now, Sharphu, I have reckoned in full with the Mughal, and exacted eye for eye—see!” and he threw down
the Mughal’s eye before him.
From this time the two brothers lived together on the family estate very happily, nor had Sharphu ever again a
wish to abandon his own proper work.
As for the Mughal, his bride was discovered and restored to him. But he reformed his manners and turned over
a new leaf, for it was never afterwards heard that he plucked out the eyes of any of his servants again.
141.38 The Adventures Of Rup And Bussant, The Two Sons Of Raja Bans: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager at Ghazi”
(before 1880- )} at Ghazi, Haripur Province, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 9
Once upon a time two swallows built their nest in the rafters of a verandah in one of the palaces of Raja Bans.
This verandah was a cool and pleasant place, with an agreeable prospect of plain and river, and Raja Bans came
often there to rest. One day he noticed two swallows which flew into the verandah several times, bringing food
for their young ones. Being curious to learn their habits, he continued to watch them day after day. One evening
he noticed that though both birds had flown forth for food, only the male bird returned. The next day he looked
again, hoping to see both the birds, but the young ones were again fed by the male bird only. Surprised at this, he
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issued an order,
“If anyone in the city has caught a swallow he is to let it go immediately.” In a short time a falconer came and
reported that he had caught a hen-swallow.
“Then let it go,” said the King.
“But, sir,” answered the falconer, “I gave the bird to my hawk.”
“Ah; cruel one!” said the King, “you have killed the mother of a brood of poor young birds.”
The falconer excused himself, saying, “I was not aware she had young,” and the King sent him away.
For several days after this the King was pleased to notice that the male bird, though deprived of his mate, was
unremitting in his care of his offspring, and he hoped that all would yet be well with them. On a certain morning,
however, when the swallow flew back with food as usual, be came accompanied by another mate, which seemed
so strange a thing that it set the King thinking.
“Is this the real mother,” thought he, “or is it another? Perhaps it is the very one herself.”
Then the Kjng’s heart felt glad, and he continued to watch. The next morning the two birds came In together
again, but instead of coming and going many times, as before, they visited the nest only once during the whole
day. Another day passed, and the King found that the hen-bird came alone, but that the cock-bird never appeared
at all.
“Can anything have happened to the cock-bird?” then said he to himself. “Has he been caught too?” So he
issued a second order,
“Whosoever has caught a swallow, be it male or female, he is to let it escape.” But his vizier brought answer
back,
“No one has caught any swallow whatever.” Then King Bans returned to his palace verandah and began to
consider this,
“Both birds brought in food yesterday, and to-day the hen-bird only appeared. How is this? Where could the
cock-bird have been?” Looking up towards the nest, he was surprised to notice an unusual silence.
“Can the young ones be sleeping?” said he to himself. So he called for a ladder, and mounting, he put his hand
into the nest, and found that all the four young birds were dead.
“Ah,” said the King, “some snake must have come and drawn their breath away!” But when he began to
examine them he found a little thorn sticking in the throat of everyone of them, which had deprived them of life.
He now concluded that the second hen-bird was a stepmother, and that she had purposely given the young ones
thorns instead of worms in order to destroy them.
Now, Raja Bans had two sons named Rup and Bussant, and as he considered the fate of the poor fledglings he
thought to himself,
“If my Queen were to die and I were to marry again, my new wife would treat my sons cruelly too. If a silly
bird can be so wicked, what might not be expected from a designing woman?”
As fate would have it, it happened after some time that the queen, the mother of the two boys, died and was
buried. The king mourned for her, and the whole of his court mourned for her too, both because she was young
and beautiful and on account of all her endearing qualities. Many months elapsed, and as the affairs of the kingdom were suffering neglect owing to the King’s continued sorrow, his ministers all assembled together and
advised him to marry again.
“No,” answered the King. “I have learnt a lesson from the birds of the air; I have seen what atrocities even the
stepmothers of swallows can commit.”
Again and again his vizier and his other ministers begged him to marry again, and their words prevailed, so
that at last, as it is easier to gratify men than to please God, he gave his consent. So proposals of marriage were
made to the daughter of a neighboring king, and in due course of time the bride was brought home, and lodged in
a splendid palace of her own.
Time passed, and the two boys went to school together, and learnt their lessons day by day in the classes of
learned pundits, where many others used to come too, to win wisdom and knowledge out of ancient books. This
was the golden period of their lives, and they were happy in the innocence of their boyhood and in the full
measure of their father’s love.
The queen, however, entertained for these two young princes sentiments of a far different description. She was
their stepmother, and she possessed all a stepmother’s feelings towards the children of her predecessor. One day,
when the two brothers had returned from school as usual, they were amusing themselves with some tumblerpigeons in the court of the palace. The younger brother threw his pigeon high into the air, and it alighted on the
terrace of the queen’s apartments, on which she was then pacing backwards and forwards. Seizing the bird, she at
once put it under a basket and hid it, and sat and looked as if nothing had happened. The boy, who was strong and
active, climbed up the terrace, and seeing his stepmother, he said,
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“Mother, have you seen my pigeon?” The queen answered,
“No.”
The boy looked doubtfully at her, and just then an old nurse, who had tended both the princes in their infancy,
and who was a favorite of the former queen, made signs to him that the pigeon was hidden under the basket. He
reached the basket at a bound and rescued the pigeon, which he took away with him, while the discomfited queen
retired in anger to her chamber. Coming down again to the court, he told his brother,
“My pigeon flew on to the terrace, and the queen hid it, and but for the nurse I should never have recovered it.”
A few days passed, and the same accident occurred again. The pigeon lighted on the terrace and was hidden by
the queen. Then said the younger brother to the elder,
“It is your turn now. Do you go up and bring the pigeon back.”
Up climbed the elder brother as quickly as possible, and when he arrived at the top he looked all round for the
pigeon, but it was nowhere to be seen. Feeling certain that the queen, who was sitting by her chamber door, had
hidden it, he went towards the basket, but as he approached the queen caught hold of him, saying,
“You are not to go there.”
As his strength far surpassed hers, he released himself from her hold, and rescued his pigeon. But the queen set
up a cry of distress, and began to weep loudly and bitterly. All her maidens came running about her, wondering
what had occurred, and then came the king himself, to whom the queen said,
“Either your sons must quit the kingdom, or I must.”
“What have the princes done?” inquired the king. “And how have they annoyed you?”
“Yesterday,” answered she, “the younger, Prince Bussant, and today Prince Rup, the elder, scaled the palace
wall, and having insulted me, they would have treated me with violence, but I cried out and they escaped.”
Then was the king filled with sorrow.
“Ah!” thought he, “that which I feared has befallen me at last.” Going to his vizier, he said,
“Do you not see? From the first I foresaw this trouble, my mind misgave me, and as I expected, so has it come
to pass, and now either the queen or the princes must leave the palace. I can no longer keep both wife and sons.
What am I to do?”
Some of his ministers counseled the king to have pity on the youth of the two princes, and to forgive their
offence, but the King, swayed by his wicked wife, was so convinced of their guilt, that no arguments were strong
enough to induce him to regard them again with a favorable eye. Then said his vizier,
“O king, if you banish your children the scandal will not be so great. But if you dismiss your wife evil tongues
will remark it, and a bad report will spread abroad in the kingdom.” Led, therefore, by the advice of his vizier, the
king determined on the banishment of Rup and his brother Bussant.
Now, in those days, it was the custom with kings, whenever one of the royal household was to be disgraced
and banished, either to place a pair of wooden shoes turned upside down at the door of him who was sentenced to
exile, or to order his rooms to be swept out backwards instead of being cleaned in the usual way. The next day the
two boys came home from school, and the elder was chasing the younger, and they were racing towards the court.
On reaching the palace, Bussant, the younger, caught sight of the upturned shoes at the door of their rooms, and
he said to his brother,
“See, brother, the king’s signal! It is our sentence of banishment, and we must leave the country.” They were
brave boys, both of them, and when they entered the house they sat down and conferred together and made their
plans.
“Yes,” said the elder, “let us go to the stables and choose out a couple of swift horses, and let us see the
treasurer and provide ourselves with money, and let us be gone, otherwise the queen will compass our death.”
As they agreed, so they acted, and having provided themselves with everything necessary for a long journey,
and having armed themselves with their good swords, they set out from the palace without bidding farewell to any
one. On and on they rode over mountain and plain; day succeeded day, and they found themselves astray in a
gloomy forest.
“God is in heaven,” said the elder; “but where are we?” Just then they met a wayfarer, and inquired of him,
“Is there any town or village hereabouts?”
“Yes,” answered the man; “there is a village close at hand.”
So they continued their journey, but instead of arriving at human abodes they appeared to plunge deeper and
deeper into the forest, and evening coming on, they sat down to rest under a great tali\fn{Acacia.} tree, both widespreading and high.
“Either we were misled,” said Bussant, “or we have mistaken the traveler’s directions.”
“Here let us rest,” answered the elder brother, “for there is abundance of grass and water. Let us tie up our
horses, and watch through the night by turns.”
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“True,” said the younger, “this spot is cool and delicious, and though our food is exhausted, and we are hungry,
we can at least lie down and sleep by turns. Let the first watch be mine.”
“Nay,” said the elder, “you are more fatigued than I am. Brother, you shall rest first.”
“Not so,” returned Bussant. “You are the elder, and to rest before me is your right. Therefore, if you really love
me, suffer me to mount guard for the first few hours. O let me watch while you sleep and dream .of happier days
to come!”
Then the two boys picketed their horses, and having washed, they commended themselves to the protection of
God in the usual prayers, and while Rup, the elder brother, lay down and slept, the younger watched.
The place was lonely and wild, and the silence of night was broken at times by the cries of wild animals on the
quest for prey. To scare them away, Bussant collected some dry leaves and sticks, and having struck out a spark
from .his sword-blade, he lighted a fire, and, having blown up the glowing embers into a bright blaze, and heaped
on more wood, he sat clown and began to warm himself, because the air, though still, was cold. He had been
thinking over all their misfortunes, longing for his home, and guessing at the uncertain future, when he suddenly
heard a strange fluttering of wings in the tali tree. Looking up, he could dimly discern two pearl-eating flamingoes struggling together among the branches.
“What!” said one of them to the other. “You, a female, presuming to contend with me! Let me tell you that if
anyone were this moment to kill me and eat me, tomorrow morning he would be a crowned king.”
“And hear what I have to say, also,” answered the other. “If you are great, I am great also, for if anyone were to
kill and eat me he would become a king’s counselor.”
When Bussant heard what the birds had to say he wondered greatly, and he thought to himself,
“If now I could so manage as to kill both these birds, I would give the male bird to my brother, and the female
I would eat myself.”
He then thought of his God, and, putting two arrows to his bow, he drew it with a steady aim and shot them
both. Down fell the two flamingoes at his feet, and picking them up, he plucked them and laid them on the red
ashes. Then he turned to his brother and roused him, saying,
“Brother, wake up, God has sent us some food.” When Rup saw the two birds roasting on the embers, he said,
“One of these fowls is smaller than the other. Let me have the smaller one, .since I can bear hunger better than
you.”
“No, no,” answered Bussant. “You are my big brother, and yours is the larger bird. The smaller one is mine.”
And, to prevent mistakes, he took the smaller bird and began to eat it. When the two Princes had finished their
supper, the elder said,
“It is your turn now to lie down. Brother, it is midnight; rest, and I will keep watch.”
In the morning they were about betimes, and, having again washed in the stream, they saddled their horses,
mounted, and rode on their way. After going some little distance, the younger brother said,
“Ah, brother, how unfortunate I am! I have forgotten my whip under the tali tree, and I shall have now to ride
back to fetch it.” Then said the elder,
“If you will return, I will go on slowly. Make haste, and overtake me.” And .the brothers separated, but little
did they suspect how long a separation their parting was to prove.
Let us first see what happened to the elder brother. He rode on, and presently he fell into a reverie, and quite
forgot all about Bussant. Before he was aware of it he found himself approaching the gates of a large welt-walled
city, where he was surrounded by crowds of eager people, all vociferating loudly, and hailing him as their king.
“What means this greeting?” asked Prince Rup of one standing by his bridle, who by his appearance seemed to
be a person of consequence.
“Our king,” answered the vizier, for that was his rank, “died last night, and it is an unalterable law of this realm
that when the reigning sovereign dies his successor shall be the first strange horseman who comes riding into the
town.”
So Rup was escorted by guards of honor to the public place, and thence to a palace of exceeding beauty, where,
in the midst of applauding multitudes, he was enthroned a crowned King. But, as if some strange spell had fallen
upon his mind, he never once remembered his younger brother, but forgot him as completely as if he had never
existed.
But where was Prince Bussant? After parting from Rup, he rode back to the spot where they had spent the
night; but as he approached the tree, he observed that a deadly snake was lying across his whip, which still
remained on the ground where he had left it.
“If I spur my horse into a gallop,” said Bussant, “I shall be able to stoop down and pick up the whip as I ride
by.”
So Prince Bussant urged his horse forward at a gallop, but it so happened that the snake was on the alert, and
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just as the lad stooped over to grasp his whip the venomous reptile drew away his breath and he fell from his
horse in a swoon, while his horse also, arrested by the poisonous influence, stood still by his master’s side. Then
the snake glided rapidly away, and disappeared in the depths of the forest.
For several days Prince Bussant remained lying unconscious under the tall tree. To all appearance he was dead,
for he neither breathed nor moved. At last an old beggar-man and his wife happened to pass that way in their
journeyings from one country to another. And when they came to the place and saw a handsome boy lying, as they
imagined, cold and stiff upon the ground, they began to feel alarmed, and the old man said to his wife,
“Come away, come away, we shall both be hanged; his death will be fastened on us!”
“Stay for one moment,” answered the woman; “let us see what is the matter.”
“Nay, nay,” said he, “we shall get into trouble; let us go.” The woman, however, had her own way, and, having
carefully felt and examined the boy, she said,
“No one has shot him, and no one has cut him down, nor is he really dead, but his breath has been drawn out of
his body by a snake. If you will not come here and try to restore the lad to life, you and I must now separate. You
are a fakir and a snake-charmer, and all the snakes know you and fear you. Come nigh, therefore, and let us not
abandon this beautiful youth to perish in the wilderness.” Thus entreated, the old beggar-man approached, saying,
“I will do my best. If it is the will of God that he shall live, doubtless he will live.”
Then the old man drew upon the ground his magic lines, and, kneeling down, he began to recite and to pray
with intense energy. As he proceeded with his incantations, all the snakes of the forest began to crowd around
him, some of them centuries old, others small and young, until he was surrounded by them on all sides. But the
snake which had wrought the mischief came not.
Then the old beggar-man took four cowrie shells, and, having repeated certain words over them, he sent them
flying to the four winds, to the north, to the south, to the east, and to the west to search for and to bring back the
missing snake. Three of the shells failed in their quest, but the fourth succeeded, and, finding the snake, it
compelled him. to return. And when the snake appeared, he was seen riding as a king on the back of another
snake; but he was proud and disdainful, and when all the other snakes bent their heads to the earth and touched
the magic lines,\fn{Apparently reptile charmers in these days drew lines on the earth to protect them from possible attacks by those
which they summoned.} he alone refused to do so. When the beggar-man saw this, he prayed and prayed and prayed
again, until he had subdued the power of the snake, and then he spoke roughly to him and said,
“What tyranny of yours is this? By what right have you stolen the breath of this beautiful boy, and left him to
be devoured in the forest?”
“No tyrant am I,” answered the snake; “but this boy is himself the tyrant, for with his bow and arrows he shot
my two flamingoes.”
Then the beggar-man added entreaties to his spells, and prevailed on the snake to relent and to restore the boy
to life. And when the snake had breathed into his mouth, Prince Bussant opened his eyes, and, looking round, he
said,
“O what a beautiful sleep I have had! Why have you wakened me?” But the fakir answered,
“O boy, the sleep which you have had, may God in His mercy never grant you again!”
By degrees the prince remembered all the circumstances which he had forgotten, and the beggar-man explained to him how he had been restored to life. Very grateful he felt when he understood how truly he had been
served, and he said,
“O fakir, my brother is now lost; let me therefore go with you.” But the old man answered,
“It cannot be; you are a king’s son, and we are only poor folk. We should be taken up and hanged on account
of you. Therefore, wherever you go, we shall not go. We’ll have nothing more to do with you.” And the old
couple salaamed the prince and went off.
Left to himself, Bussant determined to mount his horse and to ride on through the forest in the hope that fortune might lead him to his brother, or at least to some village or town. One evening, after the sun had set, he found
himself before the walls of the very city in which his brother Rup reigned as king. But the gates were closed and
fast barred, and the watchman on the battlements refused to open them. In vain Bussant pleaded hunger and
fatigue.
“Too late,” said the watchman; “a man-eating tiger infests this neighborhood, and the king’s order is that the
gates shall not be opened after sundown. No one can enter now before the morrow.”
Finding entreaties unavailing, Bussant retired to some ruined huts close by, and, dismounting from his horse,
he tied him to a tree, and determined there to spend the night. Scarcely had he closed his weary eyes when he
heard the growl of the tiger, and looking out, he saw the beast, close to the door, about to make a spring upon his
horse. Said Bussant to himself,
“You may roar, my friend, but with luck I hope to have your head.”
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He had his good sword drawn in his hand, and as the tiger, in the act of springing, flew past the doorway, he
smote him with might and main, and nearly cut him in two.
This tiger had been the terror of the town for many a year, and one of the decrees made by the late king proclaimed that whoever should bring in his head should marry his daughter and be made governor of the fourth part
of the kingdom. It might seem that Bussant’s troubles were now about to end, and that a life of happiness in the
enjoyment of his former rank was about to open to him. But this was far from being the case, because it so
happened that the watchman, from his tower, had observed the whole of his proceedings and noted the death of
the famous man-eating tiger.
“Ah,” exclaimed this villain to himself, “tonight my star is in the ascendant, and if I can only get rid of this
stranger, and secure the tiger’s head, my fortune is made.”
For an hour he remained at his post, but when he felt assured that the prince was fast asleep he stole down
from the tower, and cautiously approaching the hut, he entered, sword in hand, and hewed at the unfortunate boy
without mercy. Having thus, as he supposed, killed him outright, he took up the unconscious body and, carrying it
to a lonely place, threw it among some reeds by the river’s side. Then, returning, he hid the horse, and cut off the
tiger’s head, which he took back with him to his watchtower, and in the morning, presenting himself at the palace,
he displayed his prize and claimed the promised reward.
Everyone belauded the courage of the watchman, who suddenly became famous and was regarded by the
whole city as a hero. Nor were his supposed merits unrequited, for he was raised to the position of a councilor of
state, he was made governor of a province, and the hand of a lovely princess was bestowed on him in marriage.
Early on the next day a poor washerman loaded his donkey with the clothes of his customers, and, driving him
before him through the city gate, went to his usual washing ground by the river’s side. There he heard a most
lamentable groaning.
“What can this be?” said he. “Perhaps the tiger has mauled some wayfarer.” Having searched among the reeds,
he found the wounded Bussant, whose face seemed to him so beautiful that he exclaimed,
“This boy looks like a rose. But O,” continued he, “how he has been cut to pieces!”
Finding that life still breathed in him, he raised him gently and placed him on his donkey, and so led him back
to the city and took him to his own home. When his wife saw her husband returning so soon with a strange youth
on the donkey’s back, she assailed him with five hundred curses.
“I sent you out to wash the clothes,” said she, “and here you are back again already.”
“Hush!” answered he. “Keep still, keep still! God has sent us good fortune.”
And as soon as she saw the state of affairs, and looked at the boy’s handsome face and deadly wounds, she also
pitied him, and she received him kindly, and took him in, and laid him down, and dressed his wounds, and she
tended him so carefully that in a short time he recovered and became quite well again.
But these good people were very poor, and they could not afford to keep a young man in the house idle, nor
had he any hope of ever meeting his brother again, for he knew not what had become of him. But as he felt
grateful to the worthy couple for all that they had done for him, he offered to serve them in any way they pleased.
So the woman taught him sewing and embroidery, and he became so expert with his needle that the king and
all the nobles heard of his fame and sent him orders for their robes of state. Little did he think when he was busy
toiling as a tailor on some royal garment that he was working at the clothing of his own brother.
So time went on, until at last, as his evil genius would have it, his old enemy, the city watchman, now a
governor, came that way and recognized him as he sat over his needle in the washer-man’s doorway.
“Ah,” said the villain, “can this be true? I thought I had dispatched him, but it seems 1 was mistaken. I am
undone if I do not find means of destroying him. I had better have him stolen arid killed without delay.”
Now, it happened at that season that a merchant vessel, which had arrived at the harbor, had become stranded,
and though every device was tried to float her again, she still remained embedded in the sand. Despairing of
success, the sailors consulted a certain sorcerer, who said,
“The vessel will never move until you offer in sacrifice an only son, who must be slain, and whose blood must
be caught and sprinkled on the deck.”
Having received this answer, the sailors went to the king and stated the whole case, at the same time begging
that an only son should be surrendered to them for slaughter. As it was the custom of that country to perform these
hideous rites on occasions of emergency, an order was made out for them, and it was entrusted for execution to
the wretch who had been promoted from obscurity to honor.
Overjoyed at his good fortune, he hastened to the house of the washer-man, and with his own hands dragged
forth the unfortunate Bussant and led him away to the ship, saying,
“This is my day of revenge.”
In vain followed the washerman and his wife, weeping and lamenting. The youth was handed over to the
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sorcerer, and the merchants prepared to sacrifice him to the sea.
“What are you going to do with me?” asked the boy.
“We are going,” answered they, “to sprinkle your life-blood on the deck of the ship, and then she will float and
we shall be able to sail. So prepare, for in two minutes off comes your head.”
Now, Prince Bussant had himself learnt something of magic and charms from his wicked stepmother, and at
the same time he was also wise and intelligent. So, addressing the merchants, he said to them,
“Sirs, what is it you really desire? Do you wish to take off my head, or only to float your ship?” They all
answered,
“What we really want is to set sail as soon as possible.”
Then Bussant took out his knife, and, opening a vein in his arm, he sprinkled the deck with his blood. At the
same time the sailors and the people all pushed with a will, and in a moment the ship slid from the bank into deep
water, where, having quickly righted herself, she was soon riding at anchor. The merchants and the sailors were
all delighted, nor did they desire anything more, but the villainous watchman conspired with their chief, and said,
“By the king’s gift this boy is yours. Your ship may ground somewhere else; therefore, be prudent and take
your prisoner with you.”
So Bussant was immediately seized and carried on board. No time was wasted in weighing the anchor and in
unfurling and raising the sails, and in less than an hour the disconsolate washer-man and his wife saw the vessel
ploughing the river to the neighboring sea before a favorable wind.
Long was the voyage, but Bussant commended himself to all by his gentle manners and willing obedience, and
the principal merchant, to whom the ship belonged, began to regard him with favor.
At last they reached their destination, and the ship was moored to one of the wharfs of a great seaport. Then the
merchants and the sailors carried their bales and boxes of merchandise on shore, and betook them to the bazaars,
leaving Bussant to keep guard on the deck.
Now, it happened that quite close to the wharf at which the vessel was moored rose the walls and turrets of the
king’s palace. This king had a most lovely daughter, who often came and sat at a lattice overlooking the sea, and
as she was young and romantic, she loved to lean her cheek upon her hand and gaze over the moonlit waters.
Once when she was thus engaged she heard the sound of weeping rising from the deck of the strange ship, but it
was so dark that she could not see who it was that thus bemoaned his fate. In the morning, however, she looked
out again and saw Prince Bussant sitting in the stern with a book in his hand, from which he was reading aloud.
As she gazed at his face, she thought to herself, “Surely never was anyone so handsome!” and as she listened
to his voice she thought,
“Was ever voice more beautiful than his!” That night she watched and heard him weeping again, and soon she
discovered that thus he spent most of his time, reading aloud while the daylight lasted and crying over his troubles
in the dark hours of the night.
Resolved to become acquainted with this mysterious visitor to her father’s kingdom, she told her slave girl to
go down and find out who he was. So the slave girl went as she was ordered, and, entering the ship, she
approached the spot where at that time Bussant was lying asleep in the moonlight. Looking closely at him, she
came away again, and returned quickly to her young mistress, to whom she said,
“I have just seen a youth more beautiful than the moon.” Then said the princess,
“Come along with me. I must go and see him too.”
And, disguising herself, she descended to the wharf, ran across it, and went on to the deck, where she felt as
she gazed that her whole soul was ravished with love. And so she returned weeping and sighing to her chamber.
While she was sitting sadly at her window the prince awoke and said,
“Have I been dreaming, or did some beautiful lady really visit me in my sleep?”
He then looked up, and in the full moonlight he saw the lady of his dreams gazing at him from the lattice, and
as his eyes met hers his soul escaped from his body, and he fell hopelessly in love with her. Then the princess
called the slave girl and bade her go down quickly to the ship and tell Bussant how much she loved him, and that
if so he pleased she was ready to marry him, since her father’s affection for his daughter was such that he had
given her liberty to choose her own mate and to marry the man of her heart.
A happy time they had together, these two young people, day after day and night after night exchanging signs
and tokens of mutual love. For the sake of the princess the king accepted Bussant as a son-in-law, and believing
him to be the son of the principal merchant of the ship, he loaded him with favors and bestowed on him ample
wealth. Nor were the merchants themselves less kind and friendly on account of his fortune, though in secret they
were always plotting how they might ruin him and enrich themselves at his expense.
In due time the wedding was celebrated and the prince lodged in the palace, but the next day the merchants
came and said,
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“The ship is laden, the breeze is fair, and we must set sail. Come, boy, it is time to be off.” The prince at once
went and informed the king.
“Our vessel,” said he, “sails today. What am I to do?”
“Take ample gold,” answered the King, “and take your wife on board with you, and when you have both
traveled all the world over come back and see me again.”
So they went on board the vessel, the prince, the princess, and the company of merchants, and to pass away the
idle time the prince began from that very day to tell his wife the story of his life. When she had heard the whole of
his adventures she was grieved, and cried,
“O why did you not tell me of this before? Both my father and I believed you to be the son of the merchant.
But you are a prince, and none of his, and his past treatment of you augurs ill for the future. We are now in this
man’s hands, and Heaven knows what he may do to us!”
From that day she watched and guarded her husband with the most assiduous care, expecting she knew not
what, but fearing the worst. Nor was her dread destitute of foundation, for the merchants had conspired together,
saying,
“Let us wait our opportunity, and throw the lad overboard, and then we can divide his money amongst us,
while, as for the princess, we can take her to the king’s palace and sell her at a fabulous price as a slave.”
With all their malice, however, they found no opportunity of carrying their schemes into practice, until they
had fairly entered the river and had arrived within a few miles of the city which was governed by Prince Rup.
Then, as the weary princess rested apart, they approached Bussant, who was sleeping on a carpet on the deck, and,
tying the four corners of the carpet hastily together, they lifted him up and threw him overboard into the river,
which was running fast astern.
But the ship continued her course, and when they arrived at the city the merchants took the weeping girl to the
palace and sold her for an immense sum in gold. Prince Rup as soon as he saw her thought she surpassed in
beauty every other lady whom he had ever beheld. And he had a mind to marry her at once; but the princess said
to him,
“I am married already.”
“That can hardly be,” answered he. “Are you not a slave?”
“I am married,” repeated she. “Grant me, therefore, just three years to mourn and to inquire for my husband. If
in that time he does not come for me, you are free to marry me; but if you attempt to wed me by violence, know
that I am a princess, and that I will kill both you and myself.”
The king heard these words without anger, assigned to her a separate palace, and gave her a bevy of maidens to
attend upon her. Meanwhile Fortune had not altogether abandoned the younger prince. Finding himself in the
rushing water, he struggled with all his might, and, having freed himself from the carpet, he struck out manfully
for the neighboring banks. But the current was set in strong towards the sea, and it was with the utmost difficulty
that he made the shore before it was too late.
In that ardent region of the earth’s surface, where the rays of the sun are very powerful, in order to secure the
fruits of their fields farmers have to depend on artificial irrigation. On the alluvial lands which stretch along the
borders of the rivers they are accustomed to sink down shafts in the perpendicular banks to the flowing water.
These shafts are open all the way down on the river-side, being semi-cylindrical, and the water is drawn up by
means of Persian wheels turned by bullocks.
Into one of these singular wells Prince Bussant was driven by the force of the current, and, seizing the
suspended ropes to which the numerous pitchers were attached, he held firmly on. It happened that the gardener
who owned the land above was just then watering his fields, and perceiving that some accident had stopped the
wheels from working, he went to the well and looked down, when to his surprise he saw Bussant, half drowned,
clinging to the ropes. Calling for help, he succeeded in rescuing the lad from his woeful plight, and in restoring
him once more to solid ground.
Prince Bussant was so exhausted that he fainted away, and the gardener and his wife had to carry him home.
There he was seized with a violent fever, which lasted for weeks, and which left him so feeble that he was unable
to walk for several weeks more. All hope of ever recovering his lost princess had now vanished from his mind, for
he knew well that if she had not been shut up in the house of the merchant she had been sold into slavery. When
therefore he was well enough, he offered his services to his benefactors, who gladly accepted them, and the king’s
son became a gardener.
Now, this old man and his wife were accustomed to make a little money by selling their vegetables; and so one
day they said to Bussant,
“You are now strong and well enough to earn something for yourself. Fill up a basket with cucumbers, and
carry them into the market for sale.”
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“If,” answered Bussant, “you would have me go in and out of the town without fear of violence, give me the
clothing of a girl, because in that place lives a certain man who has twice attempted my life.”
So the Prince was dressed up as a girl, and in that disguise he accompanied the gardener’s wife day by day,
whenever she went to the town to sell her vegetables and to buy food. One day, as they were passing through the
bazaar, they met the town.crier beating a drum and crying aloud,
“Ho people, by order of the king, if anyone was ever shipwrecked or lost at sea let him come with me to the
court and tell the story, and his reward shall be great!”
“Mother,” said Bussant, “my chance has come to reward you as you have befriended me. Let me go to the
palace and tell the story of my adventures.”
“But who will believe you?” said the gardener’s wife. “You are no longer a boy, but a girl.”
“Still, give me leave,” pleaded he, “and let us trust to chance.” So the woman went to the crier and said,
“Here is this daughter of mine who knows a story of the sea.”
And the crier took Bussant disguised as he was, and he was brought to the palace, and seated before the
princess, who bade him tell his adventures at sea. Bussant, therefore, sat down and began the story of his life from
the very beginning, about his father and his stepmother and his exile from home; but when he came to tell of
himself and his brother sleeping at night under the tali tree, he there stopped short, and said,
“Of that story I can remember no more today.” Then the princess turned to a slave girl and said,
“This is the very person I want. She will remember perhaps tomorrow. Give her money, therefore, and tell her
to come again.”
And to the watchman or crier she sent word that he should watch for the girl’s return, and that when she came
again to the town with her basket of vegetables he should bring her before her. The next day the old woman and
Bussant, laden with vegetables, again came to the town, and again they heard the crier beating his drum and
proclaiming the will of the princess, and again the prince said,
“Mother, if you will allow me, I will go and tell the rest of the story today.” And the old woman answered as
before,
“Go, son, go.”
So to the princess he went, and he continued the story of his life from the point at which he left off the day
before. But when he came to the account of the manner in which he had been tied up in his sleeping-carpet on the
deck of the ship, he again stopped and said,
“The rest I do not know, I cannot tell, but I will come again some other time and finish the story.”
So the princess ordered him splendid presents and dismissed him. All this money he faithfully took to the
gardener and his wife, who were both overjoyed.
The next day came the old woman and Bussant to the town as usual, and again the town crier was seen beating
his drum and delivering his message. The woman went up to him and said,
“Take my daughter to the palace only once more, and she will finish her story of the sea.”
So Prince Bussant again sat before the princess and took up his story, but when he got to the tale of the well,
and how he had escaped, and how the gardener and his wife had nursed him back to life, the princess rose from
her seat and ran to him and embraced him, crying,
“My husband, my husband!”
“Nay,” said he, “I am only a poor gardener’s daughter.”
Then she wept over him and kissed him, and he revealed himself to her, and when he had bathed and dressed
in princely robes he returned to the chamber again. So the princess sat down and wrote to the king, saying,
“My lost husband is found again, but if you do not believe, come yourself and see him.” As soon as they met,
the younger brother at once recognized the elder, but the elder did not recognize the younger, and he said to him,
“What is your history, that you come here to claim the princess?”
Then Bussant began to tell his direful story again. The king sat down and listened with interest growing deeper
and deeper, and when the story was ended he hailed his younger brother with joy, there was full recognition, and
the palace resounded with the welcome news. The next day the king took his brother and his wife and gave them
quarters in his own palace. And the younger said,
“Is that wicked watchman here still?”
“He is,” answered Rup, the elder. “The order of the late king was that whoever killed the man-eating tiger
should be advanced to honor, and the watchman is now the governor of a province. But I have sent to have him
seized and produced before me.”
“Alas!” answered Bussant, “it was my fate, and one’s fate who can avoid? Therefore spare the man’s life and
let him live for my sake.”
Nor did he forget the old gardener and his wife, who received promotion and lived in comfort all their days.
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So Bussant became his elder brother’s chief counselor, and at his brother’s court he lived for many months.
But the time came when he longed to return to his father’s house to see if the old man was yet alive. So, taking his
wife, he set out and journeyed towards his own country, and when he arrived within the borders of the kingdom
he sent forward a message to report his approach.
But his father was now old and blind, and everyone had long given him up for dead, and his story was not
believed. So he called for a cunning artist to paint his picture, and this picture he sent to the court by the hand of a
friend. And when the vizier saw the picture he at once knew it to be the likeness of the lost Prince Bussant, and he
sent out a guard of honor to conduct him to the capital, where he was received with joy.
The old King was so glad to meet his son once more that he placed his crown upon his head, and said, “Now
you shall be king in my stead;” and having done this he turned fakir, and soon after died happy and content.
Meanwhile the Prince had taken his wife to see his step-mother. But she hated the prince more than ever,
especially now that he was king; but she dissembled her hatred, and said to him,
“I am now your friend, and I wish also to be considered your brother’s friend as well. Give me, therefore, an
escort, and let me go and visit him.”
The prince gladly agreed, and she started for the kingdom of Prince Rup; but evil thoughts were burning in her
heart as in an oven, and she had determined to set the brothers one against the other. Arriving at the elder brother’s
court, she began her wicked schemes.
“Your younger brother,” said she, “is a tyrant. He deposed his blind father and cast him into a dungeon, where
he perished miserably. Me also he would have served in like manner, but I escaped, and he has seized your
inheritance and rules the land.”
Unfortunately, the elder brother believed this cruel woman, and he gathered his armies and prepared to make
war. In vain Bussant sent messenger after messenger to explain the true story. He was compelled to arm and
advance, too, and when the two armies met there was a great battle, in which the elder brother, Prince Rup, was
defeated and slain.
Then for her life fled the wicked queen, and never halted unti1 she had put herself far beyond the reach of
pursuit.
As for Prince Bussant, he mourned for his brother all his days; sorrow like a shadow dogged his steps, and
never was he seen to make merry again.
141.3 A Jungle Tale: A Folktale\fn{by “Nur Khan, a farmer” (before 1880- )} at Tarbela, Haripur District, KhyberPahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1
Once upon a time there was a donkey, and also a bullock, and neither the one nor the other had any regular
master, but anyone who wished used to catch them, and load them with stones or with timber, and work them to
death. So one day the bullock said to the donkey,
“Look here, we have no master and both our backs are sore. Everyone puts upon us. Let us then go to the hills
together and shift for ourselves!”
“All right,” said the donkey, “let us!” and they started off. After living freely in the jungle for some time, they
got into good condition, and the donkey said to the bullock,
“O bullock, bullock, I feel today as if I should like to bray!”
“Hold!” said the bullock, “and don’t be an ass! Have you forgotten the time when your back was so sore, and
now do you want to bray, merely because you have been living at your ease for a day or two? Here we are in the
jungle, and, if you bray, a tiger will assuredly come, and kill either you or me! What then, O donkey?”
“Let him come,” said the donkey; “let as many tigers come as like. I feel I should like to bray, and therefore
bray I must.” So the donkey began braying terribly, until the earth seemed to shake, and the bullock said to him,
“So, you are braying, are you? Well, now I must shift for myself.”
So the two friends separated. But the bullock had gone only a few steps when a famished tiger began to wag
his head and say,
“I am hungry, very hungry, and God has brought into these jungles a donkey for me!” The bullock also, as he
moved away, was saying to himself,
“Now something unpleasant is sure to happen, or I am not the true son of a bullock.” And the tiger was also
saying,
“I will set on the bullock first, and then settle with the donkey.” And the donkey, seeing how things were
going, was saying,
“The tiger has made for the bullock, and then I suppose he will come and devour me!”
Presently the tiger sprang on the bullock, so the donkey flew to the rescue, kicking and biting savagely. At last
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he fixed his teeth in the tiger’s flesh, right between the shoulders, which forced him to let go, and the bullock, set
free, ran away to a place of safety. At this moment a ploughman came strolling by, and he said,
“What a thing—a donkey has laid hold of a tiger!” The tiger seeing him called out,
“O you ploughman, come to my aid, save me from this wretched donkey!”
“Nay,” answered he, “I save you not., you deserve all you will get!”
“For the sake of God, and in the name of the Prophet,” cried the tiger, “I beseech you, take me out of the jaws
of this wretched donkey!”
Thus adjured, the ploughman went up, and smote the donkey with his staff. But this only made the donkey rear
and kick and struggle all the more, until the tiger said,
“O he bites me harder than ever, his very teeth meet in me! For mercy’s sake don’t hit him any more, or I am a
dead tiger this day! O ploughman, take your plough-rope, and passing it round the villain’s teeth, saw his very
jaws off!”
Thus assailed, the donkey was fain to let go his hold, and seeing that he had now two foes to fight instead of
one, he scampered off, and joined his friend the bullock in a place of safety, leaving the miserable tiger lying
exhausted on the ground. Then thought the tiger to himself,
“Far better to have died at once than to have suffered such dishonor from a donkey! This ploughman, too, will
talk of it everywhere, and all the tigers will come to hear of it. I had therefore better kill him out of the way.” So
he glared at the ploughman, and said,
“O ploughman, I am going to kill you!”
“But why kill me?” said the ploughman.
“I am going to kill you,” answered the beast, “because you will go and tell everybody about this infamy, and
then all the whole tribe of tigers will be disgraced forever. But dead men tell no tales, and once I kill you, my
story is safe!”
“O you ungrateful beast!” said the ploughman. “I released you from death, and is this all the thanks I get? Not
a word will I speak, nor mention a thing about it.” And he solemnly promised to hold his tongue.
After this the ploughman went his way home, followed by the dejected tiger. And the man said to his wife,
“I have seen a wonderful thing this day, but I won’t tell you what it was.” Now, in this family, the gray mare
was the better horse, so she said to her husband,
“If you don’t tell me, I’ll thrash you!”
“Well,” said her husband, “I will tell you, but remember, if I do, I shall be killed.”
“Don’t be a fool,” said she, “but tell me at once!” So he told his wife the whole story which he had promised to
keep secret, and the tiger, listening outside, heard every word, and he cried out,
“You wait till I catch you!” And the man said to his wife,
“Now, you see!”
Next day the ploughman would have kept to the house, being afraid to go out to till the land, but his wife
hustled him, saying, “Off with you! Snakes and tigers never come to the same place twice! Get along!” and she
took up a stick and gave him a drubbing. Then thought the man to himself,
“Better for me to be killed by a tiger than struck by a woman!”
So out he went, but presently came across the tiger, who began to upbraid him for his perfidy and would have
eaten him, if the wife, hearing the noise, had not issued forth, armed with her bludgeon. The tiger, seeing her fury,
took fright and ran away, leaving the man to his plough. And so the wife returned triumphant to the cottage.
Who then will say that a woman is not as good as a donkey, seeing that if a donkey routed a tiger, a woman
was more than a match for man and tiger too?
140.123 1. The Adventures Of King Nek Bakht 2. The Adventures Of The Idiot Lall: Two Folktales\fn{by “Mullah,
of the caste Paveh” (before 1880- )} told at Hazro, Attock District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 10
1
Many years ago, when Nek Bakht\fn{ The name means: “Good Luck.”} was a boy, his father died, and he became
king in his place. This lad took to hunting as his constant amusement, spending many days away from home. Now
it was customary in that country for each courtier to follow singly his own game until he had brought it down. It
was also the custom at the close of the day when all had returned from the field for the king to say, “Is there any
king greater than I?” and for the ministers to answer, “None.”
The young king’s daily pride, however, was one day brought low. He was following a deer, and he rode and
rode till he was out of sight, when God ordered an angel to abolish space in such a way that in one moment the
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king found himself five hundred miles away in the territory of another king. He was now merely an ordinary
mortal like anyone else, but in a worse plight than most, for he was seized as a criminal.
All that country indeed was in terror on account of a notorious robber, so that the gates of the city were closed
at sunset and kept closed all night. Therefore when just before the time of closing Nek Bakht entered the city
armed as he was, all the people cried, “Here is the robber!” and banging the gates behind him, they unhorsed him,
bound him, and carried him off to the king. And when the king heard what they had to say, he said,
“Cut off his hands, and let him sit in the market-place.” But some said,
“What is the use of that?” Others said,
“Better to hang him at once.”
So the King ordered him to be cast into prison, and he was taken to a cell. There he devoted himself to the
study of the Qur’an, and one day he came to the passage, “God is almighty. He can set up and put down.” This
passage he used to deride whenever his vizier reminded him of it, but now it comes home to him, and he begins to
weep bitterly. And when the jailer saw him thus he said,
“O young man, you were just now reading and now you are crying. Why are you crying?”
“I am crying,” answered he, “at my hard lot, and at the difference in my estate, comparing myself now with
what I used to be.”
“If you will tell me what you mean by that saying,” said the jailer, “I will tell the king for you.”
“If I do tell you,” said Nek Bakht, “what good will it do? God has not sent me help, and how can you?” Then
he said,
“This part of the Qur’an I used to scorn when I was a king, for I said, ‘Who can bring me down?’ And did not
my ministers tell me day after day that there was no king greater than I? Yet here are you, a poor man, earning a
few pence daily, and here am I, and if you gave me two kicks, what could I do? Is it strange therefore to find me
crying?”
Then the jailer went and told the king that his prisoner was not the robber at all, but Nek Bakht the great king.
And the king began to feel afraid, because he used to be subject to the Prince’s father, and he hastened to the
prison with all his ministers, and begged pardon for his mistake.
“You are not to blame,” answered the Prince, “but my own pride only. I have learnt a lesson.”
“I am your vassal, as I was your father’s,” said the king, putting his hands together. “Be not therefore angry,
nor bring armies to punish me.”
“That I shall never do,” said he. “But now, as I have been long absent from my people, give me an aid in men
and horses to enable me to return, lest meanwhile someone may have seized my kingdom.”
So troops and treasure were freely given, and Nek Bakht rode out at their head, and when he got nigh the
border he began inquiring, “Who is the king?” and the people said, “The king was devoured by a wild beast;”
others answered, “He has gone away, no one knows where;” while some others again said, “Wherever he is, he is
chasing a deer.” Thus he came, he and his army, close up to the capital, and his old wazir rode forth to meet him,
and recognized him as the lost king as soon as ever he saw him.
“And how has my kingdom fared, since I went?” asked the Prince.
“As it was when you left it,” answered the wazir, “so is it now.”
After that he entered his house, giving order that his own troops should receive those of his vassal and entreat
them well. Then one day, when he sat on his throne, his wazir said to him,
“O king, you remember the day I used to say to you, ‘God is Almighty, He can raise and He can abase’?”
“Yes,” said the King, “I have experienced the full force of those words.” The King also said, “Hunting I give
up forever. I will apply myself to other matters, and I will merely ride out day by day for exercise.”
One day, as he was riding along the bank of the river, he observed an old woman stooping down by the edge of
the stream, and going near, he saw that she was engaged in picking up bits of grass, tying them in small loose
bundles, and throwing them on to the water, and he noticed that she kept watching them as they floated away. So
he drew nearer still and said to her,
“What are you doing?”
“Hush!” answered the wise woman. “I am reading fortunes.”
“And whose fortune is figured in the last bundle?” asked the king.
“That bundle,” said she, “carries the fortune of the king of this country, whose name is Nek Bakht.”
Now it was seen that the handful of grass floated hither and thither among the currents, and that, after an
uncertain course, it finally reached the opposite side. Then said the King,
“That bundle has crossed to the further bank, but what is the meaning of it?”
“The king’s life,” answered the woman, “will be a long one, but full of troubles.”
Then began the king to be sorrowful, and when he returned to the palace his countenance was altered, and his
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face downcast, so that the wazir asked him what was the matter. .
“Do not seek to know,” answered the king.
“You are but a youth,” said the wazir. “Your father confided everything to me, much more should you.”
“My life,” said the king, “is to be like a bit of hay tossed about on troubled waters, no peace, no rest, but trial
on trial.”
“Nay,” answered the wazir, “who can tell that but God only?”
Then the king told him of the old woman, whom he found telling fortunes to herself by the riverside, and of the
little bundles of dry grass, and what she said to him, to which the wazir replied,
“O King, all that is but fancy and illusion. If she could tell that, she would be a queen herself.”
Some days after the King once more rode out, and as he approached the same spot he saw the old woman
engaged in the very same thing. Again he addressed. her, as before, saying,
“Mother, what are you doing?”
“Just wait a minute,” answered she. “Two spirits have come to me just now, for they want me to decide a case
for them. Their names are Fate and Destiny.\fn{ Fate: a ruthless objective Power, working capriciously from without; destiny: a
subjective Influence, impelling from within in obedience to law. } Fate is saying, ‘I shall cause the king, and the princess of
the Kingdom of Flowers, to meet.’ And Destiny says, ‘But what if I shall not allow you to do so?’ ‘I shall manage
it!’ cries Fate. ‘Nay,’ replies Destiny, ‘you shall not, for when she comes to bathe in the river, I shall drown her
there and so break your power.’
“Therefore,” continued the old woman, “do you retire, until I have settled the business, which will take time.”
So spake she to the King, who left her watching her wisps of straw, and went back moodier than ever to the
palace. And the wazir remarking his looks, said to himself,
“Whenever the king rides towards the river now, he returns melancholy.” And he said, “What is the matter?”
Then the king began again to relate to the wazir his adventure of the day.
“I found two voices, Fate and Destiny, contending together,” said he, “and Fate has fixed it that I am to marry
the princess of the Kingdom of Flowers. And I am troubled, for what perils may I not have to go through, what
anguish to suffer, before that can be!”
“Oh foolish king,” said the wazir, “can even Fate accomplish the impossible? The princess spoken of lives
millions of miles away, and do what you will you can never meet.”
Some days after, the King again rode towards the river, and again found the old woman there. This time she
spoke first, saying,
“O son, who are you?”
“I am merely the son of a khan,” answered he.
“You have often come here,” said she, “and as you do come so much, I now tell you that within fifteen days
Nek Bakht will be married to the young princess I told you about.”
Then the King returned to the city more melancholy than ever, and calling his wazir he began to tell him the
day’s woeful news.
“Within fifteen days it is written that I must marry her,” said he. “Since hearing that, I have been tormented,
for how is it possible for me even to see her? Is space to be again annihilated, is the very earth to disappear again
under my feet, are there more imprisonments in store for me, or what ?” And he went in, distressed beyond words,
expecting he knew not what misfortune
Now it had so happened that in the kingdom of the princess a decree had been in force for some time, ordering
that all female children should be destroyed the moment they were born, and that any woman sparing her infant
daughter should be hanged. Only one woman had dared to disobey that cruel law, and only one little girl had been
saved from death. For when she was born, her mother hid her so cunningly that she grew up to be eight or nine
years old.
One day she was playing about, when who should come in but the king. She tried to hide, but it was too late,
and the king said to her mother,
“Whose child is that?”
“If my life is spared,” answered she, “I will tell.”
“Take your life and answer,” said he.
“Then I say,” replied the woman, “this child is your own daughter.”
“Ah!” cried the King. “So, after all, I have been disobeyed by you! But what to do now is more than I can say.”
So he went off to his ministers and reported the matter to them.
“Did I not order that all the little girls should be killed? How then do I find one of them living?”
Then the ministers put their heads together and considered, and, after much time spent in argument, they
unanimously agreed on a verdict. So they sought out the King and advised him, saying,
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“Have the princess shut up in a chest and thrown into the river.”
Then came the carpenter and made a box to fit the princess, and her mother did not forget to line it handsomely
and put food in it. And the child got inside, and a man took the box on his head to carry it to the river, and as it left
the palace the mother went to the lattice and looked and looked! But the man, who was a slave, had pity, and
instead of putting earth in the chest to sink it as he was ordered, he sealed it round with dough, so that when it was
committed to the current and went floating away, a great fish came and swallowed it up.
And the fish having swallowed the chest, headed down the river, and it swam and swam and swam, until it
came close to the very place where lived the old woman. And it was by this trick that Fate had his own way. For at
that spot there was a backwater into which the fish turned, and in which it made so great a splash that the villagers
soon saw it, and coming down with sticks and clubs tried their best to kill it.
But while they were still engaged in that work, Nek Bakht himself came riding by, and urging his horse into
the water he speared the fish, which was then dragged up high and dry.
“Carry the fish to my cooks,” said the king, “let them cut off the head and the tail thereof for the people, but
the midst of the fish let them keep for the King’s table.”
As it was the King himself who gave the order, his order was at once obeyed, and the fish was taken to the
royal kitchen. But when the chief cook took his knife to cut the monster open, he heard a voice which said,
“Take care, I am a human being!” The cook looked very puzzled, but, thinking his ears had deceived him, he
raised the knife again, when the same voice cried,
"Take care, I am a human being!” Being more puzzled than ever, he called in one of his men and told him to
listen, and again the same voice came from the inside of the fish. Then that man who had been called in said to the
chief cook,
“That fish must have eaten something!”
So they went very carefully to work, and in the very center of the fish they found no box at all, but a beautiful
little lady. The wonderful news was at once dispatched to the king, who ordered the girl to be brought to him, and
who asked her, saying,
“Who are you?”
She, however, being a very wise girl, thought it best not to say too much, so she only told a little of her story,
and the king sent her away, putting her under charge of some of his handmaidens. But within a few days the wazir
himself said to the king,
“The girl is very handsome. Why not marry her?”
And the king did so, and called her Dilaram,\fn{ Heart’s-ease.} and the fifteen days were completed. When the
wedding was over, the king suddenly bethought himself and said,
“This is the day I was to have married the Princess of the Kingdom of Flowers. But no, it has not been so, and
it is not so, and now I must go and see the old woman.” So he rode down to the bank of the river, and there the old
woman was working her spells as usual.
“What is your business now?” said he.
“Have patience, O sir,” she answered him. “Fate and Destiny have again come to me, and they are talking of
the same thing. Listen and you will hear what they say!”
And the King listened and heard the voices. Fate said,
“Those two I am going to marry together.”
“No, no,” said Destiny. Suddenly fate cries.
“But I have married them already!” Whereupon both voices addressed the old woman and said.
“You stand umpire between us two! Go at once to the palace and see which of us is right!”
And all the time the King was standing a little way off, listening to the dispute. Then said the woman,
“Agreed! I will go, but first let Fate declare by what means he brought the marriage about.”
“I managed it so,” said Fate. “I drove the king of that country to a fury when I led him to the chamber in which
the princess was, so she was shut up in a box, she was thrown into the river, and I caused a great fish to swallow
her up, and to bring her to this very lake; and the fish was opened, and then the princess stepped forth to marry the
King, and she did marry the King. Go and see for yourself!” At this moment the King advanced quite close and
said,
“What tidings today, O old woman?”
“Only what I have already told you,” answered she. “I am now going to the palace to find out particulars.”
“No need,” said Nek Bakht. “Your prophecy has come true, it is all fulfilled, and the king has married the
princess.”
“Really?” said she, “is it really true?”
“Yes,” said the King, “all is finished and over this very day.”
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“Alas! alas!” then said the woman. “I am sorry for it.”
“Sorry?” said he. “But where is the cause for sorrow?”
“Alas!” said she again, “I am sorry because the young king’s mother is a sorceress and so also is that princess.
Now that there are two of them, what will become of him?”
So the King turned back more miserable than ever
“I can not kill my wife,” said he to himself. “It would be no use, for my mother is also a witch.”
And as he drew nigh to the city the wazir met him, and observing his disturbed countenance, asked him the
reason. So he told him all his new trouble, and how not only his young wife is a witch, but, his mother also. The
wazir was grieved.
“O foolish king,” said he, “this your mother lived with your father for many a year, and never was such a thing
ever heard about, and as for your wife, she is yet but a child. What can she know of magic?”
Nevertheless the king believed the words of the old woman, and going into a chamber apart. he lay down. Byand-by his mother came to him and said,
“O son, why are you so sorrowful? Cast your eye on your fair young Queen, see how beautiful she is, and how
truly she loves you!”
“Leave me,” said he to his mother. “I am not well. Tomorrow we shall see.”
“God will make you well, my son,” said his mother.
And she left him there. But a little after he looked out, and saw his mother and his wife working spells at a
pipal tree, and he felt afraid. Some time passed away, until one day the king was minded to ride to the river again.
He did so and found the old woman at her old occupation, watching her bundles of dry grass. Just then her two
spirits, Fate and Destiny, were again conversing one with the other. Says Fate,
“In a kingdom beyond the sea lives another princess, and in four days Nek Bakht will go there and marry her.”
“Yes, that indeed will happen,” replies Destiny, “but in the meantime he will have trouble enough.” Having
heard so much, the King came forward and said,
“Old woman, what occupies you now?”
“The same old thing,” answered she. “I am only acting the part of arbiter between the two powers, and sifting
the true from the false. As for the king, poor man, for him I grieve, for in four days he will be far away and
married again, and still he will be vexed by plaguing cares.”
These words sounded in the ears of the King like a sentence of death, and so beset him all the way home, that
he took no heed of his mare, where or how she was going. And when, in the bazaar, it certain woman bearing two
water-pitchers on her head came by, he knocked against her; and as the shock overbalanced her, down fell the
pitchers and the water was wasted. As she was only a poor woman she lost her temper and cried out,
“He is jumping his horse in the street, and he calls himself a king, and yet he does not know the tricks they
play in his own house, fine as he is!”
On hearing these words the King woke up and touched bridle, but the woman had passed on. She entered a
house and closed the door, but the King followed, and said to an attendant,
“Set a mark on that house for me!”
And a mark was set on it that the king might know it again. Then he went on, and the wazir saw him and said,
“O king, before you used to look sorrowful, but today the very color has left your face! What new trouble has
come to pester you now?” The king beckoned to the wazir to come near to him, and he told him the story of the
woman whose jars he had broken and whose water he had spilt.
“Her words were strange,” said he. “Who made her so hardy to seek to undo me thus?” Presently the king
again spoke and said,
“Let us both disguise ourselves and sally out, let us go to her house!”
So both dressed themselves up as fakirs, in old garments of many colors, all shreds and patches, and with bowl
and staff went forth. The woman took them for mendicants, and said to them,
“Shall I give you flour, or would you like some cakes?”
“We will have neither,” answered the wazir, “but we’ll just come in and have a smoke, and a talk about some
things we have on our minds.” So they entered, and as they squatted over the hookah, the woman looked at them
and at once recognized the king.
“I suppose you have come for explanations,” said she.
“Some women are wiser than others,” answered the King.
“In two days,” said she, “the daughter of the king of a certain land is to be married, and her name is Aziz.\fn
{Beloved.} With the king of that land your wife and mother intrigue, and in a moment they can be with him. They
go and come the same day. How do they do it? They sit on a ;ipal tree, and the pipal tree carries them there and
back.”
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“Can these things be?” said the wazir, and the King remembered how he saw both the ranis doing magic to a
pipal tree hard by the palace, and he said,
“That pipal tree I know.”
“Well,” said she, “if you doubt my word, have a hole made in the tree, and sit in it, and you will go too.”
Then they went away and no one knew them. And when Nek Bakht got back to the palace, he ordered his wife
and mother to remain in their own apartments, and he shut them in. Then he called a cunning carpenter who made
a chamber in the tree, and it had a door to it, and when the door was closed, no one could see the difference, for it
looked the same as the rest. Now as soon as the two days were up, he was lying on his bed, when he overheard his
wife and mother talking.
“The hour has come,” said they, “let us start now!”
“Your husband the king is asleep,” said the elder Queen. “Here, take these magic mustard-seeds, and drop
them on the king’s breast. They will sprout, and the roots will fasten him down.”
So Dilaram Begam\fn{Heart’s-ease lady.} took the mustard seeds and went into the chamber where the king was
feigning sleep. And she said,
“Alas, this is my dear, dear husband! I will not sprinkle his breast with them, but only drop them round the
edges of his bed.” When she returned, her mother said to her,
“Have you done it?”
“Yes, it is done,” answered the wife.
“Come along then,” said her mother. “First let us bathe and dress, and then go to the ppipal tree, when by the
power of God and magic the pipal tree will fly.”
Now, when they had gone to the bath, the king arose, and creeping through the branches of the mustard-trees
he got to the pipal tree first, and entering into the chamber, he closed the door and kept quiet. By-and-by came the
ladies and got on the top of the tree. And they uttered magic words over a red thread, and tied it round the tree.
Then they addressed the tree, and said,
“By order of God and magic, ascend!”
And the tree, with leaf and branch, and with its roots attached, flew off to the city of the kingdom over the sea,
where it settled in a place outside the gates. Then both mother and wife got down and hastened away. Nek Bakht
also opened the door of his chamber and came out and followed them, and he saw that they made for the king’s
palace, which they entered by a wicket, and then the door was closed and they were lost to view. As he stood there
awhile, he heard the sound of music and tom-toms, and presently a marriage procession swept by.
“What wedding is this?” and someone told him it was the wedding of the king’s daughter, the Princess Aziz.
So he joined himself to the party and passed in with the rest.
Now, it so happened that the bridegroom was the ugliest man in the whole world. His party knew well how
ugly he was, and that the bride’s party would tease him about his ugliness and give him no rest. So they all
decided that he should be married by proxy, and that he should not appear at all.
“Let us choose out some handsome youth,” said they, “to represent him, and then he will escape the flouts and
the jeers of the girls.”
And when they looked round and saw Nek Bakht, they all declared for him, and begged him to go through the
ceremony, which after much persuasion he at last consented to do, and he looked most handsome, so that none of
the courtiers could touch him. The people, too, were astonished, and they ran and said to the king,
“So handsome is the bridegroom that no one can look at him, nay, when he showed himself to the bridesmaids,
they all swooned away for very trouble.” This news heard also his mother and his wife, for they were then with
the king, and the mother said to the wife,
“Go, child, and see him. Surely he cannot be more handsome than Nek Bakht!”
And the girl went to have a peep, and she saw them both, the bride and the proxy bridegroom, going through
the ceremony. And she gazed and gazed as they dropped their rings into a bowl of milk, and saw the bridegroom
take out his ring and put in on the finger of the bride, and the bride take out her ring and put it on the finger of the
bridegroom. And she went back and said,
“So handsome is he that I can see no difference between him and Nek Bakht. The one is the very image of the
other.”
By this time the ceremony was over, and Nek Bakht, having played his part, walked out before king and courtiers and wife and mother, unrecognized, and, remembering the counsel of the old woman, determined to hasten to
the pipal tree. So, turning to the wedding-party, “Here, take these trappings, I am off!” said he, and leaving with
them his wedding garment, he ran to the tree first, shut himself in, and bided events. Towards evening came his
mother and the Princess Dilaram his wife. Nor did they suspect anything, but they got on the top of the tree as
before, and pronounced the magic words, “By the order of God and magic, ascend!” when at once the tree rose
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and in a single breath it reached their home and sank into its own place.
Entering the palace, the ladies went to the bath, while the king escaped to his own room, and forcing his way
through the mustard-trees, lay down on his bed and feigned sleep. The first thing the Queen-mother did, when she
returned from the bath, was to light a candle, and then she went into the king’s room, where she saw with horror
that the mustard-seed had been sown on the edges of the bed, and she noticed the opening in the mustard-trees
through which the king had crept. Going to her daughter, she cried,
“All’s up! You have worked foolishness. O how wrong you have been! It was Nek Bakht himself and none
other, who was with us at the wedding, for who else in the whole world could face Nek Bakht for beauty?” Then
she hastened back again to the king’s chamber and peeped through the leaves, scanning her son’s appearance and
the color of his hands.
“It is only too true,” said she when she got back. “All his fingers are red with the stain of the henna. Now, if we
do not contrive something, he will kill us both.”
“O what shall we do?” said the wife.
“There is one way and one only,” answered she. “Leave it to me and you will see!”
So she took water of magic, and threw it over the face of her son, and at once he became unconscious. And all
the time she kept upbraiding her daughter and saying,
“It is all your doing, disobedient one. Why did you not sow the mustard-seed on his chest as I ordered?”
She then took a silk thread from her hair, and, with mutterings, tied it round her son’s ankle, and he turned into
a peacock, and they took the peacock and set it loose in the garden. Some time after this the Queen-mother went
to the old wazir and said,
“Where is the king? He must have disappeared again.”
Search was made for him, but he was not to be found, and the wazir governed, thinking he would again return
as at the former time.
Now in the kingdom over the sea there was commotion as soon as it was discovered in the morning that the
mock bridegroom was not the real bridegroom after all. The ugly Prince had not a chance, as the Princess spurned
him from her, and bade him begone. Then she looked at the ring on her finger, and saw it was a signet ring
engraved with the name of Nek Bakht, and she told the king, who got into a rage and sent messengers everywhere
through the world to look for the kingdom of Nek Bakht. And the messengers set out.
But the princess built a large caravanserai and invited merchants from every part to put up there. And over the
gateway she built herself a bower in which she dwelt, for she hoped by that means to hear all the foreign gossip
and to get tidings of the runaway bridegroom. It so happened about that time that a company of merchants visited
the capital of Nek Bakht. Before leaving, these people stole the peacock from the king’s garden, and brought it
back with them to the very serai in which lived the Princess Aziz; who, when she saw the peacock, gave them
their price and bought it, and the bird became her companion.
One day when the rain was falling, she called the peacock to her, and laid it in her lap. As she was caressing it,
she caught sight of the red thread which bound its foot, and taking a knife she severed it, when in a moment the
peacock disappeared and she saw Nek Bakht standing before her, no longer a bird, but a man. Then was she glad
and her father ordered general rejoicings and gave Nek Bakht an army and sent him back to his own country. So
Nek Bakht set out, taking the bride with him, and so journeyed home.
One evening, as the party was approaching a certain tree, two large white kites were seen wheeling round
about them. At last they flew to the tree on which they settled. Then said the princess,
“Do you see those kites? They are your mother and your wife, who by the power of magic have learnt
everything that has happened. Give me the order and I will destroy them.”
“How can you destroy them?” said the King.
“Nay, speak the word and I will do it,” answered she. “You will see how, and it will save trouble in the end.”
So Nek Bakht gave her leave, and she at once changed herself into a black kite, and flew off. Then ensued a
fierce encounter between the black kite and the two white ones, and in the struggle they came tumbling to the
ground, when the King ordered them, all three, to be killed on the spot, which was at once done by a soldier.
Then the king went home and lived a still more melancholy life than ever. Finding no rest, he again consulted
the old witch of the riverside, and found Fate and Destiny wrangling together as usual. Says Destiny,
“He will live long.”
“Not so,” replies Fate, “and moreover he is doomed to die a violent death,” which came to pass in an
earthquake which swallowed up king, wazir, and palace, and so ends the story.
2
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There once. lived an idiot named Lall, who on the very day of his birth lost his father. It is an old saying that a
boy-child who has no father is a king, for he can do just what he pleases. And this was doubly true of Lall,
because he had so little sense that it was useless even to attempt to control him.
In the same town lived Lall’s aunt, his mother’s sister, who was also a widow with an only daughter. Her his
mother used to visit from, time to time, and on these occasions she would say,
“Sister, you have a daughter. Shall not our children marry together?” To which the sister would answer,
“What! Marry my daughter to an idiot? What would happen then, I wonder? No, sister, this cannot be.” To this
the poor mother would reply,
“You are my own sister. If you won’t give your daughter to wife to my idiot son, who in the world will?” And
then the aunt would relent, and say.
“Well, I suppose, as you are my eldest sister, I must. Come once again, and we'll see if we can settle it.”
At last it was all arranged, and, in accordance with the usual custom, Lall’s mother sent to the boy’s betrothed
presents of clothes and trinkets. Poor Lall began to visit the house, too, and the people in the street, when they
knew he was engaged, were quite civil to him, saying to each other,
“Don’t you know this is Widow Hira’s son-in-law?”
Now, it is considered an unworthy thing for a youth to be always haunting the house of his betrothed, and
frequent visits are always discouraged. But Lall, being an idiot, and having been well fed on the occasion of his
first visit, had no regard for people’s prejudices, and in short used to visit his aunt every day in the week. One day
he was on his way to the house as usual, when a girl, drawing water from the well, saw him, and cried,
“O Lalla:\fn{Little fool.} come here, and help me to carry this vessel of water!”
She was by no means so big as Lall, who was active and strong; but when he came up she began to smile
wickedly at him and to joke him about his sweetheart. Thereupon Lall gave her a great push, which toppled her
over into the well, and as there was no one near to rescue her the poor thing was drowned. When the lad arrived
home his mother said to him,
“O Lall, where have you been again today?”
“I have been to the same place,” answered Lall; “and I have had plenty to eat.”
“Lall,” said his mother, “you should not go there so often now that you are betrothed. The girls will all begin to
make fun of you, and who knows what you may be doing?”
“What fun will the girls make of me?” replied Lall. “One of them did so today, and I caught her by the neck
and threw her into the well. And she’s as dead as a stone, I can tell you;” and Lall quite laughed at the capital joke
he pad played her.
“Ah, what fatal news is this?” cried the distressed mother. “Now this lad of mine will be hanged.”
Without a moment's delay the idiot's mother ran out, and as it was getting dark she escaped observation and
came to the well. With the greatest difficulty she managed to get out the body, which she carried to the river, and,
tying a large jar full of sand to the neck of it, she threw it into the water.
On her, way back she saw the dead body of a he-goat lying in the road. This she lifted on to her shoulder, and
taking it to the well, she dropped it in, Then she returned to her own house.
She now began to reflect that, as her idiot boy was certain to chatter to everyone about the trick which he had
played the unfortunate girl, her precautions ought to be increased. So she took a box of sweetmeats and scattered
them all over the court of the house. Then she cried out to her son, who had gone to bed:
“Get up, Lall, get up; boy! the sky has been raining sweetmeats!”
No second invitation was needed for Lall, who loved sweetmeats with all his heart. He sprang from his bed,
and, rushing out just as he was, gathered up every one of them, cramming his capacious mouth again and again.
By this time, however, there was a great commotion at the house of the missing girl. Messengers were sent
everywhere to look for her, but they all returned no wiser than they went. All night long the search went on, and in
the morning some said,
“The poor girl has been made away with for her trinkets and bangles, and they have hidden her body.”
Now Lall had risen early, intending to visit the house of his cousin as usual. Going up the street, he noticed an
unusual stir, and he stopped and asked,
“What is all this noise for?”
“O Lall,” said one, “Gaffer Laiya’s little girl went out to fetch some water, and now she is nowhere to be
found.”
“Is that all the fuss?” answered Lall. “I caught that girl by the neck, and threw her into the well. Haven’t you
looked for her there?”
Some of the bystanders, with the girl’s father, hearing this, seized him, and took him along with them.
“Come along, Lall, and show us,” said they. On the way one cried,
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“When did you kill her, Lall? When did you kill her?”
“What, you stupid people?” said Lall. “Why, of course, I killed her last night before the sky began to rain down
sweetmeats.”
“What a fool this fellow is!” then became the cry. “What is the use of our wasting time over him?” But others
said,
“No, let us go and see. Perhaps there is something in it.” When the crowd arrived at the well, the girl’s father
said,
“Let’s all go down and bring up my daughter.”
“All right,” cried Lall; “give me a rope, tie it round my waist and let me down. I’ll soon find her for you.”
So the people brought a stout rope, and Lall was lowered into the well, which was very wide, though not very
deep—like all the wells of that country.
When Lall, who could swim like a fish, found himself in the water, he looked round him, but could perceive no
signs of the dead body. Then he gave a dive down into the well, and coming across something at the bottom, he
examined it, and rose once more to the surface.
“Hi!” cried he, looking up the well and addressing the distracted father, “has your daughter two horns?”
“Bring it up, bring it up, Lall!” cried the poor man, “and let us see it.”
Down into the water Lall dived again, and after an interval which seemed like eternity he again came to the
surface.
“I say,” cried he to the father, “hasn,’t your daughter four legs?” On hearing this, some said,
“What’s the use of bothering here with this silly fool?” But others cried out to Lall,
“Bring up the body, Lall, there’s a fine lad! bring it up and let us see it.”
Lall dived down for the third time, and was longer out of sight than ever. At last he appeared once more, and
looking up to the eager faces, he cried,
“Hi, uncle, has your daughter a long tail?” Then many of the people got very angry.
“Why don’t you bring it up, you idiot!” they cried, and they threatened to brain him with stones.
The boy now hastily disappeared for the last time; but if he had been as other people, he would have felt the
father’s tears, as they dropped into the well, worse even than stones. This time he remained under water a longer
period still, until the people began to imagine he was drowned too. But at last he appeared again, and holding up
high over the water the head of the old he-goat, he cried to the unfortunate father,
“See! Isn’t this your daughter?”
This caused the greatest disorder and confusion among the people, because, while some were bursting with
rage, others seemed bursting with laughter, and no one knew what to say or where to look.
“Ah, what stuff this is,” said one of the serious ones; “and what precious time we have wasted over this
wretched idiot!”
Then some were for throwing in the rope, and leaving the lad to drown. But the father said,
“No! he is only a poor idiot—let him go.” And so Lall was pulled roughly up and sent about his business.
While all this was going on, Lall’s poor mother—half out of her wits with fear and apprehension—was giving
away bread in charity, and offering up her intercessory prayers at all the shrines in the place on behalf of her boy.
And overjoyed was she when she received him once more safe and sound, because, though he was only an idiot,
he was the very light of her life. Yet she did not spare him when she got hold of him again, and often she
reproached and reviled him with,
“Ah, you little fool! you have lost your sweetheart, and who’ll marry you now?” For her sister had lost no time
in coming to her and saying,
“A pretty to-do in the town, and all about your idiot of a son! No more sweethearting at my house if you
please, sister! I have had enough of it, and, in short, my daughter is promised now to somebody else.”
So the match had been broken off, and poor Lall’s lovemaking came to an end.
Some time after this Lall was loitering about the street, when a passing soldier laid hold of his arm and said,
“Here, lad, carry this vessel of butter for me, and if you are smart I’ll give you three half-pence.” This quite
delighted Lall, who was as strong as a horse, and taking up the vessel, with an “All right, I’ll carry it,” he swung it
on to his shoulders. The vessel was a large jar of earthenware, and the butter was in a liquid state, like oil. As Lall
strode along the road, followed by the soldier, his busy brain began to build up castles in the air.
“How lucky am!” said he to himself. “This fellow is going to give me three ha’pence, and what shall I do with
it? I know. I’ll go into the market and buy a hen with it, and I’ll take it home and feed it; and the hen will lay eggs,
and I shall have a fine brood of chickens. And I’ll sell them all for what they will fetch, and when I have sold
them I’ll buy a sheep. After a bit the sheep will have young ones, and when I have also sold them, I’ll buy a cow.
And when my cow has young ones I’ll buy a milch buffalo and when my milch buffalo has young ones, I’ll sell
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her and I’ll buy a mare to ride on. And when I am riding my mare the people will all stare at me, and say, ‘O Lall!
Lall!’ and the girls will nudge each other, and say, ‘Look at Lall on his beautiful mare!’ And when I have a mare
of my own, I shall not be long making a match with some fine girl with a pot of money; and I’ll get married, and I
shall have four or five nice little children. And when my children look up to me and cry, ‘Papa, papa!’ I’ll say to
one, ‘O you little dear!; and to another, ‘O you little darling!’ And with my hand I’ll pat them on the head, one by
one, just like this.”
Suiting the action to the word, Lall, in total oblivion of the jar of butter, lowered his hand, and made several
passes in the air as if patting his children’s heads; but as he did so, down fell the unlucky jar, which was broken
into a thousand pieces, and all the precious butter ran about the street. The soldier now ran up in a furious passion.
“Ah, you villain,” said he, “this liquid butter was the king’s! Come along, I am going to the king, and you shall
be punished. Five rupees all pitched into the street!”
So he seized Lall and took him along with him.
They had not gone many yards when they saw a mule coming towards them, and some distance. behind him a
buniah running and shouting,
“Hi! My mule is running away, my mule is running away! Will some one give him two cracks with a stick and
stop him?”
Hearing this, Lall lifted his staff and smote the mule so heavy a blow on the head that he fell to the ground
quite lifeless. When the buniah came up, he cried,
“Ah, you villain, you have killed my mule, and you shall go before the king!”
So the buniah, in high indignation, joined company with the soldier, and all three went on towards the King’s
court. As they were walking along they came up to a little hut, or hovel of grass, by the roadside, in which lived a
very old man and a very old woman. Here the three sat down to rest, and Lall, being thirsty, had a drink of water.
Then the soldier and the buniah said to the old couple,
“Do you know who this is? This is Lall!” When the old woman, who was of a whimsical turn, heard that, she
said,
“O Lalla, do tell us the story of how Lanka was captured, and how Dehsar, the ten-headed god, was killed.”
“Now, woman,” answered Lall, “don’t be teasing me. Don’t you see what trouble I am in?” But the old lady
was not to be denied.
“Now, do tell us, Lall,” said she.
“Now hear, O soldier,” then replied Lall, “and hear you, O buniah! This old woman wants to know how Lanka
was taken, and how the ten-headed god was killed. I can show her this far better than I can tell her, and if I do not
show her she will not believe me.”
Saying this, the stupid lad sprang up, and, seizing a hatchet which was lying by, he .cut off the old man’s head
at a single blow.
“This,” cried he, “is how the ten-headed god was killed.”
Then he caught up some dry grass, set a light to it and fired the hut, which in a moment was enveloped in
flames. Nor could the old woman have escaped being burnt to death if Lall had not dragged her out of the place.
“And now,” said he, “this is the way that Lanka was taken.”
Then was the old woman sorry she spoke, but her rage was greater than her grief, for she swore in the most
dreadful manner.
“But, you villain!” said she, “I’ll tell the king, and you shall be hanged.”
And she joined the soldier and the buniah to add her accusation to theirs. Away started the party once more;
but before coming to the king’s court they passed the shop of an oil-seller. Here Lall halted and said to the soldier,
“Look, my hair is so rough and untidy that I am not fit to go before the king. Let me enter this shop and
smooth down my hair with a little oil.”
To this the .soldier consented, and Lall entered the shop, which was kept by another old woman. All round
there were shelves, and on the shelves stood large earthen vessels quite full of oil. Said Lall to the shopkeeper,
“Mother, I have a few cowries here; let me have a little oil for my hair.” And he gave her two or three cowries.
Then the woman took an iron spoon and brought the boy a little oil from one of the vessels. Lall held out his
hand for it, and she poured it into his palm; but Lall was so silly that he let it all run out between his fingers, and it
dropped on the floor. Then said he,
“I bought a few cowries’ worth of oil, and even that small quantity has slipped away!” But spilt oil is a sign of
good luck! and the woman thought she would cheer him up by saying,
“O boy, you are in luck today; you have certainly escaped something dreadful!” When Lall heard the woman
speaking thus, he began thinking to himself,
“I have spilt these few drops of oil, and I am in luck, and perhaps have missed some great misfortune or other.
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But if I spill all the oil in the shop I shall bring far more luck on myself and luck on everybody else as well.”
So he lifted his heavy staff, and laying on the chatties with the utmost violence, he smashed them to atoms, and
let out so large a quantity of oil that it covered the ground and ran out at the door.
“Hulloa!” cried the soldier, who was sitting outside; “what, more mischief here?” Presently out came the old
shopkeeper, fuming with rage, and crying,
“Ah, you villain of a thief, we’ll see what the king will say to this!” And she joined company with the other
complainants; and all went forward and entered into the king’s presence.
The King was at this time in his court hearing cases and administering justice. When he saw Lall and. his four
accusers at the door, he called them forward to his judgment-seat, and bade them state their business. The first to
speak was the soldier.
“O King, I hired this man,” said he, “to carry five rupees’ worth of ghee for your Highness’ kitchen, but he
dropped it in the street, and it was all wasted.” Then the King turned to Lall and said,
“What is your name?”
“My name is Lall,” answered the lad. “This soldier is complaining about his pennyworth of ghee; but if the
King will lend me his ears, I will state the case truly.” The King nodding assent, Lall proceeded:
“I agreed with the soldier to carry his butter for three ha’pence. As I went along I began to think what I should
do with so large a sum. I would buy a hen and hatch chickens and sell them. Then I would buy a sheep and have
lambs and sell them. Then I would buy a cow. and have calves and sell them. Then I would have a milch buffalo
and have baby buffaloes and sell them. And lastly, I should buy a fine mare and go riding among the girls and
choose me a wife, and get children four or five. And I was just fancying myself in the midst of them, petting them
and tousling them, and I merely took down my hand from the jar to pat their dear little heads, when crash! down
came the jar, and all the butter ran away. But was I to blame, O King, seeing I lost so much myself?”
When the King heard this he perceived that Lall was a merry fool, and he began to laugh. As fools were his
delight, he felt very well inclined to him, and, turning to the soldier, he gave sentence thus:
“Soldier, for the sake of three pice this poor fellow has lost his all, and, in short, ruined himself, for he has lost
his fowls, his sheep, his cows, his buffaloes, his mare, and even his poor unhappy children; while all you have lost
is five rupees. Stand aside; he is forgiven. I dismiss the case.” The King then called forward the next accuser,
upon which the buniah advanced and gave his evidence thus:
“This miserable man, my lord, whom I have never injured, struck my mule with that staff of his and killed it.”
“Did you kill this buniah’s mule, Lall?” asked the king.
“Yes, I did,” answered Lall; “but, O king, let the buniah witness whether he did not tell me to do so, crying out
again and again, ‘O traveler, traveler, give my mule a couple of cracks!’ I merely struck his animal once.”
“Soldier, what have you to say to this?” the king then asked. “Is Lall’s statement true or false?”
“My lord, it is true,” answered the soldier.
“Then,” said the King to the buniah, “this misfortune is surely no one’s fault but your own. Ho, guard, give
this false witness half-a-dozen stripes and turn him into the street!”
So the unfortunate buniah was led off in disgrace. Then the. poor old woman whose house was on fire began
her pitiful story:
“This man, O king, both cut off my husband’s head and burnt up my house. I ask for justice.”
“Can this be possible, Lall?” asked the King.
“Yes,” answered Lall, “it is true enough. But she asked me again and again to give her the story of the death of
the ten-headed god, and to show her how Lanka was taken, and I merely obeyed her. As the old woman could not
deny this, Lall continued,
“I thought it was best to explain to her properly how it was done, for deeds are always better than words, and
so I showed her properly in order that there might be no mistake.” To the woman the King then said,
“As this appears to be the ease, the prisoner must be acquitted. Be more careful another time, and meanwhile
my servants will provide you with a dwelling.”
So this case also was dismissed. Then lastly the oil-seller came forward and accused Lall of having wantonly
and maliciously smashed the whole of her oil vessels and spilt the oil, thereby ruining her forever.
“Did you do this thing, Lall?” said the King.
“Yes, O King, I did,” answered Lall.
“And why did you?” returned the King.
“I went into the shop to buy four cowries’ worth of oil to oil my hair before coming into your Highness’
presence; but the oil ran away between my fingers, and the woman told me how lucky I was to have spilt it, and I
thought to myself, ‘If spilling a little of her oil brings me luck, spilling the whole of her oil will bring me and her
and everyone else luck.’ So I spilt it as much for herself as for me.” Then the King, addressing himself to the
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woman, said,
“Woman, you must have known this poor fellow was an idiot, and you should have been more careful of your
speech. It is quite evident that he broke your vessels of oil because he thought you were not strong enough to
break them for yourself. He wished you to have all the luck in the world. But the original fault lay with yourself.”
So the King, greatly amused, dismissed this case as well, and ordered the prisoner to be discharged. Lall then
joyfully betook himself home to his mother, who said,
“Lall, Lall, I have been in the greatest agony of mind about you! What became of you?” And to his mother Lall
told all his adventures from first to last. And when she had heard them through, she said:
“My Lall does everything upside down;
God brings it together as right as a crown.”

140.133 The Likeness In The Well 2. Things Work Out In The End: Two Folktales\fn{by “the bard Sharaf (before
1880- )} at Tarbela, Haripur District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 7
1
Once upon a time there was a certain Prince who was strongly attached to the son of his father’s wazir, so that
the two youths became inseparable companions. On one of their hunting excursions, when they had ridden far
away into the wilds, the Prince, weary of the long chase, and suffering from intense thirst cried,
“Oh for some water now, from tank or pool or well! Where shall I find water in this wilderness, destitute of a
single village?”
Hard by there happened to be growing a clump of trees, and to them the two friends rode, and there they
dismounted. And because the Prince’s distress increased, the wazir’s son spread his mantle under a tree, and said
to his master,
“Rest you here awhile, and let me go and look for some water.”
So the Prince lay down, and the full foliage of the tree screened him from the burning sun, for trees are not like
men: they endure upon their own heads piercing heat and driving rain, yet the wayfarer’s head they shelter and
protect.
Having searched awhile, the wazir’s son at last found some water in a lonely garden. In the garden there was a
well, with a flight of steps leading down to the water’s level. So he descended and filled his vessel. On his way
up, as he was bearing the water, he saw painted at the top of the staircase the portrait of some princess. Her hair
was all loose and flowing. In one hand she held a lemon, and with the other she was lightly drying her disheveled
tresses. She was so exceedingly handsome that the wazir’s son thought within himself,
“If the Prince now should chance to see this likeness, he will cause me infinite trouble, for he will bid me bring
him the Princess herself.”
So he took some earth, and mixing the water with it, he made clay, and smeared it all over the picture,
obscuring it. from view. Then he descended once more, and having filled his vessel a second time, he returned to
the Prince, and gave him to drink. Having drunk the water, the Prince’s strength revived, and, standing up, he said,
“Now I shall go and examine the garden for myself.”
“The garden is a wilderness in the midst of a wilderness,” said the wazir’s son. “It is wild and desolate. Who
knows what things may abide there? Let us avoid it, for to remain in it cannot be safe. Let us rather mount and be
gone.”
“Nay,” replied the Prince, “I have a fancy to see it.”
So they both went to it, and entered within it, and the Prince was delighted with the massive walls and the
grandeur of the trees. After walking about it for some time, they at last came to the well, and, the Prince leading
the way, they began to descend. Gazing about him, he said,
“These walls are beautiful, excepting just here. Who has been spoiling these lovely designs with a vile coating
of mud? Wash off this mud, and let us restore the color once more.”
“That is a thing we cannot do,” answered the wazir’s son.
“And why? The garden is the owner’s, and this is surely not our business, but his.”
The Prince, however, paid no heed; but he went down, brought up some water in a broken vessel, and threw it
against the wall until the earth was all washed off, revealing the likeness clearly and distinctly. Then the Prince sat
him down opposite to the picture, and looked at it. Long time he looked at it, and at last he said,
“Now life to me is nothing. Until I meet this lady, whoever she is, I shall be miserable; and if I do not meet her,
here I shall die.” The wazir’s son was sore perplexed.
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“Who knows,” said he, “when this drawing was made? She may have died ages ago, and where then shall we
look for her?”
“If she be dead,” answered the Prince, “then I die too. When I hear the fatal tidings, ‘She is dead,’ that moment
shall be my last!” Again the Prince said,
“If anyone deems himself my friend, he will bring me this Princess.”
And with these words he lay down prostrate from sorrow. Once more the Prince looked up, and said,
“If from your heart. you are really my friend, you will go quickly and bring me this Princess.” The wazir’s son
then began to consider within himself,
“If I do not attend to the Prince’s orders, I shall bring ruin on myself and my father the wazir, too; and if I
leave him here and return alone, the King will slay me; and it may be he will slay my father as well, and my father
and mother will load me with reproaches, saying, ‘See what a son was ours, who could not save himself, and who
ruined us!’ To return to my home alone, therefore, is not to be thought of.” He then endeavoured to rouse up his
master, saying,
“Let us at least goo to the next village, and ask to whom this well belongs.”
“I cannot quit this beauteous face,” answered, the Prince. “I am sick to the heart for her, and here I am
determined to stay forever.”
At last the wazir’s son left him, and set out alone. After riding some distance; he came to a town, where he met
a man to whom he said,
“Whose is the garden in the wilds in which there is a well? Is it a prince’s or a merchant’s?”
“That garden in the wilds,” answered the man, “a merchant made, and he dug the well for the sake of charity;
and he used always to. keep a servant there, and his order was, ‘Whenever a traveler comes, give him food; to a
Hindu, uncooked; to a Muslim, coolced—and I shall pay for all; but let no one go empty away.’ That good
merchant, however, is dead; and his sons were worthless, and they turned out\fn{ The text has: off.} the servant, and
now they do not go there even themselves, lest they should be “expected to entertain strangers."
“I should like,” said the wazir’s son, “to see that son of the merchant who is the least worthless of them all.”
So the man took the wazir’s son to the merchant’s house, where he found in possession the eldest son.
“Does the garden in the wilderness belong to you?” asked the youth.
“It is mine,” answered the son.
“And the garden-well, too?” asked the other.
“That, too, is mine; both are mine,” answered he.
“Then, who are they,” continued the wazir’s son, “who built the well?”
Then the man told him that the builder of that well was a man who dwelt in a town some distance away; and
when he heard that, the wazir’s son at once went there, and after two days’ journey he arrived, and finding the
builder, he said to him,
“Did you build that well?” And the man took him in and showed him hospitality, and kept him there for the
night, and told him, saying,
“Yes; that well was built by me.” Then said the wazir’s son,
“What portrait was that which you painted on the wall?”
“The well was mine,” answered the man, “but the portrait was the work of my elder brother, who lives in
another village.” Now, the person who spoke thus was himself a very old man, and the wazir’s son began saying
to himself,
“The brother of whom he speaks must be of immense age. Can he be living still? How unfortunate this is!”
Nevertheless, he started for the next village without delay, and soon discovered the house to which he had been
directed. But, to his surprise, the owner seemed far younger than the man he had just quitted, and when he looked
at him he began to think,
“This man cannot possibly be the elder brother. He must be someone else.”
Nevertheless, his host bade him enter and, seeing he was a stranger, he put down a bed for him, and entertained
him liberally. The wazir’s son, however, did not mention the object of his visit that night, and when morning
came, he said to himself,
“I suppose the elder brother is absent from home, and I must wait until he return.”
Yet he made no communication to his host, though he was the very man he sought. The next night the man,
whose politeness was now satisfied, said to him,
“On what business have you come to my house?”
“I have come,” answered he, “to inquire concerning a well in a certain garden in the forest owned by a
merchant. I have heard that you built it. Is that so?”
“Yes,” answered the man, “it was I who built the well.”
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“And was it you,” continued the wazir’s son, “who drew the likeness on the wall?”
“No,” said he. “The well I built, but the likeness was painted by another brother still older than I, and he lives
elsewhere.”
Learning the name of the place, the wazir’s son once more set off on his search; and finding the town, he
inquired for the house.
“Mine is the house,” answered the first person whom he accosted.
Now, this man seemed still younger than either of the other two, a strange circumstance which astonished the
wazir’s son more than ever. But, accepting his invitation, he went to his house, and in the evening his host said to
him,
“What business have you come upon?” Then said the wazir’s son,
“That I will tell you presently. But I am strangely puzzled. You look quite a young man. Have I turned mad, or
are you mad?”
“Any information I can give you,” returned the other, “shall be at your service.” Now, his wife was at that time
very poorly, yet he bade her, saying,
“Go, wife, to the top of the house, and fetch me down an apple which you will find on a shelf.”
Though she was so feeble, yet without a word she instantly arose, and, going up to the housetop, she brought
down the apple and gave it to her husband. Having taken the apple from her hand, he said,
“Now go up again and bring me down another apple which is also there.”
Instantly the wife again obeyed her husband and presently returned with the other apple.
“There is a third apple,” then said he, “haste, and bring that too.” She went as she was bidden, but she found no
more, so she came down and said,
“There is no third apple there.” The man then turned to the wazir’s son, and said,
“By this have you understood anything?”
“I have understood something,” answered he, “but not all. Go on with your story.” Then said the builder to the
wazir’s son,
“Ever since that excellent wife of mine has come into the house, my life has been easy and happy. The
youngest of my two brothers, who looks so aged and worn, his wife does not obey him, neither does she regard
him, and what is the consequence? He is the most miserable man alive.. Worse than a hundred diseases is the
disease of anxiety. When he asks for water, she answers, ‘Get up, and fetch it for yourself.’ If he asks for bread, it
is the same thing. Since the day on which that woman took up her abode in my brother’s house he has not had a
moment’s happiness, and his anxiety has eaten him up. Therefore it is that he has grown so aged in his
appearance. As to my other brother, his wife obeys him in part, but in part only. Sometimes, indeed, she makes her
husband’s heart happy, but at other times she renders him wretched. And that is the reason he does not age so
rapidly as the other. And now, O friend, tell me the object of your journey.”
“About the well in the forest garden—was it you who built it?” answered the son of the wazir.
“As to the garden, I know nothing,” said the man. “I built the well, but at that time there was no garden. After
the well was built, some one else must have made the garden.”
“But who drew that beautiful likeness ?” asked the wazir’s son.”
“That likeness?” said he. “Why, I drew it myself.”
“And where did you see the original of such a face as that?” said the wazir’s son.
“What would you do with her?” replied the other. “To begin with, you could not gain her.”
“My Prince,” said the wazir’s son, “after looking on that picture, has fallen into desperate illness, and there he.
lies, and he declares that if I obtain that Princess I shall save my life, but that if not I must die.”
“But no one may visit her,” said the mason. “If a man dare even so much as to look up at her windows, the
king, her father, takes out his eyes, and whosoever points towards the house loses his hand.”
“And if the king’s orders are so exceeding strict,” said the wazir’s son, “how on earth were you able to draw
her?”
“I happened to be in the city where she lives,” replied he; “and as I was crossing the river in a boat, the current
drove me under her palace walls. I did not dare to look up, but in the smooth water beneath I saw reflected her
likeness, as she sat at her casement. In one hand she held a lemon. With the other she was playing in the tresses of
her flowing hair. Having my colors with me, I at once sketched her portrait exactly as she appeared.”
Then asked the wazir’s son the name of the town, and, bidding his host farewell for the time, he hastened away.
On the road he came to a wood, in which some little boys were grazing their cattle. But they had caught a
tortoise, and were playing with it, beating it with sticks and kicking it like a ball. Seeing this cruel sport, the
wazir’s son became sorrowful, and exclaimed,
“Look how everything that has breath suffers when beaten about!” So he begged them to let the creature go.
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“If you are so fond of the tortoise,” answered they, “give us five rupees and take it.”
So he gave them the money, and took the tortoise; and when he had come to some water he set it at liberty, and
let it go.
After that he went along, and at last he came to the city in which lived the beautiful Princess. Then thought he
to himself,
“I am a man, and the king’s orders are so dreadful, what shall I do? I will disguise myself as a woman, and in
that character it will be easier for me to find her. Even if I knew some woman here, and confided my plans to her,
the secret that some one is after the Princess would be sure to leak out, and then I should be killed. My best plan is
so to manage that no one may suspect, while at the same time I succeed in my object.”
So he went and bought some jewels, and then he dressed himself up as a woman, adorning himself with the
jewelry. Having so done, he went once more into the bazaar, and bargained for a supply of bangles, and having
procured a rich variety, he put them into a basket, and went crying them up and down the city among the palaces
of the nobility. And as he cried, “Bangles; who’ll buy bangles?” he looked so exceedingly handsome that many a
purchaser called him in to fit on his bangles. But his prices were so exorbitant that the commoner folk were
unable to buy.
Two days he cried his bangles, and on the third day he chanced to find himself under the palace of the Princess,
and as he cried, “Who’ll buy my bangles?” the Princess heard him and looked out; and when she saw him, that he
was so handsome, she sent a slave-girl, and called him in, and said to him,
“Fit some of your bangles on my arms.”
So he began to try on some bangles; but he delayed and delayed as much as possible, almost till the evening,
because some he willfully broke, while others were too large, and others, again, too small; and the more the
Princess regarded him, the more she felt some secret attraction towards him. At last, however, she was suited, and
then, because he was so beautiful, the Princess bade him attend on her every day and sell her some bangles.
Joyfully the wazir’s son took his leave, and the next day he returned again; and so he kept coming and going
for some time. At last the Princess said to him,
“You break an enormous number of bangles. When you go back in the evening, is not your master angry with
you?”
At these words he grew very thoughtful, for he knew not what to say or how to tell her who and what his
master was. At last he answered her,
“I am only a traveler from a distant town, and in your town I am a stranger.” After that he added,
“My husband is very ill. When I left him today he was nearly dead, and who knows if I shall now find him
alive?” After these things the Princess took so great a fancy to the beautiful bangle-seller that she kept him near
her constantly; and one day she said to him,
“Even if your husband does die, you can stay with me, and then you need not sell bangles any more. I am a
king’s daughter, and here there is plenty of everything. Eat what you like and dress as you please.” Three or four
days passed by, and then the wazir’s son went to the palace, and said,
“My husband is dead!” The Princess, finding him free, ordered a slave-girl to take his basket of bangles and
cast them into the river; after which she said to him,
“Now throw off your mean garments, and array yourself in beautiful clothes like mine.” So the wazir’s son
retired; and when he had dressed himself up, he returned to the Princess, who took up a mirror and looked at
herself and then looked at him; and as she did so, she thought within herself,
“This bangle-seller is even handsomer than I am.”
One day the Princess became very sorrowful and began to cry. Her maidens said to her,
“O Princess, why are you crying?”
But she answered them never a word. But when the wazir’s son spoke to her, she began to disclose to him her
grief, even her whole heart, which never before had she confided to anyone.
“In my heart I have one sorrow,” said she. “I now wish to marry, but I have told my father I shall marry only
the man I love. I told him this because who knows where he might get me married, or what the suitor might be
like? But I would have a husband as handsome as myself. And when I look at my face in the mirror, and where I
see you not less beautiful than myself, I weep, for I think what a wonder of the Almighty it would have been if
you had been a man instead of a woman. What a peerless pair we should have made!”
“But do not cry, Princess,” said he. “Have patience. If this is all your grief, Providence will grant your wish. I
mean to have a husband as handsome as yourself. I know a certain town, and in it there is a holy shrine. Whoever
goes there and prays and gives an alms ever attains his desires.”
“Two thousand rupees shall I give in charity,” cried the Princess, “if one of us two can become a man.”
After some days the Princess again spoke to the wazir’s son, and asked him more about the shrine.
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“You must have patience for a time,” answered he, “for I fear to speak much on account of the king, your
father.”
“Whatever I ask my father,” answered she, “he never denies me.” Again she said, “Tell me all your mind.” The
wazir’s son then disclosed the secret to her, and said,
“Now I am turned into a man.” Now when the Princess heard those words she was glad, and said to him,
“Listen! If I steal away with you the world will reproach me. But do you so contrive matters that the king
himself shall tell us to go, since we cannot get off without his permission. Here, take these four thousand rupees.
Go at once, and, resuming your proper dress, purchase merchandise and bring it into the city for sale.”
Then the wazir’s son, naming the day of his return, set forth, for he went to a distant town, changed his clothes
on the way, and, having bought servants and horses and rich stuffs in abundance, he came back to the city and
took up his abode in a superb mansion. There the Princess came to see him disguised as a man, and when he had
presented himself at the court, she said to the king,
“Let this be the day of my marriage, and let my choice be the new merchant.”
When the King heard that he was pleased, because he looked on the rich merchant with the utmost favor.
“O my daughter,” said he, “you have permission to marry when and whom you like. So let it be.” Then the
king sent for the merchant and made a great feast, and the ceremony of marriage was performed with splendor
and with general satisfaction.
Now, as soon as the wedding rite was over, the wazir’s son, under pretense of visiting the shrine for the
purpose of distributing doles, mounted his horse, and, taking his bride with him, he at once rode away to the
garden and the well in the distant wilderness, where he had left the Prince and all their substance. And he said to
the Princess,
“Whatever my faults in the past may appear, O Princess, forgive me for all!” She forgave him, and presently
they arrived at the well, and to the Prince the wazir’s son said,
“The Princess has come.”
As soon as the Prince looked at her face he was glad, but he did not speak to her then. Presently the wazir’s son
again said to the Princess,
“I have used deceit with you from the first. Will you forgive me? I went to you for the sake of this Prince, my
lord and master. I am only his servant, and, besides, I am also his friend.” The Princess accepted her fate, saying,
“My father gave me to you. You are now my master. Therefore, give me away to whomsoever you please.”
The wazir’s son then brought the Prince, and he put her hand into his, and the Prince and Princess, charmed
with each other, exchanged vows of eternal fidelity. And when all this was done, the whole party returned once
more to the Prince’s own court, where, in the presence of the King and Queen, the real nuptials were celebrated,
being attended with unusual rejoicings in all parts of the kingdom.
2
Once upon a time there were two men, Wais by caste, named Muhammad Bax and Amir Khan, who by chance
became friends. Muhammad Bax used to visit Amir Khan pretty regularly, and Amir Khan and his wife always
received him with respect. One day Amir Khan thought that he also would go to his friend’s house, and so he did.
But Muhammad Bax’s wife was a decided termagant;\fn{ One possessed of a quarrelsome, scolding nature. } and the poor
man, when he saw his guest approaching, got into a terrible way. So he went to his wife and spoke softly to her.
“Dear wife,” said he, “Amir Khan is coming. You are the daughter of a noble family, and I hope you will treat
him kindly. Whenever I went to his house, his wife came and washed my feet with warm water, and has always
treated me very civilly; so I wish you to do the same.”
“All right,” said she; “don’t worry yourself. I shall not put you to disgrace before your company. But if you are
wise, you will also be careful not to vex me, but to remain quiet at table and keep a civil tongue in your head.”
The meal was prepared accordingly, and the table spread in a room adorned with all kinds of nice furniture.
The lady of the house—Fazl Nur by name—served up delicious food, but, as there were four at table, the host and
his friend and his two grown sons, there was by no means enough for all. When therefore they began to eat, the
food fell short; seeing which, Muhammad Bax became anxious, but at the same time he was in mortal fear of his
wife.
At last he ordered his servant to go and ask her for something more. So the servant went and brought in a fresh
mess, but neither was that enough for four hungry men, and Muhammad Bax, trembling with fright, sent her out
again.
But this time, no sooner had the servant gone into the room and given her message, than Fazl Nur flew into a
rage, seized the earthen pot, and, coming into the guest-room herself, she smashed the pot on her husband’s head,
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and while the pieces were scattered on the floor, the rim of the pot remained round his neck intact like a horsecollar. On seeing this, Amir Khan was transfixed with astonishment, but he tried to satisfy his host by saying,
“Dear friend, every woman suffers from temper, and these things often happen in my house also. Let us go out
for a little walk.” So the two friends went out, and Muhammad Bax appealed to his companion and begged him to
get rid of his wife for him.
“As to myself,” answered Amir Khan, “I do not like to do such things, but I will see my son and we’ll do our
best for you.” Amir Khan then left for his own home, and, arriving there, he called his son, Akbar Khan, and said
to him,
“Son, go to Muhammad Bax’s, and entice his wife to come here with you under pretense of coming to a
marriage-feast; but on the way, when you get to a lonely place, do away with her, that my friend may be rid of
her.”
So the son went to the house of Muhammad Bax, and stayed the night there. In the morning he said to Fazl
Nur,
“Dear aunt, will you accompany me to my father’s? We have a marriage-feast going on, and your attendance is
most urgently required.”
At first she refused, because she had a lively recollection of the reception she had given the young man’s father
the day before. But afterwards, when her husband also urged her, she got ready, and, having dressed in her best
and put on all her ornaments, she set out with her husband and Akbar Khan.
For many miles they took her through a wild forest, when, towards noon, they came to a well. There they
halted, and in their usual manner told her to go to the well and fetch water. No sooner had she got to the edge of
the well than Akbar Khan with, the greatest violence pushed her in.
Fortunately for her the well was dry, but she fell on to the back of a demon who had his abode in that place,
and there, not a bit the worse, she sat. The demon trembled excessively, not knowing what gruesome thing it was
that had come and sat on his back.
“Who are you,” cried he, “that so fearlessly have come on to my back?”
“As for you,” answered she, “you are merely a wretched demon, while I am one sister to the devil. Still, I saw
you once and fell in love with you, and I have been looking for you everywhere—oh, ever so long! Today some
people told me you lived here; so I came, and in this well sure enough I have found you.”
“Will you then be my wife?” asked the demon, fairly taken in.
“With all my heart,” answered she, “but only on one condition.”
“What is the condition?” inquired he. “Quick, let me know it soon!”
“It is not a hard one,” replied she. “It is merely that I administer every morning a hundred strokes on your head
with a slipper.”
At first the demon was surprised to hear this. But afterwards, when he considered her beauty, he gave in. So he
married her, and for a long time he continued to live with her, but by and by he began to get tired of his perpetual
beatings, because there was a great wound in his head; and one day, when he went outside, some flies settled on it
and laid their eggs there, and he was tormented with pain. Moreover, whenever he went to see his relations, they
despised him and railed at him as a poor demon, a miserable demon, on account of his sores.
So he began to droop. He got very mournful, and he longed to get rid of his bargain. With this object in view,
he made off, transformed himself into a man, and hid himself from her in a mosque, where women never come
and mustn’t come.
Now, it so happened that Muhammad Bax, the woman’s former husband, had turned fakir, or dervish, and was
then living with some other dervishes in the same mosque. The demon, never suspecting who he really was, met
him, and taking him aside, said,
“My brother, all the work which you do shall be done in future by me. I will fetch the water for ablutions, and I
will sweep the mosque and keep it in good order, but in return you and your friends shall go to the villages, collect
bread, and give me also a share.”
So Muhammad Bax and the other dervishes took out their begging bowls day by day, and in the evening
returned with bread. But, at supper-time, the moment they squatted down, the demon invariably clutched all the
food with both hands, swallowed it up, and left nothing for them! At last one morning Muhammad Bax went to
the demon privately, and said,
“Brother, I think you are not a man at all. You look very stout, and—you eat like some evil spirit. Tell me the
truth—what are you?”
“Tut, tut!” answered the demon, “I am a man, of course!”
“You are not,” said Muhammad Bax; “I don’t believe you. I can guess from your mode of eating that you are
not a man.”
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“My friend,” then said the demon, “you are right. I am really a demon, but be kind enough not to betray me. I
have escaped to this place, fleeing from my wife.”
And then the demon went on to tell him the whole story: how he was living in a dry well, and how a certain
woman, own sister to the devil, calling herself Fazl Nur, had come there and married him, and what a terrible life
he had led with her. All this reminded Muhammad Bax of his own wife, and he guessed that she was the same
person.
“My friend,” said he to the demon, “I also have been ruined by Fazl Nur; but now that you have betrayed
yourself, perhaps she will be coming round here to look for you.”
“O friend,” cried the demon, “for God’s sake keep my secret. Do not betray me for the world. Let her not cross
my path again. Promise me this, and in return I will marry you to the daughter of the king.”
So at once the demon disappeared, made his way to the palace, and entered into the body of the Princess. Upon
this, the most beautiful damsel in the whole world became mad, and the king sent for all the wisest men in his
kingdom to cure her, but none of them could. The demon caused her to put every doctor and physician who came
near her to the greatest disgrace. She tore off their turbans and threw them down; she tweaked their noses, and
pulled their beards; and sometimes she threw dust in their faces: so that all the most learned pundits, astrologers,
doctors, and magicians became wearied out and indeed quite sick of her.
All this soon came to the ears of Muhammad Bax, who then, as previously agreed upon with the demon, went
to the king, and said,
“I will drive out the evil spirit from your daughter; but first promise that, if I do, you will give her to me in
marriage.”
The King gladly consented, and the pretended dervish went into the sick-chamber. As soon as he appeared the
raving Princess rose up from the floor, and fell at his feet, to the great astonishment of all her attendants. The king
also was much moved, seeing the respect which she paid to so common a man, but he thought to himself,
“Perhaps he is some saint.” Then Muhammad Bax raised the Princess, and said,
“Demon, within, I know you well; even your relations I know. Set this innocent Princess free and go away,
otherwise I shall clap you into prison.”
But the demon, having acquired such comfortable quarters, was no longer minded to stand to his bargain.
Therefore Muhammad Bax bent nearer, and whispered in the lady’s ear,
“Brother, that old virago, Fazl Nur, your wife, has come!”
Scarcely had he spoken the words when the Princess began to tremble and the scared demon left her at once.
The King kept his word, gave Muhammad Bax his daughter in marriage, and conferred upon him one half of his
kingdom. But the demon still hovered near the city, and one day he came to Muhammad Bax, saying,
“Friend, I have given you a kingdom, but now be careful and attend. I am in love with the daughter of the
king’s vizier, and I am going to her. I shall enter into her, and stay there; but if this time you come and interfere
with me, I will tear you limb from limb and crush you into pieces.”
So the demon went to the house of the vizier, and entered into the body of his favorite daughter, and there he
lodged and the girl went frantic. To see his daughter thus afflicted, the vizier was overwhelmed with sorrow, and
he sent for all the physicians and learned men to cure her, but they tried in vain. Then he besought the king to send
him his son-in-law;
“I shall go mad myself,” said he, “if you do not send him..”
And the king ordered him to go. .But the young man refused, saying,
“My lord, I am quite powerless in this matter. It was by the favor of God that I cured your daughter.” But the
king insisted, and afterwards said,
“Look here, sir, if you obey my order, you will gain respect and honor more and more every day; but if you do
not, you will come to grief.”
So Muhammad Bax consented and went to the house of the vizier. As soon as the demon saw him, he raged
with fury and began to cry out. But his friend said,
“Demon, I have not come here to interfere or to drive you out—I shall keep my promise to the last—but I have
come to inform you of something which concerns you deeply. Let me, therefore, have just one word in your ear.”
The demon consented, and Muhammad Bax came near and spoke in the girl’s ear thus,
“My dear friend, that day at the palace I was merely joking when I told you Fazl Nur had come. But today I
tell you seriously that she is now at the door of this house waiting for you, and no doubt she will find you out.
Hark! I hear her coming up the stairs!” The demon fell into such a state of fright that he cried,
“For God’s sake, friend, get the vizier to send her away, and I promise never to come back any more.”
So Muhammad Bax spoke a few words to the vizier, and the demon, when he thought the coast was clear and
the woman driven off, said, “Now I am going,” and off he went.
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Then the girl fell a-trembling and was straightway cured, while the demon fled away into the wilds, and was
never heard of again.
140.140 A Tale Of Gul Badshah: A Folktale\fn{by “Gholam, a Muslim villager” (before 1880District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 7

)}

nr. Attock, Attock

Hear a story of Gul.Badshah, the name of whose queen was Manavur.\fn{ From “Manauhar, “heart-ravishing.”} He
was just and good, very jealous of his name, and all the world spoke well of him. One day his vizier came to him
and said,
“O king, the queen goes and comes just as she pleases. Let her go out, but only at stated times. It is not good
for queens to go out so much.”
“But the queen,” answered the king, “gets tired of the house, and she goes out and comes back refreshed. So
best—let the queen be, vizier!”
Again, after some days, the vizier came to the King and mentioned the name of the queen to him in such a way
that he set the king a-thinking, and by-and-by the king began to suspect something.
Now Queen Manavur had a sister whose name was Senah, and the two lived in the palace together. One day
when these two went out walking as usual, the king took his bow and his quiver, and, with his dog at his heels, he
followed them. On they went until they came to a garden of trees, and the king having tracked them, stole up and
saw both ladies sitting with two huge men called dhehs, that is to say, two demons or ogres. At that moment the
queen glanced back, and spied the King coming, and said to her dheh,
“The king, the king, he is coming and will strike!” Then she shrank away as if in fear of the dheh, and so
crouching, awaited events.
Now when the king came quite close up, the second dheh rose, and snatching up the Princess Senah, flew off
with her after the manner of dhehs; but the queen’s dheh rushed at the king and would have slain him, had not the
king’s dog seized him by the leg and held him fast until the king, fitting an arrow to his bow, took aim and laid the
monster low. Thus, the dheh being dead, the Queen Manavur ran away home for her life, and went trembling to
her rooms. But the king entered moody and sullen, and sat down in his hall of audience and awaited the coming of
his vizier, who, when he saw him, said,
“O king, you are upset, your mind is disturbed!” At that time, however, the king did not answer, but remained
silent, and soon he went in; and as he sat by himself he began to consider and to meditate, saying,
“Surely nothing in the world is so faithful as a dog. O excellent hound, O faithful friend, but for you, your
master would be lying cold and stiff in the garden of cypresses!” So the king sent for his vizier and told him the
whole story—how the queen was false, how the princess had vanished, and how one of the dhehs lay dead in the
garden.
“But I do not wish to kill her,” said he, “for if I killed my queen, the people would not understand, they would
believe even worse things of her, and on me and on my house would fall trouble and disgrace, and everywhere in
my kingdom men would give me a bad name. To save my honor, therefore, contrive something; invent what
scheme you please, but whatever you do, let it be settled that the queen shall eat day by day of the leavings of my
dog, since, when she was false, my dog was true!”
So it came to pass that a house was built covered all over with bristling spearheads so that the queen could not
possibly escape, or in any way be reached; and every day when the faithful dog had finished his daily meal the
vizier carried his leavings to that dismal place and gave them to the queen with his own hands. So passed many
days.
But the king was not satisfied, and sometimes he sent forth his vizier disguised into the city to listen to the
speech of the people and to report their sayings. And when the vizier returned and the king inquired, “What are
the people saying?” the vizier would answer,
“No one suspects, for no one knows that the queen is not in the palace.” These reports, however, the king never
believed, and for greater secrecy he ordered all his servants to live without the walls.
“Let no one spend the night within the palace grounds,” said he.
But even that precaution did not ease the mind of the king, who, growing more and more suspicious, at last
retired to the top of a certain mountain, where he had a strong castle, in which he took up his abode and in which
the queen languished miserably, feeding like a beast on the leavings of the old dog. And no guard or attendant or
servant, once engaged, was allowed to leave the premises, under pain of sword or gibbet. Nor could anyone
approach from without, for on one side were steep places, and on the other, at the foot of that mountain, flowed a
river twelve miles broad, on which no boat was suffered to ply.
Now it had so happened, that it was in the very country which lay on the opposite side of the river that the
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second dheh had settled when he had flown away with the Princess Senah. But he had died, leaving the princess
alone And in the place where the dheh had died and the princess was living., there were heard every Thursday
night the most dismal wailings and moanings, nor could anyone find out what they were. And when the kings of
that part came to see the Princess. Senah and to ask her to marry them she always imposed conditions, saying to
them,
“First I will only marry the man who will stop the wailing, and, secondly, I will only marry the man who will
bring me tidings of Gul Badshah.”
Many were the princes who essayed the tasks imposed on them, but none of them succeeded. No one was able
to stop the wailings, and no one could bring her news of Gul Badshah, for the queen was too straitly\fn{ Strictly.}
confined; and as for the wailings, all the old men declared they had gone on for years time out of mind, so that the
kings had all to return to their homes as they came.
It chanced, however, that in those parts there was one king named Chand Badshah, who had seven sons by one
queen, and one son only by another queen. All the seven elder brothers were married, but not so the half-brother.
This young prince, whose name was Ahmed, sometimes visited his brothers’ wives, who never failed to taunt him,
saying,
“If you were worth anything at all, you would go and stop the wailing and marry the princess.”:Stung by these
reproaches, he at last answered them,
“Now I go! If I stop the wailing, all’s well; if not, I will return no more.”
So he left his home, and after wandering from place to place, he at last arrived at the palace of the princess and
asked her hand in marriage. But she answered him,
“Stop the wailing noise and marry me, and bring me news of Gul Badshah and marry me, but never shall man
marry me until both my behests are fulfilled.”
Having received his answer, he repaired to the place of the wailings to observe, climbing the hills and going
down to the valleys, sometimes by night, sometimes by day, and all to no purpose, But, when he inquired of the
neighbors, he heard that in such a place lived a very old man who by trade was a goldsmith. To him he went, and
when he spoke to him the old man answered,
“Why have you come to me, and for what purpose do you ask such things? For this is a most difficult
enterprise, and you are merely a lad. Better go home again!”
“Nay,” answered the prince, “only tell me the story, for learn the secret I must!”
“Heed then my words,” said the old man. “In former times that was a place where evil men were wont to rob
and murder the innocent. In those days there once came a wedding party who implored the inhabitants to escort
them through the dark defiles where the robbers used to lurk and where the murders took place, but, out of all the
people, only ten men would venture to go. As soon as they got down to a certain place, as they were traveling
along, out rushed the robbers and massacred every soul of the party. And, because those ten men had gone freely
to their death, therefore the people reckon them as martyrs. Yet, out of the ten, nine only were good men. The
tenth was a usurer. And every Thursday night, week by week, for the souls of the nine good men, rice comes
down from heaven, but for the soul of the usurer come only stones, and ever as he gnaws his stones he keeps
wailing and wailing. Hence the dismal noise which is heard in all the countryside.”
Having heard this story, the Prince set out for the mountain defile, and on Thursday night he sat down near the
spot at which those men had fallen under the sword. And as he sat, the souls of those ten men gathered, and came
to the place, and also sat down. And the nine good men said among themselves,
“Tonight we have a guest, let. us spare a little for him from every mess.”
So they all gave, each of them dropping a little of his rice into a dish, which they then presented to the prince.
And when the tenth saw that, he said, “As you have given of yours, I too must give of mine,” and he gave the
prince a stone, and having so done, he went. away and sat down by himself. Then said the prince,
“Food you have brought me, but wherefore this stone?” All that mystery they explained to him fully, and they
also said,
“In a little while you will hear the sound of the wailing.”
“But what is the meaning of it?” asked the prince. Then the nine answered,
“In life he was worth lacs and lacs of rupees, yet never gave a pice in charity. All his treasure he buried in the
ground, while the poor starved, and that is why he is now so punished.”
“But may I not speak to him,” said the Prince, “if only to say to him, ‘God bless you!’?”
So the nine good martyrs took him to their fellow-martyr, and when the prince saw him he had pity on him,
and begged him to tell him the reason of his misery.
“When I was in life,” said the usurer, “and when my debtors came to me with their supplications, I used to say
to them, ‘First pay your interest and then take your principal, first pay your interest and then take your principal!’
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But, O sir, if you could only find my money, which is a vast sum, and distribute it all in charity, then God perhaps
would release me! It lies buried in the village of the old goldsmith.”
When morning came all the ghosts disappeared, and the prince returned to the village. But he had forgotten to
ask the bad man his name, so he went to the old goldsmith and said to him,
“What were the names of the ten martyrs?” And the old man answered so and so.
“But what was the name of the rich usurer?” asked Ahmed.
“That man,” said he, “was named Din.”
“Can you tell me anything about him?” said the Prince.
“I can tell you everything,” said the goldsmith.
“Then has he any relations left still in this place?”
“None of his own descendants,” answered the man, “but some of his daughter’s descendants are here.”
But when the prince went to inquire, he found only one great-grand-daughter left, and she in the greatest
poverty. At that very moment she was so poor that she was patching up her wretched hovel herself, with mud. So
he addressed her and said,
“Was not your great-grandfather named Din?”
“Yes,” answered she. “Din was my grandfather’s name.”
“Alas,” said he, “that ancestor of yours is now a cursed being. For the sake of his name, then, give something
away in charity.”
At this the woman got angry, and throwing some of her mud to one side:
“Here—take this!” cried she. “This I will give, if you like—it is all he ever left me.”
“But had he never a house of his own, your great-grandfather Din?” asked the prince.
“O yes, he had,” said she, “but poverty compelled us to sell it to a grain-seller.”
“Come, show me the place,” said he. So they both went together, and having reached the house, the prince said
to the bunniah,
“Did you buy Din’s property from this woman?”
“Yes,” answered the man.
“But,” said the prince, “did you buy the house only, or did you buy the land as well?”
“I bought the house only,” said he.
On hearing this, the prince began digging. After some time he came upon three large jars full of money, which
he lifted out, and then said to the woman,
“All this money was your great-grandfather’s.”
“I have nothing to do with it,” said she. “Give me but enough to live upon, and the rest take yourself.” Then
said he to the bunniah, "
“If for twenty rupees you bought this house, take now thirty and quit.”
“You speak so handsomely,” said the bunniah, “and have behaved so well, why should I ask more than I paid?”
The prince then took the money and divided it into three parts. One part with the house he gave to the woman,
but with the other two parts he bought horses and goods and raiment and food, and began to distribute them day
by day in charity, but always in the name of Din. Each Thursday the wailing sounded less and less dreadful, and it
ceased completely to be heard as soon as the whole of the money had been given to the poor. Then went the
prince back to the princess and said,
“One of my tasks is done.”
“I know it,” said she, “but the other still remains. Bring me now news of Gul Badshah, and my hand shall be
yours.” So the prince set out again, and coming to the old goldsmith, he stated the case to him and said,
“What shall I do now?”
“Alas,” said he, “this is a most difficult business, and you such a stripling! First of all you must pass through
jungles full of tigers and monkeys and huge birds of prey.”
“If I die,” said the prince, “go I must.”
“Come,” said the old man. “I will advise you, and if you will follow my counsels you will succeed.”
“What do you advise?” asked the prince.
“First of all,” said the old man, “when you come to the country of the tigers, be not afraid, but go forward, and
say unto them, ‘In the name of God!’ Then they will allow you to pass, and none will molest you. Again, when
you get to the country of the great birds, say in like manner, ‘In the name of God!’ and they too will let you pass.
But the monkeys will not obey that charm. Therefore be careful to take with you some grain, as much as you can
carry, and when they begin to swarm about you, scatter it on the ground, for monkeys are greedy folk, and they
will stop to fill their mouths, and meanwhile you can pass safely through.”
So the Prince took with him a bag full of grain and started on the adventure. When he came to the tigers he
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cried, “In the name of God!” and so passed on. And then he came to the monkeys he threw at them handfuls of the
grain which monkeys love. Grain by grain, the monkeys stopped to pick it up, while the Prince passed on in
safety.
Then he came to the huge birds, numbers of which came flying round him and spoke to him, and thanked God
for his grace in sending them a human being for their dinner that day. And their words were so alarming that the
Prince had need of all his courage.
“You speak of eating me,” said he. “But see my bow and my arrows—I can shoot you down two at a time.”
Then said the king of the birds to him,
“Who then are you?”
“I am a king,” answered he.
“You a king?” cried the bird. “And do you understand shooting?”
“Yes, I do,” answered the Prince.
“Be it so,” said the bird. “I will hold up my claw, and if you can hit my claw with one of your arrows, pass in
peace in the name of God!”
So the bird held up a claw, but the prince, suspecting a trick, determined to aim at the leg, “for,” said he; “I
think that bird will lower his claw, and if he do, then I shall hit him fair.”
As a matter of fact the bird did lower his claw, and the arrow hit it and pierced it through. And the Chief of the
birds was so astonished at this exploit that at once he ordered an escort of birds to see the Prince safely out of his
territory. Nevertheless the wounded bird remained behind, but it was not to waylay the Prince, though the Prince
thought it might have been so; and when they arrived at the boundary of the kingdom of the birds, their leader
begged a token from the Prince, who gave him a ring as a pledge that his engagement had been faithfully kept,
and then the escort returned, while the Prince continued his journey alone.
At last he came to the banks of the river, but neither boat nor boatman, nor any person whatsoever, was to be
seen anywhere, and how to cross no one could tell him. Now there grew there an enormous sisam tree, and as he
was very tired he sought the shade of it, and lying down commended himself to God and went to sleep. In his
sleep he dreamed that he heard the loud cries of birds, and started up, but could see no one. But there the cries
were just the same, and they seemed to come from a great nest high up in the tree: And as he looked he saw a
huge snake crawling up from branch to branch, and the higher he went, the more loudly shrieked the young birds,
and the more they fluttered.
When the Prince understood the affair, he drew his bow and the snake fell dead, pierced by a sharp arrow,
while he himself, weary with travel, lay down and went to sleep once more. After a time the two old birds
returned, bringing food for their young ones, and seeing a strange man lying there, they began to say to each
other,
“For six years past, this fellow has been coming here stealing our young ones. Now, before feeding them let us
kill him!” But the youngsters, overhearing this speech, cried,
“The man has saved our lives in such sort that to the end of our days we can never be thankful enough.”
“Nay,” said the old birds. “The rogue is an enemy, and an enemy he has been for six years past.”
“O no,” said the young ones, “not he at all, but that monstrous snake. See where he lies!”
And when the old birds saw the snake, they were convinced, and straightway wetting their wings in the river,
they spread them over the sleeping Prince to shade and refresh him. When, however, heat last awoke, he looked
up, and. began to think he was to be devoured, but the birds said,
“Don’t be afraid!”
“I am distressed,” said the Prince, “because it would seem that God has only given me trouble on trouble.” But
the birds reassured him by telling him their story, and by thanking him for his kindness, after which they said to
him,
“Can we do anything for you? Other people can work with their hands, but we will work with our eyes for
you.”
“I wish to cross the river,” said he, “to get news of Gul Badshah and his begam.” Then said the male bird,
“You rest awhile here, and I will cross, and bring you all the news possible.”
“O no,” said the Prince, “my promise was that I should go myself. and see with my own eyes.”
“In any case it is now too late,” said the bird. “Remain therefore with us and rest. We can give you food, we
can catch you a deer. Shall we bring it alive or dead?”
“Bring it to me alive,” said the Prince.
So it was said, and so it was done. The deer was brought in alive, and the Prince killed it, and, having made a
fire, he roasted the flesh of it, and ate, and slept. And when the morning came the male bird descended from the
tree and bade the Prince mount on his back and close his eyes. And swiftly he rose, and swiftly flying over the
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river set the Prince down close to the castle.
“Now I am going,” said he, “but, as you have one us a service so great that we can never repay it, take from me
this feather, and if ever you are in danger or in need of help, burn the end of it in a flame, and one or both of us
will come to your aid.”
Having so said, the bird took wing once more, and instantly disappeared. But the Prince entered first a
neighboring town, and the people took note of him, and when they asked him why he was there, he answered,
“I have come to enter the service of the king.” And they said,
“Are you mad to think of such a thing? For neither will you have leave to go, nor will you even save your life
If you attempt it.”
“What does it matter,” said the prince, “since I have made up my mind to face the risk?” At the castle gate, the
sentry warned him too, and an old domestic said to him, “Ah fool, to come to a place like this,” but still he
persisted, until some one went and told the king, who came and said to him,
“Whence come you?” And while the Prince answered something, the King said,
“Why have you come?”
“I am merely one of the King’s servants,” said the Prince. “Let me be one of your bodyguard.”
“My servants come, but they never go,” said the King. “Neither absence nor leave is theirs, and death is the
penalty of desertion. So come or else go at once.”
“Try me,” said the Prince; “these conditions I accept.”
So Prince Ahmed entered the service of Gul Badshah, who furnished him with arms and sent him to guard the
Queen. She was confined in a tower by herself, and her cell was dark and narrow. There she languished from day
to day, fed upon the leavings of a dog, though still she looked like a human being. All these things the Prince soon
discovered, and when he had seen and learnt everything he determined to get away. So he went to the King and
said,
“I have made a great mistake, and as this service does not suit me I wish to go, or at least to take leave.”
“One thing you may do,” answered the King, “and one only. You can remain living—or dead.”
“Nay,” answered the Prince. “I will not stay here either living or dead, but I will go.” So the King called for a
sword, but Prince Ahmed said,
“First let me have respite merely so much as to allow me to take my farewell of the world from the housetop.”
The King consenting, the Prince took with him a little fire, and running up the steps to the top of the tower, he
took out his feather and held it for a moment over the ember, and, when it flamed, at once both the birds appeared
ready to do him service. Meanwhile the King had sent up some of his guards, saying,
“If he refuse to descend, kill him on the spot.” Hearing their approach, the birds advised dispatch, saying,
“Make your salaams and mount at once, lest you be overtaken by an arrow.”
So the Prince turned. towards the palace, and with a respectful salaam he thanked the King for his hospitality,
and exclaiming, “Now, I am off!” mounted the male bird, and in a moment was carried far away to the other side
of the river. Thus when the slaves reached the top of the tower they found no one there, and at once returned to
report the circumstance to the King, who, falling into a rage, seized a sword and ran up himself, but when he saw
the place deserted, he cried,
“Ah, the fellow was some traitor from another land! He has escaped me, and now my dishonor will be
published to the world.”
But the Prince had landed in safety under the great tree on which sat the young ones, now well able to fly. And
he said to the male bird,
“Carry me, I pray you, over the jungles.” And the male bird said,
“Take one of my young ones also to remain with you always and to be your attendant.”
At first the Prince refused this gift, but afterwards he consented. Then he mounted once more, and away they
flew over hills and plains of forest and jungle, where lived the monkeys and the tigers and the birds that devoured
travelers, and at last they alighted not many marches from the house of the Princess Senah. There the old bird
made his salaams to him, and committed to him the young one, who promised to be faithful and bring news when
trouble threatened, and after that he took his leave of them both, and returned to his mate. But the Prince
continued his journey on foot, until he reached the village of the old goldsmith, who, when he. had heard of all his
adventures, said,
“Now go boldly to the Princess and claim her.” This the Prince did not fail to do, and when he saw her he said,
“I have obeyed your orders. I have fulfilled both the conditions; do you believe it, or not?”
“Tell me,” said she, “the whole story from first to last, and then I will tell you whether I believe it or not.”
So she sat and listened, while the Prince related his adventures in wild places, in the countries of the tigers and
the monkeys and the savage birds, and told her of the enormous snake, and how God had shown him kindness at
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the river, and brought him two great fowls to carry him over and to carry him back.
“And your sister the Queen,” said he, “is still alive; she lives in a barred chamber, and eats the leavings of the
King’s dogs, and yet, in spite of it all, she has still something of the look of a woman.”
“All this is true,” cried the Princess when he had ended. “I knew beforehand that this would happen, and so
now I accept you.” But by this time she had become very poor, and for that reason she would have put him off, he
being a Prince, and she a Princess.
“But see,” said she, “I have left a ruby chain of great price—pledge it, and procure me suitable conveyance,
and I will go with you to your country.”
So after the wedding was over, a handsome doolie\fn{ A kind of litter born on men’s shoulders; a palanquin. } was
brought, into which the Princess got in her loveliest robes, and they both started for the court of Chand Badshah,
the Prince’s father. When within two marches of the capital, a herald was sent forward to announce their coming,
and the news spread far and wide. His mother was overjoyed, and his father saddled his horse and rode out with a
brilliant retinue to welcome his long-lost son, and, having met him on the road, he embraced him, and escorted
them both with great ceremony into the town. But Princess Senah delayed to visit her seven sisters, the wives of
the other seven Princes, until she had new apparel provided to visit them in state.
“I must put off my call,” said she, “until my things are ready.”
“Nay,” answered her mother-in-law, “you shall not need to wait. You shall have all you require immediately.
See, I have brought with me gold, apparel and jewelry in abundance, trinkets and bangles, a mirror of pearls for
your finger, pendants for your head, a ring for your nose, and slaves withal to attend you. What need you more?”
So then she began to adorn herself handsomely, and her ornaments jingled like bells the moment she moved.
And when she was ready, her husband, Prince Ahmed, escorted her forth, and her doolie bore her to the palace of
her new sisters, who already possessed her likeness, but who were forced to admit that the reality far surpassed
the picture.
Now the seven Princes were of old envious of their youngest brother because he was the son of another
woman, and they began to conspire.
“We had got this fellow,” said they, “out of the way, but here he is back again in greater glory than ever.” Their
hatred against him increased when Prince Ahmed demanded territory to maintain his dignity, and especially after
he had said to them,
“You are seven sons of one mother, I am the only son of another mother. By custom and law, therefore, half the
kingdom should be yours, and the other half should be mine.”
“No,” said the brothers, “make eight parts of it and take one, and do not expect any more.”
While these disputes were raging among his children, the old King Chand Badshah died and was buried. And
when he was dead the wife of the eldest brother spoke and said to her husband,
“Give him half the kingdom, and then fight him and take all his land from him, since you are seven to one.”
But the seven brothers scorned this advice as being the advice of a woman, and with Ahmed they agreed to call
in a neighboring king as umpire, who, when he had come and feasted for seven days, said to the seven,
“Give your youngest brother one half of the kingdom, since it is his by right.”
This then accordingly they did, but when the land was divided, they soon picked a quarrel against him and
began to make war upon him, and to take from him his towns and his castles. In his extremity Prince Ahmed
summoned his favorite heron, but it was not to be found in its house or elsewhere, and search was made for it in
vain. But the people heard say that the brothers had poisoned it with oil, because a wise man had informed them
that it could fly one hundred miles in a single breath to bring news to its master and to fetch him assistance. Then
in his trouble Prince Ahmed turned to his friend the umpire king, who promised speedy relief; which when the
seven heard, they sent ambassadors to their brother desiring peace.
“Let us agree to lay down our arms,” said they, “and let us quarrel no more.”
“I am the youngest,” answered Ahmed, “and you are my elders. For that reason, if for no other, I desire to be
on neighborly terms with you.”
Now; at that time there was living with the seven Princesses an old woman whose name was Badnami. She,
coming to the wicked Princes, as they sat together, said,
“Give me the order, and I will contrive the death of Prince Ahmed at once.” So they gave her leave.
There was then peace between the brothers, and they were all together at the capital of the seven, for Prince
Ahmed and his wife had come on a visit to them. And Badnami went to the Princess Senah and said,
“Alas Lady, your husband has accused you to me only this very day of freedoms with one of his brothers, but
O do not repeat what I say, lest I fall into trouble.” Then she went to the Prince and whispered to him privately
under a similar promise of secrecy,
“Alas, how men are always suspected! Only this very day your wife accused you to me of freedoms with one
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of her slave-girls.”
Thus this wicked old woman sowed the seeds of jealousy between the husband and the wife, and one day when
the Prince was. away in the garden, she ran to him and said,
“At this very moment one of your brothers is walking off with your wife.” Then she ran to the Princess and
cried,
“O haste, Lady, haste, your husband at this very moment is running off with your beautiful slave-girl!”
Hearing these words, the young Queen rushed out into the garden, and Prince Ahmed seeing her as he
approached the house, and believing as he did that she was hastening to meet her lover, shot her dead, without a
moment’s delay, with the bow which he bore in his hand. But when he came up to her and looked at her quivering
body, it smote him to the heart that he had never questioned her. The seven brothers of course rejoiced, and, as
they sat together in the evening, they said among themselves,
“Half the work is already done; half only now is left!”
But as for Prince Ahmed, he wandered forth, and sat him down in a lonely spot by himself. There his minister
found him, and when he came to him he said,
“What answer will you give before God in the next world for the murder of that poor Princess?”
And as he thought of all the perils he had gone through in order to win her, his heart broke, and, falling backwards, he died.
Then was the whole realm seized by the seven brothers, and they enjoyed it; but their pride was not for long,
for Prince Ahmed’s mother went to the umpire king and to various other kings, and having brought an army,
declared war against those unnatural brothers, two of whom were slain, and the rest banished, while the old
Queen, ascending the. throne herself, had the obsequies of Prince Ahmed and Pnncess Senah performed with
suitable splendor, and their memories preserved in sumptuous tombs set in the midst of gardens of fountains and
flowers.
101.117 1. Shahzada Bahram, Shahri Banu And The White Deu 2. The Poor Man Of Rum And The King Of Iran
3. Basur Jamhur And Alqash Waazir: Three Folktales\fn{told by Jemandar Imam Yar Beg (c.1880-1934)} Hunza, GilgitBaltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 21
1
In former times there was a king called Shahzada Bahram. He ,vas 11 very good man and he was very just. His
subjects enjoyed great peace and comfort. As he never came out of his palace his wazir looked after his land. A
long time passed and the people\fn{Or: his subjects.} did not see him.
One day a certain deu thought: “I’ll have a look at King Shahzada Bahram,” and he came to his door and asked
permission to enter his service. The deu’s name was the “White Deu.” For some years he continued in the king’s
service, but the king did not come out and so he did not see his face. He was greatly exercised in mind. At last he
reflected and said to himself:
“There is no other remedy than this: I will enter into the skin of the wazir and go to him.”
One day, entering into the skin of the wazir, he went to salam to the king. The confidential servants at the door
informed the king:
“The wazir has come.” The king commanded:
“Let him come in.” The seeming wazir entered and salamed to the king. Having done so he respectfully sat
down in his own place. The king and the wazir conversed with each other. Talking on and on, the wazir said:
“Sir king, your subjects are very desirous of seeing you. How many years have passed and how many of them
have died without their grief at not seeing you having left them!”
On hearing this speech the king said to the wazir:
“Very good. I am much pleased. Tomorrow we shall go a-hawking with all my people. Let them all assemble
in the morning.”
After speaking thus to the king the wazir went out. Going out he gave orders to the great men of the court and
to the servants and to the huntsmen:
“Tomorrow,” he said, “the king is going out to such and such a place to hunt. Do you also be ready.” He then
came out of the wazir’s skin into which he had entered.
At night the deu went off to the hunting place. Having arrived there he turned into a very handsome gray horse,
and, equipping himself with a golden saddle and a golden bridle, there he remained. There was no other person
with him. After turning iI1to a horse he stayed there alone.
Next morning the king went forth from his palace to hunt. The huntsmen had gone on before the king, and
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when they came to the place there was a horse in the plain and there was the track of a man leading on in front of
them. They saw that the track had gone up to the spot and disappeared and that there was the horse there. On
seeing it they called out:
“Owner of this horse, who are you? Where are you?”
No answer came and they saw no one. They were confounded. They reflected, and one of them said:
“Let us quickly take the news to the king.” Then one of them went back thence in the direction of the king,
bearing the news. The king was coming along behind. The huntsman approaching him salamed. The king
enquired:
“Where have you come from?”
“Hail king,” replied the huntsman, “There is a very fine gray horse wearing a golden saddle and bridle in the
plain; and its owner is not there. We made great search, but saw no one.”
The King came on and saw that in fact there was a fine horse. He fell greatly in love with it and said to the
wazir:
“Mount this horse and let us see what it is like.”
“O King,” said the wazir, “this horse is not suitable for me to ride, rather is it suitable for you to ride on. For it
is by your good fortune that God has created it.”
The King dismounted from his (own) horse and saying, “Bismillah,” mounted the other and found that it was a
marvelous animal. He was highly pleased, and said to his wazirs and elders, “Let us return hence to the palace,”
and they turned about.
On the way back he made the horse gallop. It was a very fast horse and galloping swiftly on and on it carried
him far away in front of his wazirs and followers. They were left behind.
The deu, shaking himself, became a deu again and bore the king up to the sky. He set him down in a very
beautiful place and made him sit down. Then he salamed to him and said:
“O Shahzada Bahram, today I have become at rest in my mind. I have seen you. I brought you here because for
a number of years I have continued serving you in order to see you. As you did not come out, I entered into the
skin of the wazir and came to you and making a pretext of hunting I brought you out. Having got you out I turned
myself into a horse in the plain. Then I brought you here. Now dwell with me in peace. I have become your father
and you have become my son. I have given you all my property.”
Then he established Shahzada Bahram there and every morning he came to salam to him, and he used to
converse pleasantly with him. In this wise a number of days passed.
Now when Shahzada Bahram, mounting the horse, had turned back from the plain in the direction of his
palace, the horse had carried him far away from his chief men and had bome him off through the air. All the
wazirs and servants came along following him from behind. They nowhere saw the king and thought:
“Doubtless the horse has taken the king and brought him to his palace.”
They went to the king’s palace and saw that neither the horse nor the king was there. They made enquiries and
then they went out to search for him. Nowhere did they find him. For some days they remained in grief. At last
they took the original wazir as king, and thereafter he carried on the government.
Up above, Shihzada Bahram and the deu were in a chamber in the deu’s palace. Some days passed and a letter
came to the deu from his brother. The deu read the letter. His brother had written:
“It is my son’s marriage. Come to the wedding.” The White Deu said to Shihzada Bahram,
“O my son, a letter has come from my brother. He is celebrating his son’s marriage and has invited me. When I
go off tomorrow, do you walk about all these gardens with these peris till I come back. They will show you every
attention.”
“Very good, Father,” said Shihzada Bahram.
The deu took his leave, and at his departure he displayed great friendliness to Shahzada Bahram. The deu
proceeded to his brothers’s home.
Shihzada Bahram went out for a stroll with the peris. Now the deu had said to the peris and warned them:
“Don’t open the door of that one garden for him, but take him round everything else; and see you don’t vex
him. If you do vex him I will kill you.” Thus had he admonished them.
The next day Shahzada Bahram again went out for a walk and came to the door of that garden. The lock was
shut.
“Open it,” said he.
The peris did not open it because of the deu’s prohibition. (The deu had had the garden made for a certain peri.
Her name was Shahri Banu. The deu was in love with her but he could not get possession of her.) Shahzada
Bahram was very much annoyed:
“Open it for me,” he said, “if you don’t, I shall kill myself.”
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The peris were frightened.
“If he kills himself,” they said, “the deu will kill us for no fault of ours. For that reason let us open the door of
the garden for Shahzada Bahram.”
They opened it.
Shahzada Bahram went in and saw that there was a very wonderful garden. In the middle of it there was a
pond, and there was a weeping willow tree, and there were many raised sitting-places. After looking all round he
returned again the same day to the deu’s house and remained there.
On the following day he again went to the garden. Going in he made a pit for himself in a certain place and sat
hiding in it. When he had sat there for a little seven pigeons came and lighted on the weeping willow tree. After
sitting there for a short time, they said:
“Let us now bathe in this pond, for later, when Shahri Banu has come, there will be no room for us.”
Just at this point with a sound of wings they brought Shahri Banu from the sky on a litter. They set her down
and Shahri Banu said:
“Look about. There is a smell of human being.”
They looked but saw no one anywhere. Thereupon Shahri Banu, with a view to bathing in the pond of milk,
left her clothes on the litter. Then coming out naked she entered the pond with her peris. Outside, Shahzada
Bahram, having seen Shahri Banu, had fallen in love with her face. He thought to himself:
“I will catch her.”
Then he made cow-dung smoke and snatching up Shahri Banu’s clothes he held them over the smoke. All the
other peris flew away but Shahri Banu remained in the tank. She begged and implored from where she was in the
pond:
“Whoever you are, for God’s sake, give me my clothes.”
Shahzada Bahram did not give them to her. Again she implored:
“As my father, give them to me.”
“I am not your father,” said he.
“As my brother, give them to me.”
“I am not your father’s son,” said he.
“As my uncle, give them to me.”
“I am not your mother’s brother,” said he.
“As my husband, give them to me,” said Shahri Banu, and then, after holding the clothes over the smoke, he
gave them to her. She put them on, but she was unable to fly. Taking her by the hand he led her into the house.
They sat down in the house and then they fell in love with one another.
Meantime the White Deu, having disposed of the marriage his brother’s son, returned to his home. Arriving
there he said himself:
“I will go and pay my respects to Shahzada Bahram come back again.”
He went to him. Shahzada Bahram, fearing the White Deu, hid Shahri Banu in a chamber. The deu came and
salamed to Shahzada Bahram and embraced him. Then enquired how he was. Shahziida Bahram was afraid and
feigned gladness.
That day the affair did not become known to the deu. He went off to his own house.
The next day again he came pay his respects.
Shahzada Bahram was sitting in deep grief. The deu enquired:
“Why are you distressed?”
Shahzada Bahram in fear answered him:
“One day I had go to visit the gardens. The lock on one garden was closed. I said to the slave-girls: ‘Open it,’
but they did not open it for me. I said: ‘If you don’t open it I shall kill myself.’ They were frightened and opened it
for me. When I had sat there for a short time seven pigeons came and lighted on the weeping-willow When they
had sat there for a little some perlas brought a peri a litter. The peri said: ‘I feel a smell of human being. See who
it is.’ I had made a pit and was below the ground and they weren’t able to find me out. On this the perla all took
off their clothes and plunged into the pond. I fell in love with the peri and determined to catch her. I snatched up
her clothes and held them in the smoke of a cow-dung fire. All the other peris flew away, but Shahri Banu was
unable to fly. She demanded her clothes of me, but I did not give them to her. She said: ‘As my father, give them
to me.’ ‘You were not begotten of me,’ I answered her. ‘As my brother, give them to me,’ said she, I did not give
them them her. ‘As my uncle, give them to me.’ I did not give them to her. ‘As my husband, give them to me.’
When she said this, after holding the clothes in the smoke, I gave them to her. She put them on, but when she tried
to fly she was unable to, because I had made her clothes impure by putting them in the cow-dung smoke. Seizing
her I brought Shahri Banu here to the house. Now I am afraid of you, lest you may say, ‘Why did you bring her
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here?’ and eat me up.”
The deu became very angry because he was himself in love with Shahri Banu. In order to get her for himself
he had planted there the garden and the milk pond and the musk weeping-willow. But there was nothing he could
do, because Shihzada Bahram was so very dear to him. So he said:
“It doesn’t matter. Wherever she is fetch her.”
Shahzada Bahram, taking Shahri Banu by the hand brought her before the White Deu and the White Deu read
the marriage service of Shahzada Bahram and Shahri Banu for them. Then graciously he said to Shahzada Bahram
and Shahri Banu:
“You have become my son, and you have become my daughter. Abide here in peace.”
So, saying he went off to his own house. He further said to them:
“Formerly I used to come to salam to Shahzada Bahram. Now do you both come every day to salam to me.
For I was desirous to marry Shahri Banu myself, but you have married her.”
So they remained there and every day Shahada Bahram and Shahri Banu used to go to salam to the White Deu,
For some time they remained here in the deu’s house, then one day Shahzada Bahram had a dream. He dreamt
that he found himself in his own country and that going into his palace he saw that his queen and sons were in a
very evil case. The pipe-bearer had possessed himself of the sovereignty and was making his queen fetch water as
a servant.
On seeing this Shahzada Bahram was greatly distressed. He awoke from sleep and made great lament. Shahri
Banu asked him:
“What has happened to you?” Shahza Bahram wept and said to her:
“Today in a dream I found myself in my own country. I went to my palace and saw that my queen and my sons
were in an evil state. The pipe-bearer has possessed himself of the sovereignty.”
“O Shihzada Bahram,” said Shahri Banu, “if you wish to go now to your own country why don’t you go to the
White Deu and ask for leave? He will grant you leave; for he has now become disgusted with you.”
Shimada Bahram and Shahri Banu went and salamed to the White Deu and addressed him. The White Deu
asked:
“For what purpose have you come?”
“O Father,” said Shahzada Bahram, “today I saw my own country in a dream. My queen and my sons are in
great difficulties, and the wazir has taken possession of the sovereignty.”
The White Deu gave Shahzada Bahram and Shahri Banu leave to depart. Shahri Banu said to Shahzada
Bahram:
“Say to him, ‘I do not know the road because a long time has passed since I came by it.’”
Then Shamada Bahram addressed the White Deu:
“O Father, you have kindly given me leave to go, but I do not know the way.”
“Shahri Banu,” replied the Deu, “is much better acquainted with the road to the world than I am; she will
conduct you.”
“Very good,” said Shahzada Bahram and he and Shahri Banu returned to their own house.
“We have forgotten one thing,” said Shahri Banu; “in asking the White Deu for leave, you did not say this: ‘In
case trouble come upon me give me a token from yourself so that when any such trouble presents itself I may seek
help from you.’”
Shahzada Bahram said this to the White Deu, and the latter gave him a little hair from under his arm-pit and
said:
“Whenever any trouble comes upon you, throw this in the fire and then I shall appear.”
Shahzada Bahram and Shahri Banu set out in the direction of their own country, taking with them a
considerable quantity of the deu’s wealth. In one hour Shahzada Bahram and Shahri Banu arrived at the frontier of
their country.
Now there was the house of an old man on the extreme border of the land. They came up to his door. The old
man coming out saw that there was a very handsome youth and a very lovely lady. On seeing the youth’s face the
old man wept, for he had reared Shahzada Bahram as a foster child. So having recognized him he conducted the
couple into the house, and showed them great honor. They remained in his house for some days, and Shahzada
Bahram used to go out every day to hunt.
One day the tham of the country, who had succeeded Shihzada Bahram, came for an outing in the direction of
the old man’s house, Shahri Banu was sitting at the window. A bright light shone in the tham’s face. He glanced up
and when he looked he saw a lady of wondrous beauty. He fell in love with her. He dismounted there and said to
his men:
“Go. Whoever the woman in this man’s house is I will marry her.”
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Two men went into the house and on entering and seeing Shahri Banu’s face they lost consciousness. The party
outside waited a long time, but no news came from inside. Again the tham dispatched two men. They brought
answer:
“There is a marvelously beautiful woman.” The tham said:
“Say to the woman that I will marry her.”
Going to her on behalf of the king they said to Shahri Banu:
“The king says he will marry you.”
“I have a husband,” said Shahri Banu, “what am I to say to him?” The king sent them again:
“Fetch her here by force,” he commanded, “and I will take her and carry her off to my palace.” They went and
pressed her, saying:
“The King is going to marry you. Come along.”
“The key of my trunk of clothes is with my husband,” said Shahri Banu. “If you get my clothes out of the box
for me I shall put them on and marry the king.”
“If there is no key,” said the king, “bash the box with a stone and break it up and take out the clothes and she
can put them on.”
They were proceeding to break up the box, but Shahri Banu said, “Don’t break it. I have the key,” and she
opened the box. Taking magic clothes out of the box, she put them on and went out on to the roof. Then she called
out with a loud voice:
“O old man, if Shahzada Bahram comes say to him: ‘The pipe-bearer having said: “I am going to marry you,”
Shahri Banu said ‘no’ and went off to Shahr-i-Shaskin.”
So saying she took earth in her hand and flinging it in the king’s face she flew away.
Meanwhile the old man, on hearing from Shahri Banu the name of Shahzada Bahram, put earth on his head
and ran off towards the place where Shahzada Bahram had gone to hunt. When he got there Shahzada Bahram
was busy with his hunting. The old man called out:
“O Shahzada Bahram, come quickly, Shahri Banu has gone off to Shahr-i-Shaskin, and the pipe-bearer has
come with an army to slay you.”
On hearing these words Shahzada Bahram lost consciousness for a little. Coming to his senses he said:
“Say once again what you said.” The old man told him again:
“Shahri Banu has gone off to Shahr-i-Shaskin, because the pipe-bearer put force on her saying: ‘I will marry
you,’ and now he has come to kill you.”
On hearing this Shahzada Bahram lighted a fire and threw into it the hair that the White Deu had given him.
When he had done this the deu appeared. Meanwhile the pipe-bearer’s army also arrived on the scene. The White
Deu enquired of Shahzada Bahram:
“What trouble has come upon you?”
“The pipe-bearer has come with an army to kill me. And on his saying, ‘I’ll marry you,’ Shahri Banu has gone
off to Shahr-i-Shaskin.”
“Call out quickly to the pipe-bearer’s army,’ said the White Deu, “and say: ‘Those of you who are for me move
to one side, and those who are for the pipe-bearer move to the other side.’”
Shahzada Bahram called out accordingly and on his summons all came over to his side. Only a few men joined
the pipe-bearer and these the deu ate up. Then the deu said to Shahzada Bahram:
“Now what do you propose to do?”
Shahzada Bahriim appointed the old man, his foster father, tham in the place of the pipe-bearer and established
him in the palace. And he decided himself to follow after Shahri Banu. Having so decided he enjoined on his
subjects:
“Till I come again, abide by the orders of this my foster father, and I shall return soon.”
So saying he departed. He came to the White Deu and said to him:
“Show me the way to Shahr-i-Shaskin.”
The White Deu assembied all the deus and asked them: “Does anyone know the way to Shahr-i.Shaskin?”
All replied: “We do not know it.” One deu, however, got up and said:
“In such and such a place there is a very aged deu. He will know.” They quickly fetched him and asked him:
“Do you know the way to Shahr-i-Shaskin?”
The deu was very old and hard of hearing, so they shouted loudly at him. On this he replied:
“Yes, I know it. I was a goatherd with my father and I had gone with him to the mountain, and he pointed it out
with his finger.”
A number of deus then taking the old deu with them and also Shahzada Bahram carried them off to the
mountain. The White Deu had given Shahzada Bahram a stick, and one of his brothers had given him a cap and
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another a pair of sandals. If he put the cap on no one would see him; if he put the sandals on it would become easy
to traverse every vile road and jungle, the stick would aid him in killing enemies. Taking those three things he
proceeded in the direction of Shahr-i-Shaskin.
When he came to a certain place a boy and a girl had come there to their goats. They had with them two cakes
of bread as provision for the road. Shahzada Bahram put on his cap of invisibility and came up beside them and
sat down. The boy and the girl said:
“Produce the food and let us eat it now.” They took out the bread. The girl said:
“I have no appetite today, because today a king has come with an army to marry my sister Shahri Banu. My
sister is refusing him because she had married the tham called Shahzada Bahram. For that reason she is
disobeying her father and mother’s command.”
At these words Shahzada Bahram was greatly pleased, saying to himself:
“I have now found Shahri Banu.”
He was able to see the boy and girl, but they did not see him. Shahzada Bahram ate up all the food and they
were quite at a loss saying, “Where has this food gone to?” and they beat each other saying, “You have eaten too
much.” Quarrelling thus they drove off their goats homewards.
Shahzada Bahram also went with them following along behind. Going along he approached the king’s palace.
The girl entered the palace and he too went in. Entering he saw that Shahri Banu and her mother were both sitting
there. The mother was saying:
“For God’s sake marry this king who has come to you saying: ‘Your father has sent me.’”
“O mother,” said Shahri Banu, “I will not give up Shihzada Bahram and marry another. There is no one like
him in the world.” The queen said:
“Wherever he is, why doesn’t he come?”
On this Shahzada Bahram removed his cap a little and they saw his face shining. At the sight Shahri Banu was
perturbed and cried out:
“O Shahzada Bahram!”
Then she fainted.
When she came to herself Shahzada Bahram made the whole of himself visible. Shahri Banu and her mother
were both greatly delighted. His mother-in-law said to Shahzada Bahram:
“Quickly take Shahri Banu and save your lives.” Shahzada Bahram replied:
“I will not go away today secretly without having fought with the king’s army. Bring me food and I shall eat
and presently engage in battle with the king who has entrenched himself.”
They brought food and after eating it he took the stick in his hand and donned the cap and put on the sandals.
When he had done so, raising a battle-cry he charged in the direction of the king. He fought the army with the
stick. He saw them, but they did not see him. Fighting among themselves they slew each other and entirely
annihilated themselves. He too slew a number of them. He won the victory and returned to his father-in-law’s
house.
His father-in-law was greatly delighted. He made him have a bath and put on new clothes and he fetched
Shahri Banu, and he was greatly pleased with his son-in-law. He made them stay with him some days. Then
Shahzada Bahram and Shahri Banu asked leave to go to their own country. The king presented them with much
wealth and dismissed them.
They arrived in their own country and all the people were greatly pleased and they took up their residence in
the palace. The old man, his foster father, Shihzada Bahram made his wazir and he abode with great peace and
security in his palace.
2
In former times, they say, there was a man in the land of Rum.\fn{ The Sultanate of Rum is probably meant, a SeljukTurkish dominion based in Konya (now part central Turkey) which lasted from the late 10 th century until its destruction by the Mongols in
1243. The area was later made a part of the Ottoman-Turk Empire .} He had a wife also and two sons. The man was very poor
and he was very weak. He was in straits for food to eat and for clothes to put on. One day he thought to himself:
“In this country it is difficult to support my wife and sons, so I shall go to the land of Iran, for they say that the
king of Iran gives food and clothing to wayfarers and poor people and provides for them.”
So saying he consulted his wife. By the power of God his wife was so obedient to her husband that she never
used to depart from what he said
“O wife,” said her husband, “today for some years now we have continued hungry and cold and there is no
hope that we shall here obtain food and clothing, I have heard them say that the king of Iran is very kind-hearted
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and a great cherisher of the poor, So today I put it to you—let us take our sons and go to Iran, so that if God
shows favor and we get food and clothing from that king we may abide there returning thanks to God.” The wife
was greatly pleased on hearing this suggestion and falling in with it she said:
“You say well, O my husband, let us go.”
From Rum, from their home, they set out in the direction of Iran. Proceeding for some days on their way they
arrived at the frontier of Iran. From his palace the king of Iran used every day to train his telescope far away on
the road—“So that,” as he said, “if any poor travelers should come from anywhere to this country of mine trouble
may not befall them.” When he looked he saw that three persons were coming on foot from the frontier of the
country towards the royal palace. The King commanded, saying:
“Take out horses for those wayfarers and make them mount and bring them in.”
When he had so commanded, his servants took out horses for them, and they mounted the man and the woman
and their two little ones on them and brought them in.
The King had had a house made ready for them and in the house he had had cooked food and ready-sewn
garments and under- and upper-bedding prepared for them. When they had brought them in, by the king’s
command they conducted them to this house and there the poor man and the poor woman and their two sons took
up their abode in peace. There they remained for some days in great comfort. One day the wife said to her
husband:
“O husband, thanks to this king’s kindness we are living here in great ease, for he has given us a home. Today
it is befitting that you should go to the King and do him some service.”
The man was pleased with this suggestion of his wife’s and went off to the king’s palace. There were guards at
the iing of Iran’s gate and he went to them and salamed and sitting down said to the chief of the guards:
“Be so good as to ask permission from the king for me to keep watch with you at night.”
The officer went to seek authority from the king for him to do so. The king said, “Very good,” and granted
permission.
In the meantime night came on and when it might be near to 10 o’clock the poor man of Rum’s turn came to
walk up and down on sentry go. He had patroled for an hour, when a sound of people weeping came from a
distance. The king heard it and called out to the watch:
“One of you go and find out and report who are weeping.”
It was a very dark night and all the watch were afraid. The poor man of Rum, putting down his gun, went out
from the palace to get the information. He proceeded in the direction of the place from which the sound was
coining. The king also, slipping down from the window by a cord, followed after the Rumi.
When the man of Rum came to the place of weeping he found that three women were weeping in a garden.
The Rumi listened and then went up to them and questioned them.
“May I be your sacrifice, my mothers and my sisters?” said he. “Tell me why you are weeping.”
The king of Iran was also listening. The women gave the man of Rum no answer. Again he entreated:
“For your own God’s sake tell me why you are weeping.”
There was among them an old woman and on this she turned towards him and said:
“What would be the good of our telling you? Hold your peace and go back where you came from. You have no
business with us.”
“No, mother,” said the man of Rum, “for God’s sake tell me why you are weeping.”
“It is for this we are weeping,” said the woman. “Early tomorrow the king of Iran is going to die. We are his
Guardians. Therefore we weep in grief at his death.”
The Rumi was deeply distressed at her words and again asked:
“O mother, tell me this also; is there no means by which the king may escape? He has great wealth. If he
expended something in the name of God might he perhaps escape?”
“No,” said the woman, “he will not escape by expending his wealth. Only if some man bring his two sons here
and slay them this night, then only will the king escape. Otherwise he will die tomorrow morning.”
When the man of Rum had heard this news he returned with it towards his home. The king of Iran having also
heard the news was grieved and getting ahead of him came and ensconced himself in hiding near the Rumi’s
house. Presently the Rumi also turned up and coming to the door he found that his wife had bolted it and gone to
bed. When he called out she didn’t wake up. He went up to the smoke-hole on the roof and called down:
“O wife, open the door for me.” The wife answered up to him:
“Why have you come back again without having done service to the King?”
“It is not so. Open the door for me,” said he.
On this she opened it for him and he went in. When he had entered he said to his wife:
“Today the king who has nurtured us is going to die in the morning. His Guardians are weeping for him at such
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and such a place. I enquired of them and they say: ‘If anyone will get his wife to consent and get his sons to
consent and will then slay his two sons at this spot, the king of Iran will escape. Otherwise he will die in the
morning.’ So I have come to ask you about it, because this king has made life very pleasant for us.”
Now the king of Iran was listening at the smoke hole. The wife said:
“Today I and you, and both our sons, must be a sacrifice for the king. Let us four go there and kill ourselves.”
When she had said this, the two of them being agreed, they woke up both the elder son and the younger son,
and applying antimony to their eyes and dressing them up they took them along with them to the place where the
king’s Guardians were. The king of Iran also went following after them.
The man, leaving his wife outside the garden, and taking his two sons with him, approached the Guardians. He
salamed to them and said:
“My wife and I, both of us being of one mind, have brought these our sons to slay them in place of the king.”
The elder) Guardian said:
“Bismillah, God is satisfied and we are satisfied. Slay your elder son.”
The father threw him down to kill him and applied the knife to his throat, but the knife cut not at all. Once
again he applied the knife and again it did not cut; again he applied the knife and again it did not cut. At the third
time the Guardian laid hold of the man of Rum’s hand and said:
“This one has been accepted by God, let him go. Slay this other son of yours.”
The man threw him down to slay him, but him too the knife did not cut. At the third time again the woman laid
hold of his hand and said:
“Congratulations! Your wish has been accomplished. The king has escaped. Now he will not die.” And the
Guardians said to him:
“Take the news and take your sons, and with your wife go joyfully to your home.”
So taking their sons they proceeded home. The king arriving first climbed into his palace by the cord, and the
Guardians ceased their weeping.
The Rumi leaving his wife and sons at home went off to the king’s palace. There he demanded back his gun
from the sentry and began to march up and down again. Presently the king came to the window and called out:
“O Rumi, have you brought news from there of who was crying?”
“O king,” replied the Rumi, “yes, I went there and have come back.”
“Who was weeping?” asked the king.
“O king, a few people were quarrelling there among themselves over a water supply. It was their noise that we
heard, and I went and settled the matter for them and silenced them.”
The king, having heard this story, with a view to investigating it on the morrow, went into his palace and lay
down and slept peacefully. When he had slept a little day broke and the king went out to the place of assembly.
When he had done so his wazirs and elders and servants came and salamed to him and took their seats in the
court. Thereupon the king addressed the wazirs:
“O my wazirs, today I have had a dream. In my dream a party of women were weeping. I asked them: ‘Why
are you weeping?’ They said: ‘Tomorrow morning the king of Iran is going to die. We are his Guardians and we
are weeping in grief for him.’ I asked them: ‘Will the king in no wise escape if he gives some alms?’ ‘No,’ said
they, ‘whatever he may do he will not escape. Only if some man of his own free will bring two or three sons of his
to this place and slay them, will the king not die. Otherwise tomorrow morning he will die.’ Thus they spoke.
Now today if you wazirs and elders who live on my wealth slay two of your sons, then I shall escape. Otherwise I
must die. Look to it.”
Immediately all the wazirs and elders rose up and said to the king:
“O king, our houses, our lands, everything, we will surrender for your sake, but we cannot slay our own sons.”
On this the King was vexed with them and said to the man of Rum:
“O man of Rum, bravo to you! For four days I had given you food, and in order to save me you took your two
or three beloved sons to my Guardians and threw them down to slay them. And you applied the knife, but by
God’s command it did not cut their throats, and I was saved. Today I asked these wazirs and elders who batten on
my wealth and none of them said from their hearts, ‘We will kill these our sons,’ but you and your wife with one
accord ungrudgingly sacrificed the lives of your sons in my service. Today I have given you the chief wazirship
over all the wazirs of this country.”
Then he commanded his attendants, saying:
“I had got ready beforehand in the house a robe for this man of Rum. Fetch it.”
And he caused them to bring it and made the man of Rum put it on. Then he presented him with a large
quantity of land free of obligations.
Thereafter the king of Iran and the poor Rumi, who had become wazir of Iran, continued to live in great
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happiness.
3
Kubad was king of Madain and Alqash was wazir. Alqash had a friend, Bakht-i-Jamal. Bakht-i-Jamal had
married the daughter of Jamas Hakim. There was a book called the Jamasnama. Jamas gave it to his daughter as
her dowry. She brought it to her home for Bakht-i-Jamal to see. He could understand nothing of it. He was unable
to read the book. There was a great scholar and Bakht-i-Jamal took the book to him and said:
“O sage, I am unable to read this book. Will you instruct me in it?”
“Bring it here,” said the learned man, and James gave it to him. The man of learning looked at it. He too was
unable to read it to him too; it was unintelligible.
“O Bakht-i-Jamal,” said he: “I also can make nothing of it.”
“Well,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, as it is unintelligible, leave it there. What are we to do with it? I too cannot understand it.”
Alqash wazir and Bakht-i-Jamal were bosom friends.\fn{ Lit: soul’s friends.} Alqash wazir, before going to salam
to the king, used to go and salam to his friend. Then, having looked on his friend, he used to go and salam to the
king. So dear were they to each other. They were devoted to each other.
One day Alqash wazir came to salam to Bakht-i-Jamal. Salaming him he looked at him, he looked at him with
an unfavorable eye.
“O friend,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, “why do you look at me today with an unfavourable eye?”
“O friend,” replied Alqash, “the day of your death has come. You are going to die. It is for this reason that I
look at you with repugnance.” Alqash wazir was versed in astrological calculations and Bakht-i-Jamal was
alarmed for his life.
“I am going to die then,” he thought, and he said: “O friend, this that you say is true, but may I perchance
escape by some device?”
“Friend,” said Alqash, “there is one thing, and if you and I can do it, you will escape. If we cannot do it you
will die.”
“O beloved friend, what is it that we cannot do?”
“Beloved friend,” said Alqash, “for 40 days do not come out of your house, do not speak to anyone, do not
look at the face of anyone, let no one look at you, let no one speak to you, let no one hear you speak, and do not
you listen to anyone speaking. If you remain thus one day more than the 40 then you will die, and if you go out
one day too soon, before 40 days are completed, you will die. When exactly 40 days are up, if you go out of your
house, you will not die.”
Bakht-i-Jamal was overjoyed.
“O beloved friend,” said he, “this is a very easy matter. On which day shall I begin to stay in the house?”
“Stay in today,” said Alqash.
“Friend, give my wife instructions and advise her how she is to give me food and how she is to give me water.”
“Bring her here, friend.”
Bakht-i-Jamal brought his wife and Alqash wazir said:
“My sister, give ear to what I say. It is a very serious matter. Make my friend stay in the house. Sit yourself in
the upper verandah. Take care not to speak. Take care not to look down.” To Bakht-i-Jamal:
“Friend, do not speak. Do not look up. Let her send down food and water to you at the proper time, letting it
down on something through the smoke-hole, and do you eat the food and drink the water. Then tie the things to
the cord which was let down and leave it there and she will pull them up. Turning her head away, she will pull it
up without looking down. Come now, take my advice. O my beloved friend, count the days in your house and I
shall count them in my house. Now from this present day you keep the reckoning, and I too will keep the
reckoning.”
Alqash then went out from his friend’s house and he closed the door after him and locked it. The key of the
lock he took with him and he went to his own house and put down one pebble. Bakht-i-Jamal wrote “One day is
passed” and thereafter every day, in his own house. Alqash wazir put down a pebble and Bakht-i-Jamal struck off
a day. Eventually with Alqash wazir 40 pebbles were collected and the full 40 days were completed and with
Bakht-i-Jamal also the 40 days were completed. Both accounts came out even.
By the power of God in both of them there was an error of one day.
Alqash wazir took the pebbles and came to Bakht-i-Jamal’s door. With his own hand he opened the lock. He
entered the house and salamed to Bakht-i-Jamal. He asked for his foot and hand to kiss and he conversed with
him.
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“O beloved friend, forty days have passed. Is your reckoning completed or not?”
“O beloved friend,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, “my reckoning has come out even. I was watching, thinking you
would come.”
“I have kept my account with these pebbles,” said Alqash wazir, “every day I kept adding one. Today the forty
days were completed. Take the pebbles and count them.”
“I have written the days down,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, “have a look at this written record.”
The one examined the writing and the other counted the pebbles. Both their reckonings came out even.
“Both our reckonings have come out even,” said Alqash. “Now let us go out.”
And they went out from the house.
“O beloved fiiend,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, “let us go for a long walk. I very much wish to.”
“By all means, friend,” said Alqash wazir.
They went on, they went on a long way and Bakht-i-Jamal said:
“Wait here, I want to relieve nature. I shall do so and come back.”
The wazir sat down and Bakht.i-Jamal went off. He proceeded a long way and came upon a big garden and
squatted down to relieve nature. He pulled up a clod and a hole appeared. He pulled up another clod and a large
aperture appeared. Inside, a door became visible. He went up to the door. The key was hanging on the lock. He
undid the lock and threw open the door and looked and saw gold. He saw inexhaustible quantities of gold. He said
to himself:
“I have lighted on the treasury of Suleman the Prophet.” He turned back from the door of the treasury saying:
“I won’t hide this gold from my beloved friend. I will show it to him.” He came back from the place and called
out to his friend:
“Friend, come here.” Alqash came to him:
“Why are you calling?” he asked.
“O beloved friend, I have seen a treasury of gold.”
“Where did you see it?” said Alqash wazir.
“Friend, it is inside here,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, and showed him.
Alqash Wazlr looked and saw it. He reflected and having reflected he lifted up Bakht-i-Jamal and dashed him
on the ground.
“O friend,” said Bakht-i-Jamal, “what have I done? Why do you act thus?”
“I am going to kill you,” replied Alqash.
“O friend, what have I done that you should kill me?”
“I am going to appropriate this gold and carry it off for myself. And I shall let no one know of it. If the two of
us shared this gold the story would get out. So I am going to kill you. This gold is a calamity. If the king were to
hear about it he would kill us both, me and you. So I am going to kill you.”
“O friend,” said Bakht-I-Jamal, “don’t kill me. The gold may be for you alone. If I ever say to you, ‘Give me a
little of it,’ may I be your donkey in the next life. If I say, ‘I saw this gold,’ again, may I be your donkey in the
next life.”
“Ignorant fellow,” said Alqash wazir. “I know much more than you. If one catches a hen gently, it makes an
outcry. If one lays hold of it violently, it makes an outcry. Till you have cut off the hen’s head it won’t keep quiet.
When its head is cut off its clamor is silenced, So long as your head is not cut off this matter will not remain quiet.
So I am going to cut off your head.”
Bakht-i-Jamal abandoned hope of escape.
“O friend,” he said “there are two things I would tell you.”
“Well, tell me,” said Alqash, “what they are.”
“My wife has been longing to see me; for these 40 days she has been longing to see me and she has kept
looking out saying, ‘My husband is coming.’ Go to my wife, go to her with twelve khars of this gold,\fn{There is a
notation in the text here, Rs.72, which I interpret to mean “seventy-two Rupees.” } give it to her and say thus to her: ‘Your
husband has gone to Kharuz with a merchant of Kharuz.’ Say to her, ‘He said, “I shall come back in six months.”
Say to her from me: ‘Until my return buy food and clothes for yourself with this gold.’ My wife is with child. Say
to her from me: ‘If you give birth before my return, if a girl is born to you, give her a name yourself. If a son is
born to you, call him Buzur Jamhur.’ If you say this to her, it is as you please; if you don’t say this to her, it is as
you please. Now I have nothing more to say.”
“Oh, is that all?” said Alqash wazir.
“Yes,” said Bakht-i-Jamal,
Alqash then led Bakht-i-Jamal forward into a corner on the far side of the Treasury and started digging. He
made a pit and leading Bakht-i-Jamal up to it he killed him and flung him into it. He threw in earth on the top and
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filled the hole up and trampled, it down with his feet, and destroyed all signs of the burial.
“This gold has become mine,” said Alqash wazir, rejoicing. He did not touch the gold, but putting on the lock
he closed the door and concealed it. He told no one about it and returned to his home. Taking 12 khars of gold
from his house, he went to Bakht-i-Jamal’s wife:
“My sister,” said he, “your husband has sent you this gold. He has gone to Kharuz with a Kharuzi merchant
and he said: ‘I shall come back in six months. You are with child. 1f a daughter is born to you, give her a name
yourself. If a son is born to you, call him Buzur Jamhur.’” Alqash then gave her the twelve khars of gold and said:
“Your husband said to say to you: ‘Spend this on yourself till I come back. Spend it on food and clothes.’”
Having said this to her he went off to his own house.
Bakht-i-Jamal’s wife was delighted. She said, “My husband has sent me all this gold,” and she rejoiced.
“When he comes back from Kharuz in six months, then he will bring me more,” she said, and settled down in
peace.
Some days passed and she was brought to bed before he had yet returned. A son was born to her and she
named him Bnzur Jamhur. She kept reckoning the time from the departure of her husband. Six months passed and
he did not come, and seven months passed and he did not come, and the twelve months of a full year passed and
he did not come. Bnt she kept hoping:
“My husband will come.”
Three years passed after the birth of her son and she abandoned hope of her husband.
“Nothing has become known of my busband’s being alive,” she said, “nor has anything become known of his
being dead. I have heard nothing at all.”
Thus thinking she still did not become unduly depressed. She said to her son:
“O son, go to the bazar and fetch a little flour. I shall give you a khar of gold to take with you. Yon are a
sensible fellow.”
She sent him off with a man with him and he went to the bazar to the farach\fn{The king’s treasurer.}
“As salam aleikum, farach.”
“Wa aleikum salam, boy. Why have you come, boy?”
“O farach, there is some gold I have brought to sell. I have heard this name of “gold.” They say this is gold. Is
it really gold or is it not? Have a look at it.”
“Bring it here,” said the farach. The farach looked at it.
“Boy,” he said, “it is real gold.”
“O farach, if this is real gold do not give me short value for it. I don’t know what its value is. If you give me
less than the price of the gold, I’ll lay a claim against you at the Last Day. If you give me the full price of the gold,
at the Last Day I will make no claim against you.”
The farach gave him ten twelve-seer measures of wheat.\fn{In the Persia of 1935, just a year after the first publication of
this work, the seer was equal to a shade over 2½ ounces.}
“O boy, I have given you this as the price of your gold. There must be no dispute with me about it.”
“O farach, is that all?”
“Yes. Now take it away. It has worked out at so much.”
“O farach, come now tell me the truth.”
“O boy, what am I to tell you the truth about?”
“Have you acquired this wheat by laboring along with your children? Or have you got it from others? Does it
belong to someone else? Now tell me truly.”
“O boy,” said the farach, “what business is it of yours whom it belongs to? I have given you the grain; you
have given me the gold. If you wish to, take away the grain; if you don’t wish to, take away your gold.”
“I’ll put chains on your neck,” said Buzur Jamhur. “Do you expend all this wheat of the king’s for yourself and
do you take my gold too for yourself? I’ll tell this in the king’s court.”
“O boy,” said the farach. “Don’t say this. You are saying exactly what I feel in my heart. I am taking the gold
for myself; you are right in saying so. Don’t tell this in the court. Take this wheat for yourself and take back the
gold you have given me and tell no one about it. The king will put chains on my neck.”
“Is it lawful for you,” said Buzur Jamhur, “to devour all this grain of the king’s? I will devour it too.”
So saying, he carried off home for himself the gold and he also carried off the wheat.
“O son,” said his mother, “have you looted a bazar somewhere, that you have fetched home all this grain and
have also brought back the gold I gave you?”
“No mother, we have not raided and plundered a bazar.”
“Then how else did you get this, my son.”
“Listen to me, mother. I frightened the farach and got it from him.”
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His mother was pleased.
“Mother,” said Buzur Jamhur, “give me a lot to eat and fill my belly, and do you too eat a lot, and what is over
give to others. I shall bring you these ten measures of wheat every month.” Next day she said:
“O boy, your plan is a good one. I’ll give you the gold and you take it to the bazar and get a little meat.”
“Very good, mother, give it to me here.”
She gave it to him and he went off with it to the bazar. He went to the king’s steward and said:
“As salam aleikum, cook.”
“Wa aleikum salam, boy. Why have you come here, boy?”
“I have brought some gold,” said Buzur Jamhur. “Whether it is gold, or is not gold, I don’t know. You have a
look at it.”
“Give it to me here,” said the cook. He gave it to him and the cook examined it and said,
“It is real gold, my boy.”
“Is it real gold?”
“Yes,” said the cook, “it is real gold.”
“I don’t know the value of this gold,” said Buzur Jamhur. “You look and see how much it is. If you give me
less than its value I’ll lay a claim against you at the Last Day. If you give me its proper value there need be no
dispute between you and me at the Last Day.”
The Cook gave him a wether\fn{A ram.} saying:
“I have given you the price of your gold. At the Last Day there must be no dispute between you and me. Now
take it away.”
“O cook,” said Buzur Jamhur, “come now, speak the truth. Have you reared this sheep and made it so big as
this yourself? Or did you get it from someone else? Does it belong to someone else?”
“O boy,” said the cook, “what business is that of yours? You gave me the gold, and I gave you the sheep. Won’t
you shut up and take it away?”
“O cook, why am I to shut up and take this beast away? You steal it from the king and give it to me. Why am I
to shut up and take it away? I’ll say in the king’s court, ‘the cook has stolen a sheep and given it to me.’”
“O boy,” said the Cook, “may I be your sacrifice! Don’t give me away over this theft. The king will put chains
on the necks of myself and my children. Take away this gold of yours, and take away too this sheep which I have
given you. Come back in a month and I’ll give you another sheep like this. Indeed, at the end of every month I’ll
give you a similar sheep.”
“O cook,” said Buzur Jamhur, “is it lawful for you to devour all the king’s substance like this? Give me a share
too and I also will devour it.”
“May I be your sacrifice: I’ll give you a share,” said the cook. “For this month I’ll give you this sheep, and
take away this gold of yours too.”
Buzur Jamhur took the sheep and the gold home to his mother.
“Mother, I have brought this sheep too for the month. Come now and let us feed in peace.”
So they lived in comfort, and one day his mother said:
“O son, will you get green vegetables somewhere?”
“Mother, give me that gold.”
“Well, take it, my son,” she said and gave it to him.
He took it and went off. There were no green vegetables anywhere, only in Alqash wazir’s garden were there
some. He went to the gate of Alqash’s garden. The superintendent of the garden was at the gate.
“O gardener,” said Buzur Jamhur, “I’ll give you some gold, will you give me some greens in this basket?”
“Very good,” said the gardener, “I’ll give you some,” and he unlocked the door and opened it.
Alqash wazir saw the opening of the door. He was at the window of his house. He saw the gardener enter the
garden and a boy follow after him. The gardener went to a vegetable plot. Buzur Jamhur had tied up a sheep to a
peg in the garden. He went up to it and he cut the cord by which it was tied and the sheep went and ate the
flowers. The gardener noticed the sheep and saw it eating the flowers. He went and caught it and tied it up. The
gardener went back to the vegetable plot and Buzur Jamhur let the sheep loose. Once again it went and ate the
flowers and again the gardener saw it. He took a spade and came along and struck the sheep on the loins. The
sheep died.
“Three lawful things you have made unlawful,” said Buzur Jamhur. “This is only one sheep. How have the
other two become unlawful? O gardener,” said Buzur Jamhur, “there are two young ones in its belly; one is black
and one is white. The white one is a female lamb, and the black one is a male lamb.”
“Curse its mother!” said the gardener.
Alqash heard what the boy had said. He called out:
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“O gardener, bring the boy and bring the sheep.”
The gardener took the sheep. Buzur Jamhfir followed after him, and they both went to the wazir. The boy
salamed to Alqash Wazir. Alqash asked him:
“You said to him: ‘You have made three lawful things unlawful.’ One is this sheep. Where do you get the other
two from?”
“O wazir, this sheep was pregnant and there are two young ones in its belly. One is black and one is white. The
white one is a female lamb and the black one is a male lamb.” Alqash commanded the gardener:
“Cut the sheep open.”
The gardener cut it open, and there were two young ones just such as Buzur Jamhur had described. The white
one was a female, and the black one a male lamb. Alqash said to the boy:
“O boy, what is your father’s name?”
“Bakht-i-Jamal is my father’s name.”
“What is your own name?”
“My name is Buzur Jamhur.”
The son of the king of Habash, being in love with Alqash’s daughter, was serving Alqash. He was with Alqash
wazir. Alqash said to him:
“Saladar, my son, take this boy to such-and-such a place and put him to death. Then roast his liver and kidneys
and bring them to me. Now take him away.”
Saladar led him away. At the place of slaughter, Buzur Jamhur said:
“O Saladar, are you going to kill me now?”
“Yes, I am going to kill you.”
“On your killing me he\fn{Alqash.} will kill you, too.”
“Somehow or other you found out about the lambs in the sheep’s belly, did you not? Do you now\fn{ The text
has: not.} also know about my being killed?”
“By killing me,” replied Buzur Jamhur, “how will you attain your heart’s desire?”
“What is my heart’s desire?” said Saladar.
Are you not in love with Alqash wazir’s daughter?” said Buzur Jamhur.
“You speak truly, I am in love with her.”
“I shall bring about your heart’s desire for you. Don’t kill me and in forty days I shall throw Alqash’s daughter
on your neck.”
“But from what shall I take your liver and kidneys?” Buzur Jamhur gave him the gold that was with him and
said:
"They have brought out a male lamb to the bazar to sell. Give them this gold and buy the lamb.”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said Saladar, “wherever I may get that animal, it won’t have the taste of human flesh, will
it?”
“O Saladar, you don’t understand such matters. A woman was with child and a sheep was pregnant. A daughter was born to the woman. The sheep gave birth and a male lamb was born. The woman’s daughter died and the
lamb’s mother died. The woman, out of love for her daughter, gave the lamb her milk. When it grew big she fed it
also with bread. So it had drunk human milk and eaten bread. They have now brought out that lamb to the bazar.
Now the taste of its meat is like the taste of human flesh. Go now quickly and buy it.”
So saying Buzur Jamhur gave Saladar the gold and Saladar went off with it to the bazar. They had brought the
lamb to the bazar and he gave them the gold and brought the lamb to Buzur Jamhur.
“Hallo, Saladar, have you brought it?”
“Yes, I have.”
“Well now slay it and skin it and roast its kidneys and liver and take them to Alqash. Then he will send you
once again to my house. You hold your tongue and say nothing and come to my house.”
Having said this to him Buzur Jamhur went off to his home.
Saladar slaughtered the lamb and flayed it. Then he took out its liver and kidneys and having roasted and
cooked them took them to Alqash. He set them before Alqash and Alqash ate them.
“This was my enemy,” said Alqash. “I have killed him too as well as his father. He was a partner in the gold I
saw. Now again the gold is known to no one. Now it has become my very own.”
Alqash’s uneasiness was dispelled and he lived in great comfort.
Buzur Jamhur went off to his home.
“Have you not brought any greens?” said his, mother.
“Somehow or other I have escaped from death at the hands of Alqash wazir. He told Saladar to kill me. I
implored Saladar, ‘Don’t kill me,’ and on my saying, ‘Let me go,’ he let me go. But how was I to bring back any
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greens?”
His mother put Buzur Jamhur to study. He studied with a man of learning. In three days or four he exhausted
all that the learned man had to teach. The man of learning was amazed on seeing his intelligence and understanding.
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the learned man, “I have a difficult book which is unintelligible to me. Will you just
have a look at it? Shall I show it to you?”
“Good!” said Buzur Jamhur. “Bring it and show it to me.” The akhund\fn{Mullah.} brought it and gave it to
him. Buzur Jamhur examined it.
“O akhund,” said he, “will you give it to me? I shall read it for a couple of days in my own house.”
“This is your book,” said the akhund. “It belonged to your mother’s father. He had given it ro your mother in
her dowry. Your father also was a fine scholar. He did not understand it. He brought it to me. I too did not
understand it. He left it behind saying: ‘As we do not understand it, let it remain here.’ This is now that book, and
it is your property.”
Buzur Jamhur, touching it with his fingers and kissing them, took it. He carried it away to his own home and
there he read it. When he had read it he shut it and wept. His mother also wept. Both mother and son wept. Again
he opened and read it. He read it for a long time and (then) shut it up. He laughed. His mother also laughed. Again
he opened it and read it. Then closing it he put it away, and getting up he danced.
“O son,” said his mother, “have you gone mad?”
“No, Mother, I have not gone mad.”
“First you wept, next you laughed and then you danced. You have gone mad.”
“Mother, listen to me. Alqash wazir murdered my father. I learn that in this book. Moved by grief for my
father, I wept.”
“You say truly, O my son. He brought your father out of the house and had taken him for a walk. Wherever
your father went after he was taken for the walk he disappeared. You speak truly.”
“Mother, then again my laughing was due ro this: I am going to put horse gear on Alqash Wazir and mount
him, and at the spot where my father was murdered I am going to kill Alqash wazir. I shall exhume my father’s
bones and make a grave and make it visible to all.”
“O son, don’t say this. Alqash wazir is a very hard man to deal with. How will you, an orphan boy, be able to
kill him? He will kill you. Don’t speak thus to anyone.”
“Mother, in this book it is stated that he will not be able to kill me, but that I am going to kill him.”
Now the king had a dream, but he forgot his dream. He asked Alqash wazir:
“O Alqash wazir, I had a dream and I have forgotten it. You tell me what it was that I have forgotten.”
“O king, you had the dream. I cannot tell you what it was.”
“O bastard. I’ll cut off your head and hang it up on the gateway. You have consumed much of my wealth.”
Alqash wazir was frightened and said:
“O king, let the matter stand for two or three days, then if I get the story of your dream from anywhere I’ll
bring it to you.”
“O wazir,” said the king, “I’ll let you go for a month, and if you bring me the story of my dream I’ll give you a
big reward and you will be promoted to very high rank. Now go.”
Alqash wazir went off and going to his own house summoned Saladar to him.
“O Saladar,” he said, “I gave you a boy and told you to kill him. Where have you taken him?”
“Wazir, did you not order me to kill him and say to me, ‘Kill him and cook his liver and kidneys and bring
them to me?’ Did I not bring them to you and did you not eat them? Where then did I take him?”
“O Saladar,” said the wazir, “if you have killed him, I will now kill you.”
“I haven’t killed him,” said Saladar.
“Aha, bravo to you! Now tell me how you haven’t killed him when I had told you to kill him. Of what did you
bring me the liver and kidneys? Come tell me that.”
“I’ll tell you now, wazir,” said Saladar. “People had brought out a lamb to the bazar and the boy said to me:
‘Don’t kill me; go and get that lamb.’ He gave me a khar of gold and said: ‘Pay this and buy the lamb.’ I said to
him: ‘What shall we do with the lamb? The lamb will not have the flavor of human flesh.’ ‘You don’t understand
the affair,’ said he, ;hold your peace, and go quickly and fetch the lamb. A woman was brought to bed and gave
birth to a girl. A sheep yeaned\fn{ Gave birth to.} a male lamb. The lamb’s dam died and the woman’s daughter died.
The woman suckled the lamb. When it grew up she fed it with bread. It has now become big and they have
brought it to the bazar. In its flesh there is the taste of human flesh. Go quickly and fetch it here at once.’ I fetched
the lamb and killed and skinned it, I extracted its liver and kidneys and roasting and cooking them brought them
to you. The boy I let go.”
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“Bravo to you!” said the wazir. “Now go and tell him to come.”
Saladar went off to Buzur Jamhur’s house.
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said he, “the wazir says to you ‘Come.’” Buzur Jamhur replied:
“I said to you, you will come back to me. Now come, let us go.”
And the two of them proceeded to Alqash wazir. Buzur Jamhur salamed to Alqash and Alqash got up to receive
him and made him sit on a chair. Then he said:
“O Buzur Jamhur, I have done you a discourtesy. Forgive me.”
“O wazir, the great do such things. It is nothing.”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said Alqash wazir, “if anyone dreams a dream and forgets it, can you interpret it?”
“I do do such things.”
“O Buzur Jamhur, may I be your sacrifice! The king had a dream and has forgotten it and he says to me: ‘Tell
me my dream.’ Now you tell me what was the dream he had.”
“O wazir,” said Buzur Jamhur, “until I have seen the face of the person who had the dream it is not revealed to
me.”
“O Buzur Jamhur, if I mention your name to the king, will you come to him or not?”
“O wazir, why would I not come to a king? Of course I’ll come.”
The wazir went to salam the king. He salamed to him and the king asked:
“O Alqash wazir, have you brought the story of my dream or not?”
“Yes, king, I have brought it.”
“Tell me it.”
“O king, I cannot tell it. Bakht-i-Jamal’s son, Buzur Jamhur, will tell you it, but he is on bad terms with me.
You yourself send a man and he will come.”
“Very good,” said the king, “I’ll send someone.” And he gave orders to a man:
“Go, and tell Buzur Jamhur to come.” The man went off to Buzur Jamhur and said:
“O Buzur Jamhur, the king says to you, ‘Come.’”
“Who are you?” asked Buzur Jamhur.
“I am a servant.”
“Perform your service then. Say thus to the king, ‘I want nothing from you. I have no intention of coming to
you. Why should I come walking on my own legs?’ Say that to him.” The servant went off to the king and the
king enquired of him:
“O servant, haven’t you brought him?”
“O king, he didn’t come.”
“Why didn’t he come?” said the king.
“He said: ‘I want nothing of the king and have no intention of coming. Why should I come?’”
“What he says is true,” said the king. And he had a golden bridle and saddle and complete trappings put on his
own horse and despatched it with a groom.
“Say to him, ‘Mount this horse and come,’” he said.
The groom saddled the horse and took it away to Buzur Jamhur’s door and called out and said:
“O Buzur Jamhur, the king has sent you his own riding horse. Now come.”
“O groom,” said Buzur Jamhur, “I have never ridden that horse. If it throws me and breaks some part of me
what shall I do? Tell him I won’t come. Go.”
The groom went off with the horse to the King.
“O groom, has he not come?”
“O king, he said, ‘I have never ridden that horse. If it throws me and breaks some part of me what shall I do?’”
“What he says is true,” said the king. And he had a litter placed on an elephant and despatched it. He said:
“Say to him, ‘Mount this and come,” and he sent off the elephant.
They led the elephant away to Buzur Jamhur’s door and said to him:
“O Buzur Jamhur, the king has sent you the riding elephant that takes him out. Now come and mount it.”
“O elephant-grooms, this that I say, repeat to the King: ‘The horse you sent before was small in comparison,
now you have sent something even bigger than it. If this elephant seizes me with its trunk and flings me down it
will kill me. In that case what am I to do?’ Take it back.”
They brought the elephant back to the king’s court and the king said:
“Hallo, hasn’t he come?”
“O king, he said to us: ‘You have sent an e:ven bigger animal than the first one. If this great brute seizes me
with its trunk and throws me down it will kill me. In that case what am I to do? Take it back.’”
“What he says is true,” said the king. “He is quite right. Take the traveling litter and seat him in it and bring
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him along.” They carried away the litter to him and said:
“O Buzur Jamhiur, now come. We have brought the litter. We’ll seat you in it and take you along.”
“Look here. Am I a woman? Or has some part of me been broken that you would take me away on a litter? Say
this to the king: ‘You are a very stupid fool. I won’t come in such a way.’”
On this they carried the litter back to the king’s court.
“Hasn’t he come?” said the King.
“No, he hasn’t come.”
“Why doesn’t he come?”
“He said to us, ‘Am I a woman that you should take me up on a traveling-litter? Or has some part of me broken
that you want to carry me?’”
“What he says is true,” said the king. “I did a stupid thing. This time say to him: ‘Come in whatever way you
yourself prefer to come.’” And he despatched a man of consequence to him.
The man went to Buzur Jamhur and said:
“O Buzur Jamhu, the king says, ‘Come in whatever way you like best.’”
“This is my pleasure,” said Buzur Jamhur. “Put horse furniture on Alqash wazir and hang the whip on the
pommel of the saddle, and saddle him and bring him along and then I shall mount on him and come.”
The man of consequence returned with this answer to the king.
“O king,” he said, “he says a strange thing.”
“Well, what does he say?” said the king.
“He says: ‘Put horse furniture on Alqash wazir and saddle him and hang a whip on the pommel of the saddle
and bring him to me. Then I shall mount on him and come.’”
The king gave command, saying:
“Saddle Alqash.” And they put a saddle on him and in his mouth they put a bridle and hung a whip on the
pommel of the saddle. And so having saddled Alqash they led him away to Buzur Jamhur’s door.
“O Buzur Jamhur,” they said. “Now come. In accordance with your instructions we have saddled Alqash wazir
and brought him to you. Now come.”
Buzur Jamhur came out of his house. He mounted on Alqash wazir, took the whip off the pommel of the saddle
and slung it by the loop on his wrist and he gave .Alqash wazir a cut I with the whip. Alqash wazir proceeded on
all fours with Buzur Jamhur and carried him to the king’s court. Without dismounting Buzur Jamhur went in, and
he took his seat on Alqash’s chair. Alqash wazir they left just as he was, without removing the saddle from him.
The king asked him:
“O Buzur Jamhur, when people have had dreams can you tell what it was when they have forgotten them?”
“O king I can do that,” replied Buzur Jamhur.
“I had a dream,” said the King, “and I have forgotten it; now tell me what it was.”
“O King,” said Buzur Jamhur. “I’ll tell you about your dream afterwards. I have a suit, settle that for me first.”
“What is your suit?” said the king.
“This bastard, Alqash,” said Buzur Jamhur, “is the murderer of my father.”
The king brought up and assembled the qazis and said:
“O qazis, whatever this suit may be you decide it for Buzur Jamhur. He says: ‘He has killed my father.’” The
chief qazi stood up to deal with the case:
“O Buzur Jamhur,” he said. “Now speak the truth. You have come for justice? Nothing is known, none of us
have any information as to whether your father died, or got lost, before you were born. Whoever have told you
about this, produce them as witnesses. We shall settle the case with them.”
“Did you, or did you not know my father?” said Buzur Jamhur.
“He is known to all of us,” replied the qazi.
“Had not my father gold rings bearing his name? Had he not got them on all his ten fingers? Was not his name
on all of them?”
“What you say is true. You speak as one who has seen.”
“Is not this statement of mine correct?”
“Yes, this statement of yours is correct.”
“Well, I shall take this Alqash to the spot where he murdered my father, and I shall dig and I shall exhume my
father’s bones, and on the bones of the fingers will be the rings. If I take them and show them to you, will you
believe me or not?”
“If you do this thing that you have said,” replied the qazi, “then there is no one like to you. How then shall we
not believe you?”
“Come then,” said Buzur Jamhur. “All of you come. Such of you too as are men of standing come with me and
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you will all see for yourselves. The king gave command:
“You who are men of standing, all of you go too and see.”
They set out from the King’s court and Buzur Jamhur conducted them to the place where his father had been
murdered. At the site of the murder he made them dig. They removed the earth that was in the grave and the bones
emerged. They took all the bones out and when they looked there were the ten gold rings, and when they looked
again the name of Bakht-i-Jamal was engraved on all the rings.
“O qazis,” said Buzur Jamhur, “are these my father’s rings or not?”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the qazi, “there has never been anyone like you. These are your father’s rings. What
you say is true. Alqash has killed your father.”
“Make a grave,” said Buzur Jamhur, “and bury these bones of my father in it and make it a visible monument
for me.”
They made a grave for the bones and threw them into it, and made a burial mound over it that could be seen.
They returned to the king and the king enquired of them:
“Is what Buzur Jamhur said true, or is it lies? Come tell me about it.”
“O king,” said the qazi, “there is no one like this man. What he said is true.”
“O qazi,” said the king, “settle this case.”
“I shall settle it,” said the qazi. “O Buzur Jamhur, now speak the truth.”
“What am I to speak the truth about?”
“When he murdered your father did Alqash take anyone with him to help him? Did Alqash strike your father
one blow or two blows? Tell us this.”
“O qazi,” said Buzur Jamhur, “I know about that. Alqash took my father away alone and murdered him. He
killed him with a single blow, and he himself threw earth on the top of him and stamped the earth down with his
feet, and made it look as if there was nothing there. Now I shall take him and slay him at the pit where my father
was buried and fling him into it.” The king gave command:
“Take him away and slay him in this wise.”
Buzur Jamhur led Alqash off to the pit where his father had been slain and cutting off his head with one stroke
flung him into the pit. With his hands he threw in earth and with his feet he stamped it down. He filled up the hole
and removed all evidence of the burial. He then returned to the king’s court.
“O Buzur Jamhur, has the desire of your heart been fulfilled?”
“Yes, O king, my heart’s desire is accomplished.”
“Well, now, get on and tell me about my dream.”
“In your dream,” said Buzur Jamhur, “did some savory food appear before you?”
“O brothers,” said the king, “he is telling my dream. Wa! He is telling me just what I saw.”
“Did a great desire come on you to eat the food?” said Buzur Jamhur.
“Yes, I felt a great desire to eat it.”
“Did a black dog plant its paw in the food? Feeling this to be revolting, were you perchance seized with
vomiting?”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the king, “there is no one like you! You tell me things just as I saw them. But I do not
know the meaning of this vision that I saw. Explain it to me.”
“O king don’t you know the meaning of it?”
“No, I don’t.”
“Well, I won’t tell you in this public assembly. I’ll tell you when we are alone.”
The King went to his palace, he and Buzur Jamhur, the two of them.
“O king,” said Buzur Jamhur. “Don’t you know the meaning of your dream that I told you?”
“No, I don’t know it.”
“Well, I now I will tell you, listen. Some savory food appeared before you. You wished to eat it. A black dog
put down its paw in the food. Feeling this to be revolting, you vomited.”
“Yes, I vomited.”
“Well, you saw all this?”
“Yes, I saw all this. Now interpret it for me.”
“Good. I’ll interpret it for you. Have you, or have you not married the daughter of the King of habash?”
“Yes, I have married her.”
“She was the savory food. She has brought a friend for herself from her father’s city and she amuses herself
with him in your absence.”
“Where is he now at the present time?” asked the King.
“At the present time he is in the king’s daughter’s treasury.”
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“Is he there now?” said the King.
“Yes, he is there now.”
The king opened the door of the treasury of the Habashi king’s daughter and saw that he was inside. Seizing
him he dragged him out and led him off to the court. They assembled the qazis and the king said:
“O qazis, I am king and this wife of mine has brought a lover here for herself. Now give judgement.”
“I’ll give judgement,” said the qazi. “O King, let no one kill these two. Let them take them away to a waste
place and split a log and put one of them on one side of it and one of them on the other side of it, and securing
their hands in it leave them there. This is the judgement I have given,” said the qazi.
They took the guilty parties away to the desert and secured their hands in the split log and pulling out the
wedges left them there in the desert.
On Buzur Jamhur the king bestowed the wazirship.
A number of years passed and one day they were drinking araq in the king’s court. They had poured out some
for the king and they presented it to him and he took it in his hand. Then they offered their congratulations to the
king and said:
“A son has been born to you.”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the king, “what name shall I give my son?”
“Drink,” said he, and the king drank the araq that was in his hand.
“O Buzur Jamhur, what name shall I give him?”
“What name did I just now give him, O king?”
“You said to me just now ‘Drink the araq that was in my hand.” He called him Nushiruwan\fn{Drink-and-go.}
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the king, “you know all these things: has this son of mine been born good or has he
been born bad? Now tell me this.”
“Listen King, I shall tell you. He was born in a happy moment. He was born lucky. Seven kings will serve him.
He will have 4,000 private attendants. There will be 5,000 men to guard him. He will have a tent with 1,000 poles.
His crown will be all of satin. His carpets will be all of gold brocade. The pegs of his tent will all be of gold.
There will be as many golden chairs as can find place in the whole tent. Over his doorway he will hang chains of
true justice. In those days he will be “The Just.” They will call him “Nushirwan the Just.”
Even as he had finished saying this a son was born to Bakhtiar.
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said the king, “they say a son has been born to this wretch too. Of what nature has he been
born?”
“He has been born very knowing. He has been born a trickster. He has been born to be wazir to .your son,” said
Buzur Jamhur.
“What will Bakhtiar call him?”
“He will call him Bakhtek.”
They said to Buzur Jamhur: “A son has been born to you too,” and they congratulated him. “What name will
you give your son?” they asked.
“My son’s name is Siaokhash.”
These three sons were all born at one time.
Twenty years passed after their birth and Nushirwan Padsha came of age. Kubad said to Buzur Jamhur:
“The signs which you spoke of at the time of hjs birth are evident on this son of mine.” And he asked him: “Is
there anywhere any enemy of my son or not?”
“There will be an enemy of your son.”
“Where is he at the present time?”
“He was in his father’s loins and he has now passed into his mother’s womb.”
“What is his father’s name?”
“It is Abdul Mutalib.”
“What will he call his son?”
“He will call his son Hamza. The name of his country is Arab.”
“I now give you leave to go,” said Kubad, “and whatever women are with child in the country of Arab rip open
their bellies.” He made them get ready gold on 1,200 camels and said:
“O Buzur Jamhur, I have prepared this gold on 1,200 camels for travelling expenses for you. Proceed to the
country of Arab.”
Buzur Jamhur proceeded in the direction of Arab taking with him a number of servants. News of his coming
reached Arab. They reported:
“A great king has sent a very great man, a very wise man, to Arab and he has arrived. He has come to rip open
the women’s bellies.” The people heard and were alarmed. Abdul Mutalib said:
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“O community of Islam, you who do service to God, a very great man has come. Come, let us go to meet him.”
“Good, we will go,” said they.
They went out and proceeded some way to meet him. They saw Buzur Jamhur coming to meet them. Abdul
Mutalib dismounted from his horse. Buzur Jamhur saw him and he too dismounted. Then they salamed to each
other and kissed each other’s hands and sat down. Buzur Jamhur said:
“O Abdul Mutalib, of what are you afraid that there is no color in your face? Your color has changed. Do not
fear. Good will come from me, evil will not come from me. Whatever you are afraid of, do not fear. You will
receive favors from me. I shall do no evil.”
They became very happy and led him off joyfully to the country of Arab, and established him there with great
honor and settled down themselves in great peace and comfort.
Buzur Jamhur stayed there for a month and a son was born to Abdul Mutalib the Prophet. They told Buzur
Jamhur.
“A son has been born to Abdul Mutalib.”
“Call Abdul Mutalib,” said Buzur Jamhur. They called him. Abdul Mutalib came.
“O Abdul Mutalib,” said Buzur Jamhur, “bring me the son who has just been born to you.” Abdul Mutalib
went off to the place where his son was and fetched him.
“Give him. to me here,” said Buzur Jamhur. He gave the child into Buzur Jamhur’s hands and Buzur Jamhur
kissed it on the eyes and he kissed it on the forehead and he kissed it all its joints. The people in the assembly
said.
“O Buzur Jamhur, what honor have you done to this small child? You, so wise and so great a man, why have
you done it such honor?”
“Listen,” said he. “I shall tell you the child’s virtues. Down its right cheek is the line of the Bani Hashim, and
between its eyebrows is a sign. Such as these are born of the family of Ibrahim the Prophet. The child belongs to
that family. For that reason I do it such honor. From the rising of the sun to the setting of the sun\fn{ Or: from the
East to the West.} mighty kings will he cast down from their thrones and fling them on the bier. He will establish
Islam. He has been born a pillar of Islam.”
Then he bestowed on Abdul Mutalib a present of 1,100 camel’s loads of gold.
“This son of yours,” said he, “is your son, and he is also my son. One day he will benefit me, too. Expend all
this gold and rear him handsomely.”
From a distance, a man carrying something in his bosom was looking at Buzur Jamhur.
“Who is that looking at me from a long way off?” said Buzur Jamhur.
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said Abdul Mutalib, “he belongs to Islam, he is of my faith.”
“Tell him to come here,” said Buzur Jamhur. Thereupon they brought him up.
“O man,” said Buzur Jamhur, “why do you look at me from afar off?”
“May I be your sacrifice! On the day that this son of the Prophet was born, a son was also born to me. I have
brought him.”
“Give him here to me,” said Buzur Jamhur.
The man gave him the child and of him too Buzur Jamhur kissed the joints. All said:
“O Buzur Jamhur, your doing honor to the Prophet’s child was right and proper. This is the son of common
folk. Why do you treat him thus?”
“Listen all! I shall tell you his virtues.” All listened.
“This child,” he said to them, “will take a tax of the beards of all mighty men of valor. He will set fire to idol
temples. He was born to be wazir to the Prophet’s son. Whatever the Prophet’s son says he will carry out. He will
obey his behests.”
Buzur Jamhur took up his abode in the country of Arab. He said:
“Kubad sent me saying: ‘Tear out the roots of the enemy of my son.’ Instead I gave them presents. Now I have
become unable to go back to my own country. I shall now stay here.”
He abode there for three years. When three years had passed his son sent him a letter:
“O my father, there is no one like you, my father. Kubad departed from this world. Nushirwan took his seat on
the throne and Bakhtek secured the wazirship. He gave evil judgements and committed evil acts of oppression.
The country has been ruined. If this letter of mine arrives at night, come the same night. If it arrives by day, come
the same day.”
Buzur Jamhur addressed Abdul Mutalib:
“O Abdul Mutalib, I am going to go back to my own country.”
“O Buzur Jamhur,” said Abdul Mutalib. “There is no one over you to give orders and say to you, ‘Go.’ There is
no one over you to give orders and say to you, ‘Stay.’ If you go, it is your own pleasure. If you stay, it is your own
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pleasure.”
“I am going to go,” said Buzur Jamhur.
“God be with you, then go.”
Buzur Jamhur rose up from the country of Arab and proceeded in the direction of his own country. Nushirwan,
the king, heard that Buzur Jamhur had come from Arab.
“I’ll go to meet him,” he said, and got his things ready. He sent for Bakhtek wazir. Bakhtek wazir came.
“O Bakhtek wazir,” he said. “They say that Buzur Jamhur has come. Shall I go to meet him or not?”
“O king, do not you, so great a king, go to meet him. He is an insignificant person.”
“O you wretch,” said Nushirwan. “My father counseled me saying, ‘I have sent Buzur Jamhur to pull up the
roots of your enemy. He will achieve this task. At the time of his returning do you go out to meet him.’ He said to
me: ‘He is a. very great man, he is very wise.’ I am going to meet him. Are you coming with me or not?”
“King, if you go I will come too.”
“Yes, I am going. Inform my followers.” Bakhtek wazir informed them.
The King went out to meet Buzur Jamhur, and proceeded with those of his men who were there. When they
had gone some distance the two parties met, and Nushirwan and Buzur Jamhur saw each other in the distance.
They both dismounted from their horses and each kissed the other’s hand. They sat down. Nushirwan the king sat
in the middle, Bakhtek wazir sat on his right hand, and Buzur Jamhur sat on his left.
Some birds started fighting in the sky and there was a disturbance. Bakhtek wazir said to the king:
“Ask Buzur Jamhur, who understands the language of birds, why the birds are behaving thus.” Nushirwan the
King asked him:
“O Buzur Jamhur, why are these birds attacking each other?”
“O king,” replied Buzur Jamhur, “don’t ask me why they are acting thus.”
“If you don’t tell me,” said the king, “why they are acting thus, then all is over between you and me.”
“O king,” said Buzur Jamhur, “if you will listen seriously, I will tell you all about it. If you listen heedlessly, I
won’t tell you.”
“I swear by Lat and Manat that I will listen with all my heart.”
“Well, listen, and I will tell you,” said Buzur Jamhiir. The King gave ear and Buzur Jamhur continued:
“O king, they are behaving thus over a matter that entails disgrace to you and me.” The iing thought:
“What evil thing have we done?”
“The one bird,” said Buzur Jamhur, “is saying to the other: ‘Give me your daughter for my son.’ The other bird
says: ‘Why should I give her to you?’ The first says: ‘Why won’t you give her to me?’ Again the other says: ‘Four
cities of Nushirwan’s have been destroyed. If you will give those cities among the wedding gifts of my daughter’s
mother, I will let you have my daughter.’ Then the first bird says: ‘Owing to Nushirwan’s being on the throne and
to the wazirship’s being in the hands of Bakhtek, fourteen more cities will be destroyed. I will give you those too.
Twenty-four more are going to be destroyed and those too I will give you.’ O King, such things are the birds
saying.”
“O Buzur Jambur,” said the King. “If I have done any evil deeds the other kings will laugh at me. Will you be
able to remove this disgrace from my face? If you can this very moment I will seat you on this chair of Bakhtek
wazir’s.”
“If you were to do this,” said Buzur Jamhur, “I shall win you the applause of mighty kings, and I shall exalt
your fame on high.”
The King made Bakhtek wazir get up from the chair and seated Buzur Jamhur on it, and he charged him with
the duties of wazir and bestowed the wazirship on him. All wished him joy, and they rose up and went their way
and arrived in Madilin. Then Buzur Jamhur despatched letters to all the lands of Nushirwan saying:
“Whatever injustices have been done to you, whatever taxes have been imposed on you, I Buzur Jamhur have
come and have entered into possession of the wazirship. Lo, I, the man who does even-handed justice, have come.
I shall do even-handed justice for you.”
Thereafter occupying the wazirship, he abode in peace and comfort with Nushirwan in Madain.
273.19 1. Princess Pepperina: A Folktale\fn{by “an old Muhammadan woman” (before 1881- )} Kasur, Lahore District
(now Kasur District), Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 2
1
A bulbul and its made lived in a forest and sang all day. At last the bulbul said:
“Oh husband, I should like some green chillis.”
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The obedient lover flew off at once to find some. He flew and he flew, and he flew: still not in one single
garden could he find a single green chilli. There was either no fruit at all on the bushes, or it was red.
At last in a desolate place he came to a magnificent garden; the tall mango trees shaded it, and innumerable
flowers and fruits were to be seen, but not a single sign of life: no birds, no beasts, no insects. The bulbul flew
down into the middle of the garden, and lo! there grew a single pepper plant, and on it hung one single large green
chilli that shone like an emerald. So the bulbul flew home to his made, and said:
“Come with me, dear wife, and I will show you the most beautiful green chilli you ever saw.”
*
Now the jinn to whom the garden belonged was asleep in a summer-house; he generally slept for twelve years
at a time, and then remained awake for twelve years. So he knew nothing about it when the bulbul and his wife
arrived in the garden and began to eat his beautiful green chilli. It so happened, however, that the time for his
awakening was drawing near, so he was restless and had bad dreams while the bulbul’s wife was eating the chilli.
At the end of that time she laid one green glittering egg on the ground beneath the pepper plant, and then she and
her mate flew away.
Just then the jinn woke, and, as usual, went at once to see how his pet pepper plant was getting on. He found it
pecked to pieces. Great was his sorrow and dismay; he wondered what had done the damage, knowing well that
neither bird, beast or insect lived in the garden.
“Some horrid creeping thing from the world outside must have stolen in while I was asleep,” said he to
himself. “I will search for it and kill it.”
So he began to search and found nothing but the shining glittering green egg. He took it to the summer-house,
wrapped it up in cotton wool, and laid it in a niche in the wall.
*
Every day he looked at it, and sighed to think of his lost chilli; but one morning when he went to the niche, lo
and behold! The egg had disappeared, and in its place sat the loveliest little maiden. She was dressed from head to
feet in emerald green, and round her throat hung a single large emerald, shaped just like a green chilli.
The jinn, who was good-hearted and fond of children, was delighted, and made it the business of his life to
tend the Princess Pepperina, for that she told him was her name.
Now when the Princess Pepperina was about twelve years old, it became time for the jinn to go to sleep atgain,
and he puzzled his brains, what was to become of the princess meanwhile.
*
It so happened that a king and his minister were hunting in the forest, and came upon the garden. Curious to
see what was inside, they climbed over the wall, and found the beautiful Princess Pepperina seated by the pepper
plant. The young king fell in love with her at once, saying:
“Come and be my bride.”
“Not so,” said the Princess modestly. “The jinn who owns this garden is as my father, and you must ask him;
unfortunately he has a habit of eating men sometimes.” But when she looked at the young king her heart softened;
she had never seen anyone so handsome and beautiful; so she said:
“Hide yourself in the garden, and when the jinn returns I will question him.” No sooner had the jinn entered
the summer-house then he called out:
“Ho, ho, ho, manushgandh! manushgandh!”\fn{“Ho, ho, ho, I smell a man, I smell a man”} Then the princess said:
“Dear jinn, eat me if you will, for there is no man here, only me.” But the jinn kissed her, and caressed her,
sayhing:
“Dear life! I would sooner eat bricks and mortar.”
After that the princess asked him what would happen to her when he fell asleep, and the good jinn became sad
and troubled at the thought of her loneliness. At last he said:
“If I could only marry you to some young man, but there are none hereabouts: besides your husband must be
as beautiful as you are, and it will be a hard task to find such an one.” Then the Princess Pepperina was rejoiced,
and said:
“Do you promise to marry me to anyone, provided he is as beautiful as I am?” The jinn promised faithfully;
then the princess clapped her hands, and out of a thicket came the young king.
*
When he stood beside the princess holding her hand, even the jinn was obliged to confess that never was such
a handsome couple seen. So the marriage was performed hurriedly, for alrady the jinn began to yawn; but when he
said goodbye to the princess, he wept so that it kept him awake, and he followed them in his thoughts till he
longed to see her face once more
The he changed himself into a dove, and flew after her, and fluttered above her head. When he had had a good
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look at her, and saw she was happy, he flew back again to his garden, and yawned; but the green mantle of
Princess Pepperina floated before his eyes and kept him awake.
So he changed himself into a hawk, and flew after her circling round her head. When he had assured himself of
her welfare, he flew back to his garden and tried to sleep. But the soft eyes of the Princess seemed to look into his,
so that he could not close them.
At last he changed himself into an eagle, and soared far up into the sky, till with his bright piercing eyes he saw
the rincess away on the horizon entering a king’s palace. Then he was satisfied, yawned, and went to sleep.
2
Now the young king continued passionately in love with his new wife, but the other women were jealous,
especially after she gave birth to the most lovely young prince that ever was seen; so they thought and thought
how they might kill her or lay a snare for her. Every night they came to the door of the Queen’s room and
whispered to see if she was awake, saying:
“The Princess Pepperina is awake, but all the world is fast asleep.”
Now the emerald which the Princess wore round her neck, was a talisman, and always told the truth. So it
answered at once:
“Not so! The princess is asleep; it is the world that wakes.” Then the wicked women shrank away, for they
knew they had no power to harm the princess as along as the talisman was roud her neck.
*
At last, one day when the princess was bathing she took off the talisman, and left it by mistake in the bathing
place. That night when the wicked women came and whispered, “The Princess Pepperina is awake, but all the
world is fast asleep,” the truthful talisman called out from the bathing place:
“Not so! The princess is asleep, it is the world that wakes.”
Then knowing by the direction whence the voice came, that the talisman was not in its usual place, they stole
into the room softly, killed the young prince who was sleeping in his crib, cut him into little bits, then laid them in
his mother’s bed, and gently stained her lips with his blood. Then they called the king, and said:
“See, your beautiful wife is an ogre. She has killed her child in order to eat his flesh.”
Then the king was very wroth, and ordered her to be first whipped out of his dominions, and then killed. So the
beautiful Princess Pepperina was scourged out of the kingdom and slain
*
But when she died her body became a high white wall, her eyes turned into liquid pools of waer, her green
mantle into stretches of soft grass, her long twining hair into creepers and tendrils, while her scarlet mouth and
white teeth changed to a bed of roses and narcissus. Then her soul took the form of a chakwa and a chakwi, and
floating on the liquid pools mourned her sad fate all day long.
3
Now after many days, the king, who was full of distress for the loss of his young wife, went out hunting, and
foud no sport anywhere.
By chance he came to the high white wall, and being curious to see what it encircled, he limbed over it, and
saw the green grass, and twining tendrils, the roses and narcissus, and the liquid pools with the chakwa and
chakwi floating on them, singing sorrowfully. The king was hot and tired, so he lay down to rest on the grass and
listened to the cry of the bitrds. Then the chakwa told his mate the whole story of the wicked women’s treachery,
and the king listened with a beating heart. The chakwi wept, saying:
“Can she never become alive again?”
“If any one will catch us and hold us close together,” answered the chakwa, “with heart to heart, and then sever
our heads from our bodies at one blow, so that neither of us shall die before the other, the Princess Pepperina will
take her own form again.”
The king, delighted at the prospect of seeing his love again, called the chakwa and chakwi to him: they came
quite readily, and stood heart to heart, while he cut off their heads with one blow of his sword. No sooner were
their heads off than there stood the Princess Pepperina smiling and beautiful aas efer; but strange to say, the liquid
pools and grass, the roses and narcissus remained as they wrer. Then said the king:
“Come home. I will never mistrust you again, and I will kill the wicked traitors who belied you.” But the
princess said:
“Not so. Let me live here always.”
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Just then the jinn woke and yawned. He knew at once by his art where the princess was, so he flew to her,
saying:
“Just so! And here I will live also.”
So he built them a magnificent palace, and there the princess remained and was happy ever after.
141.4 The Story Of Puran Bhagat: A Folktale\fn (by “Gharal, a story-teller” (before 1881- )} “told at Murree,”
Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 7
King Solwahn\fn{Salivahan.} reigned in Sialkot in the Punjab. In course of time he had a son named Puran,
whose mother’s name was Ichran. When Puran was born the king sent, as usual, for the astrologers and the family
priest to make his horoscope, and, as it was written in his forehead, so was it read by them, for they told the king
that he was not to see his son for twelve years.
Therefore poor Puran, as soon as he was born, was confined in a tower. Having come out of one solitary cell he
was sent into another, with attendants both male and female and provisions of all kinds, for twelve years. There he
had governors to train him, professors to teach him the use of the bow, and learned men to instruct him in affairs
both civil and military.
When he was six years old the pundits gave him lessons in the sacred books. By the time he was twelve he was
fully equipped in every kind of knowledge and equal to the discharge of all worldly affairs. Then the order came
that he might leave his tower and visit his father. And when Puran heard it he was much pleased, and, getting
together innumerable presents, he set out to see his father, who was waiting impatiently to receive him.
Well pleased was the king to see his son Puran at last; and he distributed largess and alms, and gave presents to
the pundits and Brahmins, as cows, buffaloes, horses and elephants. And to Puran was given a seat near to the
throne on the right side, where he sat and ruled the court.
Now the king beholding his son, and observing that he was now nearly grown, issued strict orders to his
servants and courtiers to look out for a wife for him.
“As God has granted to me this jewel,” said he, “I should see that he is married.” But Puran refused that honor,
saying,
“I do not care for marriage, neither do I value it. I desire to see the world, and devote myself only .to the
service of God. Of your grace, please do not lay trouble upon me, nor chain and shackle. me with your own
hands. O sir, hold me not back from the ways of virtue!” The King, hearing these words from Puran’s own mouth,
became displeased, and said,
“So, you are my son, and you have the power to disobey me?” But the wazir, observing his state of anger, said,
“Sir, you will please excuse him; he is only a boy; what can he know about marriage? When he comes of age,
he will not want telling, he will then go wooing himself. You need not feel concerned about his marriage.” Then
the King's anger was appeased, and he said no more.
Now the King himself had not long before married a new wife, a girl named Luna, of the caste of the leatherdressers, who was very handsome, and who, when adorned, looked like the moon. And it came about at this time
that the king said to Puran,
“Go now and pay your respects to your mother and the other queen, your step-mother, for they are also anxious
to see you, and be careful that you disobey not this order!”
So Puran rose accordingly, and taking with him all his servants male and female, he went to the king’s palace
to pay his respects to .the two queens. Many were the presents which were borne by his attendants, and many the
Jewels and the ornaments which he wore on his own person, and which doubled and trebled his beauty. His
earrings were shining like stars in the sky, the diamonds in his necklet were glittering brilliantly, his hand-rings
were right noble, and it cannot be expressed how greatly his looks were enhanced by their display.
Having arrived at the place, Puran made inquiry from the attendants where the palace of his mother stood, and
where the palace of his step-mother, and each was pointed out to hi-m. And he said,
“It is better that I should pay respect to my step-mother first, because my real mother knows that I am her son,
and that to her I am always bound in honor and obedience.”
Having so said to his attendants, he went towards the palace of the Rani Luna, passing in without difficulty and
having confidence that a kind and tender reception awaited him. But scarcely had he entered the chamber, when
this lady, having looked on his youth and beauty, became suddenly enamored, the fires of love were kindled into
flames which issued from her body, and losing all sense of modesty, she fixed eyes of eager desire upon him.
Puran, unwitting of danger, meanwhile advanced towards her, and, having reached the place where the Rani was
seated, .he folded his hands together, and, prostrating himself, made his salutations. But instead of returning a
dignified answer, she also humbled herself, paying him the respect of an inferior, which when Puran saw, he was
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astounded, and he thought within himself,
“Alas, it was fated that I should be brought in here!” Rani Luna, on the other hand, was thinking that to be
with him would be to bathe in the sacred waters of the Ganges, and that to be loved by him would be Paradise
itself, and she promised herself that she would be one of the lucky women of the world if Puran would comply
with her wishes. In short, such was her state of melancholy and distress that she could not longer control herself,
but broke out openly into speech.
“Why say ‘Mother, mother!’ to me?” cried she. “I am not your mother! Never were you born of womb of mine,
then why call you me ‘Mother’? You are my equal in age, and in person. We are worthy each of the other, your
love-darts pierce my heart, and words cannot tell all that I suffer for love of you!” Then in his shame Puran said to
her,
“Never must you use any such words to me! Was such friendship between mother and son ever yet heard of?
And how will the world speak ill of us if we meditate this thing! I am your son! As a mother you must embrace
me and think of me!”
But Rani Luna, throwing away the wheel of shame, caught hold of him by his coat, and pulled him towards
her, saying,
“Come, sit with me on this royal couch! Behold in me, not a woman, but some fairy, entitled to make offers to
you, and begging you to accept them. But you, whether you are man or eunuch I know not, seeing you display no
manly attribute. O dear friend, come and sit down to please me!”
Then Puran regarded her sternly, and with rough language spoke:.
“Mother, you are mad! Your husband is my father! Me you should think of as a son born of your own bosom.
If we were to commit this folly, earth and sky would vanish away! Oh, come to your senses! In the name of God,
do not be mad!”
“I shall kill you!” cried Luna. “Yea, I will cause you to be killed by your own father, if you deny me again!
Here am I standing before you, like a poor beggar for an alms, and you, because you are stern and stout-hearted,
care not a jot for my prayers, which in fact you disdain. Were you born of me? Have I given you milk out of my
breasts! By what law, by what reason do you call me ‘mother’? Why will you slay yourself? why lose your own
life?”
“Please take note and be careful to remember,” said Puran, “that I will not touch your couch, nor put a foot on
it, and that from this moment I will not allow even my eyes to turn towards you! And now, I care not if I am killed
or not!” So saying, he wrested his clothing out of her hand, and fled the place, saying,
“At least I will not die laden with sin so unnatural and so dreadful!” But Luna, when she saw him going, cried
out,
“Very well—look out!—This day I will drink your blood!”
That evening, before the arrival of Raja Sulwahan, Rani Luna, taking off all her jewels and ornaments, some of
them breaking, some of them twisting, laid them aside., and lighted no candles in her palace, but went into a
solitary room, and there, wrapping herself in an old torn dress, sat in grief. And when the Raja entered the palace
she instantly came to him crying bitterly, and sat down with him. The King asked her of her trouble, to which she
replied,
“Ah, do not ask me! Ask rather your son who has been fed like a stallion from the stall, and has burnt up my
heart. Keep him by you—you had better—but let me go away!”
The King., hearing this, was enraged, and ordered Luna to explain herself, and to disclose everything
whatsoever he had done to her.
“If he has spoken unbecomingly to you,” said he, “if he has used harsh language to you, tell me of it! Verily I
will hang him. What value is such a son to me? If he has done evil to you today, will he do less to me when he
comes to manhood?”
“See my body, see my jewels,” cried the Rani, “look at. my couch, these are the signs of his violence! I spoke
to him as a son, but he did not treat me as a mother!” Then she brought out her jewels.
“This was broken, when he twisted my arm,” said she, “and when I withstood him, he rushed from the palace.”
At these tidings the King’s heart was aflame with rage, he was weltering in troubles caused by his own son.
The whole night he passed counting the stars and thinking about him. But when morning broke, he rose and, after
taking his bath, he ordered his doorkeepers and his other attendants to summon his wazir and to bring Puran
before him.
“If they ask the reason," said he, “say there is work for them.” Then those servants went to the wazir, and told
him, and afterwards sought out Puran, to whom with folded hands they spoke.
“Your father calls you!” But Puran, at the rehearsal of their message; understood well enough the reason of the
summons, and he said to himself,
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“I know all about this affair. But I do not care; let me see what comes of it!” When Puran came into his
presence, the Raja said to him,
“You have plunged me into, rivers of trouble! Would God you had been killed at your birth! Behold what you
have done in the house! Get out of my sight, lest I cut you to pieces! When I asked you to marry you refused, and
now you would choose your mother for wife, would you?”
Puran wept bitterly. And he said,
“Father, it is not in my power to tell you, still less to make you believe, what has come to pass. Do not lose
your senses, I pray, that you should blame me for such a crime. If you would judge me truly, and see whether I am
guilty or innocent, take a caldron of oil and heat it well, and when the oil is hot like unto fire, put my hand into it,
and if my hand burn, let punishment light on me, but if not, then you still can act as you please!”
On hearing these words, the King was the more incensed, and said,
“Instead of asking pardon, instead of atoning for your crime, you contradict me! I have seen every sin and
every proof of what you have done!”
Then the King ordered the executioners to take him and to kill him. And that order, when it passed, caused a
great disturbance in the palace and in the city .all round. All was disorder, and the king began to reprimand his
wazir, too, saying,
“It is you who are at the root of all my troubles!” But when Ichran, Puran’s real mother, heard of it, she came
running to the Raja, breaking her jewels and throwing dust on her head, and crying,
“What anger have you against my son Puran? You are in the power of Rani Luna, and therefore must you kill
the innocent boy!”
“Away with him!” said the King. “And you, you wretched woman, be off! Otherwise you shall go with him!
Your son is an unlucky son, born on some luckless day, who, having come into the world, has caused me all this
disgrace. He is no shame to yourself, nay, he is no good at all. I know perfectly well the mischief he has wrought
“Sir,” answered the Rni Ichran, “it is not true. You should consider well. Why have you taken leave of your
senses? How do you know that the Rani Luna has spoken the truth? For her only you are losing the Faith!”
The King, however, would hear no more, but ordered the executioners to obey his command forthwith, saying,
“Go out into the jungle with him, and cut off his hands and his feet!”
Hearing the sentence, Puran paid him his last farewell with respect, and started under charge of the executioners. And Puran said,
“I am as one without strength, with no power to explain what I am suffering, and there is no friend of mine
who can tell me what fault I have done that I should suffer so much. All I can think is that it was written in my
forehead that I should be judged a thief through Rani Luna my step-mother!”
And though Rani Ichran interceded for him again, pleading for his life, and saying, “Do not kill your son! Who
now will call you father!” the Raja closed his ears, refusing to be entreated; nay, in his fury he again charged the
executioners, saying to them
“Go at once and obey my orders! You will cut off his hands and his feet, and then kill him like a goat!” And so
the executioners caught Puran, and away they went with him. . .
Now it came to pass, as they were taking him out of the city, that Rani Luna sent a letter to him secretly,
saying,
“If you will agree to my request, I will stand security for you, and lay the blame on another servant. Think of
it! There is still time. Why lose your life for nothing?” But Puran spat on the letter and told her,
“I do not wish to save my life weighed down by the burden of such a crime. Even if I live thousands of years,
it is still appointed unto me once to die!” Then, with a deep sigh, he said,
“May God visit you, as you have dealt by me! Unnatural is the crime which you have fastened on me.
Whatever has come upon my head, that I will bear, but my mother will die with the sorrow of it!”
Then Puran besought his executioners to stop for a moment at his mother’s palace, and his request was
allowed, and Puran and his mother Ichran met once more, and bade each other their last farewells, resigning all
hope of ever meeting again. Then she returned, crying and beating her breast, and saying,
“For a slight offence, Puran Baghat, my son, is going to be killed innocently!”
And the executioners, having taken him some distance into the jungle, cut off his hands and his feet, and,
throwing him into an old ruined well, came back with a cup full of his blood to the palace of the Rani Luna, who
rejoiced to see it.
*
Twelve years passed over, when the Guru Gorakhnath was pleased to order his disciples to go on a tour with
him, and, having started, they reached Sialkot, and pitched their tents not far from the ruined well into which
Puran had been cast by the King’s executioners. Halting there, he ordered one of his disciples to go and fetch
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some water, but when the man had thrown his line and lotah\fn{Brass vessel.} in hopes to reach water, he peered
down and saw a man in the well. The disciple was frightened at the sight, supposing it was a spirit or a demon,
and ran back to his guru, and explained what he had seen, saying,
“Guru Sahib, as soon. as I had reached the well, and was about to draw up water, I saw to my great surprise a
man sitting in the well. If you will please come yourself, you will be satisfied that this is so. I cannot tell if it is a
man, or a spirit, or some evil ghost!”
The guru, hearing these words, went to the well, and with him went all his followers. And when they reached
the well, all the rest kept silence, while the guru spoke and asked,
“Who are you? What is your name? How came you in here?” Then Puran, crying bitterly, answered and said,
“After lapse of twelve years I have seen a human face again! I also am a man, you can see that for yourself, if
you like! But if you feel any pity for me, you will kindly take me out, and then I. will tell you my history.”
The guru therefore ordered his disciples to take Puran out, which was accordingly done. And when Puran came
to the surface, the guru was greatly pleased when he beheld his beautiful shape, and he said,
“O God, have mercy on him!”
Then ordered he his disciples to carry him tenderly to his tent and to set him down. And he asked him, saying,
“Where is your home, O child? What is your name and your father’s name? How comes it that your hands and
feet are cut off? Explain to me everything.” And Puran answered,
“Our real country, is Ujjain, the land of the Raja Vikramajit, and to this side came our ancestors and settled in
Sialkot. My name is Puran, son of Sulwahan, and Raja Sulwahan having cut off my hands and my feet, threw me
in here. So far I tell you, but I can tell you no more, unless you lay your injunctions on me, and then, if you do, I
will explain further to you!” The disciples, hearing this, said to him,
“Happy should you be, and well content, that you have met Guru Gorakhnath! He is the beloved of God, and
his worship has been accepted by the Almighty. You can ask what you please of him!”
Then Puran began his hapless story, not forgetting his father’s kindness, and the guru heard him attentively.
And Puran said,
“When I was born every one loved me, and my father fed me with love and caresses. After twelve years I came
forth from my tower, and my father, when he saw me, ordered his minister to arrange a marriage for me, but I
refused the favor designed me. Then, in a short time, he ordered me to go and pay my dutiful respects to my
mother and step-mother. But when I entered the palace of Luna you may think what she was about to do, for,
losing the wheel of shame, she tried to subdue me with love, but I, drawing my clothes forcibly away from her,
ran out of the palace. Then, in the night, she made my father believe what she pleased. And when the Raja heard
it, without. further consideration he ordered the executioners to take me and kill me, and so, having brought me
here, they cut off my hands and my feet, and left me in this old well.”
Then Guru Gorakhnath was pleased exceedingly to hear this history of Puran, and taking a vessel, he threw
handfuls of water over him, and remembered God, and prayed for him, that He would see fit to grant him his lost
limbs, and lo, his prayers were heard, and Puran was made whole again. Then Puran, seeing that he was restored,
offered his thanks to the guru, and begged him to make him one of his disciples; but the guru answered, saying,
“Rather you must now return to your own home, and see your father again.”
“Much I may not say,” said Puran. “Only do you please accept my petition and grant me jog. Having pierced
my ears, O sir, insert the stone earrings with your own hand!”
“Jog you must not think of,” answered the guru. “The performance of jog is beyond you. You will have to
suffer hunger and thirst, to bear trials with patience, and to renounce the world. You will have to leave behind all
the pleasures of sense, and to enter upon a life most difficult to pursue.” But Puran, folding his hands, persisted,
saying,
“I will obey your orders, I will accept all your directions. Show me kindness, then, and make me one of your
slaves. I will strive my utmost, and do whatever service you impose.”
At last the guru granted his prayer, and having shorn off some of his hair, he pierced his ears with his own
hands, and put the mundra\fn{Stone earrings.} in them, and so Puran became a jogi or fakir.
Two days passed, and the guru then ordered Puran to go to the palace of the Rani Sundra, and bring thence
food for the brotherhood. As he was going, the other disciples said among themselves,
“Let us see now of what sort he will be when he returns!”
But Puran took no notice, but having asked the guru to lay his hand upon him, and having uttered the name of
God, he started for the house of Sundra. The guru also said to him,
“Take care, you must treat everyone, man and woman alike, as brother and sister. This alone is the way to win
the world!”
“Sir,” answered Puran, “if it had been my desire to enjoy the world, I should have listened to Luna, or I should
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have followed my father’s direction to marry; or again, when you bade me return to my house, I should have
gone, if I had hankered after pleasure. Be assured, therefore—I have no worldly desire at all!”
With these words he went on his way, and came to the palace of Rani Sundra, and there, speaking with a loud
voice, he begged for alms, which were sent out to him by a female slave. But Puran said,
“My business today is not with slaves, nor from them have I come to take alms. You will please go and tell the
Rani to come herself, and give me the alms.”
The slave fell in love with him the moment she saw him, and, without a word in answer, she went in and told
the Rani all he had said, adding other words of her own.
“Rani,” said she, “you are always admiring your own beauty. Look at this fakir who is sitting before your
house, he is a thousand times handsomer! You can come and see for yourself!”
The Rani went to, one of her palace-windows and looked out. And when she saw his beautiful face, instantly
she too fell in love with him, and she said to the slave-girl,
“Go and call the fakir in!” So the girl came once more to Puran and gave her message, saying,
“Please come in, the Rani wants you!” But Puran answered,
“It is not the custom of fakirs to enter houses. Go tell the Rani to come out and give me whatever alms she has
to give herself!” When the Rani heard that, she opened her caskets, and filling a tray with rich jewels, she took
them out herself to the fakir, and said,
“Please accept them, so shall I esteem it a favor! Yea, I should be fortunate if you would accept myself and my
house as well!”
Puran, however, did not consent, but, taking from her all the jewels, he returned to the guru, and told him the
things which had befallen him. Now the guru was astonished to see him again, and he asked him, saying,
“Who gave you all these precious stones?”
“The Rani Sundra herself gave them to me,” answered Puran.
“These stones,” said the guru, are of no use to fakirs. You must look upon them as common pebbles of the
public road. Better go and return them!”
So the next day Puran set out again for the house of the Rani Sundra, who was eagerly waiting for him, and
who, when he arrived, received him with pleasure. Puran paid his compliments to her, and said,
“You will please take back the jewels. My guru is not pleased. But if you have bread, or any other victuals in
the house, pray bring them!”
The Rani then set to work and prepared various cakes and sweetmeats with her own hand, and, laying them in
dishes and trays, she ordered her servants to carry them to Guru Gorakhnath. Then said she to Puran,
“Come, I will go see the guru myself!”
So she went with him, and her servants bearing loads of food followed after, and so came to the guru, to whom
she offered her respects, laying all her offerings at his feet. Round about stood the whole band of the disciples,
who came together at that sight, and she threw looks at them all, and no one of that company persevered in virtue
saving and except the guru and Puran only. Now her coming pleased the guru greatly, and he said to her,
“What boon do you wish?”
“By your kindness and grace,” answered she, “I have in my house all I desire—servants, horses, elephants,
female attendants—nothing is wanting but your good will and the grace of God.” Then said the guru to her again,
“What boon do you wish? Ask without fear!”
Then the Rani, standing in the midst of them, looked round on all his disciples, and she chose Puran as worthy
to be the boon she desired. And the guru consented, accepting her request, and laid his orders on Puran to go with
her. Puran kept silence, not wishing to gainsay his guru, but, rising, he went with the Rani Sundra, and accompanied her home. And when they came to the palace, the Rani said,
“I am one of the fortunate women in the world, and blessed is my lot. Today I have obtained my desire through
the kindness of the Guru Gorakhnath, yea, such a bargain have I made this day, that no one else in the world will
ever make the like of it again!”
Puran, however, was not so pleased, for as they drew nigh the house, he was in mind to run away, and ere they
reached the door he begged the Rani to allow him to go into the jungle for a space. And the Rani, consenting,
ordered two of her female slaves to attend him. But having gone some distance from the city, he ran for his life,
saying to the slaves,
“Go tell your Rani that Puran has gone away!”
Those attendants therefore went back to the Rani, and explained to her all that had happel1ed in the jungle. The
Rani, hearing the news, fell senseless, and began to cry and to beat her breast, saying,
“If I had known you would have played me this trick, never would I have allowed you to go to the jungle.
Hardly had I known the bliss of looking at your face, when, like an. enemy, you left me in all this woe. Ah, dear
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one, I have no power over you at all, and for you alone I go to my death this day!”
Then she went up to the top of the palace, and looked long into the jungle, but no sign of Puran was to be seen
anywhere round. Failing to find him and despairing of his return, she threw herself over and killed herself, and her
death was mourned by the whole city.
Puran, on the other side, leaving that place, came to Tillah, where his guru was then abiding, who, when he
saw him approaching, straightway understood that he had left the Rani Sundra. And he spoke angrily to him,
saying,
“You have not acted in accordance with my wishes!” But Puran wept before him, and said,
“I told you, Guru Sahib, that I have no desire for worldly pleasures, and yet, notwithstanding my words, you
bade me marry a wife.”
Then, understanding it all, the guru felt pleased and took him into favor. The next day the guru said to Puran,
“Now go to Sialkot and see your father!”
Instantly Puran obeyed, and coming to Sialkot, he entered an old garden of his own, which for want of water
and care had dried up, and in that garden he tarried, and the moment he entered the garden, all the trees and the
flowers, which had died down to the earth, instantly revived and put forth blossom and leaf, and all over the city
went the news, that the garden that had been dry for many years was now as green as before. And people
wondered and said,
“Who has come here that the garden is so green again?”
And multitudes came to see him, and whosoever came received whatever he needed. And it came to pass that
someone made report of the miracle to Raja Sulwahan and Rani Luna, who, when they heard of it, also went to
see the strange fakir. And the people cleared the way and told him, saying,
“Here are the Raja and Rani come to see you!”
When Puran heard that, he got up, and offered his respects to them both, receiving them humbly. And the King
said to him,
“Sir, I have come to see you, but you have laid weight of obligation on my head to receive me with ceremony
thus!”
“How came you here, and why do you visit me?” said Puran. “Please say!”
“You seem to be a sage and a friend of God,” answered the King. “All I need is a son, if, in your kindness, you
will grant the boon.”
“I think,” said Puran, “that you had a son, and that somebody, taking him into the jungle, killed him like a goat.
Will you tell me how he died?” Hearing these words, the Raja wept bitterly, and answering, said,
“Yes, sir, there was once a son in my house, born of the Rani Ichran. When he was young, I ordered him to go
and visit his mothers, and he, seeing his step-mother, Rani Luna, and throwing all shame and virtue aside, wanted
to deal injuriously with her.”
“O sir,” said Puran, “beware how you speak! Your son was innocent, but not so his mother!” Then turning to
Rani Luna he said,
“Rani, will you explain now how it all happened? God will give you a son, but first you must truly confess
your fault. Only beware and do not prevaricate!”
“Alas,” said the Rani, “mine alone was the fault and not Puran’s! Not he, but I, I only was to blame! When he
came to my palace, I, at sight of his lovely face, begged him to be my friend. But Puran refused, and I then said to
him, If you will not be mine, something worse shall happen to you. So, after that, beguiling the Raja, I caused him
to be made away with.”
Great was the astonishment of the RAja on hearing these words.
“Wretched woman,” cried he, “then it was your deed that lost me my son, and you it was who wrought the
mischief, by which Puran, my son, went out of my hands!”
When Puran saw them both crying, he could not restrain himself, but, weeping too, he said to the Rani,
“Luna, let the past go! That which was written in his destiny has come to pass!” Then giving a grain of rice to
the Raja, he ordered him to give it to his Rani, “for then,” said he, “by the grace of God, there shall be a son in
your house again; but trouble shall be his portion such as that which Rani Luna brought on Puran, and through
trouble like his shall he die.”
In the meantime, Rani Ichran, Puran’s real mother, heard of the wonders that were being wrought, and she said
to herself,
“Let me also go there, and beg healing for my eyes!”
So she started for the place, but her eyes were dim from much weeping, and scarcely could she see where she
was going. And as she was stumbling, Pllran turned, and saw his mother coming to him in her trouble, so he got
up, and ran to her, and bringing her to his shed, he questioned her, saying,
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“Mother, what has happened to your eyes?”
“Ah, sir,” said she, “the loss of my son Puran has blinded me.”
“You should not weep for him,” said Puran, “neither should you lament him. He who has once died can never
again come back. Rather pray to God, and He will give you your sight!” She, having recognized his voice, then
said,
“Son, from what side have you come? Where was your birthplace, who was your father, what fortunate mother
brought you into the world? If I could see, soon should I find out who you are. But your voice tells me you are
Puran. Am I right or not?”
“I am disciple of the Guru GorakhnAth,” answered he, “and jogi by profession. My ancestors were men of
renown in Ujjain. I am a son of the Raja Sulwahan, my name is Puran, and Pwar\fn{Rajput.} is my caste!”
His mother, hearing these words, became happy, light once more visited her eyes. she embraced her son, and
all her trouble and sorrow vanished away.
Now the Raja, when he saw and heard all these things, became ashamed, and he began to mourn over his own
folly. But Puran looked at him, and said,
“Sir, let it go, for, as it was fated to be, so has my destiny brought it to pass.” And as Luna was also thinking
and lamenting over all she had said to him, he spoke to her as well, saying,
“Think no more of the past! Regard me as your own son and forgive me! Not so much your fault is it, as the
fault of my father, seeing he did not inquire into the matter.” Then the Raja, with folded hands, cried,
“O God, forgive me, for I alone am the root of all my son’s misfortunes! What answer shall I make to thee, O
God, hereafter?” After these things, Puran said to them all,
“Now go back to your house! There live happily, and let me return from whence I have come!”
“Sir,” said the King, “go not away again! Come home with me, take the keys of all my palaces, and of all my
treasuries, and be king of the land instead of me, for, if you leave me now, the parting will surely kill me!”
But Puran refused his father’s request, and then his mother Ichran begged him to come and live for a time near
her. But that too he refused, saying,
“From this place, when a child, I was taken away into exile. How then shall I show my face now before the
people! But I give you my guru as a surety, that I will come and see you again. Do not therefore urge me with
speech, but allow me to go!”
Having so spoken, Puran got up to leave them there, both the Raja and his mother, and to his father he said,
“Treat Luna as your queen, and also take care of my mother!”
So having started from that place he came once more to Tillah, and there paid his compliments and his respects
to the Guru Gorakhnath, as also to all the brethren of the order, explaining the strange events which had passed
between his parents and himself. And the guru was greatly pleased to hear it, and to see him again, and he blessed
him, saying,
“May God guard you and keep you happy!”
141.54 The Story Of The Princess And The Ogress: A Folktale\fn{by “a villager at Ghazi” (before 1881Haripur District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 5

)}

Ghazi,

Once upon a time a certain king went out hunting in the forest. After chasing his game the whole day, he found
a wild, fierce woman sitting alone, who, as soon as he came near, sprang to her feet and caught hold of his bridle.
“Who are you?” cried the startled king. “Are you a woman or a demon? Let my horse go!”
“My name is What-will-be-will-be,” replied the woman, “and one day I shall make you feel my power.” The
king asked her,
“But when will this thing be?”
“Choose, O king,” answered she, “whether I shall bring it upon you now or at some distant period!”
“Let me not answer you now,” said the king; “let me first go and consult my queen, and I will return and tell
you.”
“Go,” said the fierce old hag; “I shall await you here.”
So the King rode home, and as he entered his palace his looks were distressed. Said the queen to him,
“Your looks betoken trouble; what is the matter?”
“Oh, do not ask me what is the matter!” answered he. “I met in the forest an old witch named What-will-bewill-be, and she has bidden me choose whether adversity shall fall upon us now or hereafter. What shall I tell
her?”
“You and I,” replied the queen, “are both of us young and strong. Choose, then, that the trouble may visit us
soon, while we are well able to meet and to bear it.” Then the King returned to the forest, and to the old woman,
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whom he found in the same spot, he said,
“Whatever is to befall us, let it come now, and not hereafter.”
“Be it so,” answered the woman. “You have your wish.”
Scarcely had the King arrived at his capital when a mounted messenger met him and informed him that the
king of another country was at hand with a vast army to make war upon him. In the battle which ensued this
unfortunate monarch was totally routed, and his kingdom fell into the hands of his enemy. But he himself, with
his queen and two princes his sons, and. his sons’ two wives, having all armed themselves, and having mounted
upon swift horses, fled away from the city and escaped.
On and on they went, as strangers in strange lands, until at last the whole of their money was expended, and
poverty and want began to stare them in the face. Then the King said to himself,
“If we could only leave my sons’ wives somewhere, and steal away from them unperceived, our troubles
would diminish, for we should have fewer mouths to provide for.”
Having formed this cruel design, he soon carried it into practice, and one night, when the two young princesses
were wrapped in slumber, the rest of the party, leaving the unfortunate girls a couple of horses and some arms,
abandoned them in the wilderness. When the two Princesses awoke, they looked about them, and found
themselves alone; and having cried for their friends in vain, they began to say to each other,
“What shall we do now?”
“If we both travel in these wild places as women,:” said the elder and wiser sister, “we shall be robbed and
cruelly treated.”
So she set to work, and in a short time she had altered her feminine robes into a man’s attire, and having
assumed her arms, she mounted her horse, and she then looked a noble young prince, both valiant and strong,
while her beautiful sister, in her own raiment, rode beside her.
The two Princesses now set out again to search for their friends, but they rode and searched in vain. No signs
of them were to be discovered or seen, neither could they hear any tidings of them. One day they came to a certain
city where there. was a king, and in this city the elder sister determined to tarry. So she took a small house for
herself and her sister, and every day in her masculine disguise, mounted, and armed with sword and lance, she
attended the court of the king, until at last the king observed her, and said to his vizier,
“Who is that stranger who comes every day to court?” Then the minister approached the princess, and asked
her,
“Who are you? Are you a king’s son or a merchant’s son? What are you and whence came you?”
“I am in need of nothing,” answered the princess. “I am merely looking for a lost brother.” Then the king
called for her, and said to her,
“If honorable service were offered to you, would you accept it?”
“Yes,” answered the girl, “but only to become one of your own bodyguard.”
The king, who had taken a fancy to this handsome youth, as he supposed the Princess to be, immediately made
out an order for her, and she was enrolled as a member of his bodyguard. Her duties were light and her payment
liberal. She was most assiduous to please, watching the King with careful fidelity whenever she was on guard,
ever active and alert, but never forgetting that her chief concern was to scan the faces of all newcomers, if by any
chance per own friends should be among them.
Now, it was a custom in that country that if a criminal were sentenced to death he should be conducted by the
executioners to a wild place and hanged on a tree or a gallows, and there at once abandoned, either to escape if he
could, or to be the prey of the vultures. One evening, when the princess was on sentry over the king, a notorious
robber was thus taken out and hanged. In the middle of the night the Princess heard a dismal howling and wailing,
and fearing that some danger was approaching, she boldly entered the forest to find out the cause of the
disturbance. In a few minutes she came to the gallows-tree, on which the dead robber was swaying in the wind,
and under the tree she noticed what appeared to be a miserable gaunt woman, who from time to time set up the
dismal howling which had so greatly alarmed her. In reality, however, the creature was not a woman, but a female
ghoul—that is, a demon in human form, who, like the vampire, wanders about at night and feeds upon corpses.
“Who are you?” demanded the princess.
“This man who has been hanged is my son,” answered the monster. “He hangs too high for me to reach him,
for I am old and feeble. If you would lift me up, O strong young sir, I might perhaps kiss him once more, as I shall
never see his face again.”
The Princess, who did not suspect her true character, raised her up to the body; but the ghoul, instead of kissing
it, seized it by the neck with her teeth, and began to suck the blood. Perceiving this horror, the princess instantly
dropped her, and, drawing her sword, she struck at her; but the ghoul evaded the stroke and fled. Nevertheless, the
princess had severed a piece of her clothing, which she picked up, and, examining it, she found it was composed
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of the very richest material, worked in strange and fantastic figures, with threads of gold. Returning at once to the
palace, the princess found the king sitting up awake.
“You are posted here,” said he, “to guard me from intrusion. Where have you been?”
Then the princess related to the king the whole story, telling him of the dismal wailings and of the female
ghoul who had sucked the blood of the robber. The King was incredulous, and said to her,
“Have you any proof of the truth of this extraordinary adventure?” Then she showed him the piece of cloth,
which the king inspected with astonishment and admiration.
“This cloth,” said he, “is of the rarest quality and most precious.” He was so pleased that he gave the Princess a
bag of gold, and sent the cloth as a present to the Queen his wife, who, as soon as she had seen and examined it,
longed for more of it, and so she sent word to the King,
“Such beautiful cloth has never before been seen in the kingdom. I would have a whole suit of it.” The King
now said to the princess,
“Wherever it was you obtained this wonderful cloth, you must depart instantly and fetch me more of the same
pattern.” The princess was amazed at such an order, and answered,
“Who knows whence the ghoul came or whither she has gone? Where am I to look for her?” This objection the
King merely waved aside.
“If you bring the cloth it will be well with you,” said he, “but if not, your head shall answer for it!”
“Be it so,” said the princess, with confidence. “But, O king, grant me time.”
To this request the King assented, and, giving her both time and abundance of money, ordered her to set out
forthwith. The next morning she bade her sister farewell, and started on her quest of the ghoul’s coat. Many a day
she journeyed, until at last she found herself in the territories of another king. In the midst of this kingdom she
arrived at a half-abandoned city, where grass was growing in the streets, and where the few inhabitants wore a
melancholy and woebegone aspect. Here she perceived an old woman surrounded by one or two others, all of
whom were kneading huge quantities of dough. As she gazed in wonder, she noticed that the old woman was
crying and lamenting.
“O mother,” said the princess, “you are both baking bread and crying! What is the matter?”
“Every eighth day a ghoul comes here,” answered she, “a monster from the mountains; and the tribute he
receives by the king’s order is a human being, a buck goat, and two hundred pounds of bread. The reason I am
crying is that today it is my turn, and that I have to give the ghoul my only son.” Then said the Princess to the old
woman,
“Mother, do not cry. When you have the bread ready, let it be taken with the goat to the usual place, and thither
I also will go instead of your son.”
“But who in the world,” said the woman, “would give his life for another?”
Now, the king of that country had made an order that whosoever should kill or drive away the ghoul should be
rewarded with riches and honored with the hand of one of his daughters. And the princess, having heard of this
order, turned to the old woman, and said,
“But is no one able to kill the ghoul?”
“No one whatever,” answered she.
“Well,” said the Princess, “at least come and show me the place where he is accustomed to feed.”
When the bread was all ready, the old woman and her son, and the buck goat, proceeded with the princess to
the spot. In that dismal place, which lay without the city walls, there stood an old hut, and there the whole tribute
used to be put for the ghoul, who always came at night and devoured it all before the morning. Going into the hut,
the princess first dug a great hole. Then she placed the goat and the heap of bread on one side, and on the other
she set up a log of wood dressed up to look in the darkness like a boy. Having completed these arrangements, she
dismissed the old woman and her friends, and descended herself into the pit, where, with her sword ready drawn
in her hand, she crouched down and hid herself.
In the middle of the night she heard a roar, and the ghoul, in the form of a gigantic man, rushed into the hut and
began to devour. When he had eaten the bread and the buck goat, he went to the log and seized it ravenously. At
that moment the princess rose from her pit, and smote and cut off one of his legs, which so startled the brute that
he instantly fled from the hut on his other leg, and made his escape to the hills with the utmost dispatch. In the
morning the Princess returned to the city, and said to the old woman,
“I had an encounter with the ghoul last night, and he has been punished so handsomely that he will never
trouble you or your neighbors again.”
Everyone was astonished, and some cried “Nonsense!” but the most hopeless were convinced when the
princess displayed to them the monster’s horrid leg. Then the old woman gave away both money and food in
charity for the sake of their glorious deliverer, and because of herself and her son, whom he had delivered from
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destruction. When the king, who dwelt in the citadel, heard the news of this exploit he also was surprised beyond
measure, and he sent for the princess and treated her with the utmost honor.
“How did you manage to accomplish this great achievement?” asked he.
Then the princess told him the history of her adventure without adding to or diminishing aught from the simple
truth. The king listened with gratified interest, and rewarded the heroine by saying to her,
“It is a decree of mine that whoso shall kill the ghoul or drive him out of my dominions shall receive the hand
of my daughter in marriage. The lady is ready, and, therefore, if you are willing to marry her, pray do so.” The
Princess was more than grateful for this proof of the king’s generosity and goodwill, yet she answered him,
“O king, I have still another enterprise on hand, but when that is safely accomplished I shall again return to
your court.”
The king then suffered her to depart, and so, mounting her horse, she traveled on and on again for weeks and
months. At last, in the midst of craggy mountains and gloomy defiles belonging to a third kingdom, she came to a
lonely fortress with frowning walls and forbidding appearance. Entering the open gateway, she found herself in a
courtyard, and there she saw a gentle maiden sitting spinning, but no one else was visible anywhere. When the girl
saw the princess, she first laughed, and then she cried. The princess was amazed, and, going up to her, she said,
“Why do you both laugh and cry?”
“Never since the day of my birth,” answered the girl, “have I seen a man, and when I saw you, therefore, I
laughed. But I cried because the ghouls who live in this castle will certainly eat you up.”
“How many ghouls are there?” asked the princess.
“There are two of them,” answered the girl, “and one of them is the husband of the other.”
“But is there no way of escape for me?” inquired the princess.
“For this one night,” said the girl, “I may be able to save you from them, but not for more.”
She then rose, and with looks of love conducted the princess to a lonely chamber, and having left some food
and some water with her, she fastened the door and came away. As the shadows began to fall, the two ghouls
returned to their gloomy castle, bringing with them some buck goats and the remains of a human being. Having
made their horrid evening meal, they poured out quantities of wine into golden goblets and began to quaff and to
make merry. Then, looking at. the girl, one of them said to the other,
“About this girl of ours, whom we stole as a baby: it is time that we should find a husband for her. If now we
could capture a brave man, we might marry them together.”
“I could recognize the man who cut off the skirt of my coat,” answered the female ghoul. “If we could find
him, we might marry her to him, for a braver man never lived.”
“Ah,” replied the male ghoul, “but he was a braver man a great deal who cut off my leg.”
The two ghouls now began to dispute and to fall out as to which of the two men was the braver, the male ghoul
asserting that the girl should be married to the man who cut off his leg, and the female protesting that she should
be the wife of the man who cut off the end of her embroidered coat. And so they fell asleep.
In the morning the two ghouls went away as usual to hunt for man’s flesh, and the girl, going to the secret
chamber, released the princess from her lonely tower, and brought her forth, telling her as she did so all that had
passed between the two ghouls the night before.
“But,” continued she, “I would rather marry you, dear prince, if the ghouls would allow me.” Then the princess
inquired further into their history, and the girl told her the story of the ghouls’ misfortunes: how one lost part of
her garment, and the other his leg.
“But,” said the princess, “it was I who deprived them of both! I cut off the leg of the one, and I cut off some of
the cloak of the other. Would they, then, give you to me!”
“They would be most willing to do so,” replied the girl, astonished and pleased.
That day passed in visiting the rooms of the castle and in wondering at its vast treasures and stores of all
manner of rarities, and in the evening the princess was again hidden in the secret chamber. When the ghouls
returned, they feasted and caroused as before, and when warmed with wine they again began to dispute as to who
should marry the girl, each, without knowing it, extolling the bravery of the same hero. Then said the girl,
“But perhaps it was the one man who achieved both those wonderful exploits. If so, would you allow him to
marry me?”
“Marry you?” cried they. “Of course he should marry you, and take you wherever he pleased.”
“Then,” said the girl, “give me your most solemn assurance that, if he can be found, you will not kill him.”
“We make the promise, of course,” said they. Then, going to the secret chamber, the girl brought forth the
princess, and took her in before them, and both the savages, at once recognizing her, gazed at her with wonder,
admiration, and astonishment.
“How did you contrive so well to cut off my leg?” asked the male ghoul.
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“I dug a hole in the floor of the hut,” answered the undaunted Princess, “and in that I hid myself, and the goat
and the bread I put on one side, and a dressed-up log on the other; and when you passed by me to seize the log, I
raised my sword and at a blow off came your leg.”.
“Wonderful!” cried the male ghoul, in tones of awe.
“And how did you cut off the skirt of my coat?” asked the female ghoul.
“When I saw what a monster you were,” answered the Princess, “and when I heard you sucking the blood of
the dead robber, I dropped you on the ground, and, drawing my sword, I made a stroke at you, and thus it was that
I cut off the skirt of your coat.”
“O most wonderful Prince!” cried the female ghoul, equally amazed. Then said they,
“Now take away this girl with you. You have won her; she is yours. Take her to your own country, and marry
her.”
When the Princess and her bride were all ready for the journey, the ghouls loaded them with heaps of money
and presents.
“One thing only I care for,” said the Princess, “and that is the coat of embroidered gold of which I have already
a piece.”
Her wish was no sooner expressed than it was gratified, and for the sake of the girl the ghouls presented her
with much more of the same material as well. After this they accompanied the pair to the borders of their own
territory, and there they left them.
Journeying on, the princess and her young bride arrived at the city which had formerly suffered so greatly from
the exactions of the male ghoul. The king was enchanted to welcome her back, and gave her his daughter in
marriage in accordance with his promise, together with riches in abundance, after which she continued her
journey to the country of her own king; and having arrived at the capital she committed her two wives to the
custody of her younger sister, and at once rode on to the palace. There she presented the whole of the wonderful
cloth which she had brought from the castle of the ghouls; and the king was so delighted that he instantly said to
her,
“Now you shall be my prime minister, and you shall live in a palace of your own.”
“Very well,” answered the princess, and at once the order was made out, the decree published, and she was
promoted to the head of affairs.
The princess was now both powerful and wealthy, but she never for a moment forgot the one object of her life,
which was to find her lost friends. With this thought ever present in her mind, she one day said to the king,
“If you will allow me, I would make a large garden to contain trees and plants of every kind.”
The king approved of her plan, and gave her an immense tract of land for the purpose. Her design was that her
garden should be the wonder of the whole world, and so there was not a country to which she did not send her
messengers to make known that whosoever would bring her a plant for her garden should receive two gold
mohurs. But all the time she was thinking of her dear friends, and hoping that in their poverty and obscurity,
wherever they were, they might hear tidings of her wonderful garden, and be induced to bring her some plants for
the sake of the reward.
For months this good princess was doomed to disappointment, for, though thousands came with plants of the
rarest varieties, her own relations came not. At last the king, her first father-in-law, in his distant exile, heard the
proclamation, and, as he was very poor, he and the queen his wife, and their two sons, searched for the rarest
plants, and carried them to the famous garden. There, notwithstanding their altered condition, their ragged clothing, and their attenuated frames, they were immediately recognized by the Princess. But she refrained herself, and
ordered them to be confined in a certain house, over which she placed a guard, while at the same time she herself
occupied a room in which she could overhear all they spoke about. The first thing the king said was,
“Strange! all others receive rewards and are allowed to depart, but we only are placed here under restraint.”
“I suppose,” said the queen, “we are being punished by God for having so cruelly abandoned those two poor
girls in the desert.”
No longer able to restrain herself, the princess left the house and at once ordered her friends to be conducted
into sumptuous chambers, and to be supplied with baths and rich clothing, and with food and wine of the best.
Then she had them all brought into her own palace and, in her character and disguise of prime minister of the
kingdom, she received them as if for the purpose of a mere audience; nor had any of them any suspicion of her
real identity. Having seated them on chairs, she gazed on them, and said,
“What is your history?”
“We were once a royal family,” answered the aged king, “but misfortune befell us, and we were driven from
our kingdom. Then, in our need and distress, we abandoned the young wives of my two sons in a lonely place,
and ever since we have lived poor, unblessed and unknown.”
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“Yes,” said the princess, “I suppose you left the princesses because of your necessity. Notwithstanding, every
child of man has to eat his own kismet.” Then she left the room, and for the first time for years she assumed her
own proper habit, and taking her sister by the hand, she led her into the apartment, and looking at the young
princes, their husbands, she said,
“You left behind in the desert your two wives, but now God has restored them to you once more.” Then she
turned to the king and queen, and there followed many a fond embrace, with tears and words of surprise and of
love, and they were all reunited in a lasting reconciliation. The next morning the princess went to the king, and
said to him,
“The time has come when I must reveal to you the secret of my life. No longer a man, I now assume my proper
character, for I am really the wife of a prince of ancient lineage, and my husband is here.” Then she related the
story of her life, and said,
“And now assist us with a suitable army, that we may take the field and recover our own lost inheritance. But
if not, then permit me to remain here, and give my friends positions near your own person.”
“Choose,” said the king, “which you will have.”
“Let us, then, have the troops,” answered she, “and the treasure to wage a campaign.”
To this proposal the king joyfully agreed, and the princess, with all her friends, set out at the head of an invincible army, and having routed the usurper in a signal battle, they recovered their lost dominion, and the old king
ascended his throne and reigned once more. Then, having provided splendid matches for the two beautiful girls
whom the princess had married in her expedition against the ghouls, the whole united family settled down in
peace and prosperity, and lived happily ever afterwards.
248.78 Excerpt from The Story Of Swami Rama\fn{by Puran Singh (1881-1931)} Sarhadd (Abbottabad), Khyber
Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 13
1
We all met him first as a monk, and it is best to present him as a monk, before one proceeds more intimately
with the story of his early life. Enough here to say that, born in 1873, he turned a monk in 1901, he left for Japan
and America in 1902, returned in 1904 and died in 1906, at the early age of thirty-three.
When be reached San Francisco, the local newspapers recorded, as below, the very first impressions he made
on the people there; he had gone there fresh from the Himalayas, clad in his orange robe, a symbol of the divine
fire that glowed within him.\fn{This extensive quotation is not referenced:H}
The old order of things is to be reversed. Out of the jungles of Upper India has come a man of astonishing wisdom, a
prophet, philosopher, a scientist and priest, who proposes to play the role of missionary in the United States, and preach
a new doctrine of unselfishness and spiritual power to the idolatrous worshippers of the mighty dollar. He is a Brahmin
of the Brahmins, a Goswami of the highest caste, and he is known among his brothers as Swami Rama.
This remarkable sage of the Himalayas is a slender, intellectual young man. with the ascetic mould of a priest and
the light complexion of a high-caste Brahmin. His forehead is broad and high, his head splendidly developed, his nose
thin and delicate as a woman’s. A wide, kindly, almost tender mouth parts freely over dazzlingly white perfect teeth in a
smile that seems to light up all surrounding space and wins the instantaneous confidence and good-will of all who come
within the circle of the radiance.
“How do I live?” he said yesterday. “That is simple. I do not try. I believe. I attune my soul to the harmony of love
for all men. That makes all men to love me, and where love is, there is no want, no suffering. This state of mind and
faith bring influence to me that supplies my needs without the asking. If I am hungry, there is always someone to feed
me. I am forbidden to receive money or to ask for anything. Yet I have everything, and more than most, for I live
largely in a world that few can attain.”

Under the heading, “A Hindu Evangelist”, a Portland paper wrote:
Small, slight, with dark eager bright eyes, and olive skin, attired in a black suit, wearing at all times a brilliant red
turban, this is Swami Rama. This is the man from India now in Portland. Not a man from India.
Men from India not infrequently reach this Port. But seldom if ever has any of such learning, such broad human
sympathies, such unselfish motives arrived here.

Before he had gone to Japan and America, he presided twice at a miniature kind of Parliament of Religions in
India, organised by Swami Shiv Guna Acharya at the Shanti Ashram, Muthra, and the impression recorded then
by “The Freethinker” of Lahore runs as follows:
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Every man’s man, thoughtful and serious, lively and severe by turns, keeping the whole audience composed of
heterogeneous shades of opinions spellbound, as it were, for hours together, until late in the evening. He is a quiet,
modest, unsuming young man, in the heyday of youth, well versed in ancient and modern philosophy as well as in
modern sciences, and is withal made of a stuff of which persons of honest convictions ought to be made. Gentle and
amicable, childlike, innocent in manners and behaviour, he yet has the iron hand inside the silken glove, for while
scrupulously regardful of the feelings of others, he is far more outspoken in expressing his opinions.

The effect of his presence was marvellous, his joy was infectious, his ideas still more so, and above all his
recitation of OM. Every religious seeker who came to him, began reciting OM. To see him was to begin,\fn{ The text
has: being:H} as it were, one’s life anew. All meanness and smallness of mind vanished, and the man was lifted up. A
new, an altogether transcendental outlook on life, flew, as it were, from his eyes to the eyes of those who came
under the spell of his happiness and dream.
He was gay like a wild bird. He leapt like a fawn; never, so to say, was he seen walking with the slow and
tardy pace of the common man. When his secretary, I believe Miss Taylor, took him to the Manager of the Great
Pacific Railroad Company, San Francisco, to get his tickets on concession rates to New York, the Manager said:
“Him? to him I offer the Pullman car free. His smiles are so irresistible.”
When I took him to the house of Baron Naibo Kando in Tokyo, the latter, in the middle of the conversation, got
up and went in and brought his wife and children, and apologisingly said:
“Excuse me! I could not have this unusual joy without sharing it with my wife and children.” When Naibo
Kando asked him, “Why did you renounce your family?” Swami Rama replied:
“Only to seek a larger one and share my joy with the whole world.”
At the large gathering of the Religious League at St. Louis Exhibition, the local newspapers wrote that the only
bright spot in the gathering was Swami Rama. He would laugh and laugh for minutes together in his informal
talks, in reply to some philosophical and theological questions, and say nothing in reply, as if saying that this
beaming, bubbling personality was enough reply to all the pretentious enquiries about man and God.
I had the pleasure of taking him to Mr. (now Dr.) Khudadad, a graduate of the Punjab University at Hardwar,
and as I introduced him to the Swami, the latter said:
“Why bring such people to me? They are already formed in the fashion of Rama. Rama has nothing to teach
them,” and the Swami filled the interview with his brilliant smiles. Hesaid:
“Rama does not understand your name. Khuda (God), Dad (Given); it ought to have been only Khuda, God.
Dr. Khudadad replied:
“For those who have eyes this, for others that.”
This reply delighted him immensely. After months, when I met Dr. Khudadad again, he bad condensed the
Swami’s whole life in an Urdu couplet of his composition:
O Swami Rama ! How mysterious is thy smile,
The secret of life is manifest therein.

His joy played with words, as a child plays with toys.
For example I note his play with his own name. At Tokyo, he said to me when I failed to catch his third-person
description of himself as “Rama”:
“Look here, just as the order of life is changed, from a householder to a monk, from the world to God, so the
order of names of this body (meaning himself) is reversed. In pre-monk days, it was Tirtha Rama now it is Rama
Tirtha.” Later on, he deleted playfully the little “i” out of the last word, and began signing himself as “Rama
Truth”.
He gave his whole thought to mental healing, when he said, “Disease is only dis-ease.” Be at ease with your
God, with your Self and be whole, holy, and you cannot have any dis-ease.
He changed atonement and always wrote and pronouced it as at-one-ment.
He said understanding is standing under, diving deep into your own Real Self.
He played with his title Swami. It is a Sanskrit word meaning “Lord” and carries in it the sense of superiority
over others. He spelt and pronounced Swami as So-am-I. He would write a letter and subscribe himself thus:
So-am-I
Rama Truth.

He played similarly with his mantram, his continuous chant, the natural warble of this free bird. OM, he would
say, is O’am; 0 is the Persian word which means He, M stand for I am-He I am or “I am God”.
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He once said that God is neither Mr. nor Mrs. nor Miss but mystery. He did not like the hard sound of “H” in
the word Hindu, he always pronounced it as Indu-Mopn.
“Matlab” an Urdu word, is a great word he said. It means “object to be attained”—and it also means Mat—do
not, lab—seek, Matlab is, do not seek.
He saw in the Moslem festival of Id, after the Ramzan, their fast month, the great joy of the Godconsciousness
of the Prophet. He would say,
“Mohammed saw the moon of his Id, the inner id, of which seeing the crescent on the Id day is a mere symbol.
What is it to me if I do not see the same moon of my own inner Id?”
In Lahore, during the days of his Professorship, he played with his watch. Whether it was morning, noon,
evening, midnight, whenever anybody asked him the time of day, he would seriously take out his watch, look at it
intently, and then look at the face of the inquirer and just say, “Dear one, it is just one,” and show him the watch.
Those who happened to make this enquiry at different times asked him:
“Goswamiji! Strange, whenever we ask you the time, you say it is just one.”
“0 Dear One, Rama’s watch is such, it is always one by this watch.” And he would laugh and pass.
At Denver, he announced his lecture as “very day a New Year’ Day, and every night a Xmas Night”and so
startled the audience with the very announcement that there was long applause. So to say, he scattered his joy like
a perfume in the choice of the titles of his lectures!
It looks a little too fine an overdrawing of his own intellectual conceptions of life, but he always addressed his
audience as
“My own self in the form of Ladies and Gentlemen”.
In the manner of the rapturous richness of self-realization in India, he called himself “Rama Badshah” or the
King Rama, and he stuck to it like a playful child, for he seriously refused at Port Said to travel on the same ship
to India with Lord Curzon saying:
“Two kings cannot travel in the same boat.” He actually travelled by the next boat, cancelling his passage.
He would repeat his favourite verses of Urdu and Persian in solemn accents, with eyes closed, and drops of
ecstasy falling down his orange-coloured cheeks; he tasted the songs in a physical sense, he pressed his upper lips
to the lower and quaffed them. He would feel so intensely that his whole frame would vibrate with passion and he
would raise his quivering arms to embrace the whole universe. He was seen losing himself in poetry for hours
together. He would lose himself in the middle of his public lectures, repeating his sacred syllable OM (which to
him meant God and the whole Universe) so much so that his American admirers observed him living most of the
time outside his body. He had really almost forgotten himself.
As said above, he always referred to himself in the third person, his first person was God’s own. And so natural
was his third person coming from him, that one who saw him for the first time, did actually think that he was
talking about some third person, not about himself. When I first met him, I did not understand his references to
himself for hours, till he explained them to me in more explicit language.
He drew out all the inner love of a man towards himself.
His touch roused even in dry he hearts the emotions of a poet.
He had the power which is symbolically spoken of in Oriental literature as the power of love at the sight of
which the dry gardens suddenly put forth new buds and vineyards become green. As he entered Japan, he said:
“Rama has nothing to teach these people. They are all Vedantins. They are all Ramas, how cheerful, how
happy, how quiet, how laborious. This is all that Rama calls life.”
While on board the ship, he was taken by the American passengers to be an American; the Japanese loved him
as their own countryman. Mr. K. Hirai remarked after he had left Japan,
“I see his smiles still floating in the air like plum flowers.” Another artist who knew no English who heard his
lecture in Tokyo on The Secret of Success in English, said,
“It seemed to me he was a column of fire and his words the little live sparks that flew about.”
In Egypt he was given a welcome by the Egyptians where he delivered a lecture in Persian in their own
mosque. The paper next day described Swami Rama as a Hindu genius, to meet whom was one of their greatest
privileges.
At Mathura, on his return from America, one morning, as the Pharisees around him pleaded for a new
organisation in India to work out his ideas on nation-building, he shut his eyes in an ecstasy of love, spread his
arms trembling with love in token of a loving embrace, as he said:
I shall shower oceans of love;
And bathe the world in joy;
If any oppose, welcome, come!
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For I shall shower oceans of love.
All societies are mine, welcome, come,
For I shall pour out floods of love.

And he continued,
“Tell them, I am theirs: I embrace all.. I exclude none. I am love. Love like light embraces everything with joy
and its own splendour. Verily I am nothing but the flood and glory of love. I love all equally.”
His whole body trembled and trembled like a violin-string under the musician’s fingers, whenever he spoke of
God or man. If he were to be painted symbolically, his picture would be a white dove throbbing with the pain of
some hidden wound!
When he was in a strange humour he would visualise a bygone poet or philosopher and talk to him, as if he
had come, and he would talk to him like an irresponsible joyous boy that had no reputation of any kind to look
after. His literary criticism was always affectionate and light. It was private and conversational, not studied and
heavy. He would say:
“What use was Sbankara Acharya’s hiding his own light under a bushel? He always quoted authorities. Well
did Mohammed give the Truth on the authority of his own personal realisation. Allah hu Akbar, Mohammed Rasul
Allah.”
He loved the mountains and their solitudes. He lived in the densest forests of oaks and pines, and he walked
out at the dead of night into pathless ravines and climbed the steep mountains like a child of nature, and glided
into the very heart of things as the birds fly in the air. He was at his best when be walked in the Himalayan forests
with his eyes half closed, looking askance at the mightiest potentates of the world.
Even while in America be would run from his social engagements, as if the stuffy atmosphere of society
choked his mind. He went up to live on the Shasta Mountains. So fond was he of hard labour that he would go to
the forests and bring fuel for Dr. Hiller, his kind host.
He enlisted himself, under his great intellectual necessity, amongst the apostles of the Advaita Vedanta as
expounded by Shankara Acharya, but he preached it with his own intense emotion of a Vaishnava; he called
himself God, but he strove all his life to realise tbe Divine, and having realised it to maintain it on a certain
elevation that he had attained. He was never neglectful of his great remembrance of God, but always alert
watching the effects of men and things on his Godly mood.
“I contradict myself! Well! I contradict myself!”
He called God the True Self, and, in the words of Christ, proclaimed that one cannot have two things at the
same time; eitlier have Mammon, which he called the lower, little self of man, or have God, the Higher Self. No
apparent contradiction of his theory and practice was visible in his own character, for he was a strenuous labourer
who gathered God with all his senses and filled his heart with the gladness of “That Unnameable Mystery”!
This striking poetic figure, clad in orange robes, disappeared from the Punjab in 1906. He successfully
dropped the dirt of learning; and sought God in the dense forests and snows of the Himalayas, all bare, exposing
his inner fire to the regions of the Himalayan solitudes to see if all the snows could bury the flame of his heart! In
the close and loving embrace of Mother Nature, lived this divine Man. He went and sat up on the eternal snows of
the Gangotri Glacier in samadhi. His joy ordered “Halt” to the snowstorm, and his smile tore the gray clouds to
see its image in the sun.
“One with Nature,” he said; “Nature is my body. I could move the sinews of its soul as I move my limbs.”
A truly Vedic poet, with the full realisation of the Advaita, but by temperament and inheritance a Vaishnava in
his highly cultivated emotion, he was in his fresh inspiration more a Persian than a Hindu, while in his later days,
in a way, be came under the influence of Shankaracharya’s charming philosophy of “Illusion”—Maya. He would
say:
“If one realises Truth, even the physical body cannot drop, it becomes everlasting. Yet in that sense the whole
world is illusion, it never was. There is but one, that is Truth, nothing else.”
He filled his surroundings with his own trance, and it seems the Past surrounded him as much as the Present
and the Future. He always took up other people’s songs and sang them with slight alterations, in his own name. It
is the originality of dumb but living and original emotion whose deep silence makes every sweet sound of Nature
its own. Have you ever listened to tbe black partridge’s “Subhan Allah—God be praised,” in deep forest solitude?
It actually seems tbat it is the very voice of the listener himself.
In the hot summer of Lahore, as he came walking along the blazing street-pavements, they who touched his
feet round them quite cold.
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“I do not walk in hot Lahore; I wade everywhere through the nectarean waters of the Ganges whose silver
waves touch my legs as I pass, and lave me with bliss.”
“Do you not see Ganga flowing everywhere?” he asked.
Always ecstatic with emotion, careless of bread and raiment, with tears flowing down in a limpid stream, the
Swami, though in Labore, lived in the swinging cradle of the stars, and espied in the blue sky the old kadamb tree
on whose branches once Krishna sat and played on his flute. While bathing in the Ganges at Hardwar, he would
lose all sense of time and space in his meditative look on the tree, seeing with closed eyes the Lord Krishna, and
hearing with shut ears the ancient music of His flute. He went mad with the music which no one of a thousand
pilgrims bathing side by side with him ill the icy, crystal waters of Ganga ever heard.
Wave after wave of ecstasy overwhelmed him and buried him in joy for days and days. When he went over to
America from Japan on his world tour, he took turns on the deck of the steamer at San Francisco port as if the
deck was his home.
An American struck by his wondrous exuberance approached him and asked him why he was not in the usual
haste of getting down.
“Where is your luggage, Sir?” said the curious American.
“I carry no luggage,” said the Swami, “but what I have about me.”
“Where do you keep your money?”
“I keep no money.”
“How do you live?”
“I only live by loving all. When I am thirsty there is always one with a cup of water for me, and when I am
hungry, there is always one with a loaf of bread.”
“But have you then any friends in America?”
“Ah, yes, I know but one American, you,” said the Swami, touching his shoulder, and by his touch, the
American realised, so to say, his old forgotten acquaintance with him and became his ardent admirer. This
gentleman wrote:
“He is a torch of knowledge hailing from the Himalayas. The fire can burn him not, the steel can cut him not.
Tears of ecstasy roll down his eyes and his very presence gives new life.”
An old American lady\fn{Mrs. Wellman—this lady met me in India and gave me her whole story } went to see Swami Rama
in a private interview. and recited her tale of domestic troubles to the Swami, and wept for hours before him, as he
sat cross-legged with his eye closed. She took him to be uncivil, when a lady was weeping and crying so bitterly
and not a word of sympathy escaped his lips and not a kind look. The Swami sat before her listening yet
unlistening like a stone statue.
“These Indians are so impudent and proud.” As the lady completed her story of woe, the Swami opened his
eyes, looked at her with his red insane eyes and said, “Mother,” and then chanted his favourite Vedic mantram
“Om! Om!” She said to me that there burst from his eyes upon her the strange dawn of a new consciousness.
“I seemed to have been lifted,” said she, “from the earth, I swam in air as a figure of light, and I felt myself the
mother of the Universe. All countries were mine, all nations were my children. I was so filled with joy that I must
visit India, I must see where Swami was born and bred. I must go. So I come. My joy never fails me. Oh! The
word Om reverberates through my bones. The word “mother”—it lifts me up to the Divine. I would fain touch his
feet. I would fain lie dead in the ecstasy that he gave me. Some springs of nectar within me have burst up, the
crust is broken and I am holy.”
At a lake resort in America (I forget the exact name) the Swami lived chanting “Om,” and his presence gave
heart to many a weary patient who came there for sanatorium treatment, and many got their health back from him
“A healer,” they called him.
His letters are poems that hold in them the fragrance of his person, forming as they do the most interesting
portion of the literature that stands against his name.
Here is a letter written on June 11 th, 1903, from Castle Springs, California, to a friend in India; it speaks, like a
living messenger, of his characteristic happiness:
On May 19th, while Rama was stretched on a boulder by the riverside, there was brought to Rama by the manager of
Dr. Hiller’s place here a very lovely hammock sent unexpectedly by a friend from Seattle. It was immediately
suspended between a green oak and a red fir tree high up in the air. With bubbling joy and overflowing laughter, Rama
rolled himself up into the hanging bed. The fragrant gentle breezes began to rock Rama to and fro, the fiver went on
with its Om melody. Rama laughed and laughed and laughed. Did you hear him? A chirping robin was watching
overhead when Rama was swaying back and forth. Perhaps he was envious of Rama. Was he? No, that cannot be, every
robin, sparrow or nightingale knows Rama to be its own. At any rate when Rama left the hammock for a while to let
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out the uncontrolled inner pleasure in frisking about and dancing, the pretty robin stole the sweet opportunity to try a
swing in the hammock. Say, are not Rama’s little birdies and flowers frolicsome, merry and free?
May 20: Noon. The President of tbe United States on his way to tbe nortb stopped at the Springs awhile. Tbe
representative lady of the Springs Company presented bim witb a basket full of lovely flowers and immediately after
tbat he accepted from Rama most gracefully, lovingly and cheerfully the “Appeal on behalf of India”. He kept the book
in his right hand all the time and while responding with his right hand to the salutations of the crowds, tbe book
naturally and spontaneously rose up to his forebead at least a hundred times. When the train started, be was seen
reading it attentively in his carriage, and once more he waved thanks to Rama from the leaving train.
But lo! Rama never invited the President to the luxury of enjoying a swing in the poetic hammock. Could you guess,
why not? Do guess please. Well, as you don’t speak, Rama will tell you. The reason is plain enough. The President of
the so-called free Americans is not a thousandth part as free as Rama’s birdies and the air.
Never mind the President. You can be free, even free as Rama, and bave air and light as your faitbful servants. Be
Rama and Rama will give you all—suns, stars, air, ocean, clouds, forests, mountains and what not. Everything will
belong to you. Is not that a lovely bargain? Isn’t it, dear? Don’t you have everything, please?
At four in the morning, waked by the kisses of Aurora and tickled to laughter by free zephyrs, welcomed by the
sweet songs of carolling birds, Rama goes out walking on the tops of mountains and the river side.
Come, let us laugh together, laugh, laugh, laugh. Come soon, my child, look into the fearless smiling eyes of Rama
and live close to nature and Rama. The ecstasy itself is I.

Swami Rama was a passionate lover of Nature. Whenever opportunity would permit he would fly to the hills
and forests, as the eagle does to its mountain eyrie, there to meditate and draw health and inspiration from
Nature’s vast solitudes. Nature imparts of her healing power the most when man most fully yields himself up to
her influence without either care or distraction. The Swami wrote the following letter to me from the Darjeeling
forests.
Day passes into night and night again turns into day, and here is your Rama having no time to do anything, very
busy in doing nothing. Tears keep pouring, vying well with the continuous rains of this the most rainy district; the hairs
stand on end, the eyes wide open seeing nothing of the things before them. Talk stopped, work stopped unfortunately.
No, most fortunately. Oh, leave me alone.
This continuous wave after wave of inarticulate ecstasy—O Love! Let it go on. O, the most delicious pain!
Away with writing,
Off with lecturing.
Out with fame and name.
Honours? Nonsense.
Disgrace? Meaningless.
Are these toys the end of life?
Logic and science, poor bunglers! let them see me and get their blindness cured.
In dreams a sacred current flows,
In wakefulness, it grows and grows.
At times, it overflows the banks
Of senses and the mortal frame,
It spreads in all the world and flows.
It inundates in wild repose.
For this the Sun, he daily rose;
For this the Universe did roll.
All births and deaths for this.
Here comes rolling, surging wonder, undulating Bliss.
Here conies rolling laughter, silence.

And this letter he wrote from America.
August 10, 1903
Under the canopy of starlit heaven.
In a natural garden.
On the bank of a Mountain stream.
Dear Blessed Self,
Your letter along with some other mail received just after coming back from a most pleasant trip to the top of Mt.
Shasta (14,444 ft. altitude).
Dear, Thou shalt absolutely do nothing. Set well thy house in order, open thy doors, let them stand wide for all to
enter—thy treasures, let the poorest take of them; then come thou forth to where I wait for thee.
Pass out—free—O joy! free flow on, swim across in the sea of Equality. At one jerk snap asunder, break off all ties
and duties, and stand glourious in Thy God-head. …
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Look within, search within, you will always get the answers. Yourself is Rama.

Writing about his personality in his introduction to the edition of his complete works in English,\fn{ Woods of
Mr. C. F. Andrews writes:

God-Realisation, published by the Swami Rama Tirath Publication League, Lucknow }

There is a child-like simplicity in what he writes and an overflowing joy and happiness, won through great selfdiscipline and suffering, which reveals a soul that is at peace with itself and has found a priceless gift that it desires to
impart to others. At the same time, there is on every page a definite refusal to appeal to those lower motives that are
ordinarily urged as making for success in life and a determination to find the soul itself. apart from outward
circumstances the secret of all true and lasting joy. …
He was not in the least one of those ascetics, who, in choosing the path of renunciation, seem to have left behind
them all joy and happiness. He knew what physical hardship and endurance meant in a way that few can have
experience of.
But this did not embitter him or make his message one of harshness. On the contrary, the very titles of his lectures
are sufficient to give a picture of the character of his own mind. The happiness within, How to make your homes happy
—such are the subjects that appeal to him and his heart goes out in every word as he tries to make his message clear; it
is the message of his own experience not that of another’s. He is full of. happiness himself, which he wishes to give to
the world, and he is never so happy as when happiness is his subject.

At one place, he draws his own picture as he sat once in America.
Stretched beneath the cedars and pines, a cool stone serving for pillow, the soft sand for bed, one leg resting
carelessly on the other, drinking fresh air with the whole heart, kissing the glorious light with fulness of joy, singing
Om, and letting the murmuring stream to keep time!

Mr. C. F. Andrews says again in his The Renaissance in India:
Another personality, in many ways far more attractive than that of Vivekananda, carried on the same movement of
the new Vedanta in the north. Swami Rama Tirtha was a Brahman, brought up in extreme poverty at Lahore, where he
gained his education at the Forman Christian College and became, after a brilliant University career, a Professor of
Mathematics.
His heart, however, was wholly given to religion and he left his College work to become a wandering monk and
preacher. He went into the wildest regions of the Himalayas, where he lived alone with Nature. A vein of true poetry
ran through his character, and his buoyant joyfulness of disposition carried him through the severest hardships and
privations. I was asked by his disciple Swami Narayana to write an introduction to his public writings, and I did so with
the greatest readiness; for the Christian note is much stronger in them than in those of Vivekananda. Compare for
instance, the following comments on the Lord’s prayer with the mistake concerning the words “which art in Heaven”
that I have already quoted from Vivekananda’s writings.
“In the Lord’s prayer,” writes Swami Rama Tirtha, “we say ‘give us this day our daily bread,’ and in another place
we say ‘man shall not live by bread alone.’ Reconsider these statements: understand them thoroughly. The meaning of
the Lord’s prayer is not that you should be craving, wishing: not at all. The meaning of that prayer is such that even a
king, an Emperor, who is in no danger of not having his daily bread, may offer it. If so, evidently ‘give us this day our
daily bread’ does not mean that we should put ourselves in a begging mood, that we should ask for material prosperity:
not that. The prayer means that everybody, let him be a prince, a king, a monk, is to look upon these things around him,
all the wealth and plenty, as not his but God’s: not mine, not mine. That does not mean begging, but renouncing, giving
up; renouncing everything unto God. The king while he is offering that prayer puts himself into that mood where all the
jewels of his treasury, all the riches in his house, the house itself—all these he renounces, he gives them up, he
disclaims them. He is, in offering this prayer, the monk of monks. He says, ‘This is God’s: this table, everything on this
table is His, not mine: I do not possess anything. Anything that comes to me comes from my Beloved One’.”

2
Every man who seeks after the Truth of Life, its labour and love, gathers a few ripe fruits of life in his basket;
and if he is generous, he sits on the roadside and goes on distributing them to all who come to him, and often he
goes to others who need them; but forever full is his basket of fruits, as forever he keeps on distributing them.
Whether the story of a saint distributing a loaf of bread to hundreds of guests and yet having enough for more, be
true or not, this basket of fruits that the loving and earnest enquirer after life’s meaning and true purpose carries
about, can never be emptied.
We have seen Swami Rama, the Monk, in his orange robe; now he should be pictured in this chapter as the gay
fruit-seller with his inexhaustible basket of fruits on his head, or as one sitting on the roadside, and his hands in
the basket of fruits before him, just giving the fruits away.
There is a state of life, he teaches, above body and mind, which is the state of inspiration—ecstasy, merging
into transcendental Trance. It is there when man is in unison with God, is one with him, is God. He who lives in
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that state of samadhi continuously, is verily God Himself. Swami Rama does not speak to us of the invisible
powers at work in this beautiful state; and he having samadhi or the religion of Trance as his subject, is eminently
a spiritual mystic who opens himself to the full light that shines beyond the broken lamp of mind. He says
concentration means elevating one’s self above body and mind. It is the ecstatic state—the samadhi—from where
all great ideas come, from where the poet brings down his poetry, the scientist his startling discoveries of the
secrets of Nature. The ecstatic state dawns upon man sometimes in an extreme crisis of mental or physical pain.
“Live in the ecstatic state and you need not worry. The world will read—just itself towards you, just as you rise
to that state. The judge need but occupy his seat, and he will find all things ready for him.”
He says repeating this illustration at another place:
“The king’s very presence on his royal throne establishes order throughout the Darbar, so doth man’s resting
on his God-head, native glory, establish order and life throughout the whole race.”
The Prince, who goes to school or to play, knows always he is the Prince. One should approach all one’s tasks
like a Prince Divine.
It is only when a limb is out of order, that you feel it. A healthy man never knows that he has a body, he carries
it so light. Just so, the health of the spirit keeps a man always above body-consciousness.
The Swami is extremely fond of Absolute Monism. He says:
“There is One Substance and One Soul, One Reality; Thou art That.”
No other philosophy satisfies him. He says thou art God, O Man; only cease to live in the body-centre. When
body-consciousness, “skin-sight,” is lost, God-consciousness, “celestial sight”, is regained. The world and its
darkness is the shadow of body-consciousness, while God-consciousnes shines self-resplendent in the human
soul.
All is divine if thou hast cast the scales of this vague belief in matter from the eyes! That is to say for tbose
who have once seen the divine, it is as difficult to be sick or sorry, as it is for others to be happy.
Crucifixion is the law of life. Crucify the body and you rise as pure spirit. This is to say, the basis of all ethics
and social service is that you must suffer if others are to be made happy. He says those who wish to be
worshipped as God have to undergo crucifixion of the little self. It is the little self, this matter or maya; the rest is
all Spirit, the real Self. God-consciousness of man whose every pore breathes tbe divine is the real Self of man!
He who “lives, moves and has bis being in God” is God.
Concentration is all the secret, he says, and true renunciation comes automatically to a man of concentration.
The repetition of the sacred syllable Om is the way of freedom from the little self.
“Witbout simiran,\fn{The continual repetition of the Sacred word; meditation; spiritual concentration } life is a process of
combustion.”
“Simiran itself is God,” says Guru Nanak.
As I now learn, this repetition can only be done when man is under the direct inspiration of some advanced
Beings helping the Initiates on the path of Self-Realisation. It is the symptom of the spiritual progress by
someone’s “lyrical glances”, as Emerson puts it.
In order of essential vitality of these ideas, this last should be written both as his first and as his last idea, in
fact bis All-Idea, his One Idea, in his exposition of the secret of tbe liberated personality. The creator of the
modern Punjab, Guru Gobind Singh, has written:
“Those who love, live; none else, none else.”
For the exposition of these fundamental ideas, he had picked out of life many a beautiful image and allegory
full of suggestions. His speeches are full of these little stories, a few original and others openly borrowed and
strung together with a rare art.
There was a cage set with mirrors on all sides, and a full blown rose was kept in the centre of the cage. And in the
cage, was a nightingale, and the bird saw the reflection of the rose in the mirrors. Whichever way the bird saw there
was the rose! Every time she flew towards the rose in the mirror, every time she struck the mirror, and fell back
wounded. But as the bird turned its face away from the mirrors, there was the rose in the centre of the cage! O Man!
This world is the cage. And the pleasure thou seekest outside thyself is within thee!
As we run to catch our own shadow, the shadow flies. And as we run facing the sun, the shadow follows. Such is the
nature of our desires. The more we desire, the fulfilment flies from us farther away. When we face God and cease to
desire, all fulfilment runs after us.
A Faqir had a blanket, it was stolen by a thief. The Faqir went and gave a long list of the stolen property to the
police next door. He said he had lost his quilt, his cushion, his umbrella, his trousers, his coat and so on. Enraged by the
very length of the list, the thief came and threw the blanket before the police officer and said:
“This is all. One little wretched blanket, and the man has come and counted all the things of the world!”
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The Faqir hastily taking up his blanket was about to leave the place, when the police officer wanted to rebuke him
for a false report!
“No! No!” said the Faqir, and proved that this one blanket was his quilt, his cushion, his umbrella, his trousers, his
coat, and so on, and he demonstrated its uses to him in all these ways.
To the Faqirs and Saints, it is One God that is their everything.
The brick that is fit for a wall, shall be lifted wherever it may be lying.
The arrow is to be pu lied inward first and then suddenly released, before it is shot out of the bow. Just so, your
wishes and desires are arrows shot by your mind. They cannot be fulfilled unless you rise above them.
Men are mineral-men, vegetable-men or animal-men, according to the expansion of their souls. God-men are the
circles whose centres are everywhere but circumferences nowhere, and who have become straight lines.
Mineral-men are dead compared with vegetable-men, and the vegetable-men are dead compared with animal-men,
and animal-men compared to man-men and man-men to God-men. It is, so to say, an evolutionary course of moral life
to realise itself as the absolute Unselfishness which is of the real Self of all.

Prayer, he used to say, is death-in-life, when man, trembling with feeling out of the prison-house of body,
passes beyond body and mind. Even a thief is bound to be successful, if he knows this art of death-in-life. Prayer
is power. This idea of death-in-life is his idea of Applied Religion.
In short he preaches the religion of ecstasy, trance, samadhi, and from his experiences he said that success,
both subjective and objective, could be achieved if only one rises to that state of super-consciousness. He further
preaches the continuousness of inspiration. He tries a great deal to teach the modus operandi for it to the common
man; in substance his teaching is nothing but the statement of his own inner struggle. Indeed in a sense all that he
has written or said, is but his autobiography.
A man of great, almost severe, austerity and independence of thought, he set little store by what one may,
according to Sikhism, learn by the mediation of a Guru or preceptor. To him the thought was inconceivable that
there should ever arise any necessity for the agency of another to bring about the at-one-ment between God and
Man who are but One. And so nowhere has he discoursed on the contact with saints, which alone, according to
Sikh faith, vitalises Self-consciousness when it falls below a certain level.
3
Swami Rama had not forced himself into the ochre robe of a sannyasin. He had an indomitable will and he
willed it so. But he was too poetic and too emotional to have been at all comfortable in this garb. At Hardwar,
when he fell ill, I was in attendance. He liked me because I was all tears for him, I blew like a soft breeze in and
out of his sick room: I loved him, for he was so beautiful, so facinating and so personal. Everything was done as
he wished. I never said “no” to him, “yes, sir, yes, sir,” greeted him from my lips. And with half opened mouth
and tearful looks I imbibed, in love and veneration, almost unconsciously the lessons of his great life. There was
he before me lying ill for about a month, who had toiled day and night to gather with both the hands, the very
cheerfulness of God, whose laughter rang round the hills of Hardwar, even when he lay ill with fever.
One day, his wife and his step-mother and his little son hardly of about six years of age came from the Punjab
at great personal expense to have his darshana,\fn{Blessing} as he had just returned from America. The whole
family was not very well off, as their ablest wage earner had cut himself off from them due to an uncontainable
excess of his brilliance itself, and there were they, living in the average usual poverty of an Indian family that gets
suddenly bereft of its wage earner. It was for the relief of the sheer mental pain of the family, caused by his long
absence away in America, that they spent all their extra money for a visit to Hardwar.
I went and reported their arrival to the Swami who was still lying in bed, though fully recovered of his ailment,
yet weak and exhausted. His cheeks, like the temples of an apple, had begun to burn faintly again in their habitual
glow, his deep transparent black eyes seemed to be resting like two bees on the blossomed roses. He called for his
glasses and I handed them over to him. He cleaned them with his ochre-coloured silk and put them on. And all
this while, I believe he was thinking a reply to be given to me, as I had told him that his wife, mother and his little
child had arrived.
“Puranji!” as he used to call me, “have you any money with you?”
“Yes sir! I have and how much is required; and I can get more,” replied I.
“Please take them to the Railway Station and get them a return ticket to the Punjab. Let them have their bath in
my Ganges and let them return. They cannot see me.”
I was now for about a month with him with the mute little dumb animal love I had for him. But all the peace in
me exploded, as if he had lighted a fire.
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“Good-bye, Swamiji! I too am going, and I will never see you again, You! You who ought to have been the
mainstay and support of the family, snatcbed yourself away from them. They come spending their own little
money and they are nobodies to you. And we the foolish boys and men who come and merely play about you and
humour you some way are great things. They are pilgrims who wish to have the glimpses of their sannyasi. They
have not come to lay any claims on you or to reclaim you. If you cannot see them, it is cruel. I cannot live with
one who disregards personal relations in so heartless a manner, particularly when they need but a look, a smile
and a glance at you and nothing else.”
Saying this, I took my departure from the room, and I would have left promptly, but I had only half opened the
door to get out, when the Swami laughed heartily and called me back and said:
“All right! Let them come in.”
I was abashed in his presence of my unusual heat to no purpose, and they come in by this time. He simply
laughed heartily, and received them with his usual smile, but with the serene temper of a monk. The litle child
said,
“Swamiji! May I recite my lessons to you.”
“Yes! Oh! you have begun to read. How splendid!” he said, and listened to his relation.
“Puranji, give him a bunch of grapes,” said the Swami and I lifted it from the mantlepiece and put it in both the
upsread hands of the little boy. The grapes were not much satisfaction to him, he wanted what he could no more
get. Swami’s wife stood, all the while looking at him and speechless. Not a word passed between them. There was
a little lovely talk interspersed with the ringing of Swami’s laughter, with the step-mother, and the Swami
enquired about everyone of his family, and thus closeed the interview, and these pilgrims withdrew from the
room. I thought how tragic is the association of little minds with the great, and how the relations of one with the
other end in pathetic separations while both live breathing the same air and seeing the same sun. They were sent
back.
It was after full one year when I met Swami again at Basoon or Vashisbtha ashram, that he said many little
sweet things to me when he and I sat alone on a greensward of the Himalayas and 1 distinctly remember his
telling me:
Puranji! Rama never knew that this ohre garb is not of freedom. Slaves have begun to wear these robes and they
have made it so formal, so conventional that Rama feels impatient about it now. When he next goes down to the plains,
in a full assembly, he will tear his robe into pieces in public, and announce that the orange robe of the sannyasin is no
more a vehicle of freedom.
You remember Rama told you to send Rama’s family people at Hardwar and you got so enraged. Rama too has a
heart, but that time he thought of obeying the laws of the robe he was wearing. It was a formal refusal on his part to see
them. How can man forget his personal relations, when emotion still stirs in his breast, be it for God or for man? The
poets cannot be petrified into unfeeling .stones. Spiritual development does not mean insensateness. They killed Keats
by harsh words only. The greater the devolopment, the greater the feeling.
How divine was the face of Brahmananda’s\fn{ The name of Swami’s youngest son} mother. She looked transfigured
that day. Did she not?
Rama is glad you have married. After all, a married life is a much stabler one. You both could come and live on
these Himalayan tops.

From a humble, pure, poor student, he rose into a full statured man, roseate with the dawn of cosmic
consciousness in him, and a man of deep concentration, wonderful vivacity, irrepressible laughter, bubbling with
joy, lofty in his visions, light and racy in his gait. He rose up mad, fully drunk with divine wine, his face aglow
with the diving fire, his eyes closed, his lips parted in a loud scream, and a cry leaping forth in the air on the bank
of the Ravi, his arms fully spread, quivering with passion his bosom heaving, his tears streaming! The very trees
vibrated with him, the breezes played with him, tbe stones talked to him! He went almost senseless to the Oriental
College as the Reader of Mathematics, and he knew not where his body was. In the Mission College he would
address every student of his class,
“O Krishna, beloved! You know everything; what is it that I am to teach you?” If a boy pleaded ignorance, he
would repeat
“O Krishna, Beloved! You know all.”
He would thus inspire the boy with the solution of the problem, who would come and then do it on the
blackboard with ease. From the Mission College, this mad young man of Lahore went to the Oriental College still
teaching, but his condition had grown worse. His ailment was becoming incurable. One day, he went and stood
before Dr. Ewing, the Principle of the Lahore Mission College and said
“You! You worship Christ! Have you seen Him with your eyes? No! you have not seen Him. Look! Look!
Ewing!! Christ is standing before you.” Thus the madness was complete.
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In those days, those that met\fn{The text has: meet:H} him in the Lahore streets felt a strange fascination for him.
Self-concentrated, self-absorbed, vibrating with the sound of Om, he went through the streets and the very
pavement thrilled under his tread.
“Say you are God, go on the top of the house at the dead of night and proclaim ‘I am God’—O man I get up
and rise and say ‘I am God,’” he used to preach. It was the loud pitch and the piercing tone on which this new
rising man emphasised and wished his admirers to proclaim,
“I am God.” Any good thing, any beautiful thing he saw, any heroic action he heard about, any bold deed or
thought when reported to him elicited from him the remark,
“Ah! This is Vedanta.”
Vedanta was a word that spelt everything noble, beautiful, spiritual and glorious in human history. It was no
philosophy to him, it was all poetry.
Dr. Mohammad Iqbal of Lahore told me:
“One day he had colic and I visited him at his house, and cramp after cramp came curling his thin, bony body
into circles and semi-circles. and evidently the pain was excruciating, but I saw him ringing with laughter. His
room was filled with joy.
“‘O Iqbal! What should Rama feel when one of his million bodies is ill? I laugh and laugh, and illness has
fallen to the share of this body and the laughter to my soul.’
“His mind was evolving exactly as I thought,” continued Iqbal, “and in spite of all his renunciations I knew he
would come back one day and live as a simple householder.”
It is then I told Iqbal the little talk I had with Swami at Basoon, which interested him much.
Swami was a mind, a soul, a dynamic personality, not a dead mental principle or vow of any kind. Whether he
would have actually reverted to the life of a householder or not, I cannot say, but I do find that in America and on
his return from there, he was more or less disgusted with the so-called Monkism and admired the life of a married
man. Kamalananda, his American lady disciple, who stayed with me for about six months under the same roof at
Dehra Dun, told me that in Ameriea, Swami Rama many a time expressed a desire of making his own home in a
country like America. He talked against the caste system, and dwelt at length on the goodness of married life.
While on his return to India, be eschewed it again and took up the stale subject of celibacy. The former I believe
was due to his free intercourse on terms of intimate comradeship with the freed women of America. In America,
he idealised the woman. And a poetic nature like his always needs vitally this idealization. But at the same time I
am not denying that his preaching in America about the sanctity of marital life may be due to Swami Rama’s
feeling that the West stood in need of the lesson. It is a pity he lost touch with the sweetness of the company of
women, otherwise the story of his life would have been more lyrical than ascetic.
Dr. Iqbal also told me that there was much sorry comment on Swami Rama’s resignation of his post as a
professor. In mad, burning words he wrote that the King Rama could no more be a servant of anyone but of the
King. The foolish senators talked that he had gone insane; but Iqbal, then a young professor, rebutted their
remarks, saying if Tirtba Rarna was mad, then there was very little sense left elsewhere. It was the madness of
Spinoza, it was the poetry of a propbet.
*
When I met him in Japan, I found his personality was infectious. He was, so to say, absorbable by a devotee.
He could impart elevation of his own consciousness to the willing seeker if the latter came en rapport with him. It
happened in my case, I had learnt no books on Vedanta and Hindu Philosophy. I did not take notes of what he said
and digested them. I think, in my rapture of meeting him, I did not even hear his spoken words, as others did in
Japan. But I imbided the whole of his bliss and thought by direct touch of his consciousness with my
consciousness. It was more or less, a subjective kind of training in a moment.
So was it in the case of at least one other, and the story was related to me personally by Mrs. Wellman of
America. His fire flew to others and many a bosom stole the flame from his burning self. But as I met him at
Muttra, Pushkar, Hardwar, Vashishtha ashram in India on his return, that subtle volatile essence of the personality
of a Faqir (a living mystic) had already vanished, and Swami Rama had begun handling himself and the world
with the great powers of his well-trained intellect.
He was casting new ladders to go up. The high inspired ecstatic state, the volatile avesh, had gone and the
brilliance of thought took its place. He himself felt it very acutely as I see it now, he betook to solitudes again and
again to recover. Here did happen, what he himself, by his critical readings of the Bible, thought had happened for
some days in the life of Christ himself. At Vashishtha ashram, he sent away his disciple Swami Narayana and
lived in utter solitude, his kitchen also was about two miles away from himself. He tried all those methods that he
used to emphasise, but the inspiration had almost spent itself in efforts to do something.
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The people of the Tilak school influenced his work towards politics and there was he exhausted! His resorting
to the Darjeeling forests was also in this struggle but after his return from the Darjeeling forest, when he met me,
he said:
“Rama had gone inte deep and high yogic samadhi, and there in the nirvikalpa samadhi came the sankalpa
—‘Let India be free—India shall be free. All political workers I will work as mere tools of Rama, they are my
hands and feet. Rama is the background.”
However interesting this Sankalpa of Swami Rama, yet it tells plainly how much less had he become from
what he was, after his return from America. Even in samadhi, he thought of India. It was not so when I met him in
Japan. Impressionable as he was, on the whole, a Faqir was lost in a spiritual-minded patriot, an ecstatic life was
exhausted in thoughts of preaching his ecstasy and through ecstasy the politics of India to the world. As he was
unworldly by temperament and by inspiration, certainly he was the last person to be used as a tool for petty
political ends. He told me once:
“Rama did not like to stray out into any other subject, for it ill became him. But Mr. V. G. Joshi of Poona who
acted as his secretary, at San Francisco, for some time, goaded Rama to do something for India.”
Thus did he give me a little bit of his mind, how the Tilak school of thought enlisted him. His Appeal to
Americans and his adding India to his programme of work in America, is the weakest thing he ever attempted, it
was an afterthought and certainly not his own. When the Americans wished him to lead the organisation in
America in aid of the Indian student,. he again washed his hands clean by refusing to take up the working of the
financial side, refusing to touch any gold, and the scheme had to fall through; for how could Americans continue
any living interest in his scheme for long, without him.
His keen disappointment at Benares when Pundits told him that he knew no Sanskrit, and his taking to the
study of Sanskrit at that late hour of the day, was a symptom of this self-exhaustion. Because a mere glance from
him would have surely disconcerted the “dead” Pundit" and scholars of a hundred Benareses if hie had been the
ecstasy-filled monk I saw hIm at Tokyo. But one word from these Pundits of Benares killed him, this is sufficient
to show the self-loss he had suffered by preaching his own personal ecstasy to the world around. The world is
“dead” to the life of the spirit, and the living ones come and touch it, revive a few, but in exchange die themselves.
Even Shankaracharya had to pay for his digvijaya (the victory) over this world full of dead carcases.
“Who has touched me, my power is gone,” the powerful Christ too had to say. This is inexorable truth, and
they who live in God know this to their cost.
Swami Rama in his talks gave us long accounts of how God-consciousness is subject to rise and fall, and
Christ was his famous example. Of all persons, he as an accomplished mathematician and a faqir, ought to have
known and I now believe that he did know, what self-exhaustion of his own God-consciousness meant.
Swami Rama made frantic efforts to regain himself, but it seems, the philosopher in him overpowered the faqir
in him, and he died searching for the rose that had just perfumed him so wildly. It is a pity he knew no living faqir
of God-consciousness greater than himself, but there were saints who could help him subjectively, only if he had
the chance of meeting them, or a wish of acknowledging their spiritual help.
All those who went to him in his last solitudes were young men like myself, understanding little about the rise
and fall of the Self-consciousness of a faqir—a mystic—who were mostly led away by him into a dumb adoration,
doing what he asked us to do and chanting without much understanding, “I am God, I am God—Shivoham!
Shivoham!—and who were of no use to him whatever in rejuvenating him.
Swami Narayana, his disciple, knew him as a man too, and he would actually take courage to argue with him,
that his physical ailments were at the bottom of his depression, and he would actually “tease” him by his
persistent logic in those days at Vashishtha ashram. Neither to him, nor to me, could he disclose his inner
struggle. But a devoted disciple and a life-long companion like Narayana knew better, and did, at times, go
against him, and criticise him even harshly, out of his love. He felt teased as flower might feel annoyed by the
hum of the bee around it. I myself saw Narayana almost taunting Swami Rama when he suddenly postponed his
going to Poali Kanta when he, Swami Narayana, myself and others had actually resolved to go up to Buddha
Kedar glaciers. This would never have been possible in the earler days. I am also a witness of their talk at Tokyo
when Swami Rama, apparently, heartlessly asked him to leave him and go touring in the world by himself. No
entreaties of mine to take Swami Narayana with him to America were of any avail. Great was the disappointment
of Swami Narayana, but he accepted the orders as those of God and bowed and kissed and left him. The apparent
difference between him and Swami Narayana was due to the latter’s keen, though unconscious disappointment in
love, seeing his physical health giving way. It was love’s excess anxiety which led to bitterness.
I might say here that the life-long devotion of Swami Narayana to Swami Rama, his preparedness if need be to
lose his very life for Swami Rama, is an achievement by itself, and its continuousness and consistency is enough
to make of it almost a religion of Swami Narayana, but there is no denying the fact that Swami Narayana with
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fresh knowledge of a new system of medicine did not spare Swami Rama at Vashishtha ashram, when he argued
that the former confused his physical ailment of chronic dyspepsia with the divine absorption. Swami Narayana
was correct in his diagnosis, that Swami Rama was not physically up to the mark, but this itself was due to the
loss of the old inner ecstasy. What we mere boys thought to be the height of God-absorption, was after all the
lassitude of the spirit due to physical ailments which Swami Narayana attended to and wished to cure, but he was
rendered helpless, as Swami Rarna would order him to live fifteen miles away from him and come only when
called.
Alas! it is a pity that he had no friend of his spirit, who could prop up his God-consciousness when he felt
exhausted, and we, of course, could not command his confidence, for of what use were we all to him?
*
In conclusion, I must say that the short meteoric life of Swami Rama—of only thirty-three summers—is again
a tragic tale of the sufferings of the great when they take upon themselves the task of lifting up the world, the dead
world by actual exchange of their bliss with its sorrow and suffering. It is the tale of one more crucification for the
good of the world. A thousand Tilaks and Gandhis work for the world, and feel still greater joy in doing more,
because there does not take place between them and the world the great exchange which made even Christ cry
out,
“Who has touched me?”
Such people are not spiritual in the sense in which Christ and Chaitanya were, they are not yet faqirs with
divine avesh, they are not yet in direct line and touch with the prophets of the world! Otherwise, one lecture ought
to be enough to keep them indoors on bed for at least a fortnight. For living man to come out to save humanity
means crucification, not so much physical and mental, as spiritual: it may mean the complete death if he has not
the powerful hands in the Invisible to lift him up. The torch which Swami Rama took up in his hand was
extinguished long before its actual and apparent extinction in the waters of the Bhillang Ganga where he was
drowned!
As he used to say, such great beings of the inspiration of ecstasy in them, should sit calm in themselves. Their
very presence uplifts the world, they need no doing. They need but living, but burning, but being, but breathing
the Breath of God. Otherwise, there is suffering for them, for no one can heal a sick person without taking his
sickness upon himself.
Swami Rama died the death of Joan of Arc. It was a saint crucified for the sake of his great missionary zeal.
Whether it was self-inflicted, or whether he was goaded to it by others, it is very pathetic, that he failed to find a
society of living faqirs with whom he could share the depression he collected by contact with the world. For such
as he, the subjective atmosphere of God-consciousness is as essential as water for fish. He died having cut himself
from the satsang of his own levels; otherwise men like him burn with eternal youth even in old age!
*
Swami Rama stands out of the whole educated India, as one man who dared so much to win God and won
Him, who entered life as a conqueror enters a conquered city, who trampled in dust under his feet the lower self,
and identified himself with God, and who, in his own life, proved that Brahma Vidya when self-realized leads to
freedom, that the solution of all the world-problems lies in every one of us attaining to the grand heights of SelfRealization. That a short slender Brahman boy of the Punjab, in these days, before our very eyes, demonstrated in
his personality, the great type of men that wrote the Upanishads and sang Vedic hymns, is truly a miracle of
devotion, self-conquest, and a marvel of will-power developed by intense emotion and hard mental labour.
His life is full of many lessons. He comes to the student as the type of a student—better buy books and the oil
for thy midnight lamp, than an extra loaf of bread, or an extra shirt to wear. Success is not so joy-giving as the
struggle to succeed. To pass examinations is not the real object, the real object of a student is to put in hard labour
in planting well the garden of his mind, his labour to be harder than that of a farmer, a miner, a poor common
labourer. Such is the life of a true student. There is no sense-enjoyment for him but that which comes to him after
working the whole night on a problem of Mathematics. He can never do enough. Sleep too is an intruder, time is
too short and there is much to do!
All his life, he was a student. Man has to be a student and a pupil all his life.
To the dutiful son, he comes as a dutiful son. Forego your own comforts and offer all of them to your parents,
how can they be angry? Parents too need from you total self-sacrifice. Give all theirs back to them and give all
what is God’s to Him.
To the disciple, he comes as a disciple. His letters, written in his student days, have a continuousness of the
disciple’s emotion that forms the major portion of his culture. He never forgets kindness, this too is like the
disciple. At Sialkot, he borrows ten rupees from a man, and he feels he can never repay it, and he shows his
inability to repay his kindness adequately by offering many instalments of the same ten rupees over and over
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again to him. It seems Swami Rama, in the burst of his inspiration, forgot that, as he was a student all his life, he
had to be a disciple too all his life, and it is there that he missed the pleasure of meeting the mystics of an equally
great life.
To the teacher, he comes as a teacher full of affection for his student. He takes his pupil as his God Krishna. He
teaches him with reverence, with apologies. He knows his God knows everything, it is His pleasure that He has
asked him to teach. His reverence for the child of man is infinite. He calls him God. That thou art Tatvamasi.
To the citizens, he comes as a citizen. And he has only one thing to say:
Raise yourself, elevate yourself, be free by attaining to your inner manhood, give up the cringing attitude of the
ignorant slaves, be the master of yourself, stand on your infinite self-respect, be fearless, be full of love:
He prayeth best, who loveth best
All things both great and small

He raises a transcendental conception of civic duty before his fellowmen. The Secret of Success was an
address which he was fond of repeating everywhere in his scheme of making good citizens in this world. And to
the enslaved Indians, apart from his visions and reveries, he is an example, how a poor Punjabi student can
educate himself against odds, inner and outer, and raise the reputation of his country in the estimation of the world
by striking the world with his selfless character, with its radiance of a strange vitality and power, and with its
fragrance of an all-embracing love that made such a man as he, a welcome guest in all homes.
141.47 The Priest Who Feigned To Be Dead: A Folktale\fn{by “a bard at Abbottabad” (before 1882- )} at Abbottabad,
Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
There was a certain priest who was constantly preaching,
“Give of your goods in charity, give of your goods to the mosque! Whosoever will give to the mosque, whether
bread, or milk, or fowls, the same shall have houris\fn{Angelic attendants.} in heaven.”
One day his wife accidentally overheard his exhortations, and instantly going home, she prepared quantities of
most delicious food which she sent by a safe messenger to the mosque, in the devout belief that houris of the
opposite sex would await her also in Paradise.\fn{ The Qur’an promises both male and female houris.} The priest, not
knowing whose food it was, took it in with the utmost pleasure, crying aloud,
“Hear, you people, today someone has sent to the mosque a proper offering! Some excellent person gives good
things! May God show mercy on him! He shall be blessed with houris!”
So saying, the priest sat down to the mess, part of which he ate himself, while some he gave to the people.
Then, when. his duty was over, he went home never so jovial to his wife, who greeted him with smiles, saying,
“Come, sit down and eat bread!”
“I think I could manage a little,” said the priest, “but I have already eaten most heartily.”
“But you don’t know,” answered his wife, “that all that nice food was sent to the mosque by me!”
“What!” cried the priest; “you sent those dishes?”
“Yes, certainly!” answered his wife. On hearing the news the priest nearly fainted away.
“I overheard you preaching,” said the woman, “and I made a vow, and my vow I shall keep!” Then said the
priest,
“Now let me die! What is life to me if you are going to play the fool with my goods like that?”
“Nay, don’t die,” said his wife, “don’t die, there’s a good soul! Surely we have plenty, and the more we give,
the more we shall get. It was yourself who said so!”
“Yes,” said the priest; “but my sermons are for the people, not for you to go and destroy my house and bring
ruin on your husband!” Then he stretched himself out on his cot, saying,
“Now will I die!”
“Whether you die or whether you live,” said his wife, “I have made a vow, and my vow I shall keep.”
As they were both determined, he to die, and she to give of his goods, all the people of the village came about
her and said,
“What is the matter?”
“Alas!” answered she, “my good man, the priest, is dead!” So they began to lay him out; but as they were
doing so his wife whispered in his ear,
“What’s the use of all this tomfoolery? Even if you die, your goods will still go in funeral expenses all the
same!”
“Spend no money on me,” answered he; “only get ready my shroud and lay it over me. But if you promise not
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to waste any more of my goods, I will then get up and live.”
“No, no!” answered she; “I have made the vow, and the vow must be kept.”
So the shroud was got ready and put over him. Then said she to the people,
“Stand aside a bit.” And going near, she spoke quickly to him, saying,
“Don’t be so absurd! They are now going to carry you to your grave.”
“Even now,” murmured the priest, “I will consent to live, if you will only promise to obey.” But again she
answered,
“I have made the vow, and the vow must be kept.”
Then came the people and carried him forth, and laid him down by the edge of his grave, and someone began
the prayers, and the burial service went on. The wife, however, had also followed behind, and the people, when
they saw her, said,
“Go away, go away; what do you want out here?” But others said,
“Never mind, leave the poor creature alone.”
“I only want,” answered the woman, “to have one last look at him.” So she entered the (shallow) grave in
which he had been laid, and stooping low, she whispered,
“In another minute maunds and maunds of earth will be thrown over you!”
“Will you promise, then?” said he.
“The vow has been made, and the vow must be kept,” answered she.
“Then,” said he, “let them cover me up, and the sooner the better.” So she stepped out of the grave again and
said to the people,
“You can now shovel in the earth.” As soon as a spadeful or two had been thrown in, the wife cried aloud and
said,
“O brothers, hear me! now that the priest is dead, the whole of his house and all his goods I give to the poor!”
Hearing these words, the priest got a shock, and he said to himself,
“Before it was only a little she vowed in charity, but now my whole house is not too much for the hussy to
squander away!”
Instantly he sprang to his feet, and, leaping from the grave, he dropped the shroud from about him; and, eager
to forestall possession, tore back to his house as fast as his legs would carry 'him. But, as he fled naked away, the
people were astonished, holding up their hands and saying,
“Ah, this priest of ours must be a great saint, a very great saint indeed! He died, and, lo, God has raised him
from the dead again!”
Thus that rogue of a priest became more famous than ever. Nor was his wife called upon any more to break her
vow; she was able to give, since offerings of nice food and other good things flowed in upon them both more
abundantly than ever.
141.2 Of The Pathan Who Wanted His Ass Made a Man: A Folktale\fn{by “Nazam Din, a villager” (before 1883Ghorgushti, Attock District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1

)}

Once upon a time a priest was teaching the village children at a mosque, when a Pathan came by. Hearing the
babbling, he halted outside the wall and looked over. There he saw the priest flogging one of the boys and
claiming, as he flogged him,
“From an ass I have made a man of you, yea, made a man of you out of a jackass, and yet you will not
understand!”
Hearing these extraordinary words, the Pathan pricked up his ears and said to himself,
“What power this priest must possess to turn donkeys into men!” So, taking fifty rupees out of his waist-cloth,
he stepped into the court and laid them down before the priest.
“I am going,” said he, “to bring you my old donkey and I give you in advance these fifty rupees on condition
that you make a man of him.”
“Well,” said the priest, “I shall want the money if only for the feed of the ass; but do you call again some other
day!”
The priest, therefore, took the man’s money and put it by, and when the donkey came he handed it over to his
wife, who used it day by day to fetch and carry. At the end of six months, the Pathan came back and said to the
priest,
“Now, if you have finished the job, hand me over my man!”
“You have come too late,” answered the priest. “The truth is I spiced your ass so highly that it was not long
before he turned into the nawab of the next village. Go to the nawab of the next village, and tell him so!” For the
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next village, therefore, the Pathan set off, and going to the house of the nawab, he explained the matter, saying,
“My fifty rupees I gave to the priest, and now come along—you are my man!”
Thereupon the nawab waxed wrath and turned him out, and the Pathan had to return empty-handed to the
priest, to whom he made his complaint.
“I went to the nawab,” said he, "but he got angry and refused to give himself up!” Then said the priest,
“That nawab was once a pupil of mine, and you must therefore go to him again, and remind him that he was
taught by me from a child; tell him I put too much spice in him, and that, nawab or no nawab, he is most certainly
your old donkey!” So the Pathan did as he was told, and when the nawab had heard his story again, he began to
think within himself,
“It would appear that my old teacher must have said something to this stupid ass, which he has not understood. So I had better go with him to the priest myself.” Coming to the mosque, the nawab, inasmuch as the priest
was his old master, paid him great respect, and begged to be enlightened as to the capers of the blockhead of a
Pathan.
“He is certainly a blockhead, but not more so than other Pathans,” said the priest. “The fact is he was passing
when I was administering the rod to a dunce, and hearing me using my accustomed phrase, ‘From an ass I have
made a man of you,’ he gave me fifty rupees to make a man out of his own ass. Then I sent him on to you, but
even now, as you see, he does not understand.”
“I have an idea,” said the nawab. “Do you tell him that his ass has now become the village fakir, and send him
there, and I’ll warrant that, by the exercise of some miracle or other, that holy man will be able somehow to knock
sense into his head.”
No sooner was it said than it was done, and presently the Pathan was seen standing by the lowly shed of the
village fakir, to whom he told his message, saying,
“The priest informs me that you are my old donkey, and I want you to come home with me at once.” On
hearing these words, the fakir thought to himself,
“This man is daft!” Then he said,
“Yes, it is all right! I was once your old donkey true enough, my master. But first I want you to do something
for me, and then you must come back for me. I have a friend, another fakir, who lives across the river. Take him
these cakes, and having given them to him, with my salaams, fail not to return.”
Taking the cakes, the Pathan went to the river, but he had forgotten to ask for a boat in which to cross over, so
he had fain to retrace his steps.
“Return, to the river,” said the fakir, “make respectful salaams to it, and say I have sent you, and then you will
be able to cross.”
So he went again, and made obeisance, and received an answer, and then he was permitted to cross over the
water to the other side. There he saw the second fakir, to whom he handed the cakes, saying,
“Such and such a fakir has sent you this bread.” By this time the Pathan had begun to experience some faint
glimmerings of reason, and he now considered within himself,
“How am I to get back? I will ask the fakir!” This therefore he did, saying,
“How am I to cross the river again?”
“Go to the bank," answered the holy man, “and say to the river, “‘He who needs not food sends you a salaam,
and begs you to suffer this Pathan to cross.’”
The Pathan obeyed him, and coming to the river he spoke as directed, and, as before, the same voice said,
“Cross!” and he crossed over in safety. And all the time he was puzzling his brains as to what things meant, seeing
that the fakir had eaten up all the cakes. So he said he would go back to the first fakir and ask him to explain.
To him therefore he went again, and, reporting to him all that had happened, he begged for some explanation.
And the fakir, seeing he was ripe, took him in hand.
“Ah!” said he to him, “you are a Pathan, and therefore I suppose a foolish fellow" void of understanding. If
you had had any wit at all; you would have seen for yourself. That man, being a fakir, does not need food, but as I
sent it, and as you took it, he ate it out of civility!” Furthermore he said to him,
“O son, we are fakirs. If anyone could turn donkeys into men, it would be ourselves, of course, but that
schoolmaster merely meant to say that he had turned a stupid lad into a wise one, a fool into a reasonable being.”
So, having been enlightened, and understanding at last what a fool he was, the Pathan went back to the
mosque, and, stooping low, he touched the feet of the priest and said,
“A donkey I came and a donkey I went. Take me, I pray you, in hand yourself, and make a man of me!”
Hearing these words, he priest commended him, and, restoring his money and his donkey, bade him enter his
school, which he did, and there in time he acquired some knowledge, and even some sense, saving the fact that he
was still a Pathan.
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141.11 The Love Story Of Mirza And Sahibanh: A Folktale\fn{by “Sharaf, son of Kesar” (before 1883Village, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 13

)}

Kuri

In a city by the Chenab, known by the name of Gulvallah, lived Raja Khiva of Jhang, whose daughter was
called Sahibanh. By caste he was a Syal. Up to the age of twelve his daughter did little else but attend the village
school, kept by the kazi at the village mosque, where she learned her lessons. And the man to whom her father had
betrothed her was Taha Khan of the tribe of Chandan.
Away on the banks of the Ravi, dwelt the tribe of the KharraIs, among whom there was a certain man of the
name of Dadu Khan, who had a .son named Mirza. And of all that tribe Mirza’s uncle, Ibrahim Khan, was the
ruler and chief.
Now Mirza was passionately fond of sport, being reckoned a mighty hunter. He was a roving blade, always on
foot or in the saddle, but he was wild and eccentric, and said by the people to be half mad. One day he was away
hunting, and exactly at noon he reached the outskirts of the town of Jhang Syal. The girl, Sahibanh, was then
bathing in the river, attended by her sixty maidens, and she said,
“How is it that at this hour of the day a horseman comes riding here?” Then Sahibanh, standing knee-deep in
the water, cried aloud—
“O rider of the dark-gray mare,
Why stand you burning there
Beneath the noon-tide glare?”

But Mirza only looked and looked, and then he answered her, thus—
The sun is the sun of my country too,
Never shade in my fate can exist;
My business, O maiden, today is with you,
But the rest—let them live as they list!”

After this, Mirza said,
“I have come far in the sun, give me some water.” The first time he asked her, she answered,
“This water is the water of Jhang Syal, it is the water of love, and you will not like it.” He spoke to her a
second time,
“Give me some water to drink!” And the second time she answered,
“This water is the water of Jhang Syal, it is the water of love, and you will not like it!” Then said he—
“What brings twin spirits face to face?
Sure, Fate alone can bring;
We eat and drink, just as we please,
But God controls the string.
By Ravi’s banks I drew my breath.
O women’s hearts beware!
No lover dreads the dart of death,
Though his grave be yawning there!”

Then said Sahibanh to one of her companions,
“Go you and take him some water!” The girl filled a brass vessel and took it; but her thumb was in the water as
she carried it, and when he saw that, Mirza said,
“Your thumb is in the water, I cannot drink it!”
The girl went back and repeated that speech to Sahibanh. Then said Sahiboh to another girl,
“You take him some water, but hold the lotah on your palm!”
The girl took it, but a whirlwind swept along, and threw dust and shreds of grass into the vessel. And Mirza
said,
“I cannot drink it. This water is full of dust and the shreds of grass.” The girl went back to Sahibanh and threw
down the vessel, saying,
“The man says that, unless Sahibanh herself gives him to drink, he will die standing where he is!” Then
Sahiboh, standing knee-deep in the water, cried aloud—
O you, with your mare so glossy and gray.
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And your necklet of amber flowers,
With your quiver of arrows so green and so gay,
And the pearls dropping from you in showers!
Have you heard of our khans?—men mighty are they!
And I bid you beware,
Lest they come for your mare!
Better drink, if you’re wise, and go on your way!”

But Mirza only looked and looked, and then he answered her—
My camels roamed, from Ravi’s banks they strayed,
And for your own Chenab methinks they made!.
I looked both east and west, but, still bereft,
To Khiva’s town I come, for that alone is left!
Of Dadu Khan I am both son and heir,
And Mirza is the name men call me there.
But what my crime, O matchless maiden say,
That Khiva’s khans should take my mare away?”

Then Sahibanh carried the water and gave to him to drink herself. And when he had drunk, she laid aside the
lotah, took the bridle, and said to her friends,
“You go on with your bathing, and I will show the traveler the road.” So she went along with him through the
jungle, and taking him to a jhand tree,\fn{An acacia sacred to marriage, before which a spring from it is ceremonialy cut off by
the bridegroom; this is consequentially an informal marriage. } she said,
“Get down from your horse, please!” And, when he had dismounted, they both sat down in the deep shadow,
and they were talking and talking and talking, until at last evening surprised them, and Mirza said to himself,
“It is dusk, and I have far to get back to my home.” She tried to detain him, saying,
“It is now too late, stay, be my guest!”
But he said to her, “Within ten days I will come again,” and so he mounted his mare, and galloped away.
Ten days had well-nigh passed when, starting once more, he came to Jhang Syal, and round the town he went,
looking for his beloved. But he looked in vain. So he went to the house of an old woman, and, tying up his horse,
there he rested. Then said he to the woman,
“Come and show me the place where Sahibanh lives.”
“No,” answered the woman, “stay you here! First I will go to Sahibanh, and tell her you have come, and ask
her if I may bring you there or not?”
“If she ask you who has come,” said Mirza, “say it is her cousin, the son of her mother’s sister.” So the old
woman started off, going to the house of Sahibanh, to whom she gave the message, and Sahibanh said,
“Where has he come from?”
“He says he comes from the Ravi,” answered the woman, “and he says he is son to your mother’s sister.” Then
said the girl,
“Go back and find out if that is really so, and bring him—bring him quietly—bring him quietly here!”
So back the old woman went to Mirza and she led him forth. But said he to her,
“What about my arms and my horse?”
“Bring all!” answered she, and so he did. But Sahibanh had ordered that he was to be kept outside for a while,
and to her mother she spoke, disclosing her mind—
“Friendship, O Mother, with men,
And close to the heart a throe!\fn{A severe pain.}
Sad lovers bear their love,
As trees bear the rending snow!
What does the earth want most?
It cries for the showers of heaven;
And the kneaded bread cries “salt,”
To season and sweeten the leaven!
As the holes in a sieve, as the stars above,
So many in number the pangs of love!”

“O daughter!” answered her mother, “for twelve years you have been learning from the priest! You have been
promised to the tribe of Chandan, who number twelve thousand men, and what strange thing is this you are
prating about? It is a bad word and nothing less, that you are saying, my child. God forbid that it should be so!”
Now all the time Mirza was standing in the street, watching her through some stacks of fuel, as she sat winding
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her thread on the top of the house. In the enclosure below the mother was sweeping up the dust, and, suddenly
looking up, she caught sight of him peeping, and it seemed to her that his eyes burned like coals of fire. So she put
down her broom and came out to the street, and at once she recognized him as her sister’s son, for she had heard
tell of his beauty and his famous gray mare. Now Mirza’s mother, like herself, had been a girl of Jhang Syal, so
she said to him,
“Why should the son hide in the village of his mother’s family? What, peeping are you? But your eyes are
peering eyes—eyes that are bloody eyes—and covetous eyes—eyes quick to pounce; inwardly calculating,
outwardly too cunning to betray the secrets behind them. What, the old murder have you forgotten?” Then she
bade him enter.
Now in the courtyard there was a mango tree, and under it she set a cot, and told him to sit down. Then she
went away, and Sahibanh came down and sat with him and talked. In the afternoon the mother came back, and
with her eyes she made signs to her daughter to bid him begone, since her father and brothers would be coming in
from the fields. All this Mirza saw and understood, and rose at once. As he was mounting, Sahibanh caught hold
of him, saying,
“You are my guest. I will hide you somewhere, but stay you must!” But he, supposing that already the girls of
the town must be talking about them, said,
“For your own sake 1 go, but within ten days I will come again!”
So, though she pulled and strove, he mounted and rode off. And from the housetop she watched him as long as
he was in sight. Then she folded up her mat and down she went into the court, taking her spinning with her, and
saying—
“O Mirza Khan, have I sent you away?
And what in the world is left for me,
What is now left me to hope or to see?
With my colored bobbins I idly play,
As I sit alone, ’neath a shady tree,
In the shade of my father’s mango tree!
My little brother, he ran to my side,
‘Come sing me a nursery song!’ he cried;
So I sang him a song, but all the time
The name of Mirza slipt into the rhyme.
O Mirza Khnn, O Mirza Khan—
Ease to the smart,
Peace to the heart,
Comes with the name of Mirza Khan!”

Then, overpowered with grief, she fainted away. Many were the doctors who were summoned, but none could
understand her complaint. Lastly came the priest, who taught her her lessons, and he felt her pulse. Never before
could he take this liberty, much as he wished, being in love with her himself, but now he could and did, and he
said to her mother,
“An evil spirit has frightened her, yea, one of the great demons!”
“Spend what you please on medicine,” said the mother.
“This kind cannot be driven out under four hundred rupees,” said the priest.
“Spend anything you like,” said she, “only cure her!”
“Well,” said the priest, “the hour is past for a cure today. It is too late! But tomorrow something may be done!”
But to himself he was saying,
“Today she was ready with her four hundred rupees. Tomorrow she may give eight hundred.”
And he went away home. But he was unable to sleep, vexed that he had not taken the four hundred rupees. The
night was as long as a year to him. In his concern he rose at midnight instead of at dawn, and cried the bhang,\fn
{The Muezzin.} and the good men of the place all got up and came to the mosque for their matin-prayers. A long
time kept he them waiting, and even, when at last he came, it was still too early. And when he opened school, his
mind was in such a state, thinking of the four hundred rupees, that he taught the wrong lesson, and always his
eyes kept wandering to the door, and he was saying to himself, “Now someone will come!” and ever and again,
“Surely now some one will come to call me to Shibanh’s house!”
Now, by the morning, Shibanh had recovered, and she got ready to go to the mosque for her lessons, and as she
was washing her hands she said to her mother—
In the river Chenah I was bathing, mother,
And O how my heart was quaking
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Then came to me Mirza and showed himself, mother,
A veil from before him taking!—
If you are my mother, I beg and I pray,
O keep my purdah\fn{Keep my secret.} forever, for aye!”

So saying, she went to the mosque. But when the priest saw her coming, he got frantic with rage, thinking,
“What was the matter with the vixen yesterday that she should be so well today? I have lost my four hundred
rupees!” Then said he to the children.
“Cut rose-slips, and beat Sahibanh well, whether she knows her lessons or not!”
Hardly had she entered when she noticed his anger, and expected her beating! But, thought she to herself,
“I can save myself, if I can but give him a hint that Mirza Khan is my friend.” So she said to himWith switches beat me not, O master mine,
Nor yet with cruel blows inflame my blood—
All learning, and the power to learn are one!
I am enflamed with love! I slept and slept,
But love awoke and stirred within my breast—
To praises ever listening, love arose
In that dark cloud that darts the fiery flash,
’Tis there, yea, there resides my Mirza Khan!”

Then the kazi jumps up in a flurry, he is tying and tying his turban on, he is going to Sahibanh’s! So off he
hastens, and he says to her mother,
“O Mother of Sahibanh, Sahibanh will not learn!”
“O priest,” answered she, “wherefore not? why will she not learn?”
She is in love with Mirza Khan,” said he.” Some day you will be thinking this love has been brought about by
me, for, mark my words, she will not remain in your house. Today, or tomorrow, she will be off with him!”
“O kazi,” said her mother, “leave me now and go! When she comes home, I’ll give her a dressing.”
So the priest went away, and when Sahibanh came in her mother was heating the oven, and having the ovenstick in her hand, she gave her daughter several strokes on the back, and the girl answered,
“I have checked Mirza Khan from coming to our street, and yet you, my own mother, even you must taunt me!
Two have been learning the same lesson, and into the very marrow the lesson has sunk. But if you are my mother,
O keep my purdah!”
Time passed, and Mirza came riding over again, but, fearing scandal, he thinks to himself, “It is best not to go
to the house.” So he rides on to the shop of an apothecary, near which were assembled a number of people, and he
stands looking on.
Now that very day Sahibanh had opened out her hair, and she said to her mother,
“Go, please, Mother, and bring me some oil for my hair, for I feel ashamed to go out like this!”
“I am old,” answered her mother. “Go, bring it yourself!”
So she took a little vessel, and, with her hair all loose, she went for the oil herself. There, at the shop of the
apothecary, stood Mirza Khan on his. mare, and she saw him; and when Mirza saw her, he said to the apothecary,
“What do you make by your sales?”
“Four or five rupees a day,” answered the man.
“Take ten rupees,” said Mirza, “and give me up the shop to myself, and let me bargain with this girl!”
So he sat in the shop and received her there, and the apothecary locked the door and went away. Towards
evening the man came back, and he opened the door and said,
“It is late now; therefore get away home!”
So Sahibanh went home, and home also went Mirza. But when Sahibanh reached her house, her mother beat
her again, saying,
“It was morning when you went for the oil—where have you been all these hours?”
“You sent me out for oil,” answered she, “and I went to the shop of the apothecary. Three men were there, one
a Brahmin, and the other two Jats.\fn{ A tribe among the Hindus.} But they knew not how to balance the rod, or to
weigh out the silk, and so I made bargains for them. After this, I saw Mirza Khan playing. Oil I bought not, but
love was there, and there in abundance!”
Now Mirza had promised to come again after three or four days to a certain private place outside of the town,
where Sahibanh had a garden-lodge. And Sahibanh, being an only daughter, her father was fond of her, and he let
her go there, only saying to her,
“The place is outside the town, and not over-safe. Take therefore with you your sixty playmates for company!”
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So away they all went, and the time came, and Mirza did not appear. Now she had slung swings from the.
boughs of the trees, and so at first she was glad, expecting him, but now she was sorry, seeing that he was some
days behind his time. At last, on the fifth day, he came, and she saw him coming and turned her back. Mirza
Khan, supposing she had not seen him, came in front of her; but again she turned her back. He was puzzled, but
thinking again to himself, “Perhaps she has not seen me,” he came in front of her again, and again she turned her
back to him.
Then said he to himself, “O, she is angry with me!” and, so thinking, he turned his horse’s head as if for home.
When he had gone some way, however, he said to himself,
“But I never asked her why she is angry!” So he retraced his steps, but she turned her back on him again. Then
spoke he to her and said—
“In Khiva’s town the tale trees\fn{Or sisam trees, an acacia producing an excellent timber, very handsome ahd nard, sometimes called the
Indianmahogany.} are grown
A forest vast and deep; and in the shade
Are tied his countless mares, to tighten up
Whose silken girths press on as many grooms;
But Khiva’s matchless daughter decks herself
With amulets, careless of aught beside.—
O Sahibanh, deign from the folds of your chadda
One glance to throw me!
Look at me patiently standing before you,
Do you not know me?”

Saying this, he turned his horse’s head away once more.
Then thought Sahibanh to herself, “Now he is going in earnest!” and she made a bound and caught hold of his
horse’s bridle, “for,” thought she, “he will never come back any more!” And she said to him—
“I bore in my hand a basin of curds,\fn{Used by Punjabi women for washing their hair.}
And went to the river;
My tresses I washed in the rush of the river,
Framing the words,
Using the curds,
Then the river rolled on and the curds were all gone,
But love lies for ever and ever.
O Mirza, cut me with your knife.
Nor deem that I shall feel the pain,
Then will you know no blood can flow,
So full of love’s my every vein!”

“And now come in,” said she, “and see my house!” and she took him through the garden and into the pavilion,
which they entered, and he thought,
“It will be wonderful if I escape the eyes of so many girls!” Thinking of the danger of discovery, and fearing to
stay too long, he said to her,
“Now snow me over the house!”
And Sahibanh took him by the hand, and she led him in saying,
“Come, I will go with you myself!” But soon one of the maids met them, and, addressing Mirza, she said—
“Thou stranger youth, so tall, so slim, so straight,
What business brings you to my lady’s gate?
Look elsewhere thou—this darling is bespoken!—
Would'st thou an anguished mind, and a heart broken?”

Mirza Khan felt vexed at the words of the girl, and he answered her—
“No one can cross another’s path unless
By kismet driven. Ours is the bread and ours
The limpid draught, to leave or take at will,
But only God Himself can hold the string—
Does trouble ask before it deigns to come?
Or Love request before it pierce the heart?
And, if my love has bound me wrist to wrist,
Will Love consent to force, and set me free?”
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Then said he to Sahibanh, “Now let me go!”
“You told me to have the house made ready," said she. “For you I have had it prepared, but for you to stay, not
that you should come and leave again so soon!”
Then Mirza, thinking to himself “What is best to be done?” sat down again, and all the maidens in the place
flocked round about him; and Sahibanh said to them,
“Is there anyone in the whole world to compare with this man?”
“He is so fair,” answered they, “he is so delicately made, that you can see the water as it trickles down his
throat.”
And they were all delighted at his coming, and begged him to remain. And he looked round on them all, but,
wherever he looked, his eyes always came back to Sahibanh. That night Sahibanh kept him w1th her, and all the
night long she and her handmaids sat up to admire him. Now in the morning Sahibanh’s mother went to him, and
warned him, saying,
“O MIrza Khan, be it known to you that my daughter has been promised and betrothed in a very great tribe!
Stay nigh, if you like, for eight days, but after that begone, and take care never to come after Sahibanh again, lest
the tribe come down and sack the town!” And to her daughter she said,
“Now, go you to your books.” And Mirza said to Sahibanh’s mother,
“For fifteen days I have learnt nothing. Let me go to the mosque and learn too!”
Now the priest kept his boys outside the mosque, while the girls sat within. So the woman answered,
“Yes, you go too, but sit with the boys, don’t go in with the girls!” So Mirza went to the school, and sat outside
among the boys, and he said to the priest,
“You teach all the boys of your own town. I am a stranger. Why do you not teach me too?” Then the priest
came to him and said,
“What stranger are you?”
“I come from the Ravi,” answered he. “I am a nephew of Khiva Raja. Teach me quickly, I pray you!” And the
priest said to Mirza Khan,
“Look over all you have learnt before, and when you can say it by heart, I will give you something else.”
So, first .uttering the name of God, Mirza began, and kept on repeating,
“Sahibanh Syal! Sahibanh Syal!” The priest, hearing him uttering these words, was astounded, and he said to
himself,
“What gibberish has this fellow got hold of?” While all this was going on, the girls within the school were
calling out,
“Priest, priest, come and give us our lessons!” But Mirza said to him,
“No, no, give me my lesson first, before you go!” And when the priest went in, thinking some madman had
come to his school, he first called up Sahibanh, and to her he said,
“Now let me have your lesson!”
Now this priest had a stick for the boys, but for the girls he kept a whip. So when Sahibanh answered him, “In
the name of God, Mirza Khan, Kharral of the Ravi! Mirza Khan, Kharral of the Ravi!” the priest cried out,
“What are you doing, you madcap? For twelve years I have taught you, and what stuff is this you are jabbering?”
“Am I not saying my lesson?” said the girl. “Only that I remember, and that only I repeat. I am not saying
anything strange, am I?”
Then the priest caught her one crack with his whip, and he hit her again, and then he hit her a third time, when,
with a bound, in sprang Mirza, and, seizing him, hurled him out of the door. All the pupils were astonished, and
they wondered,. saying among themselves,
“What has this farmer of a fellow done to our priest? He has thrown him out, and so belabored him, that half
his breath is out of his body.” Then they tried a rescue, but Mirza said,
“No, no, why should I loose him? He has been beating one of the girls as if she had been his wife!”
“She is not my wife,” answered the priest, “no, but she is my pupil, and has been so for twelve long years!”
“True,” said Mirza, “you have beaten your pupil. But is that any reason for beating me too?”
“Liar!” cried the children. “Who has beaten you?”
“I am telling lies, am I?” said Mirza, and drawing up his jacket he showed them the three livid marks of the
whip along his bare back. So all began to say,
“This priest has beaten the girl, but the lad has the marks. How is this? Ah, it is some love-affair!”
After these things, the priest made up his mind what to do, and writing a letter he sent it secretly to Taha Khan,
and the words of the letter were,
“Mirza Khan is in love with your betrothed, and will take her away. Get ready your wedding-party, and in eight
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days come and marry her. Take heed to yourselves! Otherwise he will carry her off.” Then he went to the girl’s
father, Khiva Khan, and told him too, saying,
“Such is the state of affairs; all these things occurred at the mosque.” Then Khiva and the girl’s mother took
Mirza, and said to him,
“You are a Kharral, we are Syils. We cannot mate ourselves with you, and besides the girl is already promised.
So go away home, and do not come any more!”
Thus Mirza was dismissed from Jhang Syal, and mounting his horse, he rode rapidly away. But Sahibanh was
at her place on the housetop, and she saw him go, and thence she again watched him long, till he was no longer in
sight. Still she watched, and at last her mother came up, crying,
“Come down! Come down from the housetop! Wouldest go and kill thyself?:” The girl gazed at her mother and
answered her thus—
“And come you so to me, and Mirza Khan
Driven out? But what is left me now in all
This house to look upon? Ah me, ah me,
The spine of the black snake is snapped in twain!
My little cot I press to my embrace
And weep the while.—The roof-post of the house
I strain unto my aching breast, and cry—
‘O Mirz?, spring like a tiger, swoop like a hawk,
Come back, come back to Jhang Syal!’”

But Mirza Khan rode on, and reaching his home, he threw himself on his bed, nor thought of house, or horse,
or arms any more, being weary of heart.
Now the priest’s letter reached the Chandan tribe in safety, and they called together their twelve thousand
armed men, and prepared for the start on the eighth day. This news one of her companions gave to Sahibanh, who
was lying, dry-eyed with sorrow, but in fear of her father. And she thought to herself,
“If I could only get a runner to go and tell Mirza!” [She became so ill that her mother was minded to send for
the priest again, but her daughter said to her,
“Why ask the priest about me? Do you not know my illness that you should ask the priest? Are you so simple
as all that?”
When the priest came, he brought with him his books. And he made pretense of opening his books to consult
them, but all the time reading out verses of his own.
“In the book,” said he, “I read sweet food; all will come right at last; five hundred-weight of vermicelli, with
ten fowls, and she will recover.” And Sahibanh thought to herself,
“My love is away at the Ravi, and the priest is plundering like this!” Then the priest turned another leaf, and
said,
“From death Sahibanh is set free. She has been stung by a bitter sting. Five tons of flour with five buffaloes, in
the name of God give to the priest!”]\fn{ A note reads: “The part between brackets probably belongs to a variant.” } Again
Sahibanh thought within herself,
“My love is away at the Ravi. I will go tell my mother myself, and she shall know my complaint.” And to her
mother she said,
“When you sent me to the bazaar for oil, did I not tell you they knew not how to hold the scales, or to weigh
out the silk? Instead of selling honey, they measured out love. Generally people, when they cry, cry tears, but
lovers cry blood. With what a lance has Mirza struck me through, that in my veins no blood is left remaining!
Either let Mirza come and see me, or today I die!” Then her mother grew very angry.
“Deceitful girl,” said she, “when will you learn your duty?”
And she also wrote a note to the tribe of the Chandans, bidding them come at once and take her daughter away.
And in these words it was she wrote to them,
“The daughter of Khiva, Sahibanh, Taha Khan’s betrothed. Come and take your dhoolie. Ask peace from
God!”
Then Sahibanh also wrote a letter, and she put it in a little box, and she launched the box on the river, so that it.
might float away to her lover. And thus she wrote to him,
“A letter Sahibanh has written to Mirza Khan. If you are sitting, rise; if you are standing, come quickly. Taha
Khan’s wedding-party is coming with numbers of men. No footmen are to be seen—all are riding on horses. I
shall have to go to the Chandan, and then what will you do?”
Now Mirza Khan was so stricken as to be ill, and in grief of heart he had gone walking to the river.
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“I will go to the river,” said he, “I will. drink of the water of the stream which flows down from Sahibanh, and
that will console me!”
So he had his cot laid by the river-side, and there he lay, and one day, as he lay, he saw a casket coming
floating down the stream. In wonder about it, he sent out a servant to fetch it, and when it was brought in to him,
he saw there a lock, and in the lock a key. So he opened the box, and found the letter within.
“What is this?” cried he, and he read the words.
Then went he to the khan, his uncle, and threw the letter and his turban down on the earth before him. The
letter his uncle read, and to the people he said,
“Take up my nephew’s turban, and put it again on his head!”
“Nay,” said Mirza, “not until you promise me your aid against the Syals!”
“They are stronger than I, those people,” answered his uncle. “Take from me money, as much as you please—
take, if you like, the weight of the girl in gold, but I cannot go fight against the Syals.”
Still he pleaded, Mirza Khan refusing to don his turban, until the khan became sorrowful, and going up to him,
he put on him his turban himself, saying to him—
“O kinsman, our warriors are always at hand,
They muster in swarms on the banks of the Ravi;
The Ravi river is a river of love,
It fills up the heart with the odor thereof;
Like a turtle of gold is your Sahibanh Syal,
And a golden peacock, my nephew, are you!
The flower of the Ravi shall meet the Syals,
They shall fight and o'erwhelm them, so great is their strength;
Whilst I, even I, Ibrahim, see the day,
What host shall dare come to take Sahibanh away?”

But when the mother of MIrza heard of this compact, she took away her son’s horse and his arms, and laid
orders on him not to stir abroad, but to remain at home. And to Ibrahim Khan she said,
“For mercy's sake, do not give him this help! Give him the prettiest girl of the tribe, but never go to Jhang
Syal.”
Then were numbers of damsels, the loveliest of the tribe, brought before Mirza, with a dancing girl or two to
divert him, but he could not be induced to regard them, or even to look at them, but he turned to his friends, and
said,
Sahibanh only do I praise, Sahibanh alone will I marry, nor shall I marry anyone else who is not her very
counterpart. Sahibanh is daughter to Khiva Raja. She was born on a Tuesday; one year old was she and she drank
her mother’s milk (for the last time); when two years old she was clad in lovely garments; when four years old she
wore her bangles; when six years old she went running among her girl-companions; when eight years old she
began to step on her toes; when ten years old she walked so as to be heard; when eleven she began to develop
strength as a young buffalo runs up a hill; at twelve she was the complete woman, and looked bright as a polished
keen-edged sword. And when she was a woman, all the young khans began to take note of her beauty and made
haste to win her—
“In plaits, like twisted snakes, low hangs her hair;
Her brow is like the moon; curved as the point
Of Hosain’s scimitar her well-cut nose!
How black her eyebrows!—lo, they terrify
Like serpents, and her lashes pierce the heart!
(O, beautiful is Sahibanh!)
Handfuls of ring’s adorn her ears, they fight
Like pairs of rival starlings! Daintiest buds
Of jasmine are her dazzling teeth—what hand,
What master’s cunning fingers, fashioned them?
(O; beautiful is Sahibanh!)
Thin is the fragrant betel-leaf, and thin
Her fragrant. lips, distilling sherbet meet
For lovers—oh, stoop down, stoop down and sip!
(So beautiful is Sahibanh!)
What wondrous apple, praised of all the world,
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With Sahibanh’s chin may men compare? Her breasts,
Two; round surahis,\fn{Spherical water-bottles of terra-cotta.} like ruddy rubies shine!
(O, beautiful is Sahibanh!)
A goblet is her navel-pit—behold
Where pass her thronging lovers round and round!
(O, beautiful is Sahibanh!)
In velvet slippers hide her tiny toes,
And, as she moves along, with measured steps
And dainty tread, more dainty far than tread
Of snow-white pard,\fn{Leopard.} how gracefully, she goes!
(So beautiful is Sahibanh!)
Stained are her heels with henna rosy red,
So that, where’er she goes, she colors red
The very ground she walks on!
Who of all Her maiden-friends can rival her in charm?
(O, beautiful is Sahibanh!)—

“Call you these girls beautiful? They cannot compare even with her handmaidens—How can I marry them?—
You are an in league to deceive me!” Then said all his brethren,
“We have done for Mirza Khan the best we can. If he will die, die he must!” And all the girls, when they saw
them forsake him, lifted up their hands and prayed for him.
“Mirza Khan,” said they, “by all means go to Jhang Syal, and may God be with you! On your shoulders sling
your green bow! There is no man like you, no one so brave, and no one so handsome there!” Then they went their
ways, and he sought out his mother, saying,
“Give me my horse and my arms!”
“Your arms,” said she, “I cannot give—keep still!”
“Why can you not give me my arms?” said he.
“Is it not better for me to die there than here? Do you want me to die at your gate?”
“O my son,” said his mother, “it is madness for you to go there! They are a most mighty tribe. Yet hear me! If
go you must, never shall I regard you as son of mine unless you bear away Sahibanh five kas\fn{About eight miles.}
before you are killed yourself.”
So his mother handed over to him his arms, and Lakhi\fn{ Beautiful.} his mare. Then thought Mirza of God, and
having commended himself to Him, he mounted and galloped away, and at once arrived at Jhang Syal. There he
saw the twelve thousand Chandans. But, he being alone, the people said,
“Who is this coming alone?” So he passed to the house of the old woman, who said to him,
“Why do you not join the wedding-party?” And he answered her,
“Let me stay here, I pray you!” But she would not, so he handed her money, five-and-twenty rupees, and then
she gave in, saying,
“By all means, but are you that same Mirza Khan? Why, O foolish one, have you come to your death? If your
body were in tiny bits, and every bit a body, you would not be a match for all the people here.”
“Old woman,” said he, “I have come, and I am here. Only do something for me, if you will. Go tell Sahibanh
that Mirza has come!” So away she went, and Sahibanh gave her a hundred rupees, and said to her,
“Now manage to bring him tonight. Tomorrow he will be cut to pieces; only let me see him tonight!”
“But how contrive?” said the old woman. “Now look you! Give me some of your beautiful robes, something in
which to disguise him, and I will bring him dressed up. Let me have ample-enough to cover himself, his horse and
his arms!”
So Sahibanh handed her an immense cloak, fifty or sixty yards of cloth, which same cloak receiving she went
her way. And first she set before Mirza some food, for he was in need of it. Then she bade him mount Lakhi, his
gray mare. His sword and his bow were slung over his shoulder, and he bent low in the saddle, leaving exposed to
gaze only the ears and the tail of his horse. Hundreds of steeds were hitched about, which began to neigh, and to
break from their ropes, and the old woman made pretense, crying,
“O you grooms, take care, the daughter of the wazir is coming to visit Sahibanh!”
So she led him safely through the gateway of the Lodge of Mirrors, telling an attendant to tie up his mare
somewhere close by, and thus, having seen him well into the house, she went her way home.
Now all Sahibanh’s maidens took him for some princess, and Sahibanh said to him,
“How is it you come so late? All these people are now here, and what can you do alone? You will be killed,
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Mirza Khan! The remedy for one is two, and the remedy for two is four, but here we have thousands!” Mirza laid
his hands on his mustache, saying to her,
“Only listen to me! Keep cool! Do not lose your presence of mind!”
“You tell me to keep cool,” answered the girl. “Ah—
“For you I am risking my life,
For you I am beckoned away,
Only dare to be mine, Mirza Khan,
Be mine, O be mine but today!
Drink, drink, O my Heart, of the cup,
By the side of your hand as it lies—
Let us drink the sweet poison of love,
The moment of destiny flies.
Long, long e’er we met you were kin,
As soon as I saw you, how dear!
Too far have we gone for regret,
The sugar is mixed with the khir!\fn{A proverb: the deed is done; the die is cast.}
O, beware, Mirza Khan, it is I,
Khiva’s daughter, who’s stolen your heart!
If you die, die with me, Mirza Khan,
Even death shall not tear us apart!
Yet, O but to live till to-morrow,
And O to be with you till then!
This night is our last, my Beloved,
We shall never be happy again!”

Then Mirza took the girl in his arms and kissed her wet cheeks, and spoke to her—
“All this,” said he, “you have been saying and well I understand, but I too am ready, so hear also me—
“Now has the lover his bundle of perils tied up,
His destiny daring!
The flesh on my body has shrunk and dried up,
My bones are all staring!
If my head is to fall, fall it must,
Can Fate be evaded?
But for ever with thee are my love and my trust,
Till life shall have faded!—

“But, O Sahibamh, all can be arranged if your maidens can only be made to sleep. Give them some wine!”
Then Sahibanh called out to her companions, “Now, O girls, make merry, since tomorrow I go!” and she
served out beakers of wine, saying,
“Give them wine and call it sherbet!”
And so tiny cups were passed round, and all the girls grew drowsy. But one of them, suspecting a trick,
smelled something in it, and, instead of draining her goblet, she poured it into her bosom. Now this girl was loved
of Sahibanh the most. When midnight came, Sahibanh got up to see, and found them all asleep excepting the one,
who said to her,
“The wine was drugged by me, but surely I am your friend. Why should I drink, seeing that I wish you well?”
And to Mirza Sahibanh spoke, saying,
“Rise; it is time for us to go!” Then Mirza got up, and answered her,
“Before Taha Khan and all the chiefs, women are dancing and lanterns are gleaming. All are engaged in
revelry. Yes, now is the time!”
So he saddled his mare, but he pulled so hard that the girth-strap broke, and Sahibanh said,
“Mirza, I sneezed, and the girth of Lakhi has broken! Either a king will lose his crown, or a prince will be
killed!”
“You speak as a woman,” answered he. “Leave all to God, and come, mount behind me!”
So she got on the mare, and when she was seated, the girl who had drunk no wine, rose and took the bridle,
saying,
“Long have I eaten your salt, nor will I leave you now, until I have seen you safely out of the place.”
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Then the great cloak was thrown over both the lovers, and the girl led them forth in their disguise. As they
passed along, Mirza said,
“Hear me, Sahibanh! I want,. before leaving, to see your betrothed, Taha Khan.”
“Oh, for mercy’s sake, don’t!” cried she. “Are you mad? Let us get on!”
But Mirza persisted, riding by the place where music and dancing were being kept up all the night through, and
he cried aloud,
“Look out, and hear me! I am Mirzah Khan, and I am taking away Sahibanh!” At once the whole company
rushed for their swords, but the girl at the bridle called out,
“Nay, listen, ye people! This is merely a mad fakir. He is mad, and always he repeats the same thing. You are a
forest of men, innumerable, and the man has received presents accordingly, this horse and a cloak to cover him.
How should Mirza be here?” Then was heard the voice of another woman,
“O yes, he is a madman. .Let the mad fakir go!”
So all the men sat down again. Then came Mirza to another party of revelers, while Sahibanh was protesting,
saying,
“O fool, to say such things! You will ruin all!”
“Look at Taha Khan!” said Mirza.
“Come along, Mirza Khan!” answered she. “I have looked at him enough. Taha Khan is thinner than a buffalo
and blacker than a griddle. A basketful of bread he devours, and he gobbles a whole chatty of dal. Yea, he is bald,
and has large feet! Is that a fellow to look at? Let us haste away!” Then cried Mirza,
“O you people, whether awake or asleep, here am I, Mirza Khan, taking away Sahibanh!”
At once the men rushed to their arms, and again the girl cried aloud, and said,
“O you people, hear me! This is only the mad fakir. He spake the same words to the other party, and he speaks
them again to you. Regard him not!”
So the men sat down again, keeping quiet, and Mirza passed on, while the girl returned to the house.
Now it so happened that as the lovers were passing along the vil1age street, a certain Brahmin pundit was
sitting in his house reading a book. This man, glancing up, saw Mirza’s leg gleaming from beneath the long cloak,
so at once he made his way to Khiva Khan, and said to him,
“I have just seen something like magic.”
“Keep still, keep still!” said Khiva.
“I will tell you what that was,” said the Brahmin, and opening his book, he feigned to read—
“In the town of Khiva Khan,
I perceive a mighty stir,
Dame Jimiab has swooned,
Her house is in a whirr!
With the Kharral Mirza Khan,
Your Sahibanh, O the grief,
She’s gone off with Mirza Khan,
The bastard and the thief!”

Now at the distance of five kos from Jhang Syal there was a certain shrine before which Mizra Khan used to
halt and pray, saying,
“O Panj-pir,\fn{The Five Pirs—The five apostles of Muhammad. } if ever I succeed in bringing away Sahibanh, passing
here will I tarry and rest!” To that spot the two lovers now came in their flight, and Mirza spake, saying,
“O Sahibanh, this is the place of my vow!”
“There are twelve thousand of the Chandans in pursuit,” said she. “Do you want to die? Let. us get on!”
“I have an oath,” answered he. “Come down, lay your knee beneath my head, and here let me rest for one halfhour!” It was then close to dawn, and Sahibanh said,
“In half-an-hour the morning will be on us. What are you thinking of?”
But Mirza dismounted, and lifted her down, and he laid his head in her lap, and so fell asleep.
Meanwhile Khiva Raja, with Taha Khan, and some maids, had betaken themselves to the house of Sahibanh,
and there they saw her sixty companions lying heavy with drunken sleep, and they wondered where Sahibanh
could be.
“All these are her maidens,” said they, “but where is herself?” So forthwith arose a great tumult, and many
more came running up, crying,
“Say, what is the matter?” Then a rumor went round, and all began to say,
“Mirza has carried Sahibanh away!”
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And the news flew through the town, and the Syals and the Chandans began saddling their horses, and there
was a great stir. But all this time Sahibanh was on the watch in the place of the shrine, and soon she began to hear:
the noise of the pursuit, so she tried to rouse Mirza, crying,
“Get up! Get up! For God’s sake get up!” But the only answer given by Mirza was,
“Let me sleep!” Then she looked at his arms.
“He has only one hundred and forty arrows,” said she to herself, “only that at the utmost, and what good is
that? One arrow of his can kill but three or four, while his horse is good for a hundred kos. No resistance,
therefore, but flight alone will serve us.” Then again she thought within herself,
“All these horsemen are coming, and the foremost among them will be my own two brothers, they will be the
first to be killed, and all the people will curse me, and say, ‘Not only has this woman gone off with her lover, but
she has killed her brothers as well.’ Now, if I could do anything by which I could .get at his arrows and throw
them away, that would be best!”
So she rolled up her chadda\fn{Mantle.} and gently transferred Mirza’s head to it. Then, taking the arrows, she
threw them all out, and, having put back the empty quiver, she laid his head in her lap once more.
By this time the pursuit was close, the Brahmin having betrayed them, and as Sahibanh saw them rushing
onward she woke up Mirza. Then Mirza rose and looked back, and, lo, his foes were at hand. So he threw his
quiver over his shoulder, not missing the arrows, and, with his sword girded on his thigh, he mounted Sahibanh
and himself, and prepared to start. And of his foes Darabadshah refused to follow, but Khiva Raja and Taha Khan
pressed him sore.
Then said Mirza to Sahibanh, “Shake yourself, Sahibanh!” and Sahibanh shook herself, and it came to pass
when Lakhi heard the jingling of Sahibanh’s jewels of silver and gold, the good mare leaped the wall of the
shrine, and got away from them all. But Taha Khan taunted him, crying out,
“Now, sir, be brave, and quit you like a man, nor turn a woman’s back to your foes!”
Then Mirza drew rein, and looked at his quiver, and he saw no arrows there, but one only. And he said to
Sahibanh,
“You have done wrong, O Sahibanh, to empty my quiver! But for you I might with this have killed Hanishamir
and Lakmir, and your father’s gray horse, and the others I could have sent among the rest of the Syals. But now,
though the mare is eager to close and my enemies taunt me, I am all unarmed.” Nevertheless, he took the single
arrow, and, fitting it to his bow, let loose, crying,
“Come on, O ye Syals!”
And the arrow found out the two brothers, Hanishamir and Lakmir, who were galloping well in advance with
lance and sword, and it brought them down, having pierced the breast of the one and lodged in the thigh of the
other. By this time the host was closing in upon him, and the air was rent with the sound of their music. And
Mirza said,
“Mirza is but one, he is alone! If I fall, I fall alone, one against many.”
Now Lakhi, his mare, was accustomed of old to rush into the midst of battle, and as now she rushed among the
advancing warriors, Mirza Khan drew his sword, and fought for four hours, cutting down every man whom he
encountered, until his hand swelled and stuck to the hilt. At last, after five hundred and fifty of the party of the
Syals had been killed or disabled, came Khiva Khan himself, crying,
“Truce!” And he said to Mirza,
“Why have you killed my troops, O Mirza Khan? Why have you slain my sons? Let us now have peace!”
But he spake deceitfully, for even then, while they were parleying, Taha Khan rode up, and hit MIrza with his
lance on the back of his head, so that his turban rolled off and fell to the ground. And Mirza, turning to Sahibanh,
said,
“A curse to the love of women, whose wisdom is in their heels! They profess friendship; anon they betray! My
turban has fallen, my head is bare. Mirza alone, unaided, dies here, and no brother or friend beside him!”
Then Khiva, who was hiding a dagger in his hand, said,
“Surely you have killed enough, and why now kill yourself? I will give the Chandans another girl, and you can
take Sahibanh away. Give me then, O Mizra Khan, the right hand of peace!”
And when MIrza stretched forth his right hand, the old man smote him through the body! So that he fell dead.
Then, seeing his daughter, he at once took her up behind himself, and starting for home, left Mirza’s bleeding
body on the ground.
Now when the Syals, returning with Khiva to Jhang, arrived at a spot within three kos of the town, Sahibanh
looked back, and she saw the crows gathering round the body of Mirza Khan. Then, seeing a dagger hanging from
her father’s saddle, she drew it, and plunging it into her side, she fell. And when Khiva looked round and saw the
blood, he said to the chiefs of the Chandan tribe,
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“Now see, friends, and do not say I kept not faith! This girl has killed herself!”
So the party rode on, leaving her lying there. On opposite sides of the vale lay the bodies of these two hapless
ones, and the blood of Mirza from the one side, and the blood of Sabibanh from the other, flowed down the slope
and mingled in the hollow between. And all the people, when they saw it, said,
“Oh, we did wrong to kill two such lovers as these!”
But Sahiboh, before dying, laid her hand on her wound, and a raven came and sat hard by. And she took out
pen and some paper, and dipping her pen in the blood, she wrote on the paper and said,
“O Raven, take this letter to Ibrahim Khan, Kharral of the Ravi!” And the writing was this,
“Mirza and Sahibanh have been killed at the crooked tali tree. Tell Pilo, the poet, to make such verses on this
mishap, that the story will last till the day of judgment!”
So the ravep went and took the letter, and Ibrahim Khan read it, and he told Mirza’s mother, saying,
“Your son liee dead five kos out of Jhang Syal. Do you want the body brought in?”
“If he has really fallen there,” answered she, “yes—certainly—send for the body!”
Then the chief of the Kharrals summoned his men to the number of twenty-four thousand sabers, with their
twelve thousand horses, and twelve thousand buffaloes with pierced noses. Having all mounted, they set forth,
and by-and-by reached the crooked tali tree, and there they found the mare standing by the body of Mirza, and his
body was shining like the body of a martyr. And all that multitude grew sorrowful, and taking the bodies of Mirza
and Sahibanh, they laid them together in the one dhoolie which they left at the tiin tree under a guard, and so
continued their march to Jhang to fight the Syals. As for the Chandans, they still abode in Jhang, for they claimed
the body of Sahibanh, saying to Khiva,
“Where have you left her body? Give us her body that we may bury it among our own people!” To whom
Khiva replied,
“When she was alive I gave her to you. Now, dead, she lies out there. Go fetch her yourselves!”
But they feared to go, knowing the Kharrals were there.
Then met the opposing forces, and, in the fight which ensued, seven hundred more of the Syals and Chandans
fell on the field, until, pressed beyond measure, Khiva Raja craved a peace.
“Take my town,” said he, “take what you please for the life of Mirza Khan!” But the Kharrals answered,
“For you no peace! Our sorrow for Mirza will never abate, until we have burnt your town about you!”
So the fight went on, until, in the town of the Syals, not one stone was left upon another. In the end, Khiva and
his wife Jimiab were taken,. and sent away to the Kharral country, and the victors put a man of their own in Jhang.
So Khiva and his wife were ,led away, and when they reached the crooked tali tree, they halted there, and said
to the guard,
“Now tell us true, are these indeed the bodies of Mirza and Sahibanh?”
“Yes,” answered the men, “these are really they.”
“Then,” said Khiva and Jimiab Mai, “it would be well for both our tribes to build their tombs here at the
crooked tali tree, since that tree is the boundary between us. So shall we be friends for all the time to come!” But
Ibrahim Khan said,
“No, their shrines shall be made in the Kharral country, and there only shall they rest!”
So they took the two bodies home, and there they made their shrine, and there, in the same tomb, they lie unto
this day. After this, Ibrahim Khan said to Khiva and Jimiab,
“You are now alone, you have no children, and at Jhang there is always trouble. Abide you here!”
“O son,” answered Khiva, “let us go back! Give me but bread to eat and clothing to put on, and let me die at
Jhang!”
“Very well!” said Ibrahim Khan.
So he gave them horses, and sent them back, and made them tributary.
111.62 1. How Raja Rasalu Was Born 2. How Raja Rasalu Went Out Into The World 3. How Raja Rasalu’s
Friends Forsook Him 4. How Raja Rasalu Killed The Giants 5. How Raja Rasalu Became A Jogi 6. How Raja
Rasalu Journeyed To The City Of King Sarkap 7. How Raja Rasalu Swung The Seventy Fair Maidens, Daughters
Of The King 8. How Raja Rasalu Played Chaupar with King Sarkap: Eight Folktales\fn{by a village accountant
(before 1884- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
1
Once there lived a great Raja, whose name was Salbahan, and he had two Queens. Now the elder, by name
Queen Achhra, had a fair young son called Prince Puran; but the younger, by name Lona, though she wept and
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prayed at many a shrine, had never a child to gladden her eyes. So, being a bad, deceitful woman, envy and rage
took possession of her heart, and she so poisoned Raja Salbahan’s mind against his son, young Puran, that just as
the prince was growing to manhood, his father became madly jealous of him, and in a fit of anger ordered his
hands and feet to be cut off. Not content even with this cruelty, Raja Salbahan had the poor young man thrown
into a deep well.
Nevertheless, Puran did not die, as no doubt the enraged father hoped and expected; for God preserved the
innocent prince, so that he lived on, miraculously, at the bottom of the well, until, years after, the great and holy
Guru Goraknath came to the place, and finding Prince Puran still alive, not only released him from his dreadful
prison, but, by the power of magic, restored his hands and feet. Then Puran, in gratitude for this great boon,
became a fakir, and placing the sacred earrings in his ears, followed Goraknath as a disciple, and was called Puran
Bhagat.\fn{In this story, he is Raja Rasalu’s elder brother.}
But as time went by, his heart yearned to see his mother;’s face, so Guru Goraknath gave him leave to visit his
native town, and Puran Bhagat journeyed thither and took up his abode in a large walled garden, where he had
often played as a child. And, lo, he found it neglected and barren, so that his heart became sad when he saw the
broken watercourses and the withered trees. Then he sprinkled the dry ground with water from his drinking
vessel, and prayed that all might become green again. And, lo, even as he prayed, the trees shot forth leaves, the
grass grew, the flowers bloomed, and all was as it had once been.
The news of this marvelous thing spread fast through the city, and all the world went out to see the holy man
who had performed the wonder. Even the Raja Salbahan and his two queens heard of it in the palace, and they too
went to the garden to see it with their own eyes. But Puran Bhagat’s mother, Queen Achhra, had wept so long for
her darling, that the tears had blinded her eyes, and so she went, not to see, but to ask the wonder-working fakir to
restore her sight. Therefore, little knowing from whom she asked the boon, she fell on the ground before Puran
Bhagat, begging him to cure her; and, lo, almost before she asked, it was done, and she saw plainly.
Then deceitful Queen Lona, who all these years had been longing vainly for a son, when she saw what mighty
power the unknown fakir possessed, fell on the ground also, and begged for an heir to gladden the heart of Raja
Salbahan. Then Puran Bhagat spoke, and his voice was stern,
“Raja Salbahan already has a son. Where is he? What have you done with him? Speak truth, Queen Lona, if
you would find favor with God!”
Then the woman’s great longing for a son conquered her pride, and though her husband stood by, she humbled
herself before the fakir and told the truth—how she had deceived the father and destroyed the son. Then Puran
Bhagat rose to his feet, stretched out his hands towards her, and a smile was on his face, as he said softly,
“Even so, Queen Lona! Even so! And behold! I am Prince Puran, whom you destroyed and God delivered! I
have a message for you. Your fault is forgiven, but not forgotten; you shall indeed bear a son, who shall be brave
and good, yet will he cause you to weep tears as bitter as those my mother wept for me. So: take this grain of rice;
eat it, and you shall bear a son that will be no son to you, for even as I was reft\fn{ Cleft; taken away.} from my
mother’s eyes, so will he be reft from yours. Go in peace; your fault is forgiven, but not forgotten!”
Queen Lona returned to the palace, and when the time for the birth of the promised son drew nigh, she inquired
of three jôgis who came begging to her gate, what the child’s fate would be, and the youngest of them answered
and said,
“O queen, the child will be a boy, and he will live to be a great man. But for twelve years you must not look
upon his face, for if either you or his father see it before the twelve years are past, you will surely die! This is
what you must do—as soon as the child is born you must send him away to a cellar underneath the ground, and
never let him see the light of day for twelve years. After they are over, he may come forth, bathe in the river, put
on new clothes, and visit you. His name shall be Raja Rasalu, and he shall be known far and wide.”
So, when a fair young prince was in due time born into the world, his parents hid him away in an underground
palace, with nurses, and servants, and everything else a king’s son might desire. And with him they sent a young
colt, born the same day, and a sword, a spear, and a shield, against the day when Raja Rasalu should go forth into
the world.
So there the child lived, playing with his colt, and talking to his parrot, while the nurses taught him all things
needful for a king’s son to know.
2
Young Rasalu lived on, far from the light of day, for eleven long years, growing tall and strong, yet contented
to remain playing with his colt and talking to his parrot; but when the twelfth year began, the lad’s heart leapt up
with desire for change, and he loved to listen to the sounds of life which carne to him in his palace-prison from
the outside world.
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“I must go and see where the voices come from!” he said; and when his nurses told him he must not go for one
year more, he only laughed aloud, saying,
“Nay! I stay no longer here for any man!”
Then he saddled his horse Bhaunr Iraqi, put on his shining armor, and rode forth into the world; but—mindful
of what his nurses had often told him—when he came to the river, he dismounted, and going into the water,
washed himself and his clothes. Then, clean of raiment, fair of face, and brave of heart, he rode on his way until
he reached his father’s city. There he sat down to rest a while by a well, where the women were drawing water in
earthen pitchers.
Now, as they passed him, their full pitchers poised upon their heads, the gay young prince flung stones at the
earthen vessels, and broke them all. Then the women, drenched with water, went weeping and wailing to the
palace, complaining to the king that a mighty young prince in shining armor, with a parrot on his wrist and a
gallant steed beside him, sat by the well, and broke their pitchers.
Now, as soon as Raja Salbahan heard this, he guessed at once that it was Prince Rasalu come forth before the
time, and, mindful of the jôgi’s words that he would die if he looked on his son’s face before twelve years were
past, he did not dare to send his guards to seize the offender and bring him to be judged. So he bade the women be
comforted, and for the future take pitchers of iron and brass, and gave new ones from his treasury to those who
did not possess any of their own.
But when Prince Rasalu saw the women returning to the well with pitchers of iron and brass, he laughed to
himself, and drew his mighty bow till the sharp-pointed arrows pierced the metal vessels as though they had been
clay.
Yet still the king did not send for him, and so he mounted his steed and set off in the pride of his youth and
strength to the palace. He strode into the audience hall, where his father sat trembling, and saluted him with all
reverence; but Raja Salbahan, in fear of his life, turned his back hastily and said never a word in reply.
Then Prince Rasalu called scornfully to him across the hall*I came to salute thee, and thou hast turned thy back on me!
I have no wish to share thy kingdom! I have no desire for empire.

Then he strode out of the hall, full of bitterness and anger; but, as he passed under the palace windows, he
heard his mother weeping, and the sound softened his heart, so that his wrath died down, and a great loneliness
fell upon him, because he was spurned by both father and mother. So he cried sorrowfully:
O sitting in the palace, let me not hear thee weeping!
If thou be my mother give me some advice!

And Queen Lona answered through her tearsThy mother doth advise thee, son; stow it carefully away in thy wallet!
Thou wilt reign in the Four Quarters, but keep thyself good and pure.

So Raja Rasalu was comforted, and began to make ready for fortune. He took with him his horse Bhaunr Iraqi,
and his parrot, both of whom had lived with him since he was born; and besides these tried and trusted friends he
had two others—a carpenter lad, and a goldsmith lad, who were determined to follow the prince till death.
So they made a goodly company, and Queen Lona, when she saw them going, watched them from her window
till she saw nothing but a cloud of dust on the horizon; then she bowed her head on her hands and wept, saying:
It is little I see of thee, my son, but I see much dust.
The mother, whose son goes away on a journey, becomes as a powder.\fn{ I.e., reduced to great misery.}

3
Now, on the first day, Raja Rasalu journeyed far, until he came to a lonely forest, where he halted for the night.
And seeing it was a desolate place, and the night dark, he determined to set a watch. So he divided the time into
three watches, and the carpenter took the first, the goldsmith the second, and Raja Rasalu the third.
Then the goldsmith lad spread a couch of clean grass for his master, and fearing lest the prince’s heart should
sink at the change from his former luxurious life, he said these words of encouragement:
Before thou didst sleep on quilts, today thou hast slept on clean grass!
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Mayest thou live happy in this land whither thou has come this night!

Now, when Raja Rasalu and the goldsmith’s son slept, a snake came out of a thicket hard by, and crept towards
the sleepers.
“Who are you?” quoth the carpenter lad, “and why do you come hither?"
“I have destroyed all things within twelve miles!” returned the serpent. “Who are you that have dared to come
hither?”
Then the snake attacked the carpenter, and they fought until the snake was killed, when the carpenter hid the
dead body under his shield, and said nothing of the adventure to his comrades, lest he should alarm them, for, like
the goldsmith, he thought the Prince might be discouraged.
Now, when it came to Raja Rasalu’s turn to keep watch, a dreadful unspeakable horror came out of the thicket.
Nevertheless, Rasalu went up to it boldly, and cried aloud,
“Who are you? And what brings you here?” Then the awful unspeakable horror replied,
“I have killed everything for thrice twelve miles around! Who are you that dare come hither?”
Whereupon Rasalu drew his mighty bow, and pierced the horror with an arrow, so that it fled into a cave,
whither the prince followed it. And they fought long and fiercely, till at last the horror died, and Rasalu returned to
watch in peace.
Now, when morning broke, Raja Rasalu called his sleeping servants, and the carpenter showed with pride the
body of the serpent he had killed.
“’Tis but a small snake!” quoth the Raja. “Come and see what I killed in the cave!”
And, behold! when the goldsmith lad and the carpenter lad saw the awful, dreadful, unspeakable horror Raja
Rasalu had slain, they were exceedingly afraid, and falling on their knees, begged to be allowed to return to the
city, saying,
“O mighty Rasalu, you are a Raja and a hero! You can fight such horrors; we are but ordinary folk, and if we
follow you we shall surely be killed. Such things are naught to you, but they are death to us. Let us go!”
Then Rasalu looked at them sorrowfully, and bade them do as they wished, saying:
Tcrís\fn{Mustard.} do not always flower, my servant: it is not always the rainy season.\fn{ Time of joy.}
Youth does not always last: no one lives for ever:
Kings are not always rulers: kings have not always lands:
They have not always homes, my servant: they fall into great troubles in strange lands.

So his friends forsook him, and Rasalu journeyed on alone.
4
Now, after a time, Raja Rasalu arrived at Nila city, and as he entered the town he saw an old woman making
unleavened bread, and as she made it she sometimes wept, and sometimes laughed; so Rasalu asked her why she
wept and laughed, but she answered sadly, as she kneaded her cakes, '
“Why do you ask? What will you gain by it?”
“Nay, mother!” replied Rasalu, “if you tell me the truth, one of us must benefit by it.”
And when the old woman looked in Rasalu’s face she saw that it was kind, so she opened her heart to him,
saying, with tears,
“O stranger, I had seven fair sons, and now I have but one left, for six of them have been killed by a dreadful
giant who comes every day to this city to receive tribute from us—every day a fair young man, a buffalo, and a
basket of cakes! Six of my sons have gone, and now today it has once more fallen to my lot to provide the tribute;
and my boy, my darling, my youngest, must meet the fate of his brothers. Therefore I weep!”
Then Rasalu was moved to pity, and said:
Weep not, foolish mother, drop no ears:
I will give my head for thy son.

Still the old woman shook her head doubtfully, saying,
“Fair words, fair words! But who will really risk his life for another?”
Then Rasalu smiled at her, and dismounting from his gallant steed, Bhaunr Iraqi, he sat down carelessly to rest,
as if indeed he were a son of the house, and said,
“Fear not, mother! I give you my word of honor that I will risk my life to save your son.”
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Just then the high officials of the city, whose duty it was to claim the giants tribute, appeared in sight, and the
old woman fell a-weeping once more, saying:
Gray-horsed Raja: bearded face and turban on head,
He whom you see coming is he who has destroyed my life!

Then Raja Rasalu rose in his shining armor, and haughtily bade the guards stand aside.
“Fair words!” replied the chief officer; “but if this woman does not send the tribute at once, the giants will
come and disturb the whole city. Her son must go!”
“I go in his stead!” quoth Rasalu more haughtily still. “Stand back, and let me pass!”
Then, despite their denials, he mounted his horse, and taking the basket of cakes and the buffalo, he set off to
find the giant, bidding the buffalo show him the shortest road.
Now, as he came near the giants’ house, he met one of them carrying a huge skinful of water. No sooner did the
water-carrier giant see Raja Rasalu riding along on his horse Bhaunr Iraqi and leading the buffalo, than he said to
himself,
“Oho! We have a horse extra today! I think I will eat it myself, before my brothers see it!”
Then he reached out his hand, but Rasalu drew his sharp sword and smote the giant’s hand off at a blow, so
that he fled from him in great fear. Now, as he fled, he met his sister the giantess, who called out to him,
“Brother, whither away so fast?” And the giant answered in haste,
“Raja Rasalu has come at last, and see!—he has cut off my hand with one blow of his sword!” Then the
giantess, overcome with fear, fled with her brother, and as they fled they called aloud:
Fly, fly brethren! Look out for some road!
Such a fire is burning that it will come and burn our heads!
Our fate has come, we shall now be destroyed!
Make some plan at once for our relief.

Then all the giants turned and fled to their astrologer brother, and bade him look in his books to see if Raja
Rasalu were really born into the world. And when they heard that he was, they prepared to fly east and west; but
even as they turned, Raja Rasalu rode up on Bhaunr Iraqi, and challenged them to fight, saying,
“Come forth, for I am Rasalu, son of Raja Salbahan, and born enemy of the giants!” Then one of the giants
tried to brazen it out, saying,
“I have eaten many Rasalu like you! When the real man comes, his horse’s heel-ropes will bind us and his
sword cut us up of their own accord!”
Then Raja RasaIu loosed his heel-ropes, and dropped his sword upon the ground, and, lo, the heel-ropes bound
the giants, and the sword cut them in pieces. Still, seven giants who were left tried to brazen it out, saying,
“Aha! We have eaten many Rasalus like you! When the real man comes, his arrow will pierce seven girdles
placed one behind the other.”
So they took seven iron girdles for baking bread, and placed them one behind the other as a shield, and behind
them stood the seven giants, who were brothers, and, lo, when Raja Rasalu twanged his mighty bow, the arrow
pierced through the seven girdles, and spitted the seven giants in a row!
But the giantess, their sister, escaped, and fled to a cave in the Gandgari Mountains.
Then Raja Rasalu had a statue made in his likeness, and clad it in shining armor, with sword and spear and
shield. And he placed it as a sentinel at the entrance of the cave, so that the giantess dared not come forth, but
starved to death inside.
So this is how he killed the giants.
5
When, after a time, Rasalu went to Hodinagari. And when he reached the house of the beautiful far-famed
Queen Sundran, he saw an old jôgi sitting at the gate, by the side of his sacred fire.
“Wherefore do you sit there, father?” asked Raja Rasalu.
“My son,” returned the jôgi, “for two-and-twenty years have I waited thus to see the beautiful Sundran, yet
have I never seen her!”
“Make me your pupil,” quoth Rasalu, “and I will wait too.”
‘You work miracles already, my son,” said the jôgi; “so where is the use of your becoming one of us?”
Nevertheless, Raja Rasalu would not be denied, so the Jogi jôgi his ears and put in the sacred earrings. Then
the new disciple put aside his shining armor, and sat by the fire in a jôgi’s loin-cloth, waiting to see Queen
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Sundran.
Then, at night, the old jôgi went and begged alms from four houses, and half of what he got he gave to Rasalu
and half he ate himself. Now Raja Rasalu, being a very holy man, and a hero besides, did not care for food, and
was well content with his half share, but the jôgi felt starved.
The next day the same thing happened, and still Rasalu sat by the fire waiting to see the beautiful Queen
Sundran. Then the jôgi lost patience, and said,
“O my disciple, I made you a pupil in order that you might beg, and feed me, and behold, it is I who have to
starve to feed you!”
“You gave no orders!” quoth Rasalu, laughing. “How can a disciple beg without his master’s leave?”
“I order you now!” returned the jôgi. “Go and beg enough for you and for me.”
So Raja Rasalu rose up, and stood at the gate of Queen Sundran’s palace, in his jôgi dress, and sang:
Coming to the threshold I called out: I took the name of God:
Coming from afar, Rani Sundran, on account of thy name.
If thou art generous, Rani, the beggar will obtain alms.

Now when Queen Sundran, from within, heard Rasalu’s voice, its sweetness pierced her heart, so that she
immediately sent out alms by the hand of her maid-servant. But when the maiden came to the gate, and saw the
exceeding beauty of Rasalu, standing outside, fair in face and form, she fainted away, dropping the alms upon the
ground.
Then once more Rasalu sang, and again his voice fell sweetly on Queen Sundran’s ears, so that she sent out
more alms by the hand of another maiden. But she also fainted away at the sight of Rasalu’s marvelous beauty.
Then Queen Sundran rose, and came forth herself, fair and stately. She chided the maidens, gathered up the
broken alms, and setting the food aside, filled the plate with jewels and put it herself into Rasalu’s hands, saying
proudly:
When didst thou get thy earring? When wast thou made a faqir?
What is thy pretense? Whose arrow of love hath struck thee?
From how many women hast thou begged? What alms dost thou beg from me?

And Rasalu, in his jôgi’s habit, bent his head towards her, saying softly:
Yesterday I got my earring; yesterday I became a faqir.
I make no pretense, mother: yesterday the arrow struck me.
I begged nothing: only from thy house do I beg.

Now, when Rasalu returned to his master with the plate full of jewels, the old jôgi was sorely astonished, and
bade him take them back, and ask for food instead. So Rasalu returned to the gate, and sang:
Coming to the threshold I called out: I took the name of God:
Coming from afar, Rani Sundran, on account of thy name.
If thou art generous, Rani, the beggar will obtain alms.

Then Queen Sundran rose up, proud and beautiful, and coming to the gate, said softly:
Thy quiver is full of pearly arrows: thy bow is set with rubies:
Thy body is covered with ashes: thy eyes and thy color thus:
Ask for the alms thou dost desire.

But Rasalu smiled a scornful smile, saying:
My quiver is set with pearls: my bow is set with rubies.
I know not how to sell pearls and rubies without loss.
Take back thy pearls: give me some cooked foodl.

Then Queen Sundran took back the jewels, and bade the beautiful jôgi wait an hour till the food was cooked.
Nevertheless, she learnt no more of him, for he sat by the gate and said never a word. Only when Queen Sundran
gave him a plate piled up with sweets, and looked at him sadly, saying—
Where is thy city? Where is thy home?
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What king’s son art thou, jôgi, and where is thy home?

then Raja Rasalu, taking the alms, replied—
Sialkot is my city: that is my home.
I am Raja Salivahan’s son: the fairy Lona is my mother.
Ashes are on my body: my desire was to see thy abode.
Having seen thee I go away: Raja Rasalu is my name.

Then Rasalu returned to his master with the sweets, and after that he went away from the place, for he feared
lest the Queen, knowing who he was, might try to keep him prisoner.
And beautiful Sundran waited for the jôgi’s cry, and when none came, she went forth, proud and stately, to ask
the old jôgi whither his pupil had gone.
Now he, vexed that she should come forth to ask for a stranger, when he had sat at her gates for two-andtwenty years with never a word or sign, answered back,
“My pupil? I was hungry, and I ate him, because he did not bring me alms enough.”
“Oh, monster!” cried Queen Sundran. “Did I not send thee jewels and sweets? Did not these satisfy thee, that
thou must feast on beauty also?”
“I know not,” quoth the jôgi; “only this I know—I put the youth on a spit, roasted him, and ate him up. He
tasted well!”
“Then roast and eat me too!” cried poor Queen Sundran; and with the words she threw herself into the sacred
fire and became sati\fn{The rite by which widows throw themselves on their husband’s funeral pyres .} for the love of the
beautiful jôgi Rasalu.
And he, going thence, thought not of her, but fancying he would like to be king a while, he snatched the throne
from Raja Hari Chand, and reigned in his stead.
6
Now, after he had reigned a while in Hodinagari, Rasalu gave up his kingdom, and started off to play
chaupur.\fn{A board game played by two players with pieces on a patterned board whose moves are determined by throws of dice .}
with King Sarkap. And as he journeyed there came a fierce storm of thunder and lightning, so that he sought
shelter, and found none save an old graveyard, where a headless corpse lay upon the ground. So lonesome was it
that even the corpse seemed company, and Rasalu, sitting down beside it, said:
The corpse has fallen under the hedge, no breath in him, nor any one near.
If God grant him life he may talk a little with me.

And immediately the headless corpse arose and sat beside Raja Rasalu. And he, nothing astonished, said to it:
The clouds rose in the west and the storm was very fierce;
What hast thou done that the grave doth not hold thee?

Then the headless corpse replied:
I, too, was once on the earth thus;
Fastening my turban like a king,
Walking erect.
Coming proudly, taunting roudly,
I drove off the horsemen.
The grave dost not hold me at all. Raja:
Now I am a great sinner.

So the night passed on, dark and dreary, while Rasalu sat in the graveyard and talked to the headless corpse.
Now when morning broke and Rasalu said he must continue his journey, the headless corpse asked him
whither he was going; and when he said, “to play chaupur with King Sarkap,” the corpse begged him to give up
the idea, saying,
“I am King Sarkap’s brother, and I know his ways. Every day, before breakfast, he cuts off the heads of two or
three men, just to amuse himself. One day no one else was at hand, so he cut off mine, and he will surely cut off
yours on some pretense or another. However, if you are determined to go and play chaupur with him, take some
of the bones from this graveyard, and make your dice out of them, and then the enchanted dice with which my
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brother plays will lose their virtue. Otherwise he will always win.”
So RasaIu took some bones lying about, and fashioned them into dice, and these he put into his pocket. Then,
bidding adieu to the headless corpse, he went on his way to play chaupur with the king.
7
Now, as Raja Rasalu, tender-hearted and strong, journeyed along to play chaupur wIth the king, he came to a
burning forest, and a voice rose from the fire saying,
“O traveler, for God’s sake save me from the fire!”
Then the Prince turned towards the burning forest, and, lo, the voice was the voice of a tiny cricket.
Nevertheless, Rasalu, tender-hearted and strong, snatched it from the fire and set it at liberty. Then the little
creature, full of gratitude, pulled out one of its feelers, and giving it to its preserver, said,
“Keep this, and should you ever be in trouble, put it into the fire, and instantly I will come to your aid.” The
Prince smiled, saying,
“What help could you give me?” Nevertheless, he kept the hair and went on his way.
Now, when he reached the city of King Sarkap, seventy maidens, daughters of the King, came out to meet him
—seventy fair maidens, merry and careless, full of smiles and laughter; but one, the youngest of them all, when
she saw the gallant young prince riding on Bhaunr Iraqi, going gaily to his doom, was filled with pity, and called
to him, saying:
I will cut off Sarkap’s head and cut it into four pieces.
I will make thee my little bride, and will become thy bridegroom!
Gray-horsed Raja, come with lowered lance!
Before thee is Raja Sarkap, he will take thy head!
If thou seek thy own good, then turn thee back!

But he, smiling at the maiden, answered lightly—
I have come from afar under a vow of victory:
I will cut off Sarkap’s head and cut it into four pieces.
I will make thee my little bride, and will become thy bridegroom!

Now when Rasalu replied so gallantly, the maiden looked in his face, and seeing how fair he was, and how
brave and strong, she straightway fell in love with him, and would gladly have followed him through the world.
But the other sixty-nine maidens, being jealous, laughed scornfully at her, saying,
“Not so fast, O gallant warrior! If you would marry our sister you must first do our bidding, for you will be our
younger brother.”
“Fair sisters!” quoth Rasalu gaily, “give me my task and I will perform it.”
So the sixty-nine maidens mixed a hundredweight of millet seed with a hundredweight of sand, and giving it to
Rasalu, bade him separate the seed from the sand. Then he bethought him of the cricket, and drawing the feeler
from his pocket, thrust it into the fire. And immediately there was a whirring noise in the air, and a great flight of
crickets alighted beside him, and among them the cricket whose life he had saved. Then Rasalu said,
“Separate the millet seed from the sand.”
“Is that all?” quoth the cricket; “had I known how small a job you wanted me to do, I would not have
assembled so many of my brethren.” With that the flight of crickets set to work, and in one night they separated
the seed from the sand.
Now when the sixty-nine fair maidens, daughters of the King, saw that Rasalu had performed his task, they set
him another, bidding him swing them all; one by one, in their swings, until they were tired. Whereupon he
laughed, saying,
“There are seventy of you, counting my little bride yonder, and I am not going to spend my life in swinging
girls; yet, by the time I have given each of you a swing, the first will be wanting another! No! if you want to
swing, get in, all seventy of you, into one swing, and then I will see what I can compass.”
So the seventy maidens, merry and careless, full of smiles and laughter, climbed into the one swing, and Raja
Rasalu, standing in his shining armor, fastened the ropes to his mighty bow, and drew it up to its fullest bent. Then
he let go, and like an arrow the swing shot into the air, with its burden of seventy fair maidens, merry and
careless, full of smiles and laughter. But as it swung back again, Rasalu, standing there in his shining armor, drew
his sharp sword and severed the ropes. Then the seventy fair maidens fell to the ground headlong; and some were
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bruised and some broken, but the only one who escaped unhurt was the maiden who loved Rasalu, for she fell out
last, on the top of the others, and so came to no harm.
After this, Rasalu strode on fifteen paces, till he came to the seventy drums, that every one who came to play
chaupur with the king had to beat in turn; and he beat them so loudly that he broke them all. Then he came to the
seventy gongs, all in a row, and he hammered them so hard that they cracked to pieces.
Seeing this, the youngest princess, who was the only one who could run, fled to her father the king in a great
fright, saying:
A prince has come and is making havoc;
He cut the long strings and threw us out headlong.
The drums placed are broken and broken are the gongs,
He will kill thee, Raja, and take me with him!

But King Sarkap replied scornfully:
Princess, thou has brought a great complaint about a dweller in a small city.
When I come out his shield will dance for fear of my valor.
In the morning I will eat my bread and cut off their heads.

Notwithstanding these brave and boastful words, he was in reality very much afraid, having heard of Rasalu’s
renown. And learning that he was stopping at the house of an old woman in the city, till the hour for playing
chaupur arrived, Sarkap sent slaves to him with trays of sweetmeats and fruit, as to an honored guest. But the
food was poisoned.
Now when the slaves brought the trays to Raja Rasalu, he rose up haughtily, saying,
“Go, tell your master I have naught to do with him in friendship. I am his sworn enemy, and I eat not of his
salt!”
So saying, he threw the sweetmeats to Raja Sarkap’s dog, which had followed the slaves, and lo, the dog died.
Then Rasalu was very wroth, and said bitterly,
“Go back to Sarkap, slaves, and tell him that Rasalu deems it no act of bravery to kill even an enemy by
treachery.”
8
Now, when evening came, Raja Rasalu went forth to play chaupur with King Sarkap, and as he passed some
potters’ kilns he saw a cat wandering about restlessly; so he asked what ailed her that she never stood still, and she
replied,
“My kittens are in an unbaked pot in the kiln yonder. It has just been set alight, and my children will be baked
alive; therefore I cannot rest!”
Her words moved the heart of Raja Rasalu, and, going to the potter, he asked him to sell the kiln as it was; but
the potter replied that he could not settle a fair price till the pots were burnt, as he could not tell how many would
come out whole. Nevertheless, after some bargaining, he consented to at last sell the kiln, and Rasalu, having
searched through all the pots, restored the kittens to their mother, and she, in gratitude for his mercy, gave him one
of them, saying,
“Put it in your pocket, for it will help you when you are in difficulties.”
So Raja Rasalu put the kitten in his pocket, and went to play chaupur with the King.
Now, before they sat down to play, Raja Sarkap fixed his stakes. On the first game, his kingdom; on the
second, the wealth of the whole world; and on the third, his own head. So, likewise, Raja Rasalu fixed his stakes.
On the first game, his arms; on the second, his horse; and on the third, his own head.
Then they began to play, and it fell to Rasalu’s lot to make the first move. Now he, forgetful of the dead man’s
warning, played with the dice given to him by Raja Sarkap; then, in addition, Sarkap let loose his famous rat,
Dhol Raja, and it ran about the board, upsetting the chaupur pieces on the sly, so that Rasalu lost the first game,
and gave up his shining armor.
So the second game began, and once more Dhol Raja, the rat, upset the pieces; and Rasalu, losing the game,
gave up his faithful steed. Then Bhaunr Iraqi, who stood by, found voice, and cried to his master:
O my beloved, I was born in the ocean, and the Raja bought me with much gold.
Come and jump on my back and I will take thee off with thousands of bounds.
Wings of birds shall not catch me, though they go thousands of miles.
If thou wouldst gamble, Raja, keep thy hand in thy pocket.
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Hearing this, Raja Sarkap frowned, and bade his slaves remove Bhaunr Iraqi, since he gave his master advice
in the game.
Now when the slaves came to lead the faithful steed away, Rasalu could not refrain from tears, thinking over
the long years during which Bhaunr Iraqi had been his companion. But the horse cried out again:
Weep not, foolish Raja, I shall not eat their grass,
Nor shall I go away.
Take thy right hand and put it in thy pocket!!

These words roused some recollection in Rasalu’s mind, and when, just at this moment, the kitten in his pocket
began to struggle, he remembered the warning which the corpse had given him about the dice made from dead
men’s bones. Then his heart rose up once more, and he called boldly to Raja Sarkap,
“Leave my horse and arms here for the present. Time enough to take them away when you have won my
head!”
Now, Raja Sarkap, seeing Rasalu’s confident bearing, began to be afraid, and ordered all the women of his
palace to come forth in their gayest attire and stand before Rasalu, so as to distract his attention from the game.
But he never even looked at them; and drawing the dice from his pocket, said to Sarkap,
“We have played with your dice all this time; now we will play with mine.”
Then the kitten went and sat at the window through which the rat Dhol Raja used to come, and the game
began.
After a while, Sarkap, seeing Raja Rasalu was winning, called to his rat, but when Dhol Raja saw the kitten he
was afraid, and would not go farther. So Rasalu won, and took back his arms.
Next he played for his horse, and once more Raja Sarkap called for his rat; but Dhol Raja, seeing the kitten
keeping watch, was afraid. So Rasalu won the second stake, and took back Bhaunr Iraqi.
Then Sarkap brought all his skill to bear on the third and last game, saying:
O molded pieces, favor me: a man is here!
Heads and bodies are at stake! As Sarkap does so let it be.

But Rasalu answered back:
O molded pieces, favor me: a man is here!
Heads and bodies are at stake! As God does so let it be!

So they began to play, whilst the women stood round in a circle, and the kitten watched Dhol Raja from the
window. Then Sarkap lost, first his kingdom, then the wealth of the whole world, and lastly his head. Just then, a
servant came in to announce the birth of a daughter to Raja Sarkap, and he, overcome by misfortunes, said,
“Kill her at once! for she has been born in an evil moment, and has brought her father ill luck!” But Rasalu
rose up in his shining armor, tender-hearted and strong, saying,
“Not so, O king! She has done no evil. Give me this child to be my wife; and if you will vow, by all you hold
sacred, never again to play chaupur for another’s head, I will spare yours now!”
Then Sarkap vowed a solemn vow never to play for another’s head; and after that he took a fresh mango
branch, and the new-born babe, and placing them on a golden dish, gave them to the prince.
Now, as Rasalu left the palace, carrying with him the new-born babe and the mango branch, he met a band of
prisoners, and they called out to him:
Other kings are wild-fowl, thou art a royal hawk!
Unbind the chains of the chain-bound and live for ever!

And Raja Rasalu hearkened to them, and bade King Sarkap set them at liberty.
Then he went to the Murti Hills, and placed the new-born babe, Kokilan,\fn{ “A Darling”; but she was unfaithful and
punished by being forced to eat her lover’s heart. } in an underground palace, and planted the mango branch at the door,
saying,
“In twelve years the mango tree will blossom; then will I return and marry Kokilan.”
And after twelve years, the mango tree began to flower, and Raja Rasalu married the Princess Kokilan, whom
he won from Sarkap when he played chaupur with the King.
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111.71 The King Who Was Fried: A Folktale\fn{a Brahman priest (before 1884Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 3

)}

Murree, Rawalpindi District,

Once upon a time, a very long time ago indeed, there lived a king who had made a vow never to eat bread or
break his fast until he had given away a man and a quarter\fn{ I.e., a hundredweight.} of gold in charity.
So, every day, before King Karan—for that was his name—had his breakfast, the palace servants would come
out with baskets and baskets of gold pieces to scatter amongst the crowds of poor folk, who, you may be sure,
never forgot to be there to receive the alms. How they used to hustle and bustle and struggle and scramble! Then,
when the last golden piece had been fought for, King Karan would sit down to his breakfast, and enjoy it as a man
who has kept his word should do.
Now, when people saw the King lavishing his gold in this fashion, they naturally thought that sooner or later
the royal treasuries must give out, the gold come to an end, and the King—who was evidently a man of his word
—die of starvation. But, though months and years passed by, every day, just a quarter of an hour before breakfasttime, the servants came out of the palace with baskets and baskets of gold; and as the crowds dispersed they could
see the king sitting down to his breakfast in the royal banqueting hall, as jolly, and fat, and hungry, as could be.
Now, of course, there was some secret in all this, and this secret I shall now tell you.
King Karan had made a compact with a holy and very hungry old fakir who lived at the top of the hill; and the
compact was this: on condition of King Karan allowing himself to be fried and eaten for breakfast every day, the
fakir gave him a hundredweight of pure gold. Of course, had the fakir been an ordinary sort of person, the
compact would not have lasted long, for once King Karan had been fried and eaten, there would have been an end
of the matter. But the fakir was a very remarkable fakir indeed, and when he had eaten the King, and picked the
bones quite, quite clean, he just put them together, said a charm or two, and, hey presto—there was King Karan as
fat and jolly as ever, ready for the next morning’s breakfast. In fact, the fakir made no bones at all over the affair,
which, it must be confessed, was very convenient both for the breakfast and the breakfast eater.
Nevertheless, it was of course not pleasant to be popped alive every morning into a great frying-pan of boiling
oil; and for my part I think King Karan earned his hundredweight of gold handsomely. But after a time he got
accustomed to the process, and would go up quite cheerfully to the holy and hungry one’s house, where the
biggest frying-pan was spitting and sputtering over the sacred fire. Then he would just pass the time of day to the
fakir, to make sure he was punctual, and step gracefully into his hot oil bath.
My goodness! How he sizzled and fizzled! When he was crisp and brown, the fakir ate him, picked the bones,
set them together, sang a charm, and finished the business by bringing out his dirty, old ragged coat, which he
shook and shook, while the bright golden pieces came tumbling out of the pockets on to the floor.
So that was the way King Karan got his gold, and if you think it very extraordinary, so do I!
Now, in the great Mansarobar Lake,\fn{Tsho-Maphan, in the Kailasa Range of the Himalayas.} where, as of course you
know, all the wild hansa\fn{A fabulous bird that lives exclusively on a diet of pearls .} live when they leave us, and feed
upon seed pearls, there was a great famine. Pearls were so scarce that one pair of swans determined to go out into
the world and seek for food. So they flew into King Bikramajit’s garden, at Ujjayin. Now, when the gardener saw
the beautiful birds, he was delighted, and, hoping to induce them to stay, he threw them grain to eat. But they
would not touch it, nor any other food he offered them; so he went to his master, and told him there were a pair of
swans in the garden who refused to eat anything.
Then King Bikramajit went out, and asked them in birds’ language (for, as everyone knows, Bikramajit
understood both beasts and birds) why it was that they ate nothing.
“We don’t eat grain!” said they, “nor fruit, nor anything but fresh unpierced pearls!”
Whereupon King Bikramajit, being very kind-hearted, sent for a basket of pearls; and every day, when he came
into the garden, he fed the hansa with his own hand.
But one day, when he was feeding them as usual, one of the pearls happened to be pierced. The dainty hansa
found it out at once, and coming to the conclusion that King Bikramajit’s supply of pearls was running short, they
made up their minds to go farther afield. So, despite his entreaties, they spread their broad white wings, and flew
up into the blue sky, their outstretched necks pointing straight towards home on the great Mansarobar Lake. Yet
they were not ungrateful, for as they flew they sang the praises of Bikramajit.
Now, King Karan was watching his servants bring out the baskets of gold, when the wild hansa came flying
over his head; and when he heard them singing, “Glory to Bikramajit! Glory to Bikramajit!” he said to himself,
“Who is this whom even the birds praise? I let myself be fried and eaten every day in order that I may be able
to give away a hundredweight of gold in charity, yet no hansa sings my song!”
So, being jealous, he sent for a bird-catcher, who snared the poor hansa with lime, and put them in a cage.
Then Karan hung the cage in the palace, and ordered his servants to bring every kind of birds’ food; but the
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proud hansa only curved their white necks in scorn, saying,
“Glory to Bikramajlt—he gave us pearls to eat!”
Then King Karan, determined not to be outdone, sent for pearls; but still the scornful hansa would not touch
anything.
“Why will ye not eat?” quoth King Karan wrathfully; “am I not as generous as Bikramajit?” Then the hansa’s
wife answered, and said,
“Kings do not imprison the innocent. Kings do not war against women. If Bikramajit were here, he would at
any rate let me go!”
So Karan, not to be outdone in generosity, let the hansa’s wife go, and she spread her broad white wings and
flew southwards to Bikramajit, and told him how her husband lay a prisoner at the court of King Karan.
Of course Bikramajit, who was, as everyone knows, the most generous of kings, determined to release the poor
captive; and bidding the hansa fly back and rejoin her mate, he put on the garb of a servant, and taking the name
of Bikru, journeyed northwards till he came to King Karan’s kingdom. Then he took service with the king, and
helped every day to carry out the baskets of golden pieces. He soon saw there was some secret in King Karan’s
endless wealth, and never rested until he had found it out.
So, one day, hidden close by, he saw King Karan enter the fakir’s house and pop into the boiling oil. He saw
him frizzle and sizzle, he saw him come out crisp and brown, he saw the hungry and holy fakir pick the bones,
and, finally, he saw King Karan, fat and jolly as ever, go down the mountain side with his hundredweight of gold!
Then Bikru knew what to do! So the very next day he rose very early, and taking a carving-knife, he slashed
himself all over. Next he took some pepper and salt, spices, pounded pomegranate seeds, and pea-flour; these he
mixed together into a beautiful curry-stuff, and rubbed himself all over with it—right into the cuts in spite of the
smarting. When he thought he was quite ready for cooking, he just went up the hill to the fakir’s house, and
popped into the frying-pan. The fakir was still asleep, but he soon awoke with the sizzling and the fizzling, and
said to himself,
“Dear me! How uncommonly nice the king smells this morning!”
Indeed, so appetizing was the smell, that he could hardly wait until the king was crisp and brown, but then—
oh, my goodness, how he gobbled him up!
You see, he had been eating plain fried so long that a deviled king was quite a change. He picked the bones
ever so clean, and it is my belief would have eaten them too, if he had not been afraid of killing the goose that laid
the golden eggs.
Then, when it was all over, he put the king together again, and said, with tears in his eyes,
“What a breakfast that was, to be sure! Tell me how you managed to taste so nice, and I’ll give you anything
you ask.”
Whereupon Bikrli told him the way it was done, and promised to devil himself every morning, if he might
have the old coat in return.
“For,” said he, “it is not pleasant to be fried! And I don’t see why I should in addition have the trouble of
carrying a hundredweight of gold to the palace every day. Now, if I keep the coat, I can shake it down there.”
To this the fakir agreed, and off went Bikru with the coat.
Meanwhile, King Karan came toiling up the hill, and was surprised, when he entered the fakir’s house, to find
the fire out, the frying-pan put away, and the fakir himself as holy as ever, but not in the least hungry.
“Why, what is the matter?” faltered the King.
“Who are you?” asked the fakir, who, to begin with, was somewhat short-sighted, and in addition felt drowsy
after his heavy meal.
“Who! Why, I’m King Karan, come to be fried! Don’t you want your breakfast?”
“I’ve had my breakfast!” sighed the fakir regretfully. “You tasted very nice when you were deviled, I can
assure you!”
“I never was deviled in my life!” shouted the King. “You must have eaten somebody else!”
“That’s just what I was saying to myself!” returned the fakir sleepily; “I thought—it couldn’t—be only—the
spices—that—”
Snore, snore, snore!
“Look here!” cried King Karan, in a rage, shaking the fakir, “you must eat me too!”
“Couldn’t!” nodded the holy but satisfied fakir, “really—not another morsel—no, thanks!”
“Then give me my gold!” shrieked King Karan; “you’re bound to do that, for I’m ready to fulfill my part of the
contract!”
“Sorry I can’t oblige, but the devil—I mean the other person—went off with the coat!” nodded the fakir.
Hearing this, King Karan returned home in despair and ordered the royal treasurer to send him gold; so that
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day he ate his breakfast in peace. And the next day also, by ransacking all the private treasuries, a hundredweight
of gold was forthcoming; so King Karan ate his breakfast as usual, though his heart was gloomy. But the third
day, the royal treasurer arrived with empty hands, and, casting himself on the ground, exclaimed,
“May it please your majesty! There is not any more gold in your majesty’s domains!”
Then King Karan went solemnly to bed, without any breakfast, and the crowd, after waiting for hours
expecting to see the palace doors open and the servants come out with the baskets of gold, melted away, saying it
was a great shame to deceive poor folk in that way!
By dinner-time poor King Karan was visibly thinner; but he was a man of his word, and though the wily Bikru
came and tried to persuade him to eat, by saying he could not possibly be blamed, he shook his head, and turned
his face to the wall.
Then Bikru, or Bikramajit, took the fakir’s old coat, and shaking it before the king, said,
“Take the money, my friend; and what is more, if you will set the wild hansa you have in that cage at liberty, I
will give you the coat into the bargain!”
So King Karan set the wild hansa at liberty, and as the pair of them flew away to the great Mansarobar Lake,
they sang as they went,
“Glory to Bikramajit! The generous Bikramajit!”
Then King Karan hung his head, and said to himself,
“The hansa’s song is true—Bikramajit is more generous than I; for if I was fried for the sake of a
hundredweight of gold and my breakfast, he was deviled in order to set a bird at liberty!”
111.55 Princess Pepperina: A Folktale\fn{by a Muslim woman (before 1884- )} Kasur, Kasur District (formerly part
of Lahore District), Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 3\fn{ See an earlier version of this tale at 273.19, page 206:H}
Bulbul once lived in a forest, and sang all day to her mate, till one morning she said,
“Oh, dearest husband! You sing beautifully, but I should so like some nice green pepper to eat!”
The obedient bulbul at once flew off to find some, but though he flew for miles, peeping into every garden by
the way, he could not discover a single green pepper. Either there was no fruit at all on the bushes, but only tiny
white star-flowers, or the peppers were all ripe, and crimson red.
At last, right out in the wilderness, he came upon a high-walled garden. Tall mango trees shaded it on all sides,
shutting out fierce sunshine and rough winds, and within grew innumerable flowers and fruits. But there was no
sign of life within its walls—no birds, no butterflies, only silence and a perfume of flowers.
The bulbul alighted in the middle of the garden, and, lo, there grew a solitary pepper plant, and amid the
polished leaves shone a single green fruit of immense size, gleaming like an emerald. Greatly delighted, the bird
flew home to his mate, and telling her he had found the most beautiful green pepper in the world, brought her
back with him to the garden, where she at once began to eat the delicious morsel.
Now the jinn to whom the garden belonged had all this time been asleep in a summer-house; and as he
generally kept awake for twelve whole years, and then slept for another twelve years, he was of course very sound
asleep, and knew nothing of the bulbul’s coming and going. Nevertheless, as the time of his awaking was not far
off, he had dreadful nightmares whilst the green pepper was being pecked to pieces, and, becoming restless,
awoke just when the bulbul’s wife, after laying one glittering emerald-green egg beneath the pepper plant, flew
away with her husband.
As usual, the jinn, after yawning and stretching, went to see how his pet pepper was getting on. Great was his
sorrow and rage at finding it pecked to pieces. He could not imagine what had done the mischief, knowing as he
did that neither bird, beast, nor insect lived in the garden.
“Some dreadful creeping thing from that horrid world outside must have stolen in, whilst I slept,” said the jinn
to himself, and immediately began to search for the intruder. He found nothing, however, but the glittering green
egg, with which he was so much astonished that he took it to his summer-house, wrapped it up in cotton-wool,
and put it away carefully in a carved niche in the wall. Every day he went and looked at it, sighing over the
thought for his lost pepper, until one morning, lo and behold, the egg had disappeared, and it its place sat the
loveliest little maiden, dressed from head to foot in emerald-green, while round her neck hung a single emerald of
great size, shaped just like the green pepper.
The jinn, who was a quiet, inoffensive creature, was delighted, for he loved children, and this one was the
daintiest little morsel ever beheld. So he made it the business of his life to tend Princess Mirchâ, for such the
maiden informed him was her name.
Now, when twelve years had passed by in the flowery garden, it became time for the good-natured jinn to go to
sleep again; and it puzzled him very much to think what would become of his Princess when he was no longer
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able to take care of her. But it so happened that a great king and his minister, while hunting in the forest, came
upon the high-walled garden, and being curious to see what was inside, they climbed over the wall, and found the
lovely Princess Mirchâ seated by the pepper plant. The king immediately fell in love with her, and in the most
elegant language begged her to be his wife. But the princess hung down her head modestly, saying,
“Not so—you must ask the jinn who owns this garden; only he has an unfortunate habit of eating men
sometimes.”
Nevertheless, when she saw the young king kneeling before her, she could not help thinking him the
handsomest and most splendid young man in the world, so her heart softened, and when she heard the jinn’s
footstep, she cried,
“Hide yourself in the garden, and I will see if I can persuade my guardian to listen to you.”
Now, no sooner had the jinn appeared, than he began to sniff about, and cry
“Fee! fa! fum! I smell the blood of a man!” Then the Princess Mirchâ soothed him, saying,
“Dear jinn! you may eat me if you like, for there is no one else here.” And the jinn replied, kissing and
caressing her the while,
“My dearest life! I would sooner eat bricks and mortar!”
After that the princess cunningly led the conversation to the jinn’s approaching slumbers, and wondered
tearfully what she should do alone in the walled garden. At this the good-hearted jinn became greatly troubled,
until at last he declared that the best plan would be to marry her to some young nobleman, but, he added, a worthy
husband was hard to find, especially as it was necessary he should be as handsome, as a man, as Princess Mirchâ
was beautiful amongst women.
Hearing this, the princess seized her opportunity, and asked the jinn if he would promise to let her marry
anyone who was as beautiful as she was. The jinn promised faithfully, little thinking the princess already had her
eye on such a one, and was immensely astonished when she clapped her hands, and the splendid young king
appeared from a thicket. Nevertheless, when the young couple stood together hand in hand, even the jinn was
obliged to own that such a handsome pair had never before been seen; so he gave his consent to their marriage,
which was performed in ever so great a hurry, for already the jinn had begun to nod and yawn.
Still, when it came to saying good-bye to his dear little princess, he wept so much that the tears kept him
awake, and he followed her in his thoughts, until the desire to see her face once more became so strong that he
changed himself into a dove, which flying after her, fluttered above her head. She seemed quite happy, talking and
whispering to her handsome husband, so he flew home again to sleep.
But the green mantle of his dear little princess kept floating before his eyes, so that he could not rest, and
changing himself into a hawk, he sped after her, circling far above her head. She was smiling by her husband’s
side, so the jinn flew home to his garden, yawning terribly.
But the soft eyes of his dear little Mirchâ seemed to look into his, driving sleep far from them; so he changed
into an eagle, and soaring far up into the blue sky, saw with his bright piercing gaze the princess entering a king’s
palace far away on the horizon. Then the good jinn was satisfied, and fell fast asleep.
Now during the years which followed, the young king remained passionately in love with his beautiful bride,
but the other women in the palace were very jealous of her, especially after she gave birth to the most lovely
young prince imaginable. They determined to compass her ruin, and spent hours in thinking how they might kill
her, or lay a snare for her. Every night they would come to the door of the Queen's room, and whisper, to see if she
was awake,
“The Princess Mirchâ is awake, but all the world is fast asleep.”
Now the emerald, which the young queen still wore round her neck, was a real talisman, and always told the
truth; if any one even whispered a story, it just up and out with the truth at once, and shamed the culprit without
remorse. So the emerald on these occasions would answer,
“Not so! The Princess Mirchâ is asleep. It is the world that wakes.” Then the wicked women would shrink
away, for they knew they had no power to harm the Princess while the talisman was round her neck.
At last it so happened that when the young Queen was bathing she took off the emerald talisman, and left it by
mistake in the bathing-place. So that night, when the jealous women as usual came whispering round the door,
“The Princess Mirchâ is awake, but all the world sleeps,” the truthful talisman called out from the bathing-place,
“Not so! The Princess Mirchâ sleeps. It is the world that wakes.”
Knowing by the sound of the talisman’s voice that it was not in its usual place, these wicked creatures stole
into the room gently, killed the infant prince, who was peacefully sleeping in his little crib, cut him into little bits,
laid them in his mother’s bed, and gently stained her lips with the blood. Early next morning they flew to the king,
weeping and wailing, bidding him come and see the horrible sight.
“Look!” said they, “the beautiful wife you loved so much is an ogress! We warned you against her, and now
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she has killed her child in order to eat its flesh!”
The king was terribly grieved and wroth, for he loved his wife, and yet could not deny she was an ogress; so he
ordered her to be whipped out of his kingdom and then slain. So the lovely tender fair young queen was scourged
out of the land, and then cruelly murdered, whilst the wicked jealous women rejoiced at their evil success.
But when Princess Mirchâ died, her body became a high white marble wall, her eyes turned into liquid pools
of water, her green mantle changed into stretches of verdant grass, her long curling hair into lovely creepers and
tendrils, while her scarlet mouth and white teeth became a beautiful bed of roses and narcissus. Then her soul took
the form of a sheldrake and its mate—those loving birds which, like the turtle-dove, are always constant—and
floating on the liquid pools, they mourned all day long the sad fate of the Princess Mirchâ.
Now, after many days, the young king, who, despite her supposed crime, could not help bewailing his beautiful
bride, went out a-hunting, and finding no game, wandered far afield, until he came to the high white marble wall.
Curious to see what it enclosed, he climbed over on to the verdant grass, where the tendrils waved softly, the roses
and narcissus blossomed, and the loving birds, floated on the liquid pools mourning all day long. The king, weary
and sad, lay down to rest in the lovely spot, and listened to the cry of the birds, and as he listened, the meaning
seemed to grow plain, so that he heard them tell the whole story of the wicked women’s treachery. Then the one
bird said, weeping, to the other,
“Can she never become alive again?” And the other answered,
“If the king were to catch us, and hold us close, heart to heart, while he severed our heads from our bodies with
one blow of his sword, so that neither of us should die before the other, the Princess Mirchâ would become alive
once more. But if one dies before the other, she will always remain as she is!”
Then the king, with a beating heart, called the birds to him, and they came quite readily, standing heart to heart
while he cut off their heads with one blow of his sword, so that they fell dead at the self-same moment. At the
very same instant the Princess Mirchâ appeared, smiling, more beautiful than ever; but, strange to say, the liquid
pools, the grass, the climbing tendrils, and the flowers remained as they were.
Then the king besought her to return home with him, vowing he would never again distrust her, and would put
all the wicked traitors to death; but she refused, saying she would prefer to live always within the high white
marble walls, where no one could molest her.
“Just so!” cried the jinn, who, having but that moment awakened from his twelve years’ sleep, had flown
straight to his dearest princess. “Here you shall live, and I will live with you!”
Then he built the king and queen a magnificent palace, where they lived very happily ever after; and as no one
knew anything about it, no one was jealous of the beautiful Princess Mirchâ
111.49 Bopoluchi: A Folktale\fn{an old peasant (before 1884- )} Kasur, Kasur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M?) 1

Once upon a time a number of young girls went to draw water at the village well, and while they were filling
their jars, fell a-talking of their betrothals and weddings. Said one:
“My uncle will soon be coming with the bridal presents, and he is to bring the finest clothes imaginable.” Said
a second:
“And my uncle-in-law is coming, I know, bringing the most delicious sweetmeats you could think of.” Said a
third:
Oh, my uncle will be here in no time, with the rarest jewels in the world.”
But Bopo Lûchî, the prettiest girl of them all, looked sad, for she was an orphan, and had no one to arrange a
marriage for her. Nevertheless she was too proud to remain silent, so she said gaily:
“And my uncle is coming also, bringing me fine dresses, fine food, and fine jewels.”
Now a wandering peddler, who sold sweet scents and cosmetics of all sorts to the country women, happened to
be sitting near the well, and heard what Bopo Lûchî said. Being much struck by her beauty and spirit, he
determined to marry her himself, and the very next day, disguised as a well-to-do farmer, he came to Bopo
Lûchî’s house laden with trays upon trays full of fine dresses, fine food, and fine jewels; for he was not a real
peddler, but a wicked thag,\fn{One of a class in India who make their living by deceiving and strangling travelers .} ever so rich.
Bopo Lûchî could hardly believe her eyes, for everything was just as she had foretold, and the thag said he was
her father’s brother, who had been away in the world for years, and had now come back to arrange her marriage
with one of his sons, her cousin. Hearing this, Bopo Lûchî of course believed it all, and was ever so much pleased;
so she packed up the few things she possessed in a bundle, and set off with the robber in high spirits. But as they
went along the road, a crow sitting on a branch croaked:
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Bopo Lûchî,
You have lost your wits,
And have been deceived by a thag.

“Uncle,” said Bopo Lûchî, “that crow croaks funnily. What does it say?”
“Pooh,” returned the thag, “all the crows in this country croak like that.”
A little farther on they met a peacock, which, as soon as it caught sight of the pretty little maiden, began to
scream:
Bopo Lûchî
You have lost your wits,
And have been deceived by a thag.

“Uncle,” said the girl, “that peacock screams funnily. What does it say?”
“Pooh, returned the robber, “all peacocks scream like that in this country.”
By and by a jackal slunk across the road; the moment it saw poor pretty Bopo Lûchî began to howl:
Bopo Lûchî
You have lost your wits,
And have been deceived by a thag.

“Uncle,” said the maiden, “that jackal howls funnily. What does it say?”
“Pooh,” returned the robber, “all jackals howl like that in this country.”
So poor pretty Bopo Lûchî journeyed on till they reached the thag’s house. Then he told her who he was, and
how he intended to marry her himself. She wept and cried bitterly, but the thag had no pity, and left her in charge
of his old, oh, ever so old mother, while he went out to make arrangements for the marriage feast.
Now Bopo Lûchî had such beautiful hair that it reached right down to her ankles, but the old mother hadn’t a
hair on her old bald head.
“Daughter,” said the old, ever so old mother, as she was putting the bridal dress on Bopo Lûchî, “how did you
manage to get such beautiful hair?”
“Well,” replied Bopo Lûchî, “my mother made it grow by pounding my head in the big mortar for husking
rice. At every stroke of the pestle my hair grew longer and longer. I assure you it is a plan that never fails.”
“Perhaps it would make my hair grow!” said the old woman eagerly.
“Perhaps it would!” quoth cunning Bopo Lûchî. So the old, ever so old mother put her head in the mortar, and
Bopo Lûchî pounded away with such a will that the old lady died.
Then Bopo Lûchî dressed the dead body in the scarlet bridal dress, seated it on the low bridal chair, drew the
veil well over the face, and put the spinning-wheel in front of it, so that when the robber came home he might
think it was the bride. Then she put on the old mother’s clothes, and seizing her own bundle, stepped out of the
house as quickly as possible.
On her way home she met the robber, who was returning with a stolen millstone, to grind the corn for the
wedding feast, on his head. She was dreadfully frightened, and slipped behind the hedge, so as not to be seen. But
the robber, not recognizing her in the old mother’s dress, thought she was some strange woman from the
neighboring village, and so to avoid being seen he slipped behind the other hedge. Thus Bopo Lûchî reached
home in safety.
Meanwhile, the robber, having come to his house, saw the figure in bridal scarlet sitting on the bridal chair,
spinning, and of course thought it was Bopo Lûchî. So he called to her to help him down with the millstone, but
she didn’t answer. He called again, but still she didn’t answer. Then he fell into a rage and threw the millstone at
her head. The figure toppled over, and lo and behold, it was not Bopo Lûchî at all, but his old, ever so old mother!
Whereupon the robber wept, and beat his breast, thinking he had killed her; but when he discovered pretty Bopo
Lûchî had run away, he became wild with rage, and determined to bring her back somehow.
Now Bopo Lûchî was convinced that the robber would try to carry her off, so every night she begged a new
lodging in some friend’s house, leaving her own little bed in her own little house quite empty; but after a month or
so she had come to the end of her friends, and did not like to ask any of them to give her shelter a second time. So
she determined to brave it out and sleep at home, whatever happened; but she took a bill-hook to bed with her.
Sure enough, in the very middle of the night four men crept in, and each seizing a leg of the bed, lifted it up
and walked off, the robber himself having hold of the leg close behind her head. Bopo Lûchî was wide awake, but
pretended to be fast asleep, until she came to a wild deserted spot, where the thieves were off their guard; then she
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whipped out the bill- hook, and in a twinkling cut off the heads of the two thieves at the foot of the bed. Turning
round quickly, she did the same to the other thief at the head, but the robber himself ran away in a terrible fright,
and scrambled like a wild cat up a tree close by before she could reach him.
“Come down,” cried brave Bopo Lûchî, brandishing the bill- hook, “and fight it out!”
But the robber would not come down, so Bopo Lûchî gathered all the sticks she could find, piled them round
the tree, and set fire to them. Of course the tree caught fire also, and the robber, half stifled with the smoke, tried
to jump down, arid was killed.
After that, Bopo Lûchî went to the robber’s house and carried off all the gold and silver, jewels and clothes,
that were hidden there, coming back to the village so rich that she could marry anyone she pleased. And that was
the end of Bopo Lûchî’s adventures.
272.131 Four Legends Of King Rasalu Of Sialkot\fn{“a peasant of Upper Punjab” (before 1884- )} “taken down from
the mouth of a peasant of Upper Punjab, living in a village under the very shadow of Gangar, which was the scene
of the hero’s principal exploit”, Pakistan (M) 13
1
Rájá Sulwán had two sons,—the elder Puran, the younger Rasálu.
On the death of their mother the King had married again, and his new Queen, who was childless, being herself
in love with Puran, procured his disgrace and exile because he refused to listen to her overtures. Puran left the
palace and turned fakir, and concealing his identity he took up his residence in a certain garden.
The fame of his sanctity spread far and wide, until it was reported to King Sulwán that the very trees of the
garden which had dried up to the roots were miraculously beginning to bud and to shoot forth leaves. So the King
and the Queen, being both desirous of offspring, determined to visit him. As they approached, Puran said to
himself,
“Here comes my father, and not only he but my step-mother as well; if she should chance to recognise me she
will again work me ill.” But being a good man he considered once more,
“Never mind, I trust in God. Whatever she does she must answer for hereafter. And so, though I would not that
they should know me, still out of respect I will rise and do obeisance to them.”
When the King and his consort arrived at the place, Puran stood up and bowed himself humbly.
“Ah,” cried the King, “you have acted wrongly; you are a fakir, and it is I who should have salaamed to you.”
Puran answered,
“O King, I had once a religious instructor, and your highness’s face is not unlike his: this is the reason I rose at
your approach.” Then the Queen addressed him and said,
“I also have come to see you, for I have no children.” The fakir answered her,
“You shall certainly conceive and have a son, but your son’s mother will always be crying, even as the mother
of your step-sons was always crying.”
*
By this time the Prince Rasálu was fast growing up. He was remarkably strong and agile for his years, and
skilled in all warlike exercises. But there was one amusement which he was fond of indulging in, and that was
shooting marbles from the pellet-bow.
He used to watch for the women as they returned from the well, bearing on their heads full chatties of water,
and, shooting his hard pellets from the walls of the palace with an unerring aim, he would break the chatties into
atoms, and laugh gaily when be saw the released water pouring down in floods over their shoulders.
At last his victims made complaint to the Queen, and the Queen complained to the King, and, as the Prince had
been warned again and again to no purpose, she proposed his banishment. But the King answered,
“One son of mine I dismissed into exile before, for which I shall be for ever sorry. See, here is my treasury,
take money sufficient for the purpose, and let vessels of brass be made for the women who draw the water.”
Moreover, he again laid his commands upon his son.
So the women were all provided with vessels of brass. But when the Prince perceived that, he cast his pellets
of iron, and his strength was such that he could drive a bullet right through the brazen vessels even when charged
with water.As it was not possible that this should be permitted to continue, complaint was made, and his
banishment was proposed once more. But the King said,
“This is my only son; he must not be sent away. I therefore order that wells, be made in every enclosure, so
that the women may draw their water undisturbed.”
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So numerous wells were constructed in accordance with the King’s directions. But the Prince, who was quite
determined to pursue his favourite amusement, ascended to the top of a high hill, which commanded every walled
enclosure in the town, and from this vantage-ground he continued to discharge his artillery at the brazen catties.
Then again the King was importuned to send away his rebellious son; but he answered,
“One son I expelled, and sorow will forever be mine. If now I expel Rasálu also life will surely be
insupportable; yet the laws must be obeyed.” Then he summoned his ministers, and addressed them:
“Set up a figure fashioned like a man with his hand behind his back, and let the face of the figure be blackened.
By this symbol my son will understand that for a time he must absent himself from the court.” One day, as Rasála
approached the palace, he caught sight of the figure, and, turning to his followers, he said,
“This statue is a sign to me that I must quit the kingdom. Lo! the goodness of the King my father. We are the
descendants of the great King Bikrámájit, who sold himself away in charity three hundred times; and for a mere
trifle my father decrees my banishment. Nevertheless I will obey.”
*
So he gathered together a chosen band of valiant men, and armed them with bows, spears, and swords. He also
provided himself with ample treasure, and when all was ready he set out from the city at the head of his followers.
Wherever he encamped the whole country was made aware that Rajat Rasálu was bound on an expedition, and
that he would enlist all good men and true who would join his standard. Thus by the time he arrived at Gujerat he
was in command of a strong force of hardy warriors all eager to do battle for their leader.
The King of Gujerat was a Gouja, and he received the son of Raja Sulwán with customary honour.
“But,” said the Goujá King, “you are heir to a kingdom. Why then do I see you at the head of this army so far
away from your own dominions?” Rasálu answered,
“Near Jhilam there is a country containing numbers of people who have been turned into stone. Of that country
my father claims a fourth share, as being near of kin to the reigning rajas; and, as they deny his rights, I am now
on my way to recover them.” Then the Gouja King offered help to Rasálu, saying,
“Take with you a contingent of my troops, chosen marksmen, with arms and munitions of war, and go and
prosper against your enemies.” And to his own men he said,
“Go fight for Raja Rasálu, and do not return until dismissed.”
*
When the prince arrived at the kingdom of the Petrified Ones he at once began his warlike operations,
besieging forts, throwing up earthworks, and cutting off supplies. Rasálu’s bow could be drawn by no one but
himself, his strength was that of two men, and his arrow never failed. After a short siege the principal fortress was
carried by storm, and the rajas took refuge elsewhere; but, driven from stronghold to stronghold, they at last
submitted, and consented to acknowledge Raja Rasálu as their overlord. The kingdom was now reduced to order,
the laws were observed, and under the King’s firm rule prosperity smiled upon the whole land.
2
Raja Rasálu once heard of a famous fakir, or saint, whose abode was at the village of Tillah, and as this man’s
reputation for working wonders and signs was in everybody’s mouth, he determined to pay him a visit. The fakir[‘s
power was so great that he knew of the King’s approach before he came to the foot of the hill on which he lived, and
addressing his disciples he said,
“Raja Rasálu is at hand with purpose to put my knowledge to the test. But as he is the son of a Hindu he should
have known better. However I will anticipate him and test him, whether or not his own power is as great as
rumour asserts.” His pupils answered him,
“True, O master. They say his arrow is so swift that it will pierce a stone. Therefore divine some thing.” The
fakir then turned himself into a large powerful tiger, and when the King’s followers saw the wild beast prowling
round the house they said,
“See, so great is the power of this fakir, that even tigers acknowledge his sway! Come, let us return!” But Raja
Rasáu answered sternly,
“He is a wise man who will finish an enterprise, and the foolish are they who confess failure.” Then be
challenged the tiger, and said,
“You are indeed a mighty full-grown tiger, but I am a Rajput. Come, let us do battle together.”
The tiger then uttered a terrific growl like the roar of an earthquake, and prepared to spring. But Raja Rasláu
fitted two arrows to his bow, when immediately the tiger vanished away.
*
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The King now went forward to the house of this famous fakir, whom he found in the midst of his pupils, and who
at once rose and made a respectful salutation to one who was more powerful than himself.
“Pretty fakir this,” cried the King, “to stand up to me or to any one!” The fakir, being irritated and ashamed, said:
“O King, this hill is only the abode of poor fakirs. It is not Gangar, which is the home of giants. If you engaged the
seven famous giants of Gangar, and if you slew them, you would achieve renown, but there can be no renown in
lording it over fakirs." The King answered,
“O fakir, you taunt me. Now, as I am the descendant of the great King Bikrárnájit, I vow never to return to my
home until I have conquered the giants of whom you speak.”
“As for me,” said the fakir, “I can only pray for your success. Yet I foretell that you will prosper and overcome
them, if you will observe these two directions: first, do not draw sword, and next, kill no woman.”
So Raja Rasálu set out for Gangar.
*
Now Gangar was the name also of the most mighty giant of all the seven, and the mountain which was named
after him is full of enormous caverns, which were the homes of himself and of his comrades.
In a few days the King arrived, and began to ascend the hill, but for a long time he searched for the giants in
vain. At last he espied one of them bearing water towards the base of a rock, and he challenged him, and slew
him. But his howling had been so great that the other giants were roused and came rushing out from their dens.
And when they found that King Rasálu had come against them they were afraid, but one of them said:
“Pierce with your arrow seven plates of iron, and we shall then know whether or not you are worthy to fight
with us.”
So they set up seven plates of iron, and the King pierced them through and through.
On perceiving this the six giants filled with dismay fled from before him, but the King pursued them bow in
hand, and with the exception of one only he slew them all with his invincible arrows. The one surviving giant was
a woman, and the King discovering this endeavoured to overtake and capture her, crying out to her,
“Woman, I am King Rasálu. Stand, for you cannot escape me.” But the giantess answered him:
“You may indeed capture me, but take notice, O King, in this very country which you have invaded your head
shall be smitten off from your body.”
With that she disappeared within a mighty cavern, just as Rasálu urging his horse made a leap over a vast chasm
to come up with her.\fn{ The mark of his horse’s hoof on the limestone rock is still pointed out by the villagers } Then the King
dismounted, but the giantess had disappeared many a mile within the mountain. So he engraved his likeness on the
face of the rock inside the entrance of the cave, and rolled a great stone over the mouth of it, and shut her in, and
there she remains to this day.
Sometimes she endeavours to escape, but when she catches sight of King Rasálu’s picture, she rushes back
dismayed and baffled, and her roaring fills the villages round with dread.\fn{ Gangar is subject to frequent earthquakes.
Even when there is no perceptible quaking, the internal roaring of the earth can be heard, and this, probably, is the noise which seems to
proceed from the hill, and which the villagers ascribe to the imprisoned giant}

So ended Raja Rasálu’s battle with the famous giants of Gaugar, and if you ask the peasants for proofs of the
story they will show you, scattered about the country, Raja Rasálu’s arrows, which still stand where they
fell.\fn{These arrows, often seen by the writer, are megaliths, generally of granite, standing eight or ten feet out of the ground. Some
Mohammedans ascribe to them quite a different origin, and so also do many Hindus }
3
News was once brought to King Rasálu that at Kôt Bhitaur on the Indus lived a certain Raja, Sirikap by name,
who was notorious for his ferocity, and renowned for his skill in chess-playing.
King Sirikap only played with those who would accept his conditions, which were these. In the first game the
wager was to be horse, clothes, and lands. In the second game the wager was to be the loser’s head.
King Rasálu, who could not bear the thought of a rival in anything, resolved to visit him. So he called his
captains together, and said
“I am going to try my luck against King Sirikap. But if I lose the game and forfeit my head, say, what will you,
my followers, do?” One of his officers answered,
“You may lose the game, and you may lose your head, O King, but one thing is certain, if you lose your head
the head of Raja Sirikap will be forfeited too. Of this he shall be certified.”
*
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Then the King mounted his horse, and rode to Kôt Bhitaur, the castle of the “handsome” Sirikap the Beheader.
King Sirikap welcomed his brother King with every demonstration of affection, and conducted him into his
palace.
“O youth,” said he, “you must have come from a long distance. What is the purpose of your visit?”
“My kingdom is Siálkot,” answered Rasálu. “Your fame as a chess-player kindled my ambition, and I have
come to play with you; only, as I am now fatigued, let us play, if it please you, tonight.”
*
To this Sirikap agreed, and King Rasálu, having refreshed himself, descended from the mountain-rock, on
which stood the castle, and walked to the bank of the river. There he saw struggling in the water some small
clusters of ants which were being washed away, and, stooping down, he saved them. Then he saw a drowning
hedgehog, and, being a humane man, he saved it also, and one of his attendants begged for it to amuse the
servants in the castle above.
Going a few steps further, he came to a backwater, which was close to the castle-rock, and there he heard a
voice proceeding from the cliff:
“O, Sir, you have come to Kôt Bhitaur to play at chess with Raja Sirikap. But I warn you that he is a
magician.”
The astonished attendants looked about them, and cried, “What voice is this?” but they perceived no one. Then
they saw on the sand a representation of the game, well-figured, and they rejoiced, saying to the King,
“O King, see, here is the game. It is an omen of good fortune; this is your conquering day.” At this moment the
mysterious voice again issued from the rock,
“O Prince, for such I perceive you to be, I have been witness of your humanity. To you I may confide my life,
being satisfied that you will not betray me. Raja Sirikap is a man of blood, deep, sudden, and treacherous; but
observe what I say, and your life will be saved.”
“Speak on, O hidden one,” answered King Rasálu.
*
“First of all,” continued the voice, “do you walk along the bank until you see a rat with a black head. Catch
him and bring him here!” The King obeyed, and returning to the crag he said,
“The rat, O friend, I have found as you said, but now I would find you.”
Climbing up the ledges of the steep rocks, he came to a roughly-fashioned cell in the face of the cliff, in
which he discovered a lady of noble birth, chained by her foot to the floor.
“Who are you,” said he, “and whence came you here?” She answered him,
“I am one of the five daughters of King Sirikap. My fault was one which I will not reveal to you now, but my
punishment was imprisonment in this rocky cell. Yet I knew by my power of divination that a prince would come
from a distant kingdom, strong and young, and that, having cut off my father’s head, he would release me. In
you I behold the prince of my prophetic dreams.”
“And I will release you,” cried the King, “but first inform me how I am to be conqueror at the chessboard.”
*
The Princess then gave him full instructions how he should proceed in the trial of skill which awaited him.
“First of all,” said she, “play with the King only on a Tuesday as today, and secondly, play only once, and let
the stake be the head of him who loses. You will proceed thus. Tie the rat with a string, and keep him near you, as
you both sit upon the floor, but keep him so that he may be visible. That King Sirikap may not suspect your
design lean your cheek upon your hand, and call out now and then, ‘O, Rajah Nul, O Rajah Null’ for be was the
inventor of the game Choupour, in which you will be engaged.
“There are two sets of men of eight pieces each, and they are of two different colours. Now, at the critical point
in the game, Raja Sirikap will give a certain signal, and straightway from his capacious sleeve there will issue his
magic cat. On her head she bears a light which renders her invisible, and which is also itself invisible to all but the
King himself.
“The effect of the mysterious light is to throw a glamour over the King’s adversary and to dazzle his eyes, so
that he is unable to see, and during this interval the cat dexterously disposes the men in such a way that at the next
move King Sirikap wins the game, and his adversary forfeits his wager.
“But do you, O Prince, in order to guard against surprise, keep the rat secure, and now and then put your
disengaged hand upon it, and now and then take it off, patting it playfully. The moment the cat comes forth she will
make a dash at the rat, and, coming in contact with your hand, the light will fall to the ground. Then keep her at
bay, and the game will be yours, for the cowardly heart of King Sirikap will begin to quake, and his disordered
mind will ensure his discomfiture.”
*
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Having received his instructions King Rasálu returned to the palace, and that evening, being the eve of Tuesday,
the two Kings sat down to play.
The issue of the game for some time was doubtful; but at last it was evident that a few moves more would
decide the result in favour of Raja Rasálu, when his rival made a secret signal, and the magic cat, unseen by any
but himself, stole from his sleeve.
The moment she did so she caught sight of the black-headed rat, and, forgetting her duty to her master, she
instantly sprang towards it, but the hand of Raja Rasálu chanced to smite the light from her head, and to keep her
occupied until he had won the game. Then sprang the mighty King to his feet, and cried to his trembling rival, “The
game is won, and your head is my prize,” and drawing his long sword he was about to strike off his head, when
Sirikap, lifting up his hands, implored a short respite that he might enter his inner apartments and bid farewell to his
family.
That moment a messenger brought news to him that his Queen had been delivered of a daughter. But he heeded it
not. His perturbed soul was full of schemes how he might escape his impending fate. As he walked sadly from room to
room he said to himself,
“If I hide in my own chambers I shall be discovered.”
So this idea he dismissed from his mind. But in an unfrequented corner his anxious eye caught sight of a large
disused drum, and, disregarding his kingly dignity, he crept under that, and began to feel himself a little secure.
*
Raja Rasálu was meanwhile pacing the hail with impatient strides, waiting for the return of his adversary. At last
he could tarry no longer, so, calling his captains, he summoned King Sirikap to appear. But no answer was made to
his call. He then began a careful search of the whole of the castle, feeling satisfied that the King could scarcely have
passed his guards who were on the watch at every port. When he came to the drum the quick eye of Rasálu detected
that it had been recently moved.
“Aha,” cried he, “the caitiff\fn{A contemptible or cowardly person} must be skulking here,” and in another moment he
dragged the dishonoured monarch forth by the heels. Then he handed him over to his officers.
“As he was a king, lodge him,” said he, “in his own palace, but guard him well, for at sunrise he must die.” Then
turning to Sirikap he spurned him, saying,
“O villain, hundreds of heads you have smitten off in your time with your own hand, and all for pastime, yet you
never grieved or shed a tear. And now, when the same fate is to be your own, you sneak away, and hide yourself in a
drum.”
*
Some time after this there entered the royal soothsayers, and they, addressing their fallen master, said,
“Sir, we have sought for the interpretation of this mystery, why ruin should have visited your house, and we
conclude that all this calamity is on account of your infant daughter, whose baneful star has crossed your own. She
has come in an evil hour. Let her now be slain, and let her head be thrown into the Indus, and your life will be
saved.” Sirikap answered,
“If my life depends on her, bring me her head, and mine may yet be saved.”
So a slave-girl was despatched to bring the infant to its father. And as she carried it along from the apartments of
the Queen, she said,
“O what a pretty child, I should like to save it.” Raja Rasálu, overhearing her, said,
“Where are you taking that child?” The slave-girl answered,
“This is Raja Sirikap’s child, born only this very night. The Brahmin soothsayers have told my master that his
child is the cause of all his misfortunes, and that her head is to be taken off to save his own.”
*
When Raja Rasálu looked at the child he loved it, and became very sorrowful, knowing well the power of
divination. So he returned, and said,
“O Raja Sirikap, your head shall be spared on certain conditions. First, you must surrender this child princess in
betrothal to me. Secondly, you must become my vassal, and pay me an annual tribute. Thirdly, you must consent to
have your forehead branded with a red-hot gridiron in token of your vassalage. And fourthly, you must
discontinue your bloody games of chess.”
To all these conditions King Sirikap was only too glad to agree. So a treaty was drawn up between the two
kings, and it was confirmed and ratified in the presence of their principal officers.
*
After this Raja Rasálu mounted his horse and was riding away when he thought of the princess in her lonely cell.
Turning his horse’s head he sought the foot of the cliff and ascended to the cavern.
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“Of course,” cried she, when she saw him, “you have won the game? But tell me, have you cut off my father’s
head?”
“No,” said he, “I have not.”
“What,” replied she, “you have beaten your antagonist in the game of death, and you have not exacted the penalty
of failure? What luckless man are you?” Then King Rasálu explained to the princess all the facts of his adventure.
“But,” concluded he, “one thing I omitted, namely, to stipulate for your deliverance from captivity.”
The Princess, who expected no less than to be espoused to this handsome stranger, was overcome with distress.
Seeing this the King, who pitied her misfortunes, took up a piece of rock and broke her chain, and then lifting her
over his shoulder he descended with her from the cavern, and carried her up to the palace of the King, her father.
He, seeing the company returning, and fearing some new calamity, once more endeavoured to conceal himself.
But King Rasálu reassured him, and brought him forth and said to him,
“Behold, here is your daughter; now say for what crime was she imprisoned?”
“A certain prince,” answered Sirikap, “came to play with me, and my rebellious daughter gave him, to sit
upon, my fortunate carpet of state. “‘Aha,’ said I to myself, ‘so, my lady, there’s treason afoot.” Upon which I
ordered her to be perpetually chained and imprisoned.”
“One more condition,” said Raja Rasálu, with a stern air, “must be added to the others: it is that you forgive
her, and that you let me hear within three months that you have made a suitable match for her.” Nor could Raja
Sirikap dare to dispute his new lord’s will, but he received his daughter and provided for her suitably in
accordance with his pledged word.
*
Once more King Itasálu mounted his charger, and at the head of his brave companions, whose lance-heads
glanced in the sunlight and whose accoutrements clashed merrily, he rode proudly away to his own capital. With him
in a magnificent litter, accompanied by her nurse, travelled the infant daughter of Sirikap, whose name was
Koklán.
She it was who in after years, when she grew to woman’s estate, became his beautiful but ill-fated consort.
4
It is said by some that when Rájá Rasálu left Kôt Bhitaur he built himself a strong castle on Chittah, having
subdued the whole of the country round. This castle is now known by the name of Ránithrod, on account of a
certain legend which is connected with it. In the lofty stronghold of Ránithrod he took up his abode, having
strengthened it well with walls and bastions all round; but most of his followers, it is said, returned to their homes
when their services were no longer required.
When the child Koklan was growing up, he ordered that the old custom of his people should be unobserved, and
that she should be fed with flesh meat every day. Her education was entrusted to the ancient nurse who had
accompanied her from Kôt Bhitaur, and who was quite devoted to her.
No other woman but herself was allowed to attend her, and no other woman but herself was permitted even to
enter the walls of the fortress. When she became ill and was likely to die, the King said to her,
“I have as much respect and love for you as for my own mother, and wherever it is your wish that your body
should be burnt, it shall be done.” But she said,
“Do not burn my body, merely throw it into the river Sen.”\fn{Indus} And when the day of her death came, her
wishes were duly observed.
*
Raja Rasálu was passionately fond of hunting. Leaving the child in the charge of the nurse, he was in the habit
of visiting the jungle every day with bows and arrows to chase the wild deer. Rejoicing in his vast strength, he
indulged in the sport either wholly alone, or attended by but few of his retinue. In the evening he returned with his
spoil to the castle, when the feast was spread and his minstrels sang of his exploits and of the exploits of
Bikrámájit, as he sat with the little princess on his divan, and fed her with venison.
Her life was lonely with only a nure to attend to her, but she had two constant companions in a parrot and a
mina, who like all birds in those days had the gift of speech. With them she used to converse, and to them she
communicated her little joys and sorrows.
So passed the lives of King and princess, until the old nurse died, and the little girl had grown into a woman, and
had become Rasálu’s Queen. They were very happy together; for the King was always what Mahommedans in the
Punjb name a “good” man, which means that he was faithful to the one lady of his choice, nor did he ever desire
the companionship of another.
*
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One evening, when he was in a merry mood, an odd fancy came into the mind of Rfaja Rasálu, which was that
his young wife should accompany him to the chase. Said she to him,
“I have eaten so much venison in my life, that if I did go with you all the deer of the forest would follow me.” But
the proposal delighted her, and her young spirits became exhilarated at the prospect of liberty and of leaving the
castle, if only for a day, to visit the wild jungle.
“One promise make me,” said she, “and keep it faithfully. Give me your word that if the deer come about me
you will not shoot at them or molest them.” The King readily granted her singular request, and said,
“Tomorrow then you and I will go hunting together.”
*
In the morning they set out unattended, and came to the wooded hillocks and grassy ravines, where the deer
loved to wander. But when these gentle creatures saw the Queen Koklán they all began to surround her.
Amongst them came a great blue buck, which was the king of them all. Enchanted with her dazzling beauty, he
walked up to her with stately steps, and made an obeisance by stooping down his noble twelve-tined head to the
Ráni’s feet.
King Rasálu, who had been filled with amazement at the power of his wife’s beauty, no sooner saw the king of
the deer at her feet than his jealous soul became black with resentment.
“Never have I permitted a single creature of the male sex to approach her,” said he to himself, “and now the
king of the deer is at her feet!”
His passionate nature was not proof against the anger with which such a spectacle inspired him. Drawing his
sword, in forgetfulness or wilful disregard of his promise, he made a slash at the deer, and cut off part of his nose.
“O Raja Rasálu,” remonstrated the deer, “you are a monarch among men, and I am only an animal of the
jungle. With your sword you have sliced off my nose; but know that your own nose shall one day be so gashed
and slashed that until the day of judgment it never will heal again.” The indignant deer then departed, leaving the
royal pair to themselves.
But the Queen, whose feminine instincts had been gratified by the homage offered to her by the king of the
forest, felt mortified and vexed to think that her husband and lord should have broken his promise. Nor was he less
angry at the unfortunate accident which had marred the pleasure of the day, one moment reproaching the Queen, and
another moment bitterly accusing the deer, but failing to see that his unhappiness was due to his own rashness.
And so they returned to Ránithrod; but it was some days before their tempers were mollified and before perfect
confidence was again restored.
*
Meanwhile the blue buck was planning a bitter revenge. Some twenty miles above Ránithrod, on the opposite
bank of the Indus, a certain king named Hodi had built a border-fortress on the top of a peak, which, like Kôt
Bhitaur, rose from the very margin of the river. This monarch was noted for his love of intrigue, as well as for his
passion for the pleasures of the chase. Calling these circumstances to mind, the blue buck said,
“Now I will betake me to the palace of Raja Hodi, and I will graze there, and when the hue and cry is set up,
and he begins to follow me, I will run to the castle of Raja Rasálu.”
So he swam the river, and made his way to Raja Hodi’s, and entering the King’s garden he began to graze in it.
Presently he was observed by a gardener, who at once reported the fact in the palace. In a few minutes Raja Hodi
had mounted his horse, and was in full chase after the blue buck, which had been on the alert, and which now led
his pursuer in the direction of Ránithrod, all the time feigning a lameness in order to entice him on more and more
with the hope of eventual capture.
After an exciting run the blue buck jumped the river close to the palace of the Queen Kokln, and the noble
horse of Raja Hodi, roused by the chase, essayed and performed the same wonderful leap. But the deer then
disappeared into a cave and hid himself, and when the King arrived at the spot he was no longer to be seen.
*
Abandoning the fruitless search Raja Hodi dismounted at two immense mangoe-trees, and, tying his horse by
the bridle, he sat down to rest beneath their shade. He then observed that these two trees grew beneath the walls of
the fortress of Ránithrod, but he could perceive no approach. He was not only tired but hungry, and he wondered
how he should obtain admission for food and drink. Just then the Queen happened to look out, and seeing a
stranger under the mangoe-trees she cried:
“Who are you?" She looked so exceedingly handsome that Raja Hodi when he saw her became enamoured of
her.
“Robbers,” said he, “are generally clad in poor apparel, but I have rich clothing, and a horse splendidly
caparisoned. I have been following a deer the whole morning, and I have lost him at this very spot.” Raja Hodi
paused, and then asked her:
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“Who are you?”
“I,” said she, “am the wife of Raja Rasálu. I am alone, shut up here in my palace which is also my prison; my
husband is far away chasing the wild deer.”
“May I not come in and see you?” said Raja Hodi.
“Alas,” answered she, “the castle-gate is so massive and heavy that no hand but the strong hand of Raja Rasálu
can move it. But, stay, I will throw you down a rope, and do you climb the mangoe-tree which is next the wall of
the court, and tie it to one of the topmost branches, and you will be able to slip down and visit me.”
So he followed her directions, and gained the interior of the inner court of her own apartments, and they sat by
the well which Raja Rasálu had hewn out of the rock, and which was furnished with a machine with a treadle for
drawing up water into the trough. There they sat, and she entertained him with food and drink, and when he rose
and left her she scarcely know whether to be glad or sorry, whether to weep or to sing.
But though Raja Hodi rode away, it was impossible for him not to long ardently for the sight of so much
beauty again, and, as Rasálu never intermitted his hunting even for a day, it came to pass that Raja Hodi paid
daily visits to the faithless Queen.
*
At last, when all this treason was at its height, it happened that the Queen forgot to remove the cages of the
mina and the parrot before the arrival of her lover, and the two birds were witnesses of her infidelity. Then said
the mina to the parrot:
“The duty which is imposed on us both by our dear master is to watch over the safety of the Queen, and we
shall be false to our salt if we do not report to him the misconduct of this stranger.” Then, addressing the Queen,
she said,
“What are you doing—admitting a strange man to these walls? But if the King hear of this wickedness he will
strike you dead where you stand.” The Queen instantly started and flushed with rage, and the parrot, anxious to
allay her anger, said to the mina:
“O you senseless one ! What harm has been done, seeing that the man merely eats and drinks and goes away?
What is Raja Rastálu to us? Does not the Queen our mistress tend us and feed us with her own hands?”
“She does indeed,” answered the mina. “Still she has dishonoured her name, and done what she should not
have done. And we are the servants of the Raja.”
This speech of the mina enraged the Queen still more, so much so, indeed, that she instantly rose from the
caresses of her lover, and, running to the cage, seized the unfortunate bird, and wrung off its neck. But the
cunning parrot gazing at her friend’s quivering body, said,
“Ah, you silly chatterer, you have just met your deserts!”
*
The next day, on the arrival of Raja Hodi, when Queen Koklán entered the room, the parrot said to her,
“O Queen, this stranger is here again, and the King, my master, may return unexpectedly. If you will loose me,
I will sit in the mangoe-tree and keep watch.”
This proposal pleased her, and she opened the door of the cage for the bird to go forth. So the parrot flew up
into the mangoe-tree, and thence she escaped to the jungle, and after a long search she found her dear master, and
reported to him that disgraceful doings were going on at Rátnithrod.
“Come home at once,” cried she, “and you will catch the thief before he departs.”
*
Nor was the King long in following her counsel. Abandoning his game he hastened to his betrayed home, but
only arrived at the mangoe-trees as Raja Hodi was descending. Still he was in ample time to prevent his escape.
First of all he looked up to the battlements to see if the Rani was visible. She was not. Then addressing Raja
Hodi whose clothing sufficiently indicated his rank, he said,
“Sir, as a thief you have been coming to my palace for some days. Now prepare for combat!” Raja Hodi
answered,
“Alas, I have neither bow nor weapon of any sort. Will you strike a defenceless man?” Then said Raja Rasálu,
“Among Rajputs there is a custom which you shall now learn. Here take my bow. Take also these arrows. See,
I have measured out fifty paces. Now do you shoot your arrows at me.”
Saying thus Rasálu drew his sword and stood on the defensive. It was only with difficulty that Raja Hodi could
bend the bow of his mightier rival, but consternation filled his mind when he saw his adversary meet with his
sword each arrow which he launched, and strike it in shivers to the ground.
Then the two monarchs changed their weapons and prepared for the next scene of the tragedy. At first Raja
Rasálu, in order to test his adversary’s nerve, grimly made a feint of shooting. Immediately the quaking coward
slipped behind the mangoe-tree.
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“Ha,” cried Raja Rasálu. “You are behind the mangoe-tree, are you? Look outs the arrow is coming!”
Drawing the bow to its utmost tension, he let fly the messenger of death, which pierced the trunk of the tree,
and pierced the heart of his foe, and fell four yards beyond. Then the King went forward sword in hand and smote
off the traitor’s head. There was a sense of savage exultation at the heart of Raja Rasálu as he reflected,
“Today I have brought my wife no venison. Yet she shall have venison daintier than ever she tasted bfore.”
*
The headless body lay at his feet. Stripping it of its rich clothing, he cut off some of the flesh, and took it with
him into the castle, rolling aside the ponderous gate, and closing it again with a giant’s strength. Having made his
preparations, he went to the apartments of the Queen, who was amazed to see him, for her conscience smote her.
“Does he suspect anything?” said she. It was impossible for the King to avoid noticing that water had been
recently drawn from the well by means of the heavy treadle, too difficult for the slender strength of his wife to
move. Nor did it escape his observation that his favourite hookah was standing by.
The evidence was conclusive, therefore, that his rival had been not only in the mangoe-tree but in the castle
itself. Regarding his Rani with a sorrowful air, he said:
“Who has smoked my hookah, Rani—
Who his spittle here did throw—
Who the water lifted, Rani—
Wet’s the trough with overflow?”

The Queen hastened to answer, “All this I did myself.” But, in her mind, she said,
“Has someone betrayed me?” Then the King entered the chamber where the carpets and cushions lay in
disorder.
“Who has been here?” asked he.
“Who but myself? No one,” said she. But to herself she said,
“Alas! What next?” Then the King looked about him, and observed that both the birds’ cages were empty.
“Ah!” said he, “where are the parrot and the mina?”
“I let out the parrot and the mina,” answered she, “for fresh air. They must be in the mangoe-trees.” But her
heart failed her, and she thought,
“Now the truth must come out.”
*
Then the King went to the door, and cried, “Miámittu! Mhámittu!” And the parrot heard, and replied from the
mangoe-tree,
“Here I am, but my body shakes with fear. I dare not enter the palace.” He held out his hand, and she flew on
to it. And the King said,
“You and the mina bird were left by me to guard and protect the Queen. My confidence has been abused. All
this has been going on, and you did not tell me.” The parrot answered,
“I could tell you the whole truth. But these days are not the days for truth. One of us told the truth, and now his
head lies here, and his body there.”
When the King saw the mina bird all ruffled and headless, he picked up the body, and took it into the Queen.
“Look! I left the mina, whole and well. How is this?” She answered,
“It was killed by the parrot. Ask her. She dares not deny it.” And she cast a threatening look at her. But the
parrot said,
“Perhaps it was so—I. may have killed the mina—but did the King ever hear of such a thing in the world?” At
the same time, the parrot pointed her claw ominously towards the Queen, to signify that she had killed the mina
herself. Then the King, restraining his rage and grief, cried,
“Enough! Go, Rani, and see to the venison which is preparing in the cook-house, and bake me my bread.” And
he sat down, sullen and moody, by the well.
*
When the Queen appeared with the smoking flesh and the cakes of bread she laid them down on the masonry,
and the King said to her,
“Come, let us eat together once more.”
Like a woman, quite forgetful of her faults, she accepted his apparent kindness, and her spirits rose; but men
are different, they nurse their thoughts and keep their suspicions warm. Then the King put some of the bread to his
lips, and said,
“Today my bread is tasteless.” But the Queen said,
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“'What food, dear heart, have you bought me here? Methinks no venison was ever so dainty and sweet as this.”
Pushing his bread away from him the King replied:
“What food is this so dainty sweet?
Alive he languished at your feet.
Now dead and gone, he pleases still—
You eat his flesh—nay, eat your fill!
But O may she whose heart is proved untrue,
Ascend the funeral pile, and perish too!”

The bit dropped from the unhappy Queen’s mouth as she said to herself, “Ah, I am betrayed, I am betrayed; he
knows all! All is over!” Then she answered her lord with something of pride and defiance—
“When getting up, you vex me sore,
When sitting down, you taunt me more;
But ah ? with him, for whom you torture me,
My life, my soul, with him my death shall be!”

Saying this she sprang to her feet, rushed wildly up the battlements, and threw herself over; but before her
body had reached the rocks below her breath had gone out of her, and Queen Koklán, the false, the beautiful, was
dead.
*
When King Rasálu saw this he hastened to the gate and went out. Stooping over the dead body of the only
woman whom he had ever cared for, he felt what it was to have loved and forever to have lost. He then took her
up tenderly, carried her into the palace, and laid her down. Both the bodies, his wife’s and her lover’s, he laid
down side by side. and covered them with the same sheet. Then he considered within himself:
“But if I burn them, the disgraceful secret will be known abroad. No! at midnight I will carry them both down,
and throw them into the river.” Then, seeing the parrot, he said to her,
“Your partner is dead and gone, so also is mine. Poor parrot and poor King! We shall now have to amuse each
other.”
*
After this the King being very weary lay down and slept, and, forgetting the two bodies, he did not wake till
late in the night. It was almost dawn when he approached the river, bearing the corpses on his shoulders. Just then
he caught sight of a washerman and his wife going down with a bundle of clothes. So he stepped aside behind a
rock- to escape their notice, and dropped the dead into the river. As he watched them sinking he overheard the
woman saying to her husband,
“It is not yet morning. To pass the time tell me a story.” The husband answered,
“What is the use? We have to get through the world somehow. Part of our life is over, and part remains. We have
no time to waste over stories.”
“But,” replied she, “it is not yet daylight, so tell me something.” Then the washerman said,
“Shall I tell you a true story, or some other one?” She answered,
“A true story.” Then the man began:
*
“Hear me, O wife. Not long ago, before I married you, I had another wife. She used to say her prayers five
times in the day, and I thought her a treasure. Yet every night she absented herself from my house for at least an
hour, until I began to wonder what was her motive. At last I determined to find out. The next time she went away,
I followed her, because I said,
“‘Perhaps she goes out to her prayers, but I should like to see for myself.’
“I found she visited the grave of a fakir, and that she prayed to him that I might become blind. When I heard
this, I could not help feeling:
“‘Before my face she respects me, but how false she is behind my back. Tomorrow I will be beforehand with
her at the shrine, and she shall have an answer.’
“The next night I hid myself in the shrine, and when my wife came and prayed as usual I answered her:
“‘Owoman, for a long time you have, prayed to me, this time your prayer is answered. Go home, and feed your
husband with sweet pudding in the morning, and with roast fowl in the evening, and in a week he will be blind.’ I
then got away home as fast as I could run, and when my wife returned I asked her,
“‘Where have you been?’
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“‘I have been in the village giving out the clothes,’ answered she. The next morning my wife said to me,
“‘Husband, see I have here some buttermilk and oil, let me wash your head.’
“I accordingly undressed. But when my wife saw my body, she cried,
“‘Why, husband, how thin you have become! you are all skin and bone. I must feed you up.’ To this I answered
“‘Good.’
“So my wife went and made me sweet pudding, which I enjoyed. And in the evening she gave me roast fowl,
which I enjoyed too. After three or four days I said to her,
“‘Wife, I don’t know what has happened, my eyes are getting quite dim,’ Though she affected to console me I
could easily perceive that she was glad. After the seventh day I said to her,
“‘Wife, I am stone blind, I can’t see a thing.’ She, hearing this, set up a hypocritical howl, and, going out, she
visited this saint and that, and offered up prayers for my recovery.
“I now took to a stick and acted the blind man to the life. But one day my wife said to herself,
“‘This may be all a deceit; I must put his blindness to the test.’ So she said to me,
“‘I am going out a-visiting; if I put some barley to dry, will you take care of it?’ To this I replied,
“‘How can I? Still, if you will put it on some matting within my reach so that I can feel it from time to
time, I will try.’
“This then she did, and I sat by it with my stick in my hand. In a short time I saw my wife slyly creeping
towards the grain, and when she got near she felt it. Lifting my stick, I gave her such a violent blow on the
head that she fell almost senseless, crying out,
“‘Ah, you have killed me!’
“‘Wife, wife,’ said I, ‘how could I tell it was you? Did I not say I was blind? I thought there was a bullock
or a goat here.’
“This quite convinced my wife that I must be entirely blind, and she continued to feed me as before.
“Now the truth was that she was intriguing with another man, whom she used to visit, though at great risk, whenever
she found the opportunity. This man she now introduced from time to time into my house. One day, when he was
expected, she sought a quarrel with me to get me out of the way.
“‘Why don’t you do something?’ said she; ‘you are always indoors. Get out, man, and cut some wood!’
“I abused her heartily for her speech, and went out. When I returned I saw the man sitting in my chamber, and
said to myself,
“‘Aha, my friend is here!’ When my wife saw me she told him to get into the mat which was lying rolled up
against the wall, and he did so. Going to the cow-house, where I knew there was some rope handy, I returned,
groping all the way with my stick.
“‘What do you want with that rope?’ said my wife. Without answering, I felt my way to the mat, and tying it up
first at one end and then at the other, I shouldered it, and said to my wife,
“‘This trouble which has fallen upon me is more than I can bear. I am now going as a pilgrim to Mecca, and
this will serve me as a kneeling mat.’ I then went out, but she followed me entreating me to alter my mind.
“‘Don’t go—don’t leave your poor wife alone!’ said she. But the neighbours said:
“‘Let the poor man alone. What use is he to you now?’ So I got away from her. After I had gone two or three
miles, the man inside the mat begun to struggle and shake.
“‘Shake away,’ said I, ‘you will have reason to shake soon. You think I am blind, but I am not.’
“I now approached a village, and the first thing I observed was a woman baking some bread of fine flour.
When the cake was ready she took it inside the granary, where her lover was hiding, and she gave it to him. Then
she came out and began baking bread of coarse barley-meal. Pretending to be a fakir I went up to her and said,
“‘Mother, make me some wheaten bread with a little butter.’ She answered,
“‘Where am I to get wheaten flour? Do you not see how poor I am?’ I replied,
“‘Nay, but bake me some.’ As we were disputing her husband came up and said,
“‘Don’t quarrel, woman, with fakirs.’ She answered,
“‘I am not quarrelling, but this man asks me for fine bread and butter. Did you ever get such a luxury?’ When
the husband heard this he was angry with me, and said,
“‘If a barley-cake will suit you take it. But if not, begone!’ Then said I, pointing to the granary,
“‘They who sit in granaries eat fine bread, but beggars mustn’t be choosers.’
“‘What’s this about granaries?’ cried he. ‘This must be looked into.’ So he went to the granary and there he
found his wife’s lover eating fine bread and butter.
“‘You are an honest man, O fakir,’ he cried out to me; but he was in such a rage that he drew his knife, and
would most certainly have cut the fellow’s throat if I had not caught him by the arm and checked him, and
brought him out of the place.
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“‘Look here,’ said I, opening my mat, and releasing my prisoner, ‘here is another of them. Your fate is not
different from mine, nor mine from other men’s. Therefore do not kill, but let us both agree to make the best of a
bad job, because, you see, if Raja Rasálu in his palace, great and mighty as he is, has the same misfortune as we,
and yet bears it patiently, who are we that we should complain?’”
*
When the washerman had ended, Raja Rasálu, who had overheard every word, came forward and said,
“I am Raja Rasálu, the King of all this land. Ask me for land and you shall have it, or if you want money take
it, but tell me how knew you people that such wickedness was being done in my house?”
“And do you not know,” answered the man, “that the women of this country are by nature witches and
soothsayers? They know everything, and they have been talking of the doings at Ránithrod for days.” Then the
King took them both to the castle and gave them money, and to the husband he said,
“You are a white-bearded man, old and venerable. Your years entitle you to respect. Therefore come and see me
often, and let us converse together.” And he sent them away.
*
He himself after this grew morose, and he ceased to visit the field so often, his life being weary, and his heart
broken, thinking of his dead wife, of her black ingratitude and of her dismal fate. Frequently the old washerman
visited him and brought him in news from without, and his parrot strove to console him. But his kingdom was
neglected, his conquests forgotten, many of his followers deserted his service, and in his vast lonely fortress he lived
like a recluse.
*
Meanwhile there were wise women at the town of Raja Hodi who had guessed or divined the secret of
Ránithrod. One day the Raja’s brothers were riding past the common well when the women were drawing water
for their households, and they overheard one of them saying,
“Men reckon their darling vices more than life.”
“What is that you say,” cried one of them reining up.
“I said,” answered the speaker, “that a man who pursues some cherished object will sacrifice his life for it.”
“But what do your words really signify?” said he. She replied,
“If the brothers of Raja Hodi have any sense of their own, they have no need to ask.” On hearing this they
gallopped up to the palace of Raja Hodi, and, entering the court, they cried,
“Where’s Raja Hodi? Where’s Raja Hodi?” One of the attendants answered,
“Ever since the day on which he pursued the blue buck he has been paying daily visits across the river in the
direction of the castle of Raja Rasálu. Some days ago he went out as usual, but he has not yet returned, and we
know not what has become of him.” When the brothers heard these tidings they assembled their vassals from all
parts, and addressing them they said,
“The King is a prisoner or else he has been killed in the country of Raja Rasálu. We must rescue or avenge
him. Will you stand to us when we cross the river, or will you go back to your houses?” They all answered,
“Let our heads be forfeited if we do not stand to you to a man.”
*
Now the old washerman used to visit Raja Rasálu day by day because the King delighted in his quaint stories
and good sense. About this time he went up to the palace as usual, and received his customary welcome. Said the
King to him,
“What news today?” The washerman answered timorously,
“Among the women of the village there is a strange rumour, but it may not be true.”
“Let me have it,” said the King.
“I overheard them talking among themselves, and they were saying that as Raja Rasálu had cut off the head of
Raja Hodi, so his own head would be also cut off in a few days.” When the King heard this he was greatly put out,
and rising and pacing the floor he said,
“Have you really heard this?”
“Yes,” answered the washerman, “the women have it so, but I know nothing about it.”
“I have seen the day when I could laugh my foes to scorn,” said the King; “and still I have troops, if I can only
assemble them in time.”
Then he summoned his warder, and bade him call out all his followers in the castle. But when they were drawn
up there were not a dozen men left to man the walls.
“Winning or losing a battle is in the hands of God,” said he to the old washerman. “But what is one to do with
a handful of men like this?”
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Vigorously, however, the old warrior prepared for a siege. Something of his former spirit returned upon him as
he directed one of his men to gallop out into the country to order his tenants to gather their vassals, and to bring in
supplies for the defence of Ránithrod, and so he assisted with his own hands to repair the broken battlements and
to close up the breaches.
*
Hardly bad he completed his task when the hostile force appeared in sight. They were led by the brothers of
Raja Hodi. They were fully armed with every implement of war.
They swam the river or crossed it on inflated skins; and like bees they swarmed up the hill, and sat down
beneath the walls of Ránithrod. Then passed mutual defiances between the opposing leaders, and the siege
began in form.
But Raja Rasálu, though reinforced by fresh supplies of men, soon began to perceive that the struggle was a
hopeless one, and that the end could not be far off. Resolving therefore not to be caught like a rat within his
walls, but to sell his life as dearly as possible, he ordered his troops to prepare for a sally.
The next day he led them down to the plains, and met his enemies hand to hand.
The fight raged for several hours. King Rasálu fought like a lion, and many an adversary went down beneath
his mighty arm never to rise again. At last his men were forced to give way all along the line, and the King
himself wearied out with the long struggle, covered with wounds, and hemmed in by increasing numbers, was
slain by an arrow nine yards long, which entered his neck.
When the fight was over, his enemies smote off his head and carried it back with them in triumph to the castle
of Raja Hodi.
234.88 Excerpts from Gandhi Is My Star\fn{by Rameshwari Nehru (1886-1966)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 7
Mahatma Gandhi is the personification of the spirit of the ancient Hindu dharma. In the everyday detail of his
life he practises all that is taught in the Bhagwad Gita. He is a lover of all humanity with whose welfare he has
identified himself. The message of his mission is not only for India but for the whole world. But the centre of his
work, naturally, lies in India, the place of his birth. Millions worship him in this country and there is not a single
individual whose respect he does not command. He is the best known and the most loved man in the whole world.
The doctrine of Ahimsa which is the guiding principle of his life is the secret of his success. That is the Guru
Mantra he has to give to all who seek his advice. It is an ideal much too high for the ordinary individual to
achieve in its entirety. That is why, compared to the millions who give him their love and worship, there are few
who in their conduct can reach the standards laid down by him.
The path he shows may be difficult, long and arduous but that is the only sure path to the goal of peace and the
only cure for this aching world of strife, struggle and suffering.
In India, with its centuries-old traditions of peace and good-will, it ought to be easier for people to understand
him and follow him. Unfortunately even in this country there exist a few men of little faith who doubt the efficacy
of his leadership. They will do well to remember on this day\fn{In 1940} the 7lst year of his birth, that it is he who
has led India to the present stage of its progress and it is under his banner alone that India can hope to reach its
goal of freedom. He is the greatest uniting force in the country. He knows best how to bring about a synthesis
between the different clashing interests, keeping in view the well-being of all.
I hope that India will prove worthy of his great leadership on which Hindus and Muslims, Zamindars and
peasants, capitalists and workers, can equally rely. In his hands the justifiable interests of all are safe. May he live
for years more to bring back to India its lost greatness and glory. .
*
Harijan is a new and generic name, which Mahatma Gandhi has given to the community of the untouchables.
As a matter of fact, there is no compact community, which may be termed as such. It is a group of several
communities, or castes of the Hindus, loosely knit together, suffering from common disabilities. They were called
achuts or untouchables, till Mahatma Gandhi found for them the above innocent name, indicating their nearness
to God. This has now successfully replaced the former offensive designation.
The dictionary meaning of the word harijan is “Man of God.” Mahatma Gandhi has given them this name,
because he believes that, though they are despised on earth, they are near to God and loved by Him. The name is
now well established, and is recognised, even in Government documents.
It is practically impossible to give a complete list of the castes, which are considered as untouchables, owing to
their being so numerous. Moreover, there is hardly .any certainty about them. There are castes treated as
untouchables in one province or in one locality, which are absolutely free from any disability in another province
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or locality. For practical purposes, therefore, all the castes classed as scheduled castes by the Governments in
different provinces are accepted as Harijans.
A great controversy, particularly in Bengal, arose on this question at the time of the introduction of the 1935
Constitution, when as a consequence of the Poona Pact and the communal award, special political privileges were
given to the Harijans. Certain castes which were included in the scheduled lists, were not untouchables in
practice, and others, which happened to be left out of the lists suffered from the disability. There is, therefore, no
absolute certainty with regard to the castes, with some exceptions, which may definitely be classed as Harijans.
The whole matter needs investigation and the Harijan Sevak Sangh has taken it in hand, and has appointed two
scholars to do research work in this connection. They are making their investigations in different provinces and
their report is awaited.
In addition to the difficulties already mentioned there is also no certainty about their numbers. Different
Government reports have given different figures. They are to be found in all provinces and states of India. Their
number is largest in the U. P.,\fn{ From 1856-1902, two separate provinces called North-Western Provinces and Oudah Province;
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (1902-1947), United Provinces until 1950, today corresponding approximately to the States of Uttar
Pradesh and Uttarakhand} where they form 23 per cent. of the population. Taking the Hindus separately, they form a

little over one-fifth of the whole Hindu population of India.
The extent and the manner of the observance of untouchability differs from place to place. Before the 1935
Temple Entry Proclamation of Travancore and the entry by the Harijans into the temples of Madura and other
places in Tamil Nadu (south-eastern Madras) during the last few months, Kerala (Travancore. Cochin and
Malabar) and Tamil Nadu were supposed to be the worst where even unapproachability and invisibility were
observed. It was in these areas that certain public roads and localities were prohibited to the Harijans.
The terrible stories of those days, recounting cruel injustices perpetrated on these unfortunate beings, are on
the lips of people in the whole of India even today. But those who still relate those stories .are not aware of the
great change that has come over the minds of men in those parts, where untouchability has lost much of its sting.
Today they form the most forward bloc in this direction throughout the whole of India, inasmuch as in those parts
exist the largest number of temples, which in actual practice, are open to the Harijans. To my knowledge it is now
some of the Indian states which could easily be considered to be the most backward.
During recent years British Indian Provinces have made great progress with regard to Harijans. Yet there are
certain disabilities which are common to all, with a slight difference of degree in each place. These cornmon
disabilities are non-admission to (1) temples, (2) public wells, (3) public schools (in some places), custom and (4)
residential segregation.
In some places, they are refused the use of public buses and other vehicles. In some parts of Rajputana, caste
Hindu prejudice against them has gone so far as to interfere in their ordinary human rights of eating good articles
of food, wearing costly clothes and jewellery and various other matters of that nature. Most of these disabilities
are not legal, but based only on social prejudice.
Most of the Harijans are poverty stricken. Previous to my association with Harijan work I had never seen such
poverty in my life. The majority of them possess no land. Their housing conditions are appalling. Their
remuneration in all branches of work is very small. In towns, as well as in villages, they generally occupy
segregated areas, far away from the caste Hindu quarters. Generally the locality they live in is situated in the
dirtiest part of the town or the village.
Owing to their disability of not being able to use the public wells, they generally suffer for want of water. This
need is particularly great in the villages where in many places, it is difficult for them to get clean water, sufficient
even for drinking purposes.
Even so, one should not be carried away with the idea that there is no wealthy individual among them. Stray
individuals may always be found who have managed to accumulate wealth. Most of these people have done so by
charging exorbitant interest from their own caste people.
In education Harijans are behind all other communities, their literacy throughout India being 2.35 per cent.
One of the reasons for their educational backwardness is their disability to attend common schools, and this
disability up till now has been very common in some parts. Inspite of this, however a few highly educated
Harijans are to be found in all parts of India, some of whom occupy high positions.
Their occupations are many and varied. The majority of them, of course, work on the land, mostly day
labourers. All the so-called “dirty work” is entrusted to them by society. They remove dead cattle, prepare articles
made of leather, weave cloth and mats, make ropes, baskets brooms and other sundry articles of everyday use.
Some of them are masons and majority are workers on roads or fieds on paltry daily wages.
They are undoubtedly most useful members of society, and on whose labours it rests. Its whole edifice would
come down with a crash, if their work was withdrawn for even a short time. Yet Hindu society has failed to
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recognize their services, and for centuries they have been terrible victims of prejudice.
More or less such injustices prevail :in all countries and in all societies but untouchability is a form of
prejudice peculiar to India. I do not think its equivalent can be found anywhere else in the world.
History throws no light as to the beginning and cause of this abominable custom. Many secular theories have
been launched, but none of them are convincing. The popular mind, backed by a few orthodox pandits, associate
the custom with religion. But a large number of very learned Brahmins whose number is growing daily, have
proved it to the hilt that this evil practice has no sanction in the shastras. On the contrary, the preachings of all the
Hindu shastras lay great stress on the cultivation of the practice of treating all human beings as equals, regarding
them as the manifestations of the one and the same God, from whom all draw their sustenence.
By ignoring this great truth Hindu society has done indescribable harm to its religion. This damage has not
been confined to religion alone, but has spread out to other fields, which have stunted the growth of the whole
nation.
*
Work for the removal of untouchability, and the emancipation of the Harijans, is by no means of recent growth.
In some form or other, it has continued for centuries. Practically all the Hindu religious reformers belonging to all
parts of India are known to have paid special attention to the removal of this evil custom. Beginning from
Bhagwan Buddha. down to the present day of Mahatma Gandhi, a series of illustrious saints can be recalled, who
have regularly striven to befriend the Harijans. Chaitanya, Tukaram, Nanak, Kabir and Dayan and Saraswati may
be mentioned as examples of few among them. But barring the last-named, the efforts of all the rest were confined
to only bringing about a change of ideology. By steady and persistent preaching and precept, they hoped to change
the practice.
Maharishi Dayan and Saraswati, the founder of the Arya Samaj, was the first in recent years to draw the
attention of his followers to the desirability of undertaking practical steps. As a result of that, much good has been
done through the agency of the Arya Samaj, particularly in the Punjab.
In the Maharashtra, Shri V. R. Shinde’s work through his mission has been noteworthy. In the South and in the
Punjab, Christian missionaries have worked among the Harijans, but their work dannot be called the work of
Harijan emancipation, because almost invariably, they converted them to Christianity. Agencies like D. C.
Mission, Nandnar Math, and others have also contributed to this work.
But an all-India organization of the size and status of the Harijan Sevak Sangh, as started by Mahatma Gandhi,
was never visualised before.
It was in the year 1932, in the month of September, at a public meeting held in Bomay, that the foundations of
the Harijan Sevak Sangh were laid. It came out of the travail of Mahatma Gandhi’s epic fast, which he had
undertaken to protest against Communal Award of Mr. Ramsey MacDonald so far it reiated to the representation
of the Harijans in the constitution of 1935. It is well known that his fast succeeded in getting the award revised,
and it was replaced by what is called the Poona pact.
But the mere revision of the award was not sufficient for Mahatma Gandhi. He wanted to erase altogether the
disinction of the Harijan and the caste Hindu. He considered untouchability to be against the Hindu shastras and
held the opinion that it damaged immensely not only Hindu society but the whole Indian Nation.
He, therefore, started work for the removal of untouchability early in life and from the time he took control of
the Congress organization, he made it a necessary item of the constructive work of the Congress. The Harijan
Sevak Sangh, however. is not an organization of the Congress. It is an independent non-political body, whose
activities are strictly confined to the removal of untouchability. But it may be treated an allied organazation of the
Congress, as much as many workers are common to both, though Shri G. D. Birla and Shri A. V. Thakkar, the
President and Secretary of the Sangh respectively, are both non-Congressmen.
In 1933 and 34, Mahatma Gandhi toured throughout India, to collect funds for the Sangh, and to rouse public
opinion against untouchability. The tour drew the attention of the whole country to this important problem and
centres of work were established in all provinces and many Indian States. The All-India Harijan Sevak Sangh,
with a board having 42 members from all parts of India, is responsible for the carrying out of all the work. It has
its head office in Delhi.
The board meets only once a year, but there is an executive committee, which meets more frequently, and to
which is entrusted the day-to-day work of the Sangh. There are 25 Provincial and State Boards, with 169 district
committees working under them. All these centres of work have a two-fold mission—that of converting the hearts
of the caste Hindus, and that of bettering the social, economic and educational condition of the Harijans. More
stress is laid on giving social service to the Harijans than on doing propaganda on which a very limited portition,
only 5 per cent of the expenditure is incurred.
Greatest stress is laid on education. At one time, the Sangh was running as many as 1,298 preparatory school
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of which 37,089 Harijan children were taking advantage. Such separate schools were necessary in the early
stages, because of their peculiar social and economic conditions. The Harijan children were not taken into the
ordinary schools, and even if they were, owing to their depressed mental condition, they were not in a position to
take ad vantage of them. As conditions have improved, and a fair number of these children are being admitted into
public schools, the number of schools run by the Sangh has now been considerably reduced.
Hostels for girls and boys—94 in number—are run by the Sangh. For bringing a change in the lives of the
children these hostels are more effective than the schools. The lessons of cleanliness, unselfishness and discipline,
which the children learn there, are likely to revolutionize not only their individual lives, but the life of the whole
community.
There are two big residential vocational schools, one in Delhi and another in Madras, where over one hundred
boys are being trained in different handicrafts. Another big centre is being developed at Allahabad. By the Central
Board alone, scholarships to the value of Rs. 10,000 a year are given to college boys and girls. The provincial
boards and the district committees provide their own scholarships, and this raises considerably the number and
value of scholarqhips given. Large sums are spent annually on providing reading material and examination fees
etc., for the children.
Medical aid is provided by having dispensaries near the Harijan quarters. At present 13 such regular
dispensaries are working and thousands take advantage of them daily. Over and above this, provision for medical
aid is made in most centres. It is one of the most popular of the Sanghs work.
Much relief is given to the Harijans by providing wells for them. The Sangh has an ear-marked “pani fund” for
this purpose, and up till now about 1,700 wells have been constructed and repaired under its auspices.
On the cultural side, “Harikirtans and Katha” recitals (the reading of the sacred books) are held in their
quarters. Caste Hindus are induced to join them on these occasions and on festival days.
Panchayats are strengthened, sweepers unions are formed, co-operative credit societies are started whereever
possible. In several places, housing societies and colonies have been started through the instrumentality of the
Sangh. The giving up of drink, carrion eating and better and frugal living is encouraged. In the South as well as in
some parts of Central and Western India, some workers are living in Harijan quarters in remote villages.
All this has a very salutary effect on the lives of the Harijans, who are advancing very rapidly. But the problem
is so great that all this effort is like a drop in the ocean, and only serves to show how much more remains to be
done. When a vast population of 50,192,000 souls is concerned work among a few thousand cannot take us far.
The need for workers is very great and a whole army is required. The central Sangh has started a corps of
workers, who have pledged themselves to the service of the Harijans for five years.
Provision has been made for 50 such workers to begin with. It is proposed to have such service corps for the
Provinces as well. The devoted service of these men, pledged to work on a mere pittance of a living wage, is
bound to bear fruit. It is a long-felt want, which has now been fulfilled. It is hoped that, with the coming in of this
corps of service, the work of the Sangh will be much enriched.
*
The acceptance of office by the Congress in July 1937 marked a definite advance in the path of Harijan
progress. Its commitment to the removal of untouchability and the Poona Pact (to which Gandhiji was a party),
which was its great moral obigation, made it incumbent on the Congress Governments to do their utmost to
restore the Harijans their lost status in society. During their short stay in power, they exerted themselves in a
variety of ways to fulfil their obligations, and looking back on their work of nearly two and a half years duration,
one has every reason to be proud of their achievements.
The very first act of these Governments was to share their newly acquired power and responsibility with their
Harijan brethren, by giving them ministerial and secretarial offices in the different Provinces. Accordingly, three
had Harijan Ministers, of which Assam had two Bihar and Madras one each. U.P. had two Harijan Parliamentary
Secretaries and Bihar and Madras one each.
The appointment of so many men belonging to a community condemned to untouchability by a large section of
the people was bound to have a tremendous psychological effect. It perforce taught the people to respect those
whom they were in the habit of despising. It also put hope and inspiration into the hearts of the Harijans, who
were given a practical demonstration of the fact that henceforth there did not exist any bar in their way of
achieving the highest positions in the land. That was a great step forward, but there were many other ways in
which the interests of the Harijans were promoted.
The measures undertaken on their behalf could be classed under the headings of legislative, administrative and
educative measures. Bombay and Madras were foremost with regard to the first, viz., legislation. Bombay was the
first to pass the Bombay Harijan Temple Worship (Removal of Disabilities) Act, which is a permissive measure,
enabling the trustee of temples, if they so desired, to admit Harijans into the temples, notwithstanding the
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prevailing custom or the instrument of trust, or the terms of dedication, or anything else debarring the Harijans
from entering into the temples.
The Government also framed the Removal of Civil Disabilities Act, which as the name indicates sought to
remove all legal disabilities placing the Harijans in full possession of their civic rights of the use of all roads,
wells, schools, conveyances etc, on the same terms with others. Unfortunately the ministry had to resign before it
was possible to get this Bill through the legislature. Similarly Madras has to its credit the Malabar Temple Entry
Act and the Removal of Disabilities Act with the same objective in view as the above mentioned Bombay Bill.
But while the Bombay Harijan Temple Entry Worship Act applies to the whole of Bombay Presidency the Madras
Act applies only to Western portion of Madras called Malabar.
There is another big difference. The Malabar Temple Entry Act is much more broad-based than the Bombay
one. According to this Act the fundamental authority is the ordinary temple worshiper who is required to give his
own decision. Each big temple in every taluka has to take a referendum. It is only on the result of the referendum
being favourable that the temple door can be thrown open to the Harijans.
Likewise the Removal of Civil Disabilities Act establishes the legal right of the Harijans to the use of all social
amenities maintained by public funds.
The C. P.\fn{Central Provinces (1861-1950, from 1936 “Central Provinces and Berar”), a province of British India, covering parts of
present-day Madhya Pradesh State, Chhattisgarh State, and Maharashtra State } Government had also introduced a Temple Entry
Bill which was referred to a Select Commitee before it resigned.
It is immposible to eradicate an established social evil of centuries which has so deeply sunk into the life and
castoms of the people as untouchability by mere enactment. But these acts have placed a great weapon in the
hands of the reformer, who has used them for his own purpose. One may not imagine that these Acts have brought
about an immediate revolution. The life of an average Harijan continues to be the same hard life beset with
difficulties and hardships. The complaints that in most areas the Acts are inoperative are common, but a beginning
has been made, and seeds are sown which are bound to fructify in the very near future.
Much has been attempted by means of the administrative machinery to which efforts have been made to give
an equalitarian orientation. Thus copious instructions have been issued to various departments mostly in Madras
and Bombay not to tolerate the caste distinction in any aspect. Revenue and police officers have been especially
instructed to see that the Government policy of the removal of Civil Disabilities is fully implemented. Authorities
controlling public hospitals, wells, schools, dispensaries and dharamshalas\fn{Resthouses for temple visitors} have
been impressed with the desirability of giving equal treatment to all. Government pressure has been brought on
keepers of public entertainment and public service conveyances to disallow all distinctions of caste. This has
created a wholesome effect and injustices, which were taken for granted a few years ago, are resented, brought to
public notice and repaired where possible.
Madras and Bombay have been foremost in using the administration for the removal of untouchability but
other Provinces have also done their bit by following their lead in issuing instructions to the same effect. Both
Madras and Bombay created machinery to look after the interests of the backward and depressed classes long
before the year 1937, when the Congress Governments came in. It is the same machinery that has now been
consolidated and enlarged and brought more in touch with the public workers. In both these provinces, boards and
commitees have been established composed of officials and non-officials in most districts to further the education
and the general well-being of the Harijans. The U.P. also has a special officer in charge of depressed class
education. The duties of these committees and boards and officers range from finding out grievances and needs of
the communities in their charge, suggesting ways and means of removing them, looking after their education and
giving advice.
Big steps have been taken by all Provinces in the sphere of education. In spite of financial stringency, they
have all ear-marked sums for Harijan education much in advance of what the previous Government did. Bihar has
provided over Rs. 18,000 for giving scholarships and another Rs. 1,140 for industrial and technical training.
Orissa has also made a special grant, over and above the usual amount. More was accomplished by other means
than by the actual sums spent on education, which under the circumstances, had to be limited. Thus in the C.P, and
Berar all education from the primary class to the university degrees has been made free for the Harijans. Even
examination fees are not levied. Likewise the Bihar, Madras and Bombay Governments had issued orders making
in all colleges education free for them. U.P. has also done the same with regard to Government schools and
colleges. Free hostles have been started in many places. Even in provices, where education has not been made
absolutely free, exemptions from fee are given on a generous scale, both in schools and colleges.
Notwithstanding all these facilities, separate schools for Harijan children are run by the Government, where
reading and writing materials are supplied free. Scholarships are everywhere given for all classes of education. In
Madras, and Bombay, the Governments refused recognition and aid to schools where any distinction of caste was
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observed. It is the duty of local board teachers to show the actual attendence of scheduled class pupils before their
schools are entitled to any grant from the Government.
Relief work has been done practically in all provinces by constructing wells for them for which particular sums
were earmarked annually. Land for sweepers’ colonies has been granted by some. Co-operative credit societies
have been started. In the case of appointments preference is given to scheduled class candidates, where other
qualifications are the same. In some places reservations are made for them and facilities are provided by giving
them age and other exemptions. In the U.P. two Harijans have recently been appointed to the Provincial Civil
Service.
Most of this work has been started and accomplished in close co-operatiou with the Harijan Sevak Sangh. In
the C.P., U.P., Bihar, Bombay Presidency, Orissa and Madras Presidency the Governments even give financial aid
to the Sangh Committees in different districts. Bihar, Assam and Orissa requisitioned the services of the general
secretary of the Sangh to frame schemes for the promotion of Harijan well-being.
The deplorable service and living conditions of the employees of the municipal committees all over the
country have attracted the attention of the Sangh for some time. But no appreciable work was done on any large
scale by Provinces in this connection. Under the presidentship of the General Secretary of Singh, the C.P.
Government appointed a committee to make recommendations for the betterment of this class of public servants.
But the Government had no time to give practical effect to the recommendations of the Committee before it
resigned. Similarly, the U. P Government also appointed a committee for the same purpose with two workers of
the Sangh as its members. This Committee has not yet finished its work.
And so this in brief is the story of the work of the Congress for Harijans in the different Provinces. This is
neither comprehensive nor exhaustive. Their good intentions and earnest efforts are transparently clear from what
has been done. A start has been made. I am sure the work will continue, and very soon the time will come when
Harijans will enjoy an equal status with the rest of the people in all aspects of life.
*
It has often been said by the leaders of the Harijan movement that temple entry by the Harijan is the crux of the
whole movement. This assertion has been hotly contested by another section, who think that the real problem is
economic, with an educational and social side to it. They maintain that, if Harijans had education and their
economic conditions were good, untouchability would disappear by itself, and even if it did not, it would not
matter much.
There is difference of opinion among the Harijans themselves. There are men of faith among them, in very
large numbers, who are keen on entering the temple, whose joy is boundless when they are admitted into them,
and are allowed darshan and worship.
There is another section consisting of young men, many of whom are affected by Western ideas, in whose eyes
the right of temple entry has no value. Often enough these men put [to] us the question: Why [do] we, the Harijan
Sevaks, waste our energy in getting the temples open for them—temples in which young men and women of
education are fast losing faith?
There are a few who even impute motives, and allege that as the caste Hindu clientele of the temples is
diminishing, Harijans are being forced into the temples to replace them. But the number of those who hold the
latter view among the Harijans, as well as the non-Harijans, is very small. [A] much larger portion is of those who
consider temple entry the acid test by which the removal of untouchability can be measured.
Untouchability, in its wider aspect of high and low, exists in all countries and societies. It is a curse of
civilization, which has come in with the civilization of mankind. But physical untouchability is a phenomenon,
which is peculiar to India, and which is commonly believed to have its sanctions in religion. It is this most deeprooted aspect of untouchability which gives its importance to temple entry. To destroy it root and branch, it has to
be killed at its very source of origin. All other work of education and economic emancipation however intensive
cannot take the place of temple entry, futile though it may appear to the few who are lacking in faith.
India’s vast masses are still full of faith. Their lives are woven around the temples and the numerous sacred
places of pilgrimage. Sacred days of festivals are still like little bright lighthouses in the otherwise dark and dreary
ocean of their existence. It is, therefore, very important that in these places of worship, and on these occasions of
festivals, men and women of common faith should meet each other on terms of equality, forgetting the prejudices
which have kept them divided for centuries. Any other course would be like destroying the branches while
manuring the roots.
Work on this behalf began long ago. It was in the year 1924 that the first organized satyagraha was started for
this purpose in Kerala, though the object was very limited-opening of roads leading to Vaikom temple, the most
othodox spot in the whole of India. Since then the work of propaganda has continued, entailing another
satyagraha in 1932, culminating in Shri Kelappan’s fast unto death, which was suspended at Gandhiji’s
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intervention.
From Guruvayur the movement spread on to other areas. Madura and Srirangam in Madras followed later
taking a referendum on the subject. The results of this referendum were very encouraging, as many as 80 per cent
of the temple-going population declaring themselves in favour of temple entry.
Mahatma Gandhi’s fast in September 1932, his Harijan tour in 1933-34 and the setting up of the Harijan Sevak
Sangha gave great momemtum to the movement. During Mahatma Gandhi’s fast in 1932, several temples in odd
corners of India were opened, but as this was done in the heat of the moment, without much previous preparation,
in most cases this opening was temporary. The first real success achieved in this connection was the opening of
the Travancore temples by a Royal Proclamation of H. H.\fn{ His Royal Highness} the Maharaja of Travancore in the
year 1935. It was a complete transformation which Mahatma Gandhi called a miracle as in Travancore even the
shadow of a Harijan was considered to bring pollution to a caste-Hindu.
Great and intensive work, with which I was closely associated, preceded the proclamation. In May 1935 six
months before the proclamation, I toured the whole State and was privileged to address scores of meetings
attended by thousands of people. During that tour practically the whole Hindu population of the State declared
themselves to be in favour of temple entry, and with one voice, requisitioned the Maharaja, in whom the power
was vested, to open the temples for the Harijans. It was in response to this powerful public opinion that the
proclamation was issued and that was the reason why it was so spontaneously acted upon. Today Harijans worship
at the temples on the same terms as the caste Hindus and the old distinction has practically gone.
This deep and genuine reform in the most orthodox centre touched the whole of India. Stray temples in
different parts continued voluntarily to open. Several were opened in the Bombay Presidency after the Temple
Entry Act of 1938. The Maharaja Holker\fn{ Yeshwantrao Holkar II, Maharaja of Indore, reigned 1926-1948 } followed the
footstep of Travancore and opened all State temples by a proclamation. Public opinion in the State not being ready
for the reform, the implementing of the proclamation was postponed and took place by a fresh order of the State
in March 1939. Some other minor States such as Lathi, Aundh, Sandur, Dewas and others have also opened their
temples.
By far the greatest achievement was the opening last year of the ancient temple of Meenakshi-Sundareshwar at
Madura, and along with it, several others in Tanjore, Kuttalam, etc., in Tamilnadu. The most significant feature of
this event was that it was accomplished peacefully without the pressure of law or police or authority. Sri
Rajagopalachariar, who gave his whole-hearted support to the cause, was very keen that temples should be opened
without the aid of law by the voluntary free will of the people. Consequently a campaign similar to the Travancore
one was organized by the Harijan Sevak Sangh. Scores of meetings, which were attended by thousands, were held
all over Tamiland. I had the honour of presiding at most of these meetings, where I beheld the joyful spectacle of
all sorts of men vying with each other in giving their support. Among them were men and women who in their
thoughts and way of living were otherwise orthodox.
With full faith in the shastras on the basis of which temple entry was denied to the Harijans, they fervently
supported the cause, declaring it to be absolutely in conformity with the dictates of their religion. No one can deny
that in Tamilnadu, as in Travancore, temples were opened in deference to a strongly expressed public opinion.
Of course, an act was passed by the Government of Sri Rajagopal Achariar, later on, after the entry of the
Harijans into temples was already an. accomplished fact, indemnifying and safeguarding against legal prosecution
all those who took part in the reform. An ordinance by the governor was also issued for the interim period with
the same purpose.
There are yet a few who oppose the movement and of late have been very active in their opposition. They still
take their stand on the shastras. But their numbers are constantly dwindling and they are fast losing ground. There
are learned Pandits among them, well versed in the shastras, who are still debating the point. But the reformists
claim an increasing number of learned people, who have spared no pains in proving that the ancient shastras have
no sanction for untouchability. Books, pamphlets, articles and leaflets are being constantly issued propagating that
view. I have no doubt that, with the growing volume of public opinion on our side, the few resisters will soon be
convinced of the justice of our cause.
With untouchability living, Hinduism was in great danger. Under the inspiration of Mahatma Gandhi, a great
wave of purification has been set in motion. It will wash off the accumulated toxins of centuries in the old body of
Sanatan Dharma, and give it a new life and vigour. It will release forces of love, good- will, equality and freedom,
which have great potential value in curing a great many ills of the world. Who knows: this apparently small and
comparatively insignificant reform may be the prototype of some great movement destined to bring peace to an
aching world? Most great movements have been known to have had small beginnings. …
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140.109 The Adventures Of Rahjha 2. Of The Weaver Who Missed The Mare He Was Riding: Two
Folktales\fn{by “the bard Sher” (before 1889- )} Abbottabad, Abbottabad District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province,
Pakistan (M) 12
1
Many years ago, in quite the olden time, there lived three brothers, Nur Khan, Chund Khan, and Ranjha. Of
these three the two elder were married, but Ranjha, whose pet name was Dhido, was only a stripling. One day Nur
Khan and Chund Khan came to Ranjha and said,
“Dhido, our father is now dead, and as for us we have families to feed. But you, Brother, do nothing at all on
the farm. All you do is to ramble uselessly after the buffaloes and goats, playing old tunes. So we two have
decided to divide the inheritance into three parts, and we now tell you plainly that from this time forth you will
have to manage your own land yourself:
“Up, Brother, up—thy piping days forego—
See where the blacksmith sweats beneath the shade!
These useless bars, with many a lusty blow, .
Quickly he’ll change to ploughshare and to spade;
Then haste we home again to fix the line
That shall divide our heritage from thine.

In vain Ranjha, and in vain his sisters, the wives of his brothers, urged that he was still but young and
untrained. The iron was wrought up, the land was divided, and the lad was left to do the best he could. To make
matters worse, the portion assigned to him was wild uncleared jungle. He merely got barren land which had never
been broken at all, and of which the soil was poor, bearing stones, and scrub, and coarse grass. It was land far too
savage for him to reduce to order at all.
Nevertheless, taking with him his yoke and his plough, and driving his oxen before him, the boy set out early
in the morning to clear it and till it. Hard was the task and stiff the ground, and soon his arms began to tire, and his
bullocks to flag, and when at last his ploughshare snapped in twain in the stony furrows, he sat himself down, and
bitterly weeping complained,
“I was the son of my father’s old age, and nothing of this kind have I ever seen before. Cruel unnatural
brothers are mine to give me barren land!”
Saying these words he loosed his oxen from the yoke to wander at will, and lay down to sleep under the shade
of a tree.
By-and-by, when the sun was high in the heavens, out stepped his two sisters from the house, bearing in their
hands some churi,\fn{Sweet cake.} and calling the boy by his name. As they came along the fields they passed their
husbands busy at the plough, and they stopped a moment and said,
“Do you know where Dhido is?”
And their husbands looked up and told them where to seek him. But when the women reached the spot they
found him lying asleep, his work unfinished and his oxen loose. So they slapped his cheeks with the tips of their
fingers and woke him up, and began to reproach him, saying,
“O Dhido, for shame:
“You love to tend the lazy herd,
To sleep beneath the shady tree;
You love to startle beast and bird,
Playing your flute’s soft minstrelsy.
But now thy sisters stand and weep,
They cry, ‘O thou whom others keep,
When wilt thou learn
Bread of thine own to earn?’”

Saying these words they took him, and the broken plough and the oxen, and coming to their husbands they
complained about him.
“O Dhido,” said the brothers,” it is not lawful food you eat, and, unless you work and earn for yourself, no
longer can you remain with us. See to it, therefore, for we mean what we say!”
Ranjha felt grieved as he listened to these words which vexed his very soul, and all the night long he lay
awake, turning them over and over. He could not sleep, and at last he determined that when the morning came he
would leave the village and never return again. In vain his sisters strove with him, coaxing him to stay. He left
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them as the day broke, and with only his scarf and his staff started off on his travels.
All day long he walked, never stopping for a moment to rest, and in the evening it so happened that he
approached a certain village named Kharlan-di-Mari, and, because he was worn with hunger and fatigue, he
entered it, and made his way to the mosque, intending to spend the night there. Now it was then close on the hour
for prayers, and soon the people began to assemble, and one of them saw him and said,
“Son, you took like a wayfarer; have you had anything to eat?”
“No,” answered he, “I have eaten nothing at all. Early in the morning I left my house in Takht-Hazara., and I
have only just arrived.”
Then went a lad to his home and brought him some food, and he ate and drank and revived. But it was winter
time, and he, lying on the floor in the open mosque, became sick with the pangs of fever, and his fever and
sickness troubled him sore. And when the people came together again to say their morning prayers, they looked at
him, and, seeing how ill he had been, they said to him,
“And how have you passed the night?” Then said Ranjha,
“I came from Takht-Hazara—
“At dawn of day I broke away,
Nor lingered once to rest,
Till in your village mosque I lay,
By want and grief oppressed;
A little boy went round, by pity led,
And begged me alms—some buttermilk and bread—

“I tell you I am the son of a good man,” said he, “O, and one well-to-do, and never before have I seen such
troubles. I have become sick from the cold, and I pray you therefore to let me warm myself somewhere at a fire.”
One of the villagers at once took him to the village smithy, and he sat down and began to warm himself over
the glowing charcoal. Meanwhile the smith .snatched out a bar of hot iron, and holding it on the anvil he told his
two lads to beat it with their hammers. Then, looking at Ranjha and observing that he seemed a fine stout young
fellow, he bade him also take a hammer; and smite while the others rested. Ranjha felt ashamed to refuse the man
so small a service, so he sprang into the pit, and seizing a sledge, he struck the red-hot iron three or four times,
but, as he struck, the blood started from the veins of his arms. And when he laid the hammer down he said—
“Cold was the night, a homeless wanderer I,
Vainly for fire I searched from door to door,
And when I raised the ponderous sledge on high,
My very blood came trickling to the floor.”

But the blacksmith was astonished.
“Ah, what delicate limbs!” cried he. “Are you a King’s son, or born of some fairy race? In my house you
would never earn even your keep, and therefore, boy, go, seek your fortune elsewhere, in the name of God!”
So Ranjha left that place, and his heart was sad, but as he went along he chanced, to his great joy, to see a
certain woman putting some fire into an oven, for she was a bread-seller, and he determined to go near to her, and
to sit down and warm himself. As soon as he entered the door of the court, however, he was arrested by the cries
of three or four young girls.
“O youth,” cried they, “whoever you are, is it among a parcel of girls you wish to sit? Surely a house full of
women is no place for you!”
But the mistress of the house, whose name was Miraban, observing how handsomely he carried himself, called
him in and made him sit down by the side of the stove, and the boy did as he was bidden and came into the courtyard and sat down, and the heat of the stove warmed his blood, and his eyes began to shine. By-and-by the
woman glanced at him again, and perceiving that he had something hidden away under his arm, she asked him
what it was.
“Whenever I am sad,” said he, “I take my flute and play upon it, for it amuses me, and I carry it wherever I
go.”
Then all the girls, and the woman herself as well, would have him play them a tune to pass the time, and at first
he refused to play at all, saying it was better not, but, when they came clustering round him, crying, “Play us
something, play us something,” he put the flute to his lips and began to play.
But the effect of that music was such that the girls and even the woman of the house herself became possessed,
being rendered utterly distraught by that; sound which filled their ears, and they began to dance like mad things,
all over the court, keeping time with feet and hands. Yea, the very cakes in the stove danced till they turned as
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black as coal. Seeing her cakes burnt to ashes, Miraban was filled with grief and sorrow of heart, and, waxing
wroth, she snatched up her kundi\fn{The hooked stick with which cakes or loaves are taken out of the oven. } and gave Ranjha
two or three strokes on the back with it, saying,
“O you sorcerer, you have made us all silly! Out of my house at once—you are not worth a pin!” Thus the boy
would have had to wander forth again, but, looking at the woman, he said,
“O you lady-compounder of loaves, listen to the words of your spiritual guide! Go to Madam Oven, lift up the
cover from her mouth, and look within!”
Then she took off the top of the oven and looked down and saw that the cakes were no longer burnt as before,
but all done to a turn; and when she considered the thing, she guessed that Ranjha had mystic power in him, and
she approached him humbly, and besought him to stay with her for a time, seeing also indeed that her own good
man was but a poor creature, and that Ranjha, on the contrary, was young and stout.
Soon after, her husband, who had gone to the forest for fuel, came back with a load of logs on his head, and as
he threw them to the ground he observed the youth seated, like a prince, on a couch, with the best carpet in the
house spread under him, and so he said to his wife,
“Who is your visitor?”
“You do not know him,” answered she. “But I know him, for he is my family pir,\fn{Muslim spiritual guide.}
come from my father’s village.”
So Ranjha remained in the house of Miraban for three or four days; but at the end of that time he began to get
tired of his dull life and longed to go away. In the middle of the night, therefore, when husband and wife were
both asleep, he arose softly and stole away.
But as he stepped over the threshold the woman heard him and awoke, and when she found that he had gone
she also went after him. Pursuing him along the stony footpath she soon drew nigh him; but Ranjha turned and
threw stones at her, telling her to be gone. So she. stopped and cried,
“O you cursed of God, why would you hide yourself? Miraban is calling you. Have you eaten poison, or
wholesome food, in my house?” Then came also her husband, and he, overhearing all that was said, bade her
return.
“Come here, Miraban,” said he. “Was this man your lover, that you speak him fair and foul in the same
breath?”
“And do you not know?” answered she. “You were sleeping, I think. But understand he is a thief. He took up
all our precious things and was going off. We were ruined indeed if I had not wakened in time.”
Then as she caught Ranjha by one arm, her husband seized him by the other, and as a captured thief he was
dragged back to the house and put in the stocks, and there in the chamber alone he was left to pass the night. Now
in the morning, when her husband had gone forth as usual for a load of wood, Miraban came privately to the lad,
bringing him churi, and she opened her heart to him, saying,
“My dear love, do you not see that I love you? I love you, and how then can I bear to part with you?” This
speech Ranjha heard, but keeping silence he uttered not a word, but remained still, and by-and-by she gave him
some churi and left him alone.
This woman used to parch quantities of corn and to leave much of it lying on the oven. One day a blind man
groped his way in and coming to the stove began to pick up the grains and put them in his mouth. Presently
Ranjha caught sight of him and cried,
“O blind man, what are you doing?”
“I am eating the parched grain,” answered he.
“Come to me,” said Ranjha. “If you come to me, I will put some healing medicine on your eyes, and then you
will be able to see.”
So the blind man rose up, and coming to Ranjha he began to feel his body, and, as he did so, he touched the
stocks, and by feeling soon found out what they were. Then Ranjha took up a handful of churi and crammed it
into his mouth, and when the blind man found out how delicious it was, he stretched out his leg and tried to put it
into one of the holes of the stocks.
“What are you doing now?” said Ranjha. .
“I think,” answered the blind man, “you get churi here, and if I sit in the stocks with you, of course I shall get
churi too.”
“Blind man,” said Ranjha, “do not waste your time to no purpose. You cannot put your foot into the stocks
unless you first take out the peg.”
Then the blind man felt for the peg, and when he had found it he seized it, and, applying his full force to it,
drew it out at once. Then Ranjha lifted up the plank and put the blind man in the stocks instead of himself, after
which he took up the wooden peg and drove it home with a stone.
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“O blind man,” said he, “take this plate of churi and eat it up! If you want more, call aloud, ‘O God, send me
churi, O God, send me churi!’ and churi will come to you.”
So Ranjha left the blind man in the stocks, and escaped from the house.
Now the blind man was not long before he had finished the whole of his churi, and as he still felt unsatisfied
he began to cry out,
“God, God, send me churi, send me churi! O God, send me a mouthful!” And he made such a din in the
darkness of the night that he roused Miraban, who rose in wrath, crying,
“Who are you? And what in the world are you saying?”
“I am a blind man,” roared he of the stocks, “I and I am doing nothing whatever but asking God to send me
churi.” Then thought the woman to herself,
“Ranjha perhaps has gone mad!”
So she got up, and came into the chamber to see him and to find out what had gone wrong with him. Great was
her surprise to discover that it was not Ranjha at all, but the old blind beggar who passed her door every day. Her
anger was beyond everything, and dragging him out of the stocks she threw him down, and seizing her kundi she
applied it well to the old fellow’s shoulders, who struggled in vain and howled horribly. Louder and louder grew
the noise of the fray, until at last it ended by rousing the husband, who came rushing into the room, and who laid
hold of his wife by the throat.
“O shameless hussy,” cried he, “you have come out here to carry on your tricks with Ranjha, have you?”
So saying, he punished her well. Meanwhile, as they were thus contending, all three one with another, Rnjha
came back, and standing beside the door, peeped in to watch the fun, and when he saw his chance he cried aloud,
“O woman, so tall and so slender, whose name is Miraban, get up, you sleep too long; Ranjha is leaving you!”
These words said he, and then he ran away. But Miraban and her husband Sowari ran after him, and while one
cried “Thief !” the other cried “Rogue!” until Ranjha lifted some stones and stoned them, saying,
“Neither my father’s sister nor my mother’s sister are you, Miraban, that I should not put a knife to your throat.
Love indeed! What can you know of love, you sorry jade?”
Now when Sowari heard this speech, he left following Ranjha, and again turned on his wife in a fury.
“Ah! faithless female dog!” cried he. “You told me the lad was your village pir, and behold now he speaks to
you of love! Verily you have harbored him for tricks of your own and nought else!” And with these words he
belabored her front and rear with her own kundi until she cried,
“Peccavi!” Meanwhile Ranjha laughed.
“Ha, ha!” quoth he, “How now, sly puss?—
“Sowari suspects
Some things have been missed,
Miraban, is it true?
Sowari believes
A thief has been kissed,
Miraban, was it you?
Sowari declares
He will give you his fist, Miraban.
So, vixen, adieu!”

Leaving the contending couple to settle the difference between them, Ranjha went on his way, and coming to
the river Chenab which flows into the Ravi, he plunged in, and swam with the current many .a mile, until at last
he saw on the bank a beautiful garden. So he made for it, and, landing, entered it. The beauty of the place
captivated him, because being only a simple countryman he had never seen the like of it before. It was dawn, and
the worshippers of God were making preparations for their accustomed prayers. While sitting alone under a shady
tree his mind went back to his native village, and he thought of his brothers and sisters and the fields and the
cattle, and the nooks and corners of his father’s house, and then he thought of his present miserable condition. All
at once he raised his eyes, and perceived five venerable, men standing before him. To see them there he was
astonished and amazed, but they all spoke very kindly to him, saying,
“O good young sir, give us some milk!” All five of them, standing together, joined in prayer to Ranjha, saying
—
“Who beg and implore, dost thou ken?
O we the Five Pirs beg of thee!
What name shalt thou bear among men?
Miyan Ranjha for aye shalt thou be!
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So buffalo’s milk do thou bring us, for, lo,
We have given thee Hira for weal or for woe!”

But. on Ranjha fell sorrow that he had no milk to offer them, which when the pirs\fn{The word also means “saints,”
perceived, they said,
“Why are you troubled?”
“Alas, sirs,” answered he, “my buffaloes are far away in Takht-Hazara. Here I have no animal at all. Where
then can I find milk for you?”
“O son,” said they, “have you ever given anything away in the name of God?”
“No, never,” replied the lad. “I am a mere boy; but of course my brothers have.”
“Recollect well,” said they again. “Perhaps you may have given something at least!” Then Ranjha considered,
and after a while he again spoke and said,
“Sirs, I remember that once, when a calf of mine was ill and about to die, I gave it to a beggar.”
“How old was your calf then?” inquired the pirs.
“She was but two months,” answered he.
“By this time she has grown up!” said they, “and you can call her, and when you call her we hope that she will
come to you. What was her name—do you remember?”
“Yes,” said he, “I used to call her Brownie!”
“Then call her,” said the pirs. “Call her by the same name.”
So Ranjha called out, “Brownie! Brownie!” and in a little time his buffalo came running towards him with her
tail cocked up over her back. Now as she approached, he saw plainly enough that she had no milk at all in her.
“Now what shall I do?” thought he. “How am I going to milk a dry buffalo?” The pirs perceiving the drift of
his mind then said to him,
“What is the matter now?”
“The buffalo has no milk,” answered he.
“Never mind that, my son,” said they. “Pat her and sit down to milk.”
So he did as he was told, and sat down, but again he considered that he had no vessel for the milk, and he
looked towards the pirs, who, understanding at once the whole matter, brought him a little wooden begging-bowl
which they gave him for the milk, and he began to milk the creature, thinking all the time if she let down any milk
at all, how soon that small vessel would be filled. But, to his great surprise, when the milk began to flow, neither
did the milk stop nor did the vessel fill. At last he got very tired, and looked once more towards the Five Pirs, who
came near, and one said,
“Do not be distressed, my son. Get up now, you have milk enough.”
Then Ranjha rose, and presented the bowl to the pirs who drank of the milk turn by turn, and who gave the
remainder to Ranjha himself. When all this was done, the Five Pirs ordered the boy to close his eyes, and he did
so. :”Shut your eyes,” said they—
and here seems to mean a group especially classed together. }

“Now close thine eyes,
O dutiful\fn{The text has: dutious, which is not a word.} son,
For, lo, she’s thine,
By virtue won,
Mshr Chukak’s daughter Hir!
O close thine eyes, she’s freely thine,
We cede her in the name divine,
The lovely and the dear!”

So Ranjha closed his, eyes and waited for a long, long time for orders to open them again, but, as no one
ordered him to do so, at last he opened them himself, when to his great astonishment he no more saw pirs or
buffalo or garden, all had vanished away, but he found himself in another garden far more beautiful than the other,
and he saw close at hand some couches decorated with all manner of handsome trappings, but no one to sit or to
lie on them. At the same time he remembered that he had some cakes with him, so he took them out of his turban
and sat down and began to eat.
All at once he noticed some lovely damsels, well dressed and adorned with rich jewels, coming towards him,
and some of them were singing and dancing, and others walking sedately. Being so young he felt afraid, and ran
away towards the bank of the river, intending to cross over to the other side.
Now Hir was chief among them all, and when she saw him she sent her damsels to persuade him not to enter
the river, and they followed, but could prevail nothing. So Hir herself went forward then, and gently reproved
him, saying—
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“O tall of form, and fair of face,
O youth whose turban’s close embrace
Enfolds thy shapely brow—
Who but a fool; in haste to die,
A river’s fordless depths would try,
As thou art trying now?”

Then, as he was struggling on, the girl plunged in after him, and seizing him by the hand, she said,
“Brother, do not kill yourself, the river here is too deep to be crossed.”
Her words and her action gave him confidence, and he returned with her to the garden, where she put some
questions to him, as to who he was, why he had left his home, and whether or not he could do anything. While she
was thus speaking to him, it came into her heart that this youth was the servant of God and endowed with grace
divine. And in answer to her questions he told her that he had come from Takht-Hazara, that injustice had driven
him away, and that as for employment all he could do was to graze buffaloes.
“Ah, then you are in luck,” said she, “for I can get you work to do. I will ask my father today.”
So they wandered about the garden together, spending the whole day there, she and he and her company of
maidens, and in the evening she parted from him and returned home. Then when her father came in from the
fields, she went to him, and sat down by his side, and spoke to him, thus—
“O father, I have engaged a servant for you. He grazes buffaloes and understands them. Well content will he be
with a pakka\fn{A sheet of cotton cloth.} of four yards and a bhura\fn{A coarse country blanket.} of eight yards, nor
during twelve years will he ever ask for more. No buffalo touched by his rod will ever bring you a bull-calf. He
sits on a rock or he stands on a mound, and when he plays on his flute all the herd will follow him home.”
“Very well, daughter mine,” said her father. “All this is very good. What more need we ask from God? He is a
good man, you say. No buffalo touched by him but brings a she-calf, and, besides all this, you say that when he
likes he plays on a flute, and that when he plays all the whole herd comes trooping home to the sound of his
music. This is very good, my dear, and we will take him and keep him, so bring the lad here to me.”
The next day, therefore, Hir brought Ranjha home to her father’s house and he was at once engaged. At first he
had charge of the horses, but the work was irksome to him, and after a time he complained to Hir and said,
“You never promised to make me a horse-keeper, Hir, and the work does not suit me at all. Ask your father
therefore to. give me charge of his herds of buffaloes, for that was the bargain.” And when she had spoken to her
father, saying, “O father, Ranjha is weary of keeping the horses, and he was promised only the buffaloes,” her
father at once answered,
“Hir, my daughter, it was a mistake of the steward, and you can send him to our island of Bela\fn{ The term for
any islet formed by a river.} to take care of the buffaloes there.”
So to Bela Ranjha went, and there he became the sole master of a herd of three hundred buffaloes. Before his
arriva1 at the place it took eight or nine herdsmen to manage so many, but Ranjha managed them all himself. The
simple creatures loved him from the first. He would sit all day in the shade with his flute, and towards sunset he
would mount a hillock or climb a tree, and there he would play a certain lively tune, and gradually the whole herd
would respond to the call, and then follow him whithersoever he went. And so passed the jocund hours away.
One night Hir dreamed that a man clothed in white garments came to her bedside and spoke to her.
“Listen! O daughter,” said the voice. “The Five Pirs have met together and have married you with solemn rites
to Ranjha.”
Hearing these words, Hir trembled and awoke. As she was in the habit of honoring the prophet Christ every
Sunday, and as it was then Sunday eve, she took the phantom which had appeared to her to be .a vision of Christ
himself, and she rece1ved h1s word with joy, bel1eving that already she was the wife of Ranjha. So the next
morning she went up to her father and said,
“Father, you know the buffaloes never come to the village. They are kept at Bela, and our messengers being
very dishonest do not bring us all the milk nor yet the butter which comes from them. Will you then permit me,
father, to go for a few days, and look after these things myself?” And her father was glad, and said,
“Go, my child, you have my full consent to do so.” So away went Hir, and when she came to the island she
found Ranjha there, but Ranjha was displeased.
“Dearest one,” said he, “I never enslaved myself to your father for a morsel of bread and a cup of buttermilk.
One motive I had, and that was that I might see you day by day. Perhaps you are not aware that even now you are
my wife, and that upon me the Five Pirs have bestowed your hand. But tell me, dear one, do you for your part
accept me as your husband?” Hearing these words she at once called to mind her dream, and she answered, and
said,
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“I have. dreamed a dream—this night I dreamt it—
“I slept, and, lo, a dream I had—
Some heavenly One, in glory clad,
Came nigh me in the night!
‘Ranjha,’ cried he, ‘hath wedded Hir,
They, the great Five, each one a pir,
Performed the sacred rite!’”

So then, joyfully and peacefully, they began to live together one with the other on that little island in the midst
of the river Chenab. Ranjha had no work to do but to sit by the side of Hir all day long playing his flute, and in the
evening he had only to strike up his sunset-tune for all the buffaloes to come running home to the fold.
Soon, however, prying people began to whisper about them, and by-and-by some of them went to her father’s
house and told tales about them. Then there came a certain beggar-man who reported that whenever he went
across to Bela to beg an alms he always found the herdsman sitting on a couch with a plate of churi before
him.\fn{It is a food much eaten by the newly married.}
Now when this was said, Mahr Chukak called his sons together, and, finding them very angry at the misfortune
which had befallen the family, he strove to appease them, saying,
“My sons, you know well that people are in the habit of spreading lies of this description. For my part I think
the scandal is false, but let us sift the matter well and then take steps to stop people’s tongues. And for this
purpose I tell you there is a man—my brother—whose name is Kaido, who is lame of a leg, and who lives in a hut
outside the village like a beggar, and keeps dogs and fowls and a goat or two. Call that man to me. I think .he will
be the proper person to ascertain if these things are true or false.”
Kaido therefore was summoned, and Mahr Chukak asked him whether he would go over to Bela and bring
back word what was right and what was wrong there. And Kaido said “Yes,” and having so determined he
prepared for his visit, for he got a bag made of a leopard’s skin, and a staff and a begging-bowl, and a brass lotah
for water, and he put on him a turban of twisted ropes of goat’s hair, and being so disguised as a poor wandering
fakir he went across to the island.
Now Hir was then absent, having gone to gather ber berries,\fn{These are little wild plums. } but before going she
had laid before Ranjha some freshly-made churi. And when Kaido arrived at the door of the hut in which they
lived he cried in a feigned voice,
“Give me some alms! O you resident in this noble mansion, give me some alms in the name of God!” Ranjha
then began to consider what there was which he could offer the man, and after thinking awhile he said,
“O beggar, come in! Take this platter of fresh churi and begone, for it is all I have.”
So Kaido took the churi, and right glad he was to get .it, because in the churi he had the proof of all the stories
told by the town’s folk. Therefore, putting the churi in his bag of leopard-skin he limped away with it as fast as he
could. He had scarcely left the house when Hir, returning, missed the churi, and addressing Ranjha, she said,
“What has become of all the churi?”
“I have eaten it all myself,” answered he.
“No, dear,” said she! “I do not think you have. You always kept some of it till the evening, and you could not
have eaten the whole of it. You say that today you have eaten it all? Tell me the truth, please.” Then said he,
“It is true that I have not eaten the churi, for I gave it to a poor fakir.” Hir felt alarmed when she heard him
speak thus, and said,
“What kind of man was he?”
“He was an old fellow,” answered Ranjha, “and lame of a leg.” Then she understood the whole matter, and
became exceedingly sorrowful, saying,
“You have done very wrong, my dear. No beggar was that at all, but my uncle Kaido. He will now take the
churi to my father, and you, as well as I, will be brought into shame and disgrace.”
And then, without losing another moment, she took up a heavy stick and ran after the pretended fakir. Going
out of the door she espied him running away at a great distance, and he also, looking behind him, saw his niece in
full pursuit, but as he was lame of a leg and she a fine active girl, he was soon overtaken. And when she reached
him she gave him four or five good cracks over his head with her stick and knocked him down. Then she tore off
his turban of goat’s hair, and snatched away his begging-bowl, and seized his leopard-skin bag which she at once
opened, and emptied of the churi, while the old rascal lay flat on the ground crying and lamenting and saying,
“O daughter, would you lift your hand against your uncle?”
“Yes, a thousand times yes,” cried she, “because like a villain you are going to put me to shame.” So with a
parting thrust she left him and betook herself back to Rahjha.
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But Kaido, gathering himself up, collected all the crumbs of churi he could find, and so went weeping and
wailing to his brother, who was just then sitting in his courtyard in the midst of some of his neighbors. To him he
presented himself, and, throwing down the scraps of churi before the whole company, he said,
“Listen to me, O ye Siyals—
“O hear me speak, for sage advice I give,
No woman-child henceforth permit to live,
Soon as your teeming wives are brought to bed,
Be yours to strike their female children dead!
For know, my kinsmen,
Hir is Ranjha’s slave,
His she is now, and his will be beyond the grave!”

Then Mahr Chukak rose up in wrath, and ordered his sons to go to the island, to put Ranjha to death, and to
bring their sister home. So to Ranjha they went, and sitting down by his side began to seek for some excuse to
slay him.
“O Ranjha,” said they, “the smell of musk comes from you. Whence got you the smell of musk?”
“There is a certain wood,” said he, “and the name of that wood is sandalwood. Sandalwood came floating
down the river, and the buffaloes drank of the water thereof; and they carry the smell of musk with them wherever
they go. But as for me I have not robbed a caravan, still less have I embraced your sister Hir.”
“You utter a lie!” cried they. “You go with our sister Hir, and out of her bosom comes the smell of the musk
that comes from yourself.” Then the two men drew their swords, and they were in the act to cut the lad down,
when he spoke again.
“Brothers, look here,” said he. “Go to the herd and smell the buffaloes’ mouths”—yea, the odor is in their very
dung. You will find that the smell of the musk comes, not from me, but from them. I do not tell you a lie.”
The brothers then lowered their weapons and went out, and when they found some buffaloes’ dung they
smelled it, and, lo, the smell was as the smell of musk. But it availed not Ranjha, for their father’s command was
to kill and not to spare him. Going back to his hut, therefore, they again raised their swords to smite him, but in
the very act their arms stiffened and remained uplifted! Nor could any effort of theirs cause them to descend
again. They tried to bring them down, working their bodies now this side, now that, but they tried in vain. Then
they began to suspect that Ranjha was different from other men, and believing him to be a prophet of God, they
all four fell down at his feet.
“Pardon us,” said they, “and we will return to our father, and commend you to him that he may give you our
sister Hir to wife. But do you pray for us that our arms may be restored, and for this favor we promise never to
move foot or hand against you again.”
So RanJha prayed, and the use of their arms came back to them as before. Now, as they were conferring
together, Hir also came In, and began to taunt and upbraid her brothers for what they had done.
“Dear sister,” protested they, “we were only acting a part, nor had we any idea of killing Ranjha at all. But we
have come to summon you home, for your father wishes to .see you for a couple of days, while your mother also
is far from welll Get leave, therefore, from Ranjha and go with us back.” So she turned to Ranjha and said,
“My dear, give me leave now to return with my brothers, and in two days we shall meet again.”
On the way to the village she thought much of the treachery of her uncle Kaido in coming to Bela disguised as
a poor fakir, and she saw plainly that he alone could have betrayed her, and that all her troubles had their origin in
him. So she said,
“Brothers, take me round by the way of our uncle’s hut, as I have business with him of great importance.”
And they turned aside out of their way, and it was so that when they were passing the hut and when the two
men had gone a little before her, Hir took some fire and put it to the thatch, and the fire at once burst into a blaze
and consumed the whole place, while the lame beggar began to dance and yell with rage,
“Ah, Hir,:” cried he, “you have done me a wrong in burning my hut! I jumped and danced and O you have
burnt up my heart! You have burnt up Khairi, my little Beauty, which had twelve chickens, you have burnt Lohi,
my little red bitch that barked at every door, my vessels are burnt, all my household stuffs are burnt, and the bag
in which I stored my bhang. Countless were the things I had in my house. You have burnt them all—yea, in a
word, I may say you have burnt up a very apothecary’s shop!” Thus he complained, and then he said,
“But I go to your father’s house to denounce you.}
“Go,” said she. “You have burnt fire on my head, and I have burnt fire on yours.”
With these words she hastened away and entered her mother’s chamber, leaving her wretched uncle without,
wringing his hands and bemoaning his hard fate.
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That night Mahr Chukak and his wife talked only of their daughter Hir, and the end of it was that her mother
said,
“Husband, to kill a human being would be the greatest sin, and how much more so when the victim would be
your own daughter! No, we must send for the Kazi and get him to persuade and correct her.”
Early in the morning, therefore, a man was dispatched to the mosque for the Kazi, and he was asked to take her
in hand, to admonish her with wise counsel, and to bring her to reason. And the Kazi called her in, and when she
came to him he said to her,
“O Hir, you are a good child, your mother is a good woman, and a good man is your father. Listen then to good
advice, for I have taught you from your childhood up, and I am your master. My dear daughter, do you think it is
right or proper to bring trouble and disgrace on your father and mother? You know that long ago they betrothed
you to the chief of the Khera tribe, and well you know that every child should obey its father.”
“My pir is a spirit,” answered she, “and he has married me to Ranjha. I have accepted Ranjha, and his shall I
be as long as I live.” These words filled the Kazi’s soul with rage, and he said,
“O Hir, artful girl that thou art, listen to me and attend to the words of God! You will be expelled from Paradise
to find your portion in Hell!”
“Kazi,” said she, “from my earliest years you have been my instructor, but never from you, O Kazi, should I
have looked for language like this! Ranjha is mine and I am his.” Then the priest opened his book, and showed
Hir some lines written therein, saying to her,
“O child of disobedience, do you not see this? Do you dare to bandy words with your Kazi? I tell you that you
are on the straight road to Hell.”
“O you consumer of bribes!” cried Hir. “They have bribed you with five rupees and a betel leaf! A precious
mulwana\fn{Priest.} are you! What are you doing, you cunning Kazi, you deceiver of the people? Why make white
the black letters of the Al-Qur’an? May your children perish at home and your oxen abroad! What connection, tell
me, is there between love and the doctrines of the Muslim Law?” Then thought the Kazi within himself,
“This girl is too infatuated to listen to a word spoken against Ranjha, since she puts even me to disgrace.”
As he was thus considering, one of the people of the Kheras came to the door and made signs as though he had
something to tell him. But the priest dismissed him with a look, and turning again to Hir, he said,
“I have no power to write, I have not even ink for my pen to describe, the sin you are about to commit. A place
will be found for you in the lowest pit of Hell if you do not submit yourself to the Law. O Hir, you will render
yourself infamous, and an outcast from your parents, from me, and from all your kin, if you do not obey my order,
and give Ranjha up. O believe what I tell you! If you will not accept the Khera as your husband, your father has
fully determined to hand you over, body and soul, to the lowest scavenger in all the village.”
But Hir, like the foundations of the earth, remained unmoved.
“Hear me, O Kazi,” said she. “To me you are a father, and you, too, have daughters at home in your house. I
have begged you, I have prayed you, I have besought you with tears, and ever I call you miyan.\fn{Master.} For
Ranjha I am going distracted—
“He is my soldier lad, yea more,
My chosen knight is he!
Him madly, madly I adore,
His life is life of me!
If Ranjha seek the battlefield
To fight against the foe,
O I will be his sheltering shield,
On me shall fall the blow!
Could I in Mecca’s sacred place
E’er hope to bow my head,
If I from Ranjha turned my face,
Or Khera loved instead?”

“O blasphemy!” cried the priest. “Listen to me and attend, O Hir, thou crafty one! Fearlessly you utter words
without sense, but may speedy death put an end to him, may that Ranjha of whom you are so proud be numbered
with the lost!”
“Can prayer be made in vain?” said she—
“When the sun breaks the power of night
I rub my nose-ring clean and bright;
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When the sun halts in mid career,
A gem I choose to deck my ear;
When he marks half the western sky,
My burnished necklace then I try;
Soon as he sinks a-down the west,
I don the robe that suits me best;
When bedtime comes my beads I take,
And all my faith’s confessions make.”

“O Kazi,” continued she, “neither you nor my father can be judge between Ranjha and me. Let us go to the
King and let him be my judge.”
The Kazi then ordered one of his pupils to call in her mother, and when the mother entered the room she
looked at her daughter and said,
“Hear me, my daughter! Doubtless the Kazi has explained to you everything. Know then that you have been
given in marriage to Sattar, the chief of the Kheras. Why do you bring so much trouble upon us?”
“Mother,” answered she, “if you have a single particle of the true Faith in you, do not vex me. Otherwise I will
thrust a dagger into my heart, and die here at your feet!”
Her mother then made signs to her younger daughter, who went out and brought in her father, and all four sat
down together.
“O my daughter,” said her father, “you must simply be ruled by us, and obey the orders we give you. Why will
you not accept the Khera? God will give you the true Faith.”
“O father,” said she, “hear me!—
“One day I ran, urged by some secret power,
And to the ferry came, just as a boat
Came floating in. Within her lay a youth,
And from his face I lifted up the veil,
But when he raised his eyes to look at mine,
Straightway I, swooning, fell. The Khwaja Pir\fn{The deity of the river.}
Betrothed me to him; angels whispering low
Performed the ceremony of Mayan,\fn{The betrothal ceremony.}
To deck me out came jewels down from Heaven,
Pearls for my neck and bracelets for my arms,
And, O, to Ranjha, father, was I wed!
The angel Jibrail was there to speak
The solemn words, and Israfil stood by
As witness to the rite, while in the train,
The wedding-train, walked the Five Holy Pirs,
And God, yea, God Himself, was good to me!
All turned to Ranjha, and they gave him Hir,
In this world now, and in the world to come.”

Meanwhile the Kazi was muttering to himself,
“There are sixteen rubies and seventeen diamonds with five pearls. Five of the rubies are of excellent luster—
what a garland they would make! Who can read me the parable? The men, forsooth, are asses and the women sheasses!” He then addressed himself to Mahr Chukak, and said,
“Very rich is the Khera. When he was betrothed to Hir he sent her rubies, diamonds, and pearls of price. And
yet notwithstanding all this and much besides, in spite of my precepts and her father’s injunctions, she is going to
marry a homeless beggarly wanderer, so that your only remedy now is to do away with her altogether.” But here
her mother interposed and said,
“God forbid—to kill the child must in any case be a sin! The whole world would point the finger of scorn and
say we had killed her because she was worthless and bad, and our good name would be for ever lost. No, no, let
us rather marry her off to the Khera at once!”
Her advice was approved, and the father Mahr Chukak at once proceeded to act upon it. He summoned his
family bard as well as a barber and a Brahmin, and dispatched them all three to Sattar, the chief of the Kheras, to
give him notice that his wedding ceremony would be celebrated in eight days. So the tribe of the Kheras
assembled together and held a council, and it was announced to them that Mahr Chukak had sent his messengers,
saying,
“Make your preparations of marriage!” And the news was very welcome to them, and they all began to get
ready.
And now Hir, considering within herself that her fate was inevitable, unless God himself could help her,
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decided to see Ranjha once more. So, taking with her a bevy of maidens, she set off for the island, and when she
arrived there she found Ranjha sitting under a tree engaged in prayer.
“Dear Ranjha,” said she, “what about the buffaloes? Are they quite well?”
“What do I know about the buffaloes?” answered he. She, supposing him to be angry, sat down by his side, and
said,
“It is not on the buffaloes’ account I have come—let them go! I have come to tell you something.” Then in a
little white she spoke to him thus—
“My father’s buffaloes are mine—whole herds
He now has given me. Fairies are some,
And some are lovelier than birds
Of Paradise, that go and come,
Or houris soft and fair.
Look at their dazzling teeth! No jasmine flower,
No dainty bud, can boast so pure a white!
And, O, their curving horns! What power,
And what rare symmetry unite
Magnificently there!
When they go forth, is there a pasture sweet
But puts on warmer smiles for them?
When they troop home, our tiny street
Wears beauty like a diadem,
Though mean enough before.
Perdition seize them! Yea, may they devour
Their owners, Ranjha—But, for me
And you, O snatch this fleeting hour,
And in my arms content yourself to be—
Perchance you may embrace me nevermore!”

Moreover, she told him of her approaching marriage with the Khera, and said,
“I will send for you the day before the wedding, and then shall I see whether or not the power of God is upon
you.”
“My dear heart,” said Ranjha. “I have no such power at all. I am a simple man and cannot pretend to favor .or
grace more than another. But let us trust in God, who only can make darkness light.”
When Hir returned to her house, she found that the mahdi\fn{A red vegetable stain, used to stain the nails, the palms of
the hands, and the soles of the feet. } had been prepared for her, and as she entered her apartment a certain woman whose
duty it was called her and said,
“Dear child, come, stretch out your hand!” But, instead of giving her hand, she slapped the woman’s face,
saying,
“O mother, you have distilled the mahdi, but whose hands would you redden therewith? I am betrothed to
Ranjha, and would you give me to the Khera?”
At last the marriage procession arrived, and after the performance of all the preliminary rites, the ceremony
itself began to be solemnized. For the girl’s mother had sent for the Kazi and her father and several other persons.
First of all came her father and the Kazi, who addressed her and said,
“Dear child, we hope you will consider us, and not put us to disgrace in the presence of so many people.”
“O let me be,” said she, “for well you know that I have already been married to Ranjha!”
Then was Sattar Khera made to sit down, and the Kazi began the ceremony, but Hir sprang up from her place,
and seizing a rod, smote the priest upon the head.
“Ah,” cried he, “the bridegroom sat down ready to begin, but she, the insolent and perverse, has plucked out
my beard!”
“O Kazi,” said she “listen to me—
“The month of July has descended in flood,
And the barrier-sands have been carried away;
Deep, deep, and as fierce in my heart and my blood
Rolls the river of love—
Can you turn it with threats, or with menaces stay?”
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Also she said,
“But for you, O stony priest, may God consign you to lamentable shame and disgrace without end, and may
like disgrace befall your daughters as well!” Then she went out of the house, her mind fixed wholly on Ranjha.
But her mother, who was not willing that further forbearance should be shown her, now ordered that she
should be taken by force and made over at once to the Khera. So the servants seized her, and with violence thrust
her into the palki which was waiting ready to receive her.
That same morning Ranjha was lying asleep among the trees of Bela when the Five Pirs appeared to him and
said,
“Sir, are you asleep? Know you not that your wife is going away with the Khera?” All five of them stood at his
head, saying,
“Rise up, O wretched one—the Kheras are about to bear her away!”
Then Ranjha sprang to his feet, and, by the power of the pirs, he at once found himself standing close to the
palki in which Hir had been seated. Now no one was able to lift that palki. The very strongest of the Kheras tried
to raise it, but he tried in vain. In spite of all their struggles the palki remained immovable. And all the time
Ranjha stood by, while the Five Pirs stood behind him. And when the people, notwithstanding every endeavor,
found themselves unable to lift the palki, then they called the Kazi, and the Kazi, coming to Hir, spoke and said,
“O daughter, you shall have all the wealth you desire. We will give you apparel and ornaments, rubies and
diamonds; but for God’s sake dismiss Ranjha from your mind, forget him for one moment, so that the palki may
be raised and the honor of your family preserved.” But Hir answered him not, only she looked towards the Five
Pirs and towards Ranjha, and she said,
“Let the Five Pirs speak. If they do, another palki will descend from Heaven, and in one palki shall sit Hir and
in the other Ranjha!”
So the Five Pirs prayed before God, and immediately,. to the surprise of all men, another palki descended from
Heaven. But the Kheras, bewildered and astonished, turned towards Mahr Chukak and his wife, who, answering,
said,
“We were her parents, and truly we brought her into the world, but that Hir was married to Ranjha is news
indeed—we never understood it before.”
And now Ranjha stepped forth and took his place, and the Five Pirs ordered angels of God to come down and
bear the palkis away. And there appeared two angels, beautiful and strong, who, lifting the palkis in their hands,
bore them upwards, and carried them swiftly to Mecca. And there, having paid their devotions, the two lovers
lived happily together for many years, and if, as we believe, they never died, they are living still in one of the
islands of Arabia.
2
It happened one dark night, that a certain wise man, on a journey, was riding his mare through a gloomy forest,
in which highwaymen and thieves sometimes lay in wait.
Suddenly he carried out with a loud voice,
“Nafr, Nafr,\fn{A servant.} where on earth is my mare?”
“Your mare?” answered his man. “You are riding your mare, are you not?”
“Am I?” said his master, “Well, so I am. But all the same, we should be very careful going through a place like
this.”
251.13 Excerpt from Clean People And An Unclean Country\fn{by Naraindas Rattanmal Malkani (1890-1974)}
Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 8
1
India is a land of three thousand or more castes and sub-castes, intricately poised one above, if not against, the
other. Often it is difficult to discover why one sub-caste considers itself or is considered as higher than the other.
With great and meticulous care this superstructure of caste over caste has persisted for centuries and even proliferated. But by common consent the Bhangi caste is considered the lowest of the low. And the Bhangi himself has
accepted this status almost without a murmur.
In India we have also graded various occupations as one above the other and considered the profession of a
Brahman priest as the highest, as against that of the scavenger. As if that were not enough, we consider
scavenging with a certain repugnance that has become almost instinctive. And yet the Bhangi has been called by
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rather gratifying appellations, more to mollify our conscience than to soothe his feelings. In Bihar he is called
mehtar, i.e. an elder. In Uttar Pradesh he is called balmik, i.e. a follower of Balmiki Rishi. In Punjab he is called
lal begi, i.e. a follower of a saint of that name.
These are religious terms invented for our not very religious behavior. The Muslim alone gave him a decent
and correct name appropriate to his calling. He called him halalkhor, i.e. a person who earns his livelihood in a
righteous way.
Of late, Hindu obscurantist conservatism about the caste as a system based on birth has been rudely shaken.
Similarly the idea of considering one occupation as lower than the other and regarding scavenging as the lowest
appears to us now as the crudest form of social injustice.
*
One or two new terms have been coined as symbols of this recent awakening. One is bhangi mukti and the
other is bhangi kasht mukti. I believe Vinobaji coined the first term and the other was coined by common usage.
Often the discussion about these terms assumes the form of a metaphysical disquisition with a nicety which has
come to us as a legacy of the past. But, as I understand it, the idea behind bhangi mukti is the abolition of the
bhangi as a caste. This can only happen when every one becomes his own scavenger or does not mind being one.
It involves tremendous transformation in the mental attitude of the orthodox Hindu.
It means considering night-soil not as filth but as matter in the wrong place, which has to be put in the right
place. It means the adoption of a scientific attitude about insanitation and the eradication of the ritualistic attitude.
Nowadays there is “Brahman” sanitation and “other caste” sanitation, with its corollary of bhangi sanitation.
Sanitation in modern times is a service and can be cultivated as an art of life.
We shall have to rid ourselves of the idea that a Brahman is clean because he is born a Brahman, that water is
pure because it is Ganges water, that matter is horrible filth because it is night soil. The idea behind bhangi mukti
is noble and of special urgency in an India that wants to be modern. But we seem to be yet far away from such a
revolutionary mental change.\fn{This book was first published in 1965:H}
In practice the common term used is bhangi kasht mukti, which means the abolition of all those practices that
make scavenging an obnoxious occupation. It requires a new look at all occupations.
*
Occupations in India have been divided into sacramental and secular. Manual occupations have also been
divided into skilled and unskilled and the latter further sub-divided into clean and unclean. All these occupations
have become hereditary in course of time and become caste occupations, one adding to the rigidity of the other.
When rigidity is superimposed on the background of social inequality, the edifice becomes a monument of
curiosity and research but not of appreciation. In a rapidly changing world a rigid socio-economic structure like
occupation by caste becomes obsolete. Nowadays the tendency is to divide occupations on the basis of required
skills added to natural aptitudes. Such skills make the age-old divisions of manual and mental as superfluous, if
not ludicrous. Every occupation should need mind and more of it to become skilled. The use of machinery and
specially automatic machinery has made mental alertness supreme over mere manual skill. The machine has
completely revolutionized our ideas about the division of occupations and mobility between them.
But in India we also allowed ourselves the indulgence of recognizing clean and unclean occupations. As if this
were not enough, we took pride in completely and criminally neglecting the latter. By some mutual arrangement
we relegated the slaughtering of cattle to Muslim butchers and delivered the slaughter houses into their hands. The
result has been that “humane” slaughtering has become a communal problem in India and the slaughter houses of
India have become permanent vestiges of primitive practices.
There is not one “modern” slaughterhouse in India, not even in cantonments. We have relegated the occupation
of skinning animals and curing their hides to chamars. These do the dirtiest part of the work, often under Muslim
employers, who make the most profit out of it. The dheds of Gujrat do tanning within their cottages and dhedware
is, in Gujarati, a synonym for hell on earth.
*
But we have given a sort of pride of place to scavenging and put it down at the bottom. Most Hindus are not
aware of the depth of degradation to which we have reduced the scavenging occupation in India. It was the one
occupation lo which we applied our three attributes of Unseeability, Unapproachability and of course
Untouchability. Night-soil in India is believed to be all these three and the unavoidable touchability due to
washing after easing has resulted in punishing the left hand as sacramentally inferior to the right one.
Of late, the unseeability taboo has been somewhat shaken by the sight of night-soil being carried as headloads, in baskets, buckets or drums. Somehow we feel ashamed of such a practice as almost a stigma on us and on
the quality of our independence. We seem specially compromised and humiliated in the presence of foreigners
who remind us of it. We wish to abolish this head-load business if we could and preferably by law.
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But either of these is not so easy as it appears. We are now slowly realizing that the evil is much deeper than
the carrying of head-loads and other practices are even more horrid. It has been found that the actual cleaning of
latrines by bhangis is the foulest part of a foul business. This is done by scraping with a bit of tin or glass or
leather or rubber or improvised by an obtuse woman. Often the floor of the latrine is kucha or if pucca it is
without a pan, and the scraping means the soiling of the hand up to and above the wrist.
Night-soil is carried in a small basket from latrine to latrine and then collected in a bigger basket as a headload or waist-load to the nearest collection depot. The depot may be half a mile distant but what is a night-soil
depot? In most cases the depot has large 40 to 50 gallon open drums, kept within an enclosure. These drums are
emptied by ordinary buckets being dipped, lifted and then poured into a bullock cart. Sometimes there is a big
cesspool as a reservior, again to be bucketed out as before. It may, however, be even heaped up on the ground, for
being basketed up into a bullock cart. The driver of the bullock cart sits over the man hole in a jolting cart and
gets his clothes soiled by any over-flow.
At the dumping ground the cart is physically overturned while besmearing the hands and person of the driver.
The last is the person working on the dump with bare hands and feet, standing over filth for 7 hours in a day, with
a spreading rod as his only tool.
It is difficult to say which stage in this long process is more filthy than the rest, but I believe the actual
scraping of the latrine is easily the dirtiest. It would not be pleasant reading to expatiate further on the relative
degree of filthiness of each stage of this filthy business.
*
We are now beginning to recognize that this “system” of scavenging is no system. It is but the practice of
blatant barbarism in the name of an occupation. Scavenging is an occupation which deals with night-soil. It is a
necessary and an “essential occupation.” The Muslim built the latrine and called it jai zarur, i.e., a place of
necessity. And so it is. We have first to accept the idea that a latrine is a place of necessity and as such should
form a part of the house, as a kitchen or bath. room does. On the whole India has hardly 50% latrines to meet its
needs. The rest treat Mother India as good enough to serve as a public latrine India. The idea of going to the
“jungle” for easing oneself has to be eradicated for there are no more any jungles left for that purpose—at least
not in towns.
Secondly scavenging is an unclean occupation which can be done in a very clean and sanitary way. It is
possible to abolish the service of scavenging and along with it the “Service Latrine” known as the drop and
trapdoor sandas. There can be a sanitary system of scavenging requiring little or no service. We remember
Gandhiji wishing to be born as a bhangi, to abolish the caste of bhangi. He also later professed to be a “model
bhangi” who knew the science of Health and Sanitation and practised it as an art. Such a person
will never remove excreta in a basket or carry it on his head; he will cover excreta with dry cloth and remove it in a
metal vessel; he will avoid touching dirt with his hands as far as possible; he will clean the vessel with water and a rod;
he will bathe immediately after doing the work; he will wear special clothes when scavenging …

And so on. It is so easy to suggest extra reforms and transform the latrine into a bath-cum-western type
lavatory. In fact two things are very surprising. It has been found that the tools required for scavenging are just
four and almost all inexpensive. These are a scraper, a covered bucket, an iron pan in the latrine and a wheelbarrow to carry night-soil to the nearest tanker. A scraper costs a rupee a covered bucket seven rupees, a pan about
three and the wheel-barrow about Rs.125. The latter can be easily replaced by a bamboo kawath carrying two
covered buckets by a sling at both ends.
And yet all our Public Health Engineers had never given a moment’s thought to the making of improved tools
and it has required a year’s research work at the Central Public Health Engi neering Institute, Nagpur, to finalize
the design of a proper wheel-barrow. I may be credited with “discovering” the design of a proper scraper in a
latrine at Bhopal and which has since been further improved twice. No-one thought about these tools, and now
that they are there the machinery of Government is finding itself incapable of introducing these simple tools, in
spite of lavish Government grants. The tools are there and so [is] the money for them, but not the proper approach
which may be called the human approach to this traditional problem.
It appears to me that very little progress will be made on this sanitation front unless and until a radical change
takes place in our mind with regard to night-soil There is a great deal of irrational repugnance towards, night-soil
that has to be overcome by a great and serious effort. Everyone avoids the sight, the smell, the touch of night-soil
as a most hateful thing in life. In actual life he is able to avoid the touch to a great extent but he avoids the sight
and smell of his own night-soil at the cost of seeing and smelling night-soil all round. I think Indian towns and
villages have the sights and smells which are an abomination to foreigners but to which we
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have become reconciled or perhaps immunized. I suspect we do not understand what foul smell is, for we have
lost all sensibility to it. Great diseases need radical remedies and one such is to do one’s own scavenging.
If that is too hard then the next best is to observe scavenging and help the scavenger in cleaning or at least
washing one’s own latrine. Every man and woman must learn to keep a nice broom or brush in the latrine ready
for daily use. Along with this I would wish to introduce certain rational repugnance towards night-soil among
bhangis. I have seen horrible sights of scavengers walking in pools of night-soil or entering cesspools or tankers
to remove stones or other rubbish which choked the flow of night-soil. The bhangin scraping night-soil literally
with her bare hand is a common sight. I have seen the bhangin receiving bread with her left hand and washing her
right hand with dirty drain water to eat it while working. I have seen pails and buckets given to bhangins for
carrying night-soil being used on the sly for keeping drinking water or storing provisions at home.
The repugnance of the Hindu and the lack of it in the bhangi have become second nature with both. In my
mind the orthodoxy is really and demonstrably responsible for both these attitudes and habits. Our over-cleanliness is responsible for the under-cleanliness of the bhangi and some inter-change of positions would be for the
good of both and society.
*
Often the question is put whether the bhangi should be asked to give up his occupation by way of protest. I
have never propagated this idea, not because it is wrong but because it is not a practical proposition. At least not
at present. I have no other occupation ready at hand to offer him as a suitable alternative. There is a certain caste
resentment that is slowly mounting among bhangis, but there is yet very little resentment against the dirty nature
of this occupation. Scavenging is a light, easy and now better paid job than before. The bhangi often claims
some cash as “unclean allowance” for his job, to drink it away while continuing his unclean work. The new tools
are there for the taking but he is reluctant to adopt them and change his old habits.
But I do sincerely wish that about 5% of bhangis resented this dirty job as a hereditary handicap and in an
upsurge of self-respect. gave it up. Among so many wildcat type of strikes, which clamor for some extra cash, I
do wish there were a few sensible type of strikes—for supply of new tools, for new type of sanitary latrines and
for direct access to them. The strikes for more and more cash which goes down the drain in drink, have created a
state of tension between the bhangi and the public. There is a rising tempo of strikes and tension that is a
challenge to all of us.
But I think a few strikes against the existing practices of scavenging may create new tensions and help to find
healthy solutions. One of these might be that 5% of caste bhangis may be replaced by 5% of non-caste Hindus,
preferably Brahmins. Gandhiji once said that
if only we had given due recognition to the status of the bhangi as equal to that of a Brahmin, as in fact and justice he
deserves, our villages today no less than their inhabitants would have looked a picture of cleanliness and order.

That would be a sovereign remedy for this monstrous enormity of our times, known as scavenging. But some
such remedy is now over due in the name of sanitation, if not in the name of mere sanity of the Hindu
Community.
2
It is quite appropriate that we celebrate the Gandhi Jayanti day—the 2 nd of October—as the All-India Cleanliness Day. Perhaps Gandhiji was the cleanliest mahatma that the world or even India has ever known. We have an
idea that mahatmas are not aware of and are generally indifferent to their bodies. Our epic history teems with
munis, rishis and tapasvis absorbed in their austerities in deep jungles or on high mountains with bird’s nest on
their bodies and ant-hills on their heads. Never did we see a man so meticulously clean almost spick and span, in
his person, in his clothes or his surroundings as Gandhiji. We all have read the English maxim “Cleanliness is
next to godliness”, but he would be perhaps the best example of both combined in a wondrous way.
We in India are a fairly clean people in our opinion. We cleanse our teeth daily in the morning with a fresh
twig of babul or neem, gargle our mouths and throats very assiduously, we bathe daily and wash our clothes
at home for a daily change; we wash our hands before and after meals and gargle our mouths after finishing
it; we leave our shoes outside our rooms and enter our kit chens with the ceremoniousness of entering a
temple; we use water after urinating and lots of it after defecating. And so on and so forth, until cleanliness
has become with some of us almost a substitute for godliness.
But I think we are clean in a rather uncouth way. We gargle our mouths and cleanse our noses in a public
and a. very boisterous way; we chew our datan while walking on roads or sitting outside our houses, spitting
about most furiously; the datan twig plucked from any tree is then thrown about everywhere; we wash our
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clothes but near a lake or a well and thus contaminate good drinking water; we use so much water in the
latrine that we make an awful mess of it all. We eat our food off our shining plates with so much zest that we
start licking up our fingers and even hands in a public way. We belch out to express our satisfaction at the end
of our meal, also in a public way.
Gandhiji was clean but more than that, dainty in almost the Western way. I met him first in March 1917
when he was proceeding to Champaran via Muzaffarpur and lived for four days with me and my family. He
looked almost small but everything about him was unique. In those days he used to carry a small bag
containing all his baggage. The bag had a tiny aluminium katori. In the morning while chewing his datan
inside the room (he had a few teeth left) he held the tiny katori in his hand used it as a spitoon in a very
silent and neat way. After finishing he went out into the compound, dug up a little hole emptied the contents
and covered it up. He could chew datan in a first class drawing room with propriety. Now consider how
gangs of “gentlemen”—in Delhi, say, on the ridge—go about doing datan and spitting about as if they were
watering the roads. They seem to enjoy doing datan in a congregational way.
We in India have some sort of an idea about personal cleanliness, part of which is scientific and the rest
is only ritual. But one may be excused for saying that we do not know the ABC of sanitation. We have no
word for it, as we have a Persian word for cleanliness, i.e. safai. We will have to coin one—say swachhata,
for sanitation.
But we find it hard to understand the meaning of public sanitation or better still Environmental Sanitation.
We have a sense of duty, more specially to the family or caste but we have no sense of duty to one’s
neighbor. In the City we seem to feel like strangers to everybody, without having much sense of civic duty.
We find it very hard to learn it, despite our personal cleanliness. We are social but in a very limited
traditional sense.
Often I was with Gandhiji and had the opportunity of watching his personal habits. I remember on one
occasion he was returning from Ahmedabad to Sabarmati. At a little distance from the Ashram he got down
the motor car to have his constitutional walk. On the way he stopped and walked about 30 feet away from the
road to urinate. How many of us urinate away from public roads and public or private houses? We have the
inveterate habit of sitting anywhere and our dhoti makes it all the more convenient. The more crowded a
place the more its precincts smell of urine, human or animal. We do it with such ease and indifference as if
we have a right to use any place as our very own. We are satisfied if we coil our janeoo round our ear and use
a very little water for personal purity. The purity of the place does not matter. Worse still, we use our
bathrooms as urinals, but most of us have no latrines, and the few we have are filthy. So the washiest place
becomes the smelliest.
In Gandhiji’s Ashrama the bath room was distinct from the latrine and the latrine was distinct from the
urinal. The urinal was open to the sun and the urine went deep down into the soil, for it is excellent manure.
Chemistry of the soil converts waste into wealth.
We all know that Gandhiji in his later days used to call himself a “model bhangi” and wanted to be reborn as
one. If there was one revolutionary change in his habits and way of thinking which was most significant for
Hindu Society it was his way of disposing off night-soil and his human attitude towards scavengers. We have all
read in his biography how he would cleanse the commodes of his Christian, Muslim and other guests and
insisted on Ba doing the same.\fn{ Ba was his wife:H} The latter appears to us as cruel, even today. It only shows
how far he had thought and felt in this matter.
In his Ashram the first baptism for a worker or inmate was his willingness to cleanse the Ashram latrines,
almost as a yajna, more holy than spinning, if not praying. It was a crucial test, not the latter. But he made the
process as simple, as easy, as scientific as possible. The latrine had a wooden seat and two baltis under the seat,
one for night-soil and another for urine and washing. There was some straw at the bottom of the first. Out side
the latrine was some clean earth and a khurpi. The user spread some earth after every use. At about 9 A.M. both
baltis were slung on a bamboo pole or kawath and carried to a trench in a field, washed, and replaced. The
latrine was open to air and light at the bottom and below the roof.
We are by now familiar with Gandhiji’s Wardha latrine and Appa Patwardhan’s Gopuri latrine above the soil,
for rural areas. But during his long tours, specially in rural areas, Gandhiji used to carry a commode as a
necessary part of his luggage. I think he was the only person in the world who ever carried a commode like that
—and in India not his famous goat but the infamous commode was something sensational. And yet we behaved
decently and persisted in calling him a mahatma notwithstanding the abominable commode.
In his world famous cottage at Wardha the most impressing part is his closet, which he facetiously called his
“Library”. Its equipment was almost all Western, but its simplicity was instructively Gandhian. The water-seal
and flush commode was connected with a septic tank. Gandhiji washed with water, but I would like to imagine
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that he used paper before water. At least that is what I do, as an improvement; in spite of the pride of the West or
East for its own way.
I am told he did some reading over the Comfortable Commode, but who dare testify it? How many
respectable and respected Hindus can stay in their latrines, if they have any, for any measurable time, without an
impulse to rush out of it?
I remember an anecdote in this connection which is unforgettable. It was in 1925 or so that I was discussing
something with him in the Sabarmati Ashram at about 10 a.m. Suddenly we were disturbed by Ba entering
agitatedly and complaining that a mad inmate—Gandhiji used to have some mental cases in his Ashram,
cynically called a lunatic asylum—was trying to set Ba’s clothes on fire.
Gandhiji jumped up, ran to the kitchen, firmly gripped the lunatic by the wrist, dragged him trembling into his
room and shook. him up with a soldierly scowl. The man, out of fear -passed stools in his dhoti. Gandhiji removed
his soiled dhoti and then began a sort of scuffle between him and me as to who would wash the dirty dhoti until
by God’s grace both of us were relieved of the task by a merciful third party.
Now tell me, who among us Hindus are capable of standing such a sight with equanimity let alone the question
of washing? How many have private latrines? How many have decent ones which are not black and stinking
holes? How many know the trick of defecating and washing without making a mess for the bhangi? How many
latrines give access to the bhangi who comes to cleanse it?
In this sorry affair we have gone to the limit of reducing the scavenger to the state of the filth that he carries.
The bhangi is filth because he carries-our filth.
*
Let me now change to a lighter and less unpleasant subject. Gandhiji had very few personal possessions, as can
be seen by those who visit his Sangrahlaya. His sitting room was bare of furniture, except for a low desk and a
chair in the corner for visitors who could not squat on the floor. But with all his manifold activities his room was
orderly without books and with a few papers for disposal. Under the desk was a cardboard waste paper basket. No
piles of paper and no scraps of paper flying about.
One day I was walking with him alone in the evening on the Sabarmati Road. I had some waste paper in my
pocket and carelessly threw it away on the road. He looked at me and smiled. There was a light rebuke in his
smile but he did it by relating a story to me.
I have read that once in America a father was walking on a public road and his son threw away some papers on the
road. The father turned to his son and asked whether the public road belonged to his father or grandfather that he threw
away his papers on it.

Substitute Gandhiji for the American father and me for the son and the lesson of the anecdote was obvious. I
learnt the lesson well and how I use waste paper, almost better than Gandhiji, is another story. I even carry waste
paper in my pocket until I reach home, where I have two dust and two rubbish bins. (I suggest that rubbish bins
should be different from garbage bins.) Now who will answer for the heaps of waste and garbage that are thrown
about our streets, and the way we spoil public parks and places with our leavings of food? And where movable
rubbish bins are placed some ingenious person rolls or carries it home. I shall finish this sketch with one more
anecdote.
Gandhiji was very scrupulous about his food and drink. He carried his kitchen about him as a scientist would
carry his laboratory on his journey. He had few utensils but they were all shining and clean. Ours are shining and
unclean because they are cleansed with filthy earth outside our houses. He learnt how to hold and use a spoon, but
had it made of swadeshi wood. With the spoon and napkin alone he succeeded in having excellent table manners.
We deny both and the result is our table manners are both unseeable and unbearable. Our meals are noisy and
more so if delicious, though they may be in public. Our kitchens are ritually clean but our eating houses are
damnably dirty—exposed to dust, flies, and above all dirty hands. Our right hand—not the left, of course—is
always in raw and cooked food including water. We have evolved a metaphysics about pure water, where dirty
water can muster as “pure”. All Ganges water is pure and so we drain the filth of cities into it and drink it away as
very pure.
Now Gandhiji adopted a habit about drinking water which was an improvement on the West. He drank only
boiled water; he drank it off a corked bottle and without a glass. It was not cooled in summer or warmed in winter,
but was ordinary bottle water.
Once I was with him and in charge of the party during his Harijan tour in the South in 1934. When entering our
car for the day’s tour I was responsible for carrying his file of papers, his bag of simple medicines, his pillow, his
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bottle of boiled water and whatnots. On the way he would ask me about the next halt in the programme. If he had
more than 15 minutes gap, he would take the pillow and have a nap on the seat. I then squatted down on the floor.
On one such trip he woke up and wanted his bottle for a sip. I searched for it and found it missing. In my hurry
and with all my care, I had forgotten to take it. The day was hot; we had 3 to 4 hours journey ahead of us. He had
to talk all along the way. There were ponds and lakes of water in every village—but he would not have a sip. He
told me not a word. There was not even a rebuke in his look. But the lesson I learnt was for life and of course
during the rest of the tour I used to hug the wretched bottle as the most precious object.
Now I would like to see a finicky European being so scrupulous about the water he drinks, so careless about its
taste and so particular about its purity. We in India make a lot of fuss about our kitchens and have created a class
of Brahmins of the kitchen, dubbed as “maharajas”. We have evolved a metaphysics about pure water and who
may touch it or serve it. And yet we are all the time poking our dirty hands into it and drinking so-called pure
water, served by so-called clean persons.
We are clean in a formal and traditional way. Of sanitation we know little and of environmental sanitation still
less. It is time we gave up our pride and learnt some good lessons from the West—and not the bad ones—as
Gandhiji did.
3
It has been found that in most Indian towns when houses were built the latrine was not considered as a
“necessary” part of the building. In South India, generally speaking, for every 10 houses there are hardly 3 or 4
latrines. In North India the position is slightly better and for every 10 houses there might be 4 to 5 latrines. In no
town have I found the proportion higher than this, except where there is underground drainage. But even there all
the house, covered by the drainage system do not have latrines.
Of late there has been a tendency to put in a latrine somewhere in the house but more as a necessary evil than
as a necessary amenity. In Gujarat it is put in a small corner of the small otla (verandah) outside the house,
generally made of corrugated sheets and rarely kept clean. In Panjab it used to be put on the roof or rather the
open roof was used as an open air latrine during the day and as a sleeping place at night. In Kerala it is put in
outside and away from the house in a corner of the compound. In Rajasthan I have found nice and pucca latrines
put up near the bath room and then used as urinals or merely as store rooms or rooms for rubbish.
It is only in towns with large or influential sections of Muslim population that the latrine becomes an essential
part of the building. For instance it is only in cities like Hyderabad, Bhopal, Delhi and Lucknow that most houses
—even Hindu houses—would have latrines. The Muslims called the latrine a jai zarur, i.e., a place of necessity.
Going to “jungle” for easing would have no meaning in Arabian deserts and the custom of purdah made privacy a
necessity.
It is only very recently that the latrine under the influence of the West has been accepted as an amenity. It has
also been given very polite names, like the “Lavatory”, the “Toilet” or even the “Bathroom”. Often it is a
combination of both the latrine and the bath room—an abhorrence from the Hindu point of view. It was only a
rare Hindu like Gandhiji who went so far as to call it his “Library”—in fact the most interesting part of his kutir in
Sevagram is his “Library”.
Fortunately, of late most municipalities insist on providing a private latrine in all new buildings before
sanctioning a plan. As often as not this rule like so many others remains a paper rule and old habits prevail over
such new-fangled ideas. Nevertheless a good beginning has been made for the construction of private latrines in a
general way.
The latrines that exist in India are generally of the “Service” type, called sandas. They are so-called because
they are dry and night-soil has to be removed and carried by hand. But in fact there is no single pattern of the
service latrine in India. It would be interesting to make a little research about the latrine in India, for I believe it
is not an indigenous part of our houses but an improvised one, according to local conditions or idiosyncrasies. I
am quite sure that not a moment’s thought has ever been given to the construction of the latrine, such is the
repugnance towards night-soil and the detestation of the place where it is found.
The latrine in India has crept in. It has never been brought in as a part of our Hindu houses. So it exists even
now in various types, some of which are extremely primitive. In Andhra you will find mere low-walled enclosures
on open grounds are called latrines. Night-soil is then either baked by the sun, or eaten by pigs and the bakings
removed by scavengers. Years ago I found such “jajrus” in Ahmedabad “pols”, just inside the gateway and in
front of residences, to be used by most residents of the pol. On a morning one could find rows of men sitting
inside and outside the jajru easing themselves in public without any sense of impropriety. Dogs and cows served
the purpose of pigs in assisting the cleansing of such latrines. Very recently I found in Pondicherry, one of the
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cleanest of towns, with the Aurovindo Ashram having the most modern and model system of sanitation, one of
the filthiest type of service latrine but without any service by a scavenger. In a corner of the house a square pit,
about 4' x 4' x 4' is dug and two awkward planks placed across it to serve as a seat for easing. Dirt and rubbish
are thrown in after every use and the pit is cleared every six or more months when it is full.
The sight and stink of night-soil has become a part of the way of life of users, notwithstanding the
repugnance for it. In the Punjab the roof as latrine has now become a roof with a latrine and is found now here
else. In Saurashtra there are yet “well” latrines inside houses, used for years to come and never cleansed. Nightsoil rots underground and emits foul smell due to gases, partially diluted by periodic pouring in of salt or ash.
Night-soil is kept out of sight but not free from smell.
*
These were all, to my mind, improvised types of latrines and are now going out of use. But there are two types
of latrines that persist. One is the Muslim type of the khudi or step pattern, usually called paikana. The steps run
along a wall, or both the walls or all the walls of the latrines. The latrine is usually open to the sky and gives direct
access to the scavenger for cleansing and even washing. In the South this has been slightly improved by Hindu
intelligence and the steps replaced by a raised platform for seats and a drain behind it for easing. Thus night-soil is
kept out of sight. It is there called the kakus and is an improved type, because the drain is cleansed and washed
more easily, specially when it is U-shaped. Urine and water do not make a mess of night-soil but flow away into
an outside drain or cesspool.
But the most common type of the “service” type of latrine in India is the drop type, cleansed from outside after
lifting a trap door. Access to the scavenger is through a back gully, which is generally extremely filthy. If the
latrine is on the road side access is through a dark and dingy chamber. Very often there is no pan under the seat
and the floor is bespattered with night-soil urine and a lot of water. Night-soil then flows into the gully or on the
road. Where there is a pan the contents overflow or are thrown about by the scavenger. The hands and clothes of
the scavenger are stained and splashed with night-soil. From inside the latrine is too small (3’ x 3’), to dark and
stink because it is rarely washed. The only advantage is that the squatter does not see night-soil.
Whoever devised this type of latrine devised it so as to make it a place of filth and stink—an evil necessity in
the house. He also literally made scavenging so filthy that the scavenger himself became identified with filth.
Since then the bhangi is not only one who removes filth but is filth. By long practice and habit the bhangi has
become used to handling filth so freely as to lose all repugnance for it. Paradoxically the intense and irrational
repugnance of the average Hindu has led to the identification of the bhangi with filth and handling it as if it is not
filth. I have seen some sights of the bhangi at work which would be difficult to believe if they were not true.
Things would change only if the Hindu has much less and the bhangi much more repugnance for night-soil.
This will happen if there is a great psychological change and when the existing latrine is demolished and
transformed into a sanitary one.
*
After visiting hundreds, perhaps thousands of service latrines, I have tried to devise a pattern which may be
considered as a standard pattern to be recognized by all Public Health authorities. In this I have sought the advice
of a number of Health Officers, who themselves are aware that there is no standard pattern at present which is
recognized as such by municipalities.
The existing latrine needs three basic alterations and three or four secondary modifications. The first basic
change is that the scavenger must have direct access to the latrine like the user, and not through a back lane or a
trapdoor-cum-chamber. This will mean a basic change in our attitude to the bhangi as a human being pursuing a
legitimate and essential occupation. Such a change will not only make scavenging more sanitary but will also
make us more sane and human. The excessive repugnance for night-soil is the cause of insanitation and makes us
inhuman and the bhangi sub-human. That is why Gandhiji said that he was a “model bhangi”. Incidentally this
direct access of the scavenger would be possible only when the latrine is located in a corner of the courtyard with
a door opening on to the road.
Secondly the washing seat must be different from the easing seat, so as not to mess up the night-soil with.
urine and water, until it overflows or is poured out by the bhangi. In some latrines I have found the washing seat a
little ahead of the easing seat, with a pucca drain for urine and also water. This is done in a simple way by making
the squatting steps 6" to 8" longer and on which the user slips forward while washing. In the Harijan Colony,
Kingsway, Delhi, I had provided one additional step to the left for washing, with a soak pit outside for urine and
water. This is also a common arrangement in Orissa. Either modification would serve the purpose but incidentally
the dimensions of the latrine must never be less than 4' x 3' and desirably 4' x 4'. Today it is only 3' x 3'.
Lastly there must be a regulation iron pan 16" x 8" x 4" exactly under the seat and so fitting in a sort of socket,
as a drawer does in a table. It may have a few small perforations at one end to allow water to flow out. This will
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help to keep the latrine building clean and make the removal of night-soil with a scraper more easy. Such pans
should be supplied at cost by the municipality every six months and the use made obligatory. Incidentally it will
be good if there is a wooden lid hinged to the seat which will cover it after every use to avoid flies.
For the convenience of the user the construction of the latrine should be light and airy with half a roof or even
without a roof. If there must be a roof then at least one foot of space between the walls and the roof should be left
open for ventilation or covered by jalis. The door in front, if any, should be only half a door to admit air freely
from below and above. The Hindu loves to go to “jungle” for easing himself in villages. The latrine in towns
should attempt to give him a sensation of squatting down in an “enclosed” jungle. The existing latrines give the
abhorrent sensation of being choked and cramped into a bit of dark den.
These changes are sanitary, inexpensive and simple. I would be glad if this matter is discussed more freely and
a healthy atmosphere created for making our urban areas far more clean than they are. Most of the towns of India
are literally open and stinking public latrines and are suffered because we as a people have utterly dulled the sense
of smell. If only we could see or feel as a foreign visitor does we would soon recover a sense of shame that we
have also lost. …
33.53 Purdah\fn{by Nazar Sajjad Hyder (1894-1967)} Kohat, Kohat District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan
(F) 1
Such is the diligence and industry required of a man today, to fulfill his duties whether in business or employment successfully, that he is forced to expend more and more of his time at work. Consequently the time he can
devote to his home and household requirements is diminished.
In such a situation it is evident that the ordinary requirements of the house lie neglected without him, causing
his wife and children great inconvenience. Put aside the larger problems and requirements, just consider this
much. Say that the children’s shoes are worn out, or that winter has come and the children have no winter
clothing. The husband, who gets no relief from his work till the evening, returns home tired and exhausted and has
no energy left to go to the bazaar. This small but necessary chore gets postponed from day to day and the little
children wander about enduring the winter in barely sufficient clothing.
It is certainly worth considering what loss would be incurred if the woman of the house ventured forth wearing
her burqa, and set out in a curtained carriage, accompanied by her children, to the bazaar and purchased the
needed shoes and clothing. She need not even alight at the shop after all; the servant or her children can bring the
goods from the shop to the carriage and show them to her. But even to do this much, these wives are not
permitted.
Why on earth not?
At this point I shall write without mincing matters even if it means displeasing the men. It is but mere empty
words when they say: “We are willing to give freedom to a certain extent. But what can we do? We must respect
the times. One holds the elders of the house in awe. If women go out, these people will say that respectable wives
have begun to roam the bazaars. The men have grown shameless and wear bangles.”
The truth, however, is this: that their hearts do not desire that their wives should come or go anywhere beyond
their controlling vision. Even if there are a hundred thousand purdahs, they fear that another’s look may fall upon
them. Who knows? If the curtain of the carriage flies up, if their wife’s voice is heard by another, that would be
disaster indeed!
Mostly it must be this fear that, when she who has been a prisoner for ages leaves her prison, then the desire to
see the world will certainly stir in her, and she will peep out of the carriage, look at the shops, and many faces will
pass under her eyes. They do not like such things under any circumstances. As a result of these fearful thoughts,
women are not given freedom. A noble inheritance, blue blood, the restrictions of tradition are but mere excuses
for this. Man has for ages been master of his life and in control of his actions. Outside the home, whatever he
does, there is no one who can question him. If any wife should object to his flouting the decorum of the
household, then the control on her is tightened so that no news from the outside world reaches her. She is not even
permitted to meet his friends’ wives lest they teach her something new.
Because they take undue advantage of their own liberty, nay, it would be more fitting to say ill-advantage, men
fear that if the women are given freedom, they will also become like them. Therefore, [men conclude] it is wise to
keep the women confined.
From this mode of reasoning men arrive at these results, and use such increased control on women imprisoned
with no thought of their health. Women do not even have the license to walk out in the night, if not in the daytime.
One sees that some husbands do take their wives out at night, but that is only if they are so inclined and find the
time, otherwise not. The wife does not have permission to go out accompanied even by another male relative or a
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servant.
This severe confinement causes such social and national waste that it is not even necessary to elaborate on it
here. Now the time has come to focus one’s thoughts with a great deal of sharpness on this issue. Discussion must
now take place on what is the real extent of loss in giving such appropriate freedom to women and on how much
advantage has actually been gained from such imprisonment.
249.70 Excerpt from My Brother\fn{by Fatima Jinnah (1894-1967)} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 10
With the dawn of the second half of the nineteenth century, the sun of British Raj in India was inexorably
climbing towards its meridian. The foreigners who had started their life on this subcontinent as merchants,
seeking concessions, begging for friendly and favourable treatment, had ended by becoming rulers of this country,
setting up an empire that became the most dazzling jewel in the Imperial Crown. On the surface was the calm that
precedes a storm. The alien rulers believed their civilizing mission had sobered the fiery temper of the disgruntled
and that Pax Britannica had cooled down the smouldering cinders of “native” revolt and defiance.
The subterranean rumblings of hatred against foreign rule escaped their notice, until in the year 1857 a
calculated spark ignited a mighty flame of rebellion that spread far and wide, and its enactment came to be
recorded as the first chapter in the book of India’s long and tortuous struggle for freedom from foreign
domination. It was a stormy period of our history; many of our patriots lost their lives on the battlefields, and they
came to be looked upon as martyrs in the cause of our country’s freedom. It left a lasting impact on the minds of
our people practically all over India.
There were, however, some parts that continued their placid life, unconcerned about the political conflagration
that raged all around them. Gondal, a princely State in Kathiawar in the Bombay Pre sidency, was one such spot;
the Thakur Saheb of Gondal, in return for his unstinted loyalty to the British Crown, continued to rule in all his
splendour over his subjects. It paid him to keep the shadow of revolt against the British out of his State, lest it
should darken the glamour and glitter of his own undisputed sway over his people. Under the protecting umbrella
of the Thakur Saheb, the people of Gondal State went about their daily round of life, undisturbed by the political
upsurge that had engulfed India.
Agriculture was the mainstay of Gondal’s economy; the main crop being cotton, wheat, jowar and bajri.
Among the agricultural produce of Gondal, the one that gave Gondal a special reputation was chillies, and even to
this day Gondal chillies are famous. This may explain the reason why in our house, in the earliest days that I can
remember, our dishes always contained plentiful sprinkling of chillies, and those of us that found the food not
strong enough to our taste, could add an additional dosage from a plate that was always on the table containing a
handful supply of chillies.
Gondal, being the capital, was the biggest town in the state; but by far and large the people of this principality
lived in countless villages, leading it simple but contented life. Theirs was a narrow world, whose horizons
remained confined within the geographical boundaries of their State.
Paneli was one such village, which had a population of less than one thousand, around the time the 1857
rebellion was sowing the seeds of organized political opposition to the British rule in India. In this little village
lived my grandfather, Poonja, and there had lived and died his forefathers.
My grandfather was one of the few citizens of Paneli who was not an agriculturist. He owned a few handlooms, on which he worked long and tiring hours and with the help of a few hired hands he produced coarse handwoven cotton cloth, by the sale of which he made enough money to entitle his family to be ranked among the
well-to-do families of that small village.
*
He had three sons, Valji, Nathoo and Jinnah, the last named being his youngest son and a daughter, Manbai.
Jinnah was more dynamic and more ambitious than his two elder brothers, and he was born around 1857, the
historic year of the first Indian rebellion. To his youthful and ambitious mind, Paneli appeared not only a sluggish
and sleepy village, but also a place where life revolved round the gossip of the village bazar and the village well.
He had heard that Gondal was a big city, where life was brisk and business was big. What could he do in Paneli?
The prospect of working with his two brothers on the family handlooms did not attract him. That was too small a
venture. His eyes were set on the big city, where the spirit of adventure beckoned him.
His father gave him little cash but much advice that before he invested his money in any business he should
make a thorough study as to which would be the best business to enter. Having an analytical and cautious mind
and a meagre purse, my father was not a man to rush into a venture in a hurry. It did not take him long to find a
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few profitable lines in which he could do quick buying and selling. His flair for business and hard work soon
helped him to make sufficient profits, enabling him to add substantially to the original capital.
When he returned from Gondal to Paneli after some months, his father was happy to find that his son had made
good in a big city. Believing as they did in the old traditional values of life, they were afraid that temptations in
Gondal might allure their youthful son and distract his mind from a lucrative business that he had succeeded in
establishing in such a short time. Moreover they were getting on in years; their other two sons and daughter had
been married, the only parental responsibility that remained was to get their youngest son married to a good girl,
from a decent family of their own Ismaili Khoja community.
They began to search for a suitable match for him, being eager to get him married before he left Paneli to settle
down permanently to a new life in Gondal. Their search took them outside Paneli, and in Dhaffa, a village about
10 miles from Paneli, they decided Mithibai, a girl from a respectable family, would be a suitable spouse for their
youngest son. The parents of the girl were approached through a matchmaker, and they agreed to give their
blessings to the proposed match. And thus my father, Jinnah, and my mother, Mithibai, came to be married in
Dhaffa around 1874.
The business of my father prospered, and he seemed to have an assured future. Urge for hard work and
ambition to do bigger and bigger business, however, flowed in his veins. He believed in putting his shoulder to the
wheel, in order to go forward on whatever path he chose to tread. Indolence and complacency he considered as
hinderances; consecration to duty and long and laborious toil were the price one must willingly pay in order to
succeed in life. He considered Gondal too small a place for his soaring dreams and ambitions.
He heard of that big city, Bombay, which was bursting with prosperity, where enormous fortunes were being
amassed by big business families. He also heard encouraging reports of a lesser city, Karachi, which had during
the last few years developed into an important seaport and a flourishing centre of trade. He began to ponder in his
mind whether he should migrate to Bombay or to Karachi, leaving Gondal behind for good. While greater chances
of business in Bombay tempted his mind, destiny made a decision for him, a decision which resulted in my father
and mother migrating from Kathiawar to Karachi.
He had never seen a city as big as Karachi, although at that time all that it could boast of was Khadda, where
sailing boats daily brought big catch of fish to be dried in the open spaces under the sun and to be stocked in fishgodowns that littered the coast line; Kharadar which, as its name implies, was a cluster of houses, where the
saltish waters of the Arabian Sea wriggled themselves on streets, lanes and by-lanes; Mithadar, where the sweet
waters of Lyari and Malir rivers could be obtained by digging knee-deep wells; and Saddar, where British troops
had their Cantonment and barracks. My father rented a modest two room apartment on Newnham Road in
Kharadar, a locality which was the business heart of the city. Here lived numerous business families, some of
them having come from Gujrat and Kathiawar.
The building was of stone masonary and lime mortar; its roof and floorings being of wooden planks. The
apartment taken by my father was on the first floor, where a spacious wooden and iron balcony projected above
the pavement, providing a cool and airy place for sitting during the day and to spread a charpoy to sleep at night.
The balcony and the rooms faced West, which is the best direction in Karachi to face in order to ensure a full blast
of cool sea breeze practically throughout the year.
*
The young Mr. Jinnah at first found it difficult to hit upon a trade that offered an easy opening to set up a
lucrative business. He tried his hand at different businesses by turns, and steadily went on
adding to his modest pile. He seemed to have the golden touch; whatever business he handled, it brought to him
rich dividends.
There were at that time in Karachi a few British firms, which exported the produce of Karachi and the
hinterland to Europe and the Far East, and imported consumer goods from England. Grahams Trading Co. was
one such firm, and it was one of the leading import and export houses in Karachi. Although my father had not had
regular education at school in English, his diligence and natural aptitude had enabled him to be fairly conversant
with the English language. This was then considered as quite an accomplishment, few of the merchants in Karachi
being able to converse in English. It is likely that it was his ability to speak English that brought him close to the
General Manager of Grahams Trading Co., and this proved to be a great blessing for the rapid expansion of his
business.
Many years later, when our family came to be settled in Ratnagiri for a short while, my father would collect me
and my two sisters at night and teach us to read and write English. He was a strict disciplinarian, and we had to
behave in his presence during that tuition hour as if we were at school in our class-room. In our childish eyes
father appeared a big man, one who could speak English so well. We envied him for it, and how we wished we
could speak English as well as he did. Sometimes when we three sisters met and were in a playful mood, we
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would imitate father’s English. One of us would say to the other, “Ish, Phish, Ish, Phish, Yes”; and the other would
reply, “Ish, Phish, Ish, Phish, No.” We took this game so seriously, feigning we were at last on the threshold of
learning English, if we had not already mastered that language.
In those days many Afghans from Kandhar came to Karachi for business, and my father had extensive business
dealings with them also. It was by constant conversation with them over so many years that he had been able to
make himself conversant with spoken Persian, and I found him speak that language quite fluently. Being from
Kathiawar, the language spoken in our house was Gujrati, but after settling down in Karachi, the members of our
family became quite at home with Cutchi and Sindhi also.
With business contacts established with Grahams Trading Co., my father started doing business in isinglass
and gum-arabic, in addition to his various other business interests. He had by now business relations with a
number of countries, in particular with England and Hong Kong. As correspondence with these countries had to
be carried on in English, my father taught himself to read and write English.
In those days some of the merchants of Kharadar acted not only as businessmen, but also as bankers. The
entire trade of the hinterland of Sind, Baluchistan and the Punjab passed through the port of Karachi and, in the
absence of adequate banking facilities, monetary transactions and transfers were usually conducted with the
assistance of these firms. Many families deposited on trust their private savings with those merchants, using their
offices as we use banks in our times.
Of course, all the modern paraphernalia that goes with modern banking did not exist then, but these merchants
were scrupulously honest, and their word was as good as a bond. Jinnah Poonja and Co., my father’s firm, was
one such concern, doing a big and flourishing trade, and enjoying the trust and confidence of the people and of the
business community.
My mother was now with child, and father devoted all his attention and care on his young wife; both excited at
the expected happy event. There was hardly any maternity home worth the name in Karachi, and the few good
midwives that had established their reputation in their profession, were in great demand. Anti-natal treatment and
care was unknown, and it was only at the time of actual delivery that the midwife was summoned to the house.
Being a rich locality, there lived in Kharadar a midwife who was considered to be among the best in the city,
whom mother engaged in advance, and it was her hands, trained in the medical college of everyday experience,
that brought into the world my mother’s first child, a boy; the day was a Sunday, and the date was 25th of
December in the year 1876.
The baby boy was weak and tiny, having slim, long hands, and a long, elongated head. The parents were
seriously worried about his health, this little baby that was underweight by quite a few pounds. They had him
examined by a doctor, who said that, except for his weak appearance, there was nothing physically or organically
wrong with him and that his health should give the parents no cause for concern. But a doctor’s reassurance can
scarcely set at rest a loving mother’s fears and anxieties.
There arose the question of naming the child. So far, living in Kathiawar, names of the male members of our
family had been so much akin to Hindu names. But Sind was a Muslim province, and the children of their
neighbours had Muslims names. The two were agreed that Mohammad Ali would be an auspicious name for their
first born, and this was the name they gave him.
My mother was intensely fond of Mohammad Ali, and inspite of the fact that six other children were born to
her, she continued to the end of her life to look upon Mohammad Ali as her favourite child. Rahemat, Maryath,
Ahmed Ali, Shireen, Fatima, and Bundeh All were to be her other children, in all, three sons and four daughters.
Cares of a flourishing business weighed heavily on my father’s shoulders, but my mother insisted that the two
take Mohammad All to the durgah of Hassan Pir in Ganod, ten miles from our village, Paneli, for the aqiqa
ceremony. As a child, my mother had heard miraculous tales concerning devotees that believed in the supernatural
powers of this pir, who was buried at that durgah. Her mother’s intuition made her believe that a great future
awaited her Mohammad Ali and she wanted to take him to Hassan Pir’s durgah, where in the traditional manner of
those days his head would be shaved ceremoniously and the mother would make a wish, invoking the blessings of
the saintly pir for its fulfilment.
At first my father tried to get himself excused, saying he could ill-afford to be away from Karachi for over a
month, but his obduracy melted in the warmth of his young wife’s pleadings. And so, with their baby boy, a few
months old, the father and mother booked seats by a sail-boat that would carry them from Karachi to Verawal, a
port in Kathiawar, braving the rain and winds that might be encountered on the voyage.
The frail boat with a plentiful load of passengers ran into a storm and tossed about like a plank of wood in midocean. There was concern and anxiety among the people on board, and panic under such conditions is always
infectious. While my father looked at the skies above, wondering when the storm would blow over, giving the
boat a calm passage, my mother held her little boy close to her heart praying for the safety of her fellow-voyagers
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among whom was her darling, Mohammad Ali. After the storm a strange calm descended on the ocean, and the
boat sailed on merrily to its destination. Days later my mother told father that in those anxious moments she had
made a vow that if they reached their destination without mishap, she would stay a day longer in Ganod, praying
and thanking God for His mercy at the shrine of Hassan Pir.
When the boat put anchor at Verawal port, and they had set foot on terra firma, they hired a bullock cart to take
them to Ganod, a distance of a few miles. So after a stormy voyage across the Arabian Sea and after a jerky, jolty
bullock cart journey, my baby brother, Mohammad Ali, sat in the arms of my mother, surrounded by our
numerous relatives, ready to have his head shaved at the durgah of Hassan Pir, in fulfilment of the vow made by
my mother.
The facts about the life of Hassan Pir are so intricately mixed-up with legend that it is not possible to extricate
the one from the other. However, it is established that the pir came from Iran as an Ismaili missionary, through the
overland route from Baluchistan and for a while lived in Multan. His saintly and exemplary life won him an
admiring following, and many non-Muslims accepted Islam at his hands. The wandering missionary then trekked
into Sind, continuing his missionary work, crossed into Cutch, and finally came to a place near Paneli, where he
pitched his tent and devoted all his time propagating [preaching] Islam among the non-Muslims of that area.
Legend has it that he had supernatural powers; many are the stories that are attributed to him, and this is the
usual image that is woven round such figures, whose authentic life and work cannot be vouchsafed on historical
and documentary evidence.
Hassan Pir is said to have followed in the foot-steps of those Muslim sufis, who devote their days to the
teaching of the Qur’an and the message of Islam and their nights on the mystic shores of meditation. It was his
practice to sleep early, to wake up around two in the morning and to sit in meditation outside his tent on the bank
of Bhadhar River, until he had said his morning prayers.
One night as he sat lost in communion with the Unknown, a huge tidal wave lashed the banks of the river,
penetrating far beyond the precarious embarkments. The sudden onrush of the river waters dragged Hassan Pir,
who was lost in meditation, into mid-river, and death by drowning ended his earthly life. His corpse floated
leisurely under the cover of darkness from Paneli to the banks of the river near a village called Ganod, where
majority of the people were non-Muslims of the Rabari caste, their ancestral occupation being breeding of cows.
As some of the Rabaris came early morning on the banks of Bhadhar River, they found the dead body of Hassan
Pir that had been washed on to the shores by the receding waters of the river. They at once recognised the saintly
person, whose reputation had spread beyond the geographical boundaries of Paneli village. A conference of their
elders, seeing that chance had gifted the dead body of the saint to them, decided to accord him a solemn and
befitting burial and to build a mausoleum over it, believing that his durgah would bring prosperity to their village.
And so it was that Hassan Pir came to be buried in Ganod. Lapse of many years has not dampened the
devotional enthusiasm of the people of Gondal State and even to this day every year there is an urs (anniversary
celebrations) of the saint at his durgah where both Hindu and Muslim devotees gather.
After the aqiqa ceremony at Hassan Pir’s durgah, my father and mother took their bald little boy to their native
village, Paneli, making the journey again by bullockcart. My father’s boyhood friends and relations had heard
glowing tales of his financial success in Karachi, and success adorned him with a dimension that inspired respect
in the eyes of his village community. My mother decided to celebrate the birth of her darling son by arranging a
feast, inviting the entire village population to join in a community dinner. In the days when I was still a child, I
heard from my elders,
“On that day in Paneli not a single family had lit fire in their homes; their cooking utensils and eating plates sat
on the kitchen shelves, as if relaxing in their resting places in celebration of the arrival of tiny little Mohammad
Ali, the son of a villager of Paneli.”
After staying in Panel and Gondal for a few weeks, my father and mother made the journey back to Karachi,
with their baby boy, whose little mind could not comprehend that his arrival in Ganod and Paneli had been the
occasion of so much festivity and celebration. They were back in Karachi, and my father got absorbed in his
business preoccupations, while my mother gave all her time and attention to her new born baby.
*
In spite of the occasional outbursts of extravagance, particularly when my mother so desired, my father was
frugal in his living and careful with his money. A businessman, who was struggling to establish and expand his
business in a new city, had to be careful with his pennies. The family lived a simple life, what they lacked in
ostentatiousness being made up by the warmth of a happy family life. So that although my father had quite a
flourishing business, the habit of not spending money unnecessarily persisted.
Fortune is a capricious deity; it may smile on you today, but who knows what will be her mood tomorrow? It
was on this principle that my father ran his family budget. This had a lasting impression on our minds as we grew
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up, and this was a trait in the Quaid-e-Azam’s\fn{ One of two prominent titles popularly affixed to the name of Mohammad Ali
Jinna. It means “Great Leader”; the other title, Baba-i-Qaum, means “Father of the Nation”:H } character that lasted throughout his
life.
Mohammad Ali was now about six years old, and my parents engaged a teacher to teach him Gujrati at home.
They thought he was still too young to be sent to school, and the nearest school was at quite a distance from our
house, a distance which they thought was too much to be covered on foot by a boy of six. He was indifferent to
the reading lessons that he was made to do, but positively loathed to enter the realm of addition and subtraction,
passing his hour with his tutor as an unwarranted infliction. He was more at home when he was playing with the
boys of his age in the neighbourhood, among whom he established reputation as being proficient at games. They
in their childish minds looked upon him as their leader, and he intuitively felt that he was their superior. However,
when he was about nine, he was put in a primary school, where he had to compete with his classmates at the time
of examination.
He was disappointed to find that other boys defeated him, securing more marks than he did. He, who had
always looked upon himself as superior to other boys at play, found that he could not be the first in his class. On
the one hand, he had to abandon his play for so many hours a day to attend school, and on the other hand these
hours at school did not yield to him the honour of being the topmost pupil. He developed a childish aversion for
books and school, to the horror of my father, who was anxious to give his son a sound education in order to enable
him to join his own business after he had passed his matriculation examination. My mother, who had a blind faith
in the destiny of her son, frequently saying, “my Mohammad Ali is going to be a big man; he will be very clever;
better than the other boys”, found her dreams tumbling down to the ground.
Mother cajoled him to be regular at school and to give serious attention to his studies, saying that way alone he
would rise in life and be a big man, standing head and shoulders above the others. In spite of grave provocation,
father was patient with him, asking him why it was that he did not devote sufficient time to his books.
“Father,” said little Mohammad Ali, “I don’t like to go to school.”
“What would you like to do, then?”
“Father, I would like to sit with you in office, and learn to do business.”
“But you are too young for that, Mohammad Ali.”
“I would do better in your office than at school.” My father was a tactful person, and he tried to tempt him,
saying,
“Mohammad Ali, in my office there is strict discipline. You will have to go with me to office early in the
morning at eight, return for lunch from two to four, and then again to office from four to nine in the night.”
“I will do that, father.”
“But that will give you no time at all for play.”
“I don’t mind.”
*
And so young Mohammad Ali, after oscillating in the borderland between his father’s office and the classroom, started going with my father to office.
He soon found he could not do anything in office. Everything depended on reading and writing, monies
received and paid had to be entered into account-books; and he did not know either to read or write or to keep
accounts. All that he could do in the office was to do little odds and ends of jobs, which were not to his liking.
And then decisions for buying, selling and regarding other important matters were done by his father with the
assistance of his business executives. No body bothered to consult him or to obtain his approval. The most
irksome disadvantage was that he was absolutely cut away from his games, which had such fascination for him.
Within about two months, he was fed up with office work, and he one day surprised my father,
“Father, I don’t like office work.”
“What would you do then, Mohammad Ali?”
“I would like to go back to school.” My father was very happy, but he tried to conceal his pleasure by
maintaining an unruffled appearance.
“You see, my boy,” he said, “there are only two ways of learning in life.”
“What are they, father.”
“One is to trust the wisdom of your elders and their superior knowledge; to accept their advice; and to do
exactly as they suggest.”
“And what is the other way, father?”
“The other way is to go your own way, and to learn by making mistakes; to learn by hard knocks and kicks in
life.”
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The boy Mohammad Ali listened attentively. This incident explains the characteristic of the Quaid, who up to
the last days of his life preferred to go his own way.
Back at school, he was a completely transformed child, no more inattentive, indifferent, and lagging behind his
classmates. He wanted to make up for the lost time, as boys of his age and even younger than him had gone ahead
of him. He took to his lessons with a vengeance, studying into the late hours of the night at home, determined to
forge ahead.
My father was very happy to see Mohammad Ali take seriously to his studies. One day he encountered his
boy’s class teacher on the road and asked him how his son was faring at the school. The teacher said,
“He is coming up. But I must tell you the boy is horrible in arithmetic.”
This completely disappointed my father, who already knew that his son was not a child prodigy, as the boy’s
mother fondly believed, nor would his son prove to be a precocious young man. He had already failed to impress
his tutors as a pupil of great promise; they thought that with hard work he would manage to pass his examinations,
possibly to be devoured in the anonymous ranks of office-clerks. But my father wanted him to be good at
mathematics, as accounts were the back-bone of business, and he wanted the firm of Jinnah Poonja & Co., to keep
on forging ahead as a going concern, when his son took over business from him.
“Poor at mathematics,” my father mused. “I wonder what the boy will be!”
But my mother’s faith in Mohammad Ali was not to be shaken. She said,
“You wait. My Mohammad All will do well, and many people will be jealous of him.”
My father decided he should be guided by what appeared to him to be in the best interest of my brother, rather
than by the intuition of his wife. He thought it better to put him in a school far from their house, as his classmates
in the primary school at Kharadar had a disturbing influence on his attendance at school, tempting him always to
abandon books for marbles, tops, gilli danda and cricket. Sind Madrasah-tul-Islam, a high school about a mile
from our house on Newnham Road, the only one that Muslims of Sind could boast of, founded by Khan Bahadur
Hassanali Affendi, was the school he decided his son should join.
*
Mohammad Ali was about ten years old, when my father got him admitted in Sind Madrasah as a student in
fourth standard Gujrati. Records of the school show that he was in serial order the 114th boy to be admitted. But
change of school effected no change in his attitude to his studies, and he continued to woo success and victory on
the play field rather than at school.
Around this time my father’s only sister, Manbai, happened to be on a visit to Karachi from Bombay, where
she had been married and where she lived with her husband. Manbai Poofi, as we called her, was a vivacious
person, full of wit and humour, and wise beyond her academic education. My father was very fond of his sister,
and Manbai was devoted to her youngest brother, Jinnah. There was great attachment between the two, and it
continued unimpaired until their last days. As I look back on about four decades of my constant companionship
with the Quaid-e-Azam, I am reminded of the strong bonds of friendship and devotion that persisted between my
father and his sister. I recall that when Manbai came with her husband many years later to settle down in Karachi,
she constantly visited our house.
She was a great story-teller, and I wonder to this day how she was able to remember hundreds of tales by heart,
as she had never gone to school and therefore could not have read them from books. Manbai Poofi would gather
me, my sisters and my cousins round her after sunset. She was the centre of our eyes and ears, and we listened to
her, enraptured by the bewitching way in which she would narrate her stories, night after night. She told tales of
fairies and the flying carpet; of jins and dragons; and they seemed to our childish minds to be wonderful tales,
stories out of this world.
My father, mother and Manbai Poofi sat in conference, discussing what to do with Mohammad All, who
simply refused to be serious about his studies. He was almost ten years old and he had not yet passed fourth
Gujrati. Manbai suggested that she take him with her to Bombay, in the hope that change of environment might
help in inducing the boy to be more regular with his studies. My mother was persuaded to agree to this proposal
and she reluctantly gave consent. And so Mohammad Ali was on his way to Bombay with Manbai Poofi.
*
She got him admitted in Anjuman-e-Islam School in Bombay, and for a while Mohammad Ali showed signs of
taking to his books seriously. He passed his fourth Gujrati, entitling him to be admitted in first standard, English.
The mother felt miserable at the absence of her darling son. A mother’s love and affection triumphed over a
father’s sense of logic, and Mohammad All returned to Karachi from Bombay.
My father got him admitted once again in Sind Madrasah, and the records of the school show that this time his
serial number of admission was 178, and the date of admission 23-12-1887, the school previously attended being
Anjuman-e-Islam School, Bombay.
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By now Mohammad Ali had developed a great fascination for horse-riding. My father owned a number of
carriages, which was the aristocratic way of transportation in those days, the era of combustible engine motor cars
being still far away. In the stables of my father were a number of fine horses, and Mohammad All was quick to
learn horse-riding a sport he immensely enjoyed. He had a school friend, Karim Kassim, son of another merchant
at Kharadar, and the two boys would go horse-riding for long distances every day.
He loved his horses; they stood so erect, holding their heads high, indicative of strength and confidence. He
saw in all nature, life mould itself on vertical lines. Horses stand erect, and so do the trees, as also flowers on the
bough; man walks upright, as must birds and beasts; minarets and domes aspire to the skies. He made it a
principle in life not only to look ahead, but also to keep his chin up. He would not allow difficulties to bend him,
he would rather accept their challenge and overcome them. He would be like a giant pine, whom storms may toss,
but cannot bend.
He spent his days at school, managing to pass his examinations, and his evenings he devoted to horse-riding.
His inclination for change once again asserted itself, and he asked his father to get him admitted to another
school. After some argument, my father agreed, and the records of Sind Madrasah reveal that while he was in
English fourth standard, he left that school on 5-1-1891. The next school he joined was C.M.S. High School on
Lawrence Road in Karachi. But he does not seem to have liked the latter school. Once again, he asked my father
to get him re-admitted to Sind Madrasah; accordingly on 9-2-1891, one month after he had left it, he was on the
rolls of Sind Madrasah, studying in fourth English. He was now fifteen, and my father began to despair about the
future of his son. What would this boy be, he wondered.
The General Manager of Grahams Trading Co., an Englishman, who had now become a great friend of my
father, offered to get young Mohammad Ali admitted in his Head Office in London [as] an apprentice for three
years, where he would learn practical business administration, which would best qualify him to join his father’s
business on return from London. The General Manager was sure that the young man could then be a great asset to
his father, helping him to further expand his business. This tempted the heart of a flourishing businessman, who
was convinced that after such rich experience in London, his son would surely add quite a few new and lucrative
lines to the family business.
But he wondered how much it would cost him in this venture, which may yield dividends to the family in the
long run, but it definitely had no prospects of giving immediate returns. My father discreetly asked him what
would be the cheapest way of transportation from Karachi to London, and how much he would have to spend
each month for the upkeep of his son in England. The figures were worked out in detail and with great care;
although the total amount involved for three years was quite substantial, my father decided he could afford to
deposit the sum with Grahams in London, in order to ensure continuity to his son’s training. After all, he thought
business success is as capricious as a wind; it can change its direction without notice. As it turned out
subsequently, the prudence of a businessman, who had come up the hard way, proved to be highly beneficial, and
without it my brother’s career in London might have terminated abruptly.
But my mother was adamant. How can she allow her darling Mohammad Ali to be away from her for three
years?
Father explained to her that it was in the best interest of the boy’s own future, as also of their family business,
Jinnah Poonja & Co. And after all, three years would soon be over. Mother agreed after days of pursuasion, but
she put her own condition for her consent. England was a dangerous country to send an unmarried young man to,
particularly a young man who was as handsome as her Mohammad Ali. She was afraid he might get married to an
English girl, and that would be [a] tragedy for the Jinnah Poonja family. Father agreed with her reasoning, and the
question arose where they would get Mohammad Ali married to.
My mother had a ready answer to this; she knew of an Ismaili Khoja family of Paneli who were distantly
related to her, and they had a girl of marriageable age, Emi Bal; surely she would be a good match for Mohammad
Ali. My father had no objection to this, but the two parents thought it advisable to inform their son. In those days
it was the parents that arranged marriages of their children, the boy and girl had no option but to believe in the
superior wisdom of their parents. Of course, the parents knew what was good for their children.
It is probably the only important decision in the life of the Quaid-e-Azam that he allowed to be made by
others. He loved his mother so much, he could not refuse her. He trusted his father’s wordly wisdom so much, he
was sure that his father could hardly make a mistake. As was the custom in those days, he acted as an obedient
son, accepting the decision of his parents, and he thus came to be engaged to Emi Bai of Paneli.
This young man, who had a mind and will of his own, who was determined to go his own way and learn by
hard knocks, showed some reluctance on this occasion. His initial objection against marrying a girl he had never
seen or spoken to vanished like thin mist in the sunshine of the assurances of his mother, who made her son
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believe that a mother’s blessings in such matters prove propitious and such marriages turn out to be happy and
auspicious.
As a result of this engagement, to be followed by marriage, before his departure for Paneli he left Sind
Madrassah on 30-1-1892, while he was studying in fifth English, and the school records show the entry,
“Mohammad Ali Jinnahbhai left school to go to Cutch on account of marriage.” In his first speech as
Governor-General designate of Pakistan, on 9th August 1947, he fondly recalled,
Yes, I am Karachi-born and it was on the sands of Karachi that I played marbles in my boyhood, I was schooled in
Karachi.

He had a consuming hunger for experience gained through his own efforts and he, therefore, refused to be
ordered about by others as to what to do and what not to do, as to what was good for him and what was not. This
trait, developed as a child, was to be his compass and guide even during the most turbulent periods of political
evolution of his mind. But, paradoxically enough, he submitted completely in the matter of choice of a wife to the
decision of his mother.
*
My father, mother, Mohammad Ali, Manbai Poofi and some other relatives left Karachi by sea for Verawal,
and from there the marriage party proceeded by bullockcart to our village, Paneli. Distance lends enchantment,
and the village-folk of Paneli in their unsophisticated minds believed that Jinnahbhai had become a
multimillionaire in that big city, Karachi, doing business with Europe and the Far East, sending his goods to these
distant lands by big ocean going ships that made voyage without sails. And then he had a big house, carriages and
horses.
Oh, yes, they gossipped, Jinnahbhai had made a big fortune. The Poonja family was proud that a big barat or
marriage party was coming to Paneli.
My father knew all this and he was not going to disappoint his family or the people of his village. He had
brought with him a large number of presents, which were to be given as marriage gifts to relatives, friends, and to
the head of each family of Paneli. A tally of such names and the presents brought showed that they were less than
what would be needed. He sent out his cousin to buy more presents, from Gondal to make up the deficit.
They were also to bring with them fire-crackers in plenty, so that sleepy Paneli would thunder with their
booming, and their dazzling light would light up the skies for miles around. In those days there were no bands that
could parade the lanes and bazars of Paneli, proudly proclaiming that the son of a rich man was to be married. So
from Gondal were invited professional nakara beaters, who played on a big semi-circular drum with two thin
sticks, without any musical instrument accompanying them. But their noise was enough to make its echoes and reechoes reverbrate beyond the boundaries of Paneli.
The women-folk of the family were busy for days, carrying presents, clothes, jewels, sweets to the bride’s
house, the nakara beaters leading the procession, while the ladies slowly wended their way to the bride’s house,
singing wedding songs, sprinkling rice on the way, as was the custom then.
The entire people of the village were invited to participate in community dinners and lunches for a week.
Unadorned and unattractive Paneli wore the garment of festivity, as if the village had suddenly woken one
morning to find itself a bride among the villages of Gondal. My father did not mind the expense; after all, it was
the wedding of his first born child and, who knows, his other children may be married in Karachi, or, may be, in
Bombay.
This ostentatious wedding tremendously impressed his own village-folk. At least they would remember, when
he had gone back to Karachi, the Jinnahbhai who, as a child, played in the lanes of Paneli, indistinguishable from
other children of the village, had become a big businessman in a big city.
One can only imagine what must have been the thoughts of the bridegroom in the midst of all this festivity. He
was hardly sixteen, and he was embarking on the uncharted waters of the matrimonial ocean. He had never
spoken to a girl of his age outside the circle of his own sisters and cousins; he had never seen the face of his bride,
with whom he was expected to share his life; he had never spoken to her. All he must have been aware of was that
he had made a departure from the way of life he had chalked out for himself—to go his own way, to make his own
decisions. He was powerless before Destiny that, in the person of his mother, had dec reed that he should marry
Emi Bai.
Decked from head to foot in long flowing rows of flowers, strung in invisible white threats, he marched in a
procession from his grandfather’s house to that of his father-in-law, where sat fourteen year old Emi Bai, dressed
in expensive new clothes, heavily bejewelled, her hands spotted with henna, her face and clothes heavily
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sprinkled with costly ittar. The village moulvi performed the nikali ceremony, recited a few verses from the Holy
Qur’an, and the two became husband and wife.
*
My father had been already away from Karachi for about four weeks, and communication in those days being
what it was, he was beginning to worry as to how his business affairs would be running in his absence. He showed
signs of impatience, and made his decision known that he would have to leave Paneli as early as possible for
Karachi.
But social customs had powers all their own, particularly in an out of the way village in those far-off days, and
it was considered as almost sacrilegious to offend or break them. My brother’s in-laws were the type of people
that make a fetish of tradition, and they let it be known to Jinnahbhai, politely but firmly, that their newly-wed
daughter must stay in their house for at least a month, if not for three months, before they could agree to her being
taken by her bridegroom to Karachi.
It was not possible for my father to stay in Paneli that long, and he was busy making arrangements for his
departure. My mother would not allow her husband to go alone to Karachi. He was so busy, he worked so much
and for so many hours. She should be there to prepare food for him, and serve it fresh and hot. Who can trust
servants? They would not be so clean; they could not make good meals; and they would not bother to keep awake
till a late hour, until her husband returned from work, and serve him freshly prepared chapatis. No, she would not
stay behind.
Of course Mohammad Ali could wait in Paneli, until his in-laws agreed that he take his bride with him to Kara chi. But my brother was also eager to go with his parents to Karachi. The two families, newly joined in marriage,
began to argue heatedly the point under dispute. Although the two families sat in conference for a number of days,
the differences remained unsolved. It seemed to them as if they had reached an impasse. For the time that
negotiations were being carried on, young Mohammad Ali remained silent, keeping on the sidelines of the field
where the family dispute was being thrashed out. But once he came to know that negotiations had broken down,
he took charge of the situation.
Without informing my father or mother, Mohammad Ali went to see his father-in-law and mother-in-law. They
welcomed their newly married son-in-law with warmth and ceremony that such an occasion demanded, and
overwhelmed him with hospitality. He sat with them for quite some time, without letting them know the reason
why he had come to see them. What a nice, quiet, docile son-in-law he is, they must have thought.
But after warm greetings and formalities were over, Mohammad Ali spoke in a firm tone. He said that his
father and mother could no longer stay in Paneli and they must return to Karachi, and that he would go with them.
He would like to take his bride with him, and he hoped her parents would have no objection. But if they decided
otherwise, in deference to village custom and tradition, they could have their own way. He had come to tell them
that in that case they could keep their daughter with them, and send her to Karachi, whenever they wished.
The parents of the bride were astonished to hear a young man talk to his parents in-law with such insolence,
and they looked at their son-in-law with wide open eyes, too stunned by the unexpected firmness and outburst of
this young man. Mohammad All, however, continued and said that he would be soon leaving Karachi for Europe,
and he would be gone for three years. May be, the parents of his bride would like to send her to Karachi in his ab sence, and she would have to wait for three years until his return from England.
The young son had succeeded in clinching the issue, where his father and mother had failed. The following
day, the father and mother-in-law of Mohammad Ali came to see my father and mother, solicitiously asking when
they would like to take Emi Bai with them to Karachi, so that they might make the necessary arrangements.
Cordiality was restored between the two families, dispute and acrimony were forgotten.
*
According to the custom prevalent in our family, Emi Bai would conceal her face with her head-covering or
orni, whenever she came in the presence of her father-in-law. This was as a sign of respect that one wished to
manifest towards the elders of one’s husband’s family.
But Mohammad Ali had his own views on such matters. His wife was like a daughter of his parents, a full
member of the family, and it was unnecessary to cover one’s face, just becuase one’s great-grand-mother had been
doing it. My father supported the views of his young son, and from that day Emi Bai discarded the age-old
custom, which had been running in the family for generations.
My mother was moved to her depths on the prospects of being away from her son for three years. Oh, that was
a very long time. But it was for Mohammad Ali’s good that she had agreed to give her consent. She said to him,
“My son, I hate to be away from you. But I am sure this visit to England will help you to be a big man. This
has been my dream all my life.” Her son listened to his mother in silence, and she continued,
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“Mohammad Ali, you are leaving now on a long journey. I have a feeling I will not live to see you come back
from England.” And she sobbed.
Mohammad Ali embraced his mother, overcome with choking emotion. My mother bade him her farewell,
“Mohammad Ali, God will be your protector. He will make my wish come true. You will be a big man. And I
will be proud of you.”
241.29 Excerpt from The Holy Sinner\fn{by Nanak Singh (1897-1971)} Jhelum District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 2
… Veena too got up and giving his hand a slight jerk, she said,
“What’s the, matter, Bharaji? Are you all right? Why are you in this condition?”
“My head is whirling,” Kedar replied in a bewildered tone, while pressing his head between his hands. His
eyes were downcast.
“Is it so?” she said, alarmed. “Let me, then, take you downstairs.” She clasped him round his waist and helped
him descend the stairs.
“Lie down for a whilek,” she said, on entering the room.
“Do you feel better?” she asked, turning on the light.
“No, not yet,” Kedar replied, holding his head between his palms.
She held him by the shoulders and helped him lie down on the bed. Then, settling herself by his side, she
began to press his forehead. She was all the more perplexed to see Kedar perspiring profusely. She got up from
the bed and began to fidget about the room aimlessly. She did not know why she was doing so.
After shuffling about for a while, she came back to Kedar’s bed and sat down by his pillow. Utterly confused,
she looked at Kedar intently. He was breathing fast, and faster still was his heart thumping. His eyes were closed
and his lips were parted. He was sweating profusely. With a small pakhi in her hand, she was trying hard to dry
his sweat. At the same time her other hand moved lightly on his forehead.
“How are you, Bharaji?” Veena asked him again while her eyes watched his face curiously. But his tongue was
tied. Only monosyllables like “Hun” or “Haan” escaped his lips.
Veena’s confusion was now more confounded. Passing her hand over his head and over his arms, she
repeatedly asked him,
“Bharaji, Bharaji, speak out, please. Are you better now? I knew you were not well today. How guilty I feel! I
didn’t bother to enquire after your health.”
After a long wait, Kedar opened his eyes. Veena was briskly pressing his legs, arms, shoulders and waist.
“I was in a swoon, Veena,” said Kedar, glancing at her.
“Was it so?” petrified, she looked at him. Then she bent over his body and exclaimed,
“Woe to me! That’s why you didn’t open the door.”
Kedar was speechless. Words dodged his tongue. Without batting an eyelid, he looked into her eyes. Veena
kept on talking.
“How careless you are about your health! What have you done with yourself?”
Then she caressed his lean, thin body. Kedar was silent. She, however, continued,
“I wondered why you talked in this manner. Nothing that hurts others escapes your lips. On top of it, this
sizzling heat. Even a normal man is befuddled. And you locked yourself inside the room …”
As she said this a lump rose in her throat. Kedar kept quiet but his eyes peered into the void.
“Bharaji,” said Veena, shaking him by his shoulders, “why are you peering like this? Why don’t you say
something?”
“What’s there to talk about, Veena?” he blurted. Soon he took hold of her hand and placed it on his forehead.
“Why …” she asked, taken aback. “Why don’t you speak out your mind? What’s all this?” When Veena
pestered him a little more, he said,
“Veena, for God’s sake, don’t compel me to say something.”
“But why—why shouldn’t I?” she asked him as she placed his head on her knee to press it. “What are you
talking about, Bharaji? Have I no claim on you?:
“No.”
“Why?”
“Because I am a sinner.”
“Sinner? How? Let your enemies be sinners. How can anyone like you be a sinner?” Slowly she let his head
slide into her lap.
“Veena—believe me, I am a sinner.”
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“Stop it, I won’t talk to you.”
“Besides being a sinner, I am insincere too, Veena.”
“Will you not remain quiet?”
“You don’t let me remain quiet.”
“Well—if you are to babble like this, better be silent.”
“Believe me, I didn’t swoon, Veena.”
“Is it so?”
“Of course.”
“But …”
“I merely pretended—nothing more.”
“But why?”
“Because …”
“Go on, please.” Kedar kept quiet for a while.
“Why don’t you tell—?”
“It’s not worth telling.”
“But you must tell me.”
A veil of silence spread over Kedar. His hands and feet were getting numb. She again started pressing them
briskly. Meanwhile, she went on imploring him to speak out his mind.
“You will see me dead if you don’t take me into your confidence.”
“Veena, don’t insist, please.”
“The more you evade the issue, the more curious I am. Now please come out with it.”
“So you won’t spare me otherwise?”
“No—not at all.”
“But I know you would start hating me afterwards.”
This set her thinking. What could be so crucial as to set her heart against him? Perhaps he had committed a
blunder. But then, could she hate him even if he were found guilty of homicide? Regaining her composure, she
said with full confidence,
“Entertain no such fears in your mind.”
“Veena, had this secret concerned me alone, I would have disclosed it without any hesitation,” Kedar said.
“Does it concern someone else too?”
“Yes.”
“Whom?”
“You.”Saying so he lowered his eyes.
Veena’s hands stopped pressing his benumbed limbs. But then she went on as before.
“Even then, tell me,” she said, in a quivering voice.
“Veena,” he said, his heart pounding. “I never knew you would rob me of my peace of mind so easily and so
suddenly. I—I …”
His body jerked as he uttered these words. His limbs which were regaining their natural warmth under the
impact of her pressing hands suddenly became icy cold. On hearing these words, the movements of her eyes
stopped. Her gaze was fixed. She had an inkling of his ideas but still she was doubtful. Her moving hands stopped
suddenly.
“What did you say?” These words of Veena frightened him. Anyway the matter had on its own reached a point
from where it was not easy for him to retreat.
“Veena, I told you not to insist. But now you will have to listen to me. My infatuation with you has brought me
to such an impasse where only two things can save me.” He had to strain his tongue to speak these words.
“What—what …”
The words appeared to sieve through her tongue. Her body shrank away from him further.
“Either death or—“
“Or?”
“Or Veena, you—”
“What?” Saying this she got up from his bed.
“Yes, Veena,” said Kedar endearingly. Then he raised himself a little and took hold of her hand. “If you wish,
you can still save me.”
Her heart was beating fast. She wanted to flyaway from that place. Kedar made her sit on the cot. Willy-nilly
she perched on the edge of the cot, a little frightened. She felt as if Kedar were being transformed every moment
into a stranger. Realizing the presence of a stranger in her home, all sorts of unsavoury thoughts passed through
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her mind.
“Say something, Veena,” he repeated this sentence not once or twice but four times. But she did not give any
reply, much as she wished to. She could not believe Kedar’s words and wondered how a person who was in his
senses could utter such words. At last, pressed by Kedar for a reply, she quipped,
“What are you saying, Bharaji? How can a brother and a sister …?” She felt choked and got up from the bed.
“Veena!” he said tartly, “I understand everything, but—” Again he held her by the hand and forced her to sit on
the bed.
“Who says we are brother and sister?”
“Our dharma says so.” There was a glare in her eyes.
“No doubt,” said Kedar, assuming a brave front. “No doubt dharma says so, but still if I ask you to grant me
life, would you refuse to do so? At the same time dharma won’t approve of your drenching your hands in the
blood of someone. Agreed, I am a sinner, an unscrupulous person, but tell me if you would be able to live in peace
after seeing me die before your eyes. In case you don’t mind all this, it’s all right. It’s enough for my satisfaction
that my death would gladden my Veena.”
Saying this, he got up and walked towards the door. But he had hardly reached the threshold when Veena
caught hold of him. He looked back and found tears falling from her eyes. Again they occupied the cot but neither
uttered a word as if their tongues had lost their power of speech. Veena was no more feeling alienated from him.
She was at that time an embodiment of sympathy. At long last she broke the ice.
“What do you want, after all?”
“Haven’t you followed me as yet?”
“No,” replied Veena, sensing everything. …
269.161 Excerpt from On This Earth Together: Ahmed S. Bokhari At UN, 1950-1958: “Address Presented At A
Meeting Of the North Central Association Held At Chicago, March 31, 1951”\fn{by Ahmed Shah Bokhari (18981958)} Peshawar, North-West Frontier Province, Pakistan (M) 6
I have spent the greater part of my life in universities. It is mostly during the last three years, since my country
has attained the status of a sovereign nation, that I have been wandering over the greater part of the globe, trying
to understand human relations at the international level to see how best my country can fit into the international
pattern and how best it can contribute to the common good.
Because of my past activities, I frankly say that I feel very much more at home in a gathering like this than in
the United Nations itself. I am gratified, however, that our theme this morning is education for the improvement
of human relations on an international level, because that helps for a moment to bring about a happy coincidence
between my duties as the representative of my country and the spirit and atmosphere of a forum of teachers and
educators.
In order to put before you my views on education for whatever they are worth for the purpose of improving
human relations on the international level, may I begin with the mention of the Continent of Asia, a continent
from which I hail and with which my own personal destiny is intimately interwoven.
When I came to this country for the first time about three years ago, it was my good fortune to address a few
audiences on the subject of Asia, and I remember that I used to preface my remarks by stating that that continent
contains more than half the population of the world. I remember that almost invariably the next morning I would
receive a few telephone calls drawing my attention to the statement which I had made the previous evening and
adding, “You remember you said Asia contained more than half the people of the world?” I would say, "Yes," and
they would say,
“You are right. We looked it up.”
I do not believe that today I need to resort to such statistics in order to bring to you the importance of that
continent.
It is a strange fact, and yet one that should really arouse us to the present international situation, that during the
last year or more in the United Nations itself, almost four out of every five major decisions concern some aspect
or another of the situation in Asia although sixty nations sit around the table, out of which a few, mostly belonging
to this continent and the continent of Europe, provide the lead and, if I may say so, dominate the scene.
I will not put before you the platitude that today all countries are knitted together indissolubly. I do not wish to
remind you in this country that for the sake of an almost unknown corner of Asia called Korea, whose people
most people here have not seen and who, if they were presented in a photograph two years ago, would not have
been considered worth a double look, for the sake of that unknown, obscure piece of land, somebody’s husband or
sweetheart or brother or son in any one of the states of the United States has either died or is being wounded.
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That, if anything, should bring home to us the extraordinarily intimate relation which exists between that part
of the globe and this country. It is, therefore, I think, not only the duty of those who are interested in education as
such, or of those who are interested in international studies, but the duty of everyone who aspires to the
greatest status that mankind can achieve, namely, the status of a good citizen, that he should study
that part of the globe.
If, in this morning's talk, I can present one or two facts as they appear to us in that quarter of the earth, and if I
can arouse even your mild interest in it, I shall consider myself amply compensated.
I have already talked of the population of Asia. I would not base my conception of the importance of that
continent on numbers; nevertheless, in a small way numbers count. Human beings and human lives have a way of
asserting themselves and have a way of fighting down neglect, and if one human life matters, millions of human
lives matter a million-fold.
I am not given to prophecy and I am the least qualified to prophesy, but I venture to say that within another
fifty years you will hear much more of another large tract of land with millions of human beings in it; namely,
Africa.
If you would care to look at the map of the world, you would find that Europe, comparatively, is a very small
piece of land. I do not say that in any negative way. I do not say that because it is not important. All that I say is
that all of us—and that includes your present speaker—have for centuries been European-minded. That, as I said,
and I would like to stress, includes me, because, undoubtedly, during the last two centuries and more Europe has
been the fountainhead of knowledge, of culture, and of power.
The United Nations, as you know, was conceived in a postwar state of mind and in a state of mind which
regarded Europe as the pivot of the world. You will find that during the first three years of its deliberations all the
many decisions, all the orientation, and all the various types of outlooks which governed the deliberations of the
United Nations were European-minded. This was only natural, because the United Nations took its birth from
circumstances which formed the aftermath of the last war and it took into consideration the major partners or the
major allies of that war.
We hope we have gotten out of the post-mortem period. It may be that we now have a pre-war mentality.
Nevertheless, we ought to shake the memories of the last war and look ahead rather than look behind, and when
you look ahead, you will find, that Asia will loom larger and larger on the horizon.
What has happened in Asia, which should make it so important? Why should it claim your attention? I hope to
be able to show later why it should engage your interest and your study and, if I may say so, your sympathetic
understanding.
For two centuries or so the larger part of Asia has been directly or indirectly under the domination of mostly
European powers. I am not saying this in any accusing manner. I am merely putting before you the historical
facts, because, looked at from the human, or rather, looked at from a student point of view, the domination of one
country by another, although it seems to be a very sad and ugly fact in human affairs, nevertheless does not give
us enough data to fix blame. Personally, I believe that nations get what they deserve, and if certain nations
dominate others, it could not but be that one of those nations has lost its moral fibre and does not deserve to hold
its place in the world. Therefore, when I talk of these facts, please remember that I am not accusing anybody of
having brought this state of affairs about. The accusations in the year 1951 about events which happened more
than two centuries ago are absolutely profitless.
The fact, however, remains that for two centuries the greater part of Asia was directly or indirectly dominated
by what we now call the colonial powers. Today most of Asia is free from such domination. Therefore, we should
probably say that the harm which was done will now be undone, and, therefore, that there is no cause today to
lament the sins or calamities of the past.
That I would say were it not for the fact that the last two centuries have been extremely important in the
development of mankind, and they have been important in the following manner. It was during the last two
centuries that European civilization as we know it today, in its present and new phase, was built up, and the main
factor that helped to bring in this new phase of European civilization was the development of science and
technology. During these two centuries European civilization discovered the use of steam. From steam it led to
electricity; from electricity, to atomic energy.
During these two centuries, therefore, Europe and all the legatees of European civilization, such as your
wonderful nation, have taken the fullest advantage of new tools in the development of man’s economy and
perhaps in helping toward human welfare. It was during these two centuries that most Asiatic nations were under
the domination of European powers who in their own homes were getting on with these technical developments.
However, this progress and these new tools, this welfare and economic development, were not shared with the
peoples of Asia, with the result that although today we enjoy a greater measure of freedom than we have known
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during the last two centuries, we find ourselves in a situation where, on the one hand, international events force us
to take an equal place along with others in ordering the world of today, and, on the other hand, we find that we
lack all the tools and all the equipment which is necessary for the survival and for the development of people in
this century. Therefore, we are faced with a dilemma. How can we make an effective contribution to peace and
order in the world when we find ourselves practically two or three centuries behind the times in ordinary human
intercourse, in ordinary human development, and in productivity?
This is a problem with which we are faced, and believe me, if you look at that problem at such a close distance
as we are accustomed to look, it looks formidable and extremely discouraging for peace.
Look at the facts of my great country, Pakistan, and the same applies to our great neighbour, India. Here we are
in the year 1951 sitting as independent, sovereign nations along with fifty-nine others in the United Nations;
expected to do our best in order to bring about peace, stability, and order in the world; expected to help human
beings, including ourselves and others, to live better lives to the greater glory of God, whatever the god may be
they believe in.
Yet we find ourselves in the position where, after two hundred years of foreign rule, not more than 8 to 10
percent of the people can read or write any language, whatsoever. The average expectancy of life is about twentyseven years, by which token your present speaker should have joined his ancestors about two centuries ago. The
infant mortality is about the highest in the world. The average income per capita annually is between fifty to one
hundred dollars a year, as compared to about six hundred to nine hundred dollars a year for most European
countries and nine hundred to a thousand dollars a year for the U.S.A.
What is it that we are expected to do, and how best can we make a useful contribution to the various problems
that face the world today?
Therefore, in this situation I say that it is your duty and mine to understand each other and to see how best we
can help each other for what I believe to be a common cause.
*
The first thing to understand about Asia, I think, is the tremendous national resurgence that has come over
most countries like a wave. Take my own country, for instance. We, together with our neighbouring country, had
been under British rule for a long time. We struggled to get free and win the independence that, thanks to the
wisdom and participance of Great Britain, succeeded without shedding more blood than might have been
necessary. Not only that, but so far as Pakistan is concerned, we struggled to achieve a double liberation: from
British rule on the one hand, and from what we feared would be Hindu rule on the other, for you will recall that
the Indian subcontinent, before liberation, was the home of two great nations, the nation of Hindus numbering
three hundred million, and the nation of Muslims numbering one hundred million. The Muslims thought that if
these two nations, without discrimination, were regarded as the legatees of British power, the smaller nation
consisting of a hundred million people would remain forever a perpetual and unalterable minority in that country.
It was for that reason that a hundred million Muslims asked for a country of their own. They felt certain that
democracy, as they conceived it, would not work in that country and that the stresses and the strains within the
new architecture of Asia would be so great as to cause its early destruction. Therefore, they asked for a separate
country, namely, Pakistan, to which I have the honour to belong.
The first thing, therefore, the first urge that worked in a double way with us was the democratic urge. The
second urge which is almost a collaborative and sometimes a cause of national assertion in Asia is the cultural
awareness of the people.
It is not for me to tell a knowledgeable audience like this that the various cultures of Asia are two thousand,
three thousand, four thousand, five thousand years old. When I say the cultures of Asia and when I talk of their
antiquity, I don’t necessarily assign any value either to the word “culture” or to the notion of antiquity. I merely
talk of culture as a way of living, that ethnological sense which has been inherited by the members of India over a
number of centuries, because I want to impress both on myself and on other students of international affairs the
fact that the majority of the people of Asia have long traditions in which they believe very strongly, indeed. In
fact, the greater part of this tradition is their religion, and, therefore, a large number of beliefs by which the people
of Asia are motivated today and hope to preserve themselves in the future have the strength of religious beliefs
and the great conviction which only religious beliefs can evoke.
Amongst such, so far as my country is concerned, is the notion of democracy. To us democracy is not a
political theory or a matter of political expediency. It is not merely a matter of finding some means whereby
people can live happily. It is that, but much more.
The people of my country, hoping to revive Islamic tradition, believe as a religious tenet that democracy is the
only way by which ordered human beings should live. It is a very strong belief and to uproot it would take more
than a few temporary upheavals in the world.
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I particularly stress this fact because one is asked innumerable times in this country that very famous question
which I am sure is framing itself in your minds, but which I would like to articulate for you: Are you a
communist?
That question, to a large number of people in Asia would seem irrelevant. I don't say that it is not a question
which you should ask me. I understand that for people like yourselves—and if I may include myself amongst you
—that question has validity, because you and I understand what it means; but to the majority of the people in Asia
—and remember I said only 9 to 10 percent can read or write any language whatsoever—the question has no
meaning. If you look at this question from their ignorant point of view, you will find there is something in their
notion of irrelevance, because they will ask you in their benign fashion,
“Did not the world exist before what you call communism came into being, and were there not good people
and bad people before that, and were the good people then safe in the days of the Old Testament? Were the good
people then called non-communists, or will there not be a world after the world has passed through this phase or
has lost that terrifying power in the name which exists? Will there not be good people and bad people then, and
are you not going to take every human being who may have his religion going back thousands of years and are
you going to try to put him into pigeonholes and compartments which are only of small duration and were created
only a few decades ago?”
“What I would like you to do,” one would say, “is to look, at my beliefs and decide for yourself what labels
you would like to give them. I would rather ask you instead of your asking me, ‘Are you a communist,’”
When trying to understand the people of Asia it is best to look at that which involves the whole of their beliefs
rather than to find out their antipathies to them. It is their religion as a way of life which governs their political,
their economic, and their social life.
I know there must be many among you who have studied the Muslim-religion and who would say quite rightly,
“But is it not a fact that under Islam and in the past history of Islam there have been many despots; there have
been dictators; there have been cruel tyrants; there have been reactionary people?” My answer would be,
“Yes. There have been.”
This is exactly what the people of my country believe today, that all those people in Islamic history who were
despots and tyrants were not pursuing an Islamic way of life and that they are going to find the truth in Islam. It
may be a naïve way of looking at things and you may find it amusing; but as long as people believe in something
right and good, as long as they believe that all the ills that you accredit to their forefathers came from their neglect
of religion and that they, for the first time, perhaps, or the second time, are going to find the truth of religion and
thus base their life on democracy and economic justice, I don’t think that we, with our later understanding, should
call them naïve. I would say, let them believe thus. If there are people in the East who believe in democracy as a
religion, perhaps they believe in it even more strongly than we do.
Because of those long years of foreign domination our independence is a much more valuable thing to us than
even to my friends sitting in this hall; and, also, peace, for I know that there is nobody in this country and there is
none in my country who desires a war. But, whereas you would, if I may be permitted to guess, like to have peace
in order to enjoy the fruits of a wonderful civilization which you have built up with your energy and enterprise,
my people would like to have peace, not to enjoy a civilization they have built up, for they have had not time yet
to do it, but to take a first breath of their newly won independence. To them, therefore, the need for peace is far
more desperate. They need it, first to get the feeling of the independence for which they have been struggling so
long and secondly, to see if they cannot remove the misery and the squalor, and the poverty that they see around
themselves so that they may lead a little more of what is regarded in the rest of the world as human lives. To them,
therefore, peace is both urgent and necessary.
On the other hand, since in the past they have tasted foreign domination, they are not so scared of threats to
their independence. They have gotten used to the idea.
“We have struggled for two hundred years to get rid of foreign domination,” they say, “and if some other
aggressors threaten us, we shall take it calmly. We know. We have fought aggressors before who have reduced us
to a sub-human level. We shall fight them again. We are not frightened, although we don’t welcome the prospect,
we assure you.”
Therefore, in Asia today there is a tremendous spirit of independence which, if rightly harnessed and if
sympathetically encouraged, will be the greatest bulwark against aggression, against imperialism, and against the
death of human freedom, because we have struggled against these aggressions before. In fact, in Asia today we
are weary of how the vacuums left in that continent by the withdrawal of colonial powers are being filled. We
don't think that aggression, imperialism, domination, slavery, and automonopoly of European powers are
universal.
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Any nation in the world, provided it begins to decay morally, can become aggressive, domineering, and
imperialistic. We don’t say that imperialism is a sad and ugly monopoly of the Western powers. Fifty years ago or
a little more we watched an Asiatic power—Japan—rise to great imperialistic domination. We know that Japan
started off with the beautiful slogan, “Asia for the Asiatics,” but we learned to our cost a little later that by “Asia
for the Asiatics,” it meant Asia for only some Asiatics.
We are wary of that today, and, therefore, in guarding our own independence and our own way of life, we are
wary about Western domination as well as any domination, even on our native soil, I assure you. This is in the
hearts of most of the countries in Asia; it is sound. That is the burden of my present talk.
*
We realize two things. The first is that unless we put our own shoulders to the wheel and unless we consider no
sacrifice too great and unless we harness all our moral, material, and human resources to the fullest, we cannot
hope to get out of this morass. We also realize that without international cooperation we cannot hope to make the
progress which should be regarded as anything like adequate in the world today. Left to ourselves, how are we to
break this vicious circle of low productivity and therefore no surplus income, and bad health; very little or no
capital to invest, therefore no production; and so the circle goes around and around.
That is why we regard the technical aid programme of the United Nations to be one of the most civilized and
one of the most farsighted programmes of that organization. That is why we think that President Truman’s Point
Four Programme is also an extremely wise measure.
We are, however, certain that neither of these two will more than touch the fringe of the problem. Both of these
programmes concentrate on giving the Asiatic people plans for development—giving them advice by following
which, and by working hard on which, and by training a few people they can perhaps achieve economic
development.
Neither of these will more than tinker with the problem. Our greatest need at the present moment is to discover
how we can very quickly install heavy machinery which will break the vicious circle and enable us to begin to
produce our own goods.
You will realize that 90 percent of the people in Asia live on the land. They have an agricultural economy, but
by agricultural economy I would not like you to think of your own agricultural state. If you go through various
lands of Asia with the Old Testament in your hand and turn over page after page you will find around you
evidence, tangible and visible, of exactly what you find inscribed in its pages.
Compared to the industrial civilization of the West, we have nothing. Our possessions can be measured in the
same terms, I think, as the possessions of the people in the Stone Age; compared to the beginnings of the
agricultural civilization, our productivity is extremely low. That is the first problem we have before us: how to
feed our population; how to get them out of this rut of primitive agriculture; and, last of all, how to do it very
quickly, for, believe me, we are in a desperate hurry.
If we don't hurry, with as much of your help and cooperation as we can get, we shall become a burden on the
shoulders of the world, and we would hate to do that. If we don't hurry, we are not likely to be able to make the
smallest contribution to that which we consider our great responsibility, in the world today.
I would, therefore, if I may speak as a teacher to fellow teachers, request that you tell the younger generation
who are in your custody in this country and whose minds are under your control as teachers, first of all about the
importance of that continent.
Secondly, tell them of the history of the civilization and the culture of those people.
Thirdly, tell them of the plight in which they are finding themselves, and, fourthly, tell them that as Americans
today, their duty is to the world as a whole. This last point I do not need to stress, but I would merely say this:
The United States is the greatest and the mightiest country that the world has ever known. When you come to
think of what a mighty country means amongst other countries, what a mighty country has always meant amongst
other countries, you will, in the last analysis, find that in international language that country is considered
powerful which has the greater power to kill.
That country is considered powerful which can produce enough machines and enough manpower to conquer.
That the United States undoubtedly is, and were it only that, I would not remind you of it. But to have that kind
of might and that kind of power alone is an outdated idea. On that idea we cannot run an international society,
because an international society is not a society of nations armed against each other. It is much more than that.
Today, as you know, international affairs have begun to affect the lives of individuals, your life and mine, as
we sit in our families amongst our children. What happens in distant parts of the world affects what we do in the
morning, in the afternoon, and at night. Today, therefore, the United States, whose civilization has been built up
with such astuteness and with such success, has a greater duty. It has a duty, not of purely power leadership of the
world, but of moral leadership.
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I stress that because, although I come from the East, from a country whose name is only three years old, all my
life I have partaken of the civilization of the world within the limits of my own resources and have learned from
it. I spent most of my life educating myself in England and the rest of Europe and in keeping in touch with the
cultural movements in this country.
I personally believe that the notion of civilization which I, and millions of others like me, have held since
childhood is doomed if the United States of America does not capture the leadership of the modern world. It has
all the resources at its command. It has only to take one more step forward.
It has to use its tremendous resources and the energy and the curiosity and the enterprise of its people within
the orbit of international social objectives. If the United States does that—and I have every hope that it will do so
—then it will save civilization, which includes even the humble and obscure people like myself.
But if by some calamity it should fail to capture the moral leadership of the world, then the prospects would
indeed be dark for all of us.
Therefore, when the young men and women of the coming generation come to you, please put side by side
with what I have requested you to put before them, this very simple message from one unimportant individual
from Asia: that they belong to a country which has to be morally upright in the world, which has to inculcate in
the minds of the world the ideas of social economy, the ideals of justice—not merely between man and man, but
between nation and nations—and that if its might is to be used for the greater glory of God on this earth, then the
Americans must capture that moral leadership to help others as, indeed, those others to the best of their ability,
must help themselves.
34.149 “The Gods”\fn{by Gurbach Sing Musafir aka Giani Gurmukh Singh (1899-1976)} Adhval, Attock District, KhyberPahtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 2
“The gods confound them,” muttered Dhrupati, half asleep. The words came voluntarily to her lips. The lusty
honking of the car below was splitting her ears. She detested all car horns, but this one sounded pitilessly shrill in
the stillness of the morning.
“It is not Ganesha, the taxi-driver. It must be Seth Chanan Shah,” warned Lala Bhagat Ram.
Hearing Chanan Shah’s name from her husband’s lips, Dhrupati was suddenly aroused out of her somnolence.
“Maybe, Seth Chanan Shah has heard me,” said Dhrupati to herself, her eartips tingling in a blush of shame.
Listening to Ganesha early in the morning three or four days before, she had similarly expressed her annoyance.
“The gods confound them. Even the night brings them no rest.”
Lala Bhagat Ram had to explain to her that the poor taxi-driver had got into trouble with the traffic authority.
He was a refugee and wanted his help.
“The gods confounded them.” Dhrupati had spoken even more loudly.
Ganesha had heard it and put up with it quietly.
Today the mention of Chanan Shah’s name saved Lala Bhagat Ram much explanation.
Parking the car in front of the gate, Chanan Shah came upstairs and walked into the room. After an apologetic
Namaste, Dhrupati gave him a chair to sit in. But Chanan Shah seemed to be in a hurry.
“Are you ready, Lalaji?” he asked breathlessly, without taking his seat.
“Yes, let me take my bottle of medicine with me lest we return late in the evening.”
“Oh, no, evening?” broke in Chanan Shah. “It is a new car. Two and a half hours to Ambala and two and a half
hours back. And an hour there.”
“Not more than six hours’ job altogether; it is six o’clock now. If we leave in another ten minutes, we should
be back here before lunch time.”
“No, Shahji, I have to go to the refugee camp also. I shall have to be there for at least two hours.”
“Well, that means three o’clock at the latest. At any rate, we’ll be back before nightfall. Of course, it depends
on how soon we can leave.”
“If you think you would return late, you had better take your rugs with you,” suggested Dhurapati to her
husband.
But Chanan Shah considered this precaution absolutely unnecessary. He held his friend by the arm and, dragging him along, said:
“Let us be going. We don’t really need carrying anything. We won’t be that long, you know. And if you find it
cold, there is a rug in the car. I promise to bring you back by three.”
“If tbere are any visitors, tell them I’ll be back at three.”
Thus Bhagat Ram bade his wife goodbye.
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A sense of well-being grew upon Bhagat Ram as he sank comfortably into his seat in the car. Chanan Shah sat
beside him. Spreading out the blanket on Bhagat Ram’s knees, he said:
“All you have to do is to go to the Deputy Commissioner with me and my work will be done. Then you can go
anywhere you like. There is plenty of petrol in the car.”
From morning till evening there was always an incessant stream of callers visiting Bhagat Ram’s place. Most
of them were displaced persons and they came with all sorts of requests. Bhagat Ram treated .them with utmost
patience and sympathy and was always willing to help. Dhrupati shared her husband’s concern and kindly
sentiment for his luckless visitors, but she had little patience with those who kept knocking at the door before
sunrise or after supper.
Chanan Shah’s car had just disappeared round the bend when a refugee came and enquired about Lala Bhagat
Ram. When Dhrupati told him that he had gone to Ambala with Seth Chanan Shah, he returned murmuring:
“They would readily go with their friends. If he does not come with me to the Custodian today, all that is left
of my belongings will be on the roadside by the evening.”
“My loan has been sanctioned by the government, but I have not received a single penny.”
“My transfer papers will be signed today. I won’t get even a tent to live in where they are sending me.”
“I was a magistrate in Peshawar; here they have given me a clerkship.”
“In Pindi I owned 160 houses and bungalows; here I do not have a thatched roof over my head.”
Dhrupati kept telling the refugees these and many other complaints and errands to call again after three.
“I lost my husband, I lost my son, and now …”
Dhrupati was going to make the usual come-after-three reply, when the old woman, sitting on the threshold,
convulsed and fell headlong to the ground before she could complete the sentence. Dhrupati’s eyes were blurred.
and she stood benumbed for a moment. Then she ran inside to get some water. As she sprinkled the old woman’s
pale, shriveled face with cold water, she heard a car turn in and stop at the gate. That was Chanan Shah’s car
bringing her husband home, she guessed. She felt much relieved at the thought.
She forgot about the woman and got up to look outside.
“The gods confound him. It is Ganesha, the taxi driver,” she said to herself. The thought of the old woman
returned with a sudden impact, and with it the fear and the panic.
As she came out to tell Ganesha that Lalaji had gone to Ambala and would be back at three, she thought of
sending for the doctor.
“Gol Bagh … Neni Lane—ask for Dr. Kartar Kaur,” was all she could say, trying to explain to Ganesha where
the doctor lived.
She rushed back to the old woman's side. She wiped her brow and poured water over her clenched teeth. With
a violent shiver the old woman came round, but she was still too weak to say anything and there was the same
blank look in her eyes. Dhrupati put her on a charpoy and wrapped her up with a blanket.
Meantime, Ganesha’s taxi returned and the doctor walked hurriedly in. She examined the old woman, felt her
pulse and gave her the medicine.
“I might as well have given you a tinkle,”\fn{ We would say: “have given you a ring.”} said Dhrupati to Doctor, “you
gave us your telephone number once. I thought of it only after the taxi had gone.”
“Yes, that was our neighbour’s number,” spoke the doctor, “but now they don’t pass on the message. If it is
someone they know, they might. Otherwise, they just do not bother.”
“That is mean of them. The gods confound them,” said Dhrupati, in sympathy.
“I should myself have come today. Something rather urgent, you know. Where is Lalaji?” enquired the doctor.
“Why? What is the matter? He is gone to Ambala, but should be back any minute now,” said Dhrupati.
“You know how difficult it is to find any accommodation in the city,” the doctor began her story. “And
especially for the refugees! I have only a garage for my residence which is also my clinic. Recently, I have had a
partition put up and that cost me a pretty penny. Now I hear a lawyer has had it allotted to himself.”
“O, really? The gods confound him!”
“Yes, and I don’t know what to do. I won’t be able to find myself even a garage now.”
Three, four, five—it was six o’clock now and Lala Bhagat Ram had not yet returned from Ambala. There was
quite a crowd of visitors in front of his house.
“Ring up Chanan Shah’s house and find out,” Dhrupati asked her little son.
The boy looked up the book and said that Chanan Shah had no telephone in his name.
“Yes, he is on phone,”\fn{Connected with the service.} confirmed the mother. “Only recently Lalaji got him the
connection.”
“Lalaji is quick in getting things done for moneyed people,” spoke one of the refugees.
“This is what they came here for? To curse and to criticise! The gods confound them1 Now, what can you do
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without money? Chanan Shah has taken him to Ambala in car. Of course, Shahji’s own work, but Lalaji had also
to go to visit the refugee camp. He will go in comfort and come back in comfort. Why should anybody grudge
him that?”
So saying Dhrupati asked her son to dial Enquiry\fn{Information.} and find out Chanan Shah’s number.
“Is that Lala Chanan Shah’s house?”
“Yes.”
“Is Shahji there?”
“Yes, but please call a little later, Shahji has some friends sitting with him.”
“Well, then please, ask him where Lala Bhagat Ram is. They went together to Arnbala in the morning.”
“May I please know who is speaking.”
“Dhrupati—Mrs. Bhagat Ram.”
“Please hold on for a second. Or, I shall just ring you back.”
Soon after the bell rang.
“Hullo?”
“Yes.”
“Shahji says that Lala Bhagat Ram took a tonga for the refugee camp from the Deputy Commissioner’s house.
Shahji had to visit another few places. He was to pick up Lalaji at the refugee camp at one o’clock, but was
delayed. Here at home he had asked some guests over to tea so he had to rush back. He could not go to the camp.”
“The gods confound them.”
Dhrupati hung up the receiver with a bang.
Everyone now knew that Lala Bhagat Ram had been left behind in Ambala. The crowd melted away.
As the stillness of the night deepened, Dhrupati was becoming increasingly anxious. Every car passing along
the road seemed to turn into the compound of her house. Twice or thrice she actually opened the door only to see
the cars speed unmindfully along.
“In this cold he is out without a bedding, without even a warm rug. He cannot sleep without his medicine,”
ruminated Dhrupati, solicitously.
Thus watching out for cars, pulling up the blankets every now and then to keep the old woman warm and
raking up the fire in the hearth, Dhrupati kept a wakeful night.
At dawn, a car came and pulled up at the gate. Shrill, harsh honking once again, but today it lay gentlier on
Dhrupati’s ears than dulcet notes of music.
Genesha opened the door.
Enwrapped in a thin, ragged blanket, Lala Bhagat Ram stepped out of the car.
Dhrupati was wondering how warm that blanket was and Bhagat Ram was saying:
“The poor refugee. He must have been chilled stiff in this cold. This was the only blanket he had and he
forcibly thrust it round my shoulders.”
“Look at him, and look at Seth Chanan Shah! The gods confound him.” said Dhrupati, as she watched the taxi
turn round and shoot out of the gate.
237.140 Excerpt from The Mystery Of Nagarwala Case\fn{by Kanahya Lal Gauba aka Khalid Latif Gauba (1899-2010)}
Punjab Province, Pakistan. (M) 8
May 24,1971 was one of Delhi’s hot stuffy summer days. Rustom Sorabji Nagarwala, 50, ex-Indian Army
captain, popular socialite and ladies’ man, walked up the broad stairway at the entrance to the Parliament Street
branch of the State Bank of India to change a hundred rupee note.
Why he happened to pick on the State Bank when he could have had the same done with less fuss in half dozen
banks in the same street, Lloyds, National and Grindlay’s, Bank of Tokyo, First National, Chartered, Allahabad, or
Baroda, was not clear. But then things do happen; sometimes your instincts lead you where your head would not.
He said he walked round the great hall. In a corner he saw a number of cashiers handing out and receiving
bundles and bundles of nice crisp currency notes. Alas! he had only one—one solitary hundred rupee note.
“How nice it would be to loot this bank,” thought Nagarwala.
But to loot this well guarded State Bank of India was no joke. More than a conventional holdup would be
needed—and that would take time—maybe years? Masked men, pistols, tear-gas shells, a van with engine running
and get-away cars with police cars in the chase and probably a shootout. Impossible.
A bright idea then flashed through Nagarwala’s mind. Why not try and make it a one-man show?
Nagarwala’s head reeled. The idea was fantastic. Would it succeed?
He went to the public telephone booth. Looked up the directory for the head cashier’s number, found it and
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dialled. He could see the head cashier a few feet away and true enough he pulled up the receiver.
“I am P.N. Haksar, the Prime Minister’s Private Secretary,” said Nagarwala, “we have to send 60 lakhs to
Bangladesh immediately—can you do it? The P.M. will speak to you,” said Nagarwala to emphasize that it was. in
fact Safdarjang Road calling. After a few well chosen moments of silence, in accents that Mrs. Indira Gandhi
herself might have envied:
“The money is needed to be sent urgently to Bangladesh for the Mukti Bahini. A man will meet you at the Free
Church. You will exchange the code which you know. Please deliver the money to him and then come to me for
the receipt.”
In less than an hour 60 lakhs in 6,000 neatly tied bundles of a hundred pieces each in a double-locked State
Bank chest was in the boot of Nagarwala’s cab.
“Now what shall I do with all of this?” Mused Nagarwala. “Of course keep it!” Which started Nagarwala on an
adventure that did not end as happily as he might have wished.
Fact or Fable? Fable of course, or, at least most of it.
*
Midway between Parliament House and Connaught Circus stands the stately twenty-storey skyscraper of the
New Delhi offices of the State Bank of India. It is a clearing house for all its four thousand-odd branches. Its huge
vaults hold unspecified amounts in bullion, coin and bank notes. As the Nagarwala episode showed later, not all
its deposits are normal holdings in normally operated accounts.
Monday the May 24 began like any other working day. The Bank’s staff started streaming in around 9:30 a.m.
and marked their attendances and took up their positions at their several stalls and the counters. In the bank’s lofty
main hall, beautifully air-conditioned, one could forget it was a day in the fourth week of May when days are
almost intolerable around 44 degrees centigrade and nights stuffy around 39 degrees.
At 10 a.m. the chief cashier, V.P. Malhotra, entered and soon accompanied the officers of the Bank to the cash
vaults. The doors were double-barred and treble locked. All procedures followed, books signed, the bank ledgers
were carried out to their respective positions and made over to whom they concerned.
V.P. Malhotra was one of the bank’s best known and respected men. He had been in the service of the bank for
the best part of two decades after a distinguished career in the Army. He had been chief cashier for as many as
twelve years. He had known on intimate terms every Finance Minister since Sir C.D. Deshmukh. He had been a
guardian for years of not only the Bank’s liquid assets but also its many secrets.
Since the 1962 India-China war Malhotra had been frequently to the Prime Minister of India’s official
residence. He had received for safe keeping gifts in the nature of jewellery, cash and bullion, until these gifts
could be transferred to proper accounts or disposed of according to superior mandate.
According to the usual practice, at the beginning of every working day at the State Bank, the chief cashier
accompanied by another custodian drew out cash according to normal requirement from the strong rooms. On
Mondays the requirements would usually be larger than on other days of the week. A crore\fn{Rs 10,000,000; or 10
lakhs} or two would be placed as required in several boxes and handed over to the paying out cashiers against their
receipts maintained in the issue registers. Since it was not unusual for tho bank to make large payments on
government and embassy accounts, an amount of sixty or seventy lakhs was not so excessively large as to create
any suspicion.
In Malhotra’s care, apart from other chests was a steel chest covered with a white sheet to identify it easily
from other chests containing funds which came from unnamed sources and could only be paid out only under the
personal directions of the Prime Minister. To obviate chances of miscarriage, there were codes which were
changed from time to time. The cashier had an unlisted number, a line linking him directly with the Prime
Minister’s Secretariat at Safdarjung Road. The line was seldom used but a tinkle on that immediately brought V.P.
Malhotra to his feet.
It was never quite clear as to which account the large cash withdrawals were made, how they came in and how
they went out and where, but it seems that not only was V.P. Malhotra and other bank officials aware of these
semi-mysterious accounts and tight-lipped about the matter but at least one outsider knew all about one of these
accounts and he was Captain Nagarwala.
*
The sun rises early in May. On Monday 24th Captain Rustom Sorabjee Nagarwala was up before the sun.
He had an important duty on his hands today. He had to collect a large amount of money from the State Bank
and deliver it to persons who would meet him at a Kitchener Road rendezvous.
The Parsis have a community guest house and fire temple near Delhi Gate, not far from the banks of the river
Yamuna. Here Nagarwala had made a home for the best part of a year. With its shady trees and comfortable
rooms, and good furniture and tasty Parsi cuisine, the dharamshala had been a “home away from home”.
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Nagarwala’s room was a typical bachelor apartment—a bed not too narrow, suitcases, a dressing table with a
man’s paraphernalia—razor, hair cream, shaving soap and after-shave lotion, and a bottle of Channel 5 with a
mild fragrance for the flies at the Gymkhana. A picture or two of the women, who had flitted through his life and
whose memories were still fragrant. A bookshelf of crime thrillers—Agatha Christie, James Hadley Chase and
Perry Mason—with a sprinkling of the more recent literary aphrodisiacs—The Couples, Portnoy’s Complaint, and
The Love Machine. In a corner of the window were two large silver framed portraits of the masters he had served,
former Prime Minister JawaharlaI Nehru and present Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi; Jawaharlal Nehru’s was
signed. An almirah filled with coloured bush-shirts and terylene pants, an international passport, a good .32
revolver, papers scattered around, a portable typewriter, ball pens and the like.
In the world of Delhi he was the supposed owner of an exclusive taxi service catering in particular to visiting
Japanese diplomats and businessmen. Fact or fable? Who knew better than himself what he was? The owner of
taxi service without a taxi! A cover agent or a bag-man for important people on important assignments? A James
Bond from India with love? Whatever he was and whoever he was and wherever he was, Russi Nagarwala was
loyal to those for whom he worked and neither by word nor deed nor consequences gave away, in his lifetime, the
secrets and the queries to a mysterious career.
Nagarwala was born on March 2, 1922 at Bombay in an affluent Parsi family, who lived later in Poona and
then moved to a fine house on Little Gibbs Road, Malabar Hill. He had won a Commission in the Indian Army
and served with distinction in the Ordnance Corps, 1943 to 1951, when he was sent overseas to Japan to teach
English at a Japanese University.
He remained in Japan from 1951 to 1966. His friends guessed he had more important things to do in Japan
than to teach English to the Japanese! He kept his secrets well and not even the mother he was devoted to knew
what he was doing in Japan except dating charming geishas who helped him to learn Japanese.
He returned to India in 1966, met a serious accident suffering several fractures and was confined for months in
a Poona nursing home. He was left with a permanent limp, but Nagarwala was nevertheless a fine specimen of
manhood. Many women gave him a second look, sometimes a third.
When fully recovered Captain Nagarwala went to Delhi to find employment and after a short stay with friends
in Defence Colony, he set up home in the dharamshala (an odd place for an army captain but a good place for a
person of indefinite occupations or associations). For several months he was a quiet and popular figure at the
Delhi Gymkhana Club, where he spent a lot of time playing bridge and gossiping at the bar. He was liked by the
men and quite a favourite with the ladies.
And as in Japan so in Delhi no one was quite sure what precisely Captain Nagarwala did for a living. There
were rumours that he ran a government taxi service for foreigners in whom the External Affairs Ministry was
specially interested; there were also rumours that his telents and integrity were unusual and he was called on in
missions of a confidential nature. At the dharamshala he was believed to be and respected as an employee in the
Prime Minister’s Secretariat, where his duties were understandably always of a confidential and highly important
and secret character.
Nagarwala did not conceal the fact that he was liked by the Prime Minister and had direct access to her on
important occasions. His army background, strong physique and good looks seemed also to suggest that he might
on occasions be the unnamed gigalo of good-looking females.
*
At about 11:30 a.m. on.that fateful day in May, a bell rang in the chief cashIer’s cabin on the line known to the
staff as his “hotline”. Malhotra immediately left whatever he was doing and took the receiver and the orders.
Malhotra was well acquainted with the voice of P.N. Haksar and that of the Prime Minister herself. This time it
sounded unmistakably Haksar’s. Sixty lakhs had to be sent to Bangladesh. Could he have the money ready soon?
As he hesitated he was told the Prime Minister herself would speak him—and it was the Prime Minister herself.
He seemed sure of it. After receiving her orders he said:
“As you order, Mataji, the money will be delivered to your man. Yes, I’ll come for the receipt later.” And
Malhotra put down the receiver and folded his hands and bowed his head in reverence, worshipping the phone
that brought the call from Mataji—mother—herself.
Then Malhotra went about his business briskly. He opened the large steel chest under the white sheet in which
there was a fortune, maybe in all 5 crores in unidentifiable old currency notes\fn{ I.e., unmarked bills:H} of Rs. 100
each and neatly tied in bundles of a hundred units each. He collected 60 packets of a lakh each and packed them
in a black tin box with a double lock. To enquiries from his fellow head and deputy chief cashier H.R. Khanna and
Ram Perkash Batra, Malhotra said the matter was of the greatest secrecy, that he had received a message from the
Prime Minister herself for 60 lakhs and he would be taking the money and would bring the receipt later in the day.
As such incidents were apparently not unusual in the bank’s extra commercial operations and had happened
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before for possibly even larger amounts, nobody took much interest in the matter—the issue out of the bank of a
sum of sixty lakhs!
“I need your car,” said Malhotra to Sccurity Officer S.C. Sinha. “I have to go to the P.M’s house.”
“Yes, by all means,” said Sinha. “Satish Kumar will take you in the car.”
Having packed the chest and closed and locked it, Malhotra asked two bank sepoys to carry the trunk outside,
and put it in the staff car. Malhotra followed the trunk and the cashiers and saw it loaded carefully in the boot and
that the boot was locked carefully.
“Satish,” said Malhotra, “you are not needed; you can stay behind. I will drive the car.” Malhotra then took the
wheel and headed for the gates of the Free Church across the road; the rendezvous which had been indicated to
him.
*
On Monday, 24th May, 1971 at about 11 a.m. Nagarwala parked his scooter in the Y.M.C.A. compound on Jai
Singh Road; locked it and looked at his watch. It was 11 o’clock precisely. He was in good time.
It was a convenient walk to the gate of the Free Church, barely a hundred yards away. The State Bank of India
was just across the road. Parliament Street at this time was at its busiest; banks and offices were in the midst of
their Monday morning rush.
As it was likely to be a hot sunny day, Nagarwala had not forgotten to put on a hat on his balding head. He
wore an open neck shirt and khaki trousers. He liked khaki; it reminded him of his days in the Army.
At the Free Church it was a long wait—or it seemed much longer than it really was—but patience was likely to
be rewarded handsomely. Nagarwala looked at his watch from time to time and reckoned that the call from the
Prime Minister’s residence to the Bank should be maturing then, that the money was probably being counted; that
it was being put into a box or boxes. He assured himself that all this could not be done under half an hour, or one
hour. He must wait for a while.
He seated himself under the shade of a tree at the entrance from which he could keep an eye on the front steps
of the State Bank of India building and waited impatiently. It was near 1 o’clock before be saw an Ambassador car
draw up outside the Bank and an officer of tbe Bank come down the steps followed by two coolies carrying a
large black trunk, which they placed in the back of the car.
His heart missed a beat. He knew everything was O.K. The money was on its way. Nagarwala looked at his
watch; it was already 1 p.m. Would he make the rendezvous at Sardar Patel Road and Daula Kuan?
The staff car drove towards the Free Church compound and came to a halt near the gate. Nagarwala stepped
forward.
“I have been waiting for a long time.”
“I did not take long,” replied Malhotra. “I received Matajee’s telephone message less than an hour ago. Ap kis
desh ke babu hain? Bharat ke?” Nagarwala promptly responded:
“Bangladesh—Bar-at-Law.”
“Get in,” said Malhotra, “where do we go?”
“Drive to Sardar Patel Road. You drop me there. I’ll take the parcel to the airport and see you at the Prime
Minister’s residence for the receipt. Wait for me. I’ll have: to tell her the money has been put abroad the plane,
which is to carry it.”
Malhotra drove via Willingdon Crescent to Kitchener Road. At the taxi stand, Nagarwala asked Malhotra to
stop, and called for a taxi. With the help of the taxi driver and Malhotra, the 65-kilogram chest was transferred
from the staff car to the taxi. Nagarwala sat in the taxi and told the driver to drive to Palam Airport as quickly
as.possible as he was already late.
Malhotra heard all this and as the taxi took off towards Palam Airport, Malhotra watched it go. It carried 60
lakhs from his vault. He hadn’t got a receipt yet. But bankers sometimes take a man’s word—this time it was both
a man’s and a woman’s. The cause—a top secret—a remmittance for Bangladesh—not a risk—only compliance
with an order. Incidentally, and fortunately or unfortunately, Malhotra happened to note the taxi number—DLT
1620. He got back to the wheel of his staff car and drove leisurely to I, Safdarjang Road, the Prime Minister’s
residence.
*
What about Nagarwala with the 60 lakhs in a steel chest in the boot of his taxicab?
Although very late and already nearly 1 o’clock, Nagarwala had no thoughts now except to complete his part
in a drama that was certain to create consternation if it was found that he had gone off with somebody’s political,
public or private nest of a tidy fortune. He hoped they would still be waiting for him at Daula Kuan. He was more
than an hour late. It was not his fault anyhow, as he could only come with the money when he received it.
At Daula Kuan Nagarwala asked the taxi driver to stop and looked around for a Mercedes car. Not seeing any
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car around, he asked the paan and cigarette vendor whether he had seen a big car here some time back.
“Yes,” he was told; “it was a white car, looked like a Maharaja’s carriage. After standing about an hour it drove
away about ten minutes ago.”
“The blasted fool,” said Nagarwala under his breath, “now what am I going to do with the cash box? I can’t
take it to the dharamshala.” NAGARWALA:
“Driver, take me to Defence Colony A Block. I’ll show you the place, it is near the railway crossing.”
DRIVER:
“Saheb, you wanted to go to the airport?” NAGARWALA:
“No, go now to Defence Colony.”
At one of the double storey houses, so common to A Block, Defence Colony, Nagarwala knocked at a door of a
ground floor apartment. He got no response. Then he saw a lock hanging from the upper edge of the doorframe.
“Damn it,” he said, “they are also out.”
Nagarwala was watched by the taxi driver with lots of curiosity, but taxi drivers see and notice more than they
talk about.
NagaIwala took off his hat and threw it in the municipal gutter. He was too hot in the head—in every way—to
keep a topee on.
*
The armed police guard at 1, Safdarjung Road saluted as Malhotra slowed down at the gate. He had no
difficulty in driving in. He was well-known to the police guard. The chief cashier of the State Bank of India was a
very important person. He had often to see the Prime Minister and come on business to the Secretariat.
Malhotra parked his car where several other cars wer e parked. He then took a stroll in the garden and then
sat .on a bench near a flowering jasmine tree. The perfume was delightful, if a little heady.
The Prime Minister usually returned home around 1 o’clock for lunch. He would be able to tell her himself that
her orders had been very promptly carried out. Cashier sahib waited his eyes on the front gate.
1:15 p.m.! 1:30 p.m.! 2 p.m.!
But alas! the Prime Minister still did not come for her lunch. At 2:15 Malhotra was near desperation. The man
who had taken the money to the airport had also not returned! On enquiries, he learnt that Mrs. Gandhi was busy
at Parliament House and she would not be returning home for lunch, and had asked it to be sent to her there.
On further enquiries, Malhotra also learnt that she had left at 9:30 and her private secretary, Mr. P.N. Haksar
had gone with her, and he too had not yet returned.
Malhotra got into the car with an empty feeling in the pit of his stomach. There were beads of perspiration on
his brow.
Had he been duped? Of sixty lakhs? At 2 p.m. the bank would close for business. And he was yet without a
receipt. Malhotra muttered
“Hari Om! Hari Om!”
Malhotra stepped on the accelerator and drove madly back to Parliament Street. And rushed up the Bank’s
stairs, panting.
*
As it was getting on two o’clock Russi Nagarwala was now famished. A hungry man is a reckless man, and so
Nagarwala asked the taxi-walla to drive to the Parsi dharamshala at Delhi Gate. At the dharamshala, Nagarwala
asked the taxi driver to wait till he could have a quick lunch. The taxi could wait. He had the number and Delhi
taxi-wallas don’t drive away with ten rupees on the meter, even though there be a money chest in the boot. And
Delhi taxi-wallas know a Seth when they see one.
Over his dhansak, Nagarwala planned his next move when everything seemed to be going wrong. But dhansak
does not taste the same if one has 60 lakhs in the boot of one’s car and not the faintest idea what to do with it.
After much reflection Nagarwala decided he would go to the Daruwallas, an old charming couple at
Rajendranagar and pick up some suitcases and transfer the money to the suitcases in which it would be easier to
handle than the State Bank cash chest. Yes, there was a forest near Rajendranagar. He could transfer the money all
there.
And so with his stomach, temporarily at any rate, at peace, Nagarwala asked the driver to take him now to
Rajendranagar, a long way out, about 5 miles to the west of the dharamshala. It was a tiresome drive with the hot
sultry wind. The sidewalks were deserted, few bullock carts and some cars and buses raising clouds of dust.
Old Mrs. Daruwalla, usually garrulous and always inquisitive, was happy to see Russi; he was such a charming
man, a man for all seasons with plenty to talk about. But today he seemed to be in a great hurry.
“Hello! Russi,” said Mrs. Daruwalla.
“Darling,” he said, “will you lend me two suitcases?”
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“Whatever for?” said Mrs. Daruwala suspiciously, “running away with a girl? You bad, bad boy—always up to
something.”
“Ask no questions, sweetheart,” said Nagarwala, “if you want no lies, I’ll tell you some day, but not today.”
Mrs. Daruwala gave him the two suitcases.
“That’s fine.”
Nagarwala threw the two suit cases in the back seats and himself sat with the driver and said
“Chalo, jaldi chalo.” And as they got out of Rajendranagar, Nagarwala directed the driver.
“Ab, Sardarji, jungle men.” (Now driver, drive to the jungle.)
Near Rajendranagar there was a desolate jungle, a favourite spot for robbers and lovers. It was here Apte and
Godse had tried out their weapons for the murder of Mahatma Gandhi. In a lonely spot deep behind the
brushwood, Nagarwala, with the help of the taxi-walla, brought out the steel trunk and transferred the money to
the suit cases. Nagarwala and the driver could hardly help laughing—bundles and bundles of hundred rupee notes
—6000 bundles of hundred rupee notes of bundles of a hundred pieces each, in all 60 lakhs. Nagarwala broke one
bundle and stuffed a wad of notes in one of his trouser pockets. Leaving the empty State Bank chest behind and
having put the suitcases in the back of the taxi, Nagarwala asked the driver to drive to Connaught Place.
As the taxi came down Panchkuin Road near Marina Hotel, Nagarwala decided he ought to change his taxi.
From his pocket he pulled out a wad of notes and leaned forward and pushed Rs. 500 quietly into the shirt pocket
of the taxi-walla and thanked him for all troubles he had given him.
At the Marina Hotel, Nagarwala transferred the suitcases and jumped into another taxi and away he went.
Nagarwala decided he should return to the Parsi dharamshala but not before he had bought two new suitcases at a
shop in Connaught Place and fixed up a trip on the next day in an air-conditioned taxi to Naini Tal from yet
another taxi stand, this time near the Hotel Imperial Janpath. Like a man gone nuts he went from taxi stand to taxi
stand changing taxis hoping to stave off any followers upon his trail.
Satisfied that his tracks would be sufficiently covered he drove back to Delhi Gate and the Parsi dharamshala.
It was now about 3 o’clock.
Nagarwala however forgot four things: his bald head, his limp, his fair complexion, and his Parsi accent, all
good enough to give him away and identify him in any identification parade.
He never thought for a moment that his taxi number had been taken by Malhotra.
*
On his return to the Bank, Malhotra was met by H.R. Khanna, joint custodian of the currency chests, and R.P.
Batra, the deputy chief cashier who wanted to know if Malhotra had brought the receipt from the P.M. Secretariat.
Malhotra struck his forehead with the palm of his hand and told them his side of the story—how he had met a
man at the Free Church who conveyed the code and handed over the cash chest to him at Sardar Patel Road and
that was the last he saw of him. Khanna told him that there was just a call from the Prime Minister’s Secretariat
asking what all the trouble’s about and that a report should be made to the police at once.
Malhotra then went down to neighbouring Parliament Street Police Station. He made a report that around 11
a.m. he received a telephone call asking him to deliver Rs. 60 lakhs to a person at Sardar Patel Road. The caller
had introduced himself as the Prime Minister’s Private Secretary (Mr. P.N. Haksar).
“When I was hesitant,” said Malhotra, “the caller told me that the Prime Minister herself would speak to me.
There was a pause and then I heard a woman’s voice and am quite positive it was the Prime Minister herself
speaking.” Malhotra added that he had used the proper code words to make sure he was giving the money to the
right person who certainly also knew the right answer and code, and he then parted with the money honestly and
in perfect good faith.
“I was asked to deliver the money to a man whom I would identify with an exchange of code words,” Malhotra
continued, “and then to call at the Prime Minister’s residence after handing over the money to her emissary. I
would be admitted if I used the code words known at the gate and the receipt would be given to me.” As to what
had happened thereafter, Malhotra said with tears in his eyes:
“It was only when I was at the Prime Minister’s residence that I learnt she had left early to attend a meeting of
the Lok Sabha\fn{The name of the lower house of the Indian Parliament:H } and would not be returning for lunch, that I
realised I had been duped. I then rushed back to the Bank and have come here for you to help me.” And gave the
rest of his story.
It had been a dull week for tall, handsome Deputy Superintendent of Police Kashyap. But here was something
that would thrill any policeman. KASHYAP:
“Cashier Saheb, don’t worry; we will do our best. Come now, what was the taxi number you said?”
“DLT 1620.”
Kashyap looked at the watch on his wrist. It showed it was a little past 3:30 p.m. Turning to his staff said
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Kashyap:
“Now boys, ‘Operation Toofan’. Find taxi DLT 1620 and bring it right away here and the driver too, and all
exits from Delhi to be closed for scrutiny. ‘Operation Toofan’ I said.”
“Operation Toolan” was immediately wirelessed to all police stations and police cars on patrol in Delhi and
New Delhi.
*
In the secrecy of his own room at the Parsi dharamshala, Russi Nagarwala transferred the bundles of currency
from the old Daruwalla suitcases to the new suitcases which he had purchased in Connaught Place. But it was
clear it would never do to have all this money here at the dharamshala until it could be transferred to Bangladesh
or whereelse it should have gone, if his friends in the Mercedes car had been a little more patient. As he looked
out of the window, he saw one of the other inmates of the dharamshala returning in his Fiat car.
An idea! Could he borrow the Fiat car?
“Certainly,” said his friend.
Russi took the keys, pushing the new suitcases in the boot and drove off.
Russi Nagarwala was at his best at the wheel of a car, unless it was with his arms round the waist of a young
woman. In either case, Nagarwala found the response exhilarating.
It was about 4 p.m. when Adi received a telephone call at his desk in his Connaught Place office.
“This is Russi: Adi, when will you be home, I must see you, Adi.”
“Around 6:15.”
“I’ll be seeing you in the evening,” and Nagarwala rang off.
He paid 30 paise for his call at the Milk Bar restaurant and about Rs. 4 for the coffee and sandwiches and
walked across to the Fiat car and drove directly to Adi’s second floor flat in fashionable C Block in Defence
Colony. Adi’s wife Nargis, a raven-haired, fair-skinned beauty opened the door to a ring. There was Nagarwala.
“Come in, Russi,” she said. “Adi is still at the office. He will be back in an hour. He just telephoned. But he is
usually a bit late.”
“I am going to Nainital and I have two suit cases. I want you to keep them for me. I don’t want to leave them at
the dharamshala.”
“Yes, by all means, Russi, put them under the dining table.” Russi Nagarwala went down and huffing and
puffing, perspiring profusely, pulled each suit case up the stairs and went down for the next.
“I’ll put them in the bedroom,” Russi said, “they won’t be in the way there.”
“Do have some tea,” said Nargis. “Russi, sit down.” No one could refuse an invitation from Nargis.
“What’s in the suitcases?”
“A fortune, Nargis, a fortune. If everything goes O.K., then, Nargis, I can get married and settle down with a
pretty girl like you.”
“Well, I hope so,” said Nargis smiling. When Adi got home around 6:15, as he said he would, he found
Nagarwala about to leave.
“I’ve kept two suitcases,” said Russi. “Look after them till I get back from Nainital.”
“Russi is in on something big. He has given me Rs. 2,600 to look after the suitcases. Don’t you think he is
generous?”
“Bye, Russi.”
“Bye Nargis. Bye Adi.” And closed the door behind him.
Russi sat in the black Fiat, himself again at the wheel, much more at ease than he had been all the afternoon.
Adi and Nargis saw him go.
“He is a fine fellow,” said Adi, “not many like him.”
*
From Defence Colony to the dharamshala was hardly a twenty minutes’ drive. In the Fiat with Russi
Nagarwala at the wheel, it could not have taken more than fifteen minutes.
It was around 7 p.m. when Nagarwala picked up a taxi at Delhi Gate and drove to Oberoi Intercontinental
Hotel. With a sense of satisfaction and achievement he limped through the glass doors and across the foyer the
lazy fountain seemed to whisper back at him with a ripple that was now soft music to his ears. He hurried across,
past the girls with their gaily coloured saris at the reception desk, and took the lift.
He found Burjor looking out of the window at the lush greens of the Delhi Golf Club below. It was a double
suite and the two beds seemed inviting. At one end there was a table laid for two.
Burjor in every way looked the playboy of the seventies—a head of bushy black hair kept long at the nape,
sideburns, and a feigned Oxford accent. Neatly dressed in a coloured shirt and a large resham tie with coloured
pants, one would guess he was one of Bombay’s upcoming young business tycoons. How he made his money
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nobody knew and few cared to enquire as he was generous with the contents of his wallet.
“You expecting someone?” Nagarwala asked.
“You,” said Burjor with a laugh. “You did not come in time, so we left.”
“Well, it was a job hiding it, but it’s all where you would want it—with Adi and Nargis—in two new suitcases
in the bedroom. I’m going to Nainital tomorrow.” BuRJOR:
“Don’t you think the calls were fabulous?” NAGARWALA:
“They must have been—but only too late.”
“Nirmala had to wait till Indira Gandhi’s Secretary and lady of the bed chamber went out. Nirmala did a good
job. She used the right phone, otherwise everything might have gone wrong.”
“You mean to say Nirmala was not only the Prime Minister but also her secretary Haksar?”
“My dear Russi, don’t you know it is easier for a woman to ape a man, than for a man to ape a woman? Now,
come in here,” and Burjor opened the door to the bathroom.
“Here’s what I promised—Rs. 30,000. It is all in hundred rupee notes as you wanted it. You’ll get the rest
when we have got the goods safely away to Bombay.”
Nagarwala took the neatly tied parcel.
“Thank you very much. Now I must go and have a haircut and then some dinner. I had a very small lunch and
hardly any tea!”
As Nagarwala was making his way to the door, it opened and he all but bumped into a tall girl in a flowered
sari. She was probably 25, with hair cascading to her shoulders.
“Russi, this is Nirmala, and Nirmala, this is Russi, my best pal.”
“Glad to meet you Russi,” said Nirmala. “Bangladesh ka Babu?” she asked with a curious smile.
“Bar-at-Law, if you please,” said Russi reacting brightly.
Nagarwala then left and went down in the lift. The tall Sikh at the entrance whistled for a taxi. Nagarwala told
the driver to take him to the YMCA Hostel on Jai Singh Road and made sure he was holding the parcel in his
hands firmly. Now thought Nagarwala of the girl he had just met.
“Bangladesh or not, Nirmala must be damn good in that bed. That bastard Burjor takes all the cream, and I
have to do all the dirty work.” But on second thoughts, he put the parcel to his lips:
“Not so dirty.”
*
Burjor and Nirmala had an early supper on chicken Maryland with red Burgundy and each winked for a
celebration that was certainly called for. Said Burjor somewhat anxiously as an afterthought:
“I hope Nagarwala gets away to Nainital before the police get him. He could have got away today. Anything
can happen by tomorrow.”
“Why not go and get the suitcases from Adi tonight?” said Nirmala.
“It will create suspicion. I think we should leave them for tomorrow,” said Burjor.
Nirmala nestled close to her lover. For a while both Nirmala and her boyfriend forgot the sixty lakhs that
remained for the collection.
*
It was quick work with the Police. At about 5 p.m. Deputy Superintendent of police Kashyap’s boys wirelessed
from Sardar Patel Road taxi stand that they had found their man and taxi DLT 1620. Kashyap wirelessed back,
“Bring them both.”
A short while later, Arjan Singh, the taxi driver was giving the police all the information they would need. Yes,
he had picked up a man at Sardar Patel Road with a big black trunk. It was very heavy.
“I did not know it was full of currency notes.” From Sardar Patel Road the passenger, who was either a
European or Parsi, with a limp, had told him to drive to Palam, but at Daula Kuan he stopped and waited for some
one who did not turn up.
“I was then told to drive to Defence Colony. I can show you the place. Finding the place locked the taxi was
taken to the Parsi dharamshala where the passenger got down for a short while to have some lunch, but he had
something wrong with one leg and was limping.
“Then,” said Arjan Singh, “we went to Rajendranagar, where an old Parsi couple reside. He got two suitcases
and thanked them profusely and asked to drive to the jungle near Rajendranagar.
“Then the passenger told me in Hindi, with an accent by which I knew he was a Bombay- walla, to take the car
to the jungle and I helped him fill the suitcases.
“Then I carried the black trunk which he opened. It was full of old currency notes, lots and lots of them tied in
bundles. We packed them in the suitcases and drove back to Connaught Place, near Marina Hotel taxi stand,
where he dismissed me. My meter showed about Rs. 20 but he gave me Rs. 500. I would not take it, but he put it
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in my chest pocket and walked off to the taxi stand where he arranged another taxi. The suitcases were put in the
back seat and he sat in front and drove off. I do not know where he then went.”
The Police now knew where they could find their man—the Parsi dharamshala at Delhi Gate where he had
had his lunch. That was probably where he also lived.
Off they went to the dharamshala. It was how around 7:30 p.m. The manager was most co-operative. He said
the gentleman with a limp was one of the permanent occupants, an ex-Army Captain, by name Rustom Sorabjee
Nagarwala.
“Occupation?”
“Something to do in the Prime Minister’s Secretariat. He has been a good pay-master and has always paid his
rent and bills promptly.”
With his own keys, the manager opened Nagarwala’s room. The Police went in, searched and collected a lot of
interesting papers, photographs, including the two in the silver frames, the revolver and the passport, effective for
all parts of the world except Portugal and Pakistan. They then locked the door and left by the jeeps by which they
came, not forgetting to set an unobstructive watch on the dharamshala and to await the return of their quarry.
*
Around 9:30 p.m. Nagarwala came riding in on his Lambretta. He parked the scooter, locked it and removed
the spare wheel, which he carried in and unlocked the door to his room. He saw at once that his room had been
ransacked. It was evident that he had had visitors in his absence. And as he was pondering as to what he should do
next a number of policemen walked in and asked him if he was Rustom Sorabjee Nagarwala.
“Yes!” he said and dropped the scooter tyre, and thirty thousand rupees in bundles of 100 rupee notes cascaded
across the floor.
“That’s my own money,” said Nagarwala, “not what you are looking for.”
The Police collected the money. Nagarwala quietly followed them out. …\fn{ I have two sources for the vital statistics
about the author. They are both Wikipedia sources. The first one—“Beloved Prophet (sallallahu alaihe wa sallam) In Dreams: April
2007”—is for the birth year. The second—“From the segment; On People, With — asherxai”—which is dated March 6, 2010, is for the
year in which he died. I confess that I am somewhat suspect about the latter date; but my interest is really only in which century he was
born:H}

278.148 Letter To A Friend\fn{by a Sub-Assistant Surgeon (before 1915- ) } Peshawar District, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1
I have received only one letter from you for which I have already thanked you. Why only one? You ought
to write to me every week or at least every fortnight.
Today I am sending you a bundle of newspapers as samples by packet post. You will see from them how
up-to-date the papers of this country are. For example, the events of this evening are printed during the night
and tomorrow morning will be in the hands of the people in every corner of the country.
The papers have an enormous circulation. You may rely on almost everything being reported in different
papers … Even the working classes read the papers and keep themselves informed of the state of affairs in
their country and the events of the war.
The Times is the best of all the newspapers. It has raised a subscription of a million [pounds] (that is a
crore and a half of rupees) for its relief fund. This paper devotes its efforts to the advancement of patriotism
and the service of the nation and not to squabbling with its fellows.
The papers here do not quail-fight as do the papers of the Punjab. Further, in the papers, pictures of the
scenes of events appear with the news. The mind is amazed when one sees their cleverness. Whenever a ship
sinks, a printed picture of it appears in the papers.
Besides the newspapers, proclamations and the attractions of theatre-folk excite the people. They arouse
the women and stir up the children all for the profit of the nation and give a stimulus to recruiting.
When one considers this country and these people in comparison with our own country and our own peo ple one cannot but be distressed. Our country is very poor and feeble and its lot is very depressed.
Our people copy the faults of the British nation and leave its good qualities alone. We shall never advance
ourselves merely by wearing trousers and hats and smoking cigarettes and drinking wine. In fact they have a
real moral superiority.
They are energetic. We are poor and hunger for ease. They limit their leisure, do their work justly and do
it well. They do not follow their own inclinations, but obey their superior officers and masters. They avoid
idle chatter. Their delight is cleanliness.
Even a sweeper will not remain in a bare house. He will adorn it with some green plants and flowers and
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will take pains to improve his condition.
Never under any circumstances do they tell lies.
As for shopkeepers, everything has a fixed price. You may take it or leave it as you please.
They do not marry until they have reached maturity. For a lad of sixteen to marryy and beget children is
looked upon with disapproval. You will never find a case of a boy leaving school and going to college who is
already the father of children. Our boys are spoilt by our evil customs.
There is a carpenter who works on our ship, who gets seven shillings a day. He is over thirty. When I
asked him, he told me that he was not yet married. I asked him why not? and he answered that his old mother
was still alive. So long as she lived, he would not marry, for two women could not live in one house, and he
would not leave his mother. Therefore he could not marry.
The children are very pretty and well-mannered. They meet a foreigner in a very pleasant fashion.
Here in front of every house and every shop are fixed great big glass panes—as it were doors of glass. I
could not help thinking as I walked along the other day that if these were in our country the children would
soon put more stones through them.
Here little, little children smaller than my Madan come boldly up to strangers and put out their hands to
shake. The children are very clean. You never see any of them eating or easing himself in the public streets.
If a woman is walking alone and does not wish to speak to anyone, no matter whether she be respectable
or not, it is a breach of good manners to talk to her first. You must wait till you are invited. This is very dif ferent from India where a lady cannot venture unescorted into any street.
278.149 Letter To His Brother, Lance Naik Khan Zaman\fn{by Amir Khan (before 1915- ) } Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
… For the rest,\fn{ After giving a list of the killed and wounded in his company, Amir Khan continues: } all is well. Do
not be anxious. I am not wounded and I hope that all will be well. There is no other hardship.
So good are the arrangements that rations of every kind of thing to eat are brought right up to the
trenches. We get plenty of cigarettes.
The enemy is weakening. In the fighting of the 10th March, up to the 12th, according to my estimate,
5,525 Germans were taken prisoners of war, and 25 guns and machine guns.\fn{ Between 10th and 13th March
1915, the Indian Corps and the British IV Corps (under Sir Henry Rawlinson) attacked German positions around the heavily forti fied village of Neuve Chapelle. More than 12,500 men were killed or wounded; little ground was gained } This is true. I saw

some German prisoners on the road with my own eyes and counted them. One party alone had taken 38.
The enemy is growing weaker—our wounded—for this reason that in the defeat of the 12th March the en emy collected his guns from every quarter and made a great hailstorm upon our trench. But our new army is
collected in great numbers. Wherever he shows strength, our guns at once knock him flat.
Please God, I speak with certainty, our King—God bless him—is going to win and will win soon.
I have heard that you have become a Lance Naik. Now study hard, and take pains, and do good service,
and put anger far from you.\fn{ The following on a separate scrap of paper: }
God knows whether the land of France is stained with sin or whether the Day of Judgement has begun in
France. For guns and of rifles there is now a deluge, bodies upon bodies, and blood flowing.
God preserve us, what has come to pass! From dawn to dark and from dark to dawn it goes on like the
hail that fell at Swarra camp. But especially our guns have filled the German trenches with dead and made
them brim with blood.
God grant us grace, for grace is needed.
Oh God, we repent! Oh God, we repent!
278.150 Letter To His Brother\fn{by a Sikh sepoy (before 1915- ) } Waziristan?, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) 1
In Europe our bodies are suffering great hardships, but God has saved my life. The Guru can preserve us
in flames of fire. He will preserve us in this world of trouble. Then we shall return to the Punjab—if not, who
knows where our future lies, here or elsewhere.
This is the will of God Almighty. What is written in our destiny must be.
When you write, let me know if the wounded arrive in India.
What do you think of the war in India? Is there fighting in Waziristan [NWFP] or not? We have heard that
the fort beyond Peshawar has been taken by the people of Tirah and that the Waziris have occupied the coun 329

try beyond Bannu. Write and tell the truth.
Now hear what happened to us. On the 9 th March, the General told the Lahore and Meerut Divisions that
they were to make a grand attack and glorify the name of the Punjab throughout Europe. The attack came off
on the 10th at seven o’clock in the morning.\fn{ The start of the battle of Neuve Chapelle } We fix bayonets and look
towards the enemy.
The enemy trenches are two yards off. They have been well built. In front is barbed wire and we are not
expected to attack here.
With a shout to our Guru we hurl ourselves forward. The enemy’s bullets scorch our heroes, while ma chine guns and cannons spread their shot upon us. We leap the wire entanglements and overwhelm the en emy, killing some and capturing the rest.
On the 10th we captured 1,050 Germans and took four lines of trenches defending the city of La Bassée.
Here from the beginning the enemy have been very strong.
On the 10th and 12th we took two miles of enemy positions.
Next day at five o’clock the Germans attacked in eight lines. There was fine fighting on the battlefield.
Eight lines of the enemy were destroyed. We also suffered great loss in killed and wounded.
On that day no one took thought of his friend, and the slightly wounded man made his way back himself.
If severely wounded, a man lay out in the battlefield. When the sun set in the evening, the rain began to fall.
The wounded were picked up and sent back.
The enemy attacked fiercely but were beaten back with great loss. We did not give up our trenches but
pressed the enemy hard. They could not recapture their lost lines.
From the 10th to the 25th the Germans lost 70,613 men.
In the hospital is rumoured that the remnants of five or six regiments will be returned to India. Only the
strong man sees the battle and he will never during his life forget its taste.
Those who returned to India wounded early in the war have not seen the real battle. Some lucky men have
returned to India without having known the taste of battle. They returned smiling to their country. Now only
the lame and halt with one leg and broken bones are sent home. No sound man can return.\fn{ A reference to the
unpopular policy of returning lightly wonded men to the trenches, once they had recovered }
You will say “you have not told me about the battle”. Well, I can’t describe it—so many are killed and
wounded. Please write and say if any more regiments are coming here.
Here in England, two pounds of flour cost one rupee.\fn{ Sixteen pence} Everything is dear.
The German arrangements for the war are very good. They have many machine guns. Their little bomb
guns throw bombs to a distance of 500 yards, and they spray vitriol acid which burns our clothes and dries up
our bodies. At night they send up star shells, and also make light with electricity.
The war is a great sight at night. Here cannons are firing, there machine guns; here there are bright lights,
there bombs hurl through the air. Bullets fly day and night incessantly drinking the blood of heroes.
278.151 Letter To Jemadar Muzaffar Khan\fn{by Sayid Ghulam Abbas (before 1915- ) } Makhad, Attock District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
Furthermore, this present war has raised the question of a sort of perception and comparison of the char acteristics of each race, and of their good and bad reputation, as evinced by the way in which they have car ried out their duties; but the native papers contain no traces of this problem.
For this reason, I am writing to you in a special manner, my sincere friend, to suggest that two or three of
your native officers should meet together and make a representation to some of your English officers—
whether captains, or majors, or if a colonel then very much better—and ask them to say what is their opinion
concerning our race, and the work we have done, and our loyalty. When they have expressed their opinion,
you should then say:
“Will your honours kindly represent our loyal behaviour to our spiritual chief, showing with what selfsacrifice we Muslims have devoted our lives in carrying our our duties? He will be very pleased with us, on
hearing this, and will give us his blessing.”
Then they will either write a letter of thanks and send it to me, or you will get them to write it and send it
by post to me so that we may be able to present the letter to high military officers on behalf of the whole of
the Muslims showing the facts of our state: there will be great advantage in this to all the followers of our
spiritual guides, and more especially to the whole body of Muslims.
And do you consider it your duty to get this letter written, and if any officers should ask you the reason of
the letter being writtten then you should say that at the time of our departure, our spiritual chief directed us
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to serve the Government with loyalty.
Now, when your letter will go to the chief, then he and all our co-religionists will rejoice.\fn{ This and other
letters give the appearance of being incomplete; that is because they are. The editor states in his introduction: “This collection of let ters exists, and has survived, because it was censored.” (p. 4) It numbered he says “a collection of many thousands” (p. xxiii). These
censors made weekly reports in to their superiors between December 1914 and June, 1918: “to each report the censors normally ap pended in the region of 100 translated extracts from the letters, and it is from this budget of extracts that the current selection is
taken” (p. 7). | Of the soldiers relative birth-years, except where explicitly recorded, I am safe only in listing them as having been
born at some time prior to the date their letters were sent—i.e., at some time in the during the 19 th century. Somewhere in his introduction, the editor says that the minimum age of recruitment was no younger than 18; but obviously from the notation of rank
(subedar, jemadar, sowar, risaldar etc.) preceding their names—and from a statement by the editor that “most men served for five
to seven years, before returning to their village” (p. 2)—many of these men were born rather earlier than 1897, 1898 and 1899 (the
presumed birth years for raw recruits writing back to their relations and friends in 1915, 1916 and 1917). In any case to assign them
all a general birth year at some time between the enlistment date of the earliest recruit serving at that time in the Indian Army—
1884, Risaldar Mir Jafar Khan, whose letters are reproduced here—and taking into account a note by the editor that “many other In dian officers had upwards of twenty years’ service” (p. 179)—would seem to safely establish their births prior to 1900. | Finally, I
am assuming that their letters are addressed to people living in the places in which they were actually born. Here we are perhaps on
somewhat shakier ground (except for the newly-drafted sepoys); but since many of these letters are exchanged between parents and
siblings, or close friends (who would have been caste-mates) and wives; and when we realize that at this time in India people really
didn’t move about very much, but stayed in the same place for generations [held there by caste requirements and their own perva sive illiteracy—as the editor points out, “in the Punjab at this time no more than 5 per cent of the population could read; among ru ral military communities, however, literacy would have been very much less, since the British deliberately recruited from the least
educated elements of the rural population (p. 4) … by 1914, the vast majority of Indian troops were drawn from the north and northwest of the subcontinent—the provinces of Punjab, the North-West Frontier and Uttar Pradesh, and the independent kingdom of
Nepal (and) in 1912 just over half of all combatants were from the Punjab” (p. 2)]; we may reasonably assume that the places to
which the letters are addressed are, in fact, the places where the addressers were born. | As to the contents themselves: the inability
to read and write would necessitate the wide-spread use of employed scribes; and the question then become a matter of how much of
the letter is scribal-wording and how much is in the words of the addresser. But again, given the nature of the communications
themselves, and the fact that such a task requires some sort of gratuity—at a time when the sepoy’s wage was only R11 (eleven rupees) per month—we are probably on safe ground if we assume that overwhelmingly the words written and sent were in fact not the
words of employed letter-writers: H }

278.152 Letter To His Brother, Nur Dad\fn{by Sepoy Abdul Ghani (before 1915- ) } Jhelum District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) -1
The whole day passes in expectation, and the whole night in consternation, but your letter never comes.
My friend, to us travellers the time passes as it did at Karbala when our high priest\fn{ Husayn, the younger
son of Ali } fought and met his death as a martyr at the hand of the infidels. Then our warriors used to meet in
the morning, and march off, saying to one another:
“Farewell: go, and God be with thee.” So they died the deaths of martyrs.
In like manner the time passes with us, who with our brothers and relatives, have men in thousands, and
remain congregated together, and seated writing until the lives quit the bodies of those whose time has come.
And at such a time you do not send a letter.
Well, the grief of this will accompany me to the grave; second, I regret that my mother and sisters will not
be with me at my last moments; and third, that as yet I have seen nothing of the world.
Well, praise be to God: His will is mine.
See our prophets who gave their sons in the way of God. When the Almighty by way of trial ordered
Abraham (on whom be peace!) to sacrifice his son Ishmael he was pleased and said:
“Amen; for thou O God gavest him to me, and he is thy property.” And when Abraham took his son, his
beloved son, into the wilderness to sacrifice him, he said to him:
“My son! I am about to sacrifice you in the name of God.” Then Ishmael also was pleased and said:
“Oh my father! bind my hand and my feet with cords; that way, when you slay my body, neither my hands
nor my feet shall be in your way; for my will is His will.”
My brother, you should give thanks to God, and remember me, your poor brother, for my time is come to
be sacrificed. At some time the knife of death will descend. Pray that God may be gracious both in this world
and the next, for His mercy is necessary.
278.153 Letter To Her Son, Sowar Amir Ali Khan\fn{by his Mother (before 1915- ) } Kohat, Kohat District,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (F) -1
I must inform you that in the first instance there was much foot and mouth disease here, through which
your father got into debt, and all our jewellery was pawned And although indeed there was an abundance of
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grain this year, we had to sell a portion of the grain to pay for the redemption of the jewellery, and now the
cattle disease has begun again.
Much millet and Indian corn was sown, but God knows whether a famine is not coming. Grain is growing
dearer daily, and wheat is five rupees eight annas a maund, and barley three rupees eight annas. If you had
sent money to your father, why should he have to sell the grain?
Therefore consider and bethink you whether you cannot send your father half what you have in the Gov ernment treasury, and settle a monthly payment on him. Without fail send money to your revered parent. I
implore you urgently to do so.
If you should return home in safety, you should bring the money yourself. Therefore if you come home, it
is well. Your father is ashamed to write himself: he says,
“When he is in such a situation of danger how can I ask him for money?”
I beg you urgently to send without fail half the money you have in hand, and a further allowance of ten
rupees a month. Do not fail.
278.153b Letter To His Father\fn{by Qasim Khan (before 1915- ) } Shahpur Tehsil, Sargodha District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) -1
Note to the person who reads this letter: it is to be read only to my father and in secret …
I understood what you meant.\fn{ In other words, his father’s letter was encoded, to prevent his son’s embarrassment if it
were read aloud in public } You are taking all this trouble to prevent people from mocking at me, saying
“He has gone to the war and in his absence [his people] will not let his wife sit at home.”
That was what you meant? I am very grateful to you. God prolong your life. But I do not at all like what
you say.
Now I will tell you—never mind her. Do not think of her any more. Let people say what they like, but
give up thinking of her. If she gives you any further trouble about money, tell her to ask for money from her
[new] master. I have nothing to do with it.
When anyone asks me, I shall count out payment to them in such sort, that they will remember it all their
lives … I shall make a report from here that he\fn{ Nur Khan} has dishonoured me, in that, while I was away
from here at the war, he enticed away my wife and took her to his own house. His motive for doing so was
this—that he might at his ease eat the money which is paid for by the Government to the wives.\fn{ Of men on
service} Then Malik Nur Khan will remain in prison as long as the war lasts, and the Government will set the
woman down at home.\fn{ And keep her there } That would be quite easy for the poor wanderer to do.
But I do not like this either and you might not like it. Why not? Because people would hear of it and
laugh …
When you get this letter, if before that you have had a reconciliation, well and good. If not, say nothing to
her after you have received this letter. If you have sent anyone to her, I shall be very angry. It seems to me
that you think more about her than you do of me. If I were not there, what would you do with her?
Now let the reader explain the next sentence carefully.
You ought to be thinking of me, not of my wife. When by God’s order I come home safe and sound, I
shall not lack for wives.
278.154 Letter To Her Husband, Sikhandar Sirdar\fn{by his wife (before 1916- ) } Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) -1
You write about the family.
Well, during the daytime I can watch well over them, but who is to watch over them at night? I have no
father or brother, and there is no male relative of yours old enough to protect us.
Two of your daughters have now grown up, and God alone is their protector. Several families have been
dishonoured.
The times are bad, and I am all alone with small children. You should not be so inconsiderate. Several of
your fellows have returned to their homes, while you remain sitting unconcerned there with your friends.
You say “I sent you money—spend it and be happy”.
My reply is that I have no need of money and clothes. I want you. If anything should happen here, it
would be disastrous. We have no protector save God.
Therefore, leave your idleness, have some sense, and take measures to return. I impress this on you most
strongly. We are quite dismayed.
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Never mind whatever means are required to achieve it, return home.
I have received the money: hereafter don’t send any money or parcels. There is no need for anything.
Jawari Singh, [the] shopkeeper, was assaulted by thieves and robbed on the 9 th February. Now he lies in
hospital. No one went to his assistance. On this account I am still more disturbed.
I shall look out for your return, till I get a reply to this letter.
278.154b Letter To Signalling Instructor Dafadar Fateh Mahomed Khan\fn{by Ashraf Ali Khan (before 1916)} Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
We have got the depot of the 15 th Lancers here now; and they were in France from the beginning of the
war, and went thence to Basra. The whole regiment united there for the purpose of taking an oath not to fight
against Muslims. They all took the oath and laid the Qur’an on their heads, and swore not to tell anyone of
their compact.
But a jemadar of that regiment told the CO all about the affair.
He at once ordered the “fall in” to be sounded and everyone had to fall in just as he was, whether dressed
or not. When the men had fallen in, the other regiments took possession of their arms. They were then or dered to embark on a ship and all refused.
After that it was decided that the denial of the Indian commissioned officers of all knowledge of the affair
should be accepted. They denied it all (in spite of the fact that they too had sworn on the Qur’an) and they
were acquitted.
The rest—non-commissioned officers and troopers, 429 in number—were arrested and punished with var ious terms of imprisonment. Three Kot Dafadars got penal servitude for life, and the rest of the non-commis sioned officers fifteen years. The senior privates got seven years’ transportation.
As to the recruits who came in drafts, they got three years in jail and were despatched to Bombay to serve
their sentences. There were sixty of them.
The CO has had his sword taken away from him and he has been called upon to answer the charge of not
knowing what was going on in the regiment, although the whole regiment were Muslims. He has also to ex plain how it was that he sent three applications for his regiment to be sent to Mespotamia from France.
The Colonel Sahib of the 15 th Lancers arrrived yesterday at Sialkot and told the Depot all about it, saying
that it was useless to try and keep the affair secret, although the officer commanding the Depot had done his
best to keep the story from the men.
The pay of the sowars has been stopped since 23 rd March. The Risaldar-Major in charge of the depot, an
universally esteemed and straightforward man who has been in the regiment thirty-three years\fn{ Muhammad
Amin Khan, Sardar Bahadur, 51 } lamented what had happened to the Colonel, who said:
“Don’t worry, the deeds of the regiment in France have been written in letters of gold, but it is fate that
this should have happened.”
The list of men punished, and their punishments, have been published in the regimental orders.\fn{ This account is remarkably accurate in detail }
278.155 1. Letter To Nawab Sahib, Khan Bahadur Abdul Qayum Khan 2. Letter To Risaldar-Major
Mir Jafar Khan\fn{by Risaldar Mir Jafar Khan (before 1916- ) } Peshawar District?, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1
1
This is my thirty-third year of service, and I am the oldest soldier in the Army in Europe. My youth and
old age are given in the service of the Government; and if the Government can be served with the dust of my
bones, it is theirs.
Although I am old, I do not desire to ask for my pension at such a crisis. It is likely, however, that my CO,
considering my age and service, and the solitude of my family, will himself give me permission to apply for
pension.
2
My service extends to thirty-three years, but I tell you truly that if in this war I were to lose my life for
my King … I would count it as gain.
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I have been in Hodson’s Horse for the whole thirty-three years. During a railway journey when two
people sit side by side for a couple of hours, one of them feels the absence of the other when he alights: how
grea then must be the anguish which I feel at the thought of having to sever myself from the regiment!
I have heard it rumoured that the CO Sahib Bahadur contemplates sending me back to India. Although, no
doubt, I should be pleased to see again my country and my people, that pleasure would be as nothing
compaqred with the sorrow I shold feel at havintg to part from the regiment.
278.155b Letter To Trumpet-Major Haq Nawaz Khan\fn{by Mahomd Nawaz Khan (before 1916- ) } Shahpur
Tehsil, Sargodha District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1
Only by trusting in the Almighty can one’s heart remain undisturbed. Then ease and trouble are all the
same to the man who follows this advice.
Impatience and anxiety upset the heart altogether and Fate is inexorable. Those whose hearts are confi dent and who rely on God are always at peace. We ought to accept the ordinance of God just as did His High ness the Imam Hasain.\fn{ Presumably Husayn ibn Ali, regarded by Shi'ites as the third Imam, killed at the Battle of Karbala in
680 AD}
Those who do not put their hearts into the work of fighting the King’s enemies are clearly worthy of the
greatest blame. Who does not know that soldiers are kept to fight, and get their pay for this? Can there be any
greater faithlessness than this to draw your pay in peace and then to cry out when war comes on? Such peo ple die a death of disgrace from which may God deliver everyone!
Your own actions show your bravery and rightmindedness. Do not brood over the fact that you have not
been appreciated and have not got promotion. You remain a private soldier although you are accomplished in
all the details of a soldier’s life. You are not to blame for this. If blame attaches to anyone it is to those who
have failed to recognize your merit.
There is another saying I want to quote to you. In the Gospel it is written that God has selected the unwor thy and poor to put to shame the distinguished and worthy, so that no one may boast except in Him.
In the history of His Highness the Caliph Hazrat Umar, it is written that Muslim soldiers went from coun try to country fighting, and, owing to continuous war, could not come back to their homes for years. His
Highness on his rounds one night was accosted by a woman who laid before him her grievances and said:
“It is you that have kept my husband away from me all this time and tempted me to evil ways.”
Hazrat Umar recognized the mistake he had made and had a law passed that in future every married sol dier should be allowed to return to his home on leave once every six months.
I have been astonished to think that when we have such a King, renowned throughout the world for his
kindness and justice, he has never considered this problem and passed a rule enabling the sepoy to visit his
wife and family from time to time and render to his wife “due benevolence”. I wonder whether no distin guished officer has ever brought this question to the notice of His Majesty. Unless a law like that of Hazrat
Umar is passed I believe that the wives and families will never believe that the men are alive at all.
You may remember that I sent you a little poem of my own in which I said that Turkey had made a mis take in joining Germany and that no good result could possibly follow. It may be that this poem did not
please everyone. Now we hear that the Sharif and the leaders at Mecca and Medina, resenting the sub servience of the Turks to Germany, have revolted, and the wise men of India are disgusted with the Turks.
Hazrat Ali the Imam laid down a rule that in times of disturbance it was well to be a two-year-old camel,
able neither to give milk nor to carry a burden. It is a thousand pities that Turkey did not take the advice
given her by the Kings who are now fighting against her, to remain neutral. If she remained neutral and any one attacked her, he would have been considered a tyrant.
278.156 Letter To Malik Dost Mahomed Khan\fn{by Sirdir Ali Khan (before 1916- ) } Sargodha, Sargodha District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 1½
We left for Paris on the 12 th July and arrived there on the 13 th at 5pm. Along the route from the station to
the camp, vast crowds of people were collected whose welcome to us was beyond description. They cheered
us, and shed flowers over us, and were very enthusiastic.
We were lodged in a beautiful house, the front of which you see in the accompanying picture which I had
taken. The furniture was of the very best, being upholstered in velvet with cushions … All these arrange ments were made by the French Government whose guests we were. There were arrangements for daily baths
and shaving; and food of the best quality (suitable to our taste and caste) was supplied in plenty.
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Paris is fairyland. In fact, if there is any place on earth with approaches Heaven, it is Paris. The roads and
gardens are so beautiful that [in] contemplating them a mortal man becomes overwhelmed with wonder.
We arrived, as I said, on the 13 th July, and the 14 th was the French Great Day. On that day we “fell-in” on
parade at 8pm at the appointed place. We were conducted there from the camp with much applause. We num bered fifty, and other troops were there also—namely 150 British troops, 200 Russian troops, some horse and
foot Belgian troops, and the French troops, comprising infantry, cavalry and artillery, together with the Alge rian troops (who are Muslims and are subjects of France).
The review ground was in front of the French Palace. It was all paved, and a road thirty-five yards broad,
paved with rubber, ran through it. On one side of the road were the French troops, and on the other the Rus sians, the British and the Belgians. At 9am the French President, together with the staff officers of the vari ous countries, inspected all the troops on foot and then left the place.
We were then given an hour’s leave and told to fall in again at eleven o’clock. The troops of the several
nations at once mingled with each other, being anxious to become acquainted. We did not know each other’s
language, but we shook hands and smiled at each other. This was the only way in which we could greet each
other.
When the hour had elapsed, we resumed our places for the review, and presently the “march past” com menced. The French President stood in front of the Palace, and the troops marched before him and saluted in
turn. The review lasted from 10am till 3pm and we were marching all that time through dense crowds of peo ple whose numbers were beyond conception and who cheered us enthusiastically; men, women and children
—they were all frantic.
We reached camp at 3pm and we were told that we were free to do as we liked for three days and to see as
much as we chose of Paris, provided only that we were back in camp each night before ten o’clock.
The arrangements for sightseeing were excellent. From morning till evening thousands of people were as sembled in front of our camp to see us. As soon as we set foot outside the billet we were asked by some peo ple whether we spoke French or English. I know very little English, but I have acquired a lot of French and
can speak and understand it well. All the others with me also knew French, more or less. We therefore told
the people that we understood French, at which they were much delighted. They begged that, if we desired to
go sightseeing, we would accompany them, and said that we would be conferring a great honour on them.
We went with them gladly and they conveyed us in their own motor car, because as Paris covers an area
of fifty-five square miles it would be impossible to see much of it on foot. We were taken to all the famous
places, and were treated more graciously than it is possible for me to describe; but you will understand how
well we were treated when I tell you that, although the motor car was a private one and no hire had to be
paid, 150 francs were spent on our entertainment and refreshment. There were only three of us Indians, and
we were sightseeing for five hours daily, and yet this large sum of money was spent on us! One franc is equal
to ten annas, so that Rs.84 was spent on us!
It was with the greatest of difficulty that we were able to induce the people to let us go home after five
hours’ sightseeing. They took us to dances and bioscopes and musical entertainments and museums and zoo logical gardens and to various old historic buildings. We saw the palaces of former Kings of France built 800
years ago but which are kept in perfect repair. There is one palace built 300 years ago, which contains one
hundred thousand rooms and has its own gardens and lakes. The Palace and grounds cover an area of four
miles. The palace is in such perfect state of repair that one might think it had been completed only yesterday.
In the city one house vies with another in beauty, and God knows what sum of money must have been
spent in building each. The roads are generally 32 yards wide, of which 16 yards in the centre are paved with
rubber and eight yards in each side with stone, one and a half feet above the level of the central road, and
polished to such a degree that one’s foot slips as one walks on it. The main roads which run in the vicinity of
the principal public buildings are 45 yards wide, of which 22 and a half yards in the centre are paved with
rubber, with stone pavements on either side.
There are amusements everywhere.
This city is greater than the great city of the world of which we used to be told, but whose existence we
did not credit. Its beauty is beyond description. I have seen many places and countries including Hindustan,
Punjab, Kabul, and many towns in France, and I am quite certain that in the whole world there cannot be any
town the equal of Paris. The buildings [and] the bazars are most magnificent, and as regards the people they
are noted for their beauty. Out of every 100 people, 80 are beautiful, and the remaining 20 are more beautiful
than the most beautiful of any other nationality.
Moreover, their intelligence and affection and sympathy and politeness are beyond description. There is
much more that I could write; indeed there would be no end to all that I could write.
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278.157 Letter To Pensioned Risaldar-Major Safaraz Ali Khan\fn{by Dilawar Khan (before 1916- ) } Gujrat
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
On the 1 st July the Cavalry Division remained behind the [Somme] firing line all day in expectation of
making an attack. In the evening they returned. Then on the 14 th July the entire Indian cavalry joined in the
assault. The 20 th Deccan Horse alone got an opportunity to attack, but they suffered loss and failed to obtain
success. The remainder of the cavalry remained in support, and in the evening all returned to camp.
On the 14th July a very severe attack was made by the British infantry; and the enemy was forced to evac uate three lines of trenches and retire.
On the 15th July the 18th Lancers went alone to the attack. They reached the foremost line in the early
morning at five o’clock, but did not get an opportunity to attack, and had to go into action dismounted. Then
the regiment retired two or three hundred yards and rested in a sheltered position while patrols were sent for ward to reconnoitre. The patrols lost a few in killed and wounded; the rest returned in safety.
The battles fought on these days were very violent indeed. Altogether the British and French are very
much more powerful than the enemy, who is forced to retreat constantly. They are gaining in strength daily,
and it is expected that in a short time the enemy will be forced to retire to a distance.
The British front in the battle extends over nineteen miles and they have massed 14,000 cannon there.
This is the measure of the British might. Some of the guns are so powerful as to\fn{ Send shells} from twentytwo to twenty-four miles.
On all sides the British ascendancy is on the increase. Very few enemy aeroplanes are seen nowadays, for
the simple reason that if one ventures to approach our lines it never returns. The British gunfire is very accu rate and cripples the aeroplanes and brings them to earth.
278.157b Letter To A Lady Addressed As “Dearer Than Life”\fn{by Jemadar Hasan Shah (before 1916- ) } Adowal, Jhelum District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
You reproach me with having sent you a card?\fn{ I.e., instead of a letter } My life! What can you know of the
vicissitudes of my existence here.
Perhaps I wrote the card on horseback during a wild charge! Or perhaps I wrote it under a shower of
bursting shells! Or perhaps I wrote it at the last gasp of life! My unjust Beloved, you reproach me when you
should praise.
Still, I am that lover whose lips at the moment of death will utter one word—victory. You reproach me for
having not written a letter? Happy indeed am I, in that I received a letter from you, even though it contained
a reproach! I kissed it till my lips were like to wear away, and now it lies over against my heart! You blame
me? I love to be blamed by you!
Listen. I will tell you of an incident which occurred to me, the day before yesterday. I was on the battle field accompanied by a sowar, and came upon a wounded British soldier.
“Well friend,” I said to him, “how are things going with you?”
“Quite all right,” he replied. “I am proud I was of service in the fight, but I am thirsty.” I gave him water
to drink, and asked if he wanted anything else.
“I regret nothing,” he said, “except that I shall not meet my sweetheart. She would have nothing to say to
me at first, but four months ago she wrote and said that in the whole world she loved only me and begged me
to come to her soon.”
“My friend,” I said to him, “may the All-Merciful God satisfy the desires of your heart, and unite you
with your beloved!”
“I am finished,” he said. “And when my end comes, my one regret will be that when my love called to me
I was unable to go to her.”
“My friend,” I said, weeping with pity, “my own condition is the same as yours.”
I told the sowar to remove him to a safer place, as shells were falling near. He lifted him and was carrying
him away, but he had not gone a hundred paces when the soldier cried out “My beloved!” and expired.
278.158 Letter To Sujjab-us-Shah\fn{by Sayed Habib (before 1917- ) } Swabi, Peshawar District, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1
Shah Sayed Lalla and Kasim Lallh have made a separate house.
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Well, what concern is it of yours? Let them do what they please. By the grace of God, what harm can they
do you? They are evilly disposed, and God will reward them accordingly. All you have to do is practise pa tience.
In these matters, the customs of this country\fn{ France} are most excellent, and each man dwells peacefully in his own house, and seeks nothing from others. They are all on the same level, and pass their exis tence in cheerfulness and good nature.
The rain comes in accordance with their need, whereas in Hindustan, by reason of the evil disposition of
the people, the rain does not come for years at a time. Whatever these people sow in the fields, whether on
the hills or in the plains, it comes to maturity in the same degree.
The harvest is nowhere a failure as it is in India. In India the soil itself devours the seed that is sown in it.
This is all due to the evil disposition, the ignorance and the stupidity of the people.
I swear to you that I am disgusted with life in India, and if God spares me to return I will tell you all I
know. I have neither the leisure nor the paper to write fully, otherwise I could produce a volume.
If I had my way, I would put every man and woman in India on board ship and, after bringing them here,
showing them over this country, would return them to India, so that they might learn how to use their lives to
best advantage.
278.158b Letter To Raja Rustam Ali Khan\fn{by Jemadar Shamsher Ali Khan (before 1917- ) } Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
I regard our existing customs and rules as useless, as it is quite true that the only result which comes from
their observance is expense.
For instance, when the Raja Sahib died, you had his corpse brought home and buried it there. Now this
was done simply because it is in accord with custom, and the only practical result to you was expense. You
must see that in Hindustan it is a matter of daily occurence that officers, from lieutenant to general, die and
are buried in the station where they die. Besides, there is no command either of God or of His
Prophet;\fn{ That a man should be buried at home } further, it will be seen that Prophets and Saints have been buried
in the place where they died.
What then is to be gained by following this practice? Nothing, and it is quite time that poor people should
recognize this, and adopt more reasonable customs.
The same applies to the case of circumcision.
You write and say that you will delay carrying out the ceremony on Mahomed Nazir till I return, and the
whole family can be present at the ceremony, which would then be performed with much éclat.
In my opinion, not more than Rs.10 should even be spent on this ceremony. It amuses me when I think
that so much ceremony is observed, and so great expense incurred, in the cutting off of an inch of skin which
is of no value whatever! I regret that I did not learn anything of “doctoring”, otherwise I should have
promptly circumcised him myself when I was last at home.
Well, I trust that now you will have the ceremony performed promptly and with as little expense as possi ble.
This war has been prolonged in an amazing manner; but there is every indication that it will be followed
by an era of peace and plenty, and the signs point to the early termination of the war. Who is there whom this
war has not saddened and depressed; but one is bound to discharge the obligation laid on him. It was for this,
that for generations our family has been eating the salt of the Sirkar and receiving salary and pension, and,
therefore, this is no time to be disturbed in mind and for turning one’s face away from duty. Rather it is the
time for showing valour; and, please God, but a few days remain for the end to come.
278.159 Letter To Chuni Lal\fn{by Risaldar Dayal Singh (before 1917- ) } Campbellpur (now Attock), Attock
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) -1
I am not afraid either to live or die. This is all in God’s hands. I have excaped hitherto from a rain of
shells and bombs, and I believe it will be the same in the future. If He has laid down that my work shall lie
in the midst of such a blazing fire I shall go on doing it with His help.
There are two points to note in this. The first is that God has ordained my career; and the second is that
loyalty to the King compels me to serve him and to be true to my salt.
I am sure victory is at hand, and we shall soon return to our native land. The enemy’s condition is very
bad and it is difficult for him to preserve his life. He is surrounded on every side, and you will soon hear of a
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glorious victory being won. He will soon be crushed under foot, for the condition of our Army and those of
our allies is improving day by day.
No one fears death. If a demand is made for a volunteer to go ahead, a thousand offer.
The evil deeds of the German have excited universal indignation. He utterly destroyed all the towns and
villages, and blew up the roads, and cut down the fruit trees, and has burnt everything. He has seized and
taken away the civilian inhabitants.\fn{ A reference to the “scorched earth” policy carried out before the retreat to the Hin denburg Line in March 1917 }
This is not a royal way of waging war. Our Government’s behaviour is of a very different kind. It is that
of a real King.
278.159b Letter To His Father, Mahomed Abdulla Khan\fn{by Khan Mahomed Khan (before 1917- ) } Dera Ismail Khan, Dera Ismail Khan District, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) ½
Get Gul Sabab, Mahomed Zaman and Allah Nawaz as much teaching as you can, because that age is com ing—in fact it has already come—in which the educated will be highly esteemed.
This war has caused an upheaval of the times, and has opened the eyes of the careless. The people of Eu rope live in ease and comfort simply through education. Both men and women are sufficiently educated to
know wherein lies their profit and loss, and to plan and secure their advantage.
My own eyes have been opened since I came to Europe, and I have entirely altered the views which I held
before. I wring my hands with regrets that I did not set myself to acquire learning, but regrets are of no avail
now. I missed my chance and I am now well in years.
If I live to return, and if God gives me children, I will fashion their lives according to my new ideas.
Please God, I will give them a good education, whether they be sons or daughters.
When I was in Hindustan and used to hear of anyone going to England for education, or even of anyone
setting himself to acquire complete education in Hindustani, I used myself to say,
“These people lose their religion and return as Christians.”
Now that I have come here, I realize how wrong I was in my ideas. There is no question at all of religion
—it is education alone which makes them wise, and teaches them to hate and abandon those habits and cus toms in our country which are improper, and to live according to their new ideas.
Such people, however, are only one in a thousand, and have to contend with great difficulties at the hands
of the majority who treat them as if they had lost their senses, whereas in reality it is the majority who are
blinded by ignorance.
278.160 Letter To Mir Alam Khan\fn{by Raja Khan (before 1917- ) } Khanpur, Hazara District, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (M) -1
Tell me whether the Court of Wards still exercises control of the property or not. You had written on a
previous occasion to the effect that the Chief of Ghakkar had been given control over his property, and it now
appears that the facts are otherwise.
It is a disgrace that the men of our clan live in discord and wrangling, each one till his dying day, and thus
heap up trouble for the clan. Well, the displeasure of God is on the clan because of their deeds.
If anybody doubts this, let him come here and see for himself the proof of what I say in this country of
France. These lands and towns formerly owned by France, which were overrun by the enemy, have been so
scourged by God that they are now in ruins, so much so that the owners of property cannot now say where
their house stood originally; if the full details of all that has happened here were to be disclosed, the narra tion of them would break the hearts of the listeners.
Therefore all the dwellers in Hindustan should raise their voices in thanksgiving to Almighty God, day
and night, that he has placed them under the shadow of a strong and just King, so that they live in peace and
contentment. No tyrant King of another country dare raise his eyes in their direction.
Open your eyes and see how the subjects of other countries are entangled in the snare of misfortune and
are unable to extricate themselves—then you will be able fully to appreciate the worth of our great and just
King. Day and night I pray Almighty God to lengthen his days, to elevate the star of his greatness, and to
give him victory over the tyrant enemy.
Amen.
278.160a Letter To Ressaidar Wali Muhammad Khan\fn{by Dilawar Chand (before 1917- ) } Shahpur District,
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Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) ½
On the 30th November at noon the Germans made a sudden attack.
They did what they would. The cavalry were ordered to the front to attack the enemy. The Ambala
Brigade was the first to arrive, and the 8 th Hussars attacked on horseback.
Great God, what do you expect one to say! The enemy opened up with such an intense fire that men and
horses were thrown onto each other.
Then the 9 th Hodson’s Horse took up the attack. Major Fraser of C Squadron\fn{ Hodson’s Horse } with
sundry men were killed at the very opening of the attack. Later the attack on horseback was stopped and our
Regiment took up a position in the front line facing the enemy. The 8 th Hussars and 9 th Hodson’s Horse supported us; but they had suffered more casualties than we had.
At eleven o’clock at night we were warned that we would have to counter-attack in the morning and to
take the small wood in front.
At 6:30am we attacked on foot. The enemy saw us coming.
Great God, what am I to say? You have been here, and you know. The enemy met us with so intense and
rapid a fire that we were unable to advance. Consequently we were ordered to retire to our trenches.
Later we were ordered to advance again, which we did. The enemy this time left his trenches and fled; but
about fifty Germans came running towards [us] shouting,
“India! Kamerad! Kamerad!”
The regiment continued to advance in a dashing manner, although heavily shelled by the enemy’s ar tillery; but by the grace of God there were no casualties except Dafadar Sher Mahomed Khan.
The enemy’s aeroplanes, flying low, fired on us, and Dafadar Falk Sher Khan was slightly wounded. A
German prisoner lifted Dafadar Falk Sher Khan in his arms, and carried him to hospital, which was a fine
deed. The Colonel Sahib was also killed, but the Regiment did its duty thoroughly
262.52a Stray Thoughts\fn{by Sushila Harkishen Lal (before 1918)} Lahore, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 1
The strong bright Indian sun was shining
On the mighty roaring river,
And the sweetest streamlet flowing,
Flowing on for ever.
*
Oh! It was a lovely scene,
As ever heart of man did dream.
Clearer than the clearest mirror,
Bathed in sunlight.
*
Clothed in silver,
Was that mighty roaring river;
Heart of dreamer, cease to dream,
Look yet at this wondrous stream.
*
If ye dream of Paradise,
Then, fair dreamer dream no more,
For Paradise is very near,
Earthly Heaven is only here.
*
Fairest land with lovely flowers,
Greenest grass and shady trees,
Bluest skies and rippling streams,
These, dear dreamer are your dreams.
*
Shining in bright sunlight,
All are here within thy sight.
Lovely lands may soon be lost,
Lose them not at any cost.
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*
Why do ye then pause to think?
Soon decide and see this land,
Years will come and time will go.
The end will come before you know.
1920
78.193 How Sohne Shah Once Lost His Temper\fn{by Gopal Das Khosla (1901-1996)} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
Sohne Shah was not only a prosperous cloth merchant in a city of prosperous cloth merchants; he was also a
jovial companion with whom you could spend a pleasant and entertaining half hour. Sitting cross-legged in his
large shop surrounded by rolls of all kinds of cloth—cotton, silk and woolen pieces—his chubby pink face
radiated the joy of being alive. He would attend to ten customers at once and call out their demands in his loud
and not wholly unmusical voice, and as his assistants, threw the pieces of satin, georgette, chiffon, serge, muslin,
flannel, chintz or long cloth at him, he caught them and rolled them out to his customers with a dexterity that had
years of practice behind it.
He never made a mistake about what you wanted, and though he had in stock three thousand varieties of cloth,
he knew the price of each down to a pice. It was a source of continuous wonder to me how he ever kept order in
the confusion that seemed to reign in h is shop. The only evidence of any system or record was an accountant who
sat behind his maser and made quick, brief entries in a long book which he knee supported.
“Six yards Shanghai, 1 rupee 8 annas; satin printed 3½ yards, 3 rupees a yard; latha chabi marka, 1 piece, 40
rupees; muslin 26, 1 piece, 10 rupees.”
Sometimes business was so brisk and Sohne Shah served his customers so fast that it was all the accountant
could do to keep pace with the items called out to him. And all the while Sohne Shah sat unruffled wearing a
happy smile. He could carry on this for hours one end. To watch him transact business was an education in itself.
He was universally loved and respected in the city. Though he had made a large fortune out of his cloth
business, he was strictly honest in his dealings. He had never been guilty of anything underhand or shady. Prompt
in discharging his liabilities, he was generous to a fault with his debtors. His large portly form, immaculately
dressed in a white shirt and loin cloth, and the fat smiling face under a Gandhi cap were familiar to everyone in
the city, and as he ambled along the streets with a slightly swinging gait, necessitated by the weight of his
abdomen, everyone greeted him with a “Shahji Maharaj” or “Namaste Shahji.” He smiled back modestly and
occasionally cracked a joke with the ones who were on more familiar terms with him.
Some people, whose motives, I suspect, were not entirely free from envy or jealousy, said that Sohne Shanh’s
happy outlook was due entirely to his second marriage, which he had contracted about ten years ago, at the ripe
old age of 50. His first wife, a plain old woman of the home-and-hearth type, had suddenly decided to go to her
heavenly abode and give her husband a widower’s freedom. The old Shah had promptly taken to wife the young
and beautiful daughter of Sant Ram, the iron merchant, and had begun to revive his lost youth. “Haven’t you
heard,” said these envious people with a knowing nod of their heads, “that in old age there is nothing like the
company of young people to bring back your youth?”
But there were others (by far the majority of the city dwellers) who were more just. They had known Sohne
Shah, or Sohan Lal as he was called before he became rich and prosperous, for 20 years or more and he had
always been rotund and cheerful. These ascribed his happiness to his essential goodness and integrity of purpose.
“He is happy,” they said, “because his conscience never troubles him. He does everything in God’s name and God
is good to him.”
I first learnt how generous and fair-minded he was when about eight years ago he came to engage me to file a
suit against a firm of wholesale dealers who had refused to perform a contract for the sale of a large quantity of
satin because the price had gone up. He insisted on reducing the claim for damages as assessed by me in the draft
plaint, although I told him that he was entitled to much more.
“Barrister Sahib,” he said, “I only want to show them they can’t make a fool of Sohne Shah, and as for the
profit I would have made on this deal, God will make up for it.”
Sohne Sahib’s claim was decreed in full and the firm of wholesale dealers paid up the entire amount before we
applied for execution.
Since then I had seen a great deal of Sohne Shah both professionally and as a friend. I had fought many a duel
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for him in the Court of the Commercial Sub Judge, for, in spite of his honesty and straightforward dealing, the
nature of his business and the greed of the people with whom he came into contact compelled him to go to court
to press a just claim or resist a false one. On these occasions he would lounge into my office, wipe his brow with
the end of his dhoti and lower himself into the depths of the cushioned chair which he always preferred to the high
armless one near the table, usually reserved for my clients.
“It amuses you,” he used to say with a laugh, “to see me wriggling out and to see you amused makes me
happy.” He would then relate the facts of his case clearly and briefly. He never displayed any rancor or bitterness
against his adversaries. “Why should I wish them ill?” he would ask wistfully. “God will punish them and they
will reap the fruits of their deeds in this life or the next.”
Once or twice when I was inclined to lose patience with a particularly deceitful party or a refractory witness he
would try to soothe me and say, “Sahibji, why must you get angry? Anger is one of our deadly enemies. We
should never let them enter our house. If you are in the right, you needn’t lose your temper and,” he would add
with a twinkle in his eye, “if you are in the wrong, you can’t afford to. Bad temper never won a battle.”
One day as he sat in my office, talking of matters not connected with his case, I asked him: “Shahji, I admire
your perpetual good humor and your endless patience. I have always seen you happy and smiling. But sometimes
I wonder and am just a little bit curious. Have you never lost your temper?”
The smile faded from Sohne Shah’s face and his brow suddenly clouded. “Yes,” he said darkly as if he wee
remembering something unpleasant out of his long forgotten past, “yes, I did lose my temper once.”
“Tell me about it,” I begged.
But Sohne Shah was not inclined to be communicative. He cleared his throat awkwardly and began to wriggle
out of the cushioned embrace of his chair. Seeing the usual look of amusement o my face he smiled and said
brightly: “Another time, Sahibji I’ll tell you the story of how I lost my temper and found a wife.”
Then with an enigmatic look round him which had the desired effect of mystifying me, he shambled out of my
office.
It was several weeks after this that I met Sohne Shah again, one Sunday evening, while he was strolling along
the Mall. We greeted each other and I fell into the gentle amble which constituted my friend’s weekly exercise.
We talked of various things and when we arrived t the turning which led to his house, I stopped to say goodbye.
Sohne Shah was in a gregarious mood and with a friendly pat on my shoulder pleaded: “Sahibji, honor my
humble house today by eating with me,” and as I hesitated, he coaxed me with is fat arm and said with a smile:
“Come, my friend, Sunday is an auspicious day and I feel happy. I’ll tell you today how I once lost my temper.
You were a little curious about it, weren’t you?” he asked, repeating my words.
I readily agreed.
Sohne Shah lived in a large and commodious house situated in the heart of the city. The house was built in the
old style and the elaborately decorated façade was burdened with several unnecessary arches and cast cement
figures. The central arch which framed the entrance to the house stood out from the wall with a heavy molding in
which leaves and impossible flowers in variegated colors went chasing each other all round the door. The upper
half consisted of a large trellis-work slab of white cement. The generally rococo appearance of the outside was
intended to convey an idea of the owner’s status in the financial world rather than of the elegance of his taste.
Inside, the house was clean and built for comfort. I noticed a central courtyard with two or three suites of
rooms around it. Sohne Shah lived here with his entire family. He and his young wife with their two sons
occupied the front portion of the house, while his eldest son and daughter-in-law with their child lived in rooms at
the farther end of the courtyard. The family had a common kitchen, and messed\fn{ Ate; a military term.} together as
is customary with all joint Hindu families. I was taken to the large front room on the left whose colored glass
windows I had noticed form the street. This room served at once as the parlor, drawing-room and dining-room
whenever there were any visitors. The room was clean and contained little furniture. The walls were decorated
with large colored prints in gold frames and the floor was entirely covered by a red durrie and a clean white sheet
which occupied one side of the room. A large bloster-shaped cushion invited the visitor to take off his shoes and
squat against it in the Mogul fashion.
My host told me he was in the habit of dining early as late hours disagreed with him and, besides, he liked to
go over the day’s accounts before retiring to bed. I agreed with him and said I was ready to eat, though it was
much earlier than my usual hour. He left me to order dinner and, a moment later, a servant came in and laid a low
narrow table in front of the large bolster. He then brought a nickel plated Muradabadi basin and, placing it outside
the door, stood near it with a towel in one hand and a lota of water in the other. Sohne Shah appeared after a few
minutes.
The servant brought two large silver trays in which were arranged six or seven silver bowls containing a most
appetizing assortment of vegetables. There was no meat, but knowing that my host was a strict vegetarian, I
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expected this and was prepared for it. There was something, however, for which I was not prepared and which
struck me as somewhat fastidious and unnecessary. Three of the bowls contained milk curds. There was whipped
salt curds in one, in another sweet curds with boiled raisins and in the third plain, unsweetened curds. This was
pandering to the gastronomic caprice with a vengeance. I could not help remarking: “Shahji, you seem very fond
of dahi. It is a very wholesome thing, but they say it should not be eaten at night.
“I don’t like dahi at all and hardly ever touch it,” was the surprising reply.
I kept quiet, thinking it discreet not to pursue the subject further, and began to eat.
My hose burst out laughing and, obviously enjoying my embarrassment, said: “The surprised you, didn’t it?
Nevertheless, it is true that I hardly ever take dahi, though I have it served up to me in three forms twice a day.
And that brings me to the reason for inviting you today to tell you the story of how I once lost my temper.” Shahji
beamed at me with the undisguised satisfaction of a man about to deliver himself of an important secret, while I
waited in expectation. Shahji continued to eat in silence for some time.
He ate slowly and deliberately with the relish of a gourmet, breaking small bits of his chapatti and carefully
wrapping them round the vegetables. He finished his chapatti and, with his mouth still full, began to speak,
slowly at first but, as he proceeded, getting more animated.
“You know, Barrister Sahib,” he began, “and I have told you several times, that God has showered his
blessings upon me lavishly and has given me everything a man might desire—sons, daughters (both of whom are
well married), grandchildren, a flourishing business, a good house, affectionate friends and the respect of my
fellow beings. In fact, in my life there has been no lack of the gifts which the gods bestow. I used to think I was
one of the chosen ones of Vidhata and everyday I sent up a prayer to Bhagwan and begged Him to continue His
favors. My wife—the first one, I mean—was not attractive to look at, but there was so much goodness, so much
beauty in her soul that she made an immediate conquest of my heart and I was like a slave to her. She, for her part,
was the most loving, the most considerate, the most selfless creature you can think of. I was the only interest in
life she had, and all her activities ere directed to making me happy. She understood the least inflexion of my
voice, the slightest gesture of my hand when I came home from the shop in the evening; she knew at once if
business had been good or bad and reacted accordingly; she knew when to laugh and when to hold her peace. She
knew just what I would like to eat, and had it ready in advance. It was miraculous the way she forestalled my
desires and satisfied my smallest whims.
“They say the wife is the goddess Lakshmi in the house. My wife certainly was. Within a few years of our
marriage, my business increased and flourished so much that from an ordinary cut-piece dealer I became one of
the most prosperous cloth merchants in the city. We had this house built and gave up the small one in which I had
lived since my childhood. God gave her a son and two daughters. We married our son and when his bride came
home my wife gave her half of her own jewelry and loved her even more than she loved her daughters. We found
good matches for our daughters and they went away to their respective homes. We continued to live a life of
contentment and nothing disturbed the peace and happiness of our home.
“So, when she died of pneumonia quite suddenly one winter, just ten years ago, I thought some evil spirit had
become jealous of my good fortune and I expected that bad luck and evil times would follow. For days, I went
about depressed and miserable and behaved as if the end of the world had come. I kept away from my shop and
let my son take complete charge of the business. I sat at home and moped all day or took lonely walks late in the
evening. My friends spoke to me and pointed out the folly of my conduct. ‘God has willed it so,’ they said, ‘resign
yourself to it and live a normal life.’ ‘Find comfort in the love of your son and daughters.’
“My friend Chuni Lal suggested marriage: ‘Why don’t you marry again?’ he asked. ‘Men who are so fond of
their wives cannot bear to live alone. The intensity of your grief will consume you. If you want to live and cherish
the memory of your wife, put someone in her place. Her presence will soothe you and act as a continuous reviver
of your love.’ Pars Ram, the banker, said: ‘You are by nature a perfect husband; marry again and let the new love
drown the old. Put an end to your maudlin sorrow and be a man. Sant Ram, the iron merchant, has a daughter of
marriageable age and he is willing.’
“And so they talked to me, each I his own fashion. A lot of nonsense, I thought. How could I bring another
woman and put her in the lace occupied by my wife. The very thought revolted me and I recoiled from the
friendly suggestions of matrimony. I refused categorically all offers of marriage.
“I thought it was impossible for me to marry again, but Vidhata works in mysterious ways. There is a purpose
in everything that happens in this world. In every thought and deed and action we are working out our karma and
preparing a way for our future life. If something untoward happens to anyone, he says it is his bad luck or an
unfortunate accident, but, in truth, it is all planned and is part of our karma.
“So it was with me. As the weeks passed, I got used to my condition and my wound hurt less and less. My son
and daughter-in-law showed me every attention and affection and looked after my comforts. They told me to take
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a holiday from my work, but when the first pangs of sorrow were over, I could not remain idle and went back to
my shop. In a short time I became engrossed in my business and to all appearances began to live a normal life. I
even laughed and joked in the old way. My friends saw this and were glad for my sake.
“One day, when I came home from my morning meal, I thought I would like to eat dahi. Call it a foolish whim
or an unreasonable longing, for I have never had strong likes or dislikes in the matter of eating, but I remember a
distinct desire to eat milk curds as I entered the house. A bowl of fresh home made dahi with a little brown sugar
would have been just the thing. In the old days when my wife was alive, this desire would have been at once
satisfied, for she had a remarkable intuition about these things and used to anticipate my least desire. But when I
asked my daughter-in-law if she could give me some dahi, she said she had not made any, as the milk had been
accidentally spilt. I told her not to worry and finished my meal.
“I have tried all my life not to indulge in the pleasures of the palate, for over-indulgence leads to greed and
greed is a deadly enemy. Our wise men have always counseled us to control and suppress our desires and to over
come temptation. I know, Barrister Sahib, you don’t believe in this way of salvation. You have always said the
suppression of desires leads to trouble. This may be your modern psychology, but our holy scriptures say the very
opposite. If you see a beautiful face, turn your eyes away before corruption enters your soul. If your palate makes
unreasonable demands, take to fasting and moral discipline. But alas! We can’t practice all that the scriptures
preach, the flesh is weak and prone to temptation and in spite of my best efforts I must have been upset, for when
I was half way to the shop, I suddenly realized I had left behind the keys of the cash-box. I retraced my steps and
took myself to task for letting a small matter like dahi make me forget myself.
“My son was sitting in the place I had vacated and eating his meal. As I went up to him to pick up my keys, I
saw a large bowl of dahi in his try—there must have been half a seer of it, enough for four helpings. My daughterin-law was standing near and I felt a demon rising within me. I felt tense all over and my tongue clung to the roof
of my mouth. I looked at her and with difficulty stammered out:
‘I thought there was no dahi and the milk had been spilt?’
“My daughter-in-law must have gauged the suppressed force of my wrath. She had never seen me like this and
began to tremble all over. She stood thus for a moment and then, turning, fled to the kitchen. My son sat
motionless in front of his tray. By the grace of God, I was able to master my passion and, clutching the bunch of
keys in my hand, left the house.
“As I walked to my shop I made a resolve. I would never enter my house as long as things like this could
happen. Barrister Sahib, I had lost my temper and I could not forgive myself. I had not hitherto realized how
easily I could be overcome, and all because of a little dahi. If it happened again I might do something dreadful. I
might raise my hand against my own daughter-in-law. I—I might commit murder. These thoughts completely
threw me off my balance and, instead of going to my shop, I went to the house of my friend Pars Ram and asked
him of Sant Ram, the iron merchant, was still willing to give his daughter in marriage to me. Pars Ram was
overjoyed and at once left for Sant Ram’s house. In less than an hour the betrothal offerings were brought and a
formal engagement was made. I stayed on in Pars Ram’s house and two days later the wedding took place and I
returned to my house with my bride.”
Sohne Shah leaned aback against the bolster and picked up another betel leaf from the silver dish in front of
him. I took a deep breath—it was almost a sigh of sympathy for my host—and tried to think of something
appropriate to say. Sohne Shah shifted his betel into the hollow of his cheek and began to rub his knee with a
gentle soothing movement of his hand. “That, Barrister Sahib, is the story of how I lost my temper and gained a
wife.”
I wanted to say something kind and understanding or make a gesture of friendly affection, but Sohne Shah
looked so placid and so completely happy that any demonstration of sloppy sentiment seemed quite unnecessary. I
was, however, still puzzled about the three kinds of dahi which was served up to him twice a day and which he
hardly ever touched. I was debating within myself if I should ask him to enlighten me or wait for him to break the
silence. He seemed to have forgotten my presence and was lost in a happy reverie. The silence began to oppress
me. I had to clear up this mystery at all costs and satisfy my curiosity. Finally I took courage and asked: “But tell
me, Shahji, what is the significance of the three kinds of dahi which you won’t eat?”
My host stopped rubbing his knee and laughed a soft laugh.
“That, Barrister Sahib, is to remind me of y lapse and my way of atoning for the wrong I did to my daughterin-law. It is a very mild punishment I inflict on myself, for I do eat the dahi sometimes but only when the desire is
not very strong. The punishment of my son and daughter-in-law is much severer, for I have now two more sons by
my second wife and the eldest son gets only one-third of my property instead of the whole.”
Perhaps it was my imagination, but I thought I saw Sohne Shah’s generous lips curl up in a malicious smile as
he said this.
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78.217 A Kashmir Idyll\fn{by Mulk Raj Anand (1905-2004)} Peshawar, Peshawar District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (M) 3
It was about ten years ago during a brief visit to Kashmir that the incident I am going to relate took place. But
neither time nor space has blurred the deep impression it made on me then, and it has haunted me for many days,
so that I must needs put it down.
There were originally four of us in the party including myself; the three others being a tall, imposing Sikh
gentleman, both tailor-made and God-made; a sensitive young poet, a Kashmiri, whose family had emigrated to
the plains and made good as Kashmiris always do when once they have left the land where, though nature is kind
and generous, man has for centuries most foully and cruelly oppressed man; and a hill-boy who cooked for us.
We had loaded our luggage on a tonga and walked the three hundred and seventy-five miles on the road from
Jammu across the Himalayas in slow stages, by the beds of the silent Ravi and the surging Chenab. On the peak of
the Banihal we had held conversation with the wind that comes from the Kashmir valley, bearing a load of
loveliness and pain, the golden exultation of the saffron and the white sigh of a people who toil unrewarded.
We had descended to the natural spring of Ver Nag from which a few drops of water trickle into a stream,
which becomes the river Jhelum at Islamabad and which, dividing the whole valley into two halves, flows into the
lake Wular and then cuts its way through two hundred miles of mountains into the plains.
From Ver Nag, a village of dark and labyrinthine streets full of small mud huts, and multicolored flowers on
whose roofs give no hint of the misery which dwells within, we had traversed into the main valley, a dusty road
bordered by cubist poplars and cypresses.
We had made our headquarters in a houseboat at Srinagar and then taken the advice of a tourist’s guide which
the Government of His Highness the Maharaja of Kashmir had designed specially for the use of English visitors,
though a few Indians also took advantage of it, if they had smattering of this wonderful, official language; and we
had decided to undertake short trips to the remote valleys and the unspoiled outlying ranges of the Himalayas
within the borders of Kashmir.
We visited the Sonamarg valley, where the scarlet eyes of the morning are blinded by the glare of the snow that
lies perpetually on the mountain peaks leading through the Zojila pass to the Chhota Tibet, and where the sleep of
the night is continually disturbed by the growling of the angry Indus rushing through glaciers and across high
stones and boulders to its tyrannical passage in the Punjab.
We passed by a difficult track across a crumbling mountain to the cave of Amarnath, where the dripping of
water from melting crystals had formed a snow image in the shape of a phallus which the superstitious go to
worship in thousands at a particular time of the year, believing it to be the penis of the Great God Shiva.
We went to Gulmarg, the valley of wild roses, to Khilanmarg, where the lilies of the field grow for miles and
miles, angelic and melancholy. We ascended to Aparwat, the highest peak in Kashmir, on top of which is a crystal
clear pool which echoes back the faintest whisper.
We saw Gandharbal and Hari Parbat, the Shalimar and the Nishat; we went everywhere, devouring the beauty
of Kashmir’s landscapes, trudging along its byways, loitering among its stars, squandering whole days and weeks
in search of exquisite moments.
And then, there was nothing left to do except to sail among the waterways of the valley, to seek new harbors
for our house-boat in the Dal lake and in the shadows of the various gardens, wherever the caprice of our idle
destinies directed the heart-shaped oars of our boatman.
A cousin of the poet of our company, a nobleman and courtier of His Highness the Maharaja, who had sought
us out in an obscure corner of the Dal and showered the blessings of fruit and meat and drink upon us with a
generosity that betokened his eminence and his affluence, offered us the hospitality of an island he possessed near
by.
Though grateful for his kindness, we had been finding the gentleman’s hospitality rather embarrassing, because
it involved us in a friendship with the great man which we could not spontaneously accept, for his grace was
rather a silly young man with the manners of a lout and high blood pressure in his opulent flesh. So we excused
ourselves by saying that we were intending soon to complete our tour of the valley by going in our kitchen boat to
the Wulwar. But it was not easy for us to escape from the tentacles that he spread around us by that slick and sure
turn of phrase that had so obviously carried him to his high position at court. He suggested that if we didn’t accept
his hospitality, he would like to accept ours and accompany us to Wulwar “in your kitchen-boat for a change,”
because, he said, “I am tired of this grand style in which I have to live, and would like to be one of you.”
We were so bounden to Nawab Zaffar Ullah, as the worthy was called, for the many favors he had heaped on
us that we naturally could not refuse him, even though he became more patronizing and added that not only would
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he like to come with us, but two of his most intimate friends would like to accompany us also, and that he would
like to supply provisions and order extra boatmen for our service on the way.
We were in for it, and we accepted all his offers, because it would have been more strenuous to find excuses
than to let ourselves become completely ineffectual pawns in his high hands. So, accompanied by him and his
friends, (a surly little judge of the High Court of Kashmir, and a most superficial young trader in hides and skins),
one evening we started.
The shades of night were falling and we floated between the heaven and the earth in a dream as yet slightly
disturbed by the Nawab and his companions.
The river flowed, and our boat flowed with it, without much help from our boatman, his wife, his sister or his
little daughter.
But we had hardly drifted down to the silent places of our hearts when dinner was announced.
The Nawab had brought a sumptuous meal prepared by his servants all ready to be served; rice colored and
scented with saffron, curried fowls perfumed with musk, and there were goblets of champagne, bottled in 1889.
Having compromised us into accepting his delicious food, it was only natural that the Nawab should deem it fit
to amuse us with the gifts of his speech. He told us a few dirty stories and then launched a discourse of which the
ribaldry was so highly spiced with a deliberate obscenity that whoever felt nauseated or not, I, at least, who have
never been overrighteous, turned aside, thought of the pride of my emotions, made my words the stars and
surrendered myself to the bosom of the night.
When we awoke at dawn our boat had unbarred the floodgates and glided into a veritable ocean of light. As far
as I could see, for miles and miles, the azure waters of the Wullar spread around us, a vast fluttering expanse of
mercury within the borders of the fiery sun-scorched hills.
The Nawab sought to entertain us with a song. But his voice cracked and only his two friends sat
appreciatively acclaiming his genius, while we wandered off to different parts of the boat, helping with the
cooking, dressing, or lazily contemplating the wizardry by which nature had written a poem of broken glass,
crumbling earth and blue-red fire.
For, truly, the Wullar is a magnificent spectacle under the red sky of morning.
I gazed upon the placid plain of this water spell-bound, enchanted. I lent myself to the whispers of the rippling
breeze that was awakening the sleepy lotuses; tempted by an unbearable desire to be one with it, I plunged
headlong into its midst and bathed in it to my heart’s content. Then I sat, watching the blandishments of the
elements from the shadow of a canopy under which the Nawab and his friends were playing cut-throat bridge.
By ten o’clock we had crossed the lake to Bandipur, a dull insignificant little village on the road to Gilgit, the
last stronghold of British Indian power before the earth ventures out into the deserts of Central Asia, uncharted
except by shepherds till the Soviets brought the steel plough of prosperity there.
The Nawab here ordered the Tehsildar to bring him ten chickens, five dozen eggs and some fruits for our
delectation. And he took us about to the drift houses of the village to show us, or rather to show himself off to, the
abject inhabitants of the township.
Our boatman came running and said that we should hurry because he wanted to row across the middle of the
lake before noon, as a squall generally arose in the Wullar everyday at noon, and it was likely to upset the boat if
the vessel hadn’t already crossed the danger zone before midday.
The Nawab abused him in Kashmiri, a language in which curses seem more potent than prayers.
We pressed the boatman’s point, and since His Grace could not swear at us, he said he would get a man on
begar to help the boatman and his family to row across the lake more quickly, and he tarried.
The boatman came again after half an hour and caught us all waiting impatiently for the Nawab’s return from a
visit to the lavatory. His Grace had suddenly thought it fit to have a haircut and a turkish bath in a hamam, not
caring what happened to us. When he did at last emerge from his ablutions, and heard not only the insistent
appeals of the boatman, but our urgent recommendations, he, as a mark of his favor, clemency, or whatever you
may call it, forthwith stopped a young lad of the village who was walking along the cobbled high street and
ordered him to proceed t our boat and help to row it to Srinagar.
“But Srinagar is fifty miles away, Sirer,” said the young man, “and my mother has died. I am on the way to
attend to her funeral.”
“You bloody swine, dare you refuse?” snarled the Nawab. “You are a liar!”
“No, Nawab Sahib,” said the man joining his hands. “You are like the God in mercy and goodness. Please
forgive me. I am footsore and weary after a twenty mile march in the mountains where I went to fetch my uncle’s
mare. And now my mother has died and I must see the Mullah about securing a place for her burial.”
“Run, run towards the boat,” bawled the Nawab, “or I’ll have you flogged by the police. Do you not know that
it is the kingdom of which I am a nobleman. And you can’t refuse to do begar.”
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“But, Sarkar!” murmured the young Kashmiri, his lips trembling with the burden of a protest which could not
deliver itself in the face of the Nawab which glistened not only with the aura of light that the barber’s massage
had produced, but with the anger which the man’s disobedience had called forth.
“Go to the boat, you son of an ass,” shouted the Nawab and raised his hand.
At the merest suggestion of the Nawab’s threat to strike, the young man began to cry, a cry which seemed
childish and ridiculous in a grown-up person, particularly because there were no tears in the boy’s large, wide
awake eyes. And he moaned: “Oh, my mother! Oh, my mother,” suddenly, mechanically, in a voice which seemed
to express more the racial cowardice of the Kashmiri, which has been bred by the oppression of one brutal
conqueror after another, than his own real hurt.
But the Nawab was too thick-skinned to see the hurt in the boy’s soul. He looked at the big eyes weeping
without tears, and heard the shrill crescendo of his cry, and began to laugh.
“Let us leave him, Nawab Sahib,” we said. “We will give the boatman a hand and can row across the lake to
safety if we hurry.”
“Wait, wait,” the Nawab said, as he caught hold of the man by his left ear and, laughing, dragged him towards
the boat.
The begari, who had begun to cry at the merest suggestion of a threat, howled the heavens down at the actual
touch of the Nawab’s hand o his body, while the Nawab, who had only laughed derisively at first, now chuckled
with a hoarse laughter which flushed his cheeks.
The man extricated his ear from the Nawab’s grasp as we were about five yards from the boat, and perhaps
because he thought he had annoyed His Grace by so overt an act of disobedience, he knelt down and, still
weeping and moaning, joined his hands and began to draw lines on the earth with his nose as a sort of penance for
his sin.
At this the Nawab burst out with redoubled laughter so that his face and his form seemed to swell to gigantic
proportions and tower above us all.
“Look!” he said, flourishing his hands histrionically without interrupting his laughter.
But the situation which had been tense enough before had become extremely embarrassing now as the man
groveled in the dust and rolled about, weeping, wailing, whining and moaning, and sobbing hysterically, with the
most abject humility.
“Don’t weep, don’t moan, fool,” said the Nawab, screwing up his eyes which were full of the tears of laughter,
and he turned to the boatman saying: “Lift the clown from there and put him on the boat.”
The boatman obeyed the commands of the Nawab, and His Grace having stepped up to the deck behind the
begari, we solemnly boarded the vessel.
The begari had now presumably half decided to do the work, as, crying his hollow cry and moaning his weird
moan, he spat on his hands and took up the oar.
The Nawab, who cast the shadow of his menacing presence on the boy, was more amused than ever and
laughed hysterically, writing and rumbling so that his two friends caught him in their grasp and laid him to rest
under the canopy. He sought to shake them off with the weight of his belly and with the wild flourishing of his
hands, and the reverberating groans of his speech came, muffled with continuous laughter, from his round red
cheeks.
The boat began to move, and as his oar tore the water aside, the begari ceased to cry and grieve with the same
suddenness with which he had begun.
“Look!” the Nawab bellowed, his hysterical fit ending in a jerky cough which convulsed him as a spark of
lightning shakes a cloud with thunder. “Look!” he said, and pointed towards the begari.
But the balls of his eyes rolled; suddenly his face flushed ghastly red and then turned livid, his throat twisted
like a hemp rope and his hand fell limp by his side.
We all rushed towards him.
One of his friends had put his hand on the Nawab’s heart, another was stroking his back.
A soft gurgle like the last faint notes of lightning reverberated from the Nawab’s mouth. Then there was the
echo of a groan and he fell dead. He had been choked by his fit of laughter.
The boat rolled on across the still waters of the Wullar the way it had come, and we sat in the terrible darkness
of our minds, utterly dumb and silent, till the begari began to cry and moan again:
“Oh, my mother! Oh, my mother!”
34.151 Come Rain, Come Storm\fn{by Sant Singh Sekhon (1908-1997)} Faisalabad, Faisalabad District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) 4
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Ever since Mangal Sillgh had joined the Army, Basant Kaur had to bring from the fields fodder for the shebuffalo. Luckily out of the past six months two had been months of the rainy season when meadow and fallowland were luxuriant with grass and after the day’s grazing the animals had needed very little feeding at home. And
Basant Kaur’s buffalo that had not calved yet did not get any. It had cost her only two rupees a month in wages of
the boy who daily led the herd of the village buffaloes and cows out to graze. For the last two months, however,
since the animal had calved and was not sent out to graze (and there was little pasture either at this time of the
year), it had to be fed on maize-stalks from the fields rented out to a share-cropper.
Basant Kaur’s mother-in-law old Maha Kaur, who had very little of sight left in her ancient eyes would watch
with a palpitating heart her youthful daughter-in-law move to and fro between the fields and the homesteads,
alone, without child or elderly escort. If Maha Kaur’s eyesight had been intact she could have put those eyes as
veritable sentinels on her daughter-in-law's path but, as it happened, she could with difficulty make out things
lying in the kitchen or in the courtyard.
“Evil times have set in, child,” she would warn the youthful Basant. “There is no protection for one’s honor
save one’s own good sense.”
“Don’t you worry, mother. The man is not yet born who would dare to lift an evil eye on me,” would be the
reassuring reply.
“O, Yes, if one’s own heart is in the right place, nobody will dare to look at one with evil intent.”
Basant Kaur’s heart was, of course, in the right place.
But not so was the heart of Gurdev Singh, the landlord’s son. For about a fortnight now after he had made sure
of Basant Kaur’s time of going out, he had taken to crossing her path daily in the fields warning her with a
clearing of his throat as he passed by. Though there was nothing yet in Basant’s mind of that sort, she did not
really resent this daily amorous gesture of Gurde. It rather aroused in her a feeling of pride and she laughed to
herself at the utter futility of it. Like a swimmer who rides in his strength against the rising tide of the stream,
Basant passed Gurdev and his cleared throat unscathed, returning home with a sense of triumph.
Mangal Singh had joined the army against the wishes both of his mother and his wife. But what else could he
do? Even though agricultural prices were high, what could he make from an occupancy-holding of five acres? He
could mingle his dust with the dust of the fields in toil, but the reward he got from it could not satisfy him. During
the past four years, his debts had gone up to about a thousand rupees, and if things continued like that for another
five years he was sure to be done out of the land that had descended to him from countless generations. The only
way he had seen out of it was to join the army.
This change had indeed been a good beginning. He paid off about half his debts out of the sale of his pair of
oxen. But what the home contained in the shape of Basant Kaur was more valuable than even the ancestral land,
and old Maha Kaur was very jealous of this wealth. If her old eyesight had been intact she would not have had
any real fears. But now, with Mangal Singh away, and she herself practically sightless, she felt Basant Kaur
utterly unprotected, like valuables lying scattered in an unlocked house. She had been willing to test the family’s
luck for another five years of toil in the fields, to live in stark poverty at home only if Mangal was there besides
Basant to gaurd her honor. But she could not prevail upon him.
Basant’s beautiful dark eyes had also Temained tearful for many days after Mangal Singh had left for the army.
She had been consoled when after about two months Mangal Singh had sent home by money-order the handsome
amount of fifty rupees—with which Maha Kaur had got winter clothes made for Basant Kaur’s child of about a
year old, and had allowed Basant to purchase for her another suit of fine cloth of her own choice. This had cost
them about thirty rupees and with the balance they had provided themselves with meal and oil-cake for the milkbuffalo, as a result of which the canister of ghee at home was daily growing fuller.
After about a fortnight of these wayside crossing of her path by Gurdev Singh, Basant began to feel that her
suit-clothes, though she had washed them more than twice during the past two weeks, had become more than
ordinarily drab. Accordingly, on about the sixteenth day she changed her suit after taking a more than ordinarily
elaborate bath, and as she left for the fields that afternoon, something in her mind told her mockingly that this
time instead of a guttural ahem a sigh would issue out of Gurdev Singh’s throat.
And it did so happen, more or less. When they met on the way Gurdev Singh did not just clear his throat.
Mustering courage, he spoke to her:
“Basant Kaur, it seems Mangal Singh has come home on leave.”
“No Sir, he hasn't,” Basant replied shyly.
“Then we may expect him tomorrow?”
“Not that we know of it at home,” Basant Kaur replied in the same low tone, with bended eyes, and quietly
passed by.
On about the third day Gurdev Singh, changing his tactics a little, came into the field where Basant was
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reaping the green cornstalks exactly at the moment when she had finished and was waiting for some passerby to
come and help her lift up the sheaf. Without being asked, Gurdev Singh came and helped her carry the sheaf to
her head. Her blood seemed to have frozen and without speaking a word, she carried the fodder home.
At home there was another repetition of the usual warning by Maha Kaur.
“Take care, daughter, that you are not beguiled by someone to disgrace the house. The ways of our village are
not good, and this son of the Jagirdar, particularly, is beyond any control.”
The warning went home with Basant Kaur. She felt herself to be on the horns of a dilemma. Only if the young
man himself came to his senses and left her alone! She vowed an offering of sweets to the Gurdwara if from now
Gurdev Singh gave up his pursuit of her. As regards Maha Kaur, she gave her the usual reassurance.
But about her dress she remained as careful as before. Every third day she would change her suit so far so that
one day a neighbor was led to remark:
“Are you going to bring in fodder for the cattle or to joint the Tian gathering.”
Even so she began to take the precaution of changing her time of going to the fields by a few minutes
everyday. With the result that Gurdev could seldom now come upon her at the time when he could help her lift the
reaped sheaf. They would come across each other somewhere on the way.
About a couple of weeks passed in this manner when a letter came from Mangal Singh in which he wrote of
coming home on leave in about a fortnight.
This was a great relief to Maha Kaur. Basant was also perceptibly affected naturally. She grew more expectant
with every passing day, and began now to resent Gurdev Singh’s movements too. A couple of times she refused
his proffered aid to lift her sheaf of fodder. One day after p1acing the sheaf on her head Gurdev Singh touched her
cheek with his fingers, and Basant dug him in the side in open resentment which, however, he accepted with a
smile.
But there was no difference in the care that Basant bestowed on her dress, not in the zeal with which Gurdev
Singh pursued her. On the other hand, as after a few days, he learnt through rumor that Mangal Singh was to come
home in about a week’s time, Gurdev Singh, finding time going against him, made up his mind to make some
further advances. He began to wait for her in the field of fodder. And then whi1e helping her lift the sheaf to her
head, he would make an amorous remark about her beauty or his hapless passion. Sometimes when such a remark
was made before the sheaf was lifted, Basant would ask him to leave her alone, and then he would content himself
with placing the sheaf on her head without any further remark.
Then one day, before he had placed the sheaf of fodder on her head, Gurde, Singh caught both of Basan’t
hands and fixed his gaze into her eyes.
“Leave me alone, Gurdev Singh,” Basant Kaur said with evident impatience. “Tomorrow my husband is
coming home,” she added.
Gurdev Singh let go of her hands involuntarily at this, and asked:
“How long will he be home on leave?”
“For a month,” was the matter-of-fact reply.
As Basant was coming home that day, there was again in her heart a feeling of some special triumph. Whether
it had been a victory over her own self or over Gurdev Singh, she did not clearly know herself.
The next day Mangal Singh arrived.
No more now was it Basant Kaur’s job to bring the fodder from the ficlds. And in the afternoon as Gurdev
Singh came to the usual rendezvous it was not Basant Kaur whom he found there but Mangal Singh, reaping the
cornstalks. His first reaction was that he should turn back his steps, but on second thoughts he deemed it wise to
go and speak to Mangal Singh.
“When did you come, Mangal Singh?” he asked as he came to where Mangal Singh was making an appearance
of pausing on his way.
“This very morning, Sardar Gurdev Singh,” Mangal Singh replied, asking in return. “What brings you here?”
“Just my aimless peregrinations,” Gurdev Singh said. “Who used to come for fodder before?” he pretended to
like to know.
“None else but Basant Kaur herself,” Mangal Singh replied humbly.
“Yes, that’s what I observed, too, once or twice. But you could have engaged some lad of the untouchables for
this,” Gurdev Singh suggested with a show of caste-sympathy.
“Oh, if I could afford that, I should not be knocking my head about in the Army, Sardar Gurdev Singh. But it
does not matter. Basant Kaur has not suffered impairment with this,” Mangal Singh said, in the tone of youthful
levity.
“How could there be any impairment in her in your absence?” Gurdev Singh remarked with increased facetiousness. “But now that you are here, there might well be some.”
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Mangal Singh smiled in reply, and Gurdev Singh left him to his work.
“How much longer, will you remain in the army, son?” inquired Maha Kanr one day of Mangal Singh.
“I am not going to get a pension mother, after this six months service,” Mangal Singh replied with implied
irony.
“Pension yon will get son, when you have grown quite an old man. But what will become of the house in the
meantime? I am an old tree on the bank of the river. You had better take Basant Kaur along with you.”
“So long as you are here, mother, I have no worry about the house or about Basant Kaur.”
"Worry you need not have any, and Basant Kaur also, though it is not wise to praise people in their presence, is
pure gold out of the crucible. But son, times are very bad.”
“Let them be,” Mangal Singh said, challenging the evil times on the strength of his mother and of his wife.
“But, son, at home also it is not impossible. You have repaid a hundred and fifty to the sahukar this time,
hardly four hundred remains to be paid. If we sell our buffalo that will wipe off the debt.”
“What will I do then at home?” asked Mangal Singh.
“You will work on the land, what else?”
It was so simple to Maha Kaur’s near-blind eyes.
“Don’t I need to buy a pair of oxen for five hundred then? And where will that five hundred come from?”
Maha Kaur had not thought of tbat.
“We are going to sell the buffalo in any case," said Basant Kaur, joining the conference. “In six months, my
other young buffalo will calve.”
This was the animal that Basant’s fatber had assigned to ber since it was a calf and was still feeding at his
house.
“But where will the oxen come from?” Mangal Singh repeated the question.
“Oxen?”
And Basant Kaur fell into thollght. After some moments she proposed:
“We will sell all my trinkets and things that will bring about five hundred, won’t it? I’ll have them made again
if our crops are good, with the grace of God.”
“No, daughter, I am not going to strip you of your things. No, not at any price,” returned Maha Kaur with an
emphasis born of superstition and of love. “If your crops are good. the debt of five hundred can be repaid too.”
“Look here, mother,” Mangal Singh said with an equally strong scepticism about fate. “We can’t depend upon
that. If we have a couple of good crops, no doubt. it will be possible to repay the debt. But what if they are not,
shan’t we sink deeper and deeper into debt then? And then we’ll be nowhere. I am now getting fifty five rupees a
month, come rain come storm, on the fifth of everv month, I get my fifty five. Rations are free. I can easily save
thirty five or forty a month. You look after the house and cover my rear. Don’t you, on the other hand, dishearten
me.”
This silenced the woman. Under pressure from his mother and his wife, Mangal Singh agreed to sell the
buffalo. It brought three hundred and fifty with which the family debt was wiped off.
The women had collected about twenty seers of ghee during the buffalo’s milking season. A day before
Mangal Singh was to depart for the army depot, Basant Kaur put the can on the fire to heat this ghee. On Mangal
Singh’s asking, she replied:
“Why? Won’t you need it at the cantonment?”
“Wah, what do I need it for, at the cantonment? We get ghee in our ration there,” Mangal Singh told them.
“Ashes would that ghee be.” Basant Kaur asserted, proud of her own saved pure animal-ghee. “How do we
know what they put in that ghee?”
“That must be vegetable ghee, son,” broke in Maha Kaur.
“But that hasn't reduced me, Basant,” he said, directing an amorous hint towards his wife. And then, addressing
both. he added: “And now you won’t have any milk at home. This ghee will last you six months to butter your
loaves with until Basant’s young-buffalo calves.”
Much against their wishes, the prevailed the women the can of ghee off the fire.
“But let us melt it even so.” Basant Kaur insisted.
“You may do it after I have left,” Mangal Singh replied, leaving no room for a change of mind.
Even so the women made a preparation for him of about two seers of ghee. And in the privacy of night, Basant
made to Mangal Singh the loving request:
“You must call me to the contonment now before long. Won’t you?”
And she squeezed him in her arms for emphasis.
“But who will look after mother?” Mangal Singh asked unromantically.
Basant had no reply to this question.
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“I do not like it here without you,” she said with a sigh and nestled in his bosom, like a bird seeking shelter in a
storm.
84.133 Excerpt from The Heart Dividedfn{by Mumtaz Shah Nawaz (1912-1948)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 6
… The great controversy began in India, the controversy that was to mould the destiny of the country and
affect the lives of millions of people, for the Lahore resolution of the Muslim League was the most talked of,
discussed, applauded and maligned subject of the day. Congressmen were up in arms against the proposed
vivisection of “Mother India” and the Congress leadership was emphatically against any such move. The Hindu
press denounced Partition in strong terms and some of the papers abused the League leadership while most of
them called the League plan “nothing short of Pakistan.” Muslim India gratefully accepted the definition, and
with each day that passed, the demand for Pakistan was voiced by a larger and a larger number of people.
Zohra returned to Amritsar with anguish in her heart. It seemed to her as if all that had been built up through
the years with slow and laborious efforts was crashing around her and she could not reconcile herself to it. Her
girlhood had been strongly influenced by the National Movement of 1930 and patriotic fervor had become a part
of her being. She had loved and idolized India as the motherland for which each of her sons and daughters must
live and die. Now she was face to face with a demand for its Partition and the demand came from her own people,
the ones she loved and cherished, from those whose integrity she could not question, from people like her father
and her uncle, Saeed and Habib. She was profoundly unhappy and could not find an interest in anything.
Even her work became distasteful to her and she turned away from it with a feeling of nostalgia. Each day she
sat for many hours in her room thinking deeply about things and arriving at no conclusion. Who was right and
who was wrong? She had seen for herself the tremendous political and anti-imperialist awakening among the
Muslim people, and no one could deny that it had become a great force. And yet this force demanded separation.
Theirs was a patriotic fervor reminiscent of the days of 1930 and yet it was a fervor for Pakistan. Pakistan: the
name was stranger for her and did not arouse a deep tenderness like the word “India;” yet for millions of people it
had already become the promised land and she could see that the adherents of the new idea were growing daily.
She began to read carefully both the Congress and Muslim League newspapers and in either she found little to
console her. They seemed to be abusing each other more and more, and vied with one another in intolerance and
prejudice.
Then a strange thing began to happen. She noticed that the Muslim students in her own college were avoiding
her, At first she thought that it was just her imagination, but soon whispers of “Miss Jamaluddin is anti-League”
and “she hates the thought of Pakistan, she’s Congress, you know” came to her ears. As if to counteract this
attitude, the Hindu and Sikh girls, and a very few “nationalist” Muslims began to pay her greater attention, but to
her the attitude of this group was as deplorable as that of the other.
“Ya Allah,” she thought, “what are we coming to? This division has entered all our hearts, this hatred is
spreading. Where shall it lead us? Where can it lead us?” And she was more miserable than ever.
She tried to study the speeches of the leaders, she tried to read each and every book she could lay her hands
upon, but still she found no answers to the questions that haunted her mind. If the Muslim League was reactionary
and pro-British, how had it roused the patriotic fervor of the Muslims and why was it rescuing the Punjab
Muslims from the clutches of today’s Unionists? If the Congress was truly national and non-communal in its
outlook, then why were the Muslims leaving its fold at the very time when their political consciousness was
growing by leaps and bounds? On the other hand, if the League was truly patriotic, why was it strengthening the
foreigners’ hands by demanding Partition?
She could find no reply to these questions and with each day that passed, the anguish in her heart grew more
intense.
Meanwhile, the war in Europe was no longer phony. The Fascist hordes had let loose all their fury, overrun the
Netherlands and broken into France and the whole world seemed to tremble with apprehension.
And then she met Ahmed. She went one Sunday afternoon to the house of Professor Ilmuddin and found him
entertaining some guests to tea.
“Come in, come,” he said cordially when he saw her standing at the door.
“Ah! I’m sorry. I didn’t know you had a party.”
“Come right in, my dear, and meet my friends. We’re all delighted to see you. Now let me present my friends,”
and he introduced her to all his guests except one about whom he said, “and surely you know Ahmed Hussain?”
Zohra looked up to see a face that was remarkable more for its rugged strength than its beauty.
“I—I don’t think I—” she began.
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“You wouldn’t remember,” said the young man with a smile, “you were only about that high,” his hand was
two feet from the ground and she laughed.
“Really?”
“His father worked with yours for many years,” said Professor Ilmuddin.
“He was Sheikh Saheb’s head clerk, and I, the boy who sometimes came to play with, Habib. Now do you
remember?”
“Oh yes, of course, I do and once when—”
“Once when one of Habib’s friends pulled your hair, I came to the rescue.”
“We’re old friends then,” she said and sat down near him. “But, what have you been doing all these years?”
“Among other things, I was teaching at a college in Lahore, before I got a better job here.”
“Were you? But—but didn’t you ever come to the house?”
“I did. I came to pay my respects to Sheikh Saheb several times.”
“But—but—I—we—never met you.”
“Now I wonder why?” He was smiling again. “Perhaps it was because it’s all very well for children to play
together, but a head clerk’s son is not quite the company for the daughter of a rich landholder!”
His tone was light but she flushed.
“What nonsense!” she said spiritedly. “On the contrary, perhaps the young intellectual snob did not think the
landholder’s daughter worth meeting!”
“Touché!” he bowed. “I’m sorry,” he said. “I stand corrected. Shall we call a truce?”
“Yes, let’s!” she smiled again. “Long ago I forgot all that nonsense about who’s who and who’s what!”
They both laughed and he passed her some cake and that was how their friendship began.
He came to see her at the college and they talked of many things. A few days later, he invited her to tea at his
house and she met again the dear old lady with snow-white hair, his mother. She remembered her so well,
invariably thrusting a sweet or two into her hands whenever she used to call on her many years ago. His mother
insisted on calling her “Zohra Bibi” and she flushed and begged her to call her by name.
“I’ll call you Auntie if I may,” she said, and the old lady was delighted.
Ahmed and his mother had rented half a bungalow. There was a little lawn on one side bordered with orange
and eucalyptus trees and here they sat on wicker chairs after the hot sun had gone down. Those were the days of
Dunkirk and the talk inevitably turned on the War.
“The world is hanging before our eyes,” said Zohra. “No one knows what the coming months will bring. One
thing is certain,” he said, “that Britain is up against it and if she wishes to survive she must try to rally around her
the freedom-loving people of the world.”
“I think that the freedom-loving people of many countries already sympathize with her.”
“That’s partly true, but Asia’s vast resources of men and material and American and Russian help can only be
won if she gives up imperialism.”
“What about us? We don’t, we can’t sympathize with Hitler and Mussolini!”
“We don’t, but we must be free before we can help the others.”
“Ahmed, where are you?” they heard someone calling and a moment later three young men walked out on the
lawn.
“There you are,” said one. “I’ve looked in every room.”
“Let me introduce you to Miss Zohra Jamaluddin.”
“Ah! So this is the young lady Rajindar talks so much about.”
“Oh, do you know Rajindar?” asked Zohra.
“I do, and my name is Prakash and this is Yusuf and this—but surely, you know Vijay?”
Zohra looked at the last-named for the first time and gasped for he reminded her so much of—
“Vijay!” she exclaimed, “not—not—Moroni’s little brother?”
“The very same. How are you Zohra Apa?”
“Oh, Vijay, I’m so happy to meet you again.”
“I too.”
“Ahmed,” said Prakash, “we came to ask you to be sure to come to the meeting on Sunday. Perhaps you would
like to come too?” he asked turning to Zohra.
“What’s it all about?”
“It’s a meeting in Chhehartta for the workers there. A trade union meeting, but some students are coming also,
Vijay among them.”
“I’d love to come. Perhaps you will be good enough to take me, Ahmed?”
“Certainly, but you’ll have to come in a tonga. I don’t own a car.”
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“I like tongas.”
*
“Miss Saheb,” said the college maid coming up to her at 4 o’clock on Sunday afternoon. “There’s a man
waiting for you outside. A man in a tonga. He—he says you are going out with him,” she added doubtfully.
“Yes, that’s right. Tell him to wait. I won’t be a minute.”
“There you are,” said Ahmed as she came out of the gate. “Come on, princess, my one-horse vehicle awaits
you!”
“Don’t call me princess in that tone. I know you don’t mean it as a compliment!”
“I certainly don’t!”
“Is that so? Well, Professor, since your intellectual highness condescends to take out a—a—”
“A spoilt little girl!”
“A spoilt little girl—she may teach you a thing or two!”
“I’m sure she will.”
They both laughed and he helped her into the tonga.
“To tell you the truth,” he said gently, “you were a sort of princess for me in the days gone by. When you were
about seven years old, you ruled all the little boys with your rosy cheeks and naughty eyes.”
“You too?”
“I was one of your most faithful adherents. A little older than most of the others, I used to stand on one side,
awkward and tongue-tied, aching for some opportunity to protect you and to show you how brave I was but you
were quite merciless. ‘Oh, Ahmad,’ you would say, in your lisping voice, ‘you always stand in a corner like one
who’s been punished and you are so big and dark—just like a big bear.’”
“Did I really?”
“Oh yes! And so many other things. You were terribly spoilt, and yet it needed but the sight of a cheeky
youngster’s hand upon your dark curls for me to rush to your rescue!”
“After a few years you disappeared.”
“I was fifteen when I went to college, and soon after I’d taken my degree, my father died.”
“Ah! And then?”
“But for your father’s kindness. I would not have been able to continue my studies. Sheikh Saheb is a
wonderful man.”
“Yes he is, in so many ways … only nowadays …”
“Nowadays what?”
“Oh I don’t know, it’s … it’s just these wretched political matters …
He looked at her closely. “You sound unhappy about something Zohra.”
“I am unhappy, very unhappy!”
“Tell me.”
“It’s come into everything, just everything, the hatred and the division … Oh, Ahmed, you can’t imagine what
it’s like seeing my own family! … There was a time when we had so many Hindu friends. In fact when we first
came out of purdah, there were more non-Muslims at our social gatherings than Muslims. And now … why we
are even meeting them less … less and less.”
“I know.”
“Then coming to the political side—when they talked about safeguards for Muslims one could sympathize,
although I always felt that it was overdone. But now … complete division … Pakistan! It doesn’t make sense
somehow … and yet, they have awakened the Muslims, and in the Punjab they are becoming anti-imperialist for
the first time since 1919.”
“That is true.”
“And they have a faith and a fervor that is remarkable.”
“Also … there’s something else …”
“Yes?”
“I’ve always been with Congress and loved and admired it, but in recent years there have been so many sins of
omission and some of commission towards the Muslims.”
“We can’t deny that.”
“No, we can’t.”
“And not just that, the ministries left a great many election pledges unfulfilled; their agrarian policy has been
very half-hearted and inadequate for the peasants and their attitude towards the workers, especially in Kanpur and
Ahmedabad, deplorable.”
“All this is very true.”
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“More and more Muslims have left them and now even the younger Muslims are leaving. Just imagine the
girls in my college have begun to shun me because I’m Congress.”
“You poor dear, how dreadful for you.”
“I wouldn’t mind but for the fact that the Hindu and Sikh girls have ‘taken me up’ and it is as if a battle were
raging over me! But above all, it’s the confusion in my mind that’s worrying me. I’m all in a muddle.”
“So are a great many people, Zohra. Perhaps I can help you.”
“Oh please, if you only would!”
“Well, no time is as good as now and we have another half an hour before we reach Chhehartta. I’ll try to
explain a few things.”
“Please do.”
“What is it you want most for India, freedom and greatness, is it not?”
“Yes.”
“And the unity of the country?”
“Yes.”
“But that means the unity of the people, does it not? For mere geographical unity means nothing. In that sense
the whole world is a unit, a Europe or an Asia. Am I not right?”
“Quite right.”
“Nor does history have any frontiers. Kabul was a part of India for a long time and on the other hand northern
India and the Deccan have seldom been under one government.”
“That’s so.”
“Well then it’s the unity of the people that matters.”
“What would you rather have—a people who have the right to make new frontiers, who may even make them,
and yet peace and harmony continues, or that the country remains geographically one by force and the people
continue to fight among themselves?'
“Oh I wouldn’t want either. I’d like the country to remain one and the people to be united also.”
“But that cannot happen by force or coercion. Tell me, are the people united today?”
“No.”
“Yet the country is geographically one. Then why are the people disunited? Can you blame only the Muslim
League for this?”
“No it’s … because the leaders on both sides … are … are always quarreling … if only they could be truly
national—”
“Truly national. There you have an idea, Zohra. Let’s examine it. What is nationalism? Love for one’s homeland?”
“I suppose so.”
“Do the Muslims feel it any less than the Hindus?”
“I suppose not.”
“The trouble is that in India nationalism has begun to mean thinking and living according to Congress and in
that way only. We are apt to forget that those who think and live differently also love their homeland just as
much.”
“I don’t quite see.”
“Let me put it in a different way. India is vast and has many peoples, many cultures, religions and languages.”
“Yes.”
“If we tried to impose a single culture or way of life on all those people, it would be disastrous—just like
taking the colors and designs out of a lovely carpet and making it a single color. The people would resent it and
rebel against if for each section of people in this land is anxious to preserve its own language, culture, traditions
and way of life. Therefore India is a multi-national State.”
“A what?”
“A multi-national State. A state with a great many slogans. Not merely political awakening, because the more
politically awakened a people become, the more they are desirous of developing their own arts and industries and
propagating their own way of life.”
“I see, I see now.”
“That is why you are confused. The Congress awakened the people, a great majority of whom were Hindus,
and it was but natural that their art, their language, and their philosophy develop and come into greater prominence. The Muslims began to feel that their language, culture and religion would be swamped, and so when the
Muslim League brought them political consciousness, they began to do all that they could to develop their own art
and literature. They also had the natural fears of a minority and kept demanding safeguards so as to preserve their
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own way of life and combat their impotence. The Hindus resented this for they thought the Muslims were putting
impediments in the way of freedom—hence the clash.”
“I begin to see. But how can unity come about?”
“It could have come about if some political party had presented the people a great social ideal and worked
boldly for it, some system by which the lot of the common man could have been improved. That would have at
least reduced the glaring inequalities and made the rich less rich and the poor less poor. And also some system by
which each section of the people could have voluntarily united and yet had the liberty to live and develop in its
own way. The Congress should have done this, but it has failed miserably.”
“And?”
“And the rise of the League and the demand for Pakistan is a consequence. Let me explain it historically. After
the so-called Mutiny of 1857, the Muslims, who took a major part in it, were a crushed and beaten people.”
“My father told me all that long ago and also how the Hindus first took to education and trade and industry—”
“Industry and trade. There’s the crux of it. The trading class among the Hindus took to it first in the ports of
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras; then it began to spread and new industries were opened up in fresh places. But
invariably the existing industrialists and traders or their friends and relations were the ones who began in the new
place and took control of the trade and industry there as well, for they had the backing of the great banks and the
existing industrialists. Others who tried to come it were generally wiped out in no time.”
“And so?”
“And so a certain class of people, mostly Hindus, and that too one class of Hindus, some Parsis and others
from Bombay and Calcutta control the whole trade and industry of the country.”
“I see.”
“The Muslims among others are hardly in it and they resent this. Some of them have dared to come in, but a
very few have succeeded for it’s impossible to compete with the established concerns. The Muslim feudal lords in
the north and east see the growing power of the industrialist and are afraid. The Muslim worker has a natural
resentment against the owner. The Muslim middle class seeing no openings for its young men in trade and industry, has turned to the services, but there again the Hindus who took to Western education earlier came in first and
they invariably help their relations or friends to get in; then the Muslim demands safeguards and percentages and
the Hindu resents this … and so on. So the Muslims are dissatisfied, the rich, the middle class and the poor … and
when a political party arises that says it will safeguard their rights, they flock to it.”
“So many things become clear now.”
“Good. The Muslims demand safeguards and to counteract the growing power of the others, they demand more
and more safeguards. The Hindus instead of letting them have what they want, to satisfy them once and for all and
thus to allay their suspicions, are resentful and … the result, a clash again. The Muslims begin to think that they
will be swamped and lose their identity in this vast land or worse still that they will become a “lower caste.”
Whether their feelings are justified or not is another matter; the fact remains that’s what they think. They also
remember that there are vast tracts in this country where they are in a majority and they demand the separation of
these tracts, lands where they may live in their own way and develop their own arts, and industries without being
dominated or ruled by anyone—their reasons, as you have seen, are cultural and economic as well as religious.
And there you have the cry for Pakistan which is an expression of the freedom-urge of the Muslim people.”
“You’ve explained it all very well. But there are one or two things. To begin with you say India has many
nations. Does religion make a nation?”
“Of course, most Muslim say it does, but to my way of thinking, religion is one of the factors that makes a
nation; language, culture, habits and so many other factors also count.”
“Would you make nationality territorial?”
“I would for cultural units.”
“And you would give each nationality the right of self-determination?”
“Yes.”
“Then shall we put it this way that the people of north-western and north-eastern India could demand
Pakistan.”
“That would be certainly more logical.”
“And so the people of Rajasthan, Ur, Bihar and others could all demand separate states.”
“Yes, where they form cultural units they could.”
“Then the whole of India would be split up.”
“Of course not. If it was worth their while to stick together, they would.”
“How would you decide.”
“By a people’s plebiscite.”
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“I see. Then if the plebiscite in some areas goes in favor of Pakistan those areas would form Pakistan.”
“Yes.”
“But all would vote, not only Muslims.”
“Yes. But in effect in the areas, where they are in a majority, the will of the Muslims would count.”
“They would break away from India.”
“Not necessarily. If India was generous and had vision and made it worth their while to stay, and if the
Muslims were wise enough to see the advantages of remaining united, they would not break away and there
would be a free Pakistan in a free India. Otherwise …” he shrugged his shoulders. “You can’t keep people
together by force. They must have the right of self-determination.”
“What should we do now?”
“All true patriots must strive for unity between the two great national organizations—the Congress and the
League—and unity can only come about on the basis of self-determination.”
“Do many people like you think this way?”
“Some, and we are trying to convince others.”
They had turned into a side road and now they began to pass through a tiny bazaar of small houses and shops.
“Here we are,” he said, and helped her down from the tonga. At some distance on either side of the bazaar and
in front could be seen factory buildings. It was obvious that they had been built any-which-way,\fn{ The text has:
anyhow.} without any planning. The smoke that arose from the chimneys sank towards the earth again in heavy
waves and mingled with the dust and the heat. They walked down the street and then they saw a large open place
to the right of them. It was barren, bereft of any grass or trees and not very clean. The dust was flying around in
little eddies and garbage heaps dotted it. But at some distance ahead of them, a large number of people had
collected and over their heads flew a red flag. They had come to the meeting.
“Are they all communists?” she asked.
“By no means, what makes you think so?”
“The red flag—” she began.
“Is the labor flag over the world?” he smiled. “You forget the British Labor Party …!”
“But here?”
“Some are communists, others are socialists, many are Congressmen and there are some Muslim Leaguers as
well. All are workers, and belong to the trade unions.”
It was unlike anything she had ever seen before, there was none of the pomp and show of Congress meetings
with their elaborate loudspeaker arrangements and their smart men and women volunteers. There was no decorated pandal like those in which League meetings were held and no long line of cars belonging to the visitors. Some
thousand workers had gathered together and a few students had joined them. Half a dozen chairs were grouped
round a table at which the President was sitting and the flagpole had been fixed in the ground. But the strangest
thing of all was the zeal on the faces of the Leaguers. Nowhere had she seen this look of rapt attention, this
oblivion to all else, as she saw on the faces here and in the eyes that were brimming over with the hope of the
hopeless.
They made their way round the crowd and one of them vacated his chair for Zohra. A few heads were curiously turned in her direction and that was all. The rest were absorbed in the song that a worker with a curiously sweet
voice was singing and when he came to the chorus they all joined in.
North and South and East and West
We’ll keep our banner flying.
This song shall be upon our lips
When on the scaffold dying.

Then the President rose to speak and she hardly heard the first part of his speech for the words of the song
were still ringing in her ears, but after a while his strong voice penetrated her consciousness.
“We build the loveliest houses, but we live in hovels, and we weave the finest silk, but our wives and children
are clad in rags.”
She could see again the workmen, almost naked, with only dirty loin-cloths tied around them, laying brick
upon brick of her new home in the June heat … and she could hear again the cry of a beggar woman in December.
'My child is dying of cold, Bibiji, for my husband earns only eight annas a day—a warm piece of cloth, for the
love of Allah. No schools for our children, no hospitals for our sick, no old-age pensions. Work, work, work from
morning to night, twelve hours, thirteen hours and we are tired—so tired.”
She shuddered to think of bodies that had no leisure and minds that knew no recreation.
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“All we make is a rupee a day, and no work on Sundays, and now the prices are rising—rising,” he continued.
“A rupee a day? she thought, and may be a wife and children to feed! It would not even fetch enough bread …
and what about salt, sugar, oil and cloth?”
“Are there no labor laws as in other lands, no maximum hours of work?” she whispered to Ahmed who stood
near her.
“Very few, and the War is an excuse for the abeyance of even those.”
“But all this does not discourage us brothers,” the worker president went on, “for there are so many of us. So
many of us the whole world over. We are a majority, we workers, we tillers of the soil and hewers of the wood, we
who build and weave and construct—and in other lands the workers are winning their battle for a decent life, and
the right to the fruits of their toil. And we, we too must unite and close our ranks and rise and demand our rights
and then nothing can stop us for we shall build a new world, brothers, a new world where hunger, want and
ignorance are no more.”
The whole gathering broke into a triumphant song …
“We shall build a new world,” they sang and their eyes shone as if it were a new dawn.
There were many speeches, poems and songs, and it was almost dusk before they began their journey back to
Amritsar. She was very silent, for her mind had been to the full that day.
“A new land—Pakistan!” said the Leaguers.
“A new India—Free India!” said the Congressmen.
“A new world!” cried the workers.
And she thought of Iqbal’s words: “Change alone hath stability.”
Her eyes were thoughtful and he smiled and let her think.
78.310 Lajwanti\fn{by Rajinder Singh Bedi (1915-1984)} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
After the great holocaust when people had washed the blood from their bodies they turned their attention to
those whose hearts had been torn by the partition.
In every street and by-lane they set up a rehabilitation committee. In the beginning people worked with great
enthusiasm to rehabilitate refugees in work camps, on the land and in homes. But there still remained the task of
rehabilitating abducted women, those that were recovered and brought back home; and over this they ran into
difficulties. The slogan of the supporters was “Rehabilitate them in your hearts.” It was strongly opposed by
people living in the vicinity of the temple of Narain Bawa.
The campaign was started by the residents of Mulla Shakoor. They set up a Rehabilitation of Hearts
Committee. A local lawyer was elected president. But the more important post of secretary went to Babu Sunder
Lal who got a majority of eleven votes over his rival. It was the opinion of the old petition writer and many other
respectable citizens of the locality that no one would work more zealously than Sunder Lal, because amongst the
women abducted during the riots, and not recovered, was Sunder Lal’s wife, Lajwanti.\fn{ The lajwanti is the touchme-not, whose leaves fold up if touched.}
The Rehabilitation of Hearts Committee daily took out a procession through the streets in the early hours of the
morning. They sang as they went along. Whenever his friends Reasalu and Neki Ram started singing The Leaves
of Lajwanti Wither With the Touch of Human Hands,\fn{A Punjabi folk song.} Sunder Lal would fall silent. He would
walk as if in a daze. Where in the name of God weas Lajwanti? Was she thinking of him? Would she ever come
back? … And his steps would falter on the even surface of the brick-paved road.
Sunder Lal had abandoned all hope of finding Lajwanti. He had made his loss a part of the general loss. He
had drowned his personal sorrow by plunging into social service. Even so, whenever he raised his voice to join
the chorus, he could not avoid thinking, “How fragile is the human heart.”: exactly like the Lajwanti, one only has
to bring a finger close to it and its leaves curl up.
He had behaved very badly towards his Lajwanti; he had allowed himself to be irritated with everything she
did—even with the way she stood up or sat down, the way she cooked and the way she served his food; he had
thrashed her at every pretext.
His poor Lajo who was as slender as the cypress! Life in the open air and sunshine had tanned her skin and
filled her with an animal vitality. She ran about the lanes in her village with the mercurial grace of dew drops on a
leaf. Her slim figure was full of robust health. When he first saw her, Sunder Lal was a little dismayed. But when
he saw that Lajwanti took in her stride every adversity including the chastisement he gave her, he increased the
does of thrashing. He was unaware of the limit of human endurance. And Lajwanti’s reactions were of little help;
even after the most violent beating all Sunder Lal had to do was to smile and the girl would break into giggles: “If
you beat me again, I’ll never speak to you.”
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Lajo forgot everything about the thrashing as soon as it was over; all men beat their wives. If they did not and
let them have their way, women were the first to start talking … “What kind of man is he! He can’t manage a chit
of a girl like her!”
They made songs of the beatings men gave their wives. Lajo herself sang a couplet which ran somewhat as
follows:
I will not marry a city lad—city lads wear boots
And I have such a small bottom.

Nevertheless the first time Lajo met a boy from the city she fell in love with him; this was Sunder Lal. He had
come with the bridegroom’s party at Lajwanti’s sister’s wedding. His eyes had fallen on Lajweanti and he had
whispered in the bridegroom’s ear, “Your sister-in-law is quite a saucy morsel; your bride’s likely to be a dainty
dish old chap!” Lajo had overheard Sunder Lal. The words went to her head. She did not notice the enormous
boots Sunder Lal was wearing; she also forgot that her behind was small.
Such were the thoughts that coursed round Sunder Lal’s head when he went out singing in the morning
procession. He would say to himself, “If I got another chance, just one more chance, I would really rehabilitate
her in my heart. I could set an example to the people and tell them—these poor women are not to blame, they
were victimized by lecherous ravishers. A society which refuses to accept these helpless women is rotten beyond
redemption and deserves to be liquidated.” He agitated for the rehabilitation of abducted women and for
according them the respect due to a wife, mother, daughter and sister in any home. He exhorted the men never to
remind these women of their past experiences because they had become as sensitive as the Lajwanti and would,
like the leaves of the plant, wither when a finger was pointed towards them.
In order to propagate the cause of rehabilitation of hearts, the Mulla Shakoor Committee organized morning
processions. The early hours of the dawn were blissfully peaceful—no hubbub of people, no noise of traffic. Even
street dogs, who had keep an all-night vigil, were fast asleep beside the tandoors. People who were roused from
their slumbers by the singing would simply mutter Oh, the Dawn Chorus, and go back to their dreams.
People listened to Babu Sunder Lal’s exhortations sometimes with patience, sometimes with irritation. Women
who had had no trouble in coming across from Pakistan were utterly complacent, like over-ripe cauliflowers.
Their men-folk were indifferent and grumbled; their children treated the songs on rehabilitation like lullabys to
make them sleep again.
Words which assail ones ears in the early hours of the dawn have a habit of going round in the head with
insidious intent. Often a person who has not understood their meaning will find himself humming them while he
is about his business.
When Miss Mridula Sarabhai arranged for the exchange of abducted women between India and Pakistan, some
men of Mulla Shakoor expressed their readiness to take them back. Their relatives went to receive them in the
market place. For some time the abducted women and their men-folk faced each other in awkward silence. Then
they swallowed their pride, took their women, and rebuilt their domestic lives. Rasalu, Neki Ram and Sunder Lal
joined the throng and encouraged the rehabilitators with slogans like

Long Live Mahinder Singh!
Long Live Sohan Lal!
They yelled till their throats were parched.
There were some people who refused to have anything to do with the abducted women who came back. “Why
couldn’t they have killed themselves? Why didn’t they take poison and preserve their virtue and their honor? Why
didn’t they jump into a well? They are cowards, they clung to life …”
Hundreds of thousands of women had in fact killed themselves rather than be dishonored … how could the
dead know what courage it needed to face the cold, hostile world of the living—a hard-hearted world in which
husbands refused to acknowledge their wives. And some of these women would think sadly of their names and the
joyful meanings they had … “Suhagwanti (of marital bliss)”—or they would turn to a younger brother and say,
“Oi Bihari, my own little darling brother, when you were a baby I looked after you as if you were my own son.”
And Bihari would want to slip away into a corner, but his feet would remain rooted to the ground and he would
stare helpless at his parents. The parents steeled their hearts and looked fearfully at Narain Bawa; and Narain
Bawa looked equally helplessly at heaven—the heaven that has no substance but is merely an optical illusion, a
boundary line beyond which we cannot see!
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Miss Sarabhai brought a truck-load of Hindu women from Pakistan, to be exchanged with Muslim women
abducted by Indians. Lajwanti was not amongst them. Sunder Lal watched with hope and expectancy till the lastr
of the Hindu women had come down from the truck. And then with patient resignation plunged himself in the
committees’ activities. The committee redoubled its work and began taking out processions and singing both
morning and evening, as well as organizing meetings. The aged lawyer, Kalka Prasad, addressed the meetings in
his wheezy, asthmatic voice. (Rasalu kept a spittoon in readiness beside him; strange noises came over the
microphone when Kalka Prasad was speaking.)
Neki Ram also said his few words. But whatever he said or quoted from the scriptures\fn{ The Hindu scriptures,
Vedas, so called because they were originally written in Vedic, an early form of Sanskrit, the earliest portions of which were probably
brought with the Aryan invaders of India between 1300 and 1000BC .} seemed to go against his point of view. Whenever the

tide of battle seemed to be gong against them, Babu Sunder Lal would rise and stem the retreat He was never able
to complete more than a couple of sentences. His throat went dry and tears streamed down his eyes. His heart was
always too full for words and he had to sit down without making his speech. An embarrassed silence would
descend on the audience. But the two sentences that Sunder Lal spoke came from the bottom of his anguished
heart and had a greater impact than all the clever verbosity of the lawyer, Kalka Prasad. The men shed a few tears
and lightened the burden on their hearts; and then they went home without a thought in their empty heads.
One day the Rehabilitation of hearts Committee was out early in the afternoon. It trespassed into an area near
the temple which was looked upon as the citadel of orthodox reaction. The faithful were seated on a cement
platform under the peepul tree and were listening to a commentary on the Ramayana.\fn{One of two original Hindu
epic poems, probably begun in the third century BC .} By sheer coincidence Narain Bawa happened to be narrating the
incident about Rama overhearing a washerman say to his errant wife: “‘I am not Sri Ram Chandra to take back a
woman who has spent many years with another man’—and being overcome by the implied rebuke, Ram Chandra
had ordered his own wife Sita, who was at the time far gone with child, to leave his palace.”
“Can one find a better example of the high standard or morality?” asked Narain Bawa of his audience. “Such
was the sense of equality in the Kingdom of Rama that even the remark of a poor washerman was given full
consideration. This was true Ram Rajya—the Kingdom of God on earth.”
The procession had halted near the temple and had stopped to listen to the discourse. Sunder Lal heard the last
sentence and spoke up: “We do not want a Ram Rajya of this sort.”
“Be quiet! … Who is this man? … Silence!” came the cries from the audience.
Sunder Lal clove his way through the crowd and said loudly, “No one can stop me from speaking!”
Another volley of protests came from the crowd. “Silence! … We will not let you say a word.” And someone
shouted from a corner: “We’ll kill you!”
Narain Bawa spoke gently, “My dear Sunder Lal, you do not understand the sacred traditions of the Vedas.”
Sunder Lal was ready with his retort: “I understand at least one thing: In Ram Rajya the voice of a washerman
was heard, but the present-day protagonists of the same Ram Rajya cannot bear to hear the voice of Sunder Lal.”
The people who had threatened to beat up Sunder Lal were put to shame.
“Let him speak,” yelled Rasalu and Neki Ram. “Silence! Let us hear him.”
And Sunder Lal began to speak: “Sri Rama was our hero. But what kind of justice was this, that he accepted
the word of a washer man and refused to take the word of so great a Maharani as his wife?”
Narain Bawa answered: “Sita was his own wife; Sunder Lal, you have not realized that very important fact.”
“Bawaji, there are many things in this world which are beyond my comprehension. I believe that the only true
Ram Rajya is a state where a person neither does wrong to anyone nor suffers anyone to do him any wrong.”
Sunder Lal’s words arrested everyone’s attention. He continued his oration. “Injustice to oneself is as great a
wrong as inflicting it on others … even today Lord Rama has ejected Sita from his home … only because she was
compelled to live with her abductor, Ravana … what sin had Sita committed? Wasn’t she the victim of a ruse and
then of violence like our own mothers and sisters today? Was it a question of Sita’s rightness and wrongness, or
the wickedness of Ravana? Ravana had ten heads, the donkey has only one large one … today our innocent Sitas
have been thrown out of their homes … Sita … Lajwanti …” Sunder Lal broke down and wept.
Rasalu and Neki Ram raised aloft their banners: schoolchildren had cut out and pastted slogans on them. They
yelled, “Long Live Sunder Lal Babu.” Somebody in the crowd shouted, “Long Live Sita—the queen of virtue.”
And somebody else cried, “Sri Ram Chandra …”
Many voices shouted, “Silence!” Many people left the congregation and joined the procession. Narain Bawa’s
months of preaching were undone in a few moments. The lawyer, Kalka Prasad, and the petition writer, Hukam
Singh, led the procession towards the great square—tapping a sort of victory tattoo with their decrepit walking
sticks. Sunder Lal had not yet dried his tears. Sunder Lal had not yet dried his tears. The processionists sang with
great gusto:
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“The leaves of Lajwanti wither with the touch. …”
*
The dawn had not yet grayed the eastern horizon when the song of the processionists assailed the ears of the
residents of Mullah Shakoor. The widow in house 414 stretched her limbs and being still heavy with sleep went
back to her dreams. Lal Chand who was from Sunder Lal’s village came running. He stuck his arms out of his
shawl and said breathlessly: “Congratulations, Sunder Lal.” Sunder Lal prodded the embers in his chillum and
asked, “What for, Lal Chand?”
“I saw sister-in-law Lajo.”
The chillum fell from Sunder Lal’s hands, the sweetened tobacco scattered on the floor. “Where did you see
her?” he asked, taking Lal Chand by the shoulder.
“On the border at Wagah.”
Sunder Lal let go of Lal Chand. “It must have been someone else,” he said quickly and sat down on his
haunches.
“No, brother Sunder Lal, it was sister-in-law Lajo,” repeated Lal Chand with reassurance. “The same Lajo.”
“Could you recognize her?” asked Sunder Lal gathering bits of the tobacco and mashing them in his palm. He
took Rasalu’s chillum and continued: “All right, tell me what are her distinguishing marks?”
“You are a strange one to think that I wouldn’t recognize her! She has a tattoo mark on her chin, another on her
right cheek and …”
“Yes, yes, yes,” exploded Sunder Lal and completed his wife’s description: “The third one is on her forehead.”
He sat up on his knees. He wanted to remove all doubt. He recalled the marks Lajwanti had had tattooed on her
body as a child; they were like the green spots on the leaves of the Lajwanti, which disappear when the leaves curl
up. His Lajwanti behaved exactly in the same way; whenever he pointed out her tattoo marks she used to curl up
in embarrassment as if in a shell—almost as if she were stripped and her nakedness was being exposed. A strange
longing as well as fear wracked Sunder Lal’s body. He took Lal Chand by the arm and asked, “How did Lajo get
to the border?”
“There was an exchange of abducted women between India and Pakistan.”
“What happened?” Sunder Lal stood up suddenly and repeated impatiently. “Tell me, what happened then?”
Rasalu rose from the charpoy and I his smoker’s wheezy voice asked, “Is it really true that sister-in-law Lajo is
back?”
Lal Chand continued his story: “At the border the Pakistanis returned sixteen of our women and took back
sixteen of theirs … there was some argument … our chaps said that the women they were handing over were old
or middle-aged … and of little use. A large crowd gathered and hot words were exchanged. Then one of their
fellows got Lajo to stand up on top of the truck, snatched away her dupatta and spoke: “Would you describe her
as an old woman? … Take a good look at her … Is there one amongst those you have given us who could measure
up to her?” And Lajo Bhabi was overcome with embarrassment and began hiding her tattoo marks. The argument
got very heated and both parties threatened to take back their “goods”. I cried out, “Lajo! … sister-in-law Lajo!”
There was a tumult … our police cracked down upon us.”
Lal Chand bared his elbow to show the mark of a lathi blow. Rasalu and Neki Ram remained silent. Sunder Lal
stared vacantly into space.
Sunder Lal was getting ready to go to the border at Wagah when he heard of Lajo’s return. He became nervous
and could not make up his mind whether to go to meet her or wait for her at home. He wanted to run away; to
spread out all the banners and placards he had carried, sit in their midst and cry to his heart’s content. But, like
other men, all he did was to proceed to the police station as if nothing untoward had happened. And suddenly he
found Lajo standing in front of him. She looked scared and shook like a peepul leaf in the wind.
Sunder Lal looked up. His Lajwanti carried a dupatta worn by Muslim women; and she had wrapped it round
her head in the Muslim style. Sunder Lal was also upset by the fact that Lajo looked healthier than before; her
complexion was clearer and she had put on weight. He had sworn to say nothing to his wife but he could not
understand why, if she was happy, had she come away! Had the government compelled her to come against her
will?
There were many men at the police station. Some were refusing to take back their women. “We will not take
these sluts, left-over by the Muslims,” they said. Sunder Lal overcome his revulsion. He had thrown himself body
and soul into this movement. And there were his colleagues Neki Ram, the old clerk, and the lawyer, Kalka
Prasad, with their raucous voices yelling slogans over the microphone. Through this Babel of speeches and
slogans, Sunder Laj and Lajo proceeded to their home. The scene of a thousand years ago was being repeated: Sri
Ram Chandra and Sita returning to Ayodhya after their long exile. Some people were lighting lamps of joy to
welcome them and at the same time repenting of their sins which had forced an innocent couple to suffer such
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hardship.
*
Sunder Lal continued to work with the Rehabilitation of Hearts Committee with the same zeal. He fulfilled his
pledge in the spirit in which it was taken and even those who had suspected him to be an arm-chair theorist were
converted to his point of view. But there were many who were angry with the turn of events. The widow in
number 414 wasn’t the only one to keep away from Lajwanti’s house.
Sunder Lal had nothing but contempt for these people. The queen of his heart was back home; his once silent
temple now resounded with laughter; he had installed a living idol in his innermost sanctum and sat outside the
gate like a sentry. Sunder Lal did not call Lajo by her name; he addressed her as a goddess—Devi. Lajo responded
to the affection and began to open up, as her namesake unfurls its leaves. She was deliriously happy. She wanted
to tell Sunder Lal of her experiences and by her tears wash away here sins. But Sunder Lal would not let her
broach the subject. At night she would stare at his face. When she was caught doing so she could offer no
explanation. And the tired Sunder Lal would fall asleep again.
Only on the first day of her return had Sunder Lal asked Lajwanti about her “black days.”
“Who was he?”
Lajwanti had lowered her eyes and replied, “Jumma.” Then she looked Sunder Lal full in the face as if she
wanted to say something. But Sunder Lal had such a queer look in his eyes and started playing with her hair. Lajo
dropped her eyes once more.
Sunder Lal asked, “Was he good to you?”
“Yes.”
“Didn’t he beat you, did he?”
Lajwanti leant back and rested her head on Sunder Lal’s chest. “No … he never said a thing to me. He did not
beat me, but I was terrified of him. You beat me, but I was never afraid of you … you won’t beat me again, will
you?”
Sunder Lal’s eyes brimmed with tears. Sin a voice full of remorse and shame he said, “No, Devi … never … I
shall never beat you again.”
“Goddess!” Lajo pondered over the word for a while and then began to sob. She wanted to tell him everything,
but Sunder Lal stopped her. “Let’s forget the past: you did not commit any sin. What is evil is the social system
which refuses to give an honored place to virtuous women like you. that doesn’t harm you, it only harms the
society.”
Lajwanti’s secret remained locked in her breast. She looked at her own body which had, since the partition,
become the body of a goddess. It no longer belonged to her. She was blissfully happy; but her happiness was
tinged with disbelief and a superstitious fear that it would not last.
Many days passed in this way. Suspicion took the place of joy: not because Sunder Lal had resumed ill-treating
her, but because he was treating her too well. Lajo never expected him to be so considerate. She wanted him to be
the same old Sunder Lal with whom she quarreled over a carrot and who appeased her with a radish. Now there
was no chance of a quarrel. Sunder Lal made her feel like something fragile, like glass which would splinter at the
slightest touch. Lajo took to gazing at herself in the mirror. And in the end she could not longer recognize the Lajo
she had known. She had been rehabilitated but not accepted. Sunder Lal did not want eyes to see her tears nor ears
to hear her wailing.
And still every morning Sunder Lal went out with the morning procession. Lajo, dragging her tired body to the
window would hear the song whose words no one understood:
“The leaves of Lajwanti wither with the touch of human hands.”
77.132 The Boss Came To Dinner\fn{by Bhishm Sahni (1915-2003)} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) 5
Mr. Shamnath had invited his boss to dinner. Neither he nor his wife could pause even to wipe the perspiration
from their faces. The wife, in a dressing gown, her tangled hair tied in a knot, her make-up all smudged, and he,
pencil and paper in hand and smoking cigarette after cigarette, ran from room to room, ticking off items in a long
list.
By five, they had succeeded in putting some semblance of order into the arrangements. Chairs, tables, side
tables, napkins, flowers, they were all there in the verandah, neatly arranged. A bar was improvised in the drawing
room. Now they turned their attention to the bric-à-brac in the room, either shifting them behind the almirahs or
shoving them under the bedsteads. Suddenly a problem reared up before Shamnath. What about mother? Till now
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neither he nor his wife had thought of it. Shamnath pivoted on his heels and asked his wife in English: “And what
about mother?”
The wife, interrupting her work, did some hard thinking. “We’ll send her to the neighbors. She can stay there
for the night. We’ll bring her back tomorrow.” Shamnath, cigarette dangling between his lips, screwed up his eyes
and looked at her thoughtfully. “No, that won’t do. I want to give a wide berth that hag. If mother stays the night
with her, she will again start coming to your house. We will tell mother to finish her meal early and retire to her
room. The guests won’t start coming before eight.”
The proposition was apt—and to the liking of both. But suddenly the wife said, “But if she falls asleep and
starts snoring! Then? Her room is next to where dinner will be served.”
“We’ll ask her to close the door and I’ll lock it from the outside. Or, better still, I’ll ask mother not to fall
asleep. She must keep sitting.”
“But suppose she does fall asleep. You never know how long dinner will last. In any case, you won’t leave the
bar before eleven.”
Shamnath threw up his hands in irritation. “She was jolly well going to visit her brother and you stuck your
nose in. Wanted to keep up appearances before your friends. Now we are in a soup.”
“Bah! Why should I earn a bad name by coming between mother and son. I wash my hands of this affair. Do as
you please.”
Mr. Shamnath held his peace. This was no time for bandying words, but for cool thinking. He turned round and
looked at mother’s room. Her room opened onto the verandah. As his gaze swept over the verandah a thought
flashed through his mind. “I’ve got it!” he said. Promptly he strode towards mother’s room. With her back set
against the wall, mother was sitting on a low wooden chowki, her face almost covered with the dopatta. She was
telling her beads. Since morning she had been fluttery at the goings-on in the house. The big boss from her son’s
office was coming to their house, and she was anxious that everything should go well.
“Mother, finish your meal early this evening. The guests will be here at seven-thirty.”
Mother slowly uncovered her face and looked at her son. “Son, I won’t take my meal today. You know very
well I abstain from eating when flesh is cooked in the house.”
“Anyway, anyway, retire to your room early.”
“All right, son.”
“And mother, I will receive the guests in the drawing room and till ten you stay put in the verandah. When we
move into the verandah you will quietly slip into the drawing room through the bathroom.”
For an instant mother looked at her son, speechless; and then she said faintly: “All right, son.”
“One thing more, mother. Do not go to sleep so early. Your snores carry far.”
Mother felt abashed. “I can’t help it son,” she said. “I have difficulty in breathing since my last illness.”
Mr. Shamnath had fixed everything. But he still felt anxious. The arrangement did not seem fool-proof. What if
the boss took it into his head to step into the verandah? There would be about ten guests, mostly his Indian
colleagues and their wives. Any one of them may like to use the bathroom. Oh, what a nuisance! He brought up a
chair and placing it by the door said, “Mother let’s see how you look in this chair.”
Mother nervously fingered her beads, adjusted her dopatta over her head, and sat down in the chair.
“Oh, God. No, mother, no. Not like this. Not with your feet up. It’s not a cot. It’s a chair, a chair.”
Mother dangled her feet.
“And for God’s sake, don’t walk about barefooted. And don’t wear those wooden sandals of yours. One day
I’ll throw them away.”
Mother was silent.
“And what will you wear, mother?”
“I’ll wear what I have. I’ll wear what you ask me to.”
The cigarette still hanging from his lips, Mr. Shamnath surveyed his mother with half-closed eyes, trying to
decide what his mother should be made to wear for the occasion. He was a stickler for decorum and orderliness in
the house. He ran the house and had the final say in everything. Where the pegs should be fixed in the walls, in
what corner the bedsteads should be placed, what should be the color of the curtains, which sari his wife should
put on, what should be the shape of the tables—Mr. Shamnath was meticulous about the smallest detail. He was
apprehensive lest he should have to hang down his head in embarrassment if the boss came face to face with
mother. He looked at mother from head to foot, and said, “Better wear white kameez and shalwar. Just go and
dress up. Let’s see how you look in them.”
Mother got up slowly and went into her room.
Shamnath turned to his wife and said in English, “Mother is quite a problem. There’s no end to her oddities. If
something goes wrong and the boss takes offense, it will upset the applecart.”
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Mother came out in white kameez and white shalwar. Short, shriveled, lack-luster eyes, only half of her sparse
hair covered with the dopatta. She looked only slightly improved.
“That will do,” Shamnath said looking dubious. “If you have any bangles, put them on too. There’s no harm.”
“I’ve no bangles, son, you know that. I had to sell all my jewelry for your education.
Mr. Shamnath flared up. “Why do you make a song of it, mother?” he said. “Why carry on about it. Just say
that you don’t have any. Why bring in the question of my education. The jewelry was sold to good purpose. I’ve
not come back an idler, I’ll pay you back double of what you spent on me.”
“May my tongue be reduced to ashes, son! Does a mother ever ask a son to pay back? I did not mean it. Had I
the bangles I would have worn them all the time.”
Now it was past five-thirty. Mr. Shamnath had to take his bath and get into his dinner suit. The wife was
getting ready in her room. Before leaving, Shamnath again instructed his mother. “Mother, don’t sit mute as you
always do. If the Sahib\fn{Holy one.} comes your way and asks you anything reply to him properly. Don’t keep
sitting like a dumb creature.”
“I am illiterate, son. I can neither read nor write. You tell them that your mother is ignorant, a dim wit. That
may save the situation.”
As time passed mother’s heart started pounding heavily. If the boss came to her and asked her some question,
how would she cope with the situation? She was quite scared of her English Sahib even from a distance, and this
one, they said, was an American. God only knew what sort of questions he would ask her and what replies she
would give. She felt like going away to her widow-friend, but lacked the courage to defy her son’s orders. She
kept sitting there dangling her legs from the chair.
Mr. Shamnath’s dinner had reached the crescendo of success. The topics changed with every change of drinks.
Everything was going swimmingly. The Sahib liked the Indian concoctions and the Memsahib the curtains, the
sofa covers, the décor. What more could the hosts ask for? The sahib had shed his reserve and regaled the
audience with anecdotes. He was as jovial now as he was unbending and starch-stiff in the office. His wife in a
black gown, a rope of pearls round her neck, wearing a loud perfume was the cynosure of the women-guests. She
laughed, she nodded, and was so free with Mrs. Shamnath; as if they were old friends.
In this conviviality nobody realized how time flew; it was now ten-thirty.
They came out of the drawing room, Mr. Sahamnath leading the way and the boss and the other guests
following.
Reaching the verandah Mr. Shamnath stopped short. What he saw was sufficient to make him weak in the legs.
His smile vanished. Outside her room mother was sitting exactly as Mr. Shamnath had left her, but both her feet
were on the seat and her head swayed from side to side. She snored, heavily. When her head fell to one side her
snores became louder, and when she awoke with a jolt she again started swaying from side to side. The end of the
dopatta had slipped from her head and her thin hair lay in confusion over the bald portion of her head.
Mr. Shamnath’s gorge rose. He felt like giving her a wild shaking and then pushing her into her room. But the
boss and the other guests were standing by and he could not have it out with her.
The wives of the other guests tittered and the boss said, “Poor dear.”
Mother woke up, flustered. Seeing so many people around her she got so confused that she could not utter a
word. She covered her head, and getting up awkwardly she stood before them with downcast eyes. Her legs shook
and her fingers trembled.
“Mother, please go to sleep. Why do you keep awake so late?” Ashamed, he looked at the boss.
The boss was in a jovial mood.
He smiled, and said, “Namaste.”
Mother almost shrank into herself. Hesitantly she tried to fold her hands in greeting. But one hand was inside
the dopatta, with which she held her beads and her effort looked clumsy. Shamnath was annoyed.
The boss extended his right hand, and mother looked at it, alarmed.
“Mother, shake hands with the Sahib.”
But how could she? She was holding the beads in her right hand. In confusion, she placed her left in the
Sahib’s right hand. Shamnath seethed with rage. Someone tittered.
“Not like that, mother! Don’t you know how to shake hands? Your right hand, please.”
But by now the boss was shaking her left hand saying, “How are you?” “Say, mother, ‘I’m quite well, thank
you.’”
Mother mumbled something. Someone giggled again.
The crisis passed. The boss had saved the situation. There was laughter and some attempts at witticism.
Shamnath’s anger too started ebbing.
The Sahib was still holding mother’s hand and she was standing there utterly confused.
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Shamnath thought an explanation was called for. “My mother’s from a village,” he said. “She has lived in a
village all her life. That’s why she is feeling so shy.”
“Is that so?” the Sahib said cheerfully. “I like village folk. I guess your mother must be knowing folk-songs
and folk dances.” The boss nodded his head approvingly and eyed mother.
“Mother, the Sahib wants you to sing. An old song. You must be knowing so many.”
“I can’t sing,” mother said in a weak voice. “Have you ever heard me singing?”
“Be a sport, mother. Does one ever refuse a guest? If you don’t sing the Sahib may feel offended. See how
keenly he is waiting.”
“But I don’t know any song. I know nothing of singing.”
“Just sing a couplet or two. That pomegranate song, for instance.”
The Indian colleagues and their wives clapped their hands at the mention of this song. Mother looked with
imploring eyes, first at her son and then at her daughter-in-law.
“Mother!” The son was getting impatient. She could detect a touch of asperity in his tone.
There was no way out. She sat down in the chair. In a feeble cracked voice she started singing an old wedding
song. The ladies burst into laughter. After singing two lines mother pathetically trailed into silence.
The verandah resounded with applause. The Sahib would not stop clapping. Shamnath’s annoyance suddenly
changed into joy. Mother had introduced a new note into the party.
After the clapping stopped the subject suddenly veered round to village industry products of the Punjab and the
boss wanted to be enlightened on the point.
Mr. Shamnath was bubbling with joy. The sound of clapping was still ringing in his ears. “We have so many of
them,” he said getting expansive. “I’ll collect a complete set of you. You’ll like it, I am sure.”
“No, no, I’m not talking of these bazaar things,” the boss said, shaking his head. “I mean those thing which are
made in Punjabi homes, things which women-folk make themselves.”
Mr. Shamnath thought for a moment. “The girls make dolls and … and women make phulkari.”
Mr. Shamnath inefficiently tried to explain that a phulkari was a sort of embroidered piece of cloth and then
giving up the effort as hopeless he turned to his mother. “Mother, do we have an old phulkari in the house?”
Mother went in and returned with one.
The boss examined it with keen interest. It was an old phulkari, its threads had come off in several plays, and
the cloth almost crumbled at the touch. Shamnath said, “Sir, this one is almost threadbare. I’ll have a new one
made for you. Mother. You will make one for the Sahib, of course. Mother, Sahib is very much interested in
phulkari. Make a similar one for him.”
Mother was quiet. Then she said timidly, “My sight is not the same as before. Old eyes feel the strain.”
“Of course, mother will make one for you,” Shamnath said interrupting his mother. “You’ll be pleased to see
it.”
The Sahib nodded his head, thanked mother and proceeded towards the dining table. Other guests followed.
When they had settled down to dinner, mother quietly slipped into her room. No sooner had she sat down than
her eyes flooded with tears. She kept wiping her eyes with the dopatta but the tears wouldn’t stop, as if the floodgates of years of old pent up feelings had suddenly burst open. She tried to control herself, folded her hands
before the image of the gods, prayed for the long life of her son, but like monsoon showers the tears kept flowing.
It was midnight. The guests had departed one by one. but mother kept sitting with her back set against the wall.
All the excitement was over and the quietness of the locality had also descended on the house. Only one could
hear the rattling of plates in the kitchen. Someone knocked at the door.
“Mother, open the door.”
Her heart sank. She got up in great trepidation. Had she made another mistake? She had been cursing herself
for a long time for having dozed off in the verandah. Had her son not forgiven her for it? She opened the door
with trembling hands.
“Shamnath hugged her wildly. “Ammi, you have done wonders today. The Sahib was mighty pleased with you,
Ammi, my good Ammi!”
Her frail body looked even more puny against Shamnath’s heavy frame. Tears came to her eyes. Wiping them
she said, “Son, send me to Hardwar. I’ve been asking you for a long time.”
Shamnath’s face darkened. He let go of her. “What did you say, mother? Again harping on the same theme?”
He was getting angrier. “So you want to discredit me before others so that they will say that the son cannot
give shelter even to his own mother.”
“No, son, you live with your wife, in joy and comfort. I’ve come to the end of my life. What will I do here?
The few days that are left to me. I would like to spend in meditation. Please send me to Hardwar.”
“If you go away who’ll make the phulkari for the boss? I promised him one in your presence.”
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“Son, my eye-sight has become feeble. It can’t stand any strain. You have the phulkari made by some one else.
Or buy a ready-made one.”
“Look, you won’t let me down like this, mother. Do you want to spoil the whole thing? If the Sahib is pleased
he’ll grant me a raise.”
Mother was silent for a minute. Then suddenly she said: “Will he give you a lift in the office? The Sahib will
give you a lift? Did he say so?”
“He did not say anything. But didn’t you see how pleased he was with me. He said when you start making the
phulkari he’ll himself come and watch it being made. If the boss is pleased I may get an even higher post. I may
become a big official.”
Her complexion started changing, and gradually her wrinkled face was suffused with joy.
“So you are going to get a lift in the office, son.”
“It’s not so easy, mother. If only I could please the boss. Thee are others too, ready to cash in on their
opportunities.”
“Then I’ll make one for him. “I’ll … I’ll somehow manage it, son.”
Silently she prayed for her son.
“Now go to sleep mother,” Mr. Shamnath said as he turned towards the door.
117.7 Countrywoman\fn{by Ahmed Nadeem Qasmi (1916-2006)} Anga, Khoshab District, Punjab Province, Pakistan
(M) 3
“It’s come!” somebody spoke out of the throng. Everyone moved two paces ahead, as if they would drop into a
ditch if they did not.
“Which number’s that?” asked an elderly woman from the back of the multitude.
“It’s number Five,” said a paan wallah\fn{A note reads: A betel-leaf (paan) seller, often recognizable by his stained clothes .}
standing behind her. The woman, straightening up with a start, plunged into the rush and forced ahead, making
herself the focus of attention rather than the bus.
“What a rustic witch that is,” said a person massaging his chin. “She has split my jawbone!”
“Have you gone nuts?” cried out another victim. Meanwhile, the bus pulled in and the conductor-boy, banging
the door open, announced:
“Let the ladies come first!”
The woman had by now reached the middle of the throng, which grudgingly formed a double row to let her
pass through. She raised the chadar\fn{A note reads: A plain wrap-around, usually of cotton cloth, worn by women as well as
men.} over her head, caressed her hair, and looked around like a conqueror. Pouching a border of her chadar, she
said to the boy,
“Child, your mom must have given you birth reciting the Bismillah!”\fn{A note reads: Arabic for “In the name of
Allah;” it is an incantation used when starting any task.}
“Now get in; grandma!” said the boy, with a blush.
“I’d have cut my way anyhow through the rest of the people. But you have uttered something equal to a
thousand rupees,” she said while inching towards the bus-door.
Setting her foot on the first step, she collapsed and clung to the second one as if she had gone breathless on
climbing to a great height. The boy pulled her up and placed her on a seat facing the door. The bus was then
packed with passengers and the boy pressed on to the other end.
*
The old woman raised herself a bit from the seat and, touching it with her fingers, exclaimed, “How soft it is!”
As the wheels started turning, she found sitting on her right side a fair-faced lady in a spotless, milk-white sari,
with gold-rimmed glasses on her nose and a white leather handbag hanging by her arm. The fair-face was looking
out of the window, but when the old woman tried the same, she had a whirling sensation in the head. Everything
outside seemed to be running in reverse. Wiping her eyes, she looked straight and felt relieved. Tapping on her
seat-fellow’s knee with her forefinger, she said,
“Do not look out, your head will start spinning!”
The fair-face said with a smile, “My head does not spin!”
“But mine did,” said the old woman.
“If you feel the spin, do not look out. But since I don’t, I will,” said the fair-face.
“If you do not look out, would you still not feel the spin?” the old woman asked.
On the seat in front, another woman’s head was visible with a yellowish flower tucked in the hair. The old
woman bent forward to get a closer view. Again she tapped with her finger and whispered to the fair-face,
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“Is it real or fake?”
“It’s fake,” she said.
“If it’s fake, then it must be real gold,” said the old woman.
“It’s golden in color,” said the fair-face.
“Appears to me it’s been freshly plucked from a bush,” said the old woman.
“Then it must be real,” said the fair-face, looking out of the window.
The old woman kept wondering for some time. Looking back at her seat-fellow, she tapped at her knee again.
“What is it this time,” she said, puckering her eyebrows.
“It’s odd, but when you look out, it’s my head that goes in a spin!” said the old woman.
The fair-face produced a feeble smile.
“Listen!” said the old woman.
“Eh?” she puckered her eyebrows again.
“A lady, aren’t you one?” asked the old woman.”
“What do you mean?” She seemed to have minded this.
“From the hospital. Don’t you work there?” explained the old woman.
“No, I don’t.”
“Then what are you?”
“Eh?”
“I meant what do you do?”
“Nothing!”
“No, you must be doing something,” said the old woman moving her head to and fro.
“Get your ticket, grandma!” the conductor-boy spoke from over her head.
“Yes, I need one,” said the old woman, pulling the border of her chadar.
“Where do you want to?” asked the boy.
“I’ll go home, sonny!”
The boy had a big laugh. The fair-face too gave a smiling look to the old woman. The boy said, addressing
every one in the bus,
“I ask grandma where she wants to go and she says she’ll go home.”
This time all the passengers laughed with him. The boy had had great fun, so he softly admonished the old
woman,
“Every one is going home, grandma. Just tell me the stop where you want to get down.”
“Walton,” she said, “my home’s a village across the road.”
The boy pulled out a ticket and said,
“Five annas and a half, please!”\fn{A note reads: The anna is an old coin, one sixteenth of a rupee and equal to four paisas.
[The paisa is the smallest Indian coin.]}
“Five annas and half?” she asked, untying the knot on the border of her chadar, “Ghaunsa told me the fare’s
four annas one-way. That’s why he gave me this little chavanni.”\fn{There is a quarter-rupee coin, small and circular in
shape, called the chavanni, which is worth four annas.}
She held out her hand, clutching the circular four-anna piece between her fingertips.
“No, Grandma,” said the boy. “Not four but five and a half anna’s the fare.” Speaking in a sharp tone the old
woman replied,
“Why, when everyone on earth is charged four annas, should I pay more. I am no heavier than a bundle of
bones. Take this chavanni.”
“Here’s some old fuss!”
The boy’s attitude suddenly changed and, turning to the entire lot in the bus, as if they had assembled for the
purpose, he started making a regular speech:
“I should say that the government must make a law that only those persons, male or female, who have passed
the elementary school level are entitled to travel by bus. Now look at her. She has boarded at the Mayo Hospital
stop and wants to go all the way to Walton, yet is not ready to pay the due fare for it, because somebody has given
her only a four-anna piece.”
“Why somebody?” the old woman said innocently. “It was my own Ghaunsa.”
The boy resumed his speech with a chuckle.
“Yes, because Ghaunsa gave her only this small circular coin. Now, who will put it into her head that the bus
belongs to the state and not to Mr. Ghaunsa? If it were his, he’d have charged no more than four annas.”
“Why? He wouldn’t charge me anything at all,” said the old woman. “He’s my brother’s son and earns his own
living, bringing milk to the city every day. I came on his horse-cart in the morning. Never mind four annas, he
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didn’t charge me four paisas! How dare he? I have brought him up in my own lap. His wife’s younger sister is
sick in hospital and I thought of looking her up, returning on the cart with him. But the girl’s condition had got
worse, so he had to stay back. He gave me this coin asking me to go home by bus. Now, you may give me a plain
bench seat or even a place on the floor. A countrywoman can sit anywhere. Sure, you are charging more for this
soft cushion.”
“No, grandma, everyone has a cushion to sit on,” said the boy.
The old woman asked in a confused state of mind, “Then whatever is left for me to do?”
“Fish out another anna and a half,” he said curtly.
“Out of nowhere?” she said, “I’m telling you I came empty-handed from my place. This coin too comes from
Ghaunsa, whom I will pay back tomorrow.”
Visibly restraining himself, the boy said,
“I want it today, now that I have already pulled out the ticket from the pad and punched it, too. Quick, please.
Many stops have gone by and new passengers have joined. I have to issue tickets to all of them. If a ticket-checker
comes up, I’ll be ruined. Come on chaps, someone should make her realize the situation. She is going to Walton
and would not pay even for the Model Town stop. On top of it, she says nothing doing more than a chavanni.”
The woman with the flower in her hair said, “Women like that have to be given a body-search. They keep a lot
of small change hidden in their pockets.”
The old woman shrieked back, “Are you my daughter-in-law to know what I keep in my pockets? By placing a
cheap flower on your head, you cannot get sense into it, my queen.”
The flowered woman could only grind her teeth in reply.
The old woman was pulled back to her seat by the fair-faced lady.
“What a fussy old woman,” someone remarked.
“Who was that?” She turned back and surveyed the entire bus from end to end. “Let him say that again and I
shall pull out his tongue down from its root and throw it away on the road!”
The fair-face shuddered and shrank back as if a real bleeding tongue had been hurled over her head and sent
out of the window at her side. By now the boy, after handing tickets to newly-arrived passengers, had come back
to the old woman to get the rest of the fare. He spoke in a sterner tone.
“Will you or will you not pay me another anna and a half?”
“Now you are talking like a police officer. Let the rest be paid tomorrow. I’ll make sure you get it as soon as
you arrive at Walton in the morning. I’ll come early and wait for you at the stop. I'll clear the loan and you can
check if the coins are genuine or not!”
“Look at this one,” the boy appealed.
Then all of a sudden, his tension was relieved when he saw an elderly gentleman wearing a clean set of clothes
beckon him to the rear of the bus.
The old woman tapped her seat-fellow’s knee again and said to her:
“You see all this, don’t you?” She said, pacifying her,
“The fare, to be sure, is five annas and a half. The bus belongs to the state and the boy is only a state servant. If
he takes even a paisa less from anyone, he has either to pay it out of his own salary or get sacked.”\fn{ Fired.}
“O my God! What have I done to the poor boy,” said the old woman, turning an affectionate look towards him.
“I’ve always earned my living by my own hand. Why should I rob anyone of his own rightful earnings and just
for six paisas? How could I know Ghaunsa had pulled a fast one on me? But he wouldn’t know either. He comes
to the city on his own cart. What should be done now?”
“Do like this,” said her seat-fellow, unzipping her handbag, “you can …”
Meanwhile the boy passed by again and the old woman said to him, “Dear kid, I didn’t know you’d—”
“Forget it, grandma. We are square now. You may get down at Walton,” he assured her.
The old woman was happy to hear that but she still wanted to placate the boy.
“Didn’t I tell you, your mother had given you birth reciting the Bismillah? But I wonder how you have
accepted the same little chavanni after raising such a hue and cry over the fare?”
“The matter has been closed with full payment,” he said.
“But how?” the old woman was sad once again.
“I have received the rest of the fare,” he informed.
“But from whom?”
“From that Chaudhry Sahib\fn{A note reads: Refers to a village elder who owns considerable land and is respectfully greeted .}
at the back,” he pointed to the elderly gentleman.
“Why?” The old woman raised a worried query.
“Out of pity,” he said.
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The old woman tried to get up but fell back on the seat.
“Pity? Who did he take pity on?” she was greatly excited.
“On you! Who else?”
The old woman flared up and said with a shriek.
“I must have a good look at the kind-hearted man.”
The fair-faced lady zipped up her bag again and stared at the old woman who had suddenly stood up, holding
the seat-back, and then grasping the rail overhead. Addressing the elderly fellow, she said.
“Did these six paisas toss about in your pocket, sir, that you have thrown them at me like a bone to a dog?”
“'This is the outcome of goodness,” someone remarked.
The clean-clad gentleman turned clayey in the face while the old woman carried on.
“You are trying to be generous, aren’t you? You have showered pity on me, who has spent sixty, maybe
seventy years sowing seeds in the soil and then waiting for them to blossom into ripe corn. You have put six
paisas in the palm of someone who has dug so much earth that it would rise mountain high if it was all put
together. Don’t you have a mother or sister at home to extend your generosity to? Couldn’t you find an eyeless
beggar on the road as you came? Aren’t you ashamed of pouring pity on a countrywoman?”
She then turned to the boy.
“Hand him back the six paisas, he has spat on me; and let me get down right here. I know how to get home on
foot.”
The old woman was mum after this, and only the bus engine purred. When it pulled in at the next stop, she
dashed to the door regardless of the ladder and steps and fell in a heap on the hard surface of the road. Getting up
again, she dusted down her chadar and headed for Walton with unbelievable alacrity. Somebody said from inside
the bus,
“What a boorish old woman!”
10.27 & 70.30 1. Maa Ji 2. Ya Khuda: Two Short Stories\fn{by Qudrat Ullah Shahab (1917-1986)} Gilgit, Gilgit
District, Gilgit-Baltistan Province, Pakistan (M) 19
1
Maa Ji’s age was somewhat uncertain. Years ago, when Lyallpur district was being colonized, poor people
from all over the Punjab flocked in their thousands to this new colony to get land. Areas like Lyallpur, Jhang and
Sargodha were known as the semi-arid regions of the Punjab.
At that time Maa Ji was about ten or twelve years of age, therefore she must have been born in the last decade
or so of the previous century.
Her ancestral home was a village called Maneela in the Ropar area of Ambala District. Her parents had a few
acres of land there. In those days the Sarhind Canal was being dug from the River Sutlej in Ropar, and my
grandfather’s few acres were absorbed by the Canal. He was entitled to claim compensation from the British
Government and in this connection he went into Ambala City a number of times. However, being a simple peasant
he could not even find his way to the relevant offices, and had no idea of the procedure required for filing his
claim. So he gave up the attempt altogether, washed his hands off his fields, so to say, and began to work as a
laborer in the digging of the canal.
One day he heard news about the new colony in the semi-arid regions, where new settlers were to get free land.
So my grandfather set off on foot for faraway Lyallpur, with his wife, two sons, and his daughter, Maa Ji.
Along the way they supported themselves by working on a daily wage basis. Grandfather would get
employment at various places either as a porter or as a wood cutter. Grandmother and Maa Ji would spin thread
for housewives, or plaster people’s mud huts for them. They did not even know the exact route to Lyallpur, so
they would wander from place to place, taking weeks to travel distances which should have taken them only days.
After about two months they arrived at Jaranwala, which was not too far from Lyallpur, but they had no way of
knowing this. They were utterly exhausted after so much physical labor, and their feet were badly swollen because
of having walked on foot for such a long distance. They rested at Jaranwala for some months. Grandfather carried
sacks all day at the grain-market, while Grandmother spun thread and sold it, and Maa Ji looked after the house,
which was a tiny mud hut.
Eld-ul-Zuha, the annual festival of sacrifice, arrived. Grandfather had saved up some money by then. He gave
Maa Ji three annas as an Eld gift, and this was the first time that she had possessed so much money. She simply
could not decide how to spend it. In those days if peasants were able to eat a simple meal once a day, they did not
quite know what to do with cash. When Maa Ji died at the age of about eighty, she still could not understand the
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difference between a hundred rupee note, a ten rupee note and a five rupee note.
Maa Ji’s three annas remained knotted up in a corner of her veil for many days. The day they finally left
Jaranwala on their onward journey, Maa Ji bought eleven paisas worth of oil for the mosque lamp. For the rest of
her life, whenever she could save eleven paisas she would immediately send oil to the neighborhood mosque. She
stuck to this practice very faithfully throughout her life, even after most mosques began to use electricity.
Somehow Maa Ji always managed to discover a mosque which still used oil lamps. The night she died, we found
a few coins tied up in her muslin handkerchief end tucked away under her pillow. She died on a Thursday.
Maa Ji had no desire for material possessions. She owned three sets of cotton clothes, a pair of shoes, rubber
slippers, a pair of spectacles, a ring set with three tiny ferozas, a prayer mat, a string of prayer beads, and that was
all.
She took great care of her three sets of clothes. While using one set she would wash the second with her own
hands, and iron it by folding it under her pillow. The third set would be waiting to be washed next. Whenever she
was given a fourth outfit she would quietly give away one of her previous sets. So she never needed to own a
suitcase. She required only a few minutes to get ready for the longest of journeys. She would simply roll up her
clothes in her prayer mat. If it was winter time she would wrap herself in a woolen shawl, and in the summer it
would be a muslin veil. She prepared herself for her final journey in the same simple manner. She washed her
dirty clothes, folded them under her pillow, washed her hair, dried it, and a few hours later she had set off on her
journey to the next world, quietly and peacefully, with the minimum of fuss.
She had always prayed to God to allow her to die while she was still healthy and active, as she had no desire to
be dependent on anyone.
As for the food she ate, she was even simpler in that. Maize bread with mint chutney was her favorite meal.
Anything else was eaten thankfully by her, but without any especial pleasure. If we begged her to tell us what fruit
she would like to eat, she would ask us to give her a banana. However, she did enjoy two cups of tea at breakfast,
and a single cup at tea-time. She usually had just one meal at mid-day, and very occasionally something in the
evenings. In summer she liked to drink a glass of salted whey with plain bread. She liked to see others enjoy their
food though, and prayed constantly for the happiness and prosperity of humanity in general. She never prayed for
herself or her children in particular, as she looked upon her own sons and daughters as a gift from God and not her
own personal property.
She did not like to be indebted to anyone for anything, and so she did everything for herself. In fact she felt
embarrassed if a servant did any work at all for her, and would spend the rest of the day showering blessings upon
his head. This utter simplicity and lack of pretension was partly inborn, and partly acquired during the ups and
downs of her youth.
When Maa Ji left Jaranwala with her parents and her younger brothers, they had no idea what exactly they
were supposed to do, in order to obtain free land. Maa Ji often told us how they all thought of The Colony as a
saintly old man who sat on the roadside distributing allotments to all and sundry. For weeks the family wandered
around Lyallpur district, but no one seemed to know where the Promised Land could possibly be. At last, in sheer
disgust they stopped at Village number 392, which was being colonized, and where people were arriving in large
numbers. Grandfather thought, in his simplicity, that all he had to do now was to establish squatter’s rights on a
piece of land. So he built a straw hut and began to till a nearby piece of waste land.
It was not long, however, before the officials of the Revenue Department arrived to carry out their
investigations in that particular village. Grandfather, of course, possessed no allotment papers, so they were
evicted from the village land, as punishment for having had the temerity to build a straw hut on government
property, their pathetic utensils and even their beddings were confiscated. One of the revenue officers took away
Maa Ji’s silver ear-rings. When one of the ear-rings did not slip out easily from her ear lobe, he snatched roughly
at it, splitting the lobe into two. The family then set off from Village number 392.
It was summer time, and scorching winds blew all day long. They did not have even an earthen-ware or a
drinking vessel to call their own. Whenever they came to a well, Maa Ji would soak her muslin veil in the water,
and then let her little brothers suck at the wet cloth to quench their thirst.
At long last they arrived at Village number 507, where an acquaintance of Grandfather’s employed him to till
his fields.
Grandfather would plough the land, Grandmother would take the cattle out to graze, and Maa Ji would go out
to the fields to cut fodder for the landlord’s cows and buffaloes. They were so poor that they could scarcely
manage to eat one square meal a day. Sometimes they ate wild berries, and at other times they would boil the
skins of musk melons collected from a refuse heap, and eat them. If they managed to collect a few raw mangoes
from someone’s field, they would make them into a pickle.
On one particular day they had some spinach to cook. Grandmother was busy, so Maa Ji put the pot onto the
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fire. When the time came to bring the spinach to the boil before grinding it, Maa Ji stirred the pot so hard that the
spinach spilled over onto the stove. She was scolded and beaten that day by her mother. That evening the family
had to scrape the spilled spinach off the stove with their fingers, and then lick them.
Village number 507 proved lucky for Grandfather. After a few months of hard work he was able to buy a
square of land on easy installments. Soon his circumstances improved, and after a few years he was counted
among the comparatively well-to-do members of the village community. Now he had the leisure to feel home-sick
for Maneela. So after some time the family left for the old village by train.
Maa Ji was very excited by the train journey. She peered out of the window, watching the scenery flash, and
some grains of coal dust got into her eyes, thereby inflaming them severely. That is why she would never allow
any of her children to put their heads out of a train window. (Maa Ji thoroughly enjoyed traveling in a ladies’ third
class railway compartment. She loved making friends with all the women and children, and she never got tired.
She found the upper class compartments extremely dull. Whenever she had to travel First Class Air Conditioned,
she would arrive at her destination utterly exhausted.)
On arriving at Maneela, Grandfather carried out some necessary repairs on his family house. He had brought
gifts for all his friends and there was much merrymaking to celebrate his visit. After the feasting was over they
settled down to the serious business of arranging a match for Maa Ji.
The landlords of Lyallpur were famous at that time, and were considered to be persons of great eminence and
good fortune, so many formal offers were made for Maa Ji’s hand. Grandmother would dress her up elaborately
every day in order to impress at! their friends and relatives in the village.
When recalling that particular period of her life Maa Ji would tell us with innocent pride: “Whenever I left the
house people would stand and stare at me, and tell each other that I was the daughter of Khyal Buksh the landlord,
and would wonder which lucky man was going to marry me.” We would then crowd round her and tease her by
asking whether she had preferred any of her suitors. At this she would look shocked and say:
“How can you ask such shameless questions! But yes, I did want to marry an educated man.”
This was perhaps the only desire for herself that Maa Ji had ever had, and it was fulfilled. She was married that
year to a well-known person of that village, whose name was Abdullah.
Abdullah’s father had been a rich man, but when he died it was learned that all the family property was
mortgaged. So the five year old Abdullah and his mother were reduced to living in a mud hut. Having experienced
very early in life as to what could happen to material wealth, Abdullah was determined to acquire wealth which
could never be mortgaged, and so he devoted himself to his education. He won many scholarships and double
promotions, and eventually stood first in the Punjab University in the matriculation examination. This was the
first time that a Muslim student had ever distinguished himself thus, and the great Sir Syed Ahmad Khan heard
about Abdullah. This was the very time when Sir Syed was in the process of founding the Aligarh Muslim
College, and he sent his personal clerk to Abdullah’s village with the offer of a scholarship to him. Abdullah
proved to be a student of great brilliance, and after graduating from Aligarh, began to teach there at the age of
nineteen.
Sir Syed was extremely anxious that young Muslim men should enter Government service. So he obtained a
scholarship for Abdullah to go to England, and there prepare for an appearance at the Indian Civil Services
Examination
However, in the nineteenth century a sea voyage was considered a terrifying undertaking, and Abdullah’s
mother would not allow him to undertake it. Being an obedient son, he refused the scholarship. Sir Syed was
offended and deeply pained at this irresponsible decision. He argued and threatened, but all to no avail.
“Do you prefer your old mother over the good of your own people?” he exclaimed.
“Yes sir,” answered Abdullah.
At this, Sir Syed lost his temper, locked the door. and gave Abdullah a beating. After that he sent him out of
Aligarh saying,
“Go away from here and do not let me even hear of you again!”
Abdullah was not just an obedient son. but a serious student as well. The farthest part of the sub-continent that
he could think of, was the northern state of Gilgit, so he set off in that direction. After working for some time in
the service of the state, he was appointed Governor.
Abdullah had come home on leave at the very time when Maa Ji’s parents were looking around for a suitable
son-in-law. It seems as though their marriage was written in the stars. The engagement took place first, and then a
month later they were married, so that Abdullah could take his bride back to Gilgit with him.
Some days after the engagement Maa Ji went to a fair in a nearby village with some of her friends. Abdullah
was also there, accidentally or on purpose. Maa Ji’s friends crowded around him and demanded five rupees each
to spend at the fair. Abdullah offered Maa Ji money as well, but she refused. When he insisted, she agreed to take
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eleven paisas from him.
“What will you buy with these eleven paisas?” asked Abdullah in amazement.
“Next Thursday I will buy eleven pais as worth of oil in your name for the mosque lamp,” answered Maa Ji.
And Maa Ji never asked for more than eleven paisas at any time from Abdullah during their married life.
Abdullah lived in grand style as Governor of Gilgit. He had a beautiful house with a large garden, many
servants, and sentries at the gate. Whenever he left for a tour, or returned home from one, he would be given a
seven gun salute.
The Governorship of Gilgit was a post of special administrative and social eminence, but Maa Ji remained
unchanged by her new position, and in fact her own inborn simplicity and self confidence impressed all those who
met her.
At that time Sir Malcolm Hailey was appointed by the British Government as Political Agent for the Russian
and Chinese borders of Gilgit.\fn{ The extreme northern tip of Kashmir in the days of British India (pre-1947) did indeed at one
time border both China and what is now the extreme south-eastern corner of Tadjikistan—in those days part of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, heir to the Russian Empire (the armies of which had actually conquered the region between 1866-1876)]. It was during
the reign of Abdurrahman Khan, Emir of Afghanistan (1880-1901) that the so-called Durand Line (named after Sir Mortimer Durand) was
laid down which established (from 1893) the present boundary between Afghanistan and the former British provinces of Northwest Frontier
and Kashmir. The actual boundary between these countries had not been clear up until that time .} One day, Lady Hailey and her

daughter came to call on Maa Ji. They were, of course, wearing dresses, and had bare legs. Maa Ji thoroughly
disapproved of their outfits, and she said to Lady Hailey.
“Your own life is almost over now, but why should you ruin your daughter’s life in this way?”
She kept Miss Hailey with her for a number of months, and taught her all the housewifely skills that a Muslim
girl was supposed to acquire, and then sent her back to the Political Agent’s house.
After the Russian Revolution, Lord Kitchener came on an inspection tour to the border areas. The Governor
arranged a banquet in his honor. Maa Ji cooked at least a dozen dishes with her own hands. During his afterdinner speech Lord Kitchener said:
“Mr. Governor, kindly kiss the chef’s hand on my behalf.”
After the banquet was over, Abdullah returned proudly home to find Maa Ji sitting on a mat in the kitchen,
eating maize bread with spicy chutney. Like a good governor, Abdullah kissed Maa Ji’s hand and asked her:
“If Lord Kitchner had wanted to kiss the chef’s hand personally, what would we have done?”
“I would have pulled his whiskers out by the roots," answered Maa Ji archly. “What would you have done
then?”
“I would have wrapped his whiskers up in cotton wool and sent them to the Viceroy. Then I would have run
away with you, just as I ran away from Sir Syed!”
There was one occasion when Maa Ji burned with feminine jealousy. In Gilgit, all government orders were
called “Governeri Orders,” and “Governeri” meant not just “of the Governor,” but it could also mean “a female
governor, or the governor’s wife.” So one day Maa Ji complained to her husband in the following manner:
“You are the head of the state here, but you take my name in vain every time you issue an official order.”
Abdullah had the wry Aligarh sense of humor.
“‘Governeri’ is not meant to be your name, my honored wife. She is your rival, in reality, who pursues me
night and day.”
Maa Ji could not forgive him this joke and after some time when the Maharaja and Maharani of Kashmir came
on a state visit she complained to the Maharani about her husband. The Maharani was a simple woman like Maa
Ji.
“Such injustice cannot be allowed by us,” she cried. “I will tell the Maharaja immediately, and he will put
Abdullah Sahib right.”
Gilgit was then a part of the State of Jammu and Kashmir.\fn{This was one of the so-called Princely States,
which was largely autonomous in the conduct of local affairs, though dependent upon a British Resident for the
conduct of foreign affairs. Her prince joined the Union of India at the time of Partition, thus precipitating the ongoing struggle in the region between the largely Muslim population and the Hindu minority} When the Maharaja
heard the tale, he called Abdullah to him and asked him to explain himself. Abdullah was horrified at first, but
when he divulged the background of his wife’s complaint to the Maharaja, the matter smoothed itself out. In fact,
both men roared with laughter. They were both extremely proper and well-bred, and so the Maharaja issued a
decree that in future the Governorship of Gilgit was to be known as a Ministership, and the Governor was to be
called Chief Minister henceforth. Until the sub-continent achieved its freedom in 1947 these terms continued to be
used in Gilgit.
The Maharani called Maa Ji to her to tell her the good news.
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“Now,” she said, “Be ever happy and prosperous, and remember to pray for us.” The Maharaja and Maharani
had no children at the time, and they often would ask Maa Ji to pray for them.
Was Maa Ji truly fortunate in the matter of her children? That is a question I find difficult to answer. She would
always insist that there had never been a more fortunate mother than herself, but then, she was an extremely
patient and devout woman in the traditional eastern manner. If the truth were to be told, she suffered a great deal
on account of her children.
God had blessed her with three sons and three daughters. Two of her daughters died soon after they were
married, and her eldest son died at a young age in England.
Maa Ji had always asserted that her children were a gift from God, and God had chosen to take them away, but
surely she must have shed many a bitter tear in secret at the loss of three of them.
Abdullah died at the age of 62, when Maa Ji was only 55. It was evening, and Abdullah was reclining on a
string bed, with a large bolster behind him, to prop him up. Maa Ji was sitting on the edge of the bed, peeling
pieces of sugar cane for him. He was chewing away at the sugar cane, and laughing and joking.
Suddenly he became very serious and said to her: “My dear, I gave you eleven paisas at the fair a long time
ago. Surely the time has come for you to return them to me.”
Maa Ji looked down shyly like a newly-wed bride, and began to peel the sugar cane with great assiduity. Many
varying emotions welled up inside her, and she thought to herself:
“My beloved husband, is it really time for me to return those eleven paisas to you? You have been so good to
me, and I have not yet been able to prove to you how much I love and respect you. I need more time to prove all
this to you, my beloved husband.”
But death is inexorable. When Maa Ji looked up. Abdullah seemed to be fast asleep, with a piece of sugar cane
still in his mouth. Maa Ji called out to him, shook him, kissed him, but Abdullah was sleeping the sleep of death,
from which he would not awaken until the day of judgment.
Maa Ji clasped her remaining three children to her and told them:
“My children, do not weep. Your father has died as peacefully and gracefully as he has always lived. If you
weep, his soul will suffer. He would hate it if you shed any tears.”
But surely Maa Ji mourned in secret for her husband who had loved her so much for so many years, and who
had never paid attention to any rival other than the “Governeri”? Perhaps we will never be able to penetrate to the
depths of Maa Ji’s personality, but when she died she left a shining example of simplicity behind, for her children
to follow.
We never dare to give more than eleven paisas in charity at one time though the mullah at the local mosque
tells us that electricity rates have gone up tremendously, and oil is not cheap either, for that matter. When prayers
are offered up for Maa Ji’s soul, we never distribute any food other than maize bread and spicy chutney, even
though the pious readers of the Quran object bitterly, since they expect pillau and sweet puddings as a reward for
their prayers.
Whenever Maa Ji’s name is mentioned my eyes fill with tears, but I dare not weep in case her soul should
suffer. It is not easy to control those tears, though. They well up in the eyes despite my best efforts.
2
I
Damn you! Why the hell do you keep looking towards the west? A lover coming to see you from that direction?”\fn{The title of this short story, Ya Khuda, means: “Oh, God.” A quotation from a poem by Mohammad Iqbal (1873-1938) heads
this section: “In this world of Yours, condemned and helpless am I.”}
Amrik Singh tickled Dilshad’s ribs with the point of the kirpan—the scimitar—and pinched and pulled her left
cheek until her face turned eastward.
Dilshad smiled. This smile had become a very useful tool for her. In childhood, crying was her most successful
weapon. A little whimpering enabled her to get anything, from the milk stored in her mother’s breast to the sweets
hidden in the cupboard. Now, her youth had endowed her smile with the same power. She became aware of its
magical power when Rahim Khan, enamored of her smile, took a vow never to let her out of his sight all through
his life. He swore that even if she were taken away by celestial beings, he would jump across all distances between earth and sky and bring her back.
But Rahim Khan had done nothing of the kind. All of his promises had proved to be lies. Let alone any
celestial beings, he had lost her to ordinary earthly creatures.
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Whenever she was alone, Dilshad would sit facing the west, and in imagination bow her forehead before Him
who bestowed all grace and blessings. Ka’aba, God’s house, lay westward. Mere thought of that house lit up a resplendent lamp of hope and reality in Dilshad’s heart.
But the thought of west peeved Amrik Singh no end. In many other ways too, of late the Sikhs in this village
had been reacting strangely. From midnight to noon, for the entire twelve hours, every young and old man in the
village was tense like a taut bow, as though he had been touched by a live wire and electrified.
Amrik Singh’s house was directly behind the mosque, and recently the mosque had become the focus of some
strange beliefs. A rumor had started making the rounds of the village that early every evening, some unusual,
scary screams and grunts could be heard coming from the well of the mosque, as though a number of goats were
being slaughtered simultaneously .
“The damned bastard,” Amrik Singh would say. “Even dead, he’s bellowing like a bison. Throw down a few
more pails of garbage into the well.”
“Oh, forget it,” his younger brother Tarlok Singh poked fun at the mullah. “He’s not bellowing; he’s calling the
faithful to prayer.”
“Yes, in the Sikh raj everyone is free to practice his religion,” the sage Gyani Darbar Singh said and chortled.
But Amrik Singh’s wife felt scared. At night, when the loud screaming emerged from the well of the mosque,
her whole body would be drenched in sweat. The image of the mullah, the man called Ali Bakhsh, who lived in a
cell inside the mosque, appeared before her eyes—the image of a weak, emaciated old man with a foot-and-a-half
long white beard, thick glasses on his eyes, a loosely wrapped green muslin turban on the head, tremulous hands,
and the veins in the neck swollen and sticking out. But when he stood on the raised platform inside the mosque
five times a day to call the believers to prayer, the domes of the mosque echoed with his call, and his weak and
tired vocal cords produced sounds that could match in force and firmness the sound of a dozen waterfalls. .
The calls to prayer continued to agitate Amrik Singh’s wife. It might have been all right if those calls were
occasional happenings, but to have to listen to the same words five times a day, every day, was very perturbing.
Also, she had heard from the elders that a call to prayer was black magic and young women hearing it could get
hexed. If an unmarried girl heard it, she would become infertile; if a married woman heard it, she would have miscarriages. So there was a custom in Amrik Singh’s house, practiced over many generations, that as soon as the call
to prayer came wafting on the air, the women in the house started banging spoons on metal bowls, hitting the
griddle with tongs, plugging their ears with fingers, or running into the back rooms to hide. That was how this
brave family had protected its women from black magic and kept them fruitful.
A hundred and twenty-five thousand khalsas were growing up inside the womb of Amrik Singh’s wife. That
was how the counting of Sikhs was done, each Sikh considered to be equal to and as strong and formidable as a
hundred and twenty-five thousand human beings. In the middle of the night, when the horrible screams emerged
from the well of the mosque—at least that was what Amrik Singh’s wife imagined was going on—the army of one
hundred and twenty-five thousand khalsas in her womb went berserk. Sometimes the screams echoed in her ears,
or she imagined the gaping mouth of the well leaping at her. She was unable to shed the dread that Mullah Ali
Bakhsh, holding on to the parapet, crawling along it, was going to climb out of the well some day and, standing
erect on the rim of the well, was going to put the hex on her.
Amrik Singh’s sister’s womb hadn't been occupied by any khalsa yet, as she was still single, but her heart had
already been taken over by 125,000 beings. At night, lying in her bed, when she recalled the ticklish sensation that
her lover’s hungry, probing fingers had produced, when she was with him in the corn field earlier in the day, a
swarm of desires invaded her breast and in imagination she allowed her body to be possessed by young and strong
khalsas. But then the heart-rending screams from the well of the mosque destroyed all her pleasurable fantasies,
and she felt as if Mullah Ali Bakhsh was using his black magic even from the depth of the well to wipe out the
future generations which were to issue from her womb.
Amrik Singh detested both his wife and sister for their cowardice. Mullah Ali Bakhsh had been long gone.
Amrik Singh had himself stabbed him when he sat on the parapet of the well one day doing his ablutions. Tarlok
Singh had cut him up with his scimitar, and Gyani Oarbar Singh had hurled his blood-soaked, shaking body into
the well. And it was not just Ali Bakhsh who was out of the way; the entire village of Charnkor had been
cleansed. All those who called others to prayers as well as those who obeyed those calls had disappeared—some
had run away, some had died, and some had had their throats cut by the holy kirpans of the khalsas. But these
superstitious, cowardly women were still fearful of the calls to the prayers and were protecting their wombs from
them. Thus, whenever his wife and sister woke up in the middle of the night screaming and beating their breasts,
in anger he would beat them with a pair of tongs until they bled, and his own arms got tired and numb with the
exertion, and the veins swelled up in his arms. Shaking off the drops of perspiration from his thick beard, like a
madman he would run off to Oilshad. Just as a perpetual sufferer from cold occasionally takes a pinch of snuff, in
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the same way the khalsas of the village, exasperated by their superstitious wives and sisters, and to ease the
tension in their veins, went over to Olishad.
Oilshad had been kept in the main mosque because the roof of the cell, which was her house, had burnt down.
Oilshad’s most prized possession, even though she possessed a body and a soul as well, was her father’s chain of
beads, the tasbih. Her father’s fingers had grown old telling its beads. Marks of his fingers seemed to have been
etched on the small, round jade beads; the tears of devotion and penitence he shed every night, year after year,
seemed to have been strung together like pearls in that chain. These were the last pearls to remain in the ravaged
oyster-shell of Oilshad’s life. During the day she wore the chain around her neck, hiding it under her shirt. In the
evening she took it off and hid it safely away in some abandoned corner of the mosque, lest the tongues laced with
alcohol and bhang touch and defile it and erase the marks made by her father’s fingers.
In the middle of the night, she would clasp the parapet of the well and cry, her eyes beginning to smart from
staring fixedly inside the well for any sign of her father, even a glimpse of his floating turban. Her ears tired of
trying to listen for any sound from her father, even his last gasp. She waited to hear those terrible screams and
groans that had frightened the women of the village out of their wits. But the well remained dark and quiet as a
grave. Whenever a bat wandered into it and flapped its wings, sharp whiffs of foul and putrid air rose up to the top
of the well because the hundred and twenty-five thousand braves of the village had dumped a cart-load of garbage
into the well in order to keep Ali Bakhsh’s mouth shut even after death.
Oilshad was like an asteroid wandering alone in the endless expanse of the universe. Her universe had been
destroyed; there were no suns or moons left any longer, nor any shining stars. She was cast adrift, alone and
friendless, leaning against the door-jamb of the mosque, worried, scared and lost. But because of her the mosque
had begun filling up once again. People took turns to get in. When the brave khalsas sat under the arch of the
mosque, opened their quarts of home brews and lustily feasted on the pleasures offered by Oilshad’s youthful
body, they felt proud of themselves for having taken the revenge for the thirteen hundred years of prayers and
calls to prayers in their village.
The Chamkor mosque had in fact become more populated than the gurdwara. Gradually, the wed and unwed
women of the village began getting irked by the thought that after Mullah Ali Bakhsh, it was his daughter who
was now bent on ravaging their wombs. After receiving their beatings with tongs, they would, of course, go back
to sleep holding on to their cots, but their brave khalsas spent the rest of the night with Oilshad, trading away the
fate of their future generations. Arnrik Singh, his father, his brother—all the khalsas, one after the other, whenever
they got the chance, dropped in to pay their respects. They drank bucketfuls of whiskey and bhang, ate roasted
liver and kidneys and frittered away in the courtyard of the mosque the seeds which their wives had tried
painstakingly to keep for themselves, to bloom in their wombs.
And one day it came to be known that Oilshad was pregnant.
The news set the whole village on fire. The wives screamed their heads off; the unmarried girls cried themselves half blind and stopped their clandestine meetings with their lovers in the corn fields. The screams from the
well became louder. Tongs and rulers began to be used more often in the houses. All hell broke loose. At first, the
men decided to kill Oilshad and throw her body into the well before the child could be born, but then Arnrik
Singh thought of a more rewarding plan. So, one morning he seated Oilshad in his bullock cart, took her to the
nearest police station and handed her over as proof of his efforts to recover and help repatriate abducted Muslim
women.
The police inspector, Labbhu Ram praised Arnrik Singh and assured him that he would receive a letter of
thanks from the police department; the Inspector Sahib even promised a testimonial from the Deputy Commissioner. Then the Inspector Sahib put on his glasses to examine Dilshad. She was pleasant looking, young, if a little
pale, but certainly supple. But when his eyes came down to her abdomen, his desires received a jolt. At first he
hoped it was a matter of ten or fifteen days, and he would be able to keep her in the police station, but when Head
Constable Daryodhan Singh made a rough calculation and informed him that it would take her at least three
months to be “through,” Inspector Labbhu Ram was deeply disappointed. Even then, after the meal that evening
as he lay down on his cot, he called for Dilshad to massage his aching feet. He decided to get whatever he could,
given the situation. The pain in his feet rose to the calves, then to the thighs and finally settled in the crotch area.
He kept guiding Dilshad’s hands to the more painful parts of his body and receiving satisfaction. For Inspector
Labbhu Ram, all desires called out for satisfaction; if you didn’t get it one way, try another.
None of this was new for Dilshad. In the last few months her life had unfolded in such a way that she had
become like a balm—a universal panacea for everybody’s aching limbs, to be applied wherever and whenever
anyone needed her. And every part of her body was able in minutes to relieve the agony of excited, panting, and
restless human beings. But how sore she herself was and how much pain she was herself suffering, no one knew.
She wished Rahim Khan was there to see her. Dilshad was now angry at herself why she had so many times
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denied any closeness to Rahim Khan. Once when he had forcibly tried to kiss her, she was so angry that she hit
him on the head with her wrists. She had hit so hard that pieces of her glass bangles had sunk into his forehead.
Herself, she was remorseful the whole night, wondering how God and His Prophet would punish Rahim Khan for
his transgression.
Fifteen days later, when the pain in Labbhu Ram’s knees, thighs and hip subsided, she was let go and sent to
Ambala Camp with Head Constable Daryodhan Singh. Along the way, Head Constable Daryodhan Singh also
suffered many bouts of pain in his knees, thighs and back, but Dilshad went on alleviating the pain efficiently. In
this manner they were able to safely cover a journey of ten hours in twelve days.
There were many girls in Ambala Camp, many women as well, young and beautiful but subdued, like faded
stars that had lost their glow, as if someone had rubbed dirt over their radiance. Army trucks arrived every day,
bringing in new girls and women into the Camp. These pearls of dignity and purity, scattered when the thread
binding them was broken, were once again returning towards the center. They hadn’t yet thought of calling on
their merciful and compassionate God for forgiveness but were still being treated to incantations from the Granth
Sahib, the holy book of the Sikhs, by the Camp Commander, Major Preetam Singh and his youthful soldiers. In
any case, Dilshad was enjoying a break of sorts. Obedient and loyal children are a blessing for the parents, but
Dilshad already had a lot of faith in her unborn; it was looking after its helpless mother even before it was born.
The railway tracks were just behind the Ambala Camp. In the sunlight, the tracks shone like silver strings and
disappeared far away, in the west, in the pleasant islands of dreams. Somewhere in those islands lay the boundary
between hell and heaven. The women became ecstatic just touching those tracks, for they knew that the other end
of the tracks was not in the East, but somewhere in the West Punjab. Just thinking of the west lit a tiny lamp of
hope in Dilshad’s mind. Ka’aba was in the west, and Ka’aba was God’s house, but the other women in the Camp
insisted there were many other things in the west as well—there were their brothers, sisters, parents, a life of dignity and comfort. Dilshad thought perhaps Rahim Khan might also be there. Thinking of him made her so agitated
and restless that she wanted to have wings to fly to her beloved’s land and to rub its prized, sacred dust on her
tired, aching limbs.
A week, two weeks; a month, two months; days and nights passed, and the promising image of the west went
on breeding hope in Dilshad’s mind. The population of the Camp increased day by day, and, finally, when the
appetites of Major Preetam Singh’s muscular and healthy soldiers—the jawaans—were thoroughly sated, one day
the train which had kept the women’s hopes alive, did arrive. When she boarded it, Dilshad remembered her
father. He too had taken the train to go on the pilgrimage: he was garlanded and perfumed, accompanied by a
party of villagers who had brought him to the station playing music.
Every burst of speed of the train shook up the women. Every turn of the wheel undid another knot in their
beings. Looking out of the windows and watching the lampposts race by, they were gradually becoming convinced that they were, indeed, going forward. Every inch of land they traversed took them away from East Punjab
and closer to West Punjab. If the train stopped anywhere along the way, the whole universe held its breath. Time
itself seemed to stop. They became afraid that huge boulders had suddenly grown in front of the train. Their hearts
began beating only when the train started moving again, and their breasts were filled with hopes and dreams.
Taking their hands out of the windows, they tried to touch the air that was coming from the west.
Ludhiana, Phillaur, Jullundar, Amritsar. At every step the women felt a little less strained, a little more animated; hidden melodies in their beings became alive; they began humming, smiling, rubbing their eyes and looking
at each other as if deliberately trying to forget a horrible nightmare. One began combing her hair; another shaking
the dust off her clothes; a third started singing lullabies to her children. Some huddled together to sing songs—
sweet, mellifluous, enthralling, devotional songs.
When the train moved out of Amritsar, someone mentioned that only an hour-and-a-half of the journey
remained. Sixty plus thirty minutes; ninety minutes in all. This unbelievable thought affected them like a shot of
potent liquor. The feeling that they had come so close to their destination was so intense that they felt paralyzed.
The poisonous memory of the previous few terrible months welled up in their breasts. The horror of their past
suddenly drowned the pleasant dreams of their future. They remembered their verdant villages, their young
brothers, their aging parents whose unburied carcasses had been left behind rotting in the streets, their unhappy
sisters who sat in refugee camps waiting for angels to hide them in their luminous wings and take them away, far
far away, towards the west. They began crying, shedding copious tears, sobbing bitterly. Dilshad’s tears gushed
like water from a mountain spring. She cried and cried until a thick sheet of tears blinkered her eyelashes. She
was overcome by a strange numbness, an intoxication. She felt as if she were sinking to the bottom of the sea, and
numerous fishes were crawling on her body, crawling all over her.
II
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When\fn{Another quotation from Mohammad Iqbal heads this section: “And You are the Lord and Master of my world!”} she
woke up, the train compartment was empty. The sweeper-woman was washing the floor with water, and a tiny
baby-girl lay on Dilshad’s side. The morning was bathed in the early light. Frisky sparrows jumped about in the
trees. Dew drops glistened on the grass. There was a lot of bustle on the station. A worker at the tea-stall near the
compart-ment window was boiling milk on a stove. Dilshad got up and sat down, her body leaning against the
window. Weakly, she asked the tea-stall attendant:
“Is this the west, brother?”
“Why, you want to say your prayer at this time?” he said and bared his ugly yellow teeth in a laugh.
When the sweeper woman had washed the compartment floor, she asked Dilshad for a four-anna piece for all
the work she had put in, but getting nothing, she began swearing at her:
“The slut. Polluted the whole compartment; couldn’t even wait; gave birth right here.”
Then the sweeper woman went and brought a sturdy male co-worker with her. Together, the two of them threw
Dilshad out of the compartment.
A luggage cart stood on the platform. Dilshad sat down leaning against it. The tea-stall was right in front of
her. Swirls of steam rose from the copper samovar full of boiling tea, like a young lady’s tresses blowing in the
wind. Ahead of the tea-stall was a fruit shop. Bananas, oranges, tangerines were arranged in neat piles on colored
paper. A pomegranate cut in half lay open in a basket. Bunches of grapes hung from the canopied roof of the stall.
Dilshad’s throat was dry like a thorn, her tongue crusted over with a thick, dirty layer of saliva. Her stomach felt
strangely feverish; pain stabbed her back, and her whole body felt sore like a swollen boil.
Dilshad moved her dry tongue on her lips. Her tiny daughter was clinging to her breast, avidly sucking milk.
Dilshad wasn’t sure where she was; she thought she had perhaps slept through the night and had passed by her
wished-for western destination. Then she thought perhaps Rahim Khan was standing outside the tall building of
the railway station waiting for her, or maybe he was looking for her among the milling crowds on the platform.
She made an effort to stand up and move closer to the crowd, but she staggered and her calves shook badly. Holding her head in her hands, she sat down once again leaning against the luggage cart.
Two good looking and well-dressed boys, holding hands, were making the rounds of the platform. One was
smoking a cigarette, the other a cigar. Whenever they passed by Dilshad, they turned around to look at her and
give her a long stare. Gradually, their rounds became shorter, until, finally, they came and stood right in front of
her. Dilshad’s heart began beating fast, stuck between the extremes of hope and despair. Back in the Chamkor
mosque, if any man had stared at her like that, she would have, out of a sense of helplessness, let go of herself and
sat down to wait for his next move because she knew what the beholder’s hands were likely to do to her. But since
making the train journey, she had begun building different kinds of expectations, inspired in her mind by her idea
of the west. So she imagined these two handsome boys to be the brothers whose filial love had kept the women in
Ambala Camp waiting and hoping. A wave of joy danced in her heart at that thought. She would even have smiled
had she not been hurting so much all over. She tried but couldn’t even fake a smile. Even then, she looked at them
with whatever sweetness and love she could summon in her eyes.
One of the young men excitedly blew out his smoke in the other’s face and said to him smiling:
“Anwar!”
“Rashid,” the other responded equally enthusiastically.
Anwar, Rashid. The names were like music to Dilshad’s ears. She had been thirsting to hear such names. The
Anwars, Rashids, Mahmoods, Nasims, Khalids, Javeds of her village had disappeared long ago; in their place,
names like Shamshir Singh, Amrik Singh, Kartar Singh, Tarlok Singh, Punjab Singh, and Darbara Singh oscillated
before her eyes like daggers. The poison of those names had permeated every fiber of her being. Their stink had
affected every sinew. Their wild bursts of passion had settled in her bones like a permanent ache. Hearing names
like Anwar and Rashid, she felt as if she was immersing herself in the elixir of life, the filth and stench of her life
were being washed away and her body was being enveloped in the fragrance of rose and cam-phor. Her tired, bent
neck suddenly acquired the elegance of pride. Rays of hope and joy emanated from her sad and pained breast.
With her hand she beckoned the two young men towards herself.
“What city is it, brothers?” she asked them.
“Lahore,” Anwar replied.
“Where do you want to go?” Rashid asked.
“Anywhere I’m taken,” she said. Dilshad regarded all the land in the west as her home, and every young man
in the west her brother.
“Wow!” Anwar whispered to Rashid.
“What a great sport,” Rashid gave Anwar a wink.
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“Then why don’t you come with us?” the two said together.
When Dilshad stood up, holding on to the bars of the luggage cart, the two brothers had the first glimpse of
their tiny niece.
“Eh?” Anwar jumped up with astonishment. “What the devil is that?” Rashid asked.
“It’s a girl,” Dilshad said somewhat shyly and hesitantly.
“She’s really small,” Anwar observed.
“She’s only a day old.” Dilshad didn’t know what more to tell her brothers.
“Oh, dear!” Anwar was nauseated.
“Oh, no,” Rashid felt his stomach turn.
The two boys ran from there as if they were about to throw up. On the platform across they saw a beautiful
woman clad in a gaudy salwar-kameez. A light green head-scarf thrown across her well-formed shoulders
fluttered about in the air. Rashid and Anwar jumped across the tracks and holding hands, went in pursuit of that
beautiful woman. Ignorant brothers! There were so many butterflies in the park, each better than the other; how
many were they going to run after?
As the day passed, the activity on the station subsided. The sunshine became warmer and the warmth of its
merciful rays began massaging Dilshad’s aching body. An Englishman sat on a bench on the platform with his
wife, basking in the sun. His little boy was playing with his dog nearby. When he saw Dilshad’s small baby lying
in the sun kicking her tiny hands and feet in the air, his eyes opened wide with wonder. Screaming excitedly, he
ran to his mother and dragged her back to show her what he had seen.
“How wonderful, Mommy! How wonderful!” he was saying again and again, his eyes popping out with
amazement and pleasure.
Wrapped in a soiled sheet, Dilshad’s daughter was busy hitting at the sky with her fists, her small feet kicking
at everything that stood in her way. Watching her, the English boy danced and clapped, and time and again tried to
swoop up that living toy. He even got a rebuke from his mother about touching things that belonged to other
people, but he was adamant.
“We’ll get a toy like this for you,” the boy’s father said to him trying to take his mind off the little girl.
“No, you’re lying,” the boy was crying.
“Of course, we will. We’ll get you a toy like this one,” the boy’s mother also promised.
“When will you do that?” the boy asked for assurances.
“Soon. Very soon, son,” the father answered looking at the round bulge under his wife’s gown. His wife turned
her face away shyly.
“Mom, give this toy some chocolate.”
“No, darling, she can’t eat chocolate.”
“All right, then give her a nice set of clothes.”
“Yes, my darling. We can do that.”
“And money too, Mom?”
“Yes, money too, darling.”
Being happy once again, the boy started jumping up and down and clapping; When he was tired of playing
with her, his mother gave Dilshad a piece of woolen flannel and five rupees. When they were about to leave,
Dilshad blessed the boy under her breath, for he had come into her life as an angel of mercy.
As soon as Dilshad got the five rupees, her contact with the world around her was re-established. A tea seller
moved his cart near her and bawled:
“Hot tea!” A meat and bread vendor brought his trolley close. And when she started to eat, a dog, his tongue
hanging out, also installed himself right in front of her.
Two elderly men were sitting on a bench nearby, commenting on the situation. One’s beard was white, the
other’s henna-dyed. They had for some time been observing with annoyance the actions of the Englishman, his
wife and his son. When the Englishwoman gave Dilshad the woolen piece of clothing and five rupees, they felt as
if she had shaken them by their beards, or hurled an insult at them.
“Good heavens!” one of them said. “These bastards still think we live off their scraps.”
“No, brother, it’s not their fault,” the other declared. “Why did this wretched woman not refuse the petty alms
being given her?”
“How disgusting! We got freedom but never gave up our taste for servitude.”
“Why should we, brother, why should we? When we can get a free meal for our servitude, why should we
carry the burden of work in freedom?”
“It is better for a bird to die than submit to commands which retard its flight,” with much passion one intoned a
couplet. The other also recited a few lines of verse in praise of freedom and dignity.
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When Oilshad had filled her stomach with meat worth four annas, bread worth three annas, and a cup of tea
worth two annas, the two worthies got up and walked to where she sat.
“Woman, are you a mohajir?” one inquired indignantly, addressing her as a qazi—a magistrate—from days
gone by would have an adulteress.
“No sir, my name is Oilshad.”
“Maybe it is. I did not ask that. We want to know where you are from, where you are going, and what you want
here?” the other demanded.
Oilshad wished she knew the answers, or knew where she would find the clue to where she was going. In her
imagination all the world in the west was her destination. She had come over to join a vast brotherhood of those
who were like her, but everything and everybody here was intent on asking her who she was, why she was there,
whether she had any money in her pocket, whether her body could still give pleasure …
“You are a mohajir—a refugee,” one of the two wise men gave the verdict. “You should go to the Mohajir
Camp.”
“Remember, the daughters of a free country do not live on charity.”
“You are not a child; you should be ashamed.”
Dilshad sat there a long time wondering whether mohajir was the name of some girl whom the two men were
looking for, one who had run away from home after committing a serious crime. But by evening many others also
had referred to her by the same name, and everybody had urged her to go to the Mohajir Camp.
Perhaps the Mohajir Camp was like a serai or an inn. Once when she had visited the city with her father, the
two of them had stayed at Haji Musa’s Inn. It had a number of small cubicles for the travelers to sleep in, and a
woman sat there in front of a fire made of dung-cakes, cooking victuals. As Dilshad sat down next to her on the
mat to eat, the woman gave her lentils with onions browned in a lot of heated ghee—clarified butter—and hot
chapatis—flat discs of wheat cooked on a griddle and slathered with butter. Later that night when Mullah Ali
Bakhsh went to say his late-night prayer, the woman brought her cot near Dilshad’s, and lying down, began telling
her nice and wonderful stories. One story was about a king and his seven daughters, the other about the princess
of fairies. The woman also talked about her husband. Many times she laughed and cried. Even today, whenever
Dilshad thought of the city, she pictured Haji Musa’s Inn and that woman who had laughed and cried many times
during the night, and who had given her scoops of butter on her chapatis.
Perhaps the words Mohajir Camp were a corrupted form of the word serai—the villagers did mix up names;
for instance, they called a hospital the post office—but she didn’t like the name mohajir for herself. It didn’t
sound nice. Dilshad was a lot more musical, and it reminded her of her father who had chosen it from the Qur’an
as an auspicious name. It also reminded her of Rahim Khan’s love: he used to compose couplets using words that
rhymed with Dilshad.
When she reached the Mohajir Camp, it was already evening. The caretaker of the camp sat, an open register
in front, under a canopy. Dilshad’s turn came soon.
“Name?” the caretaker rattled on the questions like a parrot.
“Dilshad.”
“Age?”
“Twenty years.”
“Father’s name?”
“Mullah Ali Bakhsh.”
“Dead or alive?”
“He was killed.”
“Village?”
“Chamkor “
“District?”
“Ambala.”
“Married?”
“No, Sir.” The caretaker stopped writing, put the pen down, and glared at her:
“Then whose child is that?”
“Oh, she’s mine,” Dilshad stammered. “I forgot. I’m sorry. I’m married.”
His pen once again turned towards the ink-pot.
“Husband’s name? Answer carefully now.”
“Rahim Khan.”
“Dead or alive?”
“Sir … I don’t know. I hope he’s alive. May he live long.”
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The area of the Mohajir Camp was quite big—800 by 500 feet. It was a yard surrounded by barbed wire all
around under an open sky, lit by the moon and the stars. In one corner of the yard was the kitchen. Food was being cooked in large cauldrons on fires burning in open pits. In the dark the flames leaped up; it seemed as if corpses were burning in the cremation grounds. The vast yard looked bearable in the light of the fire. It reminded one
of the crimson clouds lighting up a graveyard on a gentle and peaceful evening. A sense of gloom hung in the air,
and one could feel a very light, almost indistinct tremor, as if thousands of innocent, trembling hearts and shattered hopes and dreams were suspended in the air. There was also the apprehension that this magical quiet, this
artificial peace could not last long, that some day soon a huge storm, a powerful quake, or a horrible scream
would destroy everything between the earth and the sky.
Dilshad moved about carefully, holding her baby in her arms. She walked as one does in a graveyard, watching
every step one takes lest one bumps into or hits something sacrosanct. Some of the refugees had erected little huts
for themselves by tying sheets on bamboo sticks, just as the well-to-do often build roofs to cover graves. Some sat
under the open sky, uncovered and unprotected. One of them might have an odd sheet, another a blanket, a third
one a quilt.
Dilshad had nothing. She herself looked like a rag, a soiled old piece of clothing, only a reminder of her earlier, unviolated self. There were many like her in the Camp, all living in the hope that now that they had arrived, the
sacred soil of their beloved land would cure them of their bleeding ulcers; its water would wash away all their
sores; the light of its sun and the beauty of its moon would mend the tears in their beings.
Finding an empty space, Dilshad stopped there. A few yards away from her an old man had pitched his tent.
There were two children with him; Mahmood, a boy of eight or ten, and Zubeida, a girl, perhaps eleven or twelve.
The three of them were leaning over a clay bowl, eating from it. Mahmood was asking his grandfather:
“Why is there no meat in the curry?” His sister speaking for the grandfather was saying:
“You should not eat meat every day. You’ll get an upset stomach and your teeth will begin to rot.”
But Mahmood remained unsatisfied by those answers. The grandfather coaxed him; his sister rebuked him:
“What do you want then? That I hack pieces of my own flesh and cook them for you?”
The little girl was reprimanding him like an elder in the family. Those who observed her felt that it was not the
grandfather, but she who was the head of the family; that her consciousness was so alive and acute that she was
acting simultaneously as a sister, a daughter and a mother.
“Come. Sit down here. Is there anyone else with you?” the old man asked Dilshad.
“No, there’s no one else.”
“Go get your food from the kitchen. Do you have a bowl?”
“No. I have no dishes.”
The grandfather gave her his own empty bowl.
“It’s also very cold, daughter. Do you have any bedding?”
“No, sir, I have nothing.”
The grandfather cast a look of profound sympathy on one who looked so lost and devastated. He too had been
like her when he had arrived there.
“There’s the clothes store near the kitchen. Ask for a blanket there.” Then looking at the stars, he guessed the
time and said, “It’s nine. The store clerk may still be awake.”
The cook gave her two chapatis and a bowlful of lentils. A lantern was weakly lit in the clothes store. Quilts
lay in piles inside a tent; also black, red and brown blankets. In one corner there was a small heap of woollen clothing-sweaters, waistcoats, shawls. The store clerk lay on a cot wrapped in a patchwork quilt, humming strains of
the poet Iqbal’s poem The Complaint to God:
All the favors are for their rivals;
For the Muslims only bolts of lightning.

His humming stopped abruptly as he saw Dilshad standing in the doorway of the tent. He stared at her angrily.
“The Office is closed. Come back tomorrow morning at eight.”
“Sir, we have no warm clothes. We’ll die of cold in the night.”
“Nobody will die. Go away. Come back tomorrow. The store is closed at this time.”
When Dilshad pleaded once again, the clerk got annoyed:
“Go away, I say. I too am human. I’m not a machine. Come back at eight.” Then he pulled the quilt over his
head and resumed his humming of The Complaint to God:
The lovers went away, promising to return;
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Go, look for them now;
Find your way through the glow of your beautiful face.

As the night advanced, the cold started becoming unbearable, and gradually it began to seem as if the whole
universe was freezing up. Blasts of cold wind hit the body like arrows, and moisture in the ground pricked it like
thorns. Grandfather had only one blanket. He had used half of it for Mahmood and Zubeida to sleep on, and had
covered them with the other half. Himself wrapped in a thin bedsheet, he lay on the ground tossing and turning.
Dilshad’s teeth began chattering with cold. She sat holding the baby wrapped in the woolen flannel close to her
breast. Sometimes she would lie down, then again sit up or begin walking about. But no matter what she did, the
cold steadily crept into her bones. She was afraid the very next minute she would freeze like an ice cube and fall
down.
A little ahead of her a young woman was trying by whatever means possible, to transfer the warmth of her
body into the body of her four-year-old girl. They too had neither a quilt, nor a blanket, nor any sheet. The girl
was breathing with difficulty. Her chest wheezed and whistled when she drew breath. As it became colder, her
wheezing turned into a ringing of bells, as if the angels of life and death were locked in a mortal battle. Her mother felt helpless and lost; she stood up and looked around; darkness had enveloped the whole world and there was
a thin cover of clouds in the sky. A rare star would be seen shining here and there; sometimes the moon would
peep through the clouds only to hide its face again. The woman sat down, almost shrinking into herself. She
looked around stealthily, like a thief, and then slowly, hesitatingly, took off her clothes and wrapped her sick girl
in them. A shaft of lightning a while later showed the naked body of the young woman to the world, as if telling
everyone, look, don’t miss this extraordinary sight; you may have seen many secrets in heaven and earth, but you
will not be able to forget the nakedness of this mother whose clothes were covering the body of her dying girl
when it was bitter cold and there were piles of quilts and blankets lying in the store, and the store clerk himself
was lying wrapped in a quilt singing The Complaint to God.
The bare body of that woman was the worst insult to all that had been achieved by mankind; it darkened the
face of the night even more, as if neither the stars nor the moon dared look at that scene. The thin layers of clouds
in the sky now gathered together and rain began to fall. Raindrops fell accompanied by a hissing wind. In the yard
of the camp, a weak wave of life stirred. Some children woke up; some women screamed; a few men rebuked
them, and then there was silence again.
The raindrops kept hitting Dilshad’s body like shots from an air gun. She felt as if the scimitars of Amrik
Singh, Tarlok Singh, Surmukh Singh and Darbara Singh were piercing her body. Rain water had begun seeping
through the flannel and the baby too had started shivering. Dilshad thought, if her daughter could lie in the blanket
with Zubeida and Mahmood, she would be able to stay warm. She thought she would ask the grandfather. She
shook him by his knee; he lay there wrapped in his soiled sheet. Dilshad shook him by the shoulders, then by the
arms, then even by the neck.
But grandfather had already gone beyond any concern for heat and cold. Blood had already frozen in his veins;
his body was stiff like an iron rod. In the early light of the day, a statue shone like marble in the yard of the Mohajir Camp. A young woman’s naked body was seen clinging to the corpse of a young girl. They were like
masterpieces carved from stone by a skilful sculptor. Raindrops glittered like pearls on the milky white, taut body
of the woman, her thick hair spreading in coils over her shoulders. There was a thin film of moisture in her halfclosed eyes, as though her tears too had frozen with her blood.
Some camp sweepers came carrying a pile of blankets. They spread one blanket on the grandfather, one on the
body of the woman, one on her girl, and so on. They kept covering the dead with those woolen shrouds. The
living looked at the dead with envy; if death did not involve a fear of the unseen and the unknown, they would all
have been willing to die at that moment. Their bodies would also be wrapped in blankets and their shivering flesh
and bones too would receive some warmth, some peace, some comfort.
Mahmood wanted to know where they had taken the grandfather. Zubeida told him he had gone to bring back
their parents and would return soon. Then he wanted to know where his parents had gone.
“They have gone to see God, for a short while, and will bring back nice toys from Him—a glass top, a rubber
ball, an automobile with a key that can be wound, new shoes, a cap with a golden fringe …”
His mind imagined newer, more difficult questions, and Zubeida had to cook up inventive answers to elude or
bypass them. Only when he was busy in his play, turning her face away from him, she’d let out her own grief.
Life in the Mohajir Camp was like a marathon movie show. Hundreds of scenes, each different from the other,
appeared on the screen during the day and vanished. Great and dignified lords and noblemen came there; so did
important bureaucrats and officers, and ladies, clad in rustling silks and precious velvets, looking like buds in
bloom, delighting in the knowledge of their own loveliness, smelling of roses and jasmine. They all placed their
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hands on the heads of the children in pity, talked sympathetically to the women, patted the young men and old on
their backs to encourage them and give hope, and then their vain automobiles took them away from the camp.
Some brought sweetmeats, others huge pots of pilau and meat, or clothes to distribute, and when someone went
out of his way doing charity work, a glow of pride and joy spread on his cheeks. In his heart he thanked God for
enabling him to do all that.
Dilshad thought that when people listened to Mahmood and Zubeida’s stories, they would shoot the store clerk
for his callousness. She believed that when she told her own story to some of those noble and dignified men their
blood would boil at the outrage. They would pick up their guns and go looking for Arnrik Singh, Tarlok Singh,
Kartar Singh and Darbara Singh.
But none of that transpired. The story-tellers went on telling their stories, and the audience went on listening.
Sweetmeats and pilaus went on being distributed during the day, and at night the chill went on taking its toll. The
movie show of life in the Camp kept running—one scene after another, without a beginning or an end. It was a
continuous flow of charity, a complicated, unending play of pity in which each man was eager to act God and was
willing to use any stratagem, any ploy to surpass others in doing that.
One gentleman, Mr. Mustafa Khan Simabi, was more magnanimous than others. He was clad in a handsome
suit of clothes, had a cap sitting crooked on his head, wore gold-rimmed green glasses, had gold-capped front
teeth, sported expensive sapphire and ruby rings on his fingers, and carried a pipe in his mouth. He would roam
the grounds of the Camp for hours, listening attentively to everybody’s story, doling out money to some, giving
chocolate and sweets to others.
He bestowed many favors on Dilshad. One day, he brought a beautiful red sweater for her daughter. The next
day, he promised to look for Rahim Khan. And a few days later, when he brought the heartening news that he had
discovered the whereabouts of Rahim Khan, the world became once again a lovely place in Dilshad's eyes. Rahim
Khan was weak and unable to walk but still very much in love with Dilshad and waiting to be with her, she was
told. All atremble, with longings in her heart, she came and sat down with Mustafa Khan Simabi in his car.
The car slithered on the wavy streets of Lahore, rushing past Jinnah Gardens, the outer wall of Gulistan-eFatima, Queen Victoria’s statue, colorful restaurants on the Mall, the Square of the Blue Dome, the Anarkali
Street, the Church, the Mosque, finally corning to a stop in front of Mustafa Khan Simabi’s exquisite bungalow.
Gramophone records were playing even in the servants’ quarters: “Come, adorn yourself as much as you can
today …”
Dilshad’s heart beat loud and fast, but there was a new sort of ecstasy in her heartbeat. Sitting in the verandah,
she wondered if Rahim Khan’s feet had ever touched the grounds of that bungalow, and if the air around the bungalow had Rahim Khan’s sweet breath mingled in it. In her believing eyes, the grounds of the bungalow had been
transformed into the sacred dust from the holy cities of Mecca and Medina. Each brick of the bungalow became
sacrosanct for her. A servant brought her a dish of pilau, one of meat and spinach, another of minced meat and
peas, and a clay bowl full of rice pudding. She didn’t know what she ate, how much of it and when. She was oblivious of the world around. For a long time now, for months upon months, her whole being had been nothing but a
wait incarnate for Rahim Khan, while her body all along was being gnawed at by dogs.
In his nightgown, Mustafa Khan Simabi hovered around her like a hungry vulture. A bottle of scotch whiskey
glittered on the table. His arms were wide open, in a gesture of embrace, and he was saying:
“Come, my darling, come close to me; I know you are very unfortunate, very poor, but I’m a rich man; stay
with me a few days; I’ll make you my queen; I don’t know where your Rahim Khan has wandered off to; he may
be lying dead in some wretched place; don’t waste your youth waiting for that imaginary person; come, be my
love; now you’re in an independent country; you have nothing to fear; this is our country, our independent country; long live Pakistan.”
Mullah Ali Bakhsh’s chain was hanging around Dilshad’s neck. When Mustafa Khan Simabi’s tongue leapt
forward to lick its beads, Dilshad felt as if a Muslim brother of hers was trying to kiss the black stone in the
Ka’aba.
A few days later, after Mustafa Khan Simabi had gone through the various stages of his “pilgrimage,” Dilshad
came back to the Camp. Mahmood sat there playing with a glass top. Clapping his hands and lisping, he told
Dilshad that his sister, Zubeida too had gone in a car to visit their grandfather and that grandfather had sent him
the glass top and a rubber ball and those colorful sweets. Today, she had again gone to see the grandfather. The car
honked many times when it left. Today again, she will bring money from grandfather, and new shoes and a cap
with a gold fringe …
Lahore was not Lahore but Medina; its inhabitants not its usual citizens, but the warm-hearted, hospitable residents—the ansaar—of Medina. In this city, a new Rahim Khan came into being for Dilshad every day, a new
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grandfather for Zubeida. There were new fathers here for daughters, new brothers for sisters, bodies meeting
bodies, blood mingling with blood …
III
Karachi.\fn{A quotation of Iqbal’s introduces this section: “Lord of all the Worlds: Why should I care? The worlds are yours, not
mine.}

Dilshad looked out of the train window. There was a lot of bustle at the Cantonment Station. All creatures from
the Refugee Special were coming out of the train and assembling on the platform. The platform was jam-packed.
But it took only a few minutes for the crowd to disperse; only a few coolies, a few departing passengers and some
ticket collectors remained. The incoming wave of refugees had merged with the crowds of Karachi. It seemed as
if the sea had washed it away, as intoxication dissipates all fears lurking in the heart, or as the stench of a rotting
corpse eclipses the smell of jasmine and roses.
Karachi!
Manora Island glittering in bright lights; Clifton beach bathed in the light of the full moon; the waves lapping
the shore and singing a gentle melody; waves hitting the reef, jumping up and forming fountains of mist. A very
gentle chill in the air and a subtle agreeableness. The sweet urge to live and to enjoy acting itself out on the beach.
*
Four young men sat on the beach mixing soda-water in their whiskies, reciting verses and waxing nostalgic for
Delhi, the city they had left behind. One of them bemoaned the lost love of a prostitute—a singer, dancer and
entertainer—the love that he forsook in the migration. They rolled about in the cool sand dreaming about their lost
paradises.
Some distance away from this group an elderly man, sporting a proper cut beard and dressed in the orthodox
manner prescribed by religion, sat chewing a paan. A few devotees sat facing him.
“We lost Delhi, its citizens, everything; yet we lost nothing. Bring some more paan for me.”
It was dutifully presented to him.
“Good tobacco,” the bearded man gave his opinion. “Where did you get it from?”
Somebody said that it had been purchased from Lucknow for twenty-nine rupees a seer.
“So, as I was saying, we lost Delhi,” the bearded man picked up the broken train of his argument. “We lost the
inhabitants of Delhi. Why? Do you know why?”
The devotees began thinking about the reasons. Their faces became question marks. The bearded man
answered his own question:
“The Red Fort, the Jamia Mosque, the Qutab Minaret, the graves of the illustrious dead—of the poet Ghalib,
the saint Nizamuddin Aulia, we lost all that not because we were unfortunate; it was because of our evil deeds.
Bring more paan.”
Among the party of four, one began arguing with the other. He insisted that Chand Jaan, the singer, loved him
and not the other claimant. The remaining two were busy doing acrobatics: one was trying to stand on the other’s
head. A Parsi girl sitting nearby was laughing at their antics. She had a colorful bikini on. The bearded man was
asking for more paan.
*
A bronze statue of Mahatma Gandhi stands between the Chief Court and the Assembly Hall, keeping, as it
were, justice and politics safely away from each other. Two bicycle riders stopped to look at the statue. One tried
to pull the staff away from its hand; the other tried to remove its glasses. When they failed to do either, one of
them put his fez on its head and moved happily away from there. They had quietly Islamised the statue.
*
A Hindu family is migrating to India. Their baggage—steel trunks, leather suitcases, wooden chests—has been
loaded on four camel carts which stand outside their beautiful bungalow. There is also a parrot cage there. The
parrot is eating peas from pods. Whenever anybody passes him by, the parrot observes him through his half-open
eyes. The look on his face seems to say:
“Now I’m leaving too, you buggers; I’d like to see how you make your Pakistan work.”
*
The orchestra was playing on the floor of the Qaiseria Hotel. The hotel manager came on the stage and announced that half of that evening’s income would be donated to the Qaid-e-Azam Relief Fund. People clapped
enthusiastically. A pretty lady raised a glass of sherry to her lips and said to her partner:
“I’m tired of Karachi, really. Let’s go to Bombay for a few days.”
Her companion was sipping champagne. He answered:
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“Now even Bombay is going to be a lost cause. The bloody Congress is bent on transforming this mini-Paris
into a monastery. No whiskey, no gin, no champagne. Now I hear they are conspiring to disallow horse-racing as
well.”
“Oh, yes,” the lady suddenly remembered. She said to her companion: “Professor Ghanshyam’s letter came the
other day. The poor fellow is feeling really helpless because of the prohibition. He wants you to send him a case
of whiskey. Please do it, somehow.”
*
A secretary of a foreign embassy was confessing to a secretary of another foreign embassy:
“I like two things in Karachi.”
“I like three,” the other said.
“Parsi girls and veils of Muslim women.”
“I also like those inside the veils.”
“How uncultured! Who could love those tubercular women?”
“I could and do. By Jesus, I love pale beauty. Blue veins on pale skin, and the rouge on top. I swear, I’ve never
seen such an admirable combination before. The veiled women are something else! Boy, bring us two whiskey
sodas.”
“This round’s on me,” the first one insisted.
“Doesn’t matter who buys. The objectives of our brave countries are the same. We’ll make our partnership last
long. To your health!”
*
A Muslim news editor was quenching his thirst with lemon squash. Getting the chance, he cornered an
important liquor and cloth merchant.
“Sir, I’ve heard that the consumption of liquor has tripled in Lahore and Karachi ever since Pakistan came into
being?” he asked, beginning to gather material for his next editorial.
“Absolute bull!” the merchant denied the report vehemently. “Where do you pick up such nonsense from?
Tripled? We’d be lucky if it's even doubled.”
“How sad! Isn’t this fact rather shameful for this Islamic country?”
“You should know, my dear fellow, that Pakistan is the fifth largest country in the world, and among Muslim
countries, it’s the largest,” the merchant tried to add to the editor’s knowledge.
“O.K. Isn’t this fact rather shameful for this biggest Muslim country in the world?”
“My dear fellow,” the merchant took a long sip of his scotch and said, “We are running a country here, not
building a mosque.”
*
The secretary of the second foreign country was saying to the secretary of the first foreign country:
“Ah! Those black veils; those green and red rustling silken veils; those pale and red faces peering through the
veils; those graceful arms, those shapely, conical hands! I swear by the Virgin Mary’s Son, when I watch those
sparks fly on the green of the Gandhi Garden, or when I see those veiled beauties in the stores on Elphinstone
Street, I want to fall down at their feet and stay there, even if they walk all over me.”
“Boy, two whiskies and soda,” the first one called.
“This one’s on me,” the second one repeated the order. “Doesn’t matter who buys. Our brave countries share
the same objectives. We shall both help the displaced refugees of Pakistan.”
*
“This two-anna piece is counterfeit,” the bus conductor told the passenger curtly. “Replace it.”
“I didn’t make this two-anna piece myself,” the passenger answered equally insolently. “Nor did I bring it back
with me from Delhi or Lucknow. I’m not going to replace it.” The conductor asked the driver to stop the bus.
“The bus is going nowhere if you don’t give me another two-anna piece,” he said to the passenger.
A few Punjabis swore at the bus conductor:
"Bloody Sindhis. Got the country without any effort. We’ll yet teach you a few things!”
The driver and the conductor walked out of the bus and stood by the roadside.
“The bloody Punjabis. What do the bastards think of themselves? Damn their cheek. Think they’re here for a
family reunion!”
A Hindu passer-by heard this panegyric and stopped. In appreciation, he offered the driver and the conductor
bidis to smoke.
Two Bengalis came out of the bus. One of them asked the other how far he thought Lawrence Road was. The
other answered: “Oh, about a couple of furlongs.”
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“Let’s take a walk there.” When they were at a safe distance from the bus, they commented on the two- anna
piece frankly.
“Let the Punjabi and Sindhi buggers fight it out. They claim Pakistan’s national language is going to be Urdu.
As if Bengali is a dead language.”
*
In the Cantonment Square, an Irani restaurant owner was roaring at a fruit-seller:
“I’m warning you. Don’t keep these dirty bananas in your wicker basket; flies gather and come into my
restaurant.” The fruit-seller was arguing with him stubbornly:
“Do you think you own this bloody sidewalk?”
The Irani came forward and kicked the basket, sending the fruit flying all over the street. The fruit-seller
jumped up and in an effort to pull him down clung to the Irani’s legs. A police constable arrived on the scene and
gave the fruit-seller a resounding slap on the face.
“You bastard. You have been told so many times not to sell anything on the sidewalk, but do you ever listen?
Get up, and come with me to the police station.”
The owner of the wicker basket made many appeals to the Constable. He cried and begged:
“Sir, I’m from the holy city of Ajmer. I lost everything there in the riots. I’ve a blind sister with me. Please let
me go this time. I swear I’ll never sell anything here.”
But the law is the law. It does not make a distinction between the resident of Ajmer and of Lahore, nor between a blind sister and one with good eyes. The Constable performed his duty creditably and took the fruit- seller
to the police station. However, when the Inspector heard about the blind sister, he was enraged by the Con-stable’s
stupidity. Why did the fool not bring the girl along?
*
“Two plus two equals four; four plus three is seven; seven plus nine—how much does that come to?” Chela
Ram, the pimp, asked Khushi Mohammad, the pimp.
Khushi Mohammad had just spooned a fly out of his cup of tea. Shaking it off the spoon onto the floor, he took
a long sip from his teacup.
“Seven plus nine makes sixteen,” Chela Ram finished the calculation himself. Then he added, “It wasn’t a bad
season, eh?”
Khushi Mohammad’s lower lip drooped a little further, and he took another long sip from his cup.
“Actually, if truth be told, it was an excellent season,” Chela Ram said, his cheeks glowing with pride and
pleasure. “Sixteen girls in one season! I haven’t done such business in my whole life.”
To show his satisfaction, Chela Ram took off his Jinnah cap and rubbed his hand on his pate.
Khushi Mohammad’s lower lip drooped as low as it could get. He took another sip of tea and said:
“Well, you were lucky. You had so many of them. I could get only three, and with difficulty.”
“Ha! Just three,” Chela Ram said sarcastically and shot out a big gob of phlegm onto the floor. “And tawny
easterners at that! No one would even look at them; I had some rare pieces. Hot and hard-bodied Punjabi girls;
slim and delicate ones from Delhi, and that farm-girl from Patiala—boy, she was an absolute gem!”
He broke a salt cracker between his fingers.
“That bastard Brown took her away to Port Said. He said she’d work well there. Eh, where’s this Port Said
anyway, Khushi Mohammad?”
“Must be around here somewhere,” he replied. He was worried about his own sluggish business. “Get another
cup of tea for me. No refugee trains coming in either!”
With the hot cup of tea, the two of them were once again lost in their thoughts. Chela Ram was thinking about
all the girls who had gone through his hands. He was wondering where they were now. Cairo, London, Port Said
… He felt like going to Port Said, throwing his five hundred and seventy rupees back in that bastard Brown’s
face, and bringing the farm-girl back.
There was nothing but anger and misery in Khushi Mohammad’s heart. Until recently there had been those
train and shiploads of refugees coming in; what had gone wrong now? He read in the papers about bloodshed and
riots, in Delhi, in Kanpur, in Calcutta, in Ahmedabad, in Ajmer, but out of this stream of blood not one refugee
train had got into Karachi. Enough to make him fretful and depressed. Nonetheless, hoping for a turnaround in his
affairs, he spent some more money and bought the day’s newspaper. Avariciously he went over the headlines. The
newspaper-hawker boy, his mouth open wide, was screaming loudly:
“War in Kashmir. Thousands of Muslims massacred in Jammu.”
Khushi Mohammad read the paper avidly. So, now the fires of hell were burning in the heaven of Kashmir as
well! Instead of the morning breeze, it was the swords of the Dogra and Sikh soldiers that were sweeping through
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the valley now. Thousands had been killed; thousands were dying; thousands were trying to crawl out of that hell
like mice or frogs. Khushi Mohammad slapped Chela Ram’s thigh hard and said:
“Did you see, my friend, the fire is raging in Kashmir now.”
Chela Ram was still dreaming about Port Said.
“Apples are going to cost more this year, I guess,” he said casually.
But Khushi Mohammad was waxing poetic. Smacking his lips, he talked about the beautiful, luscious women
of Kashmir, about their eyes, their lips, their cheeks, their breasts, until Chela Ram began to drool. Khushi Mohammad ordered another cup of tea for Chela Ram, and then the two of them went into a huddle and talked about
their dreams, hopes and expectations.
*
The wind flapped the sails. Waves hit the boat, shaking it a little. The girl was frightened. She moved away
from Seth Qayem Ali Dayem Ali’s side.
The Seth shot out the paan spittle that had been collecting in his mouth and burst out laughing.
The old oarsman lit a bidi and smiled. He said:
“She’s from Kashmir, Seth. She’s blind. A little timid, she is. Where do you want me to take the two of you? To
Paris or Venice?”
Seth Qayem Ali Dayem Ali’s firm had a sub-office in Paris. Besides that too, he had heard a lot about that
enchanting city. But right now, in that small boat, he was not ready to undertake a long voyage to Paris. The
oarsman’s offer, therefore, confused him.
The shrewd oarsman enjoyed the Seth’s discomfiture. He smiled and said:
“Don’t worry, Seth, I won’t take you far. Oh, what a fine place Paris is! You’ll simply die when you see it.”
There was a lot going on at the Kemari port. People were walking about enjoying their Sunday off. Some were
leaving for Manora, some for Sandpit Island. One ship was ready to sail for Bombay. The colorful saris of
hundreds of women could be seen fluttering on the deck. The passengers were taking a parting look at Karachi
through their binoculars. As the ship slid away from the dock, they tossed their Jinnah caps into the sea and
raising their clenched fists in the air shouted:
“Jai Hind!”
Seth Qayem Ali Oayem Ali’s blind girl sat clinging to his side. Whenever the boat rocked on the waves, she
remembered her light dinghy which used to rock gently on the waves of the Oal and Wular lakes. The first time
she drank a handful of sea water, she felt like throwing up. How bitter it was! The water of the Oal was sweet like
fresh milk. And that of Shahi Spring? It was like drinking ice-cold, buttery and honeyed milk. She yearned once
to be able to see the color of the sea water, whether it was black or red, blue or green. But her eyes! Once she had
had the blue of the Wular in her gentle eyes, and the delicacy of green almonds, but now there were only two big
gashes; her eyes had become like two dark, deep and empty wells. The bayonet of a brave Oogra soldier had
wrecked the magic castles in her eyes …
Away from the noise and activity of the shore, a container ship had weighed anchor. It stood all alone. A warning in red lettering could be seen clearly on the port side of the ship: it was loaded with dynamite and ammunition. When the boat passed by that ship, Seth Qayem Ali Oayem Ali let go of the girl’s hand. He was afraid the
ship might suddenly blow up. But when the boat was at a safe distance from the ship, he took hold of both her
hands and placed them on his pot-belly.
The boat came to a small island. There was nothing there except a few fishermen’s huts. The oarsman told him
that that “pleasure palace” was called Paris. There were also a few other islands like that one around, and an odd
boat was moored on their shores as well. One of those islands was called Venice, the other Rome, the third one
Naples …
As soon as his two passengers were off the boat, the oarsman unfurled the sail, making a sort of canopy over
his head. He winked to Seth Qayem Ali Oayem Ali and said:
“All right, Seth. I’m off to do some fishing. You go and have fun. Enjoy your Kashmir holiday.”
*
A fair is in progress at the Eidgah grounds. Here, a fair seems to be in progress every day, and every night
some festivity is going on. In small huts fashioned from sackcloth, tiny lamps are lit. Cooked food, stitched
clothes, second-hand shoes, fresh fruit, iron nails, wooden chests, cowhide chairs, cooking oil, pickled vegetables,
soap—a strange assortment of goods and objects, keeps these homeless people propped up. A curious sense of
satisfaction pervades the air, and life here has a certain perpetuity and endlessness about it. Watching this place
one feels that the caravan that had lost its way has finally reached its destination.
One hut had been partitioned by means of a sackcloth. In the front portion Dilshad sat frying gram flour pastry
in oil; in the back Zubeida sold yogurt dumplings. A Pathan—a northerner—sat cross-legged facing Dilshad.
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“Hot pastry for you, Khan? For how much?” she asked.
“Is it soft? Is it really hot?” he asked, giving her a wink.
“Yes, Khan, it’s hot and nice,"”she answered smiling, the spatula in front of her lips to hide her smile. There
was a strange magic in her smile. Seeing her smile, Rahim Khan had once taken a vow that even if it’s the sun, or
the moon or the stars that take her away, he would jump across the vast spaces between earth and sky and bring
her back …
The Pathan moved his tongue over his lips.
“One rupee?”
“No, Khan, five rupees.”
“Come on, two and a half then?”
“No, Khan, nothing less than five.”
Khan took whatever money he had out of his pocket and counted it. He had three rupees and four annas. He
tried to ask for a credit for one rupee and twelve annas, the amount by which he was short, but Dilshad refused.
“Credit acts like scissors for love,” she told him. She promised to deliver nice and hot pastry if Khan brought
the sum she had asked for.
The Pathan was disappointed. He went to the other side. There he bargained for yogurt dumplings. Zubeida
was still young and ignorant. She agreed to give Khan credit for a rupee and twelve annas. She said to Oilshad
over the partition:
“Sister, watch my place for a while. Mahmood is sleeping. I’m going with Khan to buy some yogurt.”
In the same way, when Oilshad goes with a client to buy gram flour for her pastry, she asks Zubeida to look
after her daughter. From this mixture of yogurt and gram flour, the future of the biggest Muslim country in the
world is being shaped. When Oilshad’s daughter grows up, raised on hot and tender pastry, and when Zubeida’s
Mahmood matures, fed on yogurt dumplings, two valuable members will be added to the Muslim community—a
strong brother and a beautiful sister.
Physical strength and physical beauty: these are the materials—the bricks and kneaded clay—with which brave
nations are built. Strength and beauty of the body—these are the blessings given you by your God, by the Merciful and Compassionate God, the Lord of the East and the West, who grows dates and pomegranates on trees,
pearls within oyster-shells, who is the Master of both heaven and hell.
So, which of your Lord’s blessings will you deny?
78.328 Stench Of Kerosene\fn{by Amrita Pritam (1919-2005)} Gujranwala, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 2
Outside, a mare neighed. Guleri recognized the neighing and ran out of the house. The mare was from her
parents’ village. She put her head against its neck as if it were the door of her father’s house.
*
Guleri’s parents lived in Chamba. A few miles from her husband’s village which was on high ground, the road
curved and descended steeply down-hill. From this point one could see Chamba lying a long way away at one’s
feet. Whenever Guleri was homesick she would take her husband Manak and go up to this point. She would see
the homes of Chamba twinkling in the sunlight and would come back with her heart aglow with pride.
Once every year, after the harvest had been gathered in, Guleri was allowed to spend a few days with her
parents. They sent a man to Lakarmandi to bring her back to Chamba. Two of her friends too, who were also
married to boys outside Chamba, came home at the same time of the year. The girls looked forward to this annual
meeting, when they spent many hours every day talking about their experiences, their joys and sorrows. They
went about the streets together. Then there was the harvest festival. The girls would have new dresses made for
the occasion. They would have their dupattas dyed, starched and sprinkled with mica. They would buy glass
bangles and silver ear-rings.
Guleri always counted the days to the harvest. When autumn breezes cleared the skies of the monsoon clouds
she thought of little besides her home in Chamba. She went about her daily chores—fed the cattle, cooked food
for her husband’s parents and then sat back to work out how long it would be before someone would comfort her
from her parents’ village.
*
And now, once again, it was time for her annual visit. She caressed the mare joyfully, greeted her father’s
servant, Natu, and made ready to leave next day.
Guleri did not have to put her excitement into words; the expression on her face was enough. Her husband,
Manak, pulled at his hookah and closed his eyes. It seemed either as if he did not like the tobacco, or that he could
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not bear to face his wife.
“You will come to the fair at Chamba, won’t you? Come even if if it only for the day,” she pleaded.
Manak put aside his chillum but did not reply.
“Why don’t you answer me?” asked Guleri in a little temper. “Shall I tell you something?”
“I know what you are going to say: “I only go to my parents once in the year!” Well, you have never been
stopped before.”
“Then why do you want to stop me this time?” she demanded.
“Just this time,” pleaded Manak.
“Your mother has not said anything. Why do you stand in my way?” Guleri was childishly stubborn.
“My mother …” Manak did not finish his sentence.
On the long awaited morning, Guleri was ready long before dawn. She had no children and therefore no
problem of either having to leave them with her husband’s parents or taking them with her. Natu saddled the mare
as she took leave of Manak’s parents. They patted her head and blessed her.
“I will come with you for a part of the way,” said Manak.
Guleri was happy as they set out. Under her dupatta she hid Manak’s flute.
After the village of Khajiar, the road descended steeply to Chamba. There Guleri took out the flute from
beneath her dupatta and gave it to Manak. She took Manak’s hand in hers and said, “Come now, play your flute!”
But Manak, lost in his thoughts paid no heed. “Why don’t you play your flute?” asked Guleri, coaxingly. Manak
looked at her sadly. Then, putting the flute to his lips, he blew a strange anguished wail of sound.
“Guleri, do not go away,” he begged her. “I ask you again, do not go this time.” He handed her back the flute,
unable to continue.
“But why?” she asked. “You come over on the day of the fair and we will return together. I promise you, I will
not stay behind.”
Manak did not ask again.
They stopped by the road-side. Natu took the mare a few paces ahead to leave the couple alone. It crossed
Manak’s mind that it was at this time of the year, seven years ago, that he and his friends had come on this very
road to go to the harvest festival in Chamba. And it was at this fair that Manak had first seen Guleri and they had
bartered their hearts to each other. Later, managing to meet alone, Manak remembered taking her hand and telling
her, “You are like unripe corn—full of milk.”
“Cattle go for unripe corn,” Guleri had replied, freeing her hand with a jerk. “Human beings like it better
roasted. If you want me, go and ask for my hand from my father.”
Amongst Manak’s kinsmen it was customary to settle the bride-price before the wedding. Manak was nervous
because he did not know the price Guleri’s father would demand from him. But Guleri’s father was prosperous,
and had lived in cities. He had sworn that he would not take money for his daughter, but would give her to a
worthy young man of a good family. Manak, he had decided, answered these requirements and, very soon after,
Guleri and Manak were married. Deep in memories, Manak was roused by Guleri’s hand on his shoulder.
“What are you dreaming of?” she teased him.
Manak did not answer. The mare neighed impatiently and Guleri thinking of the journey ahead of her, arose to
leave. “Do you know the blue-bell wood a couple of miles from here?” she asked. “It is said that anyone who goes
through it becomes deaf.”
“Yes.”
“It seems to me as if you had passed through the blue-bell wood; you do not hear anything that I say.”
“You are right, Guleri, I cannot hear anything that you are saying to me,” replied Manak with a deep sigh.
Both of them looked at each other. Neither understood the other’s thoughts.
“I will go now. You had better return home. You have come a long way,” said Guleri gently.
“You have walked all this distance. Better get on the mare,” replied Manak.
“Here, take your flute.”
“You take it with you.”
“Will you come and play it on the day of the fair?” asked Gulerei with a smile. The sun shone in her eyes.
Manak turned his face away. Guleri perplexed, shrugged her shoulders and took the road to Chamba. Manak
returned to his home.
Entering the house, he slumped listless, on his charpoy.
“You have been away a long time,” exclaimed his mother. “Did you go all the way to Chamba?”
“Not all the way; only to the top of the hill.” Manak’s voice was heavy.
“Why do you croak like an old woman,” asked his mother severely. “Be a man.”
Manak wanted to retort: “You are a woman; why don’t you cry like one for a change!” But he remained silent.
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*
Manak and Guleri had been married seven years, but she had never borne a child and Manak’s mother had
made a secret resolve: “I will not let it go beyond the eighth year.”
This year, true to her decision, she had paid Rs. 500 to get him a second wife, and now she had waited, as
Manak knew, for the time when Guleri went to her parents to bring in the new bride.
Obedient to his mother and to custom, Manak’s body responded to the new woman. But his heart was dead
within him.
*
In the early hours of one morning he was smoking his chillum when an old friend happened to pass by.
“Ho Bhavani, where are you going so early in the morning?”
Bhavani stopped. He had a small bundle on his shoulder. “Nowhere in particular,” he replied evasively.
“You must be on your way to some place or the other,” exclaimed Manak. “What about a smoke?”
Bhavani sat down on his haunches and took the chillum from Manak’s hands. “I am going to Chamba for the
fair,” he replied at last.
Bhavani’s words pierced through Manak’s heart like a needle.
“Is the fair today?”
“It is the same day every year,” replied Bhavani dryly. “Don’t you remember, we were in the same party seven
years ago?” Bhavani did not say any more but Manak was conscious of the other man’s rebuke and he felt uneasy.
Bhavani put down the chillum and picked up his bundle. His flute was sticking out of the bundle. Bidding Manak
farewell, he walked away. Manak’s eyes remained on the flute till Bhavani disappeared from view.
Next afternoon when Manak was in his fields he saw Bhavani coming back but deliberately he looked the
other way. He did not want to talk to Bhavani or hear anything about the fair. But Bhavani came round the other
side and sat down in front of Manak. His face was sad, lightless as a cinder.
“Guleri is dead,” said Bhavani in a flat voice.
“What?”
“When she heard of your second marriage, she soaked her clothes in kerosene and set fire to them.”
*
The days went by. Manak resumed his work in the fields and ate his meals when they were given to him. But
he was like a man dead, his face quite blank, his eyes empty.
“I am not his spouse,” complained his second wife. “I am just someone he happened to marry.”
But quite soon she was pregnant and Manak’s mother was well pleased with her new daughter-in-law. She told
Manak about his wife’s condition, but he looked as if he did not understand, and his eyes were still empty.
His mother encouraged her daughter-in-law to bear with her husband’s moods for a few days. As soon as the
child was born and placed in his father’s lap, she said, Manak would change.
A son was duly born to Manak’s wife; and his mother, rejoicing, bathed the boy, dressed him in fine clothes
and put him in Manak’s lap. Manak stared at the new born babe in his lap. He stared a long time, uncomprehending, his face as usual, expressionless. Then suddenly the blank eyes filled with horror, and Manak began to
scream.
“Take him away!” he shrieked hysterically. “Take him away! He stinks of kerosene.”
10.44 The Rush Hour\fn{by Ram Lall (1923-

)}

Mianwali, Miahwali District, Punjab Prvince, Pakistan (M) 3

A jungle swarming with people. Strangers all, whom only chance had thrown together. Jostling and pushing
one another, they traveled together for a short while on buses, trams, trucks, trains and along the city footpaths
and then separated. They were a part of the great metropolitan city and contributed to its rough and tumble.
That day, just by chance, Atam happened to spot out Kassi in the surging crowd during the evening rush hour.
Plodding their way through the crowd along the Howrah Bridge, they were going in the same direction. A stream
of vehicles sped past them in the middle of the bridge.
Atam had recognized Kassi from her back—a straight and fine youthful back over which her hair fell in rich
profusion. It could be none other than Kassi.
“Kassi!”
Kassi gave a start on hearing her name. The voice had a familiar ring though she was hearing it after many
years. She turned round to look and there was a sudden glint of recognition in her eyes.
“Aye, Atam, are you still living in Calcutta?”
“Yes, I’m here for the last five years. And you?”
“Why ask? Where else do you think I could go?”
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This silenced Atam and he wordlessly gaped at Kassi’s face. She had no sindoor in the parting of her hair and
her face was innocent of any make-up—not even a hint of the lipstick. And yet how red her lips were.
Kassi provided the answer to her own question. “I’ve stuck on to Calcutta,” she said. “I was born here, I grew
up here and now I’ve landed a job here.”
“In which office?”
“Let me pass, brother!” Before Kassi could reply a passer-by wedged himself between them and rushed away.
“I’m working at the Kidderpore Docks,” Kassi said, catching up with Atam. “As a steno in the Calcutta Port
Trust. And you?”
An eddying mass of people momentarily threw them apart. “I look after the air conditioning plant of the main
block of the Calcutta Stock Exchange Building,” Atam said. “Remember, when you visited our house for the first
time 1 was doing my apprenticeship at I.T.I.”
“Yes, “ do remember, Atam. Your father and mine had fallen out over some property matter. Please not so fast I
get left behind.”
“And then we had stopped meeting. They had kicked up a big row over nothing.”
“Atam, 1 can’t hear you in this crowd. Do you mind catching my hand? What did you say just now?”
“That it was really not necessary to quarrel over such a small matter. A pity, that they did not make up again.
When my father died, not to talk of visiting us, your father didn’t even care to write us a letter of condolence.”
“Atam, I’m really sorry about it. But you know I was very small at that time.”
“Don’t take me amiss, Kassi. I’m not blaming anybody. I was only casually telling you about it.”
“Oh, how these people come swarming from behind! I just couldn’t catch your words in this deafening noise.”
“Look, we have almost reached the station. Let’s sit down somewhere and chat peacefully over a cup of tea.”
“I would love it.”
Firmly grasping Kassi’s hand, Atam tore through the crowd, Kasi in tow, till they reached a point of safety.
Raising her hands to her head Kassi fixed up her hair into a bun while Atam looked on fascinated. She had
blossomed into a fine woman, indeed. Rap re hap, how beautiful she looked! Finding him looking at her, Kassi
felt embarrassed and her face turned red. They stood silent for a while, looking around for a quiet place. But all
the restaurants were full and a little further down even the coffee stall was crowded where people were talking
noisily while drinking their coffee in quick gulps. Then they saw the local train coming in. Putting down their
cups and money on the counter they hurried away to get into the train. Atam who was standing there surveying the
scene saw a dining car at the end of the train. There was enough time before the train started. They got into the
dining car.
Sitting across from each other they had a good look at each other. The bearer brought them cups of tea.
“You were telling me something,” Kassi said.
“When?” Atam said as if coming out of a dream.
“When you grabbed my hand and pulled me out of the crowd.”
“I’m sorry, I can’t recall it now. Let it be. Tell me, who’s living with you? I mean besides your father and
mother?”
“There’s no one else. Both my elder brothers are married. One of them is living in Bombay and the other in
Madras. Shyama Didi lives with her in-laws. Sometimes she comes to stay with us. For a week or a fortnight.”
“What about you? You’ve not been to your in-laws’ place?” Atam suddenly felt that it would pain him to hear
her reply. Then he saw a smile flickering around her lips.
“Is it necessary to go one’s in-laws?” she said. “Must every girl visit her in-laws?”
Though very sentimental, Atam was slow on the uptake. He sat there as if tongue-tied. But Kassi had sensed
what was passing in his mind and gave him a bemused look. “How’s your mother?” she asked.
“She’s just the same. Only her eyesight has worsened. She had to change her glasses several times. And how’s
your mother now? Imagine, as a child I used to play on her lap and now I’ve even forgotten her face.”
Kassi laughed. “One can’t forget one’s childhood so easily,” she said. “Those were glorious days. We still
seemed to be clinging to our childhood when we met seven years ago. Wasn’t it seven years ago? You were in the
I.T.I. and I was preparing for my School Final. Do you remember one day you had taken me to Shantiniketan on
your bike?”
“Yes, I do remember. And you had liked the place so much that you said you would come back one day to
study for your degree.”
“But I couldn’t come, as you know. Father was hard up at that time. He had to sell his share of the ancestral
property to provide for his sons’ education and Shyama’s marriage.”
“Kassi, I’m sorry. I was not aware of these things. I had unknowingly said some hard things against your
father.”
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“Did you, really? But I didn’t ever hear your saying anything against him.”
“How good-natured you are! You never take offence.”
“I marvel at how quickly you have learnt about my nature. But at home they think I’m the cantankerous type.”
Kassi started laughing.
Suddenly the train started moving. They rushed towards the door. But it was too late. The train had gathered
speed. They could not get down.
“Where will the train stop next?” Kassi asked, alarmed.
“Kharagpur,” a bearer told her. “It’s more than an hour’s run.”
Kassi gave Atam a helpless look.
“I’m with you,” Atam consoled her. “We’ll immediately catch the down train from Kharagpur. Why worry?
Haven’t you ever reached home late?”
“I’m home by eight-thirty, the latest. That is if the local runs late. Otherwise I’m generally home by seven.”
“It’s all right. I’ll come with you to your house and explain everything. Such things happen almost everyday.
There’s nothing to worry. What about another cup of tea? And something to eat? I'm feeling hungry. What’ll you
have?”
“Whatever you eat.”
“And I’ll eat whatever you eat.”
“Arre baba, you’re making things difficult for me. All right, it’s mutton chop for me. Are you game?” Kassi
was her usual self again—vivacious and sprightly. “Atam, you used to be very stubborn as a child,” she said.
“You’ve not changed a bit.”
“No, it’s not that. Life has taught me a lot. I had to make many compromises with life, but not at the cost of my
principles.”
“You were interested in plays.”
“I’m interested even now. We have a dramatic club. Only last month we staged The Tired God.”
“The Tired God! A nice title that.”
“I know you had your interests too. You had great liking for History and Sociology—your pet subjects, if I
may say so.”
“From there to here I’ve cultivated many more interests. Music and sitar and all that. And now it’s a job at the
speed of two hundred words per minute.”
They started laughing. The train entered the Kharagpur yard. Atam suddenly sat up. They were traveling
without tickets. He told Kassi and she looked at him in alarm. “Oh, baba, we are in for trouble. They will impose
a heavy penalty on us and I don’t have more than twenty rupees on me. Maybe even less!”
She spilled the contents of her money bag on the table. Atam also added the contents of his pocket to the lot on
the table.”
“Just enough to pay for the food and the rail fare,” Atam declared after making some quick calculations. “We
won’t have any money left for the return journey.”
“Then how shall we go back?”
Atam smiled as he gazed at Kassi’s troubled face. “That’s no problem.” he said. “I’ve a sister living at
Kharagpur. We shall go to her house, have our food there and get some money from her.”
“No, baba, I won’t go to your sister’s house. What will she think?”
“Then you may wait outside her house while I’ll go in and ask her for the money. Then we can get back to the
station in time for the train to Calcutta.”
“That'll not be a bad idea.”
Like children they were getting into the fun of it and were proud that they had hit upon an ingenious way of
getting out of their predicament.
They took a taxi to Atam’s sister’s house. Kassi stayed back in the taxi. Atam returned after a few minutes and
waved five ten-rupee notes before Kassi’s face. Overjoyed, Kassi pressed his hand. They returned to the station,
laughing and chatting. It was a rare experience, like suddenly discovering a treasure by the wayside.
They learnt that the train to Calcutta was running late by three hours. Kassi’s face fell. She had lost the taste
for the excellent food Atam had specially ordered for her at the railway restaurant. She wouldn’t even touch the
food. Atam helplessly watched the tears lurking in her eyes.
The train came at last and they got in silently. They wouldn’t reach Calcutta before five the next morning.
“Kassi, it was my fault,” Atam said apologetically. “I dragged you here and then everything kept going wrong
like a bad adventure.”
Kassi was sitting with her head resting between her knees.
“Atam, I don’t blame you,” she said in a tearful voice. “Even I forgot myself on meeting you. I kept harking
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back to the happy days we had spent together as children. Now when I reach home what explanation will I give
for shuttling between Kharagpur and Calcutta? Atam, I told you a lie. I had said that my father and mother would
be waiting for me at home. They died a long time back. It’s my husband who would lie awake all night, waiting
for me.”
Atam heard her in stunned silence. Then he lowered his head and said, “Kassi, I had also told you a small lie. It
was unbecoming of me to tell you that my mother is alive. It’s my wife and our small son who would be waiting
for my return. She must be having a harrowing time and not a wink of sleep. She must be perking up her ears at
the slightest hint of a sound. Anyway, now we must make the best of it. We can trot out some excuse. For
instance, that we were caught in a traffic jam. It’s an everyday occurrence.”
“But no such thing has happened between my office and my home. There won’t be any mention of it in the
newspapers.”
“Kassi, newspapers don’t carry all the news. They skip a lot of things. Traffic jams have become so
commonplace that they have lost their news value.”
They were silent for a long time. It would soon be morning. Their faces had wilted and their clothes had
become dirty and crumpled. Whenever Atam closed his eyes he felt he was hearing the city noises somewhere
inside him—as if a whole city was lodged within him.
Suddenly the train ground to a halt. A big crowd had gathered near the engine and had blocked the rail track.
Atam climbed down from the train to investigate. He learnt that a local was late and the commuters were
expressing their anger over it by stopping other trains.
Atam ran back to Kassi. “They are the very commuters with whom we rub shoulders everyday,” he said. “Last
evening we were anxious to get away from them. But today our liberation lies in joining hands with them. Then if
we are ever missing from home for a couple of days nobody is going to suspect us. I think the police will be here
any moment.”
A smile played across Atam’s face. Suddenly Kassi’s face lost its grimness. She tightly wound the pallav of her
sari around her waist and plunged herself into the demonstrating crowd. Then following the example of others she
picked up some rocks from the track and hurled them at a carriage window.
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1
Are we putting the country on auction under the garb of transparent privatization?
The manner in which our caretakers are trying to get rid of some of our most valuable assets like the banks, is
beginning to look like a sell-out. Not many days ago the caretaker Prime Minister and his Finance Minister were
shouting their heads off about the perilous state of the country’s economy and now they tell us that things are well
under control and not before long we could hope to be on our way to becoming an Asian tiger.
Who are we fooling—the world or our own people? Would a little moderation not be in order? What have the
caretakers done, apart from devaluing the currency and going back on many of their financial decisions which
were announced with great fanfare, to restore the health of the nation’s economy? Surely the publication of the list
of defaulters and drug barons (both eminently sensible steps) and the cancellation of the PM’s discretionary quota
for land allotment was not all that was required to put the house in order.
We are told that the caretaker PM painted a particularly rosy picture before the foreign correspondents, whom
he met twice within 48 hours to revive the confidence of investors in Pakistan’s economic stability. Why was it
necessary to shatter that confidence in the first place? If the measures that the caretaker PM has taken so far were
all that was needed to put the economy back on its feet then it must have been in fairly zippy state when the
caretakers descended upon us. Neither prospective investors nor foreign correspondents are so naïve as to
swallow such a bait.
The truth is that the country is under a very heavy burden of foreign debt, and all that the caretaker PM is
trying to do is to follow the World Bank/IMF instructions to make it possible for the country not to default on its
debt service obligations. Unfortunately we do not know the correct figures of our foreign debt nor do we know
how much of it was incurred for the procurement of arms and how much was borrowed for meeting the service
charges on old debts. Our total long-term debt in 1970 (four years before the oil price rise) was US$3 billion and
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we had no arrears on interest payment. Following the oil price rise and the accumulation of petrodollars in US and
European banks, the custodians of the Western monetary and economic system, of whom the World Bank and the
IMF are the principal exponents, started persuading Pakistan (like other Third World countries) to borrow as much
as it wanted to finance its development program. That was how the recycling of oil revenues started. By 1980
Pakistan’s long term debt had jumped from 3 to 8.5 billion US dollars. Today it stands it around 27 billion dollars.
We have been paying through our nose but the international monetary system allows us no reprieve. Our debt
burden rises with ever increase in the world interest rates, as ever unfavorable variation in the exchange rates puts
another slab on it. The lesson of history is that there is no way any debtor, once caught, can escape this horrible
debt trap.
Let us not forget that the Ottomans mortgaged their sovereignty and lost their empire as a result of the debts
that they contracted. The Ottoman government lost its freedom of political action through financial intervention
by certain European countries. Albert Hourani writes in A History of the Arab People (Harvard University Press,
1991) that from the 1850s onward the Ottoman government had been increasingly in need of money to pay for its
army and its administration and it found a new source of money in Europe, where the development of industry
and trade had led to an accumulation of capital which was channeled, through a new kind of institution, the banks.
The Ottoman government started borrowing on a large scale and on highly unfavorable terms; of a nominal
amount of 256 million Turkish pounds (the Turkish pound was equivalent to $0.9 sterling) it received only 139
million, the remainder being discounted.
By 1875 it was unable to carry the burden of interest and repayment and in 1881 a Public Debt Administration
representing foreign creditors was set up; it was given control of a large part of the Ottoman revenues and in that
way had control over acts of government which had financial implications.
A similar process took place in Egypt and Tunisia which ended in direct control by France.
In Egypt too larger openings for foreign enterprises gave greater incentives to intervention.
*
Egypt was borrowing heavily to meet its development requirements. The European financiers were
appropriating the profits from the export and processing of cotton and most of the revenues of the Suez Canal.
Egypt borrowed £68 million between 1862 and 1873, though it received only two-thirds of it, the rest being
discounted. It made enormous efforts to increase its resources through taxation and even sold its shares in the
Canal to the British government, but by 1876 it was unable to meet the demands of its foreign creditors. The
creditors asserted themselves by first establishing Anglo-French financial control and when that did not work they
resorted to direct intervention, first diplomatic by Britain and France jointly and then military action by Britain
alone in 1882. The British invasion was justified on the spurious ground that the Egyptian government had lost
control and the country was drifting towards anarchy.
The similarities between what the Ottoman government went through in the second half of the nineteenth
century and what we are going though today at the hands of our foreign creditors are unmistakable. The \VB and
the IMF have imposed their control over our financial affairs just as the French did when they set up their Public
Debt Administration to gain control over a large part of the Ottoman revenues. We have been given a caretaker
government, headed by a highly trusted WB official, which has the authority to institute and execute such
financial measures (euphemistically called IMF conditionality) as are considered necessary by our foreign
creditors. All such measures are projected as steps taken in the national interest, but their primary purpose is to
safeguard the interests of our foreign creditors. The confidence of the foreign creditors is the single most
important factor which governs our financial decision-making today. It is not the confidence and the trust of the
people which determines our policies. Indeed the caretaker government did not even go through the formality of
taking the Senate into confidence before thrusting its package of reforms down the throats of the people. As a
result several measures announced by the government had to be withdrawn.
The caretaker PM knows better than most other people that whatever he is trying to do in the name of restoring
the health of the economy is essentially meant to reassure the IMF, which is being used as a political front by our
creditors, that Pakistan will fulfill its debt obligations. The creditors cannot mount an armed invasion on Pakistan
(though all kinds of threats and pressures are being applied) but they know that the caretaker government is doing
what the Public Debt Administration did for the French creditors in 1881 or the European creditors did when they
established Franco-Spanish control over the administration and finances of Morocco in 1907. The caretaker
government has created a Debt Retirement Fund and all proceeds from the privatization of state-owned
enterprises will be deposited in this fund to meet our debt obligations. To reassure the creditors we will be inviting
officials of the WB to satisfy themselves about the transparency (more like striptease) of our privatization
program.
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Let there be no doubt that our sovereignty is being mortgaged by further borrowing through the IMF only to
meet our current debt servicing obligations. The caretakers are adding to our debt burden by soliciting the good
will of the IMF. The only realistic, and equitable way of dealing with the country’s debt problem is not by
borrowing more or by organizing a hell-for-leather auction of our public assets but by negotiating a long-term
moratorium on debt servicing.
2
When Nelson Mandela and President F. De Klerk signed a historic agreement on November 17 marking the
end of apartheid, it signaled the triumph of political sagacity and patience over passion and racial prejudice. The
black Africans have suffered under white domination for over three hundred years, but their resolve never faltered
and they retained their dignity despite all the humiliation to which they were subjected. I have had the privilege of
knowing some extraordinary Africans, white as well as black, who through suffering had lost whatever they
possessed but never their zest for life or their sense of humor.
Hugh Lewin was with the Guardian (London) before he joined me in South magazine as production editor. His
disheveled hair and a furtive smile gave him a boyish look. An outstanding professional who could be fairly stern
in his dealings with his colleagues. He knew little about my thirteen long months in prison. I would go on and on
about the rigor of solitary confinement and the profound lessons I had drawn from the experience without Hugh
showing any sign of boredom. He rarely asked a question but I would explain to him, how every sound in jail
even the turning of a key, would fill me with a sense of foreboding. How life seemed to hang on a fragile thread of
suspense and uncertainty. Hugh would nod in sympathy but never made any comment which left me a little
puzzled.
I knew little about Hugh except that he belonged to South Africa and had worked on the Post in Johannesburg
before coming to England. It was Anthony Sampson (author of Seven Sisters) who had also worked in South
Africa who told me about HughLewin’s book Bandiet: Seven years in a South African Prison which was
published in 1975 and was an instant bestseller. I borrowed it from John Paterson another South African friend
and read it in one go.
It was a chilling account of Hugh’s arrest, torture and years of imprisonment. I discovered the full horror of
apartheid.
Hugh Lewin was the son of a priest and he joined a band of white South African youths as a student to draw
the attention of the world to the plight of black Africans. They decided that they would not be able to pull down
the terrifying walls of apartheid except through violence and sabotage. They blew-up some power stations and
other communication centers. One of the boys was arrested and he broke down under police interrogation. The
whole group was apprehended. Hugh was subjected to the most brutal physical treatment for days while in police
custody. When he would refuse to speak the interrogators would themselves tell him the details of his acts of
sabotage. Nothing caused him greater anguish than the knowledge that all that information had been provided to
the police by one of his closest friends.
When Hugh appeared in court, he gave a brief statement in which he admitted to having committed acts of
sabotage because he found it impossible to accept the existence of a regime which was treating the blacks in such
a barbaric manner. His only regret was that he had failed to achieve the purpose for which he had joined the
group. Hugh was found guilty and sentenced to seven year’s rigorous imprisonment. Bandiet is the story of those
long nights and days of agony which Hugh lived through by his faith and will.
After I had read the book I went to Hugh and apologised to him for having pestered him with the ridiculous
details of my brief and comfortable sojourn in jail. Hugh did his best to reassure me. Denial of liberty, even for a
day, he said, reduces one to the level of animal existence and the state of perpetual suspense to which one is
consigned is equally devastating whether it lasts for a year or for seven years: the body learns to cope with
physical pain, it is the mind that cannot come to terms with confinement. He confessed that it had become
extremely difficult for him to trust any one which he regarded as the most damaging effect of his incarceration.
Hugh and I went to Salisbury (now Harare) the capital of Zimbabwe (former Rhodesia) in July 1980, four
months after the country achieved independence. Robert Mugabe had taken over as Prime Minister in March 1980
and the Guardian asked me to interview him. Because of the Smith regime’s propaganda against the black leaders
during the years of their struggle for freedom the Rhodesians had come to see Mugabe as a felon, a murderer and
rapist. The evening before my meeting with Mugabe we had dinner at the house of a white solicitor. The lady of
the house told us that all her neighbors had gathered in her drawing room to listen to Mugabe’s television speech
the day after he took over as Prime Minister.
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We were in a state of shock. None of us had gone out during the day and we had no idea what had happened in the
city. We were sure they must have hanged Smith and put General Wall before the firing squad. We were all so worried
about our children.
Then Mugabe appeared on the screen. We had never seen the man. He started speaking calmly and told us about
love and compassion. How we should respect all human beings whatever their race or color. Nothing was more
important than human life and duty and the way to settle old scores was not through revenge but forgiveness. I felt tears
running down my cheeks. He was speaking with the voice of Christ.

After hearing Mugabe’s speech most of the white settlers decided to stay on in the country.
Next day when I met Mugabe the first question I asked him was “Prime Minister, yesterday you were a
psychopathic killer, a terrorist, an ogre, today you are a pragmatist, a moderate and a far-sighted statesman. How
have you adjusted yourself to the change?”
Mugabe was sitting behind his desk with a serene expression on his face. Both China and Pakistan had given
his people help during their struggle so he treated me with great consideration.
“The change is not in me.” Mugabe started answering in a kind voice, measuring every word,
I am not the one who has undergone a metamorphosis. The transformation is really taking place in the minds of
those who once upon a time regarded me as an extremist, a murderer, a psychopathic killer, as you say. They are the
people who have had to adjust to the change. What I was, I still am. During the war we had to fight against the enemy’s
propaganda machinery. But all the time we had a definite goal before us; to establish in Zimbabwe a free society in
which people of all shades of opinion, regardless of their color race or creed, should be able to participate in social,
economic and political life at equal level.

I told Mugabe about the thousands who were butchered and the millions rendered homeless during the
partition of the subcontinent of India and asked “how did you control the passions of the blacks who had been
treated in such a barbaric manner for so long2” That, Mugabe explained, was the most difficult part of the
struggle.
“For the first few years during our fight for freedom violence was our only source of inspiration and strength. But
gradually we came to realize that revenge could become a remorseless cycle. Murder cannot be settled by murder. It
was in the bush, under the harshness of the sun, that we decided that if we ever succeeded in our mission we must
restore peace and harmony in the country. Individual whites must not be subjected to any indignity for the conduct of
their government. I am glad Mr. Smith and his former colleagues have decided to stay on and we have assured them
that the terms of the Lancaster House accord signed in September, 1979 between the white minority government and
the leaders of the blacks will be fully honored.”

Walking down the main street of Harare I told Hugh about my conversation with Mugabe. His face beamed
with delight. It was as if his own faith in the blacks had been vindicated. Every now and then somebody would
recognize Hugh and wave to him. His suffering in the cause of the black was obviously widely known and
respected. When we returned to London Hugh came to me with his letter of resignation. I protested “we can’t
function without you, Hugh.” Hugh would not reconsider his decision.
I must go back to Africa.

He went back to Harare where he started a school for journalists. A few years later when I met him in Harare,
he had grown a long beard and looked more like a priest than a journalist.
Now that the blacks of South Africa have recovered their rights and a majority government is in the process of
being established on the basis of one-man-one-vote, I hope Hugh will be able to get back home after twenty years
of exile.
3
I first came in contact with Amnesty International, the London-based organization crusading for human rights,
in 1972 when I was under detention in Karachi. My wife and children were living in isolation because few people,
apart from close family members, took the risk of visiting them for fear of being picked up and interrogated by the
police. It was in this suffocating atmosphere of persecution that a young Danish girl, belonging to Amnesty
International, came all the way to Karachi to comfort and console my family. She told them that I had been
adopted as a prisoner of conscience and Amnesty members from all over the world will be writing to the
government of Pakistan to deal with my case in accordance with the law
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I was going through a personal trauma because of the senseless and brutal military operation that had been
launched in East Pakistan in 1971. The Eastern part of the country was as dear to me as my home. I heard that a
list of 200 BengIi intellectuals had been prepared and the plan was to execute them in case it became necessary
for the army to withdraw from East Pakistan. On that list were three of my very close friends, a poet, a journalist
and a civil servant. I pleaded with an old colleague in the Civil Service, who was very close to General Yahva
Khan, to find out if there was any truth in what I had heard .After a few days he came to me and said,
I went to Dhaka and mentioned the matter to the Martial Law Administrator. He pulled out a file from the drawer
and found the names of your friends on the list. But he has promised to leave them out.

A chill went through my body. Just before the surrender the 200 were duly executed. Of my three friends, the
poet and the journalist did not make it!
A few years later when I went to London I called on the Director of Amnesty International and asked him how
I had been adopted as a prisoner of conscience when I was accused of being a henchman of a military dictator. He
smiled and said,
Human rights are not the preserve of angels. We promote and encourage respect for human rights as much for the
victims of dictators as for the dictators when they are indicted for their crimes.

The rights of man were drawn up and formulated in the last decade of the 18 th century. But much before that
Sophocles said,
But all your strength is weakness itself against the immortal unrecorded laws of God.

The covenant of the people and their rights is enshrined in the Qur’an, though rarely acknowledged by Muslim
scholars and interpreters. Natural law was synonymous with natural rights but over the years these rights came to
be seen as the exclusive privilege of princes and nobles. Among the first rights secured for the commoners were
the right to trial and the inviolability of life, honor and property. This was followed by social and labor legislation
and the adoption of humanitarian laws of war.
The League of Nations adopted the International Slavery Convention in 1926 though slavery was not banned
in some Muslim countries for many decades after that. The concept of human rights was formally acknowledged
in the United Nations Charter in 1945 and was spelt out as “faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person. in the equal tights of men and women and of nations large and small.”
Unfortunately the UN did not recognize that with this formulation of human rights it had become the primary
responsibility of the international community to strive for the preservation and advancement of human rights.
These rights were to be distinguished from social rights, legal rights and economic rights which demanded respect
and recognition by national governments. Human rights transcend these national rights and their preservation
should be the direct concern of the United Nations
The UN fortunately relied on the device of drawing up a human rights convention and invited member states to
become signatories to that convention. The responsibility of the international community to promote human rights
throughout the world was thus transferred to individual member states and the UN adopted a supervisory posture.
Instead of playing a positive and dynamic role in the advancement of human rights the UN gradually became a
punitive instrument in the hands of bigger nations who could impose their will on smaller nations using human
rights as a pretext for humanitarian intervention. Today this pretext is being used by the United States against
China, Iraq, Libya, and Cuba. The UN is no longer seen as an independent promoter of human rights but as a
protector of American strategic and economic interests.
Human rights has just been added as an optional subject to our political syllabus in Pakistan, thanks to the
exertions and compassion of certain individuals and groups of activists in the field. But the dreadful evidence of
gross human rights violations is around us. Beggary, prostitution, and child slavery are visible in every town and
village. Over a million children are victims of forced labor. Taking action against “Kharkars Dadas” does not
promote respect for human rights it only robs the victims of our vicious social system of whatever they can get to
keep their body and soul together and encourages the operators of the system to adopt more subtle ways of plying
their trade. Little is being done at the national level to improve the living standards of the people and to provide
education, jobs and health care without which the abysmal trade in human flesh will continue regardless of their
punitive measures taken against those who benefit through the violation of human rights.
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The international duty for the promotion of human rights does not end with the adoption of prohibitory and
punitive measures against those who are guilty of human rights violations. That duty must embrace the
obligations to rehabilitate the victims of those violations and the fundamental restructuring of the world social and
economic order to make it responsive to the demands of equity and justice, where there is no discrimination
against men and women and against nations large or small. How do we do it? That is the question we ask
ourselves in despair whenever we are confronted by problems that eludes our grasp despite all our good intentions
and concern. What is the use of doing anything when nothing is going to change”
I often think of Hilda Bernstein. She was one of the first white women in South Africa who was sentenced to
long imprisonment for advocating the cause of the black people. With her was her friend Ruth First. After their
release they were both deported. Hilda lived in England in exile for more than thirty years while Ruth went to
Mozambique where she joined a school for black children. One afternoon when Ruth came to her room after
finishing her class she found a number of letters lying on her desk. As she opened one of the letters a bomb blew
her into pieces.
I wanted to write about that incident and was told to get in touch with Hilda. I managed to trace her but she
was in a state of shock. She promised to see me when she had done the mourning. A couple of weeks later she
turned up in my office. A beautiful woman with long gray hair in a rough brown jacket.
So here I am. I am now free.

And she talked about Ruth. Her childhood and marriage and her determination to fight for the blacks though
there was not a hope in hell that the white minority would ever see the injustice of apartheid and relax its
stranglehold. When Ruth picked up the letter-bomb there was another teacher with her who asked her, “How do
you get so many letters every day?” and Ruth said, “Because I am so popular.” Bang. That was how it happened.
Hilda turned pale but soon recovered her cheerful demeanor. We talked for hours and she told me about her life
in exile—the loneliness and isolation and the hopelessness of it all. I finally could not help asking,
“Hilda, what have you got out of all that you have gone through for forty years?” Hilda laughed and said:
“Nothing, But they don’t call them ‘niggers’ any more.”

Today Hilda must have the satisfaction that the cause that looked so hopeless at the time has at last triumphed.
Whoever thought that the sacrifice of individuals like Hilda and Ruth would pull down the ramparts of apartheid
and the “niggers” would be recognized as equal citizens of South Africa in the full glory of human rights.
4
The story about the collection, compilation, editing and publication of the first two volumes of Jinnah Papers is
worth telling. It is the story of a man possessed—who had no interest in life other than recovering and preserving
all the papers of Quaidi-Azam and the records of [the] All-India Muslim League.
Dr. Zawwar Husain Zaidi, Senior Research Fellow of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of
London, landed in Pakistan in 1965 hoping to study the records of the Muslim League to write a paper on the
subject of partition. He discovered with a sense of shock that the documents had been confiscated and sealed by
the martial law authorities in 1958 and were lying in police custody in Karachi.
It now became an obsession with Dr Zaidi to retrieve and preserve those documents. Little did he know that it
would take him more than 25 years to complete what became his life’s mission
A year later he was back in my office in a distraught state,
“Calm down Doctor,” I pleaded, “what has happened now?”
He told me that the ministry of information had taken forcible possession of Miss Fatimah Jinnah’s papers
under President Ayub Khan’s orders and he was worried that the papers would either be lost or tampered with. I
assured him that his fears were misplaced and that the papers were being treated with great care and respect.
I did not know how the matter came to Ayub Khan’s notice but soon after Miss Jinnah’s death he issued a
directive that the Quaid-i-Azam papers should be brought over and lodged in the bureau of national reference and
research under the ministry of information. One of my colleagues in the ministry, Mr. Shariful Hassan, who had
Just returned from Turkey after doing his stint as press secretary, was waiting for a posting. He came to me and
said that if he were given charge of the papers he would devote the rest of his service career to the preservation of
those sacred documents.
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Shariful Hassan was a scholar and he took great care to transport all the boxes containing the documents from
Karachi to Rawalpindi and to keep them in an air-conditioned office. These papers, too, were later placed under
the care of Dr Zaidi and that is how we now have access to the first two volumes of Jinnah Papers.
Dr. Zaidi was Professor of History in the Punjab University before he went as a fellow to the London
University where he did his research on the partition of Bengal (1906) and stayed on as a senior research fellow of
the School of Oriental and African Studies for nearly 30 years. I called on him at the School in 1976 when he had
just published his collection of Jinnah-Ispahani letters, a work of research and scholarship. His room was full of
papers and books and all he seemed to want was to preserve all the documents relating to the struggle for
Pakistan.
Altaf Bhai, without these documents we will be lost.

I wondered how a creative scholar had decided to devote his life to the dull and laborious task of chasing old
documents and preserving them. Years later when I returned to Pakistan I discovered that Dr. Zaidi had become
the editor-in-chief of the Jinnah Papers, a job he was performing in an honorary capacity. He had set up his office
and had managed to draw some scholars to his dull, dreary and virtually unknown establishment. Fortunately for
Dr. Zaidi, his wife Parveen is a technician trained in the science of preserving old papers. She helped in
organizing an office in Tehran for the preservation of old documents and was awarded a medal of honor for her
pioneering work in the field. When Dr’ Zaidi was telling me about the 3,353 volumes and 737 publications that he
had managed to salvage I asked him,
“Is it true that the Quaid preserved all the letters that were addressed to him?”
“Yes,” replied Dr Zaidi.
“Then find me the letter I wrote to him as a student when he was attacked by a Khaksar.”
Dr Zaidi laughed. A couple of weeks later he turned up with a copy of my letter to Quaid-i-Azani and the
Quaid’s reply to the letter. You could have knocked me down with a feather, as the saying goes.
I had written to the Quaid on August 2, 1943 from Rahat Villa, Worli Seaface, Bombay-18, where I was
staying with my father for the summer vacations. Let me confess that I read the text, which is spread over three
sheets of paper, with embarrassment. How could I have inflicted such sentimental stuff on the Quaid when he was
recovering from an attack which could have proved fatal. I shall reproduce only a few sentences. The letter
begins:
Respected Quaid-i-Azam, I, Altaf Gauhar, M.A., student of the Government College, Lahore, as a mussalman
present to you my sincere congratulations for having escaped the danger that threatened me and my nation. I shudder to
think of what has been averted by the grace of Almighty. Your noble attitude, Quaid-i-Azam has endeared you to us, all
the more. I am sure you don’t remember having seen me at Lahore with Mian Bashir Ahmad, Bar-at-Law, once or twice
after the Pakistan Session. I am an ordinary worker of the Lahore Muslim League. The more I have discussed the
Pakistan scheme with Mian Bashir Ahmad and other kind friends the more has my conviction taken demands, among
other things stressed by you, a change of attitude firm roots that the realization of the scheme among mussalmans. I
mean, Sir, the attitude toward the great majority community of India. One of the justifications of Pakistan has been that
the cultural and social differences (between) Mussalmans and Hindus do not permit any sort of sincere unity. My
submission is that till now we have ignored, or I suspect we have not been bold enough to admit, the great
psychological difference between these two nations which renders them poles apart.

I shall spare you the rest of the dissertation but if you find the temptation to read the full text irresistible all you
have to do is ask the National Archives to send you a copy of document F-158 Serial Number 43.
The Quaid sent me a reply on 4th August, 1948, which reads:
Dear Sir,
I am in receipt of your letter of the 2 nd instant and thank you very much for it, but I regret that I shall not be able to
see you as my doctor has ordered me to have complete rest. I appreciate your spirit of services and your sentiments and
that if you really want to do good work, when you go back to your province, you must work in cooperation with your
Provincial Muslim League and its Executive and I am glad that you are in touch with Mian Bashir Ahmad; with his and
the help of the President of the Provincial Muslim League, Nawab of Mamdot and the Executive and in cooperation
with them every mussalman can make a great contribution to further the policy and programme of Muslim League and
therein lies the salvation of Muslim India and what Islam stands for.
Your Sincerely.
M.A. Jinnah.\fn{Document Number F-138 Serial 6}

This instance is enough to show the enormous labor that must have gone into the collection of the Muslim
League documents and the Jinnah Papers. Only a person with the dedication and scholarship of Dr. Zaidi could
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have undertaken this great task without which we would have been denied a vast treasure of authentic source
material.
But there are still some forty-eight volumes of documents to preserve and publish. A great deal of research will
also be necessary to ensure that other material which becomes available from the British sources is also secured
and published along with the Jinnah Papers.
The whole project of editing and publishing the Jinnah Papers should now be placed on an autonomous and
independent footing. It must not be treated as a subordinate or attached department of some ministry. The project
should have its budget and its permanent staff. It is important that some more research scholars are assigned to
this project so that it can be carried on and completed in a thoroughly professional manner.
5
Dr. Nail A. Palkhivala, a distinguished Indian lawyer, while analyzing the prospects of redesigning India for
the Twenty-first century said:
The first and foremost of the seven pillars is a sense of national identity. We have not found it after forty-eight years
of independence.

What is national identity? Is it a static concept or an evolving formula? Is the identity of a citizen determined
by the single fact of his belonging to a nation or does it represent the assimilation of a variety of social and
cultural elements?
The national identity of Pakistan of my generation has changed more than once. We were Indian nationals at
birth and used to sing with great pride and excitement, Hindi hain han, watan hal Hindustan hainara in school. I
was a British Indian when I joined service under the Government of India. In 1947 I was blessed with Pakistani
nationality which I embraced with great passion discarding my former national identity with contempt. My
Bengali colleagues in service shed their Pakistani identity in 1971.
Clearly national identity changes with any transfiguration in the nation state. See how the Serbs, Bosnian
Muslim and Croats are fighting for their states based on separate national identities. Not too long ago Yugoslavia
was a highly united nation in which all ethnic communities lived as equal citizens of a single state. I spent some
days in Tblisi, Georgia in 1977 and found everyone a dedicated Soviet citizen. Today Georgia is in turmoil because
of conflicting national identities. The Muslims of Kashmir and the Sikhs of Punjab have rejected their Indian
nationality and are determined to establish their independent national identity.
The last four decades have witnessed national identities expanding or contracting in response to social and
economic compulsions. The Europeans who gave the ideology of nationalism to the world are now moving
toward a supra-national state. On the other hand the Soviet national identity has disappeared and ethnic and
regional identities are competing for supremacy.
Perhaps the problem is not with the concept of identity but with the ideology of nationalism. There has been no
religion or ideology without a prophet or a messenger except nationalism which came to be accepted throughout
the world with great willingness and speed. It was an ideology evolved by the people of Europe themselves who
were able to assert their supremacy over the ruling classes, the priests, the barons and the lords. The Europeans
had to go through a tortuous evolutionary process in the eighteenth and nineteenth century before they were able
to establish a nationalist system of government based on the sovereignty of the people. In the colonies nationalism
was not evolved as a national culture or ethos but as a political strategy to seek liberation from imperial
domination. Nationalism was used by the Western educated elite in the colonies as an instrument to compel the
imperial powers to forsake their double standards and to give the people in the colonies the same rights as in the
home countries. Imperial objections that colonies were not yet ripe for freedom were dismissed as racist.
Apply this to our present situation. Nearly fifty years after achieving national independence we are still in a
state of constitutional confusion. Not for lack of effort, for we have had the unique privilege, indeed the luxury, of
experimenting with no less than four constitutional systems of evolving our national identity. If society means, as
the Scottish philosopher Fergusson thinks,
a scheme of human relationship which best expresses the human potential, and the law as a process of regulating that
relationship,

we are still without any society or law. Human society has advanced from the tribal to the national level
through the adoption of acceptable schemes of human relationship while we have been regressing from the
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national to the tribal level. Our democratic institutions have been turned into agencies for the advancement of
feudal culture and tribal traditions.
Why have we not been able to evolve a fair and rational scheme of human relationship? The critical element in all
schemes of human relationship which leads to the growth of society is a sense of interdependence. Every member of
a society must feel that he has something to gain or preserve by belonging to a community and by depending on
other members of the community to enable him to secure his rights on the basis of equality and justice. When
members of a community lose this sense of interdependence they feel outraged and exploited. That was why the
people of East Pakistan started agitating for regional autonomy which eventually led to the separation of East
Pakistan. Neither common faith, nor common struggle for independence could persuade the Bengali Muslims to
maintain their Pakistani national identity once they had lost the sense of interdependence. It is the same feeling of
suppression and exploitation which is driving the Muhajirs of Sindh into a blind alley. And if an equitable and just
opening, broad enough to restore the sense of belonging and interdependence which put the Muhajirs in the
vanguard of the caravan of Muslim nationalism, is not offered, Muhajir alienation and isolation will grow, leading to
unhappy consequences.
Like so many other decolonised societies we too had no knowledge or experience of running an independent
national state. Worse still, we were not prepared to recognize or address our shortcomings. The ruling elite were
trained by the British, as Lord MaCaulay had prescribed in 1835, to serve as interpreters between the British and
the millions whom they governed. The misfortune was that the British left this class without any text to interpret.
The rulers found themselves in control of an overdeveloped state structure: they knew how to run it, not how to
direct it. Instead of interpreting imperial commands they were now called upon to provide the message, to lay
down the law, to direct and govern. They proceeded by suppressing all criticism and dissent and were soon able to
establish authoritarian rule in one form or another.
Post colonial history shows that the acquisition of an independent nation-state does not necessarily give
national identity to a people. Robbed of one identity the citizen goes through the trauma of acquiring a new
identity. That identity can only be developed through the adoption of a scheme of human relationship which
provides fair and equal opportunities to all the citizens to develop their human potential.
Not a day passes without some of our political observers telling us that the democratic system can’t work in
Pakistan. We need another system, they claim, without ever disclosing the outlines of the ideal system which they
think will work in our present state of political degeneration. They think that the electoral system has been
corrupted and some other system should be adopted which would give “good and honest” persons a chance to run
the country.
One can ignore the outpourings of General (Retd.) Mirza Aslam Beg, who is determined to make a
comprehensive intellectual of himself. But when a person like Irman Khan, a man of commitment and integrity,
shows his disgust with the system one gets a little worried. Surely he knows that not one but four systems of
government have been tried and discarded by the ruling junta: the parliamentary system between 1947 and 1958;
the presidential system based on indirect franchise which, according to President Ayub Khan, was “suited to our
genius” (1958 to 1969); direct military rule under the usurper General Yahya Khan (1969-1971); authoritarian rule
under Zulfikar All Bhutto's Awami Raj (1971-1977). And the Islam version of military rule under General Ziaul
Haq (1977-1989). Is there any other system left to experiment with?
The social and political conditions of the Muslims in India in the 1930s were abominable. The Hindus had
hijacked the electoral process and they used their money, exactly as our jagirdar and drug smugglers are doing
today, to buy the voters. Even in the majority Muslim provinces the Hindus controlled not only the legislative
assemblies and the governments but even the municipal committees. It was in that state of decadence and
corruption that Quaid-i-Azam electrified and mobilized the Muslim masses throughout India when he demanded a
separate Muslim state.
He did not ask for any change in the electoral system. He knew that the vision of a separate homeland would
so inspire the Muslims that neither Hindu money nor British interference in the process of election would weaken
the resolve of the Muslims to cast their votes according to their conscience.
No electoral system can operate when the voters don’t know what they are being asked to vote for. One
Wadera or another, one Jagirdar or another, not the most ideal choice for the exercise of your right of franchise.
Remember Habib Jalib’ lines:
Ye Mazaray,
Ye Legharay:
Na hamaray na tumharay
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The other day we saw them all on television selling their conscience to Benazir Bhutto.
We have to give the people a choice. Between right and wrong. Between corruption and honesty. Between
equality and oppression.
Let one person with a record of service and genuine commitment to the cause of the masses show the courage
to offer himself as a candidate in the next election and he will find the voters thronging the booths in his support.
All the sardars and nawabzadas will flee their constituencies. We must not use the system as an alibi for inaction.
The fault lies within us and not the system.
6
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored.\fn{ Battle Hymn of the American Republic, Julia Ward Howe (1819-1910).}

This is how history repeats itself.
Israel launched its military operation, “Grapes of Wrath”, against Lebanon on Thursday, April 11. It came to
an abysmal end 16 days later. The operation had the full support of the United States of America, its code-name
could have been suggested by a zealot in the Pentagon. The coming of the Lord proved an illusion but it helped to
glorify a ruthless onslaught against innocent civilians. Inflamed by the illusion, the Israeli soldiers kept trampling
the vintage of blood from their storage of wrath.
Over two hundred Muslim men, women and children were killed during the operation, and 400,000 Lebanese
Muslims and Christians were driven to the roads as refugees. The Israelis fixed a deadline of Sunday, 11 am, for the
evacuation of a population of 150,000 in Tyre, and the following day the residents of a town, below the Litany
River, were ordered to leave their homes by 6 pm. Beirut Port was put under a naval blockade and one of its major
power stations was destroyed. The Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, claimed that the Hizbullah had used its
bases in southern Lebanon to launch two rocket attacks on Israeli territory. Hence the retaliatory blitz in “legitimate
self-defence”.
The fact that no Israeli was killed in those rocket attacks was carefully concealed.
The first five days of the operation failed to attract world attention. No Muslim country, except Iran and
Malaysia, protested against the mass killing of civilians. The world reacted to the continuing massacre when the
Israelis smashed a United Nations refugee camp in Qana into smithereens, without any warning, in which over a
hundred refugees, mostly elderly men, women and children were killed. Their mutilated remains could be placed in
a mass grave only on Tuesday, 2nd of May, because of continuous Israeli bombardment. Thousands of mourners wept
and wailed as the funeral prayer was offered by the Imam. On the same day, President Clinton signed a “counterterrorism accord” with the Israeli Prime Minister at a colorful ceremony in Washington. Israel was provided US$100
million to implement the accord! Chairman Yasser Arafat arrived a day later to receive his reward for getting the
Palestinian charter amended by his National Council abandoning the Palestinian claim to their homeland. He was
accorded a reception reserved for heads of state. He then discussed with Shimon Peres the agenda for peace.
It is with great anguish that one must put on record that the Muslim rulers, with the exception of the President of
Iran and the Prime Minister of Malaysia, did not find it necessary or prudent to annoy the Americans by condemning
the Israelis for their criminal and barbaric conduct. President Farooq Leghari did not utter a single word of protest
nor did he offer any sympathy or support to Lebanon. The Prime Minister, too, remained quiet until she reached
Damascus, where she pledged her support to the Arabs in accordance with the Security Council resolutions to which
the United States is also a signatory.
But the most galling was the complicit silence of Mian Nawaz Sharif, the popular Leader of the Opposition.
Having earned the goodwill of the Americans by showing great flexibility, he was not going to squander it on a
human cause. Even the great Qazi, the leader of the Jamaat-i-lslami, known for his emotional outbursts in support of
every Muslim movement, decided that muffled prayers for the departed souls were better than any expression of
outrage.
The role of the Muslim Press was no less depressing, barring some courageous editorial comments. No Muslim
journalist or cameraman visited the scene and the western media was able to present the whole operation as an
Israeli response to the efforts of the Hizbullah terrorists to derail the peace process.
But there were a few independent and fearless journalists who found it impossible to justify the Israeli
brutalities. Robert Fisk, a specialist on Lebanon, was the first to say that the Israelis had not
embarked on such a massive military operation at such enormous cost (albeit at the expense of the American taxpayer)
just to avenge the wounding of five Israelis by Katyusha rockets.
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The real purpose was to smash Lebanon,
to enfeeble its government, to overwhelm its resources with up to overwhelm its resources with up to half million
refugees, to cut its electric supply system at the very moment when the nation is recovering from a horrific war.

The hope was that once Lebanon is paralysed, it would come to Israel begging for
a separate peace which would isolate Syria, a peace made by a country that would be as weak as the PLO and Jordan
were when they were brought to the table to talk to the Israelis.

The Guardian, London, wrote a scathing editorial (April 19) under the caption “War Crimes, Nothing Less”.
Israel’s reckless response to every incoming katyusha (now an archaic rocket) resulted in deadly escalation. What
happened in Qana was bound to happen sooner or later:
Indeed the killing of nine civilians earlier in the day in a rocket attack on Nabatiyeh (they should not have been there
said Shmion Peres) was bad enough. As in the previous incidents, including the attack on an ambulance, it was both
unjustified in military terms and a breach of international agreements on the protection of civilians in times of conflict.
What happened hours later was only different in scale. Is there any reason not to regard these appalling incidents as
plain crimes of war?

In answer to this question, not one Muslim leader demanded that the Israeli Prime Minister and the generals of
the Israeli army should be charged with crimes of war and put on trial before an international tribunal.
The American designs have been badly exposed by this operation. America’s credibility is in tatters. Its
collusion with Israel in this slaughter of the civilians is no longer a matter of speculation. Every comment that
President Clinton has made since Israel embarked on this adventure has only shown America’s partnership in this
crime.
This is not just my opinion. Here is what Leonard Larson of Scripps Howard News Service said (Dawn, April
26):
In the latest outrage, Israel’s lethal campaign against Lebanon, President Clinton’s shamelessness, his seeming
indifference to any interest except Israel’s is politically matched by the indifference and silence in a Congress long tamed
by the powerful Israeli lobby.

The plan failed. Not because President Clinton did not get enough support from the Muslim countries but
because the Christians and Muslims of Lebanon put up a united and determined fight to liberate their land from
the Israeli occupation. Israel failed to isolate Syria as it failed to force Lebanon to disarm the Hizbullalh. The
world’s sole superpower stood dramatically isolated in the UN General Assembly when it adopted a resolution
condemning the Israeli military attacks against civilians in Lebanon and demanding immediate withdrawal of the
Israeli forces. Only two countries opposed the resolution: Israel and the United States!
America’s plan is to establish Israel as its principal agent to maintain its domination of the Middle East.
Except Iran, all the Muslim countries of the region have accepted this plan to retain their family power and
fortunes. Jordan and the PLO are now partners in the American program of subjugation of the region. Libya has
been effectively silenced. Iraq has been tamed and Syria will be brought in line through friendly persuasion if
possible, by force if necessary.
The failure of the present operation does not mean that the plan has been abandoned. It will be taken up the
moment the dust settles down. Let the Organization of Islamic States and the Arab League take notice. The
moment of truth is staring the Muslim world in its face. It can stand up and fight, like the Vietnamese and the
Algerians fought against overwhelming odds. Or it can bury its head in sand, where it will remain buried along
with all its wealth. The epitaph will read: “Grapes of Wrath”!
117.10 Pirani\fn{by Jamaluddin Abro (1924-2004)} Sangi, a small village in the Mehar taluka, then in Larkana
District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 2
A small caravan of Brahvi tribesmen was coming down the mountains. Winter had already started and on the
dry mountain paths tiny pieces of rock were carried along by the bitter cold wind. Two bullocks carried the
household stuff, and a camel was loaded with wood and bamboo-sticks for selling. Two dogs followed the
journeying caravan, bringing up the rear with their wagging tails.
The men were barefoot, clad in ragged and patched old shalwars\fn{A note reads: The trouser-like part of the outfit worn by
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men and women both.}

reaching to their ankles. On their heads were hand-embroidered caps, covered with dust. Their
long hair was dry and brittle with dust. The women wore ghagras\fn{A note reads: The skirt-like long dress still commonly
used by gypsy women.} which must have been pretty when new but were now torn and filthy. The bullocks slouched
under large sacks filled with ropes made from the wool of goats and sheep. Children with sharp sticks in their
hands sat on the bullocks and goaded them onwards. They cried out hee hoon melodiously to prod the beasts
along. All of them had sharp features and strong, bony frames.
When they had pitched their tents, dried bread was fished out of a sack and handed to each one. Dried curd
was taken out of the goatskin and put in pitchers of water. The pieces of dried bread soaked in this mixture were
the family’s meal. Nine year old Pirani chirped,
“Oh, there are so many wonderful things in Sindh!”
Her father took off his cap and scratched his head. Pirani’s mother looked wearily at her husband. Children are
children after all and they somehow get ideas of delicious things to eat.
Once they entered the valley of Sindh they built huts of dried grass, and spread more on the ground, ready to
sleep on.
The ropes, wood, and bamboo they had brought along with them got sold in the market and soon that money
was spent too. They were ready to face hunger once again.
When winter passed, they decided to return to the mountains.
The children would get none of the nice things they had longed: for while corning here, Pirani’s father
suddenly looked at his wife, his eyes filled with poverty and desolation. Pirani’s mother looked at her daughter’s
tattered clothes which she had put on after washing today. She gave a long sigh and returned her husband’s look.
Pirani's father walked to the nearest village. He greeted the group of people gathered there with a loud salaam.
With downcast eyes, he slowly asked if anybody wanted a girl in marriage. He meant his daughter.
“May the Badshah Fir hear everybody’s prayers.” Laloo’s father looked at his son who was getting a tiny
growth on his upper lip and whose voice was breaking. Laloo, his father, and two or three other people went with
the Brahvi. The Brahvi’s dogs barked loudly at the approaching Sindhis.
Pirani’s hair was disheveled and her back uncovered in her torn dress. She came running and hid her face in
her mother’s lap. Laloo’s father came forward and poked his finger in her back. Her father, eager to strike a deal,
loudly proclaimed,
“She’s not really thin.”
The barking of the dogs grew louder and would not stop until the strangers returned to their village. Then the
dogs slunk away with their tails between their legs, as if they had done their duty. Outside the village, a sum of
sixty rupees was agreed upon and with mutual consent, a deal was made for Pirani.
The Brahvis gathered their belongings and started preparing for the long trek to the hungry mountains. They
loaded up the bullocks and started moving. The children were now talking of the mountains and the wild berries
that grew there.
Laloo’s village was on the way. Pirani’s mother clung to her little daughter like her shadow and her father had
given her his hand to hold.
“Father, we are going home, aren’t we?” Pirani asked in a somewhat frightened voice. Her father’s “Yes” was
spoken in a strained voice. Smoke seemed to emit from his smoldering heart. His mind felt strange.
Her mother’s restless eyes betrayed hopelessness. It was as if something was stuck inside her heart and would
come out tearing her entrails.
Laloo’s family was already waiting. It was a strange sight.
When Pirani’s mother saw them, she shuddered like a fish pulled out of water and clutched her daughter to her
bosom. The mother’s and the daughter’s hearts beat loudly and their eyes were filled with tears of helplessness
and fear. People from the village who had no concern with this had also arrived to take a look.
With a heavy heart, Pirani’s father separated her from her mother’s embrace. The mother’s heart started sinking
and she breathed with difficulty, swallowing her sobs and sighs. Suddenly Pirani’s mother took a deep breath and
gave a loud cry,
“Oh, my little Pirani!”
The heart-rending scream made the birds in the nearby trees flyaway. Laloo’s father caught hold of Pirani who
was rolling on the ground. Piram’s saddened and helpless father stood with tears from his eyes and water from his
runny nose trickling down his heavy and unkempt beard. With great effort, he helped his crying and wailing wife
get up on her feet and in a little while the caravan moved on to its destination.
Pirani kept calling out for her father and her mother, and for some distance the sound of “Mother! Mother!”
followed them. But Pirani’s father pulled his wife along and she did not look back. She sobbed under her breath,
“My God, my little one—may a fire strike the mountain—may the land of Sindh thrive—my Pirani!”
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She pulled her hair in desperation.
Laloo’s family picked up the girl, who was still wailing and rolling on the ground. She twisted and turned from
their grasp. Her legs were shaking and it appeared that had she the strength, she would have run off to join her
mother.
Laloo hurried off to the village shop and within minutes returned with some food. He tried to force a lump of
home-made sugar in her mouth. But Pirani was not ready to eat anything and she spat it out of her bruised mouth.
Her wailing became louder. Laloo became angry and ran to his house to pull out a knife. He looked at her with
unblinking eyes like an executioner and said,
“Shut up now or I will kill you.”
It had no effect on Pirani. Her painful crying was unstoppable. Mai Bhagal standing nearby clutched her infant
daughter to her chest. The goat tied to the tree pricked up its ears and began licking its newborn kid.
Pirani is still alive today. She is the aged mother of two sons, one is a policeman and the other is serving a
prison sentence.
34.197 The Dark-Brown Stain\fn{by Popti R. Hiranandani (1924- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 2
My eyes opened drowsily as a strange voice whispered in my ears. Parting the curtain with her right hand, the
nurse entered softly. In her left hand, the baby, swathed in a towel, rested peacefully, its little head nestled safely
in that comfortable crook of the left arm. As the nurse approached my cot, I felt my heart bursting out to receive
that little bundle from her.
She glanced at the baby and put her by my side.
“Cute little kid, what a pug-nosed, sweet little angel!” she exclaimed as she drifted off.
I turned to that live little bundle—what a doll, how perfect! And it was created by me, all by me! How did
those little eyes, those perfect eyebrows, those long eyelashes, form inside my womb? How did this wonderful act
of creation ever take place?
The little one yawned, opening her rosebud mouth wide. Gaiety coursed through me as I brought her small
body to my breast. My nerves tingled with joy, ecstasy flowed through every pore of my being. All physical pain
was submerged under the weight of such glowing happiness that I felt, I could bear any pain for the sweet child,
my daughter.
Those bright little eyes opened. The lips trembled tremulously emitting of soft cry. I touched those soft petal
cheeks with my lips, wondering whether she was made of butter and sugar.
The soft scent of baby powder wafted up to my nostrils as I kissed her forehead wonderingly. She was purring
like a little kitten who has been well-fed on cream.
She was mine. The fulfilment of my womanhood, the reason of my being born female. I tried prying opening
her tightly shut-in-fingers, glorying in the magnitude of my deed. I had created my own happiness. Or had I been
helped by God? I didn’t know. All I knew was that I was grateful.
The curtain rustled again. It was another nurse.
“Just wanted to check up and see how you’re feeding the baby.”
After placing her on my lap, she patted it to awaken it. The small mouth suckled my breast and maternal love
gushed out. I was a mother!
The baby fell asleep, and we had to shift her around to the other side. And then I noticed it. The dark brown
stain on the baby’s right hand.
A square-shaped, dark brown stain!
My hand trembled, beads of perspiration dotting its smoothness. The nurse looked startled. I muttered that I
was tired, and she took the baby away. I sank into a reverie and that was when my husband arrived.
He had been away in Calcutta. When he heard the news, he flew to my side. Holding the baby in his arms, he
gurgled with laughter. It sounded strange, that laughter. He hadn’t laughed or even smiled in my presence for
many years. He would switch off that smile as soon as I came into view.
But now he was happy. As the baby grew, he would watch over the crib as it clitched its bottle of milk. He
would jingle toys to entertain the infant, sometimes gently touch the child’s lips, often pucker his own, prattling
our nonsense baby talk.
The baby would often lie between us as we slept. We would make plans for the future. He suggested once that
we call it “Milan.”
“She has arrived and we have been united. Why only the two of us? All three of us are as one now.”
Suffocation engulfed me. I coughed in an agony of embarrassment, unable to meet his eyes.
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Bathing the child I sprinkled her with powder. Later concentrating on that little brown stain, I started pouring
the powder as if I was trying to erase it and all the memories it brought back.
*
I was lying stretched beside the baby. I don’t know whether it was losing of the senses or the dreamy haze. I
could merely say that there was only one memory that was etched in sharp, dark lines.
It went back to the year when I was leaving Delhi for Bombay. I had received a cable informing me that my
sister was seriously ill.
The ladies compartment was occupied by two ladies—but they weren’t traveling all the way to Bombay. My
brother-in-law suggested that I travel in the general second-class compartment, because, as he pointed out, it
would be safer for me since he could always ask someone to look after me. But, he asked me:
“Are you bold enough?”
Nodding silently, I got into one, the coolie following with my luggage. As he placed my suitcase on the upper
berth, with an air bag over it, I heard snatches of conversation.
My sister-in-law was chatting with a friend and they were talking about me.
“How many children has she got?” asked the friend.
“None. That poor thing has been childless—even after ten years of marriage. So many visits to holy shrines
and holy men, household remedies, the advice of doctors—but they’ve all been fruitless.”
The friend shrugged in reply, remarking casually:
“Well, how can barren soil reproduce? She must be barren.”
My sister-in-law, herself a mother of four, was silent. She smiled a twisted, mocking smile. It spoke volumes.
I saw that mocking twist, heard those cruel words, swallowing the tears that threatened to flow. A tear did drip
out, and I busied myself diligently with my luggage. It was no use.
They had sent in a poisoned dart and my straw thatched world was collapsing. The train jerked into motion. I
waved, tried to smile, managed a brave front—but as soon as they were out of sight, the sobs pushed out jerkly,
my eyes rained sorrow.
The train was still moving along the station platform. I peered out intently through the window, and the persons who noticed me crying probably thought I was sad over the separation from my loved ones. How could they
know it was because I was childless, “barren” as people called me? My heart was burning in sorrow, and the heat
was so strong, I could almost feel it ooze out from every pore of my being.
After the storm, comes the calm. The emotional outburst subsided, the catharsis set in, I felt placid. But I felt
awkward, because my eyes were red and swollen. Though no one stared at them, I felt self-conscious and retired
to the cloak-room.
I returned, composed and self-possessed. It was then that I noticed the two men on the lower berth opposite
mine in the compartment. One sat cross-legged, leaning against the back. He opened his eyes for a while and shut
them soon enough. The other one, whom my brother-in-law had requested to look after me was readIng a newspaper. He turned his eyes to me when I returned to my seat.
I don’t really know why, but I observed him, noting that he was around fifty, with very small but bright sharp
eyes. White and black stripes on his tie went well with his black suit and white shirt. His receding forehead rose
like a gentle hill, devoid of any hair, in stark contrast to the gently graying hair, sparse though it was, at the back.
Nose small, but sharp and finely pointed.
Why was I watching him? Anyway, did it matter? How small and delicate his features were! How he would
have looked as a woman?
I had a quiet laugh.
His eyes flashed into me, the glance piercing and direct.
I felt a momentary tingle down my spine. Then I remembered my sister-in-law’s mocking smile that had
pierced my soul. Did these different kinds of impalings have any connection?
The man looked at me, his eyes transmitting a message of warm sympathy. But by now I was lost in my own
thoughts. They centred around my husband who had never loved me. I was sterile, I had not borne him a child. He
always complained, always whined.
“For whom do I earn? Why should I save and watch a bank account swell? I shan’t go to work today. Why go
through all this futile bother?”
But it wasn’t my fault. Didn’t that foreign doctor clearly diagnose that there was nothing wrong with me?
My unhappy thoughts were broken onto by the man opposite me. He offered me grapes to eat.
“Please have some.”
I took one piece and thanked him shyly. I disliked eating fruits while traveling, I preferred spicy bhajiyas, tasty
samosas. Fruits are so bland.
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But when had the man changed into that spotlessly white kurta and those elegantly creased pyjamas? His
fingers were beautifully tapered and slenderly long. They spoke of the artist. But his face—it was small, almost
tiny—just like a monkey’s.
I enjoyed my minute observation of him. The other occupant, the one who had sat cross-legged, had spread his
bedding on the upper berth, settling down on it for the night. But this one, the one with artistic fingers and tiny
face, had now begun reading. He had a bag full of books and magazines.
I wished I could get on to one of the upper berths and sleep. But I hesitated—I wouldn't like to go clambering
up, displaying my legs. Perhaps he would laugh at me?
I unrolled my own bedding, spread it on the lower berth, glanced out of the window, the sheet covering me. I
tried to sleep, but strange vibrations charged my body.
I was being watched—I could almost feel his eyes caressing my body. I wasn’t afraid. After all, didn’t all men
do that? They pretend to be urbane and civilized, but let them get a chance, and they love wrapping their glances
around the stretched body of a young woman.
Some take a quick, cursory glance, pretending to be uninterested—others, the cruder ones, watch in unabashed
frankness.
I was not afraid but uncomfortable. He wasn’t a young man. Why did he look at me so?
I felt uneasy, my legs, my arms began to itch. Under the sheet my hands moved over them, easing their
discomfort. Brooding over my life, I wondered at the futility and emptiness of it all. What was the use of living? I
was an empty shell, with a husband who didn’t enjoy working so that he could keep me happy, and sister-in-law
who ridiculed me at every turn.
Why should life be so bitter? Why couldn’t I have had at least one child? Wasn’t I a woman too? Didn’t I possess a womb? Wasn’t I meant to create? My friend Savitri had six children. Why was God so unfair? Or couldn’t
He calculate? Was he just weak in mathematics or did He leave everything to chance? Was life, like nature,
random? Wasn’t there any order in this Universe … did everything have to be so mixed up … so senseless …”
I don’t know when sleep overcame me. A cool breeze floated in through the window. My shoulders felt cold,
and I pulled the sheet up around them trying to keep myself warm. It must now have been well into night. And
then I noticed him. He was sitting at my feet.
I jerked in shock, and he saw that I was awake. He put his hand on my leg, as if asking if I were willing. I held
my breath, and the first thought that entered my head was that I should kick him off.
But then I rebelled. They called me barren, didn’t they? Well, I’d show them that I was not. I shivered at the
thought, sweat breaking all over me.
He saw that I lay silent. His fingers removed the sheet softly, tenderly.
My heart palpitated, beating fast and uncontrollably.
He bent over me … and I didn’t resist, didn’t push away surrendered.
The train came to a violent stop. The compartment was flooded by the morning light, and the two of us were
alone in it.
He was sleeping peacefully on the lower berth opposite to mine. His head rested on his left arm, while the right
one was flung across his eyes. On it there was a dark-brown stain, square in shape.
*
Suddenly I woke up with a start. I could sense that the baby was not by my side! With shaking legs, I collapsed
on the floor. A scream stuck in my throat.
"Oh! What are you doing on the floor? Have you fallen down? Or are you sitting down there deliberately?” My
husband exclaimed as he entered the room with the baby in his arms.
I got up slowly, looking questioningly at him.
“She was coughing,” he explained, “I didn’t want her to disturb her mother’s sleep, so I took her out to the
balcony.”
I stretched my arms out towards them, clasping them in a warm embrace.
10.67 The Last Lesson\fn{by Joginder Paul (1925-

)}

Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 3

The motorcycle shot forward with a vicious kick, snarling and emitting smoke, not even giving the two riders
enough time to settle down in their seats.
“Won’t you even let me sit?” Santa said, peeved, clinging to his pillion seat. “Can’t you be careful?”
“Asking me to be careful, eh? Is that all you can think of, Santia? If you sat on how would you reach there?”
“No, Bantia, if one’s time is up Yama takes him up even if one just keeps sitting. Sitting or standing hardly
makes any difference to Yama. Or does it?” Santa said, adjusting his turban.
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Banta laughed. “It’s a straight road,” he said. “We shall make it to the place before dawn.”
Santa’s eyes came to rest on the sten-gun hanging from Banta’s shoulder, its barrel menacingly pointing at his
chest. He hurriedly changed the angle of his own gun hidden under his long and loose shirt and looked at Banta’s
back. His gun was still pointing at him. “Why is this mother of yours pointing at my heart?” he muttered to Banta
in an agitated voice.
Lifting his right hand from the motorcycle’s handle bar, Banta shifted the angle of his gun’s barrel.
“Scared, Santia?” he said in a bantering tone. “Even if mothers turn witches they don’t eat their own progeny.”
Santa, who had been sitting tense on the pillion all this while, relaxed his limbs a little. “Witches can’t become
mothers, nor can mothers become witches,” he said.
The motorcycle was racing at great speed along the straight road. Banta suddenly called out to his companion
behind him. Getting no response, he called out in a still louder voice. “Oh Santia!”
“Yes?”
“Were you sleeping? I heard someone crying. Who was it?”
“Nobody … nobody … or, maybe, it was me.”
“You? But you were dozing, Santia.”
“Does one require your written orders to cry in sleep?”
Banta was annoyed. “As if I care,” he said, peeved. “Please yourself. Cry in sleep or while awake. It’s all the
same to me. I had only asked, who was it crying?”
The motorcycle backfired, making a loud report. Santa felt as if his gun under his long loose shirt had gone off
on its own. He jumped in his seat. “I thought it was my gun,” he said, trying to regain his normal breathing which
had suddenly gone haywire.
“Stupid, guns like ours don’t go off on their own.”
“Say what you would, this does happen sometimes.”
Santa paused for a moment to think how best to drive home the point to Banta. “Now corne out with the truth.
Are we going there out of our own sweet will?”
“Santia, you’re very dense indeed,” Banta said. “That’s why they dub you a good-for-nothing. It’s as simple as
that. If a hangman disobeys he has had it. He must himself mount the gallows.”
“That’s why I keep asking, who are you and me to defy Wa Guru’s will?”
The thought had kept disturbing Santa’s mind. And as was his wont, when agitated, he would start scratching
his beard. He opened his mouth, his ears set on what he was saying. “It’s always my gun that dictates its will to
me. I do nothing on my own.”
“May your children live long,” Banta said in a spurt of joy. “You have absolved me of all blame. It’s precisely
what it amounts to. It’s my gun that kills, not me.”
“But what if our guns turn in the direction of our own children?” Santa said apprehensively.
“How can that be?” In bewilderment, Banta sped up his motorcycle. “You are a very difficult man indeed.”
The difficult man guffawed mirthlessly so that the sleeping birds perched on the branches of the trees flanking
both sides of the road, fluttered their wings.
After the laughter Santa became subdued and started reciting the 18th parva of Japji Saheb with great
devotion.\fn{It is as follows: Numberless are the fools appallingly blind; Numberless are the thieves and devourers of others’ property;
Numberless those who establish their sovereignty by force; Numberless the cut-throats and muderers; numberless the sinners who pride
themselves on committing sin; numberless the liars who roam asbout lying; numberless the filthy who enjuoy filthy gain; numberles the
slanderers who carry loads of calumny on their heads. Nanak thus describeth the degraded. So lowly am I, I cannot even once be a
sacrifice unto Thee. Whatever pleaseth Thee is good. O Formless One, Thou art ever secure .}

“Santia!” Banta opened his mouth to speak but realising that to interrupt the recitation of Guru’s hymn
amounted to sacrilege.\fn{The Japji is not part of the Granth Sahib, the sacred scripture of the Sikhs. Macauliffe describes it as “a key
to their sacred volume and an epitome of its doctrine. It is silently repeated by the Sikhs early in the morning. Every Sikh must have it by
heart, otherwise he is not deemed orthodox. It is the duty of all Sikhs, even if they cannot read, to have themselves taught this great
morning divine service. The composition appears to have been the work of Guru Njanak in advanced age.” [Max Arthur Macauliffe. The
Sikh Religion: Its Gurus, Sacred Writings And Authors. Vol. 1, p. 195. S. Chand * Company, Ltd., New Delhi, 1985] The Japji is composed
of 38 pauris, and a single slok at its conclusion, believed to be composed by Guru Angad:H } Suddenly fell silent after uttering a

loud, Sat Nam Sri Wah Guru!
“Banta, our God above, The True One, The Great One would condone our sins.”
“What sins? What have we done?”
Santa felt sorry for Banta. What complacency! The poor fellow didn’t even know where he was erring. He
prayed in silence, asking for The Great One’s, The True One’s forgiveness for the sins of both of them.
Joining his hands together, Santa was going to bow his head in supplication when Banta further accelerated the
speed of his vehicle, giving Santa a jolt. He narrowly missed falling down.
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“Bantia, you are going to be the death of me!”
“No, Santia, no! In your pious company I’ll also get across to the other side.”
So that was Banta! Santa felt mollified. Like the water chestnut, Banta’s exterior was hard and rugged but
inside he was soft and sweet like the water chestnut’s kernel, the sweet taste of which lingered on the tongue long
after it had been eaten. The greater part of Banta’s childhood had been spent in his maternal grandparents house,
back in the village. His grandmother would place a big heap of water chestnuts before him. “Eat, child, eat,” she
would say. “Eat to your fill.” She had told him that as a child his mother also could not resist the temptation of
eating water chestnuts. She couldn’t have enough of them.
Sometimes, Santa’s granny wondered whether her daughter, Amar Kaur, had died in childbirth only to come
back in the garb of her new-born Santa. At night she would sleep holding the child tightly against her body as if
she feared that the child might disappear for good, happily playing in dreams. She would clasp him passionately
in her arms. And he, in his innocence, wondered if his mother was really re-born in him.
While sleeping, Santa’s entire world would shrink within the narrow confines of his charpoy.\fn{His sleepingcouch.} Becoming his own mother he would tumble about and play in his mother’s arms and then slipping out of
her clutches he would laugh gleefully.
“Santia! O, Santia!”
“Yes?”
“Have you again dozed off?” Banta laughed. “Who was it laughing?”
“If it were not you, it must be me,” Santa replied. “There’s none other around—none that I can see.”
“No, Santia,” Banta said in an abject tone. “One never knows. It could be some ghost chasing us.”
“Ghosts never chase the people,” Santa explained to Banta. “In fact, it’s the people who chase ghosts.”
Santa was wondering why their journey was not coming to an end. They had to follow a straight course
without swerving to any side. Where this macadamised road ended, a fresh and virgin path took off as if from the
womb of the pucca road. The kachchtl path leisurely meandered through farms and fields and after a few kos, it
merged into a village. Both of them had been assigned the task of ticking off the nambardar of the village along
with all the members of his family with their stenguns. Santa wanted to know from his companion whether it was
imperative for them to annihilate the poor nambardar and wipe out his entire family. But why? In what way had
these people harmed them? Their motorcycle sped past crushing an old decrepit dog under its wheels.
“Careful, Bantia, careful! You have killed the poor thing for nothing.”
“If he was so much in love with his life, why was he obstructing the road?”
Their cachinnation, fired rapidly like gunshots, streaked ahead of their motorcycle’s headlight. Frightened, the
dawn which was on the verge of breaking, slunk away somewhere into the forest
“Bantia, I fear we seem to have lost our way.”
The barrel of Banta’s gun had again started pricking Santa’s chest. Shoving his hand into his shirt he shifted
the gun towards his back. “By this time we should have reached the kachchtl path,” he said.
“Stop worrying,” Banta said. “We can’t miss the kachchtl path. It lies in a straight line with the road.”
But Santa did not feel assured. He was still feeling apprehensive. One could go off course even on a straight
road. He had joined this group of people taking them to be good men. All of them talked with one tongue. So he
was convinced they couldn’t tell lies. And when they raised the slogan, Lo bole so nihtll in unison he responded
spontaneoulsy with Sat Sri Akal and his voice rang out loud and clear, above the voices of others. The slogan
implied, pray for everybody’s good, regard others woes and troubles as your own. Joining his hands together,
Santa Singh closed his eyes in prayer and said in a loud, long-drawn, lusty voice, Sat Sri Akal!
“Have patience, Santia,” Banta gave a bemused laugh. “Let’s first locate the nambardar,” he said. “We must
have a go at him!”
“I think we ought to think about it.”
“I say, let’s first act. After that we shall have all the time to think.” The motorcycle jumped over a big pothole.
Santa’s hand went to his turban to save it from falling. “You are one of us, Bantia, not an alien,” he said. “You
must show me the way, brother.”
“We have already found our way, brave one,” Banta said in a cheerful voice. “There you are! I can already see
the kachcha path ahead of us. Happy, aren’t you?”
Ignoring his worries Santa also caught Banta’s cheerful mood. They had not wandered off the track after all.
That was indeed something to feel happy about.
“Bantia, the straight path leads straight to Heaven,” Santa explained to his companion.
“Then get ready, son,” Banta said in a mock serious tone. “That’s precisely what we are going to do. To
despatch the nambardar and his family straight to Heaven!”
The dawn which had till now been hiding in the jungle, unable to restrain itself any longer, came out into the
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open from the thick cluster of trees. Sensing their evil design, it had started running ahead of Banta’s motorcycle
so that it might reach the village before them and warn the nambardar of what was coming.
“Bantia, what harm has this nambardar done us?” Santa asked in a muffled voice.
“O, Santia, what harm is he capable of doing us, if you come to think of it?”
Santa was in a quandary. He was sinking deeper into the quagmire of confusion. He could not understand why
they were going to wipe the nambardar out of existence. “No, Bantia, you must give the matter another thought.”
“You are given to too much thinking,” Banta said. “That’s going to be your undoing. You are already a goodfor-nothing!”
Banta wanted to warn Santa that those who were given to too much thinking always came to grief.
“The nambardar is also too wise like you, Santa. That’s why we are going to pack him off!”
But Santa thought well of the nambardar. He was a true Sikh of the Guru like his maternal grandfather.
“No, Bantia, let’s go back while there is time. I can’t lift my hand at him.”
“Don’t worry, you silly!” Banta laughed. “You keep looking the other way and I’ll finish the job in the
meanwhile. I’ll manage it single-handed. There are only five of them—the nambardar, wife, son, their daughterin-law, granddaughter. That’s all.”
“Banta, by God, you are very cruel.”
“Why cruel? I’m abiding by God’s will.”
“God’s will?”
“It’s something like this: whatever the whole lot of us decides is but the will of God. I’m talking of our group.”
“But God is the saviour of all,” Santa objected. “He has no desire to kill.”
“Stop sermonizing,” Banta said testily. “Just follow the orders. Or, you know what kind of fate awaits you.”
Santa was really frightened.
They rode on silently. The dawn had broken spreading light all around. God knows what Santa saw in that soft
creeping morning twilight that he sat up tensely erect in his seat.
“I’ll not allow the nambardar to come to any harm,” he said in a firm, resolute voice.
“Listen to me, you eunuch!” Banta said angrily. “Stop speaking all this crap. Otherwise I would kill you before
I go for the nambardar.”
Banta’s harsh words blurted out with such impudence sent Santa’s temper soaring. He seemed to have
completely lost his mind.
Taking out his gun, he fired at Banta. They fell upon each other, their bodies interlocked. And then pummelling
each other they fell off the speeding motorcycle and lay still on the road.
All this had happened in the twinkling of an eye.
“No, Bantia, no.” Santa had already started to drag his body with its broken limbs towards Banta. He wanted to
tell him that they had not been following the right course.
“God is one, Bantia. He is everybody’s. The Great One, The True One, the God of the entire universe. No,
there is no need to speak, Bantia. Only think.”
When the chords of life were about to snap, thinking hard, Santa gathered all his strength, dragged himself
closer to Banta and breathlessly whispered into his ears:
“Banta, too many Gods have wrought havoc with the human race, driving it to be lost on a wrong course.”
32.32 Excerpts from At Ladki\fn{by Krishna Sobti (1925-

)}

Gujrat, Gujrat District, Sind Province, Pakistan (F) 14

… “Ai, Ladki, why is it dark in here? Saving electridty? Has it come to that?”
“All the lights are on, Ammi. Even the table lamp.”
“So, you think that I see darkness where there is light, do you? No, no, I haven’t taken leave of my senses yet.
But yes, it is a different matter if you people can see silver snakes in the dark.”
“Why are you silent? Afraid of saying something? Even Susan can’t see. What are you people afraid of?”
“Ammi, relax. Aren’t you suffering enough?”
“You’re right. But don’t forget, I haven’t let illness depress me. Otherwise, it would’ve sucked me dry by now.
Tell me, why are you looking away?”
“Ammi!”
“The door of my cage is already open. One knock and out I’ll fly. But listen to me. I am holding on. Disease
and sickness are great enemies of man—they can shatter the relationship between the mind and the body. Even
one’s own body has no odor. Medicines get into the blood and shrink the body to a dry reed. I don’t know what’s
got into my head.
“Ladki, this reeks of illness. All that I had, seems to have disappeared.”
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“Should I bum some incense?”
“No. Have you taken leave of your senses? This is a patient’s room. Not a prayer room. You may put some
roses in the flower-vase; they are fragrant. Where did I see so many red roses? Just can’t seem to remember? I
hope my brain cells aren’t dead!”
“Ammi, don’t worry about all that. One sees flowers everywhere. It’s not important to recall each and every
place.”
“The medicines are playing havoc inside. I’m confused. But tell me, What has come over you? Your voice
doesn’t have the same timbre. It is losing its mellowness.”
“Ammi, would you like to drink something cold?”
“You’ve changed the topic! All right, go ahead. Anything will do—anything from the generosity of your heart!
Ai, Ladki, listen to me, our roles have been reversed. You were my daughter, now you are my mother and I … But
forget it … That patient of mine …
“Who, Ammi!”
“My doctor!”
Ammi chuckles.
“I can understand my illness, but he can’t. The soul has to leave the body somehow or the other.” Dozes off
Telephone rings. Ammu, startled—'
“Who called?”
“Someone from Chacha’s\fn{A note says: paternal uncle.} house.”
“Ai, Ladki, be specific, your Chacha or mine?”
“Chotey Chacha called.”
“Oh! my Devar!\fn{A note reads: husband’s brother.} You should’ve put him on to me. Now he is more your
Chacha than my Devar. You talk about him as if he’s unrelated to me. I’m still alive and alert.”
“Chacha asked about your health.”
“I hope you are not exaggerating my illness to everybody! When I came here as a bride, he was very small.
Maybe four or five years of age. Some mischievous girl placed him in my lap.”
“Were you embarrassed?”
“I was the bride, but he was just a child. My little Devar! I fondled and kissed him. It was a charmed moment.
The girls and the elderly women collapsed with laughter. My lap was filled with gifts—coconuts, almonds, dried
dates … It’s enough to ask about an old person’s health once a week. I’m going to be here for quite some time.
I’ve worked hard to toughen this body. It will take time to give in. Are you listening?
“Yes.”
“Ladki, there is no place for old people either in someone’s heart or in someone’s house. And here am I,
occupying an entire room. After I am gone, spread a carpet and play your music here.
“Ammi, why must you say such things?”
“No. I’m just beating my wings in vain. I am glad you have looked after me in my last days. As your mother, I
had to suckle you and as my daughter you had to drink my milk. Ladki, our relationship is not merely one of
flesh-and-blood, but of the soul. Both are intertwined. I don’t know why you turned out to be so different. Where
are you going? Why have you got up? Sit with me for a while.”
Ammi begins to doze. After a short nap—
“I dozed off. Your Nani’s\fn{Grandmother’s; this was the name I called my own grandmother, Norma Jean Housel, when she
lived with my father’s family when I was growing up, only I spelt it: Nonni—but it is pronounced the same, yet I knew no Sindi, and I
don’t believe my mother (who was a native of Wisconsin) or my father (who grew up in the rural hamlet of Sandwich, Illinois) had even so
much as heard of Pakistan, let alone known of this … linguistic oddity .} face kept flickering before my eyes. I don’t know

how many years have passed since I dreamt of her. The same olive green dress and peeping through her odani, her
breasts.
Ammi laughs.
“I was wondering why I didn’t suck a little more milk.
“I was still young when my sister was born. I was entranced by the sight of my mother suckling her. One day,
Mother finally asked, ‘Hey you, why are you staring? When you were a baby, you too lay in my lap and sucked at
my breast.’
“I asked, ‘May I have it once more?’
“Ma didn’t get annoyed. She touched my chin and said, ‘Munniya, once a child stops drinking her mother’s
milk, she never does it again. Now it’s your little sister’s turn. Don’t crave for it. That is the law of nature. You’ll
understand it all when you grow up.’
“Ladki, it seems as if it was only the other day! Mother was suckling my little sister! With a child at one’s
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breast, all the three worlds seem steeped in ambrosia! Yes, a mother has to eat nutritious food. The child sucks it
all.”
Suddenly glaring at her daughter—
“How can you understand this miracle? Books can’t tell you about it. One can’t paint pictures by staring at
walls! If that were possible, you would’ve created so much. No, Ladki, apples can’t grow on serna trees!”
Irritated, the daughter rises from the chair.
“I am not trying to hurt you. Surely friends can talk freely.”
“I don’t say such things to anyone nor do I listen to them.”
“How can you? It is all blank. Vacuum. I don’t see anything else. Do you?”
The daughter leaves the room in a huff. Ammi, to herself—
“First, one makes things. Accumulates them. This is mine. That too is mine. Then slowly, the grip loosens.
Everything begins to slip away, the body is a cloth. Wear it and enter the world. Take it off and go to the other
world. the other world—the world of others. Not one’s own. Who knows how many planets there are in this
Universe! One for the living. Another for the dead. And one for people who are ill like me.
“Susan,\fn{Apparently a favored household servant, one who has been with the dying central character for many years, and not a
family member.} listen. Old age robs one of dignity. It’s hard for anyone who I enters it. Operations, doctors,
medicines, injections, oxygen! The doctor probes the whole body—jabs hundreds of needles. What is left of this
body now? Only my voice remains. What is a patient supposed to do—lie in bed and stare at the ceiling or gaze at
the past with closed eyes?
“Sometimes it seems as if I have descended into a dungeon. I am haunted by shadows from the distant past.
Why be afraid of the past? Smoke always precedes fIre! Nature made the body to last for a hundred years! I was
fme till I slipped and broke my leg!
Susan gives her the dose of medicine and turns down the light. Ammiji, sleep for a while—
“Susan, you have served me so well—how will I repay you? Sometimes I feel guilty.
Seeing her daughter looking into the room—
“Come. Come in. Sit with me for a while.
“Listen, I am walking through bushes and brambles. Have you seen that thorny bush on the hillside? It has
sprung up in my head too.
“Ammi. This is the effect of the sleeping pills.”
“Ladki, it seems as if it’s raining dry leaves inside my head. Not water. But dry leaves. Listen, Ladki, in the
beginning parents hold their children’s hands and teach them how to walk. But, when the parents grow old, they
become the children of their children. I understand your burden. Are you exhausted? Why don’t you go out for a
few days?”
“No, not exhausted, Ammi! I feel caught, entangled.”
“Ladki, you are worried about my illness. I know you well. Sorrow and happiness—neither suit you. Pray for
an early break and release for your mother.
“Ammi, why must you think like that? Have courage and get well. Even the doctors admire your will power!”
“You’re right. As a child, I could fly. I was physically strong. We all have a fire within. The body draws its
energy from it. But both my doctors are determined to extinguish it.”
After sleeping for a while—
“You people have seen me only in my old age. Not as that girl who was about to be your mother. It happened
so long ago! In another epoch. Yes, a different age. Neither the sky nor the earth have an end. Only our race
comes to an end.
Suddenly, self-conscious—
“Ai, Ladki, am I talking nonsense? Please stop me if I am.
The daughter makes a move to leave.
“Don’t go yet. Sit for a while. What is there in that room? Is there something? I must know. I want to know.”
“No, there is nothing.”
*
“Ladki, your mother looked beautiful as a bride. Seeing me, people felt a certain fondness for me. How one
decays with time! There is a time for going up the ladder. And there is a time for coming down. No one remains
beautiful forever.
“Ammi, after marriage, how did you fmd your new family?”
“Don’t you flaunt your family. When I arrived, the fortunes of your family were already in decline. There is no
lack of pride and vanity. But there was a lot of humility and meekness also. The grandeur of the large mansion had
faded, but it was there all the same. There was affluence and penury.”
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“Ammi, tell me about my father.”
“Yes. Once families begin to decline, they continue to do so till they are completely ruined. Your father was
very calm by nature. Sober. I was a bit stern. But I was keen to learn and I did. I learnt a lot from him.”
Ammi, suddenly excited—
“You're making me talk and talk, but why? Are you trying to distract me or amuse yourself? Old age deprives
one of all grace. Makes one graceless. Its darkness engulfs all human beings. I’m a burden on all of you. Who
needs such a long life! My daughter’s son died at the age of twenty-seven. Oh! How handsome, tall and wellformed! It was a terrible blow! There was no appeal, no protest against that—neither here, nor up there. He didn’t
die, he was murdered.
“Ladki, just show me his photograph. I can see him standing before my eyes. You were needed here very
much, son! Why were you snatched away? It was the day of your betrothal. Your fiancée, bedecked in her best,
kept waiting. The engagement ring never reached her finger!
“Ladki, there's someone else who makes us playa part in this lila.
“And see what my other grandson, his elder brother, did. He followed the same road as if to challenge fate. He
brought home the same girl as the promised daughter-in-law of the family. They spared no effort to save you,
Chitrao. Your share of life was over! The game came to an end within a year. She couldn’t see the one whom she
brought forth!
“Susan, put some drops in my eyes! I don’t know why they are watering. My eyes have become old!”
“Ammiji, will you have Horlicks with some chocolate in it or tea?”
“Give me whatever you like. Has Didi left this room?”
“She has gone to lie down for a while.”
“Cover me with the double bedsheet.”
“Double bedsheet? It is very hot, Ammiji!”
“Do what I tell you to do. You don’t know anything about the tune and the rhyme of this song! You stick to
your own timetable. Give the medicine. Apply the bandage. Give the injection. Take the temperature. Ring up the
doctor. Make the patient turn to one side.
“Why are you smiling? Your records will go into the wastepaper basket! Everybody’s record goes there.
“Ammiji, I’ll go and get the Horlicks.”
“No, no! You should attend to my head first. It feels hollow inside! Put some oil in my hair, Susan!”
Susan applies oil to Ammi’s hair. Ammi closes her eyes. After a nap—
“Hasn’t she got up! Is Didi still sleeping?”
“Yes, Ammiji.”
“My nails are bothering me. Cut them.”
“Ammiji, I cut your nails only yesterday.”
“You may have cut them, but do as I say. Just to please me. Are your brothers married, Susan?”
“Yes, both of them.”
“Do you send money to your parents?”
“Yes.”
“Do you know a boy whom you want to marry? You’ve to find one yourself.”
“No, Ammiji, not yet. I’ll do a course in nursing first.”
“Good idea, Susan. Stick to it. Don’t drop it. You surely have a friend?
Susan smiles.
“You don’t spend too much on him, I hope?”
“No, Ammiji.”
“Listen to me. See that neither you nor he bears the entire expenses. You should share the expenses. Otherwise
you’ll find yourself being taken for a ride. You understand what I mean?”
“Yes, Ammiji.”
“Susan, after marriage, don’t become a plaything in the hands of anyone. Try to be strong. See who has come.
Somebody has rung the door bell.”
“No, Ammiji. There’s nobody.”
“Go and see again. It’s time for Shobha Ram to come.”
“Ammiji, he has been in the kitchen for quite some time.”
“Go and fmd out if the kheer is ready. You remember we had decided to cook it in the morning.”
Shoba Ram enters.\fn{Not in the text before me, but probably in the original, from the appearance of the two following ceremonial
lines, and somewhat later, when he is directly spoken to by the dying central character of this story .}
“Ammiji, pranaam!”
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“May you live long.”
“The kheer is ready. Will you taste it?”
“Bring me some. Just two spoonfuls.”
“Here it is, I have added some roasted nuts.”
“You know that I still have my original teeth and they’re strong.”
“Ammiji, shall I make puaas in the evening?”
“No, no. Even kheer is pretty heavy! Someday I’ll tell you what goes well with what. I have coped with all
sorts of demands in this regard.”
The daughter, standing close to her—
“Ammu, what’s this talk about demands? Should be interesting. Please tell us.”
“Shobha Ram, the kheer is very delicious. May you continue making delicious halwa, puri, pakodas, kheer,
puaas for our delight. But, remember you have one more task to perform. Don’t make any excuses. You have to
take Ammi up to that place.”
The daughter, light-heartedly—
“What was that about demands?
“Nothing special. Squabbles over food and cooking. What else? Whenever there was a long argument on that
subject, I had a solution. I would place the tea tray before your father—tea is waiting for you. Here is your cup.
Please have it first. Your father appreciated good tea. It would make him forget everything else.”
“Ammu, did you really have many clashes with father?”
“Perhaps. I don’t remember all that now. Why are you provoking me? Is it necessary to know all that?”
“Ammi, what’s the harm in knowing?”
“Ai, Ladki, everyone’s life passes through a series of encounters. In a family, the game is never amongst
equals; it’s between unequal players. The master of the house provides for the family; he grows in strength and
authority. The children’s mother is a hostage to his authority.”
“Ammi!”
“Yes, after marriage, a woman takes over the oars of a family. You have seen boats and gondolas floating on
the lake. The family, seated in the boat, enjoys the boat ride, while the woman works at the oars. She rows the
boat all her life. Her situation improves only when she starts earning her own livelihood. Think about it—when a
man works, he gets money in return. A woman toils day and night and earns nothing. She loses herself in love and
attachment. Ignorant. Unmindful. If she doesn’t look after herself, who is going to bother about her?”
“Ammu, you are so enlightened!!”
“Keep quiet, girl. You are quick to pounce upon my words. Why? I know your trick. The journey is mine but
you enjoy the scene!”
Looking towards the window—
“Change these heavy curtains. Let fresh air come in. Ladki, let me be quiet for some time. My own past is
unfolding within me.”
Ammu closes her eyes. After some time, seeing her daughter seated in front—
“You’re still sitting there! Tell me, girl, what are you doing in this world? Show me a single thing that you’ve
earned in this life. What are your own achievements? On top of that you want to judge what I have done?”
The daughter, getting up—
“I’m going to the other room.”
“No, please sit down. Keep me company. I’ll tell you something which will interest you. I have very little time
left. Tell me, where do you stand? At what turn? Do you have anyone waiting for you? You are not welcome in
the family circles of your brother and sisters.
“Ammi, the same topic again?”
“Ai, Ladki, don’t interrupt me. Let me say things clearly. See, I’ve a son and daughters, grandsons and
granddaughters, a whole family and yet I’m alone. And you? You’re outside that time-worn tale in which there is
a husband and yet I’m alone. You may not have the support of a family structure, but you are independent. Ladki,
it’s great to be independent, noble. If you also had to run a family, you would’ve realized by now that a family’s
glory rests on relationships. A woman is either somebody’s wife, daughter-in-law, mother, nani, or dadi. And
again the same round of food, clothes, jewelry. Ladki, she is the mistress of the house only in name. When she is
no longer of any use, she is shown her place.
The daughter smiling—
“Ammi, you’re unbeatable!”
“If you think carefully, there’s an answer to every question.”
“Susan! Get some juice for Ammi and for me too.”
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“You are a girl in tune with your times. You are wasting your sap on something which is dry.”
“Get something really cold. My throat is parched.”
The servant departs, the cold drinks arrive—fn{This direction, too, is not in the text.}
“It was nice, Susan. My thirst is quenched. You should also have some. Ladki, you have no idea how much tact
a woman with a family has to develop and how much restraint she has to exercise! You are free. No one restrains
or controls you. You do as you please. Remember that one needs to be independent of one’s own self too. Do you
ever let yourself go? I’m not talking about wilfulness. Have you ever been able to do something that you really
wanted to do?”
“Ammi, what shall I say?”
Long silence in the room.
“I ran this house with clockwork efficiency, but I did nothing worthwhile for my own fulfilment. Now, I regret
it very much.
The daughter, surprised—
“What is it that you wanted to do, Ammi?”
“I wanted to climb mountains, stand on their summits, but how could I have done that and yet performed the
daily chores of the home? Who would have listened to me? He couldn’t even cope with the family problems.
What’s more, he was a stickler for punctuality, everything had to be on time. I was turned into a clock.
The daughter looks out of the window. Susan starts folding the clothes. Ammu snaps at her—
“Why are you piling up those clothes, Susan? As though a new baby has arrived in the family. This old woman
is going to leave this world. The pile of old clothes …”
The daughter gets up and puts on a record of sitar music. Ammu listens to the music for some time with her
eyes closed, and with a sense of wonder. Then in vexation—
Stop it. This noise is not good for me. Try to understand things. My veins have dried up. Music plays havoc
with my body. Why are there black spots before my eyes? Ask someone.”
As Susan tries to cover her, Ammu, with a start—
“Why are you people troubling me? Pull the curtains apart. Let some fresh air in. Hurry up. I'm feeling
suffocated. Why are you silent? Listen to me carefully. I’m not asking for the moon. I’m only demanding my
rights. Give them to me. Let me breathe fresh air.”
Susan draws the window curtains apart.
“Ammiji, the glare will come in from outside.”
“This is a cave, a cave! Why have you closed me in? Open the doors. Who has bolted them? Call the girl who
is playing these tricks on me! Call my daughter! Take me to the balcony. I won’t stay in this room even for a
moment.”
“Susan, give Amma glucose. I shall make a bed for her to lie on in the balcony.”
“Ai, Ladki, don’t put me off. You have to make me sit in a chair. I don’t want to lie down. I won’t lie down. I’ll
sit. Ladki, let me decide today.”
“Ammi, any movement will open the sores.”
“I don’t need your sympathy—don’t worry either about me or my sores. Do as I say.”
Susan places an easy chair in the balcony and spreads a mattress and a bedsheet on it. Places a cushion for
support. Then both of them lift Ammi and take her out. Ammi, after being seated in the chair, excitedly—
“What season is it now? The trees are still. Not a leaf moves. What month is it?”
The daughter, not paying attention to what she has said, remains quiet, with her hands resting on the railing.
“I asked you something. Answer me! It’s not nice to ignore me.
“Ammi, it’s the third week of May.”
“Now there’ll be dust storms. Look at the sky—its color has turned dusty. It looks so alien. Has its strength
been drained away by its grown-up children? It looks ancient. Ladki, the sky appears to have aged.”
Ammu raised her head and looks at the electric poles. Then keeping her eyes fixed on the trees below—
“Neem trees have a longer span of life than the golden flesh-and-bone tree of man’s life.”
“Ammu, the neem trees are full of fresh leaves. The one outside your room has grown so tall!”
“In this season, neem trees are full of fragrance. When they blossom, they give out a sweet smell. Their
fragrance makes the daughters of the earth throb with desire.”
“What then, Ammi?”
“Then what, silly? They go to the ones they long for. Physical desires have their consequences! Ladki, I feel
like a fish out of water again. The blood in my body has dried. Terrible thirst! Give me some soda with ice cream
and fetch one more chair. My son is about to come. He comes here straight from the office.
The daughter remains silent.
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“What is a woman, who can’t supplant a son’s mother, worth?”
“Ammi, you too have passed through such a phase.”
“Yes. I too must have. All women do.”
“Is it necessary to do so?”
“I think so. Only then can a woman put her stamp on the mind and body of her husband, possess him. She has
to do it. Otherwise she can have no peace and comfort.”
Ammu smiles.
“Everyone’s temperament is different. Some are more suspicious and some more trusting!”
“Men understand all this. The rule of family life is—give and take. The one who gives must also take.”
Susan feeds Ammi ice cream with a spoon.
“May you live long. I’m gratified.”\fn{Apparently a speech of Susan’s, but not directly so indicated.}
Ammi, back in the room—
“This ice cream reminds me of pistachio kulfi. We had it at Chandpal Ghat.”
“What was special about it, Ammi?”
“The time and the place. That place took one’s breath away. Sirens were screaming. Lights glimmered on the
water. There were boats. The shores were full of festivities. There was a canopy of moonlight overhead. Stars
twinkled. The moon was in full splendor. Ladki, the exuberance of life on earth and water was awesome. Who
would like to leave this earth after such a vision? But one has to depart when it is time. When I went to Calcutta, I
visited a number of places. Ladki, one evening my elder daughter took me and her little granddaughter there!
Three lines of families got together. You can call them three generations. My daughter, the daughter of my
grandson and I. Ladki, children in families rejuvenate the old, elderly people. Thus, the elders fIrst become aware
of their own ages and then forget them. They lose themselves in children. That evening, your sister acted as
though she was the elder one and I, her mother, the younger. On the other hand, her naughty granddaughter, an
only child, gave the impression that her papa’s nani was not only odd but also a child. She entreated me again and
again—‘Nani-Amma, have one more ice cream. Let us share it—half-half.’ There are occasions when off-shoots
of families get together. Wait daughter. I can see a vision.
“What’s it, Ammu?”
Ammi gives a toothless smile—
“A horse! Fleet-footed! Strong! You haven’t done any horse riding. You’ve neither developed your capacity to
rein in a horse nor known its vigor and speed. Ladki, only the one who understands his own times is favored by
the gods. Only the hand that earns, dispenses according to its wishes.
The daughter looks beyond the walls and closes her eyes.
“If you are feeling bored, why don’t you go out for a stroll?”
“Ammi, I’m going out for a cup of coffee. Do you want me to bring back something? Pineapple pastry?”
“Yes, I’ll have some. Come back when you like. Don’t worry about me. You’ll fnd me here. I’ll still be here.
Yes. If you go for a haircut, ask the hairdresser to come and trim my hair too. My hair feels heavy on my head. It
weighs me down. A trim will give me relief. I fmd it difficult to manage my hair.”
“Susan, keep the towels, shampoo, hair oil, everything ready. She won’t have much time. If she comes before I
return, get Ammi’s hair trimmed. Ammi, is that all right?”
“Yes.”
“Silence! Without my daughter! Did you notice, Susan? After she left, the room has become cheerless.”
“Ammiji, Didi loves you very much.”
“She not only loves me but also understands me. There is a difference between the two. It is one thing to love,
quite another to understand. She is always sensitive to the needs of others. Susan, your Didi looks rather vexed. I
don’t know what is bothering her.”
“Nothing, Ammiji, Didi gets tired.”
“Will you be able to take care of her, after I’m gone? She needs a lot of rest. When she works, she forgets
everything else. She is not afraid of hard work. It’ll be good if you stay on. Susan, she has an austere exterior but
she gives everyone his or her due. Do me a favor, Susan. Go outside and see the color of the sky. Are there any
signs of rain? Once it rains, I’ll bathe in the open and be washed clean. My back is in bad shape, no doubt.
Medicines, bandages and who knows what else!”
“The sores appear to be healing, Ammiji.”
“Don’t try to fool me. You see the sores when you dress them. I can’t see them. Still, I know better than you
because I feel the pain.”
Smiling—
“One can’t see one’s own back. But I know its condition because I have to suffer. Leave it. Tell me, if you have
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ever had a bath in a river. Cold and hot showers are nothing in comparison. I have bathed in a baoli, a river, a lake
and in the sea. Profound pleasure! Immense joy! I bathed in the sea at Puri to my heart’s content. It was my elder
daughter who took me there.”
“Ammiji, do you miss Badi Didi?”
“Why shouldn't I? She is my first born. There were more boys in my in-laws’ family. When she arrived, there
was great rejoicing.”
“And the youngest daughter, Ammiji?”
“She is very intelligent. But once she gets annoyed, it is very difficult to bring her round. Parents pass on their
qualities and eccentricities to their children. Children exhibit the characteristics that they acquire from the soil in
which they grow, and the elements that go into their making.”
Listening carefully—
“I hear something. See if there’s somebody at the door. Must be my son.”
“Ammiji, there’s nobody at the door.”
“Go and see again. Maybe it’s Prabha. My eldest daughter’s eldest girl! She takes after her father. She manages
her affairs efficiently. Listen, Susan, you have seen Mira too, her younger sister. She is very elegant and charming.
She often comes to meet me. Now wipe my face with a cold towel. The neck too. Susan, this neck of mine has to
carry the weight of my hair now.
The daughter, on returning—
“Ammi, you’re looking better. Your hair has been well set.”
“You have had an outing, that’s why I look cheerful to you!
“No. Shorter hair suits you.”
“I don’t know why I didn’t think of it before. If I had got my hair trimmed earlier, it would’ve given me some
relief. It’s so much lighter on the neck now. Listen, formerly, at the time of marriage, the bride’s hair used to be
braided in such a way that it seemed as if all the world’s constraints had been woven into her hair. When I arrived
at my in-laws’ house, your father asked me at the very first opportunity, ‘Don’t you find it bothersome to plait
your hair like that? Your head must feel very heavy.’ I said, ‘I like a single braid, but this is according to custom.’
Your father said ‘Look there is no convention or custom that can’t be changed in this family. You can certainly do
whatever is comfortable and convenient and what pleases you.’”
“Ammi, how did you feel when you heard that?”
“I liked it. It felt good. I thought I would be able to pull on well. Your father was soft and disciplined by nature.
There were no unnecessary restrictions on me. But there was a certain family tradition and I had no freedom to
modify it or tamper with it. The family upheld it strictly.”
“Ammi, that was plain stubbornness!”
“No, I’ll call it discipline. Your Dadaji’s\fn{ A note reads: maternal grandfather.} sense of discipline and balance was
amazing. Both father and son were alike in that. I learnt about equality after coming to this family. I observed that
they didn’t discriminate between boys and girls.”
“And Ammi, in your parents’ family? In our Nana’s family?”
“Leave that out. There’s no point in comparing the two.”
“Tell me please, Ammi.”
“There was no dearth of love and affection in your Nana’s family, too. Plenty to eat and drink, plenty of time to
play and dresses to wear. But even then, there was always a sharp line drawn between boys and girls. During your
Nana’s terminal illness, we sisters used to take turns to be with him, but whenever he had to call someone, it was
always his son. It made me very sad. I felt disheartened and wondered why there was such attachment to a son.
Ladki, at a time like this, one tends to lose track of things. Everything looks frayed. What was I saying? Let me
recollect. Our brother was sent to a college and we sisters were made to take lessons from a Granthi and a Maulvi.
Just imagine, what I would’ve become, if I had only studied like my brother. How I would have shaped and how
my children would’ve developed! The fact is that girls are prepared for a life of drudgery. Brother is studying. Go
and give him milk. Brother is sleeping. Go and cover him with the blanket. Hurry up. Place the plate of food
before your brother. He is hungry. Your brother has eaten. Now you may also eat.
Ammu is quiet for some time.
Susan bends close to her.
“What’s the matter, Ammiji?”
Ammu, in a subdued voice—
“My eyes are smarting. Something like smoke is spreading across them. See, what’s happening?”
The daughter goes to the kitchen and returns quickly.
“It seems someone is spreading a layer of fog over my eyes. I am not able to see anything clearly.”
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“Ammi, this will give some relief.”
“What are you placing on my eyes?”
“Aammi, these are pads of cream.”
“Come close to me.”
“Did you ever experience the sort of cool comfort you are giving to my eyes? Tell your mother honestly.”
“No, Ammi.”
There is silence in the room for some time.
Ammu, all of a sudden, unmindful of herself“When will it be a full moon night? When did the new moon appear? Tell me. I’m asking you.”
The daughter, nonchalantly—
“Ammi, I don’t know anything about the phases of the moon.”
“That’s why you're carrying this load on your shoulders. Throw it away. Hurl it far away. Don’t allow your
time to turn into dust. Pull yourself up. Things are on the decline.
The daughter gets up and leaves the room. Susan gives Ammi some glucose in water.
“When I conceived this daughter of mine, I don’t know why I felt so lost, so solitary in my heart and mind. A
feeling of loneliness possessed my whole being. I wished to go on walking alone on dusty paths. I felt as if a tall
pine tree was growing inside me. And it was indeed a tree that I gave birth to. It is swaying in the wind, just
swaying. There is nothing in front of it. Don’t consider this girl to be cold at all; there’s fire in her veins. She
keeps herself under control, I don’t know how. Susan, the bell is ringing. Someone has come. Must be my
grandson and granddaughter.
“Ammiji, they have gone to their Nana and Nani’s place.”
“Yes, to cheer up their Nani. Since I’m about to leave this world, my son’s mother-in-law must be feeling
disconsolate. They’ve gone to comfort her. Susan, have you seen my grandson? He takes after his Dadaji. He sits
and gets up like him, moves his hands like him, even in his preferences for food.”
Ammi dozes off
On opening her eyes, Ammi immediately looks all around the room. Seeing her daughter standing near the bed
—
“Well, who are you? You are tense when you come in and you charge out like a bullet. I’ve seen your face
somewhere. The spitting image of your father. Ladki, he wasn’t arrogant. But, you are conceited. That’s why you
never shared anything with anyone.”
The daughter tiptoes out of the room.
“Susan, there is a piggy bank lying on the top of the cupboard. It is my granddaughter’s. Don’t move it from
there. I’ve hung a hunk of silam yam on the peg. I’m making a doll for my granddaughter. I’ll make the doll’s hair
with it. See that you don’t tangle it. Why are the shutters of the windows banging against each other? Whose
anchal is fluttering there again and again? Oh! it is my odani. Catch it. Otherwise it will be blown away by the
storm.
Susan goes out and returns with Didi. Both of them bend over Ammi.
“She has gone to sleep. She is in deep sleep.”
“Susan, you rest for a while. I’ll sit here.”
Ammi, on waking up, in a sharp voice—
“Susan, where are you? Change my bedsheets. They are wet.
Susan cleans up Ammi and changes the bedsheets.
After a long deep sleep, Ammi wakes with a start.
“Do you hear the sound of the train? The station is quite some distance away, but the screeching sound of the
engine reaches this far. It pierces deep into me.
The daughter fondles Ammi’s hair.
“When your father was preparing for his departure, he used to sit up, startled by the four o’clock train. I used
to observe him silently. I never questioned him about anything. What was there to ask? One night, he sat up on
hearing the vibrations, and resting his elbow against the pillow, bent towards me
“Can you hear that sound? It terrifies me!”
“I kept quiet. What could I say? When the journey’s end is near, one doesn’t know what pulls at the heartstrings. Clusters of past pleasures make one look back while the soul pushes towards the infmite. Back again.”
The daughter feels her mother's pulse on the pretext of adjusting the covering sheet.
Ammu, gently—
“This old woman is faring well. Go and take some rest.”
The daughter, in order to avoid embarrassment—
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“Ammu, I’m going to prepare coffee for myself. Shall I get a cup for you too?”
“No. If you wish, you may bring me some fresh fruit.”
“Mango or plum?”
“Let it be a mango. Its very name spells delidousness. Ladki, your elder sister cuts fruit with the finesse of a
machine. She cuts a mango into two halves; taps them with the point of a knife and puts cream over them. It’s as
much a delight for the eyes as for the heart.”
“Ammi, she must’ve learnt it from you.”
“No. This ability to cut with finesse is characteristic of your family only. Not of mine.”
The daughter, smiling—
“Ammi, what’s all this talk about my family and your family?”
“Why? What’s surprising about it? After marriage, when a woman strikes roots in her new home, she buries
the days at her mother’s in the backyard of her mind. Look at me, I’m recollecting those days today after spending
a whole lifetime.”
“Ammi, there’s no fear of a clash now. Then, how did this thought of comparison arise in your mind?”
“Don’t be naïve. Where was the time to think or speak about it? Now, lying here, I can see clearly the colors of
the two, distinct from each other.”
“Which side looks better, Ammi?”
“Don’t you boast, girl! My family wasn’t less gifted. You come from the same branch. You kept all of us under
<a word has scanned undecipherably> control! No, your family doesn’t mingle with anyone. It swallows up the
qualities of everyone.”
“Ammi, don’t say that. This family has been dancing to your tune for a long time.”
“Everything in your family, the pleasant and the unpleasant, is confused, scattered. I don’t know what your
family thinks and does. It is too absorbed in itself.”
“Ammi, do you find all of us like that?”
“What else? Look at what you are. You were always like that. My parents’ relatives did not give themselves
airs the way you do. In your family, everyone thinks no end of himself or herself.”
“Ammi, why are you saying all this?”
“Let me talk. I’m not coming back again to tell you all this. The beating and pounding that a woman endures
after she becomes a housewife, are not less than the upheavals of an earthquake. A woman is able to stand them
because she has to.”
“Ammu, if you were to come to this family again, how would you like it?”
Ammu first scowls at her daughter and then begins to laugh—
“Well, I’m the old woman of this family. If someone does ask me before sending me to this world, I’ll come
back only to this family. Your ancestors have accumulated a rich tradition in this house. This is my own family,
why should I knock at somebody else’s door?”
The daughter restrains herself with some effort and kisses her mother’s forehead.
“I’ve lived in this world for years and years. But during these last few days, it has occurred to me repeatedly
that if I had known I was going to live for so long, I would have done something worthwhile. Seen this wide
world. But I spent my days enmeshed in family responsibilities.”
“Ammu, you’ve done so much; you’ve created a whole family.”
“Ai, Ladki, don’t exaggerate. I’m your mother, no doubt, but I’m different from you. I’m not you and you’re
not me.
“Ammi, why don’t you listen to me?
Ammu, irritated—
“No. Keep quiet. Your show of concern will not do me any good now. Children swallow up all the time allotted to their mothers.”
“Ammi, surely you must get some satisfaction—happiness from someone at least?”
“I’m not talking of that. Mother produces. Nurtures with love and care. Then why is she alone sacrificed? The
family divides her into fragments and scatters her here and there. Why? So that she may not remain whole, spring
back in one piece. A family keeps a mother like a cow or a nurse. She should go on working, catering to the
comforts of its members; is that all she is good for? She can conjure any image she wants of herself, but for her
children she is no more than a housekeeper.”
Susan switches off the table lamp behind Ammi’s head and Ammi shuts her eyes.
Midnight.
Ammi, on waking—
“Susan, what time is it? Is it dusk or dawn?”
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“It is two o’clock at night, Ammiji.”
“This night doesn’t seem to end! Yes. Do something about my throat. I don’t know what has happened. I have
nothing to do. I lie here and my memory leaps back across time. Talks about the days gone by like a speeding
train.
Susan gives Ammu some water to drink.
“See if there is some misri lying around.”
“I’ll get it Ammiji.”
“The human body has been formed and structured to last a hundred years. I was doing all right. Had I not
fractured my bone, I would have been fit.”
“What’s this Ammiji? You’ve undone the bandage again.”
“Yes, I’ve opened it. I’ve only untied what was tied.”
Susan helps Ammi turn on one side, wipes the sores and starts applying the dressing again.
“Susan, listen to me. Let it remain unbandaged.”
“Ammiji, the sores will get lacerated. They’ll start oozing pus.”
“Don’t talk rubbish!”
“I know how much it hurts. I’m not wearing armor; I’m sprawled on a bed of arrows. Susan, has the pick-up
van passed by?”
“What pick-up van, Ammiji?”
“Susan, you’re not doing your duty properly. You have become careless. You’ve been in this house for months,
and you don’t even know when the pick-up van comes and goes.”
“Ammiji, the station is far from here.”
“I’m not speaking about the station. The pick-up van which comes from the depot to pick up the empty milk
bottles and then returns to deliver bottles of fresh milk.”
Susan picks up the thermos.
“Ammiji, milk or Complan?”
“Nothing. I don’t need anything. You take me to Didi’s room.”
“I’ll go and ask Didi.”
“Ask Didi? Why? That room is also part of my house. Don’t let me feel I am handicapped. First take me to the
small room so that I can offer my prayers. Then to Didi!”
Susan picks up Ammi in her arms. The daughter raises her head on hearing the sound of footsteps—
“Susan—what’re you up to? Ammi here? At this time?”
“Yes, haven’t you gone to sleep yet?”
“Ladki, is there any harm if I lie down in your room and talk to you?”
“No, Ammi.”
The daughter places a cushion on the divan.
“Susan, carefully, here … it’s all right. Ammi. Yes! Have you started anything new?”
“No, Ammi, an old piece was lying unfmished. I thought I would look at it.”
“Now, stop thinking about too many things. Complete whatever you have in hand. Ladki, life is transient.
Remember, do not consider this work any less important. Ladki, this is also creation. Not inferior to the other.
Life-forces have a thousand channels. They may spring from anywhere and flow in any direction.”
Ammi, after a moment—
“It seemed to me as I lay there, and just as day and night get separated from each other, mother and daughter
also drift apart. I kept looking around to make sure that I was in the same room. In my own room. In this very
world. Then I thought, why shouldn’t I go and see my daughter? So I came. Susan was not inclined to …”
Ammu smiles—
“The greatest blessing is to be able to do what one wants. Don’t miss your mother too much. Go out for a few
days. You’re exhausted.”
After a long silence—
“Will you retain Susan?”
“No, Ammu.”
“And the cook?”
“He’ll also have to go.”
“Can’t you keep at least one of them?”
“It’ll be difficult.”
“If you’ve vegetables, milk, curd and cheese in the refrigerator, you can manage on your own somehow. Doing
your own cooking and serving is refreshing in a way.”
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“Yes.”
“You must think of the future? It is already too late, Ladki. How will you manage alone?”
“Somehow, Ammu.”
Ammi, perplexed—
“If you are really determined, there’s nothing that you can’t do. There’s nothing so small or so big that you
can’t manage.”
The daughter keeps looking at her mother.
“Don’t try to go against your grain.”
“Ammi, if you have something important in mind, please tell me.”
“No one will get jewelry, gold, cows, horses and fields from me. Only advice. Ladki, the headship of a family
does not pass to a daughter. According to the sacred texts, your brother alone will wear the turban. And the family
flag will pass into the hands of the daughter-in-law. The key of the locker is in my cupboard. You’ll find it in a
round box on the upper shelf. Ladki, I had gold in kilos, now you’ll find it only in grams. Whenever the need
arose, it got used up. You know … I have prepared a will in my own hand. Show it to your brother and sisters.
The daughter-in-law has a locker of her own. Whatever belongs to her is already with her. At the time of my
departure, if her mother-in-law’s gift does not reach her, I shall ask Bhavani to forgive me. Families don’t really
possess all that they appear to have, to outsiders. What belongs to whom, why and how much—the same old
story! The subject of gossip among relatives! Don’t argue with anyone. All the others are complete units in themselves, only you are outside every circle. Ladki, you are bound to fmd yourself alone.
The daughter lights a cigarette.
With a smile—
“Ammu, would you like a smoke?”
“Yes, but you have to raise my head with the help of the pillow.”
“No problem.”
Ammu, relishing a smoke—
“If your heart tells you to do something, you must go ahead and do it. It was good that I came over here. If I
hadn’t, I would’ve continued to wander in the same murkiness.”
The daughter, light-heartedly—
“Ammi, it was really difficult to lift you off the bed. Susan wasn't wrong.”
“Ladki, I just wanted to move from one room to another! I can’t come back from the other world to see you
even if I want to! Can I?”
“No, Ammi.”
“Several moments are entangled in this smoke. Ladki, may I ask you something?”
“Yes, Ammi.”
“Whose flat is this?”
“Ammi, in my absence, it is yours!”
“In that case, I give it to you.”
Both laugh together. Ammu in a strange, changed voice—
“If you ask me, it’s not a matter for laughter but for tears.”
“Ammi, it’s not such a big issue that one should turn laughter into wailing.”
“It’s not so small either that one shouldn’t think about it. I see myself in you. The picture is more or less the
same, although your temperament is more like that of your father’s family.”
“Ammi, is that a virtue or a flaw?”
“Ladki, it’s neither a virtue nor a flaw.”
“You’ve put a seal of ambiguity on it. That doesn’t prove anything.”
“Ladki, what will you establish by traveling alone? When you live with someone, something remains,
something is washed away. If you live alone, nothing remains, nothing is washed away. Are you listening?
“Yes, Aammi.”
“Ladki, a field of action surrounds a family. There a woman realizes herself and perceives others. When she
becomes a mother, she lives through past, present and future. Since you are not attached to a family, you live only
for yourself.”
“What about the others, Ammi?”
“They’re busy feathering their own nests. Ladki, what you have done for this family doesn’t bring you any
compensation. Only your mother’s blessings.”
Susan, peeping through the door—
“Shall we take Ammi to the other room?”
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“Susan, let Ammi remain here for some time. And, yes, get some cold water, ice, a lemon and two glasses.
Take some rest. I’ll wake you up if I need you.”
Susan places a tray on the table.
“Ladki, your room looks full.”
“Ammi, because of your presence here.”
The daughter squeezes the lemon into the two glasses, adds ice and fills them up with water. Ammi looks on
fixedly. The daughter places a cushion on the pillow and provides support to her mother.
“Ammu, will you be able to hold the glass?”
“Yes, I’ll hold it.”
“Ammu, Cheers!”
Ammu shakes her head. Taking a sip—
“Ladki, somewhere, sometime, we’ll meet again. We’ll recognize each other. Even in such a wide world. You
can be sure of that. No matter where the mother is and where the daughter is, and no matter who the mother is and
who the daughter is—mother and daughter will always remain mother and daughter till the end of time.
The daughter restrains her tears and continues to look at her mother. Then she fixes her gaze on the glass;
empties it in one gulp; refills it.
Next morning.
Ammu is lying quietly. In no mood to talk. she removes the bangles from her wrist and pushes them under the
pillow. Bundles up the sheet covering her and throws it on the floor. Removes the pillow from under her head and
keeps it aside. Tosses the cushion towards the door. In an attempt to pull out the bedsheet under her, she tosses
her head right and left. Susan, on entering the room—
“Ammiji, what are you doing?”
“You can see what I’m doing.”
“Ammiji, you shouldn’t do it.”
“One has to do it when it becomes necessary.”
“I’ll change the bedsheets, Ammiji.”
Ammu starts taking her bandages off quietly. Throws the cotton, gauze and bandages into the pan. Susan goes
and calls Didi. The daughter, drawing near, in a gentle tone—
“Ammu, well, what are you doing?”
“You know what I am doing!”
“By pulling the bandages off like this, the sores will start oozing. Are you feeling hot?”
“No, I’m feeling cold.”
The daughter switches off the cooler. Ammu, angrily—
“Hot or cold, whatever it is, now remove everything from here and put it outside.”
Ammu tries to remove the chain from her neck.
“Remove it. I don’t need it. Now I don’t need anything.
The daughter, lovingly—
“Ammu, not like this.”
Ammu keeps staring with eyes opened wide.
“Ammu, anything you wish to have …?”
Ammu, sharply—
“Quiet!”
“Ammu, what is bothering you? Please tell me. Do tell me.”
Ammu keeps looking towards the door for along time. Then she signals to her daughter to come near her and
says, as though whispering in her ears—
“Remove my body in the same way as I have removed the bedsheet covering me. Fling my body away from
me. I can’t bear it any more.”
The daughter continues to bend over her mother, alert, silent.
“Do not keep my clothes in the house. Throw all of them out. Somewhere far away. So that you don’t see
them.”
The daughter, in a flash, as though she has instinctively caught something from the inner recesses of her
mother’s mind, in a controlled voice—
“Things will be done according to your wishes. But I, too, have to say something and you must listen to me. I
will not give your clothes to anyone. I’ll wear them. Ammu, did you hear me? In this matter, even if you order me,
I will not listen to you.
The tension on Ammu’s face dissolves and she buries her face in the pillow.
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The next morning, Ammu appears alert.
“Susan, you are dragging your feet today. Didn’t you sleep well last night?”
“I slept well, Ammiji.”
“Was I feigning sleep then? Susan, you sleep only if your patient sleeps. If the patient remains awake, you also
have to keep awake.”
Susan smiles.
“Listen to me, Susan. Come close. The papers have been signed. Now it’s time to get ready. The documents are
all ready. Susan, just go and peep outside. Can you see any patch of cloud in the sky?
Susan goes out and returns from the balcony.
“Ammiji, the sky is absolutely clear. No cloud. There is bright sunshine.”
“Well, prepare my bath. Today, I will not get my body sponged. I’ll have my bath in the bathroom under the
shower.”
“Ammiji, shouldn’t we first consult the doctor on the telephone?”
“No. His advice is limited to medication. His task is over. He is not the doctor of my body any more. Susan,
there is the Chief Doctor, high above these doctors. When the time comes, instead of collecting fees, he collects
the whole human being.”
“Ammiji, let me wake up Didi.”
“Let her catch some sleep. A big task awaits her. It’ll be good if she can have some rest. Bring me the soap you
are going to use and show it to me.
“Here it is, Ammiji.”
“No. Not this. There’s a box in my cabinet, take out a cake from it. That soap doesn’t make the skin dry. It’s
specially meant for children.
The daughter stands close by and looks on anxiously.
“Ammi, why not have some breakfast before you take your bath?”
“As you please. What are you going to give me for breakfast today?”
“Whatever you like. Mango juice, toast, egg, parathas, yogurt, butter …”
Ammi smiles—
“You’re fattening me before sending me up? What hard labor awaits me there? Ladki, it’s only in this world,
here, that one can use one’s hands to create beauty and order. Up there, people don’t have separate individual
hearths. Nor does a fire kindle in one’s body. Who has seen Heaven with his own eyes? Places of pilgrimage for
the living all lie here, in this world. Nowhere else.”
Night.
Ammi, in unconscious sleep, fearfully—
“What has happened to you people? Both of you are sleeping unmindful of me. Get up and attend to me.”
The daughter bends close to her—
“Ammi, what’s the matter?”
“Crows are making such a lot of noise—caw-caw-caw … I can’t bear the beating of their wings. Scare them
away. Drive them far away. Beyond my hearing.”
The daughter opens the window and makes noises as though driving away the crows. Then she closes the
window and by way of reassuring her mother—
“Ammi, go to sleep now. All of them have flown away.”
“Who, daughter?”
“Pigeons, Ammi.”
“Were they only pigeons?”
“Yes.”
“There must be a cat lurking outside to pounce on them.”
“No, Ammi, there’s nothing outside.”
“You don’t know, daughter. There is a lion crouching there. He will eat them up.”
Susan spoons water into Ammu’s mouth.
“Who has placed the earthen lamp under the tree? There is a wind blowing. The lamp will be extinguished.
There are cracks in my body. See, my limbs are falling apart. Who’s this man with a bright blue face? Has he
come to fetch me? Call my son quickly. Come close to me, son. Bid me farewell. Susan, why is it so dark? Don’t
remove the ladder from under my feet. I’ll climb the ladder myself. Bring me my white shoes. I have to go up to
Mashobra. Ladki, tell your father to wait for me. I’m coming. Why are we going via Kalibari? They must be
sacrificing goats and buffaloes there. Away, away. A copper-coloured monster is after me. How can I slip past her?
She’ll lift me by her horns. Where are these clouds of darkness coming from? Why are you covering me? Don’t
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touch my eyes. Ladki, call your brother. Call him quickly. He will untether my horse. I’ll ride it across the sea!
The daughter, touching her mother’s hand—
“Ammu, pour water over your head and bathe. Everything will be all right.”
A deep sigh, a shudder and then there is silence in the room. …
10.88 & 78.386 1. How Far—Yet How Near 2. Soorma Singh: Two Short Stories\fn{by Balwant Singh (1926-1986)}
Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
1
It was a small party, consisting of just a man and three women. Leg-weary, they had stopped to rest by the side
of a well.
The man, tall and stalwart, looked about thirty and had an impressive bearing. With a turban loosely coiled
around his head, he wore a kurta and a blue striped tehmat. His features were regular, and his thick moustaches
drooped like pigeon’s features. His sharp eyes looked tired and his chin had obviously not seen the edge of a razor
for some days. His wide girth, thick arms and columnlike legs made him look more solid than fat. Evidently
situps, hand presses and other physical exercises and almonds had had no hand in giving him such a stately and
rugged appearance; every fibre of his body had drawn its sustenance from plain, coarse food.
His name was Ghulam Mohammed—Gama to his friends. He was not a good man. The only redeeming feature
about him was that he made no pretensions to being called a good man. His face betrayed what he was.
He and three women—one grey-haired, the second young, the third a lively piece of feminity! Gama’s mother,
wife and sister.
The old woman said her namaz five times a day and fervently prayed for the annihilation of all Hindus, more
particularly Sikhs, except Phalor Singh—Phalora, who was her son’s good friend.
Gama's wife, about 25, was not much to look at; she had been married to him for eight years but had yet to
bring forth a child. Gama’s friend would, on this account, prod him in his ribs meaningfully and ask, “Eh, Ustad,
what’s up?”
Gama, even though he laid no claim to being a religious man, would raise his eyes towards the sky and say,
“It’s Allah’s will.”
His sister, Aishan, was just the opposite of Gama: slender, beautiful and graceful. It was said that she was
sweet on Alladita, a youth of their village. Alladita, too, was infatuated with her. Gama had decided that if he
caught the two of them together, he would finish them off with the chopper. But, though he kept a sharp outlook,
Gama could never test the truth of these rumors.
This small group of uprooted persons was making its way to Pakistan. Their story was the story of thousands
of other Muslims who had been forced to fIee from East Punjab and go across to the other side of the newly
created border. Gama was a dacoit and a murderer—in other words, a criminal. But, above all, he was a peasant
whose ancestral calling was to till the soil and plant the seeds in its furrows.
When Partition came, it was as if the whole world had suddenly turned hostile towards him. Even the four
walls of his ancestral home threatened to come down and crush him. The land which was a mother to him, which
disgorged gold in return for his sweat and toil, was now thirsting for his blood.
One day Gama was even more worried than usual.
“We must pull out this very moment,” he said, with an emphasis there was no mistaking.
“But what about our belongings?” asked his mother. Gama gave a bitter laugh and pushed the three women out
of the house, as one drives sheep out of a pen.
Phalora, who was Gama’s accomplice in all his escapades, advised him not to join any big refugee contingent.
Gama was content to leave himself entirely in his friend’s hands, and Phalora secretly escorted him and his family
from one village to another. The strategy was to remain in hiding during the day and resume the journey as night
approached.
Then, one evening Phalora failed to show up. The man in whose house Gama had sought shelter that day
happened to be a coward. He told Gama that there were rumors of a man-hunt and so, if he did not get away
immediately with his family, not only would they be slain, but he too would suffer.
Gama, in the circumstances, had perforce to leave the house. With Allah’s name on his lips, he and the women
sneaked out of the place. Gama had confidence in the strength of his arms. But to face a mob single-handed was
no joke. Besides, the women were a serious liability.
They continued on their journey. In daytime they would hide somewhere in the fields behind the bushes or in a
choked-up well. As dusk approached, they would come out and plod their way through the fields.
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Two nights had passed since they were separated from Phalora and the third was upon them. A haze hung in
the air. The moonlit night looked to these troubled souls faded and melancholy.
They were sitting by a deserted well whose tumbling structure bore testimony to the fact that once it must have
resounded to the music of the Persian wheel. The peasants must have played their reed pipes by its side, and it
must have echoed with the tinkling laughter of the village belles who came to draw water from it.
Gama scanned the skyline. Perhaps they were going westwards. But he did not have the faintest idea where
they were and how far from the Pakistani border. They were practically on their last legs. How they missed
Phalora! Had he been with them they would have certainly reached their destination by this time.
Gama’s mother’s sunken eyes, peeping out of a sagging face bespoke fear and helplessness. His wife,
tormented by starvation and ever the alive fear of being molested, presented a pathetic spectacle, with her head
resting limply against the wall. Aishan alone had some fight left in her. Being young and of a fanciful turn of
mind, she could make light of the situation. The locks of lustrous hair hid a part of her face, giving her a dreamy
look in the dim moonlight
As Gama looked at her, he wondered anew whether it was true that she loved Alladita. Strangely, the thought
no longer displeased him.
His dovelike sister cast a furtive glance at him and then lowered her eyes. From her childhood she had learned
to fear her uncouth brother. But, all the same, she sang soulful songs praying for his long life.
A wind rose. The leaves of the peepul tree rustled, startling Gama. “We must be on our way,” he said, in a thick
voice.
The women, resting their hands on their knees, gingerly heaved themselves up. None of them knew which way
it was they had to go. With reluctant feet, they started out in the direction they were facing.
They had hardly gone a short distance from the well when Garna stopped. The women too halted.
The land was uneven. There was no hint of habitation for miles around. They were dog tired and felt
hopelessly famished.
Bewildered, Gama looked around. Nearby was a brick kiln, lying deserted. Obviously, it had not been used for
a long time. There was no sign whatever of life.
This was all to the good, Gama thought But what worried him most was that he had lost all sense of direction.
Perhaps they had still many miles to trudge before they reached the sanctum of safety. And what long miles they
were! He turned round and looked at the women. A wave of pity surged through his hard heart which was
normally impervious to pity. Poor women!
“Let us rest for sometime more,” he said wearily, sitting down on the abutment of a field. The women sat down
without offering any comment, though they wondered how they could afford to rest so soon on resuming the
journey.
The fields, dovetailing neatly into each other, stretched up to the horizon, where they seemed to be kissing the
land breathing heat. Gama’s eyes roved in all directions in a futile search. “Where’s Pakistan?” he muttered. “If
only I knew the way!”
“Allah will take us to the land of our hopes,” his mother said raising her eyes towards the sky.
Gama picked up a handful of earth from the ground and looked at it wistfully. He pressed it between his
fingers, experiencing its powdery feel. He sniffed the air and ran his eyes over the fields and the abutments which,
criss-crossing each other like a net, stretched far and wide. But his eyes searched in vain for Pakistan, for its fields
and its shrubs.
Suddenly Gama gave a start. The muscles of his arms tensed. He stretched out one powerful arm, as though he
were taking the three women under his protective wing. The other arm instinctively came down and the hand
firmly gripped the handle of his knife. His eyes were fixed at a point in the direction of the brick kiln.
“We are doomed,” the women whimpered. Treading forward warily, like a rooster protecting its brood, Gama
said, “I think there are some men behind that kiln.”
A shadow moved across the kiln. The women thought that their end had come.
After a few moments, they saw a man emerging from behind the rubble. He was a Sikh and as tall as Gama
and hefty and powerful like him. He lumbered forward, planting one cautious step after another. Perhaps there
were more men hidden behind the kiln.
Gama waited for the shadowy figure to come nearer. He thought his nerves would snap, so taut were they as he
stood there, poised for instant action.
But his fear suddenly vanished. He had recognised the man coming in his direction. It was none other than
Phalora. They yelled welcome to each other.
Phalora cast a swift glance at the women. “Thank God, they are safe,” he said
Garna smiled. “Yes, we are all safe,” he said.
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“But why didn’t you wait for me?” Phalora asked, giving full vent to his anger. “I ask you, why did you come
away without me?”
Garna narrated to him the whole story.
“It was indeed mean of that man to have turned you out of his house. But you too acted like an idiot. Oh, how
upset I was on not finding you there! I have been knocking about in search of you people since that evening. I was
fearing that you must have fallen into the clutches of the rioters.”
“Son, Allah be praised that we are still alive,” Garna’s mother said. “But these three days have been a
nightmare. We had lost all hope of ever seeing you again.”
“How could that be?” Phalora said vehemently. “How could such a thought ever cross your mind? Am I not
standing before you? All I had to do was to follow your footprints.”
The voices of the two wicked men then rent the air. The night, searily silent and stony had suddenly come to
life. The women heaved a sigh of relief as if a whole army had come to their rescue. Phalora, who had grown up
under the care of the old woman from childhood, kept talking excitedly.
“Look, we have lost our bearings,” Garna said cutting Phalora short in his prattle. “We have no idea where we
are.”
“Oh, Garna, don’t you know, you fool?” Phalora said hugging his bosom friend. “You are already in Pakistan.
You are standing on Pakistani soil. Do you think you had to wade through rivers and scale mountains to reach the
place?”
“Is it true?” Gama said incredulously. “You mean we have already reached Pakistan?”
The women's faces beamed.
“Do you see those fields?” Phalora said, pointing with his finger. “Those fields are in Pakistan!”
The two of them broke into a run, the women scampering after them. When they had covered about a furlong,
Phalora suddenly stopped.
“Look, Pakistan starts from this point. You go right ahead till you reach a police post or a village. You have
nothing to fear. You are now out of danger.”
Gama crossed two fields at a swift pace and then stopped. The women came panting behind him.
“Ma, we have reached Pakistan!” he said beaming with joy.
*
He picked up a handful of earth and looked at it feeling deeply moved. He pressed it between his fingers,
experiencing its powdery feel. He sniffed the air and ran his eyes over the fields and the abutments criss-crossing
each other like a net. Then overwhelmed by the immensity of the moment, his face became grave. Then he
suddenly realized that Phalora was not with him.
Under the dim moonlight he saw Phalora standing two fields away, like a stubborn pony, his feet ftrmly
planted on the ground.
For a while they watched his stately figure in silence. The plume-like end of his turban fluttered in the breeze
and the brass point of his spear, as he held it over his shoulder, kissed his ear lobe.
The aged woman looked at Phalora and raised her head towards the sky. “Every time after saying my namaz
I’ll pray to Allah for his prosperity,” she mumbled.
Gama slowly walked up to his friend and bade him farewell. His steps had become heavy. He knew why
Phalora had stopped two fields away.
They stood facing each other, two tall, hefty specimens of manhood.
A coarse smile played on Phalora’s rugged face as if he were saying, “Gama, are you coming from Pakistan to
greet me?”
Stretching himself up to his full height, Gama looked his friend straight in the face. His thick mustaches
quivered. He moved forward and, clasping his friend’s broad palm, simply said,
“Yes, Phalora, you are right.”
2
Where I was standing there was yet no rain; but I could hear it beat down on the corrugated-tin roofs of the
houses on the hillside. It sounded almost like a procession of singers marching up towards me. It was apparent
that in a few moments the rain would spread over the entire hill. Those familiar with this phenomenon could be
seen hurrying towards places of shelter.
The sky was overcast and the damp in the air was like a wet sponge. I did not want to turn back. I looked up at
the shelter where ponies were swishing their tails to keep away flies. The flies went from one pony to another and
then settled on the face of their owner.
I quickened my pace. One could never tell with the rains in the hills! It could be pouring and a minute letter the
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sun would break through. I could do worse than spend a quarter of an hour in the pleasant company of a herd of
pack-horses
The gentle pitter-patter of the rain drops turned into a roar. People scurried in different directions; only those
who had rain coats and hat covers were unconcerned. They had to get their money’s worth! It was amongst this lot
that I first espied Soorma Singh.
Soorma Singh had no rain coat, nor cover for his turban; he did not even have an umbrella. He had dark sunglasses. He wore a coarse hand-spun shirt, a loose knee-length Kaccha and a pair of Indian style slippers on his
feet. His turban consisted of a couple of yards of pain white cloth wrapped untidily round the head; on his right
wrist was a thick, steel bangle, the Sikh Kara. He had a staff in his hand and was walking briskly along the road.
Hew obviously wanted to escape the rain, but I concluded he was unwilling to share the company of hill ponies.
I was wrong. He walked alongside another person, placed his hand on the other’s shoulder and said something
to him. The other man took him by the hand and conducted him to the pony shed. It was then that I realized that
Soorma Singh was blind.
Just as it is customary among Hindus to name blind men Saoor Das and among Muslims to call them Hafizjee,
the Sikhs give their blind the name Soorma Singh.
Soorma Singh was still a few paces from the shed when the rain began to come down in a torrent. It did not
drench Soorma Singh, but at places his shirt stuck to his body and rain drops glistened on his moustache and
beard. The first thing he did was to take off his glasses and wipe the dark lenses with an enormous handkerchief.
He put them back on his nose after carefully readjusting the shafts behind his ears. He stood with his staff, a few
paces from me.
The man who had helped Soorma Singh to the shed turned back into the rain. His foot slipped and he fell
heavily on his seat. A strange reward for a good turn! The man roared with laughter, rose with alacrity and
proceeded on his way planting his feet more firmly on the ground.
Soorma Singh’s mouth was half open; one of his canine teeth showed distinctly. It must have been a diseased
tooth filled in by the dentist: the filling had gone and only a muddy cavity remained—somewhat like the hollow
sockets of his eyes.
I stared at him as if he were a denizen from another world. Some instinct made him aware of my presence and
he took an uncertain step in my direction. A pony neighed. Quickly he retraced his step—believing he had
mistaken the pony for a man.
I was staying in the local gurdwara; anyone can stay in a gurdwara for four days without paying anything.
Thereafter, all that is necessary is to make an offering of a rupee to the Holy Book.\fn{ The Granth Sahib, the holy
scripture of the Sikh monotheism.} That is good for a month. It even entitles one to a separate room. In this gurdwara
most rooms had an attached kitchenette. On the ground-floor there were four bath-rooms and the latrines made of
corrugated sheets: the stink pervaded the floors above. The living rooms were in the rear; the large prayer hall was
on the top-floor—well beyond the foul odors of the latrines. The gurdwara gate opened on the metalled road. By
the gate was a small free dispensary.
I was given a room on the middle floor without an attached kitchen. My servant, a boy from the hills, made my
tea and cooked my meals on a stove in the room.
Although the gurdwara was in a congested locality, the adjoining houses did not crowd around it. Mule trains
bringing loads from the plains were constantly passing in front of the gurdwara. It was only at 10AM when the
sweepers had cleaned the latrines and sprinkled phenyl that the place was free of smell; by then the mule caravans
would reach the top of the hill. One could hear their copper bells from a distance. As they passed the gurdwara
this became a loud jingle-jangle mixed up with their snorting. The odor of the latrines was replaced by the odor of
mule droppings.
The gurdwara, with its motley collections of pilgrims and other guests in its dozen rooms, was a small world
of its own.
I was not on visiting terms with any of the other residents, but there were some one could not avoid. Next door
to me were two brothers, both Sikhs. The only way I could tell which was the older was by their beards. The older
man’s beard reached down to his navel; the younger one’s only covered his chest. Besides that, the elder brother’s
beard was almost gray; the younger one had only a few silver streaks in the mass of black. Both had their heads
covered with a loosely tied turbans and wore long, shapeless coats. They started their mornings by spreading out
trays full of medicinal herbs and arguing about their merits at the tops of their voices. They spent the whole day
hawking these herbs. Even if their herbs did not cure people, they did not kill them either—no one came to charge
them with homicide. Every evening they would grind hashish and drink a cup or two of bhang. Occasionally they
had guests—usually the caretakers of the gurdwara. And if the brothers had a good day in the bazaar, they
brought sweets to offer their guests, along with the potation brewed from the green herb.\fn{ No doubt!}
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I had to pass the main kitchen on my way out of the gurdwara. I always exchanged a few words with the two
Nihangs who had assumed charge of the langar feeding arrangements.
In the days when Ranjit Singh was Maharajah of the Punjab, Akali Phula Singh had enlisted Nihangs and
fought fierce battled with the Afghans and Pathans. The Nihang fraternity had descended from those warriors. But
now there were no battles fought. So they simply consumed bhang. The word Nihang means crocodile; the two
men in the kitchen certainly resembled these monsters. The only work entrusted to the Nihangs was to cook lentils
and vegetables and to bake chapatties on the large, flat iron grill. This was the Guru’s kitchen where everyone had
to be fed free—whether for a day or for a month no one could prescribe. The Guru’s kitchen was like a club where
the only qualification for membership was a ravenous appetite.
The gurdwara also had a granthi;\fn{A reader of the sacred scripture, the Granth Sahib.} everyone addressed him as
Gyaniji. Every visitor had to see him; without his permission no one could stay in the premises. Every evening
when he went round to inspect the rooms were exchanged news. He wore a white turban and carried a saffron
scarf about his neck with which he constantly wiped his nose; he always seemed to have a cold—or at least the
illusion of one. He rubbed his nose so often that it had become raw and inflamed. His voice was feminine and
melodious. He spoke so softly that people had to strain their ears to catch his words.
At 10PM it started to rain.
My neighbors, the vendors of medicinal herbs, were celebrating. It seemed that they had done well with their
stomach powder which they claimed could help digest even wood or stone. There was quite a crowd in their
room. And they all spoke in Punjabi at the tops of their voices, hurling full-blooded abuse at each other. The tone
of bravado and the slurring over words left no doubt in my mind that they had imbibed liberal quantities of the
green herb. All at once they stopped talking. I sat up with a jerk. A voice laden with pathos sang a couplet of Tegh
Bahadur, the 9th of the Sikh’s ten gurus:\fn{ The only part of his extensive writings to be incorporated into the Granth Sahib, and
therefore for the Sikh a sacred scripture.}
Worry not about death; all who are born must die;
Worry only over events which are not likely to pass.

I had heard this sloka many a time in the gurdwaras but it had never affected me the way it did that night, sung
in that melancholy voice.
Suddenly the lights went off. Thee was a roar of protests from different rooms. Some of the residents were
prepared for the eventuality and had provided themselves with candles; others ran out to the bazaar to buy them.
The singing next-door did not betray any concern over the crisis.
I shut the book I was reading and flung it on my bed. I went out of my room and stood by the railing. I ignored
the malodorous vapors coming up from the latrines. I looked inside the open door of the neighboring room. They
had a fat candle burning in the center. Around the candle-light I could see a variety of beards like a circle of
witches around a cauldron. It was then that I noticed that the singer was no other than Soorma Singh. Even in that
hour of the night he wore his dark glasses. His long hair had slipped out from under his turban and was scattered
about his pock-marked face. He lifted his face towards the ceiling as he sang. I could see the muscles of his neck
flex as his voice rose or fell.
I stayed out on the balcony till Soorma Singh stopped singing.
*
The two Nihangs were very conscious of their importance. They spent their day in the kitchen. Whenever they
met a new visitor they would tell him: “We were on our way to Hemkund. We stopped here because this is also
the abode of the Guru. Gyaniji won’t let us leave.”
On the day to Badrinath beyond Rishikesh is the lake Hemkund. It was here that the 10 th Guru, Gobind Singh,
meditated before he decided to come into the world. Whenever the Nihangs were upset they packed up their
belongings and threatened to leave for Hemkund. Then Gyaniji would come, blowing his nose into his scarf, and
persuade them to stay. The Nihangs were easily persuaded. Gyaniji would then return to his room—blowing his
nose into his scarf.
It did not take very much to upset the Nihangs. They had never worked in a kitchen. But there was notrhing
else they could do; so they were charged with the duty of cooking the meals. The first thing they did in the
morning was to light the fires of the cooking range. Those for cooking the sacred halva had large cauldrons on
them; another fire, equally large, was filled with black lentils and a third one had a canister of water for brewing
tea. Some days the lentils were like clear soup; on others they were a solid batter like the halva. Some days they
had more grit than salt; on others it was just grit without any salt. And if they had nothing to do, the Nihangs
would take their long iron prongs and pace about the kitchen, like warriors at sword-play.
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In the afternoons and evenings, the kitchen became the center of great bustle and activity. There was never a
shortage of beggars who spent the time between meals picking lice out of their rags. There were two reasons for
their assembling before the food was ready. One was to get round the Nihnags, and the other, to get their share of
the lentils: as the lentil cauldron emptied, the proportion of grit in what remained increased.
Soorma Sing’s main duty was to sing hymns.\fn{ Practically the entire Granth Sahib is made up of hymns, meant to be sung
to any of some 30 rahas.} In his spare time he took it upon himself to impart religious advice. After every two
sentences he would exclaim: “Wah Guru, Wah Guru.”
The Nihangs were crude rustics with little respect for anyone—least of all for Soorma Singh. Nevertheless
Soorma Singh would go uninvited to the kitchen and take his seat on the board, a little removed from the fire. He
was well aware of the fact that no one paid any heed to what he said; he nevertheless he could not refrain from
proffering gratuitous advice on the art of cooking. His major complaint was the excess of salt in the lentils. This
used to irritate the Nihangs who had no doubt whatsoever in their minds that they were the best cooks in the
world. Who was Soorma Singh to tell them what to do! If he grumbled about the food, they would snap back at
him, “Oi, you think your bloody woman is cooking for you!”
Such remarks evoked many a smile. But the taunt about his wife produced a thunderous expression on Soorma
Sing’s face. He would grin his teeth and mutter, “I hate talking to women.”
“Ho, ho,” one of the Nihangs would roar, giving his moustache a twist, “You won’t talk to women; and women
won’t have anything to do with you.”
Soorma Singh’s ears would go red. Once the Nihangs started on this subject, there was no stopping them.
“This Soorma Singh is a dark horse. If you don’t believe me you can see him at it any morning after service.
When the women sit in the courtyard to take the sun, old Soorma Singh finds his way into their midst. He loves
women’s gossip; isn’t that so, old Soorma? What do you get out of hearing old wives tales? And Mr. Soorma
Singh keeps as hawk’s eye on the other end of the courtyard; that’s where the women wash their clothes. He keeps
wandering about the place. He runs into one, trips over another. Great man you are, Mister Soorma Singh, a truly
great man.”
The Nihangs would join the palms of their hands and make deep obeisance. Then the other would take over the
narrative. “Only the other day … isn’t she the wife of that fellow Sajjan Singh? … the buxom wench! Well, she
was washing her clothes. Our dear friend Soorma Singh proceeded that way on the pretext of fetching water from
the tap. And then let his foot slip so that he fell squarely on the lady. He was too hurt to be able to get up in a
hurry. That one is a bit of a shrew. She wrenched off the turban of Sardar Bahadur Soorma Singh, caught him by
his large top-knot, dragged him out of the bathroom and clipped him on his skull with her slipper, four or five real
sharp ones. Meanwhile her husband arrived on the scene. He was in a rage. He would surely have sent Soorma
Singh to the next world but for the people who intervened and restored peace. Poor, poor Sorma Singh! Take off
your turban and let’s see yow many hairs remain on your scalp after the shoe-beating.
The roar of laughter would frighten the mules tethered outside the gurdwara. Someone would break in gently.
“The poor fellow can’t see a thing. Even if a woman were to stand in front of him without a stitch of clothing on
her, what difference would it make to him?”
This was never said to help Soorma Singh but to encourage the Nihangs. One would say with great conviction:
“He doesn’t have to see anything; he gets all his fun by the sound. He can tell a woman’s age, her looks, her secret
desires—everything, by the way she speaks.”
There was a small balcony on the second floor. It was not plastered; lines of cement ran zig-zag across the bare
brick floor. Along the wall were four bathrooms without doors: the bathers could be seen from the outside. Each
bathroom had a tap. Water ran in them only for a couple of hours of the day; for the rest, if one turned on the tap,
all one would get was a few spluttering sounds. In the middle of the balcony was a platform built round a wooden
mast on which hung a very limp, a very beard-like, triangular saffron flag. If the breeze was strong, the flag would
unfurl and display the emblems of the Khalsa—the circular quou with sabers crossed beneath it. At on end of the
balcony was a curved steel railing; from this railing one got a view of the valley with the kites wheeling below.
One could also see the road winding u the hillside through the damp vegetation, and long lines of mules with the
muleteers holding on to the tails of their beasts to haul themselves up.
*
I caught sight of Soorma Singh in a shaft of sunlight, coming towards me. He was wearing a clean white
turban and a freshly washed shirt. Instead of his native slippers he had a pair of shining pumps on his feet. He still
wore his dark glasses—he probably slept in them.
I happened to be in the shop of a Bhutia. His wares consisted of an assortment of things of Bhutanese make—
kitchen utensils, cheap jewelry, idols, metal trays and other bric-a-brac. The Buhtia had taken me for a rich man
and raised his prices so high that I had lost interest in his goods and was looking at the hillside. There wee no
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houses on the other side of the road; only a twenty-feet-high wall made of rough blocks of stone that ran along the
embankment. The wall was covered with moss and a large number of lady-birds\fn{ Ladybugs.} crawled on the
moss; it looked a green carpet with tiny red flowers.
That was when I saw Soorma Singh. I was surprised at the pace at which he walked; even people who could
see, seldom walked as fast. Either he did not know how people walked or he wanted to give the impression that he
could walk as well as those who could see. As he passed by me, I noticed that he had a cage dangling in one hand.
Inside the cage was a green parrot peering out of the bars.
“That parrot,” the older Nihang told me later, scratching the hair on his chest, “means the world to Soorma
Singh; it’s all he had—it is his father, mother, sister, son, wife, elder-uncle, mother’s brother, brothers—
everything.”
The Nihang spoke with great contempt. He did not realize that Soorma Singh’s lonely life had impressed me;
he didn’t even bother to look my way. He was watching the lentil cauldron which was boiling over, like lava
pouring out of a volcano. Streaks of lentils flowed down the side of the cauldron and sizzled to a dray stop as they
were scorched by the fire below.
There was no point my telling the Nihang what I thought of Soorma Singh. To be quite truthful, I had not
really given much thought to Soorma Singh. Only when I ran into him did I dwell on him for a few moments. I
could tell from the expression on the Nihang’s face that he was eager to talk to me. To encourage him I asked:
“Can the parrot talk?”
“Yes, Sir! Soorma Singh has taught him a lot of things.”
“Soorma Singh recites couplets of Guru Tegh Bahadur. He must have crammed his parrot with verses of
Bulhey Shah and Bab Farid,” I suggested.
“No Sir, he has not taught his parrot any such thing.”
“Nihang Singhji, what has he taught his parrot to say?”
“It says: ‘Come Sardar Manjeet Singhji.’”
“Who is Manjeet Singh?”
“That’s his real name—no one bothers with his real name. He is just Soorma Singh to everyone. Some people
even call him Soormua Singh.” The Nihang smiled and explained his joker. “Soormua means one with a pig’s
snout.” He continued. “He’s taught the bird many other things. Sentimental sentences and words of love.”
The younger Nihang took up the narrative. “My friend has also taught the parrot many kinds of abuse:
‘Soorma is a woman chaser; Soorma Singh is a great rascal; Soorma Singh is a real bastard.’”
I wanted to change the subject. There was no way of doing so except by breaking out in loud laughter.
The elder Nihang noticed my discomfiture. He made a wry face and said, “Sir, this Soorma Singh is a big
nuisance. He does not like lentils. If I cook a vegetable, he turns up his nose; and he finds faults with out
chapatties. It never crosses his mind that we are not cooks. He should take the name of the great guru and eat
whatever is placed before him.”
I agreed that Soorma Singh should eat whatever came from the guru’s kitchen without making a fuss. “If
Soorma Singh does not like the gurdwara food, why doesn’t he cook his own?” I asked.
“That’s exactly what we feel too. But Gyaniji indulges him too much. He sings a couple of hymns in the
morning service and Gyaniji thinks he is the greatest singer in the world. He has given Soorma Singh a separate
room to live in.”
The other Nihang butted in, “You can hardly call it a room! Next to the latrines is a tiny store-room to stack
wood, coal, flour, lentils and other kitchen rations. In one corner of this room Sardar Soorma Singh has laid his
charpoy and hung his parrot cage.”
One night at about 10 p.m. the parrot began to squawk. I had never heard the bird before, but that night it was
screaming as if a tiger had entered the cage. Many people came out of their rooms to find out what had happened.
Then Soorma Singh also began to yell at the parrot. We could not hear what they were saying to each other.
The uproar continued for some time. Then Soorma Singh’s voice could be heard crying: “Help! Murder! He’s
killing me.”
I took my flashlight and ran down the stairs. I saw the older Nihang run out of Soorma Sing’s room and
disappear in the darkness of the latrines.
Soorma Singh continued to scream for help. Other people came on the scene. We took Soorma Singh to the
first floor. He was suffering from shock. It appeared that one of the Nihangs had stolen into his room in the dark
and tried to strangle him with his scarf.
Gyaniji was aroused by the din and came on the scene. The older Nihang who had quietly slipped back into his
room was summoned. He explained that all he had done was to take food to Soorma Singh’s room and then
returned to his own. He did not know what transpired after he had left.
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It was obvious that the Nihang was lying. Even so someone came to his defence. “Soorma Singh is always
bothering these poor chaps. They spend all their day serving in the guru’s kitchen and then His Lordship expects
to be served in his room.”
Soorma Singh leapt to his defence with all the power in his lungs. “All these fellows gang up in the kitchen to
make fun of me; the Nihangs are particularly nasty to me. Sometimes they urinated in my lentil soup; at other
times they’ll deliberately char my chapatties and slap them on my face. Just now when one of them brought my
dinner he said, “Here, you bastard, you parasite.”
There was a commotion. Soorma Singh abused the Nihangs with all his might. Gyaniji pleaded with him, “If
you go on yelling like this, you will loose your voice. How will you be able to sing tomorrow morning?”
The exchange of hot abuse was followed by soft words of peace. The Nihangs again threatened to leave for
Hemkund. Gyaniji dissuaded them from doing so. He wiped his nose with his scarf. My neighbors, the vendors of
medicinal herbs, took Soorma Singh to their room while Gyaniji cooled the tempers of the Nihangs and sent them
back to their quarters.
A few days later there was another party in the room next door. Amongst the distinguished company I espied
the two Nihangs and Soorma Singh. Green jade cups were being passed round. I could also hear endearing abuse
such as is used by friends for each other. This was Soorma Singh in a new incarnation so different from the
Soorma Singh of everyday life. His turban had fallen off his head and lay entangled between his legs; his beard
was scattered untidily; his top-knot had loosened and his long hair lay about his shoulders; his dark glasses lay in
his lap. He was flailing his arms like a windmill and bellowing like a mad bull. One would have thought that the
houris of paradise were performing a nautch right in front of his sightless eyes. The part were pleading with him
for couplets from Bulhey Shah or Baba Farid.
Soorma Singh made a few attempts to sing, but he was too drunk to get the notes right and the attempts ended
in a camel-like hurrumph. The failure angered Soorma Singh. He leapt to his feet, clapped his chest: “ Hai, I am
smitten!”
A chorus of voices demanded: “True Emperor! Who could dare to smite you?”
Soorma Singh was in a world of his own. All he could say in reply was to repeat, “Hai, I am smitten!”
The Nihangs sprinkled some cold water on Soorma Singh’s head: “You are hot in the head Soorma Singh!
Repeat the name of the great God, Wah Guru.”
The drops of cold water acted like magic. He put his hand over his ear and in his tear-laden voice sang:
Farid, wake from thy slumber! They beard hath turned gray.
The future lies ahead of thee, the past is passed away.

The men began to sway in ecstasy; their beards also swayed with them. Their eyes closed and a drunken stupor
overcame them. Once Soorma Singh had begun, there was no stopping him; wherever his voice carried, it cast its
spell. He had a vast repertoire of slokas beginning with “Farid, wake from thy slumber!” He sang into the late
hours of the night.
It was the magic of Soorma Singh’s voice which compelled an agnostic like me to go to the prayer hall every
morning.
The gurdwara prayer hall was very spacious. Its bare white walls dazzled the eye. The floor was covered with
coir matting on which was spread a blue durrie with a red border. On one side of the hall on a raised platform was
the Granth Sahib. Usually Gyaniji sat on the platform. Behind him would be a boy waving the fly whisk. Above
the Granth was a colored awning festooned with red and yellow tassels. A couple of dozen large pictures were
hung on the walls; some of these were of the Sikh Gurus; others depicted scenes from Sikh history.
When Soorma Singh entered the crowded hall, the congregation would be tense with excitement. On these
occasions Soorma Singh dressed with great care: a clean white shirt and chooridars of handspun khaddar, a round
white turban on his head, a blue scarf round his neck—and the dark glasses with their lenses and frame glistening
brightly. He also wore socks on these occasions. Instead of his staff, he would have his tambourine which he used
as an accompaniment. People said that Soorma Singh’s renderings of the sacred hymns had pierced many a deaf
ear and guided the listeners along the true and narrow path of religion.
This was not very incredible. If confirmed agnostics like me could be moved, those who were only wavering in
their faith must surely have had their doubts cleared. I must admit that although his singing used to disturb me, it
instilled peace in the minds of most people. I could seldom catch the words of the hymns. His voice had the force
and flow of a hill torrent, the deep gloom of unseen, unknown caverns of the ocean. I cannot really describe the
quality of his voice except that to me Soorma Singh was nothing excep this voice. It reflected his loneliness, his
utter solitude in the wide, wide world, his agitated search, his unquenched thirst, his unappeased hunger; it was
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the cry of his soul, an agonizing cry which rang through the melody of his songs.
*
The sun had set behind a haze of clouds; only a dim glow lit the mountains.
The foreman gave my belongings a quick appraising look and asked, “How many coolies will you require?”
“One.”
“Are you alone?”
“Yes, I am alone.”
He began calculating the load the coolie would have to carry. I was on my bed reading a book; my small
attaché case was hidden underneath. I shut the book and explained: “There is only one bedding roll and a small
suitcase.” I got up and lifted the edge of the bed sheet. The foreman bent down to gauge the size of the case. “That
will be two rupees, Sahib.”
“How long will it take to get to the bus stand?”
“Fifteen minutes less than an hour.”
“Don’t forget I have to get on the 8:00 A.M. bus. The coolie should be here by a quarter to seven.”
“Accha Sahib.”
The words accha sahib kept going round my head long after the foreman had gone. When I found the page of
my book, I had to close the book. Once again there was an uproar. There was always an uproar of some kind or
the other. It could be hymn-singing, quarrels between the women, the screaming of children. But this was from
the ground floor, from Soorma Singh’s room. Were the Nihangs up to their tricks again?
My one thought was to save the voice of Soorma Singh. I leapt out of bed and went to the door. I sawa the two
Nihangs in the kitchen sipping tea out of their porcelain mugs. “What is this racket?” I asked them.
They paused and listened. I ran down the steps. The noise was coming from Soorma Singh’s room. A small
crowd had collected there. I looked in. A fat, ugly woman of about 34 was squatting on a charpoy with Soorma
Singh on his knees on the floor beside her. A Sikh with a goatee was slapping Soorma Singh about the face.
This fellow was an urban type—short, pot-bellied, flabby, with small thin arms and hands like squirrel’s claws.
“What’s going on?” demanded a chorus of voices.
The Sikh with the goatee panted, “This man was staring at my wife … even after I told him to look the other
way.”
In short, Soorma Singh’s crime was to have stared at the loathsome creature with eyes like hard-boiled eggs
and a skin the color of mud.
Gyaniji threaded his way through the crowd and came up to the man with the goatee. He put out his inflamed
proboscis and protested, “Sir, this is Soorma Singh, he has no eyes. How could he have been gaping at any one?
There was no other room vacant, that is why I put you in his room. Where else can the poor fellow go?”
Soorma Singh’s glasses had fallen off but his assailant had not bothered to look at his eyes. His wife was very
cross and scolded her husband: “You never wait to find out anything before you get down to fisticuffs.”
The Sardarji was like a deflated balloon; he looked exactly like a squirrel with a beard. It was obvious that he
was dominated by his wife. Some explanations were offered; the Sardarji picked up his bag and slipped out to go
to the bazaar to buy vegetables. Gyaniji went to the door and spoke to the onlookers: “Gentlemen, go and do your
own work; this is not a juggler’s performance.”
Gyaniji’s thin nasal voice commanded respect. The crowd dispersed. Gyaniji turned and admonished and
admonished the woman with the bulging eyes, “Sister, Soorma Singh has a golden voice. You have arrived today;
come to the service tomorrow morning and listen to him singing hymns. There is such magic in his voice that
many who have gone astray have been brought back to the path of righteousness.”
Just then the parrot made a few uncomplimentary remarks about Soorma Singh. Gyaniji glowered at the bird.
His nose was as red as the parrot’s beak.
Gyaniji explained to the woman that this was the Nihangs’ handiwork. Soorma Singh’s cup of sorrow brimmed
over. He voiced a whole catalogue of the misdeeds of the Nihangs. The woman asked, “Soorma Singhji, whose
word shall I accept, the Gyaniji’s or the parrot’s?”
“That’s a very odd question to ask,” protested Gyadniji and left the room still mauling his nose.
A small multi-colored bird landed on the window sill and danced a pirouette.
There was tenderness, humility and sweetness in the woman’s voice; it pierced through the deep dark of
Soorma Singh’s world like a shaft, making a silver track as it went—a path which appeared to Soorma Singh to be
leading to his goal.
10.91 Between The Lines\fn{by Harcharan Chawla (1926-2001)} Mianwali, Mianwali District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M) 4
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“Don’t you know the meaning of shamelessness? “Aee, why are you shaking your head? Yes, you are right.
How can you know its meaning? The word died years ago.”
“Of course words do die. They are also born. They walk and they run. They laugh and they weep. They get into
the prime of their youth and grow old. And when their time comes, they die. Some even die before their time. As I
have told you this word died years ago. How are you supposed to know its meaning? A word whose sound you
have not heard for a long time?”
“On reaching home I will look up the word in my dictionary.”
“It’s no use. You won’t find the word in your dictionary. For the simple reason that your dictionary will be
new. And as I have told you this word died a long time back. But wait I’ve got a very old dictionary in my
possession. Maybe I’ll be able to get the meaning of this word in that dictionary. Yes, there it is. Shameless:
unabashed, immodest, brazen-faced.
“Look, my good man, this word by itself is very odd, no doubt. You know a word having a similar meaning is
known as a synonym. While it is living a word may have many other names. But when it dies those names also
die with it. Now how can I revive what is dead and demonstrate its meaning to you? When a ‘brazen-face’ has
already disappeared how can it be put to death again? Now I have only one way of explaining its meaning to you
—that I should relate to you the story of some great man. Incidentally, what kind of a man do you think I am?”
“I take you for a very decent man—pure and kind like an angel. Out and out a gentleman, among the best in
the city, to whom everybody sings paeans of praise.”
“Look, if you are really keen to learn you must become a good student. First, wipe clean the slate of your mind
and then come to me. Regard me as a blank sheet of paper and then read whatever I write on that sheet of paper.
Everything will become clear to you like daylight.”
“All right.”
“Get it out of your head that I am a good man or an angel. If you attentively listen to my story you will come to
understand the meaning of such words as unabashed, shameless, etcetera. Then listen.
“It transpired that after my father’s death I greatly increased my business through shady deals. I gave such
turns and twists to my business that it would have even staggered my forefathers’ imagination. In consequence, I
began to wield such influence in government quarters that I came to be highly regarded by the high-ups—so much
so, that they sought my advice even in such matters as strictly concerned only the government. You know it very
well, my dear boy, that it is not difficult, to monopolise the poor man’s votes. Smash all the street lamps, one by
one on the sly, and replace them with new ones in the poor man’s presence, <raise> high walls enclosing the local
girls high school. See to it that water starts flowing regularly for a few days in the water taps of the locality from
where you are seeking votes. And carrying out repairs to a temple or a mosque will have a magical effect on the
people. They will cast their votes in your favour en masse. Your purpose achieved, let the situation revert to its
original position, for all you care. By then one could be beyond caring. Even if anyone protests or grumbles you
can turn a deaf ear to him with impunity. In those days any candidate who stood for election to the municipality or
the corporation could not go off without the support of this uncle of yours who is sitting before you. They
kowtowed to me even after the elections were over. I could rake in money as I liked. To cut the matter short, I was
having the time of my life,
“And then things took a new turn. It began with a new headmistress taking charge of the girls’ high school. She
had not only qualities of the head and heart but was also very beautiful. In a short time she transformed the
school. I had long since crossed the boundaries of youth, but this wretched thing called love can play havoc with
man. This spirited and headstrong horse, if I describe the thing differently, went on a rampage and gave me such
jolts that it almost knocked out my brains. And as you know, a befuddled mind can act in the most grotesque
manner.
“I fell in love with the headmistress. When I failed to have things my own way, as was my wont, I tried to gain
my objecive by questionable means. I started casting aspersions on the lady. Had it been some other woman she
would have run away from the field long ago.
But this headmisuess not only stuck to her ground like a lioness but also tried to beat me at my own game. I
thought of getting her transferred from her school but the difficulty was that from the time of her taking over, as
periodic reports indicated, the school had made substantial improvement, which was also confirmed by the
parents’ satisfaction over their children’s progress. I could not touch her on that account, but all the same I
persisted in my nefarious designs.
“She hit me in my raw spot by falling in love with my own son. For once I fell flat on my face. My son was so
gone on her that he even became oblivious of the fact that she was older to him by many years. I am, no doubt. a
past master in craftiness but I came to know about it only when the water had almost started flowing over my
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head.
“By now it was too late to retrieve the situation. One fine morning I found her bowing at my feet and seeking
my blessings as my daughter-in-law. It would have been all right if, mercifully, the thing had ended there. But her
love had so singed my son that within two years the poor fellow was gone to the kingdom come. It was a second
blow and it became too much for me. It made me terribly angry. And as you know, when one is beyond himself
with rage, one loses the faculty of thinking rationally. I decided to tie the goat to its peg and slowly keep moving
the knife over its neck. The wretch would not even be able to bleat. People call me a noble soul. They also know
that I am a great devotee of Rama. But it is only a showoff. Everybody reads the Ramayana. Incidentally, where
do you hail from?
“Dhola! Did you say Dhola? Good, then you belong to my own village. How foolish of me to have talked to
you in Hindi laced with Urdu! I’ll talk to you in our dialect.
“So, as I was saying, everybody reads the Ramayana but that does not make everybody holy. For only a few
follow its precepts. They say that when Rama showed Lakshman Sita’s jewelry he shook his head and said that he
could only recognize the jewelry which she wore on her feet. So there you are! How can everyone become a
Lakshman? I am sure nothing is hidden from you. In our own country, right under our eyes, we come across
examples, where men marry off their eleven-year-old sons to eighteen-year-old girls. Till their sons come of age
they keep on pulling the conjugal cart on behalf of their sons. It is very common for a younger brother to marry
his sister-in-law after his elder brother’s death.
“Haider, come and sit by my side. Let me recite to you my tale of woe. When your own consicience is not
clear why commit one more sin by hiding facts from others? But it appears you have some difficulty in
understanding my village language. I am sorry, boy. What did you tell me your name was? Oh, yes, Haider. Well,
Haider, I’ve again to revert to this hybrid Hindi-Urdu.
“You must have already sensed my discomfiture on account of my aberrations. They cause me so much shame.
But there is more to it than meets the eye. My soul has become maleech, which means impure, degenerate and
polluted. That is why people have nicknamed me Maleech Das though my real name as you know is Mahesh Das.
I am totally illiterate and make a thumbmark in the place I am required to put down my signature. Lately I have
learnt to write my signature. But in spite of my best efforts I cannot keep the letters straight and something always
goes awry. The ‘h’ in Mahesh gets changed into ‘i’! Even money cannot help in this matter for one has to write
one’s own signature.
“To cut the matter short, because of my sister-fucking faulty signatures people have come to call me Maleech
Das instead of Mahesh Das. Cowards that they are, they call me so only at my back. But otherwise they profess
great regard for me and even address me as Lalaji. If you ask me, they are to some extent justified in calling me
Maleech Das. I should not quibble over it, really. My actions are such that I am a complete degenerate, mean and
wicked—a maleech.
“One night I cornered that ‘goat’ and was making playful gestures to her in order to slowly cut her throat when
she looked at me with her doe-like fear-stricken eyes.
“‘Bapu, you!’ she asked in Caesar-like astonishment.
“I menacingly flourished my knife before her. ‘Don’t ever call me Bapu again,’ I said in a threatening tone.
‘You must always.bear one thing in mind—that you are a female and I a male and there can be only one
relationship between a male and a female. If you have to stay in my house you will have to keep you lips tight and
your dhoti loose.’
“Bhai Haider, I’m a very mean and wretched fellow. It is really beyond my comprehension how Mother Earth
carries my burden.
“Getting tired of my indiscretions she at last left my house—my house which as a matter of course should have
been as much hers. After that she started living in some rented rooms. If she wanted to, she could easily marry
again and set up a home of her own. But it seems that she had truly been in love with that brat—I mean that son of
mind. By passing off as his widow she wanted to live an honourable life without tarnishing the name of her
husband’s family. She, in fact, worshipped my son and said the rosary in his name everyday.
“But although now she had no links with my family I did not allow her to live in peace. I set city goons after
her, tried to denigrate her in all possible ways and even went to the extent of publicly denouncing her as a woman
of easy virtues. She was alone and a woman at that. How long could she cope with a situation like that? It was
getting too much for her. She mentally broke down and had to seek admission in a hospital for treatment.
“When she resumed her duties at the school after a short spell of hospitalization, I devised even more bitchy
ways of running her down. I bribed her school’s woman attendant to surreptitiously place two bottles of whisky in
her office almirah. The trick worked. When I came out with certain allegations against her, the two bottles spoke
with telling effect on my behalf. The allegations were so damaging that the scales were found heavily weighed
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against her. The poor woman just groveled under the weight of these allegations and not even the guardians of her
students or the officials who were in sympathy with her could turn the scales in her favour. She felt so rattled that
it unhinged her mind and she was often found wandering on the roads at odd hours in tattered clothes. In
connivance with some prominent citizens of the city I had her admitted in the mental hospital. I had already
earned a bad name because of her and I was not prepared to put up with further insinuations in this regard. She
stayed in this hospital for one year whereafter she was shifted to a hospital in the Capital. In the course of the next
year or two people had completely forgotten her.
“Though she was having a bad time my luck was in. I had never had it so good. As they say, money poured
into my house through my roof like a downpour. I did not know what to do with so much money. I had no further
use for those leaky thatched roofs through which all this wealth had poured in. I had those thatched roofs replaced
by pucca brick roofs and gave my house a face-lift
“I also engaged a chowkidar who kept watch over my house, but his main duty was to keep an eye on those
‘dear does,’ and chance permitting, push them in by the side door for my delectation. Haider Bhai, do you catch
my point? Am I rendering it in correct Urdu?”
“Oh, Lalaji, you are doing wonders with the language!”
“Thank you, thank you, for saying so. But I know in your heart you must be cursing me for mauling the
language. Your uncle Altaf also used to lay this charge against me. You know he did not believe in mincing words.
But I am really grateful to him. He had a big hand in pushing me up this ladder of success. But I never forget a
good turn. When my turn came, I pulled him out of the mire and pitchforked him into a palace. As you know, in
the beginning he was a goonda of sorts. But when he came in contact with me, one day he found himself sitting in
a palace. Now instead of doing foot-slogging, he gave orders to his cronies on the phone. With one sleight of my
hand I had made him a leader and a badmash of the highest calibre all rolled into one. One moment he put on the
mask of a political leader and the next moment he hid his face behind the mask of a goonda.
“Yaar, the public is very gullible and it has implicit faith in the likes of us. And so long as it reposes faith in us
we will have our fling to our heart’s content Take the case of your own uncle. The mask of a political leader on his
hard criminal face would make him look so mellow and soft that all his co-religionists were prepared to cast their
lot with him and thought nothing of making the biggest sacrifices at his behest. I allowed him to keep all the
booty in his bag. I only demanded the votes of his co-religionists by way of tribute to his guru.
“And when the votes started changing into currency notes I knew I had arrived. People could be bought and I
had the money. I also realized that my town had become too small for me. ‘Altaf,’ I said, ‘let us break away from
this cramped place. As they say there are other worlds beyond these stars.’ Haider, I’m speaking correct Urdu,
ain’t I? Ultimately, we made it to the capital of our country.
“How I wish your Uncle had followed in my footsteps. He wouldn’t have even got a scratch on his body. I
tried to make him see reason. ‘Altaf,’ I said, ‘try to gauge your real worth. Now you are no ordinary man. Why
should you jump into the fray when there are others ready to pull out the chestnuts from the fire on your behalf.
You have also a reputation to guard. You are like one of those film heroes on whom people at large have staked
crores of rupees. When your doubles are prepared to act the role on your behalf why do you expose yourself to
unnecessary risk?’
“But Haider, whenever your uncle’s palm started itching he wo:uld lose his head. He would say, ‘When I have
to ply with steel why should I allow my sword to rust?’ Haider, your uncle was right in a way. But discretion, as
they say, is the better part of valour. One should walk warily. Haider, do you see any harm in that? Fire the gun by
all means but from over another man’s shoulder.
“Haider, do you understand the implication of what I’m saying or you just keep nodding your head like a dud?
Now that your uncle’s mantle has fallen over your shoulders you must avoid the path where death is trying to
stalk you. You must know your true worth. There are thousands who think they cover themselves with glory by
dying like flies. You have plenty of such canon-fodder around. And it makes the slightest difference to the world.
Rather, their death does good to the country. But if you and I come to grief the whole struggle will come to a stop.
Does it confer any advantage on anyone? You and I want the good of the country and work to that end. And if as a
consequence an insignificant benefit worth the size of a straw falls to your lot why should one quibble over it?
“As you know there is always a story within a story and I was going to give you a glimpse of that inner story.
It runs something like this: as they say in Urdu and Hindi your uncle had made an elaborate plan for dyeing his
hands red. He was the pupil and I his guru. True to my role I told him of an ingenious way by which he could kill
the snake without breaking his lathi. Incidentally, the snake in this case happened to be my enemy.
“When I changed my venue from my hometown to the Capital I found that woman was already there but not
being in her proper mind she had failed to recognize me. But she was still a thorn in my side. A day may come
when she may regain her senses and create trouble for me. My good name may come under a cloud for ever. She
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had been released from the mental home and was now living on a footpath with an old man. She was still young,
not older than 28 to 29 years, and agile and robust like a spirited mare. He was an old man of seventy or so and a
Muslim by caste. His hands shook, his eyes looked faded and there were crow marks all over his face. In one hand
he carried a lathi and a begging bowl and the other hand he rested on the woman’s shoulder for support. They
spent the day on the roads, begging for alms. They looked like father and daughter tied by bonds of love and
seemd to have no religion except the religion of humanity. I had cast a diamond on the road and this man had
picked it up from there. The love and affection that I should have showered on her she was now getting from the
old man who owned nothing except the largesse of love. When wolves in the guise of humans snarled at her and
tried to dig their teeth in her flesh, she would rest her head against the old man’s shoulder and try to parry off their
attacks and then weep.
“Their’s was a simple relationship—that of a daughter and a father. Without any guile and above suspicion.
But your uncle Altaf and I made it a Hindu-Muslim question. I had my own reasons for it. as you can well
imagine. But your uncle too had a motive of his own. He had a grudge against some Muslims and he wanted to
settle scores with them by looting their shops. And of course, I wanted to put that woman out of the way.
“A communal riot broke out in the city. To be more exact. it was a stage-managed show. Your uncle made the
best of it and filled his house with the loot. I asked your uncle to carry away the woman. It was no job for him as
he had hundreds of cronies at his beck and call who could accomplish the task in a trice. But I don’t know what
was in his mind that he himself jumped into the fray. As they say, Allah’s staff is silent and works soundlessly.
The old man’s lathi become Allah’s staff. He gave such a hefty blow on you uncle’s head with his lathi that it
cracked open his skull and all the gray matter spilled out of it. Your uncle became dear to Allah, as they say in
Urdu. May his soul rest in peace.
“In any case, by going before his time he flung the doors wide open for you. If he had lived on he would have
kept you at arm’s length from his ‘domain.’ Why mince words? As Altaf’s nephew there should be no secrets
between you and me. Don’t I know that like a Moghul prince you were also looking for the day when you would
ascend the throne? I am not your enemy. I can prophesy that your star will also get into the ascendency like
Maharaj Chandragupta Maurya. Only you must follow Chanakya’s advice—that is, mine. It was so nice of your
uncle and may Allah bless him for it that he made the land clear for you. He also solved my problem. Before
meeting his death he gave that woman such a lathi blow that it disfigured her face beyond recognition.
“My dear boy, you say that you hail from the same village as mine and that Altaf was your uncle. What’s your
name? Haider? Well, write down your name and address on this paper and then go to sleep in peace. You can take
if for granted that you have achieved your mission. But remember, sometimes I become very sentimental and feel
like tearing open my heart for everyone to see. But it is only a passing phase. Sentiments cannot make the world
go. On learning that you hail from my village I’ve opened my heart to you. This wretched conscience of mine
sometimes makes me very uncomfortable.
“But remember at the same time that the reins of my naughty horse are held by my satanic mind. Remember, if
you keep on the right side of me you will get all the good things in life. I’ll fix up things for you so nicely that you
will wallow in wealth. As for those who become inimical to me to them I can become from Mahesh to Maleech at
one shot. Go, son, enjoy yourself. You may rest assured that fifteen days from now a nice job will be waiting for
you.”
78.414 My Enemy\fn{by Krishan Baldev Vaid (1927-

)}

Dinga, Gujrat District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4

Right now he’s lying unconscious in the next room. Today I mixed something in his liquor, since ordinarily he
gulps straight whiskey like lemonade with no particular effect. Reddish lines streak his eyes, the creases on his
forehead glisten with perspiration, his lips become even more poisonous, but that’s all—he remains in his senses
as usual.
I’m surprised that this scheme didn’t occur to me earlier. Perhaps it did and I then suppressed it after some
reflection. I’m always pondering things and then suppressing them. Even today I was afraid that he’d recognize
the taste in the very first sip and catch me red-handed. But as the glass emptied his eyes began to blur and my
courage grew. I felt like wringing his neck, but then, imagining the consequences, my nerve faltered. I suppose
every coward has a vivid imagination which comes to the rescue and saves him from danger. I did summon up the
courage though to look directly at him for a moment. That in itself was no mean accomplishment, since my timid
eyes ordinarily flutter all around when he’s present. Even in ordinary circumstances my condition in his presence
is very extraordinary.
His eyes closed and his head was drooping. Before he toppled over, his arms slowly rose up toward me like
two weighted branches. Seeing him helpless that way, I had the illusion that he was breathing his last.
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But I knew that the tyrant could still jump to his feet at any moment. On regaining consciousness he would say
nothing. Even in those earlier days he used to talk very little, and recently one might have thought he’d been
struck totally dumb. Just imagining his silent disdain fills me with dread. I mentioned, didn’t I, that I’m a coward?
Somehow or other I’d figured that the long period of separation had freed me from any fear of him. It was
probably that happy misapprehension which led me to bring him home with me that day. Somewhere in my heart
there may also have been a vain hope of dominating him, of abasing him. Perhaps I thought that when he saw my
live beautiful wife, my energetic healthy children, and my handsomely-furnished magnificent home, he would just
give up and run away, liberating me from him forever. Probably I also wanted to demonstrate convincingly to him
the marvelous extent to which I had ordered my life after leaving him behind.
But these are all lame excuses. The truth is that I probably didn’t bring him with me that day; he came with me
on his own. Probably it wasn’t I who wanted to abase him, but he who wanted to humiliate me. This fine
distinction must not have entered my head at the time. I’m never able to think straight at the proper time. That’s
one of my difficulties.
With Mala that day I had tried to present some such feeble justification, but with no effect. As soon as she saw
him, she flared up. I then became aware for the first time of the whole situation and of my own stupidity.
Somehow or other I should have finished with the wretch right there, away from the house, by the side of the
road. If, breaking my cowed silence, I had placed before him all my constraints, drawn a quick sketch of Mala,
and told him clearly—“Look, guru, have mercy and stop following me.”—then we might have reached some
understanding right there. At least he’d have granted me a temporary reprieve. With that much release, I’d have
been spared the problem of settling things simultaneously on two fronts. No matter what, I ought not to have
brought him home. But all this wisdom carne too late.
Mala and he started glaring at each other like long-standing mortal enemies. For a moment I was relieved at
the thought that Mala would handle the whole situation herself; but the next moment I cowered, imagining her
accusations and deprecations. Trying to treat the situation lightly, I spoke in a gentle voice which I preserve for
such sensitive occasions.
“Darling, we’ve just come from a long walk, so please step aside a moment. Just let us relax a bit and then you
can dole out any punishment you wish.”
She did step aside, but there was no lessening of her tension and she didn’t let me sit down. Furthermore, that
cadaver looked at me as though to say—“So, you’ve actually become a slave to this woman.” As for me, I was
trying to eye them both, hoping to evade the glance of one and hatch a conspiracy with the other.
As soon as Mala found a chance to take me aside, she began berating me.
“Now tell me, who’s this no-good derelict you picked up and brought with you? Some old friend of yours,
right? After all these years of marriage, you’ve not changed a bit. What will my children say when they see him?
What will the neighbors think? Would you mind giving me some answers?”
I couldn’t figure out what to say. In Mala’s presence I speak very little, spending most of the time weighing the
situation, which puts her in a worse temper. Of course her anger was justified. Her anger is always justified. The
foundation of our successful marriage rests on this very thing: she’s always right, whereas I quickly and
immediately admit all my errors. Moreover, whatever she may say, she has absolute faith in my compliance.
Periodically she does make a kind of complaint intended to make me happy—“What sort of mysterious pleasure
do you derive out of taking a stand against me on every little thing? I grant you’re more intelligent than I, but it
wouldn’t hurt you to agree with me once in a while …” Et cetera, et cetera!
In a way I enjoy these phony complaints of hers, though I can’t really feel happy about them. Anyway, she
thinks that they let me retain my illusions, whereas I know that the reins remain completely in her hands. And
that’s as it should be.
Mala was gnashing her teeth and demanding, “Don’t you have anything to say? What are my children going to
say when they come back from the park and see this cursed man sitting in the living room? Think of the effect on
them. Of, such a filthy person! The whole house is stinking. Now tell me, what am I to say to my children?”
It was obvious that I could tell Mala nothing. So I just stood there, head bowed, while she, face upraised, kept
pouring out her anger. Actually I should point out that Mala had not brought those children with her when she first
came to this house as a bride. They’re just as much mine as hers, but at such times she always calls them “my
children,” separating them from me as though lifting jewels out of the mud. Sometimes this makes me very
unhappy, but then I reflect more cool-headedly and feel that, whatever the physical truth, in spirit our children
belong solely to Mala. My part in their life-style is very small. And that’s just as well, because if they took after
me there’d be no telling how long it would take them, like me, to become upright. I’m pleased that they have a
radiant future. And my only hand in that radiance is that I’m their legal—and probably their physical—father, that
I support them, and that I’m bound heart and soul in service to their mother, day and night.
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Well anyway, after standing there for some time with my head bowed, I finally spoke very meekly. “Look,
dear, I didn’t even recognize the wretch. There’s no question of any friendship with him. But if one meets a
person on the road, then …”
No telling how my sentence would have ended. Maybe it would have had no end. But Mala interrupted with a
stamp of her foot. “Lies! Absolute lies!”
She then went inside and I, after standing there a little longer with head lowered, went back into the living
room, where he was seated smoking a biri\fn{A note reads: A small, cheap country cigarette made of tobacco rolled in a leaf .}
and smiling as though he knew everything I’d been through.
What happened earlier that evening was that I’d asked Mala’s permission to go for a little walk by myself and
had left the house just like that, with nothing in mind. Ordinarily she doesn’t give that kind of permission easily
nor do I find the courage to ask for it. She hates walks that have no purpose. If she’s to go somewhere or meet
someone or do something or not do something, she first of all determines the purpose clearly and accurately. And
it’s right that she do so. I give credit to her wisdom. Actually I usually can’t go far from home alone, even for a
purpose, being so accustomed to Mala’s company that everything seems sort of empty and desolate without her.
When she’s along, no irrelevant thought can enter my mind. Everything appears firm and purposeful. My inner
state is like some room decorated by Mala’s hands, with everything in its place and no allowance for
disorderliness. But when she’s not along, then the kind of thing happens which occurred that evening; or perhaps I
should just say that some mishap occurs, since nothing quite like that had ever happened before.
I don’t know what got into me that evening when I drifted a long way from home. Even far from home I
usually think only about things there. Not that there’s trouble of any kind at home. The cart of life was not only
running; it was running beautifully. With a woman like Mala in the driver’s seat, what could a cart do except keep
going? No, there was no trouble at home—a good salary, good wife, good children, good influential friends, their
wives also very robust and good, a good house provided by the government, a good good-looking lawn, the
neighborhood also good, good regular meals despite the high prices, a good bed and a good bed life. What else
could a good man want, I ask you?
Alone, though, I frequently turn over the domestic situation in my mind, finding the sort of satisfaction a
healthy man must get on gazing at himself in a mirror. What I mean is that time passes easily, without feeling
bored. This is also due to Mala’s good influence, as there was once a time when I constantly fell prey to boredom.
For a while that evening my mind may have strayed to those bygone days. In any case, I had wandered far
from home when suddenly he came up and stood confronting me.
It was as though some sinister stranger lying in ambush had spotted me alone and wanted to block my path. I
stopped abruptly. My glance slid over his sunken eyes and fixed on his smile, where I caught a shimmering
glimpse of that whole dusty era spent in his company. I felt as though, after years in hiding, I had finally been
caught and ushered into someone’s presence. Burdened by the prospect of this confrontation, my head drooped.
For some time, perhaps considerable time, we stood facing each other in the naked and profligate darkness of
the street. Anyone watching might have thought we were praying over some corpse or muttering an incantation
before attacking each other.
Matter of fact, Mala came to mind as soon as I recognized him, because I always invoke her name at any time
of crisis. I wanted to turn tail and run for my life, but there was also an odd inclination to take up with the
scoundrel instead of returning home. Wherever he led me, I’d go. I was startled at the idea, and I’m still
astonished at it because after all it was precisely to leave him behind that I had sought shelter in Mala’s arms. If
I’d not rebelled against him years ago … but then I realized I’d be deluding myself to call that running away a
rebellion, and my face flushed with shame. My face often burns with that fire.
The bastard must have sensed my distress. None of my weaknesses are hidden from him, which was one of the
main reasons I’d sought refuge with Mala. In his laugh I heard the frightening rattle of dry leaves, a rattling
together of countless memories from the time spent in his company. With great difficulty I raised my eyes and
looked at him. His hand was extended toward me. Flinching, I stepped back, and his laugh became shriller. Teeth
clinched, I looked him straight in the eye. Putting my hand in his coarse one and enduring the smelly warmth of
his breath on my face, I felt as though, after all this time of freedom, I had now yielded myself again into his
custody. Strangely enough, the realization did not disturb me as much as it should have. Perhaps every fugitive
secretly hopes that someone will capture him.
Nothing was said all the way home. We walked slowly, each wrapped in his own silence, as though carrying a
corpse on our shoulders.
*
When I straightened up and returned to the living room after Mala’s tongue-lashing, that reprobate was sitting
there happily smoking a biri. For a moment the room seemed to belong to him, not to me. Then I steadied myself
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somewhat. Avoiding his eyes, I opened all the windows in the room, speeded up the fan, kicked his shoes under
the sofa, and was about to turn on the radio when there was a crackling laugh. Helpless, I backed away and sat
down quietly.
I felt like facing him with folded hands and presenting him with the full truth—“Look, friend, take pity on me
and leave quietly before Mala comes back. Otherwise the consequences will be terrible.”
But I said nothing. Even if I had, he’d only have responded to my appeal with another venomous laugh. He’s
completely relentless, determined to get to the bottom of everything. And he abhors sentimentality.
Seeing him surveying the room, I began eyeing him furtively. Seated on the sofa with his legs curled beneath
him, he looked like some sort of animal. His health looked very frail, but his appearance still resembled mine
considerably. The thought troubled me and yet gave me a kind of strange satisfaction. There’d been a time when
he was my one and only ideal, when we repeatedly resigned from our jobs together … From one or two were fired
together, when we considered ourselves superior to all the people moving along in the same old worn ruts,
wasting their lives building unattractive conventional little playhouses, their minds imprisoned forever within the
four walls of those houses, their hearts stirred only at the gurgling of their children, whose stupid wives had them
dancing in triple-time, and who were concerned with nothing but a show of respectability.
For some time I was lost in the memory of those days. It was as though he’d brought a message back from that
world, as though he wanted to lure me again into the romantic wildernesses from which I had fled and created a
bed of roses for myself, a bed on which Mala almost nightly demanded proof of my submission, and where I was
very happy.
He was smiling, as though having read my mind. Seeing him gaining possession of me so easily, I tried to start
a conversation. “How long will you be staying here?”
His laughter again shook the neat and ordered atmosphere of the house, and I was afraid Mala would come in
and attack him. But that fear was only proof that, despite all the years of slavery, I still couldn’t understand her. A
few moments later she walked in, smiling and enchanting, dressed in a gorgeous sari. She greeted him charmingly
and said, “You look very tired. I’ve had hot water set out. If you’d like to wash up and then have a drink, you’ll
feel better. There’s plenty of time before dinner.”
I was delighted. Mala had taken the matter into her own hands and I had been worrying needlessly. I wanted to
get up and kiss her. I glanced at that bastard out of the corner of my eye and he actually seemed slightly
intimidated. I told myself that if he didn’t run away I’d lose all faith in the power of Mala’s wisdom and beauty.
What fun if the wretch, instead of just giving up the fight, were to get trapped by Mala’s move. “Tell me, you
bastard,” I’d ask him then, “do you finally get the picture now?” Closing my eyes, I imagined him dancing around
her, enthralled by her, lying down with her. This gave me a strange satisfaction.
When I opened my eyes, he’d gone into the bathroom and Mala was bent over straightening out the sofa. I
looked her in the eye and tried to smile, but then, disturbed by her strained appearance, dropped my glance.
Clearly she’d not yet forgiven me.
When he emerged from his bath, he was wearing clothes of mine. Mala poured him some beer and asked, “Do
you prefer lots of spice in your food or just a little?” I could hardly suppress a laugh, thinking that the bastard
must barely get food at all. I was pleased at Mala’s strategy.
We sat there drinking for some time. Mala kept talking cordially to him, asking all kinds of trivial questions
—“How do you like this city? Is the beer cold enough? Where have you left your luggage?” Our children arrived
and greeted their ‘uncle,’ took turns sitting on his lap and telling him their names and so forth, sang a song or two,
and then said good-night and went off to their room. Mala’s cordial behavior made it seem as though some
intimate friend from our own community had come to stay for a while with his big car parked out in front of the
house.
When Mala went to prepare dinner, I looked fearlessly toward the rogue for the first time that evening. He’d
polished off three or four glasses of beer and his face had lost some of its pallor. But there was still poison and
challenge in the smile he gave as soon as Mala left, as though to say—“I like your wife, but look man! You should
warn her I’m not as soft as she thinks.”
My spirits were dampened again. Apparently things were not going to be solved so easily. I recalled that even
in the old days he’d been enamored of beautiful and spirited women but that their charms didn’t hold him for
long. Nevertheless, I thought, the matter has passed out of my hands now and all I can do is wait.
Dinner that evening was delicious, and later Mala herself escorted him to his room. But she wouldn’t speak to
me after that. I tried to joke a little, saying, “He looked pretty good after he got cleaned up, didn’t he?” I coaxed
and teased, making a number of attempts to reach a truce, but she wouldn’t let me near her. I got no sleep that
night, though inwardly I was still convinced that she’d manage somehow to get rid of him the next day.
My assumption proved wrong. Granted Mala was very clever, very wise, very captivating, but she was no
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match for the audacity of that bastard. For three days she entertained him graciously. Wearing my clothes he
began to resemble me completely, making it look as though Mala had two husbands. I would take the car and
leave for the office every morning. No telling what went on between those two after I was gone. But at every
opportunity she’d take me aside and start scolding.
“Look, isn’t that slob ever going to leave? As long as he’s in the house, we can’t invite anyone over or go to
anyone’s place. My children say he doesn’t even know how to talk decently. Just what is it he wants?”
What could I tell her about his wants? Sometimes I’d say, “Be patient just a little longer. He must be thinking
about leaving.” Sometimes I’d say, “What can I tell you? I’m ashamed too.” And at times I would say, “It’s you
who has led him on. If you’d been stem with him, then …”
Mala did not alter her behavior, but on the fourth day she took the children and moved to her brother’s place. I
did everything to stop her but she wouldn’t listen. That day the wretch laughed a lot, loudly and repeatedly.
Five days have passed since Mala left. I stopped going to the office. He reappeared in his true colors. Taking
off my clothes, he put on that dirty outfit of his again. He didn’t say anything, but I knew what he wanted. He was
thinking that this chance would never come again, that she’d left and I’d be wise to run away before she returned.
I shouldn’t worry about her—she could take care of herself.
And today I’ve finally succeeded in knocking him unconscious for a little while. Two paths are open to me
now. One is to kill him before he regains consciousness. The second is to pack a few essentials and get ready so
that, as soon as he revives, we two could set out on the road from which, years ago, I ran away and took shelter in
Mala’s arms. If Mala were here, she’d come up with some third alternative. But she’s not here, and I don’t know
what to do.
11.26 Exile\fn{by M. Jamila Hashmi (1929-1988)} Lyallpur (now Faisalabad), Faisalabad District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 5
The birds fly, beating their wings faster and faster and the sun has turned yellow and descended to the steps of
the large lake of Uchal. The setting rays turn the colour of the gurdvara spikes a gold-tinged white. And on the
other side of the large common, the Dusehra fair is beginning to disperse. Now, in a little while, the effigies of the
demon Ravana will be set alight. People will create a clamour as they run about, afraid, and in the blue twilight
the embers will look like descending sparklers. The flames will rise for a long time and the faces of the people
round about will look fearsome in the firelight, as if each one is a disguised Ravana seeking Sita to gloat over her
isolation and her second exile.\fn{ A note reads: Sita of the Indian epic the Ramayana followed her husband Rama into exile, then
was abducted by the demon-king Ravana in whose kingdom she chose exile in a grove rather than marrying him and enjoying the
privileges of being queen. When Rama eventually rescued her and brought her back to his kingdom, she was forced into exile because the
people of their kingdom impugned her chastity as she had lived away so long.}

Exile is such a hard thing. But nothing is in anyone’s power. Who accepts suffering from choice? Bhai used to
say, “Bibi, why are you always dreaming? This love that you enjoy, this gaiety all around you, they will slowly
lessen. Time reduces everything. But the deterioration comes so slowly that we get used to it.” Where is my
brother today? This breeze that travels with me, carrying the smell of my birthplace, if it knew where he was too,
I’d tell it, “Ask him, will you, why this pain won’t lessen? Even after hauling their burden for years across
arduous paths, why do people still dream? Why do they yearn for peace and why do they love the light?”
Why was Sita’s only prayer in exile to be reunited with Ramchandra? Doesn’t misfortune harden people
enough to abandon the hope of good times? After all, why can’t we love darkness? Why?
The naak tree has been flowering since the year Munni was born. The seasons change and its branches are
smothered in blossom and the tree bows with the weight of its flowers. The union of the tree and the soil grows
deeper. Its roots stretch further into the ground—no one can sever that relationship.
Munni has grown up now. How soundlessly the footsteps of time have passed me by. Today Bari Ma said to
Gurpal, “Kaka, take my bahu and the children to the Dusehra fair. She hasn’t left the village for years.”
Gurpal said sharply, “Mother, when did you ever ask me to take them? It’s not my fault she hasn’t been
anywhere for years.”
Who can be to blame? When someone calls me bahu, daughter-in-law, I feel they’re abusing me. I’ve been
hearing it for years. Since that night when Gurpal jostled me into the courtyard and spoke to Bari Ma as she sat on
her stool.
“Look, Mother, I’ve brought you a bahu. Winsome and pretty. She’s the best of to day’s haul.” And Ma
approached me, raising the lamp flame. My eyes protruded from hunger and fear. The barefoot trudge, miles long,
had left me without the strength to raise a finger. I slumped in a heap at her feet. The cow and buffaloes tethered
in the courtyard abandoned their fodder and stood staring at me. Bari Ma looked me up and down several times
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and said, “If Gurpal did a decent day’s work, I wouldn’t be in this state today. Look at me, I’m almost blind from
fanning the fire. And all the maids have stopped calling because our harvest wasn’t in on time. Tell me how I’m
supposed to handle the burden of this house. If only you’d start farming—I’d be so delighted.”
Gurpal said, “But look. You won’t have to put up with the airs and graces of casual labour any more. You’ve
got your own serving girl now. Set her to the grindstone, make her draw the water—whatever you like. I’m not
obligated to her. I’ve brought you a bahu.”
All Sangrao was filled with bahus. But no one sang wedding songs to the beat of drums. Nor did the dancinggirls make bawdy jokes or swing their hips and make fun. No one oiled my dust-stiffened hair, nor did any matron
groom me. I became a bride but my hands were not decorated with henna, nor was my parting dressed with bridal
red. No palanquin came to take me away.
Ban Ma listened to Gurpal, looking at me as if I was a burden that her grandson had picked up somewhere.
Then she went inside again with the lamp and no one bothered about me. What a welcome for a bahu!
From that day to this, I’m Sita. I’m enduring exile and I’m a prisoner in Sangrao. Uprooting their swings and
swigging bidis, the swing-men are mucking about with each other. They dump their wares so roughly on the
donkeys, you’d think the animals were made of wood. The bullock carts of the Ram-Leela performers are
standing to one side and the acting-boys eat creamy kulfi and pakoras with chutney, unmindful of their shiny
clothes. The stains look like dung marks on their colourful clothes. Munni stands gaping at them. She doesn’t
realize she could get lost. What difference does awareness make? If someone’s to be lost, they can disappear from
a full house.
Gurpal is tugging her; and both the boys, tired, crying, demand something from every vendor they see. Is this a
fair?
Mothers are pushed around in the crowd, nonchalant about their children, and get detached from them. Small
children, staring into each face, cry loudly and walk on. Tell me, do people separated in fairgrounds ever meet
again? The separation becomes a barrier between the generations. Our eyes are never graced with the faces we
long to see just once more. Our paths close up behind us like patterns on the weft\fn{ Warp is meant; the weft of a fabric
is also called the woof.} and woof of cloth. We cannot retrace our footsteps on the road we have walked. Nothing
comes back. And the crowd at the fair moves forward, always forward.
Time never returns. Bhai used to say, “Bibi, the moment that’s passed is erased. It turns to dust.” I wouldn’t
pay attention, getting engrossed, instead, in playing with my doll’s house with my friends as soon as I came back
from school. Bhaiyya tried to counsel me.
My father had bought me that doll’s house. He’d bought it from an exhibition. Munni tenderly clutches a
largish cloth doll. Gurpal watches the crowd above. And Munni bends again and again to look at her doll. Both
the boys are carrying idols of Ravana and gaping at every passing face with astonished expressions. Munni’s eyes
hold so much love for her doll. Its nose and eyes are defined in crude stitches on its wide cloth face. There’s a ring
in its nose. Its gold-edged mantle is tacked to her head as she clutches her long skirt. It makes her look like a
dancing-girl. Now she’ll dance. Our route to Sangrao runs past the shores of Lake Uchal. Life’s caravan moves
on, through twisted paths and straight ones, and tangled foot tracks, even if we reach our goal along the way—we
must keep walking. For ever, for ever, even if our feet are wounded and there’s nothing in our hearts. The blue
dusk descends further.
I don’t know why, the evenings make me indescribably unhappy. One star is leaping, throbbing, shuddering
like the wick of a lamp in its blue, empty sea; its isolation reminds me of my exile. In my isolation, I’m like a lone
tree which neither fruits nor flowers. This star reminds me of the ship on which Bhai went to sea. As he prepared
to go abroad, surrounded with piles of baggage, Amma’s voice was drenched in tears but she packed calmly for
him and prayed. Outside Baba was involved in all kinds of arrangements and Bhaiyya was despondent. Apa paced
up and down the inner courtyard with silent footsteps. I pranced around the house, chirping—who feels the
severity of pain before being wounded?
We had all gone to see him off at the harbour. Bhaiyya went off to sort out the paperwork for Bhai’s luggage. I
bent over the rail watching the brackish water and asked Bhai, “Why is this water like this? Why is it oil-stained?
Why do they have lifeboats here? What is the paddle for? Why the anchor? Doesn’t it scare you to see the boats
bobbing up and down on the waves?” Pestered by the questions, Bhai was saying, “When you grow up you’ll
known all the answers automatically, Bibi.”
And today, I do know. The ship that doesn’t have an oar, drowns. Boats can even drown at the shoreline. A
single wave is enough to drown them. Now that I’ve grown up and discovered the answers, Bhai isn’t here any
more.
Then the ship’s whistles sounded and Baba embraced Bhai and ran his hand over his head and said, “Well then,
son, I hand you to God.” Bhaiyya hugged Bhai and soft-hearted Apa cried at everything. Seeing her hiccuping
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sobs, Bhai said, “Look at Bibi, how happy she looks. What’s there to cry about? I’ll be back in two years. It’s not
as if I’m leaving for ever.” Then he hugged me to his heart and said, “Bibi, I’ll bring you gifts from Paris. Just
keep writing to me.” I nodded vigorously. The last whistle sounded and he walked away, easily, nonchalantly, as if
he was just going round the corner. We waved our handkerchiefs as long as we could see the ship, and in the
evening haze, the reflected lights of the entire harbour swayed in the water. The light of the ship trembled like a
lone star and then vanished. After that, all the lights around me drowned for ever. The waves yielded no light.
How loudly I’d shrieked, clinging to Amma. Someone in my heart was saying: You’ll never glimpse this face
again. You’ll never manage to see Bhai again. My heart was shuddering like that lone star in the west trembling
above the blue dusk in fear.
Far in the gardens, the darkness of night is spreading its wings. Gurpal has hoisted the two boys on his
shoulders and they walk ahead of us on footpaths that look like white lines. And Munni walks slowly. By leaping
over the ripe crops they wilI get ahead of us by ten fields, and wait. Gurpal is telling the boys the tale of Ravana.
How can he know that I am Sita, following him, and that he himself is Ravana?
Munni says to me, “Ma, Saroop’s uncle gave her some lovely, colourful clothes. They’re silk. They’re lovely to
touch. Ma, don’t you have a brother who could send me nice things? Ma, why won’t you say anything? You didn’t
like the fair, did you? Are you tired?”
“Yes, Munni, I’m tired. I’ve grown old. I’ve had to walk too far.”
“You’re not old at all,” Munni says to me with confidence. “You’re like an icon of the goddess, Ma. Bari Ma
says so too.”
How should Munni know how much I’ve had to walk? How great the distance is between one life and another!
And when we petrify, there’s no hope left in our hearts. That’s when we become fit to worship. My eyes have
turned to stone, watching, waiting for those separated on the path to Sangrao. My heart is empty. They call me
Lakshmi, goddess of fortune, but still the shackles of pain are so unbreakable—profound and strong, they
continue to cling.
Munni’s asking again, “Ma, don’t you have a brother—a Mama for me?”
What can I say to her? How shall I reply?
I stand at the fork, reflecting. I adored Bhaiyya but I was quite scared of him. When he entered the house, my
dupatta seemed to place itself on my head of its own accord, I walked more sedately, I contained my hilarity.
When I stood beside him, I felt he was the tallest person in the world. My brother with his careful walk, his
gracious speech, his beautiful script. He wrote in straight, clean lines, no scribbles in the margin, no ink-stained
hands. He’d say to me, “Bibi, when you grow up, you’ll write like this too.” What would my straight-lined,
stainless brother think if he were to see me today? There’s so much ink in the scrolls of my destiny that there’s not
a straight line to be seen on the entire page. I never did learn to write neatly.
In those days, as I arranged the doll’s house, I thought we could live in it. Amma and Baba and I; Bhaiyya and
Bhai and Apa too. We’ll just live in here. Life is a sweet song, we don’t need anything, there’s no shortage. When
Bhaiyya married, I said our home is paradise, a complete and blissful paradise. When I raised my hands to pray in
those days, I couldn’t think what to ask for. Then, as now, I asked God for nothing. Pain and joy occupy the same
point in the circle of life. Bhai crossed the ocean and my dreams of paradise were shattered.
All the pieces of my life have spread here and there, and like glass fragments, their jagged edges wound those
who pass. Everyone’s feet are wounded, there’s no one left to cross to the other side. The road sleeps as if it is
passing through a cremation ground. There’s no one for miles. Who hears Sita’s yearning in that other land? How
hard it is, the pain of loneliness—and life. Gurpal is calling me from afar. Calling Munni. We walk slowly. Only
sticks remain standing in the cotton fields. People gather up the laughing flowers, take them away. The hairs
haven’t burst forth yet, nor have the grains formed. Gusts of wind force the tender, flexible plants to bend. You
have to bend before the wind. Everyone bends, everyone bows.
Bari Ma must be getting restless. An undefined fear for me forces her heart to pound. The path to the land she’s
thinking of is tortuous. And after the distance I’ve walked with Gurpal, I have no strength to walk further. After
all, how much can one keep on walking, especially if there’s nowhere to go? Where can I take my wounded heart,
the unreddened parting in my hair? Munni stands in my way. Munni is a barrier between me and the past. How
many distances there are between me and my loved ones. How can I peep beyond her?
The singing-troupes are approaching from behind, singing religious songs. The fair, set up on the shores of
Lake Uchal, has disbanded and is strewn into the surrounding pathways. Children cry, men speak in loud voices
as they pass Munni and me. Women, wearing their best clothes, holding on to mantles pulled over their foreheads,
carry bundles of sweets bought at the fair and clutch their babies at their shoulders, as they walk swiftly by on
bare feet. Their shoes, tied in their mantles, swing behind them. There's a deep affinity between soil and feet. Why
create a barrier?
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As they grow distant, the people become white stains. A yogi turns into the road to Sangrao behind us,
strumming his ektara. How poignant his voice is. He’s right, isn’t he, when he says we yearn for light, even
knowing it is so insubstantial? I don’t hear the melody of his strings, just the occasional word from his song.
“Ma, why are you so quiet? Say something, I’m feeling scared.”
Munni can hardly handle her doll in her attempt to grasp my hand harder. Her voice is drenched in tears. She
can’t manage another question.
Munni, too, will realize when she grows up that it’s useless to fear the dark. When its sorcery begins, it’s
irresistible. Bhai used to say, “Bibi, water contains power, it hews its own path.” In those days I couldn’t
understand his words—where does water get its power? The flow of time hews its own paths. When Bari Ma calls
to me, I pat the decorative mark into place on my forehead and gently reply, “Ji.” I try to dispense with her chores
swiftly to keep busy so that I don’t have time to think and analyse.
When I had the time I didn’t have the perception; now I have that, I have no time. There’s always a shortfall
and it never goes. This or that always remains incomplete. Today if I shut my eyes, my heart says, “Your brothers
will be here in a moment and as soon as Bhaiyya sees me, he'll say, ‘Bibi, what’s this disguise? That forehead
mark doesn’t suit you at all. Remove it. Throw it away. Look what I have for you. Let go of all this. Come here, to
me. Sit. Vacations are short and they pass swiftly. Just don’t go anywhere when I’m visiting.’”
In the large room, we’d sit, looking at pictures, talk, have tea, warm ourselves on the brazier. When we laughed
loudly, Amma would say in a sleepy voice, “You’ve got to get up in the morning. Go to sleep, children.” And
Bhaiyya would call out louder, “Amma, I live away from home all year, sleeping away my misery, what’s the
hurry? We’ll get some sleep eventually, Amma.” And I would think, “These times will turn to dust. The paradise
we’ve created from love will be so obliterated by dust and anonymity that we won’t find it again, anywhere.”
Like the pictures, we are a reflection of reality.
My heart was always crazy, and thought strange, wayward thoughts. My heart has always indulged in fantasies
and throbs pointlessly. When I reason with it, it responds with the question, “What do you lose, Bibi? No one can
control fantasy. What’s the harm in dreams if they draw in all those whom you await?”
I reply that all I have left are my rights. My heart says it is a sin to lose hope but what shall I hope for?
Munni grabs my mantle and asks, “Ma, tell me why Mama doesn’t come here? Can’t we go there at
Diwali?\fn{The festival of Diwali.} Ma? All the girls are going. My heart’s not in this village any more, Ma. I didn’t
really enjoy the fair, either. I’m sad. I want to visit my Mama’s home.”
Who can I petition for the address of her Mama’s house? All the villages outside Sangrao are like doll’s houses
to me; without a reality; mere shadows of Sangrao. Everything’s shadow.
Yet my soul keeps wandering, who knows where, looking for things that were nowhere, longing for voices
which I’ll never hear again. Why did my heart beat through all the years of heaving baskets on my head, filled
with cow dung, milking cows, toasting cow-pats for fuel—every time a sudden scent in the wind brought back the
notes of a hundred instruments drawing near? They would carry me far away. Now I know where they all are. And
it’s a place beyond my reach. Like the road going to Sangrao, all the roads cut across each other as they pass.
What’s the point of searching for this city of fairy tales?
The tremulous light of lamps, burning inside the open doors of flourishing homes, looks like fairyland. Gurpal
and the boys, Munni and I walk together now. The satiny heads on the reeds brush my hair. The wind hugs its
satin mantle; slowly drifting into slumber. When I disengage myself from my isolation, the road gets easier.
Munni says, “Ma, I’m tired, I can’t walk any more.” The boys cry and their eyes are drooping with sleep. They
can’t keep hold of their Ravanas any more and we move off the path onto the low wall of a field. Munni rests her
head on my lap.
Gurpal is saying, “Just look how foolish women are. So many children have gone missing today. They lose
their heads at the fair and get so involved with the Ram-Leela performances that they let their children drift off.”
“Children are separated from their mothers even without fairs,” I say, stroking Munni’s head without looking at
him.
“Will you ever be able to forget that incident? Those times were different, it’s changed now,” Gurpal says
softly.
How can I convince Gurpal that time is never different and people are condemned to suffer because they can’t
forget?
In my memory that scene is alive—fire on all sides, the country had become independent, it had been divided.
Father and Mother said, “All these people are crazy to be flying to another country—can pain touch anyone so
close to their dear ones?” Amma and Baba were so simple—pain always comes from one’s near and dear. How
real is this worry over which strangers hold sway? Life has lost its beauty and everyone’s face is masked in a blast
of blood. Those who gave charity in the name of Bhagwan or Allah have run swords across each other’s throats.
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Those who would have died for the honour of their sisters and daughters have forsaken their scruples. The words
of brothers and intimates have been cut like the shackles of centuries by independence and partition and ground to
dust under the feet of the drifters. Amma had told Baba, “We should take the girls and go. I’m frightened—it’s
useless to trust anyone.”
And Baba had said with his usual composure, “Bibi’s mother, you’re worrying unnecessarily, like everyone
else. Tell me, what could go wrong? There had to be a partition. This hue and cry will die down in a few days.
Don’t worry, all will be well again.”
In ordinary circumstances, this answer would have reassured Amma, but that day it did not. “Our lives and
honour are both at stake. We have young girls,” she said. “Listen to me—send me to my brother.”
Baba said, “The roads are fIlled with vagabonds who have strayed out of their villages. They’re smashing up
vehicles. It’s more dangerous to go out—better you stay quietly at home. God will protect us.”
Baba must have been worried by the situation but he didn’t ask anyone for help except God. Baba’s only fault
was to have trusted the old values. So it was that when Gurpal dragged me away as the result of that mistake, I
saw Father’s white head lying by the bank of the canal. His body was in the water. He had somehow found the
strength to rise above his closed eyes and bloodied head and pray. Was this the time for prayers to be accepted,
you tell me? A shining spear had pierced through Amma’s breast and she had fallen where she had prayed to God
to protect her life and chastity. Apa’s screams sometimes come to me even today in the sounds of a storm but I am
as helpless today as I was then. Gurpal was dragging me away. My dupatta was no longer on my head but then
what hope had I of meeting Bhaiyya on those roads? If Bhaiyya had been with me, would anyone have dared
touch me? Could anyone have dragged me bareheaded like this, through the paths of my birthplace where every
particle was precious to us? Those paths where my father’s blood was spilled. His gray hair was dragged in that
dust. And if I could even catch a glimpse of that dust from his head, I’d tell that dust that it was more fortunate
than I. I had so many things to say to Baba. How much I had irritated Amma and pestered Bhai. And when I was
dragged, without a palanquin, to Sangrao, there was no mother’s child to whom I could have turned to cry and
lament that I was losing my parent’s home with no one here to see me off. After suffering, if there’s a longing for
peace, and a remote hope, then the burden is lightened. And my journey was never shortened. Shall I remember or
forget, Gurpal? You never let me turn my head once to have a last look.
I endured Bari Ma’s beatings, Gurpal’s abuse, the hardship of hunger, my eye fixed on a remote hope, like a
flickering lamp, that perhaps Bhai and Bhaiyya would come to Sangrao in search of me and I would smirk at Bari
Ma and go off with my brothers, without so much as looking at Gurpal. That day the breeze, playing among the
neem leaves, would sing anthems and the whole village would celebrate. Why do we all think ourselves the centre
of the universe? Who knows? We blink in search of light until our eyes are inured to darkness and dreams. Hopes,
like stray thoughts, revolve around my heart. Munni was born and the chains around my heart loosened. The troop
of surrounding hopes was dispersed and I started to wake even in my dreams. Occasionally a word from me
resounded in the songs of Sangrao.
When the two countries reached agreement, Gurpal was depressed, subdued and worried. He and Bari Ma sat
in the courtyard talking about who knows what. But neither said anything to me. In those days Munni toddled and
lisped—the news flew noisily and settled, like a whirlwind. No army came to fetch me.
Then I heard that the other country’s soldiers had sought out their girls and were taking them back. Where, to
which country, after all? To which people?, I’d wondered at the time. Perhaps Bhai and Bhaiyya will come
looking for me, They’d been expecting me for ages at the door of the magic land. I should go, definitely. I
gathered the bundle of my hopes each day and look longingly at the turn at the end of the street.
That year in winter, the soldiers came to Sangrao to fetch me. Besides being Bhai and Bhaiyya’s sister, I’m also
Munni’s mother. And I wondered, “Who knows who these people are, what that land is like?” For the first time in
my life, my faith faltered. The land of my dreams crumbled to dust and vanished from in front of me. My roots
have dug deep into the soil of Sangrao. Who ever wants to dry up, wither and be destroyed? Every girl has to
leave her parents’ home and go to her husband’s. Every bride marries and moves elsewhere. So what, if Bhaiyya
and Bhai weren’t present at my departure? Gurpal had spread a welcome-carpet of corpses for me, reddened my
path with blood, sacked town upon town to make fireworks for my wedding. People had celebrated my bridal
night with screams and shouts and toing and froing. The whole atmosphere was infused with the smell of dust and
smoke and blood, in accordance with the new traditions. He had brought me to Sangrao, among the fields of
wheat, to a mud cell where I would spend the rest of my life in a house filled with the blue smoke of cow dung.
How long I had looked, after all these years, at the words on the pages of the book that Gurpal brought to read
to Munni. And the words throbbed in my eyes. I suddenly recalled the stories Bhaiyya and Bhai had told me,
saying, “Bibi, there are books with even better tales than these. Just get older and you’ll see what enjoyable things
there are to read.” When the army came to rescue me like the princess of fairytales, I hid. Why should I go with
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someone strange?, I ask you. Why aren’t Bhaiyya and Bhai here to collect me and see me off? Inside, I grew
disheartened with them. I’m still upset. As Munni lies beside me, she asks, “Ma, why don't you go to Mama’s
house, even at Diwali? Why doesn’t Mama ever send us sweets?”
Mama didn’t even set out to find me, Munni. They never came to rescue me. Who can find time to wander in
search of someone else? Slowly, love finds crutches. Bhaiyya’s kids must be Munni’s age. When they ask about
visiting their Mama, he won’t have to change the subject as I do, to keep a secret. Sometimes there are stories
inside which can’t be brought to the tongue. So, when the brides of this street work their spinning wheels, singing
songs in the shade of the neem trees, I keep quiet.
How much life there was in our courtyard! How much sweetness there is in parental melodies. The seasons
change. Year on year, fathers and brothers come to see off the brides, and Asha, Rekha, Puma and Chandra’s feet
don’t stay on the ground. Their words sound like songs. Seasons keep changing.
The girls come out of their rooms and ask about their brothers’ arrival. My heart beats in my throat and a nerve
strains near my heart—it might burst. I extend my hand to chase away a, crow and it falls dead beside me. Bari
Ma has hopes of me. When I broke all links with my past life, Bari Ma and I formed a deeper bond. I have
become her Lakshmi Bahu, her lucky daughter-in-law. She shows off the yarn spun by me with great affection.
And when other women complain about their daughters-in-law, she spurs their resentment by singing my praises.
The fragrance of the grain meandering through the fields and the scent of the moist young wheat blend with
the blue smoke and become a song—the sheltering sky filled with stars, single or in pairs, and the water in the
spring, twisting into tiny waves, are all its words. If one day a youthful rider arrives, behind the peasants carrying
bundles of fodder on their heads for the bullocks, and dismounts by my open doors, I will cry, “ Bhaiyya!” and hug
him. Who have I stood waiting for at this door? How long after the death of my dear ones must I carry the
corpses?
Looking at these tortuous roads, the tears start spontaneously to my eyes. If these tears fall on Munni, she’ll get
up, anxious, and ask, “Ma, why are you crying?” How will I explain my grief to Munni if she asks, “Ma, why are
your eyes wet, even on Dusehra night? Are you tired?”
Gurpal has hoisted both boys onto his shoulders. Munni and I are going to Sangrao. Sita has accepted Ravana’s
sanctuary, instead of a second exile. From where can I muster a second bout of incredulity to use as a crutch to
support my faith?
The lights of life have distanced themselves from me like the lights of that town behind me, but I’m still
unable to love the darkness, who knows why?
I’ve got to keep walking. Exhaustion is like a pain in every part of my body. But still, I’ve got to keep walking.
In life’s fair, exiles and grove-dwellers are forced to move on and I comply, wondering if Bhai and Bhaiyya were
ever sad for me.
I’m most scared of Munni. Tomorrow she’ll ask me the question again, and again no one will be able to answer
it. Not Gurpal, nor I, nor, probably, Bari Ma.
Why are so many questions like that, so onerous and difficult, they can’t be answered by anyone?
The long winter night’s pain kindles a fire and recalls old dreams and listens to tales. Tell me, can tales be true?
My heart is so wilful it won’t forget the past.
Is there any knowledge beyond Sangrao? In the high and low streets of the village, the stench of urine and cow
dung, mixed with the smell of grain, flows on with life’s torrent. Today is over. The days end like gusts of wind.
Who knows how much of the journey remains?
77.151 Gauri\fn{by Gopoi Gauba (c.1930-

)}

Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Sind Province, Pakistan (F) 3

Satyadevi, wife of the village priest helped her husband, Gurudev, by teaching the children and attending to
births, deaths, and the religious rites that were performed at various festivals. Together they worked for the good
of the community and were generally loved for the charity and goodwill.
They did not mind their poverty; when thee was no wheat in the house, and the remains of the previous night’s
vegetables had been given to the hungry sweeper, they ate fruit and drank sweetened milk. But if there was no
fruit and the cow went dry, they looked up the almanac and usually found that it was a day for fasting.
They were attached to each other and had a secret joke about their lack of children. The almanac said that one
fine day a daughter would be born to them. With happy impatience they waited for the female child and at night
as they rested when the breeze was fragrant and cool and the sky seemed full of a smiling peace, they asked each
other when it would be.
Gurudev was kind, gentle of soul, and the reading of scriptures had expanded his already generous mind. But
Satya, his good wife, knowing his secret hankering, worried that she could give him no child.
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One early morning, before the first rays of the sun could touch the earth and the dew of spring still lay wet on
the terrace near the room where Satya worked on the grinding of wheat in their stone-mill during her morning
prayers, Gurudev came running towards her. He was inarticulate with joy. He dragged her to the center of the
compound.
“There was no rain,” they whispered to each other.
They sat on their haunches, watching in silent wonder and delight the green plant that had sprung out of the
arid, dried-up earth. The auspicious day of the almanac! Both knew it and they did not question the form and
manner of what they considered was their miracle child.
“Our Gauri, Incarnation of Parvati, Consort of Shiva” they said in unison.
The joking was over. Instead an earnestness took its place. They worried as only fond parents did; their interest
and pleasure became concentrated in this little plant growing taller each day.
Every morning Staya brought a pail of water from the village well and saved it diligently from their daily
quota. Carefully she watered the plant, taking care to open out the earth at the roots for fresh air. Every evening
she washed the leaves and the young branches, one by one, of their day’s dust, as a mother might lovingly wash
the limbs of a child who had played in the mud. She sang while she thus washed the tree and the words that she
used were the meaningless words mothers used when they crooned to their young. At night she whispered
lullabys, a nameless ache within he to carry her beautiful Gauri in her arms and rock her to sleep.
Gurudev watched the sun growing hotter each day. Afraid that his Gauri might suffer from the heat, he
gathered bamboos and strips of cane and built for it a shade through which the sun filtered gently. At the approach
of cool weather, when they could no longer sleep out on the terrace, again this particular fear entered into him and
he covered up the awning with gunny bags which Satya sewed together. And, when frost hit the ground and real
danger hovered in the winter wind from the north, he brought out their blankets with all the unquestioning care of
blood parents and folded their Gauri in their warmth.
One evening as Satya washed the leaves, though by now the tree had grown too tall for her, she suddenly
stopped. She blushed and a wave of pleasure flashed deep down into her. She took the slim branch in her hand,
intent on what she saw. Gurudev, who sat on a straw mat grinding herbs for the preparation of a certain ointment
was always secretly delighted listening to he nightly monologue.
“Seen something?” he asked.
“Come! Come!” she replied holding the branches in her open palms.
The berries were hard and green and very tiny. But they were perfect in shape. During their evening meal the
old couple watched the tree as it swayed in the breeze, tall, slim, elegant. To them it was their daughter, the
beautiful Gauri, grown into a happy young woman. It was early spring and the night was chilly, but these two
brought out their available covering to sleep in the open, to listen to Gauri’s whispering and singing as she danced
with the night wind. This was their happiest day, comparable only to another time when the berries stood out
lusciously red, round and glowing like jewels. There was no doubt that the berries would also be deliciously
sweet.
“Sweeter than all the sugar in the milk of white cows, sweeter than syrup made out of the attar of red roses,
sweeter than golden honey brought by mountain bee …” sang Satya beside herself with joy. Gurudev understood
his wife well, for he too shared her poetic fancy in his own silent way.
When the berries were fully ripe, Satya brought a basket and covered its bottom weith moist palm leaves, and
one by one she placed the berries in neat rows, as Gurudev gently plucked them, counting each one and leaving
ten berries on the branches for their evening meal.
“Our daughter” they said to each other “is a bride today and the village will have a feast.” Then with a proud
smile Satya set forth, the basket in the crook of her arm, to distribute the precious berries to friends and parents of
pupils and donors of fruits and sweets.
Gurudev stayed behind to finish the day’s work. The news spread like quick fire. The cool of the evening had
hardly set when the good neighbors came to compliment him on the sweetness and magic beauty of the berries.
They described the color, smacking their lips as they compared the taste with nothing they knew that existed
similar to it on this earth. And Gurudev, brimming with pride and happiness, showed them the tree as it waved its
shining leaves with delight over the songs of praise. And such was this overwhelming feeling in him that he
plucked two out of the ten berries still on the branches and gave them to his friends. More admirers arrived and he
plucked some more for them.
There were now only two berries left. He plucked them, wrapped them quickly in a palm leaf, and hid them.
Darkness had come and Satya had not returned. He was beginning to get impatient, but he would not eat without
her. He said his evening prayers and sat on the terrace watching Gauri, marveling at the way the leaves took up
the silver and gold from the rising moon.
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The Zamindar\fn{Landowner.} of the village arrived and Gurudev felt immensely flattered. The Zasmindar lived
at the outskirts of the village, in a big brick house. He had many cows and buffaloes and owned most of the land
around. However, he had no children, and recently his second wife had died. But the rumor was that he would
marry again only this time he would make no mistake about the stock he would choose from. He had a vicious
temper and was vain of his wealth and it seemed altogether flattering that he had ridden all the way up the dusty
road to compliment Gurudev on the berries.
When Gurudev related this incident to Satya, she felt no rancor that he had given the last two berries to the
Zamindar. She knew that she would have done the same. She was only disappointed that they would have to wait
another long year to taste the berries.
It was a dust-filled summer, followed by a tedious waiting for the rains to cease, and then an equally
depressing muggy autumn when the very air became limp and tired, and finally the bitter cold winter that almost
froze the earth. When spring finally came and the beloved tree smiled and spewed forth green berries old Gurudev
was dead.
Satya removed the vermilion from her forehead and cast off her meager jewels and colored clothes to follow
the rigid mourning custom of her country. She resigned herself to the white cotton of the Hindu widow and spoke
of her loneliness and grief only to their “child” which stood in mute sympathy as if she understood. When the
berries were red enough to be plucked, Satya brought out her basket ad filled it up and set out for the house of her
neighbors. Her husband, who waited patiently for this season, had died without tasting the berries. She found it
unthinkable to eat them.
Many summers and winters passed and many springs came, and Satya went about with her lot contentedly.
Some of the neighbors begged her to stay with them, but she could not leave her Gauri behind. It had grown to be
even more beautiful and she took care of it day and night, in the cold and the heat and the rain. She continued to
teach the village children and to read her scriptures, and spent long hours attending to the sick. But she always
hurried back with an inner gladness to her beautiful Gauri.
One fine morning as she walked along the dusty lanes of the village she met the Zamindar. He rode on a horse
and he looked even more frustrated and restless as he still had no child of his own. He called loudly at Satya. She
arranged the cloth on her head and waited for him to speak.
“Why have you not sent the berries to us?” he demanded.
Satya was surprised but she tried to smile. “You have been away so long” she said gently.
“Well now I am here” he retorted.
“I shall bring the berries next spring, I promise” she replied.
“Next spring!” he cried out “are the berries this season finished so quickly? What right have you to give away
my share!”
Satya tried to placate the man. “Forgive me,” she said, “I have been to your house and every time it was
closed, and your place is so far I can no longer walk as I used to.”
“Those are silly excuses!” shouted the Zamindar.
Satya could stand his rudeness no longer. People had gathered and the dust under their feet was beginning to
rise in the air.
“It is my tree, is it not?” she said in a loud voice. “I can give my berries to whomever I wish to. And you could
get off that horse when you speak to an old woman.”
Now, no one had ever spoken in such a manner to the Zamindar, particularly an old woman and in front of a
crowd at that!
“I am the landlord here” he screamed at her, “and that tree of yours , and every other tree in this place belongs
to me. To me! You are a Brahmin widow, you have no right to possess anything.” And then as his horse pranced
he added even more viciously “I will teach you a lesson for daring to speak to me like that!”
Poor Satya was upset and had to rest in a kind neighbor’s house, before she could walk back home. It took her
sometime to reach her cottage, but as she approached it, she halted in her tracks. A crowd gathered in front of the
terrace and the Zamindar could be seen bobbing up and down on his horse. As she rushed towards her beloved
tree she already knew what had been done to it. she knew with the instinct of a mother that her child lay on the
ground, bruised and brutally mangled with an axe. It was uprooted and torn out of the warm embrace of the earth,
like the upturned helpless feet of a dead child. The branches lay inert and lifeless on the ground and the breeze
that rustled through the leaves seemed to know that it passed through the tresses of a dead girl.
The crowd made way for her and silently she stood in their midst, staring at what she saw. A great sorrow filled
her, unutterable because to others it was only a tree.
She sank down, her knees under her, and as she loosened her hair as in mourning, she began to weep as one
weeps for one’s beloved. She wept quietly and intensely, and as each of her tears fell she spoke to the dead tree.
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Only then did people perceive that Gauri was her child, born out of her womb and Gurudev was the father. In awe
they listened to the dirge of a heartbroken mother who would never again see her daughter sing in the rain and
laugh at dawn and dance with the stars. A great hush fell and the crowd hung back.
Then Satya talked of the berries, berries that would never ripen, berries she herself had never tasted. And the
sorrow that she had lain by at the death of Gurudev came out again. It broke the very walls of her heart as it burst
forth in great torrents and the evening took it up and it swirled out into the darkening sky, shutting out everything
else. When at last it was over, she sat in silence, a grief-stricken lonely old woman.
Some of the women in the crowd whispered together and decided to take her forcibly to themselves. But they
stood helplessly, afraid to intrude. Presently Satya got up and went inside her house. She brought what she could
to make a decent funeral pyre. She had a small tin of clarified butter; there were flowers for the evening prayers
and a little sandalwood paste. She opened her tin box and brought out her old red silk shawl and in a gesture of
tender farewell she covered the fallen tree with it. And as she set fire to it she whispered, “Go now my Gauri to
thy father where he is gone.”
Someone in the crowd suddenly shouted the name of the Zamindar, who had brought such sorrow to this
worthy woman and deprived the village of the berries. And the young, with their passion roused to a frenzy,
darted in all directions to find the Zamindar. The wily fellow, however, had long disappeared on his horse.
While this commotion went on, a vast futility and emptiness filled Satya, seen clearly on her face as she stared
at the fire soaring golden into the dark sky, exuding white heat while the red of the silk shawl shimmered like
brocade. The decision must have come suddenly to her, in one blinding flash, as most decisions do. Before reason
could come to her rescue, she jumped into the middle of the burning tree. As she sat crouched, her hair spread out,
hiding her face as though behind a screen, and Gauri stretched out her many arms to fold her in an embrace.
Almost immediately the two were united in one big blaze.
All this happened far too swiftly for anyone to do anything except gape in shock and wonder. The next day
they found that even their ashes had mingled, which the wind took and scattered into the surrounding fields. The
good neighbors picked up the bones and the remains of the ashes and cast them into the sacred river, as is the
Hindu custom. Where the tree had stood they built a shrine.
The village folk gather daily at this shrine and the cottage is a school where the children come to play, to learn
and to sing; and one of the songs they sing is the story of Satyadevi, mother of Gauri the beautiful berry tree.
11.37 & 31.213 1. The Scarecrow 2, Wood Chopped In The Jungle\fn{by Surendra Prakash aka Surendra Kumar Oberoi
(1930- )} Lyallpur (now Faisalabad), Faisalabad District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 6
1
Rori, the protagonist of Premchand’s novel,\fn{Premchand aka Dhanpat ray Srivastav (1880-1936), an Indian writer who
until about 1914 wrote chiefly Urdo, but thereafter usually in Hindi, his work consolidating the position of the novel and short story as
Hindi literary genres. Originally a teacher, he joined Gandhi’s non-cooperation movement in 1921. Much of his best work is found among
his 250 or so short stories, collected in Hindi under the title The Holy Lake; but he wrote also 12 complete novels, the last of which was
completed in the year of his death. I do not know which novel Prakash refers to .} had grown quite old. His eyelashes and
eyebrows had turned gray and his back had bent double. His hands had become gnarled and veins stood on their
backs like rope-like thick flesh.
He had fathered two sons, both of them now dead. One of them was drowned in the Ganga while bathing and
the other was killed in a police encounter. There is no point in telling why he fell out with the police. When a
young man becomes conscious of himself and starts feeling that he is a somebody and looks askance at the
inequities of life, not of his making, it is not surprising if he falls foul of the long arm of the law. Something
similar happened with Rori’s son. Rori’s grip over the handle of his plough suddenly relaxed. His hands shook
and then his hold over the plough tightened. Prodding the bullocks to move on, he dug the plough into the earth
and it plunged forward, tearing through the heart of the earth.
The sons had left behind wives and five children, three belonging to the one who was drowned in the Ganga
and two to the younger one who had died at the hands of the police. Now the burden of bringing up the children
had fallen squarely on Rori’s old shoulders. The very thought of it had made blood course rapidly in his decrepit
body.
That morning, though the sun had not yet risen, yet the sky was redder than usual. Rori’s five grandchildren
were sitting near the well in their courtyard, taking their bath. Rori’s elder daughter-in-law was pulling out
bucketsful of water from the well and pouring them over their naked bodies. They jumped with joy as the water
fell over their bodies and noisily rubbed them, splashing the pouring water around. The younger daughter-in-law
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was making chapatis, throwing them in a wire basket, as they carne off the iron plate. After changing his clothes,
Hori was tying the turban over his head. The job done, he looked at his face in the small mirror resting in the
alcove. The face looked so lined and wrinkled. Joining his palms together, he closed his eyes and bowed his head
before the picture of Hanuman, hanging by the side of the mirror. Then he passed through the door and came into
the courtyard.
“Are all of you ready?” he asked in a loud voice.
“Yes, Bapu,” all the children replied together.
The women adjusted their pallus over their heads and their hands started working faster. Hori looked around.
Nobody was ready. They had been trying to fib him, as he could see. How necessary it was to tell lies to get on in
life, he thought. If God had not bestowed upon man the boon of telling lies, people would have died right and left
in great multitudes. They would have been shorn of the plea to live. First men told lies and then they tried to
prolong their lives just to give the lies a semblance of truth.
To prove the point, just now Hori’s daughter-in-law and his grand-children were engaged, heart and soul, in
converting a falsehood, uttered only a moment ago, into truth. However, by the time Rori had collected his farm
implements from a corner they were ready to accompany him.
Rori’s land was in full bloom. The crop had ripened and was ready to be cut. It was like a festive day for Rori
and his family. They were eager to reach their field with the least delay and get down to work. In their hurry they
imagined as if the sun’s rays had gilded their house. It was like a touch of magic.
Feeling elated, Rori put his angocha (long all-purpose towel-like clothpiece) on his shoulder. Surely, he was in
for good times. The petty government functionary would not be a threat to him anymore, nor would he fear the
village moneylender. He had no share to surrender to the Zamidar nor would he reel under the high-handedness of
the British ruler.
He had only an eye for the green stalks swaying and dancing in his field.
“Let’s go, Baba!” Rori’s eldest grandson caught his finger. The other children clung to his legs. The younger
daughter-in-law placed the bundle of food upon her head and the elder daughter-in-law locked the door.
Intoning Beer Bajrangi’s name they passed through the outer door of the courtyard and came into the lane.
Turning to the left, they took the path to their field. The village lanes were astir. People were going to or coming
back from their fields. They were happy. The crops were full and rich, making their eyes shine with happiness.
Rori felt life today was different from yesterday. He looked over his shoulder at his children.
His spell broke. They very much looked like a peasant’s children—sallow, puny, who got scared at the sound
of a jeep or the stirring of a leaf. His daughters-in-law were also cast in the mould of a peasant woman, rendered a
widow. Their faces were hidden behind veils and poverty, like lice, crawling under every fold of their clothes.
Rori slowly trudged on with bowed head. Past the last house of the village, the open fields began. The watering
wheel was standing silent and a pariah dog lay asleep under a neem tree. In the distance, some buffaloes, bullocks
and cows stood contentedly snorting after chewing the cud. The golden and green fields swayed far into the
distance. Where these fields ended began Rori’s small field, isolated and lonely, marked from others by a small
brook. The crop in it was yawning expectantly, waiting to be cut.
Walking along the narrow bridle paths between the fields, Hori and his party looked like small coloured insects
crawling over withered grass. They were headed for their field beyond which lay a vast stretch of arid land devoid
of any greenery. There was only some sandy earth in which the foot sank as one stepped on it. It was brittle and
grainy, reminding Rori of the charred bones of his sons picked up from the funeral pyre which crumbled and
disintegrated at a mere touch.
The wasteland seemed to be advancing. Rori recalled that within the last fifty years it had advanced the width
of two hands. He, however, hoped that his own field would be spared from being engulfed till his own children
grew up. But would it really matter because by then he would have himself been reduced to earth and most
probably become a part of the wasteland.
A maze of bridle paths, one merging into the other, and the unshod feet of the members of his family had kept
trudging on these paths for\fn{ The text has: since.} ages. The sun was peeping at the goings-on below, through its
eastern aperture.
With ceaseless walking their feet were covered with thick layers of dust. In the fields around them people were
busy cutting the crops. They would throw a perfunctory, “Ram, Ram!” at the passersby and then with renewed
vigour swing their scythes through the stems of the plants.
One by one, Rori and the children jumped over the brook. There was hardly any water at the bed of the brook.
The sandy earth had completely dried up and the receding water had left ghoulish footmarks on the sand. But as
they looked ahead of them and saw their green field swaying in the breeze their hearts brimmed over with
happiness. After harvesting the crop their courtyard would be filled with fodder and their granary with rich, life446

giving foodgrains. Ensconced on their cots, they would enjoy a leisurely meal of rice and belch with satisfaction.
Perhaps, the same thought was running through the others’ minds.
Suddenly Rori stopped in his tracks. The others also stopped behind him. Rori seemd to be astounded at what
he saw from a distance in his field. The others were also looking now at Rori and then at the field, surprise writ
large on their faces. Rori stirred as if galvanized. Walking a few steps he shouted at the top of his voice,
“Who’s there?”
Something rustled through the standing crop, akin to a fclint restless stirring. Rori broke into a run, the others
who made the rear, trying to keep pace with him.
“Who are you? Why don’t you speak?” Rori cried again. “Why are you cutting this crop? It’s mine.”
But no reply came from the field. They had now come near the field. and could distinctly hear the swishing
sound of a scythe cutting through the crop at the other end of the field. A vague fear clutched their hearts.
“Who are you, you bastard?” Rori creid again, mustering courage. “Why don’t you speak?” He threateningly
waved his scythe in the direction of his field.
Suddenly a skeleton-like thing rose to view at the other end of the field. A faint smile appeared on its face as it
stood there gazing at them. They heard its voice:
“It’s I, Rori Kaka—the Scarecrow!” It waved its scythe in the air.
They all emitted a stifled cry and their faces turned pale. A white scum had fonned on Rori’s lips. For
sometime they stood in a daze. They seemed to have lost count of time. It could be an instant, an age, even an ion.
Till they heard Rori’s voice, they were not even aware whether they were alive or dead.
“You, Scarecrow, you! Ayee, I had fabricated you for the protection of my crops. I had put together bamboo
sticks and had attired you in that English hunter’s clothes—the same English hunter for whom my father used to
raise the hunting cry to scare the quarry out of its hiding for him to make his kill. Pleased with my father the
hunter had given him his discarded English clothes. Your face was made with the discarded clay pot lying in my
house. I had put the Sahib’s hat over the pot which fonned your head. You, lifeless bamboo frame, how dare you
cut my crop?”
Rori cautiously advanced while speaking, but the Scarecrow kept smiling as if Rori's hectoring tone had failed
to create any impression on it. As Rori stalked nearer he found that the Scarecrow had already cut down onefourth of his crop. It was standing over the cut crop, scythe in hand and smiling. It was a big surprise as to how
the Scarecrow come by the scythe. They had been seeing it for the past many months. The lifeless Scarecrow
always stood in the field empty-handed. But today it had the likeness of a man—a man made of flesh and blood.
Its sight almost drove Rori mad. Stepping forward, he gave the Scarecrow a violent push. But the Scarecrow
did not budge from its place. On the other hand the push seemed to have recoiled against Rori and he fell at some
distance from the Scarecrow. The boys shrieked and rushed towards their grandfather who had placed his hands
over his back and was trying to rise to his feet. They helped him to stand up. He gave the Scarecrow a frightened
look.
“So you have become stronger than me, Scarecrow? You, whom I’ve improvised with my own hands. For the
sole purpose of guarding my crop.”
The Scarecrow kept smiling.
“Rori Kaka, there is no point in getting angry with me,” it said at last. “I’ve cut my rightful share of the crop
and no more. One-fourth of it, to be precise.”
“But what right have you to usurp my children’s share? Who are you to take away my produce?”
“I’ve a right to it, Rori Kaka. For the simple reason that I exist, that I’m here. I’ve all along kept vigil over
your field.”
“But I had installed you here thinking that you are devoid of life. And a lifeless thing has no rights, no claims.
But how did you contrive to get this scythe of yours? Where did you get it from?”
The Scarecrow gave a loud laugh.
“Rori Kaka, you are very naïve, a very simple man. You are talking to me all right and yet you say that I am
devoid of life.”
“But who gave you this scythe and this life? Not I, I’m sure.”
“No, I got them on my own, just like that. The day you slashed the bamboo pole in order to improvise my
frame and brought the Englishman’s rotten clothes to attire me and sketched my eyes, nose, mouth and ears on
that discarded clay pot of yours—on that very day life had started struggling to break out through the sum total of
these ingredients. I’m the sum and substance of the ingredients assembled by you in giving me shape. I stood here
patiently waiting for the crop to ripen. The scythe also gradually emerged out of my being. When the crop was
ripe the scythe had taken tangible shape and I found myself holding it But I have not played foul with you in any
manner; you can’t charge me with dishonesty. I just kept waiting for this day. Today when you came to gather
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your crop I cut my share of it. There’s nothing to be angry about.”
The Scarecrow spelled out the whole thing in a slow, deliberate tone so that it may unerringly sink into his
hearer’s minds.
“No, this will not be allowed to happen. It’s big conspiracy against me. I don’t take you to be alive. No, it’s
nothing but some son of illusion. I’ll call the panchayat and seek justice from it You throw away that scythe of
yours. I’ll not allow you to take away even a blade of grass from here.”
Rori raved and the Scarecrow smilingly threw away the sycthe.
The panchayat held its session at the village chopal. The panches and the head panch all were present. Rori
was sitting there, surrounded by his grandchildren. His face had wilted with worry. His two daughters-in-law were
standing among other women. The panchayat had to pronounce its verdict today. The contending parties had
already made their submissions before the panchayat.
At last the Scarecrow heaved into sight. He was slowly proceeding towards the gathering. They all looked in
his direction. He was smiling as before. As he entered the chopal they all stood up unknowingly and bowed their
heads. Rori was outraged at this turn of events. He felt as if the Scarecrow had mongaged the consciences of the
entire village. He suspected he had also bought the judges to make them swing the decision in his favour. He felt
helpless as if he was wallowing in swiftly flowing water.
At last the head panch pronounced the judgment. Rori shook to the very core of his being. Abiding by the
panchayat' s decision he agreed to pan with one-fourth of the crop in favour of the Scarecrow. Then he stood up
and addressed his grandchildren:
“Listen carefully,” he said, “Perhaps this is the last crop of our lives that we are going to reap. The wasteland is
still at some distance from our field. It’s my sincere advice that in future never install a Scarecrow for the
protection of your crops. Next year when the land is ploughed and the seed is cast into it and the nectar of rain
gives birth to tender saplings then tie me against a bamboo pole and install me in your field in place of the
Scarecrow. I’ll protect your crop till the day the wasteland creeps forward and devours our field, rendering it
sandy and unproductive. Don’t remove me from there till that eventually overtakes you. Let me stay for good as a
warning to people that they should know that a Scarecrow is not lifeless. It gets life on its own and something in
his being places a scythe in his hand, giving him the right to claim one-fourth of the crop.”
His harangue finished, Rori slowly proceeded towards his field, his grandchildren in tow and his daughters-inlaw some steps behind them. The village people who made up the rear were walking with bowed heads.
As Rori reached his field, he fell down and died. His grandchildren proceeded to tie him against a bamboo pole
while the others stood there watching this strange spectacle.
The Scarecrow took off his hat and holding it against his head bowed his head.
2
It happened thousands of years ago. There was a city called “That” on the bank of the river called “It,” in
which a person named “I” used to live.
When the news of “I’s” crucifixion reached us we cast all the wood we had chopped in the jungle into the river,
and the river itself was coming at the black ocean, hissing like some crazed snake.
“We’re such unfortunate people!" our father said as he shook out the twigs and shavings caught in his white
beard. “Now there will be hard times; there will be snow storms but we won’t even have a bit of straw to build a
fire with.”
Our father’s face was withered. His long white beard was getting blown around by the wind. We gripped our
axes more firmly and started gathering around him. The tides were rising and falling in his eyes. He gazed at us
steadily, trying to hold back his tears, lest our—his children’s—hearts break.
Our sister asked, as she gathered up chunks of roasted meat in her sack:
“How many times altogether are they going to crucify “I”?”
“One more time!” our father gave a brief answer, and we heard the sound of a heavy stone rolling down into
the river.
“Come, let’s lock the coffin which has just arrived in the graveyard.”
And we dutifully followed our father. The walls around the graveyard had not been built yet, and the command
had not been given yet to shoot down the bird hopping in the grapevines with slingshots. They were all free—
even the silkworms which fed on the leaves of the mulberry—men dug graves with their long fingernails and
women swept the dirt from the ground with their long hair.
This is a graveyard—here the birthdate is placed on each coffin and it is located methodically and according to
its numerical order. Dust had gathered on all the coffins—all, that is, but the new one.
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“Open it up and take a good look. Make sure it is empty, for it is “I’s” coffin.” Our father’s voice broke as he
said the words.
Our brother came forward and put “I’s” birth date on the wooden box and wrote on it,
This tomb is empty,
because it belongs to I.
And then we covered it up with grape-leaves.
We came back once more to the bank of the river and sat down—the river into which we had cast the wood we
had chopped with our own hands—and the river was advancing slowly towards the black ocean. Along the way
was “That” city, where they sell watermelons halved like human heads. The heads of our friends dangle from the
city gate with blood dripping from the severed neck in a steady trickle.
“Everything else will disappear. But blood stains can never be removed from stone,” our father said as he
washed his face in the river. The wet hairs of his moustache and beard were sticking together.
Our sister looked at his face anxiously and said in a sinking voice, “There are some marks on your face in spite
of your washing.”
Our father washed his face once more and kept it hidden in the palms of his hands until darkness had spread all
around.
Everything had become black in the darknes—the sky, the water in the river, even the grass on the riverbank.
Then, in an altered voice, our father explained to us:
“You’re going to tell us a story because you’re the son, and then when you become a father, your sons will tell
you stories. Times are different now. Stories are not about the past, but the present. Hang your feet down in the
river and look at the twinkling stars!”
The surroundings had become full of mystery. Far away, in the grapevines spread over the new coffin, the birds
huddled in their nests had gone to sleep. Some men on horseback entered the city gate and then the lamps went
out. The blood oozing from the severed heads of our comrades fell on the stones and congealed into dark stains.
In the morning when we woke up, our father had already died. His face was still hidden in his palms.
His corpse was placed in “I’s” empty coffin. Our brother then came forward and inscribed our father’s date of
birth and then these words:
His body has been placed in I’s coffin
for that day when I will be crucified a second time,
so that he can witness the event himself
and feel remorse to his heart’s content.
And then he burst into tears.
Our sister gathered up chunks of roasted meat and started wandering along the banks of the river in search of
her children. And we turned toward the city in search of ours.
It had started snowing heavily in the jungle and our axes were buried in snow. And the sound of our sister’s
keening came from far away.
We are the wood chopped in the jungle!
The wood!
The river is calling us!
Calling us!
The merciless river!
Carries us to the sea!
Carries us!
The merciless river!

It happened thousands of years ago. There was a city called “That” built on the bank of the river called “It”
where “I” used to live.
The people of the city had cast everything they had into the river, until they had nothing left except their
children and their grain. Their clothing was black and they had white cloth tied around their heads. And they all
used to wander in marketplaces with their hands folded on their chests.
The night was creeping in slowly and the river advanced towards the dark ocean with a droning sound and
everyone was watching to see how burdened the river’s maw was from the accumulated weight of all their
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belongings. Then night moved in and the waters of the river became black.
On waking up the next morning no one even remembered what all it was that had been lost and how much
hard work had gone into getting it For the very last person who had jumped into the river with his hands upon his
breast had said in a loud voice:
“Countless hands will rise up from the river and will deliver all the things safely on the banks.”
“I” live in the city on the bank of the river “It.” It so happened one day that “I” was feeling very despondent. I
started to walk along the riverbank and ended up quite far away. A heavy wind was blowing from east to west The
trees and bushes seemed to be whispering among themselves. Several times it struck me that perhaps they were
saying something about me—but then I thought,
“How well are we acquainted, anyway?”
Reaching a certain spot, I felt that it was not possible to go any further, because the river had spread so much
that no land could be seen on which to put one's foot. I stopped and looked all around. There was shoreless vastness all around. Suddenly splashes were heard from the river. I looked closely—a tiny boat was coming toward
me from far away and the sound was that of rowing! I stopped in astonishment. When the boat came a little closer
I realized that there was no one in it. And the oars were actually a pair of hands cutting through the water like a
swimmer’s.
In just a few minutes, the boat, which was a big old water-worn wooden chest, came right up to me and
stopped. The water slithered under it and flowed on. And some hands from its bottom beckoned me to come
towards them. I put my feet into the water, which wasn’t too deep and reached the chest quite quickly.
In the still half-light that hung all around those hands seemed infinitely kind and reassuring to me. Soon they
stretched towards me and opened up. I felt they were saying something. And for the first time I realized that
things other than faces could produce impressions and that things other than tongues could also speak.
I don’t know why I felt that they had spoken and that I had understood it all. Then those hands fell back down
into the water and disappeared The chest was bobbing up and down in front of me. I reached out and pulled the
chest towards myself, and then shoving it gently, brought it to my house.
In the city on the riverbank where I live, the rumor spread quickly that I had found an old chest in the river,
which was filled with some ancient treasure.
There was a huge padlock on the chest to which we didn’t have a key; there was some writing on one of the
top planks which we couldn’t decipher. Thousands of people came every day to look at the chest and asked me
where and how I had come upon it. I was obligated to relate the whole story of its finding over and over again.
Finally, the news reached the government. One day the officials came and took me into custody on the charge
that I had failed to notify them about finding the treasure of my own accord. It was decided that the chest should
be opened.
Some strong men brought large hammer and struck blows one after another against the padlock. Mter
considerable trouble they managed to break open the lock.
Everyone opened the lid together and then the air resounded with screams, which included my own muffled
screams. Out of terror, people began to bolt, until at last I was left alone there.
It was absolutely true. Whatever the others and I saw was no illusion—it was quite the right thing. It was my
own corpse that lay in this coffin. And there were holes pierced in the head, hands and feet of the corpse.
It had been resolved that I should be crucified at the main square of the city-on-the-riverbank where I live, and
that my corpse be placed in this very coffin which, after it has been inscribed with my date of birth, will be
dumped into the river, so that if there is a need in the future, the people of that time can crucify me again
according to their wishes.
84.98 Behind Open Doors\fn{by Kailash Puri (1930- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 3
“The letters,” the moment Mr. Ahuja stepped inside the room, he handed the letters to his wife. Two blue
aerograms and one white envelope.
Reclining upon a half-sofa, next to the heater in the lounge, Mrs. Ahuja was sipping tea from a mug. With her
eyes glued to the telly screen, she was watching or just pretending to watch AMTV. Every now and then, she
would press the remote control button, flicking the channels. She was neither admiring the beauty of Anne
Diamond on ITV; nor was she in any way influenced by her lively discussion. Even the profound words of the
world beauty queen, Julia Sammerwille in the BBC breakfast show had left her rather cold.
“All right … the letters from home …”
Taking the letters from him, she either spoke to herself or questioned her husband. The five words were left
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hanging in the isolation of the room. She started opening the letter.
“Why don’t you also sit down … It looks like bhainji’s letter, bhain Bansi’s …” Mrs. Ahuja told her husband,
who was settling into the chair right opposite, and tore the envelope open.
Opening the other blue envelope, Mr. Ahuja read it quietly and put it next to the peg lying upon the side table.
Bansi had shared her own happiness with her brother and sister-in-law. With sentiments spilling over, she had
written,
“Many congratulations to my brother and bharjai. Your nephew is going to be engaged soon. The formal
ceremony shall be on August 21. My eyes will keep searching for you. We’ll fix up the wedding for December so
that you, too, could join. You must plan your programme from now on.
“Bharjai-ji, Gola’s parents-in-laws’ are known businessmen of Delhi. They have quite a reputation in the
Chelmsford Club. Ever since we’ve made this alliance, we feel as if we own half of Delhi.”
It was with great feeling that Bansi had written about the spread of her son’s in-laws. After reading her sisterin-law’s letter, she pushed it towards her husband.
“They’ve written about Gola’s engagement. The wedding is in December, it says.”
Mr. Ahuja read the letter and put it on the table. He didn’t utter a single word, good or bad. In an effort to read
his expression, Mrs. Ahuja kept looking at her husband’s face. Two faces; silent, sad and weary. Lips sealed, tide
rising in the hearts, eye-lashes fluttering and eyes, seeing and yet unseeing. An invisible, yawning gap; two beings
lost on the island of their thoughts where nothing can be hidden, nothing shared, where you keep breathing and
keep on living as though you’re not living.
“Whichever side of the spindle you pull it out from, it’s much the same thread you find.”
Long, dark, shivering night had descended into Mrs. Ahuja’s eyes. Momentarily, as her forehead and arm-pits
were soaked in nervous sweat, she pushed away her duvet from the legs. After a few minutes when the arthritic
pain in her knees and toes returned, she started slipping back into the warmth of the duvet, again. Rather than get
up at the usual time of six thirty, today she had got up at five. Lying in bed, Mr. Ahuja was listening to the news
on Radio Four.
“We’ve become more like a desert without the trees.” Mrs. Ahuja was talking all to herself as she lowered the
volume of the radio on the bed-side and tried to fight the raging storm within. “There’s no shade, no support, no
prop and all kinds of hopes seem to have withered away.”
The husband said neither “yes” nor “no.” Sheikh Sahib bent over to look at her husband who was lying with
his back towards her. His eyes were shut and his face, expressionless. Suddenly Prema was hit by the thought that
her husband had no interest whatsoever in her emotional turbulence. She felt as though her suffering had doubled.
After switching off the radio, she shook her husband’s shoulder, saying,
“Are you listening to me or not? I haven’t had a wink of sleep the whole night through. Such are the misdeeds
of Akeela and Umi Our luck really! Who bothers! There’s only this black coiled up wire by which hangs the
relationship with the parents now.”
“This had to happen.” With these words, Jaggi Ahuja sat himself up in the bed. “Today or tomorrow, it had to
happen. This is a hard fact of being in a foreign land.”
When his eyes suddenly fell upon his wife’s sad and anxious face, he showed no signs of either shock or surprise. She was sitting upon the bed, her back resting against the bed-post, stock-still. Tormented by the memory of
how Akeela and Umi had behaved, once again, Prema cried out,
“At least, there your sons and grandsons are with you And that’s how your sorrow is halved. But here? So long
as your limbs move, it’s much better not to depend upon anyone. May God never create such a situation ever.
Otherwise, who’s there to help? No one, perhaps.”
Thinking of the life seven thousand miles away, Prema Ahuja looked at her husband rather quizzically. The
expression on Jaggi’s face was such as if someone had descended into the darkness of seven caves. Perhaps, he
had heard what his wife said or perhaps he hadn’t! After all, he was a man, a husband and a father. So whom
should he blame? There was no point in arguing it out or complaining about it. In this culture, no emotions are
expressed either at the time of death or grief. Not that Jaggi was ever known for his patience! But it wasn’t really
a big thing to get irritated with the wife. You can blow her up, beat her up. A wife is a wife, after all. But his
attitude seemed to have changed towards Umi and Akeela’s heady friendships.
“There is hardly anyone we can call our own!”
“We have to put up with whatever excesses they commit.”
Such thoughts would often shake Jaggi’s heart up. Stuffing away such depressing and disturbing thoughts into
the corners of his heart, often he would try to understand his situation with reference to newspapers or philosophy,
saying, “One has to be practical. There’s nothing more a human being can possibly do!”
But this philosophy of acceptance would often churn his innards … a compromise with circumstances … it
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was now becoming the weakness of a father.
Jaggi tried his best to explain to Prema that the compulsions of a multi-cultural society were such that a man
was pushed into a permanent state of exile. And culture was something that traveled unobtrusively with people
from one place to another and mingled up easily with the winds blowing in from all possible directions. Some
pictures framed within the past were undoubtedly captivating but there were shades of the local society on which
no other color could be superimposed. Umi and Akeela were also going to do what their boy or girl friends did.
The openness of this society had locked up many people behind its open doors.
Whenever her husband started lecturing in this manner, she would simply nod agreement and say “hoon,”
“hanh.” Last week, the way she had felt agitated and now her innards had started bleeding all over again The
daughter walked out with her White boy friend—in broad daylight—right in front of her parents. Riding on the
wings of passion, the butterfly of youth is not even conscious of what it’s doing to the sentiments of her parents.
Often a girl doesn’t attach much importance to whether her actions find approval with her parents. On Saturday
evening, they had come wrapped up in each other—it wasn't really evening? They hadn't reached until ten thirty at
night—although she had called up her mother to confirm that she and her boy friend would be there by seven or
eight. Closeted in English culture, Akeela had given the good news to her mother that they would have dinner at
home. As if she was doing a favor to her parents by offering to eat a meal cooked by her mother.
It was already nine. The blind darkness was sucking the night in as though it had already finished half of its
journey. Outside, the yellowing light on the roads would suddenly tremble through the thick foliage, as the leaves
fell off and floated away, crashing against the wind in their aimless wanderings. After getting the dinner ready,
Prema left it inside the cooker at a low temperature and started waiting for the sound of the car pulling up outside.
“Mummy, you must make saag-meat. Guilford is really very fond of it,” Akeela had told her mother on the
phone.
Not that Mrs. Ahuja was going to make roast or rissoles for her Guilford. As soon as Guilford’s name appeared
on her tongue, it left a sour taste in her mouth. Still she felt somewhat reassured thinking that cooking was
something she really liked doing and so it didn’t matter who came for dinner. It could be her daughter and her—
what was he to her, anyway?
Mrs. Ahuja got a sudden jolt. Such were the deeds of the shameless, disgraceful daughters?
“She is visiting her parents—her home—and bringing her friend along—she should go and drown herself
somewhere.”
“Who should go and drown?” Suddenly a question stabbed her heart.
“The mother who gave birth to such a useless daughter … But the mother is slowly dying, anyway … And
what about her? She says, ‘What’s the harm in this? To live with my friend. There’s love and friendship and the
promise as well. I have a right to enjoy my life. I don’t know which age you’re living in, mother.’”
Mrs. Ahuja blessed her daughter and shook hands with Guilford.
“You must drive the car very slowly, Akeela, my daughter,” she told Akeela very affectionately. As their car
sped away towards its destination, waving a good bye to them, Prema offered a little prayer in her heart for their
well-being and happiness.
After saying good-bye to Akeela and Guilford when both the husband and wife came in, the wife looked at the
husband very pitiably as if she wanted to share her sorrow with him.
“Akeela has no sense, no culture. What’s this girl doing? Right under our nose? While we’re still alive? Still
unmarried and this kind of relationship?”
“All right, Prema, let’s sleep now. Tomorrow, we’ll see what can be done about it,” her husband had told her,
not so much to evade her but to shrug her off completely.
“We’ll see? What’ll you see tomorrow? Did you say anything to her when she came? Did you even ask her as
to what she was up to? Does she have any shame left? Any consideration for the parents or for the family
prestige? Is this the way to behave?” Prema felt as though her life was slowly sinking into a morass of anxiety and
shame.
“Haven’t I told you once? Don’t bother me unnecessarily? I’m tired, and early morning, I’ve to get back to
work.”
Mr. Ahuja always thought that his wife’s restlessness, shame and incomprehension was no more than the
peevishness of a typical woman. That night, each moment rankled in the eyes of Akeela’s mother.
“Is this the fate such a great family had met now?” she would think to herself. “The son is no better. He, too,
gallivants around with a cheap-looking girl. Both have grown their hair long and wear strange kind of dresses.
Neither worried about today nor about tomorrow. Utter louts.”
She suddenly felt a wave of self-pity wash over her.
“Umi is my son and I, his mother! But do I ever dare ask him any questions? Do I dare question him why he’s
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blighted his youth in this manner? Her beautiful son, her dollop of butter, the soft moonlight of her eyes, the shade
of her life! What hopes the parents pin upon their children! But her gold-complexioned son had now become
totally indifferent to the needs of his mother.”
It was as though Prema’s heart had started yearning for her son, again, and she wanted to hold him close to her
heart.
“How meaningless has this life become!”
Her heart lay riddled with the wounds that time had inflicted and her being was mortified at what she had
become. Her heart suddenly spilled over with anger towards the girl who had led her Umi astray and made him
something of a drifter. She was the one who had weaned him away from the breast of a mother. All the limbs of
Prema’s body started trembling for the mere touch of her son, Umi. Searching for her son, Prema’s eyes had
suddenly been frozen in the cold of the night.
“My son, my Umi, why have you forsaken your mother?”
Though she shared everything with her husband, the bed, the night and life, Prema was now sitting up all by
herself, her hand upon her chest and silent tears rolling down her eyes which she, occasionally wiped off. Once or
twice, it so happened that she couldn’t control herself and burst out crying rather bitterly.
“Why don’t you sleep? Why are you hell-bent upon ruining my sleep?”
The harsh voice of the husband crashed upon the eardrums of the wife, just the way a stone would.
And now the evening had almost descended. They had already become pensioners. They say, by the time you
get to be fifty, you begin to have a growing consciousness of death. It had been several years since Mr. and Mrs.
Ahuja had got the title of “senior citizens.”
Mrs. Ahuja went on a fast. She did pooja-paath and ardaas and with each passing breath, she prayed for the
munificence of God.
They say, it’s because God cannot be present everywhere that he’s invented mothers. As long as mothers are
around, the faith in God will remain unshaken. It’s the God-like mother who first creates children in her own
image and then protects them, brings them up and shapes their future, too. There wasn’t an agony that Mrs. Ahuja
hadn’t suffered for the sake of her children.
“This was inevitable,” she would often tell herself. “They’re my children, after all, my innards, my blood, the
warmth of my heart. So what if they don’t listen to me? It’s only now that they have stopped listening to me
They’re caged within their own feelings. They’re floating around in the ambiance of Englishness. Tomorrow,
when they start counting the beads of the past they will remember each and every warning of their mother.”
As such thoughts assailed her, she would start reciting the mantra of “Hari-Hari.”
*
When Prema woke up in the morning, Jaggi didn’t utter a single word. After his bath, he became preoccupied
with his letters and newspapers and didn’t even so much as ask her,
“You didn’t sleep last night? Why, what was wrong? What’s playing on your mind?” Or,
“What’s the point in getting so worked up? They’ll come round, anyway.”
Her eyes brimmed over with tears. Each limb of hers was shrieking.
“Is this karma or the lack of good karma? Is this fate? Is it crisis as well as solution? But where could she hide
her face right now?”
The sun had already swallowed the darkness of the night.
Her treatment had been going on for over seven weeks but it hadn’t made any difference whatsoever. The same
palpitations, the same breathlessness, the same persistent cough. When she coughed, tremors ran right down to her
knees. Prema was quite shocked by the attitude of her son. No one bothered to even ask, “Mother, how’re you?”
More than her illness, it was this feeling of neglect that was consuming her from within. In this dark, dusty
evening, she wanted someone to hold her hand—recognize her pain, share her sorrows with a genuine heart.
Often such piercing thoughts would be kneaded into Prema’s furrowed forehead.
The younger sister Bansi married her son off. Half of Delhi participated in the event and a sweet-tempered
daughter-in-law would never tire of repeating, “Mummy, mummy, papa, papa,” inside the house. It was as though
happiness had come dancing into their hearts like spring. And its fragrance was spreading all around.
The loneliness of her own journey spread itself taut before her eyes.
What was it that she had now? Loneliness dissolving into worries, the silence of the walls, an ailing body and a
few breaths. Now she was summoning death, no, her son wasn’t summoning her.
11.41 Frayed Fingers\fn{by Akhtar Jamal (1930-2011)} Karachi?, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 9
It was after fourteen years that I could get a visa for fourteen days. And now those days were flying away like
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minutes, everyone of which I wanted to hold back. I wished that Time could forget its flight and stay, or that the
moments could stretch themselves into months. But who could hold Time’s needle back? My own people and
those of my husband, relatives, old childhood friends, college mates, Mother’s and Father’s friends, neighbours,
innumerable relatives, at every step a new love. For my sake the whole family gathered where I was staying, and
the neighborhood got together. In these comings and goings time flew, and only a few days were left for my
departure, and I had not yet been able to see Aunt.
She was ill or surely she would have come herself with Aasia. In trying to catch the remaining moments that
were slipping away fast, I was conscious of my neglecting her. But when I mentioned that I was going to visit her,
every one said that the situation was deteriorating and riots could start any minute, and the question of my going
out did not arise. Fire was raging in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, and these riots had created a state of tension all over the
country. In every family pale-faced, frightened girls prayed to God standing in balconies. When riots broke out in
Bhesla, only a station away from Bhopal, anxiety increased.
Yet how could I go away without seeing Aunt? Things might deteriorate further in another few days. So I
quietlyslipped out, taking my daughter with me, and went to Aunt’s house.
She is the mother of my dearest friend Aasia, and a friend of my mother’s. My maternal grandmother and her
mother had sworn sisterhood by exchanging scarves. All their lives they loved each other like real sisters.
She was just finishing her prayers. On hearing my voice, she stood up in a fluster, calling me by name: “Billo!
This is surely Billo’s voice!”
As I bent down to pay my respects to her, she said with joy:
“Come into my arms. For how many days, since I learnt you were visiting here, have I been dying to see you.
My legs have become too weak to walk; and even my eyesight is now failing me. It is with great difficulty that I
can walk; or how could I have stayed without seeing you? Come under the bulb. Your face looks like a shadow
from the distance. If you had come in the day time I could have seen your face.”
And I said to myself, why is such love becoming non-existent? How I have yearned for it for years. By coming
here my insignificant self has assumed such importance! I had forgotten myself, or perhaps had inflated it so
much that the whole world had come to dwell within it. When after all these years I see myself in the mirror of
these loves, it looks so strange and, feeling helpless, I begin to cry. Specially when I feel that the moments are
flying away and I have no control over them. In the warm embrace of Aunt I was crying silently; and she was
crying more than I.
At such a moment my daughter had whispered to me: “Ammi, why do people cry when you go to see them,
and you too cry? Its a strange custom here. In our Pakistan every one rejoices at meeting.” And she was watching
Aunt and me critically now too. Aunt kissed her, passed her hands over her face and head in a gesture of love and
blessing, and made her sit on her lap.
Aasia and her two younger sisters also came in. They had already been to see me a number of times. But every
time I had seen Aasia I had felt as if we had not yet had any talk. As for Saadia, I had seen her when she was
small; and now she was a beautiful girl of twenty three. Fauzia is older than her and teaches in a school. Aasia’s
hair have begun to gray. She is the headmistress of a school. Until fourteen years ago, there was nothing we did
without the other’s knowledge. But now we knew nothing what had happened to the other in these fourteen years.
She was a model of determination, courage and hard work. She had now grown lean, and hollows had formed
round her big black eyes, which betrayed the sorrows and bitterness she had passed through. Yet on her lips
played a sad smile of triumph.
Having enquired about my husband and children, Aunt asked about her son Saghir in whose absence she had
been pining away for twenty-three years. “In the beginning,” she said, “we received letters and photographs; but
since the (1971) War he has given up writing altogether, even though the mail is coming and going regularly.
Perhaps he does not receive our letters. I am sending news and greetings through friends and relatives visiting
Pakistan. I hear he is a high official there. May God preserve my son and give him greater honour.”
I did not know where to begin and where to end. I managed to give her the bare information about her son and
daughter-in-law and her grand children. Then I looked around to survey her dwelling. Once her house was among
the distinguished mansions of the area; but now the high walls and arches were tainted with mildew and
innumerable cracks. The parapet wall looked black with baked dry moss. Years had passed since it was whitewashed. I learnt that she had started living in the small outer portion, and had rented out the large inner house to a
refugee family from Sindh. The tenants, however, approached the Government with evidence that Saghir had
migrated to Pakistan, and claimed the house against their claim for property left behind in Sindh. The outer small
house which was, in fact, the guest house of Saghir’s grandfather, where once he used to entertain his friends, was
allotted to Aunt and her daughters.
The Sindhi family were well-to-do businessmen. In no time they turned the large house into a grand mansion
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—like modern bungalow. The whole house which was actually a single unit had now been split up into two
houses, one poor, the other prosperous.
Cousin Saghir was Aunt’s eldest and the only son. It was thought that he would find a suitable position in
Pakistan, and when conditions improved, he would call the family. His father had already retired, and most of
their relatives had migrated to Pakistan. A few years after cousin Saghir’s departure, his father died. Every one
expected that he would surely call his mother and sisters. But it turned out that the position cousin Saghir selected
for himself was so high and distant that it became as difficult for his mother and sisters to reach it as it was to
reach the moon.
Like a big kite cousin Saghir floated higher and higher in the clear and expansive sky; and when the kite was
cut adrift, the string was in the hands of sister-in-law. Cousin Saghir had married among distant relations who had
migrated to Pakistan. She knew nothing about her distant mother-in-law and sisters-in-law. Otherwise the
shadows were visible from the distance even on the moon. What difference would have her knowing them made?
For some time letters and photographs were exchanged; but even a mountain disappears once the gaze is turned
away.
Aasia had been engaged to a distant cousin. Cousin Saghir had called him also to Pakistan. It was thought that
after getting employment they would call the families as soon as conditions permitted. But then Aasia learnt that
he had got married to cousin Saghir’s own sister-in-law. This news was like the trumpet blast of Doomsday for
her. The engagement ring that had been put on her finger at the age of fifteen had to be cut to be taken off when
she was twenty-five, as the bangles are broken from the arms of a married woman on becoming a widow. The ring
had sunk into the flesh, and when it was cut it left a deep mark cleaving the finger into two. Though the mark left
on the finger was visible, the mark sunk deep into Aasia’s heart could not be seen. Even today her closed lips
seemed to be formulating a question. How strange life was!
“Aasia was filled with joy at your coming,” Aunt said, “and she would feel your departure very much. If you
hadn’t come today, I would have somehow come myself with Aasia. Worries have made life unbearable. I often
think when my eyes are closed, who would look after them?” And, deep in thought, she asked: “Doesn’t Saghir
ever think of his sisters?”
Before I could say anything, Aasia herself said, trying to reassure her grieved heart:
“He must surely be thinking of everyone. But don’t you see, Mother, how deplorable the relations between the
two countries are. Its only a few years ago that they were at war. Poor Brother, he can neither send any money, nor
is a visit possible. With the high post he occupies, he must be very busy.”
“Yes,” her mother said, “They are now two separate countries. In the days of the British, Lahore and Bhopal
were like a courtyard of the same house. Still, Saghir should have thought about the sisters. He is in the place of
the father, after all. As the elder brother it is his duty.”
“We should be grateful to God, Mother,” Aasia interrupted her. “We are managing to survive. May God keep
your shadow over our heads. We shall see to your comforts. You should not grieve.”
“No, daughter,” she said, “I have no discomforts. The girls even cook the food before going to school. There is
a boy servant. Your father’s friends and those indebted to him, still come to enquire after us. But even so, when I
hear of these riots and disturbances, I tremble with fear, and wish they were married and settled.”
Then, feeling sad, she was lost in the past, as though old memories were a refuge; and began to talk of the days
of Nawab Sahib and before him of the Begum of Bhopal when scholars and learned men found such patronage
that they came to Bhopal from the farthest corners. It was during her rule that Saghir’s grandfather had come to
Bhopal from U.P.\fn{Uttar Pradesh, one of the Indian States .} That was the golden age of patronage, monetary awards
and material rewards. And then, heaving a deep sigh, she added: “All that has become a dream. Even palaces lie
deserted now. What remains is the name of God.”
“You should forget these old things, Mother,” Aasia said, “and come to terms with Reality. We have to make a
place for ourselves in the present.” But then she thought that it was perhaps not possible for her mother to do so;
that there was no point in saying anything to the elderly, for if they seek the joys of the present in the past, they
are not interfering with anyone.
At this moment a girl came from the big mansion and said: “Grandfather wishes to meet the guest from
Pakistan, and asks permission to come in.”
“Don’t let Grandfather take the trouble,” Aasia said to her. “I shall bring our guest to see him immediately after
tea.”
When the girl had gone, Aasia explained: “You must have noticed how these people have transformed the big
house into a modern-style bungalow. They are nice people; and have now been our neighbours for twenty years. It
was just as well that they settled down in our neighbourhood, or that spacious big house would have looked a
ruin. The old man told Mother: ‘If your son had transferred the house to you, we could not have got it against our
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claim.’ Aunt added by way of explanation: “He was the only son, and your Uncle did not want to deprive him of
his rightful share. This small house is sufficient for our needs. I have heard that Saghir got a bungalow there in
lieu of it.”
I did not deem it proper to tell her that he had sold the old house that was allotted to him against his claim, and
had now built two new bungalows, one in Karachi, one in Abbottabad, and himself lived in an official bungalow.
What purpose would it have served? Let her be happy in the thought that Saghir had got a shelter in exchange for
the ancestral house.
Aasia took me into the big house whose interior had also been altered and with new furniture and decorations
prosperity was writ large everywhere. The old man started reminiscing about his house in Hyderabad. He told me
the name of the street and the locality.
“This house is.very comfortable, no doubt,” he said; “but the climate of this place does not suit me. It rains
much too much here, and on account of humidity I am always ill. The climate of Sindh was very healthy. Sindh’s
water, Sindh’s grain, Sindh’s fruit—” the details became longer; then he asked:
“Have you been to Sindh?”
When I said “No,” he was disappointed, and remarked: “If you have not been to Sindh, you have seen
nothing.” I told him that we had lived in the Punjab and Hazara. “Abbottabad is a beautiful place. I am told there
is nothing but sand in Sindh.” The old man did not like this in the least. “Ah, the splendour of sand, the beauty of
sand dunes! When the moon rises over the sand, it turns it to silver; and when the sun sets it imparts to it a red and
silvery sheen …”
I looked at him aghast for throwing tons of sand over the splendid landscape of Bhopal; and I felt that the sand
had got into my eyes, and I started wiping them with a handkerchief. The old man’s eyes looked like hollows in a
desert whose water had dried up long ago. “If you go to Sindh,” he added, “you must visit Shahbaz Qalandar’s
tomb. You will be blessed.” And the dried-up hollows of the desert were flooded with water, and he said in a
hoarse voice: “If you go to Shahbaz Qalandar’s mausoleum, you must convey my respects, daughter.”
“Yes, yes, certainly—” The words stuck on my lips; and I thought that like the endearing call of religion there
was another, the call of the earth. And how sacred was that call! Man should have the right to go from one land to
another to fulfil this obligation. Yet to see old ruins was one thing, and to behold the ruins of one’s past quite
another. He put his hand on my head and said:
“Tell me honestly, how did you find Bhopal?”
A strange question. How did you find Bhopal? But I had to speak the truth:
“It is not the same Bhopal I had left behind. Many of the people are the same, but even then it seems changed.”
The old man’s daughter and daughter-in-law entertained me with delicacies of all kinds; and when I was
leaving he put his hand on my head again and repeated once more: “If you go to the tomb of Shahbaz Qalandar,
do give my respects.” As he was finishing the sentence his grandson came in, and said with much annoyance
bitterly:
“Grandfather, you are always talking of Sindh. Shahbaz Qalandar was a Mussalman. What have we to do with
him? Why do you think of him? There are no friends of ours, only enemies who dwell there.”
“Love of homeland,” the old man stuttered. “We have got such a big country in place of little Sindh,” the boy
said.
“How can Hyderabad compare with Bhopal, Delhi and Bombay?”
The old man lowered his head in acknowledgement.
“He is only a child," I said, “do not take his patter ill.”
He himself wanted to say this to me, and remarked:
“The pity is that all of them have become children. You hear nothing but foolish and ignorant talk all around. It
seems they have all gone mad.” And he began to review the events of Ahmedabad Gujarat The boy walked out in
anger. I said goodbye and came away.
Aasia told me that though the old man himself was attached to the past and got sentimental thinking of the
motherland, his grandchildren who had been born and brought up in India were entirely different. Both the
grandsons belonged to the extremist Jan Sangh faction, dressed in saffron-coloured clothes, practiced fighting
with sticks and were given training in the use of knives at a camp. That boy was now shouting to us from the roof
of the house:
“Go to Pakistan or a graveyard.”
He was a mere boy. I could not help laughing, and Aasia said to him:
“Shyam, we cannot go to Pakistan, so send us to graveyard. No passport is needed for going there.” Then
turning to me, she said:
“The old man even beat him for this, but mother and I told him that he was innocently repeating what he had
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heard. The old man, however, is very kind and considerate to us. We sometimes feel that he is our own
grandfather.”
Aunt’s servant Kalwa came all flustered and said:
“They say that Bhesla is in the grip of a riot, and Bhopal is itself in danger. All windows should be shut and
doors barred with heavy furniture. They are all saying so in the neighborhood.”
Everyone was frightened at the news, and Aunt turned pale, trembling all over. Aasia stood dumb with fright.
“I must go now,” I said, “it’s very late.”
“How can you go without having dinner? Moreover, it is not safe to go out under the circumstances.”
“You should go in the morning,” Aasia said. “I will send a note to your house lest they feel worried.” She then
called the old man’s grandson, the same boy in saffron-coloured clothes who had shouted the slogan of ‘Go back
to Pakistan or the graveyard.’ Aasia gave him the letter and asked him to go on his bicycle and deliver it at my inlaws’ house at the given address. The boy took the letter and left. Aasia told me that he was quite helpful, and if
she had to take leave from school the boy always took her application; and observed:
“Whether they kill us or spare us, we have to live with them, anyway.”
Kalwa related all the news he had heard of rioting and painted such a picture of horror that my daughter was
terrified, and said:
“What is going to happen? The Hindus are coming to kill us.”
But Kalwa said boastfully: “Don’t fear. We are there.”
My daughter said, more firghtened: “Ammi, let us go back to Pakistan. They are all talking of trouble and
riots.”
And I said to myself that my daughter was hoping to find safety in Pakistan; but what about these people!
Would their lives pass in constant fear and anxiety? This thought filled me with sadness. Aunt remarked:
“This is our fate. We are seventy million. Where can we go away?”
“But why should we go away?” Aasia interrupted. It is our country! One day things will settle down, Mother.
You should not worry. God is our protector.”
“Yes, daughter, God is the protector,” she said, and began to recite the Quranic Verse of the Throne under her
breath.
The sound of a man’s crunching boots was heard outside. Who could it be? It filled everyone with dread. Then
all at once Fauzia and Saadia’s frightened faces brightened up.
“This is the sound of Raju Bhaiya’s steps.” And Saadia hurried to open the door.
My daughter asked Kalwa: “Is he a Hindu?”
“Yes,” Kalwa told her.
Raju Bhaiya walked in. “Oh, Billo is here, and I also see her little Billo.” My daughter started crying. He
picked her up in his arms. “What is the matter. She has started crying at my sight.” And then to her: “Do not cry. I
am your Uncle. Why don’t you come to me?”
The girl said through her tears: “But your name is that of a Hindu.”
He became silent for a second, then began to laugh. My daughter now said with reassurance: “You are not a
Hindu? The Hindus are bad. They knife people and set houses on fire. Kalwa was telling us.”
Every one felt embarrassed at her talk, not knowing how to silence her. But Raju said affectionately: “I am not
a Hindu, daughter.”
“You are a Muslim then,” she said with obvious delight.
“No.”
“Then what are you?”
“A human being. Your Uncle Raju—”
“But everyone is a human being.”
“No, little daughter, those who kill one another, and burn houses, are not human beings.”
“Such people are neither Hindus nor Muslims,” said Aunt. “He is saying the troth, that they are all lunatics;”
then turning to Raju: “What is the news?”
“Have no fear, Aunt. I am staying with you tonight.”
“Really, really?” Saadia said with much relief. Everyone looked at Raju with gratefulness. Aunt was much
relieved too, and turned to me:
“Whenever there is any disturbance in the city, Raju sleeps in our house. He is fulfilling Saghir’s duty.”
Brother Raju was cousin Saghir’s childhood friend, and they were inseparable companions until graduation. In
studies, politics, every walk of life, they were together. I looked at Brother Raju with great interest. A dyed shirt of
homespun cloth, white trousers, sandal-footed, with a bundle of the Workers Union Bulletin in his hand. White
had started showing in his hair, but otherwise he was unchanged and looked the same as when I had met him first.
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He had not changed the least. He had been to see me, and had even been present at the Railway Station with the
others on my arrival. And today, my daughter had created such a fuss that I felt embarrassed.
Then I suddenly thought of cousin Saghir. He may be listening to the news of riots in Bhesla and Ahmedabad
Gujarat over the radio, perchance. But he would never know that in this situation his childhood friend was sitting
in the midst of his sisters and mother, giving them protection. Not one of Aunt’s many relations cared to do so. In
fact, they were envious of her on account of the high position her son held in Pakistan. But Raju remembers the
same old Saghir with whom he used to fly kites, and they were together in all academic and political activities.
Aunt showered all the love and affection due to Saghir on him. He seemed to them Saghir’s substitute.
“Brother Raju, please get me a passport, I want to go with Sister Billo to see Brother Saghir.”
“This is no problem. I will get you the passport.”
“No. Don’t bother—I won’t go.”
“You have changed your mind so quickly!”
“Brother Saghir hasn’t ever bothered to invite me. How then can I go?”
A silence engulfed them. Changing the topic, Raju said to Saadia:
“I have brought your admission form. Fill it up. Your admission in the Medical College has been assured by
the Principal with whom I talked today.”
“No, really!” Saadia jumped with delight. “I have also arranged for the operation of Aunt’s eyes today. If you
don’t agree, I will take you perforce,” he added, turning to her.
Aunt wiped a tear with the comer of her head-cloth, and said: “I will undergo the operation, son. Even the
retina has not been covered over by albugo. How will I see Saghir if I go blind?”
Raju was lost in thought, then asked me rather morosely:
“Does Saghir ever think of us? What does he do, and how does he look?”
How could I tell him, and in what language, that the Saghir Brother Raju was thinking of had journeyed such a
long distance in life that the two ends of the Present and the Past did not belong together. Even if the Saghir of the
past came face to face with the Saghir of today he would not be able to recognise himself. The Saghir
remembered by Raju the simply dressed social worker, always going unending rounds distributing the Workers
Union Bulletins from his bundle, had changed beyond his image of him. How could I describe the expensive
English suits that he wore, and how he looked with his bald head, protruding paunch, his complexion, nicotinediscoloured fingers, carious teeth, face liverish with the effects of wine, driving from a grandiose air-conditioned
multi-storeyed office in a chauffeur-driven car to his magnificent bungalow to shut himself up in his airconditioned room? So long as he was exposed to wind and sun his eyes were covered behind dark goggles,
frightened of fresh air and open skies. These, and how many other things, could I tell him? And what use telling
them that his activities were of quite another kind. Retirement was not far off, and he had no leisure, and may not
have it even after retirement: Club life, dinners, ever so many social engagements! Only a few days before
coming to India I had seen him, believing that his wife may like to send some presents or messages to her sistersin-law and mother-in-law. She had been telephoning me to find out when I was going. In the end they had come
themselves. His wife had said:
“Do bring me a few silk saris.”
“Very fine silk saris are now available even here,” I had said. “It is so difficult to bring them from India. Only
twenty rupees per head have been allowed by the State Bank in foreign exchange, which would not even suffice
for taxi fare.”
“Don’t worry about that,” she said. “I will arrange it. You will get the money there for the saris and for yourself
too, as much as you want. Someone I know could arrange that.”
“I have no objection,” I told her, “but the Customs have to be reckoned with.”
“Don’t worry about that either,”she said. “Just let me know the date of your arrival; and tell the Customs on the
Indian side that these were given to you as presents.”
As I had remained silent, she had said,
“Tell everyone there that your cousin remembers them a great deal. I am sorry I have never met them. But I
have an Aunt there who occasionally writes to me about them; and my mother-in-law sends a postcard now and
then.”
Cousin Saghir sat silent, thinking, and said:
“When I see you, I am reminded of Aasia. But she has given up writing altogether. Tell them about my being
ever so busy; and ask them to keep writing whether they hear from us or not. We are all well here, and there is no
cause whatever to worry. Poor old mother, she must have grown very old now.”
His wife had added confidentially:
“Don’t tell them that I have asked you to bring saris for me. I am arranging for payment to be made to you at
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the other end. It is just a chance that this gentleman needs some money here. You can get as much exchange as
you need. But if Mother-in-law comes to hear of it, she will think that even though we can, we do not send any
money to them. Actually, she is expecting that Saghir should get all the sisters married off.”
At which cousin Saghir had said: “You know what the relations between India and Pakistan are! How can I do
anything for them from this country?”
His wife had intervened: “You explain to them our financial position. There are so many expenses. The
children are studying at Ghora Gali. Their expenses alone come to a lot, and then Rubina is doing her Senior
Cambridge, and lives in Murree. Retirement is near. Only some income from investments in shares and the rent
from two bungalows. A few thousand don’t count nowadays. And Samina has to be married off. We have to give a
dowry in keeping with our status. And then, after retirement Saghir intends to enter politics. And in politics, you
know, there is only expense in the beginning. If afterwards he becomes a minister or something, he could set up a
factory or two. But this is long-range planning. Having heard from relatives about Saghir’s official position and
style of living, Mother-in-law is perhaps under the impression that we are rolling in wealth.”
Then she had added:
“Saghir has not forgotten about his sisters’ marriage. But please make them understand that the relations
between the two countries are such that, alas, we can do nothilig. Had those people come here in the beginning it
would have been all right. But now they cannot get immigration.”\fn{ Immigration papers.}
“How is Samina?” I asked her, “you haven’t brought her.”
“Well, some foreigners are visiting here, you know. They are giving tuitions in European music. These boys
and girls have formed a club. She has gone there. They are holding a fashion show the day after. You must come.
Samina is also participating. It is at seven in the evening;"”and she named a posh hotel.
“I hardly get any time,” I said to her; “and then I have preparations to make for my departure.”
“But I will have to go for Samina’s sake,” she continued. “That is why I have started going to the Club.
Otherwise your Brother Saghir used to go by himself. Now my going has become necessary, or people would
have said that I sent a grown-up girl to the Club alone.” And she went on describing her activities; and blamed me
for not taking part in social life which was so interesting.
“After college, I have the house to look after,” I had said to her. “I hardly have time to call on anyone in the
evening. Otherwise I would have certainly come to your Ladies Club.”
“But social calls, outings, everything is so necessary; man was not born to work like a beast.”
I wanted to say that eighty per cent of our people had to work like beasts of burden, and only a few could live a
life of ease at their expense. But there was no point in arousing bitterness. She was, after all, a guest in my house.
Our values were poles apart; our ways of thinking so divergent. It was only because Aasia was my childhood
friend that I felt close to her brother and sister-in-law and, in fact, we both had regard for old relationships. Apart
from this there was nothing in common between us.
When I remembered this conversation sitting with his mother and sisters, I was filled with greater sadness.
With much difficulty I mentioned his being over-busy and the problems that prevented his coming on a visit,
though he missed everyone. Raju said:
“We know nothing about Pakistan. We do not even get newspapers and journals from that country. The new
generations will become complete strangers. You have seen the situation and attitudes here.”
“But why is it so?” I asked. “We used to say that this policy of divide and rule was purely British. Now that the
British have gone, how is it that the gulf between Hindus and Muslims has become wider instead of diminishing?”
Raju began to review the incidents of Ahmedabad Gujarat critically, and said:
“This is the only weapon in the hands of industrialists to divert the attention of the people from deteriorating
economic conditions. The moment it was proposed to nationalize the banks, these riots were engendered.
Communal organisations act as shields for the interests of the moneyed class.”
“But what are you people doing? Where does your strength evaporate in the face of their machinations?”
“One of the reasons is that capitalism, assuming the form of monopoly, has become stronger; and those who
were opposed to it have become ideologically divided. The differences between Russia and China have weakened
the movement. And the idol-worshippers made Stalin himself a god. Now that idol has been smashed, the people’s
belief has been shattered. For when Stalin could make mistakes, in what god could one place his trust? So many
people were so frustrated that they withdrew. Over and above this, there was the poisonous propaganda of the
extremist Jan Sangh. Don’t you remember how German Fascism had won over and hypnotised the entire
populace? When people begin to believe in negative ideologies, this is bound to happen. Those who hold
constructive ideas become helpless.”
“Is that really so?”
“There are some persons in my own family,” he said with some grief, “who talk of conversion or dagger; and
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criticise my visits to Saghir’s family, though my wife and mother feel so concerned that in case I cannot come one
day, they come themselves.”
“What will be the end of it?” I asked. “This feeling of fear and hopelessness that prevails here frightens me.”
“The interest of foreign powers also lies in our fighting and remaining weak, and dependent on their aid.
Whenever the hungry masses want to better their lot, the slogan of Hinduism In Danger puts them in a state of
agitation; and these false slogans succeed in diverting their attention. This sorry state of affairs can end only when
the two countries are at peace.”
“We have done everything to improve relations, but it is you who refuse to budge an inch. What harm would
be there if a referendum is held in Kashmir?”\fn{ A popular referendum on whether Jammu & Kashmir was to acceed to become
part of Pakistan or Part of India is, of course, strictly speaking unnecessary; its last princely leader (Sir Hari Singh, a Hindu) joined the
Union of India of his own free will in 1949, and only he was empowered at the time to act in such a manner. But this is to oversimplify the
true situation. When in 1947 this question came to a head, the British conveniently ignored the fact that it was their will—not the Muslims
or the Hindus or even the Chinese (whose government in the 19 th century was virtually non-existent in their own country in this part of
Asia) who had dictated the boundary lines forming the province of Jammu & Kashmir in the first place. Primary foreign policy at this time
was governed by British interests in denying Russian expansion into what is now known as South Asia—essentially all those countries
south of China and the former Soviet Union—in order to protect British interests in Middle Eastern Oil, the taxable wealth of her Indian
Empire, and her virtual dictation of Iranian foreign policy. That “the natives” (as the non-European populations in these areas of the Earth
were customarily referred to by the people of the West) might have different views about British foreign policy was probably not even a
conscious thought in the European mind. Depersonalize the individual by thinking of him as an object and he is at once reduced to an
expendible nonentity. “The natives” is a depersonalized concept; to think in such a manner for centuries about ones fellow human beings
reduces man to the level of enslavement and consequently to impersonal destruction at will—which we know as war:H }

“Oh, finish this discussion,” Aasia intervened, “otherwise the two of you would begin to fight.”
Heaving a deep sigh Aunt rejoined: “Speaking frankly, the peace we had under the British has now
disappeared. The families were united, life was cheap.”
We listened to her in silence. There was no point in arguing with these elders. They have suffered a lot. That is
why their negative thinking is understandable.
Raju went to sleep in the outer bed room. Aasia and I went on talking late into the night. We might never be
together again; and there was much to say to each other: all the accumulated memories of the past. We drew the
curtains away from all those windows one after another. Then suddenly Aasia asked:
“What is Zafar’s wife like?”
I looked at Aasia’s face. She was less attractive than Aasia, but with make-up and modish attire she looked
younger and smarter than Aasia. I had never liked her. Whenever I had seen her my heart had grieved for Aasia.
So now, when Aasia asked me about her, all that I could say, was:
“I think Zafar did not choose her, but Saghir Bhai coaxed him into the marriage on the plea that it was difficult
to bring brides from India.”
She understood what I meant, and said: “I shall pass my days carrying this mark of the ring on my finger. I
never think of myself now. The right way of hard work and service which Raju Bhaiyya has shown, is sufficient
for me. I get such a sense of fulfilment from my students as a mother does from her children. I am content with
my life. But Saghir Bhai should think about Fauzia and Saadia. He could get them married there if he chooses.”
(Sister-in-law Saghir had once said to me about this: “If we called them and got them married, bridegrooms of
our own status would have to be found, and given dowry. If they were married off simply in the middle class, the
relatives would malign us.” Oh, these cruel class distinctions! I had thought.)
But I did not want to pain Aasia by relating all this; and just listened to her. Yet to console her I said: “The
problem of marriage is no less acute in Pakistan. Many grown up girls stay unmarried in quite some families there
too. And quite a few boys bring foreign wives. Arid then, there is the question of the dowry as well!”
“To find an earning husband here,” she said, “is a problem. In the early days boys used to go to Pakistan for
jobs. Now they go to Canada, Kuwait or some other country. Then they get married there. In the past even the
maimed and lame girls of families found husbands. But the men of today have no such regard or consideration.
How then can we expect the boys among our Pakistani relatives to protect our honor?” Then she told me how a
Sindhi Lawyer who had been Fauzia’s College rnate was keen on marrying her, but she was unwilling.
“Now tell me frankly, what other alternative do Fauzia and Saadia have once mother’s eyes are closed, and in
case Raju Bhaiyya turns away from us? Then will Brother Saghir mourn for his name and our honor! That Sindhi
young man is extremely nice and considered an upcoming advocate. Fauzia, having done her B.T., is teaching in a
Muslim School on Rs.100/- per month, more as national service and occupation. But if one day she jumps over
the wall that religion has erected, I would not be surprised.”
We were still busy talking when Aunt came out on the verandah, and walked up and down the courtyard. I felt
she was worried at the news of the riots, and unable to go to sleep. Perhaps she was thinking that Raju was after
all a Hindu. Who knew when a person’s heart might change. As these thoughts passed through my mind Aunt
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came into the room, and said:
“You are still awake! I too could not go to sleep thinking that if rioting started and the rioters entered the house
they might kill Raju. They are bound to take him for a Muslim. Only God is my child’s protector; and I have been
praying for him. He is dearer to me than Saghir. He has done much more for me than the son born of my womb.”
Aunt was worried for Raju’s safety, while I was worried that she. was afraid of him. I glanced tooards Fauzia’s
and Saadia’s beds. They were fast asleep, with no thought of fear or dread, for Raju Bhaiyya was sleeping in the
other room. Seeing Aunt’s anxiety, I thought that when giving birth from one’s womb could cause such pain and
grief, how much compassion would the Creator of the world, busy creating new and newer creations, would be
expending on them! This thought gave me great sustenance; and I kissed my daughter sleeping near me. Then we
went on talking until we were overcome by sleep.
When I went into the Kitchen early in the morning, I found Raju eating breakfast and Aunt serving him fresh
hot bread fried in ghee. Raju turned to me:
“Billo, I am extremely sorry. All night I was thinking that your little daughter will go back to Pakistan with
such memories of fear and horror; and tell everyone there how the Hindus knife people and set fire to houses. She
will consider the Hindus dreadful ogres with tufts of hair on their heads. And these memories will turn to hatred.
The same heritage has been passed down to our generations here.”
“No, brother, she will forget all these things, and only remember that.”
And he asked: “What?”
“That I have an uncle in India, Raju Uncle, and will tell everyone.”
“No really” he said, and seating her on his lap he started feeding her a sweet dish which she ate with great
relish from his hand. “Bring her to Uncle’s house too,” he said. “Mother was quite angry that I had not invited you
to dinner.”
“I will surely come to see Mata-ji and sister-in-law; please give them my regards.”
Before leaving Raju helped Saadia fill up her admission form, while Aunt showered blessings on him; and her
caressing glances followed him to the door when he left. When I was leaving she said:
“How I wish I could send some presents for Saghir’s wife and children.”
“What has he sent for you?” Sadia said with visible anger. “Not even a head-cloth for the Mother to this day.”
Aunt’s eyes welled up with tears, and she said: “I have no need for anything from anyone. God’s protection is
sufficient. Time has passed. The remaining days will also end. All my prayers are for his happiness wherever he
may be.”
And I thought again what a wonderful creature a mother was. Her love was selfless, as God’s for His creations
and this colorful world of many hues.
Aunt began to cry and said:
“Will I ever be able to see Saghir, daughter, or die pining for him? Even if my eyesight is restored, and I am
still unable to look at Saghir’s face, what use the eyesight!” And she looked at me with some envy: “You saw my
Saghir before coming here.” As though I had seen the most coveted thing in the world. And embracing me warmly
she blessed me a long time. Aasia gave my daughter a pretty frock which she had made herself.
*
The Ganesh Festival\fn{Which celebrates the manifestation of God as Wisdom (symbolized by Ganesh, the elephant-headed god)
in the world.} had passed in peace, and the city was now quiet. Aunt had enquiries made from the old gentleman’s
household, and being assured about the situation, she let me depart. Before leaving I told Aasia:
“Cousin Saghir had said that you have stopped writing to him altogether. You should write to him now and
then.”
“I so much want to write,” she said; “but what should I write? That is why I did not write even to you. And yet
I have so much to say to him. I sometimes feel like the poet:
How long shall I scribe the pain
Of my heart and myself, then
Go and show it to him,
Frayed my fingers,
Bleeding being my pen?

After this there was nothing I could say.
Back in Pakistan I went to see cousin Saghir. Even on that day the newspapers had reported disturbances in
some parts of India. I was worried at this news, and thought that cousin Saghir would be anxious to know about
everyone’s welfare. Seeing me he remarked:
“Well, Billo, you have come away in the nick of time. There is rioting going on there.”
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“But Saghir Bhai, everyone is living there, after all.”
Taken aback, he quickly enquired: “I hope they are all well. Mother, she must have grown very old now.”
“Yes very old; and she is ill, and walks with difficulty. Her eyesight too has become very weak.”
“O-oh. What are they doing—Aasia, Saadia, …” but he could not recall the name of the youngest sister. She
was small when he had come to Pakistan.
“Aunt is very worried about their marriages.” Before I could say more, Sister-in-law Saghir said:
“You see, if they had come to Pakistan then it would have been all right. It is impossible to get immigration
now.”
“And how are things there?” cousin Saghir enquired.
“Aasia is getting three hundred rupees a month,” I told him, “and Fauzia is teaching in a small Muslim School
at one hundred rupees a month. They are just managing somehow, but Saadia wants to study medicine, and things
are very costly. And then disturbances. If only you could call them here—”
But his wife cut me short:
“There is no less dearness here. If you go to buy only make-up items, the bill comes to three or four hundred.
And it is no longer easy to go to Landi Kotal\fn{ A note reads: A border village in the Frontier region of Pakistan where foreign
cloth and smuggled goods are sold free of duty .} to buy cloth. Oh, the expenses! Then, your cousin has a craze for new
models. Over and above this, there are so many social obligations. Before the year is out the drawing room has
undergone a change. The furniture gets old; new curtains have to be hung. And then the modern servants rob left
and right.”
I recalled that in cousin Saghir’s old Indian house the same wooden divan which belonged to his grandfather
was still being used, and the arm chairs were the same which his father had bought. How old and decrepit they
were! They were still using the beds belonging to their ancestors. And the part of the house used by Aunt was
damp and dark with age and mildew; and if it was not renovated it would fall in a few years.
How precious were old values! The value of things increased with antiquity. Every family prized the grandfather’s bed and grandmother’s betel-leaf box. I looked around at the costly furnishings of cousin Saghir’s sitting
room, and felt that he and his wife could never appreciate the problems of Aunt and Aasia. They were the
problems of two different worlds and two different classes. Telling them all this would make no difference.
With a strange air cousin Saghir said:
“In India the Muslims are in danger, but in Pakistan Islam itself is in danger.”
I was surprised: “What danger could there be here?” I said; and he explained:
“I have decided to contest the elections. It is my duty as a patriot and lover of Islam to dedicate myself to the
service of the country and the nation now that I have retired,” adding callously: “We are serving Islam here, but
alas, in India the poor Muslims will be finished.”
“No, no,” I said filled with anguish, “do not say so. You are doing service and they are sacrificing their lives.
God is their protector. And there are still people like Raju.”
“Raju—ah Raju! Did you see him? How is he? What does he do?” he asked.
“He is exactly the same as you left him. The same dress of home-spun material, and the same Workers’
bulletins …”
“Well, well, he …” Cousin Saghir strained his memory to peep into the past; but sister-in-law Saghir was
reminded of some gossip and, coming closer, she said to me in a whisper:
“I had a letter from my paternal Aunt. Saghir’s sisters are very friendly with Hindus. It is even said that Raju
often sleeps in their house. I haven’t told your cousin to spare him unnecessary pain.”
I had an urge to slap her pink rouged cheek hard; but I controlled myself and said: “Yes, you should certainly
tell Cousin Saghir that now that he has come here, Raju sleeps there to protect his honor.”
And I recounted the details of the day, how he had come to his house on hearing the rumours of rioting.
“Raju, Raju my friend! He comes to see them, looks after them!”
And he looked at me with great wonderment as though I was saying a strange and unbelievable thing. Then he
held his head between his hands:
“How helpless I am. What can I do for them?”
And leaving us he went to his own room. It suddenly struck me that if Raju also felt like Cousin Saghir that
Hinduism was in danger, what would poor Aunt do? And I was filled with sadness at the thought.
After Cousin Saghir’s departure, Sister-in-law told me: “He is perhaps drinking now in his room. It will be
awful if he gets drunk!” Then waving a sleeveless arm, she said: “He has to address a meeting on Islamic Culture
this evening.” And naming a posh hotel she asked me to come.
I started wondering if we had any culture of our own, and whether it was Islamic. For I sometimes felt that our
culture was like a sleeveless blouse through which naked hands showed bare.
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“I have to go to the hair-dresser’s for this evening’s function,” she said, putting her dyed hair in place with her
fingers. My hair has become so short and uncouth that I cannot tie it in a bun.”
“I must take your leave.”
“Just wait, I will call Saghir. We will drop you on my way to the hairdresser’s. It is the driver’s off-day.”
Cousin Saghir came out looking pensive and preoccupied. His face was ashen pale and deathly. A few hair remained on a bald pate, and his paunch showed prominently through his suit. Sitting down, he reflected:
“It is strange how I had never thought of Raju for ages, yet he has not forgotten me.”
Sister-in-law did not at all like that he should wonder so far into his subconscious mind; and she suddenly drew
the blinds over all the windows of the past:
“I have to go to the hairdresser’s. There is that function in the evening.”
Having been reminded, he asked:
“Has my Secretary written my Islamic lecture or not?”
“Yes, it is on your table, all typed.”
“It is quite late,” I said, “I must take your leave.”
“We shall drop you. Your house is on our way.”
But I stood up:
“No. I would really like a walk and take some fresh air.” I was feeling cold in that atmosphere. I realised then
that not only were this man’s house and office air-conditioned, but his own exterior and interior were airconditioned too, with no window, door or even a chink to let fresh air and a little warmth of sunshine in; and in
spite of their insistence, I said goodbye and walked out, wishing to smash the whole world’s air-conditioners and
open up the doors and windows of each house that fresh air and some soft warm sunlight may reach everywhere.
Outside a breath of evening breeze greeted me like the gentle warm hand of a loving friend
11.105 The Stream\fn{by Abdullah Hussain aka Muhammad Khan (1931- )} Rawalpindi, Rawalpindi District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (M) 15
I have just received Byron's letter, which has once again reminded me of the incident—of all that took place in
1960 and which I thought I had forgotten. This is how time tyrannizes us. We lose sight of our heart’s destination
and even though we kept trying, we never find it again. The march of our life continues and its final end is
oblivion. And in this search memory forsakes us at every stage. We cannot go on journeying while carrying the
memory of time past and we cannot see in the darkness that lies ahead.
It is a very peaceful and transparent autumn afternoon and I sit outside my house on the small bridge over the
stream. From here I can see the table in the verandah of my house on which lie open all the letters which arrived
by today’s mail. All, except the one which I have folded and put in my shirt pocket. Again and again I move my
hand over my pocket and hear the rustle of the fine writing paper. I want to read this letter again but cannot
because there is so much peace in the yellow autumn sun, in the flow of the water, in the trees which quietly shed
their leaves in water and in the wind, which has halted in the trees. In the ochre-colored figure of a farmer
ploughing below in the field there is a peaceful and quiet magic which can only be found in the autumn season
and in the afternoons—a magic which does not allow any disruption or interference. Someone once said that the
most heartmelting scene in the world is that of a farmer ploughing in the field! Whoever it was must have been a
painter.
Once again I feel the letter in my pocket. Beneath the bridge, in the water, flow the images of far-off places
and the lost faces of friends. The tyranny of time seems to lessen. Little stream, my dear friend, now I address
you.
It was my second day in that small university in western Canada. It had been raining the whole day. In the
afternoon the rain stopped for a while and the clouds dispersed. I was tired of sitting in my room and went out.
Here and there on the wet cement roads some cars had been parked and yellow and crimson maple leaves had
fallen on them. A few boys were bending over the engine of a tiny car. As I passed them, they lifted their heads
and said “hi” in their special cordial fashion. Ahead there was the girl’s hostel. Some girls, who were standing on
the stairs, scrutinised me. Ahead there was the university chapel. The young priest who was coming out of it
greeted me warmly. Jim, the old waiter in the dining hall, was walking behind the priest with an empty milk bottle
in his hand. Without taking his pipe out of his mouth, he asked me how I had been and kept going.
Besides the Dean of Sciences, Jim was the only other person on campus I had known so far. Suddenly it
became very chilly outside. To escape the cold, I lifted my coat lapels and went into the common room, which I
was told stayed open in the evenings.
There was no one in the room. The windows had been shut and I moved around noiselessly on the rug and
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looked at the books. Different newspapers and journals lay scattered on the tables and the smell of books, tables
and chairs was in the air. Without taking my hands out of my pockets, I looked at the covers of some journals. I
thought of sitting down and reading a newspaper but I smiled at the ludicrousness of the idea and went to a tall
window and stopped before it. I could hear the faint, blunt sound of the raindrops beating against the panes.
Outside crimson, yellow and brown maple leaves were falling down in large numbers. They were floating in the
rain water and moving around in the puddles. Behind the trees, there was the pointed steeple of the chapel.
Beyond the chapel, there was a chain of mountains. Even beyond, thousands of miles away, was my home. And, I
thought, in between there were the seas.
“Rain outside closed windows seems strange,” someone said. Slowly, I emerged out of my meditation.
When I turned, I saw a girl there who had her back towards me and who was busy reading a journal.
Seemingly, she had uttered those words to the page before her. She had on a heavy, crimson woollen pullover and
wore glasses.
“It seems as if,”—she started speaking again; she was still bending over the journal but then she turned and
faced me—“as if a stranger has unexpectedly come to my house, he is afraid and is knocking at the door
cautiously.”
“Err, yes.” I forced my throat to utter a sound of agreement. Her eyes and hair were the colour of honey.
“I feel that way, anyway. Don’t you?”
“I?” In search of an answer, once again I tried to utter an uncertain but polite sound.
“Where are you from?”
“Me?”
“Hold it. Let me guess. Er, er, Spain?”
“No, no.”
“No?” She seemed sad. “People who look like you come from Spain. Miro came from Spain. Two years ago.
We were great friends.”
“Is he around?”
“He has gone back. Tell me where you come from.”
“Name another country.”
“No. I only wanted to know if you had come from Spain.” I told her the name of my country.
“I’m Blanca.” She again turned her face towards me. “I’m an authority on linguistics,” she cheerfully added
and her smooth, regular teeth showed themselves in a smile. “In other words, I’m a student of linguistics. Senior.
What are you doing?”
I told her my name and said I was doing research in physics.
“A research scholar, eh?” She lifted her eyebrows. “One would have thought you were a sophomore in
geography.” And she smiled. “Anyway, physics is an interesting subject too, although it can’t compare with
linguistics. Take this journal for instance. Can you read it?”
I bent close to the journal and tried to read the letters of some unknown language. She laughed.
“You won’t be able to read it. It’s Russian. I study Russian, Spanish and Latin. Spanish is my speciality. I used
to talk to Miro in Spanish all the time.”
“With whom do you speak Russian?”
“My professor. It’s a difficult language but it’s a beautiful one. Just now I was reading a short story by
Petrovsky. I want to go to Russia. To Moscow. There’s such a mystery in that name: Czar’s Moscow, Rasputin’s,
Tolstoy’s, Dostoevsky’s, Nijinski’s, Mayakovsky’s and Pasternak’s Moscow. That city nas a character of its own
—distinctive, ancient, fascinating. Like Paris’ and Vienna. Even the mention of their names does things to your
mind. New York is only a few hundred miles away but I’ve never thought of visiting it. I might be impressed by
its massiveness once I’m there but from here it has no appeal for me. I may never go to New York. I want to go to
Russia. Do you want to go to Russia?”
“I want to go back home.”
“Oh.” She took her glasses off and put them on the table. “You Asians are so sentimental.”
“I am from South Asia,” I told her proudly.
“Although Spanish people are also sentimental,” she continued.
“You seem to be in love with Spain.”
“No.” She became sad again. “But I used to fraternize with Miro.”
“Fraternize?”
“How many people have you met on campus?” She suddenly changed the subject.
I told her that besides the Dean of the Faculty of Sciences and the old waiter, Jim, 1 hadn’t met anyone till
then.
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“It’s good you came this way and met me. I’m an extremely … useful person.” She again started talking
cheerfully. “I’m very popular in one campus group and very unpopular in another. The teaching faculty detests me
because I’m so clever. You’ll be delighted to know me. I’m a versatile personality.”
She put her glasses on and looked at me clownishly and laughed. Despite a little bewilderment, I too laughed.
When we stopped laughing, we had ceased to be strangers. I took my coat off and hung it on the hook. Then I
went and sat beside her. For a long time she talked about the university, its history, about its term activities and the
usual, interesting college events. I told her about my country and mentioned some incidents from my student
days. She seemed to listen with deep interest. It was still raining outside. Inside the room it was warm because of
the central heating. Sitting next to her and talking to her, I had an unusual sense of comfort, peace and security. In
her mildly comical manner, she talked about her close friends, of their little pleasures and problems and of the
silly tricks they played on others. At times, during her talk, she would suddenly become sad but then would again
laugh loudly. In one hour I saw her face and eyes change expression many times. At last when it became dark
outside and the rain stopped, she shrugged her shoulders and got up.
“No one’s going to come in now. Let’s go.” When I was putting on my jacket, I had completely forgotten that I
had been in Canada for only two days and that I was virtually a stranger here.
“Poor Petrovsky and his short story,” she said while folding the Russian journal. She told me that as the
manager of the common room hadn’t returned from his vacation yet, Dean Jenkins had asked four girls to look
after the place for one day per week. “Today it was my turn. Every damned person in the university seems to have
died. No one showed up in this room today. I spent the whole day carefully scattering the newspapers on the
tables to give the impression that hundreds of people had just left the room. Did you notice it?”
“You are smart,” I said. She became very happy like a child. Turning the key in the door lock, she said in a
confidential tone,
“You don’t know this, but Dean Jenkins is a terribly mean man.” Stopping on top of the stairs outside the
building, she carefully tied her crimson scarf around her hair, felt the light spray of rain on her face and uttered a
short, deep emotional laugh.
“I haven’t told you anything about the climate here. You might not have noticed there are mountains all around
on which it rains most of the time. The weather changes suddenly when we have the first rain of autumn. It
becomes cold and the leaves on the maples fall down and one has the desire to fly in the air—like this. If I had
wings, I would have flown and sat on the branch from where those leaves fell just now—like this, like this.” She
opened her arms like the wings of a bird in flight, closed her eyes and laughed.
In the twilight her skin seemed to emit rays of light and waves of fragrance. On her smooth forehead I noticed
the radiance of pleasure and her teeth seemed to shine like diamonds. One lock of hair which had escaped the
scarf touched my chin. I stood there dumbfounded.
“You are very beautiful,” I heard myself say. She let fall her spread arms slowly and said, “Really?” Not
having heard anything from me in response, she turned towards me and said, “Kiss me.”
I started blinking my eyes with embarrassment.
“Kiss me,” she said again, almost harshly.
I bent lower and kissed her forehead.
“Is that all?” she exhaled a deep breath and asked calmly.
“Certainly not,” I protested.
“Oh. I know, I know,” she said casually but with bitterness. “Despite all the companionship and the friendship
in the world that the men can get, they always have this desire to trap the woman. There is such a lack of
imagination in men: all their logic and thinking lead to the same old statement, ‘You are very beautiful.’ They say
it because they know that this creates weakness and a desire for captivity in the woman. After this the woman is
ready to become a mistress but cannot be a friend anymore. I’m sorry, Sultan Hussain, but I can only be a friend.
There! You see? Your whole problem is solved. Now you don’t have to pretend anymore. You should be thankful
to me, you know. I made it all so easy for you!”
I was silent with anger and embarrassment and kept biting my lips. She added:
“I know I’m not liked by many people because of my frankness. But those who are my friends are very close
and dear ones. It’s up to you now. You can hate me or be my friend, but that’s the way I am. Come.” She took my
hand and dragged me down the stairs. Going through the light spray of rain and jumping over the puddles in the
road, she once again started talking in her mildly jesting manner.
“I ought to bring you up-to-date on my personal accomplishments. During my first year here I wrote an article
on Dante’s Beatrice,\fn{Beatrice Portinari (so say many scholars) was the woman loved by the Italian poet Dante Alighieri (12651321), whome he met in 1274, and whom he exalted in his greatest work, The Divine Comedy.} which was greatly appreciated and
received the prize for being the year’s best critical essay. The university press published it in book form. Miro
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translated it into Spanish and sent the manuscript to a publisher in Madrid who proved to be a terribly mean
bastard and simply lost it. Anyway, it’s a remarkable article. I’ll give it to you to read. It’ll be good for your
mental growth,” she smiled.
“You said you’re having supper with the Dean tonight. Take a few tips from me. They’ll come in handy. Dean
Richards is a very mean person. He detests me and does not invite anyone to his house. Since you are the first
student from Asia—pardon me, South Asia—therefore, you’ve had this privilege. Don’t forget to say something
nice about his dog. At his door you’ll come across a stupid-looking and lazy animal the size of an elephant—that’s
his Saint Bernard. Don’t be afraid of him. And, by the way, bird-watching is the Dean’s favourite hobby. Show as
much interest in it as you can or the Dean will have a very low opinion of you. Remember these points.”
“Why did you say he hates you?” I asked.
“Well, it actually happened last year. At the end of the Christmas Ball when we crawled out of Jackson Hall the
boys insisted that we go into their residence. We sneaked in and started dancing in their lounge. They had a nude
hanging on the wall. It was around 1:00 A.M. when somepne blew the whistle on us to the Dean. You know that
we are not allowed in the boys’ residence. Anyway, we heard the Dean was on his way there. Some of us hid
behind the sofas and the others started singing carols. When the Dean came in we innocently told him that we
were just passing by and we solemnly marched out of the hall singing carols. Inside, the Dean happened to notice
the nude on the wall which angered him so much that he roared for five solid minutes. He removed it and took it
away with him. After he had left, we came back and sat and smoked in the lounge for a long while. Someone
proposed that we make a cartoon of Dean Richards and I had to make the cartoon. We hung it in place of the nude
and went back to our residence.
“The next morning some stupid bastard went and told Richards that the girls had gone back to the boys’ hostel
after he had left and that Blanca Williams had hung his cartoon on the wall. The Dean went in and saw the
cartoon. Since that day he has been annoyed with me but I am beyond his reach. But Dean Jenkins likes me.
Anyway, to be on the safe side, don’t mention to him that you met me today.
“Look, this is our chapel; some day I’ll show it to you from inside. This is our refectory where we gather twice
a day to eat poison. Byron is going to be back day after tomorrow. Do meet him; he is a divinely darling person.
This is my inn. I’ve got to go now—be seeing you sometime. Good night.”
*
The term had started three days ago. I had spent the whole day running around the different laboratories with
my professor. In the evening I came back exhausted, changed my clothes and went to the dining hall. After supper,
I sat down to write a letter to my little sister, Laila, who had lifted her head and asked me before I left home to
write her about all the people I’d meet and the places I’d visit in Canada.
It must have been around 10. I was getting ready to go to bed when I heard noises outside. There were shrill
female screams. I ran down the stairs and came out of the building. Boys had lined up on both sides of the street
to watch. At a distance, a procession of torches was coming. When they came close by, I noticed that it was a herd
of about two hundred girls in their pyjamas. The girls seemed to be in a panic and had a bewildered look on their
faces. They were running, swaying, staggering, all the while guarding their shirt collars by their hands or
arranging their hair. Some were shivering in the cold, others shrieking or crying or laughing with embarrassment.
They were encircled by the senior girls, who had torches in their hands and who were goading them on. On both
sides of the street, the boys were almost doubling over with laughter. I recognised Blanca under the light of a
torch.
“This is the pyjama parade of the Frosh,” Byron explained. “It’s an old tradition. During the first few days, the
senior girls chaperone the newcomers and make them feel safe and protected. When the newcomers start having
faith in the essential goodness of the world and start feeling at home in the university, one night someone yells
“Fire!” and the poor kids are all driven but of their beds and paraded through the campus in their pyjamas. Some
of the girls get such a severe shock that they don’t come out of their rooms for days. Actually, only the
sophomores should take part in this little show of meanness but Blanca joins the crowd every year. The professors
don’t approve of this childishness in her. She even takes Jane along with her on such adventures. That’s Jane
there, behind Blanca. She’s studying library science. We’re getting married as soon as she graduates.”
The procession had passed but we kept standing on the roadside, talking. A big moon was up and it was a cool,
clear and crisp autumn night. Maple leaves fell around us. I had met Byron four days ago. He was a postgrad
student in economics and one of Blanca’s good friends. He seemed a handsome, decent and, in general, a solid
kind of fellow. His parents had come from Ireland and had settled in Canada. He talked about Dublin, which he
still remembered a little, with nostalgia and passion, as all of us talk about the beautiful and dream-laden places of
our childhood.
But that night while talking to Byron on the roadside, when I still had the vigour of early youth in me, I did not
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know that things one felt proud of or took delight in, things like youth or beauty or goodness, were so fragile. I
was not aware that it was so easy for them to be lost or forgotten, like last year’s fallen leaves or like the absent
faces of the loved ones, and to disappear forever in the flowing water of the stream.
*
In the middle of the month it was time for the Autumn Ball. Byron asked me why I did not think of inviting
Blanca to it. “I do not know if she would like to go. And then I really do not know how to dance.”
“So far as I know, she isn’t going steady with anybody these days. Why don’t you ask her anyway?” Byron
said.
I phoned her. She apologized that she had already promised to go with another boy. She said she did not know
that I was interested or she would have kept herself free, etc., etc.
Byron shrugged his shoulders and laughed. “Don’t worry. I’ll find a girl for you.”
But before the evening Blanca called. “Sultan of South Asia, I’ve found a queen for you,” she said. “Don’t you
dare say no to me. She’s a beautiful and elegant first-year girl. Pick her up from the hostel tomorrow. She’s a
brunette. Introduce yourself to her. Her name is Isabella.”
Autumn has a hundred colours in western Canada. Before they fall, the leaves change from yellow to crimson
to black. Jackson Hall, during the evening of the ball, had little flags of all those shades and was brightly lit. For
half an hour before the dance, Isabella kept teaching me the elementary dance steps on the slippery ballroom
floor. Then we got tired and sat down and tried to indulge in some light-hearted conversation. She had wavy black
hair and deep brown eyes; her face was covered with freckles. With a little effort she could have managed to be
ravishing but she preferred to look serious and more sincere than attractive. She was studying English literature,
with which I had nothing to do. Our conversation could not go on for a long time. In a short while we found
ourselves quietly holding our drinks in our hands and from the corner table wearily watching the couples dancing
their ridiculous dances and laughing loudly. Byron passed by us a couple of times dancing with Jane. No one had
approached Isabella for a dance yet but she was content for she was one of the very few frosh girls who had come
with someone to the dance. For the frosh, the Autumn Ball was an occasion for general introduction, so most of
the girls had come alone and were standing by the walls in groups of twos and fours. Similarly, the first-year boys
were also sitting in groups and were staring at the girls. Whenever a noisy dance tune was played, urged by the
collective courage of the crowd, they would all rise and approach the girls, mumble a few words while blushing
ail over their faces, and would start dancing with any girl who happened to be near.
On the whole, the scene was extremely funny. Within an hour or so, most of the couples had been formed and
were laughing heartily in the excitement of their newly-found friendships. I was getting ready to make another
effort to talk to Isabella when someone touched me on the shoulder.
“May I have the honor of a dance with you?” Blanca asked, half in jest, half seriously. I was astonished to see
her. She had shiny blond hair. After having blinked my eyes for a few seconds in confusion, I formally sought
Isabella’s permissjon and we came onto the floor.
“Stop staring at my hair that way. I like to colour it.”
“Oh!”
“If there were a way of changing the colour of my eyes, I would’ve done that too!”
“The original colour of your hair was all right.”
“Oh! I’m extremely sorry. I did an improper and indecent thing, and without your permission. Next time I must
get your written consent.”
“I did not mean that.”
“What else did you mean?” she said casually but with confidence. “You can dance quite well!”
“Oh, I just had a lesson from Isabella.”
“Isabella? Oh yes, you didn’t tell me, did you like her?”
“Very much!”
“She’s a nice girl.”
“Very nice.”
“Intelligent.”
“Yes, yes. Very intelligent,” I said irritably.
For a moment she stopped to look at me and then dragged me into the darkened corridor.
“Are you mad at me?” She lifted her eyes towards me.
“No.”
“Do you want to kiss me?”
“No.”
“Want to kiss Isabella?”
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“No, no,” I said angrily.
“Why not?”
“It is not customary where I come from.”
She looked dejected.
“That’s why you are so emotional and temperamental.” She added sadly, “Miro was like you too. You people
create complications. I’m afraid of temperamental people.”
“Because you are equally temperamental.”
She seemed terrified and looked at me apprehensively. I noticed that she staggered slightly but then steadied
herself. From the tall windows, along with the intense light that filtered through the glass, a noise compounded of
music, talk, laughter and dragging feet could be heard. She stood with her back to the railing and kept on blinking
furiously. Before long the look in her eyes had once again the same abnormal gleam and mockery which enabled
her to make fun of all the world and which had made me lose my head for a while. Suddenly, she stood on tip-toe
and put her arms around my neck. She pulled my face down, kissed me on the lips and then ran inside.
When I came back into the.hall, Isabella was not at the table. I did not bother to find her. It was during that
evening that I realised the extent of Blanca’s popularity. I tried at least a dozen times to dance with her. I was
usually unable to reach her or if 1 did manage to dance a few steps with her, some one would invariably tap
me\fn{On the shoulder; it was called “cutting in,” and it has probably fallen out of fashion .} and force me unwillingly to step
back and hand her over. Isabella was continually dancing with another boy. Once, passing by me, she stopped to
introduce him to me. The short bespectacled boy with pointed ears smiled amicably. I was extremely happy to see
them together. The fast, noisy dance was on its last notes and many tired, dragging feet seemed to be straining to a
waltz-a slow, smooth, graceful, difficult and romantic waltz. Seeing the waltzers gliding over the floor one had the
feeling that there was no other dance in the world like it.
I was astonished to notice an uncertain, irrational anger against Blanca curling and twisting within me. I would
try to curb it time after time and would forget it for a while. In her constantly smiling and mocking eyes there was
a deeply sealed, challenging, provocative and maddening mystery. Her popularity and her temperamental
inconstancy also hinted at the same mystery. The curve of her smiling lips showed a mute contempt which seemed
to say to everyone: I know you; you’re powerless before me; you can’t escape me.
Coats and jackets were put on amid loud goodbyes, Outside, the night felt cold and desolate. Car doors were
being opened and shut. I came out of the hall with my hand on Isabella’s arm. On the roadside, Blanca stood with
her friends.
“Hi, Blanca. Good night,” I tried to sneak away.
She put her hand on my arm.
“Don’t involve yourself with people, Sultan Hussain, or you’ll be trapped in the labyrinth. Freedom is the real
thing.”
“Really?” I said, without a thought. The last loud laughs of the night were heard, the last kisses given—kisses
which will fall down one by one like maple leaves and will be left here; laughter which will freeze in the darkness
of the night. The kisses and the laughter will always be remembered and will keep us young for a long time but
finally they will all become part of the running water of the stream.
“Good night, Sultan.”
“Good night, Blanca.”
“Good night. Thanks very much.”
“Good night. Good night. Good night.”
*
I became fully immersed in my studies. Once or twice I tried to call Blanca but she was not in. On weekends or
on holidays Byron and I would go to the nearby mountains for long strolls in the forests. The forest was quiet and
colorful. During those afternoons, I came to know that, besides being a student of economics, Byron was also a
philosopher of sorts and that he had been going through a quest but hadn’t been able to find himself. Once during
our walk he said,
“Blanca’s a very abnormal girl. Her art lies in hiding her personality and she does it so well that she never lets
anyone really understand her. There’s a great disparity between what she professes and does. At one time, even I
was going crazy about her. But she didn’t let me go on and said, ‘Byron, you know we can be such good friends if
you get over these absurd ideas. You’re such a sweet person.” After that I recovered. Now she’s my dearest friend.
No one can understand her by being too close to her. It’s useless.”
The calm and beautiful forest, the sunny afternoons, the sense of a growing companionship are all milestones
in my life.
Then Byron disappeared for a few days. One Sunday Blanca called,
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“Sultan! Byron has plunged headlong into art. He’s hiding in the apartment of some artist friend downtown.
Even I don’t know where he is. Jane says this is supposed to be his last ceffort at self-discovery. Poor David
Fitzgerald Byron.”
I invited her to come for a walk that afternoon in the forest. She agreed after a little hesitation. The forest was
peaceful and as enchanting as ever and bright sunlight fell on the leaf-covered paths. Blanca talked continually in
her unique, lighthearted, joking, somewhat sad manner. She spoke of her activities during the past few days.
“I’m sure Byron is going to find himself one day. Only then will he be able to do anything meaningful.”
“Why do you people insist on making yourselves and your lives so mysterious?” I asked irritably.
“Mystery, my dear friend, is extremely necessary,” she laughed mockingly. “We are mean people—all of us.
There’s a great weakness within us, a great dishonesty. To hide it and to preserve our charm we need a lot of
mystery. All right?”
We came out of the old section of the forest and entered the forest of thin, young, adolescent trees. The layer of
young, dead leaves on the paths was thin and cold. The sun shone brightly through the trees denuded by autumn
frost and chill. Blanca jumped up onto a big stone and sat there comfortably.
“In a few days it’ll start snowing and this spell is going to break. Then all places will become alike. The spell
of autumn is so short-lived. All spells are short-lived. Did you try to get in touch with me?”
“Yes, three times during the last fortnight.”
“Why?”
“Well, I wanted to see you.”
“Wanted to see me,” she repeated without thinking.
“You were busy. You are always busy.”
She noted the tone of my voice and almost in fright put her hand on my arm. “You haven’t started loving me,
have you?”
“No. Never.” I said obstinately. “I am not that stupid.”
“In that case it’s all right,” she laughed. “In that case we can be friend. People fall in love with me without
even asking me.”
“You are presumptuous,” I said in bitterness.
“But it’s the truth,” she laughed again. “Everyone falls in love with me. You know why? Because I’m different,
different from all those girls they know. It’s not their fault but neither is it mine. And let me tell you another thing.
You may try to provoke me as much as you want but I’m not going to lose my temper. Even if you had called me
a liar, I wouldn’t have minded. I’ve heard worse things than that but I’m still friendly with the world.”
“I don’t know,” I kept sitting with a wry expression on my face.
“Listen, Sultan, if you can’t stand me anymore, I can go back/”
“No, no,” I felt mortified. “I was thinking of other things.”
She smiled and then started talking in her peculiar, cutting, mean and inexplicable manner.
*
After that we went many times for walks in the forest. Often Byron and Jane would join us too and after our
walk we would go downtown and have coffee or ice cream in our favourite restaurant, The Dragon. When one of
us had the money, we would even have our meals there. Byron had grown a beard now and music had become his
newest passion. He had become negligent in his studies and Jane had begun worrying about his condition. We
often had to comfort her and give assurances about Byron. She was an extremely nice and sweet girl, which was
why I often felt annoyed at Byron and wanted to punch him in the face for treating her in that fashion. The first
snow of the season had fallen but we kept going out on our walks. During those days I must have been trying
unconsciously to discover meaning in Blanca’s life. By looking closely at her gestures and habits, I was trying to
solve the puzzle of her character. I was not aware then that I had gradually unknowingly fallen in love with her.
This I knew a lot later.
*
The Christmas Ball was held a day before the winter holidays. I asked Blanca to go with me but she evaded the
invitation.
“Then who are you going with?” I insisted. After a little thinking, she said, “With Michael.”
“Congratulations,” I said and left.
That evening she phoned. “Are you mad at me, Sultan? I’m really sorry I can’t go with you this time either but,
you see, Michael is a very sensitive boy. If I refuse him, he’s going to be dejected. I understand people. But listen,
I’ve talked to my mother. Why don’t you come with me and spend your Christmas at our house? You are not
going anywhere else, are you?”
“Are you sure your family will not object to it?” I asked.
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“Don’t be stupid. My mother has especially invited you. We’ll leave by tomorrow evening’s train. O.K.?”
Although I was feeling miserable that she had decided to go to the Ball with Michael, I gladly accepted the
invitation to spend Christmas at her home.
Towards the end of the dance she told me to pick her up at 6:00 P.M. the next day.
“Don’t oversleep or we’ll miss the train. The rest I’ll tell you on the way.” The evening concluded amid loud
outcries of Merry Christmas. It was snowing outside.
Next morning Byron came in and while I was packing my suitcase he told me that Blanca had left by the
morning train.
For a few seconds I kept standing and staring at the wall. Then I called her hostel on the phone. Jane confirmed
the news.
“No, Sultan. There is no message for you. Were you expecting any?”
ImpolItely, I hung up the phone on her. I was going crazy with anger. But what could I do now, I thought,
except unpack the bag and spread the things in the room. That was exactly what I did.
Byron peered into my room in the afternoon and couldn’t believe his eyes.
“What’s all this about?”
“Yes, sir,” I roared. “The dressing table was naked so I covered it with my pajamas. My shoes had dirty teeth
so I gave them the tooth paste and the brush. The table lamp needed some shoe polish so I polished it. The rest of
the things were O.K. and at their proper places. You need not worry about them. It is none of your business,
anyway. It is my room. You can get lost now.”
He looked at everything strangely and walked out. Then I lifted the window pane and punched into the little
hill of snow that had formed on the ledge. The brittle needles of snow splashed all around. It had been snowing
continuously. The whole world looked white as milk. Long live White Christmas. Get the hell out, Merry
Christmas. I shut the Merry Christmas out and pulled the windows down. Tiny, obstinate, soundless flakes of
snow kept hitting the glass.
The next day I received a short letter from her in which she had written that she was fully aware that it was
extremely impolite of her to have run away without informing me but there were a number of reasons for her
sudden departure. It was better for both of us, she said, that I did not know those reasons. She had mentioned that
she had a fight with her mother. I tore the letter into pieces and threw them into the garbage can.
Anyway, I spent Christmas Eve at my professor’s house. In the days that followed, I underwent a severe fit of
depression. It was then that I realised that I had fallen desperately in love with her. For a little while I was shocked
to know that.
*
One day, when classes resumed after the break, I saw her coming out of the library. I had made up my mind
that I was not going to talk to her but she greeted me as if nothing had happened.
“Hello, Sultan! How’ve you been all these days? I missed you. I missed all my friends. You look so very
healthy. Canadian winter seems to have suited you," she said all this with perfect casualness.
“It is snowing hard, isn’t it,” I said.
“We'll eat at The Dragon today. I’m very rich these days and we’ll talk there. I’ve a lot to tell you. Would you
like to come?”
For fear that she might change her mind, I accepted her invitation. My anger and irritation seemed to have
dissolved instantly. She looked beautiful in her duffel coat and crimson scarf. I smiled to see her so close to me.
This was how it always happened and with everybody. All the boys who went around slandering her on
campus would start grinning at the first opportunity they had of being near her.
That evening we sat facing each other across the table at The Dragon. The lightness of mood that I felt in the
morning had entirely disappeared and bitterness had taken its place. For the past hour and a half neither of us had
uttered a word. Now we were waiting for coffee.
“Did you get my letter?” she asked at last.
“Yes.”
“And you’re still mad at me?”
“No. How was your Christmas?”
“Oh, it was un—”
“Why do you always choose Christmas time to have a fight with your mother?”
“Sultan,” she held her breath and said, “are you implying that I lied to you?”
“What can I do even if you did?”
“Damn you,” she yelled. But then she saw me blinking my eyes and smiled. “You had to use that last weapon.
You people exhaust your resources so quickly. It was my fault, of course, but if you wanted you could’ve forgiven
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me.”
“Bianca, you—”
“This is what comes of too much involvement with people.”
“Listen to me,” I bent forward and said harshly. “You do not seem to understand. You—”
“Sh, sh,” she put her finger on her lips and got up. The people at the tables around had started observing us. At
the counter, she wanted to pay the bill but I jerked her hand down politely. I paid the bill and walked out of the
restaurant.
Coming out of the warm interior of the restaurant, the freezing air hit us hard on the face and tiny flakes of
snow started sticking to our eyelids. We wrapped our heads and faces against the cold and walked quietly around
town in the snowstorm. She was leading me through a part of town I wasn’t familiar with.
“Where are you taking me?” I asked.
“Just follow me,” she said. She picked some snow off the branches of a birch and put it into her mouth.
At last she stopped in front of a door which was opened by a girl after Blanca had rung the bell twice. The girl
looked at Blanca, uttered a shriek and hugged her. Then she realised that I, too, was there and came towards me.
“I’m Anna,” she extended her hand informally. Then she turned to Blanca and said, “Everybody’s in the basement.” She was wearing a tight-fitting tapered pair of jeans and a loose grey pullover. She had dull brown hair and
she wore glasses. Her appearance disheartened me. We followed her into the basement. It was a small room which
was filled with cigarette and cigar smoke on which I began to choke and cough.
When I recovered, I noticed that a couple of boys and girls were talking to Blanca. I glanced at the room and
had a reeling sensation. The room had almost every worldly thing in it: broken furniture, musical instruments,
books, empty beer bottles and cigarette packets, dirty laundry, old shoes, tom socks, used toilet accessories,
broken tennis racquets aud dirty dishes which seemed to have been used frequently without being washed—all
piled up almost to the ceiling. Every inch of the small family room had been occupied by these things or by the
people. Among the people in the room, there were filthy-looking young men, whose faces were unshaved. Their
clothes were baggy and unkempt. Some wore thick eyeglasses through which they would observe people with an
owl-like, impersonal stare but would then smile in a perfectly delighted and friendly manner. There were also girls
who had left their hair hanging loose hair which seemed untouched by the hairdresser’s hands—and who sat on
the tables smoking. In one comer of the room a young man was playing on bongo drums; another one was reading
a poem from a piece of paper in his hand, while a third one was watching both of them silently. A fourth one had
his back towards all of them and was trying to blow into a trumpet. In the centre of the room, some people were
sitting around a table, drinking beer and arguing over something. Next to another wall, a young girl was gazing
into a vacuum with limpid eyes. The cigarette between her fingers had long since turned to ash. In another corner,
Byron was playing on the piano.
The noise was deafening. Blanca was part of the crowd around the centre table. She was heatedly discussing
some issue while one boy was trying his best to kiss her. The whole scene was extremely disgusting to me. I went
to Byron and stood by his side.
“Beethoven!” He lifted his head and said, “The prophet of music.”
“Hum,” I nodded with understanding.
“I’ve finished the Moonlight Sonata. This is a snatch from The Fifth Symphony. There’s nothing in the world
like Beethoven’s music. I’ve heard my call.”
“Hum,” I nodded again.
“Stop agreeing with me so much. Have you heard your call yet?”
“No,” I laughed with sudden embarrassment. “Blanca brought me here.”
“Jane doesn’t want me to be here,” he said sadly. “Probably you don’t like Blanca to be here either. But you
can’t understand. You get entangled in trifles. Small people.”
I felt sorry for him. His beard was filthy.
In the meantime a number of young men started to talk to me in their casual and easy manner but left because I
did not respond. I turned and saw that the young man who was trying to kiss Blanca was now dancing with her to
the tune of the trumpet and bongo drums while the others where standing around them and keeping time by
clapping. Blanca was laughing with wild abandon. The girl next to the wall mumbled something but no one was
paying her any attention. Byron and I joined those who were clapping.
Two hours later when Blanca and I came out into the street I took a deep breath and thanked God for fresh air.
In the darkness of the alley Blanca spread her arms and said,
“All these people are my friends. I’m part of the whole world. All of us are.”
It had stopped snowing. The wind had subsided and suddenly it did not seem cold at all. It was so pleasant that
we undid the buttons of our heavy coats. The shops had long since been shut but the lights in the show windows
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were still on. We kept moving and watching the windows.
“Look at this white fur. Do you know that this is the real, rare mink? In two years’ time I’m going to marry a
millionaire. Then I’ll have all these furs in my wardrobe. I’ll walk by people like you with my nose in the air. If
you become a millionaire within the next two years, do let me know. O.K.?” she laughed. “These are Cezanne’s
famous apples. I feel hungry. Six thousand seven hundred and eighty-two; he painted that many apples! I wonder
how many he ate.”
At every step I heard her exhilarating, youthful, deep and brusque laughter. We were exhausted by the time we
reached the campus, which was all uphill. It was warm and almost close there. We took our coats off, spread them
on the stairs of the girls’ hostel and sat on them. The night had the smell of newly-fallen snow in it.
After a while she started talking.
“I often tell lies, Sultan, but I hadn’t lied when I wrote to you. My mother has a very limited knowledge of
geography. When I told her about you, she was actually delighted because I’ve never asked anyone to come to my
place before. That evening she mentioned this to my father, who told her that Pakistan is in Asia. That was what
started the trouble.”
“The trouble?”
“Yes. She realised that you’re … you’re …” she stopped.
“That I am what?”
“That you’re … you know," and she stopped again.
“That I am black?”
She heaved a long sigh.
“That you’re Asian. That night. I called her again and insisted on bringing you with me. She said that she
didn’t have anything against your race or color and that she was doing everything for my own good. She said the
boys around there might take exception to my going out with an Asian and it might not be good for my future. I
hung up on her and left by the morning train. I didn't want you to be part of the family argument.”
“Do the boys, I mean the white boys, really feel …”
“Of course they do. They may not show it but they certainly don’t like white girls going out with boys from
other countries. Often these girls, the poor creatures, are totally ostracised. I’ve seen it happen before.”
“And you, how do you feel about it?”
“I don’t give a damn. I’m part of the whole world.”
“Still, you cannot avoid being influenced by …” I started to speak but she kept on talking.
“I believe that we share each other’s lives. That’s why I went downtown with you today. Dozens of boys
must’ve seen us together, all those who want to make love to me. But I don’t give a damn for anyone of them. I
want to be free. If I feel like it, I’ll go and marry a black guy. What can they do ? I’m used to being slandered. Oh,
they’ll forget after a while. People do forget, you know. I took you downtown to my friends so that you may know
what it means to be an outcast and to be rejected. Those people have been called the scum of the earth and have
been accused of being filthy, lazy and atheistic. But did you notice, my dear friend,” she smiled gently, “that
they’re the only people around here who are really trying to see life in its true form? Who have given up religion,
society and civilisation in order to find their own way in life? Well, they may have gone about it the wrong way
and they may even fail but they’re the only ones who are making any effort. They’re the only really free people in
the world and I’m one of them. I can’t accept limitations. I don’t want to belong to any person. I want to be free.”
She stood up and spread her arms like the wings of a bird and repeated, “I want to be free!”
Then she suddenly sat down. “Do you want to see my room, Sultan? Come, let’s go up.”
“But how?”
“Everyone’s asleep now. I’ve the key to the outside door. Let me go and check.”
Quietly she opened the door and went in. I kept sitting there almost dumbfounded. A little later she peeped out
of the door and motioned me to come in. I left my coat where it lay and followed her in. Inside it was warm and
comfortable. We went up the stairs stealthily and entered her room. As soon as she had bolted the door, she almost
doubled over with laughter and her face reddened in the effort to :suppress it. Her body kept shaking with that
quiet laughter for a few minutes. At that moment she seemed like a bright-eyed, six-year-old girl who was
planning with someone her age to steal the cake when all the grown-ups were asleep.
“If anyone knows of your presence here, we’ll both be expelled from the university,” she said. “Such things
give me a great sense of freedom and adventure. You’re the second person who’s come into my room. The other
one was Miro. Sit down.”
I kept standing in the middle of the room. She had hung ugly looking pieces of wood on all four walls.
“This is driftwood. I collect it. Do you?”
“No.”
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“Do you want to have this piece?” She took one small piece of wood off the wall and passed it on to me.
“Come on, take it. This is my most precious piece. Last year I picked it up on the shore of the Atlantic. Take this
one too. See how beautiful it is!” She brought down another piece and gave it to me.
Then she stood facing me. She put her hands on my shoulders and said, “Kiss me.” Her eyes glittered with a
strange kind of light. I bent down and kissed her gently on the corner of her lips.
Then something happened to me. I felt as if my brain had caught fire. I threw the two pieces of wood onto the
floor, held her by her shoulders and yelled, “I am not a child, Blanca. Don’t give me your toys to play with. I am
not your friend either. I love you, don’t you understand?”
She was stunned for a few seconds by my raised voice. Then she suddenly put her hand on my lips, pulled me
to the door and pushed me out. From behind the closed door I could hear her sobbing.
I came downstairs quietly and out of the building. It had started snowing again. In the peaceful white night I
stood by my coat and listened to the beating of my heart in my temples.
*
After that it snowed heavily. The houses, trees, the earth and sky seemed to have been painted milky white. I
would drink coffee and work in the lab or in my room the whole day. My fellowship was for just that term and I
had to finish my thesis within the next few months. Piles of books which I had borrowed from the library used to
lie on my chair, table and boxes. In that cold and colorless life studying seemed to be my only reason for living.
But it so happened that that cold and colorless life cured me of my sickness. At times, while working in the lab, I
would distinctly feel the presence of a desire within me but then I would heave a sigh of relief mixed with regret
and get busy with the microscope. Within a month, I was firmly back on my feet, emotionally.
We still met quite often. Once or twice a month Byron, Jane, Blanca and I would gather around our favourite
table in The Dragon or join the others in raising hell in the university union meeting or would go skiing, but it
wasn’t the same as before. The agony and restlessness of the burning desire had ended and had been replaced by a
mild regret, a deep sense of contentment and a desire for simple but enduring companionship. Now Blanca and I
were really equal and were happy about it.
Neither of us ever mentioned that night’s incident again. Byron had emerged out of his fit of madness, he had
shaved off his beard and was now studying music seriously and maturely. He was now at peace with Jane. Blanca
was still as beautiful and unpredictable as ever.
Nevertheless, there seemed to be some mystery about her entire personality which used to bother me. I never
did feel completely free of her, for the enigma of her being would often keep my mind occupied. But I did not
take any active steps towards solving the puzzle.
Spring came a couple of months later. All the snow melted and the smell of new flowers was in the air. Three
weeks before the prom I had an attack of influenza and was moved to the campus infirmary. One day Blanca came
to visit me. She had a bouquet of white flowers in her hand.
“These are for you. Kiss them,” she said.
I smiled and thanked her and put the flowers on my pillow. She sat facing me on the bed and started talking
about the normal affairs of her daily life. I hadn’t shaved for a week and looked and felt weak. While listening to
her I closed my eyes a few times. Once when I opened my eyes I saw that she was watching me intently.
“When do you go home, Sultan?”
“A month from today.”
“Your thesis finished yet?”
“Almost.”
She leaned forward on the bed and said, “I want to go with you to the prom.”
“If you want to.”
“Will you do something for me?”
“What?”
“Grow your beard.”
I started laughing.
“Don’t laugh. I am serious. Let it grow like this for a few days and then get it trimmed as Byron did.
Remember? Then I’ll go with you and give you a surprise.”
“You, too, will grow a beard?”
“No, but I can’t tell you now. Anyway, believe me, the beard’ll look good on you. Will you do it for me?”
After a bit of thinking and for old times sake, I agreed.
*
The day before the dance she took me downtown. We were on our way back after ice creams and coffee when
she stopped before a barber shop and said, “Go in. This is John’s shop. He’s our hairdresser. Everything is
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arranged. He’ll trim your beard and colour it. And if you say no I’ll start crying right here.”
Within an hour my face became someone else’s.
“Now you look like George V.”
John patted me on the back. I paid him and came out of the shop.
Seeing me Blanca almost jumped with pleasure. But I was really stunned. She had thin dark streaks in her
glittering silver gray hair and she had a new hair style which made her look like a twelve-year-old boy.
At the dance we were the center of a lot of attention. She had to dance with innumerable men and I danced
with many girls. Once, while we were dancing, we came face to face. Despite the heat of the dance and the
ludicrousness of our appearances, we did not do anything that might have been expected of us. Instead, we
dropped our gaze and, as if we were doing things according to a pre-arranged plan, came out of the hall into the
semi-dark corridor. The iron railing seemed to shine in the dim light.
“How far is your home from here?”
“Eight thousand miles.”
She kept leaning on the railing. The lights in the hall were being turned off one by one. Finally only the
chandelier in the center remained lit. She lifted her head and looked towards me.
“Do you know what, Sultan? We’ll travel thousands of miles in our lives but perhaps will never be able to
cover those eight thousand miles. I want to have a long talk with you.”
A little later we were roaming the city streets. She felt ill at ease in The Dragon and walked out. I suggested a
number of places along the way where we could have stopped but she kept moving on. It seemed as if she wanted
to tire herself down before finally taking a rest. But she stopped before a half-open iron gate.
We were in front of the hockey stadium where only two days ago our university team had played an important
match. The spectators had been extremely rowdy and reports of their hooliganism had reached Dean Jenkins. We
went into the dimly-lit stadium. There were about twenty thousand empty seats around us. Only one light was on
in the center, which made a small circle of light on the shiny surface of ice beneath it. A few workers were
shoveling away the ice and leveling the surface for the next game. They lifted their heads and saw us but went on
working. We climbed the steps and sat down in the darkest seats in the last row. The vast emptiness of the stadium
was awesome and the two of us seemed like a couple of homeless beggars. Here, where we had always seen a
noisy, throbbing and rolling ocean of people, it was dark and quiet, and an immense and dreadful sense of
loneliness surrounded us. In the centre of the ice a few shabbily dressed old men were leaving and entering that
tiny circle of light and were talking in their heavy and sad voices. We sat silently for a long while.
Blanca, who was intently looking at the small circle of light, finally straightened up with a slight shiver.
“Miro learnt to play hockey here,” she said.
“You do remember him a lot, don’t you?” I asked but without a trace of malice or jealousy in my voice.
“We used to be very friendly with each other.”
“He must have been very special!”
She kept staring at the circle of light.
“Miro was begotten during the Spanish Civil War.\fn{ July 17, 1936-April 1, 1939.} His parents met each other
while they were fighting against Franco's army. They loved and married during the war and Miro was born in a
cave. Both of them got killed and Miro was brought up by an old soldier. When he was fifteen, that soldier died
too, but before dying he told Miro all he knew about Miro’s parents, Miro was a very determined person. He used
to say to me, ‘I don’t know much about my past and I don’t want to know. All I know is that I want to become a
journalist.’
“In those days I used to be mad about him. He was the first man in my life and I used to be frightened of him
because he was capable of ruining me. But he said, ‘If you want to be happy in life, girl, learn to make friends
with the world. The rest is irrelevant.’ After that I became a little confident and got over my fear of him. But I
didn’t have his will or determination. He was able to forget his past but I never could.”
“You mean Miro?”
She smiled sadly.
“No, who cares about Miro. He was just a symbol.”
“A symbol?”
I stared at her, wide-eyed. But she kept on talking in a sad monotone.
“My parents had three sons in the first years of their marriage. They wanted a girl but then my mother fell ill
and the doctor said that she couldn’t have any more babies. They were well-off so they went to a home and
brought back the prettiest girl they could find there. I was told all that when I was in high school. Because I was
the youngest and the only girl in the house, my brothers spoiled me a lot. I used to get more pocket money than
they and was pampered by everybody. One day when my brothers were out, my father called me to him. My
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mother sat there too and looked pale. My father said he thought it was their moral duty to tell me everything. So
he did but he withheld one little detail. He said that my parents were poor Britishers who had migrated to Canada
and that a few days after my birth they had been killed in a traffic accident. I was sad when I heard about my
actual parents but my father said, ‘Every child’s birth is of an accidental nature. You should be happy you were
chosen out of hundreds to be part of this family, to be loved by them.’
“I became happy. They had done their duty and forgot about it. But I never could. Since that day I’ve been to a
dozen psychiatrists but only found out that the psychiatrists are presumptuous if not downright stupid. That day
my parents planted a fear in my mind which no one has been able to take out. Actually nothing really changed in
my life. My brothers kept on pampering me and I went on being the special person I was in that family. But after
that day I could never for a moment convince myself that I was the same person who had gone on living with that
family for sixteen years.
“My parents never tried to understand me or know about my fears. Perhaps they didn’t think it was necessary.
My father’s working hours kept on increasing from eight to ten to twelve hours so that we could keep up with the
Joneses. Religion tells us to love our neighbours. Well, we were busy loving them because that’s the standard way
of loving in our country. Our neighbours bought a big, new Olds;\fn{ Oldsmobile; no longer manufacture.} the main
purpose in my father’s life from then on was to buy an Olds. My father was a very successful man. One day he
noticed that he had everything that the neighbours had and that he was better off than they. So he decided to leave
the house and move to a better district. Instead of taking it easy there, he increased his working hours because we
were worse off than all our new neighbours and had to keep up with them.
“I’m not telling you anything from The Thousand and One Nights. This is what happens here. The individual is
gradually destroyed while society becomes stronger. At the end of the year, statistics tell us that we’re the most
advanced country in the world; that we’ve the maximum per capita income; that we’re feeding ourselves on the
best food in the world and that we’re moving on and on. Only the Lord knows to what.
“Oh, I’m sorry. I got side-tracked. What I was trying to say was that my parents didn’t have time for me. They
had filled their home with all kinds of luxuries and were sure that their kids were the most fortunate ones in the
world. Perhaps they weren’t wrong. But I became a different person. Earlier, I used to be cynical about everything
and everybody. Now I was afraid of my parents and brothers and felt I owed them favours. I felt that I had no
right to be with them. Earlier, they used to find ways of cheering me up. Now I did that. I’d do silly things to
make them happy and would feel satisfied. Perhaps I had suddenly grown up or grown old. I had to wear a mask
to hide my shame, guilt and embarrassment. No one even bothered to know if I had changed. No one had time.
They had all done their duty; only mine was left.
“One day I took Robert into my confidence. He was my classmate and a good friend. We pretended to be
married and went to the home. We told them we wanted to adopt a child and had come to make inquiries. We
looked at the files and met some children. I sought out the oldest matron in the place and showed her a picture of
myself as a child. I asked her if she knew that girl. She observed the picture closely, then looked at me
suspiciously and said, ‘Why do you ask?’ I told her that that girl was my friend and had died a year ago. She
didn’t seem pleased to hear that. She said that the home should have been officially notified of her death and ran
towards the office to check her files.
“In her panic she mentioned that she still remembered the girl. Seventeen years ago, she’d been brought to her.
One winter morning she was found shivering on a, park bench outside town. No one knew anything about her
parents.
“That evening the matron came to our house and I was exposed. As a punishment I wasn’t allowed to leave my
room for a week or to talk to anyone. But I couldn’t care less. I hated everyone. My guilt was burning me up. I
realised that only a lie had kept us together for so long. The same lie had now pulled us apart and had given me
the courage to confront them. All their acts of indulgence and love seemed to me to be tremendous favors they’d
done me and I felt indebted to them for having raised me. The thought that no one wanted me to be born, that my
birth was a sin that was exposed publicly, that God created me in his own image and was ashamed of it, that I was
pitied and raised like a Siamese cat or a fox terrier who doesn’t deserve any favors and is taught to be grateful for
them when he receives them—that thought burnt me up.
“But I couldn’t do anything. It wasn’t my fault. It wasn’t anybody’s fault.
“Then I went off to university. So far my parents have spent about ten thousand dollars on my education.
That’s another guilt which haunts me. I want to pay them back, every penny of it. Only then I’ll be really free.
Last summer I worked as a waitress in a little restaurant. The truck drivers and filthy-looking workers used to
poke their fingers in my ribs but I kept on working because I had this urge to earn money and be free. Once I
dreamt that I had wings on my shoulders and that I was flying up and down in the sky. At first I was below the
clouds but then I flew through them and emerged above them. I could see an uneven floor of clouds under me and
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a beautiful blue vastness above. It was wonderfully quiet and I could glide noiselessly anywhere I wanted to in
that vastness. I felt so free and happy that I started crying and yelled, ‘This sky is mine!’
“It was years ago that I had that dream. I still long for it. Every night I pray for that dream but I’ve never had it
again. At home I was two people. Here I’m three or four; I don’t know how many. I used to be scared of men and
suspicious of everyone who came near me because I thought he’d destroy me, although actually no man has ever
done me any harm. I put on dozens of disguises to escape men’s attention. I’ve learnt the art of talking—I can talk
on any subject under the sky and make a lot of sense. I keep the tone and inflection of my voice under perfect
control. I can talk about books, music, campus scandals with a great deal of sophistication.
“All the while when I’m talking, I’m sure I’ve my handsome and perceptive listener under my spell and it’s up
to me to keep him or leave him and break his heart. I also know that he has superior intellect and that if he comes
near me he’ll get rid of me. He shouldn’t be allowed to know the truth. This helps me stabilise my position. So I
decide to put all my art and talents to use to have him under my power and, if I choose, ruin him before he has a
chance of doing it to me. That’s my armour and my life. The pity of it is that I’m fully aware of all this. I’ve never
been able to make friends with the world.
“I don’t want you to think that you’re the priest and I’m here for a confession. I’ve met the priests too. They’re
idiots. They memorize their lesson and, like me, put on a disguise. That’s why they’re so ineffective. I’m telling
you all this because you’re going home and we may never see each other again. I don’t want you to go on
imagining crazy things about us here. We’re very nice people. We’ve created a strong arid healthy society and are
proud of it. I don’t know, perhaps no one can do anything about anyone else’s problems.”
I was trying hard to come out of the spell of her voice and the sound of her words.
“I was fortunate,” she continued, “that no one except Miro ever influenced me and Miro did me a great favour
in not coming close to me. But I’m still afraid of the man who’ll one day have power over me, whom I won’t be
able to resist. What’ll I do then?”
“I do not know, Blanca.” I cleared my throat. “I do not know what you will do.”
She seemed scared.
“Blanca,” I cleared my throat again, “once I told you that it is not customary to kiss one’s girl friends where I
come from but …” and I stopped.
She looked at me lovingly and smiled sadly. “Want to break the custom?” Then she closed her eyes and lifted
her face towards me.
When we were coming out of the stadium, the workers at the gate looked curiously and mockingly at our
appearance. On our way to the campus we did not say anything to each other.
*
Then the last and the most recent scene appears, one which is the deepest and the sharpest in my memory. We
are at a small railway station of a university town. My luggage has been put into the train and I have a green ticket
in my hand. “When I tour the world with my orchestra,” Byron, says, “I’ll visit your country and give a special
performance for your family. The Royal Command Performance.”
Blanca says, “Don’t look so sad. I’ll come to see you one day. My ship will anchor at the port in your country.”
Jane simply stands there quietly and watches me. She smiles sweetly as if saying, “We are good people.
Remember us. God bless you.”
Then the hands wave, then the handkerchiefs and the smiling faces become sad. The train leaves, cuts a corner
around the mountain and everything is lost from sight and left behind.
*
Blanca’s letters keep coming for a month or so and then stop. Byron still writes now and then. In one of his
letters he writes that Blanca is going steady with a Ukrainian boy. Much later he writes that they have decided to
marry and that Blanca is very excited. I feel uneasy for some reason. Then I receive the letter which has come in
today’s mail. I put this letter in my pocket, come out of my house and feel the quiet magic of the autumn
afternoon. I look at the most heart-melting scene of the world in the field ahead and address the little stream.
Now it is evening at the stream. A lot of time, minute by minute, scene by scene, has floated away with the
water. The farmer has gone home and a soft breeze has started shaking the leaves of the trees. The heart which
was busy living through the past is free of fears. I take the letter out of my pocket and bring it close to my eyes to
read it in the failing light of the day.
Two months before their wedding they went to Niagara. They sent us picture postcards from there. The next evening
the rescue squad pulled her dead body out of the river after two hours’ search. According to the police report, she was
sitting on the railing and taking pictures when she slipped and fell into the water. Her death was purely accidental. Jane
and I were planning to go to Niagara for our honeymoon. We have decided against it. Good-bye.
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Yours, Byron

I go on reading the words and the lines till the darkness blocks my sight and I cannot read any more. The
shadow of a fear lifts from my heart. One memory becomes complete and leaves me. Now I am free and move
towards the future in which everything is going to be out of sight; towards a time in which all that was once pure,
beautiful, delicate, young and undefeated will become dull and ugly. It will break; it will be left behind and is
forgotten. Although the nature of life itself on this earth is accidental, there are some people who cannot forget the
accident of their birth, who stand firm in order to assert their sincerity, intelligence and honesty, but finally prove
ineffective and let go. These people are the conscience of the world but they are the ones who are obliterated from
human consciousness. This is the tyranny of time over which we have no control; only the charity of our memory
may lessen its effect.
I lean on the bridge and let the crisp writing paper slip out of my hand into the water below. Darkness descends
on the surface of the water. We all share in this darkness. You are not alone in it, Blanca.
32.174 Dead End\fn{by Ajeet Cour (1934-

)}

Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 7

The darkness outside was thick and opaque. Only the howling of dogs ripped across the dark shroud of the
night.
I was unable to sleep. Ever since my brother Kewal was murdered, sleep had eluded both of us—me and my
mother, who was numb with grief. But we both pretended that we were sleeping, so that the other should keep her
eyes closed. Sleep sometimes just saunters into closed eyes, they say.
They think my brother was killed by extremists. I have no idea. He hadn’t hurt anybody. Why should anyone
kill him?
But the murderers could be anyone. Extremists, or anybody else. How long does it take to kill a human being
anyway?
It takes months in the mother’s womb to make a human form. It takes years to then bring him up. The living
being who takes the longest to grow is the human child. And then, just one metal bullet! In a fraction of a second,
everything is over. Like a full-blown balloon pierced with the tip of a pin.
Walking on two legs, breathing, the heart singing rhythmically inside the rib cage, and he is called a human
being. Just pierce him with one bullet, and the blood spurts out. What is left is a dead body. Just a handful of dust!
Everybody waits impatiently to take the body to the crematorium.
“It is just mitti, a handful of dust. Send it to its destination. Why delay?”
That’s what everybody said.
It happened just four weeks ago. But I feel as if centuries have gone by. I don’t feel like getting up when the
sparrows start singing in the morning. How can they still sing? I wonder. Both of us would like to continue with
the pretense of sleeping. Getting up forces you into a meaningless routine. We don’t feel like cooking, but I force
myself to cook so that my mother pushes a morsel or two down. She does the same, to make me eat. We pretend
to eat so that the other eats, too.
Sometimes I wonder about the killers. It is quite possible that Sarlas brothers killed him. They had threatened
to. Not once, many times. Sarla? Didn’t I tell you my brother was in love with her! She was his classmate in that
college in the city where he was studying. Sarlas parents and brothers thought Kewal had no right to be friendly
with their Brahman daughter. Yes, they are Brahmans, and Kewal was the son of a low-caste Kamboh family.
I could never understand how Kambohs were low caste, because their traditional occupation used to be dyeing
clothes. How can the people who make ordinary, drab-looking clothes come alive with rainbow colors be low
caste? For that matter, how can people who create beauty by weaving cloth, by dyeing it, by stitching it; by
transforming hard, foul-smelling dead hides into beautiful footwear and bags; by molding ordinary clay into
beautiful pots and pans, be low caste?
Our forefathers were dyers. But my grandfather had departed from the traditional occupation; he was a
schoolteacher. And my father was an employee in the postal department. He was very keen to give both Kewal
and me a higher education. He always told us:
“Nobody is born high or low. All these divisions of caste and religion are man-made. They might have been
useful at a certain point of time, but they have lost their relevance today. It is only ones deeds and achievements
and human values which make one high or low.”
When I told this to my friends, they smiled condescendingly. And my classmates who were outside our
intimate circle didn’t hesitate to say openly:
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“All the low-caste people say that. They just try to fool themselves. But they can’t fool the others.”
I never thought much about these things. Life was so full of books, and love, and all the newly discovered
secrets of life and living, that I never wasted my thoughts or time on these irrelevant things. My father was the
best father in the world, my mother was affectionate and warm, my brother and I were on the same wavelength,
and I was lucky that I was studying in high school. That was enough for me. But ever since Kewal has been
murdered, all this keeps buzzing in my head. I don’t think of them. They don’t occur to me in any clear sequence.
They are not even in clear focus. They just keep buzzing inside my skull which seems hollow after so much
crying. I can’t cry anymore.
Our father had told us that one of our forefathers used to dye Maharaja Ranjit Singhs turbans. The Maharaja
was so happy with their vibrant colors that he gave him a large jagir, a few acres of land. That is how the following generations drifted into farming. But the family kept multiplying, and the land kept getting divided. My uncles
were still farming their land, while my grandfather had given his over to a sharecropper. That sharecroppers
family was still on our lands and gave us our fair share of wheat and rice, and lentils and vegetables, which was a
great help, of course, because my fathers salary was not enough to see us through school and then college.
I was in the final year of school when our father passed away. Kewal was in the first year of his graduation. He
wanted to leave off studying and take up a job, but my mother said, “No, you must fulfill your fathers dream.” So
he continued. Since there was no local college, I had nothing to do after school except wait for Kewal every
evening, when he came home and taught me whatever he had learned during the day.
We were very close. And now he is no more. My life is a yawning abyss, and so is my mother’s.
Why do people have to go on living even after they lose the will and desire to live?
That night I had a strange premonition, as if a horrible danger were hovering over my head. These days I often
get this feeling. A meaningless, nameless fear grips me. Two bloodthirsty eyes of a carnivorous animal glare at me
from the darkness around.
What sort of danger can it be? Danger was a living, throbbing presence while Kewal was alive. Every
morning, both my mother and I struggled with the lumps in our throats when he left for college in the city nearby.
It was only when he came home safe in the evening that the lumps dissolved.
But now that Kewal is gone, what danger can threaten us? It has lost all its teeth, and relevance, even. There is
no greater danger than death, and death has already visited this house.
Hearing the howling of dogs in the distance, I felt as if they were directing their lament toward our house
alone.
I got up and walked on tiptoe through the three rooms of the house. On my knees, I peered under the cots.
Only the shadows of the cots were discernible in the faint light of the lone diya flickering in front of Kewals
portrait. These shadows had a sinister presence, and I felt they were turning on their bellies. I felt terrified, though
the refrain, “What danger? There can’t be any more dangers. They have already killed Kewal. What else can
happen?” kept humming in my head.
I came out into the back courtyard. In a corner, from the watertap, drops of water kept falling at regular
intervals on the cemented patch where we clean the utensils and wash our clothes. In the eerie silence, even a tiny
drop of water can sound deafening.
Darkness can produce magical horrors. The brass pitcher lying in a corner looked like a man sitting on his
haunches, with his head between his knees. There could be someone hidden in the bucket even, or under the haystack, or behind the pile of firewood.
At the far end of the courtyard, near the back door which opens onto the back street, there was a small room in
which we kept all the useless stuff, and also the wheat and potatoes and onions that our sharecroppers gave us
after every harvest. There were a number of old trunks, too, in which quilts and durries and khes were stuffed, and
also lots of old clothes that nobody ever used.
I hated these old, colorless wooden and tin boxes because they smelled of bygone ages and dead ancestors. But
at this unearthly hour, during which people slept and grappled with their nightmares and dogs kept a vigil and
wailed, a few grief-torn people, like my mother and I, wandered like lost souls in the twilight zone between life
and death, between sleep and wakefulness. People like us are neither alive nor dead, because both life and death
are decisive, and all decisiveness had evaded us.
We were not even waiting, the way all sad people wait: for a better tomorrow, for the wheel of fate to turn, for
a ray of bright sunshine, for life! For us, everything was over.
Without thinking, I pushed open the door of this back room and peered in. It was dark. I switched on the light.
A zero-power bulb came to life. I was a bit surprised because I was almost sure that the bulb would have fused
long back. Nobody ever came to this room at night, except when some unexpected guests dropped in and we
needed extra bedding. It was ages since anyone came here to stay; not since my fathers death.
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Moving listlessly in the room, I was thinking of all these guestless years, when I got a rude shock, like
touching a naked electric wire.
I saw his eyes first. They looked like the eyes of a wounded deer whose neck is caught in the powerful jaws of
a tiger. Both death and fear of death were frozen in those eyes.
After the first rude shock, I realized that his eyes were very innocent. I tried to relate those eyes to his face.
Every muscle in it was tense with terror. Even his short, curly beard was trembling with fear. He was terrified of
me, and I was afraid of him. Both of us were unable to move.
I felt my legs shaking under me. Who was he? How did he come to our house? What was he doing here? What
did he want from us? Did he want to kill us? The way the others had killed Kewal!
And then I realized that he was clutching his leg with both hands, with blood oozing out of a small, red, raw
wound. He whimpered:
“Water …”
He was wounded and he was begging for water-only these two facts registered for me clearly. Nothing else
mattered.
I went to the kitchen and brought back a glass of water. My hand was probably shaking when he almost
snatched the glass from me. Was I still afraid of him? I don’t know. Perhaps I was, even though I knew that he
was at my mercy.
He gulped the water down in one go. I could hear the sound of gurgling in his throat. He emptied the glass and
stretched his hand toward me. I again went to the kitchen, refilled it, and took it back to him. This time he drank
slowly, and kept the half-emptied glass beside him.
He looked at me. Now he was a little relaxed. The naked terror in his eyes had receded, and a black stillness
had taken over. A few purple dots of (perhaps) anger were floating in those two black pools of silence. But the
anger was evidently not for me. He was angry at his own helplessness, at the open wound from which blood was
still flowing.
“Don’t be afraid, sister, I’ll go out silently as soon as I am able to move. Don’t worry.”
He spoke, and the mountain of ice between us began to thaw. The lump of terror in my throat also softened.
The throbbing fear in my ribs was calmed.
I again went to the kitchen and filled a glass of milk from the karhai that my mother always kept on the slowly
dying embers and hot ashes of cow dung cakes, throughout the night. He sipped it slowly, looked at me softly, and
said:
“Do you have a piece of cloth to tie this wound with?”
I opened an old wooden box, took out Mas old dupatta, and handed it over to him. He wrapped it around the
wound and tried to tie the edges into a knot. His hands were trembling. I sat beside him, caught hold of the edges,
and tied them into a double knot.
“It’s a bullet wound,” he said softly.
“Bullet?” I shuddered.
“Yes, bullet. Those police dogs …”
“Police?” I was frightened again.
“No, don’t misunderstand me, please. I am not a thief. Nor a smuggler. I—”
“An extremist?”
I tried to keep my voice from shaking, but the effort was beyond me.
“Extremist? Is it a special species, bibi?” he smiled.
Suddenly his face contorted, his teeth clenched, and his jaws jammed. I could see dark pain in his eyes. He
clutched his leg, just above the wound, and doubled up over it.
I was feeling helpless.
“Go and sleep, bibi. Let the pain subside a little, and I’ll leave.”
“You won’t go anywhere.” I suddenly felt responsible for him. I almost ordered him:
“You won’t leave in this condition.”
I got up, locked the room from outside, came back to my cot and lay down.
I was sharply aware of all the sounds in the street. The night was passing too slowly, like a frightened black cat
on its padded toes.
After a long, long time I felt daybreak approaching. Almost terrified by the daylight that would soon crawl in, I
got up and rushed to the backyard. I filled a small iota with water and unlocked his room. I heard him moaning
softly, without making a sound, as if a shaft of solid air was slicing through the stillness in the room. I said softly:
“Day is about to break. How will you then go out for your …? Well, here’s some water. Try to get up and I’ll
take you outside. Near the outer wall. I’ll stand guard. Nobody passes this way at this hour.”
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He bent over with pain as he got up. I held his arm, undid the bolt of the back door, and pointed to a place in
the shadow of the wall outside. I kept the water jar near him and, with my back toward him, I spread out my veil
like a protective tent.
I was like a hen, protecting her helpless, wingless chick, because the black kites and eagles were hovering in
the sky above, searching for their prey with bloodthirsty eyes. I felt like a mother protecting her wounded son. A
flood of tenderness heaved gently in my breasts.
I heard the splash of water and then he got up, holding the wall with one hand. I helped him get in, bolted the
door, took him back to the room, and made him sit behind the boxes. I took out a quilt, folded it and kept it under
his wounded leg. I gave him two pillows, and a khes to cover himself with.
In the morning two policemen came to our house. It was not unusual. Ever since Kewal had been murdered,
police kept coming to our place on routine investigative rounds. But that day, seeing those two in police uniform,
I panicked.
They said:
“Last night there was a minor encounter between a police patrol and a group of extremists. Just on the outskirts
of this village. You must have heard the firing.”
Yes, we had. But these days the sound of firing is nothing unusual. It is a part of the usual sounds of the nightcicadas and frogs and dogs. They said:
“We suspect it was the same gang that murdered Kewal. Nobody was killed in the cross fire. They escaped
under cover of darkness. But we are sure that at least one of them was injured. We could clearly see the trail of
blood leading into the village. He must be hiding somewhere. You shouldn’t worry. We will nab him soon and
unearth the mystery of Kewals murder, too. We won’t let the bastard escape.”
“In fact the trail of blood enters this very street and then …” said the other. “But you shouldn’t worry. Just
keep the house properly bolted from inside. We’re going to search each and every house.”
The words were like a thunderclap in my ears. Like a whirlwind they engulfed me, and I stood motionless near
the door. I could hear the great, thunderous footfalls of my blood racing through my veins.
It was midday. The sun was like an angry eye looking down on the earth. With my mother moving from one
room to the other, I couldn’t go to the room at the back. Ever since Kewals death my mother has taken to roaming
around aimlessly, as if she has lost something; she can’t remember what, but has to find it, nevertheless.
After eating, my mother sat down on her cot and opened the Gita\fn{Full name: Bhagavad-Gita (“Song of the Lord”), a

Sanskrit poem forming part of Book VI of the Mahabharata (“Great Story”, traditionally composed at some time during the 6 th century
BC), and consisting of 700 verses divided into eighteen chapters. It is regarded by most Hindus as the essence of their belief, and is to them
what the Sermon on the Mount is to Christians. The work of which it forms a part is traditionally assigned to the 6 th century BC; but as it
appears there in a somewhat expanded form, it is certainly somewhat older .} in her lap. I knew the words would keep floating

around, getting lost in the air, and she would keep seeing Kewal on the open page before her.
I had made four extra rotis for the boy in the back room. I put some cooked brinjals and potatoes on the rotis,
covered them with my chunni, and took them to him.
He looked younger in the daylight. He was lying there, with his head on the pillows, his eyes closed. His face
looked innocent and helpless, contorted with pain. His beard was a mere splash of light brown hair, short and
curly. I was sure that, under the curly hair, there would be a dimple in the middle of his chin.
I touched his elbow softly. He opened his eyes. Black pain floated in them. His eyelids were a little swollen
and red. Perhaps he had been crying in the darkness last night. He was hardly eighteen. Thinking of him crying
didn’t surprise me.
I extended my hand with the rotis toward him. He said, “I’m not hungry.” He held his wounded leg with both
hands, tried to extend it and get up, but collapsed with pain.
“You have to eat even if you’re not hungry.”
I almost ordered him, the way you do small children.
He held the rotis and started eating like an obedient child. I looked at the glass, it was empty. I went to the
kitchen and brought him water.
He was eating silently. I saw that the cloth with which I had wrapped his wound last night was soaked with
black blood. On either side of the “bandage,” I could see his leg swollen and red.
“lt must be hurting like hell,” I said softly.
My tenderness touched him. His eyes were moist when he looked at me and said:
“Yes, the bullet is still inside.”
I shuddered. An ugly bullet, made of solid metal, concealed in the soft flesh of the leg, poisoning the blood! It
was a strange feeling, visualizing this horror.
He needed medical treatment. But what sort of times were we living in, when getting medical help risked
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exposure to death!
For him, all the doctors and surgeons had become irrelevant because their instruments had rusted with the
curse of these times.
I came out of the room and locked it. In the backyard the afternoon sun slumbered. I walked across and entered
the room where my mother was still looking at the open pages of the Gita. I took out a soiled fifty rupee note
from the small basket in which my mother kept needles and threads, covered my head with my chunni, and came
out into the street.
I looked around, from one end of the street to the other. On the left, outside the grocery shop, three policemen
sat on a long bench, engrossed In gossip.
I started walking the other way, came out of the street, and walked to the chemists shop. This chemist used to
be quite friendly with my father, the way people living in small villages usually are with one, another. I said:
“Ghachaji, I need a packet of cotton-wool and a bottle of Dettol, and some gauze too.”
Though my voice was hoarse, I tried my best to sound natural.
The chemist, whom all of us called “Doctor,” asked with concern:
“Is everything all right? I hope bharjaiji hasn’t hurt herself?”
Everybody was particularly concerned about us after Kewals death.
I said, “No, nothing particular. She just didn’t see the grinding stone and knocked her foot against it.”
“Should I come home and bandage her foot?” he asked.
“No, it’s nothing, really. I can do it myself. Don’t worry, Uncle.” My voice shook as I said this.
He looked at me from behind his eyeglasses, and quietly handed over the bottle of Dettol, a packet of cottonwool, and rolls of bandages.
How will I carry all this? I wondered, thinking of those three policemen sitting outside the grocers shop in my
street.
“Do you have a carrier bag, Uncle?” I asked hesitantly.
He took out a plastic bag and stuffed everything into it.
I carried the bag to a grocers shop nearby, bought a packet of salt and put it neatly over the other things, and
walked back home.
The three policemen were still there, gossiping.
My mother had dozed off. I went to the room in the back courtyard and unlocked it. He was moaning, bundled
up with pain. I removed the dupatta from his wound. It was an ugly, blackish gash, swollen, with clots of blood
encircling it. I soaked the cotton-wool in Dettol, and, as I cleaned it, I was painfully aware of a similar wound that
I had seen on Kewals back, which didn’t need any cleaning because he was already dead.
A black whirlwind was moving in mad circles inside my head. I was trying to push it back with all the force of
my will power. In my ears I could hear the buzz and beating of my own blood, but I was trying not to listen to its
mad fury..
He was biting his lips, trying not to scream. When I kept a large pad of cotton~wool soaked in the antiseptic
lotion on his wound and wrapped a bandage around it, I could see a thousand black furrows of pain on his face.
He was holding his leg in a firm grip with both hands, and his eyes were moist with tears of anguish that he was
trying to hold back.
I felt like pulling his head onto my shoulder, patting it, and saying softly to him:
“Cry my child, cry. Cry out your pain. Don’t push your tears back because they freeze inside, and become big
rocks weighing your soul down.”
But I didn’t. I couldn’t say anything. I went to the kitchen and brought him a glass of hot milk. I locked the
room from outside and washed my hands with soap to remove the pungent odor of Dettol, but it lingered on in my
pores.
I went to the kitchen and prepared tea. Took one glass to my mother, sat on my cot with the other one, and
started sipping.
I was oblivious to my surroundings. Only that black swollen wound floated before my eyes, and, sometimes,
those three policemen gossiping out there in the street.
I don’t know when I lay down and went to sleep. Even in sleep, a part of me was wide awake, listening to any
sound that might signal danger, I was keenly aware of the threat lurking around, ready to pounce on him whose
name I didn’t know.
In my fitful sleep I saw vast deserts, frightened rabbits running for their lives, and ferocious dogs chasing
them, snarling, howling, panting, with their bare white teeth flashing, and their red tongues hanging from their
black jaws.
It was the howling of dogs that made me get up with a start. I was soaked in cold sweat, frightened. Evening
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shadows were lurking ominously in the corners of the room. Mother was not on her cot, and outside in the dark
there was the sound of barking somewhere in the distance.
I got up and came to the backyard. Mother had lighted the fire in the kitchen and was looking at the leaping
flames with her chin on her knees. There was a pan on the chula in which dal was being cooked. She sat there,
unaware of me, unaware of the pan on the fire, lost in thought, deep down in the black well of her pain.
And then she looked at me, trying to focus her thoughts, and said slowly:
“Do you have a headache? You slept for so long. It isn’t good to sleep in the evening, when day and night
meet.”
What worse could happen? I wondered. Silently, I looked toward the locked room at the back and said to my
mother:
“You should rest now. I’ll make the rotis.”
Ma pressed her knees with her hands, sighed, got up, and went out. After serving my mother, I kept four rotis
in a thali, put some dal in a bowl, poured piping hot butter\fn{Ghee.} on the dal, and took it to his room.
He was probably sleeping, with his mouth slightly open, like a child. I touched his arm—it was burning hot. I
put the thali down and touched his forehead. It was scorching hot, and moist.
He didn’t open his eyes. Every breath of his was a soft moan. I looked at his leg. The swelling had increased.
Black blood had oozed out of the bandages.
In dejected helplessness I came out and locked the door again. I couldn’t eat.
At midnight I again went to him. Opened the door and switched on the light. He was doubled up, bent over his
leg. His helpless moans were heartrending. I touched his head. He didn’t look at me.
The food was lying in the thali, untouched. A white layer of butter covered the dal.
I lifted his head and forced him to take some water. I don’t know if he was aware of my presence or not, but he
did gulp down a little water, and again bent over his leg.
Behind the old wooden and tin boxes that contained age-old abracadabra, he looked like a bundle of soiled
clothes. And outside all those people were looking for him.
Next day he was delirious with fever. Almost unconscious. He only took a few sips of water whenever I
managed to go to him, lifted his head, and touched his lips to the glass.
It was evening and his fever was blazing. I soaked a towel with cold water and kept it on his head. A strange
smell emanated from his wound. I changed his bandage.
With the cold, wet towel on his forehead, he opened his eyes. I gave him some hot milk. He sipped it slowly,
and then said, almost in a whisper:
“I don’t want to die here. If I do, how would you take my body out? Bhain, I have already been such a great
bother. I don’t want to put you to any more trouble.”
I felt like crying. I placed my hand on his head, the way mothers bless their young ones when they go to school
for the first time. And came out.
I looked around. Where could I sit and pour out all the pain flooding my soul?
Just then, there was a loud knock on the outer door, the door that opens onto the main street. I was startled. My
mother asked irritably:
“Who can it be at this unearthly hour? They should know there are two lonely women here.”
I went and opened the door. Outside stood the same two policemen who had come the previous morning. They
said politely:
“Bibi, we know we needn’t search your house, but every time our dogs sniff the drops of blood, they stop here.
Can we take a look inside?”
I was terrified. Real, naked terror was churning inside my belly. I said:
“Ma has just dozed off after eating her food. You know she hardly sleeps. If you can … if … after an hour or
so … perhaps?”
“Don’t worry. Let Maji sleep. We’ll come back after an hour. There is no hurry. But we hope you won’t mind
our coming in at night.”
“No, it doesn’t matter. You are like my brothers. You have been looking after us since Kewals death,” I said
softly.
They left.
“Who was it?” asked Ma.
“Some policemen. Wanted to search this house. They are looking for someone, and they think he is hidden in
one of the houses in this street.”
“Have you bolted the door properly?” asked Ma anxiously. I assured her I had and she lay back on her cot.
On tiptoe I walked to the back room.
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Perhaps he had also heard the knock at the outer door. How could he, in the condition he was in? I can’t
understand even today.
He was awake. His face was alert and his eyes full of terror.
“Who was it?” he asked.
“Policemen. Wanted to search the house. They’ll come back after an hour.” I wanted to off-load my entire
burden. He had to know. The moment had finally arrived when he should know.
He made up his mind suddenly. How can one arrive at such decisions in a fraction of a second? A decision that
would probably catapult him straight into the jaws of death!
“I must leave,” he said, and staggered up.
I didn’t ask him to stay. I couldn't. Both of us knew that we had reached a dead end, that all roads were
blocked, that there was no escape now.
The danger lurking outside for the last two days was about to cross the threshold and enter.
His face contorted with pain when he tried to take a step forward. With clenched teeth biting into his lips,
staggering, he took another step. And then another. And stepped out of the room.
I opened the back door. Stepping out into the street, he halted for a moment, a very brief moment, and looked
at me. So many different emotions were mingled in the dark pools of his eyes: affection, gratitude, and also the
shadow of death. There was so much more, too, for which I can’t find any words. Human language hasn’t yet
found words for all those other emotions floating in the dark pools of those eyes.
I only know that his eyes, and all those silent emotions in them, will follow me around as long as I live. They
will keep haunting me, always. They will come and nestle close to me in all the silent moments of my life.
He went out. I bolted the door from inside and stood there, rooted, trying to hear the silent sound of his
departing footsteps, trying to smell the danger in the air.
Suddenly the dogs barked. Many of them. They were barking in a mad fury. And then the sound of bullets
pierced the stillness of the night outside, and blew my soul to shreds.
I am telling you the truth. Believe me. I didn’t hear his cry. I only heard the sound of bullets, loud enough to
rip the earth open. But no human cry.
I could also hear many heavy shoes running up and down the street.
Ma was probably in that azure zone of half-slumber when the body sleeps but all the senses remain awake and
alert. Perhaps she was seeing Kewal in her dream, floating in the twilight no-mans-land between sleep and
wakefulness.
She heard the sound of bullets and got up. Abruptly. In a frenzy she rushed toward the front door, opened it
with a thud, and ran barefoot into the dark street outside, crying in a heart-piercing wail:
“Don’t kill. Don’t kill him. Don’t kill my Kewal. Don’t kill my little one. Don’t fire at my dove, don’t fire at
him! He is my only son, my Kewal!”
With her arms raised, her dupatta trailing behind her, her hair disheveled, she ran barefoot on the naked bricks
of the street, begging, imploring the darkness:
“Don’t kill him! Don’t kill my little one!”
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It was Easter. We all gathered on the verandah to greet Mrs. Thomas, the school’s superintendent. We boys
stood in one line and the girls stood in another, in front of her and Mr. Ras Mohun, and shouted,
“Good morning, Mrs. Thomas!”
“Good morning, boys and girls,” she said, in funny-sounding Marathi.
Then she turned to Mr. Ras Mohun, and they started talking together in fast English.
“You hear how respectfully Mr. Ras Mohun talks to her?” Abdul whispered to me. “That’s because she’s from
the rich country of America and has a bigger ruler.”
“Thanks to the work of Mrs. Thomas and her good husband, who couldn’t be here today,” Mr. Ras Mohun was
saying to us, “this school is a happy home. Mrs. Thomas would like to hear you sing now.”
We boys had never sung together with the girls before, and there was a little confusion about whether they or
we should start. But Deoji launched into When the Saints Go Marching In, and we all joined in.
Then Mrs. Thomas gave a speech.
“Boys and girls, I want you all to grow up like Louis Braille,” she said, in her funny Marathi. “He was a little
boy, like the littlest of you here, who lived in a village far, far away, across the ocean, more than a hundred years
ago. He had an accident when he was three years old and went blind. When he was ten, he went to a blind school.
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There he learned to read with his fingers something called the line code. At the time, the blind could read the line
code, but there was no way for them to write it. Then someone thought up a new code, which could be written. It
was a twelve-dot-letter embossed code, and little Louis learned that, but its letters were too big for his fingers and
those of his blind friends. So he decided he would think up a better code, and he spent many, many years working
on it. He came up with one oblong cell of six embossed dots which could be easily recognized by the littlest
fingers. It is because of Louis that you’re able to read and write Braille and go to school. So every night when you
go to sleep think of Louis, in Heaven with Jesus, thinking about you.”
“Let’s give a good cheer for Mrs. Thomas,” Mr. Ras Mohun said. 'Hip, hip!'
“Hip, hip!” we shouted. “Hi-i-ip, hip!”
“Hi-i-ip, hip!' we repeated.
'“Hurrah!” we all shouted with Mr. Ras Mohun.
Mrs. Thomas thanked us and then came around with a basket and gave everyone a present. Paran got a hand
mirror, Abdul got a small wooden cross, Deoji got a small wooden angel, Bhaskar got a rubber frog, and I got a
metal car.
Mr. Ras Mohun called on Deoji to thank Mrs. Thomas on behalf of the school.
All of us boys pushed Deoji forward, and he said a few words in English and concluded,
“Mrs. Thomas is our saint come marching in. Thank you.”
O
Whenever I asked Paran, from the boys’ side of the classroom, “What are you doing, Paran?” she would say,
“I’m looking into my mirror.
“What do you see in a mirror?”
“My reflection.”
“What is that?”
“I’'s my double.”
“But how can it be your double? The mirror is thin and flat.”
“You have to be able to see to understand.”
I could not work out the puzzle of Paran and the mirror until some time after Abdul and I stumbled onto a
heavy stone slab in the cellar. We moved it and discovered that under it was a big, sloping hole. We got down into
the hole. I was frightened and wanted to run back, because the tunnel—for that was what it seemed to be—was
knee-deep in water, and I could hear things splashing and swimming, scuttling and buzzing. The little noises were
picked up and repeated all around me, until it seemed that the whole tunnel was full of ghosts, snakes, and wasps.
“I’m getting out of here!” I shouted.
“I’m getting out of here!” they shouted back.
Abdul and I almost fell over each other getting out of the tunnel.
We put the stone back over the hole and didn’t go near it for a few days. But one day I told Deoji about the
tunnel.
“That’s an old, unused sewer,” he said. “I don’t know what things were swimming down there. But the sound
you heard was an echo.”
“What is an echo?”
“It’s when your voice bounces back from the walls and the ceiling.”
“Why doesn’t it do that everywhere?”
“You have to be in a tight corner or the voice will escape.”
After that, I would often go down to the slab of stone, move it a chink, and shout, “Hello, there!” As I listened
to the echo, I felt that, like Paran, I was looking into a mirror.
*
One afternoon, Mr. Ras Mohun took those of us boys who were totally blind behind the school building, past
Abdul’s boa-constrictor tree, to a little vacant area by the wall of the Tata Mill. Here he let us feel four waist-high
metal wires and what he called the starting and finishing posts, between which the wires had been strung. The
wires formed three long lanes, each a few feet wide. Each wire had a hoop about the size of a thick bangle
hanging from it.
“This is a racing track,” he said. “I have modeled it on a racing track for the blind which I saw at Perkins, in
America. We will have races for you here every week.”
We were excited. At school, the most we could do was to run up and down the boys’ stairs, and even that we
were not supposed to do, because the Sighted Master didn’t like the noise we made. When we went for our
outings, we had to hold on to the partially sighted or half-sighted boys and walk slowly. But here, Mr. Ras Mohun
said, we could run, and by ourselves.
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Mr. Ras Mohun positioned Abdul, Reuben, and me in separate lanes, at the starting posts, and showed us how
to catch hold of the metal hoop by a string that hung from it, and then run with the wire as our guide.
“No, no, Reuben, don’t hold on to the string with both hands,” Mr. Ras Mohun said. “Just catch hold of the
string loosely with your right hand, like this.”
“I don’t need the string, Uncle,” I said. “I can run just holding on to the hoop.”
“You need the string for a certain amount of leeway,' he said. 'Let's have a trial race, and you'll see what I
mean.'
I prayed to Jesus, Mary, and Joseph that I would win. Mr. Ras Mohun called out,
“Ready, steady, go!”
I had never run so fast. I imagined myself an arrow flying from one post to the other.
“Oh, my God, they’re going to kill themselves!” I heard Mr. Ras Mohun exclaim as I fell sidewise, almost
wrapping myself around the finishing post, and hitting my mouth on it.
“Any of you badly hurt?” Mr. Ras Mohun asked, running up to us.
All three of us had bleeding mouths and bleeding foreheads. There had been no way for us to know when we
were coming to the end, so we had all fallen down and hurt ourselves on the finishing posts.
Mr. Ras Mohun sent for tincture of iodine and bandages, and after he had attended to our injuries he said,
almost to himself,
“Bless me, I can’t remember how they prevented such mishaps at Perkins.” He paused, and then went on, to
us, “I know. I’ll station the Sighted Master at the finishing posts with my bell. He can ring it during the races.
From the sound of the ringing, you’ll know how close you are to the end. As an added precaution, I’ll have a nice,
strong rope stretched across the lanes, at the height of the wires, just before the end, so that if you fall you won’t
hit the finishing posts.”
After that, every Saturday we had races at the racing track. Mr. Ras Mohun would stand at the starting posts
and get us off and the Sighted Master would stand at the finishing posts, behind the newly stretched rope, and ring
the bell. Abdul, Reuben, and I were the three fastest runners, and whenever the school had visitors—missionaries
and benefactors, Bombay notables and Government officials—we three would be asked to put on a special racing
exhibition, running different kinds of races we had learned. We would put on the Biscuit Race: Mr. Ras Mohun
would give us each a hard biscuit, and when he said “Ready, steady, go!” we would eat the biscuit quickly,
showing our mouths to him, and then run. We would put on the Leapfrog Race: we would leap frog-fashion along
the racing track, hanging on to the string. We would put on the Dog Race, with two dogs, Bobby and Robby,
which Mr. Ras Mohun had just acquired for us to play with: Mr. Ras Mohun would line up Bobby and Robby as
best he could outside the lanes, and we would all race against one another. The Dog Race was not as satisfactory
as the Biscuit Race or the Leap-frog Race, because Mr. Ras Mohun never quite succeeded in starting Bobby and
Robby at the right time and getting them to run exactly as he wanted them to.
As time went on, the boys from a sighted school nearby occasionally came and joined us at our Saturday races.
They would run outside the lanes. I was so eager to compete with them on even terms that now and again I would
slyly let go of the string and hurl the hoop forward, so that I could run along the track like them for a time.
*
One warm day, there was a series of explosions at the front gate. At first, I thought someone was setting off
firecrackers, but then I realized that what I had heard was a motor car engine idling and repeatedly backfiring. We
heard such engine sounds all the time—mixed in with the clip-clop of victoria horses, the clatter of handcarts, and
the clink and ponk-ponk of bicycle bells and car klaxons—but they were always the sounds of passing traffic. No
vehicle, it seemed, ever stopped in front of the school.
“Mr. Ras Mohun wants us all at the front gate!” Bhaskar cried, running into the boys’ dormitory. “There’s a
lorry!\fn{Truck.} We are really going to Juhu Beach!”
We had heard Mr. Ras Mohun mention the visit to Juhu Beach as a “red-letter day.” We had all talked about
going to the seaside, without knowing exactly what it was. Abdul had once remarked,
“Mahim Sea Beach is not the seaside, and there is no stuffed sand or stuffed ocean for the blind to feel. They
have to take us to Juhu Beach to show us what it is.”
“Why are we going in a lorry?” I asked now.
“Because there are no trams\fn{Streetcars.} to Juhu Beach, you son of an owl,” Abdul said. “It’s really far.”
The lorry had no seats, so we all sat on the floor, the boys on one side and the girls on the other. I wanted to
run around—perhaps try to sit with Paran—but Mr. Ras Mohun was addressing us from the front of the lorry.
“Boys and girls, this is our first annual holiday at Juhu Beach,” he said. “Juhu Beach is on the Arabian Sea,
and we have a day’s holiday there because of a special gift from Mrs. Thomas and the American Marathi Mission.
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It will take us quite some time to reach Juhu Beach. I want you to stay in your places, because the ride to Juhu
Beah is bumpy.”
To help us pass the time, Miss Mary led us in a new song. It really had only one line: “John Brown’s Whiskey
Bottle Number One Hundred and One.” Each time we sang it, we would sing out one number less than the time
before. The song sounded naughty and festive to us, and we felt we were really on an annual holiday.
At Juhu Beach, I heard a sound I’d never heard before—a gigantic roar alternating with the sound of a huge
amount of water rushing out. The sound was very different from Mahim Sea Beach, which was quiet, like a canal
in Lahore. (It was actually an inlet.) I wanted to run towards the sound and touch it—to feel what it was really like
—but the Sighted Master herded us boys into the boys’ shack. He gave us each a pair of bathing drawers and we
got into them.
“Now you can do what you like,” the Sighted Master said. “But don’t go beyond the rope in the water.”
I hesitated for a moment, wondering if there were wired lanes and how, amid the roar and the rush, I would
hear the Sighted Master ringing the bell on the other side of the rope, but the partially sighted boys started running
towards the roar and the rush, calling back,
“Abdul! Reuben! Vedi! There is nothing in the way! You can run, too!”
I ran toward the roar and the rush. The air smelled of salt and coconut. There was hot, grainy, dry ground
underfoot. It was so hot that I could scarcely bear to put my feet on it, so I had to run fast, and couldn’t stop to
exarnineit. Suddenly, I was in the water, being carried out. It closed over my head. I forgot everything. I felt I’d
never been so happy. A jolt opened my mouth. I was rapidly swallowing water that tasted of tears—buckets of
them. I was flung back, choking. Again the water closed over my head. The water retreated. I lay on the water,
wondering if the sea could take me all the way to the Punjab. Then I came up against the rope, as thick as the one
we used for the tug-of-war, and I heard the Sighted Master calling to me,
“That’s far enough! Come back! You’ll drown!”
We spent the day bathing in the water and running around on the new ground. I couldn’t get over the way it
shifted around, almost like the water. We could go into the water as often as we liked, and when we ran we just
had to keep the sound of the ocean to our left and right, depending on which way we were facing. The school
compound and the racing track suddenly shrank in my mind, like a woollen sock Mamaji had knitted for me
which became so small after Heea’s ayah washed it that I could scarcely get my hand in it.
At one point, we had a picnic—Mr. Ras Mohun, the Sighted Master, Mrs. Ras Mohun, Heea, the Matron, and
all the boys and girls. We all sat down on bedsheets. For the first time, I was able to sit next to Deoji and eat with
him. The food was not mutton and toast but thick, heavy potato-filled bread, with a chewy relish made of pickled
mango skin.
*
It was Sunday, and all of us were excited because we had been brought in a fast, sootless electric train to the
zoo. We walked in twos and threes along the cages and pens, holding one another or touching the outer railings
with our hands. Mr. Ras Mohun explained to us from the front about the animals we were going past while Mrs.
Ras Mohun pointed them out to Heea and the partially sighted boys and girls.
“Here is a lion,” Mr. Ras Mohun said. “He has a big mane.”
“Can I touch him, Uncle?” I asked, running up to him. I had learned the shape of the lion in the birds-andanimals class, but I had no idea how big a lion was. I wondered if the one behind the railing was ten times as big
as the stuffed animal in our class, or twenty times, or a hundred times.
“Touch what? The lion?” he asked. “If you touch him, he’ll make lunch of your hands, and you’ll never be able
to read Braille again.”
I took a step, and I heard thunder underfoot. I jumped back.
“It’s going to rain in the ground,” I said.
Mr. Ras Mohun laughed.
“It’s only the lion roaring,” he said. “That’s the way he talks.”
“I didn’t know that the lion could make a sound,” I said. “He sounds as big as our school.”
But Mr. Ras Mohun had walked away, and Abdul said, “You know what he’s saying?”
“No. What?”
“He’s saying, ‘I’m hungry, I want my food.’ You see, the lion is no different from me. Food is all I think about
when I am in my cage at Dadar.”
Ahead, Mr. Ras Mohun was walking along and saying,
“Here is a bear … you hear his growl? Notice how different it is from the roar of the lion … you hear that
hooting? Well, that’s an owl … here are some monkeys.”
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Mr. Ras Mohun stopped, bought some groundnuts from a vender, and gave us a few to feed the monkeys. I put
my hand with the nuts inside the railings. Suddenly, I felt a little pinch on my hand, and the nuts were gone.
“There, Vedi. He’s eating the nuts now,” Mr. Ras Mohun said. “You can say now that at least you have touched
a monkey.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ras Mohun walked Heea and me away from the other boys and girls, and took us up a very tall
ladder—it had many more rungs than the climbing bars at the school—to the top of an elephant. Here there was a
sofa with a cane seat and a cane back, and we sat on it, facing backward, as in a tonga.
“What’s his name?” I asked the mahout, turning around.
“Dumbo, little Sahib,” he said. He clicked his tongue, as I had heard Lahore tongawallahs do, and the elephant
set off. I expected the elephant to trot, like a tonga horse, but he rolled and pitched, throwing Mr. and Mrs. Ras
Mohun, Heea, and me against one another on the sofa.
I felt I had never been so high up, so close to the sun, which was warm against my cheeks. I felt wonderfully
dizzy.
I could hear the voices of Deoji, Abdul, Bhaskar, Tarak Nath, Dham, Miss Mary, and Paran far below. I was
riding over the heads of the tallest of them.
“Uncle and Auntie, let’s invite Deoji, Abdul, and Paran up,” I said.
“The ride on the elephant costs money,” Mrs. Ras Mohun said. “And they don’t get that much pocket money.
Only maharajas can ride elephants.”
I recalled that the boys' missionary mummies and daddies sometimes sent them a rupee or two for pocket
money on the first day of the month. Even though the boys spent their pocket money only on snacks like mother’s
kisses at the Muhammadan Hotel, the money was gone before they knew it. Bhaskar would say when he received
his money, “This will last me for a month,” but within a few days the money would be gone, and he would
already be looking forward to the first day of the month. Then every day he would ask Deoji “How many days to
the new month?” and sometimes on the same day “Deoji, when did you say the new month is?”
I wished that Mamaji and Daddyji were there, so they could pay for everyone to ride on Dumbo. I decided that
I would count every rung of the ladder on the way down, because then I could tell my friends below how tall the
elephant really was.
*
“We are going to the grounds of the Bombay Studios!' Mr. Ras Mohun shouted, standing near the driver of a
lorry and addressing all of us, inside it. He had to shout because this lorry was, if anything, noisier than the one
that had taken us to Juhu Beach. His thin voice cracked with the effort.
“You’re going to be actors and actresses in a picture called Andhera! It will be shown in cinemas all over the
country!”
Andhera means “darkness.”
I didn’t know exactly what a picture was, but I was excited. I expected to meet Cousin Prakash at the cinema
place.
The driver changed gears, and for a time I couldn’t hear what Mr. Ras Mohun was saying. But then the lorry
slowed down, and I heard him say,
“Few people have heard of Dadar School. The public doesn’t know about schools for the blind. The public
doesn’t know about the blind. But now Jesus, in His mercy, has given us the cinema to arouse the public’s interest
in both these matters.”
I didn’t know what the public was, but I was all the more excited.
The lorry left us in some kind of park. There was no Cousin Prakash; instead, there were a lot of strangers,
who surrounded us. They moved us this way and that way, making many of us change places several times.
“You are the smallest,” Mr. Ras Mohun said, moving me to the front. “Stand here.”
A stranger ran up and pressed down on my shoulders with rough hands.
“Down, boy,” he said, and I dropped my shoulders.
He ran back to where he had been standing, and called out to me, “Boy, look this way … No, no—in the
direction of my voice … Now hold up your head … No, that’s too high … That’s right.”
A fly started buzzing around my ear. I tried furtively to flick it with my shoulder.
The stranger with the rough hands shouted,
“Stand by … Lights … Action.”
A yawn began to fill my mouth, and at the same time my left foot started to fall asleep. The sun was very hot,
and lights hot as fire were turned on me. But I didn’t move.
“Children of Darkness, come to me. Don’t be frightened,” I heard a lady say kindly.
I started to step forward.
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“Cut!”
“Mr. Ras Mohun, tell him not to move—tell him he’s on the set!” the stranger with the rough hands cried.
Mr. Ras Mohun came up to me and put his ruler on my bare arm. It was the first time I had felt it, and, just as
Abdul said it was heavy, round, and hard.
“You really mustn’t move,” Mr. Ras Mohun told me. “You must stand still—at attention.”
“But there is a fly!” I cried.
“It won’t hurt you. It will go away.”
It seemed that we had to do the exercise of standing at attention over and over.
I remember that finally Mr. Ras Mohun called out,
“At ease! Boys and girls, you can play now and eat as much bhel-puri as you like. The studio’s vender will
give it to you free.”
There was something frightening about eating the secret hot, spicy snacks of the Muhammadan Hotel out in
the open, under the eyes of Mr. Ras Mohun. But we ran up to a vender who was crying, “Bhel-puri!,Bhelpuri!”and crowded around him. He handed us bhel-puri in plantain leaves. We ate it with our fingers and licked
them clean.
Abdul started chasing me. I ran into something, and I felt it to see what it was. It felt like a cart with a
mysterious thing on it. I started to climb up on the cart to examine the thing.
The lady with the kind voice came rushing up to me.
“You don’t want to play with that horrible camera,” she said. “Let me show you a better game.”
I gave her my hand, and we walked along together. She was very different from Mr. Ras Mohun; she let me
walk any way I liked-turning my toes out, running from side to side, falling behind and catching up with her.
“What do you do?” I asked her.
“I am the Lady of Charity in the orphanage in the picture,” she said. “You are all my Children of Darkness, and
I take care of you.”
“Do you know Mrs. Thomas?” I asked, jumping up and down.
“Who is Mrs. Thomas?”
“She’s our missionary lady. She came to our school at Easter and brought a present for everyone.”
She laughed.
“Well, I suppose I’m like her, but in the picture I live in the orphanage.”
“What is your new game?” I asked.
“Here it is,” she answered. She walked me up a ladder taller than the one on the elephant. Then she sat me
down at the top and pushed me. I laughed and shrieked with delight, for I was on a slide and it seemed endless.
Every time I thought I had come to the bottom of the slide, it turned out to be only a landing and there was
another slope. The school slide had one slope, but this slide had many slopes.
“Again!” I cried when I reached the bottom. I was so light-headed I could scarcely stand up.
“That’s enough for today,” she said. “You can go on the slide again tomorrow.”
Every day for the next month or two, the lorry came for us and took us to the cinema place. Every day, we had
to stand still under the hot sun near the fire of lights. Every day, there was a lot of bhel-puri to eat and many rides
down the slide. But, for some reason, except for these few memories of routine—and, of course, the remarkable
first day—I remember little about Darkness.\fn{A note reads: According to the National Film Archive of India, the film
eventually made was quite different: “The story tells the heart-rending saga of Jyoti—a girl—who is caught in a dilemma between her
lover who blames her for being ungrateful and cause for his blindness and a father, who blames her for deserting her blind father and blind
sister. She serves them both in disguise as a nurse and eventually her lover on regaining his sight realizes the folly committed by him in
judging Jyoti.”}

33.184 His Bit Of Sky\fn{by Rajee Seth (1935- )}Nowshera Cantt, Nowshera District, Khyber-Pahtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan (F) 4
For him only this much was real: the stretch of sky he can see lying on his bed with his face to the window,
and as much air as can enter the door of a first-floor room on that side of the building.
He knows that the sky is not only what he can see, even as life is not just what has been his lot for years in this
little room, or this bed, surrounded by rows of medicine bottles, where he grows hot and cold alternately in the
sticky dampness of his sweat. But this is all there is, in his lot.
To know its dimensions one has to actually move into the arena of life, just as one has to go out under the sky
to feel its entire vastness. Outside—out of oneself, to hold the immense blueness in one’s eyes, to gather it into
one’s arms, to feel it … even if it cannot be held in the arms, it descends into one’s eyes, surely.
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Arms …?
He touches his right arm with his left hand, touches the entire length, keeps feeling it, but there is no throb.
Doctors say his right side is dead. Can it happen that a person dies on one side and stays alive in the other? He is
half his own person and half a stranger; he bears in one half joy and pain, touch and feeling, and he is half without
sensation. As if something is hung upon a peg in the wall and the bustling world beneath sees it a little dead, a
little alive …
He is reminded of Joseph and of that picture—of that bloodied body hung on a cross. Joseph used to say Jesus
was divine because he atoned for the sins of the world. No one has to bear the consequences of their sins, nobody
is to make efforts to eschew wickedness and vice. You are free to sin—because Jesus is there to expiate your sins.
Divine Jesus will continue to sacrifice himself. No, no, he cannot be content to think of himself as a martyr. On
the face of his eldest daughter-in- law, Badi Bahu, it is writ large:
“This is all a consequence of your sins … your sins and some of ours too, that we have to clean up your shit
and piss, your snot and spit.” He is reminded of Amro.
Sometimes when she was very moved, she would say:
“Bless me … I should go before you. I should like to die while you are still living, a suhagan. My pyre should
be lit by your hands.”
He would bless her then because at times like that she did not appear to be a mother of four children, but was
like a young innocent girl whom it was easy to hide in his wings. Then his chest was not soft and yielding like a
balloon. Little did he know that her seemingly innocent demand and the blessing did not come so cheap. This
feeling of being left alone midway. It’s like the test of fire—walking to have to bear half life and half death
together, and without her demands and her affection, her negligence, and her love. If she were there, he would not
have to face Badi Bahu every day; he would not have to be pierced by the sharp prick of a nameless humiliation.
How many deaths, how many deaths can a man live at one time, and why is only a complete cessation of life
called death?
Death is what you feel … what dies even as you feel it dying, as it had happened to him. His death is
continuous—half of him dead. The other half is in the process of dying, and he can clearly observe it taking place.
Some random day the whole of him will die and he’ll be like a heap of mud—completely without the throb of life,
shorn of the ability to experience even the death of sensation. Then what will be left to know in him? That will be
the inevitable, the “had-to-be.”
Varun, his grandson, hurtles into the room.
“Baba, Mother’s asking if she should bring your milk.”
He raises his left hand and wipes his eyes. He doesn’t feel the thin stream marking the right side of his face.
“You’ll stay with me while I drink it, won’t you?”
“Yes, Baba, drink it before I go to school. Mother has a lot to do in the morning.”
“Yes, of course.”
His throat is constricted by some unexplained emotion again.
“I’ll drink it while you are here. From your own hands, my son!”
At least one difficult moment will pass. With the spearlike sharpness of the eyes, one’s entire being is shot
through with holes. Poor, unfortunate Badi Bahu.
Varun brings the milk and sits on a stool close by. Spoon after spoon, until the glass is half-empty.
“Baba, when will you tell me a story? Baba, when will you come downstairs?”
He cannot answer. He is in a hurry to gulp the milk. Just beneath his navel a rumbling, life sapping emptiness
rises in waves, as does the niggling worry about Varun’s school rickshaw arriving. He does not reply—he gives
nothing back to Varun, no story, no outing, no anecdote or joke, no laughter. One day Varun, too …
He is afraid. Whomever he cannot give to in return stops giving, even God. He remembers the time he offered
fresh, beautiful flowers gotten from a mile away to God. A return to memories always becomes an ocean of
sorrow that he does not have the strength to swim and cross—he goes under, the whole of him sinks.
Varon’s cycle rickshaw sounds its horn. One-fourth of the milk is still in the glass. Varun does not have
patience. Strength is burgeoning in his limbs and before him life runs full of promise and temptation. Hearing the
sound, he cannot sit still on the stool—if he had his way he would jump off the roof and get downstairs.
“Baba, hurry up … my rickshaw—” and after pouring the rest of the milk into his mouth all at once, Varun
runs off. The milk runs out of the corners of his mouth, down his neck. A sticky aversion that is now a part of him
does not disappear even after he has wiped himself with a towel.
Kamal, his son, enters the room.
“How are you, Babuji? How do you feel today?”
He begins to respond but then feels that the one who has asked does not expect an answer because, after saying
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this, after tossing a little concern for his well-being into the air, he is humming and lacing his shoes, gathering his
things together. The question was a tax to be given for having entered the room and broken the silence. It’s like a
toll to be paid when one crosses a border.
If he doesn’t reply and does not say, “I’m all right,” as on other days, would it make a difference? Maybe it
would. He doesn’t answer, and lies inert. His silence really makes no difference. His son picks up his things and
goes off. He is deeply hurt when his suspicions are confirmed. It would have been better had he answered. The act
of answering is vital to him, absolutely vital. To carry on the exchange is his need, only his. It is his interest to
keep the presence of sound, to break the continuous silence of the long days and dark nights, his alone. He could
not afford to be egotistical with anyone.
With Amro it had been another matter. She would devise novel ways to keep his ill-humor at bay. “You area
rogue,” was what she would want to say. Had he been her son, she would have said that, but not to him … and
when he extracted full gratification out of her constraint, she would happily hide her face in his chest, and say,
“Oh you …”
It is evening. The days passed with such tedious slowness, as if carrying the weight of stones on their chests,
and the nights with an ache, their center touched by the barking exchange of dogs and the metalic tap of the
watchman’s stick.
Varun enters in the twilight.
“Baba, Baba, do you know, there’s a house coming up on the lot next door. It’s all been dug up. Where can we
play marbles now Baba?”
“Here. Play in this room.”
“Here?” His eyes widen with surprise and disbelief. “How will we play here in this tiny room? Pappu, Somu,
and Vikki will not all fit in here. Mother says we’re not to make a noise in Baba’s room.”
“No, no, make as much noise as you want, play all you like. I’ll watch your game.”
“Really Baba? Did you play marbles when you were a kid?”
“Yes, I played marbles too.”
Joy and self-pity mixed uneasily somewhere inside. He wanted to encircle Varun in his left arm, but his back
… He gave up and said softly, “I’ll stay here and watch which marble has hit the other.”
“Great!” Varon jumps and claps. “Now Pappu won’t be able to cheat. You’ll just say that my marble hit his
each time, won’t you Baba?” He strokes his hollow cheeks with fresh tender palms swelling with young blood.
“Yes, yes.” His eyes moisten at this display of affection. He doesn’t feel like telling Varon it’s not right to
cheat. The ones who have to live should carry their own burdens of deciding what is good or what is bad in life.
Two days, four days, the children really create a racket. His days of stonelike heaviness fly on wings of air.
The children come only in the evening, but one can at least look forward to that. There’s something. At least the
curse of nothingness is broken.
But by the fourth day they are bored. Pappu’s Mother forbids him to come; Somu’s marble breaks when it hits
the wall; Vikki resents Varun’s cheating and tigerlike aggression in his own house and says, “We won’t play in
your Baba’s room. I’m not going to speak to you.” Varun grows apprehensive and looks for fresh pastures … two
lanes away. People of the same age like to be with each other. He has to console himself and keep quiet.
The room is stiller than ever before. The air is colder. The patch of sky grows clouded.
Down below … thak, thak … the foundations are probably being dug. Good thing he married Mini off when
the lot was vacant. They only had to exit from this door to enter the mandap.\fn{A note reads: A sheltered dais in which
the bride and groom sit during their wedding.} Otherwise they would have had to cart everything to the wedding hall at
the crossing. Though that was not so bad, either. That’s what they did for Niti’s wedding. Ramnath would say with
such enthusiasm:
“You really have spirit, Bhai!”
Spirit? He again touched his right hand with his left. Frightened, he wished to shut his eyes … but you can’t
shut everything out by shutting your eyes. Every hurt inside still stalks, ready to pounce.
Poles and planks made up the scaffold. Thak, thak, thak, dak, dhum dhadak mixed with voices. All his energy
is concentrated in his ears as if he is listening to the tale of Satyanarayan being ritually recited. At least something
that can be heard is happening somewhere. There are voices and sounds. When Devki enters he says:
“Devki, is the house next door being built?”
“Yes, Master, Pirthi Babu’s son is coming back from America. They’re going to build two stories.”
“How much of it is complete?”
“Quite a lot, Master. They’re using a machine to mix the cement. You must have heard it. The lower story is
almost ready.”
“Devki?”
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“Yes, Master?”
“Push my bed against the wall opposite the door.”
He feels good after it had been shifted. The angle of the room changes. Some things look different.
He is reminded of the slug-like drawing master in his small-town school. He would place a stained square pot
on a large table and say, “Draw it from your angle.” He had hated drawing. Devi Singh had once done his drawing
for him and the master let him have it with the cane. He had said, “One person’s angle cannot be the same as
another’s. You must have got somebody to draw it for you.” And he had sat in each boy’s seat and discovered his
truancy.
It was just as well that the study of angles was soon over … but no, the study of angles cannot end, ever. It
sticks with you … from a changed angle, the room still looks fresh. To distinguish between the voices coming
from next door, to give a name to each one as it tangles with the other, he feels a new happiness, as if he has
separated the strands of the thick rope of all this noise with his own strength, with the fine sensitivity of his ears.
He feels like swelling his chest by filling his lungs to capacity, but his breath breaks again and again. Tired by the
effort he lies still. The voices were there before he was stuck in this bed. They must have been, but then he was in
the arena of those who make the voices, not in the backyard of life. The quicksand of self-pity sucks him down
again and again.
When the masons and laborers begin work, he begins to feel happier because the activity is steeped in sound.
In the hide-and-seek of life and death, life is always identified because some sound is caught by the head. When
the foundations are dug, when the scaffoldings are erected, when stones are hammered, when bricks are broken,
when mortar is mixed, when the lintels are laid, when pipes spray water, when there is a slow, rumbling dialogue
between the cement and the scraper in the iron mixing pan, when the walls are whitewashed, when the carpenters
begin work and the doors and windows are hammered in, shutters fixed and electric wires fitted—he hears and
records it all. When they get to the second story he watches as much as he can the activity of the laborers—sitting
in the shade and drying their sweaty bodies, opening their bundles and eating, long burps after pouring water into
their mouths from a tin mug and lighting up bidis, Prithvi Singh’s brows drawn together in preoccupation,
commands that make the ceiling ring.
Something keeps happening … it carries on … growing from small beginnings to a large shape. Something is
being constructed somewhere. Not all is in the jaws of death as he is.
He feels hopeful as he sees the house grow, hopeful that there will be a world after him. People will start living
in the houses that are being built today and will live for generations just as he has lived in the house of his
forebears until now. By the time the high structures of today are about to fall, there will be new houses made,
whether or not any living being in the flow of life, sitting or prone, watches them grow. What is the relative
position of the observer who watches this flow of life? Each one is granted limited time and passes on, but life
moves on relentlessly.
That he is not the only one who watches this stream of life as an observer gives him some measure of satisfaction.
But it lasts only a few moments. He gets restless, thinking the house must now be ready, and all will be silent
as before. Once again the long, lonely days and the nights of a heavy heart will pass with painful, halting
slowness. Badi Bahu will come rushing as before, open this or that cupboard, and go away. Kamal will give his
toll of a few niceties and depart. Varun’s friends will not play marbles here but will run off to the third lane.
Everybody has to run and rush about as if there is something waiting for each of them downstairs. It’s like a
contest to see who can get there most quickly. But has anybody spared a thought for the destination? Because in
the end, after all this coming and going, it’s an icy retreat into a bed like this.
He is disturbed when he thinks that everybody continues to run, though they have no clue to their direction.
They are all moving in the same direction. Everybody’s future lies in the jaws of death. He feels he should stop
and check and hold everybody.
“Look at me—I am your future.”
But because the future never appears as the future, always coming as the present, nobody has time. So people
confronted by the future itself cannot see it; they cannot recognize it for what it is. It would be better if he were
outside on the road, hung on a peg, half-dead and half-alive, and people would, looking at him, know their futures
and stop. They would pay the debt of being alive in their lifetime so that after—if there is an after—nobody would
be able to pierce anybody with eyes full of contempt for bearing the consequences of sins committed.
He feels that the way to freedom lies in knowing all this, but nobody wishes to know it until they get to this
point—or perhaps they cannot know it. Everybody has to be nailed to their individual crosses—nobody can be of
use to anybody; you cannot actually be a guru to anyone; no one shares suffering.
His heart sinks and he begins to perspire profusely again.
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*
His fears come true. When the house is built, the whole place falls silent again. Now? He is afraid to think
further, but there is no security from fear because fear rests in the heart and the heart is within the person. Were it
outside, it could be thrown off like a centipede.
There is some activity on the roof opposite. He turns to look. Preparations are being made to carry away the
leftover material. Now there will be cleaning, then painting, a house-warming party. People will start living there.
They will live, work hard, fall ill, lie on beds rotting with disease, pain, and loneliness. They will die in halves,
three-quarters, completely … like him.
“Like him”—he wanted to experience that again. With his left hand, he attempted to touch the right. Nothing
happened … even its death could not be felt. Is dying so silent, normal, and ordinary that it can take place in half
your body and you don’t even know it? Is this death?
When it comes some day, he probably won’t even know it. Maybe he’ll be watching the house opposite, or the
sky full of clouds, or sunshine or stars, or maybe he’ll be asleep. He hopes he will not die in sleep; he should be
able to see death, understand it. The “happening” that he witnesses every moment, every instant, the night watch,
the ritual of the curtain dropping, should not be taken from him, this last right left to him in this world. His eyes
should be fixed on the sky and he should sink—breath by breath.
Busily he calls for Devki once, twice, three times. When nobody comes, he clangs the steel tumbler on the iron
chair. Varun appears.
“What is it, Baba? Have you been calling for a long time?”
“No, Son, just send Devki.”
He tells Devki to move his bed back to the original place. Devki says:
“My hands are not clean, Master. I’ll be back.”
It’s best to shift back there now. It’s silent on this side; there is nothing here. The house is ready and the life
living in it is walking the road to death. What is the use of pausing on the side of one such death? He lives much
worse deaths in himself every day. He carries them within him.
Devki says, “Careful, Master,” and shifts his bed to the old place. He is back, after three months. He feels
better, has the pillows changed, the basin shifted to that side. He has the table with the medicine bottles placed
against the wall and the tumbler of water put on the end near him.
The novelty in the changed angle strikes him again; again he is reminded of that slug-like teacher and he
laughs anew and follows the same chain of thought. He feels freer, as if he has reached the last stop on his journey
towards death; lying here, he will watch the sky and sink, breath after breath.
He strokes his eyes in turn with his one good hand as if there is no urgency. Now that the house is complete,
whatever there “was” lay in the surviving. Put the bed here … the sky should remain in his eyes, and until the
moment of death he will watch it and sink.
Eagerly he opens his eyes but is left stunned. Between him and the sky in his lot is a rectangular bit of
concrete.
He had not suffered so acutely even when he had seen the future of the entire world given over to the jaws of
death …
34.191 A Cold Wall\fn{by Lal Pushp (1935-

)}

Larkana, Larkana District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 6

Second Day
I had talked too much, perhaps it seemed I was still suffering from the hangover and the rickshaw was moving
with a speed but she was silent.
I tried to remember but I couldn’t, where and when a little while ago, on her asking, I told her that I had taken
whisky, or was it that I told her of my own accord, I couldn’t remember anything. She had been silent for a long
time. On the other hand I felt now that I had told her that I had taken whisky then what difference could it make
whether I had told her about it of my own accord or on her asking? It was an ordinary matter and the difference in
the matter was equally an ordinary one, but the state of mind in which I was, and through which I was passing
along with her, the matter was giving a different turn; that is, even though it was not an important matter, in those
particular moments and with the particular mental state of mind of two of us, it had acquired its own importance,
because through remembering the whole thing I wanted to reach a conclusion on some other matter.
She had been silent for a long time and I could know the reason only if I could recapitulate what she had said
before she fell silent. It was in this process of thinking that all of a sudden I remembered that perhaps it was she
who had asked me whether I had taken whisky.
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The lamp-posts on the unknown roads were moving back and I do not know how far behind Hazrat Ganj was
left. On the unknown roads I could not know how near our destination was. May be it was still further off since I
could not see any signs of festivities, the decorative lamps and the echoing sound which go with the place where
we had to go. I wanted to tell her something—to ask her something or else that she should tell me something or
ask me something. But I didn’t have anything special at that time to tell or ask her anything. I was not sure about
her telling me or asking me something. Everything seemed to be empty and dark—like the unending road.
Once I thought of asking her where we were since she was well conversant with the topography of the
Lucknow city. But I suppressed the desire for I knew that such a question would bring us to an ordinary level of
talk. True, it would reduce the tension for some time. But after giving rise to some freakish and formal talk the
tension would come back perhaps with a greater intensity. All of a sudden we saw that the darkness was washed
away; and our silence was broken.
“How many days more?” she bent a little and asked.
My hand searched out her hand, pressed it gently and having disengaged itself came back to its position.
Lucknow. Few moments—tongueless, which had drawn certain indelible lines. Being themselves tongueless,
the lines that they had drawn, their tongue would talk for all life, stand a witness, take me back, and like a moth,
would revolve, writhe around these moments …
Even so, how many days? Her question echoed in me. How many days more? May be two. Then I had to go to
Kanpur for a day from where I had to go to Delhi, alone, away from my friends, many of whom would be going
back to their own homes. I shall be going to Delhi, for, wherever I go, from there I always go to Delhi.
“There are still two days,” I said.
My words were smothered in the ringing of the bell of rickshaw. I had no doubt about that. I had deliberately
used the word “still” in place of “only” so that it should reduce the tension and we may not feel each other’s
presence burdensome. It may be for a few moments but these moments were precious to me. I nestled myself to
her side. The warmth of her sweater-worn body was pleasant. Even the chill seemed comforting. She saw that I
was shivering but she made no comment. She brought her body closer to mine. Then, as if becoming conscious of
her action she said:
“Shall I put down the shutters?”
But then, without waiting for my answer she turned her face to the back and put down the shutters.
It seemed as if needles were pricking me from behind. The fall of the shutters brought in warmth and more
darkness. In the enclosed rickshaw her breath began to tickle me. Our behavior had known the limits of our
relationship, though at times it had become unnatural. But this was so obvious that we did not to tell it to each
other. We knew where we had to stop, how much we had to stop and when we had to move further. Perhaps in
between this she had smiled a little and waved her body slightly as if she had seen everything that was enclosed in
my mind, through a hidden hole. This comparison gave me consolation that we two, sitting in the rickshaw knew
more reality than what was outside and that more than the reality that was in the rickshaw, we knew what was in
our minds. When she had looked to the sky and got into the rickshaw on the open and spacious roads of Hazrat
Ganj, she had asked me:
“Are you married?”
It was such a reality that trying to make it as succinct as possible, I said, “Yes.”
At least, for a moment, I did not feel the bitterness of cold. But I don’t know how I immediately got over
myself. More than that I felt as if I had gained some peace in some comer of my mind. It is quite possible that
behind this there was a relief that the question which I had expected had been asked and that there was no more
burden on my mind.
“Is it a recent marriage?”
Marriage is after all a marriage. At least her name could not make any difference between a recent marriage
and an old one. But one question always arises, which, slipping away from rationality, and avoiding understanding, comes, in the context of the first question, straight from the mind, spontaneously.
“How long ago?”
The rickshaw came to a stop. We alighted from it. I wanted to run away from there and get lost in the multitude so that I could save myself from everything. It would be futile to take any trouble, or, having taken, it would
be futile to exaggerate it. That night the programme was also good. From various places our friends were to come;
with them I had planned a programme to walk around Lucknow and to have discussions on various matters. But I
had not even met many of them. There were many who were searching for me and there were others for whom I
was searching. It was my second day in Lucknow but I had not met anyone. The whole day passed in taking
rounds in a rickshaw between Hazrat Ganj and the hotel I had been lodging in.
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First Day
At night when I was going out of the big pandal set up for the festival, to a small tea stall, some persons,
among whom there was a young girl with almond colored sweater, approached me. These persons looked to be
the local residents of Lucknow. None of them was known to me. One of them extended his hand and got hold of
my hand which I immediately withdrew as if it had got into the pincers of ice. It was cold—I mean cold for me.
Then looking at the girl he said:
“This is Miss Tara. She wanted to meet you.”
I looked up. Miss Tara was so lean that she could be wholly encompassed in one arm and she was so tall that
one had not to kneel to kiss her. I saw her in the light. She was pale and I am sure she was really pale and not
because of reflection of the light. Her companions left her alone with me. I now looked straight into her eyes and
felt she was good to look at. Specially with her sweater on she looked very charming. I said:
“Well?” She said:
“I have been wanted to meet you for a long time.”
I said, by suffixing time-long or very-long to union or separation of someone, is like giving a bad poetic color
to a good thing and I vehemently detest all such type of poetry. I said:
“Let’s have some tea.” She said:
“Sure! It is very cold today. Let us go and take some tea.”
We drank tea. I lighted a cigarette. I was amazed when she extended her hand for the cigarette. It was really a
matter of surprise for me to see a Sindhi girl desiring to smoke a cigarette in an open Sindhi festival. However I
checked my feelings and extended a packet of cigarette to her. Then after pulling out the half-burnt cigarette from
my mouth and lighting her own cigarette with it, she said:
“I don’t know how to light it with the match.”
I didn’t say anything. She said”
“I am not a regular smoker. I smoke occasionally. But I have not been able to get Daddy’s brand anywhere. He
hates every Indian thing.”
I didn’t say anything and continued to smoke the cigarette in silence. She said:
“Too many people have come; it looks as if all the Sindhis in Lucknow have poured themselves here.”
I just nodded my head in agreement. I said:
“Have you any interest in this festival?” She said:
“I have come for you.”
She was so clean and so transparent that I found myself completely free towards her—free, open and natural. It
came to my mind, that the moment those persons had left her with me, I had a mind to ask her how she came to
know me and why she wanted to meet me. But it is shallowness to show curiosity about anything, and I
vehemently detest it. Even if I find by chance such a thoughtful cap on my head I like to throw it away with a jerk
as if it belongs to someone else in the crowd—the crowd that had collected on the ground there. Their faces
resemble each other, some acquire the faces of others and personalities clash. Such multitudes are found
everywhere. It is difficult to save oneself and the personality is dead. There can be a few fortunate (or unfortunate)
ones who continue carrying on with them the corpse of reality and keep on shouting unnecessarily. I said:
“I am one among them.”
She was choked with the smoke of the cigarette and coughing loudly she looked at me. Then clearing her
throat she said:
“Who are those of whom you are the one?”
I became conscious and said, “Nothing.” I couldn’t say anything more.
“Were you talking to the wind ?” she said smilingly.
“Yes, I was talking to the wind,” I too smiled and said.
“Even the winds talk to you,” maintaining her smile she said.
“Winds talk to anyone—winds, the sky and the waves—especially when someone is with a beautiful
companion.”
Under the ordinary circumstances she would have felt shy, but exhaling the smoke in a strange way, she
mischievously said:
“You are perfectly right.”
For a moment I saw a significant change taking place in me. I don’t know how, but I felt just as someone being
alarmed, hesitatingly moves a few steps ahead and then comes back to the same place. We had another cup of tea.
I offered her a cigarette. She said:
“No, thanks.”
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The programme was on. The shadow of the wooden pillar fixed in the center of the maidan had come up to the
end of the maidan. A person resting there looked around in such a way as if he was lost in the multitude, though
he was all alone. I thought like a man who feels himself lonely in the same way and in his loneliness he can also
feel himself lost in the world. I thought at that moment that I was neither alone nor was I in the multitude, nor was
I in-between the two.
We both were quiet; we looked around and we smiled. But there was an understanding in that brief silence. It
was not that silence which in search of words infused more tension. As if we did not want anything else than each
other’s presence. It was however a different matter that a desire was slowly arising in me which wanted me to get
up, get hold of her hand and walk on the unknown roads—remain quiet in the same manner—just saunter—pitter
patter.
“Shall we go?” She:
“Where?” I:
“Outside.”
“Programme?”
“I have not come for that.”
I waited; her talk was incomplete but pleasant. I waited for her to finish her talk and when she said that she had
come for me I got the satisfaction though it was a sign of shallowness which I strongly disliked.
Outside.
Shall we go in rickshaw Miss Tara?
No, let us walk.
Yes, it is better to walk.
Yes, not in the rickshaw. If we get tired we shall get a rickshaw.
The lights were at our back and far in front of us there was darkness. But we were treading—faster and faster
—as if for us the darkness was at our back and the lights were still far off. Can we get a rickshaw so late in the
night? Rickshaw can be got any time in the night. Yes, even if we don’t get it, all the better. Clear echo of
laughter. Open atmosphere. Two hands gripped with each other. Two bodies nestled to each other moving ahead,
outside the compass of the lights.
Studied psychology for four years.
In Lucknow?
Yes, in Lucknow. Repented. All waste. I didn’t know why girls are easily attracted to this subject. I think my
four years were wasted. Regarding psychology, I had come to the conclusion that it was like moving one’s tongue
incessantly on one’s own face and in the end one didn’t get anything. It was a matter of understanding mind; it
was all right. But was it possible to understand mind?
I don’t think it is, Miss Tara. For one thing by reaching a certain conclusion, whether correct or incorrect, we
cannot say that your time is wasted. In this regard, you are taught to see that it is not possible to understand mind,
either in part or in full. Why should it be concluded from this that if we cannot understand everything we should
abandon understanding the matter even to the extent it is possible to do? It is all right that it claims complete
understanding of mind, but in which discipline or method of training, this claim does not exist? It is all right that
the highest education is that every education is incomplete; all means of reaching the very rock bottom of the
matter are futile—even so I think ...
I agree …
I think …
I agree …
Listen …
But …
Art ...
Science …
Technological age …
Death of a personality …
All vague …
Death …
Vague …
Death …
I am of the opinion …
I agree with you …
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In my opinion …
I do not at all agree with you on this …
But …
But you have to agree that we have reached my house …
Oh …
“Good night.”
I took out a cigarette, lighted it and exhauled the smoke in the darkness with a gusto, as if it would go on
piercing the darkness and producing light from it. But I was thinking which was that darkness around me, which
had, somehow, turned into light …
“Then?”
“I shall get a rickshaw.”
“That is all right, tomorrow?”
“Come there.”
“Come here.”
“Here.”
“In Ashok Café.”
Third Day
Away from the festival in a hotel. Inside the hotel we were two, Tara and I. It was my last day in Lucknow. The
whole festival was next to be shifted to Kanpur. All my friends had gone on a sight seeing tour of Lucknow. I,
much away from others, was unnecessarily having a new affliction. There was no destination to this relationship.
It was to be over today. Everything seemed useless, and meaningless—looked empty and in vacuum. There were
fetters in my feet … and hers, she told me that day, an engagement had been more or less settled and when I asked
her what was wanting in Mr. Naresh, she could not remember anything. As I now remember, somewhere in the
midst of our talk, she had somewhat praised him. We had no reason to advance further and to retreat there were all
the reasons. But our condition was such that we could neither make proceed further nor retreat.
“Today.”
“It is the last day.”
“Will you go to Kanpur?”
I didn’t give any answer. A cold wall emanating from our different personal conditions had risen between us,
and we were trying to break and demolish it. As if not being able to find any way to demolish it, we were getting
irritated by our own helplessness. In between this persistent mental tension and exhaustion, we were nestling our
bodies to each other. Though, I now realize that the taste of that in-between-action by repeating itself, must have
made the mental tension an excuse or a defence. Or as was the nature of such taste, it always found out all kinds
of ways to repeat itself; it must have deepened our mental tension, so that being exhausted with it, it should be
able to repeat itself.
Some result must come out today. The helplessness which came from our awareness that we have very little
time brought the two of us near to each other within a few hours. Under any ordinary circumstances such closeness would have taken a few months.
She was looking around all the time and at times she simply kept on smiling; and I had been quiet all the time
though at regular intervals I was taking her hand into mine and then leaving it. It looked as if with these teeny
movements, both of us were trying to distract ourselves from “that cold wall.” Perhaps it may be the other way
also—being helpless to completely demolish that wall with our teeny movements, we were trying to make tiny
holes in it.
With the coming of the tea and the lighting of the cigarette, I began to think that it was useless to worry. That a
relationship ended in two ways, was not something new that we were experiencing. One gets cold before
fulfilment and the other gets cold after fulfilment. We always accept the one that gets cold before fulfilment. It
does pain, but we accept it. But, we are not prepared to accept the other relationship which gets cold after
fulfilment and to maintain it we keep on collecting different types of arguments and we just go on dragging the
plaque of reality.
“It is warm.”
“It is warm,” I said.
“Isn’t it?”
“I don't feel it.”
“Oh—this wretched sweater,” she said and then bending a little and releasing all the hooks one by one, she
took off the sweater. It seemed the sweater had choked her breath; she heaved a long fresh breath. During all those
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days I had seen her with her sweater on, and now I was looking at her, as if I was seeing her for the first time.
She looked a completely new person. I saw that her breasts were not so tight as they seemed to be in her
sweater. Perhaps it was due to the tight sweater. My whole body began to blaze in the desire of pain, to crush into
my arms the body of that lean, tall and pale girl. I tried to strike against her like a powerful wave. I moved close to
her, and pushing her hair away, I leaned a little and kept my lips on her cheek.
She didn’t say anything and the lips remained planted there. Her lips began to flutter like the wounded wings
of a bird. I don’t know what she had infused in me that I wanted to tell her that I was thankful to her—very
thankful indeed. But I didn’t know what, while I kept silent, intensified in me so much the desire for thanking her
that I stretched my arms and encompassed her into them firmly. I felt in her eyes the acceptance of the fact that by
hugging her I meant to thank her. I felt she understood that I had no words to thank her, and therefore I was
thanking her directly with the beating of my heart through the beating of her heart …
And there was a knock on the closed door of the family room and we straightened ourselves and sat properly.
All of a sudden that “cold wall” again seemed to appear between us. We had no way to remove it. A few moments
back, for a moment, even if we had met, it was only through the tiny holes in that wall. I was myself afraid of
seeing that wall demolished. It would lead to so many things and bring about many changes. I saw, between her
and myself, a man, whom I had never seen, and which was an imaginery picture created by my mind. Did she also
see between herself and myself a woman whom she had never seen and which was the imaginary picture created
by her mind? Would she also see my picture between herself and that man, when she was with him? And, would I
also see her picture between myself and my wife?
I didn’t tell her that I had been keeping awake all night, been searing in my bed and that in the morning being
afraid of some vague, unknown fear, had sent a wire at home that the following night I would be going to Delhi
from Kanpur. I tried to convince myself that both the things I had done were right. I wired at home and I did not
mention it to her everything would be over and everything would have to be started afresh. Even that would end
some day and there was no end to all that breaking and demolition. In compromise there is no struggle, no
warmth, but there is a prop and life gets settled. I remembered and consoled myself that it was the same warmth
which was there before. Time not only reduced the body to ashes, but even the mind, the feelings in the mind, are
reduced to ashes. The ultimate truth was the ashes. We come out on the open road—with the blowing wind.
“Tomorrow I shall be going to Kanpur. Everyone would be getting ready and packing.”
“What time is the train in the morning?”
“Ten o’clock.”
“Lucknow will be empty.”
“Those who will be going out of Lucknow will feel more empty.”
“Will you be going too?”
I looked at her, as if I wanted to ask if there was any doubt about it. At the same time I felt that a little while
ago I was displeased with her for not raising that question. I said:
“What do you say?” She said:
“Can’t you directly go to Delhi from here?”
“One day more—”
“Is one day less?”
She had kept her sweater on her shoulder and attached one side of it to her blouse, so that it did not fly away
with the wind.
“Can you live tomorrow night with me in the hotel?”
“We shall be together till late in the night and the next day I shall come early in the morning.”
And this sentence, that night, before bidding goodbye, she repeated.
The Last Day
All have gone away. No waving hands are seen from the open windows. I have been left alone in the hotel. Till
she comes, let me have a little of whisky. The taste is good, and the city is unknown, let me drink a little more.
Hello, you have come; all is a dream and I want to live.
We are again out—on the open road—in scorching sunshine. We are walking, not stopping anywhere. There is
nothing to talk about. After some time, we sit under a tree on a stone—there is a wall in-between. We are talking,
but we know that there is no warmth in our words. I want to run away from there. There is a silent and mute struggle which is part of our relationship. That day she expressed her desire to go back early. I too said, I had, to do
some shopping and it was necessary to part soon. I wandered alone till late in the night. I did not feel any pain
anywhere—only I felt a vacuum.
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By the time I returned to the hotel it was one o’clock in the night. I had to catch the train early in the morning.
It was better to clear the account now. The hotel manager was there. Smilingly he kept a small packet before me.
After clearing the account I came to my room and opened the packet—there was one sari and a short letter—I
shall not be able to come in the morning. Give this sari to your wife on my behalf.
I felt myself much relieved, and as soon as I stretched on the bed I was fast asleep.
117.36 Thirty-Fourth Gate\fn{by Nasim Kharal (1935-

)} Khaipur Mirs, Khaipur District, Sind Province, Pakistan
(M) 5

At the hour of the dawn, as he was going to measure the water-level, he suddenly caught sight of a dead body
caught in the gate of the barrage. The head had been hacked and was barely connected to the rest of the body by a
few shreds of skin. Seeing a dead body he became afraid, and remained standing in silence with his hands seeking
the support of the nearby wall. A little later, he overcame his initial fear and made an attempt to get a closer look
at the dead body. It was the body of a woman wearing a red ghagra and her long hair had become undone after
being immersed in the water and its fiery-brown color shone in the muddy water. His first feeling was to avoid
getting into this mess and open the gates to let the dead body flow on. But his conscience pricked and made him
think of the bigger court of the One who would not accept such things. He made up his mind that he would go to
the police station himself and lodge a complaint and ask the Subedar to investigate the case himself so that the
murderers could be punished. Having come to this decision, he went to his hut and began to lock the door. As he
was bolting the door, it suddenly occurred to him that he should first go and report the matter to his immediate
supervisor, the surveyor. He then went to the surveyor's home and knocked on the door. The surveyor had gone to
Sukkur last night, seen a late-night movie and roamed around the city all night and had come back to sleep in the
last hours of the night. He could hardly be expected to respond to these timid knocks worth nothing. But he also
did not let go of the door until the surveyor got up and, rubbing his eyes, carne to the door.
“What's up? Is there a breach in the dam?”
“No, Sain,\fn{A note reads: Sain, roughly equivalent to “Sir,” is the polite form of addressing an elder or a person at a higher
social status. Its constant refrain-like use defines the social space between the speakers .} there’s no breach. There is a dead body
in the gateway.”
“Then why did you wake me up? Am I a policeman?”
“Sain, I am going to the police station. I came to inform you, as it might get late.”
“Late? Even if you try to pull yourself away, it will be evening. Then they will make you come and be in
attendance every day.”
“Yes, Sain. Whatever comes from up there, one has to bear it.”
“Then go and bear it. But make sure that in your report my name does not come up as a witness.”
“No, Sain. Your name will not be mentioned. I will tell them that I am coming straight to the police station
after seeing the dead body.'
“All right. That’s what you should say.” With this, the supervisor banged the door shut.
He came back to the barrage and began walking towards Sukkur. He had covered some distance when he saw
the headlights of a truck approaching from behind and he waved his hand. These truck drivers never stop for
anybody, but he thought of the distance to Sukkur and waved his hand. The driver must have been a good man
because he stopped. His heart was filled with happiness and he was grateful to the truck driver who saved him
from a long trek on foot. The stopping of the truck and being spared from trudging on foot was Divine will
working because God was happy with what he was doing. He got down from the truck just next to the gate of the
police station and crossed the gate to enter the police station. A policeman stood there and he asked about the
Subedar.
“Sahib has gone on an investigation of a case,” the policeman answered gruffly.
“Jamadar, I must speak to the Subedar.\fn{ A note reads: Subedar and Jamadar are both petty officeers in the police .} Don’t
say such things.”
“Why, is it a complaint?”
“Yes, Sir. It is a complaint.”
“This is no time for complaints. Come after a few days. These are the last days of the year. We are having too
many cases of robbery.”
“This is no robbery. It is murder!”
“So you have done a murder? Where is the weapon?”
“Weapons are for the Subedar to collect. Let me just speak to him.”
“If such petty things are left for the Subedar to do, then do you think I have made my whiskers go white in the
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sun?”
“Hurry up, mister. I am a man with a family too and a government servant like you.”
“Oh, you may have flown down from the sky. You must tell me what has happened.”
“You are being obstinate. When I tell the Subedar, you can listen too.”
The policeman saw that this man was not going to budge so he took him to the living quarters of the Subedar.
The Subedar had just got up and was having a cup of tea. The policeman gave him a salute and said, “Sain, this
man has come with a complaint.”
The Subedar glared at. him and asked angrily, “Then why have you brought him here, you idiot?”
“Sain, I told him myself that the Sahib is busy investigating case number 224. But what he said left me no
choke but to bring him here. He is a government servant himself. He says there is a murder.”
“Murder in the market? But I was on the rounds there last night.”
“No, Sain. I don’t know about the place of the murder. He will tell you himself. Come on mister, come close
and tell the Sahib everything; Don’t be afraid. If you tell him the truth it will be to your benefit,” the policeman
beckoned him.
He stepped closer to the Subedar, who looked at him and asked, “Which department do you belong to?”
“Sain, I am the gauge-reader at Sukkur barrage.”
“All right, tell me the truth.”
“Sain, I went in to measure the water level at dawn which is my routine and I saw a dead body caught in the
barrage gate. The neck is cut through and it is only connected to the rest of the body by a few shreds of skin.”
“Is it a man’s or a woman’s body?”
“A woman’s.”
“It must have been eaten by the fishes and be beyond recognition?”
“No, Sain. It is intact.”
“Hmmm. Was there anyone else around?”
“No, Sain. Nobody came to us.”
“Kora Khan, nobody turned up at the police station to claim the dead body?” the Subedar asked his
subordinate.
“No, Sain. Nobody turned up here.”
The Subedar turned towards him again.
“Yes, you. What time did you see the dead body?”
“Sain, it was the hour of the dawn.”
“Who else was there?”
“Nobody. I was all alone.”
“Then whom did you tell?”
“Nobody. I came straight to the police station.”
“Where do you live yourself?”
“Sain, I have been given a living quarter at the barrage.”
“Do you live alone or do you have a family?”
“Sain, all alone.”
“Of course, why wouldn’t you live all alone. You are the sort who like to have fun.”
“What fun, Sain?”
“Many smart young things come to the riverbank at Lab-e-Mehran. You must have made eyes at one of them.”
“No, Sain, I keep away from such things.”
“If you keep away, then how was this murder committed and this body found?”
“Sain, I don’t understand.” The gauge-reader broke out in cold sweat.
“Yes, yes, of course you don’t understand now, but when the time comes you’ll sing like a bird.”
“Sain, you are being suspicious for no reason. If I had done anything like this, I would have let the dead body
flow down through the gate. After all, who could have seen me?”
“Yes, that is right. It goes in your favor. This will be kept in mind. All right, now describe the dead body.”
“Sain, I did not go down to have a look because I was afraid. The woman had long black hair and she was
wearing a red ghagra with bharat.”
“That’s it! That’s it!” the Subedar announced. “Solved!”
“Solved how, Sain?”
“Somebody has for sure killed an adulterous woman and washed his hands off.”
The gauge-reader hadn’t understood, so he asked the Subedar: “Sain, who has washed his hands?”
“You are illiterate, you don’t understand such things. They do such things and if anybody so much as makes a
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passing comment, they feel as if they have been taunted and mocked, and are ready to slit anybody’s throat.”
The gauge-reader now understood and said to the Subedar, “Sain, which holy book allows such things?”
“Which law do the Balochis recognize? They think such deaths are justified.”
“But Sain, according to the law this is murder.”
“Yes, according to the law this is a clear case of 302 but who can make a complaint and who can be the
accused? For such an adulterous woman, even her father and brother will not claim to be her heirs, and the other
relatives are a far cry.”
“But Sain, if you start looking carefully, where can such murderers hide?”
“Yes, if we do a thorough investigation we can pull out hair from flour. I have such experience that even if a
murderer is bathed in rose-water and made to stand among a hundred men, I can pull him out by his ears in a
minute and tell him, this is where you should be standing, sonny boy!”
“Wonderful, Sain, wonderful! How do you manage that?”
“The smell of blood! Can the smell of blood ever leave a murderer?”
“Then you must do something, Sain!”
“But in this case, who am I to catch and how? Any Baloch I put my hand on will be smelling of blood!”
“But Sain, maybe the poor dead woman wasn’t adulterous. Maybe she happened to be passing this way, or
maybe she had come to fill water at the river, and somebody forced her and later on killed her out of fear and
threw her in the water.”
“Yes, that too can happen. But very little chance, like salt in flour.”
“Sain, once you begin the investigation everything will fall into place. The smell of musk and murder can
never be hidden!”
“May God never give me such a case to investigate. This investigation will eat up the very foundations of the
home!”
“Oh, what do you think, investigating unclaimed dead bodies is easy? First, you have to pay the fees for the
body being dragged out, then the cost of the post-mortem, photographers and the rent of jeeps, burial of the dead
body, the high officials and their million and one excuses, every day they will ask for explanations. Mister, why
didn’t you just open the doorway and let the dead body move on?”
“Sain, how could I do such a sin? After all, who knows what will please God and what will not? May he
protect us from what is right and what is not!”
“Yes, but either you committed the sin or I did, why should both of us get these pushes and shoves? It’s no
joke, this complaint of murder. You will have to bear so much of all this everyday that you will grow tired and
leave.”
“Sain, I will put up with all this rather than do a foul deed. Please record my complaint.”
“Oh yes, there’s no getting rid of you. Your relatives must have fed you on she-donkey’s milk as a baby.”
“As you think, Sain.”
“Kora Khan, go and call the munshi\fn{Clerk.} so that we write down his complaint,” the Subedar called out.
The munshi came with a large sheet of paper, carbon paper and pencils and, sitting down on the reed-chair
close to the Subedar, put the papers straight and, pencil in hand, looked expectantly at the Subedar.
“Munshi, write down the complainant’s name. What is the name?”
“Sain, Ghulam Mohammed son of Noor Mohammed.”
“Munshi, write down: complainant Ghulam Mohammed, son of Noor Mohammed, gauge-reader, Sukkur
barrage, case of 302, time of report early morning, six o’clock, time of complaint being written quarter past six,
time of investigation immediate, without any delay from the police. Yes, where is the dead body stuck?”
“Sain, gate number thirty-four of the Sukkur barrage.”
“Munshi, listen. Just check, how far are the limits of our police station.”
The munshi scurried off and came back carrying a couple of registers and told the Subedar, “Sain, our police
station has no limits!”\fn{I.e., our jurisdiction does not encompass the area where the body was discovered; but it is an odd way of
putting it.}
“Wah Qalander! Now look, you go to the Rohri police station. No half measures here!” the Subedar said with a
smile.
“Sain, what are you doing?”
“If you don't believe me, then look in the register yourself.”
“But Sain, it is a matter of one gate!”
“But my dear fellow, even the difference of one door is a big thing. If it had been the difference of one grain of
sand, then I would not have budged an inch. Why should I take on somebody else’s headache?”
“Please be kind, Sain.”
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“Look at this madman. The way he is getting excited, she must have been somebody to him. What is your
concern, mister?”
“Sain, what should I do?”
“You go to the Rohri police station and file the report there.”
“And if they do not take the report?”
“How can they not take the report? It is within their limits.”
*
The gauge-reader began his long march towards Rohri and reached the police station by noon. After waiting
for a couple of hours; he finally managed to see the Subedar there and told him about the dead body of a
murdered woman floating down the gate.
“Where is the body stuck?”
“Sain, gate number thirty-four of Sukkur barrage.”
“Munshi senior, is this gate within our limits or Sukkur’s?”
“Ours,” the senior munshi made a wry face.
“What time did you see the dead body?”
“Sain, at the hour of the dawn.”
“Then where were you all this while? It is now noon.”
The gauge-reader was silent.
“Come on, answer me. This delay will cost you dearly.”
The gauge-reader could control himself no longer. His own honor was dearer to him then the honor of
somebody else.
“Sain, there was no delay from my side. I went to the Sukkur police station immediately. But the Subedar
made me sit for a long time then sent me off.”
“Why did he do that?”
“He said it was not within their limits.”
“His limit or mine, just as he is a government servant so am I. He got the first report of the murder. According
to the law, he should have received the report and made a mushir-nama to forward the dead body for postmortem. Then he should have forwarded the papers to me.”
“Yes, Sain. I pleaded with him but he did not budge.”
“What did he say?”
“Sain, he said, who should get involved in such an investigation which will eat away the very foundations of
my household.”
“Yes, but if you eat the sweet stuff than you have to eat the not-so-sweet stuff also. If there were any heirs for it
then he would have very much liked to have the dead body. Then he would have not thought about limits and no
limits.”
“God knows, Sain.”
“Why should God know? Don’t you know about it too?”
The gauge-reader couldn’t reply.
“All right. Now tell me how you knew that the body was in the thirty-fourth gate?”
“I saw it myself!”
“You were looking at the dead body or counting the gates?”
“Why did I have to count the gates? I know all of them by heart!”
“But you can still make a mistake.”
“No, Sain. I am not blind after all!”
“God knows—the dead body could have floated further on to get caught in any of the other gates?”
“God alone knows, but how can this be possible?”
“All right. Let’s investigate. Munshi, senior munshi.”
“Yes Sain?” The senior munshi came forward and stood in front of the Subedar.
“Yar, the complaint of a dead body without anybody to claim it is painful, but we cannot have this young man
go on making unnecessary trips. You get ready to write down the complaint but in the meantime send one of your
men down to make sure that the dead body is within our limits and that we don’t waste our time unnecessarily.”
“There is no need for this delay, Sain. The dead body is caught in that gate,” the gauge-reader assured the
Subedar.
“Look here, let us make sure. Maybe the body has flowed with the river current and got caught in some other
gate.”
“All right, Sain. Go ahead and satisfy yourself.”
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“But don’t let anybody know. Stop the boatman from making a noise about it. Just go straight count the gates
and come back quickly.”
“Yes Sain. Is that all?”
“Yes. Take this man with you. God knows if he’s had his bread to eat or not.”
“No Sain, I am not hungry.”
“Look, don’t be shy. Bread is from God. Senior Munshi, order my meal from the hotel and give it to him. After
all he is a good man. Nobody dares to get involved in somebody else’s murder. If only we had more of such brave
people!”
“No doubt, Sain. This is the deed of brave men. Come on brother, get up and have your bread!”
The Subedar and senior munshi’s words of praise took away the gauge-reader’s fatigue. He was very angry
with the Subedar at Sukkur who had made him get tired for nothing. He came into the munshi’s house, ate the
food, and rested. When he stretched out, he was overcome with sleep.
It was nearly evening when the Senior Munshi shook him by the legs and asked him to get up and see the
Subedar. He went to the Subedar’s room and as soon as the Subedar saw him, he said:
“Mister, the dead body is in the gate number thirty-three. That does not come within our limits.”
“How can that be, Sain? I myself saw it in the thirty-fourth gate.”
“Either you have forgotten or maybe it has floated down to another gate.”
“Sain, I am dead with all this running around!” The gauge- reader was thinking of his having to run around,
but he also remembered the problem of the Subedar at Sukkur.
“How can I interfere in somebody else’s limits?”
“But, how can a dead body caught in one gateway move to another? My mind isn’t working.”
“You go home from the barrage side and keep counting the gates. If it turns out to be gate number thirty-four,
then send me a message and I will come and investigate.”
*
The gauge-reader had to accept this and having done so, he began walking back to Sukkur. Instead of taking
the straight road, he turned towards the barrage, and he made a firm decision that this time he would take a closer
look at the dead body, and only then would he go to the Subedar in Sukkur. He walked to gateway number thirtyfour and there was nothing there. Then he went up to gate number thirty-three and sure enough, the dead body
was there. He made certain and then went back to the Sukkur police station. The Subedar saw him coming from a
distance and shouted,
“Oh; may the wrath of God fall on you, why have you come back?”
“Sain, the Subedar at Rohri sent one of his men to see the dead body and the man came back and reported that
the body is caught in gate number thirty-three so I am sent back to you.”
“Sit down, you son of a gauge-reader,” the Subedar roared. “A murder has taken place in your limits and in
your duty time, and you have moved the dead body to change the place of murder. This is as serious a crime as
murder. Senior munshi, let me: see the code for this crime.”
“Come here, let me show you the code for such crimes,” the senior munshi called him.
“Let it be, Munshi. It is my fault. I am guilty.” The gauge-reader was on the verge of tears.
“Certainly you are a criminal. And on top of that you are setting up the officers of two police stations against
each other. If they fight, you will be caught between the two and you will be like grain in the mill and be
powdered to nothing.”
“Sain, believe me, I am not trying to make a feud between them and I have not even touched the dead body.”
“Then how come the dead body is at gate number thirty-three?”
“Sain, by God, I don’t know. I have lost my senses. With my two eyes I saw it in gate number thirty-four in the
morning, and when I was coming back from Rohri, I looked again and it was caught in gate number thirty-three.”
“Then who moved it, was it ghosts and jinns?”
“Sain, the Subedar from Rohri said the dead body was shifted by the King River.”
The Subedar was lost in thought and after a while, then looked up.
“Yes, this is possible. The river is a king.”
“Good Sain, please take the report. It’s getting late.”
“Certainly the report will be taken. But it is evening now. Who will take out the dead body at this time?”
“Then what should I do?”
“You come back in the morning. I will get the report ready during the night. All you have to do then is to put
your signature to it.”
“But Sain, if the dead body is left in the water for a second night it will be beyond recognition.”
“Now look here, nothing will happen in the night. You come back bright and early tomorrow.”
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*
Not in the night, but the next day as he was starting off for Sukkur, it occurred to him that he should take a
look at the dead body once again. He was certain that it would be beyond recognition. He placed his hands on the
wall and peered down and for a minute he was dazed.
The dead body was not in the gateway.
He ran to the next gateway and there it was, caught in gateway number thirty-four.
He remained standing on the footpath for a few minutes. He did not move towards Sukkur and neither did he
turn back towards Rohri. It was still dark on both sides. As if there was fire in one direction and water in the other.
He thought for a while and then looked both ways. There was nobody there, neither near nor far. He got up on the
wall and put his hand to the key of the gateway.
At breakfast time, as the gauge-reader was going towards his room the Surveyor asked him,
“Ghulamo, which of the two Subedars did you hand over the dead body to?”
“Sir, neither of the two Subedars took that unclaimed dead body. So I sent it on the mighty king whose jurisdiction is big, from the Sukkur barrage here to the Arabian Sea far off!”
248.47 Excerpt from The Contradictions\fn{by Zulfikar Ghose (1935- )} Sialkot, Sialkot District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (M) 13
The earth!
“Where shall we begin?' Christopher asked, taking her hand, about to show her the garden of his house in New
Delhi.
She hardly looked at the flowers, which were merely a textural detail in a larger landscape, forming areas of
colour to attract the eye—but individually flowers, plain, fragile flowers. How tall the eucalyptus trees were! She
was prepared to look beyond, she decided, and said,
“Where indeed? There is this garden, this country. Or you can choose to talk about the people.”
“Am I too unashamedly ambitious then?”
“Oh no,” she said, “your attitude is a blend of enthusiasm and optimism. And why shouldn’t it be?”
“You're most encouraging,” he said. “But I do want to give you more than just this house and this garden.”
“There’s the estate in England,” she said.
“I didn’t mean space as acquisition,” he said. “God knows we have enough. But space as an expanding
dimension of experience in one’s mind. Is this too ridiculous a suggestion?”
A flock of parrots flew across the sky, and she cried, “Look!” and when they had disappeared in their
homeward flight, went on,
“No, why should it be ridiculous? One hopes for revelations.”
She paused a moment, wondering if it was too strong a word to use, but his demeanour did not alter; it was
almost as if he concurred with her choice of a specific hope.
“I would like to know where the wind lives,” she added rather teasingly. “No, don’t be alarmed. When I was a
child I asked that of my mother and it became a joke at home and people often asked me if I’d discovered where
the wind lived. Actually, my childish curiosity has yet to be satisfied. How quickly it gets dark here!”
When they went in, she realized that they had hardly looked at the flowers though each had breathed an air of
general admiration for the garden. She was satisfied that whenever she searched the previously hidden areas of his
mind, she discovered there lines of thought congruent to her own. But her promptings so far had only been
exploratory: how often had she discovered that resemblances were only superficial! Would there be the same
substance behind the identity of two linear patterns? Of course, there were no absolute answers, and she was glad,
at twenty-nine, to have married Christopher Bowle. Not that her aim had ever been to defer marriage until she had
been reassured that realities outside herself were comprehensible; nor had she feared that marriage would lead her
to abandon her mind to the possession of another; if she ever suffered from such anxieties, she was immediately
soothed by the reflection that they were in fact inconsequential. Her earlier refusals, which had appeared
inexplicably stubborn to her family and had suggested a vanity in her character which she had not cared to refute,
possessed no apparent logic. But she had never spoken of her inner compulsions although her dreaminess had
often been remarked upon; she had never translated the intensity of her vision into a drawing or a line of verse and
it would have been hazardous for anyone to attempt an interpretation of her ponderous silences. It had been easy
to call her an affected girl as it had been equally easy for her to consider life a superfluous predicate of the soul’s
purity. Sometimes she had chided herself for her own abstruse thoughts, temporarily driving herself to a perverted
notion of pragmatism by doing chores she had neither the need nor the reason to do. It was a not inconsiderable
surprise as well as a relief to her family when she decided to marry Christopher Bowle, though some remarked
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with unjustifiable pleasure that Sylvia’s choice of a widower was further proof of her oddity. But the match was a
popular one, for Christopher was a senior officer in the Indian Civil Service, and, apart from the satisfaction that
Sylvia’s comfort was secured, the family noted with approval that Sylvia would live in India and would cease to
be an embarrassment at home.
When they went in from the garden, she realized that sitting together at evening with Christopher was a time of
rest for the imagination. Oh, they indulged their fantasies often enough, but hitherto only of a material order. Or,
among friends, they would argue about the future of India, each passionately proposing a private utopia. It was as
when they first met, when Christopher was on leave in England.
“England is nice to return to,” he had said.
“And not to live in?” was her inevitable question.
“Frankly, the answer is no.” They could have talked of the weather but she decided, looking into his clear blue
eyes, that he deserved better, and asked,
“Do you enjoy exercising power?”
“To that, too, I must answer in the negative,” he said and she was pleased with his tone of unlaboured humility.
“Rulers do not exercise power but concern themselves with defining the limits of liberty. Total liberty is the
assumption we begin with and then we busy ourselves with stating what can and what cannot be done. This is true
also of an imperial power. We do not enslave a people but attempt to liberate it. This sounds paradoxical, for, of
course, imperial politics are determined by commercial advantage. But I would hate that to be the sole end of
imperialism. I would never have gone to India if that were so. It’s the theory and, what’s more important, the
opportunity that interests me. I mean the philosophical notion which we have inherited from our Victorian
grandparents that we shall confer on our Empire our own high sense of morality.”
She felt that he was deliberately choosing the wrong words; as though, unwilling to commit himself, he was
allowing his mind to turn to clichés. It was to her clearly an evasive act and she did not care to check a slightly
impudent note in her voice when she said,
“A high sense of morality, indeed! Surely, it’s the sense of feeling godlike which you enjoy. You are creating
India, aren’t you? I daresay you have a particular vision of what you want the country to be.”
“Can you imagine yourself in my position?” He, too, was prepared to be slightly animated for he could not
help being affected by her impassioned jibe. She did not pause to consider the possibility and replied at once,
“Indeed, I can. And I would be a god. I would seek out the most barren parts of the country. I would command
not people, but the earth. I would present the gift of creativeness to dry land by raising my hand.”
“Alas, I fear I must disillusion you, for government is not so dramatic a process. It’s all a lot of paper.”
“Why do you say that?” she asked, momentarily wondering whether she had been misinterpreting him. “Don’t
you see what 1 mean?”
“I do,” he said, and she was grateful for this little agreement; and in order not to allow her judgment of him to
deteriorate, she did not press the point but echoed, instead, his opening remark, “England is nice to return to,”
while nodding in the direction of the window to draw his attention to the rain which had begun to fall outside.
When they went in from the garden that evening, she realized that the danger of marriage was one of
complacency, that in resting the imagination in their moments of togetherness, there was the possibility of their
shutting their eyes to inward experience, the sharing of which had been the initial attraction between them. But
she was determined not to be hasty. She could be content with the knowledge of his experience, the twenty more
years of life which he had known and the narration of which she enjoyed hearing. She did not regret this
difference of age between them—and the anecdotes of his past could have been about someone else, a self-hero
he now wanted to project but who had never materialized; she did not regret not having met him when he was a
young man; she did not regret being his second wife. She might as well have regretted her own last ten years
while she had vegetated in Yorkshire, an odd, curiously withdrawn girl, as she came to be called, who would not
accept the gifts of wealth and position, who was materially indifferent to the world which gave no answers to her
questions. Beyond the necessity of keeping, say, an appointment with a dentist or catching a train, time was not a
significant dimension in her ideology. She heard Christopher say, “Olivia would love the flowers,” and wondered
whether he had been talking for some time without her having heard him.
“Perhaps we should invite her for the winter,” she suggested, knowing the suggestion to be absurd and saying
to herself that it was pardonable for her to be a little jealous of Christopher’s grown-up daughter.
“I couldn’t do without her in England,” he said. “Olivia manages the estate very well. So much so that I feel
I’m doing the wrong thing in letting her do so, for it will turn her into a fine businesswoman and not at all the
charming housewife which I’m sure she ought to become.”
“You do enjoy pretending to be an incompetent father, don’t you?” she said, laughing.
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“Of my competence as a father I’ve never had any doubts,” he said, “but of my competence all these years as a
mother I have only the gloomiest sense of responsibilities inadequately performed. I feel a little more confident
now.”
“I hope you’re not confounding confidence with self-satisfaction,” she remarked.
“Should I not be satisfied in having married you?”
“Certainly, my dear,” she said, “but you can hardly expect me to replace Olivia’s mother. To exercise maternal
influence from five thousand miles away is beyond me.”
“Space, dear Sylvia, is a problem only for cartographers.” They were interrupted then by the sound of a motorcar approaching their house. The drawing-room, looking out on to the verandah, faced the drive, and two
headlamps now threw their light into the room. The Wickhams had been expected for dinner, but still their sudden
intrusion caused the Bowles to be a little surprised.
*
Sylvia had accepted the need to entertain Christopher’s colleagues. The society in Delhi deplored withdrawal
and it would have been more than socially deleterious to Christopher to have kept his new wife confined to the
company of his own affections. And, indeed, Sylvia did not abhor society even though she had regarded the social
functions which she had had to suffer in her youth in Yorkshire with so keen a cynicism that she had easily been
typed as an introvert. Here, in Delhi, the society, being a small, enclosed group with the common passion for
ruling India, was even more absurd, for it exaggerated class superiority to the extent of seeing itself as superhuman. But Sylvia, at least at the outset, and not for Christopher’s sake only, wanted to immerse herself in it, to
experience it. She wanted to examine the frontiers of other people’s vision to discover the territory she herself
inhabited, knowing that her self-analyses desperately lacked existential facts: in looking at space, she had been
neglecting the common earth.
Karim, their Indian servant, served whisky and soda when the guests had spent the almost obligatory ten
minutes of smiles and unimportant conversation with their hosts in the drawing-room. Geraldine Wickham
declared that she would prefer something light, a lemonade perhaps, she suggested tentatively.
“My dear Mrs. Wickham, let me implore you to sip some sherry,” Christopher said, divining her preference.
“You know, I rather think I will,” she replied whereupon Karim, who rarely needed to be instructed by his
master, left the room to return almost immediately with a decanter of pale sherry and a glass on a silver tray.
“I’ve always considered,” Adrian Wickham said, “the drinking of Scotch to be an inexplicable mystique. I
can’t imagine life without it.”
“It’s the Empire’s strength,” Christopher said, and they laughed. “There’s a story that one of the Mogul
emperors used to interrupt his battles in order to pray to Allah. It can be said of the British that whenever they
pause in the business of government, it is to drink Scotch.”
“I can’t help agreeing,” Mr. Wickham said, “but the implications are rather startling, aren’t they? In
comparison with the Moguls, we seem to show an awful disrespect to religion.”
“Why should it be so?” Geraldine Wickham asked. “Alcohol is an eye-opener which the Muslims never
discovered.”
“And yet, in a sense,” her husband said, “one can equally well be intoxicated by prayer. The experience in each
case is a highly mystical one.” Geraldine, considering her husband exceedingly witty, could not contain her
laughter, but Sylvia, who had been a trifle amused by the conversation, smiled palely and said,
“Surely there is this distinction, that while prayer can make one feel slightly small and humble, alcohol only
induces an outrageous self-conceit.” This, the company felt, was perfectly valid, and let the matter rest there for
dinner was now served.
Adrian Wickham, who was in Agriculture, and who was consequently taken for a gastronomic expert, declared
the soup to be excellent, an opinion in which he was supported by his wife. His admiration of the soup led him to
state,
“What you boys in Communications don’t get near to is the country, the essential earth.”
“Come, come, Adrian,” Christopher said, “you don’t need to satisfy yourself anew that your department is
superior.”
“No, forgive me,” he replied, “I wasn’t going to talk shop. I was going on to state something of common
interest, but if you must mention the worth of the respective ministries, then I hardly need to point out that the
Indian Empire, having a stomach to feed, is very much dependent on mine. But let’s leave it at that.”
“You can hardly allow Christopher to leave it at that,” Geraldine said, “having just had the last word asserting
the superiority of your own office.”
“Believe me, I’m quite content with my humble office,” Christopher said—to the disappointment of Adrian,
who would have welcomed dispute.
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“You were talking of the essential earth,” Sylvia reminded Adrian.
“Yes, the point I was about to make was that as rulers we must be in touch with the land in a profounder way
than masses of paper-work permit us time for. Fortunately, in Agriculture we have an excuse to leave paper behind
every now and again and to go and examine the roots.”
“Indeed, such liberty is very much to be cherished,” Sylvia said.
“Last week I had an opportunity to visit the Punjab,” Adrian said, “the country just north of here.”
“It was beautiful,” Geraldine said, establishing the fact that she had not been left behind in Delhi.
“Incredibly so,” Adrian went on. “Every time I visit the Punjab I’m astonished at its fertile beauty. It must be
one of the richest agricultural areas in the world.”
“The sugar-canes, my dear,” Geraldine said.
“The wheat,” Adrian said, “the wheat. For mile after mile, the wheat-blades raise their magnificent heads and
it’s saddening to reflect that despite the Punjab, India is condemned to a permanent food shortage. An untimely
flood, and famine faces the country. I often wish Westminster gave us more money to develop the land, to create
rivers where there are none.”
“What a laudable sentiment!” Sylvia said, and even Geraldine was pleased.
“I’m in fact hoping that we’ll get the chance to look at the country, too,” Christopher said.
“Good God, you haven’t asked for a transfer, have you?” Adrian asked.
“Do such personal decisions depend on a transfer?” Sylvia asked Adrian, trying to restrain herself from telling
him that for some people work did not entirely constitute life.
“No,” Christopher said quickly, giving Adrian no chance to interpret Sylvia’s implication, not that Adrian
would have arrived at it even if Christopher had taken his time. “I’m thinking of taking a leave in the new year.
When it’s not too hot to travel.”
“There can’t be much happening in Communications if you can afford to take two leaves in one year,” Adrian
said.
“Where will you go?” Geraldine asked, hoping their itinerary would include places not unfamiliar to her.
“We haven’t planned anything,” Christopher said. “I haven’t even put in an application for leave yet. It’s just
an idea. Perhaps we’ll venture as far south as Mysore.”
“Do call on the Maharajah in Mysore,” Adrian said. “He’s quite enlightened and such a good man.”
“Yes,” Geraldine said, “he was so kind to us, giving us his own Rolls Royce while we were there.”
“I doubt if we’d want to meet princes,” Sylvia said.
“But who else could you want to meet?” Geraldine asked, beginning to be convinced that Sylvia needed her
help more than pity.
“Why, no one in particular,” Sylvia said.
“There will be enough to see,” Christopher said.
“You must visit Jaipur,” Adrian said. “There’s a lot to see there.”
“We were thinking more in terms of the country,” Christopher said, “than cities.”
“Bhopal’s worth visiting,” Geraldine said. “The Nawab is such a good polo player.”
“I believe the Nizam of Hyderabad is an excellent trainer of horses,” Sylvia remarked, but her intended irony
was lost in the shuffling of chairs as the company rose from the table.
*
Although this and other early encounters with the British society in India were dispiriting, seeming often to
lack in humanity and to be much more insular than at home, Sylvia was now more inclined to suffer
inconsequential social arrangements than had been her habit; she had learned a sense of humour which she had
not previously possessed; she had acquired the technique of mocking people without their realizing the mockery,
so that they were never hurt and she was always content that her therapeutic cynicism had not abandoned her.
After the Wickhams had left that evening, Sylvia and Christopher decided to take a walk towards the city.
Their house was some three miles from the center of New Delhi, and the narrow metalled road which led to the
center passed through a makeshift settlement of the poorer class of Indians. The lamps on the roadside were
distant and poorly lit; bushes and trees came to the edge of the road as if they were the front rank of a troop
guarding a malign power. The road was a narrow passage in the wasteland of darkness. Within three miles of the
heart of the imperial capital, India’s features wore a malignant, almost evil aspect. The wasteland was too
obviously there to be noticed; especially in darkness, the warm, hurtful, belligerent darkness.
“I wonder if I’d ever dare to walk alone along here,” Sylvia said, maintaining a firm grasp of Christopher’s
hand.
“It does look a bit sinister, doesn’t it?” he said, talking a little too loudly as if he needed to reassure himself of
his own strength now that his wife had alluded to the danger of their being thus out, vulnerable to human and
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bestial attack. “But you’ve seen it during the daytime,” Christopher went on. “It’s a harmless enough piece of
land. Driving back from work, I often enjoy looking at it. The trees are dead, and the vegetation is a ghastly sort
of green. I suppose it comes from being perennially coated with dust. It’s dry, barren land. All the plants on it
seem to have aged prematurely. Nothing can really be said to grow here. And yet it’s there, an area of nothingness,
possessing an odd attraction, and in this darkness, a disturbing power.”
He stopped and cleared his throat, thinking he had gone on for too long without having much reason to say
what he did. He pointed to the stars—as if one gesture of the hand could wipe away the words which he had
uttered. Sylvia was not be to distracted by the stars.
“They could clear it for housing,” she said, keeping her face away from him as though she did not wish his
answer to be prejudiced by the look on her face.
“Indeed, they could,” he said, and she was momentarily disappointed. But he went on,
“I’d be sorry if they did. It’s good to have an area of wasteland around one.” She thrilled to his response and
said,
“Why, Christopher, why? Is it because the … the”—checking herself to circumvent the word she was about to
use—“mind demands an environment of decay to stimulate it to creation?” She sighed, for she had stated her
question too obliquely, and feared that she might have misled him to take an altogether different direction than the
one to which she wanted to lead him and to go herself.
“I suppose yes,” he said, “the usual antitheses hold. Despair leads us to hope; our beginnings and ends are our
ends and beginnings. Is it not so?” She pondered the generality of his expression, taking a deep breath.
“The air is so refreshing,” she said, and immediately followed this banality by adding, “even in this wasteland.
I, too, am attracted to it. I like its presence, enjoy it. One day I’d like to come here at sunrise. Not to walk on this
roadside, but to enter the wasteland, to be part of its long shadows. Would that be too dangerous?”
“There’s little to fear at daytime,” he said.
“But would it be too dangerous to attempt such an exercise?” Christopher was a little puzzled, knowing that
his wife could not mean a kind of crazy limb-loosening in the middle of nowhere.
“I shouldn’t think so,” he said, having considered it an answer which would be pertinent whatever Sylvia’s
expectation from him.
“I’m glad you think not,” she said in an attempt to keep his attention for she had not failed to detect
Christopher's tactical ambiguity.
“Perhaps we should come here one morning,” he said.
This hurt her a little, for he could be teasing her, she thought. But she was prepared to suffer as long as he did
not show signs of abandoning her.
“We seem agreed,” she went on determinedly, for she had to satisfy herself now or lose his serious interest
altogether, “that the wasteland is curiously attractive. We both find it slightly physically repulsive, and yet we
enjoy its presence. We like looking at it. Is it because, because the soul discovers in it an area of freedom?”
Before Christopher could answer, an animal, which could have been anything from a hare to a fox, slipped out
of the darkness a few feet ahead of them, and ran across the road. All they saw was a fleeting form, a blur of light
catching the furry back of the animal as it fled past. And once it had gone, it could easily have been something
they had imagined. As words, too, Sylvia reflected, irretrievably slip out of the imagination and one prefers to
think that one had not spoken. And this was a consolation of a kind now that Christopher was silent as they
approached the settlement.
“Here is your antithesis,” Christopher remarked, not needing to point to the poor huts whose bamboos and
palm-leaves were supplemented by rags to give an aspect of invulnerability to the walls, “all too brutally evident.
Before you reach the glittering city, before you sit in smart restaurants, before you dance cosily to soft music in a
dimly-lit night club, you must pass this area of human desolation.”
Perhaps, she thought, he was resuming the conversation, answering the question which the appearance of the
luminous image had interrupted him from doing, and she noticed how he dwelt on the evidence of his senses
when her own observations pointed to abstractions. She wanted to sympathize with his point of view, to express
her agreement and to remark that while the concept in each of their imaginations was identical, they differed only
in their choice of vocabulary.
“It isn’t my antithesis,” she said rather playfully. “It’s there for all to see. But why is it, Christopher, that we
can’t do anything about it? I remember how before our engagement you talked of the moral principles which we
had inherited from our Victorian forbears. And here are these people in these awful conditions.”
*
She knew she was being excessively pragmatic in turning the conversation to social need; but she was
prepared to bring their discourse down to an uncompromisingly empirical level. They were now very close to the
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settlement and were on the point of returning home when they were attracted by the sound of men shouting. They
had been aware for some time of a muffled sound, but because this was too common an experience, they had paid
it no attention. Now they could distinctly hear one man addressing a somewhat restless crowd; dogs were barking,
too. Walking towards the crowd, Christopher guided her towards the shadows where they would not be seen. They
listened silently though Sylvia could not understand the man’s rapidly-spoken Hindustani.
“They say they have brought us the railway,” the man was saying. “Yes, my brothers, they have brought us the
railway. You can go from Delhi to Bombay in two days. From Bombay to Madras. From Madras to Calcutta.
From Calcutta you can catch a train back to Delhi and go to Peshawar. What do they think our mother-nation is? A
merry-go-round?” There was a roar of laughter, and he went on,
“Yes, my brothers, they have brought us the railway. And you there, sir, my good friend, how many times have
you been to Bombay?” The crowd laughed, and the man continued,
“What, never? The mighty Emperor of the mighty Empire has given you a mighty railway and you have never
been in a train? And why not? Because you can’t afford the fare. Because you haven’t got enough to feed your
family with. Because the railway is put there not for you, nor for me, nor for anyone of us, but for their troops.
Because they want to make sure that wherever there is trouble, wherever there are honest men like you and me
who speak the honest truth, they can send their troops to silence our mouths with bayonets.”
There was a shout expressing agreement with this logic. Christopher whispered to Sylvia that it would be best
if they unobtrusively retraced their steps. As they were stealthily walking away, a man called,
“Look, look! An English spy, a British dog and his memsahib.”
Christopher was petrified. Sylvia stood close to him, and the two watched a number of men running towards
them. For a short time, the entire crowd seemed to be running towards them as if an outraged community had
discovered the source of its grievance and was determined to annihilate it. One of the men, however, recognized
Christopher who had had occasion to exercise his charitable inclinations on some families in the settlement and
whose daily passage through the settlement had made his face familiar. The man halted suddenly and cried out,
“It’s Bowle sahib, Bowle sahib.”
This had the effect of staggering the wave of people behind him, who, too, gradually came to a stop. The
crowd took up the cry, “Bowle sahib, Bowle sahib”, and recognizing him as the person who had distributed
clothing in the settlement during one cold spell, it was, in its confusion, inclined to turn on the political agitator
for having inflamed its passions against someone who was far from pernicious.
Christopher smiled weakly at the men in front of him; the one who had recognized him first, stepped forward
and shook his hand whereupon several others extended their hands to him as well. Christopher thanked them for
their friendship and seeing them beginning to crowd around them, asked if two or three of them would accompany
him and his wife part of the way back to their house, thinking that this would be the quickest way to be free of the
crowd. Everyone volunteered to do so, but Christopher insisted that he did not wish to interrupt their evening’s
entertainment and that it was sufficient for his and his wife’s safety if only a few came with them. He won his
point and soon they were walking back with three of the men.
The men walked a few paces behind Christopher and Sylvia and now that they had been separated from the
crowd, were too shy to talk and maintained a respectful silence. When they had walked some distance from the
settlement, Christopher thanked them for their help and, assuring them of his own safety, requested them to return.
They did so without protesting, turning round at once; and no sooner than they had left, they began to talk loudly
to each other, mostly, Christopher was pleased to observe, about Sylvia’s beauty. But he did not tell her that.
“What a strange experience!” she said.
“It could have been a lot worse,” he said.
“They wouldn’t have harmed us, do you think?”
“They looked horribly malicious when they first turned on us,” he said. “Were you frightened?”
“I can hardly deny it,” she said.
“Nor can I,” he said. “Courage is a quality which asserts itself when a situation becomes entirely hopeless;
until then, one remains cowardly. It’s terrifying to think how ignorant and illiterate people can be aroused to
violence so easily by an utterly mendacious agitator.”
*
When they reached their house, Karim greeted them on the verandah steps and disappeared into the house.
They had no sooner sat down in the drawing-room when he brought in tea and biscuits, placed the tray near them
and withdrew. They sipped their tea silently. Sylvia decided not to debate what might have happened if they had
been attacked by the natives; neither with him, nor with herself. It was as when, during their courtship, they had
once had occasion to visit Leeds together and had been caught in the wave of a crowd of unemployed workers
marching through the city; the silent dignity of the march was hurtful, jarring on one’s sensibility at first and then
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swelling within one as an unbearable emotion; the proudly held placards touched one in the ribs. Sylvia felt then
that they had together suffered the same emotion as the crowd, but she had refrained from mentioning her
experience to him as he, too, had been silent. And she had wondered at her propensity for sharing an alien
emotion, one which she had not suffered before; she knew well enough, however, that to emerge from her
protected world at all would be to expose herself to far greater emotional strains than she had been accustomed to;
and so she had sought more of the physically inept world, the poor and the ugly, knowing, too, that however much
she suffered with common humanity, she would ultimately remain untouched because her suffering would be
second-hand, not something which life had inflicted on her but something she had deliberately sought out for
herself. There would be an artificiality about it. Whether or not her soul was ever bruised, she could not say, never
having experienced a serious physical hurt. And now they had come near to being hurt, and she was afraid. There
was mercy, then, in knowledge? she asked herself but attempted no answer.
They rose and went to their bedroom.
“Perhaps we ought to be less adventurous,” he said when they were in bed. She turned to him and touched his
face, saying,
“But that would be a withdrawal. It would be like the Wickhams visiting the Maharajah of Mysore and
remaining ignorant of the people who inhabit the country. It’s awfully disillusioning that people who govern can
never truly be in sympathy with the people.”
“That’s where life fails us,” he said, agreeing with her. “We make little kingdoms to live in and actually live in
our own little minds. I wonder if we can ever dispense with fantasy.”
“Perhaps it’s we who fail life and not life us,” she said, wondering if a reversal of one’s terms might not be
possible of truth. “What puzzles me is that while the act of living is infinitely variable, one cannot point to one act
and say that that is life.” He pondered her remark for a moment and said,
“I used to think that one could isolate a violent moment and call it one clear aspect of life, or a manifestation of
life. Like a sudden intensity of emotion as when making love.”
She smiled at him in the dark, for this was how he often led their discourse to an assertion of his physical
desire. She drew nearer him and let him make love to her. He exhausted himself and fell asleep.
She could not passionately respond to his love-making and tried not to believe that this was due to
Christopher’s being so much older; she had never thrilled to the experience of intercourse with him though she
had on occasion breathed heavily in rhythm with his panting, had rolled over and forcefully mounted him, which
pleased him.
Now that he was asleep, she lay awake wondering whether the act of love could at all be enlightening. For it
was not an act of living but a service to life; but when it provided neither pleasure nor pregnancy, which up till
now had been her experience, then how could she determine its worth? Perhaps she should have been freer during
her youth and should not have waited till she was twenty-nine for revelations which probably came unannounced
to those who opened themselves to life? She was not sure and doubted the validity of an instinctive and primitive
participation in physical rituals for she knew how much superstition and obscure fears they entailed. She was not
yet prepared to dismiss knowledge as ultimately redundant. She would love Christopher and accept his love until
she knew what this love was. She would yet emerge from the nunnery of her mind.
*
She was awake at sunrise while he still slept on. In the gray light, she saw him open-mouthed, breathing
heavily. His pillow was stained with saliva which had dribbled from his mouth. Turned towards her, his fists were
clutched together at the chest. His stomach lay flabbily beside hers. She withdrew a little and stretched out a hand
to touch his stomach; she stroked the loose, relaxed flesh, passing her hand to his arm, his shoulder, his neck.
Tenderness came more easily to her than passion, affection more readily than love.
“Dear Christopher,” she whispered inaudibly, “I do love you.”
And waited to see if the assertion had made any difference of degree to the emotion she felt; but her body was
lost in its own after-sleep voluptuousness and though, in such a state, she might have spontaneously thrilled to
love-making, there was no means of testing such a possibility. Crows had begun to caw outside and increasing
light was establishing spatial definition, each jarring on her feelings, taking away what purity of emotion was
within her reach.
She rose and, putting on a dressing-gown, went out into the garden. The crows were loudly disputing the
sunrise, it seemed, for they shook their heads and pointed their beaks to the east while cawing simultaneously. She
did not mind them now, for she had left the world she privately inhabited where anything but her own ideas and
emotions were alien and distracting, where she distrusted other worlds.
But here she was prepared for noise and blinding light and accepted the crazy busyness of the animal world,
for it lent point to her belief that the progression of life was too absurdly and unnecessarily complicated. She
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turned to the flowers, the violently colourful Indian flowers, but turned away from them almost at once. Theirs
was too ordered and delicate a life and a future only of disintegration, of being trampled upon. She walked to the
end of the garden where there were some wild bushes. She was unfamiliar with the vegetation of this new country
and its raucous bird-life, but felt no compulsion to acknowledge their detailed presence; she enjoyed the assertion
of pattern in a landscape, the massed juxtaposition of colours, the firm abstract shapes presented to the mind for a
pure enjoyment, but she had always disdained to examine the composition of rocks. The knowledge she sought
was similarly abstract although it, too, she knew, would emerge from the accumulation of tiny fragments of
experience: not how a form evolved to its present shape, she wanted to know, but why it had a shape at all—she,
who, granted the substance, could have forsaken matter, animate or inanimate.
She walked back towards the house and noticed Karim placing a tray of tea on a table in the verandah.
“What a perfect servant!” she thought to herself. He never spoke although he knew enough English to utter the
more material communications; he performed his functions with the utmost precision with such an anticipation
and sense of timing that Sylvia often wondered at his prescience. He possessed an aura of being slightly above the
services he performed, and if he sometimes appeared condescending this was sheer assumption on one’s part for
he himself betrayed no emotion. He lived in a timber hut built in a small vacant lot just behind the bushes at the
end of the garden. Sylvia had sometimes seen his wife hanging clothes out on a line, but had never met her even
though she was daily in her own house cooking for her and Christopher. Somehow, Indian women were
unapproachable and on the odd occasion when Sylvia had gone into the kitchen, Karim’s wife had at once drawn
the end of her sari in a kind of hood over her head; all communications to her were through Karim. Sylvia hoped
that one day she would emerge from her purdah, but did not herself intend to precipitate the occasion for she
respected the custom which made Karim’s wife what she was.
She poured herself a cup of tea and was presently joined by her husband. He greeted her with a fumbled kiss,
but appeared cheerful.
“The mornings here are pure gold,” he said for the lack of anything more pointed to say.
“Yes,” she said, “though you weren’t up early enough to enjoy it and your utterance must be founded entirely
on hearsay as regards the quality of this particular morning. You do like lingering in bed, don’t you?” He leaned
back in his chair, relishing the pleasure of a mild scolding from his wife.
“I get up when it’s most convenient,” he said.
“Rather when it’s absolutely essential that you shouldn’t delay rising any longer.”
“Well, one has to rest one’s body,” he said. “I have a long day ahead. Are you coming to town this morning?”
“I have no particular reason to do so,” she said. “But I might as well. For I have no particular reason to stay at
home either.”
“I’m sorry if life here is dreadfully boring,” he said.
“Why do you say that, Christopher?” she asked. “I’m not so unimaginative as to be easily bored.”
“I do know that, dear,” he said. “But boredom is a disease which women find hard to avoid here.”
“I’ve noticed. I do rather pervertedly enjoy the tea gatherings in the afternoons. There was rather an amusing
one at Mrs. Prewett’s yesterday. Yes, I think I’ll come to town. There are letters to write, but I feel like looking at
things. Maybe my inclination is no more than to look at the shops, but I’d like to wander about this morning.”
*
Driving away together, after breakfast, neither spoke until they had reached the city. Each noticed that the other
was looking straight ahead at the road when they drove past the wasteland; and when going through the settlement
of the poor, no mention was made of last night’s experience. He left her in Connaught Place from where he went
to his office. She entered the long arcade of shops and began slowly to walk down it.
She went into a silk shop. The Indian proprietor came fawningly towards her, and reeled off a catalogue of
foreign cloths he had in stock. She smiled patiently at him and asked him to show her some coarse Indian silk.
“Yes, madam, very well, madam,” he said, feeling sorry for her that she did not have the breeding, in common
with other Englishwomen, which led them to want to see European materials first. So, he insisted on showing her
the finest Indian silks.
“No, no,” Sylvia said. “Perhaps you've misunderstood me. I had raw silk in mind. Something coarse. Not for a
dress.”
“Of course, madam, my apologies,” he said, wondering whether his customer suffered from a lack of taste or a
lack of money. But he did produce the kind of silk Sylvia wanted. It was a length of beige-coloured raw silk. She
picked it up and held it an arm’s length to consider the effect of its texture from a distance; she then placed it on
the counter so that it hung down, and retreated a few steps to see it from greater distance.
“What other colours do you have it in?” she asked.
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The perspiring Indian, who had been puzzled by this curious form of examining his materials (which, the florid
sign outside declared were of outstanding quality and guaranteed fast colours), quietly produced the same kind of
silk in a variety of colours, and was astonished to notice the look of pleasure on her face.
“Here you are, madam,” he said, but was dumbfounded almost at once when Sylvia asked him to cut her six
pieces, a yard each, of six different colours; and nor were they the grays and blues which he was accustomed to
Englishwomen ordering, but included a garish red and a yellow. As she walked out with her little parcel, he sighed
loudly, shook the sweat off his face, praised Allah for his wisdom, and decided that she must be going to a fancy
dress party.
When she had been walking for a few minutes down the arcade after leaving the shop, Sylvia was suddenly
aware of a persistent shuffle of feet behind her. She decided not to turn round, nor to hasten her step, for such
response was often an invitation to trouble. She even stopped to look at a shop window, and was not surprised to
notice that the shuffling ceased at once. It was too troublesome, she said to herself, feeling considerable
annoyance, to be followed by thieving Indians; immediately, she had cause to censure herself for such an
unwarranted generalization, for she saw an old beggar-woman prone on the ground and making piteous sounds of
which she could only distinguish “Memsahib”, and dramatically beating her stomach and making gestures to
show that she had children elsewhere. Sylvia looked at her with horror.
A few strands of hair on her head, her skin withered and wrinkled, the beggar-woman was a pathetically
exposed item of humanity to Sylvia’s senses. She wore the remnants of a tattered old sari, which barely reached
her knees and did not cover her bosom. She had little to cover in any case, for what members of her anatomy
could have been recognizable as human, had been deformed by a lifetime of hunger or been simply worn away.
Her shrunken face was dominated by the open crater of her mouth within which one front tooth seemed to dangle
precariously by itself.
For a moment Sylvia saw herself covering the beggar-woman in the pieces of silk she had just purchased, of
sealing her up in a quilted envelope of colour, but told herself to be realistic for once.
Oh reality! Was this it, she wondered, a confrontation with the despicable, the inhuman, the wretched, which
left one wordless? What an absurd word reality was: the rich, it was said, did not face reality if they ignored to
acknowledge the existence of poverty or if they turned their nose away from it; political parties accused each
other of being unrealistic; novelists were judged by the quality of realism they portrayed; and poets were said to
escape from reality when their entire concern was to expose its true character. How could there be a reality, she
wondered, when each one of us essentially lived in his own mind and there was no certainty that what was
contained there was also discoverable in other minds and had a common source?
She could give the beggar-woman a few coins and dismiss her from her mind, but she well knew that that was
a sure way of attracting hordes of beggars; she could walk away and be haunted for ever by her hungry form. In
either event, she would never escape her own mind. For the immediate moment, a course of action suggested
itself; she saw a taxi standing by the kerb, and throwing a coin to the beggar-woman, she hastened to it, asking the
driver to take her to the old city.
At once she remarked upon her foolishness. For this was, she told herself, a common everyday occurrence,
which was of little significance; the poverty and deprivation suffered by millions of creatures on this earth was
nothing new and while it was laudable for one to be moved by it and to want to lessen it, it was not relevant to her
mind’s debate.
And now here was the ancient city, the massive walls of the Red Fort on her right as the taxi approached the
city gate. She wondered what business she had in the old city and why it had occurred to her as a destination. She
smiled at herself, at her foolishly self-conscious ways, which nevertheless allowed her to undertake expeditions to
which she had given no previous thought.
*
She left the taxi soon after they had gone through the city gate. Delhi was quite the opposite of the new,
meticulously planned city where the mixture of Georgian and Victorian lines in the architecture represented both a
love and a compromise in the British character; for the imposing of minarets on buildings had not disguised the
alien architecture of New Delhi, and one could easily imagine Connaught Place as a sunnier, more colourful
Georgian crescent transposed straight from Bath. But she was more excited by old Delhi, the crowded narrow
streets with their open gutters.
Here the heat was suffocating, and she realized it was almost noon. She walked slowly past the variety of
shops which spilled their wares on to the street: now there was blinding light from the silversmith's and now the
cool smell of leather from a foot- wear store. She was aware of the oddity of her presence in this almost
exclusively Indian quarter where an Englishwoman rarely came alone. But neither the beggars nor the curious
stare of Indians would drive her away, and when she felt that she could not go on, it was because of the heat.
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She went into a restaurant and ordered a cup of tea. She was conscious as she drank her tea that her presence
had created a silence in the restaurant. It was far from being the kind of smart, air-conditioned restaurant to which
the English went in New Delhi. It was dark and poorly aired. Men sat at stone-topped tables, drinking tea out of
thick, porcelain cups. The smell of Indian food came strongly from the kitchen. The proprietor sat at a kind of
altar where one went to pay the bill; above him was a motto, TRUST IN GOD CASH TERMS . The waiters called out
the orders across the room and carried an impossible number of cups and saucers in one hand and seemed
perpetually to be performing a juggling trick with their hands.
Sylvia looked around her and noticed that everyone was staring at her. She felt that she was intruding into their
world, creating discomfort, even tension, among them and consequently feeling uncomfortable herself. She had to
withdraw, remain in the world chosen for her by birth, class and history; and this would be a failure, too. She
would have preferred them to have gone on, taking no notice of her unfamiliar presence; or that they had openly
accepted her, had been forthrightly convivial. She wondered if some of the men desired her; perhaps there was
lust in some of the eyes which were fixed upon her.
She rose, paid for her tea and walked out. She recoiled from the sun which hit her squarely in the face as soon
as she emerged from the restaurant. There were no shaded arcades here, nor a taxi in sight. She knew nothing
about the buses; there were the horse-drawn tongas, but she hesitated taking one and began walking in the hope of
finding a taxi. She regretted that the brim of her hat was not a foot wider and that she had forgotten to bring her
parasol with her. Her clothes were sticking to her and already she was out of breath.
She would have welcomed a tree now, even one of the dead trees from the wasteland near her house. There
were people all around her in their loose clothes of homespun white cotton; large black eyes stared at her,
sympathizing with her obvious discomfort.
But she could communicate her feelings to none; she was in a place where language and custom isolated her
from the crowd. She who had been a spectator even in her own society could only look and wait. She could have
stopped someone and asked him to help her to find a taxi, for that much could have been said despite the mutual
ignorance of each other’s language; a smile, a gesture would have been enough, but a certain timidity restrained
her. At last she came to a taxi rank and thankfully she sat in one.
She went to the bathroom at once on reaching home for she was on the point of being driven crazy by the heat.
She threw her fine cotton dress into a corner, and quickly discarded the underwear which had seemed to be
clawing into her flesh. Not bothering to cover her hair, she stood under the shower. Cold water hit her scalp,
giving her a sudden shock. She turned her face to it, and then took a step back and let the water pour down her
chest; she bent forward and bathed her back. Thus, moving about under the shower, rubbing herself all over with
her hands, she enjoyed the cold, wet deliciousness which numbed her senses.
It was when she had dried herself and was sprinkling talcum powder on her body that she remembered the
beggar-woman. She was ashamed of her own relative perfection. Her skin was clear and smooth, her body wellproportioned and not of unremarkable beauty. She decided not to reflect on life’s inequalities, knowing well
enough that she could not preserve her beauty forever. Such a conclusion gave her the resolution to be less critical
of the society to which she belonged. She would try, she said, smiling and looking at the potential of her attractive
body in the mirror.
That afternoon she painstakingly dressed herself for Mrs. Wickham’s tea party. She felt rather flattered by the
white georgette dress which showed her neck and a little of her shoulders to advantage, and she improved upon
the effect by wearing an emerald necklace. She brushed her hair with a middle parting which had the result of
making her look at once childlike and mature.
*
Geraldine Wickham complimented her at once when she arrived at her house, and when she entered the
drawing-room, Mrs. Prewett rose to greet her, saying,
“Why, Sylvia, you do look attractive!” Mrs. Aitken, reclining on a sofa as if overcome by the heat, said,
“You should have no trouble at making a success at the ball. Simplicity does become you.” Mrs. Forster, who
stood rather nervously beside a table, said,
“Nor should you have any trouble about the invitation.” Sylvia was a little confused and said,
“What invitation? Which ball?”
“Why, don’t you know?” three voices cried out, but it was Mrs. Prewett who assumed the right to go on.
“The Christmas ball at the Viceroy’s. We were just discussing it. You see invitations depend on seniority of
office and poor Emily was left out last year and she is already on tenterhooks this year.” Sylvia looked
consolingly at Emily Forster.
“Oh, I am sorry,” she said, but kept the mocking tone to herself. “I am sure there must be away.”
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“Indeed, I hope so,” Emily said. “My mother has just sent me the most beautiful dress from Harrods.”\fn{ At this
time, a fashionable department store in London:H}
“Really?” Gloria Aitken said but refrained from pressing her curiosity.
“The whole occasion is splendid,” Geraldine explained. “The palace glitters with light. They have Chinese
lanterns in the gardens, creating enough light for one to be able to distinguish a companion and leaving enough
darkness to preserve privacy among friends.”
“Why, Geraldine,” said Mary Prewett, “you’re suggesting all kinds of improper intimacies.” But there was no
censure in her voice and the women giggled, except Emily Forster who looked at them with admiration and envy.
“I heard that the Duke of Gloucester might be coming especially for the ball this year,” said Gloria Aitken.
“Ooh,” cried Emily, “Royalty!” But Mary Prewett demanded the source of Gloria’s information.
“There might be no truth in it at all,” Gloria said nervously, for Mary had such an authoritarian bearing when it
came to an interrogation. “But it was rumoured so at Mrs. Sinclair’s.”
“Oh that woman!” said Mary Prewett, and the company was satisfied that there could be no truth in the
rumour.
“I do think that it’s right that the Duke should spend Christmas at home with his family,” said Geraldine.
“After all that’s what we each wish for ourselves.”
“Indeed,” agreed the rest.
Tea was brought in on a gleaming chromium trolley by an Indian servant. Geraldine poured it out of the
handsome silver teapot, daintily handling her expensive china. There were crestless sandwiches and cakes, too.
Mary Prewett declined the cakes, agreeing, however, to nibble a sandwich. Emily Forster was pleased to accept
a cake but refused a sandwich, stating that bread did not agree with her. Gloria Aitken accepted a sandwich and a
cake, but found she could not finish all of the latter. Sylvia had no appetite at all and was happy with a cup of tea.
Geraldine Wickham smiled indulgently at each of her guests and ate three sandwiches and two cakes without
realizing it.
The conversation turned to the shopping which the women had been doing since last they had seen each other.
The afternoon wore on until it was time for their respective husbands to call and for all of them to go to the club;
all except Emily Forster, who never stayed to the end, for her husband, considering his low status and inability to
meet the price of high society, assiduously kept to his station.
Christopher sent word through Adrian Wickham that he would be tied up with a visiting M.P. until late in the
evening and would not be able to see Sylvia at the Wickhams, but would, instead, join her later at the club.
“I’d rather go home,” Sylvia said.
“Why, Sylvia, dear?” Geraldine said. “You mustn’t let us down now.” Sylvia failed to puzzle out her meaning,
and said,
“No, quite frankly I’m rather tired. I spent the morning wandering about in the old city and haven’t quite
recovered.”
“All alone!” Adrian Wickham exclaimed. Sylvia nodded, and Geraldine said,
“How incredibly daring of you!” Mary Prewett turned her nose away from the comment she could have made.
“I almost died of sunstroke,” Sylvia said.
“Perhaps Adrian can run you home, then,” Geraldine said, “and 1 can join the Prewetts’ car to the club.”
“Yes, indeed,” said Adrian Wickham.
“Oh, I could take a taxi,” Sylvia said.
“But it’s no bother, I assure you,” Adrian said, and so it was decided.
*
Adrian Wickham drove slowly and maintained rather a stiff posture at the wheel.
“These visiting M.P.s are a nuisance,” he said, looking straight ahead as if he was addressing an oncoming car.
“He must have been unexpected, for Christopher didn’t mention him,” she replied.
“Oh, they’re always around, nosing about. I must say it must be rather convenient for Westminster to send its
troublesome M.P.s on fact-finding tours to various part of the Empire.”
“What facts are there to find?” she asked.
“Precisely,” he said, for once turning round to look at her. “The whole business of government is very much
different here. For a start, it’s not a democracy. Which is a very big start, incidentally.”
“Should not people choose for themselves?” she asked.
“Of course they should,” he said in a sterner tone of voice than before, “if they know what the choice is.”
“Do people in England know what the choice is?”
“Well, they’re not illiterate as they largely are here,” he said, his voice becoming more and more that of an
official spokesman.
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“But don’t you think that even with literacy, the choices people think are before them may not be relevant to
their needs at all?”
“What do you mean?” he asked, tightening his grip over the steering wheel.
“All choices are circumstantially determined,” she said, being deliberately nebulous in her statement, for she
did not want to press the point with him. “And there’s no innate sense to guide us to a course of national
prudence. Consequently, the choice is one of selfish advantage.”
“But ten million selfish advantages might add up to a national goal,” he said, and she was glad that he had not
seen her point beyond its material consequence.
“Here we are,” he said, arriving at her house.
“Can I implore you to drop in for a quick Scotch?” she asked out of courtesy.
“Hmm … I rather think you can.”
Karim bowed to them as they entered the house, and was for a moment confused on seeing Mr. Wickham
instead of Bowle sahib, but quickly recovered his composure.
“Some whisky for Mr. Wickham,” Sylvia said to him as they walked to the drawing-room. “And a lemonade
for me.”
She had hardly seated herself when Karim came in, served the drinks and withdrew.
“I’ll stand if I may,” Adrian Wickham said in answer to her invitation to sit down. “This way I’ll present easy
passage to the Scotch and the least obstacle to my return.”
They sipped their drinks silently. Curious girl, he thought, rather absurdly fallen for that old dodderer,
Christopher. He was not prepared to admit to himself that he envied Christopher for having so attractive and
youthful a woman for his wife. He himself, a good ten years younger, seemed, in his own estimation, more of a
match for Sylvia’s beauty.
“Well, I will sit down,” he declared, smiling, “on condition that I sit next to you.” She smiled at his daring but
revealed no change in her complexion in saying,
“Do.”
A monosyllable so plainly uttered as to suggest that it was a matter of indifference to her where he sat. She
thought of him as typical of the British ruling class, the carefully cultured lack of personality seemed almost
vulgar in him. He was too correct in his behaviour, too upright in his bearing; but she decided, since he was so
unoriginal in not departing from the type, that she would not judge his failings. Yet, she was convinced, there was
an intelligence within his not unpleasant physique: if only he would come out of the cage of conformism where
other people’s ideas led him clumsily to dance this way and that.
“Do you like India?” he asked. She almost frowned, preferring silence to small-talk, but said,
“I haven’t seen much of it.”
“We must show you some of it, then,” he said. “We could arrange a trip to Agra, a small party for a weekend
perhaps, to see the Taj Mahal.”
As if that was India!
“Perhaps it will not be necessary,” she said, determined to smother his presumption, “if Christopher and I go
for a tour of the country.”
“You will enjoy Simla in the summer,” he said.
“I don’t mind the heat.”
“You’ve hardly experienced it,” he said. “This is autumn, you know.”
She did not answer. He glanced sideways at her, saw her gaze fixed ahead of her. She looked very relaxed and
there was an austere dignity about her profile which he found attractive. Her bare arms lay limply at her side, and
the folds of her dress at the bosom suggested a fullness which made him sigh to himself.
“India, my dear Sylvia—” he began, but she interrupted him, saying,
“You know, I think I will go to the club after all. Do you mind? Forgive me for having given you the bother of
bringing me all this way only to ask you to take me back again.”
“Not at all,” he said. “It’s been a pleasure being alone with you.” She ignored the last remark and said,
“Shall we go?” A few minutes later, entering the car, she said,
“I am indeed sorry for all this. What will Geraldine think? And all the others. I’m so hopeless at making
decisions.” He drove out of the gate, saying,
“If you will allow me, we can say that I persuaded you to change your mind.”
“You’re very kind, indeed chivalrous.”
They drove on silently. Soon they were driving past the wasteland and another impulse made Sylvia say,
“Stop!” He slowly came to a halt, saying,
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“Don’t tell me you’ve left something behind.” There was, however, no irritation in his voice, which maintained
a pleasant tone.
“This is absolutely beastly of me,” she said. “I’ve been dithering to the point of being a complete nuisance to
you. Will you ever forgive me if I say that I don’t want to come to the club? I’d rather not.”
“Well, I can’t compel you to,” he said.
“Thank you. I’ll get off then.”
“No, I can turn round.”
“Please don’t. I’d like to walk back. I want to walk back.”
“I can hardly permit that while you’re in my charge,” he said.
“No, please don’t feel obliged. I can look after myself, and it’s such a short way. And I want very much to
walk.”
“Well …”
“Thank you. You’ve been so kind and so magnanimously patient.”
She got out. He saw her smile at him and walk away. Slowly, he drove away uttering an expletive or two to
relieve himself of his irritation. But he was also amused, considering that a woman who was not strong enough to
make simple decisions must be exceedingly vulnerable; and this was for him a point of satisfaction, for he had
found her exceedingly desirable.
*
Sylvia walked down the road towards her house until she could be certain that he had driven out of view.
While she did, it occurred to her that her behaviour must strike him as odd or even impolite, for it could seem to
him that she had thought up the notion of deciding to go to the club and then changed her mind once they had left
the house as a way of getting rid of him. She hoped he would not think her so naïve. Then, turning to glance back
to ascertain that he had gone, she left the road and entered the wasteland.
The shadows had already lengthened though it could not have been six o’clock yet. The sun would set within
the hour. She did not question her action nor her motive, but hastily walked towards the area of nothingness,
directing her steps to a point where an assembly of trees and bushes seemed to make a landmark. She tried not to
think but was aware of thought in her mind as if it was another voice coming from outside her, saying,
This is an experiment you’re making with yourself.
Her eyes expressed a keen excitement as she walked on, hoping that the energy expended in walking would
make her less conscious of her body. And soon it seemed that her body was lagging behind and was calling out to
her,
“Sylvia, Sylvia, lonely wanderer in the Saharas of the mind, what oases for the soul’s sailings do you expect
here?”
She dismissed the voice. It was too specific, too pertinent in its mockery, for with Christopher she was
beginning to learn a stricter empiricism than she would otherwise have permitted herself. She would have
preferred the purest abstractions, but inexplicable mystiques were too easily mocked by the actuality of
experience. She walked faster: because the body asserted itself so blatantly, she was prepared to punish it, to make
it suffer its own existence. She would be detached from her own body, the more strongly she felt its presence, and
this offered both hope and disenchantment.
She was beginning to sweat, but decided that this was irrelevant. Nor was the heaviness of her breath of any
consequence.
Already her shoes were white with dust. The land seemed to have been imperceptibly ascending. She hastened
more. The sun was rapidly declining; light flickered off the dusty soil and seemed to create a bowl of light in the
land. Her face had reddened. She could have been burning in a lamp.
At last she reached the clump of dead trees. Because the land was so empty, she had been deceived in her
calculations about distance. She was almost panting now and the sun was on the verge of setting. She slowed
down as she passed the first tree. There were several of them in a row and soon she saw that there was a thick
mass of them farther ahead which had not been visible from the road.
She walked towards them, and was suddenly astonished to see the gleam of water. There was an oasis here!
Her heart thrilled to its sight. She smiled. She stood under a tree, leaning against its trunk, looking out at the
water. It was quite dark under the trees. She walked a little farther, taking stealthy steps now, almost assuming a
temporary invisibility.
What would it mean? she wondered. Would water and failing light combine to offer a liberating revelation?
She stopped again and waited. She heard a sound, a voice.
She moved towards the sound. Past a tree, the land seemed to have been cut away as though it was a quarry.
There were dry bushes and patches of grass there and a small pool of water. Beside a bush, a man and a woman
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were making love; two Indian peasants, very probably escaping from their crowded hut, lay naked before her
below in the quarry. His mouth was at her breast when she first saw them. Sylvia saw him move then from her
side on to her body; she parted her legs for him to enter. Sylvia stood there, petrified, watching their sexual act.
She had been studious in ignoring lovers in parks, but now, here in this Indian wilderness, she observed the
earthy brutality of sex almost with a thrill. She retraced her steps when the lovers lay still, and began in the
increasing darkness to find her way home, wondering with a slight inward smile if Christopher would have the
strength later in the evening to use her with the same violence with which she had just seen the young Indian drive
the poor girl into the earth. …
284.171 1. Prayer-Beads 2. The Leap 3. Yellow Dust 4. River 5. Eye 6. Night-bridge 7. Pawindas\fn{The popular
name for an Afghan gipsy tribe} 8. A Rotting Pomegranate 9. Pulse 10. The Blue Wind 11. Iris 12. Insomnia 13.
Stonebirds 14. The Great Wall 15. Seawolf 16. Plough & Oxen 17. The Day Brightens Slowly 18. Damp Stone
Door-step 19. Floods 20. The Sky’s Empty Paths 21. Voyage To The Enchanted Island 22. Breath 23. The Years
24. Ascent 25. Rain On Moss 26. An Unhindered Future 27. Bridgehead 28. Exile 29. Pilgrimage 30. Windowsill
31. But The Lines Remain 32. An Arch Of Stars 33. Before The Rain 34. Transition 35. The Moment’s
Replenishment 36.\fn{by Daud Kamal (1935-1987)} Abbottabad, Abbottabad District, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province,
Pakistan (M) 13\fn{These are all set out in order of length, so as not to choose from the point of view of subject matter:H }
1
Under
the shade
of a willow tree
where the river bends
in a rock-pool
prayer-beads rise
to the surface
from the mouth
of an invisible
fish.
2
Alexander on horseback
leapt over the Indus here,
or so the storytellers say,
*
and on the other side
of that hill in a grove
of mangos ttrees he listened
*
in rapt attention
to a naked sadhu
talking of immortality.
3
Gloved in the skin of dawn
my hand—slight tremor—
holding the stirrup-cup.
Orchard hills and the dimming trail.
*
Will there ever be any recompense
for a lifetime of pain?
*
Your love is seamless silk—
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jade of flowing water—
distillate of dreams.
Let others drink the sky’s bitterness.
4
The river is disturbed tonight
submerged lamps guttering down
into the gravelly silence of our passing—
a pure convergence of eyes
that cannot focus.
*
Only swimmers understand
the embrace of water—
its dazzling voluptuousness,
its tangled urgency.
*
I wind my clockwork heart again
while you seek comfort
in the alien clarity of a mirror.
5
Shaft of light
made smooth by sweat
but the sky
is falling apart
at the seams.
*
Navigate carefully
between acquiescence and revolt.
*
Coiled together—
another scene, another age—
petalled entrance.
Rain in the hollow
of a tree.
6
That was
another pain—
silhouettes inwater.
I have answered
my inquisitors.
*
Virgin forest
of what could have been.
*
Moonburst
On thighs of snow—
Months and years.
I have paid
the toll.
7
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Blue-gray granite
carved by swirling water
to the semblance
of a bull.
*
A kingfisher
hovers there a second,
suddenly flies off—
a helping wind.
*
Across the river
gipsies, their encampment.
Shadows of the pine rees
growing inch by inch.
8
Baghdad is again on fire
And the leather bags
of merchant-princes
trampled and torn
under the hooves
of Mongol horses.
*
Look
at these fragments
of sun-baked pottery—
each piece dripping
with jewels—
miniature suns
of untasted sweetness.
9
Contraband emotions
smuggled across the border of sleep
and crawling with flames
of whiteness. In the bone’s gullet—
primeval quarry—the days oppress him.
The wind is hard-edged
without moisture.
*
Seething with envy
he looks at naked trees
and the swell of a bright cloud.
There is an alternate world here
waiting to be possessed. Don’t resist.
Everything ultimately disappears. Frisson
under the rain’s sudden laughter.
10
Imagine how it is
in the mountains—
the sharpness of pine-needles
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and valleys green with regret.
*
Chart the flight of birds
on the night’s migratory page.
*
Clouds melt into one another
and seeds sprout
but the rocks stand apart
asymmetrical in the torrent’s rage.
*
The gray salt of glaciers
and the stars’ inviolate beauty.
11
Iris—
morning’s alien stare—
and the unstanched stream
never to be savoured again.
Think of the water’s lasciviousness.
The falcon folds his wings
and plummets down into the abyss.
*
But
night is my alter ego—
she says—and the sky
(however mad) does not count
her dead stars. There’s darkness
beneath the prurience of waterweeds.
It is silent—it is stone.
12
The night is tense
as a cobweb
waiting
for the touch of dawn.
*
Rhythm in everything
despite the stars—
their eyeholes
filled with mercury.
*
Soon morning comes.
The robber sparrows
fighting over
every grain of meal.
13
A cupboard crammed with stonebirds.
*
The sky was a wreck
after a botched caesarean
and then suddenly
clutching our wounds
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we stumbled into a room
where flaming coals sang
in the grate—
a cluster of starscapes
defined by their own disintegration
*
You lay down in their afterglow.
Mushroomy skin of ashes.
Sleep well.
14
Perified dragon.
Thorns and wild grass
in the crevices—
no climbing roses.
War-horses, kettledrums, trumpets.
The insatiable greed of kings—
the widow’s lament.
*
Madness
of such magnitude
that one does not know
whether to laugh
or to cry. Only the birds
are free and the marauding wlves.
The day decays.
15
An isthmus
between two warring factions
of the same sea.
I hone my listening
to where the shudder
of thought ends.
Silver sieved
from the surf
and the stars
of a marine galaxy.
*
Stonecrop
against my crumbling day.
Winter unleashes itself
in the wolf’s howl …
The anonymity of falling snow.
16
The sweat
of man and animal
sink into the moist earth …
heavy drops
impervious to the sun’s savage thirst.
*
Children are climbing
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all over a broken cartwheel
and a young woman
admires herself
in the running mirror of a stream.
*
A thousand years hence
they’ll dig up
figurines of gods and goddesses
and a baked clay jar
half-full of blackened wheat.
17
How much have they dug up
out of the dumb throat of history?
The charcoal flesh of Chinese queens,
Aztec skulls of rock crystal,
bronze trinkets and rusted spears …
*
The day brightens slowly
and I try to fix my wandering mind.
Motes in a shaft of sunlight.
These are all rumors …
the exhumation has not yet begun.
*
So much shrivels in anticipation …
so much is destroyed by regret.
A sidelong glance spaked a dream.
I could never get down to
planning my life.
18
Damp stone door-step.
A midnight world
of tall flowers.
Behind me in the old courtyard
nothing but twisted parables.
*
What should I take
and what should I leave behind?
The loss will certainly cut deep.
What one remembers
is always more incredible …
*
A hurricane hits a remote island.
Brain cells die.
The further you go
the more dificult it becomes.
Every moment an era ends.
19
How does one forgive
the treachery
of blind rivers
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and water-buffaloes
dissolving in the mud?
*
Their hut was
forty years old.
They had
three wooden boxes of dowy
and a sackful of expensive rice.
*
At the army relief-camp,
the bride-to-be
covers her head
while her parents
look the other way.
20
Gunshots rend the air
and a sandgrouse paints
the dew-bright morning stones
with blood. Consummate artist.
In the background the ruins
of an ancient Buddhist monastery.
Now and then
rich Japanese tourists come
in busloads, takintg photographs.
Demolished moon,
the curved icicle of a trigger.
This is the season of hunting.
Visions of fern leaves
and rock-pools are irrelevant here.
The world we live in
is cruel and corrupt.
A dark sea closes in on us.
21
Barnacles
on a broken
stone-jar
half-buried
in the sand.
*
A cool gust
of wind.
Frayed curtains
billow in
through the window.
*
Overlap
of faces. We are
in a moon-boat
and the sea
is our room.
22
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An upturned boat
on a wet beach.
Trajectory of birdsong
in a blue
porcelain sky.
*
The turquoise
water moving
seductively
across bare feet—
itself a fish.
*
And you grow lovelier
with the years …
Nights
hardening again
into a clot.
23
He stands
in the snuff-colored shade
of a willow tree
angling for trout.
A whiff of wild anemones.
Thongs of an old desire
stretchand snap
inside his head.
Buttermilk cascades down
opaque boulders of green glass.
A flurry of wings
and mist and snow
on barbaric mountains.
Every dimple in the stream
is a past future,
every falling petal
an avalanche.
24
Ancient gardens
in your eyes
and the falling snow.
We had not brokencamp—
our horses
were at pasture—
unsaddled.
Restless traveller!
*
Again exiled?
The valleys unfold themselves
for you. Birdsongs.
Jewelled grace
of November leaves.
Intercede for us—
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river—forgotten
magnetic stones.
25
Light
bounces off water—
bruised but 4xultant.
Intimacy
is partial congruence.
*
I yearn
for the river’s broad seweep—
its total embrace.
Cliff
with no footholds.
*
What
is the matrix of joy?
Willow catkins
swirling round and round
in the weir.
26
Importunate memories
slithering down the windowpane
and the night sky astir
with snowflakes.
All is relative.
*
Flayed alive by fear.
Winter’s unabated violence.
Verdigris on a patch
of earth. Who says
the end is vivifying?
*
What should I pray
and to whom? Words must preserve
not destroy. Each stone has
its own cry. My shadow
is my sanctuary.
27
Surfacing is as hazardous
as the plunge—
the coppery glint
of water pulled up
from the deepest well.
*
The roar of a dream river,
this morning’s bridgehead:
wet golden sand
and a forest of green mirrors
on your waking shoulders.
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*
Perspectives
all so arbitrary—
our lives go hurtling
down the same dark chute …
Millstones, their weight,
Their endless hunger.
28
They call him mad
but he’s the only one
to understand
the trees and beasts
in his old Bokhara rug.
There, in the midst
of everything,
a polished samovar,
its delicate aroma
of fine green tea.
Reflections rippling
of his absent friends.
Meanwhile outside, the men
are laying traps in the snow.
Freed from his sodden boots,
he thinks for hours
of hired assassins
closing on their mark.
29
He knew he was happy
among the young corn—
wild parrots flaunting their vulgarity
beteween leafshadows. All night
the irate river remonstrated with its
intransigent stones. Black dust
in the coridor of stars.
*
Embraced by his own separateness
he hears a voice
searching for him. The forest opens
into a clearing and the smell of incense
lingers on in the ruined temple. A group
of peasants descend the stone steps
with deliberate calm.
*
Sacred fish
in a rock-pool.
Old mirror webbed with cracks.
30
Sandpaper tongue of a tiger:
every syllable a fatal collision.
A new technique of writing …
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*
The tortured and the torturer
preserved together,
frozen in a pictograph.
*
And love is an avalanche,
not a snowcrystal
under the microscope.
*
Through walls of water,
I see young men
building a new city.
*
Somewhere a windowsill
gilded with a new dawn—
something to dream about.
31
Nothing really ever changes—
least of all
the unswept attics
of the mind.
*
A young
mountain woman
gathers dry twigs
against the coming storm.
*
One scorpion for each eyelid—
a layer of dust
under the tongue.
Stay away from the window.
*
I draw
the back of my hand
across my forehead—
but the lines remain.
32
Nothing but knuckles of rock
and burning sand
between one thirst and the next.
*
The living remonstrate
with the dead
in the neutral tent of sleep.
*
Hope is a torn banner,
barely visible
through all this travelling dust.
*
But should luck lead you
to the pool,
you’ll find an arch of stars,
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*
those bare simplicities:
her eyes, two hands that
meet beneath the water’s chill.
33
An exodus of dry leaves scraspes
the surface of this winter road.
Don’t covet your neighbor’s white mare.
*
The wind blew differently in yesteryears.
Women braided their hair, hawks flew
across fields of corn and poppy.
*
In the market-place
a Turkestani cobbler, in rags,
puts on his spectacles with ritual care.
*
I plough my shadow into this white sheet.
Saints and lunatics.
Some undiscovered lust
*
in a fine, high-ceilinged room …
My space and hour.
And this, my piece of earth.
34
Sun-splashed
Pavingstones. The sky’s cupola
Resonant with the cry of birds.
Fern-shaded stream. Swaying poplars.
Hair tousled by the wind.
What is the axis
around which life spins?
Beads of light
on the immaculate grass.
*
Threshold
I could not cross
not even in dreams. Silk of flesh.
How deeep is desire?
Perspective is what you see
as wave is water. Tangled shadows
under the bridge.
The past is a deep ravine.
Why does the night heave?
35
Leaf-shadows
splayed by the evening sun
on my bare chest. Far away
a nervous horse plashes
through a brook of white roses.
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Does memory intrude
on the precipitate of dreams?
Fireflies at dusk.
where have the years gone?
*
Hooftracks
begin to fill with water.
Quail lost in the field.
Is there no relief
for those obsessed with absence?
To whom does the mist
owe allegiance? Escape is no
substitute for freedom. I am
not an empty birdcage.
36
Sooner or later
cracks appear on the surface
of things:
clay pitchers, glaciers, human faces.
Water is exempt
and the stone’s interior sky.
Jagged edge
of the precipice.
Fire without ashes.
*
Dreams accumulate
and harden into reality.
Carrion crows
drink from a rain-puddle.
A few steps away
women laborers carry bricks
on their heads.
Each star
drowns in its own light.
117.41 The Heir To A Severed Arm\fn{by Amar Jaleel aka Qazi Abdul Jaleel (1936Province, Pakistan (M) 7

)}

Rohri, Sukkur District, Sind

Outside the Civil Hospital mortuary there was a huge crowd of men, women, and children. Muffled sounds of
crying and sobbing came from the crowd.
A little away from the crowd, in the open space, a large number of policemen sat in trucks and buses. The
policemen had lathis and rifles in their hands and wore steel helmets on their heads. They all looked bored and
stared listlessly at the crowd and smoked with their heads bent down. The Superintendent of Police’s jeep and the
Magistrate’s car stood close by.
In the filthy and somewhat terrifying atmosphere of the mortuary stood the SP\fn{ Sergeant of Police.} and the
Magistrate. The SP was advanced in years and the Magistrate young. The SP’s belly protruded without rhyme or
reason and betrayed his affluence. Both of them stood with handkerchiefs to their noses.
Inside the mortuary were the bodies of those killed in the recent riots. The necessary legal action had been
taken. Now, in the presence of the Magistrate, the dead bodies were being handed over to the legal heirs. This was
the first occasion in the history of the Civil Hospital that, after the post-mortem, the dead bodies were being
handed over to the heirs in the presence of a Magistrate and the SP. As befitting the occasion, a large number of
press reporters and photographers were present.
A few dead bodies were still lying in the dark, dingy, and terrifying mortuary. Next to the bodies stood the
Hospital Administrator, two doctors, a few ward boys, the policeman and the sweeper. To keep the stench away,
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they had all tied a piece of cloth over their noses or held handkerchiefs over them.
One at a time, the ward boys and the sweeper brought dead bodies from the mortuary. They would place the
body on the floor, close to where the SP and the Magistrate stood. Both would be photographed with the dead
body and, while the picture was taken, they would remove the handkerchief from the nose. The SP was far more
experienced than the Magistrate and had told him that the pictures would be published in newspapers and
magazines and would be seen by the higher authorities so, as befitting the occasion, one should not be seen to be
smiling but look sad and grieved.
The sweeper, ward boy, and other hospital staff would one by one drag the dead bodies out of the mortuary,
show them to the SP and the Magistrate, both would remove the handkerchiefs from their noses and at the exact
moment would create an expression of grief and sorrow on their faces and then hand over the dead body to its
heirs.
A little later the Hospital Administrator came out of the mortuary with visible annoyance on his face. Such a
job was not in keeping with his status. He told the SP and the Magistrate,
“All dead bodies have been handed over to their heirs. I am going.”
The young Magistrate asked him,
“How many dead bodies were there in all?”
“Fourteen,” the Administrator replied, looking the SP in the eyes. “I have checked my record. I suggest that
you do the same.”
The Magistrate was young but had been given wide powers. He spoke with an impressive voice and asked,
“How many doors and ventilators are there in the mortuary?”
The SP looked at him in astonishment. The Administrator replied,
“The mortuary has two doors, four windows, and six ventilators.”
“Do the windows have grilling or iron bars?”
“Yes.”
“And the doors?”
“Locked all the time.”
“How high are the ventilators from the floor?”
“Nearly twelve feet.”
“Are there any iron bars or grilling in the ventilators?”
“No.”
“All right.” The young Magistrate was lost in thought. He wanted to impress upon the middle-aged SP and the
aged Administrator that he knew a lot and had the capacity to know even more. The powers of being able to send
anybody to jail were putting a tremendous pressure on him.
The aged Administrator was easily irritated. He said,
“Believe me, sir, no dead body would dare to escape from this mortuary. This jail was built in the British
days.”
Hearing the Administrator’s comment made the young Magistrate’s blood boil. If it had been any other
occasion, he would have given the Administrator a taste of his own medicine then and there. He saw the smile on
the SP’s face and trembled with suppressed rage.
The Administrator left. One by one the photographers and the journalists began to leave. The crowd began to
disperse. Then suddenly a voice called out from the mortuary:
“Stop!”
The people who were leaving froze in their tracks. The Magistrate and the SP looked back at the mortuary. A
ward boy was standing at the mortuary door. Both of them trembled when they looked at him.
With slow and deliberate steps the ward boy began walking towards them. In his hands he held somebody’s
arm. He came forward and put the severed arm in front of the Magistrate and the SP. They stared at the arm in
astonishment. The ward boy said,
“It was lying in a dark corner of the mortuary.”
The arm was severed from the shoulder and covered in dust and clotted blood. In a few minutes the SP had
composed himself. He shouted at the ward boy and said,
“Take this severed arm and throw it in the mortuary.”
The ward boy picked up the arm from the floor. He was holding it by the wrist. It seemed that he was pulling
somebody invisible towards the mortuary.
“Stop!”
Hearing the Magistrate's voice, the ward boy, who was walking steadily towards the mortuary, stopped. He
turned back to look at the Magistrate. The Magistrate said,
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“According to the norms of justice, we have to hand over the severed arm to its rightful heirs.”
The SP tried to explain to the Magistrate, first in Sindhi, then in Urdu, and finally in English, that this was a
dead issue and he should regard it as finished. '
“This is just an arm, we have not even handed over severed heads to their heirs. The action should be
considered as completed and closed now. The FIR\fn{ First Investigation Report; the complaint of a crime lodged with the
police.} mentioned fourteen dead bodies and fourteen dead bodies we have handed over to the rightful heirs.”
The young blood of the Magistrate began to boil. He decided he was going to go one better than the Emperor
Jehangir’s famous justice. In a very decided tone, he said:
“The severed arm will be handed over to the heirs.”
The SP could barely control himself.
The Magistrate called the doctors and the Medical Superintendent, who were enjoying the fresh air after
coming out of the mortuary. He questioned them:
“Has any dead body been handed over which did not have an arm?”
The Administrator and the hospital staff looked through the papers and declared that no dead body had been
handed over which did not have an arm.
The Magistrate was surprised and he asked, “Then where is this arm’s dead body?”
The SP’s face broke into a smile. Fully comprehending the delicacy of the situation, he said in a somber tone,
“The person this arm belongs to, perhaps he is still alive.”
“Impossible!” the Magistrate said.
One of the doctors said that there was a wounded man who had been in the general ward for the last five days
and he did not have one of his arms.
“Then this must certainly be his arm,” the Magistrate said to the doctor. “Please take me to that patient. I want
to return this severed arm to him.”
The Magistrate asked the people to stop and wait, then he asked the ward boy to carry the arm and then walked
to the general ward with the doctor.
The Magistrate and the doctor entered the ward. The patients on the hospital beds were frightened to see the
severed arm in the ward boy’s hands. Both of them stopped near the bed of the one-armed patient’s bed.
The Magistrate told the patient,
“We have found this arm in the mortuary. We think that it must be yours.”
The wounded man was staring out of the window and looking at the distant sky. On hearing the Magistrate’s
voice, he turned to face him. He had sunken eyes and his lips were parched.
Pointing to the severed arm in the ward boy’s hands, the Magistrate said,
“I think that this arm is yours.”
The wounded man looked at the severed arm. He kept staring at the severed arm for a while. Then signs of
pain appeared on his face. In a tremulous voice, he asked the Magistrate,
“How old are you?”
The nature of the question was not apparent to the Magistrate. He however replied,
“I am twenty five years old.”
“I am also twenty-five years old. And Pakistan is also twenty five years old,” the wounded man said. “In these
twenty-five years, this country has given you two arms and it has taken away one of my two arms.”
Without understanding a word, the Magistrate tried to laugh it off.
“On behalf of the Government of Pakistan, I have come to return to you one of your arms.”
“You took a living, throbbing, pulsating arm and instead of it you give me back this dead arm!” the wounded
man was hurt to the quick. “I am an artist. What will I do with this dead thing? Give me back the arm which was
alive!”
The doctors in the duty room tried to explain to the Magistrate.
“He is totally crazy. We are planning to send him to the lunatic asylum.”
The Magistrate tried to avoid what the doctors were telling him and he asked the wounded man,
“Don't you want your arm back?”
“What will I do with this dead thing?” shouted the wounded man. “I want my living arm back. I am an artist. I
want to paint some more pictures. I am a poet. I want to write a song. I am obsessed. I want to write stories. Give
me back my arm. Give me back my living arm!”
The Magistrate felt sick. He asked the doctors, “Do you think that this man is a foreign agent?”
“No, sir!” one of the doctors explained. “We know his history. He used to be a research scholar. He searched
through the hidden and distorted pages of history and saw the faces of the cruel despots and tyrants who disguised
themselves as kindhearted, generous, and just, and through secret doors entered the pages of history. Since then he
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has been behaving in this manner.”
“How do you know all this?”
“We did our matriculation from the same school. And we lived in the same neighborhood.”
“But what happened to his arm?”
“During the riots a tear-gas shell struck his arm,” the doctor said. “He developed gangrene. We had to
amputate his arm.”
The Magistrate thought for a minute.
“Then this cannot be his arm.”
“Certainly not,” the doctor said. “We cut off his left arm. But you have somebody’s severed right arm.”
Obviously crestfallen, the Magistrate returned to the mortuary. Near the mortuary, the SP approached him.
“Take my advice. Leave this arm in the mortuary.”
“No!” the young Magistrate said. “I am determined to find the heirs of this arm!”
The SP looked at him helplessly. The Magistrate moved quickly and snatched the arm from the ward boy’s
hands. He lifted the severed arm above his head and asked the people,
“If there is any heir to this severed arm then he should provide the proof of ownership and claim it from us.”
As soon as they saw the severed arm, anxious murmurs rippled through the crowd. Some people stepped
forwards from the crowd. They closely scrutinized the severed arm, which was covered with dirt and clotted
blood.
A girl looked at the arm and told the Magistrate,
“This arm belongs to my Daddy!”
The Magistrate looked at the girl and asked her, “How can you be sure that it is your Daddy’s arm?”
The girl replied, “My Daddy is alive and he has one arm. His other arm has been missing for a long time.”
The Magistrate was startled and he asked the girl, “Since when has your Daddy’s arm been missing?”
“I don’t know for certain,” the girl said. “My Mummy tells me that at one time Daddy used to have both arms.
And he used to write. He used to write the truth. Then one day they came. They said that they were the
representatives of justice and they cut off Daddy’s arm, the same arm which had the truth-writing hand.”
With one motion of his hand, the Magistrate waved the girl to stand at one side.
“Any other heir to this arm?”
An old bent-up woman came forward and said in a trembling voice, “This is my son’s arm.”
“What is the proof?” the Magistrate asked.
“He used to work for sixteen hours and earn three rupees. This used to provide us our single daily meal, our
medicine, and the rent for our hut.” The old woman continued in a shaking voice, “On the days he could earn a
four anna or eight anna bit, then he would buy jalebis\fn{A form of fried sweetmeat.} from Ibrahim the Bohri’s shop.”
“But how can you say that this is your son’s arm?” the Magistrate asked.
“I suffer from joint pains. He would rub and press my aching feet all night long,” the old woman said, barely
able to control her sobs. “How can I not recognize my son’s arm?”
“What did he do, this son of yours?”
“He sold grass for horses near Bhimpura,” the old woman said in her unsteady voice. “In the last riots, he left
home one day and never came back.”
“All right, you can also wait,” the Magistrate said. “I will enquire from all the people and then decide who is
the real heir of this severed arm.”
A young boy of seventeen or eighteen came forward and said,
“I am sure that this is my brother’s arm.”
“Any proof?”
“He was a laborer in the Gulab Textile Mills,” the boy said. “He used to carry thans\fn{A note reads: A long
measure of cloth wrapped and folded for storage or display.} of cloth from the factory to the godown.”
“But what proof do you have that this is your brother’s arm?”
“Ever since he disappeared in the riots, our parents and my brothers and sisters have all been starving.”
“That is no proof.”
“From constantly carrying so much weight, he could not straighten his arm,” the boy said. “This arm is also
bent forwards.”
The Magistrate said, “After it was severed, this arm dried up and has become bent.”
“But I am convinced that it is my brother’s arm!” the boy began to plead.
“That is for me to decide. You go and stand over there.” The Magistrate then addressed the crowd once again.
“Any other heirs?”
A middle-aged man came out of the crowd. He walked in a strange manner and wore odd clothes: shirt and
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shalwar, a battered old hat, a long coat with a torn collar and in the coat pocket, half a dozen different-colored
pens and an old chain. He had steel-rimmed glasses broken from one side. He took the severed arm from the
Magistrate’s hands and inspected it closely and carefully. Then having looked at it, he handed it back. Then he
clicked his heels, stiffened, and saluted the Magistrate.
“I am Sir Charles Napier desi.”\fn{A note reads: Sir Charles Napier was posted as the British Resident to Sindh in 1842. Later
on when he became the British conqueror of Sindh, he wrote in his diary: ‘We have no right to seize Sindh yet we shall do so, and a very
advantageous, humane, and useful piece of rascality it will be.’ He is said to have dispatched the result of the decisive battle of Miani with
a single word: ‘Peccavi’ (I have sinned [a play on words with the region he conquered, Sindh]). Desi refers to things or manners which are
local and indigenous. The irony of attaching the world desi to Napier’s name is characteristic of Amar Jalell’s style .}

The sad and sorrowful crowd laughed loudly.
“So you laugh!” said Sir Charles Napier desi. “You have no shame!” The SP whispered in the Magistrate’s ear,
“This lost Englishman from Moenjodaro will drive us crazy.”
“You over there. What is all this whispering?” Sir Charles Napier desi caught them out. “I know who you are.
You are Jacob.”\fn{By which he means John Jacob, one of the most successful British administrators of Sindh .}
People began to laugh again.
“This is no time for laughing. This is a time for crying,” Sir Charles Napier desi said angrily. “Do you know
whose hand this is?”
The young Magistrate asked him, “Sir, do you know whose hand this is?”
“Yes, I know whose hand this is.”
“How, Sir?”
“I have been chopping this arm off since 1843. In many forms, I have been cutting off this arm.”
“From 1843, Sir?”
“Yes, from 1843,” Sir Charles Napier desi said. “Yes, I have been cutting off this arm in each and every period.
I know whose arm this is!”
The SP began to smile. He knew Sir Charles desi. He had retired as a primary school teacher, then he had had
to chase up his pension papers, and went crazy from all the running around.
The Magistrate asked softly, “Whose hand is this, Sir?”
“This is the arm of General Hosh Mohammed also known as Hosho Shedi.”\fn{ A note reads: General Hosh
Mohammed, popularly known as Hosho Shedi, the African slave, raised the battle cry “We will die but will not give up Sindh.” Hosho
Shedi died fighting Napier’s army in 1843.}

“General Hosh Mohammed Shedi!”
“Yes; General Hosh Mohammed Shedi!” Sir Charles Napier desi said. “In every age, I chop off this arm from
Hosh Mohammed Shedi’s shoulder. But in every age, this arm grows back on the shoulder of another Hosh
Mohammed Shedi and comes alive.”
The people were controlling their laughter and looking at Sir Charles Napier desi in amazement.
Sir Charles Napier desi said,
“This is the arm which rises against governments in rebellion and becomes the cause of concern in high
officials. But this time I have arranged to take care of this wretched arm properly!”
“But how, Sir?”
“I will hand over a spoon to this hand. Then this hand will never be able to pick up a gun, not till Doomsday.”
The Magistrate tried to rid himself of this Sir Charles Napier desi.
“This arm will certainly be handed over to you. For the moment, please let me investigate the other people’s
claims.”
“All right,” Sir Charles Napier desi said. “But this time there shouldn’t be the mess of the pension papers.”
“Rest assured, Sir!” The Magistrate turned again to the people and asked,
“Anybody else who claims to be the heir of this severed arm?”
A young girl came out of the crowd. She was beautiful. Sadness becomes some people and makes them look
prettier. She was sad and beautiful to the extent of touching the soul. The SP whispered to the Magistrate,
“She is a call girl. Her name is Farzana.”
Farzana came closer to the severed arm. She kept staring at the arm. Her eyes were red from crying. In
between sobs she said,
“Please give this arm to me!”
“Proof?”
“This arm belonged to Shahmeer.”
“Who was Shahmeer?”
“He was the man of iron in my life. He would look any trouble straight in the face.”
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“What was he to you?”
Hearing the question, the girl’s eyes became disconsolate like the eyes of the she-deer in the desert. She lifted
her eyes to look at the Magistrate and said softly,
“He was everything to me. He was my whole world.”
“Was he your husband?”
“No.”
“What relationship did he have with you?”
“Some relationships do not have any name. Those are the relationships of feeling. They can only be felt.” The
SP whispered to the young Magistrate,
“She is a call girl. He must have been a special customer.” The young Magistrate found the SP’s comment to
be in bad taste. He ignored him and said to the girl,
“You must provide proof that you are the legal heir to this arm.” Farzana said,
“Once Shahmeer took my hand in his and told me that defiant men hold a woman’s hand only once in their
lifetime and then enter into a lifelong bondage. He said, ‘You are the first and the last woman in my life.’”
The Magistrate remained silent. Farzana went on,
“Shahmeer used to say that he did not believe in empty rituals. ‘My promise is as strong as the Kirthar
mountains.’” The Magistrate asked her,
“What proof do you have that this is Shahmeer’s arm?”
The monsoon erupted from Farzana’s eyes. She finally said,
“The lifeline was very clear and long on Shahmeer’s hand. Even though he never believed in palmistry and the
lines on one’s hand. He used to say that every man draws the lines of his destiny himself.” She stopped and tried
to control her sobs. Then she said in a voice full of pain,
“He had a long lifeline, but even then my Shahmeer was killed in riots. Please check this hand and you will
find a long lifeline.”
The Magistrate looked at the SP, who gave a signal to an ASI.\fn{ Assistant Sub-Inspector.} The ASI bent forward
and looked closely at the hand and then the palm of the severed hand. Then he shook his head.
“Sir, all the lines on his hand have been eroded.” The Magistrate told Farzana,
“You just wait. Let me ask the other claimants.”
“For the last hundred and fifty years, you have been investigating this case,” Sir Charles Napier desi remarked.
“Why don’t you believe me when I tell you that is the severed arm of General Hosh Mohammed Shedi?”
“I fully believe you, Sir,” said the Magistrate controlling his anger. “Let me complete the paperwork. All of
these people are claiming to be the heirs to this severed arm.”
“Thank you,” Sir Charles Napier desi said.
The Magistrate looked again at the people and asked, “Is there anybody else claiming to be the heir to this
severed arm?”
A man crippled in both legs hobbled forwards on crutches and came close to the Magistrate. In a voice choked
with tears, he said,
“This is my son’s arm.”
“Do you have any proof?”
“My heart tells me that it is his arm.”
“In these riots, did he also—?”
“He did not reach home after the riots. He has been missing since then.”
“What was his job?”
“He used to sell pakoras at the Sindhi Hotel in Lalukhet.”
“Do you have any clear proof that this is your son’s arm?”
Large tears welled up in the old man’s eyes. He said, “The relationship between a father and his son does not
suffer any proofs.”
“But the law does not accept such statements,” the Magistrate replied. “You must provide clear proof to get
this arm.”
The old man was lost in deep thought. After a few moments he raised his head and then looked at the
Magistrate.
“My crutches broke once. I walked with the support of my son’s arm. If he had not disappeared, then you
would have been able to see that this was really his arm.”
“I am sorry, old man,” the Magistrate said. “Your claim is not within the norms of the law.”
The old man returned despondent.
“Any other heir?” the Magistrate asked.
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A ten or twelve year old girl came forward, hesitant and afraid.
“This is my brother Siddiq’s arm.”
“What did he do?”
“He was a clerk in the Secretariat.”
“Is he missing?”
“No.”
“Then was an arm missing from his dead body?”
The girl seemed to drown in a river of sorrow. She managed to say with great difficulty,
“After the riots, the police found my brother’s corpse in a sack in the open sewer. He had been hacked to
pieces. My mother recognized him from his hair and after that she died.”
The Magistrate became sad. He asked,
“Do you have any proof that this is your brother’s arm?”
The girl became confused.
The Magistrate put his hand over her head to comfort her and asked, “Any mark on his hand like a mole?”
The girl immediately recalled,
“We were getting ready for his wedding. His hands had been colored with henna. Please look at his palm. It
would be colored with henna.”
The skin of the palm had been worn off. It had no lines which could tell the fortune and no color of henna.
The Magistrate looked at the girl. She bowed her head and went back into the crowd.
Before the Magistrate could ask the crowd again, Sir Charles Napier desi said,
“You are wasting your time in a wild goose chase. You cannot be Nosherwan the Just and Sherlock Holmes at
the same time. You can be one or the other.”
In spite of the seriousness of the situation, some people burst into laughter.
The Magistrate controlled his mounting anger and told Sir Charles Napier desi in no uncertain terms,
“Please be quiet!”
“Is this a regulation of the civil law or the Martial Law?” Sir Charles Napier desi wondered loudly.
The Magistrate ignored him.
“Listen to me,” Sir Charles Napier desi caught hold of the Magistrate by the shoulder and shook him. “If you
keep on delaying your decisions like this, then this arm will come alive once again and it will be a danger to Islam
and the ideology of Pilistan.”
The Magistrate thought of something. He tried to free himself from the clutches of Sir Charles Napier desi. He
said, “Sir, I have come to the conclusion that you are the real heir to this arm. It will be handed over to you.”
'You have made a wise judgment for the first time in your life,” remarked Sir Charles Napier desi. “Once I put
a spoon in the hand, then the danger of General Hosh Mohammed Shedi being born again in any period of history
will be averted forever.”
“You are absolutely correct,” the Magistrate said. “Please get a spoon. In the meantime, we will hold the arm
in trust for you.”
“No tricks this time, you buffoon!” Sir Charles Napier desi said. “I am coming back with a spoon.”
He hurried off. The Magistrate wiped the sweat from his brow.
“Any other heir to this arm?” he asked loudly for the last time.
Suddenly a child who had not completely learnt to walk appeared from somewhere. With tiny steps, he
covered the distance and stood before the Magistrate. His baby speech was clear and unmistakable.
“I am the heir to this arm.”
Hearing such a small child talk, the Magistrate and the SP were dumbfounded. Both of them felt a peculiar
sensation in their body. The child was speaking. He said,
“The relationship which I have with this arm is beyond the confines of time and space. It was clutching the
fingers of this hand that I went through the struggle of love and hatred and truth and falsehood, walked through
houses set to torch, corpses lying everywhere and the wounded crying out loudly. Walking through fire and blood,
I reach my maturity, and this arm becomes history. When the enemies of time cannot fight history, they cut off the
arm. And when a child holds the finger of this hand, history begins to smile again. This arm is mine. I am the real
heir to this arm.”
Before anybody had time to think or act, the child stretched out his tiny hands towards the severed arm and
held a shriveled finger. Then, as if the earth had taken a turn, the severed hand flew up in the air. It seemed to have
attached itself to the shoulder of some invisible person.
The crowd held its breath and watched the child and the severed arm. The child held a finger of the severed
hand firmly. He took a step forward. The arm also swung ahead like that of a living person and moved alongside
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the child. A few drops of fresh blood came out of the arm. Leaving the stains of blood on the ground, the child
moved ahead and kept on walking till it disappeared from view.
11.57 & 117.34 1. Thus Spake The Animals 2. Of Flesh And The Earth: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mohammed
Mansha Yad (1937- )} Sheikhupura District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 5
1
They are under the impression that my beliefs have undergone a change. It’s far from it. Now I only eschew
meat.
There are a lot of people who don’t eat meat. In other words, they are vegetarians. There must be diverse
reasons for giving up meat-eating. There are people who shun meat out of conviction. There are others who do so
under the doctor’s advice. There are still others who abhor it for certain psychological reasons. For instance, I
know a person who had suffered from cold in his childhood. His cold became chronic and he smelled carrion in
everything that was placed before him to eat. Under this obsessive state of his mind once he was offered mutton
soup and he vomited. He felt that the soup was smelling of carrion although it was quite wholesome and the smell
was coming from within him. From that day he developed an aversion for meat.
My case, however, is quite different. I have been fond of meat since my childhood. I really relish it, specially
fried meat which is my favourite dish. Due to excess of uric acid in my blood the doctor had advised me to
eschew meat. To drive home the point he warned me of the dire consequences that would follow if I persisted in
eating meat But I paid no heed to his advice. However, since sometime past I have totally banished meat from my
table. But not out of conviction. In fact conviction has played no part in it. Generally, I don’t talk about it for fear
that it may lack credibility in the eyes of the people. But now I think the time has come when I must take the lid
off this secret so that people may not come to have some ill-conceived ideas about me.
From my childhood I had a flair for learning languages and I did learn quite a few of them. The language of
animals was not one of these languages. In fact I had no intention of learning the language of animals, specially
the language of goats. Call it luck or chance, I came to learn the language without my knowing it
It happened something like this: At that time we were living in our village and there was a sheep pen right
behind our house. I used to study till late at night, doing my homework. While working I couldn’t avoid listening
to the bleating of sheep, specially the little lambs. A couple of times a wolf invaded the pen under cover of
darkness of the night and carried away a sheep. After that the goats, sheep and the lambs remained terror-stricken.
During summer they kept bleating the whole night out of the fear of the marauders. I would extinguish my lamp
and try to sleep but the sound of their bleating and whisperings would not allow me to sleep. And then, I don’t
know how, I suddenly began to understand their language. .
The whole night the lambs kept speaking in this vein: “Ma, I’m feeling scared.”
“Ma, I’m feeling hungry.”
“Ma, when will the day dawn?”
“Oh, how cold it is!”
Like all mothers, their mothers also would try to console them by giving them false hopes.
Once my father was afflicted with some kind of ailment which the village doctor failed to identify properly. He
gave father some pills and directed him to take them with goat’s milk over a period of time. For a few days father
obtained goat’s milk through the courtesy of a neighbor and then he purchased a goat of his own which had two
small fluffy-haired tender kids—one of them black and the other mottled.
This gave me an opportunity to learn animal lingo from close quarters. I became very chummy with these kids.
Returning from school I would play with them for a long time. I would narrate them stories and poems from my
books. In the evening, when I had time for it, I would take them to the fields with me and break twigs and leaves
from the trees for them to eat. They kept nibbling at the leaves while I memorized my multiplication table. We
also carried a tete-a-tete among ourselves. At night they would describe in detail their escapades of the day. They
would vie with each other as they went prancing over the hillocks and through the bushes and later brag about it
to their mother.
“I’ve grown big, haven’t I, Ma?”
“No, I’m bigger than him,” the other would say.
It would sadden the goat to hear their talk. How she wished that they remained kids and never grow.
It was beyond the kids' comprehension why the goat suddenly became sad instead of rejoicing at thieir antics.
They would feel offended at her behaviour and turn their faces against her. I was also averse to telling them what
sort of fate awaited them when they grew up.
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One day the mottled kid strayed away from us and was lost. We searched for him everywhere but failed to find
him. The mother goat kept bleating for him for many days. The black kid also missed him a lot and then as time
passed he relegated the mottled kid to the back to his mind.
The black kid had by now grown still bigger. His horns had also become big and pointed and an odour had
started oozing from his body like it did in the case of big animals. Old men would pull his jaws apart and examine
the teeth in his mouth. The boys of my age would get frightened at his sight although he was a most harmless
creature. Whenever I went out I took him along with me. We not only understood each other’s language but each
other’s gestures also. When I called, he would come running to me. If I stopped him from doing some mischief he
would implicitly obey me. He was familiar with my body odour and could place me even in the dark.
One day something very interesting happened. He followed Sheque barber mistaking him for me. Sheque ran
fast and found the animal close on his heels. Shaking with fear he could make it to his house with great difficulty.
His mother carne to our house with a complaint that our black kid wanted to gore him to death with his pointed
horns and had chased her son right up to their house. I called the kid’s explanation and he told me that at that time
Sheuqe was also wearing a chaddar of the same colour as mine and he thought he was actually following me. The
kid tried to laugh to make light of the whole thing but he could not, despite making a serious effort. It made him
sad to realize that he did not know how to laugh.
The next day he learnt that his mother had fallen down from over the bridge of the nearby stream and was so
gravely hurt that it had been decided to put her under the butcher’s knife. Both of us were greatly agitated over
this sad turn of events. I tried to console the black kid and did everything to divert his mind. But subsequently
when he learnt that I too had relished his mother’s meat and had partaken of it to my fill he started keeping a
distance from me. For many days he did not allow me to come near him. When I tried to caress him he felt as if I
was trying to dig my teeth into his flesh. I tried to explain to him that I was a human and not a wolf and that a
human does not eat a living animal. We eat an animal only after killing it. and that too after baking its flesh on a
slow fire.
After a few days his fear abated and he started trusting me as before.
I passed my Primary Examination and sought admission in the high school in the city. Parting from the black
kid gave my heart a wrench but I couldn’t help it.
I returned to my village home during the Id holidays full of joy. But my joy vanished when I learnt that they
proposed to sacrifice the black kid on the festive day of Id. I pleaded with everyone in the house to spare the black
kid’s life and select some other goat or sheep for sacrifice. But they just refused to listen to me. The black kid was
blissfully ignorant of the impending calamity and I thought it wise to maintain a discreet silence over it. He would
go out with me prancing joyfully. He would jump up to munch green leaves from the trees and brush his head
against my knees to demonstrate his animal love for me.
At last the fateful day arrived and he was held down on the ground. They were going to graze the knife against
his neck when he gave me a beseeching look and started calling out to me. I could not bear the sight of his being
butchered and moving away from there I hid in my room. But I could still hear his cries for help. Perhaps he
thought there was still time for me to come to his rescue and save him from the butcher’s knife. He kept bleating
piteously till the very end but I could do nothing except shed tears for him. I decided that in order to register my
protest I would not touch his cooked meat. But when the plate of meat was placed before me I could not resist its
tempting smell and my mouth started watering. Forgetting everything else, I fell for the cooked pieces of meat and
guzzled them with relish.
After that I never made friends with a goat or a pet animal. Every year on the occasion of Bakar-Id our people
bought a sheep or a goat and sacrificed it with religious zeal. But I made it a point not to be drawn towards these
sacrificial animals. They only made me all the sadder, although it was father’s belief that the more you came
closer to these animals with loving care to the point of their extinction, the more piety you won. But in spite of my
best efforts I could not harden myself to subscribe to father’s belief. Hence when the time to sacrifice those
animals arrived I would go to a friend’s or relative’s house on the pretext of offering him Id greetings and would
return only after making sure that the animal had been butchered and done away with. Father said this kind of
timidity weakened one’s faith in religion. But I saw to it that my religious zeal was not diluted for I took a hand in
distributing chunks of the dead animal’s meat among dervishes and religious mendicants.
I felt jittery till the time of butchering the animal when it could see, hear and feel. Of course, I was terribly
scared when I saw its head lying sundered from its body. Even when I saw the head of a sheep or a goat hanging
at the butcher’s shop, its lifeless, glazed eyes did something to my heart. I felt as if they were riveted on my face
and were trying to convey some message to me. I strove my best to create the impression on these animals that I
was not familiar with their language. I never boasted to my people at home and to my friends that I was
conversant with animal language. Familiarity with their language had often confronted me with a painful
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situation. Sometimes I had a feeling inside me that I was fast changing into a goat.
Many a time my people at home insisted that I must take a hand in butchering an animal. In other words, cut
the animal’s throat with my own hands. According to them it was a pious act and would bring me much merit.
Maulvi Saheb took pains to drive home the point that shedding blood in the name of God made one bold and put
him in the right temper to take part in religious wars with greater zeal.
But I proved a miserable failure in this. I could only understand how miserable these animals felt, how they
moaned and bewailed before being put to death. Only I could realise, in its stark horror, how difficult it was to kill
an animal whose language you could understand and could articulate in it. An ordinary man cannot be up to it. He
can murder a man of his own species who speaks his own language but he cannot kill an animal with a clear
conscience even as an act of piety by giving it the name of sacrifice. For that he requires a saint’s heart and sangfroid. Even the saints have to blindfold their eyes before undertaking the job. Sometimes I think that if I had not
known the goat’s language I would not have proved such a coward even if it was glossed over as the weakness of
my religious convictions. However, I had made a firm resolve that come what may I would not butcher an animal.
But last year I could not adhere to my resolve and that was the beginning of my troubles.
As it transpired, after fervent prayer and intense beseechings a son arrived in my family—a lovely child, soft
and tender like a lamb.
Father immediately ordered two goats to be purchased and sacrificed as an act of gratitude to Allah. Having
lived in the city for a long time I had rarely had an occasion to come in contact with goats. As for having a chat
with them I just eschewed it. For many days those two sacrificial goats remained tied in the courtyard near my
window. It was decided to sacrifice the goats the coming Thursday. But my aunt could not come in time from her
in-law’s house. Perhaps she was held up due to some illness in her family. In the meanwhile, while chewing the
cud these animals used to hold a strange conversation between them. I don;t know how they came to know about
the fate that awaited them for the smaller of the two goats was feeling greatly scared.
One day he asked the other, “How do they sacrifice a goat?”
“They just make him lie down on the ground and the knife does the rest,” the elder goat replied.
“It must be very painful.”
“I saw it being done once. It takes a long time for life to ebb away.”
“Why do they sacrifice the animal?”
“To eat it of course. They have wolf’s teeth in their mouths.”
“I’m already dying of fright.”
“I’m also feeling the same way.”
“Will they sacrifice both of us together?”
“No, perhaps one after the other.”
“Who’s going to be sacrificed first?”
“You are more afraid than me. I think I must take my turn first.”
“Seeing you being sacrificed I’ll get all the more scared. So let me die first.”
“No, I’ll go first.”
“I, not you.”
“No, I, I, I!”
I kept listening to their talk for a long time and then I got up and closed the window. I couldn’t sleep for a long
time.
The following day was a holiday. I got up late in the morning and saw that preparations were under way for the
afternoon meal. The onions were being chopped and spices were being ground. They were going to have koftas,
meat chops and special mutton curry cooked on aslow fire in a bucket with its top sealed with clay. Father had
perhaps gone to fetch the butcher.
As I went out on hearing the call bell I found that a pupil from the school attached to the mosque had come to
enquire for the goat hides. I told him that the goats had yet to be butchered.
“Aren’t they ready?” he asked in surprise.
“The goats have first to be butchered. How can you get the hides unless the goats are butchered?”
“Yes, you’re right I’ll come again.”
As the time to butcher the animals arrived I decided to sneak out of his house. But father sensing my mood,
handed me the knife and insisted that I should kill the goats. I was adamant but he refused to listen to me.
The younger goat was brought first. It was trembling and bleating in fear. I felt sorry for the poor creature.
“Bring the bigger one first,” I said.
The bigger goat was pushed forward. It started bleating piteously in response to its younger companion’s
whimperings.
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“Turn your face the other way,” the senior goat said to the junior in a tremulous voice.
The younger goat urinated out of fear.
I suddenly recalled what it had said last night. I thought that if the bigger goat was put under the knife first the
younger one would die out of sheer fright.
“Let’s kill the younger one first,” I said changing my mind. In fact, I was myself not able to make up my mind
as to whom to kill first They brought the younger goat forward and forced it to lie down on the ground. It started
bleating piteously.
“They are killing me! They are killing me!” it wailed.
“Have courage!” the words escaped my lips. “You are being sacrificed in the name of Allah.”
The goat raised its neck and gave me an inquisitive look as if it was trying to recognise me. Then it heaved a
deep sigh and placed its neck under my knife. It had lost its tautness as if the goat had resigned itself to its fate.
I cried, “Allah O, Akbar!” and putting the knife against the goat’s neck, deliberately cut it with excruciating
slowness. The goat was dead.
When I sat down to eat, the meat gave off the same smell as one gets from a newborn child. I pulled back my
hand from the plate of meat.
After that though I tried hard I could not bring myself to touch the meat. They are under the impression that
my convictions about meat-eating have undergone a change. It is nothing of the sort. All that I have done is to
stop eating meat.
2
First and foremost praised be the Lord whose bounty knows no bounds.
He made millions and billions of worlds and galaxies, suns and moons.
He made a sun with a diameter of ten, a hundred, a thousand miles and gave it the status of a dot in the
universe.
He made billions and trillions of stars, the light of some of which reaches us in millions of years.
Then, darood for the Prophet (PBUH) who granted kingdoms to beggars and made beggars out of kings and
thus made them stand together and he undid the stones in people’s minds and tied a stone on his empty belly.
Next, salaam to those shining presences who sided not with evil and got their heads severed and their skins
peeled off.
Then, words of grace for those great souls who discovered ether in the atmosphere, petroleum in the earth, and
electrons and protons in the atom.
And lastly, cheers for the brave ones who continued onwards on the journey of life and remained grateful in
any condition to the Lord mentioned above.
After the respectful mention of the Lord, the Holy Prophet ( PBUH), and the proper introduction, I come to the
main theme.
This story is supposed to revolve around me, but the main character is Natoo the Sansi.
Natoo the Sansi comes from the same village as I do and some time back he left the village to come to the city.
You must have read the newspapers that there are peculiar incidents of burglary going on m the city. A gang of
burglars barges in or stealthily enters large houses and rushes to the kitchens and eats up everything. These are
hungry robbers who eat up everything they can lay their hands on, and then they disappear. They do not touch
clothes, jewels, cash, and other precious things. They drink bottles of juice, beer, squashes. They open up
refrigerators and finish all the ice-cream, fruits, bread and butter, and eat up all the sugar they can find.
The Lord has fixed each person’s daily bread.
He sustains and nourishes the worm in the rock.
He has hidden every person’s share somewhere on earth so that he should come into the world and look for it.
Some people do not locate their share and die of hunger or they beg and borrow or snatch and steal.
Some manage to find the share of others also and give a little to those who come and ask, or beg, and earn their
gratitude and blessings.
This gang of burglars is also in search of its share.
It is estimated that there are at least six or seven gluttons who gobble down the share of ten or twelve people at
one time and, like a swarm of locusts, polish off everything from wherever they pass.
I suspect that Natoo the Sansi is also one of them.
I have seen him many a time at bus stands, fruit shops, and cinema house tea stalls. He has also seen me, but
probably he has not recognized me because of my dress, or perhaps he is pretending to be a complete stranger so
that he does not have to come up and greet me. I remember well that all his life, he never greeted and said salaam
to any zamindar or chaudhry\fn{A zamindar is a landowner; a chaudhry is a village elder who owns considerable land .} in the
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village and that is why everybody vented their anger at him. But this does not mean that people lost their temper
only for this reason. Before coming to the city, he had caused enough trouble in the village. My father was afraid
that if he sought me out in the city, then he would bother me for charity or pester me for help in getting a job. But
he has refused to recognize me and he has no need to do so. I have seen him many a time prowling for rotten fruit
thrown on the street and half-smoked cigarette butts. During the interval in movies, he lingers around tea shops
and gulps down the leftover portions in cola bottles which people leave just because they have had enough. Many
times I felt like calling him and giving him a little something, but seeing his lack of interest, I refrained from
doing so, He would look at me and keep on smoking the filter-tipped parts of cigarettes and drinking the leftover
portions in cola bottles. He has never cared for me. Probably he does not care for anybody. Not even for his father
who got beaten by the village people many times instead of him. For some time his father would lie moaning and
groaning on the charpoy\fn{A string bed.} with flayed skin, bruised and battered and, sometimes, with broken
bones. But Natoo has never bothered to look back.
We come from the same village but we have never been introduced. The distance between us is increasing day
by day but I don’t care. After all, of what use is Natoo to me?
Even in the village I had never talked to him. I had no link with him. Yes, his mother Alamay and his sister
Mado would come to our house on their daily round of begging in the village and commence a litany of blessings
so that we would be obliged to give them something. Whenever they saw me, they would not be content to accept
a little something and mother would have to offer more than the usual. Natoo’s father was Sheroo. Both father.
and son never worked, and not doing anything was a family tradition. They could rob, steal, murder, poach but
could not do any work. They would eat off what Alamay and Mado had collected while begging but could never
bring themselves to beg; that they could never do.
They never bothered about what was haram and what was halal.\fn{A note reads: Anything which is not permissible in
the strict religious codes is considered to be haram or roughly non-kosher. The permissible items or actions are termed halal.} They
would eat tortoises, cats, jackals, weasels, and foxes, everything and anything. They would compete with dogs,
crows, and vultures for animal carcasses. They really relished meat, whether it was from a killed animal or a dead
one:. Now, you and I do not eat the flesh of dead animals. We first kill the animal that we have to eat. We do not
cut off the flesh of living animals. We do that with living people, but that is a different matter.
Sheroo was good-natured and easily contented. He had never seen a train in all his life. He had never been to
the city. He would be content with whatever he could poach or trap, or the dead animals that he found, or what
Alamay and Mado managed to beg from the village. He would get drunk and, placing the bark of the kikar on the
hookah, he would sit with his back to a wall and keep a look-out for the circling vultures.
But it was Natoo who made life difficult for the village people. As soon as he was big enough, he started laying
his hands on homes, fields, and barns. He would carry off chickens from the coop and not only that, goats and
sheep as well, and would kill them and eat their flesh. He would crash into fields like a wild boar and clean up
nearly a maria\fn{A note reads: A measure of land commonly used in Punjab.} of land. Carrots, radish, turnips, melons,
whatever was growing, he would eat it up. Once he had been through the sugarcane field, it looked as if the
sugarcane had passed through the press. He would catch hold of cows, buffaloes, and goats grazing in the fields
and drink their milk. He was caught many times and was beaten up but nothing seemed to stop him. People were
afraid of him. Anybody out alone who came across him would avoid him. His enmity cost dear as they could
never be sure of what he would do next.
In the mornings, when Alamay started her daily begging round with her daughter, insults and complaints were
thrown in her face. She would say appeasing words to the womenfolk, bless them and pray for them, agree with
whatever they said, and with an unwilling heart pretend to curse her son Natoo.
On one of my visits to the village, I learned that Natoo had left for the city. He had threatened Sheroo:
“Either arrange my marriage or I will carry off some woman myself, or I will go to the city where I will have
cola to drink and fruits to eat and I will find some woman or the other.”
The village people were immensely relieved at Natoo’s going away but like an evil spirit, he showed his true
nature just before he left. Perhaps, if this event had not taken place, he would not have gone to the city.
From Alamay and Sheroo’s statements before the panchayat,\fn{A note reads: The village counsel of elders which makes
decisions on social issues.} one could understand that it was very cold that day. A bitter, chill wind blew, and it was
drizzling.
That day Sheroo had opened a new earthen pot of home-brewed wine and its strong smell wafted to the other
end of the pond. Sheroo had cut off ten or twelve pound chunks of flesh from the numberdar’s\fn{Roughly, the
village headman.} dead buffalo and was roasting it over live coals.
Like a mad dog, Natoo was searching for flesh all over the village. After tasting the fresh meat of goats and
sheep, he no longer enjoyed eating the flesh of dead animals. The smell of fresh and uncooked calf-meat spread
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through the village lanes. He saw people coming out of Rehmoo the cobbler’s home with pieces they had bought
of the freshly-slaughtered animal. Natoo felt like snatching the meat and running away. He peeped inside the
cobbler’s home. There were many people inside, and there were sharp instruments lying around. He backed out.
Those were Alamay’s snake-bite days. Goodness knows into which crevices in the earth all the snakes of the
world had crawled. Her body ached like a boil ready to burst and she felt as if jet-streams of the poison would
start pouring out.
If those had not been her snake-bite days, Alamay would never have allowed Mado’s secret to be revealed to
Natoo. But Natoo wanted to take Mado and who knows where he would sell her and buy a bride for himself
instead. Alamay tried to stop him, but could not get up after he pushed her down.
Looking at the change in Natoo’s expression, Sheroo couldn’t stop himself and laughed bitterly.
“Don't take her, Natoo. She is not a woman.”
“Not a woman?” Natoo reacted as if bitten by a snake.
“Yes, son. This is the Lord’s work. She is neither a woman nor a man, she is nothing.”
He was roasting large chunks of flesh on the open fire and looked up at the sky with a sigh.
“When the Lord was making her, He ran short of the earth. The Lord has so many things to do, make so many
things.”
Natoo looked furiously to where the Lord should have been but there was no response from there.
He looked at Sheroo who was swallowing large chunks of half-done meat.
“You will see,” he said angrily as he kicked the broken door and left.
The next day the choudhris called the animal doctor, and it was only by the evening that they discovered that
the left flank of a living cow had been slit open and a chunk as big as a brick cut off. Dried grass was stuffed in its
place and the skin stitched back. People went out to search for Natoo but he had left for the city to drink cola and
eat fruits.
For some time now there have been these strange incidents in the city. A gang breaks into people’s homes and
eats up whatever it can lay its hands upon.
The police think that it must be a gang of six or seven men, but something tells me that it is the work of only
one person who has been hungry for hundreds of years.
77.162 Love Across The Salt Desert\fn{by Kekio Nasserwarji Daruwalla (1937- )} Keki Nasserwarji, nr. Lahore,
Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4
The drought in Kutch had lasted three successive years. Even when clouds were sighted they passed by,
ignoring the stricken country. The monsoons had, so to speak, forgotten to land. The Rann lay like a paralyzed
monster, its back covered with scabs and scar-tissue and dried blister-skin. The earth had cracked and it looked as
if chunks of it had been baked in a kiln and then embedded in the soil-crust. The cattle became thin and
emaciated. The oxen died. The camel alone survixed comfortably, feeding on the bawal, camel-thorn. Then one
day the clouds rolled in like wineskins and the lightning crackled and the wineskins burst. Though two years have
passed since the drought ended, everyone remembers that it first rained on the day when Fatimah entered the
village. This is how she came.
What would he not do for her, the daughter of the spice-seller; she who smelt of cloves and cinnamon, whose
laughter had the timbre of ankle-bells, whose eyebrows were like black wisps of the night and whose hair was the
night itself? For her he would cross the salt desert!
He had stayed the day at Kala Doongar, a black hill capped with basalt, the highest in Kutch. He had set his
camel Allaharakha, free to crop on the bawal trees. At dusk he paid homage to the footprints of the Panchmai pir
on the hilltop. He left some food there and started beating on his thali, according to the custom here. In a few
minutes jackals materialized and gobbled up the food. This was auspicious. If they had not turned up he would
have considered the ill-effects of the omen serious enough to have canceled the journey. A lamp was lighted in the
pir’s honor every night on the hilltop and the flame could be seen all the way from Khavda. Over a hundred years
earlier the Panchmai pir had trudged these salt wastes serving the people, accompanied as legend had it, by a
jackal. Reclusive by habit he used to retire to thorn jungles, where, apart from his vulpine companions, none
dared to disturb his nocturnal trysts. The custom of feeding the jackals had lingered since then.
Najab bowed before the flame and set out. He left behind the camel thorn shrubs and the area once famous for
its savannahs of stunted grass, but now sere and brown as the desert. He had left behind all human habitation,
Kuran being the last village. For the next three days he would not be seeing any bungas, those one-room mudhouses, circular at the base, but tapering into conical thatch roofs at the top. Now only the sand-scrapes stretched
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out before him, mile upon mile. Water splashed in the chagals. With the name of the pir on his lips, Najab
Hussain set forth.
Najab’s diffidence was notorious among his friends. He was known to have blushed at the mere mention of a
girl. A strangely introverted lad with dreamy eyes, no one had ever associated him with any act of bravado. His
father, Aftab, would say:
“All that my ancestors and I have acquired during a hundred years, this lad will squander away, not because he
is a spendthrift but because he will be too shy to charge money for what he sells!”
He had crossed the Rann on four occasions earlier, though he had turned twenty only a month ago. But each
time he had either accompanied his father or that wily old smuggler, Zaman, the veteran of a hundred illegal trips
into Sind. Each time they had taken tendu leaf worth about five hundred rupees, and sold it across the border for
twelve hundred rupees. But between the pay-offs to officals and to the intermediaries who arranged the sale of the
bidi leaf, to the man who took the camel out to graze and to the friend or relative who harbored them, there was
precious little left. It was just enough to buy some used terylene garments or cloves and then it was time to make
the long trek back across the desert.
It was during one of these trips that they had stayed with Kaley Shah, the clove-seller.
“He is a distant relative of your mother,” his father had told Najab.
Kaley Shah was tall and well-fleshed, and his thick-jowled face had a purple tinge about it as if somewhere
along the way it had got discolored. He always wore a tahmat of black and white checks. Within a day Najab
discovered that the fellow was an absolute rogue who drove such a cussed bargain that for the flrst time in his
hearing his father started mouthing obscenities.
But his daughter Fatimah was a hoor with eyes so bright that they would have lit up the darkness of the
underworld. She was taken by this quiet, pleasant young man so ready with his smiles. But she could hardly elicit
a word out of him. Fatimah had been under pressure to get engaged to someone in the village who was known for
his slurred speech and grotesque stammer.
“Just my luck to run into mutes,” she thought.
But then, as she caught him staring at her, she laughed back. And in the evening when Fatimah repeated the
performance and her face flooded with excitement as if she dared him to take the next step, he had flung his arms
around her in a reckless, dizzy moment. Yes, he would come again, he told her, and saw her start with disbelief for
he seemed to have answered her unarticulated question. Would he come again? This time he would come alone
with no father or uncle to cramp his style. And as he left he looked behind to find her gaze following him, her
eyes like a pair of storm lanterns in the dark.
Ever since his return to Khavda Najab had been straining to get away. What was there about the Rann that he
did not know? He could cross the Rann in the daylight, leave alone starlight, a thing none of his elders had dared
to do! And one morning Aftab was woken up by a shout from Zaman. What does the old rogue want, he muttered,
rubbing his sleepy eyes. Zaman asked about Najab'’s whereabouts.
“The boy has been sulking of late but he should be around. Anyway, what business is it of yours?” The old
man did not hide his irritation.
“Who are you trying to fool, Aftab Miyan?” asked the smuggler. “Don’t you know that Allaharakha is also
missing?”
In these border villages the pattern of life was such that if a man was absent along with his camel, it was taken
for granted that he had made a foray across the desert into Pakistan.
Aftab went into the mud enclosure where his camel was kept and found it empty. His heart sank. He ran into
the house to see if the bundles of tendu leaf he had bought had been taken by the boy.
“Oh, the fool! That son of a fool! That son of a fool! That son of a fool!” exclaimed Aftab, almost shaking with
fury. “He has forgotten to take the leaf with him!”
“Who are you trying to fool with all this drama?” called out Zaman who was still standing at the door. “This
son of yours is not as innocent as the world believes. He is a pig and the son of a pig.”
There was no limit to his chagrin. Zaman was the “chief,” the man who kept the Rangers across happy. Anyone
crossing the Rann without his support was running the gauntlet with the law. And here this fledgling had
blundered in without as much as a word to him, or a salaam, or an hundred rupee note!
“May Allah bring him safely out of this!” said the old rogue piously.
He means just the opposite, thought Aftab. Nothing would please him more than to see Najab turned into
carrion with vultures hovering around.
“Don’t worry, Zaman, Allah will see him through!” he said testily and banged the door in the smuggler’s face.
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As Zaman stalked off, Aftab went in to break the news of their son’s escapade to his wife. She would faint, he
thought. He found her crouching with her back against the mud wall. She did not even blink in surprise, once. She
just sat there cowering as if he had just slapped her and was about to do so again.
Allah! She knew it! She knew it all the time! She was waist deep in this conspiracy along with her son and
never even breathed a word about it. His eye fell on her bare arm.
“Where is that gold bangle my father gave you, woman.”
“You need not worry, Najab will return with cloves.”
The long striding Allaharakha kept a brisk pace. A strong south wind drove the tang of the Kori creek back into
Najab’s nostrils. He followed the stars, the Milky Way flaked with mica, the Great Bear shambling towards the
north. Before dawn he had reached his destination, for a sandy elevated palisade with the bones of dead animals
told him that he had arrived at Sarbela, over twenty miles from Kala Doongar. He was already beyond the
international boundary.
Here he rested. During daylight, movement was impossible. The Indus Rangers would be looking from their
bamboo watchtowers. And in the heat everything became a mirage. A depression in the sand looked like a splash
of water, a freak, stunted cactus gave the appearance of a grove, and a camel looked like a huge prehistoric animal
on the move. Any movement was sure to be noticed through binoculars.
When the sun came up Najab took his first drink of water from his chagal. At noon he had his first meal—dry,
stale bread with onion. By now thoughts about Fatimah took a vice-like grip over him. An entire night lay
between them, he thought. And the distance was less than ten miles. The thought of it made him writhe even as
the sun started beating its hammer on the anvil of the desert.
A whiff of the tangy south wind caught his nostrils again. But this time it brought with it a thin, dappled veil of
cloud, patches of which lay overlapping like fish scales. Within an hour this corrugated cloud had covered a
substantial portion of the sky, looking for all the world like a stretch of wind-rippled sand. Yes, this was the time!
He got up and shook the sand from his turban. Even as he harnessed his camel he thought that Allaharakha was
looking at him quizzically as if asking what the hell he was up to. At one level of consciousness he knew that this
was madness. He knew of overworked camels dying of fatigue, of the patrolling parties of the BSF and the Indus
Rangers and the mirage-chequered, trackless wastes of the desert. But he succumbed to a rush of blood and the
face of Fatimah beckoned him like a mirage.
Najab crossed the International Boundary Pillar Number 1066. He knew the track he had to take, bisecting the
posts of the Indus Rangers at Jagtarai and Vingoor. But he strayed ever so slightly, and from their watch-tower
they saw through their binoculars this sleek camel., warped and distorted by the heat-shimmer into a lumbering
leviathan. An Indian slipping into their territory with tendu leaf right under their noses, and that too without
paying any hush money! They were not going to stand for it. Najab was in a trance now, events flashing past him
like figures on a screen. The mile-long chase, the firing behind, the spent bullets flopping in the sand and then the
rising wind which churned the dust into his eyes and then rose between the hunter and the hunted. When the dust
settled half an hour later he was alone in the Rann.
The next few hours passed in a daze. He was mortally scared that Allaharakha may die of fatigue. To ease him
of his burden he now started walking beside him. Within an hour the salt had scraped the callus from his feet and
scarred them with agonizing cracks. Under a hot tin sky, the Rann was blazing now, throwing up white needles
which hurt the eyes. And as the Rann palpitated, it haunted him with its mirages, pools of shadow, scooped halfmoons of water. Hours of wandering as if in a trance, attempting to lick the receding edges of the mirage. Then
light thinning away, and an hour or two later, dusk, and a thin plume of smoke rising from a dung-fire. Allah be
praised! He was now within range.
He waited for night to descend and then struck out hobbling on his toes, for this desert odyssey had cost him
his heels. Within an hour he was at the clove-seller’s door.
Fatimah rose from her bed like a panic-stricken doe as he called out her name softly through the window bars.
It took some anxious moments for it to sink in that it was Najab. Her lustrous eyes lit up the dark of the room as
she opened the door.
Two hours before dawn, Kaley Shah was woken up by the beat constable banging on the door.
“A smuggler has come across the Rann, Kaley Shah. You wouldn’t know anything about him, would you?”
“Kasam tumhari, not a sparrow has entered the house, or the village. Even the dogs have not been barking
tonight.” Then he added with a knowing wink, “Why should a smuggler come to me?”
But the law was not amused.
“Kaley Shah,” he said sardonically, “your belly is stuffed with silver. It would outweigh even the dirt in your
heart!”
The constable’s words rattled like a sack of empty cans in his head and prevented him from sleeping.
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“You have a guest,” said Fatimah as she brought his tumbler of hot, steaming milk next morning. “It is Najab.
He stayed the night in the cattle shed.”
For a moment he was terrified. A smuggler in the house, the police prowling all around and he did not even
know of it! His meeting with Najab had been brief. The wretched fellow had brought no tendu leaf.
“First you come unannounced, dragging the police behind you, and then I find you have come with nothing.
Trading with you is going to be a dead loss, son, with the cops on your back and your hands empty.”
Najab thought that Kaley Shah’s waist-cloth, with its black and white checks looked like a chess board. He
would have to make his moves carefully. He showed the gold bracelet.
“I have come for cloves. Chachajan. And I shall pay in gold.”
The next two days Kaley Shah was busy buying cloves and arranging to get Allaharakha grazed a few miles
away, by a cowherd. Otherwise the presence of a strange camel would have let loose a babble of tongues. Najab
slept in the cattle-shed in the evening and slipped into Fatimah’s room late at night.
“They want me to marry Mahfuz Ali,” she told him. “He is related to us from my mother’s family. The way he
stammers! You should hear him! Urchins start mimicking him the moment they set eyes on him. It is just a step
removed from being hounded like a madman and pelted with stones.”
“Has it never occurred to you to take a ride on Allaharakha across the Rann?”
She had kept silent and silence was assent. It was as simple as that.
The first lurch of the camel next evening and they were off. He had waited with his camel at the outskirts of
the village and she had slipped out after her father had started snoring. The moment was too big for them and they
did not speak. It was only in passing that she thought of the village she was leaving for good. As for quitting one
country and entering another, she never gave it a thought. Where did one have the time for Pakistan and Hindustan when one was eloping with one’s love and crossing the desert which divided, both physically and symbolically, the two countries? For her it meant just a shift in dialect, a smear of Kutchi added and a little of Sindhi
sandpapered away.
And the camel lurched and bumped onwards and Najab drove him hard. By the time they reached Sarbela she
was exhausted and fell asleep.
She woke up in the afternoon to find the sky overcast. It turned ominous in the evening with depth upon depth
of dark-edged nimbus gathering at the summons of a storm-god. Another night they journeyed facing the wind
which hurled the sand in their faces. As they neared Khavda, the thunder started rolling and reverberating across
the skies.
Three times during the night Aftab had opened the door, thinking his son had come. But it was only the wind
knocking against the door. This time the banging was persistent. When he unlatched the door he found
Allaharakha shying away from a streak of lightning. Huge, isolated drops of rain were falling, kicking up the dust.
Aftab steeled himself. He would not allow any relief, any expression of joy to show on his face.
“Son, have you brought anything?” he asked, an edge of iron deliberately introduced into his voice.
“Yes,” replied Najab, as he ushered Fatimah in.
The rain stormed down and swept away three years of drought.
11.60 Parbati\fn{by Farkhanda Lodhi (1938-

)}

Multan, Multan District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 9

“Kill!”
Was it a voice or an echoing memory?
“Kill!”
It was advancing.
Guns roared … from both sides, from every side … and all round was the reverberating, recurring patriotic
anthem.
“Kill!”
Cannon, aeroplanes, sirens, whistles and the thumping of hearts. Then silence. Churning the silence, dividing
consciousness, a cry.
“Kill!”
A bullet whistled by, barely scraping her shoulder. Protecting her head, she bent over and started walking. The
border was a few steps away. She had to get there. No sound but a hissing silence, a storm in the heart and a
rumbling at the core of the earth. She tightened her grip on both arms.
Another bullet came from one side, from all sides. Rain, noise, fire, heat, thirst …
She inched-forward, clasping her ears with both hands. Balanced and supported on her arms, she crossed the
border before dawn broke. The rumble of the cannon had stopped—but now it grew louder and more rapid. There
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was still time for the day to break. The distinctive smell of gunpowder surrounded her, the smoke momentarily
obscured the morning light.
She lay down in the cover of the bushes and tried to breathe deeply. There was no danger of anyone passing by
here.
“If I hear the sound of footsteps or see anyone coming, I’ll jump into the canal on the right,” she decided with
complete calm. For a long time she lay lost in thought, biting her painful, swollen lips. She had so many obstacles
to face. The wounds on her knees were oozing fresh blood and she was aware of her chest wounds, stiff with
caked dirt.
“Where can I go in this condition?” her mind kept reflecting.
The morning birds had not begun their chorus. Why were they silent? Fire and thunder had swallowed their
happy contentment and the world appeared desolate. How quickly the world’s beauty had changed to mourning.
She was choked by fear and hatred. A wave of revulsion, towards loved ones, strangers, even her own being, ran
through her. Her inner self plunged into deeper and deeper darkness. The sun refused to come up. Cannon-balls
thundered and the horizon was lit by temporary flares that would illuminate the sky and then suddenly die down.
Each time she heard the rumble she feared a cannon-ball would land on her. She had chosen a bad spot to stop.
Danger was imminent. She moved forwards. Further and further. The dread silence moaned palpably and shouted
out, as children were orphaned and widowed women's precious honour was plundered. The rumble, of tanks and
cars, slogans, old and new, noise …
People awoke and mvolved themselves in life’s struggles, but her mind was still asleep. Totally paralysed.
How could she go among those people? She was almost naked, covered in blood. Her shirt hung in tatters from
her breast. Ashamed of her condition, she hesitated for a fraction and then moved forward with renewed
determination.
She became conscious of her wounds throbbing; her awareness grew as she emerged slowly from an
unconscious state. Now she was able to register the world of objects around her. The trees standing like spirits in
the semi-darkness were really trees and the sun had yet to rise. Despite the smoke, it had risen. The world has to
go about its business. In the nearby village, death challenged life and life answered back, resolutely making its
way forward. It cannot stop. It must not stop.
She kept walking. The village was a few paces away. Not even an ant was visible; the mistreated and angry
village-curs were barking.
Where had the people gone? Silence gripped all.
She had reached the village boundaries.
Nothing was visible behind the fallen wall. There was nothing in the village to hold back the people. She
wanted to weep: over the devastation in the village, over man’s helplessness and short-sightedness, or then to
return to where she had come from and never set foot in this place again. There was a fierce desolation in her. She
thought: The earth is our mother and look at the flames engulfing her breasts … why does she not die? Her sons
destroy her, are destroyed themselves, and yet the air resounds with a single cry:
“Kill!”
This is the game thought up by your wise sons, O Mother! Maybe I will get killed in this game. If I live I will
think long and hard of your condition. I don’t have the time now. Elastic time shrinks and expands, as in a game.
A hundred yards away the military jeeps were visible as they arrived and departed. All around were clouds of
dust and smoke. Scraps of dry grass were ablaze. The standing ears of grain had been scorched and bony sticks
from the old leafless tree were crackling in the flames. She wet her lips with her tongue. How thirsty she was! She
would not survive. Her throat prickled with thistles. She was parched. She collapsed half alive on the mound of
rubble. The sound of footsteps … closer … closer … and closer still and a voice telling somebody,
“Kill her!”
“Yes, yes. Kill her!”
She sat up with lightning speed and tried unsuccessfully to clothe her body. In front of her were two armed
soldiers, staring at her meaningfully. Their probing looks went straight through her garments, entering her flesh,
searching her mind and her heart. Her body stiffened in fear and apprehension of danger. Her power of speech had
been usurped and her pupils felt as if they had turned to stone.
“Why did you not leave with the village folk? Your condition is not good.”
Their tone reassured her. There were tears in her eyes.
“What … what can I say? I have saved myself from those savage beasts in the last village. I have faced cruelty
and violence to mingle with the earth of my land. You are my brothers. Finish me. Do me this favour.”
She spoke effortlessly and the soldiers were in a quandary: should they silence this talking parrot or allow her
to die with her tale of woe locked in her? One of them went running off and returned with a thick cotton blanket,
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covering her body with it. The soldiers were restless, hesitating to make her fresh, beautiful body their target. Fire
was raining down. The air was smouldering.
“Do you have any relatives?” one asked.
“Let it be, yaar. Don’t waste time.”
The other shook his head.
“Life or death?” the first one persisted.
“Whatever you can give.” There was a note of challenge in her tone now and her voice was clear. “That is in
God’s hands.”
The soldier looked back. His companion had long since left. He set off without another word. She was saved.
She lay among a hail of cannon and gunpowder … nobody came to either rescue or finish her off. The defenders
of her country were fighting. Could anything be more reassuring than that?
The afternoon went by. She was worn out by thirst and hunger. A small caravan stopped near her with its token
presence of men, the women and children strangely subdued. They stood under the sheesham tree with terrorstricken faces, children crying in their mothers’s laps, their lips dry and pale. Then trucks and other vehicles drove
up and the military police herded them in like cattle. A man who looked like an officer gave instructions in low
tones. There was not the slightest fatigue visible on his face as he looked confidently around him. The soldiers
were going about their work swiftly, their briskness and jokes relieving the atmosphere of sadness. The officer
standing next to an old woman said,
“Ma! Running away from death, are you? Why don’t you stay back? Let a useful man take your place.” He
laughed.
“Oh no, son,” she screamed in her vernacular. “I’ll tuck myself into a corner.”
“Is life that precious?”
“Yes, son, I don’t want to die at the hands of those kafirs. Death will visit all one day.”
“Ma! This is a chance for martyrdom,” the soldier told the old woman.
“Martyrdom is a result of one’s actions, son! I am useless. What martyrdom is there for me?”
Everyone was laughing and work continued as if nothing had happened, as if people had woken up from a
night’s sleep to find that the morning had dawned on a new age, a new world, and the desire to discover this new
world, and apprehension at what they might find, had distracted them all. The women were silent, fear lurking in
their eyes. The joy and verve of the men concealed a deep anxiety which compelled the officer to repeatedly look
towards the east and the soldiers to herd the women and children like cattle.
She was wounded so she was made to lie down in a jeep. Her face wore the pallor of death and she was being
removed to a hospital so she could be revived. She shouted profanities.
“Kill me … no, no … kill me … how will I face my own? … no, no … I am not in a position to return … my
brother will commit suicide when he sees me … how will my mother show her face to anyone? I beseech you in
the name of the honor of your women … for the sake of your wives’ chastity and loyalty, leave me here. Savage
beasts have plundered me. Let dogs tear me to pieces. I have no one to call my own now. I don’t even belong to
myself.”
She kept babbling and the jeep kept driving at full speed. The two sitting in front paid no heed to her nonsense,
treating her like a piece of baggage. It was their responsibility to deliver her to her destination and that was all.
The jeep stopped and one man got out. His place was taken up by empty cartons and bundles. The road was full of
people. Their emotions brimmed over in the slogans they were shouting. Young boys poked their heads into the
jeep and stared and she thought irritably, why doesn’t the jeep start? Why was she being transported in this
manner? Was it her funeral procession?
“This is my funeral procession …” She raised her voice and was enraged by the lack of feeling in the man
sitting in the front seat. He was refusing to hear her. Has everyone turned to stone? What has happened to all of
them? They’ve all become puppets, puppets manipulated by time and politics, she thought, and screamed at the
man sitting near her,
“Are you deaf?”
“I don’t have the time.”
She got up and bent over the front seat.
“You don’t have the time? Not even the time to get rid of me?”
The man driving the jeep turned round to look and felt her breath on his temples.
“I won’t get rid of you,” he said deliberately, “because you’re young and not bad-looking.” Then he changed
the subject.
“Why don’t you lie down? Don’t add to my problems.”
She had come to ask him questions, talk to him, and here she was being told off. The jeep kept grinding on.
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The fresh air revived her slightly.
“What will you do with me?”
“Pickle you.”
She kept quiet. There was no reason to say anything further.
The jeep entered the compound of a huge building and stopped. Bearers came forward with a stretcher. She
descended, spurning all help.
“All right. Salaam.” She stopped.
“Wa ’eikum asalaam.” The man had put on a pair of dark glasses and was looking at her: a woman wrapped in
a cotton blanket, encrusted with dirt, hair in disarray and tears streaking the fIlthy face. She looked like a mad
woman.
“What’s your name?” The man’s heart filled with sympathy and pity for the solitary woman.
“Nothing …”
“Nothing is no name.”
“Parveen,” she answered shortly, lost in thought. “Parveen,” the man repeated and added, “Peena.”
She smiled interrogatively, as if to say, “What is my destination now?”
The man took off his dark glasses and gave her a deep look.
“I’m Hassan. Anything I can do for you?”
“Nothing,” Parveen answered angrily. She had been disappointed in Hassan. A strange disappointment.
“All right, khuda hafiz.” Hassan walked away.
“Khuda hafiz.” Parveen’s hand kept waving for a while. She had softened towards him again and people
looked with surprise at this peasant woman with the appearance of a sadhu, who stood there waving goodbye in
such a courteous manner till the jeep was out of view. But there was terror on her face. Pure terror.
*
When she recovered her health she was transferred from the hospital to the camp. She was irritated when
people inquired about her close ones and relatives, turning hysterical on occasions, as if her inner world had been
trampled by its experience of terror and injustice. Gradually people stopped asking.
In the camp Parveen attached herself to a widow who loved her like her own daughter. She would spend her
whole day in the camp educating the women and children and people would look at her pityingly. She became
everyone’s apa. In the morning and evening it was usual for her to sit down with the younger children, who
enjoyed their pupillage under her. Anxious mothers, dislocated from their homes, got some respite and they would
sit and speculate in Punjabi with each other.
“Hai nee, what a nice girl! What will become of her?” one would ask.
The other woman, overly emotional and sensitive to Parveen’s condition, would strike her breast with both
hands and exclaim, “Oh, why did the kafirs plunder her honour?”
In the camp young girls were being married off every day. Those women who are always on the lookout to
marry off all the young girls in the world were on the lookout for a mate for Parveen, but to marry her required
courage. The youthful male gaze would chase her the whole day—to escape it, Parveen would complete her daily
tasks and, before the evening shadows darkened, leave for the fields and sit perched on the raised boundaries, lost
for hours in unknown thoughts. Her eyes would search the distance … then she would return, head bowed, silent,
her undulating walk suggestive of a sadhu returning to the city from his retreat.
Parveen belonged to all.
Everyone would fret on her behalf. Parents would worry as she walked with her dupatta pulled right to her
forehead and her gaze lowered, attracting the attention of the simple folk. Mature men would respectfully step
aside to allow her to pass. She was now in a position to command deference.
She had no desire to achieve fame in her little camp world. She would meet the adults infrequently, spending
all her time with the children. Everyone understood her needs. Those who themselves had broken hearts and
whose wounds were fresh lacked the courage to probe hers.
One evening when she was returning to camp as usual, she met Zainab. She had met and befriended Zainab in
the camp. Zainab was around eighteen or twenty years old, from a rural background and with a missing father.
After displacement her small family had been located in the camp. She was often seen roaming outside the camp,
her eyes and feet running anxiously along the pathways traversing the fields in anticipation of her father. When he
returned, they could be settled somewhere and then Zainab’s palms coud be reddened with henna. Bad times were
upon them. Mothers were always fearful, as Zainab and countless unwed young girls waited with their
innumerable hidden desires for their fathers, brothers and would-be bridegrooms whose presence would ensure
for them a carefree life. The daughters of Eve desire no more than this; to think beyond it is not possible for these
simple village maidens. When news arrives of those who have died, they weep. When the message is of victory
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and life, they break into smiles. This is the extent of their emotions and their world.
Zainab blocked Parveen’s path.
“Apa, you have given up talking about your own people, but do you think they have given up searching for
you? Come, there is someone waiting for you there.”
Parveen was taken aback and for a moment her sober face was shadowed by fear and terror.
“Come, why have you halted?”
Parveen took a few faltering steps. She did not address Zainab.
“Apa, why are you afraid? Your relatives will not devour you. It’s not your fault …”Zainab had drawn her own
conclusions from Parveen’s confusion.
The earth and the sky tilted as she saw Hassan in front of her. The universe began to destruct. There was one
thought in her mind:
“Why has he come? Why has he come? Why has he come?”
Without lifting her eyes or replying to Hassan’s greeting, she stood trembling. Her resolve had abandoned her,
she had no idea that she would prove to be so weak. Gradually her lips opened and her eyes lifted.
“Salaam.”
“Why are you so disturbed?”
“I’m all right.”
Then Hassan began talking.
“I went to the hospital for some work one day. I asked about you and was told that you had been sent to camp.
I happened to be passing this way today and here you are. That is good.” He spoke in clipped sentences.
“Yes, I’m delighted …” Parveen responded formally. Zainab had left.
“You recognize me, don’t you? You remember my name?” Hassan asked again.
“Yes, well … very well.”
Hassan kept quiet for a while and then spoke:
“I don’t know why I get the feeling that you’re a riddle and I want to decipher this riddle. Although I have no
right. Even then …”
Parveen smiled and gave Hassan the kind of look only a woman can. She forgot what she was about to say to
him. Her eyes were quizzical. Then she said,
“For a man each new woman is a riddle. Well, let’s talk of something else.” Her tone was refined.
“Parveen, I want to talk to you. Not of war. War is the scourge of God. I want to talk of forgiveness and mercy.
I want to dream about peace and friendship with you …” Then Hassan kept quiet. Parveen was also silent. The
stillness spoke and they listened and understood.
“All right. I’ll go now. I’ll come again, God willing,” he said as he left.
Parveen, in a quandary, stood rooted to the spot, staring.
Hassan would come for short visits. They would sit in a grove, sharing each other’s life stories and the
happenings in the world. Parveen talked about her failures and incompetence and sought to convince Hassan of
them. It was extremely worrying that Hassan was pursuing her. She would often think of what Hassan was
looking for in her. Still, somewhere in Parveen’s heart and the deepest recesses of her soul, there was a hidden
happiness which, despite her efforts, would spill from her eyes and which Hassan would recognize. Parveen’s
mind would not accept this happiness. She was not convinced of it.
While recounting an incident from his childhood, Hassan said to her,
“Look, Peena, there are some matters in which one always remains a child. I think I’m still a child. When I was
about five or six I would play in the lane outside. At times one can acquire wonderful things in play, can’t one?”
He wanted the listener’s assent while telling his story. Parveen, absorbed in the tale, had forgotten her role.
“God takes good care of human innocence. One day I found a pearl, coated in mud and dirt. So beautiful and
lovely … at least it appeared that way to me. I cleaned it with spit and polished it on my shirt front. How it
sparkled! Then I put it in my mouth and played with it. Peena! I still haven’t understood, why does one want to
swallow the things one likes best? There is a spontaneity in a child’s desire which adults learn to repress. But the
desire for spontaneity remains. I remember my mother scolded me for this antic and even slapped me. She would
say, “Heaven knows what filth he picks up and pops into his mouth.” I sobbed for such a long time, clutching the
pearl in my fist. Why did Mother not respect my desire? My tiny consciousness came awake that day and I shed
tears of blood. I persuaded my elder sister to sew the pearl on the collar of my coat and hugged it close to me for
many days. Perhaps others didn’t like it but I was very happy.”
Parveen showed her appreciation of this unimportant event with tiny chuckles and Hassan was revived by the
continuous magic of her femininity, falling on him as lightly as rain.
*
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The neighbouring country had unexpectedly attacked in the night, violating all established norms and
practices. Many fronts had been opened up and Hassan had to run from one to another. The army was small and
the size of the enemy substantial. One man had to do the work of four. Hassan was a lieutenant, and as in this war
more officers were being martyred, Parveen began to fear for Hassan’s life and pray for him, “Let Hassan return
safely. Make sure he does.”
She sometimes felt as if Hassan was her purpose in life and beyond that purpose there was no other world. He
talked a lot whenever he came: his men were pushing back the enemy on all fronts, the enemy was being
defeated, and so on. Parveen would sit silently staring at the sky, unmoved by the result. She could hear nothing
beyond the sound of Hassan’s voice.
Hassan was wounded in the arm by a bullet and got fifteen days leave so he took Parveen home. He was living
in the midst of love and war, unmindful of what was permitted and what was not. It is death to retreat in
conditions of love or war. Hassan was not prepared either to die physically or face the death of his love. His
country was winning the war and it was his personal goal to win his love. A few days later Hassan got married.
On her wedding day, Parveen imposed a silence on herself and sat lost in it. Despite Hassan’s insistence, she
couldn’t describe her feelings. Then slowly a complete change came over her. She turned her entire attention to
the home, laughing and chirping the whole day. This was Hassan’s home. It was her home. When Hassan was on
duty she would sit on the prayer mat saying all kinds of prayers. She had texts framed from the revealed scriptures
and the sayings of the Prophet and hung them on all the walls of the house. When Hassan came home he would
find her increasingly drawn to religion.
Parveen’s reactions forced Hassan to wonder about her more and more. A barely educated, average, middleclass woman living in a small community, what does she think and why does she behave this way? Why does she
read religious and scholarly tracts? Why is she, in this day and age, becoming more and more obsessed with
religion? And yet, as the rituals and ablutions to purify and cleanse grew, Parveen’s face became more fresh and
radiant. Soon, peace was declared and the land revealed itself in the form of a mother.
At teatime Parveen appeared different to Hassan. He began to look at her, embarrassing her with his
unblinking gaze. Then he took her in his lap and she buried her face in his breast, till it seemed as if the entire
universe was confined within the single, shared, warm breath of Hassan and Parveen. Eyes bathed in the clear
springs of emotion sparkled, each was spellbound. Hassan broke it by asking,
“Peena, why are you turning so religious? I’m astonished.”
“I am trying to thank my Creator who has given me so much.”
Parveen spoke with difficulty.
“Given me so much.” She kept repeating under her breath, “Given me so muc, given me …”
Hassan looked into her eyes and smiled.
“What has He given you?” he asked mischievously.
Parveen shyly lowered her eyes.
“Oh, I see!” And he kissed and kissed her eyes, drenching her in a shower of trust and intimacy. Like the
morning star a single word pulsed in her mind: “Victory … victory … victory …”
In spring the quality of air changes. Hassan got two promotions in quick succession. He attributed his success
to Parveen’s lucky star. This woman was fortunate and her honest presence ensured a bright future for him,
Hassan became Parveen’s worshipper. This soft-limbed, dusky woman ruled over his senses, his heart and his
home simultaneously. Her behaviour and her handling of household matters had so overwhelmed Hassan that he
was no longer mindful of the world. Parveen combined in her person all the roles of a woman. Like a mother she
knew how to upbraid him, she could tease and indulge him like a sister, and offer sacrifices and take pride in him
like a wife.
After his promotion Hassan was posted to another city and he moved with Parveen to a new house, far away
from the world which had made her acquaintance. Both were pleased with the change. The routine of their nights
and days altered and then a flower was soon to bloom in their own garden. Could anyone be more fortunate than
Hassan? Peaceful days and the richness of life surged all around him.
At the breakfast table, finding that Hassan was not in his usual high spirits, Parveen became anxious. Since
their marriage he had not been quiet for a moment. His eyes looked burdened. Parveen felt a deep dread.
“Hassan, what has happened to your eyes? Why are they so burdened?”
Hassan put down his cup on the table and remained silent. He still didn’t look at Parveen. She grabbed him by
both arms and shook him, nearly at the point of tears herself.
“Why are you silent? Why don’t you tell me?”
“I wasn’t able to sleep at night,” Hassan said in a feeble voice.
“Why?” Parveen asked impatiently. “Why didn’t you wake me up?”
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“I was hardly awake myself. I don’t know what state I was in. I kept having the most horrifying dream. I have
been weeping since then.”
Hassan threw his head back and looked at the ceiling. His eyes grew wet again. Hassan and tears? Parveen was
amazed. This man who has played in blood on the battlefield, who has witnessed bodies piled before his eyes and
triumphantly leapt over them as the victorious warrior, the courageous and brave soldier, can he be so weak and
delicate?
“Tell me the dream. It’ll lighten your burden.”
“Why do you want to hear it, it’ll cause you pain.”
“You have to tell me.”
Hassan began to speak haltingly.
“There’s a garden and it’s springtime,” he said thoughtfully, as if he was pasting snapshots in an album and
recalling forgotten names. His voice had deepened. “Two birds had lost their way and I built them a nest in which
they began to live happily. Then somehow the nest caught fire, and their children were also in the nest. Peena …”
He stopped. “The blaze grew and I stood weeping. When I awoke my pillow was wet. I was burdened, as if I had
set fire to the nest with my own hands. I am the guilty one who has caused the fire and consigned everything to
the flames. I was not able to go back to sleep.”
Parveen was lost listening to the story and waves of anguish swept over her face. She sat silent and trembling.
Last night, half-asleep, she had heard the sound of Hassan’s footsteps and felt him bending over her face many
times, and then she had turned over and gone back to sleep. Now Hassan was telling the story and everything in
the house was suddenly quiet and sombre.
Neither of them spoke to each other till Hassan’s departure for the office. A heavy fear blanketed their hearts
and they were hesitant to see each other’s faces. Can people all of a sudden turn into distant strangers, like
uncertain, faceless shadows? Time’s slate reflected two such shadows: trembling, helpless and sorrowful.
As he left, Hassan reminded her,
“Be ready. Today we’ll go for a long drive. I don’t want that horrifying dream to be repeated tonight. Maybe
walking around will make me feel better. You’re looking tired as well.”
He stooped to kiss Parveen on the forehead on his way out and then left without doing so. There was a
determination in his stride which had been absent earlier. Parveen felt a twinge and then a wave of unknown hope
and longing swept over her.
They set out for their outing in the early evening. Hassan was driving the jeep himself. The early evening
moon shifted slowly to the west. Parveen sat quietly, clutching her locket in her fist, lost in thought. Hassan had
brought her the locket this evening; on the little tablet was inscribed: Allah. God’s name in her fist, and in her
heart a world of danger and fear. On the way a dread stillness and Hassan’s silence.
“Where are we going?” she finally asked.
“You know I always surprise you.” Hassan spoke as little as possible.
“Yes, you’ve always amazed me …” She was comforted by his response. She was so used to Hassan’s ways
that she did not attempt to go into any further details.
“Go to sleep.” Hassan rested her head on his shoulders. The jeep kept moving and Parveen appeared to be
asleep. Hassan stopped his jeep and very carefully helped Parveen down, as if she were made of fragile glass, and
supporting her, began to walk. Perhaps this was the desired destination.
It was the late evening of a chilly night. Now they were on foot. The sand was shifting beneath their feet and
the moments slid slowly by.
“Where are you taking me, Hassan?” Parveen asked once more, close to tears. She was pregnant and she
couldn’t walk very far. Her feet were losing their grip on the sand. But Hassan was dragging her now. The desert
was silent except for the wind ruslling through the bushes and the sound of shifting sand. Overhead a field of stars
spanned the horizon.
Hassan stopped. He held Parveen tightly to him, then kissed her and set her apart. He was panting from the
journey and the heavy burden he was carrying inside him.
“Parbati! Go! Khuda hafiz.” He set off.
A scream escaped Parbati. The dark made it difficult for them to read each other’s expressions.
“Parbati, don’t forget. You have something of mine in safe keeping.”
He stopped and spoke, and then his shadow disappeared behind the bushes.
“Hassan! Hassan!”
Parbati ran after him and fell down. Her arms fluttered in the air, her hands pressed her mouth to stifle the cries
lest they rent asunder the heart of silence. Hassan had left.
Shiv had left Parbati. Adam had pushed Eve alone out of paradise. At this moment she was neither Parbati nor
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Parveen, but just woman, a worshipper of love and the flower-bearing earth. She lay face down weeping on the
desert and her locket with Allah inscribed on it kept rolling in the sand. She was scattered by the trinity of the
desert: God, Adam and Eve. Separated by politics.
“Hassan, Hassan, Hassan.”
Parbati’s golden dream had ended.
*
Night was almost over. The light of a new dawn spread its rays on the horizon. A man bending over her was
saying, “Beat her to death, yaar.” And with presence of mind she announced, “I am Parbati. Colonel Mehta’s
wife.”
She didn’t want to die.
On this side of the border she was Mrs Mehta again. Shrimati Parbati Mehta, Colonel Mehta’s wife. She had a
clear dusky colouring, was petite but perfectly proportioned, and had a black mole on the left cheekbone as well
as the mark of a wound aslant the brow. Her expression was sober.
The government circulated her description in the newspapers and disseminated it in handbills. During the war
she had set out to spy in the enemy camp. For a while she kept them informed of her whereabouts, then her world
changed. Her passion and fervour like a limpid stream, found fresh channels and a new, rich existence. This way
had been opened to her by Hassan. Hassan had watered her garden. She was the mother of his unborn child. The
thought of motherhood had elevated her worth in her own eyes: she felt important and splendid. She felt she had
come into her own, had penetrated the secrets of her own being. She who was a person in her own right but whom
people had taunted as an unproductive woman, infertile earth, her breast was full of treasures now.
When she had been married to Mehta she was very young and impulsive. Mehta gave her everything except
confidence. She was convinced that it was possible to have a home even without children. Parbati was justifiably
proud of the grand Colonel Mehta. Being his wife had given her a place in society but she never stopped being the
victim of people’s envy and greed. Then, even as now, people remained ready to marry their daughters to Colonel
Mehta. Ten years of married life went by. She was a wordly, married woman of twenty-eight when she began to
feel that there was much more for a woman to achieve than motherhood. She was constantly obsessed by one
thought: she would achieve something before she died, she would achieve something before she died.
War broke out with the neighbouring country, and countless mothers’ precious sons began to write history with
their blood. For security the frontiers demanded blood … fresh blood poured into human forms, borne by women
and then sacrificed by them before city walls. Seeing their precious ones fall, these women could then raise their
heads in pride and say, “I have a share in this earth. 1 have drenched it with my blood. This fertile land is my
being … I am earth itself. I produce these gems and I swallow them as well.”
Parbati grew more and more restless. Blood coursed through her veins, vigorous and passionate. She was
perpetually conscious of her low status. She would always be deprived of the honour of adding another drop to
the flowing river. A drop drawn from her blood and being. How impossible this was. She could have gained the
honour by sacrificing her husband, but that appeared difficult. Without him what would she be? She thought: now
that fires are raging all around and life is uncertain, I could receive the news of Mehta’s death any moment. Who
would she lean on after Mehta’s death? She would be Mehta’s widow, without a medal, honour, pension or
anything. She resolved that instead of this aimless existence, she would do something to ensure her name for
posterity.
When a woman cannot become a mother she has many other desires.
Mehta’s love had lost its earlier centredness and abundance. Knowing each other, they still remained strangers.
Mehta would busy himself with office business most of the time. The wife would occupy herself with social work.
At night they would go to bed exhausted. Life had fallen into a rut and lost all meaning. But war brought a new
quest and aspirations into their life. New windows opened on enchanting vistas. There were many opportunities
for Parbati now. Mehta suggested that she become a nurse, but instead of bandaging other’s wounds she longed to
receive some herself. She longed to run to the front lines, to comfort the soldiers, to do battle and go tearing
through the enemy lines. She kept badgering Mehta with this desire. The only opening he could find for her
obsession was that she go and spy in enemy territory, make use of her beauty and intelligence and if she had to lay
down her life, well, she desired that anyway. That would immortalize her.
An injection of morphine made her bear the wounds inflicted on her body, and for the sake of her country she
crossed the frontier at night. Then her life began to change. Gradually soft-spoken Hassan entered the temple of
her heart, made a place in it. They were spiritually one. After marrying Hassan, Parbati was reborn. Perhaps she
had been created for Hassan and had traveled these long distances to arrive at this point. How much hardship she
had undergone to make him hers and how much tyranny she had endured, only her heart knew. After gaining
Hassan she had put away her past life as a time in prison which had passed in hope of freedom. Hassan was the
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ultimate haven after the turmoil her soul had undergone, not just a man who had given her self-confidence. She
who had been a criminal in everybody’s perception was now witness to her own existence, her pride, her soul and
emotions … now she could say she was no less than anyone else. She too had an established goal.
She was picked up from the border and transported with the utmost care to Colonel Mehta. Mehta greeted her
with love and courtesy, but Parbati was not the same. She was haunted by the fear that if Mehta found out he
would not treat her well at all, and it was inevitable he find out. Parbati never told her husband but he gauged the
situation. His eyes turned crimson with rage and he was like an angry hyena.
“I didn’t expect this of you.”
He was silent for a while and then said,
“For the sake of the country … all right … you had no option.”
His tone softened. He remembered the sacrifices made by Parbati and allowed his head to rest on her shoulder.
Parbati lay curled up on the bed, not answering any questions but watching the play of emotions on Mehta’s face.
She sat silent, as if she was a migrant from a faraway land who had stopped at the wayside inn for a few hours.
Despite all that Mehta said, she was not conscious of any sense of guilt. She had committed no crime, she was
sure. Mehta continued talking and in an attempt to console her said,
“Don’t worry. We’ll get rid of it.”
“You have been childless … we can adopt it,” Parbati advised.
“Useless seed … child of a mlech … I will not allow it in my home. Understand, Parbati! I have accepted you
because of your love and loyalty, otherwise you’re unclean … you’ll have to get rid of it. Now, today or
tomorrow.”
In a single breath Mehta had demanded, threatened and warned. He was pained at his wife’s loss of honor and
conscious of his deprivations. Parbati had returned from across the border with something that they had longed
for. But Mehta had no part in it. And now Parbati, a lowly woman, was determined to have the upper hand over
him. He could defeat her through violence. He leapt. Parbati shrieked.
“You can’t do this. I won’t let you do it!”
“I’ll kill you!” He advanced towards Parbati, both hands raised.
“Kill me, then!”
Parbati offered her neck. She felt Mehta’s blows on her breast and sat up in pain. Legs drawn up to protect her
stomach, she kept taking the blows. Kicked and pummelled, her flesh, bones and coursing blood took a beating to
save the life that had taken refuge in her, to protect the race of which she was the mother. She was mother and
earth and frontier and beyond the frontier, life continued, generation succeeding generation. Life growing and
burgeoning was to be protected. No … no … no … I will not let this happen.
Mehta lost, lost in every way. After this the tension between them grew. The time of confinement was drawing
near. Mehta started disappearing from home for weeks. Parbati was calm in his absence. While he was away she
could wait peacefully for the moment when the reward of a lifetime would be poured into her lap. Her
motherhood would signify new hope, she would be overwhelmed with joy.
In Mehta’s absence Parbati went to hospital. She informed neither her own family nor her in-laws but she did
scribble a few lines to Mehta. It was his choice whether to maintain the relationship or break it. She had no hopes
of anyone, no relationship with anyone. The whole world had disappointed her. Even Hassan. Love and emotions
prosper for a while but, faced with the demands of duty or other goals, they are either throttled by others or
destroy themselves. Maintaining a relationship becomes a curse. To break relationships is a worthy act and Parbati
was breaking all relationships, without asking whether it was praiseworthy or not. It was just the beginning of the
journey for her. She was midway. No final decision was possible at the moment. She had seen a dream, its
realization was a way off. She had still to touch it with her lips. After that she will think. After that, duty will call,
and she will listen and take a decision. The ultimate moment was slowly drawing closer. She was waiting with
hope, arms outstretched. Time was ticking away.
New buds opened and new leaves emerged on the ancient peepal tree on the hospital lawn. Seasons change and
protected from the strong, icy blast of winter, the new plants and buds burst forth. The earth’s lap became verdant
and so did Parbati’s.
Bathed in dew the morning dawned.
As seasons change, the mornings are sad but heady. The sunshine is pale, neither clear nor bright, and its fresh,
scrubbed beauty spreads and enters the human heart. It was the first day of spring and a new day for Parbati.
The bearer informed her that Colonel Mehta had arrived. Parbati confidently raised her head. Mehta could not
break all ties with her. He was sure of a reconciliation. He thought now that he had come back things would
perhaps work out. She sat with the child clasped to her breast. Mehta entered the room smiling, but instead of
reflecting softness or consideration, his eyes were fiery. Fire that sends out sparks. Parbati responded to his smile
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with a smile of her own and sat silently.
“Let’s go,” Mehta ordered on entering.
“Where?”
“Home. Where else? Come now, I’ve brought the car.”
“Have you gone crazy? Can’t you see my child—”
Mehta interrupted her.
“You’ve driven me crazy, Parbati.” He stepped forward. “For the sake of Bhagwan, kill these emotions. Start a
new life. Learn to live with me. You have disgraced everyone. You’re on a suicidal mission …
Parbati didn’t reply. Her mind was blank. She was not even thinking, so, meekly like a goat, she followed him.
If she created a commotion in the hospital what would people have said? With this thought she set out with
Mehta. All the way Mehta was aloof, muttering under his breath as if in a state of intoxication.
“Parbati! You’re a woman. The Muslims call a woman fire. They are right. You are a woman. Fire. You have
consumed everything, burnt it to cinders. I can’t even leave you. What am I to do? Parbati, Parbati! You have led
Shiv astray. Humiliated him …”
On reaching home Parbati was given a comfortable bed. The servants had disappeared somewhere so Mehta
heated the food himself and fed her warm milk and biscuits. He didn’t think it necessary to explain the changes
she noticed in the house and she herself was tired of playing a role. Now she wanted to sit back and watch as a
spectator. There was a pleasure to it that she was just beginning to experience … to sit back in comfort and
without a worry. Whatever will be will be. She had entrusted her ship to the waves and wanted to see what would
happen.
Afternoon deepened into evening, night fell. then daybreak approached. It was time for the lamps to be
dimmed and she lay with her eyes open. The whole night she was awake, eyes open, staring … a hand will move
forward to shut out the light in her eyes now … now.
The night passed like a serpent that has just given birth and is in search of its young to swallow them. Who are
her children? The stars … Parbati couldn’t think too much. She has a star-like child herself and she is not going to
allow anyone to swallow him up. He is a piece of the moon. He will shine. He will shine forth and be transformed
into the sun … there was still time before sunrise. Her limbs began to relax … why were her eyes drooping?
Sleep. Sweet sleep. Drapes. Heavy drapes. Forgetfulness. She was dreaming. Mehta is here … he is searching for
something by her side. The child began to cry.
It was no dream. Slaps … snatching … struggle between life and death … tears and … entreaties … hatred.
Envy and suffocation. Defeat and a sense of guilt.
“I tell you, you should kill him!” Mehta growled like a wild cat, who, in its greed, separates the heads of its
young from their bodies.
“No! No!” she sobbed and hid her child beneath her breasts. She would defend him in every way. Her body
was enough.
“I’ll leave as soon as it’s morning … go far away.” She was trembling with passion even as she made this
confident assertion, panting out the words in smouldering rage. After that she lost consciousness of what she did.
*
She left home.
Before the evening shadows deepened she found herself walking toward the border. A storm of emotions had
driven her crazy. A madwoman was walking on the breast of the earth. Mother earth. A unifying entity, a common
human possession.
She had forgotten that there are countries on this earth and countries have borders and borders are guarded. She
walked on.
In front of her the sun sank slowly, very slowly, into the ocean in the west. The earth and the sky were bathed
in blood. On and on she walked, slowly … slowly … closer and closer and closer. A bullet whistled by, grazing
her shoulder. Her arms tightened across her breast and she bowed her head. Another bullet … and then another …
and now she had gone very far. Many voices resounded in the atmosphere … kill … bullets rained from all sides
… a storm. So many bullets for her solitary self … smoke spreading. Darkness swam before her eyes. A voice,
rising and falling. The soil at the border … her blood, red, warm, young and fresh … then peace, silence and the
resounding echo:
“Kill!”
25.116 Excerpt from Ice-Candy-Man\fn{by Bapsi N. Sidhwa (1938Pakistan (F) 3
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)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,

… We no longer use the pram to visit Godmother’ house: it is a short ten minute walk. But when
Ayah\fn{Nursmaid} takes me up Queens Road, past the YWCA, past the Freemasons’ Lodge, which she calls “The
Ghost Club,” and across the Mall to the Queen’s statue in the park opposite the Assembly Chambers, I’m still
pushed in a pram. I love it.
Queen Victoria, cast in gunmetal, is majestic, massive, overpowering, ugly. Her statue imposes the English Raj
in the park. I lie sprawled on the grass, my head in Ayah’s lap. The Fallettis Hotel cook, the Government House
gardener, and an elegant, compactly muscled head-and-body masseur sit with us. Ice-candy-man is selling his
popsicles to the other groups lounging on the grass. My mouth waters. I have confidence in Ayah’s chocolate
chemistry … lank and loping the Ice-candy-man cometh. . .
I take advantage of Ayah’s admirers.
“Massage me!” I demand, kicking the handsome masseur. He loosens my laces and unbuckles the straps
gripping my boots. Taking a few drops of almond oil from one of the bottles in his cruet set, he massages my
wasted leg and then my okay leg. His fingers work deftly, kneading, pummelling, soothing. They are knowing
fingers, very clever, and sometimes, late in the evening, when he and Ayah and I are alone, they massage Ayah
under her sari. Her lids close. She grows still and languid. A pearly wedge gleams between her lips and she
moans, a fragile, piteous sound of pleasure. Very carefully, very quietly, I manoeuvre my eyes and nose. It is dark,
but now and then a dart of twilight illuminates a subtle artistry. My nose inhales the fragrance of earth and grass—
and the other fragrance that distils insights. I intuit the meaning and purpose of things. The secret rhythms of
creation and mortality. The essence of truth and beauty. I recall the choking hell of milky vapours and discover
that heaven has a dark fragrance …
Gandhijee\fn{Gandhi the Blessed.} visits Lahore. I’m surprised he exists. I almost thought he was a mythic figure.
Someone we’d only hear about and never see. Mother takes my hand. We walk past the Birdwood Barracks sepoy
to the Queens Road end of Warris Road, and enter the gates of the last house.
We walk deep into a winding, eucalyptus-shaded drive: so far in do we go that I fear we may land up in some
private recess of the zoo and come face to face with the lion. I drag back on Mother’s arm, vocalizing my fear,
and at last Mother hauls me up some steps and into Gandhijee’s presence.
He is knitting. Sitting cross-legged on the marble floor of a palatial verandah, he is surrounded by women. He
is small, dark, shrivelled, old.\fn{Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born in 1869).} He looks just like Hari, our
gardener, except he has a disgruntled, disgusted and irritable look, and no one’d dare pull off his dhoti! He wears
only the loin-cloth and his black and thin torso is naked.
Gandhijee certainly is ahead of his times. He already knows the advantages of dieting. He has starved his way
into the news and made headlines all over the world.
Mother and I sit in a circle with Gita and the women from Daulatram’s house. A pink-satin bow dangling from
the tip of her stout braid, Gita looks ethereal and content—as if washed of all desire. I notice the same look on the
faces of the other women. Whatever his physical shortcomings, Gandhijee must have some concealed attractions
to inspire such purified expressions.
Lean young women flank Gandhijee. They look different from Lahori women and are obviously a part of his
entourage. The pleasantly plump Punjabi women, in shalwar-kamizes and saris, shuffle from spot to spot. Barely
standing up, they hold their veils so that the edges don’t slip off their heads as they go to and from Gandhijee. The
women are subdued, receptive; as when one sits with mourners.
Someone takes Mother’s hand, and hand in hand we go to Gandhijee. Butter wouldn’t melt in our mouths.
Gandhijee politely puts aside his knitting and uncreases his disgruntled scowl; and with an irrelevance I find
alarming, says softly,
“Sluggish stomachs are the scourge of the Punjabis … too much rich food and too little exercise. The cause of
India’s ailments lies in our clogged alimentary canals. The hungry stomach is the scourge of the poor—and the
full stomach of the rich.”
Beneath her blue-tinted and rimless glasses Mother’s eyes are downcast, her head bowed, her bobbed hair—
and what I assume is her consternation—concealed beneath her sari. But when Gandhijee pauses, she gives him a
sidelong look of rapt and reverent interest. And two minutes later, not the least bit alarmed, she earnestly furnishes
him with the odor, consistency, time and frequency of her bowel movements. When she is finished she bows her
head again, and Gandhijee passes his hand over her head: and then, absently, as if it were a tiresome after-thought,
over mine.
“Flush your system with an enema, daughter,” says Gandhijee, directing his sage counsel at my mother. “Use
plain, lukewarm water. Do it for thirty days … every morning. You will feel like a new woman.
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“Look at these girls,” says Gandhijee, indicating the lean women flanking him. “I give them enemas myself—
there is no shame in it—I am like their mother. You can see how smooth and moist their skin is. Look at their
shining eyes!”
The enema-emaciated women have faint shadows beneath their limpid eyes and, moist-skinned or not, they are
much too pale, their brown skins tinged by a clayish pallor. Gandhijee reaches out and suddenly seizes my arm in
a startling vice.
“What a sickly-looking child,” he announces, avoiding my eye. “Flush her stomach! Her skin will bloom like
roses.”
Considering he has not looked my way even once I am enraged by his observation.
“An enema a day keeps the doctor away,” he crows feebly, chortling in an elderly and ghoulish way, his slight
body twitching with glee, his eyes riveted upon my mother.
I consider all this talk about enemas and clogged intestines in shocking taste: and I take a dim and bitter view
of his concern for my health and welfare. Turning up my nose and looking down severely at this improbable tossup between a clown and a demon I am puzzled why he’s so famous—and suddenly his eyes turn to me. My brain,
heart and stomach melt. The pure shaft of humor, compassion, tolerance and understanding he directs at me fuses
me to everything that is feminine, funny, gentle, loving. He is a man who loves women. And lame children. And
the untouchable sweeper—so he will love the untouchable sweeper’s constipated girl-child best. I know just
where to look for such a child. He touches my face, and in a burst of shyness I lower my eyes. This is the first
time I have lowered my eyes before man.
It wasn’t until some years later—when I realized the full scope and dimension of the massacres—that I
comprehended the concealed nature of the ice lurking deep beneath the hypnotic and dynamic femininity of
Gandhi’s non-violent exterior.
And then, when I raised my head again, the men lowered their eyes …
*
There is much disturbing talk, India is going to be broken. Can one break a country? And what happens if they
break it where our house is? Or crack it further up on Warris Road? How will I ever get to godmother’s then? I
ask Cousin.
“Rubbish,” he says, “no one’s going to break India. It’s not made of glass.”
I ask Ayah.
“They’ll dig a canal,” she ventures. “This side for Hindustan and this side for Pakistan. If they want two
countries, that’s what they’ll have to do—crack India with a long, long canal.”
Gandhi, Jinnah, Nehru, Iqbal, Tara Singh, Mountbatten\fn{ Leaders of various groups prior to Independence. } are names
I hear. And I become aware of religious differences.
It is sudden. One day everybody is themselves—and the next day they are Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Christian.
People shrink, dwindling into symbols. Ayah is no longer just my all-encompassing Ayah—she is also a token. A
Hindu. Carried away by a renewed devotional fervor she expends a small fortune in joss-sticks, flowers and
sweets on the gods and goddesses in the temples.
Imam Din and Yousaf, turning into religious zealots, warn Mother they will take Friday afternoons off for the
Jumha prayers. On Fridays they set about preparing themselves ostentatiously. Squatting atop the cement wall of
the garden tank they hold their feet out beneath the tap and diligently scrub between their toes. They wash their
heads, arms, necks and ears and noisily clear their throats and noses. All in white, check prayer scarves thrown
over their shoulders, stepping uncomfortably in stiff black Bata shoes worn without socks, they walk out of the
gates to the small mosque at the back of Queens Road. Sometimes, at odd hours of the day, they spread their mats
on the front lawn and pray when the muezzins calls. Crammed into a narrow religious slot they too are
diminished: as are Jinnah and Iqbal, Ice-candy-man and Masseur.
Hari and Moti-the-sweeper and his wife Muccho, and their untouchable daughter Papoo, become ever more
untouchable as they are entrenched deeper in their low Hindu caste. While the Sharmas and the Daulatrams,
Brahmins like Nehru, are dehumanised by their lofty caste and caste-marks.
The Rogers of Birdwood Barracks, Queen Victoria and King George are English Christians: they look down
their noses upon the Pens who are Anglo-Indian, who look down theirs on the Phailbuses who are IndianChristian, who look down upon all non-Christians.
Godmother, Slavesister, Electric-aunt and my nuclear family are reduced to irrelevant nomenclatures—we are
Parsee.
What is God? All morning we hear Muccho screeching at Papoo.
“I turn my back; the bitch slacks off! I say something; she becomes a deaf-mute! I’ll thrash the wickedness out
of you!”
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“I don’t know what jinn's gotten into that women,” says Ayah. “She can’t leave the girl alone!”
I have made several trips to the back, hanging around the quarters on some pretext or other, and with my
presence protecting Papoo. Papoo hardly ever plays with me now. She is forever slapping the dough into
chapatties, or washing, or collecting dung from the road and plastering it on the walls of their quarters. The dried
dung cakes provide fuel. In the evening she sweeps our compound with a stiff reed jharoo, spending an hour in a
little cloud of dust, an infant stuck to her hip like a growth. Though she looks more ragged—and thin—her face
and hands splotched with pale dry patches and her lips cracked, she is as cheeky as ever with her mother. And
forever smiling her handsome roguish smile at us.
Late that evening Ayah tells me that Muccho is arranging Papoo’s marriage. I am seven now, so Papoo must be
eleven.
My perception of people has changed. I still see through to their hearts and minds, but their exteriors
superimpose a new set of distracting impressions.
The tuft of bodhi\fn{Tufted.} hair rising like a tail from Hari’s shaven head suddenly appears fiendish and
ludicrous.
“Why do you shave your head like that?” I say disparagingly.
“Because we’ve always done so, Lenny baby, from the time of my grandfather’s grandfathers … it’s the way
of our caste.”
I’m not satisfied with his answer. When Cousin visits that evening I tell him what I think.
“Just because his grandfathers shaved their heads and grew stupid tails is no reason why Hari should.”
“Not as stupid as you think,” says Cousin. “It keeps his head cool and his brain fresh.”
“If that’s so,” I say, challenging him, “why don’t you shave your head? Why don’t Mother and Father and
Godmother and Electric-aunt and—”
Cousin stops my mouth with his hand and as I try to bite his fingers and wiggle free, he shouts into my ears
and tells me about the Sikhs.
I stop wiggling. He has informed me that the Sikhs become mentally deficient at noon. My mouth grows slack
under his palm. He carefully removes his hand from my gaping mouth and, resuming his normal speaking voice,
further informs me:
“All that hair not only drains away their gray-matter, it also warms their heads like a tea-cosy. And at twelve
o’clock, when the heat from the sun is at its craziest, it addles their brains!”
It is some hours before I can close my gaping mouth. Immediately I rush to Imam Din and ask if what Cousin
says is true.
“Sure,” he says, pushing his hookah away and standing up to rake the ashes. “Just the other day Mr. Singh
milked his cow without a bucket. He didn’t even notice the puddle of milk on the ground. It was exactly two
seconds past twelve.”
Cousin erupts with a fresh crop of Sikh jokes. And there are Hindu, Muslim, Parsee, and Christian jokes.
I can’t seem to put my finger on it—but there is a subtle change in the Queen’s Garden. Sitting on Ayah’s
crossed legs, leaning against her chocolate softness, again the unease at the back of my mind surfaces. I fidget
restlessly on Ayah's lap and she asks:
“What is it, Lenny? You want to do soo-soo?” I nod, for want of a better explanation.
“I’ll take her,” offers Masseur, getting up. Masseur leads me to the Queen’s platform. Squatting beneath the
English Queen’s steely profile, my bottom bared to the evening throng, I relieve myself of a trickle.
“Oye! What are you gaping at?” Masseur shouts at a little Sikh boy who has paused to watch. His long hair,
secured in a top-knot, is probably already addling his brain. Masseur raises his arm threateningly and shouts:
“Scram!”
The boy flinches, but returning his eyes to me, stays his ground. The Sikhs are fearless. They are warriors.
I slide my eyes away and, pretending not to notice him, stand up and raise my knickers. As Masseur straightens
the skirt of my short frock I lean back against his legs and shyly ogle the boy. Masseur gropes for my hand. But I
twist and slip away and run to the boy and he, pretending to be a steam-engine, “chook-chooking” and glancing
my way, leads me romping to his group.
The Sikh women pull me to their laps and ask my name and the name of my religion.
“I’m Parsee,” I say.
“O kee? What’s that?” they ask, scandalised to discover a religion they’ve never heard of.
That’s when I realize what has changed. The Sikhs, only their rowdy little boys running about with hair piled
in top-knots, are keeping mostly to themselves.
Masseur leans into the group and placing a firm hand on my arm drags me away.
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We walk past a Muslim family. With their burka-veiled women they too sit apart. I turn to look back. I envy
their children. Dressed in satins and high heels, the little Muslim girls wear make-up. …
43.14 The Wagon\fn{by Khalida Asghar aka Khalida Hussain (1938- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 5
In a rush to get back to the city, I quickly crossed the dirt road and walked onto the Ravi bridge, looking
indifferently at the blazing edge of the sun steadily falling into the marsh. I had a queer feeling, as though I saw
something. I spun around. There they were, three of them, leaning over the bridge’s guard rails and gazing straight
into the sunset. Their deathly concentration made me look at the sunset myself, but I found nothing extraordinary
in the scene; so I looked back at them instead.
Their faces, although not at all similar, still looked curiously alike. Their outfits suggested that they were wellto-do villagers, and their dust-coated shoes that they had trudged for miles just to watch the sun as it set over the
marshes of the receding Ravi. Impervious to the traffic on the bridge, they went on staring at the marshes which
were turning a dull, deep red in the sun’s last glow.
I edged closer to them. The sun had gone down completely; only a dark red stripe remained on the far horizon.
Suddenly the three looked at each other, lowered their heads, and silently walked away, toward the villages
outside the city. For some time I stood watching their tired figures recede into the distance. Soon the night sounds
coming to life in the city reminded me that it was getting late and I’d better rush home. I quickened my pace and
walked on under the blue haze of the night sky, pierced here and there by the blinking lights of the city ahead.
The next evening when I reached the bridge, the sunset was a few minutes away. I suddenly recalled the three
men and stopped to watch the sunset even though I knew Munna would be waiting on the front porch for sweets
and Zakiya, my wife, would be ready for us to go to the movies.
I couldn’t budge. An inexorable force seemed to have tied me to the ground. Through almost all the previous
night I’d wondered what it was about the marsh and the sunset that had engrossed those strange men so entirely.
And then, just as the blazing orange disc of the sun tumbled into the marsh, I saw the three walk up the road.
They were coming from villages outside the city limits. They wore identical clothes and resembled each other in
their height and gait. Again they walked up to the bridge, stood at the same spot they had the previous evening
and peered into the sunset with their flaming eyes filled with a dull sadness. I watched them and wondered why,
despite their diverse features, they looked so much alike. One of them, who was very old, had a long, bushy snowwhite beard. The second, somewhat lighter in complexion than the other, had a face that shone like gold in the
orange glow of sunset. His hair hung down to his shoulders like a fringe, and he had a scar on his forehead. The
third was dark and snub-nosed.
The sun sank all the way into the marsh. As on the previous day, the men glanced at each other, let their heads
drop and, without exchanging a word, went their way.
That evening I felt terribly ill at ease. In a way I regretted not asking them about their utter fascination with the
sunset. What could they be looking for in the sun’s fading light? I wondered. I told Zakiya about the strange
threesome. She just laughed and said:
“Must be peasants, on their way to the city to have a good time.”
An air of strangeness surrounded these men. Zakiya, of course, could not have known it: one really had to look
at them to feel the weird aura.
The next day I waited impatiently for the evening. I walked to the bridge, expecting them to show up. And they
did, just as the daylight ebbed away. They leaned over the bridge and watched the sun go down, indifferent to the
sound of traffic. Their absorption in the scene made it impossible to talk to them. I waited until the sun had gone
down completely and the men had started to return. This would be the time to ask them what it was they expected
to find in the vanishing sun and the marshes of the receding river.
When the sun had sunk all the way, the men gave one another a sad, mute look, lowered their heads and started
off. But, instead of returning to the village, they took the road to the city. Their shoes were covered with dust and
their feet moved on rhythmically together. I gathered my faltering courage and asked them:
“Brothers! What village do you come from?”
The man with the snub nose turned around and stared at me for a while. Then the three exchanged glances, but
none of them bothered to answer my question.
“What do you see over there … on the bridge?" I asked. The mystery about the three men was beginning to
weigh heavily upon me now. I felt as though molten lead had seeped into my legs—indeed into my whole body,
and that it was only a matter of time before I’d crumble to the ground reeling from a spell of dizziness.
Again they did not answer.
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I shouted at them in a choking voice, “Why are you always staring at the sunset?”
No answer.
We reached the heavily congested city road. The evening sounds grew closer. It was late October, and the air
felt pleasantly cool. The sweet scent of jasmine wafted in, borne by the breeze. As we passed the octoroi
post,\fn{A note reads: A station or post on a highway, or at the entrance to a city or state, where officials assess local taxes ( octroi
duties) on select goods and materials.} the old man with snow-white hair suddenly spoke:
“Didn’t you see? Has nobody in the city seen?”
“Seen what?”
“When the sun sets, when it goes down all the way?” asked the hoary old man, rearranging his mantle over his
shoulders.
“When the sun goes down all the way?” I repeated. “What about it? That happens every day!”
I said that very quickly, afraid that the slightest pause might force them back into their impenetrable silence.
“We knew that, we knew it would be—that way. That’s why we came. That other village, there, too.” He
pointed toward the east and lowered his head.
“From there we come.” said the snub-nosed man.
“From where?” I asked, growing impatient. “Please tell me clearly.”
The third man peered back at me over his shoulder. The scar on his forehead suddenly seemed deeper than
before. He said:
“We didn’t notice, nor, I believe, did you. Perhaps nobody did. Because, as you say, the sun rises and sets
every day. Why bother to look? And we didn’t, when day after day, there, over there,” he pointed in the direction
of the east, “the sky became blood-red and so bright it blazed like fire even at nightfall. We just failed to notice.”
He stopped abruptly, as if choking over his words.
“And now this redness,” he resumed after a pause, “it keeps spreading from place to place. I’d never seen such
a phenomenon before. Nor my elders. Nor, I believe, did they hear their elders mention anything quite like that
ever happening.”
Meanwhile the darkness had deepened. All I could see of my companions were their white flowing robes; their
faces became visible only when they came directly under the pale, dim light of the lampposts. I turned around to
look at. the stretch of sky over the distant Ravi. I was stunned: it was glowing red despite the darkness.
“You are right,” I said, to hide my puzzlement, “we really did fail to notice that.” Then I asked, “Where are
you going?”
“To the city, of course. What would be the point of arriving there afterwards?”
A sudden impulse made me want to stay with them, or to take them home with me. But abruptly, they headed
off on another road, and I remembered I was expected home soon. Munna would be waiting on the front porch for
his daily sweets and Zakiya must be feeling irritated by my delay.
The next day I stopped at the bridge to watch the sunset. I was hoping to see those three men. The sun went
down completely, but they didn’t appear. I waited impatiently for them to show up. Soon, however, I was
entranced by the sunset’s last magical glow.
The entire sky seemed covered with a sheet soaked in blood, and it scared me that I was standing all alone
underneath it. I felt an uncanny presence directly behind me, I spun around. There was nobody. All the same, I felt
sure there was someone standing behind my back, within me, or perhaps, somewhere near.
Vehicles, of all shapes and sizes, rumbled along in the light of the street-lamps. Way back in the east, a stretch
of evening sky still blazed liked a winding sheet of fire, radiating heat and light far into the closing darkness. I
was alarmed and scurried home. Hastily I told Zakiya all I’d seen. But she laughed off the whole thing. I took her
up to the balcony and showed her the red and its infernal bright glow against the dark night sky. That sobered her
up a little. She thought for a while, then remarked:
“We’re going to have a storm any minute—I’m sure.”
The next day in the office, as I worked, bent over my files, I heard Mujibullah ask Hafiz Ahmad:
“Say, did you see how the sky glows at sunset these days? Even after it gets dark? Amazing, isn’t it?”
All at once I felt I was standing alone and defenseless under that blood-sheet of a sky. I was frightened. Small
drops of sweat formed on my forehead. As the evening edged closer, a strange restlessness took hold of me. The
receding Ravi, the bridge, the night sky and the sun frightened me; I wanted to walk clear out of them. And yet, I
also felt irresistibly drawn toward them.
I wanted to tell my colleagues about the three peasants who in spite of their distinctly individual faces somehow looked alike; about how they had come to the city accompanying this strange redness, had drawn my attention to it, and then dropped out of sight; and about how I’d searched in vain for them everywhere. But I couldn’t.
Mujibullah and Hafiz Ahmad, my office-mates, had each borrowed about twenty rupees from me some time ago,
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which they conveniently forgot to return, and, into the bargain, had stopped talking to me ever since.
On my way home when I entered the bridge, a strange fear made me walk briskly, look away from the sun, and
try to concentrate instead on the street before me. But the blood-red evening kept coming right along. I could feel
its presence everywhere. A flock of evening birds flew overhead in a “V” formation. Like the birds, I too was
returning home. Home—yes, but no longer my haven against the outside world; for the flame-colored evening
came pouring in from its windows, doors, even through its walls of solid masonry.
I now wandered late in the streets, looking for the three peasants. I wanted to ask them where that red came
from. What was to follow? Why did they leave the last settlement? What shape was it in? But I couldn’t find them
anywhere. Nobody seemed to care.
A few days later I saw some men pointing up to the unusual red color of the evening. Before long, the whole
city was talking about it. I hadn’t told a soul except Zakiya. How they had found out about it was a puzzle to me.
Those three peasants must be in the city—I concluded. They have got to be.
The red of evening had now become the talk of the town. Chaudhri Sahib, who owns a small bookshop in
Mozang Plaza, was an old acquaintance of mine. People got together at his shop for a friendly chat every evening.
Often, so did I. But for some time now, since my first encounter with those mantle-wrapped oracular figures, I had
been too preoccupied with my own thoughts to go there. No matter where I went, home or outside, I felt restless.
At home an inexorable urge drove me outdoors; outdoors, an equally strong urge sent me scrambling back home,
where I felt comparatively safer. I became very confused about where I wanted to be. I began to feel heavy and
listless.
All the same, I did go back to the bookshop once again that evening. Most of the regulars had already gathered. Chaudhri Sahib asked:
“What do you think about it, fellows? Is it all due to the atomic explosions as they say? The rumor also has it
that pretty soon the earth’s cold regions will turn hot and the hot ones cold and the cycle of seasons will also be
upset.”
I wanted to tell them about my encounter with the three villagers but felt too shy to talk before so many people.
Just then a pungent smell, the likes of which I’d never smelled before, wafted in from God knows where. My
heart sank and a strange, sweet sort of pain stabbed my body. I felt nauseous, unable to decide whether it was a
stench, a pungent aroma, or even a wave of bitter-sweet pain. I threw the newspaper down and got up to leave.
“What’s the matter?” asked Chaudhri Sahib.
“I must go. God knows what sort of smell that is.”
“Smell? What smell?” Chaudhri Sahib sniffed the air.
I didn't care to reply and walked away. That offensive smell, the terrifying wave of pain, followed me all the
way home. It made me giddy. I thought I might fall any minute. My condition frightened Zakiya, who asked,
“What’s the matter—you look so pale?”
“I’m all right. God knows what that smell is,” I said, wiping sweat off my brow, although it was the month of
November.
Zakiya also sniffed the air, then said, “Must be coming from the house of Hakim Sahib. Heaven knows what
strange herb concoctions they keep making day and night. Or else it’s from burnt food. I burnt some today
accidentally.”
“But it seems to be everywhere … in every street and lane … throughout the city.”
“Why, of course. The season’s changed. It must be the smell of winter flowers,” she said inattentively, and
became absorbed in her knitting.
With great trepidation I again sniffed the air, but couldn’t decide whether the sickening odor still lingered on or
had subsided. Perhaps it had subsided. The thought relieved me a bit. But there was no escape from its memory,
which remained fresh in my mind, like the itching that continues for some time even after the wound has healed.
The very thought that it might return gave me the chills.
By next morning I’d forgotten all about that rotten, suffocating smell. In the office, I found a mountain of files
waiting for me. But Mujibullah and Hafiz Ahmad went on noisily discussing some movie. I couldn’t concentrate
on the work and felt irritated. So I decided to take a break. I called our office boy and sent him to the cafeteria for
a cup of tea. Meanwhile I pulled out a pack of cigarettes from my pocket and lit up.
Just then I felt a cracking blow on my head, as if I had fallen off a cliff and landed on my head, which fused
everything before my eyes in a swirling blue and yellow streak. It took my numbed senses some time to realize
that I was being assaulted once again by the same pain, the same terrible stench. It kept coming at me in waves,
and it was impossible to know its source. I found myself frantically shutting every single window in the office,
while both Mujibullah and Hafiz Ahmad gawked at me uncomprehendingly.
“Let the sun in! Why are you slamming the windows?” asked Hafiz Ahmad.
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“The stench … the stench! My God, it’s unbearable! Don’t you smell it?”
Both of them raised their noses to their air and sniffed. Then Hafiz Ahmad remarked.
“That’s right. What sort of stench … or fragrance is that? It makes my heart sink.”
Soon, many people were talking about the stink-waves which came in quick succession and then receded, only
to renew their assault a little while later. At sundown they became especially unbearable.
Within a few weeks the stinking odor had becoi'ne so oppressive that I often found it difficult to breathe.
People’s faces, usually quite lively and fresh, now looked drained and wilted. Many complained of constant palpitation and headaches. The doctors cashed in. Intellectuals hypothesized that it must be due to nuclear blasts,
which were producing strange effects throughout the world, including this foul odor in our city, which attacked
people’s nerves and left them in a mess. People scrambled to buy tranquilizers, which sold out instantly. Not that
the supply was inadequate, but a sudden frenzy to stock up and horde had seized people. Even sleeping pills
fetched the price of rare diamonds.
I found both tranquilizers and sleeping pills useless. The stench cut sharper than a sword and penetrated the
body like a laser. The only way to guard against it was to get used to it, I thought; and people would do well to
remember that. But I was too depressed to tell them myself. Within a few weeks, however, they themselves came
to live with the stench.
Just the same, the stench struck terror in the city. People were loath to admit it, but they could not have looked
more tense: their faces contorted from the fear of some terrible thing happening at any moment.
Nor was their fear unreasonable, as a subsequent event showed a few weeks later.
On a cold mid-December evening, I was returning home from Chaudhri Sahib’s. The street was full of traffic
and jostling crowds. The stores glittered with bright lights, and people went about their business as usual. Every
now and then a stench-wave swept in, made me giddy, and receded. I would freeze in my stride the instant it
assailed me and would start moving again as soon as it had subsided. It was the same with others. An outsider
would surely have wondered why we suddenly froze, closed our eyes, stopped breathing, then took a deep breath
and got started again. But that was our custom now.
That December evening I’d just walked onto the bridge when I felt as if a lance had hit me on the head. My
head whirled and my legs buckled. Reeling, I clung on to a lamppost and tried to support my head with my hands.
There was no lance, nor was there a hand to wield it. It was that smell—that same rotten smell—I realized with
terror. In fact, it seemed that the source of the oppressive stench had suddenly moved very close to me, between
my shoulder blades, near my back, immediately behind me—so close that it was impossible to think of it as apart
from me.
It was then that my eyes fell on the strange carriage, rambling along in front of me. It was an oversized wagon
pulled by a pair of scrawny white oxen with leather blinders over their eyes and thick ropes strung through their
steaming nostrils. A wooden cage sat atop the base of the wagon, its interior hidden behind black curtains—or
were they just swaying walls of darkness?
Two men, sitting outside the cage enclosure in the front of the wagon, drove the two emaciated, blindfolded
animals. I couldn’t make out their faces, partly because of the darkness, but partly also because they were buried
in folds of cloth thrown loosely around them. Their heads drooped forward and they seemed to have dozed off,
overcome by fatigue and sleep.
Behind them the interior of the curtained wagon swelled with darkness and from the heart of that darkness shot
out the nauseating stench which cut sharper than a sword. Before I knew it, the wagon had creaked past me,
flooding my senses with its cargo of stink. My head swirled. I jumped off the main road onto the dirt sidewalk. .
.and vomited.
I had no idea whether the people in the city had also seen the eerie wagon. If they had, what must have they
endured? I had the hardest time getting home after what I had seen. Once inside the house, I ran to my bed and
threw myself on it. Zakiya kept asking me what had happened, but a blind terror sealed my lips.
A few days later a small news item appeared in the local papers. It railed against the local Municipal Office for
allowing garbage carts to pass through busy streets in the evening. Not only did muck-wagons pollute the air, they
also hurt the fine olfactory sense of the citizenry.
I took a whole week off from work. During those seven days, though hardly fit to go out and observe firsthand
the plight of the city, I was nonetheless kept posted of developments by local newspapers. Groups of concerned
citizens demanded that the municipal authorities keep the city clear of the muck-wagons or, if that was
impossible, assign them routes along less busy streets.
On the seventh day I ventured out. A change was already visible. Wrecked by insomnia and exhaustion, people
strained themselves to appear carefree and cheerful, but managed only to look painfully silly. Suddenly I recalled
that in the morning I had myself looked no different in the mirror.
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About this time, the number of entertainment programs and movies shot up as never before. People swarmed
to box offices—often hours before a show—where they formed long lines and patiently waited to be let in, and
then filed out from the entertainment still looking pale and ridiculous.
In the office, no matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t concentrate on work. Intermittently, the image of the muckwagon lumbering down the streets flashed across my mind. Was it really one of those municipal dump-carts? No.
It couldn’t be. Municipal dump-carts never looked like that eerie wagon, with its sleepy drivers, a pair of blindfolded bony oxen, black curtains and the outrageously nauseating smell. What on earth could give off such an odd
smell—at once fragrant and foul!
An insane desire suddenly overwhelmed me: to rush up to the wagon, lift up those swaying curtains, and peek
inside. I must discover the source of the stench!
Coming to the bridge my feet involuntarily slowed down. There was still some time before sunset and the
waves of the pain-filled odor came faster and stronger. I leaned over the bridge, an unknown fear slowly rising in
my throat. The bottomless swamp, its arms ominously outstretched, seemed to be dragging me down toward it. I
was afraid I might jump into the swamp, sink with the sun and become buried forever in that sprawling sheet of
blood.
I became aware of something approaching me—or was I myself drawing closer to something? … Something
awaited by all men—those before and those after us. My whole body felt as though it was turning into a piece of
granite, with no escape from the bridge, the miasma, the sun, for now they all seemed inseparable from my being.
Helplessly, I looked around myself and almost dropped dead.
The three men were coming towards me from the direction of the countryside. As before, they were wrapped in
their flowing white robes and walked with their amazingly identical gait. I kept staring at them with glassy eyes
unti1 they walked right up to me and stopped. The hoary old man was crying, and his snow-white beard was
drenched in tears. The; other two couldn’t look up; their eyes were lowered mournfully, their teeth clenched and
their faces withered by a deathly pallor.
“Where were you hiding all these days?” I said between gasps and stammers. “I searched for you everywhere.
Tell me, please, what’s happening to the city?”
“We were waiting. Trying to hold ourselves back. We had tied ourselves with ropes. Here, look!”
They spread their arms before me and bared their shoulders and backs, revealing the deep marks of the rope.
“We did not want to come,” the old man said, drowned out by a fit of sobs.
“But there was no choicem” the second man said.
Before he had finished, he doubled over. His companions also doubled over, as if unable to control a sudden
surge of pain. The same wave of pain-filled stench stabbed the air about us, cutting us into halves, flooding our
senses, as it scrambled past us.
“There! Look!” said the old man, pointing in the direction of the distant villages and turning deathly pale.
In the distance, I saw the wagon come up the road from behind a cloud of dust. The drowsing coachmen had
wrapped their faces because of their nearness to the cutting stench.
A cold shiver ran through my spine. The eyes of the three men suddenly became dull. They were approaching
their end—perhaps.
The wagon rumbled close—the stench from it draining the blood from our bodies—and then passed us. Its
sinister, jet-black curtains, fluttering in the gentle breeze, appeared, oddly enough, entirely motionless.
The three men ran after the wagon, caught up to it and lifted the curtains. A split second later, a nonhuman
scream burst from their gaping mouths. They spun around and bolted toward the distant fields.
“What was it? What did you see?” I asked, running after them.
But they did not reply and kept running madly. Their eyes had frozen in a glazed stare.
I followed them until we had left the city several miles behind us, then grabbed the old man’s robe and
implored, “Tell me! Please tell me!!”
He turned his deathly gaze and threw open his mouth. His tongue had got stuck to his palate.
All three had become dumb.
My head whirled, and I collapsed. The three men continued to run, soon disappearing in the distance behind a
spiraling cloud of dust. Slowly the dust settled and I returned home.
For months now I have searched in vain for those men. They have vanished without a trace. And the wagon …
from that fateful evening, it too has changed its route. It no longer passes through the city. After crossing the
bridge, it now descends onto the dirt trail leading to villages in the countryside.
The cityfolk are no longer bothered by the slashing stench. They have become immune to it and think it has
died, like an old, forgotten tale.
But it continues to torment my body, and day and night a voice keeps telling me:
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“Now, your turn! Now you shall see!”
And this evening I find myself on the bridge, waiting for the wagon. . . waiting.
87.36 Dilshad\fn{by Begum Zaitoon Bano (1938- )} Sufaid Dheri, Peshawar, Peshawar District, KhyberPakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan (F) 2
She did not look insane, but whenever she was asked, “Dilshad! What did you do with your son?”, she would
answer,
“Madam! I sold him.”
“For how much?”
“For one anna, Madam!”
The questioner would think that either she was mad or the value of just one anna was much higher to her. How
much value can just one anna have in our lives?
Dilshad would turn up in our street too, but not on her own. A host of children would follow her about. Some
would clap, some would throw stones at her, some would pull at her clothes, and the rest would shout and hoot.
“Dilshad, where is your son?”
“Khan! I sold him.”
“For how much?”
“Khan! For one anna.”
And the children would burst into laughter. They already knew quite well that Dilshad had sold her son for one
anna, but they would ask her the same thing over and over again.
Another proof of her madness was that she only wore a shirt. She wore just one long shirt that dropped to her
ankles. She spent the nights on the wooden planks in front of the shops, and during the day wandered about from
house to house. Someone would give her a loaf of bread which she would chew to pass the day and then she
would go back to her makeshift bed for the night once more. Casually, she complained,
“Madam! People don’t let me into their houses. They say mad ones shouldn’t be allowed inside homes. And
when I sleep outside on the wooden planks, those bastards tease me the whole night. To protect my honor, I have
to be on the lookout the whole time.”
Such pathetic complaints brought tears to people’s eyes. But she would smile. She would go round repeating
her complaints to everyone. Some people would feel sorry for her, but others, glancing cynically at her smile,
would give their own verdict,
“She’s a bad woman. See how she laughs!”
But who could possibly know the sorrow and pain behind her smile? They had no idea why she laughed in this
way—or how strongly unfulfilled desires and despair had gripped her heart or what those wishes were which
could not be fulfilled—all were concealed by shallow laughter.
Twice I had firm proof of Dilshad’s madness, yet I remained unconvinced. If she was really mad, she had not
been born that way, that much I was sure of.
I had tried on several occasions to let her spend the night in our home so she could be safe from those
“bastards,” but my mother disagreed.
“You are crazy to make friends with mad people! God forbid, you might catch it yourself.”
I tried to convince my mother by insisting, “Mama! She’s not mad. What makes you think so?”
Mother would retort,
“Do mad people have to have horns or tails to be obvious? Isn’t it a sign of insanity that she sold her son for
one anna! She doesn’t even bother to wear trousers! Don’t listen to mad people. They may sometimes sound sane,
but the next moment they are demented again.”
I had no answer.
It can pay to be curious. I wanted to know why exactly Dilshad was considered insane. What had caused it?
*
At last I found the answer.
One day I brought her home and, at my insistence, she agreed to tell her story. She cast a puzzled look at me
and started her story in a style which was anything but lunatic:
“A son is as dear to a Pukhtun woman as faith. Why would I sell my son for an anna? But … I did indeed sell
my son, my Qamar Gul, for one anna. It’s true.”
A foolish smile spread across her face, and then she went on.
“I belonged to Tirah. My father had sold me for fifteen hundred rupees. I lived in peace with my husband. I
had three brothers-in-law but they were my husband’s stepbrothers. On the death of my father-in-law, my husband
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became head of the house. His stepbrothers could not bear it. There were three of them and he was all alone. And
… one day came news of his murder. He had been shot dead. By whom? It was never found out. His brothers
threw all that Pukhto stood for to the wind and did not even bother to follow up the murder.
“Then I gave birth to a son, which only added to my worries and misery. The eldest brother took me in
marriage by force. I was beaten mercilessly for nothing. All the chores of the household were left to me. My
sisters-in-law sat around in sheer idleness, while I—”
She gasped in confusion, and then resumed the story.
“I was living like a slave. But I had to put up with it all purely for the sake of Qamar Gul . . . for Qamar Gul
alone, Madam! He was my only remembrance of my husband. When Qamar Gul was a year and a half, the
brothers fell out among themselves over the division of assets. A jarga\fn{Jury consisting of community elders.}
proposed equal shares among the three brothers, but the eldest claimed Qamar Gul in his share as well. It was no
secret the way that Qamar Gul’s mother was forced to live in that house.”
Dilshad related all this as if talking about someone else. She looked at me and continued,
“The brothers did not say a word before the elders, but clearly considered Qamar Gul a thorn in their flesh.
One day, my youngest brother-in-law attempted to pull that thorn out. He tried to choke him to death. But Qamar
Gul screamed and I reached him in time to rescue him from the clutches of death. I then realized that staying there
would be very difficult, because the very life of my beloved son, and mine too, was in danger—”
She paused a while, as if thinking back to that horrible night.
“I slipped out of the house in the darkness of the night and made for Peshawar.\fn{ Capital of North West Frontier
Province.} In Peshawar, I had to seek charity to survive. I tried to find a job in a house but in vain. One day, I
caught sight of Qamar Gul’s stepfather. He was looking around impatiently, but God helped me. I turned abruptly
into a street to avoid being seen. I realized they were looking for me. Neither I nor Qamar Gul was safe.
“One day, when I was on the point of collapsing with hunger, I went into a house to ask for bread. It was a rich
house but there were no children. It was morning, and no food had yet been prepared. I asked for an anna so as to
buy something in the bazaar. The mistress of the house said jokingly that if I would give her my son, she would
give me one anna. I did not hesitate—I left her my son. I thought he would be well fed and safe. And I thought I
would go there from time to time to see him alive and well.
“On the third day, my feelings drove me there—I had to have a look at my son. But when I got there I was
informed that those people had moved to Karachi. They had taken Qamar Gul with them.”
Dilshad sobbed. Her eyes were brimming and she began to stammer. I realized it was not that her face had
been distorted by grief but the whole universe of a mother that had turned upside down. With great effort, she
composed herself and handed me an amulet that she was wearing around her neck.
“What’s this?” I asked.
“Look what’s in it,” she said.
I opened the amulet: it was not a charm but a one-anna coin, and a fake one at that. I looked at the fake coin,
and then at the unfortunate Dilshad, but said nothing. Perhaps Dilshad did not know the coin was not genuine, that
she had sold her son for fake money. She stared about in confusion, looking as though her heart would burst or
blood gush from her eyes. I had never seen her in such a state though she was trying her utmost to contain it.
Finally she pulled herself together and said,
“Madam! I so bitterly regret that I did not even tell that lady Qamar Gul’s name, for even if they asked him, he
could never tell them it himself. He was only an infant when I left him.”
With these words fountains of tears flowed from her eyes. She rose and left the house.
Since then, Dilshad has never been seen around here again. God only knows whether she took herself to
Karachi or wandered off somewhere else. But whenever I think of her tears, I think of the countless mad women
like Dilshad roaming about in Karachi, hungry and half-naked, with “bastards” making fun of them.
11.72 Banishment\fn{by Jamila Hashmi (1941-

)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 7

Bhai used to say:
“Bibi, why do you dream all the time? This affection which you get now, this light which surrounds you, will
fade away slowly. Time is all-consuming. It devours everything. But the process is so gentle and so steady that we
unconsciously get used to it.”
Where is Bhai today? My dear brother. If the wind and air, my constant companions who travel with me
impregnated with the fragrance of homeland, could transcend space, seek him out, I would ask:
“Go and find out. Why doesn’t this anguish ever diminish? Even after carrying the burden for so many years,
traversing difficult paths, why does man dream? Why does he entertain hope and why long for happiness? Why
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does he love light so much?”
The Seetaji of Hindu mythology had done the same. After enduring the pain of exile, she had prayed for a
reunion with her beloved husband, Ramchandra, so that there could be light in her life. Does misfortune make
man so tough and disillusioned that he forsakes all hope of better days? Why cannot darkness be loved? Why not?
The naakh tree has been blossoming since the year Munni, my daughter, was born. When the seasons change, the
branches are laden with flowers, and with the weight of its fruit, the tree droops low. This link and the relationship
of the tree with the soil which sustains it, becomes deep. Its roots go deeper and deeper into the earth. No one can
break this bond.
Munni has grown up now. Treading softly, time has passed by me; I often wonder at its heartlessness. Only this
morning Badi Ma, the grandmother, had said to Gurpal: “Son, take Bahu and the children to Dasehra. Let them
also enjoy its festivities. For so many years she has not gone out of the village.”
Gurpal had snapped back quickly: “When did you ask me, Ma? If she hasn’t gone out for years, it’s not my
fault.”
I listen to their conversation silently. It cannot be anyone’s fault. But its strange that whenever someone calls
me Bahu, as if I am really a daughter-in-law, I feel as though I am being abused. I have been used to abuse for
many years now, ever since that dreadful night when Gurpal had shoved me into the courtyard and said proudly:
“Look here, Ma, I have brought a daughter-in-law for you. Young, charming and healthy. She is the best from
among the girls who fell into our hands tonight.”
Badi Ma, his grandmother, was sitting on the wooden couch. She had listened to him silently, without even a
shade of surprise. Then she had gone up and picked up the earthen lamp. With slow steps she had come to me,
raised the flame of the lamp and scrutinized me. Her eyes roved insolently over my face as if I were not a human
being but a new animal which her grandson had acquired for her.
I could hardly keep my eyes open from hunger, fright and fatigue. But the knowledge of my impending doom
forced me to gaze at her wide-eyed. After walking barefoot miles and miles through the wilderness, I didn’t have
any strength left to even lift a finger. When she tried to touch me, I collapsed at her feet. As I fell I had the eerie
feeling that the cow and the buffalo tied to wooden pegs in the courtyard were gazing at me despondently. Earlier,
seeing me in that dreadful plight, they had stopped eating and stood up to look at me.
Oblivious of my plight, Badi Ma had picked me up not very gently, examined me carefully several times from
head to toe and said: “Had you behaved well and done what you should, my condition wouldn’t have been what it
is now. I have almost gone blind trying to feed you and fill your belly. It hasn’t been easy for me to keep the
hearth burning. Even the kaharis have stopped coming here because we do not offer them grain at harvest time.
Tell me, son, how can I bear the burden of running this house? Instead of indulging in all sorts of adventures, why
don’t you till our small piece of land? It would relieve me of my burden.”
Gurpal had listened to her and then replied gently: “Now stop it, Arnma. Look, now there is no need to bear the
piggishness of kaharis and mehris, these menial women. You have a maid-servant of your own now. Make her
grind the millstone and fetch water from the well. You can order her to do anything you wish. That isn’t my
domain. I have brought a real Bahu for you, Ma!”
Since that fateful night, many daughters-in-law had come to this village. But there were no festivities. No
music was played nor did village belles sang joyous marriage songs to the accompaniment of the dholak. And the
dancers did not perform.
That night no one applied oil to my dust-covered hail. The barber didn't dress me up for my wedding night.
Thus with bare, unadorned hands I became a bride and without any ceremony my marriage was consummated.
Overnight I became Maaji’s Bahu. No one blessed me! No propitiatory offerings were made to the poor!
On the other hand, after listening to Gurpal, Badi Ma had looked at me disgustedly as if I were a pain in the
neck, as if her grandson had kidnapped something repulsive and brought it home. Holding the flickering lamp in
one hand, she had quietly gone back to the kitchen with a frown on her wrinkled face. In that decisive moment no
one had told them: What a shame that the Bahu is welcomed in this manner!
Since then I too have become a Seeta. I have also suffered the pangs of banishment and been imprisoned in
Sangraon.
Dismantling the swings which had been set up for the fair, their Beedi-smoking owners are abusing each other
as usual. In their attempts to leave the place as quickly as possible, they are loading their paraphernalia roughly on
their donkeys as if these beasts of burden were made of wood. The chariots which were used for the festival of
Ramlila are now parked on one side and the youngsters who had participated in this folk drama are having ice
cream and salty dishes, unconcerned about the bustle around them. The ugly stains of the candy and sauce of the
chutney on their colourful costumes look like the sores of leprosy.
Munni is standing gazing at them with interest. My innocent Munni. The danger of getting lost in the mad rush
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of that jostling crowd doesn’t worry her. Is it any use being aware of danger. I wonder. If someone is destined to
get lost, he will, inevitably. Even from the safety of a house brimming with people.
Gurpal spots her and drags her away from the vendors. But the two tired boys are insisting on buying
something from every vendor they come across. After all, it is festival time and this is a gay, noisy fair. Here,
without bothering about the safety of their children, mothers are being hustled and bumped from side to side, and
their wailing brats are being thrust forward in a continuous, non-stop movement, in the efforts to identify them.
Those who are lost during such fairs, what of them? Are they ever recovered? They are never seen again. This
abstract contemplation, this strange feeling of alienation which develops in those who do not go through this hell,
becomes a barrier even between sworn lovers. The faces of those near and dear ones, for even one glimpse of
whom we would gladly sacrifice all our belongings, are never seen again.
Suddenly the tracks behind us are obliterated like the marks of insects on restless waves of shifting sand;
languid streams of reminiscences that cross and get mixed up slowly with a faint sound like suppressed weeping.
The roads we have trod disappear and we find it impossible to go back the way we came. Nothing ever comes
back and the seething crowd which had gathered to enjoy the festivities of the fair moves forward, on and on.
Time never returns, never retraces its steps. Bhayya used to say: “Bibi, that moment of time which has gone by is
effaced. It becomes dust.” He used to tell me that whenever I did not pay attention to my studies and started
furnishing my doll’s house with my playmates instead.
That doll’s house was a gift from father. He had bought it all for me at some exhibition. Now Munni is holding
her large rag doll in her two little hands. While Gurpal is still watching the movements of the gay crowd, Munni is
caressing her doll and looking anxiously at her as if she were worried about its safety. Both the boys have
managed to get statues of Rawan, the incarnation of evil. Fascinated by the pageantry around them, they gaze in
amazement at every face that comes near them.
Munni’s bright eyes are full of love for her ugly doll. On a broad face, a grotesque nose and eyes have been
embroidered with big, clumsy stitches. There is a nose ring in one of her nostrils. This metal ring has given her the
status of a virgin. With a golden-laced head-cloth covering its head, the doll is carefully holding the lower
garment wound around her waist. In this posture, the doll looks like a dancer about to begin a dance.
We have a long way to go yet. We have to tread the track which passes by the banks of Uchchal’s pond. Then it
traverses some fields and takes us to Sangraon, our village. Thus the caravan of life goes on. Even if there is no
will, no longing to reach a destination, it goes on along straight and winding roads, semi-dark, criss-crossing
footpaths through strange lanes and by-lanes and you have to drag your tired feet continually. Even if your feet are
bruised and you have nothing, no desire in your heart, you have to keep walking, walking, endlessly.
The bluish mist of twilight has now descended over us from the canopy of the heavens. God knows why the
evenings always sadden me. Far up in the sky, the lonely star is twinkling like the filament of an earthen lamp,
and in the misty tinge of empty sea around me, its loneliness reminds me of my penal banishment. In this human
wilderness, I suddenly feel as though I am a lonely tree which neither blossoms nor bears any fruit.
The lonesome star reminds me of the ship in which my brother went overseas. When he was getting ready to
go to some far-off land, mother’s voice had become choked with grief. But with great strength and steadiness, she
had arranged everything for him and packed his belongings. And all the while, she had silently prayed. Outside,
father was busy looking after the other arrangements. Bhai, despite the excitement of traveling to foreign lands,
looked sad and depressed. Apa too was busy. Silently she trod softly and gently from one part of the house to the
other. It was only I who warbled excitedly allover the house. It was natural. Unless you are wounded, how can
you feel the pain of injury?
We had gone to the port to see him off. Bhayya was going up and down the gangway supervising the
movement of his younger brother’s luggage. Since I had nothing much to do, I went to the guard-rail. Resting my
hands on it, I stooped to gaze into the greenish, muddy water below. Then suddenly I had asked my brother:
“Why is the water so peculiar? How is it that it has large oil stains on it? What is the secret of those mysterious
boats and why those paddles? And why these anchors? When these boats swing and tremble, tossing on the
wavering waves, don’t you feel frightened?”
Questions, innumerable questions. They often bothered me. That day, distressed by the barrage of my
questions, my brother had replied:
“Don’t lose your patience, Bibi. When you grow up, you’ll know the answers. Then you’ll understand
everything.”
And now I have learnt many things. I have the answers to all my questions. I know what happens to boats.
That boat which doesn’t have oars, sinks. Boats can sink even on the banks of rivers and seas and oceans. Just one
watery wave is sufficient to drown it, you don’t need a whole ocean. Having grown up, I know these secrets. Alas,
Bhai is not with me now.
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That day each one of us was lost in thought. Suddenly, when we heard the wailing whistle of the ship, we
realised that Bhai was about to leave. Baba embraced him warmly. Placing his hand on Bhai’s head, he blessed
him: “Well, I entrust you to Allah.” Bhayya also embraced him lovingly. Apa had always been soft-hearted; she
cried on almost every occasion. That day also she began to cry. Bhai consoled her, saying:
“Look at Bibi, how happy she is. Why these tears? I’ll be back in two years. I’m not leaving you for good.
Come on, wipe your tears and wish me goodbye smilingly.” Then caressing me, he had taken me tenderly in his
arms and said: “You’re a brave girl, Bibi. I’ll bring beautiful gifts for you from Paris. Remain in touch and write
to me regularly.” And I had nodded obediently.
When we heard the last whistle of the ship, he left us, walking casually as if he were on his way to some
nearby city. After his departure we stayed there waving our handkerchiefs till the ship was out of sight. Then in
the twilight, when the bright lights of the port began to shimmer in the restless waves of the sea and the beacon
lights of the ship twinkled like the lonely star in the heavens above and then disappeared into the far off mists,
suddenly all the lights around me were drowned forever. That was the beginning of the end. After that night, not
one ray of light has ever come out of the waves for me.
The memory of that day is still fresh in my mind. Watching the ship disappear on the horizon, I felt something
strange inside me. Embracing my mother suddenly, I screamed loudly. I felt as though my heart was telling me
that I would never see my dear brother again. You will never see him again, Bibi. With this ominous message, my
heart had begun to pound wildly. Just like the frightened lonesome star in the empty sky, trembling in the bluish
twilight. In the distant gardens, the darkness of the night is spreading its wings slowly.
Gurpal has picked up both his sons and is now carrying them on his shoulders. He is walking ahead of us on
the narrow track winding like a white line, a sort of giant ribbon, through the fields. Munni and I are walking
wearily. After jumping over several canals, he will cross the fields and then wait for us. And to while away the
time, he will narrate the story of Rawan, who kidnapped Seeta. He is not aware that Seeta is coming right behind
him and that he himself is Rawan!
While I am lost in the swelling tide of memories, Munni suddenly says:
“Ma, Saroop’s uncle has sent beautiful clothes for Dasehra. They are all made of silk. It feels so good to touch
them. Ma, don’t I have an uncle to send me nice gifts? Where is my uncle, Ma? Why don’t you reply, Ma? Why
are you so silent? Didn’t you like the fair? I think you are very tired, aren’t you, Ma?”
“Yes, Munni, I am exhausted,” I reply softly. And then I add: “I have also grown old.”
Munni looks at me surprised, and then smiles and says with great confidence:
“Old? No, no, Ma. You look just like the image of the goddess which I have seen in the village. Badi Ma also
says you are a devi.”
Munni is so young. She doesn’t know how far I had to walk to reach this stage. She is also not aware that the
distance between one life and another is so vast, so immeasurable. And when someone writhes and loses hope and
has no longing in his heart, then he becomes fit to be worshipped. On the pathways of Sangraon, while waiting
ardently for the lost ones, my eyes have lost their light and become dim with expectation. My heart is void of all
feeling, it is empty.
Munni is once again asking me: “Ma, don’t we really have an uncle?”
I look at her faintly. What should I say? What should I tell her? Standing on a cross-road, I begin to think.
Bhayya was so dear to me. But I was afraid of him. Whenever he came into the house, my head-cloth used to go
over my head automatically. In front of him I used to walk gently and speak softly. Whenever I stood by him, I
used to think: No one can be taller than him. My Bhayya, who walked carefully and talked gracefully and wrote
with such a beautiful hand, neat and straight. He neither spoiled the pages of his notebooks nor stained his hands
with ink. I could never be as neat as him. Wheneyer I felt depressed, he used to encourage me: “Don’t worry,
Bibi. When you grow up, you too will write neatly like me.”
God knows what Bhayya, who loved to write neatly without stains, would say if he could see me now. My
book of destiny is soiled and there is black ink all over its pages. There is not one straight line on any page. I
could never learn to write neatly. In those days, after furnishing my doll’s house, I used to think: It’s so spacious.
We can surely live in it. Amma and Baba and I and Bhayya and Bhai and Apa; everyone. We will all live here
peacefully. Life is a sonorous, happy song. There are neither needs nor any shortages.
When Bhayya was married, I had said: Our house is a heaven. A complete divine house of bliss. In those days,
had I raised my hands to pray, I wouldn’t have known what to pray for. There was nothing which I needed. There
was nothing to pray for, to invoke the blessings of Allah. As now, even in those days I never asked Allah for
anything. How strange that in the whirlpool of life, the pinnacle of happiness and suffering is at the same point.
Bhai went overseas and the dream of my heaven was shattered. The splinters of life, like the sharp splinters of
glass, are scattered all around, injuring passersby. Their feet have been crippled. There is no one who can cross the
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road and go to the other side. The road itself is so desolate. It looks as though it winds across a cremation ghat. It
is so quiet and eerie. I can not see anyone, anywhere, not even on the distant horizon. In such morbid
surroundings, in such a bleak land, who listens to the wails of Seetaji? The pain of solitude and loneliness is cruel.
How difficult life is.
Standing far away from me, Gurpal is now calling me loudly. He is also calling Munni. But we continue to
walk slowly. In the cotton fields, only the stubble remains. People have picked all the flowers. In the wheat fields,
the ears have not appeared and there is no corn. The breeze is strong and the gusts of wind bend the flexible
plants. When it is very strong, you have to stoop before it. Everyone stoops down when facing the wind.
By now Badi Ma must be restless. Even worried. God knows why she is always anxious about me, as though
she were smitten by some unknown fear. The road which goes from here to that country which scares her, is very
hazardous. And the road on which I have traveled with Gurpal, I do not have the strength to venture beyond it.
How far can you walk, particularly when you have no place to go? With blistered feet and a wounded heart, a
despoiled womanhood, where can I go? How could I go anywhere? Munni stands in my way. Between them and
me, Munni is the thick veil. The distance between them and me is so great, the gap between us so wide. How can I
peep beyond it?
Several groups of wandering minstrels are coming behind us, singing devotional songs. The fair had almost
become frozen for several hours near the Uchchal pond. It has now thawed and the crowd has dispersed and
spread out on the roads and crossroads. Tired children are wailing, and noisy men talking loudly and laughing
have just passed by Munni and me. They are being followed by barefoot, colorfully dressed village women whose
heads are partially covered with veils. Holding bundles of sweets bought at the fair, with their little children
clinging to them, they are walking briskly. To keep their pace they have removed their shoes and tied them to their
headdresses. Each one of them has this bundle dangling behind her.
Those men who passed by us are now far away, looking like white spots. I can hear a holy man playing his
single-string instrument. He too is walking on the track wbich goes to Sangraon. There is such pathos in the music
of this instrument and in the droning of the accompanying song. These folk songs deal with life. He is right. When
there is no sign of light, when it doesn’t exist, even then one longs for it. Is it because one is frightened of
darkness?
Now I cannot hear the vibrations of his string clearly. But occasionally, with a gust of wind, the words of his
song reach my ears. Suddenly Munni asks:
“Ma, why are you so quiet? Please keep on talking, Ma. I am scared.”
In the deepening darkness, she tries to hold my hand finnly. But in the attempt she loses control of her doll
which falls down. She picks it up quickly and looks distressed. I can feel that her voice is steeped in tears and she
is in no condition to ask any more questions.
When she grows up Munni will also learn that it is futile to be frightened of darkness. It overpowers you. You
can do nothing. Bhai used to say:
“Bibi, running water has great force. It carves out its own passage.”
What did he mean by that? Is running water as devastating as darkness?
Whenever Badi Ma calls me, I cover my forehead with my head-cloth. “Ji,” I reply softly. “Yes, Badi Ma.”
Then I try to remain busy with my daily chores throughout the day so that I have no time to remember my
loneliness, and learn to live with the darkness around me.
When there was time to contemplate, there was nothing to think about. Now I have lots to muse about, but
there isn’t any time. Everywhere, something is lacking, something missing. The feeling of paucity is always there.
Nothing ever happens to bring me peace. Today, as I close my eyes, my heart whispers: They will all come. As
soon as Bhayya sees me he will say: ‘Bibi, what is this charade? What is this disguise? This veil on your face and
this covering on your head. It doesn’t look nice. Throw it away, Bibi, and see what I have brought for you. Stop
all your work. No more chores for you. Come and sit near me. Holidays are few and they end fast. When I am
home, don’t go anywhere.’
Sitting comfortably on the sofa in our drawing room, with large photographs around us, or down near the
fireplace where we usually sat in winter, talking about everything on earth, we often laughed loudly, as if life was
a continuous laughter. We talked till late in the night. Disturbed in her sleep, mother used to chide drowsily:
“For God’s sake, go to bed, children. You have to get up early.”
On such occassions, it was Bhayya who used to reply loudly:
“I spend so much time away from home, Amma. Throughout the year I go to sleep sad and lonely. Let us enjoy
ourselves now. What’s the hurry? We will sleep when we are sleepy.”
At such times I used to think (though God knows why): All these happy moments will vanish. They will
disappear as everything does, in the dust. The haven we have lovingly built will also be covered by dust storms
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and there won’t be any freshness or greenery anywhere. We are shadows, like the photographs on the walls. I was
always crazy. Also foolish. Always lost in enigmatic, morbid thoughts.
Perhaps I have not changed even now. The heart forever dreams of impossible things. Whenever I try to take it
into confidence, it says: What does it matter, Bibi? There is no controlling dreams. And what’s wrong with this
dream of seeing all of them some day walking in through the open door? Aren’t they your loved ones, for whose
coming you have waited so ardently?
Confused and uncertain, I reply: For me nothing remains I except gloom and the murk of darkness.
This doesn’t convince my heart; it had once smelt the familiar fragrance in the gusts of hope, Bibi.
What should I hope for? Munni has caught hold of my dress. She is asking me:
“Ma, what has happened to our Uncle? Why doesn’t he ever come to see us? Shall we not visit him on this
Divali either? All the girls visit their uncle’s house at Diwali time. That’s why I am so sad, Ma. Take me to uncle’s
house at least once.”
I listen to her silently. Where is her uncle’s house? Whom should I ask? In which town? All the villages outside
Sangraon look like doll’s houses to me. They are not real. Sangraon is also a shadow. Everything around me is a
large shadow. Dark, silent, and mysterious. Even then I do not know why this restless soul of mine continues to
wander. It probes into events, tries to search for objects which never existed. Longs to listen to voices which will
never be heard again.
Carrying baskets of cow dung on my head, milking cows and buffaloes, making cow dung cakes for fuel, God
knows why my heart pounds sickeningly. Suddenly I can smell the familiar fragrance in the gusts of breeze.
Suddenly I can hear the musical notes I remember so well. Now I know the secret of these strange feelings. These
cruel sensations which took me away from my own self. But it is different now, I know the truth. The bitter truth.
I know where my loved ones are. That land is beyond my reach. Like the roads to Sangraon, these winding,
twisting tracks crossing each other, move on and on and vanish into oblivion. What could I do to locate this focus
of my dreams, this city of my fables?
Through the open doors of homes, lights from the flickering flames of lamps look like pictures from a
mysterious fairyland. Gurpal and the boys, Munni and me, we are all walking side by side. A breeze full of silken
husk from the reeds of the adjoining fields is playing with my dusty hair. The evening looks sleepy and dull. If
you have company the journey becomes light.
Munni is complaining:
“Ma, I am exhausted. I can’t walk any more.”
The boys are crying. Their eyes too are heavy with sleep. We leave the track and rest for a while on the ridge of
a field. Gurpal says: “Look, how foolish these women are. So many children have been lost today. They lose
themselves foolishly at the fair. In the frenzy of enjoying they get separated from their children. Aren’t they
crazy?”
“Children are lost even apart from fairs, aren’t they?” I said without looking at him and carrying Munni.
“Won’t you ever forget that incident? Those were different days. It’s different now,” Gurpal replies softly.
How could I forget? How could I explain to Gurpal that time never changes. It’s always the same. There is
pain and anguish in one’s destiny because one cannot forget. Those wretched days are still alive in my memory
with all their vividness. A fire was raging everywhere. The country was partitioned. Amma and Baba said:
“All these people have lost their heads. They are frightened for nothing. That’s why they are running away to
another country. In the midst of so many dear ones, how can anyone inflict pain on us?”
How simple and innocent they were. Pain is always inflicted by the near and dear ones. That distress which
strangers impose has no reality. On the eve of independence, life lost its beauty and human blood began to flow
on the roads. In the name of Bhagwan, Guru and Allah,\fn{ For Hinduism, Sikkhism, and Islam.} people cut each other’s
throats. Those who were ready to die to save the honour of their mothers and sisters and daughters started
regarding woman’s chastity and honour as a myth. Amma had told Baba:
“Let us take our girls and migrate, I am terrified.”
But father had calmly replied:
“You are unnecessarily losing your nerve. How can anyone hurt us? Partition was inevitable. Within a few
days this unrest will subside. Don’t worry, everything will be all right soon.”
Usually such reassurances used to satisfy mother. But that day, she looked worried. She said, as if she was not
convinced:
“Not only life but honour too is at stake. We have two grown-up daughters. Listen to me and send them to my
brother across the border.”
“The journey is not safe these days. Vagabonds have taken over all the routes to Pakistan. Even the trains are
not safe. Have courage and stay at home. Allah will protect us.”
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I am certain, he too was worried, though he tried to keep up an appearance of calm. But he did not realiae that
time was merciless; it marched on stealthily.
Baba’s fault was that he failed to grasp the true significance of the bloody events around him. He paid the
penalty. When Gurpal was dragging me out of the house, I saw his gray head lying near the gutter. His body had
been thrown in the drain. Oblivious of his closed eyes and bloodstained head, the others kept on praying fervently
to God. That was not the time to invoke Allah’s blessings. Just then a gleaming spear went through Amma’s heart
and she dropped dead instantly on the very spot where minutes earlier she had prayed ardently for the safety of
her daughters and her own honor, and protection from the marauders.
Even now, in the noise of stonny nights, I can hear Apa’s shrieks. I was as helpless then as I am now. Gurpal
was dragging me brutally with him. I had no cover on my head. There was no chance of coming across Bhayya on
the way. Had he been with me, who would have dared to touch me? No one could ever dream of kidnapping me
on the streets of my motherland, every particle of which was dear to me. Those streets which had been soaked in
my father’s blood. That dust on which his gray head had fallen. Where is that land, my motherland? If I can only
get a glimpse of its soil I will pick it up with veneration and kiss it reverently and put it on my forehead. O soil, O
dust of that land, you are more fortunate than I!
I had a million things to say to Baba. All my life I had teased Amma so much. Had not spared even Bhayya
and Bhai. And that dreadful night when I was dragged to Sangraon without the traditional carriage, not one of my
brothers was there to bid me goodbye. How could I complain? To whom could I cry that I was leaving the land of
my parents, the house where I had grown up, when there was no one to give me a send-off?
In my new home, I had endured pain and hunger and Badi Ma’s beatings and Gurpal’s abuses in the hope that
some day Bhayya or Bhai might come to Sangraon looking for me. Then I would look benevolently at Badi Ma
and without a glance at Gurpal, go back with brother. That day, a joyous breeze flirting exurberantly with the
peepal leaves would sing bright songs of reunion and the whole village would rejoice. I do not know why man
considers himself the center of this universe!
In the midst of hope and despair, suddenly there was peace between the two countries. It made Gurpal very
sad. He always looked alarmed. Often he sat in the kitchen and talked in a low voice to Badi Ma. They kept their
conversation secret. I never knew what they talked about. In those days Munni had just started walking. For a
while the news of peace circulated excitedly and then collapsed like a whirlwind. No one came to take me back.
Not even the army came to repatriate me.
Then I heard that in the nearby villages, soldiers of the other country traced many girls and took them away. To
which country and to which people? I did not get any answer.
In those days I too hoped: May be soon my brothers will come looking for me. They have been waiting for me
beyond the gates of the magic city for a long time. I should go. Daily I waited for them, leaning heavily on hopes
and longings and gazing intently at the turn of my lane.
During the winter of that year, soldiers eventually came to Sangraon to take me back. But in addition to being
the beloved sister of Bhayya and Bhai, I am Munni’s mother also. And then I thought: God knows who these
people are. Which is the country to which I am supposed to being repatriated?
For the first time in my life, my faith began to dwindle. My dream city disappeared. in a haze and all of a
sudden I felt that my roots in the soil of Sangraon had become deeper and stronger. Who likes to wither and be
destroyed? Every girl has to bid goodbye to her maternal home and shift to her husband’s. After marriage every
bride goes somewhere. At my marriage, if I did not meet any of my brothers, so what? Gurpal had spread a red
carpet of corpses for my welcome. He had set fire to our village to provide illumination for me. Madly running
and shrieking, wailing people had celebrated the festivities of my marriage!
God knows how long I had gazed at the alphabets in the book Gurpal had bought for Munni. Like a flash I
remembered all those stories my brother used to narrate. Once Bhayya had said:
“Bibi, there are the other books also which contain better and more interesting stories. Just grow up and you’ll
be able to read them.”
Just as it happens in stories, when the army came to repatriate me, I hid myself, as the princess had done. How
could I go with strangers? Why didn’t my brothers come? Deep down in my heart, I was deeply hurt. I feel the
hurt even now.
Whenever Munni lies down by my side in the solitude of the night, she harps on the same tune:
“Ma, why didn’t we go to uncle’s house for Diwali? Why doesn’t anyone send us sweets?”
I feel like telling her: Munni, your uncle never came searching for me. He never came to take me away. Who
has so much time to waste searching for someone?
Bhayya’s children must be Munni’s age now. Whenever the daughters-in-law of our lane sing and dance under
the shade of the neem tree, I remain silent. On such occasions there is so much splendor in our courtyard. The
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songs of motherland are so lilting. Seasons change. Every year, some father or some brother comes here to take
some fortunate girl home. Then in excitement, bursting with happiness, Aasha, Rekha and Chandar run hither and
thither. They embrace everyone before going to their mother’s house. But nothing ever happens for me.
As time dragged on, Badi Ma began trusting me. When I broke all the links with my past, my bonds with Badi
Ma became deeper and stronger. Now I have become her dear daughter-in-law, as auspicious as Lakshmi, the
goddess of wealth. And when other women complain about their daughters-in-law, she talks proudly of me to
make them envious.
Despite this change of attitude, I keep on dreaming. Some day, behind the wearily walking farmers who carry
heavy bundles of fodder on their backs, suddenly some valiant young man will appear riding a spirited stallion
and I will dash out shouting, “Bhayya, Bhayya!” and embrace him. How foolish I am. Standing at the door, who
am I waiting for? My hopes and longings have died; how long shall I have to roam about carrying their corpses?
Watching these empty and desolate cross-roads, why do my eyes fill with tears, burning and disillusioned? If
these saline droplets of water drop over Munni, she will be upset and ask at once:
“Why are you weeping, Ma?”
How can I tell her why? How can I tell her of the pangs I have suffered all these long years, the reasons for my
tormented pain?
Gurpal has picked up both the children on his shoulders. Munni and I are following behind. Weare also going
to Sangraon. Instead of being exiled for the second time, Seeta has bowed down before the quirk of fate and
accepted life with Rawan. From where can I muster the strength to face the risk of uncertainty for the second
titne, to step out of this gloom?
All the lights and lustre of life have receded far from me, as my town had done earlier. Even then I cannot fall
in love with this darkness. God only knows why. I know I have to continue walking. Fatigue has spread like a
terrible pain all over my body, every limb. Even then I have to keep on walking. In the whirligig of life, everyone
is compelled to keep walking—those who live in homes and those who wander in exile. I move forward wearily
dragging my bruised feet, and I sometimes ponder. My brothers too must often be missing me, must be feeling sad
and heavy-hearted for me.
My worst fears come from Munni. Tomorrow she is again going to ask me awkward, painful questions. And no
one will be able to satisfy her. I cannot. Neither can Gurpal, nor Badi Ma. Why are some queries so difficult to
answer? In the long, cold wintery nights, pain lights up bonfires, invokes bygone dreams and listens to their tales.
May be they are true. But how can stories be true?
The human heart is very stubborn. I do not know why it always recalls days which have vanished in the dark
mist of the past. Is there any notion or thought beyond Sangraon? Is there any other town beyond it? In this
unevenness and the ups and downs of village lanes and alleys, the smell of death mixed with the odour of grain is
flowing like life’s own stream. Yet another day has ended. Like gusts of wind, days and nights slowly and steadily
pass by. God knows how far I have still to go. How much more on this track?
164.139 Mirage\fn{by Talat Abbai (c.1940?-
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“November twentieth,” says Sister Agnes.
November 20, I write.
“Nineteen eighty,” says Sister Agnes.
1980, I write.
There’s something very practised about the way she says it. Perhaps they all falter at this point, the last thing
after all on the last form they’ll sign. Scores of parents over the years have come through the front door of Hope
House to hand their children over to Sister Agnes because they’re mentally retarded, schizophrenic, autistic,
epileptic, have cerebral palsy. Hardly the complete list of reasons, just a sample.
Young parents on the whole, many still in their thirties because Hope House is only for ten-year-olds and
under. Many coming alone, on their own, as I have with Omar.
*
Mind you, I’m not faltering, not me. Not one bit.
If I’m behaving like a puppet it’s because I'm drained, exhausted. I was exhausted at least mentally even before
we left home today. I’m always tense, in quite a state, when I have to take him out in public and of course today I
was worse than usual. He sensed it and acted up. I must’ve flung a bag of candies into his mouth by the time the
diaper was done. A dozen pieces of candy at a time every time he bared his teeth to shred it. Understandable of
course his reaction to a diaper at his age. It isn’t always needed, still I have to just in case.
It’s “candy com,” the sticky kind he can’t just swallow, is forced to chew, gives me time.
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“Candy corn’s bad for his teeth.”
The paediatrician says that every time I take him to get the, prescription refilled for his tranquillizer. But not
very seriously. He doesn’t expect me to give up on the candy com.
Then I zipped him into his jeans, fastened his belt which he doesn’t have the skill to undo. That’s why it’s
jeans, not pull-on pants. And then to keep his hands as well as his mouth really busy for what he hates most of all
—his harness—I handed him half a bag of potato chips, his greatest weakness, the salted kind with lots of msg.
It hasn't occurred to the doctor to tell me that msg is also bad for him.
Then all of a sudden I threw myself on top of him, pinning down both his arms with my elbows, taking him by
surprise. Rammed the spoon between his teeth and held it there to keep his mouth open until he’d swallowed
every drop of his tranquillizer, until it had all gone down. I realized that I had gritted my teeth so hard, I’d bitten
my own tongue!
I cried a bit so there was not time left to cut his nails.
*
The taxi driver was buzzing me from downstairs. He was parked across the street two blocks away from the
apartment building.
That’s another reason I’m exhausted. Just the thought of traffic lights and having to cross the street with him
before they turn green!
He hates his harness. And that too is understandable. A full grown, energetic ten-year-old on a toddler’s
harness. Imagine being allowed to walk but in leg irons!
Still, I have to use that harness when I take him out just in case he decides to stage a sit-in in the middle of
traffic. He did that only once before I thought of a harness and believe me it wasn’t easy, dragging him by the
collar of his shirt inch by inch like a dead weight across the road. And on top of it—
“Pair of loonies!” yelled the driver who had to break so suddenly. “Who let you out?”
He meant both of us. And who could blame him? Who could blame them all for staring? Unexpected, let’s face
it, even for New York.
Still he was wrong about me. Not a loony, not me. But always at wits’ end it’s true, no matter what. Cooped up
with the hyperactive frustrated boy in the bare two-room apartment. I lined the floor with mattresses, quilts and
foam after receiving warnings from the landlord about the neighbours complaining of “a herd at least of
thumping, marauding elephants up there.”
They too were wrong of course. No threatening elephants. Just a small exquisite bird trapped in the room,
flying in panic from wall to wall, hurling itself against them, hurting only itself, incapable of harming others.
Watched in silence by the mother.
I thanked God it was at least a comer apartment, no neighbours on the bedroom side. Imagine having to line
the walls too with mattresses I thought as I watched in empathy.
Then as the weeks grew into months, even a year and more and the frightened bird still found no peace—neither
smashed itself against the walls the walls nor found a way to fly out—I watched in rage and self-pity. And
becoming melodramatic at the end likened myself bitterly to a Pharaoh’s slave buried alive with him.
*
Nothing happened this time though, thank goodness. The taxi’s brought us without incident to Hope House,
Omar’s home.
But “Omar’s home” sounds wrong. How can he have a home apart from me? Am I faltering now?
Maybe I am.
Only ten and strikingly pretty. His black hair which I am stroking to soothe him, keep him quiet on my lap is
amazingly still baby soft though the curls are showing signs of straightening out. His fine features are in perfect
proportion, chiselled on a small delicate face. Strangers have always been drawn to him, impulsively reaching out
to pet him, compliment me. In fact only last month I took him to the paediatrician. He had had his tranquillizer
and so he was sitting quietly by my side. I didn’t notice this woman, being in quite a state myself as I usually am
when I have to bring him out in public—there I go repeating myself—especially to small enclosed places like the
doctor’s office. Yes there can be trouble even with a tranquailizer! But suddenly she’s there before me, chapped
red lips parted in a smile, hands reaching out to fondle his curls.
“What a beauti …”
That's usually how far they get! Then they all stop, awkward, embarrassed, because close up they all see
something. It’s the eyes of course under those fantastic long eyelashes they were all set to coo over. They’re not
blind eyes seeing nothing. There’re seeing as well as you and I but what they’re seeing is nothing you and I can
understand. That much they tell you as they confront you in one long unblinking stare before they go back to
darting constantly, nervously, from left to right and back again, never at rest.
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And then they notice other little things about him which can be quite off-putting. The perfectly shaped lips—
which I can tell you have rarely parted in a smile—are twitching uncontrollably, quite unprettily. And the
ceaseless whimpering sound can be quite unnerving. It’s very soft, barely audible, a call which seems to come
from miles below.
And I understand the disappointment of strangers at being thus tricked. I too have been taken in by a mirage.
*
But as I said there can be trouble even with a tranquillizer! So now in a flash the pen which I am passing back
to Sister Agnes is knocked out of my hand and I am looking up at Omar from the floor where somehow I have
landed. He’s lunging towards the forms to tear them up with his teeth. But Sister Agnes is quicker. Scores of
children after all who have a taste for paper!
There's nothing left but my face and to this he turns. I wince as he rakes my cheek, grab his hands. He bares his
teeth but I’m holding him as far from myself as I can. There’s absolute hatred in his eyes. He cannot speak of it,
he can speak only two words. One is pani, the Urdu word for water which he learnt late as a toddler in Karachi
where he was born. The other is na which can mean both no and yes. He’s saying neither now and suddenly he’s
neither scratching nor biting. His nails though are biting into my arms as he clings to me, face hidden against my
chest. He’s shaking, his eyes will now be filled with terror.
“I meant to cut his nails, Sister. I’m so sorry Sister.”
In fact I’m so sorry about his nails that I am close to tears. She must see that because she comes over, presses
my shoulder. Another practised gesture! The touch is sympathetic but brief. Scores of parents after all! Perhaps
those others too all remember something which makes them feel as guilty as I am feeling about his nails. I never
do hand him over to her. She simply lifts him off my lap, stands him up on the floor.
He doesn’t resist. Puppets both of us now.
“He won’t need this any more, she says gently, removing his harness and handing it to me.
*
The harness goes into the garbage chute as soon as I get home. Also the foam and plastic which line the floor.
Then the mattresses and quilts are disposed of. The freshly-vacuumed Bokhara flaunts, at last, its buried jewel
colours in the sunlight as the blinds are raised for the first time since I moved into the apartment. And a curious
neighbour runs to her window to see at last … turns back in embarrassment and disappointment both.
An apartment then just like any other. An apartment moreover where knives, kitchen shears, scissors, nail
cutters have found their rightful places. They’ve emerged from an old battered attache case hidden under the
kitchen sink.
It makes me smile now, that battered attache case as I think of that wretched burglar caught red-handed by the
super with it, holding razor blades as he stood dazed by his catch, what a treasure! He took too long over it,
looked so promising, a locked case hidden under the kitchen sink.
I never saw the funny side of it. But I’m beginning to now. I have a mad urge to write and commiserate with
him. Dear Mr Burglar, I want to say, what you must think of me, hiding knives, scissors, razor blades in a locked
attache case like a treasure! Mad for sure you must think, eccentric at best. And who can blame you?
*
I go to bed early and sleep right through the night because the lights don’t suddenly go on, off, on again at 1
am, the taps don’t run and flood the bath at 3 and I have absolutely no fear that the stove will turn itself on.
So in the morning I wake up rested and at peace and yet in pain as you might expect of someone who has had
an arm amputated to save the rest.
11.79 Some Misaddressed Letters\fn{by Fahmida Riaz (1945- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 4
When “B” was murdered in a bleak cell of Kot Lakhpat gaol in Pakistan, Amina was in Delhi. Someone had
knocked at the door of her hotel room in the morning. Amina opened the door. It was one of the host poets. He did
not come inside. He looked pale, almost guilty.
“What is it?” asked Amina, not at all thinking about B. She thought the poetry recital had been cancelled.
“They’ve hanged him,” he said quietly, avoiding her eyes. They had dragged the case against B so long that the
Indians had become deeply involved.
Amina felt numb and cold.
“When?”
“This morning, at 4 o’clock.”
Numbness again. Many thoughts flitted through her mind. Then she said, listening carefully to her own words,
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“I always knew. I told Murad so many times. But Murad wouldn’t believe I always knew. Murad is so hopelessly
over-optimistic. Naïve, that’s what he is.”
As she finished her querulous flat outburst, she was already taking decisions. Various statements of politicians
and the intelligentsia that she had collected to save B were now useless. Better tear them up right here. But the
books? How to smuggle them to Karachi? Earlier, a friend in the airlines had promised to quietly carry the
packets. Now he may not. She must meet him and retrieve them. She must keep her appointment in the Pakistan
embassy. In the evening there was a mushaira at the ambassador’s residence. She must go there as well. Act
normal.
In the Pakistan embassy there was a diplomat who had had the queerest relations with Amina. One important
part of it was that during the course of the fifteen years that they had known each other, the two letters Amina had
sent him had come back to her stamped all over, ADDRESS INCORRECT. They had wandered from place to
place, from one desk to another, and finally, not finding the addressee anywhere, were sent back to her by the post
office. Between the sending of the two letters there was a space of several years. They were sent to two different
countries. This was a strange coincidence and Amina often wondered if providence had something to do with the
twice-repeated non-delivery.
But Amina was truly fond of this friend of hers. Their friendship of mistaken addresses was long, untarnished,
undemanding and gentle.
Long ago, when she was still in college and he had just joined the Department of Foreign Services, they had
met and instantly liked each other. Amina had fallen in love with him but he had gently discouraged her. However,
young aspiring poets in India are by literary tradition trained not to register the clearest message of rejection.
Indeed, some of the best poetry sings of such unilateral passions. It is a poetry of savouring one’s own longing
and the many wondrous ways in which it manifests itself. In the Indian classics, this love is like the stilled flame
of the candle upon which the yogi and the sufi fix their gaze. (In other cultures this one-sided perseverance may
appear entirely useless and laughable!)
For Amina, her love for this young man was like the legendary flame in the faraway palace on which the
washerman fixed his gaze as he stood in the freezing waters of the Yamuna through a long, cold night. You do not
notice when the first lights of dawn gently unveil the sky and the flame melts into daylight, imperceptibly
bringing into relief the sprawling landscape, the vision of the palace itself on the distant banks of the Yamuna.
“What prize? No prize?” says the king the next day. “This man achieved no feat. He was warmed by the candle
flame in our palace.”
But the wise minister tells the king, “The candle flame gave him no warmth.. He was sustained by his own
gaze.”
The king stood corrected. The washerman was given the prize. Amina too walked out of her watershed with
her first volume of poems. Its publication and that it was well-received had decisively set the course of her life.
*
Now the letters. They were not love letters. They were written to him during the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965.
The second one was written to him immediately before the Indo-Pakistan war of 1971, when the Pakistan army
was massacring Bengalis. Why in the world were they written to him who had never shown her the slightest
interest in things political? Books, music, paintings were what they mostly talked about. Once when she told him
on the phone she was reading history, he had said with regret, “Don’t waste your time.”
He believed in the eternal separation of the “world outside” and his inner life. The flow of his inner life was
undoubtedly beautiful, reflecting images of a very delicate beauty, much like a Chinese painting. And Amina …
She was forever shooting off tangents into the “outside.” Should we have a war with India? Should the Bengalis
be massacred in our name?
Twice she had tried to make contact and misaddressed her letters. Now as she walked towards his room, she
was vaguely curious.
They talked of Urdu poetry in India.
“Are you coming to the mushaira tonight at the ambassador’s house?’ she asked.
He looked disconcerted. Now there was no escaping the question.. Nabbed at last, thought Amina.
Then he said in his deliberate stammer, half-sentences, measured usually to communicate the depth of his
feelings, the turbulence of his mind,
“I’m not coming. I don’t know.” Pause. “I feel like someone….” pause, “who is there to look after something,”
pause, “and,”pause, “it is not being looked after very well.”
Amina was beginning to feel exhausted. She looked at the room, the flowers, the photograph of the Founding
Father on the wall. She knew how he felt, knew that despite his affected mannerisms, he was really feeling sick at
heart. But there was a difference. The root of his anguish lay in his own choice. He was not frightened like Amina.
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She smiled sweetly and bade him goodbye. She had just seen the face of rampant angst.
On her way back in the taxi she murmured to herself, “Brother, now that was some misaddressed meeting!”
Ever since she had sought asylum in India, Amina had patiently resigned herself to the new reality that in her
host country, every communal riot, every major derailment, every electricity failure was now her personal
responsibility. This was not merely symptomatic of burgeoning megalomania; she was suffering the ultimate fate
of all political refugees, insomuch as she too had fallen prey to the curse of averted disaster, the maledictions of
deferred imprisonment and thwarted interrogations. Political refugees all over the world suffer this malady as they
shoulder the burden of all the sins of the host country. It is no use trying to reason with oneself that, after all,
refuge <status> was sought to avoid personal persecution, imprisonment, perhaps even physical torture during
interrogation and this act is in no way a declaration to the world that the host country is a virtual paradise on earth.
Self-righteous postures cannot assuage his suffering. It only adds to his guilt, the humiliation of a defensive
argument.
In the host country no one looks down on the political refugee. People sympathize with him and bring him
baskets of fruit and bouquets. He will now live like a chronic invalid. One can really enjoy it for a while. But the
question is, what would one say? Hospitality is only confounding his predicament further. He knows he is in a
position where he can neither be natural nor honest. Because for the political refugee, the honest thing to do is
really to write odes in praise of the host country which would embarrass all concerned beyond recourse and make
him look like a perfect ass.
Then what is he to do? He feels (a little bird tells him) that his only chance of redemption lies in picking faults
with the host country; only that would be the irrefutable proof of his still intact integrity. He would thus show the
world that he is still his old critical self. More often than not, the ploy works beautifully. It saves his position in
the eyes of the people, and that, God knows, is more than half the story of all our lives.
Amina wrote a number of passionate poems, exposing the gaping flaws in a democratic system that still
allowed for horrifying poverty. She read them to a select gathering of Indian writers. The Indian intelligentsia,
which has rarely known persecution since the last half-century,\fn{ I.e., 1900-1950.} which is free to choose between
the right and the left, between east and west, or north and south, is always thrilled by chastisement. They warmly
smiled at her. One of them remarked, 'It is a very sincere attempt.'
These words at once revealed to Amina that she had just posted another misaddressed letter.
It takes some time, but you come to know that when you are saying all the right things for the wrong reasons,
you are only playing to the gallery of your own doubts and misgivings.
Amina’s misaddressed letters had tried to tell her just that.
Months passed into years before they would buy crockery in Delhi. Buying anything here appeared to them as
a gross waste of money since it was to be left behind when they went back.
When the last teacup given them as a gift by friends got broken by accident, they had no choice but to buy a
tea set.
When they went to buy the tea set, it became acutely clear to Murad that they had still not gone back. No one
around them could understand why purchasing cups was causing such anguish to this couple in exile.
Instead of the usual six cups that came with a tea set, Murad bought twelve cups. He convinced Amina that it
was essential to buy extra cups so that if one cup was broken, the tea set might not look incomplete. But the real
reason for his buying extra cups was that he never wanted to enter the shop again.
When a friend presented them with a packet of seeds, Murad was both amused and irritated. He felt that it was
extraordinarily presumptuous of their friend to present them with something that needed time to grow and might
bear flowers. He hid the packet away in a drawer of the kitchen table.If they were to remain there for those
months, during which the seedlings could sprout and grow and bear flowers, what could they do with the flower
pots when they went back? They could not possibly carry flower pots to another country. They would have to be
left behind or just given away. Both of them had become averse to the idea of leaving things behind.
The aversion was obviously rooted in their abandoning all their possessions when they escaped from their
country with roughly scribbled notes to relatives instructing them to dispose of their belongings as best they
could.
After some years, there was an uprising in their country. Murad kept his calm and spoke dispassionately to
their friends about the expected success or failure of the uprising. It was during those days that he purchased some
flower pots. He found the forgotten packet of seeds in one of the drawers of the kitchen board and planted them,
assiduously. He took a long time filling every pot with earth, planting the seed and mixing fertilizer with earth to
fill the flower pot. When all the seeds were planted, he placed them in a neat row. All he could do next was to go
round them seven times (which he did not) to wind up the ritual.\fn{ In Hindu marriage ceremonies, it is customary to walk
round the bride seven times, to ensure fertility.}
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The ritual of seed planting was unintentionally devised by Murad to ward off the evil of hope.
Ever since they had set foot in their country of exile, Murad had hated nothing more than hope, no matter how
he vexed eloquent in its praise. Hope always filled him with such shame that he regretted ever getting himself in a
situation where hope and hopelessness became indispensable parts of everyday life. He was convinced that if
hope left him alone, his life could be far better.
In normal conditions, hope, the shame and curse of all mortals, remained reasonably diffused, spreading itself
thinly on such objectives as catching a bus or obtaining an advertisement for their journal. But now all hope
converged on a single point, straining for the overthrow of the military regime in their country. Consequently if he
missed a bus, it irritated him to no end because he had ceased to even consider the possibility that a bus could be
missed, and therefore when he left his house for the bus stop, he never hoped to catch the bus but rather hoped to
buy the newspaper.
Murad needed no one to tell him that to hope was the worst possible state to be in. The opposite of hope is
despair, to which he never gave a thought, perhaps because his soul had always known it. But it is wrongly
assumed that a despairing soul knows no hope, which again torments only the despairing soul. An incurable
optimist is never tormented by hope. For him, failure is a plaything, a magic ball that he throws up in the air with
a silent “Hurrah!” and no matter where it falls, it is again in his hands because it is a magic ball, and he is ready to
throw it up once more, himself always lightly floating several feet above ground.
Murad had never failed in achieving his objectives so that he knew nothing about failure. He began his life in
utter poverty where hope flapped its wings and circled overhead like vultures above the marshland by the river
where carcasses of dead animals lay rotting.
Murad’s hatred for hope was similar to his hatred for Amina. How to be rid of hope: that was the question. It
was not naiveté but need that gave rise to hope. He thought that it would be best if he changed the nature of hope.
One never hopes for the best (what a lark that is). One always hopes only for just a little. But Murad set his heart
on hoping for the worst (that still did not stop him from secretly preparing for something that should be a little
better than the worst).
But the secret preparations were in vain. The uprising was crushed. A village was bombarded. Nearly one
thousand people died. Many more thousands were imprisoned.
Murad went on a spree of purchasing flower pots and planting seedlings. Meantime the first-sown seeds were
already sprouting. In a matter of months, their tiny flat was full of plants. He had grown too attached to them so
that the very thought of leaving them behind or giving them away would break his heart. Murad looked at his
plants as his secret battlefield to combat hope. Yet it was only one morning as he was hoeing the pots, picking out
earth worms, that he had thought, if one uprising is crushed, can another be far behind?
The word “uprising” always reminded Murad of a minuscule uprising in a village that did not fail and another
uprising in his own body that did.
*
In Colarchi, a small village in Pakistan, the landowner was not only rich but also a local intellectual. He was a
pal of the local assistant commissioner and their evenings were spent drinking whisky and reciting poetry to each
other. The assistant commissioner was grateful to him for both, because where else in that God-forsaken village
could he find whisky and poetry at the same time and in the same place?
As a direct result of this friendship, the landowner was convinced that if the haris, the peasants, demanded half
the crop (as they were legally entitled) he would have no difficulty in getting them all locked up in a jiffy. The
haris were demanding the full half-crop. The landlord threatened to sack them all and eject them and their
families from his lands. As the crops ripened for harvest, the dispute remained unresolved.
When the harvesting was done, the landlord went to the assistant commissioner. “B has turned their heads,”
said the landlord. “He tells us one thing and tells them another. To us he says, ‘Yaar, I’m only talking.’ To them he
says, ‘Go, go, get the full half-crop.’ Let us call their bluff. Lock them up.”
The haris were arrested and sent to the lock-up.
It so happened that Colarchi was a stronghold of Murad’s revolutionary group. (Here “stronghold” means the
strength of seven peasants or less.) One of their comrades came rushing to the cell. The cell rushed back to the
village and asked the womenfolk to guard the harvest.
The landowner had hired local bandits to carry the harvest to his personal godown. The peasants would have
been reduced to a mushy pulp, oozing red liquid, by these bandits, because they were truly ferocious. But when
the bandits reached Dera and saw women guarding the harvest, they ran back as fast as if they had seen the very
demons of hell. Their loose pants of nine yards flapping in the wind, they folded their hands:
“Raise a hand against other people’s women! No, Baba, no! This cannot be,” said the bandits. The landowner
had overlooked what one of the bandits was now telling him in no uncertain words:
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“We may be bandits, but we are not, what you call … buggers. We have our own mothers, sisters, daughters. In
every trade there is a code of conduct. What if someone attacks our women while we are away? What would
happen to our banditry then?”
Getting the peasants arrested was a mistake. Meanwhile, a camel caravan was proceeding under the bright
starry sky, softly tinkling its bells, on the soft, cool sandy dunes of Colarchi. It carried the full half-crop to the
next village (where the cell was located), and before dawn was distributed among the peasants’ mothers, sisters,
daughters.
The second uprising occurred when behind the huge haystack, under that bright starry sky, the hariani smiled.
When she smiled she lowered her gaze. The next moment, all Murad could see superimposed on the lowered gaze
was the photograph of her husband, the group leader! The Comrade! And he couldn’t do it. Not for his life. He
could not cuckold the Comrade now panting and running on the sandy dunes with the camels. Half of the mind
says, fool, if you don’t—someone else will. But it fails to rise. What rises in its place is a huge admonishing
finger and a booming voice that says, your brother’s honor, etc. The voice of his father, or grandfather or greatgrandfather, or all of them rolled into one. Fraternity seeps into the legs and melts the kneecaps. Camaraderie
asserts itself through impotence! The hariani smiles with contempt. An unforgettable smile …
68.87 Where Did She Belong?\fn{by Suraiya Qasim (1945-

)}

Pakistan? (F) 4

Munni Bai was her name. Was it the name given to her at her birth? She did not know. Indeed, she did not
know if she had a name given to her when she was born. She only hoped that she had one. After all, her parents
could not have carried her about all the time without a name.
But her parents! Who were they? She did not know. All that she did know was that she must have had them.
How else could she have come into this world? But who on earth were her parents? She did not remember either
of them.
What could her mother have been like? Was she a beautiful or a repulsive creature? To go by her own looks,
her mother, whoever she was, must have been at least attractive. Beauty rarely, if ever, emerges out of an ugly
womb.
But what about her father? What did he look like? What did he do for a living? And, come to think of it, to
which community did he belong?
These were the questions Munni Bai never tired of asking herself. Not that she wanted to be ready with an
answer, lest someone asked her these questions. In the world in which she lived, parentage did not matter; looks
and youth alone did. And Munni Bai was a ravishing beauty at seventeen! With her Venus-like face, round
breasts., slim waist, she was acknowledged, not only in Hira Mandi, but throughout the city of Lahore, as a girl to
be possessed. And possessing her was not difficult—anyone could possess her. She lived to be possessed—of
course, at a price. Her body was for sale.
This acknowledged princess of Hira Mandi did not like what she did. But there was nothing else she could do.
Besides, what would “Ma” have said if she had refused to do what she was bidden?
Ma was a matronly figure who ran the brothel whose chief attraction was Munni Bai. Ma was alternately brutal
and kind towards her. There were six of them, including Munni Bai—the youngest and the loveliest of them all.
Ma treated Munni Bai with greater affection—real or simulated, for she was the chief source of her income—
than she did anyone else. The cane rod was so sparingly used on Munni Bai that it seemed as though it was
reserved for the others.
Munni Bai could recall only one occasion when she had been thrashed by Ma. That was when she had the
audacity to ask forbidden questions. Finding Ma in a genial mood one day, Munni Bai had asked:
“Ma, who were my parents? How did I come to be where I am? Why do I have to do what I do?”
Ma’s face had suddenly turned red. In a flash she had picked up the cane rod which had lain hidden behind her
and had used it mercilessly on her “darling daughter”—as she used to call Munni Bai. As the victim writhed in
pain, Ma went on:
“The answer to your first question, you bitch, is that I don’t know who your parents were. You’re a foundling. I
found you crying and lying unattended on the road, the main road, mind you, equidistant from a mosque and a
temple. Vehicles moved past you, but no one had the heart to stop and attend to you, let alone pick you up, feed
and fondle you. Fortunately for you, and unfortunately for me, I happened to be passing that way at that time. I
took pity on you that winter evening. I picked you up, wrapped you in my shawl and brought you home, where
you still find yourself. Since your parents—pox be upon them, whoever they were—had left you halfway between
a mosque and a temple, I could not decide whether you were a Hindu or a Muslim, whether I should give you a
Hindu name or a Muslim name. Therefore, I gave you a name used by both Hindus and Muslims in our world.
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That, anyway, has always been immaterial in our house. On Diwali, as you know, we burn diyas and worship
Goddess Lakshmi with greater piety and gusto than most Hindus. And throughout the month of Ramzan, all the
inmates of this house observe the fast. So what difference does it make whether you are a Hindu or a Muslim?
You are, in fact, better than both because you combine both in you.”
Despite her bulk and stern exterior, Ma knew that age had begun to take its toll on her. No, she was not exactly
old. Middle aged, yes; but not old. She had just crossed fifty, but considering the sort of life she had led, was
forced to lead, she looked old and, what was worse felt old.
Ma paused for breath before she could atone for her heartlessness by answering the other questions.
“I have also answered, you bitch, your second question in the process of answering your first. The question of
how you came to ge where you are. Your third question, why you have to do what you do, is more easily
answered. You eat during the day what you earn at night, and you’ve got to have something to eat if you want to
stay alive.”
Having thus explained everything, Ma strode back to her room and shut herself in. When one of the girls took
food to her room, Ma refused to open the door from within, saying that she was not hungry.
That night Munni Bai could not sleep. She tossed in her bed. She could not lie on her back which still ached.
Now suppose some customer called! What was she doing? What could she do? She was the first choice of every
customer, and her refusal to oblige him might turn him away forever if he was a regular. After all, there were other
kothas in Hira Mandi! The competition was stiff. And Munni Bai could not afford to lose customers. No woman
in this profession could. Plainly, it was a question of making hay while the sun shone; and youth somehow did not
seem to last even as long as the sunshine did. If the sun went down in the evening, it arose the next morning. But
once youth sank into old age, it never rose again.
Munni Bai hated to even think about it. Hadn’t Ma said that she had to eat during the day what she earned at
night? Munni Bai knew that a time was bound to come when the night would yield nothing to see her through the
day. Contemplating such bleak prospects between the spasms of pain resulting from the caning she had received,
Munni Bai switched off the light and lay in darkness.
Suddenly she became aware that the door of her room was being opened stealthily as though by a burglar. Now
she could distinctly hear advancing footsteps as someone entered her room. Who could it be? A burglar? What
was there in the room for a burglar? Indeed, she herself had nothing which could be stolen. The elite of the society
had already robbed her of the only precious thing she had ever possessed.
The soft tread sounded familiar. Yet Munni Bai did not move in her bed and kept her eyes closed. Someone
approached her cot and sat down beside her. A hand, which was muscular enough to be masculine, touched and
then slowly lifted her unbuttoned blouse, unstrapped the loosely hanging bodice and, with the utmost care gently
touched the lacerated back. An instant later Munni Bai, with her eyes still shut, felt the sensation of some
ointment being applied softly to her bruised back. The ointment smelled of sandalwood.
Munni Bai felt so relieved and so touched that she sat up, embraced Ma and cried like a child.
Days passed, and with each day Ma’s establishment attracted more clients than any other in the whole of Hira
Mandi. Everybody wanted Munni Bai and only Munni Bai. She on her part made herself available to as many of
her customers as she could.
However, Munni Bai’s heart was not in her profession. But she had to keep herself alive, and the only way to
do so was by overcoming the feeling of disgust and revulsion that often suffused her heart. In the privacy of a
closed room, she was totally at the mercy of the master of the moment. Some dealt with her brutally and she
suffered in silence. With the passage of time her body became inured to every kind of treatment. But her soul still
squirmed.
As she was kept busy through the best part of every night, Munni Bai had more hours to herself during the day
than anyone else in the establishment. With nothing to do in those idle hours, she would lose herself in thought.
She would particularly think about two of her customers who also called themselves her lovers. They came to her
at different times, but they spoke the same language. They made love and talked hate. As she lay in bed totally
spent, Munni Bai would suddenly start hating them—hating them for the innate hatred they divulged so soon after
making love to her.
Raj Kamal was about twenty-five and extremely virile. But since he had a wife at home, and a rich one at that,
without whose benefactions he would be out on the streets begging, he had to divide his passions between Munni
Bai and his wife. Thus he could not inject full ardor into his love-making with Munni Bai. So he made up vocally
for what he lacked sexually. He would often tell Munni Bai, in. the gentle flow of amiability induced by satiated
lust:
“These good-for-nothing fellows, the Muslims, who cannot live for a day without loans from us, have already
started living in a fool’s paradise. They are already dreaming of a country of their own from which non-Muslims
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like you and me would be expelled.”
Munni Bai would invariably interrupt him:
“What do you mean by saying, non-Muslims like you and me? How do you know that I am not a Muslim? And
what if I am?”
“But that’s impossible! A beauty like you can only be a Hindu,” Raj Kamal would assure her with considerable vehemence.
His outbursts would amuse Munni Bai. She would tease him.
“Still, what if I turn out to have been the child of Muslim parents? Would you have desisted from making love
to me?”
“Don’t talk rot,” he would shout at her. “I have been making love to you because you are such a ravishing
beauty, and a ravishing beauty can never be anything but a Hindu. I am convinced of it.”
But it was clear every time that he was a bit nettled.
“Raj, tell me one thing honestly. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that a Muslim country comes into being.
Suppose also that I am then adjudged a Hindu and expelled from it, as you too would be. Would you abide by me
in whatever country we both happen to be?” Munni Bai could not keep count of the number of times she had
asked this question, but every time the answer was the same.
“What a silly question, Munni Bai!” Raj Kamal would scoff. “No force on earth can drive us from our homes
and hearths. Lahore—Hira Mandi particularly—belongs as much to us as it does to the Muslims. Nobody can
dislodge us from our city.” And he would pause a little before adding, “If, God forbid, that comes to pass, I shall
be with you, although we are not married, till death do us part.”
Munni Bai was not one to let it go at that.
“What will you do with your rich wife? You can’t commit bigamy, much less murder!”
Raj Kamal would leave her room at that point, saying:
“We’ll cross the bridge when we come to it.”
Munni Bai’s other lover was Jafar Khan, who claimed to be a thoroughbred Pathan.
“Today you are not exclusively mine because rich kafirs are as attracted to you as I am and they can outbid me.
But when Pakistan is formed, and after we have driven out all the kafirs, Munni Bai, you will belong only to Jafar
Khan.”
This was his most frequent boast.
Munni Bai would ask him the same questions she asked Raj Kamal, and his reaction would be the same as that
of his unknown rival:
“I have been making love to you, Munni Bai, because you are a fairy, a hourie from behisht and a hourie can
only be a Muslim. I am sure of that,” he would say.
Both Raj Kamal and Jafar Khan showed conviction without either of them revealing the source. Munni Bai
would tell the latter:
“Suppose your dream of a nation of and for the Muslims is fulfilled and you discover that I am not a Muslim,
what will you do?”
Jafar Khan would stare banefully at Munni Bai for a second or so and then say:
“If, Allah forbid, it is discovered that you are a Hindu, I shall convert you to Islam and marry you.”
Munni Bai treated his bravado with just as much contempt as she did Raj Kamal’s boasting. If Raj Kamal was
totally dependent on his rich wife, even for his meals, not to speak of his extravagances, Jafar Khan and his wife
were both more or less equally poor. Munni Bai had it on good authority that every time Jafar Khan spent a night
with her, smothering her with money at night, he was afraid of being arrested the next morning for theft or
burglary. There was more fear than passion in his love-making.
Munni Bai would persist.
“Tell me, honestly, Jafar Khan, would you find me less desirable if you discovered just now that I wasn’t a
Muslim? I really don’t know whether I am a Muslim or a Hindu. I was found on a road halfway between a temple
and a mosque. Maybe that is symbolic of the fact that I am part Hindu and part Muslim.”
“How can anyone be part Hindu and part Muslim? I feel it in my bones that you cannot but be a Muslim,” he
would say decisively and also a bit testily.
Munni Bai had known too many men even in so short a life not to be able to read Jafar Khan’s thoughts. She
knew that what he really felt in his bones was not that she was a Muslim, but that he was finding it difficult to
maintain one wife and would not be able to assume the responsibility of taking care of another being.
Then began those memorable months of disgrace by the end of which the Hindus had won, the Muslims had
won, but humanity had lost. As an area frequented by members of all communities, it had initially been presumed,
that Hira Mandi would be immune to destruction. But the hope proved false.
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Professional jealousy which had festered for years found an outlet in communal frenzy. The rioters and arsonists were made to believe by frustrated denizens that Ma, like every other inmate of her establishment, was a
Hindu. Consequently, the establishment had to be wound up before it could be burned down. With her wards in
tow, Ma fled Lahore before it was too late. Only Munni Bai seemed to wish to tarry a little. She kept looking for
Raj Kamal and Jafar Khan, amongst the frenzied crowds with flaming torches but there was no trace of either.
Maybe Raj Kamal had managed to cross the border and was waiting for her on the other side, but whatever could
have happened to Jafar Khan? And to think that both had promised to abide by her through thick and thin!
Finally, Ma and her wards reached the refugee camp in Delhi, tired but without injury and in one piece. True,
here they lacked the comforts which they.had been accustomed to in Hira Mandi, but at least there was no danger
to their lives. They were grieved to see countless refugees mourning the loss of their kinsmen. But Ma and her
group had no kinsmen, only clients. Therefore, there was no sense of loss. They could not have cared less if all
their clients had been done to death. They had rendered services for what they had been paid for, and so they were
quits. Human bonds are not forged in commercial transactions.
With the passage of time popular frenzy abated; murderers and arsonists had either tired of what they had been
doing or had run out of objects of hate. It was not yet back to business, but the business of destruction was nearly
over.
The authorities announced one day that the refugees who wanted to leave the camp and start life anew would
be given all assistance. Munni Bai kept hoping that some day, somewhere, she would run into Raj Kamal and
remind him of his promise to take care of her. Why, she would even remind him of his promise to marry her!
Munni Bai had seen brides and envied them. She had herself had the experience of a new bride without ever
having been married. She wished to get married.
One day, Ma returned from a tour of the city of Delhi and announced to her flock that she had fixed up a house
for them to live in. It sent a wave of jubilation through her companions. With their meagre belongings held close
to their chests, they trooped out of the camp, engaged a tonga and got into it. Ma gave an address to the tongawalla and after what looked like eternity the vehicle stopped in front of a partly damaged house. The tongawalla
addressed Ma:
“Bibiji, this is the house where Salma used to stay with her … companions. What a beauty she was! Nawabs
and rajas used to visit her frequently. She has now gone with her group to Hira Mandi in Lahore.”
In no time at all, women who were giggling and joking with each other appeared on the balconies of the surrounding houses. One look at them made it clear to Ma and her group that they were kindred spirits. Meanwhile
the tongawalla said:
“Bibiji, this is known as G.B. Road.”
It was then that the ugly reality of the situation dawned on Munni Bai. She turned to Ma and asked in a voice
without emotion:
“Ma, the Muslims asked for Pakistan and they got it. The Hindus wanted to see the backs of the Muslims and
they got Hindustan and are happy. We asked for nothing. Why, then, have we had to suffer so much?”
Ma did not answer the question. Instead, she led her party into the room.
Within days the newcomers were accepted as part of the “community.” Despite all her harrowing experiences,
Munni Bai had managed to retain her charm. Word soon spread that an exceptional beauty from Hira Mandi,
where her name had been on everybody’s lips, had arrived. But Ma, who knew all the tricks of the trade, also
knew how to handle the publicity. She quickly spread the word that the beauty from Hira Mandi would be accessible only to the very rich. Munni Bai’s neighbor told her:
“I am afraid Ma is going about it in the wrong way. Where are the very rich now? So many Hindus and Muslims have perished in the holocaust and so much property has been destroyed that I doubt if there is any rich man
around, whether Hindu or Muslim. Even the poor belonging to both communities have perished.”
The same night two limousines stopped in front of the house within an hour of each other. The first disgorged a
raja, who sent in his compliments, accompanied with a bundle of notes, and expressed his desire to spend some
time with the fabled beauty from Hira Mandi. He was obliged. But no sooner had he left when another limousine
arrived, disgorging a nawab who desired the same satisfaction, paid generously for the service rendered and
departed.
Before retiring for the night Munni Bai asked Ma:
“Ma, Pakistan has been formed, but the nawabs in India are as rich as they ever were. The Hindu rajas have
been shouting from the housetops that the nawabs, who have not been butchered, have been pauperised. And yet
they have enough money to spend lavishly for one night’s pleasure. Who lost and who died in the Partition?”
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117.18 Stormy Wind\fn{by Dur Mohammed Kassi (1946-

)}

Quetta, Quetta District, Baluchistan Province, Pakistan
(M) 2

Our village is peaceful and prosperous. The whole tribe understands the value of being well off and living in
peace. This village is really a fort whose total population comprises four or five hundred houses. The high walls
and towers of the fort, which are now decaying and almost level with the ground, could be seen from far away at
first. At one time this fort was of great importance for the Kassi tribe. All the members of the tribe lived happily
here. Elders were deferred to, women were respected, and the children were the joint wards of everybody. I
remember that whenever I played truant from school I used to hide not only from my father and relatives, but
from the whole village. If anybody had seen me I would have been in trouble.
In this atmosphere of amiable cordiality there were people whose hearts were full of spite. So sometimes
sensation gripped the courtyards of the houses and the council of the hujra.\fn{A note reads: In Pashtoon villages, the
hujra, which literally means “a room” or “a chamber” is a sort of guest-house-cum-club for men where they collect in the evenings. It
assumes importance in the social life of the village as it is used for evening entertainment, music and gossip, gatherings of the village
elders to discuss important issues, wedding parties and funerals. [The Pashtoons—perhaps they are better known to the West as Pathans—
are presently some 13,000,000 strong. The largest of the ethnic minorities of Afghanistan, they live also in large numbers in Pakistan,
where many of the emigrated between the 13 th and 16th centuries and founded kingdoms there. The Taliban—who seized power over
Afghanistan briefly before being dispossessed by American armed forces—are dominated by Pathans..] } But because these

antagonisms were caused by the desire to boost one’s ego and nourish false pride, there was no bitter vendetta or
blood feud.
But one day the poison of hatred did spread in this atmosphere of cordiality. That day stormy gusts of wind had
been blowing with great force since the morning. The sky was covered with clouds of dust and the doors of the
houses banged with the force of the wind. Anna said,
“God have mercy upon us. It seems that some innocent person has been murdered today!” I asked her,
“But what have dust and clouds got to do with someone’s death?” To this she replied:
“Son! God loves his creatures very much. When an innocent person is killed, God is angry. This stormy wind,
dust, and clouds are signs of the wrath of God.”
Anna had not finished speaking when my younger brother, terribly scared, came running in. She saw him and
said:
“O my God have mercy! What is the matter son? My brother said:
“That Gulab, you know … he has died. He had a fight with Zehri Gul and he stabbed him with his knife. All
this I saw with my own eyes.” Anna gave a cry and, beating her breast, lamented:
“Alas! The garden of Lalai has been uprooted! Why was he killed?” My brother said:
“Now there will be a great fight, a bloody vendetta. Zehri Gul has disappeared and Gulab’s brother and cousins
are going around armed to the teeth. And Zehri Gul’s father and brother too have hidden themselves.” Anna called
her daughter:
“Daughter! Be quick. Bring me my chadar.”
She draped her chadar, around her body, covering even her head and went out to where the preparation for a
bloody battle were going on. Gulab’s brothers were maddened with grief and anger. And Zehri Gul’s family
seemed to have been swallowed up in the bowels of the earth. As people learned about the news, they were
gathering together. Tempers were flaring up. But before Gulab’s family had set fire to the home of Zehri Gul,
Anna, shrouded in her white chadur, got there and, standing before all the elders she said,
“The youth are jumping into the fire and you, who are called the elders, are just standing here watching the
fun. Don’t you have any shame at all? This corpse has been lying here for so long. And even this one has not been
taken care of while you are preparing to kill others.”
The elders looked at each other and then addressed the young men.
“Did you hear what Anna is saying? Go and call the Maulvi Sahib so that he can give the last bath to Gulab.
Prepare the grave while it is still daylight.” The young men said:
“No! we will avenge the death of Gulab first.” Anna turned towards them now.
“Yes, yes, why not,” she taunted them. “Who is saying you should not take your revenge. But first bury one
before you prepare death for the other one. It seems as if the wind of dissension has started blowing in our
village.”
After this reproof everybody started preparing for the burial of Gulab. Everyone was sad. It was the first
murder of the village. So Gulab’s funeral bier set off amidst wailing and tears towards the Kassi graveyard. Along
the way a young man, who thought Gulab’s father Kassi had been rendered weak with grief, attempted to support
him. But Ajab Gul said:
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“May you live long, son, but I do not need anyone’s support.”
And thus, in the evening’s waning light, Gulab was laid to rest in the earth. Everyone now stood around the
grave, and an old man lifted his hands to the sky and asked them to pray. At this instant a man who had hidden his
face in a blanket came near the grave and cried:
“Stop. Hold it! I am that unfortunate Zehri Gul’s father. I am with you in your grief. It is now my request that
you do not leave me all alone.”
Everybody stood stunned. What would happen now? Would Gulab’s brothers bury this man alive? But in the
presence of their own father and the other elders of the village they too stood mute.
Zehri Gul’s father took out a pistol with his trembling hands and, stepping a few steps ahead, looked straight
into Ajab Gul’s eyes. Then he said:
“I can understand your grief well. That is why I do not want to test your endurance any further. There are six
bullets in this pistol. Take it and have your revenge.”
Ajab Khan took the pistol. For some time he kept looking at his hand, and then he surveyed the astonished and
absolutely quiet assembly. Then after another few moments of agitated thought he said:
“Roshan Khan! It was not you but your son who committed the murder. I cannot kill an innocent man.”
Roshan Khan turned towards the other people now and said:
“Brothers, please give way now. Behind you stands the enemy of the peace of the village.”
Everybody turned and found Zehri Gul standing there with his head hanging with guilt. Roshan Khan again
addressed Ajab Khan:
“There is your son’s murderer. Sink the six bullets of this pistol in his chest so that we can pray together after
having consigned him to the dust also.”
Ajab Khan again lost himself in thought. Everybody watched him with agitation. But Ajab Khan, aggrieved
though he was, also possessed a father’s compassionate heart. He threw the pistol on the ground and said:
“I … I cannot kill anybody. I cannot kill anybody!”
Roshan Khan picked up the pistol once again and addressed the villagers.
“Anyone of you who wants to avenge the death of Gulab—pick up this pistol.”
Everyone stood silent. Their long silence made Roshan Khan’s patience come to an end. He looked at his son,
who stood traumatized, staring ahead of him. Roshan Khan’s eyes turned red and the color of his face changed. In
a trembling voice he said:
“If you cannot take revenge, allow me to punish your criminal with my own hands.”
Ajab Khan looked at his face and was convinced that he meant what he said. He came and stood in front of
him.
“No! Roshan Khan, no! Zehri Gul is my son. He is as dear to me as Gulab. Do not kill my son; pardon my son.
Forgive him.”
Roshan Khan stared at him for some moments. Then his eyes filled with tears and all he could say was:
“I only wish you had taken revenge. Then I and my son would have been saved from this eternal shame—this
death by guilt!”
All the villagers lifted their hands up for prayers with the setting sun.
The stormy wind had died down. Anna used to say:
“Son, it is the stormy wind’s nature that when it starts blowing in the morning it stops by the setting of the
sun.”
But that was the last storm of our village. After that nobody ever murdered an innocent person.
22.92 The Gate-Keeper’s Wife\fn{by Rukhsana Ahmed (1948- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province, Pakistan
(F) 4
Annette’s short sun-bleached hair spiked wispily away from her face as her weary fingers pushed through it.
She felt wizened and faded as she rubbed the sides of her cotton skirt down with the palms of her hands in a vain
attempt to push out the creases. Time to go. It was nearly five o’clock. But the sun, not seeming to notice this, still
blazed down vengefully on the breathless, parched scene below.
She dropped back the comer of the heavy curtains flinching from the glare, cherishing the last few moments of
the cool darkness left to her before she had to face its white hostility. Two people had died of heat stroke the day
before. It was a record summer for sweltering temperatures. She felt irritated by the mindless cruelty of the sun,
remembering how hushed and still all the birds in the aviary had been the day before, how listless all the
magnificent cats had seemed. Surely it had to stop. 120 degrees fahrenheit was a ridiculous peak to maintain …
enough to turn the most dedicated of sun worshippers into apostates. At the best of times Lahore Zoo was not a
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perfect place for animals; these temperatures were putting their lives at serious risk. Surely it must stop soon.
“Sahib aa gaya?” she asked in her heavily accented Urdu as the lime juice with soda appeared from behind the
curtain magically. Kammu’s timing was always perfect.
“No, Memsahib,” his tone was mildly apologetic as he answered, eyes averted respectfully, holding the tray
out before her.
“Thank you, tell driver, five minutes,” she sought the aid of her hands to gesticulate her meaning this time.
Not back yet. Won’t see him now till dinner time. He was supposed to go for golf at five-thirty. Maybe he’s
changing at the club again: He could have telephoned. Nine years of this and it still hurts. She tried to block the
hurt from her mind as she got her things together. A little navy parasol, beige straw bag, sunglasses and the vet’s
handbook permanently borrowed from the British Council Library. The heat outside lashed her face as she
hastened into the cool protection of the blue Toyota.
The zoo was not far from their house on the G.O.R. estate. Thirty-seven years after the British had left it was
still the most privileged address in Lahore with its awesome Government Officers’ Residences, faded but
desperately holding on to the aloofness of their old masters, as they stood in their vast lawns behind exclusive
boundary walls. It was past locking-up time at the zoo, five o’clock; but in the absence of the threatening finality
of a bell it took the efforts of the entire staff to persuade people to believe that the gates would shut at five and
that they must head for the way out or be locked in. Reluctant children sucking ice lollies which dribbled down
their fingers in the intense heat faster than they could gulp them down dragged their feet accompanied by relieved
adults, ready for the shade, hurrying for whatever transport (or the lack of it) awaited them outside the gate.
The gate-keeper interrupted his role of town crier to open the gates for Annette’s car. They drove past the last
few stragglers towards the depot and the superintendent’s residence located at the far end. Hussain was all
prepared for her arrival, books and registers, buckets and pans laid out in the verandah where he sat on what
looked like a dried-out chair, his feet, dry and dusty, sticking out of his thonged chappals. He got up quickly to
receive her. Brief formalities exchanged, his daily offer of a cold drink declined as usual, they got down to
business.
Annette now sat on the dried-out chair and looked through the entries in all the ledgers whilst Hussain
rummaged about in the store weighing up and measuring out the grain for the birds and the fruit for the monkeys.
Madam preferred to check the weight of the fish and the meat herself, so he would only weigh that when she’d
finished reading all the entries of food delivered into the stores that day. It took about forty minutes to get all the
food ready and then the two boys who also assisted the head gardener to keep the drying lawns tidy would come
to help him feed the animals under the watchful eye of the Memsahib.
He wondered about her sometimes. Who she was, where she came from and what kind of love of animals this
was that brought her out in the afternoon sun when most other women of her class still drowsed in darkened
rooms. He knew that he had this job because of her in a way. It was common knowledge that the previous
superintendent had been sacked because of her intervention. The gate-keeper had told him the story many times
… how she came to visit the zoo about two years ago, saw that the animals looked thin and under-fed and decided
to complain. She wrote letters, made approaches and got them to change the super. She was there with a letter
from the governor himself the day Hussain took charge saying she had permission from him to “inspect” the food
before it was given to the animals and that she would personally make sure that the animals had a proper diet.
To this day she had not been late.
Hussain got into a routine of being ready for her, terrified of what might happen if she became angry again.
The gate-keeper, Maaja, thought her an interfering busybody.
“Poor Nawaz Sahib who got turned out with his family of eight in such disgrace had still not found a job, and
was such a good man really!” he always ended with a sigh. At this point in the conversation Hussain would lose
interest in the story and walk off remembering something important that needed doing.
Annette, exhausted with the heat that day, summer dress clinging to her body stickily, sat down to rest herself
on a bench shielded by a grove of jasmine and hibiscus bushes, as she trailed Hussain on his round to feed the
animals. The heavy perfume battled with the odor of the animal cages; water was a problem in the summer
months and the cages smelt foul two-thirds of the time.
She was worried about Heera. He seemed even more listless than he’d been the day before, quite disinterested
in the meat that had been pushed unceremoniously by Hussain into the cage. She opened her manual wondering if
they should be getting in touch with the vet, or whether she should just observe him more closely. She was fond of
him. He was popular with many of the staff too. It was they who had nicknamed him Heera because of the
diamond glint to his eyes at night. He was as lively and mischievous a cheetah as any you could find in the
Sundarbans, but this summer had really knocked it out of him.
She picked up her bag and started walking slowly, unthinkingly, back towards his cage, her footsteps muffled
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by the soft mud.
Instinctively she drew back out of sight when she saw the woman. She had not seen or heard Annette. She was
intense, absorbed, circling the cage slowly, carefully moving round inside the forbidden inner perimeter of the
white railings. Only the staff were allowed into that area. Even Annette respected that boundary. She watched
awestruck.
The woman had an eye on Heera but she didn’t seem unduly worried. Annette almost gasped as she saw her
lower her body, lean forward and put her arm through the bars to lift a couple of hunks of meat and slip them
speedily into a limp polythene bag. She was a tall woman, thin, lithe; her mission accomplished she rose and
dashed swiftly away with a speed that would have done Heera some credit.
In the dusky gloom Annette felt aware of a frantic need to sit down as her body swayed, liquid and weak. She
waited to collect herself for a few moments wondering what had held her back from challenging the woman.
Surely she should have yelled at her. That was what she was supposed to be doing, preventing the pilfering and
thieving that had been going on in the place.
Heera got up slowly and ambled towards his dinner, sniffing the meat delicately before applying himself to the
effort of eating. It was later than usual when she finally summoned her energies to leave. The men were hanging
about the gate waiting to wish her and see her off. It wasn’t altogether unusual for her to leave a little late. She
found the quiet and peace of the after hours at the zoo sustaining and sometimes sat watching the animals settle
down as long as the light permitted.
Darkness always fell suddenly as the sun dropped behind the high mud walls of the aviary at the western
boundary of the zoo, forcing her to drag herself slowly away. Today she felt drained as the car drove past the gate
and she lifted a limp hand to acknowledge their salutes.
She found herself desperate to talk it over with Saleem that night. He seemed absorbed and distant over dinner,
but she raised it all the same. His laugh sounded curt and cold.
“Didn’t you ring the police?”
“No.” Annette felt uncomfortable as she faced his sardonic amusement.
“What’s so funny?”
“Your policing: the kind of moral crisis you’ve come to.’ His laughter had an unpleasant chilly edge to it,
widening the distance between them.
“Moral crisis?”
“I think that’s what they call it.” He seemed intent on the food, picking the bones out of his fish with his
fingers. She looked away. He added after a pause,
“Did I ever tell you the story about Mrs. Howe?”
“I don’t think you did. Who is she?”
Annette was beginning to feel irritated by his tone of superior detachment.
“Was. Yes. Mrs. Howe, was the wife of the Consul-General in Mashad, when Papa was posted there, back in
the forties.\fn{What is now Pakistan became independent of British rule only in 1948 .} She loved horses; loved them very
much indeed. Her routine was to go out every afternoon, round the city, such as it then was, in search of any sick
and maltreated horses and take them in. She’d go round in her jodhpurs, whip in hand, personally whiplash the
guilty owner, and then take the horse away. She became a dreaded sight. The owners usually got treated worse
than the horses, ended up in jail, and lost a working animal without recompense.”
“So?”
“So, nothing.” The tension mounted. Then.
“Mind you those were days when a British man-of-war would steam up to the shores menacingly, if, say, five
men gathered in protest over the price of sugar.”
“I don’t know what you're suggesting Saleem. What I’m trying to do here is different.”
“Yeah. I hope so. You weren’t in your jodhpurs and you didn’t get the police down. I was only eleven then,
much purer in my sense of iniquity than I am now; always for the underdog. I can tell you though that I, for one,
was never sure if the horses were the real underdogs.”
Annette felt a hopeless, voiceless rage against his cruel remoteness from her own feelings. Hostility,
polarisations, oversimplifications. What had happened to them? She hated scenes. But her chair scraped angrily as
she dropped her napkin and rose to leave the dining table.
She stepped out onto the verandah gazing abstractedly at the fireflies in the still, suffocating darkness outside,
remembering the past. The radicalism of their Cambridge days had faded for both of them. In her case it had
dissolved into a vague defensiveness about her own realities. It had become his style, she thought angrily, to rub
in the entire guilt of the white nations into her soul with a personal venom. Controversies and anger rankled, hung
solid in the air between them.
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He knew well enough, she thought sadly, how she felt about the animals at the zoo. They were special to her,
like family, her babies almost. It was as if someone had deprived one of her own children. A wrong had been
committed, and here he was confusing issues, blurring the boundaries between wrong and right, trying to set up a
parallel which wasn’t really a parallel at all. Just to humiliate her, show her up. Not a glimmer of the old passion
remained between them to buffer differences of opinion. There were other women in Lahore she knew, white
women she could have talked to, but there, too, were gaps in convictions and assumptions that always yawned in
the space, between them intensifying her aloneness in this teeming, torrid city. He was reducing her, cutting the
ground from under her feet, putting her on the defensive again.
She knew now that she’d been foolish and weak. She really should have called, well, the men, the staff, if not
the police; that was the logical course of action. That night she decided she’d take it up with Hussain first thing
tomorrow.
Her resolution wavered the next afternoon though, as she looked for a suitable moment to raise the question.
She forced herself to utter, almost under her breath, “There’s something I need to ask you, Hussain.”
“Yes, Madam,” he was alert and politely attentive.
“How many families live inside the compound of the zoo?” she asked.
“Three, Madam. Mine, the gate-keeper’s and the gardener’s.” He’d anticipated her next question correctly.
Somehow she could not connect that woman with Hussain.
She began reluctantly, “I saw a woman stealing meat from Heera’s cage yesterday.”
He seemed genuinely shocked.
“A woman? Was she tall or short, madam?” he lowered his voice carefully.
Annette was aware of the curious eyes of the two boys who were hovering in the verandah.
“Tall,” she said briefly.
“That’s Tara, madam, Maaja the gate-keeper’s wife. Shall I call her?”
“Yes, please. Afterwards. But you’ll have to stay and talk to her for me.”
She was already dreading the interview. It was certainly not easy. Tara came, a poorly dressed but strikingly
good-looking woman. A mangy, snot-stained baby perched on her hip and a dust-encrusted toddler trailed by her
side holding on to her faded yellow shalwar. She stopped to deposit them both on the patch of grass outside before
she came in and stood before them, looking rebellious and defiant rather than evasive or contrite. For a few
moments it seemed as though she would say nothing by way of explanation or apology. She had turned her face
away. Annette could feel a righteous throb of anger building up inside her head. But then, quite suddenly, the
woman launched into a voluble emotional speech.
Annette could not make much of the words. She looked at Hussain for explanation. He coughed in some
embarrassment and tried to respond to Tara, but Annette held him back.
“Tell me first,” she spoke imperiously.
“She says something about Heera, madam; she says he wants her to take some of his food,” Hussain muttered,
his disbelief of that theory filtering clearly through his intonation.
“What makes her say this?” The angry throb pounded even more impatiently in Annette’s head. She looked
intently at the woman’s face as she chattered on whilst Hussain looked more and more irritated and anxious to
dissociate himself from this episode.
“She says, Heera won’t go near his food, till she’s taken some of it and, she says, madam, you can stay
tomorrow night and see for yourself.”
“That’s maybe because of the heat and partly because he’s not been well.”
Annette gestured to Hussain to interpret; but her mind latched on to those words. She was less sceptical than he
was. Before her eyes was a picture of Heera, sitting in the shadows, seemingly disinterested in the food, allowing
the woman to pinch it without pouncing or even batting an eyelid.
“Madam, she says Heera is an animal with the spirit of a saint. He knows that her children often have to go
hungry, so he can’t eat. He waits for her to take something and if, if, she doesn’t take it the meat will lie around
and rot.”
Hussain's lip was distinctly curling up with cynical disbelief even as he narrated this fantastic story .
A part of Annette wanted to believe it but, officially, she felt obliged to contradict the proposition.
“Tell her she’s mistaken, would you Hussain. And tell her she mustn’t do it again,’ she repeated in an attempt
to bring the incident to a dignified close.
Hussain felt disappointed at a certain lack of firmness in Madam as he conveyed this to the woman.
She was not impressed. She was arguing, torrents of words pouring out of her, as if she were egged on by the
success of her initial defence.
Annette looked at her face once again, more closely. It was an open, honest face, her dark skin glowed with an
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earnest intensity which completely banished the righteous throb from her head. Her story about Heera was like the
confirmation of genius in a child prodigy to an admiring doting mother.
Annette concluded the interview with a mild warning and turned to leave, intrigued but more satisfied with the
outcome than she had expected to be.
That day was Thursday, barbecue night at the Lahore Gymkhana Club. She usually joined Saleem there for
dinner at about eight and they returned late in the evening, together. She sat nursing her soft drink, waiting for him
to come out of the showers. He’d been playing golf. The usual crowd was there, usual gossip, usual meaningless
pleasantries. Annette waited with some impatience, her spirits sodden with the emotional exchange of the evening
and her mind tortured by the larger question mark which hung over her marriage, a question she had blinked away
for so long. Plain as daylight that it was all over. Children and mortgages, the aspic which magically holds
marriages together, had both been denied them. The house they lived in had belonged to Saleem’s father and came
to them unencumbered; and children they could not have …
It had not really been a deep regret, not to her, not so far, but she felt aware of a secret fear that in this society it
could easily become one. She’d thrown herself with energy into other things, the zoo had been one of them. But
Tara had shaken all her certainties. And Heera, of course. She thought of her coming up the burning concrete
pathway with her two children, of her conviction that Heera wanted them to share his food. She saw herself in the
verandah of the depot, with Hussain, checking, weighing, inspecting all the food and cringed a little.
Saleem forgetting her dilemma of the night before asked her absently about her day as the waiter piled the
barbecued dishes in ritualistic sequence before them; chicken breasts followed by kebabs and spicy lamb tikkas,
maybe worth a day’s wages for Hussain, two days’ wages for the gate-keeper.
She watched the food mesmerised as the appetizing glaze vanished along with the charcoal flavor and it turned
into bloody hunks of tough fibrous beef. She could smell the raw wetness dripping down its sides. The morsel
nearly stuck in her throat choking her with the obscenity of it all. She rounded on Saleem with a bitter vehemence.
“It’s over, isn’t it?” was all she could manage to say.
117.26 Turning Deserts Into Rivers \fn{by Ahsan Wagha (1949- )} Taunsa Sharif, Dera Ghazi Khan District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 9
“Get the separation papers signed today, get the separation papers signed today.”
He was lying on the berth in the single bogey of the “Lundi” train and singing loudly to himself.\fn{ A note reads:
Lundi is the local name for the passenger train running in the Cholistan desert area, the setting of the story .}
He could hardly remember anything … what his mother and father were like, or seeing his brother off to jail,
and having annoyed his sister, he was returning home, free from all sides. True that he was an offspring of the
maliks, but “education had made him lose his honor.”\fn{ A note reads: In terms of social hierarchy in the village, maliks
would be on a higher level in the social scale.}
This was an unnecessary slur on education, since he had already become devoid of honor since that day …
Walking in his village along the canal, avoiding the shade of the tall shisham trees and lost in his thoughts, he
was at some distance from the clump of reeds on the left of the path when he heard a voice.
“Go away, die somewhere else … are you blind, low-born!”
There, among the reeds, a young girl was squatting to relieve herself, and he had kept on walking towards her
half-uncovered presence, but this, angry voice came from another girl who was sitting at some distance—and with
such anger and vehemence that he stopped in his tracks.
“Get away, you son of sister-f___rs.”
This abuse had also come from the other girl, who had stood up by then. He immediately stepped back.
“I swear, 1 didn’t know.”
“Shameless creature …”
“I didn't really know, otherwise 1 would not even have come this way.”
Several days had passed and he did not return to the city, as if the university had been wiped clean from his
memory. Then one day he implored the two sisters when he passed them on the roadside:
“I swear by God, I didn’t know. May my youth be drained away if that day I had done that purposely … please
forgive me.”
“She abused you. So please forgive us,” one of them said and continued to walk away. She was the proud one
and walked stiffly. She also gave a faint smile.
One day, they confronted him:
“Which one of us is your heart hankering after?”
“The one who abused me.”
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She gave the same stiff smile and walked on. He was spellbound by her ways. She maintained her pride and
began to pity him, he who was a child of the maliks but had neither father nor mother.
The waters of the pure seas,
Your friendship is a matter of days
And people’s taunts lifelong.

She recited this verse one day while passing over a narrow gutter line. And one day she said:
“Stop this meditation. My friends are saying to me, ‘You have turned him into a fakir on your account.’”
“Yes, I am a fakir.”
And she started bringing specially-baked sweet rotis for him.\fn{A note reads: Roti is bread cooked in the South Asian
style.}
Then one day, in the blazing afternoon sun, he went and stood in her path. In front of her home, all day along.
And then she also came out at around midday.
“This is the last time I’m coming … I have told my mother. She says, go and put him at ease.”
And then the blazing August sun turned into cool shadows. She embraced him, began kissing him. In a brief
instant, with her soft and delicate hands, she gave life and feeling to so many parts of his entire body … his
cheeks, his forehead, his chest, his shoulders. Created him, as it were. At that moment she was neither a married
woman nor a virgin, neither big nor small, neither a lover nor the beloved. She just went on kissing him.
“In her ultimate form, a woman is only a mother, perhaps …”
“My love, go back to the city.” There were tears in her eyesand a coy smile on her lips. “I don’t need to have
my own life, I need yours. My brother is going around with a sharp knife. He gives a lot of importance to the idea
of honor.”
My brother too is very concerned about honor, here everybody is like that … in complete obedience he
immediately walked out of that place and left the village.
The difference that occurred was that now the university was a changed place and he could understand the
meaning within the meanings, all the ideas of philosophy, mysticism, humanism, and revolution. His talk was
different, his activities different … now his reference carried weight and what he had said began to be quoted in
various circles.
“Women and books, whatever falls between them is action.”
Even those who were intellectuals heard this, nodded their heads in agreement, and called out to him, “Epicurean.”
Today he was leaving after having his brother put into jail, making his sister angry and yet he was free from all
sides. He was a child of the maliks but education had made him loose his sense of honor. His elder brother had
taken revenge for their father’s murder all by himself and had run away and married into the enemies’ clan … and
now he had turned into a passenger on the desert train moving towards what the old books called the twin
domains of Sindh and Hind.\fn{A note reads: Sind and Hind (India) is a traditional way of referring to the region and the rest of the
subcontinent.}
The railway tracks were covered in sand by windstorms. First the tracks had to be cleared with spades; only
then could the train move. The engine was black outside as well as inside. What it could manage was less of a
forward movement and more of whistles. And then in the middle of the afternoon, near the Panj Girain station, the
water in the locomotive engine ran out. .The train came to a stop. The tap at the station yielded a little water, drop
by drop. And hot as the fires of hell.
Following some people who had got off the train, he also walked to a small hut in a low area behind the
station. A frail, thin girl had two earthen pots filled with water, one on her head and the other in her arms, and she
began giving water to the train passengers in a large metallic katora.\fn{A metallic cup.} Perhaps she was doing it in
the name of Ghazi Abbas the Flag-bearer. Everybody eagerly accepted this charity of water.\fn{ A note reads: Offering
drinking water to thirsty wayfarers here has a reference to the martyrs of Karbala who were denied access to water by the enemy army;
Abbas was the flag-bearer (at this battle).}

“O Bibi, may the father of Hussain, the ka’aba of the ka’aba, be pleased with you.” An old man took his fill of
the water and showered blessings on the girl.
While the other passengers were drinking, he stood there. He was not afraid that the water would be finished
up. The tall, thin girl with a wheatish complexion and a delicately shaped nose looked out of the corners of her
eyes at this person who stood there patiently. The others had finished and gone away but he stood there. She
placed the katora back on the pot.
“Fill it up and drink, brother.”
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She took one comer of her chadar in her hand and wrapped it around herself, then went back into the hut. A
little later she came out and stood in the doorway. He was saying to her without speaking:
Being strangers was better … if you had counted us among creatures … to a stranger like me, why are you
showing the enmity which only kith and kin can have?
Take this pain of knowing, whoever it belongs to … all right, you keep this moment of knowing, if you can
take care of it … I have to go on …
Without uttering a word, and still not having drunk the water, he went back to the train. He took his seat. The
girl slowly walked back to the pot. A part of the day passed and the train did not move. The entire time she stood
by the earthen pot. He kept on sitting with his face at the window, thirsty as ever.
“Today, get the separation papers signed, get separation from us … it is difficult to take care of life, O
sadhu\fn{Ascetic or hermit.} wear the shroud … today, get the separation papers signed, get separation from us!”
The train gave a loud shriek and at the same instant she filled the katora with water. The train had started
moving, and the girl with the delicately shaped nose, holding a katora with both her hands, stood facing the
station.
“I will come back here again.”
*
He had put a darri on the charpoy\fn{Put a coarse carpet on his bed .} turned outward and was snoring loudly. On
the left-hand side, a newspaper was spread on the floor, and on it, a copy of Nehjul Bulagha\fn{A note reads: A
compilation of the sermons and speeches attributed to Hazrat Ali, the son-in-law and fourth caliph of Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH).} and a volume of Marxist philosophy. In the days of ashura of Moharram,\fn{I.e., the tenth
day of the Islamic month of Moharram, when Hussain, grandson of the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) lost his life in the battle of Karbala,
an event commemorated by mourning and lamentation .} he would observe mourning with all its requirements. The mourner
of the ahl-e-bait,\fn{His family members.} Karmoo Shah, had long since done his MBA and joined the Pakistan

Railways, but he had still not let go of the hostel room. His horoscope advised him against leaving the place. He
was a firm believer in the intrinsic qualities of stones, specially aqeeq.\fn{The cornelian, a semi-precious stone.}
“According to the sharia,\fn{Muslim religious law.} the Stones are on the right track. Marx used to wear the dure-najaf,\fn{A note reads: A precious stone and the name literally means the pearl of Najaf, the latter a city in Iraq, where the mausoleum
of Hazrat Ali is located.} and entire lines of the Tafseer-e-Qumi are quoted\fn{A note reads: Tafseer is an interpretative commentary and Qumi denotes that here the reference is to the one written in the Iranian city of Qum, a center for Shiite Islamic learning .} in
Das Kapital,\fn{A systematic, historical analysis of the economy of the capitalist system of society in three volumes (Vol. I, 1867; Vol.
II, 1885; Vol. III, 1894; translated 1907-1909) by Karl Marx (1818-1883), German author .} without any mention of the source,”
he used to say.
The hostel room was on the ground floor and its door had seen many name-plates come and go. One of these
name-plates stated: “Karam Hussain Shah (DTO, PR).” Another stated zawiya,\fn{Literally a corner or angle.} another
Rawaqiyeen,\fn{Refers to a portico or palace.} yet another Hujra\fn{A note reads: Hujra is literally a room or chamber and the
term is also used for a cell where a mystic goes in seclusion for meditation or prayers .} Shah Muqeem and still another “The
Final Resting Place for the Servants of the Holy Fivefold.”\fn{ I.e., Mohammed, his daughter Fatima and her husband Ali, and
their two sons, Hassan and Hussain .} Now, when the party reached there in the afternoon, they saw that a new plate
announced: “Place for the Union of Lovers” and he himself was sound asleep, covered by a black chadar on an
outwardly turned charpoy. A quantity of Khak-e-Shifa\fn{Dust from the holy places of Iraq, reputed to have healing powers .}
was lying in the same cup with charas.\fn{A note reads: A substance of abuse, smoked as an intoxicant.}
It had taken all of them about ten days to get there. There were some new and ambiguous changes. Each one
pulled out a cushion or a mattress and took over a part of the floor.
The only person left without a place to sit was this bibi,\fn{A respectful way of addressing a woman.} Miss Raj.
“Why are you lost in thought? Come here, sit next to me.”
Khaleel growled without any emotion and she immediately obeyed.
“Mysticism has moved further in Karmoo’s room,” Rashid remarked turning his face to the wall, where a
partition of reeds was placed before the formica front.
“So the gentleman is turning into a culturist!”
“He is actually following the line of that particular intellectual. There is a Sufi\fn{ An Islamic mystic.} hidden
inside him as well.”
“Yes! Sufi! He is a psychologist. And that of the homeopathic type. He believes that like cures like.”
“It is actually acupuncture. All he does is prick a needle in the ankle very gently and the head of someone like
Karmoo begins to nod.”
“Also incantations and that sort of thing …”
“Please don’t bark, Ameer is a straightforward culturist. There is something wrong with Karmoo himself, deep
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down he is a religious person.” Khaleel gave his judgment. “All frustration … distorted … sisterf_____g politics
of the left.” Rasho had been to jail three or four times but still the much-awaited Revolution had not appeared so
he was in a state of constant anger.
Karmoo suddenly pulled down his chadar and sprang up.
“Bismillah,\fn{In the name of God.} are you all right?” Rajaan asked.
“Yes, everything all right, Mr. DTO? Hope you haven’t seen a derailment in your dream,” Khaieel asked.
“Ameer is coming.” It was as if he had sent a thought-signal.
“Oh, so you are getting signals from the above also?”
At that point the door opened and Ameer entered blinking, his eyes heavy with sleep. He came into the room
which had been named “Place for the Union of Lovers.”
“Oh!” Rajaan exclaimed but then became silent. A questioning expression appeared on Ameer's face when he
looked at Rajaan, which dissolved with the softness of her features.
“Rajaan, this is Malik Ameer,” Khaleel made the introductions. “He had gone to Peshawar but has now come
back to Multan.”
“I see,” Rajaan smiled happily. And the softness in Ameer’s features became more pronounced.
“He is somebody who says that women and books, whatever comes between them is action, even kissing the
hands of young girls.” Hearing such descriptions she started meeting him and once even went to his hostel room
to complete the conversation they had gotten into. He put on the table the copy of What is Literature that he held
in his hand and picked up a copy of the same book lying open on the table. So he has the same obsessions as I do
these days … it is for him also.
He received her in silence, following her into the room, and remained standing by the cupboard.
“I’m making yoghurt. It will be ready in an hour.” He took a spoonful of chaach\fn{Buttermilk.} from a cup and
put it in bowl of milk as if he was making arrangements for entertaining guests.
“You’ve put the jaag\fn{A note reads: The little bit of leftover lassi (a drink made from yoghurt) which is put in milk for making
yoghurt.} in cold milk. It will never set.”
“It does set. If the jaag is quick.”
“But it doesn’t give butter.” He may be thinking that I don’t know anything about housekeeping.
“Yes … butter, my dear, but never take it from yoghurt!” She had unleashed a storm inside him when just after
entering she had talked of cold milk and jaag … and he was still a raw youth.
“The butter is okay, wherever it is.” Some of it is in the milk, some in the jaag, some in the earthen plate, and
some of the butter is in the water too. Or it is my hands and your body … the butter is in many places, no use to
reveal the total results. It is the job of maulvis to split hair. No lubrication left in life. The more details you get
into, everything becomes dry and dusty.
She was silently turning the pages of the book. Just like him. And on each page, after a few lines, sentences
would be marked. He noticed that in the book on the table, those very sentences had been underlined which she
had left unmarked in her book.
So, I have been talking all the time, in the gallery, in the canteen … in the park … so many things and you, Sir,
have always shaken your head, that is all.
He came and sat down on the chair for a while and then got up to make the tea.
“I think that the yoghurt will take time to be ready.”
He has guessed everything … I am afraid I let my face reveal my feelings.
He came back with the tea. They both drank it. Hmmm, he doesn’t even know that one should be more fond of
the sweet taste.
It is for nothing that he is supposed to be a great fancier of women, she thought. She finished her tea and by
that time he had prepared himself to say goodbye to her. He came to the staircase to see her out. After having
climbed down all the steps, he stopped at the last one and bade farewell.
They had many things to say that day, many things which had already been said.
And once again he was there, his brow sweating with the heat of the day. Rajaan felt that she was fresh in
Peshawar but had become a tired woman in Multan.
Ameer took out a number of books from his bag and spread them on the table. These were seven or eight
copies of some new book on Greek mythology.
“It is enough to study Marxism once, if you read with understanding. You have to read these bourgeois
Western philosophers again and again. They keep changing their tactics.” Before this Ameer had made them read
a book on Indian mythology.
At that time, the board outside the room bore the name, “Kapalvastu.”
“Go on reading these books … the game has ended.” Rasho picked up a book.
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“Say something.” Rashid could not sit silent and with his pointing it out, the silence became even more
pronounced.
A little while later he spoke again.
“They ran all night, top speed. They covered forests, plains, mountains, and when morning dawned they were
neighing in their stables.” Everybody heard these wise statements quietly and even more than that, as if they were
impressed.
The entire Communist movement has been blackened in the face by the sincere statement of this comrade,
thought Khaleel.
“The adulterous woman!” One of them spoke with a commanding majesty and the man who spoke was Ameer
Malik. Out of shame, nobody turned to look at Rajaan’s face. Karam Shah bowed his head and closed his eyes.
“We believe and we reaffirm what we heard,” he seemed to be saying.
“She was a totally adulterous woman,” he said again and as this was a bit more definite, the crowd heaved a
sigh of relief.
“Corrupt, adulterous.” He thought that these remarks were appropriate. “She corrupted a whole generation.”
“Adulterous …” He had prepared this judgment on the poor woman with a great deal of love and tenderness.
The reference was to a woman novelist whom he had introduced in his group with tremendously strong
recommendation. He had made them read her thick tomes.
“There is no bigger book on the history of the subcontinent and there is no greater novel in Urdu literature,” he
had remarked on one of her novels.
Now he openly called her a “reactionary” and nobody agreed. All the young men from the middle and lower
classes were caught in her spell.
Today Rashid read out a quotation from her novel about horses in a stable and that made the Malik boil with
rage.
“In her books the royal princes and the servant class are both contented with each other, there is no contradiction. There is no stale bread, theft and robbery, cholera, small pox. There is nothing, no anger, no cheating. Everybody lives like brothers and sisters. Please do take note how much she idealizes her unsuccessful characters. But
she is a forceful woman.”
And they were all silent …
“Raj, how old are you?” Karam Hussain came up with the strangest ideas to begin a conversation although he
hardly needed to do that. She was thinking about her mother, to whom she had not written for the last two months.
How brave I have become, she thought.
“I … yes, I belong to that age in which people actually wrote, ‘Don’t save three paisas. Do write soon!’”
“You are older than I am. In my time it used to be: ‘Don’t save on five paisas. Do write soon!’”
Rasho used to barge into every conversation. Always.
“Here. Take this.” Khaleel picked up a briefcase from his side and tossed it in the middle of the room. “Pick up
according to your needs. We have to send the stuff to the Bhakar and the South Dera crowd also from here. And
we have to knead the dough to make papads from here.” Kneading the dough to make papads meant getting a
pamphlet printed. Rasho moved first. He opened the suitcase. It was filled with bundles of hundred-rupee notes
and he pulled out two or three notes. Some Amin took.
“We have to pay the house rent too.” Asghar took five hundred. Rajaan looked at Khaleel.
“You will get a lot for your project.”
Karam had the last hand, worth a thousand then Malik Ameer had two fistfuls of a thousand each.
“Wow!” Rasho was uneasy.
“You Sufi folk have increased your expenses.” Khaleel looked up at Malik with great hope.
“Mysticism … but this is a very expensive path of life …” For the first time Karam Shah uttered such a loaded
statement correctly.
“The beloved one should not buy henna, don’t increase the expenses for nothing … my blood, a poor man’s
blood, is for you …” Rasho sang out, pocketing the amount.
Rajaan was beginning to feel tired. “Malik, where are you living these days? Now I really want to come and
meet you! Really.”
Yes, the kind of comforting person that you were, I never met anybody else like you, he thought.
These things and in such a tone! Khaleel twitched his moustaches but Malik still remained sitting quietly, with
sleepy eyes.
“Yes, today in the evening, Ameer … tell me where we can meet. I want to …” Nobody looked at Khaleel’s
face.
“Get up, do as I say, come to that room … get up!” He caught hold of her hand and dragged her into the small
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room next door. She followed him, partly walking and partly allowing herself to be dragged, looking at everybody
with wondering eyes.
Karam Shah picked up the Khak-e-Shifa\fn{The dust from holy places.} in his hands. Ameer and Asghar were
staring at each other.
“Lighter than straws, these creatures! Windbags, all of them bastards.” He lived amongst them but denied them
vehemently. That is why he remained silent most of the time.
“Oh, you illegitimate soul!” Rasho spoke finally with a shudder. “Is this your new revolution?” He got up.
Lost in his meditation, Ameer was trying to render a line of Punjabi verse into Seraiki:
“Koi zor zenahi meri izzat aan lehawey (somebody forcibly took away my honor) … um hum … medi sutti pai
di izzat aan lehawey (somebody took my honor while I slept).”
*
They were both sitting in the central carriage car of the Lundi train. He had shaved, changed his clothes, was
dying with hunger, and had a briefcase in one hand while the other was placed restfully on the seat … yes, this is
the Lundi train, all right … they had done what they were supposed to do correctly … they were making good
their escape, in the correct manner.
This was thanks to the DTO Karmoo Shah who had made the train stop for them at the Chenab bridge for two
hours, the same person whom they regarded an intelligence agent yet conducted their meetings in his room. They
had passed all the railway stations which could have been dangerous.
Ten o’clock at night and the train had come into the Thal desert. The night was moonlit.
That mirasi in the yellow shirt and shalwar had got in at Bhakar station. He had a harmonium in hand and with
him was the woman who sang with the metallic pot, the gadwi.
“We have been qawwals\fn{A note reads: Singers of devotional songs in the traditional style common at shrines .} for
generations, Sir! One of my ancestors was an ustad\fn{Master or teacher.} in the court of the Kalhora ruler. I come
here often. We cover the area from Sukkur to Bhakar, and even further to Mianwali. May luck smile on you! Are
you from Wan Bachran? May your children live, Sardar!”
The mirasi had latched onto a man with moustaches and did not let go until he had pocketed some cash. Then
he opened the harmonium and the woman with the gadwi began tapping the brass pot, the gadwi, with the metal
ring she wore on her finger. Khaleel made Rashid get up.
“Get up, you stupid owl. Listen to some classical music.”
“Don’t say a word.”
“This is cultural revolution, you sisterf____r!”
“Don’t!”
“This is the cultural wing, you madman!”
“I’m all right, cultureless as I am.”
“All right, then sleep to your death.” He slept as soon as they passed Muzaffargarh.
Khaleel stared at the woman with the gadwi and made an attempt to be sad. Just as he always made unsuccessful attempts. Useless. Singing a dhola,\fn{A note reads: A form of folk poetry to be sung.} both of them went into another
compartment. And then into the next. They kept on repeating this and finally they sat on the seat behind him,
facing each other.
The qawwal turned his face and saw Khaleel sitting there. He then asked Kahleel:
“Good sir, give us some “wail.” After all, we are your qawwals from your area!”
“I know who you are!” growled Kahleel as usual in his gruff voice.
“Any cash in it?” The qawwal pointed towards the briefcase. 'Plenty!'
Kahleel hid it from the view of other passengers and opened it to show him … there was no cash inside, no
pamphlets either … it had two revolvers and some hand grenades.
“Close it, your lordship!” The woman with the gadwi was dozing off and the man with moustaches changed
his seat to get a better view of her.
“Come on, get up and sing, you beggarwoman with a long life—is this a night for sleeping?” He himself
picked up his harmonium, and the woman wiped the sweat from her round, white chin and then began to time her
sleepy voice with the harmonium.
It was the twelfth night of the moon, the limitless moonlit night of the desert. The night had started turning
chilly. Most of the passengers were already dozing off.
Why don’t you take a nap for a while, Ameer, you have been wide awake for a long time. You have tried to
keep an eye on each and every moment, but each moment slipped from your grasp. She is much better off than
you, this attractive young girl sitting in front, the one who goes off in a moment and comes back in another
moment.
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Reveal your beauty Rajaan! Make this moment immortal! Once again the woman with the gadwi sitting in
front began to sing in her musical voice. He picked up the tune on the harmonium and then joined in himself. The
mellowness of his voice was revealed to Khaleel for the first time. They were singing a kafi\fn{A note reads: A
traditional form of lyrical poetry and in the Seraiki tradition, it has been used for metaphysical and devotional poetry .} from the very
depths of their soul. Or that is what Khaleel felt. They will sing, go on singing today … and this train, this engine,
these passengers, these compartments … and this briefcase, all of these will dissolve. They will go on singing.
The woman with the gadwi kept on tapping with the ring in her finger.
“Gold and silver will be lost, love is never moth-eaten … love is never moth-eaten …”
And then they finished their song in such a manner that nobody realized. In the railroad car the song continued,
even existed, like a solid substance. Or loomed overhead like walls or chains … The woman with the gadwi was
dozing again. The train gave a whistle and began to slow down.
“Which station?”
“Panj Girain.”
“Panj Girain?” Malik Ameer was troubled by thirst. His parched throat felt as if it was full of thorns. Age-old
thirst. He sat up straight. He cast a glance at the woman. She was fast asleep. All the money she had collected was
lying on the harmonium, fifty or sixty rupees in all. He picked them up and very quietly put them in her gadwi,
then he stepped down onto the platform of Panj Girain station, troubled by an age-old thirst.
The train gave a whistle and started moving. The woman opened her eyes. The qawwal had not come back.
“Ameer … Ameer!”
She looked out of the window. The station was being left behind. She quickly pulled the chain. The train began
to slow down and she got down calling after Ameer.
“So was this Ameer?” Rasho was now fully conscious. He began to look for the bit of paper which the qawwal
had handed to him while passing by. Khaleel grabbed it and began to read.
“Karam Shah has been arrested in Muzaffargarh and your in-laws will come and get you before Kundian.”
The train began to move once again.
“Hurry up!' he said to Rashid, and both of them jumped out of the moving train. The black engine was moving
with all its force. Too much noise and too little movement forwards.
In the distance, a figure in the moonlight got entangled in the signal wires and fell and then got up and began
to run towards the station. This was Rajaan.
“Run, run … love is never moth-eaten …” Khaleel patted Rasho on the shoulder and they quickened their pace
towards the River Indus.
251.173 Excerpts from The Season Of Love, Bitter Almonds And Delayed Rains: 1. Write My Story 2. The
Farmer’s Almanac 3. The Doll Wouldn’t Let Him Die 4. A Handful Of Waiting 5. A Body In Rags 6. The Dead
Girl In The Camera 7. “I Dance” 8. The Torn Out Man 9. Autumn: Nine Short Stories\fn{by Mazhar ul Islam (1949)} in a village nr. Khanewal, Khanewal District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
1
“Write my story,” she says.
“You tell me about yourself,” I say, “then I will.”
But she doesn’t tell me anything about herself. Sometimes her eyes start swimming with tears, but she closes
them tight and drinks the tears. I don’t even have any idea if they are tears of joy or of sorrow. Then I ask her,
“What’s your story like? Is it full of sorrows or is it all joy and happiness?”
But she doesn’t tell me anything. Then she insists,
“Write my story.”
“Where shall I begin from with this story of yours?” I ask her.
“I don’t even know myself where it starts from,” she answers.
“Does a companion from whom you are now separated come into your story?” I ask her. She is silent for a
while, then says,
“A companion from whom I’ve parted does come into it.” But when I ask, for details she doesn’t say anything
and goes silent, and her eyes look like a rocky plain extending into the distance on which a gentle drizzle is falling.
When the rain of tears in her eyes has more or less stopped and the sun has come out, she says the same thing
again,
“Write my story.”
“You tell me something,” I reply crossly, “then I will.”
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She becomes silent, but her eyes begin to speak. I try to hear what her eyes are saying but without managing to
understand anything. Then even her eyes become tongue-tied, and the tears start to gather in them. She rubs them
with her knuckles and says,
“Write my story.”
“That’s enough,” I say, trying to put her off. “What has your story got that needs to be written? Your story’s
going to be like most stories. Lots of such stories have already been written.” A faint and mocking smile spreads
over her lips before it sinks into the right hand corner of her mouth, and she says,
“My story is quite new but not all that new, because it also contains parts of many old stories.”
“Well, after all,” I reply, “you could at least tell me where your story starts from. Aren’t you the one I saw at
the fair of Shah Abdul Latif?” She listens to me, then bursts out laughing and says,
“No, I’m not. Nor is my story the one you’re thinking it is.”
“Well, then,” I say, “you tell me what your story is. Aren’t you the one I saw in America in a park in Boston,
and when it suddenly started to rain very hard we both got under a trolley? And then I saw the shadows of a long
story swimming in your eyes?” She shook her head and said,
“I’m not that one either. Nor is my story like that. When you write my story you’ll forget the words, your
hands will start shaking, thoughts will elude your mind’s grasp, and time will come to a halt.” I racked my brains
for a while, then I said,
“Aren’t you the one I saw at the tomb of Baba Farid? You’d made a vow and there were tears in your eyes.”
“No, I wasn’t that one,” she said abruptly.
“Then weren’t you the one who gave me flowers at Washington airport and who was waiting for me for hours?
That girl told me her father was a poet.” She burst out laughing and said,
“I wasn’t that one. I’ve never given anyone a present of flowers in my life. There are no flowers in my story
and there’s no waiting.” I got annoyed and said in a rather cross voice,
“What is your story then?”
Then I turned towards her. With a flutter she flew up to the upper window.
“Are you a bird?” I couldn’t help exclaiming. “Is she a bird or is she a girl …?”
I looked up at the upper window. Then she flew off through it.
I am still sitting in my room with my eyes fixed on the upper window. Who was she? Where did her story start
from?
2
We recognized each other immediately when we met up on the bus, on the way back from the festival of Baba
Farid Ganj-e-Shakar. It had been ten years since I left the village. But he still lived there and ploughed his land,
sowed his crops and chopped feed for his animals. He told me how he still made farm sugar every year when the
cane crop matured, and how there would be partying for nights on end when the sugarcane juice started boiling in
the big cauldrons and everything around was filled with the scent of the sugar. To the great delight of the people
around us, this led to talk of the illnesses of cattle, of the village girls, of the various types of farm and of the crops
to be harvested in the seasons ahead.
To change the subject I asked him how many children he had.
His eyes were suddenly covered with sadness. He took out a packet of cigarettes from his pocket. After we had
both lit up, he gazed out of the windscreen in front of the driver and said,
“I didn’t get married.”
This gave me a jolt, for he had been in love with the weaver’s daughter. I went back ten years to the day when he
was sitting with me under the pipal tree, listening to Hir. There used to be a Hir party in our village every year to which
reciters of the poem would come from far and wide. He had returned home that day after listening to Hir and gone to
the weaver’s house with some thread in order to get it woven into cloth. He told me that when he got there the weaver
was sitting in one of the working pits they used and his daughter was in the other. He put down the thread in front of
them and told them to weave it into the cloth called “Majnun cloth” after the mad lover of the legend.
The weaver’s daughter started at the sound of “Majnun cloth” and looked at him. It seemed to him that she was
saying,
“I’ll weave you as well, if you say so.” And it seemed to him that he really was unwoven thread.
At this point he shook me by the shoulder and I realized that we had met up after ten years and that he wasn’t even
married yet. But before I could say anything, he spoke.
“I know what you’re thinking. She was certainly true to her word. She started to weave me. One day I asked her if
she’d ever listened to Hir.
“‘Yes, I have,’ she said. ‘My uncle Allah Bakhsh used to recite Hir really well.’
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“If only her uncle was still alive, I thought to myself. Then I’d tell her to listen once more to her uncle reciting Hir.
But I just said I was sorry about her uncle and fell silent.
“She used to weave me … And weave me … While many crops of maize, wheat, millet and sugarcane were
harvested. Then on the day I was planting rice she asked me,
“‘Has the rice season begun?’
“‘Yes,’ I said, ‘didn’t you know?’
“‘I too am a season,’ she said. ‘For a woman is a season. But there’s no date for it in the almanac, as there is for
ordinary seasons. In that season the shoots of the heart grow green and sometimes a man doesn’t even realize it. And
the season comes and goes.’
“‘You,’ I said, ‘are like a season in which the sun comes out and there’s rain as well.’ When she burst out
laughing, I went on,
“‘To me you are like an almanac. One which, besides the dates and seasons, also contains my horoscope.’ As she
wove me, she looked attentively at the lines on her palm and said,
“‘What will you do if the maize season and my season come at the same time?’
“‘Your scent is like the scent of maize,’ I said, ‘but even so I shall tell you apart.’ And she became rather sad.
“Then the things she’d said started to pinch me like last year’s clothes. But she kept on weaving me. Almanacs
piled up on the top shelf at home. And then one day I was coming home after giving my animals their feed when
we met each other. Evening was falling. Her face was golden that day, like the fragrance of ripe wheat. She didn’t
say anything but just kept looking at me. That day it seemed to me that I was finished. She had woven me.”
He fell silent at this point in his story. I held out a match to light the cigarette he was holding and asked what
happened next. He lit it and replied with a deep sigh,
“I still hadn’t bought the next year’s almanac when she who had woven me herself unravelled me. She went off with
her uncle’s son.”
3
Putting a noose round his neck and hanging from the ceiling. Stabbing a knife into his belly. Taking poison.
Putting a pistol to his temple and firing it. Throwing himself in front of a moving train. None of these appealed
to him. So he had decided to commit suicide by jumping off a high building.
After several days of active investigation he had discovered the way to get to the roof of the tallest building in
the city. He was now finally on the roof and was deciding which way to jump.
He had determined to commit suicide after a great deal of thought. It wasn’t a matter of the odd day’s
consideration. In fact he had reflected on it very seriously for several years. He had talked about it to some of his
friends but they each thought that while he might intend to commit suicide, he would not be able to carry it out.
He had no cause for suicide in any quarrel or faithlessness on the part of a lover. There was just a special kind
of loneliness which wrapped itself around him even when he was sitting in company.
Besides this, he also used to cite some other reasons. For instance, that he couldn’t get his usual brand of
cigarettes in the market. He often used to complain about the girl who’d known him for years but who’d ask him
how many sugars he took when making him tea. In fact she quite often still asked him how many sugars he took
when she was making him a second cup. He had several times wondered whether she was putting it on or whether
she actually did forget. Or maybe she wanted to tell the others who were sitting there that she didn’t know how
many sugars he took in his tea. But she often did the same thing when they were alone together.
Recently a strange thing had happened. His chief had promoted a woman to the post he had expected to get. Now
he respected women. He would never forget to say “after you” to a woman before getting on a bus, before starting a
meal or on many other such occasions. But he thought differently when it came to work, where he rated competence
and ability over someone’s being a woman. Once he had phoned a government officer and been told by his PA that he
was busy and couldn’t speak to him. But when he was then phoned by a woman, the officer took the time to talk to
her.
Further prompted by such incidents, he had decided to commit suicide. He was still reflecting on his decision when
an influential man got his chief to do something illegal, but he was the one who was accused of it. He told everyone
what had really happened and loudly proclaimed his complete innocence. But he was suspended even so, and an
inquiry was started against him. He didn’t think it appropriate to wait for the decision of the committee of inquiry.
Having an idea of what the decision would be, he was now standing on the roof of the tallest building in the city
with the aim of committing suicide.
Below him the city was flowing like a river. He was seeing everything—taxis, cars, trucks, scooters, people
walking on the pavement—from such a great height for the first time in his life, as if he held the entire city in his fist.
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The city seemed to smell like a person drying his shoes in front of a fire after getting soaked in the rain. In that smell
was also mingled the fragrance of waiting and separation.
His gaze fell upon the window of a house where a girl was combing her long loose hair … Such long hair …
For a moment it seemed to him as if the girl’s hair had got tangled up with the vehicles moving quickly along the
city street. And that she was trying to free it from them when she tugged at a knot in her hair with the comb.
Then his gaze fell on a fakir who was virtually naked and who had such dense knots in his hair that it would be
quite impossible to undo them. He had seen the beggar from close on many occasions, but then he had seemed dirty.
But now he seemed very clean indeed. Beside him he had the bundle in which he collected dirty old clothes, paper
and useless objects. But the bundle now seemed to him to contain laments and complaints instead of dirty scrap
paper.
Then he suddenly saw a little girl trying to cross the road, holding her mother’s hand. But as the girl crosses
quickly, the doll she is clutching to her chest falls right in the middle of the road. Now the mother and daughter
are standing on the other side of the road and the doll is lying right in the middle. The doll is dressed in clothes
edged with gold braid and he has no difficulty in making out that the colour of the doll’s clothes is red and that
there is something sparkling in her ears, which must surely be earrings or studs.
The traffic lights change to green and now there is a risk that a car will crush the doll as it moves forward. A
taxi driver avoids the doll with great difficulty. Then the wheel of a scooter passes very close to it. A rickshaw
goes right over the doll. He puts his hand over his eyes, but when he takes it away he feels a previously unknown
sort of pleasure on seeing that the doll is quite unharmed.
Suddenly he sees a bus approaching in the distance. His heart starts beating dreadfully hard as he thinks that
the doll is not going to escape this time.
Then a boundless strength is suddenly born in him. He quickly turns and rapidly starts to descend the stairs of
the tall building in order to save the doll.
4
He bought his ticket at the same time as I did, and he sat down opposite me in the waiting room. He was waiting for
the train. When it came in and we got on, he took the seat right next to mine.
After the train started, we began chatting about one thing and another. First about the railway timetable, then about
the trains being late, then about travelling. From this talk of travel our conversation ranged ever more widely. There
was just a forest of conversation and the two of us.
He told me that when he got off at the station after a long journey, she would be waiting for him. Even if the train
got there a day late, she would still just have arrived at the station. She would be asking everyone from the stationmaster to the porter when the train was going to arrive. I asked him where they had met, even though I knew that she
was waiting for me, not for him.
“I don’t know what place it was,” he said. “The weather was unpleasant that day. There was no wind, and it was the
wrong time for the flowers to blossom. There were many other men and women there, but she recognized me and I
recognized her, although we hadn’t met before. I pretended I hadn’t recognized her. She was also pretending she
hadn’t recognized me. She still pretends she hasn’t recognized me even now, when she spends so many hours in
conversation with me, sometimes smiling and sometimes becoming sad at what I say.”
“Does she ever write to you when you are out of town?” I asked.
“Yes, she does,” he said, “but her letters are like the ones which one writes to an airline about lost luggage, or
to the municipal authorities about the filth all over the city. Have you ever written anyone a D-O letter?”
“Oh yes, of course, demi-official.”
“Well, just think of her letters as D-Os.”
“What does she look like?” I asked him.
“You've asked me a very difficult question,” he said. “She is a garden with flowers blossoming on her lips, little
brightly coloured flowers over which the butterflies of hope hover. A koel bird coos on the branch of her voice, and
her eyes blaze like the fire at the tomb of Shah Husain. Have you ever seen the Festival of Lamps there?” When I
said that I had, he went on,
“Well, she has a Festival of Lamps in her eyes. A greater festival than the one at Shah Husain’s tomb. Her
eyelids flutter like birds caught in a net. Her fancifulness is like a boy running along to rob another of his kite.
Have you ever seen a wagtail?”
“No, I haven’t,” I said, “but I have heard that it’s very striking and beautiful.”
“Imagine,” he said, “that whatever you’ve heard isn’t about the wagtail, but about her. If you still can’t get it, then
read Waris Shah’s Hir. Whatever Waris Shah said about Hir isn’t about Hir, but about her:
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Her lips are scarlet red as rubies, her chin a North-grown apple
Her locks are snakes which guard a treasure, her nose a sharp-edged dagger
Her teeth are jasmine flowers or pearls, or seeds of pomegranate
She’s a picture from Kashmir or China, a cypress-tree from heaven
Her neck a crane’s, her fingers pods, on hands as soft as plane-leaves
Her arms are kneaded butter-pats, her breast is white as marble
How could this fairy queen, this Hir, stay hidden in a thousand?

After reciting these lines from Waris Shah, he fell silent for a while. Hiding my impatience and unease, I started
thinking. Maybe she really is waiting for him instead of for me. But then I calmed myself down. No, she’s waiting for
me, not for him, even though he’s describing what she looks like. Then I broke the silence by asking how long it had
been since he parted from her.
“For as long as I was with her,” he answered, “and that’s exactly the same time as I have been travelling in search of
her. You just met up with me today. I actually met up with a man who looked exactly like you in the.waiting room
before. He travelled with me, but I don’t remember what station he got off at. Mind you don’t get off the train today
without telling me.”
“Our station’s the same,” I said, “I’m getting off there too.”
“You tell me when we get to the station,” he replied, “and I’ll tell you.”
“All right,” I said, and we both fell silent. It was a long silence. But in my heart I was thinking that she who was
waiting for one of us is the same as the one who is talked about in old books and in the poetry of the Sufis. We
seemed to be talking to each other, even though we were silent. But this silence lasted for ages. We went on and on
travelling, until one day, when there was no wind and it was the wrong time for the flowers to blossom, he shook me
and said,
“Get up, our station’s coming.” I shook him too and said,
“Get up, the station’s coming.”
The train stopped. We both quickly got off. She really had come to the station. But we both saw her going off with
somebody else.
“Who’s that?” I asked.
“I’ve no idea,” he replied.
“Come on, let’s go,” I said. “She’s left.”
“She told me with her eyes that she would come,” he said. “So you go. I’ll wait for her right here.”
We said goodbye to one another and parted. But just a little later we both bought our tickets at the same time,
and then sat in facing seats in the waiting room, trying to recognize one another.
5
A rubbish dump spreading out into the distance. Where the entire city’s rubbish gets thrown. Where all kinds of
things lie around. Broken bottles, crushed tin cans, torn clothes, gnawed bones, dead rats, bits of cardboard and paper,
dirt whose real nature would be hard to define, broken toys, mouldy pieces of bread, a chicken dead from disease,
broken shoes, a torn sweater, half a hat, rags, rotten fruit, severed goat’s ears, broken cups, worn out horseshoes, a broken
watch chain, torn newspapers and magazines, hair and dirt from the people of the city, torn socks, a dead sparrow and
heaven knows what else was lying there.
She was looking for something on the dump. As soon as her eyes fell on some scrap of cloth, she used the long spike
she held in her hand to pick it up with marvellous dexterity and to pop it into the bag hanging over her shoulder. Some
people called her names like “Gypsy”, others just called her “Ragpicker”. She was a young woman, with pendants in her
ears and rings on practically every finger. She wore bright clothes with a patchwork of little scraps of cloth sewn on
to them. She had been collecting rags for many years.
At this moment she is rummaging around in the rubbish with the spike she is holding, while just near her a feeble
dog has its front legs on a dead donkey and is trying to tear the flesh from its thigh. She looks up and sees me, and
again starts rummaging in the rubbish with her spike. Then she uses it to pick up a scrap of cloth. She puts it into her
bag.
So as to start a conversation I ask her what she’ll do with the rags. She doesn’t say anything, as if she hasn’t heard
me. I repeat my question.
“What’s it to you?” she says crossly. “Let me do what I want. Wherever I go, men always start with this sort of
thing. You get on with your business and I’ll do mine.”
Then I tell her I want to take a picture of her. She flares up and says,
“Take a photo of this rubbish, of this dead donkey, of these bones, of this hungry dog.”
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Then she turned away. From somewhere she took out a guava to eat. I started looking closely at the dump. From it
came the scent of the city’s loves and hates. The flames of the indignity of the load which the dead donkey couldn’t
carry were rising from the dump. Sighs of separation could be heard from the broken toys and torn letters. The
fragrance of unmarried girls and married women was coming from the rags. And it seemed to me that the young
woman who picked the rags was herself a scrap of cloth which had been cut off and thrown away by a girl who was
making a shirt, surrounded by broken hopes, angry regrets and soiled memories. After she had eaten the guava she
started rummaging around in the rubbish with the spike again.
“Go away, can’t you?” she said when she realized I was still standing there. ”Why don’t you go away? Doesn’t the
smell get to you?” When I told her that the smell didn’t get to me if it didn’t get to her, she laughed and said,
“Men are so crafty, such frauds. They’re one thing to start with, something else later on. Afterwards the smell of a
woman starts getting to them.”
“But why doesn’t the smell get to you?”
“Because my mother used to gather rags too.”
“And you seem like a rag yourself to me.”
“Yes, yes, that’s all that women are.”
“Don’t say that, you’ll make women angry.”
“No they won’t, they’ll know what I mean. Well I will anyway, even if they don’t. My life is in rags, my heart is in
rags, my memories are in rags. Even when he came to me I was in rags. But my heart was like a bolt of satin then,
untouched, gentle and soft. He used to pick bones.
“‘In your eyes there’s a bolt of chintz printed with red flowers,’ he said to me, ‘one nobody’s yet torn so much as a
yard of cloth from.’
“I believed him and he wrapped me in the chenille of his youth. But he was a bonepicker, wasn’t he? So his heart was
like a bone which poverty kept gnawing on like a stray bitch, while he enjoyed his raw orange liquor. He started loving
flesh as well as bones when he started living in my hut.
“‘After all that looking for bones on the dump,’ he told me, ‘I’ve found you.’
“But the raw wine made of orange liquor and the flesh addled his brain. And one day he went to pick bones and never
returned. Maybe he forgot the pleasure of picking bones once he’d got used to flesh. The rags of his memory lie scattered
over my heart, which has been like this rubbish dump ever since. But this isn’t rubbish. It’s the rubble of the broken city.
I pick my memories, collect dirt, assemble voices, and I put the broken city together again by evening. But when it
gets dark and I go to my hut and sleep, the whole city collapses again with a crash, and I get up in the morning
and begin putting it together again.”
Then she turned away and sat down on the dump. She seemed to me to be like a cloth doll which a child had
ripped up and thrown on to the dump so that her rags were scattered over the rubbish. I immediately walked
forward and began collecting the rags. But she suddenly sprang at me.
“Leave it alone!” she said, grabbing a rag out of my hand. “These are my rags. I’ll collect them myself.”
6
He’s not a professional photographer. He just takes pictures as a hobby and travels to many distant places in order to do
so. He has received awards for many of his pictures. He has hung all his award-winning pictures in his private gallery. He
says these pictures are doors. As soon as people’s gaze enters these doors, they touch the wide spaces of the far shore of
life.
But they include one which, although he has never entered for a competition, he still considers to be an award-winner.
He took it twenty-five years ago, he says. He’s now sixty and he considers his life’s entire capital to be in that picture.
“It contains all my pictures,” he says. “All the others I’ve taken are doors which everyone can enter, but this picture is a
door which only I can enter.”
What he says is absolutely correct, for the picture is just a piece of black photographic paper. But he says that for him it
is a picture which lives and moves. Whenever this makes someone smile, he fixes his gaze on the picture and says,
“This is a picture of a beautiful village girl. Look, her eyes are glittering like a firefly in a pitch dark night. Look at
her hair, like a lengthening evening. Look closely. Look closely. For on her face are all the beautiful women of the
world with their hair down. She is like a deep lake on which every boat of beauty comes and puts to shore.” When the
picture has been well covered by his words, he embarks on a different approach.
“I took this picture twenty-five years ago,” he says, “when our bus had broken down. It was a remote spot, with no
town or even a village nearby. The driver and the conductor were bent over the engine in order to fix it. Some passengers
had got off and were signalling to every passing bus to stop, having given up hope of ours. But she stayed sitting in the
bus with her mother and some other passengers. From her words which gave off the fragrance of henna, it seemed she was
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going to the city with her mother to buy things for her sister’s dowry, now that the date of the wedding had been fixed.
Then I felt as if she had taken a drum and sat in her mother’s eyes where she was singing songs for her sister’s departure
from home. But the beat of the drum did not join in with her and it seemed as if she was singing songs not for her sister’s
departure but for her own. She enfolded me in those songs too. As her mother’s eyes filled up with brightly coloured
clothes, with songs of departure from home and with tears, I realized that all the passengers had left in other buses for their
various destinations and now only the three of us were left, the girl, her mother and myself. When she suddenly looked at
me for the first time, she had in her eyes the same sort of desire to see everything for the first time as there is in a blind
man whose bandages have just been removed after an eye operation and who wants to see everything in his very first
moment of sight.
“‘It’s going to be hard to get this bus fixed now,’ her mother said. ‘Come on, let’s get another one.’
“As we got off, our faces expressed a common sense of belonging to each other. Her mother was calling me ‘son’,
having positioned her entire being in her eyes. Wrapping the border of her shawl round and round her finger, she was
trying to tie me up in it. But she was afraid of her mother watching her, so the knot was never tied up properly and I
kept falling down on the ground. She would try again. When I saw the border of her shawl I realized she had never tied
anything up in it before. The border was so clean and uncreased that she had never used it to tie up anything. Not even
an ear of maize, a chunk of farm sugar or a ball of sweetmeat, let alone words or memories. I surrendered myself
entirely to her, so that she might tie me securely in her scarf. But the henna painted on her palms for her sister’s coming
wedding felt as if it had come to be tinted by shyness, as well as the fear of her mother seeing her.
“For quite some time we just sat in silence waiting for a bus. On the horizon of the silence the wings of the brightly
coloured birds of her words could be heard fluttering. Then those birds flew gently down. They gathered twigs of love
and began to construct a nest in my heart. Every word she uttered contained a complaint, the complaint that I had
arrived late. Her expression was one of estrangement, of a lifetime’s estrangement. Most of her complaints related to
the time when she hadn’t even known me. Or to the time when she’d first covered her head with a shawl, or maybe to
when I was taking my first ever picture.
“But it was as if she was asking for a complete account of all the pictures I had ever taken which did not
include a picture of her. When I focused the camera to take her picture, I somehow felt that the camera’s heart had
begun to sink. I felt for some reason that I wouldn’t be able to take a picture of her. And that if I did, then not just
her eyes and her hair but every part of her being would somehow remain out of it. The henna on her hands was
slowly adorning my own. Then suddenly there was a click. After I’d taken a picture of her, I put my camera into
my bag.”
At this point in his tale the photographer fell silent, for he was unable to continue talking. When people asked
for the end, the story was completed by a middle-aged fellow who worked in the gallery.
“Then the three of them got on a bus,” he said. “But after it had gone a little way it was in an accident. The
photographer was among the survivors but she wasn’t. She was counted among those no longer content with life.
When the photographer opened his camera after getting back to his studio, he discovered that the entire reel had
been exposed and that instead of her picture there was just blackness. But it is not blackness for him, because in it
he can see her.”
7
It was the middle of the night. It hadn’t stopped raining for two or three days. The bazaar was as desolate and
sad as a sick heart. All the shops were shut. Only one shop was open. The shop of the heart. And someone who
had come to shop for love was sitting bundled up on the platform outside with his head wrapped in his blanket
humming this verse of Baba Farid Ganj-e-Shakar:
The streets are full of mud, Farid
But my beloved’s house is far,
To go will soak my blanket through
To stay will surely break our love

He had no idea where he was sitting. At the tomb of Baba Farid, at the gate of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar, or on the
floor of the shrine of Data Ganj Bakhsh. The rain of the Way kept falling. The begging bowl of hope was hung on the
door of his heart and the dye of awareness was oozing from his whole body. The whole universe was drowning in
the ocean of Allah Hit, Allah Hu. And his being was dancing on the point of “I Dance, I Dance”.
At this moment she climbed up on to the platform with her bag containing the alms she had collected during the
day, including some fruit and pieces of bread as well as a few coins. Gold braid taken from other people’s garments was
glittering on her clothes. The coat from a flea market reached down to her feet. Different coloured buttons and bits of
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tin foil and shiny paper were stitched onto her jacket. As soon as she set foot on the platform, a voice came from inside
the blanket saying,
“Come on in, the door is open.” The fakir woman laughed,
“Are you mad, sitting on the platform and telling me the door is open?” And she let out a loud laugh. Again the
voice came from inside the blanket saying,
“Come on in, the door is open.” She immediately let out a loud guffaw but in the very next moment she fell silent.
Again the voice came from inside the blanket saying,
“You’ve come to steal, haven’t you?” Angrily she retorted,
“Whose house is being robbed? It’s a thief's house that’s getting robbed.” The voice from inside the blanket replied,
“Yes, I am a thief. I have come out to steal the logs of vision from the forest of love. So that I can burn them and
light a blazing fire of ecstasy and intoxication. I have been searching for ages. I was only a little boy when my father
took me one day to the Data shrine. I got lost there and I’m still looking for myself today. You haven’t seen me by any
chance, have you? One day I saw myself at the festival of Sultan Bahu. I was sitting with a lot of malangs and fakirs. In
ecstasy. Out of myself. My spirit was intoxicated with rapture. But when I shook myself by the shoulder, the malangs
and fakirs started dancing, and I became lost to my own sight amongst them.
“Then I saw myself among the pigeons feeding on seed at the tomb of Shahbaz Qalandar. When I stepped forward, I
flew up with the other pigeons and perched on the ledge by the wall round the tomb, and it became hard to make out
which pigeon I was.” Silent until now, the fakir woman then said,
“It’s terribly cold.” Again the voice came from inside the blanket saying,
“It is the frost of separation in love.”
Then a dog barked, and the fakir woman was frightened. The voice from inside the blanket said,
“It is the self. It barks all the time. Do not be afraid. Hit it with the stone of faith and it will run away.”
She just stood there, absolutely silent. Again the voice said,
“You came to steal. But here it’s completely empty inside. There’s nothing at all. I bundled everything up and
threw it out. My ‘I’ was in there too. Now it’s completely empty inside and I keep dancing my dance of ecstasy there.
It is just my voices which keep coming back to dance their dance around me. Come on in, the door is open.”
She doesn’t say anything. There is a drowsy silence. The dog barks again. They are both quiet. The dog wears
itself out barking and its voice dies on the threshold of silence. Then there is a deep hush...
All of a sudden the wild sound of “I Dance” swells up and the whole city starts to jerk to the sound.
“What can I take?” she asks.
“Take whatever you want, since you came to steal. Let me see what I’ve got. Yes, there’s a bit of the Way, some
burning coals, the thirst of seeking, the forty days’ retreat of attraction, the loaf of wood, the sun of love, the cup of
an empty heart, the shawl of shame, the frost of separation. Now I’m going to parcel them all up and put them
outside my being. You can take them.”
Again the sheet of silence is stretched. After a while the fakir woman picks up the parcel and gets down off the
platform. From inside the blanket the voice says,
“She has taken everything. But I am the one who still has the fire which must be fuelled by bones. She has gone
empty handed, the mad creature.”
Flames of fire start dancing in every direction. And something is drowned in the wild sound of “I Dance.”
8
When I went to see him, he was in his room as usual. He had lived in that room for many years. The whole room
was full of books. In it there was a small bed which he used to sit on, looking like a rather large bound volume. He
raised his eyes when I entered the room, and waved me to sit down on the bed.
I took off my shoes and sat on it. I started to feel frightened of the books piled up to the ceiling.
“Don’t you feel afraid?” I asked him.
“Afraid of what?” he asked, staring fixedly at me.
“Of these books,” I said.
He looked round at the books lying everywhere, then fixed his gaze on the ones which stretched up to the
ceiling and said,
“To start with, I too used to be scared of these books. But they aren’t really books, they’re different sized houses
built by learned and educated people putting words together all the time. This pile of books is a city in which very
important men live. When I first entered it I felt naked. But I didn’t lose courage, and I spent eighty years secluded
in the city. You can take away the first twenty years, because at that time I was so afraid of books that I hardly
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went near them. I was unable to go to sleep in a room with a book in it. If I came across a bookshop when walking
I’d take a different route.
“But things have now reached the point where I might not be able to survive for a single day if you took my
books away. I’ve placed my heart between their pages. My closest and kindest friends dwell among my books.
Death often comes to my room, but my friends emerge from these books and engage him in conversation. When
he inquires after me, they hide the book of my being among these books. He spends the whole night looking for it
among them. But there is no end to the books, and he goes away again, worn out and defeated. Believe me, if I
hadn’t had so many books and if the book of my being had been out on the table by itself, death would certainly
have read me by now.”
I asked him if he believed in knowledge or in feeling. He said,
“There is a greater or lesser amount of feeling in everyone and in everything. But I believe purely in knowledge.
When I was at university a girl tried to make me believe that the true sweetness of life lies in feeling. We kept
discussing the point over a long period. I felt at the time that she was weakening me. Although she was herself
acquiring knowledge, she was a prey to feeling. It may have been this that sometimes caused her to become very
depressed. I tried to reason with her, but she went on knitting feelings. She’d get up early and stand on the hostel
balcony and scatter seeds for the birds, while I went on reading my books. She said to me that the birds were also
books, books of feelings arranged on the shelf of the heart. And that like feelings, these birds fly in the open air.
“But I rejected what she said, because I was afraid she’d lead me astray and that a day would come when she
would speak out inside me. In actual fact, she disturbed me greatly. She sat inside my books covering herself with
words and became the heartbeat of the watch I wore on my wrist. I peered into her eyes, because there was always a
torrent of feeling raging in there.”
He fell silent after this. We were quiet for a while, but when the silence became too dense I asked him,
“Which of you finally emerged victorious?”
“Neither,” he said. “I sometimes feel we both lost. Or maybe she did win, although I have never conceded
victory to her. When I’d finished my university education and set out to acquire knowledge, she came to say
goodbye and said,
“‘I wanted to save you, because you yourself will die when you acquire great knowledge, and then for the rest
of your life knowledge will roam the earth carrying your dead body on its shoulders. I’ll write to ask you if what
I’ve told you was true or false.’
“Who knows?” he went on. “Maybe it was true, but I didn’t accept it. The bird of feeling kept on getting
wet in the downpour as it sat outside the window in my room. But I didn’t look up from my book. Many
people taunted me by telling me that I’d die hugging the treasure of knowledge to myself and that my grave
would be like all other graves.” When he had finished, I asked him if the girl had ever written to him.
“No,” he answered with a deep sigh, “although I did once feel that I was waiting for that letter all the time.”
He became silent again for a long time. Before I could ask him another question, he placed the book he was
holding on the table and got up to look for another. I saw a letter peeping out of the one he’d put on the table. I
reached forward and took the letter out of the book while he gave me a sidelong look.
“This letter was delivered to me many years ago,” he said, “but I haven’t opened it yet. It may be the one from
her, asking if what she said was true or false. I haven’t opened it in case she turns out to be right and I lose.”
At that moment he seemed to me to be like a book whose last pages have been torn out.
9
It’s only an hour since I committed suicide. The poet Sylvia Plath, who committed suicide many years ago, is
sitting at the head of my bed. My mother, my wife, some female relations and one male friend are weeping bitterly,
but in Sylvia Plath’s eyes there wasn’t a single tear. Perhaps she was content with my having carried out my
suicide, since it was she who planted the seed of suicide in my thoughts and it was after reading her poetry that I
always kept making a noose for myself out of my thoughts.
But Sylvia had inveighed against the world, while my disquiet came from myself. I wanted to commit suicide in
the same way that little girls want to tie coloured ribbons in their hair or that a hunter’s son can’t wait to buy a
water pistol. After I’d learnt the details of how Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton killed themselves, suicide seemed to
me to be an everyday matter for a human being. Just like a man shaving or having a haircut. After much thought, I
reached the conclusion that suicide was something as basic as staying alive. But I decided that when I committed
suicide I would do so in the autumn, because I thought no season was better suited to separation.
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But whenever autumn came the scent of separation spread throughout the city. And that scent had the same
effect on me as opium on a fakir or a malang. I have always been addicted to the intoxicating scent of separation,
which so transports me that I no longer remain aware of my surroundings. I keep dancing wildly inside myself.
Anyway, it was in this intoxication that many autumns passed without my being able to commit suicide. This
time, I thought, I’ll commit suicide at the very beginning, as soon as the autumn begins and the intoxicating scent
of separation gradually begins to build up. And so this time I was successful in my aim.
Now it[s an hour and ten minutes since I committed suicide, and Sylvia Plath is still sitting at the head of my
bed. Worn out with weeping, the women of my family have begun to utter laments for me. Even now there is not
the slightest sign or trace of tears in the farthest reaches of Sylvia’s eyes. They are suffused with the enjoyment of
suicide and she seems to want to say,
“It was good that you didn’t commit suicide because of something you couldn’t do anything about, or because
you had become oppressed by circumstances, but that you committed suicide just for the sake of doing so.
Otherwise your suicide would have counted as one of those so-called ‘suicides’ which are committed to obtain
deliverance from sufferings. Such suicides are meaningless.”
Now it’s an hour and fifteen minutes since I committed suicide and it is time for the post. The postman is due
at any moment. Maybe there’s a letter from her in the post today, but what’s the use now? It would have been
another matter if I’d got a letter from her before the beginning of autumn. Letters written out of season are like
poison to me. It’s like someone sitting in a waiting room waiting for a train after it’s already left. Such letters have
no more importance than a prayer for forgiveness.
And now the phone rings. Maybe it is a call from her. Now someone’s going to tell her I’ve committed suicide.
Then she’ll realize how long she’s left it to phone. The phone is ringing continuously and no one is picking it up. No
one has any idea how important a call it is, even more important than my suicide. Sylvia Plath is sitting at the head
of my bed. Exactly as on the day of her suicide, when Anne Sexton who had herself committed suicide must have
been sitting at the head of Sylvia’s bed.
Now the phone has stopped ringing. The postman still hasn’t called. After expressing their condolences, my
friends have left with a mention to my family of their other commitments. They must now be sitting in some hotel
entertaining themselves by recalling all sorts of things about me. Sylvia Plath is in no hurry. Immersed in the
enjoyment of suicide, she is engaged in mourning. Some of my relatives are going over what had happened today
and saying,
“Why on earth did he do it? He committed suicide, but so far as can be seen there doesn’t seem to have been any
reason for him to do so. He was a tough character. He had plenty of opportunities earlier in his life if he had to
commit suicide—when his father died and he suffered great distress because of being poor. Or when he’d done his
MA and went everywhere in desperate search of a job. But now what was it that made him take such a big decision,
just like that?”
A young man has come and sat down next to the weeping women. He’s been given the duty of informing people of my
death. He’s looking for the keys to my car so that he can deliver the news of my death quickly to the places which my family
think important. I can’t remember myself where I put my car keys. Maybe they were in my coat pocket. Without thinking I
put my hand in my coat pocket and then started the car. But as soon as I put it into gear, she said,
“No, stop. First promise that you will never think about suicide.”
Then it seemed that autumn was over and now I’d again have to wait for autumn in order to commit suicide.
117.51 Decoy\fn{by Mirza Athar Baig (1950-

)}

Sharaqpur, Shaikhupur District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 4

A face-scorching gust of hot air whipped through the deserted village lanes. The dog’s tongue lolled a little
further as he lay panting under the shade of the well’s rim, his body slothfully stretched on the cool damp earth.
He yelped pitifully, as if to register his animal protest at the intensity of the heat.
Manzoor Ali heaved up his travel bag and transferred it to the other hand, glanced at the dog, then ran his eyes
down the deserted village lanes.
“These lanes are as desolate on summer afternoons as in winter evenings,” he thought. “The only difference is
that in the winter the dogs become more persistent. Perhaps because of the cold.”
Thinking of the cold reminded him of countries with a cold climate and the dogs there.
“Those poor mutts have never known what it is to pant,” he thought. “What do they know of the luxury of a
flapping tongue dripping saliva? This is reserved only for our hot dogs … hot dogs? But they are meant to be
eaten! Hot dogs.”
Manzoor Ali jerked uneasily out of his reverie.
“What nonsense! Perhaps the mile and a half to the village in the sun has taken it’s silent toll. I’m sure I have
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been affected by sunstroke or something.”
He negotiated the narrow angle of a lane so hastily that his bag crashed against the mud walls. A chunk of
smooth mud plaster compounded with straw fell to the ground. He heaved his bag from one hand to the other.
Now, from a distance, he could see the door to his home and already feel the roundness of the protruding wooden
pole in his hand. A little later he would turn it to open the door and enter home.
“Mother will be resting after her morning’s labor. Father will be away in the fields. He’ll be occupied in
storing the grains of wheat. My mother will awaken at the sound of my footsteps. She’ll do all that mothers the
world over do at their son’s arrival. Her joy will cause me pain. I am in pain. How will I tell her that my latest
plans to become a big man with a high social standing have also failed? I have not been able to get that post in the
customs department which can overnight change a man’s destiny. I have to stay the way I am. The way I have
been. Am. Have been. Will be. Mother will be sleeping,” he thought. A leaping gust of hot air set Manzoor Ali’s
ears on fire.
Manzoor Ali’s mother was a living legend in the village. She was an old-fashioned middle school teacher who
had arrived in the village school a long time ago. When she had tired of stoking the furnace of learning in the
children of the area and stamping them at each ascending level, she had married the eldest son of a middling land
owner. It seemed that finally she had everything in her possession. The village. Children. Land. She never wearied of her work now. For thirty years she cultivated learning in the young fertile minds of district Daulatpur. Many
of the saplings planted by her were now laden with the sweet, succulent fruit of respect, fame, and high standing.
And what of her own sapling, her own Manzoor Ali? All those watching his growth said,
“He’s the wise son of a wise mother. Watch and see, he will rise far. He’ll garner much wealth.”
That was the time when the sapling was sprouting dense foliage, the leaves were verdant, and the fruit bursting
forth in uncontrollable abundance. Then who knows what poison creeper of doubt clung to him that the leaves of
the promising plant began to yellow and sere. The roots of his thoughts plumbed the waterlogged and saline earth
and the fruit fell to the ground before ripening.
“Another few steps, then I’m home,” he thought.
The front door was now directly facing Manzoor All. With a filthy palm he wiped the sweat flowing straight
from his brow into his eyes and stepped forward.
Knock, knock. Slam. Bang. A door from one of the neighboring houses flew open and Manzoor Ali’s feet stood
still in the blazing sun.
In the frame of the open door, panting like a dog, stood Razia, the daughter of Almay the fisherman. It was not
her tongue but her eyes that were popping out. Eyes that were a mixture of helplessness, terror, and the impending
shadow of an unknown disaster. Manzoor Ali stood in the blistering heat of the afternoon sun, body taut in the
expectation of bad news. He looked, amazed and anxious, at the still girl in the door frame.
“He’s dead,” burst from the girl’s lips. Her shirt was soaked in sweat and her body shook in the heat as if in the
chill of winter.
“Razia, are you in your senses? What has happened? Is everything well? Who is dead?” Putting his bag to one
side Manzoor Ali fired a barrage of questions at her in one breath.
The girl looked at him as if she had seen him for the first time.
“You? Bau\fn{A note reads: Punjabi for babu, the villager’s respectful form of addressing Manzoor since he had come from the city
and was educated.} Manzoor? When did you arrive from the city? I have killed him. Oh, Lala will break all my
bones. He’s gone to the animal doctor.”
“I’m coming from the city. What are you going on about? What has happened? Tell me some details. Speak
clearly.”
“Inside. There.” The girl pointed to the inner courtyard, disappearing inside in a flash.
The familiar smell of cow dung and piss. The straw hut. The heavy buffalo standing near the trough. The
scattered fodder. The walls. Manzoor Ali looked questioningly at Razia who was staring into space, eyes bulging.
And then he saw him and knew immediately that he was dead. Next to the wall sprawled the dead calf, body
gleaming in the sunshine. His teeth were visible through his half-open mouth and flies buzzed around his lifeless
eyes, hooded beneath muddy lids. His raw form, covered with soft brown hair, showed that he had scarcely
covered a few days between birth and death.
Manzoor took a breath, somewhat relieved.
“I had thought something else. How did he die?”
“Because of me. I am the unfortunate one. I had gone for gleaning. Noor Shah’s wheat had been harvested
yesterday. I thought, there will be lots of fallen ears left behind, let me pick them. I was greedy. He was tied in the
sun. The whole afternoon. I came back to this. When Lala left to get medicine for the buffalo he told me, ‘if you
have to go anywhere tie him up under the thatch.’ Oh, now he’ll break my bones.”
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Manzoor Ali saw she was on the verge of tears. Feeling rather foolish he said,
“Don’t worry. So what if this has happened? Come and talk to my mother.”
Manzoor Ali was half dead with fatigue from the journey and the intensity of the heat. He listened absently to
the emotional conversation between Razia and his mother while eating his meal. Getting up he quickly went to lie
on the string cot in the corner of the room. His mother looked at him lovingly and hopefully asked the question he
had been waiting for.
“What came of it, son?”
“Nothing,” he said in a venomous tone and turned over to face the wall. He felt his mother’s voice falter.
Outside voices faded into the distance as he shrank into himself. There in the dust-laden past raged a storm of
countless scenarios and voices.
Mother … the village school … mother’s school … the city … college … classes … degrees … friens …
intellectual discussions … failure … the first one, the second, third … books … and more books … defeat …
alienation … more books … upper division clerk … mother’s hopes … father’s rage … desires … chains …
Nothing … Nothingness.
“I don’t give a damn.”
“You have a lot of talent within you. The truth is you are unable to focus it on a specific objective,” Jamil had
said.
“I don’t know if I have talent or not. The fact is no goal, no plan is able to retain its hold on me for any length
of time. This business of making a career and new plans for it and stuff like that only excites me temporarily, then
it dies of its own accord. Like a seed that shrivels before growing.”
“Is the seed or the earth at fault?”
“I don’t know.”
“Why don’t you appear for the competitive examination?”
“What’s the use? I have no desire to raise my status to the ceiling.”
“You’re crazy.”
Almay the fisherman’s dead calf lying in the sun. Razia’s broken bones. The twine of the string cot cutting into
his bones. Heat. Extreme heat. Manzoor Ali squirmed restlessly on the bed and then the tired flesh was overtaken
by sleep. The noise and tumult in his consciousness dimmed. He slept and kept on sleeping till evening.
The same evening there was a crisis at Almay the fisherman’s house. Passing the house in the lane, Manzoor
Ali heard a mixture of female shrieks, male swearing, and buffalo belches, and understood that the calf’s death
was providing the backdrop for the breaking of Razia’s bones. He leapt into Almay’s home.
A few villagers were standing around and the body of the dead calf still lay there. The sun by now had taken its
toll. The peeling hide, the dimming of the eyes, and the buzzing of the flies had increased manifold. Razia stood
in one corner with a swollen face. Almay, clasping a rusty metal bucket, was crouched near the hind legs of the
buffalo, moving like a grasshopper in an attempt to find an angle for the bucket near the buffalo’s flank while
reaching for it’s udder. He made another attempt. Feeling a human hand on her udders the buffalo bellowed
furiously. Shaking her bulk she moved to one side, the heavy chain around her neck clanked loudly, and Almay
gave a muffled shriek. The buffalo’s foot had crushed his toe. A mad fury descended on him. Throwing the bucket
to one side he seized a stout stick and started raining blows on the buffalo.
“Stop it, oh Almay! Are you crazy? Her insides are already shaken up. On top of it you are beating her with
this stout stick. Do you intend to lose her as well? Get back,” Hanifa the cowherd roared, seizing the stick from
Almay’s hand. An expert on the ailments of female buffaloes and their attendant psychology, he had been
observing the proceedings with a critical eye for quite a while now.
“There is a difference between one buffalo and the next. This is a very obstinate buffalo. Leave alone
vanquishing her, this one will not let you touch her …”
Roundly cursing the buffalo, and then turning to let loose on Razia, Almay spoke in anguished tones.
“The calf would have fetched at least two thousand after a year but this wretch Rajjo … The calf has slipped
from our grasp and now this buffalo is being obstinate. The motherf_____”
“Stop it now. Don’t spew such filth. We’ll do something. So what if the calf is dead. It had to go. Look at the
heat, it’s like Judgment Day. This heat kills men, what do you say, Bau Manzoor? Don’t you worry, Almay, we’ll
bring the buffalo around. We’ll drive out all her stubbornness. We’ll make a mora, a decoy.”
As soon as Razia had left, Manzoor Ali asked Hanifa the cowherd,
“What is this decoy, uncle?”
“Well done Bau Manzoor. Well done. You were born and bred in the village and you still don’t know? Listen
son, when the buffalo gives birth to a calf it is first brought to its mother’s udders so that the stream of milk is
established and the buffalo is reassured. Later you can set it apart and take as much milk as you like from her. But
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if by the will of God the calf dies, then the buffalo will not give milk. No. No. No. It becomes very perverse.
Won’t let you near her.”
Hanifa sighed deeply and continued with his dramatic account.
“The wise ones now do this: whichever is born, a male or female calf, they remove it’s hide, stuff it with straw
and create a make-belief calf and before milking they place it near the buffalo. They put it near her face on her
udders. The buffalo becomes submissive. Now you can take as much milk as you like. All’s well that ends well.
Understood?”
“Understood,” said Manzoor Ali haltingly. “But uncle, can’t the buffalo distinguish between the real and the
make-believe?”
Hanifa gave a heaven-shattering guffaw.
“You guys are too much. It’s an animal, son. A non-human being. How do you expect it to have so much
intelligence? God Almighty has only blessed us humans with intelligence.”
Manzoor Ali had left home intending to catch up with old friends and roam around, but the events that had
unfolded at the Almay home had cast a spell on him. Still as an image, he watched the whole process, from the
removal of the hide to the straw-filled reincarnation. He was, he felt, in the heart of a dense, terrifying African
jungle seeing bloody voodoo rites being performed by savage people. He watched with loathing and horror as the
filthy piles of entrails, pancreas, and stinking meat grew and the hideous “thing” was constructed from the hide, in
no way resembling either a dead or living calf.
“It’s fine. Let’s take it,” hailed the witch doctor.
By the feeble light of the lantern Hanifa the cowherd and Fazla the sweeper approached the buffalo with expert
slowness. Her udders were on the verge of bursting and her veins were stiff with carrying the painful load of
creation. With practiced quickness both of them placed the dummy near the buffalo’s face and stepped back. The
buffalo looked lugibrously at them and shook her huge head furiously.
“What happens next? What happens next?” A single question reverberated in Manzoor Ali’s mind.
As the dummy approached the buffalo’s snout an odor made her nostrils flare and her head froze. A moment
passed, another and yet another. Many moments went by. Then Manzoor Ali witnessed an astonishing
transformation take place in her body. Her taut body began slackening. Her tail drooped. Instead of the bellowing
a strange sound emerged from her throat. She put out her long tongue slowly and started to lick the lifeless hide of
the hideous straw-filled image.
“Get the bucket,” Hanifa instructed Almay the fisherman. He was already armed with the bucket. Limping
from the pain in his toe and hobbling crookedly like a wounded thief, he approached the buffalo with great
caution and reached fearfully for her udders.
There was no resistance now. No rebellion. No restlessness. No dread. No wildness. No rage. Nothing.
When Manzoor Ali reached home late at night his mother was waiting for him. His father, half prone on the
cot, was also awake.
“What took you so long, son?” his mother asked. “I was at Almay’s. They were making … what do you call it
… a mora.'
“And you stood there and watched them play around with filth. Were they able to collect the milk?”
“Yes.”
“Shall I fetch you your meal?” Mother asked.
“Please.”
“What are you thinking? Why so quiet?”
“Nothing, mother.”
“I hear you were unsuccessful this time around as well.” His father took a deep pull at the dying water-pipe.
“So what if I was unsuccessful. The heavens won’t fall.”
“Here, have your food.”
“All right.”
“Here, come and sit next to me,” said his father, making space for him on the cot.
“All right.”
“Son, how does one become a magistrate? Remember the Malik’s son Arshad? Your mother managed to get
him to pass his fifth. I hear he has become a magistrate.”
“It’s an examination. You have to pass it.” Manzoor Ali struggled to push the morsel down his throat.
“Even when you have passed sixteen classes, you still have to take an examination?”
“You don’t exhaust learning in sixteen classes.” Mother attempted to explain this truth to her illiterate husband.
“Appear for the competitive examination,” Jamil had said.
“What's the use? I am not interested in pushing my status to the ceiling.”
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“What have you gained from all this study, son? Even Majid the dry-goods merchant is able to make six
hundred rupees a month. And he’s an illiterate like me,” said his father, dispiritedly pushing aside the stem of his
dying water-pipe.
“Don’t worry him about these issues now. When are you going back son?”
“Tomorrow, mother, by the two o’clock bus.”
*
The village lanes were deserted again. A fire-laden wind whistled through them, shaking the leaves on the old
peepal tree, resurrecting in Manzoor Ali’s mind the prancing female spirits of his childhood. Bag in hand, his
weary steps entered the dusty lanes that led to the road.
“If I catch the bus on time, I should be in the city by four o’clock. From tomorrow things will go back to what
they were. Will continue to be. The filthy eyes of the superintendent with the neck like a vulture. The noose of
IN/OUT on the table. End of the day. Evening. Friends. Books.”
Manzoor Ali was returning to normalcy. Talent. Confidence. Learning. The dry springs of intelligence sprouted
in the mind’s crematorium, sweeping away the consuming ashes of a previous idleness. Like always a seed of
ambition began to germinate among the ashes.
“Why don’t I take the examination,” he thought, and for a few furlongs of the way the sapling in his mind
laden with sweet, succulent fruit swayed in the dense cool shade comfortably, calmly and oblivious of its surroundings. He reached out to pluck the fruit. It was like putting his hands on the poisonous fangs of a rearing snake.
The inner shade receded and a terrifying, shriveling agony took over, plucking him up and flinging him out in the
blistering sun.
“It’s hot as hell,” he thought. He seemed to be wearing shoes made of rough copper or iron. He was waking on
lava.
“Something is bound to happen to me today. You wanted to reach for the ceiling. Well done! No way. No way
at all. I have no interest in anything … no plan retains its hold on me for long. As if the seed shrivels before
germinating. Is it the fault of the seed or the earth? You’re crazy.”
Every pore of his flesh was on fire. Confused and anxious, he rubbed his palms over his face. His skin was
drooping and becoming slack as if the flesh was dropping off and turning to pulp. His brain was clouded and he
felt his spine stiffening.
“What will happen now? What will happen now? How hot it is. It has never been this hot. Have I got
sunstroke? It was this heat that got Almay the fisherman’s calf … this heat can kill men, what do you say, Bau
Manzoor?” he asked himself.
At the moment when the heavens were raining fire and the earth was a bed of smouldering embers, he was
caught in the midst of the devouring flames. From the smoke of his smouldering consciousness emerged countless
witch doctors, dancing to the savage beat of a single word, “De … De … Decoy!!”
44.202 Excellent Things In Women\fn{by Sara Suleri Goodyear (1953Pakistan (F) 8

)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,

Leaving Pakistan was, of course, tantamount to giving up the company of women. I can tell this only to someone like Anita, in all the faith that she will understand, as we go perambulating through the grimness of New
Haven and feed on the pleasures of our conversational way. Dale, who lives in Boston, would also understand.
She will one day write a book about the stern and secretive life of breastfeeding and is partial to fantasies that
culminate in an abundance of resolution. And Fawzi, with a grimace of recognition, knows because she knows the
impulse to forget.
To a stranger or an acquaintance, however, some vestigial remoteness obliges me to explain that my reference
is to a place where the concept of woman was not really part of an available vocabulary: we were too busy for
that, just living, and conducting precise negotiations with what it meant to be a sister or a child or a wife or a
mother or a servant. By this point admittedly I am damned by my own discourse, and doubly damned when I add
yes, once in a while, we naturally thought of ourselves as women, but only in some perfunctory biological way
that we happened on perchance. Or else it was a hugely practical joke, we thought, hidden somewhere among our
clothes. But formulating that definition is about as impossible as attempting to locate the luminous qualities of an
Islamic landscape, which can on occasion generate such aesthetically pleasing moments of life. My audience is
lost, and angry to be lost, and both of us must find some token of exchange for this failed conversation. I try to lay
the subject down and change its clothes, but before I know it, it has sprinted off evilly in the direction of ocular
evidence. It goads me into saying, with the defiance of a plea:
“You did not deal with Dadi.”
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Dadi, my father’s mother, was born in Meerut toward the end of the last century. She was married at sixteen
and widowed in her thirties, and by her latter decades could never exactly recall how many children she had
borne. When India\fn{British India.} was partitioned, in August of 1947, she moved her thin pure Urdu into the
Punjab of Pakistan and waited for the return of her eldest son, my father. He had gone careening off to a place
called Inglestan, or England, fired by one of the several enthusiasms made available by the proliferating talk of
independence. Dadi was peeved. She had long since dispensed with any loyalties larger than the pitiless give-andtake of people who are forced to live together in the same place, and she resented independence for the distances
it made. She was not among those who, on the fourteenth of August, unfurled flags and festivities against the
backdrop of people running and cities burning. About that era she would only say, looking up sour and cryptic
over the edge of her Quran:
“And I was also burned.”
She was, but that came years later.
By the time I knew her, Dadi with her flair for drama had allowed life to sit so heavily upon her back that her
spine wilted and froze into a perfect curve, and so it was in the posture of a shrimp that she went scuttling through
the day. She either scuttled or did not: it all depended on the nature of her fight with the Devil. There were days
when she so hated him that all she could do was stretch herself out straight and tiny on her bed, uttering most
awful imprecation. Sometimes, to my mother’s great distress, Dadi could berate Satan in full eloquence only after
she had clambered on top of the dining-room table and lain there like a little molding centerpiece. Satan was to
blame: he had after all made her older son linger long enough in Inglestan to give up his rightful wife, a cousin,
and take up instead with a white-legged woman. Satan had stolen away her only daughter Ayesha when Ayesha
lay in childbirth. And he’d sent her youngest son to Swaziland, or Switzerland; her thin hand waved away such
sophistries of name.
God she loved, and she understood him better than anyone. Her favorite days were those when she could
circumnavigate both the gardener and my father, all in the solemn service of her God. With a pilfered knife, she’d
wheedle her way to the nearest sapling in the garden, some sprightly poplar or a newly planted eucalyptus. She’d
squat, she’d hack it down, and then she’d peel its bark away until she had a walking stick, all white and virgin and
her own. It drove my father into tears of rage. He must have bought her a dozen walking sticks, one for each of
our trips to the mountains, but it was like assembling a row of briar pipes for one who will not smoke: Dadi had
different aims. Armed with implements of her own creation, she would creep down the driveway unperceived to
stop cars and people on the street and give them all the gossip that she had on God.
Food, too, could move her to intensities. Her eyesight always took a sharp turn for the worse over meals—she
could point hazily at a perfectly ordinary potato and murmur with Adamic reverence:
“What is it, what is it called?”
With some shortness of manner one of us would describe and catalog the items on the table.
“Alu ka bhartha,” Dadi repeated with wonderment and joy; “Yes, Saira Begum, you can put some here. Not
too much,” she’d add pleadingly. For ritual had it that the more she demurred, the more she expected her plate to
be piled with an amplitude her own politeness would never allow. The ritual happened three times a day.
We pondered it but never quite determined whether food or God constituted her most profound delight.
Obvious problems, however, occurred whenever the two converged. One such occasion was the Muslim festival
called Eid—not the one that ends the month of fasting, but the second Eid, which celebrates the seductions of the
Abraham story in a remarkably literal way. In Pakistan, at least, people buy sheep or goats beforehand and fatten
them up for weeks with delectables. Then, on the appointed day, the animals are chopped, in place of sons, and
neighbors graciously exchange silver trays heaped with raw and quivering meat. Following Eid prayers the men
come home, and the animal is killed, and shortly thereafter rush out of the kitchen steaming plates of grilled lung
and liver, of a freshness quite superlative.
It was a freshness to which my Welsh mother did not immediately take. She observed the custom but discerned
in it a conundrum that allowed no ready solution. Liberal to an extravagant degree on thoughts abstract, she found
herself to be remarkably squeamish about particular things. Chopping up animals for God was one. She could not
locate the metaphor and was uneasy when obeisance played such a truant to the metaphoric realm. My father the
writer quite agreed: he was so civilized in those days.
Dadi didn’t agree. She pined for choppable things. Once she made the mistake of buying a baby goat and
bringing him home months in advance of Eid. She wanted to guarantee the texture of his festive flesh by a daily
feeding of tender peas and clarified butter. Ifat, Shahid, and I greeted a goat into the family with boisterous
rapture, and soon after he ravished us completely when we found him at the washingline nonchalantly eating
Shahid’s pajamas. Of course there was no argument: the little goat was our delight, and even Dadi knew there was
no killing him. He became my brother’s and my sister’s and my first pet, and he grew huge, a big and grinning
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thing.
Years after, Dadi had her will. We were old enough, she must have thought, to set the house sprawling,
abstracted, into a multitude of secrets. This was true, but still we all noticed one another’s secretive ways. When,
the day before Eid, our Dadi disappeared, my brothers and sisters and I just shook our heads. We hid the fact from
my father, who at this time of life had begun to equate petulance with extreme vociferation. So we went about our
jobs and tried to be Islamic for a day. We waited to sight moons on the wrong occasion, and watched the food
come into lavishment. Dried dates change shape when they are soaked in milk, and carrots rich and strange turn
magically sweet when deftly covered with green nutty shavings and smatterings of silver. Dusk was sweet as we
sat out, the day’s work done, in an evening garden. Lahore spread like peace around us. My father spoke, and
when Papa talked, it was of Pakistan. But we were glad, then, at being audience to that familiar conversation, till
his voice looked up, and failed. There was Dadi making her return, and she was prodigal. Like a question mark
interested only in its own conclusions, her body crawled through the gates. Our guests were spellbound, then they
looked away. Dadi, moving in her eerie crab formations, ignored the hangman’s rope she firmly held as behind
her in the gloaming minced, hugely affable, a goat.
That goat was still smiling the following day when Dadi’s victory brought the butcher, who came and went just
as he should on Eid. The goat was killed and cooked: a scrawny beast that required much cooking and never
melted into succulence, he winked and glistened on our plates as we sat eating him on Eid. Dadi ate, that is: Papa
had taken his mortification to some distant corner of the house; Ifat refused to chew on hemp; Tillat and Irfan
gulped their baby sobs over such a slaughter.
“Honestly,” said Mamma, “honestly.”
For Dadi had successfully cut through tissues of festivity just as the butcher slit the goat, but there was something else that she was eating with that meat. I saw it in her concentration; I know that she was making God talk
to her as to Abraham and was showing him what she could do—for him—to sons. God didn’t dare, and she ate on
alone.
Of those middle years it is hard to say whether Dadi was literally left alone or whether her bodily presence
always emanated a quality of being apart and absorbed. In the winter I see her alone, painstakingly dragging her
straw mat out to the courtyard at the back of the house and following the rich course of the afternoon sun. With
her would go her Quran, a metal basin in which she could wash her hands, and her ridiculously heavy spouted
waterpot, that was made of brass. None of us, according to Dadi, were quite pure enough to transport these particular items, but the rest of her paraphernalia we were allowed to carry out. These were baskets of her writing and
sewing materials and her bottle of pungent and Dadi-like bitter oils, with which she’d coat the papery skin that
held her brittle bones. And in the summer, when the night created an illusion of possible coolness and everyone
held their breath while waiting for a thin and intermittent breeze, Dadi would be on the roof, alone. Her summer
bed was a wooden frame latticed with a sweet-smelling rope, much aerated at its foot. She’d lie there all night
until the wild monsoons would wake the lightest and the soundest sleeper into a rapturous welcome of rain.
In Pakistan, of course, there is no spring but only a rapid elision from winter into summer, which is analogous
to the absence of a recognizable loneliness from the behavior of that climate. In a similar fashion it was hard to
distinguish between Dadi with people and Dadi alone: she was merely impossibly unable to remain unnoticed. In
the winter, when she was not writing or reading, she would sew for her delight tiny and magical reticules out of
old silks and fragments she had saved, palm-sized cloth bags that would unravel into the precision of secret and
more secret pockets. But none such pockets did she ever need to hide, since something of Dadi always remained
intact, however much we sought to open her. Her discourse, for example, was impervious to penetration, so that
when one or two of us remonstrated with her in a single hour, she never bothered to distinguish her replies.
Instead she would pronounce generically and prophetically:
“The world takes on a single face.”
“Must you, Dadi—” I’d begin, to be halted then by her great complaint:
“The world takes on a single face.”
It did. And often it was a countenance of some delight, for Dadi also loved the accidental jostle with things
belligerent. As she went perambulating through the house, suddenly she’d hear Shahid, her first grandson, telling
me or one of my sisters we were vile, we were disgusting women. And Dadi, who never addressed anyone of us
girls without first conferring the title of lady—so we were “Teellat Begum,” “Nuzhat Begum,” “Ifat Begum,”
“Saira Begum”—would halt in reprimand and tell her grandson never to call her granddaughters women.
“What else shall I call them, men?” Shahid yelled.
“Men!” said Dadi, “Men! There is more goodness in a woman’s little finger than in the benighted mind of
man.”
“Hear, hear, Dadi! Hanh, hanh, Dadi!” my sisters cried.
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“For men,” said Dadi, shaking the name off her fingertips like some unwanted water, “live as though they were
unsuckled things. And heaven,” she grimly added, “is the thing Muhammad says (peace be upon him) lies beneath
the feet of women!”
“But he was a man,” Shahid still would rage, if he weren’t laughing, as all of us were laughing, while Dadi sat
among us as a belle or a May queen.
Toward the end of the middle years my father stopped speaking to his mother, and the atmosphere at home
appreciably improved. They secretly hit upon a novel histrionics that took the place of their daily battle. They
chose the curious way of silent things: twice a day Dadi would leave her room and walk the long length of the
corridor to my father’s room. There she merely peered round the door, as though to see if he were real. Each time
she peered, my father would interrupt whatever adult thing he might be doing in order to enact a silent paroxysm,
an elaborate facial pantomime of revulsion and affront. At teatime in particular, when Papa would want the world
to congregate in his room, Dadi came to peer her ghostly peer. Shortly thereafter conversation was bound to
fracture, for we could not drown the fact that Dadi, invigorated by an outcast’s strength, was sitting alone in the
dining room, chanting an appeal:
“God give me tea, God give me tea.”
At about this time Dadi stopped smelling old and smelled instead of something equivalent to death. It would
have been easy to notice if she had been dying, but instead she conducted the change as a refinement, a subtle
gradation, just as her annoying little stove could shift its hanging odors away from smoke and into ash. During the
middle years there had been something more defined about her being, which sat in the world as solely its own
context. But Pakistan increasingly complicated the question of context, as though history, like a pestilence, forbid
any definition outside relations to its fevered sleep. So it was simple for my father to ignore the letters that Dadi
had begun to write to him every other day in her fine wavering script, letters of advice about the house or the
children or the servants. Or she transcribed her complaint:
“Oh my son, Zia. Do you think your son, Shahid, upon whom God bestow a thousand blessing, should be
permitted to lift up his grandmother’s chair and carry it into the courtyard when his grandmother is seated in it?”
She had cackled in a combination of delight and virgin joy when Shahid had so transported her, but that little
crackling sound she omitted from her letter. She ended it, and all her notes, with her single endearment. It was a
phrase to halt and arrest when Dadi actually uttered it: her solitary piece of tenderness was an injunction, really, to
her world:
“Keep on living,” she would say.
Between that phrase and the great Dadi conflagration comes the era of the trying times. They began in the
winter war of 1971, when East Pakistan became Bangladesh and Indira Gandhi hailed the demise of the twonation theory. Ifat’s husband was off fighting, and we spent the war together with her father-in-law, the brigadier,
in the pink house on the hill. It was an ideal location for antiaircraft guns, so there was a bevy of soldiers and
weaponry installed upon our roof. During each air raid the brigadier would stride purposefully into the garden and
bark commands at them, as though the crux of the war rested upon his stiff upper lip. Then Dacca fell, and
General Yahya\fn{Agha Muhammad Yahya Khan. He had been in power from March, 1979 to December 20, 1971 .} came on
television to resign the presidency and concede defeat.
“Drunk, by God!” barked the brigadier as we sat watching. “Drunk!”
The following morning General Yahya’s mistress came to mourn with us over breakfast, lumbering in draped
with swathes of overscented silk. The brigadier lit an English cigarette—he was frequently known to avow that
Pakistani cigarettes gave him a cuff\fn{Cough.}—and bit on his moustache.
“Yes,” he barked, “these are trying times.”
“Oh yes, Gul,” Yahya’s mistress wailed, “these are such trying times.” She gulped on her own eloquence, her
breakfast bosom quaked, and then resumed authority over that dangling sentence.
“It is so trying,” she continued, “I find it so trying, it is trying to us all, to live in these trying, trying times.”
Ifat’s eyes met mine in complete accord: mistress transmogrified to muse; Bhutto\fn{ Zulfikar Ali Bhutto (19281979), President and Prime Minister of Pakistan (1971-1977).} returned from the UN to put Yahya under house arrest and
become the first elected president of Pakistan; Ifat’s husband went to India as a prisoner of war for two years; my
father lost his newspaper. We had entered the era of the trying times.
Dadi didn’t notice the war, just as she didn’t really notice the proliferation of her great-grandchildren, for Ifat
and Nuzzi conceived at the drop of a hat and kept popping babies out for our delight. Tillat and I felt favored at
this vicarious taste of motherhood: we learned to become that enviable personage, a khala, mother’s sister, and
when our married sisters came to visit with their entourage, we reveled in the exercise of khala—love. I once
asked Dadi how many sisters she had had. She looked up through the oceanic grey of her cataracted eyes and
answered:
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“I forget.”
The children helped, because we needed distraction, there being then in Pakistan a musty taste of defeat to all
our activities. The children gave us something, but they also took something away—they initiated a slight displacement of my mother. Because her grandchildren would not speak any English, she could not read stories as of
old. Urdu always remained a shyness on her tongue, and as the babies came and went she let something of her
influence imperceptibly recede, as though she occupied an increasingly private space. Her eldest son was in
England by then, so Mamma found herself assuming the classic posture of an Indian woman who sends away her
sons and runs the risk of seeing them succumb to the great alternatives represented by the West. It was a position
that preoccupied her; and without my really noticing what was happening, she quietly handed over many of her
wifely duties to her two remaining daughters—to Tillat and to me. In the summer, once the ferocity of the
afternoon sun had died down, it was her pleasure to go out into the garden on her own. There she would stand, absorbed and abstracted, watering the driveway and breathing in the heady smell of water on hot dust. I’d watch her
often, from my room upstairs.
We were aware of something, of a reconfiguration in the air, but could not exactly tell where it would lead us.
Dadi now spoke mainly to herself; even the audience provided by the deity had dropped away. Somehow there
wasn’t proper balance between the way things came and the way they went, as Halima the cleaning woman knew
full well when she looked at me intently, asking a question that had no question in it:
“Do I grieve, or do I celebrate?”
Halima had given birth to her latest son the night her older child died in screams of meningitis; once heard,
never to be forgotten. She came back to work a week later, and we were talking as we put away the family’s
winter clothes into vast metal trunks. For in England, they would call it spring.
We felt a quickening urgency of change drown our sense of regular direction, as though something were bound
to happen soon but not knowing what it would be was making history nervous. And so we were not really that
surprised, then, to find ourselves living through the summer of the trials by fire. It climaxed when Dadi went up in
a little ball of flames, but somehow sequentially related were my mother’s trip to England to tend her dying
mother, and the night I beat up Tillat, and the evening I nearly castrated my little brother, runt of the litter, seriouseyed Irfan.
It was an accident on both our parts. I was in the kitchen, so it must have been a Sunday, when Allah Ditta the
cook took the evenings off. He was a mean-spirited man with an incongruously delicate touch when it came to
making food. On Sunday at midday he would bluster one of us into the kitchen and show us what he had prepared
for the evening meal, leaving strict and belligerent instructions about what would happen if we overheated this or
dared brown that. So I was in the kitchen heating up some food when Farni came back from playing hockey, an
ominous asthmatic rattle in his throat. He, the youngest, had been my parent’s gravest infant: in adolescence he
remained a gentle invalid. Of course he pretended otherwise, and was loud and raucous, but it never worked.
Tillat and I immediately turned on him with the bullying litany that actually can be quite soothing, the
invariable female reproach to the returning male. He was to do what he hated—stave off his disease by sitting
over a bowl of camphor and boiling water and inhaling its acrid fumes. I insisted that he sit on the cook’s little
stool in the kitchen, holding the bowl of medicated water on his lap, so that I could cook, and Farni could not
cheat, and I could time each minute he should sit there thus confined. We seated him and flounced a towel on his
reluctant head. The kitchen reeked jointly of cumin and camphor, and he sat skinny and penitent and swathed for
half a minute, and then was begging to be done. I slammed down the carving knife and screamed “Irfan!” with
such ferocity that he jumped, figuratively and literally, right out of his skin. The bowl of water emptied onto him,
and with a gurgling cry Irfan leapt up, tearing at his steaming clothes. He clutched at his groin, and everywhere he
touched, the skin slid off, so that between his fingers his penis easily unsheathed, a blanched and fiery grape.
“What’s happening?” screamed Papa from his room.
“What’s happening?” echoed Dadi’s wail from the opoposite end of the house.
What was happening was that I was holding Farni’s shoulders, trying to stop him from jumping up and down,
but I was jumping too, while Tillat just stood there frozen, frowning at his poor ravaged grapes.
This was June, and the white heat of summer. We spent the next few days laying ice on Farni’s wounds: half
the time I was allowed to stay with him, until the doctors suddenly remembered I was a woman and hurried me
out when his body made crazy spastic reactions to its burns. Once things grew calmer and we were alone, Irfan
looked away and said:
“I hope I didn’t shock you, Sara.”
I was so taken by tenderness for his bony convalescent body that it took me years to realize yes, something
female in me had been deeply shocked.
Mamma knew nothing of this, of course. We kept it from her so she could concentrate on what had taken her
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back to the rocky coastline of Wales, to places she had not really revisited since she was a girl. She sat waiting
with her mother, who was blind now and of a fine translucency, and both of them knew that they were waiting for
her death. It was a peculiar posture for Mamma to maintain, but her quiet letters spoke mainly of the sharp
astringent light that made the sea wind feel so brisk in Wales and so many worlds away from the deadly omnipresent weight of summer in Lahore. There in Wales one afternoon, walking childless among the brambles and the
furze, Mamma realized that her childhood was distinctly lost.
“It was not that I wanted to feel more familiar,” she later told me, “or that I was more used to feeling unfamiliar in Lahore. It’s just that familiarity isn’t important, really,” she murmured absently, “it really doesn’t matter at
all.”
When Mamma was ready to return, she wired us her plans, and my father read the cable, kissed it, then put it in
his pocket. I watched him and felt startled, as we all did on the occasions when our parents’ lives seemed to drop
away before our eyes, leaving them youthfully engrossed in the illusion of knowledge conferred by love. We were
so used to conceiving of them as parents moving in and out of hectic days that it always amused us, and touched
us secretly, when they made quaint and punctilious returns to the amorous bond that had initiated their unlikely
life together.
That summer while my mother was away, Tillat and I experienced a new bond of powerlessness, the white and
shaking rage of sexual jealousy in parenthood. I had always behaved toward her as a contentious surrogate parent,
but she had been growing beyond that scope and in her girlhood asking me for a formal acknowledgment of
equality that I was loath to give. My reluctance was rooted in a helpless fear of what the world might do to her, for
I was young and ignorant enough not to see that what I might do was worse. She went out one evening when my
father was off on one of his many trips. The house was gaping emptily, and Tillat was very late. Allah Ditta had
gone home, and Dadi and Irfan were sleeping; I read, and thought, and walked up and down the garden, and Tillat
was very, very late. When she came back she wore that strange sheath of complacency and guilt which pleasure
puts on faces very young. It smote an outrage in my heart until despite all resolutions to the contrary I heard
myself hiss.
“And where were you?”
Her returning look was fearful and preening at the said in her superior way:
“Physical violence is so degrading.”
“To you, maybe,” I answered, and hit her once again.
It set a sorrowful bond between us, for we both felt complicit in the shamefulness that had made me seem
righteous whereas I had felt simply jealous, which we tacitly agreed was a more legitimate thing to be. But we
had lost something, a certain protective aura, some unspoken myth asserting that love between sisters at least was
sexually innocent. Now we had to fold that vain belief away and stand in more naked relation to our affection. Till
then we had associated such violence with all that was outside us, as though somehow the more history fractured,
the more whole we would be. But we began to lose that sense of the differentiated identities of history and
ourselves and become guility aware that we had known it all along, our part in the construction of unreality.
By this time, Dadi’s burns were slowly learning how to heal. It was she who had given the summer its strange
pace by nearly burning herself alive at its inception. On an early April night Dadi awoke, seized by a desperate
need for tea. It was three in the morning, the household was asleep, so she was free to do the great forbidden thing
of creeping into Allah Ditta’s kitchen and taking charge, like a pixie in the night. As all of us had grown bored of
predicting, one of her many cotton garments took to fire that truant night. Dadi, however, deserves credit for her
resourceful voice, which wavered out for witness to her burning death. By the time Tillat awoke and found her,
she was a little flaming ball:
“Dadi!” cried Tillat in the reproach of sleep, and beat her quiet with a blanket. In the morning we discovered
that Dadi’s torso had been almost consumed and little recognizable remained from collarbone to groin. The
doctors bade us to some decent mourning.
But Dadi had different plans. She lived through her sojourn at the hospital; she weathered her return. Then,
after six weeks at home, she angrily refused to be lugged like a chunk of meat to the doctor’s for her daily change
of dressing:
“Saira Begum will do it,” she announced.
Thus developed my great intimacy with the fluid properties of human flesh. By the time Mamma left for
England, Dadi’s left breast was still coagulate and raw. Later, when Irfan got his burns, Dadi was growing pink
and livid tightropes, strung from hip to hip in a flaming advertisement of life. And in the days when Tillat and I
were wrestling, Dadi’s vanished nipples started to congeal and convex their cavities into triumphant little love
knots.
I learned about the specialization of beauty through that body. There were times, as with love, when I felt only
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disappointment, carefully easing off the dressings and finding again a piece of flesh that would not knit, happier in
the texture of stubborn glue. But then on more exhilarating days I’d peel like an onion all her bandages away and
suddenly discover I was looking down at some literal tenacity and was bemused at all the freshly withered shapes
she could create. Each new striation was a victory to itself, and when Dadi’s hairless groin solidified again and
sent firm signals that her abdomen must do the same, I could have wept with glee.\fn{ Some text is missing at this point,
for the next scanned page begins in mid-sentence. Cornell does not have a copy of the book in which this story appears:H }
*
her consciousness teetered too much for her to pray, but then as she grew stronger it took us a while to notice what
was missing: she had forgotten prayer. It left her life as firmly as tobacco can leave the lives of only the most
passionate smokers, and I don’t know if she ever prayed again. At about this time, however, with the heavyhanded inevitability that characterized his relation to his mother, my father took to prayer. I came home one
afternoon and looked for him in all the usual places, but he wasn’t to be found. Finally I came across Tillat and
asked her where Papa was.
“Praying,” she said.
“Praying?” I said.
“Praying,” she said, and I felt most embarrassed. For us it was rather as though we had come upon the children
playing some forbidden titillating game and decided it was wisest to ignore it calmly. In an unspoken way, though,
I think we dimly knew we were about to witness Islam’s departure from the land of Pakistan. The men would take
it to the streets and make it vociferate, but the great romance between religion and the populace, the embrace that
engendered Pakistan, was done. So Papa prayed, with the desperate ardor of a lover trying to converse life back
into a finished love.
That was a change, when Dadi patched herself together again and forgot to put prayer back into its proper
pocket, for God could now leave the home and soon would join the government. Papa prayed and fasted and went
on pilgrimage and read the Quran aloud with most peculiar locutions. Occasionally we also caught him in nocturnal altercations that made him sound suspiciously like Dadi: we looked askance, but didn’t say a thing. My mother was altogether admirable: she behaved as though she’d always known that she’d wed a swaying, chanting thing
and that to register surprise now would be an impoliteness to existence. Her expression reminded me somewhat of
the time when Ifat was eight and Mamma was urging her recalcitrance into some goodly task. Ifat postponed, and
Mamma, always nifty with appropriate fables, quoted meaningfully:
“‘I’ll do it myself: said the little red hen.’”
Ifat looked up with bright affection.
“Good little red hen,” she murmured. Then a glance crossed my mother’s face, a look between a slight smile
and a quick rejection of the eloquent response, like a woman looking down and then away.
She looked like that at my father’s sudden hungering for God, which was added to the growing number of
subjects about which we, my mother and her daughters, silently decided we had no conversation. We knew there
was something other than trying times ahead and would far rather hold our breath than speculate about other
surprises the era held up its capacious sleeve. Tillat and I decided to quash our dread of waiting around for change
by changing for ourselves, before destiny took the time to come our way. I would move to America, and Tillat to
Kuwait and marriage. To both declarations of intention my mother said, “I see,” and helped us in our preparations: she knew by then her elder son would not return, and was prepared to extend the courtesy of change to her
daughters, too. We left, and Islam predictably took to the streets, shaking Bhutto’s empire. Mamma and Dadi
remained the only women in the house, the one untalking, the other unpraying.
Dadi behaved abysmally at my mother’s funeral, they told me, and made them all annoyed. She set up loud
and unnecessary lamentations in the dining room, somewhat like an heir apparent, as though this death had
reinstated her as mother of the house. While Ifat and Nuzzi and Tillat wandered frozen-eyed, dealing with the
roses and the ice, Dadi demanded an irritating amount of attention, stretching out supine and crying out:
“Your mother has betrayed your father; she has left him; she has gone.”
Food from respectful mourners poured in, caldron after caldron, and Dadi relocated a voracious appetite.
Years later, I was somewhat sorry that I had heard this tale, because it made me take affront. When I returned
to Pakistan, I was too peeved with Dadi to find out how she was. Instead I listened to Ifat tell me about standing
there in the hospital, watching the doctors suddenly pump upon my mother's heart:
“I’d seen it on television,” she gravely said, “I knew it was the end.”
Mamma’s students from the university had tracked down the rickshaw driver who had knocked her down:
they’d pummeled him nearly to death and then camped out in our garden, sobbing wildly, all in hordes.
By this time Bhutto was in prison and awaiting trial, and General Zulu was presiding over the Islamization of
Pakistan. But we had no time to notice. My mother was buried at the nerve center of Lahore, an unruly and dusty
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place, and my father immediately made arrangements to buy the plot of land next to her grave:
“We’re ready when you are,” Shahid sang.
Her tombstone bore some pretty Urdu poetry and a completely ficititious place of birth, because some details
my father tended to forget.
“Honestly,” it would have moved his wife to say.
So I was angry with Dadi at that time and didn’t stop to see her. I saw my mother’s grave and then came back
to America, hardly noticing when, six months later, my father called from London and mentioned Dadi was now
dead. It happened in the same week that Bhutto finally was hanged,\fn{ In April, 1979.} and our imaginations were
consumed by that public and historical dying. Pakistan made rapid provisions not to talk about the thing that had
been done, and somehow, accidently, Dadi must have been mislaid into that larger decision, because she too
ceased being a mentioned thing. My father tried to get back in time for the funeral, but he was so busy talking
Bhutto-talk in England that he missed his flight and thus did not return. Luckily, Irfani was at home and he saw
Dadi to her grave.
Bhutto’s hanging had the effect of making Pakistan feel unreliable, particularly to itself. Its landscape learned a
new secretiveness, unusual for a formerly loquacious people. This may account for the fact that I have never seen
my grandmother’s grave and neither have my sisters. I think we would have tried, had we been together, despite
the free-floating anarchy in the air that—like the heroin trade—made the world suspicious and afraid. There was
no longer any need to wait for change, because change was all there was, and we had quite forgotten the flavor of
an era that stayed in place long enough to gain a name. One morning I awoke to find that, during the course of the
night, my mind had completely ejected the names of all the streets in Pakistan, as though to assure that I could not
return, or that if I did, it would be returning to a loss. Overnight the country had grown absentminded, and patches
of amnesia hung over the hollows of the land like fog.
I think we would have mourned Dadi in our belated way, but the coming year saw Ifat killed in the consuming
rush of change and disbanded the company of women for all time. It was a curious day in March, two years after
my mother died, when the weight of that anniversary made us all disconsolate for her quietude.
“I’ll speak to Ifat, though,” I thought to myself in America.
But in Pakistan someone had different ideas for that sister of mine and thwarted all my plans. When she went
walking out that warm March night, a car came by and trampled her into the ground, and then it vanished
strangely. By the time I reached Lahore, a tall and slender mound had usurped the grave-space where my father
had hoped to lie, next to the more moderate shape that was his wife. Children take over everything.
So, worn by repetition, we stood by Ifat’s grave, and took note of the narcissi, still alive, that she must have
placed upon my mother on the day that she was killed. It made us impatient, in a way, as though we had to decide
that there was nothing so farcical as grief and that it had to be eliminated from our diets for good. It cut away, of
course, our intimacy with Pakistan, where history is synonymous with grief and always most at home in the
attitudes of grieving. Our congregation in Lahore was brief, and then we swiftly returned to a more geographic
reality.
“We are lost, Sara,” Shahid said to me on the phone from England.
“Yes, Shahid,” I firmly said, “we’re lost.”
Today, I’d be less emphatic. Ifat and Mamma must have honeycombed and crumbled now, in the comfortable
way that overtakes bedfellows. And somehow it seems apt and heartening that Dadi, being what she was, never
suffered the pomposities that enter the most well-meaning of farewells and seeped instead into the nooks and
crannies of our forgetfulness. She fell between two stools of grief, which is appropriate, since she was greatest
when her life was at its most unreal. Anyway she was always outside our ken, an anecdotal thing, neither more
nor less. So some sweet reassurance of reality accompanies my discourse when I claim that when Dadi died, we
all forgot to grieve.
For to be lost is just a minute’s respite, after all, like a train that cannot help but stop between the stations of its
proper destination in order to stage a pretend yersion of the end. Dying, we saw, was simply change taken to
points of mocking extremity, and wasn’t a thing to lose us but to find us out, to catch us where we least wanted to
be caught. In Pakistan, Bhutto rapidly became obsolete after a succession of bumper harvests, and none of us can
fight the ways that the names Mamma and Ifat have become archaisms, quaintnesses on our lips.
Now I live in New Haven and feel quite happy with my life. I miss, of course, the absence of women and grow
increasingly nostalgic for a world where the modulations of age are as recognized and welcomed as the shift from
season into season. But that’s a hazard that has to come along, since I have made myself inhabitant of a population which democratically insists that everyone from twenty-nine to fifty-six occupies roughly the same space of
age. When I teach topics in third world literature, much time is lost in trying to explain that the third world is
locatable only as a discourse of convenience. Trying to find it is like pretending that history or home is real and
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not located precisely where you’re sitting, I hear my voice quite idiotically say.
And then it happens. A face, puzzled and attentive and belonging to my gender, raises its intelligence to question why, since I am teaching third world writing, I haven’t given equal space to women writers on my syllabus. I
look up, the horse’s mouth, a foolish thing to be. Unequal images battle in my mind for precedence—there’s
imperial Ifat, there’s Mamma in the garden, and Halima the cleaning woman is there too, there’s uncanny Dadi
with her goat. Against all my own odds I know what I must say.
Because, I’ll answer slowly, there are no women in the third world.
249.87 Excerpt from My Feudal Lord\fn{by Tehmina Durrani (1953Pakistan (F) 12

)}

Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province,

There is a painting of a lady, done by Hal Beven Petman in 1957 which hangs on the wall of my home in
Lahore. It shows a breathtakingly beautiful woman, draped in an emerald green sari. Every feature is exquisite. As
if an artist hallucinated and then painted an imaginary ideal. Yet the painting does not do full justice to the subject.
I should know. The subject is my mother.
My mother, Samina, is a living legend. Her charm and sophistication matched her beauty. She embellished
this with a fine mind and is a brilliant conversationalist. She was the fulcrum of our home as my father put it.
She was the sun and we her many planets. We derived our identity because of her and when she moved out of
our orbit we existed, but in oblivion. She had a domineering personality and could reduce you to a quivering
wreck by the slightest movement of her eyebrows. She made the rules and saw to it that they were strictly
adhered to. Disobedience was synonymous with mutiny. She towered over all of us and made us feel so
inadequate. We lived in a perpetual state of awe. At best we could become faint reflections of her.
My mother came from the Hayat family of the Khattar tribe which had settled in Wah. The name “Wah”, an
expression of appreciation, is supposed to have escaped the lips of the Emperor Jehangir when he first laid eyes
on the land. He was here with his wife the Empress Noor Jehan and fell in love with the area.
The Hayats were loyal to the British and were given huge tracts of land by the colonial masters for their services
to the crown. The Hayats had fought alongside the Moors in Spain and had married Spanish women during their
sojourn in Europe. In one of the ancient ports in Spain, there is a door called the Bab-al-Khattar, named after the
tribe. The Hayats claim that their striking good looks are the result of racial inter-marriage.
My mother’s family was well-educated and actively involved in the politics of the princely states scattered
throughout India before independence. Her grandfather, Rai Bahadur was the Prime Minister of Patiala for 11
years. Her father succeeded to the same post after his father-in-law’s death and served the Maharaja of Patiala for
18 years. My grandfather was Nawab Sir Liaqat Hayat Khan. His younger brother, Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan, was
the governor of the Punjab before partition. Both the brothers were knighted for their services to the Raj.
It was natural for such a family to adhere to colonial values. My mother grew up in a home where the British
way of life was slavishly aped and the Brown Sahib tried desperately to become very pucca. The British rulers had
allowed some natives limited access into their exclusive world. The Hayats were amongst the favoured. This
endorsement was important as the great mass of natives looked up to them. Access was power.
The Hayat men were content with pursuing the pastimes of the idle rich. They strived for sartorial excellence,
played polo, learnt the latest dances, went on shikar and threw lavish parties. The women retained their Eastern
charm, dressing exotically but became Anglicised in their speech and behaviour. The women were considered
“advanced” or “fast” by most Indians who were excluded from any form of social intercourse with the elite. The
fact that the Hayat women were very beautiful made them more questionable. For outsiders a woman who had
come out of the veil was a fallen woman.
At the age of 15 my mother was married to the Nawab of Tank’s eldest son. It was an arranged marriage with
political overtones. The Nawáb had seven sons with Oxbridge backgrounds. They bred horses, played polo, golf
and croquet and behaved like English squires. They enjoyed flying and had acquired their own fleet of aircraft.
Despite being exposed to the West, the royal family of Tank was extremely conservative. Women were neither
seen nor heard. A woman had only one function—to produce sons. Producing a female was looked down upon as a
curse. My mother was soon pregnant. She was very anxious about the gender of her first born. She was told by the
nuns at the convent of Tank that the Nawab would not spare the life of the child if it was a girl. My mother was
gripped with fear. It dawned on her that the Nawab had no daughters. Had he murdered them at birth? Palace gossip
and what the nuns had told her confirmed her fears.
She came to Lahore for her confinement, determined never to go back into that savage household. She was right.
When Rubina, my sister, was born, black flags were hoisted all over Tank. Ironically for her, I became involved with
a man much later, whose family practised the same medieval rite—female infanticide.
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My mother broke her marriage and stayed on in Lahore. She was still very young and her beauty was still
flowering. She had a host of suitors.
*
My father was one of them. He was a captain in the army and at that time was the ADC to Sardar Abdur Rab
Nashtar, the governor of the Punjab Province of Pakistan. My father came from the Abdali family which traces its
descent to the royal house of Afghanistan. The Popalzais are a section of the Durrani clan and considered to be the
blood line from which the rulers of Afghanistan are drawn. My father’s forefathers settled in Charsadda in the
Frontier Province. They speak Pushto. They call themselves Pakhtoons.
My father came from a very conservative background. His forefathers were very simple people who lived a
secluded life. His father was an activist of the Red Shirt party of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, an offshoot of the
Congress Party of India, committed to the independence of the subcontinent. My father studied at Government
College, Lahore, the nursery of the bureaucracy, of the cultural elite and of the technocrat.
He met my mother in a restaurant in Lahore. He pursued and wooed her. He pleaded for her hand in marriage.
My mother was not too keen on this dashing young Pathan. She had only recently burnt her fingers. My
grandmother intervened. She took one look at my father and approved of him. Looks were all that mattered in her
book. He was overjoyed and went through with the marriage despite opposition from his family. Pathan boys did
not marry Punjabis. The girl their son had chosen was not only a Punjabi, she was a divorcee and the mother of a
little girl.
They were married in 1952. It was difficult for my mother, born and bred in an affluent home, to cope on a
Captain’s salary. She felt her standard of living drop and was determined to improve it markedly. I was born in Lahore, Punjab, in 1953. My father was still in the army and still a Captain. He
resigned soon after I was born. My mother had taken charge of his life. She decided he should grow intellectually
and financially. She decided he should move away from his batch mates and drinking buddies. She decided he
should meet older people who had made a success of their lives—captains of industry, politicians and the landed
aristocracy.
He conformed to her likes and dislikes and did so because he was knew that it was good for him and his future,
even though sitting with people like Mian Mumtaz Daultana was very taxing for a brash army man. At the behest
and initiative of my mother, my father joined Lloyds Bank. He was sent to England for training. My only brother
Asimullah Durrani was born in London. My father served with Lloyds Bank until it merged with Grindlays Bank.
Being a banker was not good enough for my mother. She had other plans for him. He had many more ladders to
climb. My mother kept the snakes away and ensured his steady ascent
He moved to Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation Limited (PICIC), a financial institution
that provided credit to Pakistan’s infant industry. Here he came in contact with budding industrialists who soon
became tycoons. They never forgot their dealings with the charming and brilliant Shakirullah Durrani. My father
became the deputy managing director of PICIC. When the Investment Corporation of Pakistan (ICP) was formed
during the Ayub Khan era, he was the obvious choice for the post of managing director. His rise was meteoric.
My mother was greatly responsible for his success. She sustained his drive to achieve even more. The ICP was
a great challenge for my father. He worked very hard to set up the premier merchant bank and presided over its
success.
Two more assignments were given to my father. Both were highly coveted and prestigious. He served as the
managing director of Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) and subsequently as governor of State Bank during the
tenure of Yahya Khan.
When Mr. Bhutto took power, my father was victimised. Serious allegations were levelled against him. As
managing director, PIA, he was said to have links with the CIA! PIA was the only international airline given
operating rights into the Peoples Republic of China. The CIA was interested in China which had retreated into
total seclusion and isolation. It was claimed that a plot was hatched, allegedly with my father’s cooperation, to
install highly advanced photographic equipment on the wings of the aircraft operating into China. These cameras
were meant to take aerial photographs of Chinese installations and the airport. This was a sophisticated espionage
operation, for which the CIA was said to have paid the earth. Apparently the payment for this was made in uncut
diamonds. The Chinese government soon found out about the covert operation and lodged a protest with the
Pakistan government.
Stories about the great betrayal openly circulated amongst the elite. My father denied any involvement in this
sordid affair. He was cleared of all charges in court but after he had spent six months in jail.
Upon his release Mr. Bhutto tried to make up with him. My father refused. He wanted to leave the country. He
was disgusted and humiliated. His passport was returned to him and he left for the States where he joined the First
National City Bank as its Vice-president. He was posted to the bank’s headquarters in New York.
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Spurred on by ambition and his expertise in finance, my father formed a bank in England in association with
the Bank of Montreal. The International Resource and Finance Bank Limited (IRFB). The bank failed to take off.
My father suffered his first professional setback.
*
He returned to Pakistan after the coup that overthrew Mr. Bhutto. He set up industries in the Frontier and Sind
and settled down partially in Pakistan. He retained a home in England.
I have memories of a very comfortable childhood. We were never short of anything. Even if there was a
financial crisis, the children were not made aware of it. Appearances were important. We were a model family. The
sort of children that are pointed at as examples to naughty kids. We traveled extensively and lived well even when
abroad. Our vacations abroad were not excursions into the land of thrift.
My elder sister, Rubina, was made in charge of Adila, Zarmina and Amina before she was married. Home was
her training school. She brought up the girls. We had nannies or ayas but my mother insisted that she master the
art of rearing children before she had kids of her own. She went about the task diligently at an age when she
should have been having fun.
I was delegated the responsibility of maintaining my mother’s boudoir. I had to see to it that her clothes were
in order and her wardrobe was maintained in accordance to her high standards.
I resented my function. Rubina’s task was more visible. She was constantly on the move. Arranging feeds,
warming the bath water, changing nappies and cradling a “mewling, puking babe”. Everybody in the house and
the guests commented constantly on her hardworking nature.
My work was a recipe for high blood pressure and a coronary condition. My mother’s wardrobe and her
jewelry haunted me. I was under great stress. I tend to be quite a scatter brain. Very often I would misplace
the keys to her jewelry box or her wardrobe. I was petrified that my mother might need something from her
wardrobe and I would not be able to obey her command. I had never seen her lose her temper but the very thought
of my mother angry was enough to scare me out of my wits.
My mother’s wardrobe mistress rarely had time for much else. I would leave for school each morning only
after I had laid out her outfit for her morning wear, along with matching shoes and accessories. I had to make sure
that the jewelry I selected for her did not clash with her clothes or the colours she was to wear. As soon as I came
back from school I would have to take V-10\fn{ There is a gap of about an inch in the printed text at this point:H } out and
prepare her clothes for dinner. I made sure that her clothes were properly ironed. The only creases that remained
were on my forehead.
Dressing my mother was an elaborate ritual. It was like preparing French cuisine. Her clothes had to be laid
out in a specific manner. Everything in perfect order, from her shoes to her pins. I could anticipate. She just put
out her hand and I would jump. She never picked up anything. That was my function. The only thing she
concentrated on was her make up and her hair. The rest was not her business. I was trained to be an efficient maid
just as Rubina was graduating as a qualified governess!
After she left the bedroom in the evening I would lay out her night clothes on the bed and place her bedroom
slippers exactly where she expected them to be. The following morning I would put away her clothes and make
sure to lock away her jewelry after accounting for all the pieces. Between times I got on with my homework.
For much of my adult life I imitated my mother’s dress sense and had a wardrobe that looked suspiciously like
hers. My ultimate renunciation of colours and my decision tv wear simple white cotton outfits was partially due to
an overdose of the wardrobe syndrome. It left me very frightened and confused. It was an immense burden for a
little girl of 12.
*
At the age of 13 I fell ill. The doctors treated my high temperature, which rose every evening, as typhoid, until
I became critically ill. My father made arrangements to take me to England. Dr. Mubarika Shah, the child
specialist diagnosed meningitis. She said it was too late to travel and put me through lumbar puncture tests that
were extremely frightening and painful. They expected me to die any day. I heard the doctor talk to my father. She
said,
“She probably will not survive.”
My father sat with me and cried. At Murree, the nuns at school called a special assembly to say prayers for my
life.
I was bed-ridden for six months. My mother was expecting her 6 th child. It must have been a terrible pregnancy
with attention to my illness. Death pervaded the house. My father had refused to send me to hospital. He
employed day-and-night nurses and converted the guest room into a hospital.
I was recovering when my mother bore a little girl. I named her Adila.
Meningitis was a swelling of the meninges and because of its association with my brain, it was used as a
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weapon against me by my mother and then Mustafa. Dr. Mubarika Shah said I was her miracle patient. It could
have affected my hearing, my eyesight, my brain or caused paralysis. I recovered completely. I spent two years on
medication and studied at the Karachi Jesus and Mary Convent under my mother’s strict supervision.
If it had not been for my maternal grandmother, I do not think that I would have ever known that unconditional
love exists. I was very close to her. Whenever my parents went abroad we were left in her charge. She virtually
brought me and Zarmina up.
These visits with her were like vacations from a concentration camp where I had to concentrate all the time. I
was able to explore facets of my nature that I was forced to suppress at home. She was the mother I wanted and
longed for. I was secure in her love. I remember wanting to sleep in her bed as a child. She was my security
blanket. She was the most important person in my life. I could relax in a love that did not expect me to perform a
scripted role.
My grandmother worried about my artistic inclination. She believed that all artists were eccentric if not mad.
She did not like me dabbling with paints. She felt that every time I approached a canvas, armed with my brush,
I was traversing the land of the insane. Sometimes she would sit and watch me paint and would make
suggestions. She tried to brighten up my paintings and often insisted that I change the colours on my canvas.
My paintings were usually morbid and depressing. In her own way she was trying to keep me away from
melancholy.
Anyone would become a manic depressive living with a mother who seemed to approve of very little. Her
attitude forced our entire household to lead lives that were alien to our nature. We were all trying to prove
something to her. She expected us to live up to her standards and expectations. This was not an easy task.
She was a perfectionist. All my life I have tried desperately to meet her approval. I have tried to live up to her
standards and in the process lived a life of deceit and pain. It was impossible to be natural and win her approval.
She preferred artificiality to genuine warmth and affection. Gradually she lost her ability to see the difference.
Our parents made a very handsome couple. We were expected to be very beautiful. This was not always
possible. Our genes were not in our control. We were always being compared with our parents. Uncles and aunts
would take one look at us and blink in disbelief,
“Samina you are so beautiful. How did you produce these measly lizards?”
Six collective little cheeks would burn.
I recall being referred to as an ugly duckling. I was barely 12 at the time and at that awkward age when
everything seems either too big or too small. I hated the comparisons. Nobody looked at us as us. We were placed
before a mirror and everyone expected to see Samina peering out at them.
Opinions began to alter by the time I was 16. I was now being compared positively to my mother. People still
used my mother as a reference point.
“She looks a lot like her mother.”
I reacted. I did not want to look like my mother. I wanted to look like myself. My mother resented the
comparison as well. She had not noticed my transformation. For her I was still the ugly duckling. She could
not understand why her plain and ordinary looking daughter was being compared to her. She would keep silent
whenever anyone made the comment. She was not willing to concede that I had started to resemble her. I can
understand her resentment towards me only now. I had let her down. I was her first born from her marriage to my
father and looked like nothing on earth at birth.
She must have been horrified. She could not show off her baby to the world. She blamed me for this and it
affected our relationship for all time to come. Social acceptability and standing were imperative in her life. So was
beauty. Her baby spoilt her neatly manicured image. I cannot understand my estranged relationship with my
mother without referring to the shock of my arrival. The backing off took place early in my life.
I do not remember being hugged or cuddled or ever being physically close to my mother. I cannot recall an
occasion when I was kissed by her as a child. When she was demonstrative, much later in my life, I recoiled. I
could not cope with her sudden affection. I felt embarrassed.
I discovered something interesting about the Hayats. The Khattar tribe was split into two hostile groups on
racial lines—the chitta Khattars and the kala Khattars. The former belong to the Wah family and the latter to the
Dhrek family. It is believed that the fairer Chitta Khattars are pure Muslims. The superiority of the Chitta Khattars
is thus linked to racial and religious purity. To be born dark in a Chitta family is a curse.
Even my grandmother, who was such a loving soul, had a problem dealing with dark complexioned
offspring. She had two daughters, my mother and her sister, Samar. Aunty Samar was very attractive but had
the fatal flaw—she was dark. The association with the British had something to do with the colour complex.
It accentuated the complex. Anyone whose skin did not match up to the requisite standard was rejected by the
Hayat family as a whole.
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It was an exceptionally good looking family known for their beautiful eyes and chiselled features.
Speaking to my relatives, I realised that the colour prejudice was not confined to my immediate family. It
was practised by all sections of the Hayat clan. Children were made and broken for no fault of their own.
Nature played tricks which had an effect on the total personality of a child. It was an unhappy confluence of
genetics and the environment.
When I was younger, I was much darker than what I am to day. I do not know how my complexion
changed. Perhaps I willed it under pressure. My other sisters Zarmina and Rubina suffered with me because
of the colour of their skins. Adila, Amina and my brother were very fair. I have one word for the form of
apartheid practised by the Hayats—unfair!
*
Something happened by the time we were 15-16 years old. We blossomed. We seemed to shed our old skin
and became white—the only true equivalent of the word gora which is used for the colonial master. Zarmina and I
often wondered about the transformation. Suddenly the two ugly sisters had been magically converted into
Cinderellas. We believed that our grandmother was our fairy godmother. She had worked the miracle through her
prayers. Today, when friends tell me to tan myself because I am too white, I am quite amazed. I tell them about
the power of the human will. It can run skin deep and also change the surface!
My mother believed in total obedience. Answering back or questioning her was a sin. Even though I obeyed her
under duress, I always gave the impression of being a rebel. It showed on my face and in my movements. My mother
was aware of my reluctance to be totally subservient to her whims. I just did not look happy carrying out her orders. I
begrudged them. My whole being fought against the parental dictatorship. She hated my sullenness. Somehow I could
not bring myself to discuss my problem with her. I wanted to tell her that I felt her orders to be unjust. It was
impossible to look as if I accepted them wholeheartedly.
We could never argue about anything. Our minds were curbed from developing openly. Thoughts were secret.
The mind became a hide-out, a sanctuary. I would think a lot. I realised that I lived in an unjust environment but
was unable to do anything about it. I began to think of escape.
We could never have a conversation with her. All we heard from her was a stream of commands. Even when
we worked for her, silence was the rule. At the dinner table, she would talk and we would listen. We did not dare
to argue. It would be considered rude. An artificial formality prevailed.
Humour was out and even childish pranks or bursts of energy were frowned upon. There was very little
laughter. She was too stern in our presence. There was no lounging about, no lying down and reading comics, feet
up in the air. We were little ladies. We were always surprised to find her transformed in company. She displayed
an effervescent nature which was alien to the one she projected at home.
She had her favourites. Rubina, Zarmina and myself were somehow all wrong. Amina and especially Adila
were her pride and joy. I could never figure out her aversion to Zarmina, who was the sweetest, most considerate
and lovable child. I can only put it down to the fact that she was not fair-skinned enough.
We had an impeccable home. Everything was always in place, as though waiting to be photographed. We
had to work hard at keeping it the way it was. We could not be untidy. This was a crime.
My mother was a model hostess. She had a train of servants and had inherited little helpers—us. We were
delegated responsibility and performed efficiently. We were taught how to lay a table for dinner. We knew how a
five course meal was to be served and what crockery and cutlery was to be used. We prepared the finger bowls by
sprinkling rose petals in the lukewarm water. We never forgot to place a slice of lemon on the side. We were
trained in flower arrangement and knew that each place setting had to have its individual salt and pepper shakers
and bowls with an assortment of condiments and salad. Over the years she had collected a fabulous range of
Rosenthal and Wedgewood crockery which she proudly displayed.
Her soirees were well attended. She was fascinated by good poetry and had a keen understanding of ghazals
and nazms. We were made to listen to people like Jamil-ud-Din Aali and Zohra Nigah who both recited in
tarannum. They were frequent visitors. She would play cassettes of Habib Jalib reciting his revolutionary poems,
every time the poor man was in prison, which was quite often. The other guests were gleaned from the who’s who
of Pakistan. She was shrewd enough to anticipate who would become what.
Rubina and I studied at the Jesus and Mary Convent in Murree. School was home, home was school. I
joined boarding school at the age of seven in 1960. I remained there until my O level exams in 1970.
Nine months in school gave us only fifteen days with our parents in summer and three months during the
winter break. Due to their busy lives, we hardly saw our parents. I developed a close relationship with the nuns at
school and often in times of despair during my marriage I would find myself crying for them. Mother Andrew and
Mother Berkmans were often in my thoughts. I knew why they were called mothers.
Many years later when I was a mother myself, I made another visit to the Murree Convent. I had decided to
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place my daughters under the care of Mother Berkmans. I knew that boarding school was the only answer to their
unsettled lives. Unfortunately, their stay at the Murree Convent was cut short by events.
*
In school I developed relations with friends who were mostly Pathan. I found myself drawn psychologically to
my Pathan background. Somehow, I vibed better with them and felt a part of the predominantly Pathan populace.
The Pathans had a superiority complex. Their families were affluent and wanted their daughters to be educated.
Khans and Sardars of the Frontier, had over the years, sent their daughters to study at this conservative and strict
institution. Field Marshal Ayub Khan’s granddaughter, Benazir and Sanam Bhutto, daughters of landed families
from the Punjab were all here but the Pathans dominated. Supremacy and leadership went hand in hand.
I was extremely naughty and always happy. My academic life was erratic. At the assessment of our Senior
Cambridge results I remember Mother Andrew making a remark that was very apt. She said,
“Tehmina Durrani cannot be assessed by her monthly tests, there is no average—she can get a low third
division or a high first division—it’s unpredictable.”
Only two girls in 1970, got first divisions. I was one of them.
We were all very religious. Our mother made us say our prayers regularly. Asim and I performed the Haj
when we were in our early teens. We were Sunnis but were very particular about observing Muharram with
solemnity. We did not listen to music or play any records during the month. My mother was very fond of
qawwalis, marsiyahs and naats. We were made to listen to this form of music and developed a liking for it.
Religion offered me an escape. It offered me a respite from oppression. I took to religion early in life and on
the prayer mat found access to God. It was a very personal relationship. Sacred and undying. I found myself
confiding in Allah. Telling Him all my problems and asking Him to show me a way out. I would complain
about the tyranny of my mother, about being stifled, about being confused. I realise now that my mother had
introduced me to the part of my life that I love the most. She had done so in a modern, Anglicised environment.
Whenever I turn to God in adversity and derive my strength from Him, I say a prayer of appreciation for my
mother.
My parents’ relationship was superficially perfect. My father would return from work, cheerful and full of life.
In her presence he would suddenly turn serious. He was always controlling his emotions. He seemed to be
reporting back to her each day. She would listen very attentively as her mind jotted down the minutes.
He would sometimes venture a joke and try and make her laugh. She remained frozen. My father never
stopped trying. We could tell that it was a great effort. He avoided conflict even at the ex pense of his pride.
Even when she was not present, he would refer to her as the most important person in the house. Gradually he
too gave up holding opinions. He had compromised with the dictator. We were deprived of the one ally we
could have had. With his capitulation we lost our one chance of dislodging her overpowering role.
Sundays were horrific. My mother had decided that this was the day to spend with the children and go to
the movies. We were not supposed to have fun. We were simply programmed to enjoy ourselves. Nothing
unexpected was allowed to happen. Everything was predictable, including the sequence in which the popcorn
was handed out. We traveled in silence, ate in silence.
Another excursion that I will never forget related to a trip we made to Skardu. Taking advantage of PIA,
my mother decided that we should go on a day-trip to look at the peak of the K-2 mountain. We flew from
Karachi via Lahore to Rawalpindi in our summer clothes. We were met at the Lahore VIP lounge by my
mother’s relatives. We then took off for Skardu suddenly dressed in greatcoats, mittens, scarves and sweaters.
We got off, had a look around very quickly and then flew back via Rawalpindi and another meeting with her
relatives in Lahore to Karachi. This was her idea of an outing, jetlag and seasonal variations notwithstanding.
There were no beatings in our home. She ruled by indoctrinating us. She ordered. We obeyed. Sometimes she
would lecture us on some wrong-doing. We avoided the onset of a lecture like the plague. After a lecture, we were
not allowed to counter or react.
I tried. I would try and interject or get in a sentence about my point of view. That would aggravate the
situation. Argument was exclusively my mother’s prerogative.
No one was safe. We were all her little secret agents. It was difficult to share a secret with anyone. She vas a
master at shifting alliances. We were often summoned and informed that our secret was out in the open.
“I can find everything out. The secrets you share with my other have daughter has been conveyed to me.”
It was a total police state, where everyone was an informer. Her policy of divide and rule had made us all
suspicious of each other. We now had to plot in silence as well. She never wanted us to forge alliances. Unity was
the first step towards anarchy and revolt. Nothing would get out of control if people were kept isolated. This was a
Machiavellian strategy—although she had never read The Prince.
Rubina was studying for her O levels in 1969 when her father showed up in Murree for the first time in her
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life. I had no idea that we had different fathers. My own father had never discriminated. Rubina left with her
father and spent her summer holidays with him. My mother was upset at this sudden reconciliation and dissolved
into tears. Haibat Khan of Tank married his daughter, Rubina, without her mother’s knowledge. Her husband was
Captain Kamal Al-Karimi, a pilot in the PIA. Rubina married due to the oppression in our home and probably
because she was afraid of taking her O levels. They lived happily ever after.
Minoo reacted violently to her good looks. She resented being known for her pretty face. She was always
overprotective towards Zarmina and decided that she would become a tomboy. She ate, put on weight and never
applied any make-up. Her wardrobe consisted of a few pairs of jeans, patched and torn, and two pairs of khaddar
shaiwar-kameezes. She had a keen eye for photography and was determined to take her passion up as a
profession. My parents refused to allow her to attend the school at the Isle of Wight because it was co-ed. She
ended up marrying a brilliant photography student who was half French and half English. She thereby brought
her school home. Philip Holt, her husband embraced Islam and took the name Ali Habib.
My brother, Asim, decided early in life that he would not live off my father. He travelled to Geneva, and
was soon in big business. He married, very quietly, the granddaughter of King Saud of Saudi Arabia. Asim
was determined to live down his Punjabi antecedents and went out of his way to display Pathan traits. He said
he was an Afghan shepherd and proudly regaled his friends with his humble roots. He reacted very strongly to
Mr. Bhutto’s treatment of my father and has never returned to Pakistan since 1972.
Zarmina married in a traditional manner. Riaz, the son of Nawab Sadiq Hussain Qureshi was a nephew of my
mother’s. He came to see his bride-to-be for the first time. Zarmina was dressed in ordinary clothes while Adila at
age 14, wore my mother’s sari and tried her best to divert Zarmina’s proposal towards herself. Riaz’s friend who
had accompanied him for moral support, spent the evening chatting with Zarmina, so that Riaz could have time to
converse with his future bride. Riaz complained to him afterwards. He was upset that his friend had taken
Zarmina’s time and did not give him a chance. Adila’s ploy did not work. Riaz and Zarmina were married soon
after in England.
Adila was her mother’s baby. She cuddled and hugged her and gave in to her every whim. Her tantrums were
given in to and indulged. She was able to get away with as much as we were unable to. My mother protected her
special relationship with Adila by saying that her youngest daughter was affectionate towards her. She always
cuddled up to her mother. We could not understand how we could ever hug our mother. She sent out signals that
told us to keep away.
I remember that I was told to take Adila to a psychiatrist. She was barely six years old. My mother wanted to
know what was causing her tantrums. The doctor said that all she needed was a paint box and colouring book. She
needed to be involved. She was just spoilt and was seeking attention. She used her tantrums to blackmail my
mother. She was a bully. She would only play with the servants’ children because she could boss them about.
I discovered another side of her. She used to own some chickens. She played with them for a few days and
then decided that they had quite outlived their fascination. She took those tiny chicks and buried them alive.
She stood there over the mass grave, shovelling the earth over the frightened birds that fluttered about till they
could barely move. Slowly they quivered and died of suffocation. Adila was smiling. Everyone thought she was
naughty. I felt that she was weird. The obvious parallel is with Mustafa Khar.
My mother’s family treated her like royalty. If she landed in Lahore, even on a brief stopover, her entire family
would be at the airport. They had to be there. She expected them to be there in force. If any of our relatives,
including our grandmother showed up in Karachi, only the children would receive them at the airport.
Despite our modern lifestyle, we were made to look eastern. My mother hated herself or any one of us looking
Western. She wore her long hair plaited and wore cotton saris or shaiwarkameez, with huge chiffon dupattas
draped across her bosom. She would select from her exquisite and expensive jewelry, pieces that would invariably
invite comment and compliment.
She was very knowledgeable about gems and precious stones. She had a trained eye. She could divine the
slightest flaw in a stone, see the depth of water and decide whether the stone was open or closed. It was a science
that she had mastered. She had a magnificent collection to practice her skills on.
We had a never ending list of dos and donts. We were told we had to wear long sleeved dresses and large
dupattas. Plait our long hair, never wear makeup or apply nail polish. Say our namaz. Do not look at boys. Do not
have modem girlfriends. Never visit a friend without our old nanny. Never pick up the telephone, and have no
friends who had brothers of our age or older. We were told never to go out alone with the driver, nor stand around
in the kitchen, with servants.
We developed an aloof relationship with our father. Affectionate, yet at a distance. She kept us, especially me,
away from him. He also kept himself away from us, especially me, because she resented his relationship with me.
Maybe he would turn to me with his problems and I would help him out of my sympathy for him and indifference
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to her.
We always believed that our father would break one day. We could not see this powerful Pathan taking the
constant nagging forever. Some nights I would hear them argue—behind closed doors. She would always sound
aggressive. He apologetic. On one occasion, I gathered the courage and barged into their bedroom. I was ready to
take on my mother’s wrath. I wanted to protect and support him. My mother glared at me. She was furious at my
intrusion. My father asked me to leave and not to interfere. That night I prayed to God to protect my father from
her.
His office staff were treated by my mother as her minions. She was constantly on the phone to them. If the
fridge was not working or an air conditioner had conked out, the bureaucracy had to have the gadgets fixed.
The pressure of work outside and at home was, I thought, too much for my father to suffer but he did. She
would never let him stay out late at dinners. He was not allowed to drink, even at home. His restrictions were as
much as ours. She led his life for him. His family, who we all adored, were simple people. He loved being with
them. She controlled that too. He could not spend time alone with his brothers or his sisters. They were kept well
away from him. They were formal and short visitors to our home. For some reason, she thought they were not a
good influence on him. She found them and their standards of living too uncouth and unrefined. She controlled
the finances, his evening appointments and his relationships.
My father was good-looking, impeccably dressed in Saville Row suits and Turnbull and Asser shirts. He
wore handmade English shoes. He was conservative in his style, perfectly manicured and very articulate. His
English was clipped and his speech very clear. He held a lot of respect amongst the people who worked for
him. In fact, the power he wielded came from a strong aggressive personality. My mother often told him not to
be aggressive as he was making enemies.
Father’s business was my mother’s business. She interfered as if it was her right. She discussed his work
with him on the telephone and would insist he carry out her advice. During the NA strike, she was as involved
as he was. She was good in crisis situations. She lived in a permanent crisis. In his professional cri sis periods,
she would take over. She seemed to have even lesser faith in him then than at other times. The PIA strikes, the
PIA plane crash in Rawalpindi were two such events. I would hear her pray to God, as she turned the prayer
beads, for “Peace of Mind”.
During the Yahya period, because of his military background, he made contact with all his old friends. As he
was a government official and they had, through martial law, become the government, they had much in common.
He would spend more time in Islamabad and at meetings.
My mother hardly attended their dinners. She loathed their reputations of womanising and drinking. She tried
to keep him away from them as much as possible. The few times that she met General Yahya was at his son’s
wedding reception, a reception given in our home, PIA House, and some official dinners. She was by far the most
beautiful woman around, but they were never her class of people. My parents’ arguments became more noticeable
to us. During the last year in PIA and then the short term as governor of the State Bank, her control and power
over him seemed to be waning. He began to stand up against her arguments. He became more forceful with his
own beliefs, especially in connection with his work, the government and his friendships with the Generals. She
began to get flustered and irritable, hated us more than before and took her anger out on us instead. She hated his
little independence and believed that his military friends were giving him strength to stand on his own, putting
him against his wife. I thought it was very good for him.
In our home, even though she was the dictator, she projected him to us as the man who made the rules, the
Pathan who could never be angered. It was because she protects us from him, that he is normal with us, we
thought. On a few occasions when she reported any of us to him he was very angry. To me it seemed that his
anger was contrived for her benefit.
To the outside world, she projected an image of a stable marriage. A perfect family. The epitome of refinement.
Once I saw his valet, Amir Khan, get him a Pepsi. He drank it and asked for another one. I discovered it was
alcohol. The fact that the PIA chief had to hide a drink in his own house, made me very sad for him and I
remember telling him he could trust me, I wouldn’t tell “mother”. He was very affectionate that time. I hated my
mother more than ever before.
When he came out of prison, she was again nagging him. He seemed to have embarrassed her. It wasn’t his
fault if Mr. Bhutto had a personality clash with him. Their nights were spent with reproaching and blaming him—
a punishment worse than imprisonment. Everything became his fault. He had disturbed her life of glamour and
power.
During the jail period, after Yahya Khan’s fall, the newspapers began to print sensational stories of the
President’s personal life. His womanising, his drunken states. My father was a close associate and got dragged
into that scene. So was my mother. The few times she had been seen with her husband at banquets or din ners
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were made into scandals. The President visited a little further from State Bank House, the Nawab of
Junagadh’s home. It was said that he was often seen in the vicinity of State Bank House.
The insinuation was obvious. My parents came out without being able to defend themselves as they
decided to give no contradictions that would have made matters worse. They blamed it on Mr. Bhutto. She
never talked about it to us or anybody else. Here I was sure that my mother was totally devoted, in fact
obsessed at being my father’s wife and projecting his image. This image was her dignity. His honour, his
principles, his success were all sacred to her.
Despite her attitude of resentment towards me, she always had great designs for me. She could, I think, see me
as herself. There was a personality clash. She sensed that despite her authority she had not been able to make me
mentally subservient. However, it has taken me 37 years to understand and come to terms with her—37 years for
the effects of her hold to wear off. It was like a bad star that stayed and affected everything. The star has now
begun to move out of my sphere.
*
The other great pressure that we were all put through was the type of marriages we were meant to make. The
ideal man for us, we were told, would be well educated, preferably at Oxford or Cambridge, from good, noble
families. Families that were socially acceptable. My parents had to be proud to announce that a match had been
made with such and such a boy. I think that the marriages we were supposed to make were not for us. The men we
married were meant to add to our parents’s social standing. If we were happy and did well in life, it would only
serve to enhance their position in society. We were merely conversation pieces.
Men were alien creatures. We were trained to mistrust men as a rule. Our trust could only be vested in one man
—our respective husbands. We were taught that marriage is a sacred institution and that we must on no account
break our vows. If the man turned out to be a brute, it was our duty to persevere and attempt to change his
character. A broken marriage was a reflection of our weakness as women.
I was 16 years old and was being noticed for the first time as a prospective bride. Weddings and social
gatherings were usually glorified marriage marts where women bartered the future of their daughters. Eligible
bachelors were shown girls who could end up being their wives. There were few occasions for meeting openly.
Everything was hidden. We conversed with our eyes.
I was at a wedding in Lahore.
I met Anees Khan. He was very attentive. I was not used to this kind of attention. Many peo ple present at
the wedding made it a point to walk up to me and tell me that I resembled my mother. They dubbed me “little
Samina” which was the supreme compliment they could pay to any young girl. A lot of mothers of young men
were eying me up. I could feel it. I felt their scrutiny and their interest. Anees’ mother was also present and
very taken by me. Anees came up to me and chatted. It was a very short and vague meeting. I thought nothing
of it or of him. I was spoken to,
“Hello. Are you still studying?”
“Yes.”
“Where?”
“In Murree. At the convent.”
“Oh.”
“Which class are you in?”
“I'm doing my Senior Cambridge” Very straight. Very academic.
I went back to Murree soon after this meeting. One Sunday my class girls were allowed to walk down the
Mail. I saw Anees. I was quite shocked. I did not know where to look. We scrupu lously avoided talking to the
young men who wolfed up and down the Mail. We knew all the Romeos on the Mall and would giggle amongst
ourselves at the way they strutted about, for our benefit, like peacocks. This man was different.
He came up to me and spoke. I could have died with embarrassment. I could see my girlfriends whispering and
sniggering. He did not tell me that his mother had proposed for me. I did not have a clue. I had not been
consulted. My mother had turned the proposal down on the pretext that I was too young. I knew that my age was
just an excuse.
Anees did not match up to her standards. He did not come from a very well to do family. He was not an
Oxbridge product and was merely an executive at the Asiatic Advertising Company. Hardly a glamourous job. He
was earning a mere Rs. 800 a month.
Anees invited me and my friends to have tea with him at Sam’s, Murree’s famous restaurant. This was an
event.
Boarding school dreams are made of cakes and pastries at Sam’s. We thought that the young man was very
gallant and generous. We looked at each other. We voted with our stomachs. We went into Sam’s. The purpose
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was not romance. It was to eat. But to be very honest I think I fell in love with him because he was giving me
things to eat. I was being pampered. We ate into his expense account and then glancing fearfully at the clock we
fled in undignified haste.
Anees waved goodbye. He was leaving for Karachi the next day. He didn’t.
The following day I was stunned to see him standing outside our school gate. He was loitering with intent. I
was his intent.
School rules were very strict. We were not allowed to talk to strangers. He just stood there looking much
like the deranged lovers we had read about. Except that he was modern.
Anees was resourceful. He persuaded a day scholar whom he knew to bring me a note. It was my first love
letter. It was not full of poetry or yearning. It was quite matter of fact.
“I am not going back to Lahore to my job because I want to be close to you. I will stay on in Murree. At
least here I can catch a glimpse of you.”
He sent cakes and pastries for me and my friends. I was very flattered. He was the first man to pay any
attention to me. I was hungry for food and for love. He had satisfied both my urges. I decided I was in love.
My mother had made us all promise that we would tell her about the man we wished to many. She promised us
that she would immediately get us married to the man of our choice. I took all this at face value. I decided to tell
her about the young man who had charmed me. I flew back home for my summer holidays determined to marry
Anees.
He was on the same plane as I. We could not sit together or talk. I did manage to convey to him that I would
speak to my mother—soon. I got off at the airport and collected my luggage. The conveyer belt conveyed my
suitcase to me. It contained 15 letters from Anees. One every day.
In Karachi, I could not bring myself to tell my mother. I decided to write to her. I put the note under her pillow
and prayed. Something told me that the storm clouds would burst.
She stormed into my room. She was livid. She wanted to know everything. All the lurid details. There weren’t
any, only the letters. She wanted to see them. I gave them to her. She sat down and read them. I sat blushing, with
my head bowed.
“The only sensible thing this man has said is that you have not met any other man, that you should meet more
men before you can make a decision.”
She felt that he was a loafer. How did he dare to approach her daughter, especially after she had refused the
proposal. She said there was no question of my marrying him and told me in menacing tones that she would speak
to the man and his mother.
I embarrassed. I thought it was all quite unnecessary. I had told her according to her wishes. She had not kept
her part of the barain.
I went back to school. During the one month I had spent at home I was a virtual prisoner. I was forbidden to
approach the telephone and was not allowed to go out. To top it all my mother rarely spoke to me and made me
feel unclean. I had a miserable holiday.
Back at school, I concentrated on my studies. My O level exams were looming. The only romance I could
think of occurred in my English literature text books.
Anees was persistent. He wrote to me regularly through his contact. I received his letters.
My mother had come to Murree to deposit me and had spoken to Nuns. All my mail was censored and my
every move watched. The nuns were convinced by my mother that I had to be controlled
Anees kept sending his mother to see my mother. She was given the same answer each time. They persisted.
During my winter holidays we went abroad to Vienna and Rome. I had passed my O levels with straight As.
My mother began treating me as a grown up person. My father’s family felt that I was already an old spinster.
After all I was 17.
Anees did not give up. His mother took my mother’s rudeness and curtness graciously. Anees began to visit
and was given the same treatment. He would be made to wait endlessly. When my mother condescended to see
him, she was outright arrogant.
Anees was just not good enough. I did not think that all these things were significant. Anees had offered me his
love. It was enough. He was my chance to escape. He was also providing me with a cause. I would soon become a
rebel. I wanted to be free.
If I had a future planned out for me, I might have put marriage out of my mind. This was not so. Nothing was
discussed. No college, no university, no nothing. Marriage was the only course being offered. I was not being allowed
to exercise my will over this either. I was a misfit. I had to be married off.
I felt very confused. Surely my life has some meaning. Freedom was illusory. It had been linked to marriage.
Home was a training ground. It taught us what to do with our freedom when we got married.
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Anees was the door to my freedom. We hardly knew each other. He was 28 and I was 17. We were in love and
yet we were perfect strangers.
I told my mother that I would marry no one but Anees. I could not tell her why I wanted to marry Anees. She
would never understand. I told her that Anees was the best prospect for me amongst all the other suitors. He was
the only man I could live with. I told her that I would grow to love the man and his persistence had won me over. I
made it clear that I would refuse to marry anyone else and she could not force me to do so.
It was an idle threat. I knew that I could forget Anees if I put my mind to it but I was quite fed up of all the
tension.
My mother was a bit frightened. Visions of a scandal flashed through her mind. She finally consented.
Suddenly her attitude changed. She was now the beaming mother of the bride to be. She got involved with the
rituals. Baskets of “sweetmeats” were sent off to friends and relatives. She played her new role with complete
sincerity. Her opposition was forgotten. The marriage of S.U. Durrani’s daughter was to be a great event. She had
to prepare. The engagement was a memorable affair. Farida Khanum sang and a special decorator was flown in
from Lebanon.
There were still pitfalls. She learnt that while she had been abroad, Anees and I had gone to the movies
together. The fact that we were accompanied by two aunts and two cousins was ruthlessly brushed aside. I had
disobeyed her. The man had dared to defy her commands. Her anger was directed more at him than at me. He was
being told the rules of the Durrani household. Her word was sacrosanct Any attempt to transgress her word and
her wishes had to be crushed.
She broke off the engagement. We lived in a state of limbo. She had proved her point. Anees sent many
emissaries. Finally she climbed down from her high horse and cleared the way for my marriage.
Or so we thought. My father was governor State Bank. The crisis in East Pakistan was brewing. Mr. Bhutto
met my father and asked him to surreptitiously withdraw assets from East Pakistan. My father refused. Mr. Bhutto
never forgot or forgave.
My father was very close to the Generals. He would come home after a meeting with them and give us
favourable reports about the events in East Pakistan. He believed we would win the war. We were unaware of the
impending tragedy. Our ignorance was so complete that on the day of the surrender, my mother inaugurated the
official cemented trench which had been dug in the State Bank house lawns. She could not bear to take shelter in a
muddy trench.
One of the first actions that Bhutto took after taking over as President was to dismiss my father. He was placed
under house arrest. We watched Bhutto make his first speech as President on the T.V. It was a strange moment.
Here was a man we had all prayed for. The man of the moment. The only man who could pick up the pieces. And
he was against our family. We did not know how to react. My family was embarrassed.
My father was arrested and sent to jail. We were packed off to Lahore. I was not allowed to meet my fiancé. My
father was kept in a dirty cell with cockroaches and insects crawling about. My mother stood by him like a rock. It
was the first reverse they had suffered. She felt her fair weather friends desert her. Some others like Agha Hasan
Abidi stood by her in her hour of trial. It struck me much later that when a civilian like my father goes to jail it is
considered to be a shameful experience. The family suffers and hides its face from people. A politician treats a jail
sojourn as a source of pride. Two of the most important persons in my life have gone to jail. One came out broken
and chastened. The other a hero.
My parents were united after an ordeal of six months. They had decided to leave for America. I had to get
married to Anees in a quiet and simple ceremony. The date was fixed.
My father wanted to visit his family in the Frontier. He was in Lahore. The governor, Mustafa Khar, had
refused him permission to cross the borders of the Punjab. Mr. Bhutto wanted to make sure that my father did not
meet his old friend, Wali Khan. Mr. Bhutto was not taking chances. My father never forgot Mustafa Khar’s role at
this juncture. He had prevented my father from saying goodbye to his family.
Three days before the marriage I woke up to the fact that I did not love Anees and did not want to marry him. I
was miserable. I locked myself up in my room and howled. I knew I was making a mistake but it was probably
too late to get out. My grandmother posted vigil outside my door. She wanted me to eat. I could not think of food
or the man who had proved that the way to a woman’s heart was through her stomach.
I spoke to Anees. I told him that I probably did not love him. I was only in love with the idea of love. I wanted
to escape. He was quite shattered. All he could say was that it was too late to change my mind.
“Everything would be all right. You are just nervous.” The following day was our mehndi.
My father came to see me. I hugged him and wept. I told him I did not want to get married. He misunderstood.
Daughters have to cope with situations like this. They have to leave their father’s home and go into alien
surroundings. Marriages are like the twilight hour. A confluence of grief and happiness. He kept telling me that he
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understood my pain at leaving him but I had my future ahead of me. Nobody believed me when I said that I did not
want to be married. They put it down to last minute nerves.
I was an unhappy bride. I sat there confused. Anees was now working at the National Shipping Corporation,
courtesy his father-in-law. He earned Rs.1,500 a month now. He became my husband.
As I left my home to drive away in a gaudily decorated car, Adila threw a tantrum. She clutched my gharara
and howled and cried. She was eight years old. Nobody could persuade her to let go of me. We tried everything.
Finally we had to take her along with us. She and my marriage were intertwined.
Anees was my door to freedom. I was destined to walk through him in order to find what I was looking for. …
249.99 Excerpt from Daughter Of Destiny\fn{by Benazir Bhutto (1953-2007)} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind
Province, Pakistan (F) 8
They killed my father in the early morning hours of April 4, 1979, inside Rawalpindi District Jail.
Imprisoned with my mother a few miles away in a deserted police training camp at Sihala, I felt the moment of
my father’s death. Despite the Valiums my mother had given me to try to get through the agonizing night, I
suddenly sat bolt-upright in bed at 2 A.M.\fn{This is the text of chapter one:H }
“No!” the scream burst through the knots in my throat. “No!”
I couldn’t breathe, didn’t want to breathe. Papa! Papa! I felt cold, so cold, in spite of the heat, and couldn’t
stop shaking. There was nothing my mother and I could say to console each other. Somehow the hours passed
as we huddled together in the bare police quarters. We were ready at dawn to accompany my father’s body to
our ancestral family graveyard.
“I am in Iddat and can’t receive outsiders. You talk to him,” my mother said dully when the jailer arrived, as
she began a widow’s four months and ten days of seclusion from strangers.
I walked into the cracked cement-floored front room that was supposed to serve as our sitting room. It stank of
mildew and rot.
“We are ready to leave with the Prime Minister,” I told the junior jailor standing nervously before me.
“They have already taken him to be buried,” he said. I felt as if he had struck me.
“Without his family?” I asked bitterly. “Even the criminals in the military regime know that it is our family’s
religious obligation to accompany his body, to recite the prayers for the dead, to see his face before burial. We
applied to the jail superintendent—”
“They have taken him,” he interrupted.
“Taken him where?” The jailer was silent.
“It was very peaceful,” he finally replied. “I have brought what was left.”
He handed me the pitiful items from my father’s death cell one by one: my father’s shaiwar khameez, the
long shirt and loose trousers he’d worn to the end, refusing as a political prisoner to wear the uniform of a
condemned criminal; the tiffin box for food that for the last ten days he had refused; the roll of bedding they
had allowed him only after the broken wires of his cot had lacerated his back; his drinking cup.
“Where is his ring?” I managed to ask the jailer.
“Did he have a ring?” he asked.
I watched him make a great show of fishing through his bag, through his pockets. Finally he handed me my
father’s ring, which toward the end had regularly slipped off his emaciated fingers.
“Peaceful. It was very peaceful,” he kept muttering. How could a hanging be peaceful?
Basheer and Ibrahim, our family bearers who brought us supplies every day because the authorities did not
provide us with food, came into the room. Basheer’s face went white when he recognized my father’s clothes.
“Ya Allah! Ya Allah! They’ve killed Sahib! They’ve killed him!” he screamed.
Before we could stop him, Basheer grabbed a can of petrol and doused himself with it, preparing to set himself
aflame. My mother had to rush out to prevent his self-immolation.
I stood in a daze, not believing what had happened to my father, not wanting to. It was just not possible that
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the first prime minister of Pakistan to be elected directly by the people, was dead. Where
there had been repression under the generals who had ruled Pakistan since its birth in 1947, my father had been
the first to bring democracy. Where the people had lived as they had for centuries at the mercy of their tribal
chiefs and landlords, he had installed Pakistan’s first Constitution to guarantee legal protection and civil rights.
Where the people had had to resort to violence and bloodshed to unseat the generals, he had guaranteed a
parliamentary system of civilian government and elections every five years. No. It was not possible.
“Jiye Bhutto! Long live Bhutto!” millions had cheered when he became the first politician ever to visit the
most forlorn and remote villages of Pakistan. When his Pakistan People’s Party was voted into office, my
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father had started his modernization programs, redistributing the land held for generations by the feudal few
among the many poor, educating the millions held down by ignorance, nationalizing the country’s major
industries, guaranteeing minimum wages and job security, and forbidding discrimination against women and
minorities. The six years of his government had brought light to a country steeped in stagnant darkness—until
the dawn of July 5, 1977.
Zia ul-Haq. My father’s supposedly loyal army chief of staff. The general who had sent his soldiers in the
middle of the night to overthrow my father and take over the country by force. Zia ul-Haq, the military dictator
who had subsequently failed to crush my father’s following in spite of all his guns and tear gas and Martial Law
regulations, who had failed to break my father’s spirit despite his isolation in a death cell. Zia ul-Haq, the
desperate general who had just sent my father to his death.
I stood numbly in front of the junior jailer, holding the small bundle that was all that was left of my father.
The scent of his cologne was still on his clothes, the scent of Shalimar. I hugged his shalwar to me, suddenly
remembering Kathleen Kennedy, who had worn her father’s parka at Radcliffe long after the senator had been
killed. Our two families had always been compared in terms of politics. Now, we had a new and dreadful bond.
That night and for many others, I, too, tried to keep my father near me by sleeping with his shirt under my
pillow.
I felt completely empty, that my life had shattered. For almost two years, I had done nothing but fight the
trumped-up charges brought against my father by Zia’s military regime and work with the Pakistan People’s Party
toward the elections Zia had promised at the time of the coup, then had canceled in the face of our impending
victory. I had been arrested six times by the military regime and been repeatedly forbidden by the Martial Law
authorities to set foot in Karachi and Lahore. So had my mother. As acting chairperson of the PPP during my
father’s imprisonment, she had been detained eight times. We had spent the last six weeks under detention in
Sihala, the six months before that under detention in Rawalpindi. Yet not until yesterday had I allowed myself to
believe that General Zia would actually assassinate my father.
Who would break the news to my younger brothers, who were fighting my father’s death sentence from
political exile in London? And who would tell my sister, Sanam, who was just finishing her final year at Harvard?
I was especially worried about Sanam. She had never been political. Yet she had been dragged into the tragedy
with all of us. Was she alone now? I prayed she wouldn’t do anything foolish.
I felt as if my body were being torn apart. How could I go on? In spite of our efforts, we had failed to keep my
father alive. I felt so alone. I just felt so alone.
“What will I do without you to help me?” I had asked him in his death cell. I needed his political advice. For
all that I held degrees in government from Harvard and Oxford, Iwas not a politician. But what could he say? He
had shrugged helplessly.
I had seen my father for the last time yesterday. The pain of that meeting was close to unbearable. No one had
told him he was to be executed early the next morning. No one had told the world leaders who had officially
asked the military regime for clemency, among them U.S. president Jimmy Carter, British Prime Pinister Margaret
Thatcher, Leonid Brezhnev of the Soviet Union, Pope John Paul II, Indira Gandhi, and many others from the
entire Muslim spectrum, Saudi Arabia, the Emirates, Syria. Certainly none of the cowards in Zia’s regime had
announced the date of my father’s execution to the country, fearing the people’s reaction to their Prime Minister’s
murder. Only my mother and I knew. And that, by accident and deduction.
I had been lying on my army cot in the early morning of April 2nd when my mother had come suddenly
into the room.
“Pinkie,” she said,calling me by my family nickname, but in a tone that immedi ately made my body go
rigid. “There are army officers outside saying that both of us should go to see your father today. What does
that mean?”
I knew exactly what it meant. So did she. But neither of us could bear to admit it. This was my mother’s
visiting day, allowed her once a week. Mine was scheduled for later in the week. That they wanted both of us to
go could only mean that this was to be the last visit. Zia was about to kill my father.
My mind raced. We had to get the word out, to send a last call to the international community and to the
people. Time had run out.
“Tell them I’m not well,” I said to my mother hastily. “Say that if it is the last meeting then, of course, I will
come, but if it is not, we will go tomorrow.” While my mother went to speak with the guards, I quickly broke
open a message I had already wrapped to send out with Ibrahim and wrote a new one.
“I think they are calling us for our last meeting,” I scribbled furiously to a friend on the outside, hoping she
would alert the party’s leaders, who in turn would inform the diplomatic corps and mobilize the people. The
people were our last hope.
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“Take this immediately to Yasmin,” I told Ibrahim, knowing we were taking a great risk. There wasn’t time for
him to wait for a sympathetic or lackadaisical guard to come on duty. He could be searched and followed. He
wouldn’t be able to take the normal precautions. The danger was enormous, but so were the stakes.
“Go, Ibrahim, go!” I urged him. “Tell the guards you’re fetching medicine for me!” And off he ran.
I looked outside the window to see the Martial Law contingent consulting with each other, then transmitting
the message that I was ill on their wireless set and waiting to receive information back. In the confusion, Ibrahim
reached the gate.
“I have to get medicine for Benazir Sahiba quickly. Quickly!” he said to the guards who had overheard the talk
of my ill health. Miraculously they let Ibrahim through, barely five minutes after my mother had first come to me
in the bedroom. My hands would not stop trembling. I had no idea if the message would be safely delivered.
Outside the window, the wireless sets crackled.
“Because your daughter is not feeling well, then tomorrow will be fine for the visit,” the authorities finally told
my mother.
We had gained another twenty-four hours of my father's life. But when the compound gates were sealed
immediately after Ibrahim had fled, we knew something terribly ominous was about to occur.
Fight. We had to fight. But how? I felt so powerless, locked inside the stockade while the moments toward my
father’s death ticked by. Would the message get through? Would the people rise up in spite of the guns and
bayonets they had faced since the coup? And who would lead them? Many of the leaders of the Pakistan People’s
Party were in jail. So were thousands of our supporters, including, for the first time in Pakistan’s history, women.
Countless others had been teargassed and flogged just for mentioning my father’s name, the number of lashes to be
administered painted on their half-naked bodies. Would the people heed this last desperate call? Would they even
hear it?
At 8:15 P.M. my mother and I tuned in the BBC Asia report on our radio. Every muscle in my body was rigid. I
sat expectantly forward as the BBC reported that I had sent a message from prison that tomorrow, April 3rd, was
to be the last meeting with my father. The message had got through! I waited for the BBC to announce our call for
the people to rise in protest. There was none. Instead, the BBC went on to report that there was no confirmation of
the news from the jail superintendent.
“She’s panicked,” it quoted one of my father’s former ministers as saying. My mother and I couldn’t even look
at each other. Our last hope had died.
*
April 3, 1979. A speeding jeep. Crowds frozen in fear behind security forces, not knowing the fate of their
Prime Minister. Prison gates hastily opened and closed. My mother and I being searched again by jail
matrons, first leaving our own prison in Sihala, then again when we arrived at the jail in Rawalpindi.
“Why are you both here?” my father says from inside the inferno of his cell. My mother doesn’t answer.
“Is this the last meeting?” he asks. My mother cannot bear to answer.
“I think so,” I say.
He calls for the jail superintendent who is standing nearby. They never leave us alone with Papa.
“Is this the last meeting?” my father asks him.
“Yes,” comes the reply. The jail superintendent seems ashamed to be the bearer of the regime’s plans.
“Has the date been fixed?”
“Tomorrow morning,” the superintendent says.
“At what time?”
“At five o’clock, according to jail regulations.”
“When did you receive this information?”
“Last night,” he says reluctantly. My father looks at him.
“How much time do I have with my family?”
“Half an hour.”
“Under jail regulations, we are entitled to an hour,” he says.
“Half an hour,” the superintendent repeats. “Those are my orders.”
“Make arrangements for me to have a bath and a shave,” my father tells him. “The world is beautiful and I
want to leave it clean.”
Half an hour. Half an hour to say goodbye to the person I love more than any other in my life. The pain in
my chest tightens into a vise. I must not cry. I must not break down and make my father’s ordeal any more
difficult.
He is sitting on the floor on a mattress, the only furniture left in his cell. They have taken away his table and
his chair. They have taken away his cot.
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“Take these,” he says, handing me the magazines and books I had brought him before. “I don’t want them
touching my things.” He hands me the few cigars his lawyers have brought him.
“I’ll keep one for tonight,” he says. He also keeps his bottle of Shalimar cologne. He starts to hand me his ring,
but my mother tells him to keep it on.
“I’ll keep it for now, but afterwards I want it to go to Benazir,” he tells her.
“I have managed to send out a message,” I whisper to him as the jail authorities strain to hear. I outline the
details and he looks satisfied. She’s almost learned the ropes of politics, his expression reads.
The light inside the death cell is dim. I cannot see him clearly. Every other visit they have allowed us to sit
together inside his cell. But not today. My mother and I squeeze together at the bars in his cell door, talking to him
in whispers.
“Give my love to the other children,” he says to my mother.
“Tell Mir and Sunny and Shah that I have tried to be a good father and wish I could have said goodbye to
them.” She nods, but cannot speak.
“You have both suffered a lot,” he says. “Now that they are going to kill me tonight, I want to free you as
well. If you want to, you can leave Pakistan while the Constitution is suspended and Martial Law imposed. If
you want peace of mind, to pick up your lives again, then you might want to go to Europe. I give you my
permission. You can go.” Our hearts are breaking.
“No, no,” my mother says. “We can’t go. We’ll never go. The generals must not think they have won. Zia has
scheduled elections again, though who knows if he will dare to hold them. If we leave, there will be no one to lead
the party, the party you built.”
“And you, Pinkie?” my father asks.
“I could never go,” I say. He smiles.
“I’m so glad. You don’t know how much I love you, how much I’ve always loved you. You are my jewel.
You always have been.”
“The time is up,” the superintendent says.
“The time is up.” I grip the bars.
“Please open up the cell,” I ask him. “I want to say goodbye to my father.” The superintendent refuses.
“Please,” I say. “My father is the elected prime minister of Pakistan. I am his daughter. This is our last meeting.
I want to hold him.” The superintendent refuses.
I try to reach my father through the bars. He is so thin, almost wasted away from malaria, dysentery,
starvation. But he pulls himself erect, and touches my hand.
“Tonight I will be free,” he says, a glow suffusing his face. “I will be joining my mother, my father. I am going
back to the land of my ancestors in Larkana to become part of its soil, its scent, its air. There will be songs about
me. I will become part of its legend.” He smiles. “But it is very hot in Larkana.”
“I’ll build a shade,” I manage to say. The jail authorities move in.
“Goodbye, Papa,” I call to my father as my mother reaches through the bars to touch him. We both move down
the dusty courtyard. I want to look back, but I can’t. I know I can’t control myself.
“Until we meet again,” I hear him call.
Somehow my legs move. I cannot feel them. I have turned to stone. But still I move. The jail authorities
lead us back through the jail ward, the courtyard filled with army tents. I move in a trance, con scious only of
my head. High. I must keep it high. They are all watching.
The car is waiting inside the locked gates so the crowds outside won’t see us. My body is so heavy I have
difficulty getting in. The car speeds forward through the gate. At its sight the crowds surge toward us but are
shoved back roughly by the security forces. I suddenly glimpse my friend Yasmin at the edge of the crowd,
waiting to deliver my father’s food.
“Yasmin! They are going to kill him tonight!” I try and shout from the window. Did she hear me? Did I
make any sound at all?
*
Five o’clock came and went. Six o’clock. Each breath I took reminded me of the last breaths of my father.
“God, let there be a miracle,” my mother and I prayed together. “Let something happen.”
Even my little cat, Chun-Chun, whom I had smuggled into detention with me, felt the tension. She had
abandoned her kittens. We couldn’t find them anywhere. Yet we clung to hope.
The Supreme Court had unanimously recommended that my father’s death sentence be commuted to life
imprisonment. Moreover, by Pakistani law, the date of any execution must be announced at least a week before its
implementation. There had been no such announcement.
PPP leaders on the outside had also sent word that Zia had promised Saudia Arabia, the Emirates, and others
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in confidence that he would commute the death sentence against my father to life. But Zia’s record was filled
with broken promises and disregard for the law. In the face of our persistent fears that my father would be
executed, the foreign minister of Saudi Arabia and the prime minister of Libya had promised to fly in should a
date for execution be announced. Had they heard my message on the BBC? Was there time for them to fly in
now?
A Chinese delegation was in Islamabad. My father had pioneered Pakistan’s friendship with China. Would they
sway Zia on his behalf?
My mother and I sat motionless in the white heat at Sihala, unable to speak. Zia had also let it be known that
he would entertain a plea for clemency only from my father, or us, his immediate family. My father had forbidden
it.
How do such moments pass in the countdown toward death? My mother and I just sat. Sometimes we cried.
When we lost the strength to sit up, we fell onto the pillows on the bed. They’ll snuff out his life, I kept thinking.
They’ll just snuff out his life. How alone he must be feeling in that cell, with no one near him. He didn’t keep any
books. He didn’t keep anything. He has just that one cigar. My throat tightened until I wanted to rip it open. But I
didn’t want the guards who were always laughing and talking right outside our window to have the pleasure of
hearing me scream.
“I can’t bear it, Mummy, I can’t,” I finally broke down at 1:30. She brought me some Valium.
“Try to sleep,” she said.
A half hour later, in the early hours of April 4, I shot up in bed, feeling my father’s noose around my neck.
*
The skies rained tears of ice that night, pelting our family lands in Larkana with hail. At our family graveyard
in the nearby ancestral village of Garhi Khuda Bakhsh Bhutto, the people were awakened by the commotion of a
military convoy. While my mother and I were passing the agonizing night in prison, my father’s body was being
secretly flown to Garhi for burial. The advance party of Martial Law administrators made their grim arrangements
with Nazar Mohammed, a villager who oversees our lands and whose family has worked with ours for
generations. Nazar Mohammed:
I was sleeping in my house at about 3 A.M. on 4th April when I woke to notice strong lights of fifty to sixty military
vehicles on the outskirts of the village. At first I thought they were rehearsing again for the actions they were to take
after Mr. Bhutto was to be hanged as they had two days earlier, claiming they were normal military exercises. The
people were quite terrorized then, especially after the police entered the Bhutto graveyard to take a careful look around.
When the police summoned me out of my house at such an early hour, all the village folk—old, young, men and
women—came out of their houses. All feared that Mr. Bhutto had either already been hanged or was soon to be. There
was wailing and crying and desperation in their faces.
“We must arrange for the burial of Mr. Bhutto,” the large number of army and police personnel said to me at their
temporary headquarters. “Show us where the grave is to be.” I was weeping.
“Why should we point out the place of burial to you?” I asked them. “We will perform the final rites by ourselves.
Mr. Bhutto belongs to us.”
I asked that I be allowed to bring our people to dig the grave, fetch the unbaked bricks to line it, cut the wooden
planks to top it, and perform our religious recitations. They permitted me only eight men to help.
While we got busy with this sad task, military and police vehicles not only surrounded the entire village but
blockaded every small street. No one from the village could go out and no one from outside the village could enter. We
were completely cut off.
At 8 A.M. two helicopters landed close to the village on the road where an ambulance was waiting. I watched
the coffin being transferred to the ambulance and followed it to the graveyard.
“Evacuate this house,” the army colonel said to me, pointing to the small dwelling place in the south corner of
the graveyard where the prayer leader who tends the graves lives with his wife and small children.
I protested the cruelty and inconvenience this would be to the Pesh Imam and his family, but the colonel
insisted. Twenty armed uniformed men then took up positions on the roof with their rifles pointed into the grave yard.
Near relatives must have a last look at the face of the departed. There were Bhutto cousins living in Garhi right next
to the graveyard. Mr. Bhutto’s first wife also lived in the nearby village of Naudero, and after great argument the
authorities allowed me to fetch her. When she arrived we opened the coffin and transferred the body onto a rope cot I
had brought from my house before carrying it into the walled home. The family lived in purdah and kept their women
protected from the eyes of strangers. No males outside the family were allowed in. But the army people forced their
way into the house against all norms of decency.
When the body was brought out half an hour later, I asked the colonel, on oath, if the bath in accordance with
religious rules and traditional burial ceremony had been given. He swore that it had. I checked to see if the kaffan, the
unstitched cotton shroud, had been put on the body. It was there.
We were too perturbed and grief stricken to look at the rest of the body. I’m not sure they would have allowed it as their
doings would have been exposed. But his face was the face of a pearl. It shone like a pearl. He looked the way he had at
sixteen. His skin was not of several colors, nor did his eyes or tongue bulge out like the pictures I’d seen of the men that Zia
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had hanged in public. As ritual demands, I turned Bhutto Sahib’s face to the west, toward Mecca. His head did not fall to the
side. His neck was not broken. There were strange red and black dots on his throat, however, like an official stamp.
The colonel became very angry. Fourteen hundred to fifteen hundred people from the village were forcing their way near
the coffin and looking at the glow from the martyr’s face. Their wailing was heart rending. The colonel threatened to batoncharge the people if they didn’t leave.
“The burial must take place at once,” he said. “If we have to, we will do it with the help of the rod.”
“They are mourning and heartbroken,” I told him.
At gunpoint, we hurried through the last prayers for the dead and then with ceremony befitting the departed soul,
lowered the body into the grave. The recitation of the Holy Book mingled with the wailing of the women rising from
the houses.

For days at Sihala after my father’s death, I couldn’t eat or drink. I would take sips of water, but then I’d
have to spit it out. I couldn’t swallow at all. Nor could I sleep. Every time I closed my eyes I had the same
dream. I was standing in front of the district jail. The gates were open. I saw a figure walking toward me.
Papa! I rushed to him.
“You’ve come out! You’ve come out! I thought they had killed you! But you’re alive!” Just before I
reached him, I would wake up and have to realize once again that he was gone.
“You must eat, Pinkie, you must,” my mother said, bringing me some soup. “You will need all your
strength when we get out of here to prepare for the elections. If you want to keep fighting for your father’s
principles, to fight the way he fought, then eat. You must.” And I ate a little.
I forced myself to read messages of condolence that were slipped in to us.
“My dear Auntie and Benazir,” wrote a family friend from Lahore on April 5th.
I have no words to describe my sorrow and grief. The whole nation is responsible to you for what has
happened. We are all culprits. … Every Pakistani is sad, demoralized and inse cure. We are all guilty and burdened
with sin.

On the same day, ten thousand people gathered in Rawalpindi on Liaquat Bagh Common, where a year and
a half before my mother had drawn huge crowds, standing in for my imprisoned father in the first election
campaign. Seeing the overwhelming popularity of the PPP, Zia had canceled the elections and sentenced my
father to death. Now, while offering funeral prayers and eulogies for my father, his followers were once again
teargassed by the police. The people ran, hurling bricks and stones at the police, who moved in with batons and
started making arrests. Yasmin, her two sisters, and her mother attended the prayer meeting. So did Amina
Piracha, a friend who had helped the lawyers working on my father’s Supreme Court case, Amina’s two sisters,
her nieces, and their seventy-year-old ayah. All ten women were arrested, along with hundreds of others, and
imprisoned for two weeks.
Rumors quickly began to circulate about my father’s death. The hangman had gone mad. The pilot who had
flown my father’s body to Garhi had become so agitated when he’d learned the identity of his cargo that he’d had
to land his plane and have another pilot called in. The papers were full of other lurid details about my father’s end.
He had been tortured almost to death and, with only the barest flicker of a pulse, had been carried on a stretcher to
his hanging, ran one widely believed version.
The other persistent report claimed that my father had died during a fight in his cell. Military officers, this
version claimed, had tried to force him to sign a “confession” that he had orchestrated the coup himself and
invited Zia to take over the country. My father had refused to sign the lies the regime needed to give it
legitimacy.
In this version one of the officers had pushed my father. He had fallen, striking his head on the wall of his
cell, and had never regained consciousness. A doctor had been summoned to revive him, giving him a heart
massage and a tracheotomy, which would explain the marks Nazar Mohammed had seen on his neck. But it
had been to no avail.
I tended to believe this story. Why else had my father’s body shown no physical signs of a hanging? Why else
had I awakened at 2 A.M., a full three hours before his scheduled execution? Another political prisoner, General
Babar, told me he, too, had awakened in a sudden chill at two o’clock. So did other friends and political
supporters scattered around the world. It was as if my father’s soul was passing around among those who had
loved him. And the rumors persisted.
“Exhume the body and order a postmortem,” my father's cousin and then People’s Party leader Mumtaz Bhutto
urged me during a condolence call at Sihala. “It could be to our political advantage.”
Political advantage? My father was dead. Exhuming his body was not going to bring him back to life.
“They did not let him live in his death cell even before they killed him,” I told Uncle Mumtaz. “Now he’s free.
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Let him rest in peace.”
“You don’t understand what historical importance this could have,” Uncle Mumtaz persisted. I shook my head.
“History will judge him on his life. The details of his death do not matter,” I said. “I will not have him
exhumed. He needs his rest.”
My mother's niece, Fakhri, was permitted to come to Sihala to condole with us, as was my childhood friend,
Samiya Waheed. They were relieved to find that although we were grief stricken, we had not fallen apart.
“We had heard you were so depressed you were going to commit suicide,” said Samiya, recounting another
rumor the regime was spreading. Fakhri, who is quite emotional, rushed to embrace my mother, consoling her in
Persian.
“Nusrat joon, I wish I had died. I wish I had never seen this day,” she cried. “People are saying hanging is too
good for Zia.”
Fakhri hugged me, too. She had been the one to bring me the news of my father’s death sentence a year
before, slipping through the police guard at our house in Karachi where I was being held in detention. I had
been sitting in the living room when she suddenly burst through the front door and prostrated herself in the
entrance hall, howling in grief and hitting her forehead on the floor. Within half an hour the military
authorities had brought a detention order for Fakhri as well, a woman who didn’t have a political bone in her
body but who spent her days playing mah-jongg and bridge. She had been imprisoned with me for the next
week, unable to return to her husband and small children.
Now we wept together. Hundreds of people, she told us, factory workers, taxi drivers, street peddlers, were
gathering in our garden in Karachi in preparation for the soyem, our religious ceremony on the third day following
death. Every night for weeks before, women had come to the house by the busload to pray for my father through
the night, holding their Holy Qur’ans over their heads.
The uniforms of the army, which had always been a source of national pride, were now the objects of
derision, Fakhri also told us. On the plane from Karachi, she and Samiya had refused to sit next to any man in
army uniform.
“Murderers!” they had screamed.
Everyone in the plane had lowered their heads as a mark of respect toward those who were grieving.
Nobody said a word. There were tears in everyone’s eyes.
We had applied to the authorities to visit my father’s grave on the soyem, and at 7 A.M. on April 7th we were
told we had five minutes to get ready. We didn’t have black mourning clothes to wear and went in what we had
brought with us to prison.
“Hurry! Hurry!” a Martial Law officer insisted as we packed into the car to drive to the airport. They were
always hurrying us, frightened that the people would catch a glimpse of us, wave, cheer, or in any way
demonstrate their sympathy for us and by implication their antipathy for Martial Law.
But not all the military had turned into inhuman machines. At the airport, the crew of the military plane was
standing like an honor guard when we arrived, their heads lowered. When my mother got out of the car, the crew
saluted her. It was a fitting gesture for the widow of the man who had brought over ninety thousand of their fellow
soldiers back safely from the prison camps of India. Not everyone had forgotten. During the short flight they
offered us tea, coffee, and sandwiches, their faces showing their shock and sorrow. The crime of the few had
become the guilt of the many.
The plane didn’t land at Moenjodaro, the airport nearest to Garhi Khuda Bakhsh, but at Jacobabad an hour
away. Nor did the local military authorities choose a direct route to the village over the mod ern roads my father
had built. Instead our car bumped and lurched along unpaved lanes, the driver going out of his way to avoid the
possibility of our being seen through the heavily curtained windows. We were covered in sweat and dust when we
finally arrived at the entrance to our family graveyard.
As I moved toward the narrow portal, an army officer moved with me. I stopped.
“No. You can’t enter. None of you can enter.” I said.
“This is our graveyard. You don’t belong here.”
“We are under orders not to let you out of our sight,” he told me.
“I cannot permit you to come in here and violate its sanctity,” I told him. “You killed my father. You sent him
here. If we mourn him now, we will mourn him on our own.”
“We have been ordered to be with you at all times,” he insisted.
“Then we won’t visit the grave. Take us back,” my mother said, moving toward the car.
He stepped back, and we entered the walled graveyard, leaving our shoes at the entrance as a sign of respect.
How peaceful it seemed. And how familiar. Generations of Bhuttos whose lives had been sweeter lay there: my
grandfather Sir Shah Nawaz Khan Bhutto, former prime minister of Junagadh State, knighted by the British for
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his services to the Bombay presidency before the partition of India; his wife, Lady Khurshid; my uncle Sikander
Bhutto and his legendary brother Imdad Ali, so handsome, it was said, that when he drove his carriage down
Elphinstone Street, Karachi’s main shopping area, the English ladies ran out of their shops to stare at him. Many
other relatives also lay there, in the soil which had given us birth and to which we return when we die.
My father had brought me here just before I had left Pakistan to enter Harvard University in 1969.
“You are going far away to America,” he had told me as we stood among the graves of our forebears. “You
will see many things that amaze you and travel to places you've never heard of. But remember, whatever
happens to you, you will ultimately return here. Your place is here. Your roots are here. The dust and mud and
heat of Larkana are in your bones. And it is here that you will be buried.”
Through my tears now, I looked for his grave. I didn’t even know where they had buried him. I almost didn’t
recognize his grave when I saw it. It was just a mound of mud. Raw mud sprinkled with flower petals.
My mother and I sat at the foot of the grave. I couldn’t believe my father was under it. I dropped down and
kissed the part of the mud where I imagined his feet to be.
“Forgive me, Father, if I ever caused you any unhappiness,” I said silently.
Alone. I felt so alone. Like all children I had taken my father for granted. Now that I had lost him, I felt an
emptiness that could never be filled. But I did not let myself cry, believing as a Muslim that tears pull a spirit
earthward and won’t let it be free.
My father had earned his freedom, had paid dearly for his peace. His suffering had ended.
“Glory be to Him who has control over all things,” I read from the Ya Sin sura of the Holy Qur’an. “To Him,
you shall all return.”
My father’s soul was with God in Paradise.
They hurried us back to the airport over a different and even more tortuous route. The same crew again stood
at attention. There was no difference, either, in our searches at the gates to Sihala, no difference in the grimy
rooms we were being held in. But a sense of peace and a new certainty had settled over me.
Stand up to challenge. Fight against overwhelming odds. Overcome the enemy. In the stories my father had
told us over and over as children, good always triumphed over evil.
“Whether you grasp an opportunity or let it slip away, whether you are impetuous or thoughtful, whether you
have unsinkable nerves or are timid, all of these choices are up to you,” he had always impressed upon us.
“What you make of your destinies is up to you.”
Now, in the nightmare that had engulfed Pakistan, his cause had become my own. I had felt it as I stood
by my father’s grave, felt the strength and conviction of his soul replenishing me.
At that moment I pledged to myself that I would not rest until democracy returned to Pakistan, that the
light of hope that he had kindled would be kept alive. He had been the first leader of Pakistan to speak for all
the people, not just for the military and the elite. It was up to us to continue.
As my mother and I were being taken back to Sihala after my father’s soyem, soldiers were lobbing tear
gas shells among the hundreds packed into our garden at 70 Clifton to read and reread prayers for my father’s
soul. The barrage of shells was so intense that the canopy over the patio was set on fire. Clutching their Holy
Qur’ans, the grieving people dispersed, choking.
117.61 Painting On Glass\fn{by Aamer Hussein (1955-

)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 5

Last night: I was at the South Bank to see a Malay film I had been asked to review. The blurb for it had
announced serious themes, fundamentalism and feminism and polygyny and Palestinian refugees, but what we
saw was a work full of vitality, of romance and butterflies and reconciliations. I struggled with cynicism and
suspended it, thinking of the challenge and the problems of presenting a message to a mass audience in a
“developing” country, of addressing issues and causes in a coherent voice, treading the tightrope between the
aesthetic and the popular and paying homage to both … but each clumsy cut, each musical interlude and
sentimental gesture was greeted with a chorus of catcalls and guffaws by an audience that didn’t know when to
laugh and when to cry.
As I left the theater and walked towards the bridge that leads to Embankment station I jingled the coins in my
pocket, ready for the hungry hands and eyes of the homeless that haunt the narrow path. At least I’d buy a Big
Issue for the tube ride home. There but for fortune, I often think. It was raining, an untimely gray early June
drizzle. The surging sound of a saxophone stopped me and I turned to look: a woman was dancing to the music of
a cassette recorder, dancing with her eyes closed and tossing a red rag from her hand up into the air like a
weightless partner, dancing ecstatic and shockingly alone. I don’t know what her dancing did to me, but suddenly
I wanted to be by myself, I wanted to be at home, and I ran. It wasn’t even dark yet but the clouds had swallowed
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the sunset for supper and the rivet was the color of dishwater.
I don’t know why I’m writing all this, but since Tahira left for Karachi I’ve been going a lot to the cinema, on
my own and thinking of the films and the music she liked. And of the story she’d asked me to write about my life
and send to Pakistan for her to publish in her journal; everything I see and hear seems to flow into it. I wanted to
write something spare and stark and simple because over the last few years I’ve always thought that simplicity
speaks to the widest possible audience, but the film I’d seen made me think again. I wondered what Tahira would
have said about it, what she’d have said to the woman who’d directed it, how they’d have talked about Islam,
censorship, roots, and social responsibility. I thought about the films made by Asians here, those tales of
estrangement and compromise, Samosas on the Sand and Tennessee Tandoori and Croydon Country Singers and
The Krishna of the Counties, how I’d colluded in her mocking comments about them until I realized that she saw
me, too, as an alienated migrant cut off from my roots, and I knew that she was waiting for me to prove myself
with something new, something authentic. I thought about the heaviness of trees: in our country, in our verses, we
talk about the displaced as birds without wings, birds who can no longer fly to their destination, and words about
roots and sources began to disturb me. Because trees have heavy bodies; a tree moved from its native soil and
planted elsewhere puts down new roots, twisted ones, perhaps, but its trunk grows heavy. You try to leave and
something pulls at you, the earth holds you back. The soil of a new language and new necessities. I thought of the
day I’d walked down Guildford Street on my way to Russell Square and seen a dead rat thrown out on the
pavement, and that evening a pigeon, mangled, red and crushed, lay on what I could swear was the very same
spot. I began to wish I could find my lost sky, my horizon, my lost words. Films and television have taken over
from painters and poets, and we’re all left stranded with dead images like piles of dead leaves, dead butterflies,
dead birds. Robbed of their source in a living language. I’ve always held that art should be both beautiful and
useful, but when in doubt I’ve usually thrown the beauty out. Though perhaps the way to reach people is to talk in
those primary colors that this wretched drizzle seems to wash away, to fill stories with light and animation and so
what if the audience laughs at the tragic moments: let the emotions spill over the top, and maybe the happy scenes
and gestures will make them cry. Simplicity rests in the pact—I’ve been there, I know—between the teller and
listener, not in sentence structures or narrative lines. People recognize and relate to complications and clutter—
after all, they’re what make up our lives. It’s the content that matters, in the end. Perhaps it’s innocence we laugh
at, the innocence of belief, but we long for it too, the mess and the muddle and the ache of betrayal.
*
Enough rambling, enough reflection. Let’s get on with it, let me tell you about my life.
My name is Irfan Malik. I’ve been in London eight years. I was born in Pakistan thirty-six years ago and grew
up in Lahore. I took a couple of degrees there, and after doing a stint at an advertising agency I went into
journalism, working for television and co-editing a popular fortnightly English review. I also wrote poetry and TV
plays in Urdu and Punjabi and published a book about the things I saw and I knew, about my grandparents’ village
and about the city and love and corruption and change, the usual bourgeois stuff, you could say, but it was what I
loved doing and it brought me some applause, and also some censure from my politically correct mates, but even
they said I had a flair for words and images.
I don’t really suppose that I was a great success as a Pakistani man—poetry and such are hardly the material
middle-class parents’ dreams are made of—but I’m a second son and it didn’t really matter. My elder brother
went. abroad to study medicine and my parents couldn’t afford to send me overseas, anyway. I made some kind of
independent living. But when my chance came I took it, and you could say my chance was engineered by my
parents.
And Aneela’s. She was the daughter of distant relatives. Attractive, brilliantly well educated by anyone’s
standards, she came to Lahore on what we used to call a shopping trip at college and chose me as the asset she
was shopping for. She was on the rebound; her long relationship with an Americanized Pakistani had broken up, I
was a relative of respectable origins, and she said she loved my love poems—I wrote one about our second
meeting which was, well, intense. She was an odd mixture of chic and sluttishness and that seemed sophisticated
and ineffably foreign to me. Her father had a newspaper chain in London as a tax outlet and they’d opened an
English section, a serious political and cultural review. I would be perfect as its acting editor: I had the experience
and the talent.
So it was London for me. An approved rather than an arranged marriage. The in-laws’ house in Brarnham
Gardens—which they insisted was in South Ken,\fn{ South Kensington.} though it’s actually Earls Court—and the
office and my book of verse published in Lahore clutched under my arm and Third World poetry readings which
my journal’s budget occasionally allowed me to organize. I met poets from Africa and Latin America and the Arab
world and sometimes they invited me to read with them. London was still political in those days, at least in its
Third World peripheries, and Marxism hadn’t yet become a bad smell. I knew my poems occasionally aroused a
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frown or worse still a sneer, which was strange, because it made me realize that, though I hadn’t been particularly
aware of it I’d been speaking to an international audience all the time, and international meant English-speaking.
I’d somehow mixed up the translations of Neruda\fn{ Pablo Neruda aka Neftali Ricardo Reyes y Basoal-to (1904-1973),
Chilean poet.} and Paz\fn{Octavio Paz (1914-1998), Mexican poet.} I’d read with English poetry, which I knew almost
nothing about, but that, that was another world altogether, and the dark-skinned poets I met here in our segregated
enclaves were angry. Really angry. About imperialism and exploitation and racism. I learned their language: I
began to write protest poetry too. After all, I was, by their admission, a man of the Third World, and I came from a
country in the metal grasp of a military apparatus. Once an English patron of writers of color, slightly the worse
for drink, accused me of being, as a Pakistani, a partisan of oppression and Islam and misogyny because I made
the mistake of telling her to accept an invitation to speak about her writing in a British Council tour of Pakistan.
Those were the days of the Rushdie affair\fn{ An allusion to the banning in several Muslim countries of the novel The Satanic
Verses (1988) by Salman Rushdie (1947- ) and the fatwah issued against his life and the lives of everyone connected with its publication
by Iran’s Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (1989), which prompted the author to go into hiding until 1991 .} and it wasn’t exactly chic

to be Pakistani or Muslim. I responded for once in that angry manner with which I was becoming familiar. And
what about your f___ing Tories, I said. They’ve got you all by the balls and none of you even admit that there are
beggars and homeless around everywhere on your streets. I had my material—you only had to read an article
about Pakistan or watch a documentary to get it—and I had apartheid, intifada, Ethiopia, Timor, and Tiananmen
to supplement that. We carry our histories on our backs, I wrote, in our blood and in our bones. But at the same
time I knew somewhere in these bones of mine that what we were doing was only ranting and raving and
preaching to each other and to the ranks of the already rallied, our words wouldn’t get us to where we really
wanted to go, our well of words was running out of fresh water, as if a cow, or worse still a pig, had died in it.
That we didn’t have the courage to face an era which had placed us in a safe asylum, where we could scream the
screams of dumb bright birds just as long as we didn’t make a noise in the neighborhood, disturb the local
residents by shattering the glass walls of our avairy.
*
And then, four years after I came here, things fell apart.
My father-in-law was accused—rightly or wrongly—of malpractices in his business dealings and had to run.
His empire was frozen and the newspaper chain bought out. Looking back at that time I wonder if I put into words
then what I know now: we’d never really belonged as an elite, we’d only lived here in a replica of our ways at
home or as a distorted reflection of the West’s well-off. As long as they could bear us in their midst. But at some
time, as the tide of financial return went down lower, and lower our status as a class within a class had to change,
too. Someone brought down an axe to break our mirror, and it’s no use citing conspiracy theories and Western
fears of Third World gain and prosperity to explain our downfall by degrees.
My marriage had frozen too, in its second year, and though we remained quite civilized with each other and
still slept together desultorily, Aneela and I led our own lives. Aneela hadn’t ever got over her great love and her
vodka drinking became hazardous. Most of the time she was a good enough mother to our little daughter and it
was Suhayla that kept us together—still does, in away. It was understood before I moved myself and my abilities
to London that I’d be improving my educational qualifications here. And my abilities, it emerged, were negligible
in Aneela’s eyes, since she’d never managed to mould me into the model of moneyed manhood she’d imagined.
My decision to take a degree in history rather than the MBA she was insisting I should do made me look to her
even more like the under-achieving wimp she already thought I was. I got my Master’s from evening classes at
Birkbeck. She’d thought it would be better to do a course in journalism, at least, and maybe she was right; I
realized that when I found myself a sojourner on the swelling tide of unemployment. When I couldn’t find anything else someone suggested I take a course in English as a Second Language which the redundancy money that
had somehow come my way from the liquidators helped to fund. So there I was, at thirty-two, with a bagful of
qualifications none of which amounted to very much, and I’d realized long ago that I certainly wasn’t the poet of
the age. I knew, though, that I wasn’t bad either: that was proved when a Caribbean publisher as well respected
for his radical politics as for his generous and tough aesthetic commissioned a collection of my London work. He
brought out a slim volume called After the Death of Zia, Thatcher and Reagan a year after Aneela left for Boston,
her lover, and yet another redundant degree. She’s never done a thing with her hopes or her high educational
achievements.
I was a grass widower. Aneela hadn’t talked about divorce, maybe for Suhayla’s sake. We clung together for a
bit like rain-drenched children and seemed to be sexually alive to each other like we’d been before. Then one
night I heard her telling her best friend on the phone how her lover had rung her up for a drink while he was
passing through town and she couldn’t resist seeing him, telling herself it was only a greeting for the sake of the
past, then in the deserted hotel bar late that winter night he’d touched her as if they were in bed again, she’d found
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herself half-undressed right there on the sofa, and when she told him to stop he left her there, like that, humiliated
but alive again or half-alive, because the part of her that he’d left behind was dead, had been dead for so long, and
the part of herself she’d shared with me was dying now.
I never told her that I’d heard but she knew that I knew it was really over. She said when she left she only
wanted to clear her head and I pretended I believed she’d be back soon. Suhayla cried a lot when we said goodbye
but I let her go because I knew that with the life ahead of me I couldn’t afford to look after her or give her the
things she was used to. Soon after they went I moved from Earls Court to a short-life flat in ECI a classmate from
my ESL group was vacating to move to Australia: bed-sit and attached bath and no cooking facilities, only a
single ring on which I could boil water for tea or an egg and use as a heater when it got too cold. I could barely
afford even that. I came to know every chip shop in the area, and when the grungy walls sang dirges to me I sat
for hours with elbows on sticky white tables over a paper glass of Coke at Burger King with strobe lights in my
eyes.
When I felt really hollow those things about Aneela that I’d taken for granted, those cheating memories,
perhaps, from which we sketch our smiles, trickled down my face like sweat in the hot lights: the feeling of her
nipples and the underslopes of her breasts beneath my fingers and how her back warmed against me as she fell
asleep, the thought of her hands and how, when I turned away from her in sleepy forgetfulness, she’d run her
fingers down from the bones above my chest to my sex and back up again until every bit of me, even the hairs on
my body, woke up. You remember those things more vividly than lovemaking when you lose them.
Going back to Lahore was out and I never even considered it. My doctor father had retired years ago and
moved to Rawalpindi to be close to my brother and his family who’d settled in Islamabad, which was strange to
me. I’d only visited them there a couple of times since my marriage. I suppose I understand now why I didn’t
leave London: damaged goods can be returned to their sellers and their makers, but what about goods that are
damaged on the way, or broken by their buyers? Who’d want to have those back? I think that’s how I felt. Why
the hell should Pakistan want me, the mediocre editor of a small-circulation Third World journal, a little-known
poet who’d long ago lost touch with home; with a degree in history which wasn’t even a doctorate? What would I
do there—teach English as a second language to the children of the rich who’d grown up speaking English
anyway? Anyone who has left a home will know what it’s like to go back with nothing gained, a supplicant rather
than an achiever. At least I was an absolute stranger here, incomer, outsider, and I was only reclaiming the money
I’d poured into some robot machine’s pockets for so many bloody years. I haven’t ever been back since things
went wrong. Somewhere within me the sleeping poetry said no, no, no.
And the Third World coterie for which I’d read my poetry had gone, too, in search of higher ground. Now I did
classrooms, community centers, backwoods bookshops, and questions I couldn’t answer. My poetic urge had been
flagging for aeons, it was arthritic now. I didn’t have much of a sense of community here, and you need to write
from a sense of something. I couldn’t keep on singing about kite festivals, first love, my daughter, Aung San Suu
Kyi,\fn{Daw Aung San Suu Kyi (1945- ), leader of the nonviolent movement for the restoration of human rights and democracy in
Burma (Myanmar).} or South Africa. A culture had grown up among the second generation of subcontinental
immigrants that I hadn’t really had the time or the inclination to understand: bhangra disco and Joy Bangla and
boots under shalwars and Hindi movie stars. Aneela said it was all a distorted copy of the real thing; I’d say now
there’s more to it than that. But at the time, I’d just been too busy and preoccupied with the journal, the
organization of functions and readings and Third World conferences, fatherhood, Aneela’s complaint that
motherhood and a busy, busy husband were cannibalizing her youth … You could have called me self-centered, if
I’d ever had enough of self to consider. I’d just spend my life at the office and would come home to fall into bed
six days a week, and on Sundays I’d take Suhayla out and watch videos and read the papers.
When I thought the Job Center people would shoot me if I stood in their queues for another handout, when the
Third World editor-friends and favor-owers of another time had run out of all the book reviews, dance reviews,
film reviews, theater reviews, and ultimately even race and public march and issue reviews, all the commissions
they could give me at diminishing fees (from £70 down to £20), when even a can of beans cost too much and I’d
gone down two stones in weight and owed £340 I didn’t have, I found myself at Brickenshore College,
Brickenshore, London, a teacher of ESL to refugees from Ethiopia, China, Iran, and Vietnam. Not exactly what
I’d envisaged.
Three years on I’m still there, but don’t feel for a moment that it’s taught me a thing. I don’t feel close to them,
I don’t feel they allay my sense of having lost my place; all I feel is heavy, a heavy trunk with withered bark and
hanging branches and leaves that fall in thick, yellow piles before they ever grow. When I first joined and planned
my lessons according to my ESL teacher’s careful briefing, two of the students—a Laotian and Chinese—began
to shout at me, told me they didn’t want to learn silly, pretty things, only useful English to help them with a trade.
I wanted to leave. But the Eritreans and the Poles—one of them was much older than me—wanted me to stay.
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And I did. For the money, for a place in life, to make sense of the heaviness of me. Work that was ugly but useful.
Unlike this story of my life that’s ugly and of no use at all.
But that’s not what Tahira would say. Tahira, who suddenly reappeard after years during my Easter holidays.
I’d arranged a poetry reading here for her once, in my editorial days. She’d filled that hall with her poems. She
was radical and lyrical and illuminating. And intimidating. You felt she was meeting us expatriates on sufferance.
Later, though, when we’d met again, she was under some sort of political cloud, had published things she
shouldn’t and had come here to see if she could re-route, or re-route herself, find something in this other-where.
But her roots weren’t portable. We needed each other: she a rudder in a strange land, me someone that reminded
me of my dreaming days. Sometimes I think it wasn’t my age or her pain or her need for friendship over intensity
and passion that stopped her listening to my starving eyes. It was the call of a sky far way, it was her revolt
against this alien sky. She told me I should start writing in Urdu again, writing for Pakistan, as a way, perhaps, of
corning back for a while. I even think of it now: returning in anonymity, going to rest for a while with my parents,
and then taking a backpack and going far, far up into the hills, starting off with Margalla. Then I’ll go to Karachi
to see Tahira. Because she went back. To the pain of her new wings growing, to the heaviness of her tree. Asking
me to write, as soon as I could, about my life here, in English if I couldn’t find the Urdu words and she’d translate
it. So I began, hacking away at my bark and carving into it the initials of someone who’s desired more than he’s
done and known longing more than love and never loved enough, someone who’s tried to write without living and
turned his face away from everyone for fear of being hurt, someone who’s spent his days with his face pressed to
the glass and never learned to move or break the glass walls of his cage, like a bird that lost its tree and ended up
in an aviary, or a tree that never grew branches to make a home for birds.
*
Mixed metaphors. Windows and walls. When I first started teaching I used to walk past a blind wall. It served
no purpose, led nowhere, concealed nothing. Over the months, the graffiti on it kept changing: first it was
WHOSA COMIN? SOCHY LIZM I’SA COMIN in huge letters and I used to wonder who Sochy was. Then it
was KILROY WAS ’ERE. I hated the wall, because sometimes it reminded me of my attempts at poetry, writing
loud protest at first and later merely trying to remind people I existed and myself that I had a name. Then one day
the authorities decided to do something about it, and instead of breaking it down they got a team of painters to
make a mural, a gaudy scene of fake optimism with smiling children and giant daisies and daffodil sunshine. It
used to make me feel like banging my head in misery because those colors were so false and heavy, purples and
dingy oranges and peacock blues, and it made me want to turn away and say to hell with the job which as I write
I’m probably about to lose anyway. Without redundancy money because I’ve only been employed on annual
contracts for the three years I’ve been there.
Last night—this morning, really, because I’d been working on the fragment about my life well after midnight
—I fell asleep and dreamed that the wall with its ghastly mural was blocking the view from my window and I had
to get up to wipe off the bright paint and break it down. I took a bucket full of water and some washcloths
downstairs to do the job but when I got there I found that I’d taken a bucket of paint instead and what I had to do
was cover the tawdry hope on the wall with new pictures. I was about to begin when I woke up, sweating. I went
to the window and of course there was no wall but the sky was heavy and gray again. The computer clock said
7:45. A June Sunday. For some reason it occurred to me that if the weather had been like that when I was in
Pakistan I’d have rung up some friends and we’d have gone on a picnic, to the hills from Lahore or Islamabad,
far, far out to the clean sea from Karachi.
The wall was still with me and I knew what I had to do. I looked at the bald words I’d written and I sat down
to write again, something for Tahira’s magazine but even more for myself, from my own pleasure and pain, a
dream story like those pieces Pakistani writers used to write during Zia’s regime, couched in disturbing similes, in
the colors of unease. My window had been, after all, my cage and my wall, keeping me from breathing, and I
should write about that. In Urdu. As I wrote, rapidly, from right to left, the syllables of my lost tongue licked my
skin like fires.
In my story, a young painter meets an alluring pair, a wise old .man and his beautiful daughter, from a land
across the sea. He falls in love with the daughter and apprentices himself to the old man who is one of his time’s
greatest painters. He follows them abroad. But when he reaches the strange city of his destination they take him to
the top of a tower to a great room made of glass, overlooking the steeples and the spires and the rivers of the alien
city. He is left with one brush and pots of paints and locked into the room. The old man tells him he must paint a
living masterpiece on the glass walls within eleven days, when they will come back to redeem him: only then will
he be worthy of their esteem, the old man’s tutelage, the young woman’s love. He begins on the third day, after
three days of desolation. He begins from the right corner, painting a street of the city of his exile, a street he can
only see from the distance of his fourteenth-floor room over rooftops and chimneys. A river runs around the room.
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Down a tree-lined avenue, a loving couple walk: he small and slender, she tall and very, very fat. On the platform
of a little station stands a young man from the Far East, with a finger in his ear. On another street corner there’s a
pub, with a bench outside and a young ginger-headed man sitting on it with a giant mug of beer in his left hand.
He looks at a girl who throws in the air a red scarf, dancing, dancing. Two children, a boy and a girl, point an
airgun at a pigeon in a tree.
When the painter stops painting, the glass walls are nearly covered: the setting sun’s rays bring everything to
life, colors dance around him, their tones rebelling against the shades he’s chosen. But there’s still a lack. Who, he
asks himself, is looking at all this: where is the center of my scene? His paints are finished: he will have to use the
yields of his body, blood and sweat and other, darker fluids. His fine brush is broken. He paints with his fingers.
At the top right-hand corner of the room he paints a giant tree, gnarled, rich with green leaves: the home of birds,
sparrows, and humble flying things, even butterflies though he wonders if butterflies, can actually reach its
branches. He stops, and looks at his work.
Perhaps he sleeps for a while, for when he comes back to himself he’s on the street, seated beneath his tree. He
begins to walk. As he passes the pub, the ginger-haired man, now flushed with beer, spits twice, once to the right
of the painter’s right shoe, once to the left of his left shoe. The painter walks on. The pigeon has fallen from its
tree, shot by the playful children; it lies in a knot of blood and sinew and feather and bone. He walks on. The red
dancer has gone. A saxophonist stands in her place, playing music that reminds him of fire in an autumn garden.
Faces he hasn’t painted assail him.
A young man accosts him and asks: Do you want to do business? Business? he says, and he wonders whether
the young man will set him up as a pavement artist, for he knows he is dreaming, and in dreams people read your
mind. But I want to sell you my corpse, says the young man, because I got off a ship from Romania ten days ago
and I need money for cigarettes and new shoes. But I don’t want your body, the painter says, and I have nothing to
give you, my table is bare, my pockets are empty. He walks on, but his footsteps are faster.
At the next comer he sees the fat woman. Her thin lover lies on the stones with blood on his forehead. Seated
on his chest, the woman batters with her fists her lover’s shoulders, chanting all the while: But I love you, you
swine, you bastard. I do, I love you. The painter walks on.
The man from the East who stood smiling on the platform stands outside the station now. He looks at what he
finds in his ears, blows gently, and repeats the gesture: now he explores his nose, now he picks at his scalp,
always blowing, blowing at his fingers. He asks the painter for a cigarette. I have nothing, says the painter, I am a
stranger here. Then you can have one of my films, says the man from the East, handing him a parcel, because I
like you am a stranger, and since we can’t pay for women to love, my two friends and I watch images of other
people making love every night when we go home from work in the restaurant kitchen, to the attic room we share.
I don’t want your film, the painter says.
He walks on. He’s back at the tree where he started, but his shoes are heavy with mulch, and the season must
have changed, for piles of leaves lie beneath the tree, nesting small dead things. He stops. The shadows of the city
fall on him through the glass. His painting sleeps again. He is breathless, exhausted. He knows his eleven days are
over now. No one has come to redeem him. He knows now that the woman who had enchanted him was the old
man’s lover, not his daughter. The old man will teach him nothing. He’s a captive in this glass tower. The colors of
the street he has painted, painted on glass, are fading. Forms merge with the deepening night. He clings to the
tree, drawing on its heaviness for succour, but it’s only a tracery of painted lines on glass.
Then he hears thunder, and a crack of blue lightning hits the window. Branches push against the glass, looking
for rain and light. He hears the glass smash about him. The tower falls but that doesn’t matter. Warm drops of light
shower my bark, the rain pours its blue sap on me. My tree still stands. Green leaves burst from my skin, green
shoots explode from me. Rivulets of light run through my fingers. I hear the sound of wings in my ears as migrant
birds on their way to the south make their nests in my green head. In anticipation of the deluge, I raise my hands.
My fresh raw limbs reach outwards, to talk to the punishing and the pardoning sky.
117.21 The Tunnel\fn{by Noorul Huda Shah (1957-

)}

Syed, Sind Province, Pakistan (F) 5

That night
When for the first time I felt you move inside my womb, in the early hours of that night, all the roads in the
city had the look of a widow,
Deserted.
Desolate.
The walls of the city emitted an uneasy calm. Uneasy?
Time and again the muscles in my body would stiffen at the sound of shots, bomb blasts, and the footfall of
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death stalking the city. And after a few moments, tearing out my heart, clawing through the arteries and spilling
forth from the drops of blood,
A scream.
The sound of sobbing.
For the last three or four days, cold winter winds carry yellowed leaves, banging against closed doors and
windows. All the saplings we had planted in our courtyard in spring have withered. Once I came to stand in the
courtyard, and seeing yellow leaves, dried grass, and bare branches all around me, my heart was like a snuffed-out
lamp. Just like the time when the winds begin to wail and scream as if something is about to happen, warning …
stay awake. Let no eye be closed. Until the hour of the morning, stay awake. Winter is the unavoidable scene of
life reaching its lowest ebb. And is our existence, firmly planted in the soil of life, also meant to wither and turn to
dust? With only the blowing cold wind remaining?
And graveyards?
And mass graves?
When you had barely moved inside my belly, we were all so tired of fighting for our survival that we were
going to pieces.
Helplessness,
Continuous helplessness.
And in the end,
Surrender.
With bayonets pointed at us all the time, our hearts had turned to stone. Just as that dark moonless night, your
father returned after being underground. In the early hours of the morning, he buried his face in the nape of my
neck and sobbed,
“Useless … everything is useless. The collar of slavery will continue to hang around our neck. Why do we
struggle then? This self exile. Hopeless. I am tired. How many of my friends, young and handsome, were killed
on the way and those who wanted to bury their dead in the cover of the night were not even issued ‘the documents
of permission.’ Woe, woe at this hopelessness!”
He started beating his chest like one in deep mourning and kept on weeping. The next day he presented himself
before those in power. When he returned, his head was bowed down and he remained silent. He had made a
compromise.
I gave birth to you in the long, dark tunnel of silence and compromises which weigh down the head. Everybody obeyed the orders issued from above. Heads lowered, eyes glued to our feet, lips sealed … all became used
to the duties assigned to them. Our entire nation was well-trained in the philosophy of being grateful. From the
stale crust of bread to the orders of death by hanging, grateful for each and everything. The doctor became
worried and tried to close all the doors and windows of the labor room to hide your voice. Outside the labor room,
curfew had been imposed under threat from bayonets. And all sounds were forbidden.
Whether they were the sounds of sobbing,
Or the sounds of laughter.
By the time you were able to run across the courtyard on your little feet, even then the drought in our courtyard
was unrelieved by any hint of green. Learning to speak, you wanted to catch words like fluttering butterflies. But
you could only spell out the sensation they leave on fingers. At that time your father was still not allowed to open
his mouth. He would look at you going here and there, silently stare at you. His fingers ached from constantly
writing “Your obedient servant … your obedient servant … your obedient servant … your most obedient servant”
and had become black like the sheets of paper he filled with his hand writing. He did not even want to touch you
with those fingers. What a pity that our elders forcibly gave birth to us in this coal-mine. We were also forced to
give birth to you in this coal-mine. Going around and around in the whirlpool of history, a person is caught in the
geography of borders against his will or natural inclination. History survives in a reaction to the tragic destruction
wrought by time. Man has no control over all this. But the geography of unarmed and oppressed nations is
imposed upon and altered by more powerful nations. In our history we were made to play the role of war-horses.
There is blood under our hooves and we are getting tired out, exhausted in the slowly narrowing geographical
boundaries, drained of life and falling down. All around us is the echo of labored breathing … woe, woe, woe.
Even today when I close my eyes and try to recall, the little remembrances of your childhood come to me with
bitterness.
For example: you were never able to run freely and catch butterflies or fireflies in your little hands.
For example: your eyes never lit up with the stars of sudden desires.
The only thing around our eyes and our faces was smoke which made us gasp and choke as it spread over you.
With you in my lap, all that I could recite to you were elegies mourning those who came before you, those who
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tried to revive the morning sun and were laid to rest in the dark night.
You would stand in the half-open window and look at the scenes outside and then would suddenly turn pale
and run to hide your face in my bosom. I knew how ugly and painful were the scenes outside and in the depths of
my heart I was afraid, wondering whether you would be able to attain the beauty of life.
Who knows what lies before you and me?
A refugee camp in our own land?
Or, while going on our way, suddenly falling victim to a rifle shot?
The prison cell?
Lashes?
The death cell?
What a tortuous process all this is. Mothers are trapped on the treadmill of history and geography and when
they become pregnant, they begin to see the gallows in their dreams. They conceive and give birth to sons only for
them to be morsels of food for ever-hungry and monstrous death. Mothers are left behind to recite elegies and beat
their breasts in mourning as the young and handsome sons they gave birth to swing on the gallows like the
pendulum of a clock.
They are helpless before such an end, but after each one they become pregnant again to start a new and
powerful struggle, give birth to sons and with their own hands throw them in raging fires and flowing rivers of
blood. As each cycle ends they sprinkle dust on their heads, beat their bosoms and, dressed in black, recite the soz,
woe, woe, woe!\fn{A note reads: Soz is an elegaic poem recited in a special style for lamentation, generally for the martyrs of
Karbala.}
With some such wish I received you in my womb, gave birth to you and, with your hand in mine, taught you
how to walk. You began to ask questions, and once in a while, some spirited feeling arose in the burnt-out fires
that used to rage inside me. Your tiny hands clutched me like a little creeper, saying:
“Mummy.”
“Hm?”
“What is bondage?”
“ … …!”
“What is subjugation?”
“ … …!”
“Why do soldiers walk in front of our house, carrying bayonets? Why do they stare at us?”
“ … …!”
“Mummy,”
“Hm?”
“Do you really like all this?”
“What?”
“Whatever is happening outside as well as inside our home.”
“No.”
“Then why do you remain silent? Why doesn’t Papa stop them?”
“ … …!”
“Why do they come and knock at our door again and again? Why do they search our house? What do they ask
when they point the gun at Papa’s chest?”
“Why don’t you go to sleep. Just look, it is very late.” Saying this, I wanted to avoid your questions. But could
I avoid those dreadful scenes all around us which we inhaled like a noxious gas?
Drop by drop,
Fear of the unknown,
Lack of trust
Here … now … is this the last moment?
A knock at the door, truckloads of soldiers in uniform passing through our streets and alleyways, soldiers in
uniform with bayonets pointing. On the streets, throngs of people burdened with defeat, colorless faces staring
somewhere, dust filling the eyes and severed tongues.
Every morning the courts are full of people, their eyes staring in doubt and suspicion, full of questions which
are endless.
Naked, filthy, stinking questions panting, like dogs, asking for proofs of loyalty and allegations of treason.
Your father began to sob while telling the court,
“Your Honor, a man’s silent compromise is a proof of his loyalty, while his tongue twisting and turning like a
lizard is a proof of his disloyalty.”
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But your father was still charged, because according to them, there was no loyalty in your father’s eyes. They
were filled with rebelliousness and protest, with denial. Therefore he was pronounced a traitor.
In the torture cell, his body was hacked to pieces and reached its end. (Farewell!)
You were twelve years old then. It was your birthday the next month. That night, when your father’s dead body
was thrown out of a truck in front of our door before dawn, that night we had completed fifteen years of our
union. All the kisses, embraces, whispers, smiles, laughter, sobs, and tears which we had shared in the fifteen
years had turned cold in each and every wound on your father’s dead body. I recall with pain in my heart that we
did not even get a chance for a farewell kiss.
After that, all the nights of your childhood where you could have slept with your head in my lap, you could not
sleep at all. You would remain staring at the fan whirling overhead. As if you had been shattered deep inside.
You started at every sound.
Suspicion all the time.
“Mummy,”
“Hm?”
“Is Papa dead?”
“Yes.”
“Dead or killed?”
“ … …!”
“He has been killed, has he not?” You were dangling between trust and suspicion.
“Yes.”
“Why?” And this “why” was filled with the force of protest.
“When I am as big as Papa, will they come to kill me also?”
“I don’t know …” 1 felt pain clawing my throat.
“Then why do we live in a country where we are not even allowed to stay alive?”
“We have no control over this, my son, where we live and where we are born. The earth where we are born is
where we have roots. And in its tongue I hummed cradle songs to you and my mother sang lullabys to me and told
us stories and before that her mother. We are compelled to live here just as we have to breathe. Do you understand
what I am saying?”
You stared at me in silence and after a while placed your head on my bosom, closing your eyes. But the fear
spreading its wings on your face is something I still remember to this day.
When you grew to be as tall as your father, I could barely reach your shoulder. I saw in your eyes a glint like
that of the eagle. And with that glint, I began to grow afraid. In this phase of my life, I began to question you,
questions that grew out of my fright. Your replies worried me. Just as you were becoming strong, unconcerned
and powerful like a mountain, my frail body was becoming weaker and my heart shrinking. You would disappear
for nights, and those nights I spent sitting on the doorstep, facing cold winds. The days had become more difficult
too. They planned to keep us subjugated for many generations and were spreading army cantonments all around.
My heart stumbled and got stuck on the barbed wires, thinking that perhaps you also may not attain freedom, like
your father. It seemed that even for the simple act of breathing, we needed to have “no objection certificates” from
high above.
In such moments of anguish, you would circle me in your arms of steel and ask, “Why are you afraid,
Mummy? Look, I have a very long lifeline,” and you would stretch out your hand.
Your father had a lifeline like this in his hand, perhaps even a longer one.
Sometimes you and I quarreled. We had differences of opinion on many things, such as your coming late at
night, your activities with the underground movement, the volcano simmering beneath the surface of your
conversation. The fear of losing you made me weak. Otherwise, I had not shed a tear the night they took your
father away.
You looked into my eyes and smiled when I expressed my fears. You took both my hands in your own hands
and said tenderly,
“Partings cannot be avoided, Mummy. There are many mothers like you with sons like me who get separated
from each other halfway through life. We are made for such partings. The dark night which came between you
and my father, this is the only way we can make that night arrive at morning.”
That dark night which you wanted to bring to an end, in some portion of that night they came. With bayonets
over their shoulders they stood at our door. That was the night you had been born many years ago. I worked in the
kitchen to prepare your favorite foods. Dinner was still not ready when there was a knock on the door. My heart
missed a beat. I recognized those sounds, I knew them well from the moment they had come to take your father
away. With a sinking heart I followed you to the door. In the faint streetlight, I could make out that they were the
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same ones, wearing the same khaki uniform, owl-like eyes and the same bayonets pointing towards you.
Name?
Father’s name?
Crime?
At this moment, it is not necessary to know the crime. But still we can tell you briefly that it is anti-state
activities.
Treachery.
Rebellion.
Refusal to be loyal and swear allegiance.
Propaganda against the ruling regime.
Protest.
Writing and distributing pamphlets.
Active member of a banned party.
Raising slogans against the Chief Martial Law Administrator.
Etc., etc.
“At this moment it is not necessary for you to agree with the charge-sheet. This will be the court’s decision. At
this moment, you just have to come with us.”
You turned back to look at me and I could see the same glint as in the eyes of an eagle.
“Farewell!”
“Farewell!”
Then you went away. After your departure, that night became long and dark for me. Everything seemed to be
the same. The decorated table, plates, birthday cake, candles, your coat which you had just taken off, on the
hanger, and the odor of your body lingering in your clothes, your room, books, everything in this house was
yours. Everything had you as its point of reference. Your fragrance had pitched its tent everywhere.
But you were not there.
Instead of you, the ogre of loneliness went around the house, shouting that it could smell the blood of a human
being.
After that night, everything was the same as it had been in your father’s time, a series of circles, circles within
circles. When falsehood triumphs over truth, life takes up the shape of circles. Like the bullocks in the oil press,
going round and round in blind circles, there are people bound within those circles. Blind circles going round and
round and people bound within those circles. Within those circles are courts of justice, with blinkered judges and
jurists going round and round.
Lists of crimes.
And you.
And a line of criminals coming up after you.
And I, all alone, began my long vigil in the tunnel—like corridors of the courts, just to catch a glimpse of you.
Sir, please.
Listen to me, sir.
Sir, please help me.
I am a mother.
Mother of a son,
And my voice would be lost in the screeching of the vultures.
*
Once I had said to you,
“Son, this country is an ice factory. Here, superior quality people are made of ice, and as for the remaining
common folk, ice has been filled in their bodies.”
And you had said,
“Mummy, don’t forget that ice also melts. I have never seen a glacier. But I can feel it melting in my veins.”
And then …
After many, many days …
When the streets were covered with snow,
And a glacier started melting from snowy peaks onwards,
I met you for the last time. I was drenched in sweat. A “no objection certificate” clutched in my hands,
following the jailer at each step and jumping over the helpless eyes of the other prisoners with yellow faces and
sick bodies, I reached out to you.
A dark room.
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Solitude.
Silence,
And you.
I could barely recognize you. You whom my hands had nourished and brought up. But how weak you were.
Yellow like the mustard flowers. Below the forehead, two sunken eyes and the same glint as in the eyes of the
eagle which made me recognize you. Without saying anything, you put your hands in mine and looked into my
eyes. My eyes contained all the time from your birth and your childhood days, my staying up all night to look
after you, the dreams I had for you, your father’s absence, and your bold, invincible, and powerful youth.
Remembered times melted in my eyes like snow on a mountainside. Perhaps I had given birth to you just for the
sake of this imminent separation.
It is written in the history of our country that you should be hanged on the gallows and that I remain to sit
beside your dead body, weeping loudly and beating my chest.
Farewell!
253.9 Excerpt from Echoes From The Abyss\fn{by Farzana Hassan Shahid (1957- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 8
Here on the summit, where paradise stretches out before my eyes, and junipers and wild flowers undulate with
the soil, the sound of a child’s laughter still rings in my ears. A restless stream tickles my feet. Its water is so
transparent, that one can actually see the different shades of rocks beneath it. Further down at the deep end, the
stream mingles with others, forming a deep pool that glitters under the sun.
The grass is a vibrant green and dandelions sprout between it. And from amidst this yellow-green soil, grow
tall rhododendron trees with blood-colored blossoms that bloom in the spring. The entire hillsides look red then.
In the distance, snow clad peaks rise high, almost touching the heavens, as the sun seeks shelter behind them. Our
people call them “Place of the Eternal Snows.”
Everything is the same as it, was when I left five years ago. It is as though I had never been away, except for
the bitter reality that separates the past from the present. Yet, it is only here that I can forget my sorrow. These
surroundings have that power. I can still feel the warmth of the summer air stroking my skin, as it transports me to
a past that can never be reclaimed.
Those were happy times. I can still picture my father, working on the small piece of land that we owned.
Situated beside our tiny hut, it lay at the foot of the mountain, somewhat sequestered from the rest of the village.
Buva regarded that land as sacred, since it kept us from perishing altogether. Day and night he toiled, to provide
us with our daily sustenance, which was usually a bowl of rice topped with lentils. Daal bhat is what our people
usually eat, as they are very poor, and this is the cheapest food available.
Buva grew rice on the land and he bought lentils from the market whenever he could afford it. For dessert we
are wild berries that grew on the mountain. But there were times when the berries were all we ate. Ma put us to
bed early on those days when there was no food.
My four-year-old brother Rajan and I, were of course never sent to the village school. Although government
schools in Nepal are free, we scarcely had enough money to buy books or pencils. Added to this was the belief
prevalent in our village, that girls need not he provided with an education. My parents shared this belief with the
rest of the village folk, so education was a luxury they envisaged only for my little brother. Besides, I had to take care
of him while our parents worked.
But Rajan and I did, however, sometimes run over to the school to get a glimpse of a class in progress. Most
children seemed too busy to notice our presence. Sometimes we saw them playing games or doing exercises in the
little school playground. We barely knew any of those children, who happened to be the sons and daughters of local
merchants, as they were not allowed to mingle with us, “street urchins.” Anyway, what happened inside the
classroom, or outside it, never really captured our attention for too long, and Rajan and I spent most of our time
playing on our mountain, eating the berries off the bushes and picking the dandelions for Buva and Ma.
Being four years older, and of slighter build, I was always able to defeat Rajan at the race to the summit.
Sometimes I let him overtake me, and he would exclaim, feeling genuinely triumphant,
“See, Jhethi, I can beat you even though I am so much smaller. But I am stronger than you because you don’t eat
very much. You should eat more; otherwise you will die soon.”
That was only my mother’s dialogue that Rajan would repeat to me. But it was the sheer exhilaration of reaching the
peak that always possessed me. Breathing the fresh air surrounding the summit, and feeling the soft, dewy grass under
my feet, I felt as if I had conquered the world—a sense of victory that was unmatched by any other feeling.
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Chasing butterflies was a favorite pastime with Rajan and me. We often ventured away from our immediate
surroundings ignoring Buva’s instructions to stay within his sight. I don’t really know what Buva was afraid of.
He often talked about the Bhotias who would come and get us. He told us that they were Himalayan people who
lived as barbarians and liked to kidnap little children who strayed, and eat them for supper. Ma always denied
such allegations, saying that the Bhotias were actually very moral and religious people, even though they
practiced a religion different from ours.
It was difficult running with our bare feet on these craggy hills, and Rajan often cried because of the sores under
his feet. But the thrill of the moment was too overwhelming and we ran nonetheless. We were never allowed to
wander astray for very long, as Buva would appear from behind the hill and reprimand us for disappearing and
causing him anxiety.
That was the only time he scolded us. Usually Buva merely looked at us and smiled, as we played nearby on the
mountainside. He would pat me on the head and call me “Princess.”
In Rajan he took great pride. Many a time he would interrupt his work to play Dhandi-Bhiu with us. He would
then show Rajan how to flick the seed into the air, while I would run to catch it.
The only time Ma ever smiled was when we had visitors. She was usually glum. It is perhaps because she was
always too tired from doing her daily chores. Apart from her household duties, which included the washing,
cooking and cleaning, Ma spent most of her day fetching stream water and firewood. She often helped Buva with
his work as well, which included the weeding and harvesting. Doing social work around our village consumed the
rest of her day.
Then there were times when Ma was clearly miserable. Sometimes the death of a little child in the village would be
the cause of her melancholy, till another, more serious calamity elsewhere, would replace it. I remember that occasion
when the local barber’s young wife suddenly died of a serious infection, leaving behind little children. Ma was
inconsolable and cried for days. She would not let us near her, even to comfort her. It was as though she felt guilty
being there for us, when other children, much younger than us, were being deprived of such a comfort.
On another occasion she cried when a landslide killed several children in a neighboring settlement. Ma kept visiting
the grief-stricken mothers for many days, but she refused to go to the site of the accident with them. It took her a long
time to get over that tragedy. No matter what the occasion, the gloom seemed endless.
We could never joke with Ma as we did with Buva, but we knew she loved us, because she made sure that we ate
enough, in spite of our scanty resources. Ma never called me “Princess” either. It was usually “Jhethi,” which is a
common nickname given to the eldest daughters in our country. She called me by my real name “Meena”
whenever she was angry with me. I had always preferred the sound of my real name, to that of “Jhethi,” but
somehow I did not like hearing it when Ma said it.
“Meena, you are old enough to assume some responsibility in the house,” she would say. “When I was your
age I would help my mother with everything.”
“You never let me help you, Ma,” I would remind her.
Ma was a perfectionist and liked to do things herself. She washed her hands several times before cooking.
Then she washed the rice and lentils thoroughly, checking almost every speck for dirt. She kept the house
immaculately clean, though it was tiny, and after sweeping it several times during the day, Ma would turn around
and check the room for any omissions on her part.
Of course, Ma would let me help her when her childhood friend, Aunt Asha, paid us her annual visit in the summer,
along with her two children. Aunt Asha came loaded with presents from Katmandu. They were usually ready-made
garments for Ma and Buva, and books and electronic toys for us.
This, according to Ma, was Aunt Asha’s way of flaunting her wealth. Weeks before their arrival, Ma would be
scrimping, trying to save every penny so that she could extend her opulent friend the hospitality that was due. It usually
turned out to be a very nervous, lavish, hectic, contradictory and hypocritical week of the summer. In spite of Ma’s
efforts, Aunt Asha never refrained from making comments about our economic condition—all of course with the best
of intentions.
“You must move to Katmandu and let Rame find a decent job there,” she would urge Ma. “If not there, at least
move to the Terai where the land is a little more fertile. You struggle too much and I hate to see it happen.”
“He will never leave his land,” Ma would respond, with a sense of resignation.
Ma was very grateful to Aunt Asha for the material goods that she showered on us, for her “concern”, and indeed
just for her friendship. It is not customary in our country to socialize with people who are economically inferior, or who
belong to a lower caste.
Neeraj, Aunt Asha’s son, was three years older than myself. He was a shy, rather tentative boy and spoke only
when he was spoken to. He usually tagged along with whatever Rajan and I were up to. We would insist that he
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teach us words of Hindi, which some people spoke in Katmandu. Neeraj had the most unusual colored eyes, with a
tint of green in them.
It was Neeraj’s older sister Usha whose company we dreaded. Now that I look back, I think I know why Neeraj
was the way he was.
Anyhow, Usha devoured just about everything in sight, and bullied us during her entire stay. Along with her
bossiness and her enormous appetite, Usha had a perverse imagination. She was at that stage in life when a girl
becomes rather obsessed with her body and the potential for pleasure that it offers. It was she who enlightened us
about the facts of life. Rajan and I were compelled to listen to her discourses, in spite of our professed abhorrence
for the subject.
I don’t think Rajan understood much, but I remember, when on one occasion Usha ordered him to strip naked,
he fled with the fury of a wild horse. I then complained to Ma about Usha’s obsessions, but Ma merely asked us to
show tolerance towards her, as Usha was a guest in the house and also because we were “indebted” to her mother.
Ma nonetheless warned us that our bodies were personal and private, and that we were not to expose them to
anyone. Aunt Asha’s departure for us meant a welcome relief, in spite of the fancy dinners we ate during that week.
That was the only time Ma discussed with us anything remotely connected with sex. That indeed was a taboo
subject in our house. If Ma and Buva showed each other any affection, we never got to see it. Usually we heard
them argue over the most trifling and mundane matters. I wonder if they had any affection for each other.
Those eventful hours of the summer would go by much too fast. Winters on our hillsides replace the summers very
quickly and are long and bitter cold. Nature then vents its fury on humankind for abusing it. We spent our winters huddled
around the fire in an attempt to escape its wrath, for going outside would have been suicidal, as both Rajan and I had very
few warm clothes and a torn pair of shoes, which we both shared. Our single room hut, which was made of mud bricks,
stones, rocks and wood, provided some insulation from the chill. Yet the floor felt cold for it was made of packed mud. The
roof too, was built only of thatch, and although on the outside it was protected by cow dung, we often felt the icy breeze
pierce through the cracks.
When the monotony of remaining indoors in a single room muddy hut became unbearable, my little brother and I
ventured out just to convince ourselves that we were still alive and not buried in a tomb. The snow on the evergreens
reminded us of the cotton wool that Ma kept in her little sewing box. We thought it looked really pretty when it was fresh.
On those rare occasions when Rajan and I stepped outside, we carved snow people out of it. We never went near it though,
when it turned an ugly dirty brown from being trod upon.
On the deciduous trees the snow often froze when the temperature dropped. It then looked like sparkling diamonds that
hung from the trees, especially with the sun shining on it. For many hours, I would gaze at the “diamond trees” as Rajan
called them, sitting by my window on those frigid days.
During those long winters, Ma made several attempts to educate us, with the sparse knowledge that she had acquired
as a child. But with little patience for children’s frivolity, those attempts were rather short-lived and we never really
learnt anything of consequence.
Her attitude towards worship was far more uncompromising. In the small alcove beside Ma’s bed, stood the statue of
Lord Shiva, which she washed many times during the week. My duty was to decorate it with garlands and wild flowers
from the mountainside. We were then required to make food offerings to the image, so that Lord Shiva would bless us
with good fortune. After that we would all sit down to dinner.
Dinnertime was always prolonged during winter. Conversations between Ma and Buva were interminable and
invariably involved us. Their aspirations seemed unrealistic even to them. They hoped to amass a large dowry for me,
so that I would be able to marry rich and be spared the struggle that my parents had to face. Rajan would have to be
provided a sound education—something that would enable him to work in the Big City. Ma and Buva took their hopes
and dreams with them to bed every night.
The tedium of winter however, was relieved by the many festivals that our people celebrate. There was Maha
Shivaratri, which was a celebration of Lord Shiva’s birthday. There was R.akhsha Band/jan, when the yellow sacred
thread was tied around everybody’s wrist by the priest as protection from evil spirits. Buva made sure we always
participated in this particular festival.
My favorite, however, was Holi when we had lots of fun throwing colored powder and water on each other.
Wearing white clothes on this occasion was essential so that the different colors on our clothes would show. They
symbolized the colors of spring.
Ma never participated in this festival, but there were several others, of a religious nature that she never missed, like
Ghatasthapana, Phulpati and Maha Astami. Ma with her strong religious beliefs would dare not anger the gods.
*
Many such winters and summers must have passed by. I don’t recall how many—perhaps four or five.
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Late on that dreary winter night, Buva suddenly collapsed on the floor. Out of desperation Ma sprinkled a few drops
of water on his face, but Buva would not move.
“Jhethi,” said Ma, “rush outside and bring in the village doctor.”
Putting my cloak on immediately and grabbing Rajan by the hand, I hurried as fast as I could towards the
doctor’s house, hardly feeling the wet snow beneath my bare feet. Knocking frantically at the door, we must have
woken up the entire household, if not the entire neighborhood.
The doctor stepped out after a few moments that seemed like hours. He looked like a kind man, about the same
age as my Buva. He seemed eager to help us in our need. Doctor Pokhrel enjoyed the reputation of being a
philanthropist and had worked hard towards alleviating poverty from our community. He had found employment
for a lot of youth, here in our village and in distant lands. On a previous occasion, when Rajan was ill with
influenza, he had visited us, and had promised to find me a job when I was a little older—something that would
help our family build my huge dowry. The doctor smiled kindly and asked us in.
“It is much too cold outside children. Wait here till I change. Why, Meena, you have turned out to be so
pretty.”
I smiled shyly. I was not accustomed to receiving compliments from outsiders, but my parents often talked
about my “charming” face, large brown eyes, and long, silky, black hair.
“Perhaps she won’t need a huge dowry. She has her looks,” Ma would say.
The doctor’s house was a contrast to our own, for wealth seemed to pour out of every nook and corner. There
were luxurious carpets and sofas, much like the color of the evergreens. On the dining table was displayed the
finest china. There was a television set, and a refrigerator as well—all the luxuries about which we had heard, but
rarely seen.
I never knew that such prosperity existed in our village. Most people were desperately poor, with little to keep
them away from total annihilation. Buva, in his extreme moments of despair sometimes said,
“Why are we struggling to stay alive? It is absurd to want to prolong a wretched existence.”
Although the distance between the doctor’s huge mansion and our little hut was short, the road seemed to
stretch endlessly. It was a cold night and the icy breeze cut through my bones like a sharp knife. Rajan cried
constantly because he was cold and also because he was afraid of the darkness and anxiety that engulfed us.
Doctor Pokhrel walked a few steps ahead of us. We finally arrived and I could hear nothing but Ma’s helpless
screams echoing in the still night. There before us, my father lay on the bed, cold and lifeless—his body pallid
and wan. I had never seen the face of death before, and it terrified me. Buva had given up his struggle to stay
alive. He had abandoned us without a warning. Doctor Pokhrel shook his head, condoled, and left.
The reality dawned on me. Buva was dead. He had succumbed to years of struggle, hardship and poverty.
Somehow, Rajan and I had never noticed our impoverished existence, before. The only time we knew we were
poor was when Ma and Buva discussed our situation in their unguarded moments.
“Are we really this poor Ma?” Rajan would ask. “When are we going to get rich? I want to drive a big car
when I grow up.”
“Of course you will my son,” Buva would reassure him and Rajan would run along merrily, quite content with
the reassurance. But here in a matter of a few minutes our contented lives were destroyed.
I wept bitterly by my father’s bedside. What were we to do without his loving care? What were we going to
live on? Rajan who was barely nine, was too young to assume the responsibility of being a breadwinner for the
family. Would the kind doctor find me a job now when I was not yet thirteen years old?
Fear and uncertainty about the future kept nagging me, as if the loss of Buva alone was not enough to deal
with. And the loss was permanent. I would never see Buva again. I would now never know his gentle touch, his
soothing smile—even his reprimands, for I knew there was so much love behind them.
It was the morning after Buva’s death. The storm outside the gloom and misery of our hut had now subsided. I
could see some of the village folk gathering to pay their last respects to Buva, and to condole with Ma, who had
been crying hysterically all night. Some of these village folk had come to take Buva away from us forever. Midst
Ma’s wailing, they carried his body to the cop of a neighboring hill to cremate it. I could see it turn into smoke
and ashes from my window.
After Buva’s passing, relatives and friends from the village and neighboring towns came to offer their
condolences. This continued for many days. Even relatives whom we had never seen before, or heard of, kept
arriving from Katmandu. Most of our family lived in the capital, as they had gone there searching for better
prospects. Some had moved to the Terai. Buva was a sentimental man and had never wanted to leave our village.
Perhaps if he too had moved to Katmandu, we would have been wealthier.
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Some of these affluent relations expressed words of sympathy for us. Some even offered future monetary
assistance, but most of them seemed indifferent to our misfortune, and came only to fulfill a social
obligation. Anyway, none of this really mattered, for they all vanished, never to be seen or heard from again.
We would not have accepted monetary help or any other type of assistance from anyone, anyway. We are
poor but we are a very proud people. Our land has produced some of the greatest warriors, those brave
Gurkha soldiers, and we never bow to anyone.
In the days that followed, we were left with the enormous task of trying to mend our broken lives. Ma started
working on the land and Rajan began to help her with the weeding and harvesting. I assumed my mother’s
responsibilities inside the house. When my father was alive, everything had seemed plentiful to us, but now things
were different. We never really knew how poor we were till that day Buva died. Now we were poorer in every
sense of the word—poorer materially, in spirit and in hope.
And yet life had to go on. It had to go on in spite of poverty, in spite of adversity, in spite of hopelessness, in
spite of Buva.
*
All my troubles started on that winter night when Buva died. The devastation that a person’s death can cause to
a home is severe and its impact on the family is often lasting. I know for certain, that on the day he died,
misfortune did not come alone to us.
It was one of those cold, dreary mornings when the wind howls furiously and there is a sadness and desolation
in the air. Everything seems devoid of life. As I looked out of the window I saw a thick sheet of snow covering
almost everything in sight. The sky looked a dismal gray. I wanted to stay in bed beside Rajan who was still
asleep, but I heard Ma’s loud sobbing.
“Please, Doctor Pokhrel, do not take away whatever little we have. This piece of land is all we’ve got to
survive on. I had no idea my husband had left so much debt behind him. He never burdened us with his financial
problems.”
“I understand, Devi Ji. But I too have my problems and obligations. My son is studying abroad and I need the
money immediately to cover his expenses. Your husband owes me money, not only for my medical services,
which I am gladly willing to write off, but I have extended huge loans to him in the past, as well. I have tried very
hard to help you all in your difficult time. Now I need some help.”
Difficult times? I wondered. Now indeed was the time that we needed the most help.
“Is there no other way that this can be sorted out, Doctor?” My mother implored. She raised her chapped
fingers to her eyes to wipe off the tears.
“I would just prefer to take possession of your land, so that I can sell it to pay off my expenses.”
The Doctor’s expression was now stern and resolute. At that moment I arose from my warm bed, and the
doctor glanced at me.
“Timro Umer Kati Ho?” he asked me.
“I am almost thirteen,” I replied. He then appeared lost in his thoughts as Ma rambled about our sorry state of
affairs.
“Please, Doctor Pokhrel, help us now as you have in the past,” she continued. “It is now that we need your
assistance. I will certainly pay off your debts as soon as I can.”
“I cannot give you so much time, Devi Ji. I need the money now and this seems to be my only resource at the
moment,” the doctor said. Suddenly, Ma got up and unlocked the large chest—one of the few pieces of furniture that
we owned, and took out from it, a set of four bangles made of gold.
“Is this worth anything to you, Doctor?” She asked
“Are they real gold?” he inquired.
“Yes they are. They are my mother’s. It is the only piece of jewelry I have, and I was saving it for Meena. But you
can have them. Sell them if you like but please don’t take our land away from us.”
“Well, Devi Ji, that is certainly going to help but it won’t solve the entire problem.”
Doctor Pokhrel was a kind-hearted man. Why was he being so callous in his attitude towards us?
“I don’t mean to be so callous," the doctor continued, as if he had been reading my thoughts. “It’s just that I
myself am in a bit of a quandary, else you know I would not put any pressure on you of any sort. I really need to
solve this problem at hand.”
“I will do anything you say, Doctor. Just let us keep our land.” Ma sobbed bitterly.
“Well, perhaps there is another way.” The doctor glanced at me again.
“I know someone who is looking for a young girl to work in their house. Perhaps Meena can be that girl and I can
collect her salary. That way you can keep your land.”
“How can I send Meena, Doctor? She is hardly thirteen.” Ma was horrified at the suggestion.
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“Well, there are girls younger than she, who work as domestic servants in people’s homes. They are treated
well. You need not worry about anything. After my debts are paid off, you can save the rest of the salary for
Meena’s trousseau.”
That seemed like an attractive proposition to Ma. It had been one of Buva’s and Ma’s biggest goals in life.
“How far is this place?” she asked, now quite willing to talk about this proposition.
“Oh! It is quite far, and Meena will be allowed to visit once a year only.”
“Will they accept me, instead of Meena as domestic help?” she asked again.
“Oh no, Devi Ji” the doctor responded quickly. “People don’t want anyone with responsibilities like yours to
work in their homes. I am afraid if we are to do this, it will have to be your daughter.”
“Please don’t send me anywhere, Ma. I want to stay with you and Rajan. Doctor, can’t I work at your house
instead?” I asked, feeling a lump in my throat.
“Well, child, I don’t need anyone at the moment. It is money I need. Your working at my house will not solve
the problem, will it?” The doctor smiled kindly.
“Ma, I don’t want to go anywhere. Please don’t send me away. I don’t want to leave you and Raju. I already
miss Buva. I will then miss you and Raju too. Is money that important?” By now I had begun to panic.
“My child, your father has left us in this unfortunate situation. What will we live on if this land is taken away
from us? I will come and visit you a lot. Let us take up the doctor’s offer. He is a kind man and I am sure that he
has found someone nice for you to work with, right Doctor?” Ma asked drying her tears and mine. I felt her
chapped fingers on my cheek.
“Oh yes, absolutely. You need not worry about anything. I think within six months you will be able to pay off
my debt.” Doctor Pokhrel seemed excited at the prospects of recovering his money.
“Couldn’t you ask Aunt Asha for help, Ma? She can give us a loan,” I suggested in another desperate attempt.
“No, I couldn’t. She has already been very kind to us. Besides, I have too much self-respect. I don’t want her
to know how poor we really are.”
“I want to come back after six months then,” I said. “I don’t want a dowry. I don’t want a husband. I only want
to be with you and Rajan,” I sobbed uncontrollably now.
“All right, child. Whatever you say. But right now we have to pay off your father’s debt and this seems to be
the only way out.” Ma had now calmed down. “All right, Doctor Pokhrel. Let us know when Meena must leave.
And thank you for suggesting this.”
The doctor left after exchanging some pleasantries. I felt as if a heavy burden had been placed over my heart. Was I to
lose my entire family? Ma comforted me.
“Don’t worry, Jhethi. I won’t let you go for too long. I will visit you often, child. Don’t worry.”
After Doctor Pokhrel left, Ma made an offering to Lord Shiva to thank Him for finding a way out for us.
*
The moment I had been dreading for the past several days, arrived. Doctor Pokhrel came with the news.
“I have made all arrangements for your daughter, Devi Ji. It’s all settled. She leaves tomorrow. I have taken
care of her travel expenses as well. Have her ready in the morning by 8 o’clock.”
“But Doctor, can’t I go with her and see her place of employment myself?” Ma pleaded.
“It’s going to cost you money,” he replied. “I can only pay for Meena’s expenses. Besides, it’s really not
necessary. Trust me, I know the people I am sending her to. They will treat her well. Her salary has been fixed at a
thousand rupees a month, which of course I will be collecting from her employers immediately.”
Ma looked helpless and unsure, but Doctor Pokhrel was indeed a trustworthy person. She and I exchanged a sorrowful glance.
It is then that Rajan finally realized that I was going away, for until that moment he had remained oblivious to talk of my
impending departure. He had not given much thought to Buva’s death either. Perhaps children don’t feel as much pain as adults
do, or perhaps they forget it much sooner.
“Can I go with you, Jhethi?” he said.
“No Raju. You have to stay here and take care of Ma, or else she will be all alone. I will be back in six months. You must
promise to come and visit me.” I knew there would be no visit for some time, because traveling costs were prohibitive, much
more so for us.
“It is all for the best,” the doctor continued, in his reassuring manner. “Meena will make good money and soon
your troubles will be over.”
His kind smile seemed to somewhat ease the pangs of parting. We knew it would be all for the best. In six months or so I
would be back and then we would live in relative comfort. Ma turned to the doctor in one last desperate attempt.
“Are you sure there is no way out for us doctor, other than this?”
“I'm afraid not, Devi Ji. Going back on my word now would cause me a great deal of embarrassment. I am sure you can spare
me that.”
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Doctor Pokhrel looked at his watch as he spoke. I noticed that he had looked at his watch several times during that encounter.
He left as the sun began to set that day. I must have cried several times during that evening.
“I am very sad that you are leaving, Jhethi,” Ma said. “I wish I could reverse the events now and not send you. I would even ask
Asha to help me. But we are indebted to Doctor Pokhrel, and in such a desperate situation, I really don’t know what else to do. I will
visit you soon my child.” Ma cried with me as she uttered those words, but soothing as they were meant to be, they did not lessen the
pain.
Morning came. The moment of parting came. The carriage that was to take me away from my family arrived at the doorstep
of our home, at exactly 8 o’clock. I had to say good-bye to my family. Ma and I embraced each other, and I felt her
heart beat and the warmth of her tender love. And I felt her chapped fingers again as she pushed the hair away
from my face wet with tears.
Ma worked too hard. She had been working too hard since Buva died. Ah yes! Buva was gone. I was
accustomed to feeling an overwhelming sadness after his death, but this was much more than just an
overwhelming sadness. It was sadness coupled with anxiety. What was I going to do without my family? The
embrace lingered on as if wanting to last an eternity. My brother pulled my garment, hoping to hold on to me
against all odds.
“Don’t go, Jhethi. Please don’t go!” he cried.
“I don’t have a choice, Raju. We have to pay off Buva’s debts.”
Yes, it is Buva who had landed us in this situation, and I felt resentful towards my deceased father. Not
wanting to prolong the agony and trauma of parting, I quickly sat in the carriage.
“Take care of my daughter, please,” Ma said to the coach driver. He merely nodded, his face expressionless.
As the coach started to move, I turned around and looked at what remained of my family. I turned around and
looked at them, through tearful eyes, till they finally disappeared behind the dust.
*
In an attempt to distract my mind from Ma’s and Rajan’s loss, I decided to ask the coach driver questions about
our journey.
“Where are we going? Is it a long ride? How many hours will it take for us to reach the Big City?”
In response I got nothing but a frown and dumb silence. I noticed that his teeth were a reddish-brown from
chewing beetle leaf. I heard him cough intermittently as he spat one leaf out to replace it with another.
Shriveling up on my seat. I glanced at the dirt road that led to our house. I could still see it in the distance, and
the thought crossed my mind, to jump and run back to my house. But I had to keep my duty to Buva and to my
family. Besides, if I had run back the coach driver would have soon caught up with me. There was no use. I was
still reflecting on my options when the carriage suddenly came to a halt, and I recognized the doctor’s house.
A tall burly man with a heavy build stepped out, accompanied by the doctor. They were engaged in some sort
of argument. I could tell sitting in the carriage because the two men were shouting and the burly man gesticulated
ferociously. He then gave the doctor some money. Perhaps he is one of the doctor’s dissatisfied patients, I thought.
But no, he approached the carriage and stepped into the front seat.
The doctor then approached the enclosed, rear compartment where I sat. I was happy to see Doctor Pokhrel
and I smiled and greeted him.
“Meena, you be a good girl now. You are going to the Big City. Don’t give anyone any trouble now.”
The doctor’s expression was a little stern though. Where was his kind smile that I needed so much at that
time? Why would I give any one any trouble? Where was the Big City anyway? Was it across the mountains?
Was it across the big oceans I had heard about from my father?
I found myself begging the doctor to send me home and that I really did not want this job. I could live in
poverty, as long as I had my little family with me. For some time Doctor Pokhrel ignored my desperate appeals,
for he was too busy counting his money. He then turned around and said angrily:
“Don’t be silly, girl. The deal is done now. I need to make some money too. Go on now and don’t give these
men any trouble.”
I was now screaming desperately. Seconds later, startled by a slap across my face, I looked up in utter disbelief
at Doctor Pokhrel. Why was he treating me this way? Was this the same Doctor Pokhrel? What had I done to
deserve his displeasure?
“You’ll have to restrain her,” he said to the men, coldly.
The men agreed and soon the burly man appeared and tied my hands and feet, stuffing a piece of cloth in my
mouth so that the neighbors would not hear my pleas. With a jolt, the carriage hurried along the dirt roads of the
rugged terrain. In the rear cell, I lay dejected, hopeless and shackled. The thoughts of Buva, Ma and Rajan kept
tormenting every minute of my helpless situation. I was here not at liberty to speak, to eat, to drink, to talk, or to
breathe, not at liberty to even relieve myself, and no longer being able to control the urge, I urinated.
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After a day and night’s journey, the carriage came to a halt, and I could no longer hear the incessant sound of
hoofs, outside the dark compartment where I lay. What I now heard was uproar, a great hustle and bustle, and the
voices of several men and women.
It must have been a few minutes, when the door opened wide. Three girls, about the same age as myself, were
pushed inside the carriage by the burly man, whose name by now I had come to know.
“Vinod,” said Dilip, the driver of the carriage, “lets hurry up and get going. It’s still a long way to the border.
We must cross over through the mountains by night.”
“Oh I know. If we are stopped at the immigration posts we are doomed. Let us tie all of them up. We will have
to gag them too. We’ll untie them as soon as we are in our own territory.”
I had to labor to understand what the two men said. It was Hindi, which Aunt Asha and some of our relations in
Katmandu also spoke. But I could still understand it. When Vinod asked me “Turnhara naam kia ha?” it almost
sounded like “Timro nam ke ho?” to which I responded “Meena”. He took the cloth out of my mouth for just as
long as it took me to say my name.
I saw through my helpless eyes, the other three girls suffering the same fate. Why was all this necessary? There
was not much that I understood about our plight.
It is said that misery loves company, that by sharing a misfortune, one feels less pain. As for me, having three
other girls in the same situation as myself, did nothing to relieve my agony. On the contrary, gloom, misery,
hopelessness and despair seemed to pervade the atmosphere. We could not speak to each other, we could not
console one another. We only saw tears of distress trickling down each other’s eyes. Everything around us
heightened our dejected state of mind. And the physical pain! My arms were now sore from being tied in the back
for this long.
I had dropped off to sleep from sheer exhaustion. As I awoke, I saw nothing but darkness fill up the back cell
of the carriage. I could no longer see the faces of the other three girls, but I could hear sobbing. They were there.
The ride had been really bumpy, which is perhaps why I woke up. Or perhaps I had been awakened because of a
need to urinate again. I had done so a few times during our journey now. In that darkness I could see nothing, but
I touched my soiled clothes and the stench had now become unbearable. There was nothing there except the
darkness and the stench.
I could feel the carriage slow down and make a turn towards the right. Within minutes Vinod and Dilip had
chopped off branches from nearby trees and placed them over all of us. I thought I would die with the suffocation
of the heavy load placed over me. These men had no regard for any of us. Perhaps where we were going, wood
was a rare commodity, but why was it being placed over us in this fashion? I must have been lying like that in the
dark for at least two hours before I saw a glimmer of sunlight creep through the window of the carriage. A few
minutes later, I heard Dilip talking to Vinod who had been asleep for some time.
“Wake up, Vinod. Thank God we made it through the border. I am really hungry. I want to stop at the nearest
restaurant. We better untie these girls and feed them something too, otherwise they won’t fetch us any money.”
The carriage stopped. Vinod and Dilip appeared again, took the branches and threw them away just outside the
carriage. Strange. But I could now breathe with relative ease though my arms felt numb, as if they were lifeless.
Not fearing any more resistance from the others or me, Vinod untied my hands. He left my feet bound. I still had no
idea why all this was necessary. Then he threw a piece of bread at me and told me to behave myself, issuing the same
warning to the others, who looked just as terrified and puzzled as I was.
By now full sunlight had lit up the rear cell, where we were being held. After eating breakfast the two men started
driving off again. We could now all talk, but none of us seemed to have the energy or the desire. We merely reflected
on our sorry situation, and took turns crying. This time we did not go very far before the carriage stopped once more.
Vinod appeared again and told us that he would untie our feet, but that we would have to guarantee compliance or else
our heads would be chopped off. He then dragged us out of the carriage one by one. I missed Ma and I missed Rajan,
but most of all I missed Buva, who could not be there to protect me as he had always promised.
*
I stepped out of the carriage for the first time in three days—the first time since I bade farewell to my mother and
brother. How I longed to see their loving faces again. It seemed as if a lifetime has elapsed between now and then. It was
time that separated us. It was distance that separated us. Everything about this land I had set foot on was strange—so
different from the one I had left behind.
I had never seen so many cars and other such vehicles in my life. Motorcycles, tongas, rickshaws, bicycles, and carts,
moved in every direction. Soon they blocked each others movement and jumbled up to form a chaotic traffic jam. Horns
and beeps deafened my ears. There also seemed to be ten times as many people as there were vehicles, and instead of
fresh mountain air hovered smoke and fumes all around us. I coughed violently. The land was flat and barren with
visible dust flying around us.
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The people too, looked different. They all spoke Hindi which I understood quite a lot of. These people all appeared to
he restless, and busy doing something or the other. Yes indeed it was a world very different from my own. There I had
left a loving family behind, and here I was in the midst of strangers, who could not care less whether I lived or died.
Vinod whispered something in Dilip’s ear and disappeared. Dilip was to guard us in his absence, as if we were going
to escape. I was not sure what it was that we were going to run away from, anyway; if we were to do that, would we
encounter a fate stranger than this?
A few moments later, Vinod reemerged from amidst the multitude and the traffic jam. Some money again changed
hands and then Dilip parted company, still chewing his beetle leaves. Relishing his latest acquisition, he looked at us,
wearing a sinister smile that I shall never forget. That was the last time I saw him.
“We are to take a train to the Big City. You all follow me and make sure there is no mischief of any sort,” Vinod said.
“The Big City?” I asked. “Are we not in the big City already? How much farther do we have to go?”
“Be quiet,” Vinod retorted. “I do the talking here, do you understand?”
No, I did not understand, but I promptly obeyed his command, as did the others. We entered the train and took our
seats in the third class compartment. It was a private compartment and there was no other person besides us. No longer
shackled now and no longer hungry, I felt a sense of relief. Perhaps it was a relief from exhaustion, or perhaps it was an
underlying sense that no immediate harm would come to me here. I decided to open up conversation with my three
companions with whom thus far I had not exchanged a single word.
I discovered that they too like myself had been offered jobs and a promise of a better future. They too had come from
desperately poor families and the hope of a better life had made them decide to leave their homes temporarily. I now felt
a little consoled after being given this information. After all, there was nothing to worry about and as soon as we reached
the Big City, things would be taken care of.
Even Vinod now seemed less hostile towards us. All through our Journey I had wondered if Vinod was a
Bhoria, but I knew we were not in the Himalayas, as this land was flat and arid. Vinod probably felt he had
nothing to fear from us now. He even brought us some more food and then quietly sat some distance away from
us, smoking his cigarettes incessantly.
During the rest of the train journey conversation revolved around the lives and families we had left behind.
Emotions swayed from nostalgia for the past, and excitement for the future. The three of us had never ever been to
school, but the oldest one of us, who I thought was close to fourteen, had received some schooling before both her
parents died in a cholera epidemic. She had then come to live with her Aunt’s family in a nearby village. Pooja,
had never been accepted as a family member there, and was often mistreated. When this offer had come, both she
and her Aunt’s family readily accepted it. Anything would be better than being at the mercy of people who
despised her, she had thought.
“I want to be a school teacher,” Pooja told us. “My mother always wanted to be a schoolteacher too, but she
never had the chance. Now I want to fulfill my dreams and hers. These people have told me that they will make
arrangements for my proper schooling as well. It is part of my compensation. I have heard that education in the
Big City is really good. I can’t wait to start my schooling.” Pooja’s eyes sparkled with hope as she discussed her
future plans with us.
“I am glad you are excited about the future, Pooja,” I said. “I can’t help feeling anxious about it.”
“Oh, you must have a positive outlook on life. If you are courageous you can deal with every situation,” she
replied, with a smile lighting up her confident face.
Thus time passed by rather quickly midst nostalgia and hopeful anticipation, as we had all been narrating our
stories to each other. None of us had a clue as to where we were headed, or where we would he residing in the Big
City.
Moments later the captain of the train announced that we were an hour away from our destination. I felt certain sadness
as this train journey came to an end. I had felt secure in its surroundings. My thoughts traveled into the future and I felt anxiety. I
hoped my employers would be kind and generous people. Would they like me? Where would I go if they didn’t? When would
Ma come and visit me? Would she visit me here? I must be really far from home, as this journey had been quite long. Ma
probably would never be able to afford the expense of traveling this far.
The train stopped as m mind still rambled with thoughts of the future. It was now time to face the world. …
248.163 Excerpt from Lahore With Love\fn{by Fawzia Afzal-Khan (1958- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab
Province, Pakistan (F) 12
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Factually speaking, I was born at the end of the 1950s, almost exactly a decade after the inception of my
country, Pakistan. In a way, we have come of age together, my country of origin and I, though like every younger
sibling, I see my older sister’s mistakes more clearly than she can, even after she’s committed them, and, even at
times, while she is in the process of going down the garden path.
The year I am born, 1958, brings Pakistan its first military dictatorship in the shape of a handsome general,
sandwiched in a snapshot between Ike and JFK, all three on top of the world, sporting smiles the Cheshire cat
would have been proud of. Declaring martial law, General Ayub Khan bans all political parties, setting a precedent
that leads to three more military overthrows of civilian-elected governments in as many decades. In 1971, while
under the rule of yet another military dictator, Pakistan enters a war over East Pakistan with India and its own East
Pakistani brethren, which ends with the ignominious surrender of 90,000 Pakistani troops and the creation of
Bangladesh—the former East Pakistan. All this amid accusations of Pakistani army generals' debauchery and
encouragement of rape and plunder by the troops under their command!
While the secession of East Pakistan and the Pakistani army defeat leads to the end of General Yahya Khan's
illicit rule, Z. A. Bhutto’s democratic ascension to power does not stop the slide toward increasing sectarianism,
nepotism, and widespread government corruption. Despite his socialist sloganeering, Bhutto amasses much
personal wealth, disposes of his critics by arranging their kidnapping and murder, and presides over the process
leading to increased power of religious extremists. I still remember with a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach
the day when Bhutto—so admired by us young folks with Che posters adorning our bedroom walls—declared,
under pressure from religious parties, that Qadianis, a sect who till then had been considered—as they had
considered themselves—Muslims, were heretics!
In 1977, just as my girlfriends and I are preparing to celebrate our graduation from Kinnaird College for
Women in Lahore, General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq seizes power, arrests Bhutto, and declares martial law. As
always when the army takes over, the Constitution is suspended. Colleges and universities are closed down
indefinitely, our final exams get postponed, and, of course, there is no graduation. Not that year. I end up enrolling
the following fall for a master’s program in English literature at the prestigious Government College in my town.
The year after, before completing my degree, I get a scholarship to the States for a Ph.D., and soon after I arrive
on those distant shores that September 1979, I hear that Bhutto has been hanged, in a disputed conviction for
conspiring to commit a political murder.
In 1980, as I immerse myself deeper into American graduate student life, the Soviets invade Afghanistan and
the United States pledges assistance to Pakistan, which becomes the frontline state in a proxy war against the
Soviet Union on its neighbor’s soil. General Zia, in a bid to legitimize his power and strengthen the mujahideen
fighters and later the Taliban against the Soviets, begins his Islamization drive in Pakistan, which includes funding
hundreds of religious madrassas in the country and passing obscurantist, repressive laws aimed at curtailing the
rights of women and religious minorities in Pakistan. This is the beginning of the end, the dawn of a new
darkening chapter in the history of my motherland.
But as I record my memories of time spent growing up with my best girlfriends, sisters all, in spirit if not in
flesh, it matters not if, Cassandra-like, I have sensed disaster coming their way, my way, my country’s way. No
one listens; no one sees. Not even one’s own intuitive self. And so I write this memoir, in hopes that by giving
voice to a past, the future of a present need not be so blind, so deaf, so very dark. As Eavan Boland, capturing the
truth at a poetic slant, states, memory is a witticism in the face of terror.
*
In a patriarchal society, particularly a segregated one such as Pakistan’s where male and female spheres of
behavior and influence are clearly demarcated—in theory, though, as you will see, not always in practice—it is
not surprising that same-sex relationships, especially for women, acquire deep, long-lasting emotional resonance.
For me, growing up as the only eldest daughter of a middle-class urban Pakistani family, girlfriends became a
lifeline supplying dreams of possibilities as well as warnings of dangers beyond the walls of my home.
My mother, despite being a college professor, was firmly anti-intellectual, and conventional in her expectations
for me.
“Don’t read so much, you’ll never land a husband,” she would repeat to me.
“Don’t go swimming in the middle of the day, your complexion is dark enough already,” she’d say with a
withering glance. Being a darkie reduced further my chances at procuring a good rishta, or marriage proposal.
“Cross your legs when you sit … smile pleasingly … don’t talk so much,” she’d admonish constantly, “and
why don’t you learn to sing something more pleasing than these classical ragas no one can appreciate.”
What she meant was, develop what talent you can to please the ears of those eligible bachelors, since what you
have to offer the eye does not fit the standard of fair-skinned beauty. And woe to the girl who held opinions on
matters philosophical and political—hardly the trappings of a suitable, moldable wife.
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And yet, here she was, the family chauffeur after Daddy’s brain tumor operation when I was only six, earning
her keep, contributing to the family income—a beautiful, opinionated woman, whose girlish figure and demurely
flirtatious smiles drew many an “uncle”—a “family friend”—to our home and to her company.
Dear Mother,
Recall that evening one hot Lahori summer? You were, I think, surprised by the events of the afternoon when I
caught you red-handed, at least in my fertile imagination; you a little afraid, perhaps, of what the evening might bring
while you were mingling with your dinner guests on the front lawn, all of them charmed by your red-sareed presence,
fingering your food, dipping their fat little fingers in your savory sauces no doubt—I, perched shakily on the charpai’s
edge in the back verandah, told dad.
Recall now, in your hour of suffering as you tend to his defecations and urinations, how that man stood by you,
swaying in the monsoon-laden wind that roared around the house that night, yes, but left him, and you, and the mango
tree in our backyard still standing upright by day’s end.

Oh, yes. We had “mixed” dinner parties often, men and women sitting together and chatting and laughing
gaily, their sons and daughters often invited along so that we would have kids our own age to be with. Several of
my closest girlfriends had no such gatherings in their homes, their households being far more strictly segregated
than mine. And yet, what I had was not quite right. I mean, it wasn’t like I could really have guy friends. As the
teenage years hit, I could have girls over but not any boys, and when I rebelled and had some boys or young men
visit …
Once I even had a young actor I had a crush on sit and talk to me in my bedroom; my mother slapped me after
banging open my bedroom door unceremoniously, her face a clear sign for the poor young man to depart in a
hurry as she screamed before he was even out of earshot,
“How dare you take a boy into your room!”
No, my friend Hajira had the really cool family—she was allowed to hang out with her boy cousins as much as
she wanted, they all went on long excursions together, and she was even allowed to enroll in the notorious mixedsex Fine Arts College, where many of her friends were members of the opposite sex, including guitar-strumming,
drum-banging cuties! Her parents were literary, westernized intellectuals, into music and art, whereas mine, even
my philosophically-inclined father, tended to pooh-pooh all that “artsy-fartsy” stuff as pretentious at best and
dangerously corruptive at worst.
Thus, unlike many American writers whose memoirs I have been reading lately, I did not wish to “belong” to
what they describe as “the norm”. I was the “norm”, at least as far as outward appearances, in my society and
culture. My father was not a drunken writer whose poet friends would pass out on their dinner table, leaving Anne
Lamott, memoirist, wishing for the “normal” stable home life other kids in her American suburbia of the 1950s
apparently had. Nor was my mother as visibly dysfunctional as Lauren Slater’s, demanding a perfection it was not
in the power of her daughter to give.
Oh no. I was despite my mother’s angry attempts to curb what she perceived as my unconventional or
rebellious behavior—assured of my own perfection, my special gifts for language, for music, for theatrical
expression. The problem for me was that the others in my life at home were not similarly convinced—at least not
to the degree I wished them to be! Dad adored me, it’s true, and Mum, for all of her “do this, don’t do that,” did
drive me around to French classes, to drama rehearsals, to music gatherings and catered to the needs of my music
teachers. Still, I felt I was surrounded by philistines, and I needed someone, anyone, outside myself to tell me I
was indeed special, different, deserving of greatness and the unusual, the abnormal, life.
I have traveled to seek the “different”, “the exotic”, that always elusive space of greatness, of liberation, which
is also the space of untruth, of deception.. I have traveled far and wide, so wide as to put millions of miles and
several continents between my mother country and myself. What has sustained me, kept me grounded through all
the flying about I’ve done in the past three decades, has been the memories.
These are the memories of, and in some cases the continuing relationships with, the girlfriends of my earliest
youth. A glittering diamond in the nose, Sophia Loren eyes, a bride in purple and gold, four girls in a car boot
laughing up a storm on the Mall Road one winter night, hot parathas and egg flips, nuns in white habits, enduring
marriages, infidelities, murder, depression, suicide. Girlfriends whose lives have both encouraged me to fly and
warned me of the dangers of the enterprise that cost Icarus his life. It is through the writing of our shared herstories that I am finally learning the humility that could have saved that mythical flyer. The question is, will it
save me?
*
Pakistan is a strange place. Not just in my memory but in reality; for once, the two coincide. A place where the
spaces I know most intimately are more secular than their counterparts in that paean to secularism, the US of A.
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And yet, a place where fanatical extremism, intolerance, and xenophobia have deep roots, sometimes pushing
their way aboveground in the least expected of spaces. And so it is that liberal, wine-drinking types will suddenly
regress on the disco dance floor and confess innate West Pakistani superiority over the “short, dark, Bengalis”.
Bengalis still somehow occupy a villainous niche in our collective psyche even after it was us “superior” West
Pakis who raped their women and committed all manner of other atrocities dur- ing the Civil War of 1971 that led
to the breakup of the two wings of the country and the creation of Bangladesh.
“Those damn Hindus”, or those “damn Shias”, or those “damn Qadianis, Christian blasphemers, girls who
have no shame, those women who should be stoned for adultery, those girls who should have their noses cut off
for having shamed the honor of their fathers and brothers, those girls who should be kari, killed for having run off
with their lovers, those sisters who must be encouraged to become doctors, teachers, good wives and mothers,
even pilots and prime ministers, yes, and hijab-toting believers who will damn the rest of our souls who sleep
around behind closed doors; and the fact is we love life, we love people of all different hues and religions and
nationalities, let’s welcome them into our homes and throw them lavish dinners, welcome, welcome, we are
known for our hospitality, to even the gayest of flaming homosexuals (although those feminazi lesbians … umm
… not so sure), the poor man will share his roti with me even though it is his only meal of the day.”
Of such excessive verbiage are dinner and dance conversations made at the most elite homes of La-(w)horites
then and now.
*
Yesterday, today, and tomorrow, Pakistan is a strange place, where all of these sentiments and realities of
differences in class, gender, and sexualities coexist in a bizarre palimpsest of history and synchronicity. I was born
in this place of paradox, a place that is both home and abroad for me now in my life as a naturalized American
citizen. This is a place where women are oppressed and where they resist without shame for the sun! Where
leaders are corrupt and the people generous and kind. Where women wear the hijab in ever-greater numbers and
others dance almost naked at the most elite of clubs and homes. Where alcohol is banned in public and consumed
at an alarming rate in private. Where young men commit suicide in response to increasing unemployment, while
others drive Porsches and build homes in imitation of the White House.
My place is now also a place where I manipulate my Muslim womanhood to make my way up the U.S.
academic ladder, reporting to increased acclaim the dire situation of Muslim women of Pakistan. My place is now
a paradox of no-place, my home is now abroad, I have become exotic to myself, a stranger to my (s)kin. The
paradox of this no-place I inhabit has been fundamentally shaped by the lives and friendships of the girls who
were my closest confidantes, and by the women who have now taken their place, at home and abroad; it is this
dis-ease of paradox that I now wish to share with you, in the spirit of a friendly exposure.
To make friends with disease. Battling breast cancer a few years ago, I picked up Susan Sontag’s Illness as
Metaphor. Fear of the unknown: that is what gives illnesses like cancer or AIDS power over people’s
imaginations, frightening them into believing in their invincibility.
That is the gist of her argument as I understood it, or needed to, as I fought my way out of that disease. So,
getting at the facts, you expose the beast for what it is: nothing but a dis-ease, which, seen through the pictures
that words can paint, loses its power to frighten and overpower us. Expose the darkness of an ignorant negative to
the cold hard light of a reasonable print: no shame for the sun, let’s fly to the edge, embrace that paradox.
Does this picture seem too bright, dear reader? Sontag died recently battling a recurrence of the darkness she
thought she had vanquished with the light of words. So perhaps you are right. I too find myself looking doubtfully
at the print my memories have created, not sure at all about the grandiosity of redemption or hope or even of
understanding. All I can do now is to implore you to enter this photograph, mon semblable, ma soeur, enlarge its
dimensions, put it up on your wall. We are all in it together, I fear, but also, yes, in hope—secret sharers in the
strangeness of place.
2
I think she is the loveliest thing I've ever seen: straight brown hair down to her lower back, like a chamois
sheath I want to feel on my bare skin. She smells delicious too—her starched white uniform and spotless white
canvas sneakers of a piece with the wafting aroma of chambeli flowers, a sweet-smelling fragrance that above all
conveys a fresh powdery cleanliness on days when everything else seems to wilt into a stinky sweat except, of
course, for Sam.
I first see her in the ninth class at the Convent of Jesus and Mary in Lahore, where, by May 1970, I have spent
what feels like eternity in the company of nuns, a most natural place to be for all of us girls from respectable,
middle-class Muslim homes.
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Are you puzzled, dear reader? Don’t be. A convent school was indeed the place for middle- and upper-class
parents to confine their daughters in a society that demanded that their girls be educated, yes, speak fluent English
to be marriageable to the right kind of men—the educated ones, with good job prospects in the government
ministries and civil services, or state banks like PICIC or IDBP, or who were doctors or engineers—but also be
kept in segregated environments. Really, what better place to instill the virtues of virginal behavior than
nunneries? Add to that the classes in cookery and housekeeping we all had to take; well, you get the picture—all
in keeping with the colonial motifs of raising natives to conform to the best of civilized behavior and decorum as
instilled in the various regions of the former British Empire.
Indeed, we latter-day Pakistanis, “free” from both Indian and British rule at the stroke of midnight, 1947, were,
twenty years later, living proof of the successful indoctrination put into practice through the elite educational
institutions following Lord Macaulay’s infamous Minute on Indian Education a century ago. As we dutifully
memorized and recited Shakespearean quotes like “Life is a tale told by an idiot | full of sound and fury |
signifying nothing,” we never thought the lines held any ironic connection to us.
Macaulay had quite rightly predicted our own native mind-set all these decades later, as cultivated so
assiduously by the nuns our parents entrusted gratefully with our care year after year:
“I have never found one among them,” he proclaimed gravely in 1838, “who could deny that a single shelf of a
good European library was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia.”
It was only natural that our Irish Catholic mentors made sure we were caned if we were ever heard conversing
in any language other than English! No wonder I loved the English classics over any other literature in the world,
and that to this day, I remain a stranger to my native-language literatures in Urdu and Punjabi.
Girls from the landed and business elites also attended these convent schools—Benazir Bhutto was a product
of the Convent of Jesus and Mary Karachi, and later, of its boarding-school branch in the enviable hill-station
town of Murree—then a resort for the westernized elite, now shunned by them in favor of more exotic locales
“abroad,” inaccessible to the “riff-raff” that has begun to frequent the likes of Murree and Nathiagali in the
northern parts of Pakistan.
“God give us this day our daily bread, hallowed be thy name, thy kingdom come, and forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass against us …” Is that the order of the words we learnt by heart to recite every
morning at the Great Assembly inside the big hall before our day at the school started? How many times does that
mean we recited the Lord’s Prayer?
I feel ashamed. I should be absolutely sure of the words, of their order, I, who spent eleven years of my life
inside the convent walls, 7 to 2 every single day except for holidays. Heads bowed every morning, at first I would
see red shoes with rounded toes and straps buckling them tight, encircling ankles wearing white socks attached to
skinny brown legs for the world to see. We wore frocks—as they were called—white, with red belts clinching our
waists, the bottoms all flared up as if we had can-cans on underneath.
Did we? We couldn’t have, surely. Such fashionable vanity would not have sat well with the nuns—who
became our Mothers first, and then our Sisters. That change in nomenclature was dictated by the Catholic Church
in all of its wisdom when we had transformed into grown-up young ladies, in the ninth class, the year Sam came
to join us. By then, I can no longer see my ankles when I bow my head at the start of a school day. The uniform
now mandates we be covered in appropriate Pakistani style, wearing the ubiquitous shalwar kameez, long shirts
over baggy pants so our legs are covered, as Muslim custom demands. Instead of the red belt cinching in our
waists, we now wear red sashes slung across our shoulders and pinned at our sides—a nod in the direction of
covering our budding bosoms. I wonder how the nuns could get away with wearing habits that exposed their
ankles … and Sister Cecille did have such pretty ones.
Sam has appeared as if out of nowhere, occupying the seat that has remained empty for almost half the year
two rows over from where Hajira and I sit. We try to engage her attention through our usual show-offy antics
while Baba Sahib drones on and on reciting Ghalib or Mir (do we care?), but she seems otherwise distracted—
gazing off into the distance, dreamlike, unfocused. I still remember the profile; the aquiline nose, ever so slightly
upturned, the arched brows, neatly plucked—while I still sport the bushy untweezed look of (I now like to think,
though I hated it then!) a Pakistani Brooke Shields, since Mum hasn’t permitted me to pluck out unwanted hair
yet. What is she thinking about, wonder Hajira and I, our teenage curiosity piqued by the stranger in our midst.
Sam becomes our nickname for Samina, once shy standoffishness has turned into familiar friendship, and
inspired by the secretiveness of “S,” Hajira, the budding painter-poet, decides she will be “Shelley”, while I am
given the name “Sindy”, quickly shortened to “Sin”, then lengthened again to “Madame Sin”, an epithet that turns
out to be prophetic. Only Amena, alias Hayley (Haji’s older sister), calls me that anymore, reminding me of best
friends long since gone, of an era when I fancied myself the swashbuckling center of a heartbreakingly sweet and
sentimental universe.
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Lulu sings “To Sir with Love” to Sidney Poitier, the perfect teacher who wins over the hearts and minds of
scummy students with no real future but, at least for the girls, the promise of one made possible through the love
of, and for, a “good man”. It is a movie that our group of close friends—Haji aka Shelley, Amena aka Hayley,
Saira, Honey, and I all get permission to see. It is the first time any of us has seen a black man—a Negro was the
way we all referred to him then, not knowing any better—on the silver screen. Despite his blackness—anyone that
dark was a no-no to our colonized aesthetic—we promptly fall in love with him.
One afternoon, sitting atop our desks during a rare class period when our very old sir, our Urdu teacher, has not
shown up, we are all thrilled when Sam begins to sing, shyly at first and then stronger as she hears our surprised
oohs and aahs. She is very good at mimicking Lulu’s lilting trills, her voice just as feminine as the rest of her,
crooning “To Sir with Love … who has taken me beyond pencils and crayons …” while the rest of us gaze off
into dreamscapes peopled by our own dashing “Sirs”, beckoning us beyond the red walls of the convent, into the
world outside.
But the outside is peopled only by pathetic creatures like the Hico Man, buckling over his ice-candy trolley,
sweat pouring out of him like a burst geyser, the two-and-a-half hairs stranded on his egg-shaped dome wilting to
a zigzaggy treacly mess under the fresh young bodies plastered all over him; hot, sweaty bodies demanding relief
in the shape of lollies that refuse to hold their firm cold shape but instead melt away before the imploring tongues
of hysterical girls get in even their first virgin licks.
Or the ambi-man, with his enticing kohl-rimmed eyes, a somewhat more promising prospect than the ice-lolly
man, handing out khatta-khatta, raw mango halves the color of the Pakistani flag, coated in salt and cayenne
pepper to burn the impure thoughts right off the tips of our salivating tongues … oh, how we learned to use those
tongues to suck the sour sour juices right out of the milky white flesh cradled inside the hard green skins
umumumyummmeee … but I was always sick after, and one humiliating year Mum found me out when she
cleaned out my satchel after I’d been sick with a sore throat for a week—the skins were all shriveled and black
looking, with only a telltale smell left to give away the secret.
*
Sam confesses conspiratorially to Haji, Honey, Saira, and me one fine day that she has a secret to share with
us. This is a day like any other during the spring of the Civil War of 1971 that has left tens of thousands of East
Pakistanis dead, butchered by their West Pakistani brothers while all we know is that we are at war with the evil
Indians who want to tear “our” East Pakistan away from us. And here comes a secret involving men at war, oh
my, or at least one man, her beloved (her what? our eyes big as watermelons), now in a refugee camp somewhere
on the other side of the border, desperate to write her, to be reassured of the love of a good woman.
Yes, we are women—almost—now, Sam, the oldest among us is nearly sixteen, Haji and I still the babies at
fourteen … could we, would we, me, or Haji, be willing to receive letters from the beloved at our home address,
so that the horrid, unsympathetic old-fashioned auntie Sam lived with wouldn’t find out what was going on?
Hajira and I have known of this witch-like aunt ever since we became friendly with Sam after her arrival at the
convent, because in these couple of years we’ve never once been invited over to her place, nor has she been
allowed to attend our birthday parties at our homes or go out to the occasional movie with us. Poor Sam, we
always feel sorry for her, living without her mom and dad, who for some strange reason are living the good life in
Germany while their daughter and her other siblings are forced to live stifling lives under the guardianship of their
dragon lady phuphi …
So, of course, one of us has to say yes; and it is Haji, dear friend to the poor and the downtrodden, who agrees
because she has the more liberal parents; parents who probably won’t question the where-what-how of swollen
letters arriving thick as a plague of roaches; roaches that would appear unfailingly every monsoon season to
carpet my mother’s kitchen floor in the dead of night, a secret only I knew since I was the sole inhabitant of that
house who awoke every night with the urge to get an ice-cold glass of water from the fridge, trying to slake a
thirst of increasingly alarming proportions.
I am almost illiterate about the war, though thirsty beyond belief. And when the war starts, with “our” army
from West Pakistan going in to the East Pakistani capital of Dacca to prevent “those rebels”—the majority of East
Pakistani citizens—from taking control of their destinies, on March 7, 1971, I know something bad is going to
follow, something that will not slake what now appears to be an unquenchable thirst for violence, a violence
turned inwards, against ourselves. I realize, from conversations I overhear in hushed tones whenever Mum and
dad’s friends are over that there are some legitimate grievances held by our Bengali brethren. I recall one brisk
early spring evening, not long after some news reports leak out that our army in Dacca has killed students and
professors inside Dacca university dormitoriesm and razed the only Hindu hall, Jagannath Hall, to the ground
killing what later turn out to be six or seven hundred residents; various aunties and uncles are gathered at my
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parents home talking in mournful tones about the “madness” of what now appears to be a full-scale civil war
unfolding in front of us.
Uncle Osman, one of Dad’s oldest friends, and at the time vice chancellor of the Engineering University in
Lahore, says in his quiet way,
“It is true that since Partition we have treated our Bengali brothers as inferior, you know.” He coughs
apologetically, not wanting to tread on any patriotic toes gathered in the company that evening.
“You know, although they are the more populous wing of our country, we here in West Pakistan have
consistently allocated more than three times their share of resources for ourselves.”
“Pshaw,” snorts Uncle Mobin from across the room, seated on Mum’s golden tapestried sofa. He is the one
who can always be counted upon to be the Voice of Punjab—er, I mean, Pakistan.
“Those Bengalis are not, they never have been part of the martial races. That manly job has always fallen to us
Punjabis … and if we are the defenders, the soldiers of this country, whyfore should we not get the best resource
allocations?”
Well, who could argue with such a rational mind? Mum, always uncomfortable at the thought that her dinner
parties could go awry because of “serious” conversation, gets up and announces dinner.
“And do let’s talk about pleasanter topics, shall we?” she says, smiling.
Her command is understood to mean it's time for me to leave adult company and for the grown-ups to turn
their attention from the distant war—unfolding a thousand miles away after all, on the eastern end of Indian
“enemy” territory from us-to pleasanter topics like who wore what at the last wedding everyone has attended.
That would be Uncle Osman’s oldest daughter Sana’s, to the middle son of rich and handsome feudal lord,
Chaudhury Shaukat Hussain.
Later that night, in a post-dinner autopsy, I hear my parents tut-tutting about Uncle Osman’s “misplaced
sympathies” for the Hindu-sympathizer Benagalis.
“We never should have trusted them to stay true or committed to the idea of Pakistan, darling,” I overhear
Mother say to Daddy as they enjoy a cup of kava in the sitting room once the last guests have left. My father, the
statistician, informs Mummy that, “the Awami League, the largest East Pakistani political party, led by Sheikh
Mujib-ur-Rahman, has won a landslide victory, janoo, in the national elections.” I can picture Mummy rolling her
eyes disbelievingly, and then Dad, gently insistent:
“The party won 160 of the 162 seats allotted to East Pakistan, and thus a majority of the 300 seats in the
National Assembly. This gives the Awami League the constitutional right to form a government, whether we like
it or not. It is Bhutto’s lust for power which has led us into this war, dearest wife.”
What he could not have known then was that by December 1971, we, the mighty west wing of the country,
would have lost the war. That East Pakistan would have seceded, and that it would be decades before we West
Pakistanis would acknowledge the dastardly role of the Pakistani army in looting, killing, raping our brethren on
the other side of India.
So then the letters, with Hajira the ever-faithful courier. Naturally, she grows closer to Sam during that period,
our senior year in school; consequently I lose interest in Sam and the supreme silliness of true confessions—yuck!
Who needs that when Kinnaird College for Women is within our reach? The excitement is heady; we are, at last,
almost out of the nuns’ clutches, we are Women now, though none of us know quite what that means, except,
perhaps, more fun and freedom—and so, when the war ends, in December of our final year at the convent, we
hardly even register the fact that we are no longer West Pakistanis but just Pakistanis. Oh yes, it is sad that we
have “lost” our eastern wing—no one wants to acknowledge that our prime minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s greed
for power, leading him to refuse Mujibur Rahman’s legitimate demand for premiership based on his winning the
largest number of votes in that year’s elections, may have played some not so insignificant part in the disaster that
led to the war and eventual secession of East Pakistan.
Yes, all the real grown-ups seemed to have a hard time even saying the word “Bangladesh,” and most do not
want to talk about our army’s atrocities committed against the thousands—possibly hundreds of thousands—of
Bengali civilians, including the rape and torture of women and children. These were “just stories”—not to be
believed, much less to be discussed in public. And most certainly not in front of us impressionable youngsters.
And so it was that we forgot about Sam’s fiancé and all that drama from earlier that year, as we began to ready
ourselves for the exciting world of Kinnaird College for Women.
*
And so it happens that I drag Haji to the auditions for our first annual play at Kinnaird, The Ivory Door by A.
A. Milne—and wouldn’t you know it, we both get in, me in a starring role of course—though never a female lead,
oh no, I am chagrined to discover I shall be playing the silly old chancellor. I resign myself to the fact that being
in an all-female college, things will not perhaps be so very different from the convent. I will forever get to play
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the male roles, and I curse my height and dark complexion for robbing me of the beautiful girlie parts. Still, being
such a ham, I am happy to play a major character, and our rehearsals begin in earnest soon thereafter.
*
A gorgeous February afternoon, the kind that makes you want to curl up like a cat soaking up the sun’s lemon
rays, finds some of us doing our lazy cat impressions on KC’s front lawn; out of the corners of my eyes, I see this
petite Sam-looking young woman approach the group and ohmygod it is Sam—only her luscious long locks are
gone; she has a boycut (as we used to call it in those days) and and, ohgod, the love affair is over.
He came back from the war—couldn’t do it to his mom, you know, bring in an outside girl, his cousin’s been
patiently waiting all along—oh shit Sam, why’d you cut your hair? My heart is breaking while she, brittlely calm,
smiles that beautiful smile not looking in the least like she’s committed an act of vengeance. A strange kind of
revenge, this, when you hurt yourself more than you hurt the object of your anger, and I realize only much later
that such acts surely lead to one’s own erasure.
Little do I know that I am witnessing the beginning of a leitmotif of life with my girlfriends. But for now, I
only want to scream at Saira, don’t start with your I told you so’s, this is just lousy luck, but I too sense, perhaps,
that she’s right, they’re all scum, bottom line, our world is not cut out for this boyfriend/girlfriend crap, boys will
be boys and they’ll marry Mama’s choice, the girl with the locked up legs … I catch the hurt in Haji’s Sophia
Loren eyes and look away, come on, we’ve got a rehearsal to get to, upupup …
The play is a smashing success. But while I bask in the stardom I feel sure is my destiny, the real discovery of
the play is Hajira. She has gone from spectator to participant in the space of a few short months, and wow, is she
ever good—old man Beppo, my staff, my support (and we all thought I was the strong one!).
After the final performance on the third day, we have a visitor backstage. We realize immediately that she is
Sam’s older sister; she looks so much like her only, well, older, and not as pretty. Funny how that happens
sometimes, a sibling will have the same features, but the combination just won’t yield the same pleasing results.
Anyhow, the plain sister is asking us, worriedly, if we’ve seen Sam. She has apparently not been home in the
past three days—which was when we’d last seen her too, with her hair cut short—and none of us pauses to think
how strange it is that Sam’s sister hadn’t shown up any earlier. I mean, think about it, why wait two days before
investigating a disappearance? But since we haven’t seen her since that fateful day-of-the-haircut, the sister
leaves, and, flushed with youthful success, we all go back to the business of partying after the show.
The cast party ends late, Haji and I get home later than everyone else—we are the stars, after all—and I don’t
fall asleep until much much later, what with the performance-released adrenalin still pumping wildly. So, when
Saira calls early the next morning, asking hysterically if l’ve seen the picture of the woman’s body on the front
page of the Urdu daily, I think for a brief moment that I am back on stage, only this time in a bad Urdu-language
melodrama not the superior, more restrained English-language fare I’ve been involved in thus far. There is no
doubt about it, however, no room for play; the dead body found on a hospital bench in the gardens of the Forman
Christian Hospital is Sam’s, looking for all the world as though she’s just enjoying a catnap in winter sunshine on
one of the park benches dotting the front lawns of Kinnaird.
Her house—or rather, her aunt’s—is old and musty, situated in the lower-middle-class neighborhood of Garhi
Shau, in an alley behind the convent. Not like the suburban homes Saira, Haji, and I live in, in the upper-middleclass enclaves of Gulberg, Cantonment, and Shah Jamal Colony, with their front lawns and garages, set back from
the noisy thoroughfares of places like Garhi Shau where the toot-tooting of car and rickshaw and taxi and
motorcycle and minibus and lorry-truck horns forms a constant background hum.
Strangely enough, for an urban house, it is deathly quiet inside when we get there, and the verandah strip, with
years-old choona peeling off the dampened, frieze-framed walls, seems to extend for miles before making a sharp
turn leftwards to lead us into the inner sanctum, the zenana room now filled with women of all shapes and sizes,
all much older than us mere babes in the wood. The air is thick with sobs and moans, some audible, others stifled
at mouths stuffed with white duppata ends. Curious eyes look us over; we’re all here, Hajira, Saira, Honey,
myself.
Just as we're wondering where to go or what to do, a figure disengages from the amorphous mass of white. It is
Sam's sister, we realize with some relief, getting up from the mourning women seated on the floor covered with
white bedsheets, coming forward to meet us, so that we who are not yet schooled in the decorum of public grief
and know not what to say or do, might dissemble our grief that has turned to embarrassment. Then, surprise of
surprises, she introduces us to her mother, who turns out not to be this fashionable young creature groomed in the
salons of the West as we had been led to imagine by our dearly departed friend, but a homely creature, quite old
and fat. She looks just as puzzled as her older daughter when we inquire in our most grown-up manner after the
mythical aunt, and even more so when we ask her how long since she got back from Germany.
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In the midst of speechless confusion before anything can be satisfactorily explained, there is a commotion at
the other end of the room. The wooden doors separating the world of women from the corrupt outside world are
thrown open and two young men dressed in black shalwar kurtas with expressionless faces march in, bearing
between them, on a charpai resting on their manly shoulders, the Dead Body.
Everyone shrinks back except for the Mother, who, losing all self-control, throws herself, weeping and
shrieking loudly, onto her daughter’s corpse. I do remember mustering the courage to go up to the charpai on
which she is laid out, wearing an outfit I recognized well: she had been wearing it that day when we last saw her.
She looks so beautiful, eyes closed, that lovely nose upturned with the tiniest diamond stud in her left nostril
glittering madly where the sun’s rays filtering in from the roshandani catch it at just the right angle. I knew then
that I would touch her, to feel that silky softness I had always imagined encasing me like a sheath; I was
unprepared for the cold shock of freezer-hardened flesh that met my heat-pulsating fingers, leaving me with an
awful case of freezer burn I nursed for days afterward, licking my fingers over and over to lessen the numbing
pain.
*
Weeks later, having discovered there has never been a dreaded “auntie”, nor a picturesque “abroad” for
cosmopolitan parents, five of us sit down to a seance in one of the Red Hostel’s empty rooms. Looking for an
answer that could do justice to our overheated minds and angry souls, we find it, Agatha Christie-style, in murder.
While the rest of our classmates are poring over Camus’s L’Etranger in Miss Alice’s French lit class, Hajira,
Saira, Honey, and I, joined by Hayley and the latest addition to our group, Naumana, commune with our friend on
the other side, she who, as we’d found out so unpleasantly, had remained a stranger in our midst.
“Before we begin this—seance,” says Naumana with some hesitation, turning her big, brown puppy-dog eyes
to the rest of us, “I would like to understand a few things about Samina … Sam.” Being the most impatient of the
group, I am about to tell her to hold her questions till after, but Saira and Haji cut me off with their stares, and
Saira gently intones,
“Of course, ask what’s on your mind, Nomi”—we are big on nicknames—“but remember, we are also much in
the dark about so much concerning Sam.”
“Yes, I understand,” nods Naumana, “but surely there is something very strange with the fact that she told you
all her parents lived in Germany, that she had this terrible aunt—and why on earth didn’t she tell you guys that she
had a sister and brothers? I just don’t get it—was she hiding something?”
Silence hangs heavy like the stuffy, stale air in the hostel room we are in.
“We’re not sure why—” begins Saira in her measured, rational way, but 1 jump in with my excited babbling,
sure of myself as always.
“Well, it’s clear, isn’t it?” I glare at the others, daring them to contradict me. “She was ashamed of her lower
middle-class roots. Her parents would never have allowed her to join in our fun and frolics, gadding about hither
and thither all over town, riding in car dickeys and hanging out of car windows screeching at the top of our
voices, watching who knows what manner of fuhush movies in the cinema halls.” Saira and Nomi both look
uncomfortable at my broad-brush generalizations about class and illiberalism here.
“Madame,” admonishes Saira in her usual lecturing manner, “be careful what you say. My parents do not often
allow me to join you and Haji and Hayley on these outings either, but that doesn’t mean that they are
backward”—she ignores my rolling eyes—“at the very least, it has not led me to lie to you all about the social
limits within which I have to operate, nor made me cook up some crazy illiterate aunt to blame for my parents’
seemingly old-fashioned beliefs.”
She stops, and looks straight at me, daring me to challenge her. Right on cue, I lash out angrily,
“What else do you call this nonsense about you can’t do this and you can’t go here and all the time that brother
of yours can come and go as he pleases?”
“Oh Madame, when will you ever learn, this is our way, and it’s a good way; our parents are only protecting
us. See what happened to Samina for defying her family and culture’s traditions and morals.”
“Ohmygod, are you saying she did this to herself? That her death is her fault?”
Now I am off the charpai on which we were all sitting huddled up, I am up and shouting, I can positively feel
the foam gathering in my mouth. Naumana's eyes seem to have dilated another inch; they are bigger than the
pirchis on which our chai mugs rest. I think she is regretting what she’s started. But I am in no mood to back off
now.
“Calm down, Sin …” and Haji’s quiet voice has now entered the fray. She reaches out with her freshly waxed
brown arm to touch me, to pull me back to the edge of the charpai.
“Come on, yaar, no need to get so heated up,” she smiles gently.
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Honey, who hasn’t said anything yet, speaks up, slowly drawing out her words in her usual Socratic fashion,
living up to the intellectual label we have assigned her.
“We don’t really have many facts to go on to help us out of the muddle that was Sam’s life. Do we?” She looks
at us.
“No. I didn’t think so. The only fact we share is that none of us bothered to ever go over to Sam’s house—and
no”—before any. of us could protest—“we did not have to wait for an official invitation. She lived close enough
to school, for God’s sake; any one of us could have just popped in after school. Sam may have appreciated the
gesture as one of solidarity for her kind … I mean class.” I snort at this.
“You forget, dear Honey, that Sam never wanted us to come over her house. She always said her phuphi did
not like any of her friends coming over. Are you suggesting we should have forced our way in?” Nomi jumps in at
this point.
“So really, what you all are saying is that all the stories you have—or don’t—about her family situation, came
to you from Samina, without any corroboration of the facts. And none of you ever knew what was the truth there.
For all you knew, Sam was a liar—as it would now appear—and probably a psycho!”
Realizing she may have gone too far in maligning our dead friend, Naumana looks stricken, and says she’s
sorry, she didn’t mean to be so judgmental. Feeling the need to get back on track with our seance, I try to
synthesize our limited knowledge at this point—I am suddenly tired of this back-and-forth on Sam and her
motivations for telling us fabricated stories about her past and present. I realize with a pang there would be no
future to her life story.
“Listen, friends,” I begin, trying to sound amicable. “The truth is that we have no truth here, except what we
can glean from the circumstances of her life and manner of grisly death.” Gosh. Looking back, I guess I was a
poststructuralist avant la lettre! I can feel five pairs of eyes looking at me expectantly.
“Except what we saw. And what we saw were brothers—angry brothers, who would not meet the gaze of any
of the women in that room. Brothers she never told us about. Maybe they were the reason she could never go out
with us—that she had to be so sneaky when it came to her love affair.”
In the room whose windows we’ve darkened with borrowed sheets and bedcovers from some of our friends
who board in the hostel, we share a collective shiver when Sam’s spirit, captured under the bottle cap, goes
zigzagging wildly all over the homespun ouija board, tripping over M-U-R-D-E-R, then spelling out “B-R-O-TH-E-R N-A-M-E-D Z-A-H-I-D” with such speed our fingers can barely keep up with the top. The air suddenly
turns deathly cold.
I remember Saira’s nasal laugh puncturing our state of shock. She laughs loudly, always the practical spoiler of
the bunch; Honey’s face acquires that famous smirk, intellectualizing everything as usual; Hajira is the most
visibly moved, Hayley her older sister following suit; while Nomi merely looks bewildered. I maintain a healthy
skepticism in the absence of proof, wondering what the term “honor killing” really means, since prior to our
sitting down to the ouija board, we all have bandied about that possibility without understanding what we are
vocalizing. The answer on the board merely confirms our suspicions, rooted, I start to sense, in customs more
ancient than our modern education or bourgeois backgrounds can easily comprehend.
I did, unbeknownst to the others, make a few calls to the home of the deceased after the ouija-board incident.
Feigning a different voice, I asked to speak with Zahid to see if, indeed, Sam had a brother by that name; the
female voice on the other side, which I couldn’t quite place, hesitated a moment before asking,
“And why do you wish to speak to him?”
That was enough for me; I banged down the phone. A day or so later, I started receiving calls from a Christian
friend of Sam’s from the old convent days whom I hadn’t seen or been in touch with after she’d dropped out of
school in tenth class. She kept asking if I’d meet her downtown at this (very shady) Chinese restaurant because
she had some stuff regarding Sam’s death that she wanted to share with me; she wouldn’t do it over the phone, nor
would she give me her telephone number. Scared, I kept putting off the date; then, as suddenly as they’d begun,
the calls stopped.
*
It has taken me the rest of my life, literally, to figure out what could have happened. The year is 1999 AD, or
600 AH according to the Muslim calendar. Pakistan has recently celebrated its fiftieth anniversary, with the pomp
and circumstance usual at such times in the history of nation-states. But for those who are at best its second-class
citizens, women whose status has devolved rather than evolved with the passing of time, this is a year of deep
reflection on how things could have gone so wrong. Through my postdoctoral involvement since the late 1980s
with women’s rights NGOs (which have become an important part of the Pakistani nongovernmental and civil
society landscape) and with theater activists whose plays have increasingly been about human rights violations
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against women and religious minorities, I am newly aware of how dire things have become, perhaps always were,
for at least half the population, in the country of my birth.
Maybe I misspeak. After all, the constitution of 1965 not only guaranteed separation of mosque and state, it
also gave women the right of divorce, the right to choose their marriage partners, as well as inheritance and voting
rights not previously encoded in the law. And while this was a secular constitution, the fact is that the rights
accorded women as well as to religious minorities (4 percent of Pakistanis are Christian, and maybe 1 percent
Hindus)—to worship freely and to run for the highest offices in the country save those of prime minister and
president—were in keeping with the spirit of justice on which the Qur’an rests.
Perhaps it was never really a matter of law, but of the privilege of class and clan. In the ignorance borne of
class privilege, and despite the secret of Sam, I remember reading the novel The Pakistani Bride with a sense of
dismay, and thinking, how could this woman be writing such rubbish, selling her culture out to the highest bidder
of “exotica” in a society (the United States) already prejudiced against us?
The novel, an account of a woman condemned to death by her own brothers for the crime of falling in love, is
written by a Pakistani-American writer who later became a good friend. I remember thinking she had a really
vivid imagination when she swore to me that women in our part of the world actually, really, truly swear-upongod-and-hope-to-die had their noses cut off as punishment for bringing dishonor and shame upon their families by
hinting desire for a man not picked out by their clan, or for refusing marriages to men old enough to be their
grandfathers.
*
And so, it is the winter of 1999, a season of discontent that continues even after the oppressive ten-year reign
of the late general Zia-ul-Haq ended in a mysterious airplane explosion in August 1988, killing the general and
many of his top aides as well as the ambassador and top military personnel from the USA who were traveling with
him in the shared intimacy of power. A man into whose ear God spoke directly, our beloved generalissimo had,
with the stroke of a pen and the acquiescence of the mullah types he stuffed the houses of parliament with to give
him the legitimacy he so desperately desired, gotten rid of all the laws meant to protect the rights of women and
minorities.
Ramming the Eighth Amendment through Parliament and the courts, Zia effectively replaced the secular
constitution of 1965 with one supposedly based on Shari’a-Islamic doctrine. This ensured that Christians and
Quadianis could be defamed as blasphemers by neighbors coveting their properties and condemned to death by
stoning or hanging; that women bringing rape charges against their rapists would be thrown into jail instead,
accused of adultery or fornication unless they could produce four adult male witnesses to the act of rape. Their
testimony—and worth—reduced to half that of a man’s—grown women now needed their male guardians’
permission to marry. And all in the name of a putative “return to Islam”, making the feudal chieftains and
landlords, who had always enjoyed coercion and rape of poor farmers and tenants and their womenfolk as a
birthright, happy and secure in their power now so conveniently sanctioned by God.
*
And so. It is February 1999. My cousin-aunt, Asma Jahangir nee Jilani, has become a world-famous human
rights activist and lawyer defending the rights of women and minorities in a climate increasingly hostile to both.
She is sitting in her third-floor office in the building on Main Boulevard that houses AGHS, an acronym for the
initials of the four women who founded the Legal Aid cell set up in the 1980s to provide counsel, shelter, and
defense to women trying to escape their abusive family situations, which have been made ever more unbearable
since the passage of the (so-called) Shari’a laws. A young woman sits across from her desk, light-complexioned I
imagine as Pathans are wont to be, red-hennaed hair pulled back from her face in a thick braid, her hazel-colored
eyes by turns calm and fearful as she looks over her shoulder every so often.
“Relax,” I can hear Asma saying kindly in a voice surprisingly strong coming from a slightly built woman. She
chews on a wad of paan leaves and beetlenut, the red paste of the katha staining her mouth and lips.
“You are safe here, Samia, and you know that the safe house you’ve been staying at since you got here is in an
undisclosed location; only a few trusted staff know where it is …” Her voice trails off as Samia begins to breathe
more slowly, her shoulders visibly relaxing.
“You are right, madam,” her tone halting at first, then gathering more force, “of course you are right, because 1
feel so much freer since I escaped from my parents’ house in Peshawar, and the nightmares are receding a little bit
more each day.” She bites her lower lip as her eyes glisten with unshed tears she is desperate to hold back.
I can just see Asma leaning across her wooden desk, awash with papers and file folders, to touch the young
girl’s fingers as they tap a nervous rhythm on the outer edge of the desk.
“They have no legal power over you, Samia, no right to insist you go back to an abusive ex-husband instead of
marrying another man of your choice. You are a twenty-four-year-old woman, legally divorced, and you have
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every right to marry again, without the necessity of parental consent. Do you understand that? We still have some
rights left in this god-forsaken country of ours, this business of requiring the wali’s consent is something we can
still challenge in the secular courts.” Realizing she may have gone too far with the god-forsaken part, Asma stops
and says gently,
“And please, stop calling me “madam”; I’m not a schoolteacher, you know.”
She is pleased, 1 think, to see Samia responding with a smile that 1 am certain makes her look as though she is
fifteen.
“I am her mother, please, I know she is upstairs with the lady lawyer,” pleads the woman in the big chador, its
palloo covering her head. “Please, you’ve got to let me pass, I have to see my daughter, the apple of my eye,” now
wiping her eyes with the edge of her chador. Sensing the guard’s hesitation, she presses on:
“I prayed for her all through Hajj, you can see, I even fell victim to the crush of pilgrims rushing to Mount
Ararat,” pointing to her right leg encased in a cast. “I have made my peace with her decision, I swear to Allah, and
I have come to tell her this, to beg her to come back home to us, and she can marry whomever she chooses.”
The guard, rifle in hand, must be embarrassed at this confessional outburst, and gruffly tells her she can go up,
“but not the man who is with you, we are not allowed to let strange men go up.”
“But he is my brother-in-law, Samia’s favorite uncle, and as you can see, I need him to help me up the stairs, I
cannot walk by myself.”
Poor guardsman. I pity him at that moment, knowing that as a non-mehram, a non-relative of this woman, he
cannot offer to escort her himself, and besides, his job requires he stand guard at the door. In that split second of
wavering will, the uncle, dressed in traditional garb with a black chador concealing his torso, pushes his sister-inlaw past the guard, holding her arm in one hand. Did the guard sense something? Did he think he should have
stopped the pair from moving up the stairs at a speed much too fast for a woman with a broken leg? Did anything
really register with him or was he consumed by twelve o’clock hunger pangs or by the need to empty his bowels?
Or maybe the uncle had flashed him a secret sign, one Pathan man to another.
Before the startled daughter can run into her mother’s arms opened wide in a gesture of embrace and
forgiveness, before Asma can say Stop! It’s a trap! one, then two, then three shots ring out. The first gets Samia in
her head; the second, in her heart; and the third, clean through her crotch.
Uncle and Mommy abscond very fast, having grabbed a legal aide worker from the office as hostage. They get
out of Lahore unharmed, dumping the shaken worker at Faletti’s hotel on Mall Road, and make it back to the
safety of their fiefdom in Peshawar, where the murdered girl’s father, a prominent leader in the community,
declares to all the world in the morning papers,
“God’s will is done.”
The mother, a lady doctor, presumably goes back to tending her female patients.
*
Maybe the ouija board that sad cold day in 1977 really did reveal Sam’s secret to us in what was then the
Newland of our youth; our Age of Innocence, now gone forever.
252.186 Excerpt from The Holy Woman\fn{by Qaisra Shahraz (1958- )} Sind Province?, Pakistan (F) 7
1
There was a flurry of activity at the villa. After alerting everyone that their expected guests from Karachi were
well on their way, Zarri Bano dashed straight upstairs to her bedroom, two steps at a time, and quickly changed
into another designer outfit, this time in a pale shade of pink. Her younger sister Ruby came into the room and
teasingly assessed Zarri from head to foot.
“You have changed! You are actually going to go down and face the guests! I don’t believe it,” she said,
pretending to be astonished. “Normally you don’t even deign to meet either your suitors or their parents. This
man must therefore be very special if my malika, my queen of a sister, makes an effort to change.” Ruby’s
eyes moved appreciatively over her sister’s slim figure.
“Oh, come on, Ruby. I have been to the mela with Jafar. I felt hot and sweaty and decided to change. Who says
that I am actually going down to meet him? He has a cheek in coming personally, and not even bothering to send
a photograph of himself in advance.”
Zarri Bano chastised her sister in the mirror, while fixing a curl in place as she pinned her hair up in an
attractive chignon on top of her head, letting some wispy tendrils escape around her ears. She was piqued that the
stranger had seen her and probably knew who she was. He had caught her at a disadvantage.
“So that you could have a preview?” Ruby read her sister’s thoughts accurately.
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“No,” Zarri Bano lied.
They had both had a preview. Remembering his searing glance she felt herself go hot with embarrassment and
indignation. When her car had passed his Jeep, he had again looked at her closely—almost as if he had dived
deeply into her soul.
Shudderingly in front of the mirror she glimpsed a look of uncertainty in her eyes, and something else.
Finished, she went to stand near the window overlooking the large, beautifully landscaped central courtyard of
their villa. It was then that the black Jeep entered through the open gates and came to a halt next to the Banos’
gray car.
Sikander helped his father out, then both men stood and looked round the courtyard with interest. There was a
central rosebed in full bloom, and on all sides, profusely flowerinhg oleanders and perfumed bouganvillaea
climbed to the top of the six foot walls. A long verandah, with alabaster pillars and a mosaic tiled floor, led into
the house.
As the young man’s eyes swept up to the bedroom windows, Zarri Bano hastily stepped back behind the
curtains, afraid that he might have seen her. Nothin her sister’s actions, Ruby moved to the window and peered
out. Jafar had now joined their two guests.
“Gosh, Ma’shallah, he is very attractive. No wondr you have changed.”
Ruby chuckled at the tide of color sinking into her sister’s cheeks. Irked by this teasing, Zarri Bano said
crossly,
“Who says he is attractive? Do you remember Ali? Could any man compete with his looks!”
“Yes. Ali was very, ery good-looking. But there is about this man—some kind of charisma. I think he may
have the bait to draw you into his net, his web—even if it is not looks.”
“Don’t talk to me about nets and webs!” Zarri Bano snapped, moving away from the window. “I am not a fish
to be angled at, caught and trapped, Ruby.”
“I am sorry, Baji Jan. That was unforgivable of me, knowing how you feel about such analogies and with you
being a feminist too.”
”Yes, so you should be. I am a free woman. I will decide if I want this or any other man. This is why ten years
have elapsed and I have still not married. You’ll probably marry before me, and I will be an old maid,” she joked.
“You’ll never be an old maid, Zarri Bano. You are too beautiful and glamorous to be left on the shelf. Someone
will snap you up some day, if not this man. Do you know, I will probably end up marrying before you, the way
you are turning people down. I shall probably land up with one of your jilted suitors. Do you know how many
times Chaudharani Kaniz has been to visit us, even after you declined to marry Khawar? I think she has got her
eye on me now. If you won’t marry him, she thinks I’ll do instead.”
“Neither of us will be marrying Khawar. He is more like a brother to us. Anyway can you imagine you or me
as the next snobbish Chaudharani Kaniz in the village? No thanks. I’d be bored out of my wits.”
This little exchange had done Zarri Bano the world of good. It had helped her to recover her normal poise.
Just because I have caught him staring at me from a crowd of people, and I have stared back, she told herself
resolutely, it doesn’t mean anything. I am not going to fall under his spell, as Ruby seems to think.
She did, however, wonder why, contrary to her normal practice, she was prepared to go and meet these
guests and spend time in their presence. Normally she found these meetings with would-be suitors nauseous
and demeaning, particularly when she knew she would be declining their proposals of mar riage.
To hell with all the analysis, she thought emphatically as she descended the ornate circular staircase leading
into the central hallway, and walked with a firm step towards the guest drawing room. She was a mature woman
of twenty-seven years of age, not a simpering teenager, whose hand had been asked for. She was going to treat
this man as a normal guest. Holding herself tall and erect, Zarri Bano stood outside the door, ready to make her
formal entrance.
*
Sikander and his father Raja Din were sitting and talking to Zarri Bano’s parents. Tea had been served by
Fatima, their housekeeper. It was the first time that they had all met. Jafar and Sikander had got to know each
other in Karachi on business. On one occasion Sikander had invited Jafar to his home.
A friendship had quickly blossomed between the two men. On one such occasion Sikander’s mother mentioned
to Jafar the subject of finding a suitable bride for her son. At that time all Jafar could think of was his own two
sisters. The elder one, he had informed them, had declined so many suitors that they had lost count and were
embarrassed on behalf of the people who had come to ask for her hand.
“You are welcome to try, however,” he had informed Sikander. “If not, there is always my younger sister,
Ruby,” he chuckled.
After meeting Sikander and getting to know him better, Jafar knew instinctively that his eldest sister, Zarri
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Bano, was the woman for his friend. In age, education, looks and temperament, they were well matched on all
accounts.
On his return, Jafar had informed his parents and Zarri Bano about Sikander. She, for her part, had dismissed
the matter from her mind straight away—she wasn’t interested! Although for a moment or two it did occur to her
that it would be handy to be married to someone settled in Karachi, when she set up her publishing company.
Jafar’s father, Habib, and mother, Shahzada were, however, very interested. They asked Jafar to invite his friend
and his parents to their home.
Yet in their hearts they despaired. It had almost become routine, turning suitors away. It wasn’t only Zarri Bano
who rejected the men who came to see her and ask for her hand; her father, too, was every bit as fastidious.
Somehow, none of the callers ever seemed to measure up to his very intelligent and very beautiful eldest daughter.
He always ended up by declaring arrogantly:
“The man has to be the best.” When Zarri Bano declined, Habib secretly applauded and was grateful for her
decision.
His wife, on the other hand, saw things from a mother’s point of view. She was on the point of sheer
desperation. Zarri Bao was in her late twenties and still there was no marriage in sight.
“When will she settle down and raise a family?” she kept asking her husband, and Habib was wont to reply
flippantly that there was plenty of time.
“Do you want to saddle our beautiful daughter to any nathu pethu?” he asked her. “I’ll only let her marry a
man of the highest pedigree from a land-owning family at that, with a good name and social standing.” His wife
was then duty-bound to scold him.
“Don’t say that, Habib Sahib. All children are precious in their parents’ eyes, including those suitors. It is not
good to keep dismissing them. You and your daughter will gain a bad reputation. They will think that she is too
grand, proud and opinionated, when in fact, she’s just been unable to make her choice. You haven’t helped either.
You have been colluding with her in rejecting the suitors, haven’t you?”
“Don’t be silly! I am just very possessive of my daughter and want the best for her.”
“That is just it—you are too possessive! That’s the problem. It is not healthy, Habib Sahib.” Shahzada’s gaze
had pinned his accusingly.
“Now you are being melodramatic.” Habib turned away from his wife, laughing, bringing the conversation to
an end.
Here were the guests, come to meet and get to know their daughter. If all went well there would he a follow-up
meeting two weeks later. If it came to some sort of rapport developing between Sikander and Zarri Bano, as well
as between their two sets of parents, then Zarri Bano could visit them in Sikander’s home in Karachi.
On seeing Sikander and exchanging a few pleasantries, Shahzada was highly pleased, her heart warming
immediately to him. Her eyes often strayed to his handsome face. Habib, however, held himself in reserve. In
looks and manner Sikander was most appealing—he couldn’t fault him, but he was going to wait and see his
daughter’s reaction and then decide.
A knock at the door made them all look up.
Zarri Bano entered. She stood before them: tall, majestic in bearing and stunning in her smart pink outfit.
Sikander swiftly took in her appearance, satisfied himself that it was the same woman of the mela, then bent
forward, seemingly preoccupied in the act of breaking a biscuit on a plate.
It was at that moment that Habib glanced across at him, to assess his reac tion to his beloved daughter. His
mouth tightened as he saw the time Sikander took in looking up. His father, on the other hand, setting eyes on
Zarri Bano for the first time, was totally captivated. A wide grin on his face, he followed her every movement as
she walked towards them.
She bade them salam. Sikander heard her and still didn’t bother to look up. The voice was pleasing, he noted.
It matched her looks.
Zarri Bano allowed her gaze to pass over everybody, catching their eyes individually and smiling. Coming
further into the room, she sat down next to her mother, on a sofa opposite Sikander and his father. Now she willed
him to look up, piqued that he had not met her gaze, but had been more concerned with his stupid biscuit than
with her!
She didn’t know where the impulse came from but it was totally in character, in her case, to go against
normal etiquette. She decided to address him personally, so that he would have to turn to her and look up. She
wasn’t going to be ignored by this arrogant, handsome stranger who had stolen into her peaceful world and
had dared to violate her earlier with his gaze—suitor or otherwise!
“Sikander Sahib,” she began sweetly. She had learnt his name from Ruby on the stairs. “Did you have a
pleasant journey? Was our mela to your liking? We are a bit gauche in the country compared to the sophisticated
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world of Karachi, you see.”
He looked up then! His eyebrows shot up; he was surprised at her audacity in speaking directly to him in the
very presence of their parents, and without any formal introduction as such. Then, for her to remind him of that
scene at the mela! It was most improper. A disapproving expression entered his eyes. She is too unconven tional
for my liking! darted the thought at the back of his mind.
Now he gave her the benefit of his full gaze. Smoky gray in color, his eyes seemed to have plunged directly
into her open soul again. Yet they remained cool and there was no answering smile on his lips.
“Yes, Sahiba, we had a lovely journey,” he said politely. “And yes, too, your mela was a nice interlude on our
way. It was a pleasant surprise—a preview of what to expect here in your home.”
Zarri Bano’s cheeks delicately colored. Only he noticed it, because he knew the cause of it. He had reminded
her of their earlier encounter and was pleased to note that there was a dent in her poise after all.
Zarri Bano turned to Raja Din, dismissing Sikander neatly, and began to talk animatedly about Karachi and the
university course she had studied there. Raja Din beamed at her, her incredible beauty swimming before his eyes.
He envisaged beautiful grandchildren with the face of this woman. It was those eyes verging between blue and
green, sparkling at him: to have a grandson with those eyes! He responded to her questions enthusiastically.
While they talked, Sikander covertly watched and listened, amused that his father was so smitten with her.
Hadn’t the same thing happened to him, Sikander, at the mela? One glance had him hooked!
After half an hour Zarri Bano left them. That was how far it reached with this first meeting.
Sikander and his father stayed for dinner. This time Ruby joined them, while Zarri Bano remained in her room.
“Even if I was interested, which I am not,” she said haughtily, “why should I go back to that room? I have
never done so before, so why should I start now? Especially to please a man who has not even bothered to smile
at me.”
She couldn’t, however, stop herself from listening to the sounds downstairs and waiting to see when they
would leave. At the end, she saw them go while hovering behind the curtain.
“You will return for me, Sikander, you conceited fellow,” she murmered. “It will then give me great pleasure—
to turn you down!” And Zarri Bano whisked away from the window, dismissing him totally from her mind.
When Ruby came up later and told her that they wanted to come again, Zarri Bano made no comment.
Downstairs, she passed their housekeeper, Fatima, in the hall. A smile lit the older woman’s face.
“This one is good-looking, isn’t he?” Fatima teased. Very fond of Zarri Bano, Fatima was prone to talk
honestly with her.
“Oh, he is all right, I suppose. We will see what happens,” Zarri Bano replied, her cheek dimpling playfully.
“But you do like him, don’t you?' Fatima persisted, wanting to make sure. Zarri Bano merely laughed aloud,
as she turned to go into the dining room.
Fatima stared after her young mistress. She wished for nothing more than to have their Zarri Bano, and her
own daughter, Firdaus, married off happily. She prayed for their health and their futures. Above all, for her to have
Khawar for a son-in-law—that was Fatima’s own true dream.
*
Later, alone with her husband in their bedroom, Shahzada scanned Habib’s face with trepidation. He sat on the
sofa, a business account ledger spread out on his lap.
“I am not happy with the munshi’s land account. There is something not quite right here.” Habib glanced up
briefly at his wife from across the room.
“But are you happy with Sikander?” Shahzada softly ventured. Habib’s head jerked up, but he looked
quickly down again and crisply turned the page of the ledger, marking it in one corner with his gold pen.
“I think that our daughter has, at last, found her match.”
Shahzada tried again. She experienced the urgent need to pursue the subject, for she had glimpsed a strange
look in her husband’s eyes. She knew that he was hiding his thoughts behind the business ledger.
“You think so?” Habib queried, turning to his wife and throwing the gold pen on to the table in front of him.
“Yes,” Shahzada answered bravely. “Did you not see, Habib Sahib, the look in your daughter’s eyes when she
returned from the mela, and her reaction as she met him? She has never looked like that before.” Disregarding the
chilled look in her husband’s eyes—they were as cold as the Kashmiri Mountains—Shahzada boldly persisted,
“I think this handsome tycoon will be our daughter’s destiny.”
She abruptly stopped as her husband knocked the heavy wooden coffee table aside with his foot and stood up,
a towering figure glaring down at her, letting the ledger fall to the marble floor with a loud clatter.
“I haven’t decided yet.” He spoke implacably. “It is obvious that you are besotted with him. That conceited
bastard was more concerned with biscuits than giving my daughter the respect and attention she deserves. He
barely glanced at my Zarri Bano, Shahzada! Men have been falling in love with my daughter since she was a
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teenager, whereas he could not even he bothered to look at her properly. That I find very offensive!”
“But what about your daughter? Didn’t you see the look in her eyes?” Shahzada begged.
“Yes, I did,” he ground out. “All the more reason for me to be cautious. I am the head of the family and I will
decide what is good for my Zarri Bano. I don’t like this man, Shahzada.”
“Habib, you are being too protective. I tell you, our Zarri Bano is keen on him. You must have seen how she
reacted in his presence? Did you not see how she—”
“This man has the power to hurt my beloved daughter. I feel it in my very bones!” Habib replied angrily,
cutting his wife short. “I will not let anyone do anything to cause her any pain or insult her in any way. You forget,
Shahzada, in our clan, destinies are made and dictated by us. I will decide if this man is to be my daughter’s
destiny or not.”
“No, Habib, no!”
Shahzada appealed, her words echoing in the empty room, as Habib strode out of it banging the heavy walnut
door behind him. Shahzada stared at the intricate carvings on the back of the door with a sense of foreboding.
2
Chaudiharani Kaniz was being driven back from a two-week holiday in the resort of Murri on the Kashmir
border. She had also, on her way, visited two of her sisters, who were married and settled in Lahore, in the
province of Punjab.
Despite the stifling summer heat of Sind she was glad to be nearly home. She hoped that her son, Khawar, was
well and that everything was running smoothly in her household, left in the capable hands of her servant, Neesa.
In Chaudharani Kaniz’s mind, the rishta or eligible bride to whom her youngest sister Sabra had introduced her
in Lahore, would be an excellent wife for Khawar. The young woman was attractive and well-educated, but more
to the point she came from a wealthy family of good repute and background.
The only snag, however, was whether the young woman and her family would find their proposal acceptable.
The thought was firmly lodged in Kaniz’s mind like a thorn: would a middle-class, educated and citified Lahori
woman relish coming to the quiet backwaters of a rural village in scorching Sind?
That was the problem and a big problem at that! For it was an understood fact boasted by Lahori women
that very few of them favoured the rural life, no matter what facilities they were offered. Even electricity,
video recorders and air conditioning were no compensation for the teeming nightlife, entertainment and
shopping facilities offered by the old capital of Pakistan.
Born and bred in the rural world, Kaniz herself didn’t care a paisa for city ways. When she had been given the
option of either marrying into an “ordinary” but very much an urban family, or staying on in the village and
marrying a very wealthy landlord, Kaniz without a moment’s hesitation had plummeted for the honour of
becoming a zemindar’s wife. Blessed with a generous store of common sense and shrewdness from an early age,
coupled with an innate avarice, Kaniz thought she would have to be deranged to turn down an offer like that!
Becoming a chaudharani and reigning supreme as the head-woman in a close-knit village hierarchy was an
opportunity which didn’t walk up to one’s doorstep every day. She had offered seventy thanksgiving nafl prayers
to Allah for bringing such good kismet her way. Kaniz thus had no qualms at all about settling permanently in the
village. The shallow allure and glitter of the city life failed to beckon to her.
“With acres of land to his name and plenty of revenue coming from it, you and your husband Sarwar will never
be short of anything,” her mother had drummed into her excitedly. She didn’t have to be told that her wildest
materialistic dreams would be realized—and so they were.
The only thing that had spoilt it all, and continued to rankle unto this day, was the fact that her husband had
been jilted by another village woman before Kaniz came on the scene. She had been his second choice. This was
the thorn, the serpent in her rose garden, whose cancerous effect on her life she could neither dig out nor dislodge.
In the early years, too, she had chafed miserably from being labelled as the “Second Chaudharani”. For
everyone knew and it was an undisputed fact that Shahzada was the first and most important local landowner.
When Habib Khan and his Chaudharani Shahzada had moved to the nearest town, Tanda Adam, ten years ago,
Kaniz had simply been elated. Only the old man, Siraj Din, remained in his large haveli, in the village. Up till
then Shahzada, as Siraj Din’s eldest daughter-in-law, had unwittingly and innocently robbed all the limelight
from poor Kaniz.
Now she, Kaniz, was the only chaudharani in the village and she never let a single soul forget it! With her
snooty manner and imperious ways, she kept most of the villagers at arm’s length. For she had imbibed very early
on the ancient wisdom that says it never pays to be too familiar with one’s neighbors. How else was she to
maintain her special position and authority over everybody, Kaniz thought, if she rubbed shoulders with every
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Tom, Dick and Harry? Without her authority, she was nothing!
Kaniz winced as the car slid off the main road onto the bumpy track leading towards Chiragpur. She happily
speculated as to how many people would note her arrival. By tonight the whole village would know that
Chaudharani Kaniz was back, for there were only four cars in the village: theirs, Sira Din’s and the two belonging
to the nouveaux riche familie who had recently begun to accumulate wealth thanks to their sons going abroad to
work in the Middle East. First it was a giant fridge, then a VCR and finally they had ostentatiously progressed to
brand new Jeeps!
Kaniz turned her head with a sniff, a sneer twisting her beautiful mouth. Jeeps and VCRs didn’t change the
lineage. She and her family had both background and wealth. Rows of cars could not put their shan in the shade.
The dusty road wound through green vegetable fields for a mile. Kaniz peered out of the window, sniffing the
fresh country air with pleasure. It was good to be back!
Squinting, her eyes latched onto the figure of a man on a white horse. Was that her Khawar? He was the only
one with a white horse in the district. Without her glasses, she couldn’t quite make him out at such a distance.
Frowning, she tried to identify the other figure with him. It was a young woman, walking a few yards ahead of
Khawar. Kaniz saw the woman trip and then fall to the ground, into the cauliflower field.
Her son jumped off his horse and helped the woman up. Khawar was not speaking to her and she was replying
before turning to walk away. Taking hold of the horse’s bridal, Khawar began to walk back with the woman,
towards the village.
Who is that silly chit? Kaniz wondered waspishly. Why did her son have to behave so idiotically? It wasn’t
right for a single man to be alone in the fields having a cosy tête-á-tête with a young woman, even if it was by
accident. It was a most improper thing to do, compromising both his and, more particularly, the woman’s
reputation. Kaniz must remind him about village proprieties and social etiquette when she got home. Chiragpur
was a small place, and a woman’s izzat, her honour, was the most treasured commodity of all.
Kaniz continued to watch as she saw the woman hasten her step. Then she turned round to say something to
him.
“The hussy!” Kaniz hissed under her breath.
Khawar stopped following her. Climbing back onto his horse he cantered off in the other direction. Much to Kaniz’s
annoyance, her son still hadn’t spotted his mother’s car on the lane.
The young woman had now come onto the lane and was walking in the same direction as the car—towards the
village. She turned her head to look at the car at the very same moment Kaniz herself looked out of the passenger
window, her body swelling with curiosity as to the identity of the girl. As the car sped by, Kaniz fell back from the
window, her face flushed with sudden heat.
Firdaus! The washerwoman’s daughter! Daughter of her enemy! How could her son do this to her?
“How demeaning. That vixen! I bet she has got her claws in my son,” Kaniz spat, choking with outrage. “We
will see about this. I will nip this affair in the bud, if my name is not Kaniz!” she vowed, swiping her hand clean
over her face from her forehead down to her chin, in a village gesture of personal challenge. “Meeting my son
stealthily alone in the fields! Gushty! The slut!”
*
Kaniz’s son didn’t return home until the evening. By that time she had managed to work herself up into quite a
frenzy. The furnace of hate for that young woman sent her lashing out at her housekeeper, Neesa, as soon as she
stepped inside her front door.
“Where has my son been spending his time, Neesa?” she demanded. “It looks as if he has been making the most of my
absence. As the old saying goes: ‘When the cat is away the house becomes overrun by mice’. In this case, when the
mother is away …”
“He has been in and out all the time, mistress. Getting on with is business, I presume,” Neesa hastily replied. “You
must be tired. Would you like to lie down? I will wake you when the young master comes home.”
“No, Neesa, I cannot rest until I have seen my Khawar. I am a widow and I shoulder all the responsibilities alone. I,
therefore, need to be kept abreast with everything. If you have noticed anything untoward in my son’s behaviour it is your
duty to tell me, Neesa. He is my only son. I need to be made aware of every minute detail to do with his welfare.”
“What is the matter, mistress?” Neesa timidly enquired, curious to know the source of her chaudharani’s ill temper.
“Has something happened?”
“No, nothing has happened. Off you go now. Send Khawar to me when he comes in.” Kaniz dismissed her
housekeeper.
Neesa stared at her mistress’s broad, back-turned fingure for a few seconds, then quietly turned and left the room.
Kaniz wasn’t an easy woman to work for. Both proud and cruel, she rarely praised, but expected everything to be done to
the highest of standards. She kept all of her servants at a distance, including Neesa—her housekeeper for twenty-nine long
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years. As her subordinate, she didn’t think it was right to “honor” Neesa with her confidence.
Sighing to herself, Neesa returned to her cleaning. She must go and check again every room, every pillar, for dust and
cobwebs, in case she had the misfortune to have missed any odd crevice. A very tidy person and obsessively proud of her
home, Mistress Kaniz would definitely be ritually fingering and inspecting all the windows, and all the surfaces for dust
before she went to sleep. It was a task she always meticulously performed whenever she returned from a journey away
from—no matter how achingly tired she was.
Her employer was already in a foul mood. Neesa didn’t want to give her another excuse to vent her temper, and this
time on her. Resignedly, she picked up her dusting cloth and boker stick again.
*
Khawar, the twenty-six-year-old son and heir to all of his mother’s worldly wealth, found Kaniz reclining on a
small mountain of cushions on the sofa in front of the television, watching a video film—a new release from
Bollywood, India.
“Assalam-Alaikum, Mother. I didn’t expect you back yet. I thought you were returning next week,” Khawar
informed her, bending down and kissing her warmly on the forehead.
“Apparently so. I have been waiting hours for you to come home, my son. Where have you been? Gadding
about the fields on your horse, I suppose, or holding important rendezvous?” she insinuated hotly.
“I went to settle the account with our chaprassi for next week, Mother, and to sort out the flour-grinding
machine,” he answered good-humouredly, choosing to ignore her petulant mood.
“I saw you earlier,” Kaniz snapped, her voice low, her dark, almond-shaped eyes now glittering menacingly in
her fair face.
“Where?” Khawar slid down on the sofa beside his mother. She turned to give him the full benefit of a slow,
detailed facial examination, evidently seeking any telltale sign of guilt.
“In the fields—with that young woman!” Kaniz spat, her eyes screwed into tiny slits.
“What do you mean by that young woman?” Undaunted, Khawar stared squarely back into his mother’s eyes.
“Well, apparently you were so engrossed in that washerwoman’s daughter that you didn’t even notice your
mother’s car when it passed you by.”
“I was not engrossed, Mother—don’t be silly! Firdaus fell down and I helped her up. That is all.”
“No, you didn’t just help her up! I was watching you. You walked with her and were having a cosy chat with
her.”
“What is this, Mother?” Khawar shifted irritably on the sofa. “An inquisition? So what if I was talking to her!
She is a fellow villager and, after all, I have played with her as a child. It is not a crime to talk to her, is it? I was
only asking her about the school. Remember, I am one of the school’s management committee members.”
Kaniz patiently heard him out, before addressing him in a measured tone. She couldn’t afford him to make
the mistake of taking her words lightly, or misunderstasnding them. She was tuus forced to spell it out for him.
“I want you to keep away from that woman,” she told him. “I will not let you have anything to do with her
nor her family. It is too degrading for a wealthy, well-born landlord to go chasing after a washerwoman’s
daughter.” Unable to bear his mother’s insults and taunts any longer, Khawar stood up and threw caution to
the windfs.
“Firdaus is a Deputy Headmistres of the school, Mother! Why is it that you always so conveniently forget
that fact? You delight in insulting her by labeling her as the ‘washerwoman’s daughter!’ What sort of a kick to
you get from verbally insulting her? She is not a washerwoman’s daughter!”
“Well, I think she is. And I don’t get kicks, you rascal! I am telling you, my son, not to dishonour our name
by linking it with theirs. Anyway, I have a great match in mind for you, in Lahore, with a very beautiful and
educated woman. Your Auntie Sabra has been so busy on your behalf.”
“Really.”
Khawar whistled softly, relewasing the tight rein of his temper. Proud, like his mother, he was unable to
bear her imperious, tyrannical manner.
“You and Auntie Sabra can do what you like with that ‘Lahori’ woman,” he said icily. “If I want to, I can
marry that chit—that washerwoman’s daughter and there is nothing you can do to stop me, Mother.” He glared
down at her, in no mood to humor her further.
Her beautiful mouth dropping open, Kaniz watched her son stride angrilyout of the room. She was only
prevented from going into hysterics byt the realization that Khawar was simply goading her. He had said that
in anger to get back at me, she thought. He knows his duty and would never do anything so unforgivable as
that!
With that caliming thought, Kaniz managed to close her mouth. Propping the cushions beneath her, she
stretched out her big frame and long legs on the sofa to enjoy the film once more. Now where was she? Oh
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yes. The hero, Shahrukh, had just fallen in love with the heroine’s sister … Her hand reached for the plate of
sweetmeats.
Just as she was really getting into the plot of the film, Kaniz was interrupted by Neesa’s timid entrance,
informing her that Mansur, the village melon man, was at her gate, waiting for their order.
“No, Neesa! Tell him from me to chuck his rotten pock-marked fruit into the village well. I am in no mood for
his out-of-season melons.”
Her evening now definitely ruined, Kaniz asked Neesa to have Kulsoom, the village matchmaker, summoned
to the house. Having failed in her numerous attempts to bring her beloved son and Zarri Bano together, she was
now ready and resigned to start afresh. That proud young madam had categorically stated that she did not want to
live in the village, and also pretended that Khawar was a sort of a brother to her.
“Just as well.”
Kaniz sniffed disdainfully. That woman was too glamorous, too educated and opinionated for her liking. Now
shy Ruby was another matter … Thus, she now wanted Kulsoom to find out from Habib Khan if he would be
willing to allow her to ask for his younger daughter, Ruby, as a bride for Khawar. As Kaniz reached over to pluck
another ludoo from the plate and pop it into her mouth, she had a sudden vision of Firdaus with her son and nearly
choked.
“Never!” she screamed silently in her mind. “Over my dead body!” …
117.57 Allergy\fn{by Asif Farrukhi (1959-

)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province, Pakistan (M) 4

A group of people on one side and another group across the table from them—a committee in session, spawned
by regulations and clauses, filled with files and yawns; seconds, minutes, and hours piling up like a mound of
coins; never ending talk, boring and sleepy. Now, at last, the discussion was gathering momentum. In front of me
a file lay open. My chair was uncomfortable, its seat and back upholstered in rough, squeaky rexine which made a
noise whenever I rubbed against it. For that reason I was avoiding movement. It seemed to me that my chair had
shrunk and turned into a wooden box. The words on the file open in front of me suddenly vanished. I nodded off,
but as soon as my head jerked, I woke up with a start. I turned in my chair. The chair creaked; I looked around to
check if anyone had caught me napping, but no one had been looking at me. Good that the discussion had got
going, or my absent-mindedness would have been noticed and I would have been embarrassed. I made up my
mind not to let myself nod off again. The minutes of the last meeting were pinned to the photocopy of today’s
agenda in front of me. I lifted the sheets of paper to take out the haberdasher’s pin and began bending its shaft
with my thumb. I wasn’t really paying attention to what I was doing; the two sheets separated but the pin pierced
the flesh under the nail. The sudden pain made me bite my tongue. After that moment of painful surprise, I tried
once again to figure out how far the argument had proceeded.
Mr. Qureshi was sitting across from me. I wondered how his chair was. To keep my wandering mind focused, I
looked at him. Reading glasses rested on his nose, near the tip. The bridge of the black frame was too small for his
flattened nose-bridge.
He raised his face to look at me. His bifocals seemed to bisect his eyes. He was the one talking at that time.
“It has to be done differently this time. It shouldn’t be the way it usually is—that you set up a committee which
has all the authority and national representation, which ultimately prepares a report that gathers dust in some
closet in some department. This time let’s do things that result in something concrete—”
To complete Mr. Qureshi’s argument, Mr. Durrani suddenly interrupted,
“We have come to this meeting prepared to put at least a basic structure in place. You know that we’ve come
from a long way away and are part of the senior management of this department. We must take this step …”
Mr. Durrani’s round-framed glasses stood directly in front of his eyes. They must be his reading glasses, I
thought. His pupils looked white behind the glasses; perhaps he was developing a cataract. I wondered if this
committee could really accomplish all this …
With his right hand Mr. Qureshi picked up his cane. It was made of walnut and was the kind people brought as
souvenirs from mountain resorts. With it he began pointing to the various parts of the diagram stuck with thumbtacks on the board.
“This is the new organogram, and we are asking for your opinion on it. You can see that the reporting
relationships in it are quite clear. They will. make it easy to supervise the work of the subordinates and to call
them to account. Once the management structure is in place, then we can figure out how best to fulfill the
objectives of this organization, and what targets to aim for at the national level. Therefore, I propose that …”
That was when I sneezed. Mr. Qureshi paused for a moment, looked at me through his bisected eyes, and
resumed the presentation of his proposal before the committee. His face began to swell up as he talked; a little
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knock and it would burst like a water-filled boil, it seemed. His nose, ears, lips, his bisected eyes—no, no, no, it
was a committee meeting; I shouldn’t nod off here.
But it wasn’t Mr. Qureshi’s face that was swelling up; I was becoming dizzy. Every time I felt like dozing off,
everything in the room moved closer to me and then receded. I could have covered my mouth and suppressed the
yawn, but it was my brain that seemed to be falling asleep. Everything seemed hazy and rounded in shape. A shaft
of sunlight was falling on part of the conference table from one side of the room. That part of the table glittered. It
was hard to bear that glare. My eyes began to shut. Outside the window, there were trees, leaf-filled trees that had
been planted in long rows. And it was quiet there; not even a sound. Holding the weight of their leaves, the trees
stood in graceful silence. I wanted to be outside with them. Sunlight shimmered in their green foliage. The bright
green of the leaves showed that they had recently emerged. I was busy looking at the rows of trees. The meeting
had once again receded into the background. Even my dozing off was green, sprouting like the new leaves of the
trees in the spring season.
I had felt the same way in the morning as well. I had no desire whatsoever to come to the meeting. The
freshness of the season was so tempting. Even earlier than this morning, that is, yesterday, as soon as I landed at
Islamabad airport, I had noticed that spring was in the air. I had loosened the knot of my tie, taken off my jacket,
and breathed deeply a few times. The air was cool. The grass along the road from the airport was fresh and green.
The fresh green of the leaves of the trees which had been dry and leafless until a few days ago was already taking
on a darker tint. Flowers were in bloom in the grass and many trees were laden with pollen. I pointed out the trees
to Mr. Durrani from the car. He had traveled with me from Karachi. Taking deep breaths, I tried to inhale all that
freshness.
“For us Karachiites, even a small patch of grass or greenery is enough to drive us to ecstasy,” Mr. Durrani said.
“Karachi really has no seasons. It’s the same there winters and summers.”
Clichés; meaningless comments. Feeling sick of them I began looking out of the window. So, this was the real
spring season. I wanted to run barefoot in the grass. My feet clamped up in the shoes were tired and needed rest.
But after a cup of tea with Mr. Durrani, I had to prepare the draft of the brief for the next day’s meeting. By the
time I was finished doing that, my brain had turned into a lump of clay.
In the morning too I felt so drowsy that I had no desire to get out of bed. But it was necessary to attend the
meeting. I had to justify the money that my office had paid for my travel and accommodation. I looked out of the
guest-house window and saw the trees and the grass; they seemed to beckon to me. But I couldn’t heed their call,
for I had yet to shave, and at half past eight the car was to pick Mr. Durrani and me up. I took a look at the trees
and went into the bathroom.
On the way to the meeting, near the office I saw a grove of trees. I had the car stop, and told Mr. Durrani to
carry on, I would join him a few minutes later. I was drawn towards a tree. The morning breeze rustled in the
grass. When the blades of grass shook a little and then straightened with the force of the breeze it seemed as if the
earth was stretching its body. Grass had grown in one of those empty spaces that had been left here and there. The
city seemed to be able to breathe because of that grass and those trees. I had seen many such trees on my way
from the airport as well. I walked towards them. Grass was sparse under one tree; its roots must have sucked in all
the moisture, I thought. I sat down under that tree resting my back against the trunk; I had a feeling of utter peace.
I broke a leaf from a twig hanging down and, thoughtlessly, began rubbing it in my fingers. I wasn’t thinking of
anything in particular. My mind was blank; perhaps it too was resting, stretching its body. I blew the leaf in the
air. When I smelled the palm of my hand, the smell of the leaf had stayed on it. I broke off a flower from the
branch of the tree to see if that had the same smell. But even after trying a number of times, I could smell nothing.
White powder-like stuff fell from the tree onto my jacket. I didn’t even bother to shake it off. I didn’t want to face
Mr. Durrani’s disapproving looks.
I did come to the meeting, but it had become impossible for me to focus on what was going on there. My eyes
kept closing because of drowsiness; it seemed as if a sheet of sleep was coming down from my eyes to my throat;
enveloped in that sheet, at times I would hear Mr. Qureshi’s voice and at times Mr. Durrani’s. I was drowning in
sleep.
I tried again to pay attention to what was going on in the meeting. I sneezed, blew my nose into my handkerchief, and began listening carefully to what was being said. (Outside the window stood the trees, lush, leafcovered, and laden with flowers.) Mr. Durrani was going on and on:
“One can see that you are going to implement this scheme, but what purpose would the provincial centers
serve then? You at the Federal will have control of all the funds; you will have the right to disburse grants. What
do you expect us to be doing? Just paying salaries to the doormen and the peons?”
Mr. Qureshi had parted his hair in the middle and colored it jet-black, but the roots were gray. Before
answering, he smoothed back a lock on his forehead.
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“The issue is not of controlling the funds. The Federal has to have that authority, otherwise there will. be no
quality control.”
He took off his glasses and placed them on the table. The bisected portions of his eyes would have joined
together, but he had a habit of closing his eyes when he talked. Perhaps there was some little deformity in his right
eye, or perhaps he didn’t want to look at those arguing with him, or at the trees, or even the greenery outside the
committee …
“What does that mean? Why must the quality control be exercised from the Federal level? Why not from the
provincial centers?”
“No, no, Mr. Durrani, I don’t mean that.”
“Then what do you mean? If you do not decentralize the right to deal with administrative matters, how will the
potential of the provincial centers be realized?”
Mr. Qureshi put on his glasses again.
“Sir, what I am trying to say is that whatever project proposals are submitted, they should be screened at the
provincial centers and forwarded to the Federal where the decision to fund them should be made. Whether to fund
them or not will, of course, be decided by this committee, by you and me. You understand what I’m saying?”
“But if all the proposals are coming from the provincial centers, then why can they not be graded there, and the
decision to fund them made there?”
“But then that would mean that all the money would have to be distributed to the provincial centers and the
Federal center would have nothing left.”
“So then what you want is that you should retain all the money and that there should be no development
whatsoever at the provincial centers?”
I sneezed again.
Mr. Qureshi looked at me with annoyance. I myself felt a little ashamed of sneezing, blowing my nose, and
nodding off in the middle of such a serious discussion. But I couldn’t even have walked out of the meeting. I tried
to take an interest in the proceedings. Now many eyes were directed towards me; I felt as if they were telling me
that I was the wrong person at the wrong place. How was I to get out of this?
Mr. Qureshi was using one argument after another to establish the logic of his views; he talked about control,
corruption, problems with the system, the need for strict discipline. I heard all these words, but none of them
meant anything to me. I looked at him helplessly and sneezed again.
“It’s a question of funds; we have to maintain control at the Federal level. There is so much corruption in our
system …” Mr. Qureshi was talking excitedly.
Mr. Durrani was no less excited. He replied,
“Why don’t you plan for better management? How long will you go on working on this ad hoc basis?”
The discussion was getting out of control. I wanted to say something. I opened my mouth. I almost sneezed.
The irritation in my throat became painful. I had to say something now.
“Gentlemen, I believe …” I began, but suddenly something exploded in my throat and burst out of my nose. I
sneezed again and again, without stopping. I felt as if I was suffocating. I began panting. The weight on my throat
was such that I felt I was being strangled. I couldn’t breathe. In alarm I looked at Mr. Qureshi. He was staring at
me, his glasses off his eyes. I couldn’t help noticing that both his eyes were fully open. The proceedings of the
committee had come to a stop. Something was happening to me. It wasn’t mere drowsiness. What I was going
through was more excruciating and lethal than that. Maybe it was death, the early stage of it, the first rung of the
ladder. I couldn’t breathe. My brain was going numb and my throat felt choked up, as though I’d been crying for a
long time. Thorns had grown in the lining of my throat but not because of thirst. A body going numb was
becoming paralyzed …
After that I don't know what happened.
Someone's gruff voice startled me:
“My God! What an attack! What a severe allergy! Did he suffer from any chest ailment before? Like asthma or
something? Does he have any habits, I mean, like smoking?”
Someone standing next to me had said all that. I found myself shaking my head. I surely had life before that
attack. I must have just fainted. I couldn’t be dead, for I could see Mr. Qureshi looking at me and hear him talk:
“We thought it was a heart attack and that was the end. But this gentleman says it’s an allergy attack, and you
have had a reaction. He’s a doctor. We got him over from Emergency. Good that he arrived so quickly. No, no,
don’t talk. Keep lying down. Talking may be a strain on you.”
But I had to say something. My lips moved, but nothing got said. Perhaps the doctor had read the question in
my eyes. He was trying to explain:
“It was a hypersensitivity reaction.”
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Is it because I am temperamentally sensitive? The doctor must again have noticed the quizzical expression on
my face. He said,
“No, it’s nothing to do with a sensitive temperament. This is an idiosyncrasy.”
Why was my terrible agony being rendered in such complex and incomprehensible words? Now I had to
protest.
“An allergy? But one is allergic to a thing,” I said, “What can I be allergic to?”
“Oh, anything. To the soil, the air, to fabrics; but perhaps you are allergic to pollen.”
I couldn’t fully understand what he meant.
“Pollen? You mean the one from the plants and flowers? But I am not a young man anymore, and nothing has
happened before—”
“Perhaps you haven’t come here before in this season. In spring the air becomes different here. Some people
get a reaction in April. Pollen is in the air. You even have it on your jacket. You yourself—”
He suddenly stopped. What was he going to say? I had to ask him myself.
“What kind of pollen? From the trees outside?” I was still reluctant to believe him. The tree that I had sat under
was so green and fresh, almost like an untouched young girl.
“Many mulberry trees were specially brought and planted here when the city was being laid out. You know the
paper mulberry? Its pollen can do that.”
What did he mean they were planted? And why specially? My mind was still lost in questions. When the city
was being laid out?
Mr. Durrani tried to explain to me.
“When this city was built and the nation’s capital moved here, people who came here, along with their various
habits and temperaments, also brought a number of trees with them. Nobody bothered to find out if those trees
would agree with the people’s temperaments.”
The other members of the committee were faceless and voiceless. I didn’t want to look at them. I was thinking
about those trees. How could those wonderfully green trees do this to me? I was still breathing with difficulty.
“Well, the problem is not with the trees; they grow as they do. The reaction to pollen develops within people,
not in the trees,” Mr. Qureshi said looking at me. He had taken off his glasses.
Another person—I remember neither his name nor his face—said:
“Many people suffer from the allergy during this month. We have already submitted our report to the ministry.
All these trees are going to be cut down.”
It became impossible for me to listen to him. The chairs had been pushed aside, and I had been made to lie
down on the rug. An empty syringe lay beside me. The doctor said that I had been given an anti-allergy shot. The
cuff for measuring blood pressure was still tied to my arm. An aerosol lay on my nose so that I breathed in the
medication. Even then I was panting. The trees would be cut down, the trees would be cut down. Perhaps this city
would become devoid of trees. Then who would be able to breathe here? And what would happen to me? Would I
be in this misery throughout this season, or would I gradually develop immunity to the pollen and be free of it at
last? And which of the two conditions would be more unbearable?
Mr. Qureshi had his glasses on and was looking at me. I could see myself in his bisected eyes being taken to
the hospital. Outside, the trees stood silent and immobile. The grass was rustling in the breeze. If that was the
earth stretching its limbs in a yawn, then what was this? The earth’s final goodbye?
253.59 Excerpt from Taboo! The Hidden Culture Of A Red Light Area\fn{by Fouzia Saeed (1959- )} Lahore,
Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 8
1
I had just finished fourteen months of fieldwork, logging thousands of kilometres on my old Toyota in the
process. During that time, I met countless inhabitants of the Shahi Mohalla in Lahore, taped many hours of
conversations, engaged in some confrontations with the police, and ended up with four slashed tyres; yet I was
still full of unanswered questions. I was desperate to talk to someone who could help me understand how the
traditional system of prostitution in Lahore relates to our society. Fortunately, on returning to Islamabad I had a
message to call Amjad Shah, who is a senior police officer in Islamabad and a personal friend. He invited me to
his house to discuss the progress of my study and my findings. He was also more than a little worried about me
and wanted to know if I was okay.
Despite our friendship, I had rarely seen him out of uniform, but here he was wearing a shaiwar kanziz. His
living room was decorated tastefully in a contemporary style. I exchanged greetings with him and his wife,
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Sadiqa, who was a shadow-being, bringing tea and delicious snacks for guests, persuading them to eat more,
then quietly exiting before the discussions began. As we sat down in the living room, Amjad said,
“I understand that the police have been quite resistant to your research.”
I answered that I had experienced resistance not only from the police, but also from the Ministry of Culture,
whose attitude toward my studying the red light district of Lahore was very negative. I mentioned as well another,
less direct, kind of resistance—the subtle social disapproval of a middle class woman getting involved with such
topics. Hardly anyone encouraged me to continue my research, so strong was the taboo associated with the area
and the profession. On the other hand, there was also a scandalous anticipation, as if hoping I might come up with
some juicy stories.
I asked him what he thought of the secrecy surrounding the Mohalla, and why it was so difficult to find out
anything about that place. I tried several public offices and had tried to contact the police, but apparently no one
wanted to have anything to do with research that could uncover anything about the area.
“Why this mystery, creating such a romantic, yet frightening and repulsive image?” I asked.
“You are stepping on many people’s toes,” he replied. “I told you that before.”
“No, it’s more than that. The reaction is almost instinctive.”
“Instinctive?” he sounded surprised, “do you mean that people hate prostitution biologically?”
“No, by ‘almost instinctive’ I mean that when something is so deeply socialized, generation after
generation, one forgets that it is a socialized value and not natural behaviour. It becomes part of the psyche on
a very deep level, acted on without thinking. Most of our gender roles are like that,” I tried to explain. He
became serious and said,
“The place is taboo, so what do you expect? Sure, people are socialized to fear it.”
“Not everyone! It’s just the general impression that is maintained. After all, many people from this society
like the Mohalla enough to visit it regularly as clients. My point is that society tries its best to hold on to
certain myths it has created about the Shahi Mohalla. Through these myths we maintain the mystery, keeping a
desirable distance from the Mohalla ourselves while we keep the focus on ‘those bad people’ in the business
and, most importantly, protect those whom the prostitutes serve.”
Amjad Shah picked up a pipe from a table next to him and lighted it. He sank back in his chair and asked,
“What myths?”
“Let me use rape as an example,” I said, “this is just an example. I’m not saying that prostitution is rape. Do
we agree that society totally condemns rape?” Amjad nodded,
“Yes, of course!”
“At the same time, however, we often instinctively defend the rapist, by evoking certain myths: It is always
the woman’s fault. She must have dressed wrong. She must have given the wrong signals. We create myths about
the rapists, too. Only crazy people commit rape; they can’t be normal. We call it a crime of passion, caused by
sexual suppression and frustration. Really, it’s now well established that rape has little to do with sex, but is a
crime of power. After the act, another set of myths comes into play: Nobody can marry the victim. She becomes
daghi, stained. Even the term used for rape means losing respect, and it is the woman who suffers and not the
rapist. His respect remains fully intact.
“All these myths allow society to keep the woman in the limelight and the abuser in the background, letting
him get away with it. We often excuse the rapist in this country. It is part of our heritage to think,
“‘So what? After all, he’s young!’
“We excuse the man while the woman is shamed. She is stigmatised. Even when big political leaders show
sympathy and intent to deal with the crime, the woman’s head is covered and she is the one on the television
news before the whole country, not the rapist.”
“Okay,” Amjad said, “you’re arguing that by focusing on the victim, we are lenient on the abuser. But now
make your connection with prostitution. How is the prostitute a victim in the same way as a woman who has been
raped?”
“Society uses a similar process. Myths are created about the Shahi Mohalla and red light districts in general, and
demystification is totally resisted. The focus is on ‘those bad people’, the prostitutes and their managers. Stories
constantly reinforce the idea that they are bad. Another myth is that women who are alone or ‘without a man’ are
easy prey for these evil influences and will end up in red light districts. Once there, they can never escape. The
larger society will never accept a prostitute in any other role. You’ve heard all this,” I said, “it’s part of the cultural
wisdom we inherit, reinforced in movies, literature and in many other ways, over and over.” Taking a long deep
breath, Amjad answered,
“What if I say that this distance is important. I don’t want my daughter to learn too much about that
area. This fear at least keeps her away.”
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“But what about your son?” I asked. “Doesn’t he need to be scared even more? That’s my point. We totally
ignore that the people working in prostitution are only part of the phenomenon. The clientele, who are really
more important, are not considered. Society protects them. We have to shift the focus onto them now. They are
all around us and we don’t know them. At the Mohalla, the police protect the customers and harass the
prostitutes. I don’t mean just the customers who visit between eleven and one at night. I mean the real
customers, those who keep prostitution alive. I’ll tell you scores of myths about the prostitutes if you tell me just
three good ones about the customers!” Amjad Shah smiled and I continued,
“We have a well known saying that a woman has four potential roles: mother, wife, sister or prostitute. A
prostitute who dreams of taking any of the other roles gets nothing but pain. In our culture, being a prostitute
has become a completely separate category of existence.”
“There has to be some truth in it,” he replied hesitantly, “I don’t say they can’t be absorbed in the society, but
—”
“Do they grow on trees?” I interrupted. “Aren’t they also mothers, daughters, sisters?”
“Oh yes, I suppose they are, among themselves,” he said, “but—”
“We try to portray them as strange beings. But you know better than me how many bright young women from
Lahore’s educated circles are prostitutes in their spare time? This call-girl phenomenon is spreading and no one
knows how widespread it has become. There are no airtight groups. It’s a big gray area. I’m studying only
traditional prostitution in the Mohalla. Even so, some of the girls who live in Gulberg come to the Mohalla
regularly in their cars, unlock their shops, do their traditional dance performance, the nzujra, for two hours
between eleven and one at night and drive back home.”
Amjad kept smoking his pipe and staring into space. I continued,
“What about the myth that if a woman goes to the Mohalla, the residents would force her into prostitution? Do
people know that many women who live in this bazaar have nothing to do with prostitution? Many shopkeepers'
families live there. The wives are not prostitutes. Even within the Kanjar biradri, daughters-in-law never work,
and some daughters of the Kanjar household also choose not to go into prostitution.”
“Okay, so if we dispel these myths … then what?” he asked.
“I was going into the reality behind the myths just to prove that they are only myths. My point is that we must
recognize that by generating and maintaining the myths and resisting anyone from uncovering the truth, we keep
the focus only on the community that provides the prostitution services. We have to include the other side to get a
full picture of the issue,” I said. Raising one eyebrow, Amjad looked at me and asked,
“Which is …?”
“The rest of the society! The focus should be on us! Who do the prostitutes serve? Who has a stake in their
activities? What function has society entrusted to them? Do we really want to deal with it? Do we want to know
about it? Do we want to start an open debate on it? Do we want to analyse it? Or do we want to continue in
denial, blaming those other, mysterious people out there in the Mohalla for being so ‘bad’ and corrupting our
men?”
“I’m not sure I buy your argument,” he looked sideways out the window.
“Well, why this secrecy and resistance? Why this fear of the topic? Might we uncover our own contradictions
and hypocrisy? Don’t tell me that you also think we should continue pretending that prostitution doesn’t exist in
this country.”
“I’ll have to think more about it,” he answered. I raised my voice,
“You tell me. If we are really against prostitution what is the harm in finding out the truth about the business
dynamics? Who gets recruited? Who is forced into the profession? Who makes the money? Who provides the
protection? Anyone wanting to get rid of this so-called nasur of our society better start learning more about it.
Understanding is a first step in demystifying the prostitutes. Once people find out they are just like us—
powerful, helpless, happy, sad, surviving in these hard times, making the best of what they have, loving,
manipulating, laughing, praying, honest, competitive, caring, the same as anyone else, then maybe we can
begin looking at ourselves, at the larger society.” Sadiqa, Amjad’s wife, intervened,
“Let’s go out in the lawn. I’ve put tea there.”
“You really believe we created them?” he asked, as I was walking outside with his wife. I turned around and
said,
“We can’t ignore that historically they fulfilled a specified function in the larger society. There is so much
evidence. The Kanjar are a large, clan-like occupational ‘caste’. Do you know what that means, Amjad? It means
that for generations most women working as traditional prostitutes in places like the Shahi Mohalla have been
born into it. From birth they have been socialized to be prostitutes. It is not that they were immoral young women
who wanted to do this work or impoverished little girls sold off by their parents.”
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His wife took my arm and pulled me towards her. We walked out and sat around the tea table. I began again,
“Like any other occupational group, Kanjar by birth were given the occupation of prostitution, the same as
barbers, butchers, leather workers and ironsmiths. The old feudal system defined the social hierarchy to ensure
that people were available to perform all necessary functions and that those in control could rely on them to
provide the services and maintain the status quo. In India, there are many studies that identify castes or ethnic
groups who were taught only the family profession—prostitution. People were born into it and they had their own
standing in the community like the other specialized groups. How can we fail to look at them in the larger
perspective?” Sidiqa, tired of our conversation, interrupted,
“Stop it, please! Have tea and snacks now and talk about something pleasant.”
I smiled and started talking to her about her family. For the rest of the evening Amjad Shah remained quiet;
playing with his moustache and staring into space.
2
I first visited the Shahi Mohalla about eight months before I formally started my research. That trip inspired
my study. My boss, Uxi Mufti, the executive director of Lok Virsa (The Institute of Folk and Traditional Heritage)
in Islamabad invited me to accompany him and two of his friends, a heart specialist from Islamabad and a
businessman from Rawalpindi. All three were serious photographers. My visit to Lahore was primarily for the
annual Basant Festival, to purchase kites for the Lok Virsa museum. The men wanted to photograph the old city
of Lahore, where the festival is held.
Going from one area to another looking for elaborate kites, I was told at one point that we were in the
famous Shahi Mohalla. Surprised, I looked around, but felt the same as if I was in any of old Lahore’s other
bazaars. The narrow streets, the architecture, crowds of pedestrians and children running around among threewheeled rickshaws, bicycles and horse carts seemed no different from the other bazaars. Nor did the attitude of
the men in the bazaar towards me differ from anywhere else. I did notice that every time we stopped in the
Street to ask for an address or any other information, a crowd of spectators gathered around us within seconds,
but this might also have been true in the other bazaars. In general, as a woman, it was as comfortable to walk
around these streets as elsewhere in the old city.
That evening my companions talked about going back to the Shahi Mohalla. I asked to go along to see about
formally exploring it as a possible area for my research. Everyone agreed, and the four of us returned to the
bazaar.
The environment of the Shahi Mohalla at night was quite different from what we saw during the day. It was
more crowded, and there were mostly men in the streets. It was alive, with well-lit shops and little boys running
around selling flowers and paan. Like everyone else, we started out on foot. The 20 ft wide streets were big
enough for all the pedestrians. A few cars occasionally cruised the streets, but the heavy afternoon traffic was
gone. I noticed that the ground floor rooms of the buildings were, oddly, about 3-4 ft above street level, and
directly approachable by a short flight of steps. Sometimes the steps led to a platform or a short sidewalk
running in front of a row of such houses.
As we strolled down the streets we saw well-dressed women in these rooms, looking as if they were sitting in
their living rooms, without the front walls, however. These rooms had wide open doors, covered either by a sheer
curtain of cloth or woven bamboo. As they were well lighted, the rooms’ interiors could be easily seen. Most
women sat on the floor in the middle of their room, and a few sat on sofas. In some rooms, musicians were lined
up behind the women. Most of the women wore shalwar kamiz made of silk. Women in one “shop” were much
more exotically dressed in long gowns and Middle Eastern headgear—golden caps hung with strands of beads.
They looked like they’d walked off a movie set.
Higher up, heavily made-up women wearing bright clothes bent over their balconies. Their shops were on the
next floor of the buildings and they would peep out, smile, and point at men strolling on the street, trying to get
their attention before disappearing back into their rooms.
These rooms, on both floors, were like shop display windows with living merchandise. The customers took
their time, looking carefully into each window. The names of the area went around in my mind, Bazaar-e-Husn
(the market of beauty), and Heera Mandi (the market of diamonds). It really was a market, with the product fully
displayed and the customers wandering about deciding what to buy.
Small boys and a few men moved about in the crowd providing change in one, five and ten rupee notes. They
provided this service so the customers could shower money on the dancers—an old traditional way to show
appreciation for a dance or a song.
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I recognized that the rooms were, in fact, kotha, from their depiction in so many South Asian films. In films, a
customer often mounts a flight of stairs into such a room to watch a dance performance. The word kotha literally
means the upper storey. In Punjabi, it can also refer to the rooftop, a multipurpose living space, or even simply a
mud house.
We were in town for the Basant Festival and I probably appeared somewhat dressed up. Many men on the
street apparently assumed I was a local woman who had left her room to walk around. The customers scanned me
from head to toe, but no one touched me or tried to harass me. All three of my male companions walked close to
me, protectively. After a while I felt quite comfortable and experienced a sensation of openness that is hard to
explain.
We selected a room where two women were sitting. I was attracted to them because of their ghungroo. This
meant that they were dancers, not just singers. Interested in dance myself, I wanted to see a dance performance.
As we entered the room, the two women stood up and greeted us in a very hospitable manner. A young boy
quickly shut the large, folding doors behind us. My friends told me that the practice is to entertain one customer
(or one “party”) at a time to avoid any conflict between the customers during the performance.
The room was carpeted, with a chandni spread out on the carpet and tube pillows on the sides. Three
musicians, playing the tabla, harmonium and dholak were seated inside, along with an older woman and a small
boy of about twelve. The room was about 12 x 15 ft in size.
Uxi Mufti satisfied the curiosity of those in the room about seeing a woman with the customers by saying that I
had come from the United States and wanted to see the dancing. After we sat down we were offered tea, which we
refused. We were asked what we wanted to hear—
“Ki suno ge?” One of my companions replied. “Anything in Punjabi.”
The women began to sing a Punjabi song and danced to the music played by the musicians.
Their voices were coarse and they sang a Punjabi film song quite crudely. The music was loud and both
dancers made a lot of noise with their ghungroo. They danced in the typical film style, with overt sexual gestures.
Both dancers focused on one member of the audience at a time. They stared straight into his eyes and made
seductive gestures that were obviously devoid of any feeling. The dancers kept at it until they got vail from the
person. Then they switched to another. They noticed that when they came near me and focused their gestures on
me, the others all gave them vail on my behalf. Astute professionals that they were, they repeated this manoeuvre
again and again to get as much money as possible in the shortest possible time. I realized this was part of their art.
After all, other potential customers were out on the street and their time was precious. In a very proficient manner,
they quickly dried up our resources and managed to move us out smoothly.
We had made a tactical mistake by sending the little boy for change after we sat down. This let our hosts know
how much money we planned to spend on them. We had only changed five hundred rupees and we did not seem
to be regular customers who would seek other services after the performance. Thus, after we had given away a
little over five hundred rupees, the dancers said they had received some guests in the other room and really had to
go and said good-bye. When I said I wanted to talk to them, they told me their names and said they would tell me
whatever I wanted to know if I visited them during the day, not during their “office hours”. The government
allows them to perform only from eleven to one at night, so these are called their “office hours” and the kotha is
referred to as an affis (office). They did not want to waste time on people who were not real customers, but just
tourists.
I immediately decided to explore this phenomenon and look into the lives of these women who form such a
contradictory, unacceptable, and yet such a permanent part of our society. I designed a proposal for a descriptive
study of the Shahi Mohalla, for exploring different aspects of the area. The Shahi Mohalla has become something
of a myth for the rest of our society, and represents an extreme example of women as a commodity whose role is
to provide pleasure for men. However, I wanted to conduct my study objectively, without any negative bias or
pre-judged moral stance.
My interest in this area stems from two aspects of my own background and training. I wanted to learn about
the cultural side, to document the musical traditions and the relationship of the area with the performing arts of
our society. I also wanted to use a feminist perspective to help understand the women who worked as prostitutes
and in the related business. With these intentions I submitted my research proposal to my institute.
Before I could really get started, I ran straight into a bureaucratic brick wall that I did not even know existed.
3
Of all the adverse reactions I experienced and all the hurdles people placed before me while I was conducting
my research, one day stands out most clearly.
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The Secretary of the Ministry of Culture, about to dismiss me from my job with the Government of Pakistan,
had summoned me to defend myself. The Ministry had learned of my study of Lahore’s red light district, the
infamous Shahi Mohalla, and the senior bureaucrats were furious. I couldn’t believe that my seemingly benign
research topic had so shaken the government bureaucracy, but apparently they could not tolerate a female
government officer going to such a tabooed area, especially if she intended to write about it. They must have
feared possible political repercussions. I never imagined the magnitude of the reaction and had no idea that any
senior officials could have a stake in my study.
I got out of the official car Lok Virsa had provided and looked at the tall buildings around me. I was in the
Secretariat in Islamabad, the nerve centre of the Government of Pakistan located in a quiet corner of the city that
most Pakistanis never see. I had been working for over a year at Lok Virsa, an agency attached to the Ministry of
Culture. I lived and worked in Islamabad, but had not been to this area before.
I entered one of the buildings with a huge stack of files in my hands and a tote bag full of documents on my
shoulder. I asked the security guard whether I was in the right ministry. Looking curiously at my load of papers,
he nodded and told me the elevator was out of order and that I’d have to take the stairs. A smile flickered under
his heavy black moustache. Mounting the stairs, flanked by cold, bare marble walls, I became increasingly
uncomfortable. I was angry and disappointed, but somehow, still believed that I could explain the situation to the
Secretary.
I was a Deputy Director for Research at Lok Virsa, an institute that documents Pakistan’s traditional
culture—the material artifacts, musical traditions, tales, legends and other aspects of folklore. A few months
earlier I had submitted two research proposals as part of my section’s annual work plan. I proposed exploring
Pakistan’s traditional performing arts and particularly its connection with women’s roles in Pakistani society
as this has always intrigued me.
The first proposal was related to traditional semi-nomadic theatre groups that travelled from village to village
providing entertainment to the local populations and specifically the role of women in Folk Theatre. I also wanted
to explore the origins of the singers and musicians Lok Virsa takes such great pains to record. Thus, my second
study proposed to describe the performing arts of Lahore's Shahi Mohalla, home to many of the popular
performing artists of Pakistan.
Until recent times the South Asian notion of red light districts has been somewhat different from most other
countries. The arts of music, song and dance are closely entwined with the profession of prostitution. These areas
have deep roots in South Asia’s traditional culture. Over the centuries, they have enjoyed a well-defined position
in society; equally renowned for their arts as well as for sexual services. Throughout the region, these areas have
been the most fertile sources for producing new performing artists.
Both these proposals were scrutinized by my colleagues and Lok Virsa’s executive director. The director
recalled that it was he who had first taken me to the Shahi Mohalla a few months earlier. After asking me several
questions about my research methods, the sample frame and time period, he concluded that the study would be a
good addition to the Institute’s knowledge base and encouraged me to submit a formal research proposal.
*
However, a few weeks after submitting my proposal, my immediate supervisor informed me that out of our
entire proposed work plan, the Ministry had rejected only my Shahi Mohalla proposal. I was very surprised.
Although new in the Institute, I’d been told that the Ministry didn’t interfere with Lok Virsa’s programmes, and
that the executive director was solely responsible for designing and carrying out the programmes. No one in the
Institute could, or would, officially answer my questions about why my proposal had been rejected. I only heard
a few remarks made jokingly about its rejection during tea breaks.
Many of my colleagues—all men—took their breaks at a nearby khokha, surrounded by large trees and lush
green foliage. This was often the most creative time of our day when, amid roars of laughter, new ideas for video
productions and research projects were developed and discussed, performances for archival documentation were
planned, and partnerships were established. It was in those informal sessions that I learned my study had been
rejected because it hit too close to home. The bureaucrats were nervous.
“Why?” I asked, innocently. “When artists from the Mohalla come to Lok Virsa they are praised to the sky.”
At the time, Lok Virsa was video recording a series entitled The Great Masters in Pakistani Music. I was very
pleased to be a part of this work, which involved in-depth interviews of the musicians, as it provided invaluable
information about their art, training, performance, family background and many other significant aspects of their
lives. Through these interviews, I learned that most of the master musicians were, in one way or another, linked to
the Shahi Mohalla. I wanted to contribute to what we were learning by further researching the area and their
interaction with other performers living there.
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Lok Virsa typically organizes a lavish evening event for each singer and musician who is to be recorded. Often
the artists produce impressive performances during these sessions and are decked with garlands and given tributes
for their contribution to Pakistani music. I had attended many of these sessions long before I joined the Institute.
Now, the mention of the Shahi Mohalla, where most of these artists were born or groomed, seemingly scared
the bureaucrats. I argued with my friends and colleagues about this sanctimonious attitude. Why could not the
place that produced these artists be acknowledged? The social taboos associated with the area made some sense
since people generally connected the Mohalla with prostitution more than with music. But, I persisted, how can a
cultural institute that works to preserve the heritage of all Pakistani artists and promotes traditional music refuse
to acknowledge that the country’s Shahi Mohallas are also fertile grounds for producing musicians and singers?
Did they fear I would uncover secret links between the Mohalla and the State?
Refusing to submit to the hypocrisy, I decided to pursue the research on my own, without Institute funding or
support.
The Ministry had approved my research proposal for the study of Folk Theatre so I began my research in
Lahore, about 300 kilometres from Islamabad. I told my director that while working there, I would also begin
making contacts and identifying some informants for my study on the Mohalla. I told him I planned to do that
research later, on a strictly personal basis.
I set off on a short trip to set the stage for my study of women in Folk Theatre. While identifying my key
theatre informants, I found that many of them also had close links to the Shahi Mohalla and I visited some of
them there. One day, soon after returning from Lahore, a group of reporters from the popular English language
newspaper, Pakistan Observer, appeared in my office. They had heard about my most recent expedition to the
Shahi Mohalla and were quite intrigued by the topic. They asked me questions and I answered happily, not
knowing that being open and straightforward was the last thing one should do with the press when working in a
bureaucracy. Everything should be said in such a roundabout way so that it not only sounds meaningless, but
also does not backfire on you. Moreover, I didn’t know that government workers were not supposed to even talk
to journalists directly. I should have first informed a senior colleague.
As soon as I saw how excited the journalists were with the subject, I told them the study of the Mohalla was
not an official Lok Virsa project, but something I was doing on my own. They quickly agreed to interview me in
my personal capacity, and satisfied, I continued the interview as a professional researcher.
The next day, I was at home when my father came in looking intently at a newspaper he was carrying in his
hand. He walked up to me with a puzzled look and asked,
“Is this you, my daughter?”
Glancing a the paper I saw a big picture of myself on the front page under the banner headline:

Ph.D. Girl in Red Light Area
I was shocked by this kind of attention. My father looked again and again at the picture, his eyes widening
each time. I laughed sheepishly and nodded,
“It seems that way.”
He opened the paper and there I was again, in different poses captioned with highlighted quotes. The article
covered an entire page. No reader could possibly miss it.
I quickly ran to my mother thinking I should tell her myself before she got the shock of her life. After I told my
parents about the journalists coming to my office, they were satisfied, or at least I wanted to think so. Being quite
liberal, they had come to expect impetuous things from me.
During a long talk with my parents later that evening I expressed my feelings about the Institute’s hypocrisy.
Although they both agreed on the importance of studying the Mohalla since most people knew about it only
through myths and legends, they were at the same time concerned with how I would do it. Not only had they
internalized the myth that any woman going there could be kidnapped and forced into prostitution, they were
also afraid of the organized crime linked to the area. Little did they know that the greatest reaction against my
going there would come not from pimps or gangsters, who are already labelled “bad people”, but from Pakistani
society’s “good people”, specifically the “civilized and cultured” people in our national bureaucracy.
Before I had a chance to return to Lahore to continue data collection for the traditional theatre study, I learned
that the newspaper article had created hell in the corridors of the bureaucracy. To my dismay, the director threw
the entire blame on me. Many parallel political issues were revolving within the Institute. I had recently returned
from the USA after eight years of university education; this was my first real job and my initial encounter with the
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national bureaucracy. I had no clue about the political implications of my actions. I knew only that I was
continuing my work on a personal basis and that no one had told me to stop.
Not understanding the situation and obsessed by what I thought of as groundbreaking work, I left for my
second trip to research folk theatre. I had to meet many theatre artists in Lahore on this two week trip and needed
to travel out of the city to some of the Punjab’s most remote villages, following a few of the surviving folk
theatre companies as they journeyed from place to place. Typical folk theatre performances used to begin at nine
in the evening and continue until six in the morning. Performed at mela and nandi, these were a major attraction
for people coming from neighbouring villages. Since they went on all night, they were convenient places for
people to stay before heading back to their villages.
During this research trip, I also found that the theatre companies hired women from the Shahi Mohalla because
of the perennial dearth of woman performers. As theatre audiences had declined in recent years, the companies
tried to attract customers by using dancers from different red light districts to perform during breaks in the plays.
When I returned to Islamabad I heard that my interest in studying Lahore’s Shahi Mohalla had led my
superiors to formally charge me with gross misconduct. A detailed case had been fabricated so they could fire me,
and I was accused of using government resources on a research project that it had not approved. I was very
surprised since I had official approvals for both the trips in my files. Some senior government officers had
apparently read the Pakistan Observer article and blamed the Secretary of the Cultural Ministry for such a major
blunder. Later in my research I discovered that many politicians and senior government officials have strong links
with the Mohalla’s business but, at that time, I had no idea of this connection. The Secretary, Khawaja Shahid
Hussain, in turn, blamed Uxi Mufti who quickly presented my head as an offering to the gods of the bureaucracy.
I had been working in the Institute for only a year and a half and was considered quite dispensable.
However, firing a government employee without following proper procedures is not so easy. In order to get rid
of me, fictitious letters were placed in my personnel files. The standard procedure is for a new employee to be on
six months probation before being confirmed. Two letters were forged to show that my probation period had been
extended twice, amounting to a total of eighteen months. The executive director could thus claim that, after a year
and a half, I was still on probation and did not require an inquiry or the usual procedure before being fired. This
manipulation really opened my eyes.
“Welcome to the real world,” I said to myself, but part of me did not believe that such things could happen. I
clung to the hope that no one could get away with such shoddy tricks, especially in the government! I thought that
the misunderstanding would be rectified once the senior officers learned I was actually conducting another,
approved study. I was still blissfully unaware that there were, in fact, no misunderstandings, but only lies, and
fabrications. All this because mention of the Shahi Mohalla had rocked the boat and everyone in the chain of
command feared losing their jobs.
My executive director could easily have given me a termination letter based on the fictitious letters placed in
my file but, like a true bureaucrat, he wanted to cover his flanks. Therefore, he set up my meeting with the
Secretary. It was just a token meeting, as I learned later, because the decision had already been taken. I was
charged with using Lok Virsa resources on a study that the Ministry had disapproved, and thus my employment
should be terminated. In fact, the modest 5000 rupees travel advance that I spent on travelling to villages for the
Folk Theatre study had been deducted from my salary, without any notice, immediately after I returned
from Lahore, but this was beside the point!
With all these thoughts swirling through my brain, I walked up the stairs to the Secretary’s office determined
to explain the entire matter to him. I brought with me field notes, photographs, and audiotapes of interviews with
theatre actors, managers and directors from throughout the Punjab, as well as parts of my draft analysis. The
enormous pile was difficult to carry up the stairs.
After three flights I finally reached the Secretary’s door. Opening it, I found myself in a small and untidy
anteroom, crowded with clerks and the Secretary’s personal assistant. I was told to sit and wait. I waited so long
that I began losing hope of even a token meeting. The walls of that cluttered room held only a calendar, a clock
and some memos on a notice board. Looking at them so many times made me feel sick. Having people wait is
another way for a bureaucrat to put them in their proper place.
Over an hour later I was finally called in. The huge office had an air of importance about it. At the farthest end
was an imposing desk with an elaborate chair behind it. The main purpose of such a large desk must be to create
a distance between the Secretary and the person across from him.
I was surprised to see two other people in the room. They also had some files, and the Secretary was deeply
engaged in a conversation with one of them, arguing about some financial approval. The visitor responded by
continuously repeating,
“Yes sir. Yes sir. Yes sir …” Giving me a brief look, the Secretary said sharply,
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“Sit down, bibi.”
I told myself as I sat down that I would be very frank, open and oblivious to the other people if they stayed in
the room. I put the pile of documents on the Secretary’s desk, along with a bundle of photographs I had taken in
the field with the audiotapes on top of the pile. He finally turned towards me with a questioning
“Yes?” I began quickly,
“I am a professional and not a bureaucrat. I would like my work to speak for itself.”
I told him I could show him the work I did in Lahore and that I intended to write a book on women in Folk
Theatre. No one had told him anything about my theatre study. He had heard only that I went to study the Shahi
Mohalla against the executive director’s instructions. I showed him the approvals of my travel for this tour on the
government files, and the approval of the advance I received for the work on Folk Theatre. He was confused, but
since it was only a token meeting, he did not really want to listen to me.
He was surprised by what I had brought, but he showed complete disinterest in discovering the real issue. He
was abrupt, rude and interrupted me after every other sentence and then he abruptly asked me to leave. When I
asked if I should leave my work for him to look at, he responded quickly,
“No, no, take it away.”
Walking down the stairs I knew that he did not care about the truth, whether or not I was on probation, whether
or not the government had approved my theatre study, or whether or not my supervisor knew what I was doing. It
didn’t make a difference. He wasn’t interested in what I had to say. He and my boss had already agreed to fire me.
It was all connected to the same fear that crops up whenever the Shahi Mohalla is mentioned. Under no
circumstances did they want to be associated, even remotely, with a work that could threaten their jobs by making
their political masters unhappy.
*
Shortly after meeting the Secretary, I learned that orders for my termination had been prepared. I did then what
I thought I would never do in my life. Win or lose, I had always fought my own battles. Nevertheless, confronted
with the gross falsifications that were used in my dismissal, I didn’t hesitate to ask some of my contacts to
approach the Secretary directly.
I made no attempt to use any bureaucratic connections, as these would have been completely useless. Rather I
contacted friends who were well connected in Pakistan’s high cultural circles. I told them I wanted to stay in Lok
Virsa, but that I had no intention of abandoning my private study of the Shahi Mohalla. They understood and
agreed to help. My friends simply called the Secretary and said he could expect absolutely no assistance from
them, their families or their friends if I lost my job.
What happened next was anti-climatic. All the noise and furious manipulations stopped abruptly and there was
silence. I continued to go to my office and continued to obtain approvals for my fieldwork. My book, Women in
Folk Theatre, was published the following year—a good deal for Lok Virsa, which paid not a penny for the
research expenses, not even repaying the Rs. 5000 illegally deducted from my salary.
I kept on collecting data on the Shahi Mohalla. My colleagues were very supportive and helpful, but Uxi Mufti
hated me for my persistence and continued to harass me by ensnaring me in the Institute’s internal politics.
Ultimately, two years after my meeting with Khawaja Shahid Hussain, I was entangled in a web of political
manoeuvring and sent on forced leave, again on a trumped up charge.
By this time, I was seriously disillusioned with Lok Virsa and did not try to have the leave overturned. Two
years passed before the case was reviewed, and it was held to be without merit. I was asked to re-join the office.
As soon as I heard the news, I formally resigned.
Those two years of forced leave were among the most productive in my life. I worked with a small group
of women to create Bedari, a community organization that deals with issues related to violence against
women. Together we established the first crisis centre in Pakistan devoted to dealing with women’s personal
crises. During this period, I made my living as an expert consultant on women’s issues for all the major
international development organizations in Pakistan. And of course, I continued to visit the Shahi Mohalla
every chance I got. …
253.171 Excerpt from Mass Transit\fn{by Maniza Naqvi (1960- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province,
Pakistan (F) 12
1\fn{Untitled}
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Though she was mostly absent from it, it was never so, for a moment, from her. She gathered enough
memories and photographs on each successive visit to recreate it and live amongst it thousands of miles away.
And then there was Kamran, her cousin, who provided her with windows through which she could always return.
Things were never what they appeared to be with Kamran. And though that may not have been his intention,
through his letters, with his descriptions, his stories and updates on family matters, he kept Safina involved and
enthralled with a place from which she had removed herself years ago. So while almost all his letters concluded
with his offer to trade places with her, it was she who was filled with envy and awe. He was her hero. He had all
the elements necessary to be one in her young mind: two years older than she, handsome, dark eyes filled with
anger, a smile set in sarcasm, intensely serious, irreverent, cigarette-smoking, liquor-drinking, one moment blucjeaned, the next white boski kuria shaiwar clad, interspersing Jim Morrison with Ghalib; her cousin Kamran was
an enigma to her. His letters too, one sentence the thoughts of a reckless rebel, the quintessential angry young
man, the next of a worried and concerned relative speaking about their family matters …
“Bari Ami is not keeping in good health or spirits these days.” He kept her informed about their stepgrandmother, Begum Selma Ali …
“You know it’s all up to us, you and me, to keep her happy and ticking. The rest of them can’t get over their
resentments and wouldn’t really care if she kicked the bucket.”
Safina knew he was referring to his own father, Rasheed, her mother, Ameneh, and their aunt Mehrunnissa’s
attitudes towards Begum Selma Ali. These three were the children that Kamran and Safina’s grandfather, Zafar
Ali, had traumatized years ago by choosing to remarry.
“But I do admire Ami and Ameneh phopo; at least they try to make Abu feel obliged to take good care of the
old lady. Mehru phopo is obnoxious about it; you would never have guessed that she had ever felt otherwise. Ami
really does look after the old lady more like a daughter than a step-niece; maybe she thinks Ban Ami will
remember her in her will! I bet you she does. By the way, I’ve really destroyed all chances of ever redeeming
myself in the eyes of the Colonel (Retd.).” That’s how Safina and Kamran referred to their aunt Mehrunnissa’s
husband Daoud.
“I’ve gone the media route.”
Kamran had decided on accepting the job offer based not on the firm’s ability to expand his career horizons but
rather on the windows of its office. The view, as he had written to Safina many times, was spectacular. Suspended
in a high-rise and confined thus from morning till night, he found freedom in its floor-to-ceiling glass windows
which offered him the city north, south, east, and west day after day, month after month.
And from this elevated, pastel-carpeted and wood-panelled viewpoint, situated at the confluence of the
metropolis’ vital asphalt arteries, at the very heart of it, the city would appear to him arid, calm, serene, and silent,
sloping gently upward in undulating waves of land from the sea to the south, to the hills that marked its boundary
at the northwest of its concrete parameters. And Safina, sitting in her office without windows in Washington DC,
would at times recall his words as she stared into the windows of her computer …
“And though in appearance it imitates the sea at its end, in substance it remains devoid of its most essential
element: moisture. Such is the irony of aridity. Invariably, thus, the sustenance of life itself, water, is the city’s
most consuming quest, and its obvious insatiability leaves an indelible impression on those that behold it. To gaze
upon it is to he overcome with an overwhelming sensation of unquenchable thirst. Devoid of moisture, it bakes
under a relentless desert sun from which respite only comes in the form of further dryness. A thin film of dirt,
stirred up by the waves of breeze that sweep and crash against the length and breadth of its landscape, remains
draped over the city like a canopy of dust.”
And through the windows, the story of the city, to Kamran, appeared like a drama replayed through his letters
to Safina, his captive audience, its plot unfolding like a three-act play, each act enacted upon many separate
stages.
“And though the choreography and direction of this masterpiece are ambitious,” he wrote, “spread over such
an expanse, it lacks proper production due to meagre props, owing to a lack of funds. So that when a scene
demands a setting that was used before and left on the stage, the actors shift back to it, moving clumsily among
the stagehands who have already begun the process of dismantling, while others wait patiently in the wings to
begin. Thc cast too changes in each act, as does the venue and the language. Actors who have played out their
roles stay back upon that stage long after the act is over. Staying on as stagehands.”
Kamran entitled the first act “Kalachi Jo Khun”.
“The dialogue is in Sindhi and Balochi, its stage is to the southeast, and some of this scenery will be used for
Act 3, where it will be depicted as the city’s densest slum, Lyari … and most of this stage for Act I is being used
as a passageway to the second act. Its props being the oldest are in the process of being dismantled, so that neither
the ditch which gave the act its name, nor the fishing village, nor the two gates, one towards the salt water and the
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other towards the sweet, remain; instead all that remains are the names of the gates, Kharadar and Mithaclar, by
which the oldest part of the city is known. A labyrinth of old buildings and narrow cobbled lanes improvise for
scenes of wholesale markets of produce and commodities, Matchi Miani, Lea Market, Jama Market, Jodia Bazaar,
densely populated by a cast doubling up as stagehands.”
And so the drama continued to unfold for Safina with each letter. The second act had demanded that its leading
roles deiver their lines in English and the supporting cast deliver theirs in Gujrati and Sindhi.
“Its stage is in close proximity to the first.” This act, he wrote, was predominantly motivated by one central
theme and so he entitled it “Harbour”. Of its props there were many; the West Wharf, being one, was in constant
use. Towards evening, as the windows let in the orangish glow of sunset, he would view its egg-yolk disk hanging
beyond the beaked, giraffe-like cranes at the harbour silhouetted against it at dusk, and it would be Kamran’s
favourite scene …
“And though not visible from where I stand,” he wrote, “there is a lighthouse on an island beyond the Wharf—
Manora island, and its ten mile reef which still provides Karachi with its natural harbour developed by Hindu
merchants at the turn of the eighteenth century. And further inland, closer to where I am, the steeples and towers
of churches and cathedrals, Frere Hall, Trinity Church, the clock towers of the beautiful Municipal Building and
Empress Market, all still in use, while others, especially in Saddar bazaar and the walled city, exquisite in their
crafting, occupy space needed for props in act three and are being torn apart ruthlessly as the last act begins.
“Tradition at the end of each act here demands that streets, if not whole localities, mark the upheavals of
history by nominal changes, at the very least in their names if not directions. So that areas known as Bath Island,
and others, such as Jacob, Abyssinia, Fowler, and Jutland Lines, remain so, while Elphinstone Street has become
Zebunissa Street, Victoria Street has been renamed Haji Abdullah Haroon Road, and Mohammad Ali Jiniiah’s
name has been aptly bestowed, no doubt for top of the mind recall, upon the city’s still most crucial artery, Bunder
Road, at whose confluence with I. I. Chundrigar, the Mcleod Road of a bygone era, stands Merewether Tower,
enduring in name, crumbling in structure, relegated to being a bus stop for the city’s business centre.
“However, Napier Road remains as such, owing not to reverence for the man but rather to the fact that the
street is the red-light district of the town, and no one was willing to lend it a latter-day hero’s name. In its heyday
the area had boasted tenants of legendary fame, women from Iraq, Japan, and Russia, and though now inner lanes
still are referred to with lusty, love-forelorned names such as Thokar gallie (Alley of Knocks), the imported
commodities are no longer available, having been replaced by local produce.
“And so Sir Charles James Napier, remembered by historians as the conqueror of Sindh, is remembered in
Karachi only in the realm of sin. Thus being immortalized in his self-confessed message.
“Act three, delivered mainly in Urdu, is still in progress and has many scenes and stages east, west, and south,
but primarily in the north of the city.” …
Kamran chose for the time being to call it “Sprawling Port City”. However, the daily changes in this plot made
him unsure whether the title sufficed, for it did not convey the chaos and confusion, the violence and tragedy that
unfolded every day upon its stages, and which compelled him to observe it from an elevated and safe distance.
“The third act is complex owing to its larger cast and the enactment of many scenes simultaneously; these two
factors consequently cause many problems. For one, the dialogue overlaps, and by now the languages in which it
is rendered, too, have increased: Urdu, Gujrati, Sindhi, Punjabi, and Pushto. Then, shifting back and forth from
various stages causes chaos and congestion. For instance, the cast on a stage in the north has to travel through
various stages including that of act one to get to the Harbour, while those in scenes in the east have to pass
through the same route. I hear there’s a plan for a Mass Transit System, by the way.
“The varying talents and capability of the overall cast make it difficult to decide whether the performance is
dynamic, deserving of a standing ovation, or one that will bring the curtain down so that it will never rise again.
The final act remains free-wheeling, its conclusion nowhere in sight, and the spectator, yours truly, remains
absorbed looking out at the vast theatre from his windows.
“The newer props in this act consist of factories in the west and southeast and north of the city. And included in
the scenery to the south, palatial homes reminiscent of Hollywood-prop grandeur. Some are pristine white and
elegant, but their high boundary walls seem to lean against an impoverished undergrowth of shacks. These shacks
provide the wealthy with a hint, should they ever care to notice, of the growing reality in their city, which extends
all the way into the far away hills. These props, east and west of the city, resembling encroachments which seep
into its midst, have to a large extent changed the complexion and texture of the scenery from the stone and
terracotta tiling of act two to corrugated tin, asbestos, burlap, mud, thatch, and unplastered cement blocks
dominating the visual impact of the last act and influencing the audience’s conclusion of the plot itself.”
And so the city appeared through him to Safina, from his vantage point above, its canvas laid out, explainable
from a distance, familiar, comfortable. Though the inclination of the land is towards the south, that of its
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inhabitants as they continue to arrive is to the north. They are redefining the city’s parameters, and while they are
becoming an overwhelming stimulus to its vitality, they are a burden on its resources. And so with them history
too has travelled northward from its origins as a tiny village and its Sindhi and Makrani fishermen, to a harbour
second only to the one in Bombay and strategic for supplying the British army engaged in the North West
Frontier. And so came the settlers: Khoja, Memon, and Parsi traders from Kutch and Bombay, and the white
administrators of the British Raj. Then, later, a hundred years later, the Partition, and the sudden influx of
hundreds and thousands of Muslims from India flowing into the, city’s desert-like hinterland. Into its north, into
its most populated localities, Nazimabaci and Liaqatabad, and into its east, Malir, Landhi, and Korangi. And later
Gulshane Iqbal and others with generic names, like Federal B Area, which allude to that chapter in history when
the city was the country’s capital till the decision was made to shift the stage of power elsewhere in 1959. Causing
further confusion among a cast who had been rehearsed otherwise.
“But the ten-mile reef has not shifted, nor the strategic importance of frontier borders, nor has the port city’s
attraction diminished. It continues to pull to it like a magnet layer after layer of migrants employed in its
industrial estates of SITE, Nooriabad, Korangi, and Landhi, and further out as the city keeps blossoming and
burgeoning east to Port Qasim and the Steel Mill.
“Migrants from all over the subcontinent flock to it, distinguished only by the timing of their arrivals, most at
partition, more after. Punjabis in its trade and Pathans from the north its labour in construction and on its docks.
And later the Biharis from across the subcontinent, and Burmese and Bengalis traversing it for a chance to make
money to send home. And with them have been added more localities, Orangi, Qasba, Bihar, and Musa colonies.
And the city has pushed outward further north and east and westward, burgeoning with its load of traders, dock
workers, government servants, factory labour and still more migrants waiting in the wings for a chance to
audition.
“The city’s sources of vitality, though, are in fact its very dilemma. For the constant influx of population
attracted to and flourishing in its construction, manufacturing, and trade are a strain on its oldest sources for life’s
sustenance—the Dumlottee wells, which, nearing exhaustion, almost depleted, make the conservation of water
imperative. Naturally, then, that too has to be sourced from elsewhere. Its vitality depends thus on water from
sources outside its parameters, from the Hub and the Indus rivers which come to it through canals and conduits
flowing in, like the migratory labour streaming in from the hinterlands.
“The city, however, within its own confines has two rivers the Lyari river, which flows north to south through
the most densely populated areas and empties out into the harbour, and the Malir river, rising out of the east and
slithering westward along the southern part of the city to empty itself listlessly into the Gizri creek.
“But mostly these rivers remain dry,” he had written to her during a particularly gruesome outbreak of violence
in the city. “For the rains come rarely, so these streams function as sewerage channels for the outgrowth of
shanties which grow in and around their beds. And so naturally when the rains do come, finally, pouring down in
abundance, these streams swell and grow, becoming not sources of life, long awaited, but rather forces of death
and destruction, drowning and obliterating the haphazard settlements in their path. Perhaps the behaviour of the
city’s inhabitants can be explained by that of its rivers’ extremes: vacillating from listlessness to sudden fury. But
their hubris is short-lived though their momentary power to destroy is extensive. For the forces of gravity, owing
to the natural contouring of the land sloping downward into the sea, sap these paltry streams, turned raging tides,
of their might, emptying them out into the larger body of water, and rendering them once again insignificant.”
2\fn{Entitled: 23 March 1988}
“The nation celebrated its forty-eighth year of resolve for a separate state for the Muslims of India with great
enthusiasm and fervour. The day, which was a public holiday throughout the country, dawned with a thirty-one
gun salute in the federal capital and a twenty-one gun salute in the provincial capital!”
Rasheed Ali’s voice boomed forth from beneath the shroud of his newspaper as he read its insides aloud with
mock pomposity. Then his small rotund form emerged from amidst the crackling, popping sounds as he half
folded, half crumpled it and and tossed it contemptuously on to the dining table.
“Each year the same damn words, nothing changes. What bloody enthusiasm? What fervour? Forty-one years
of Independence and forty-one years of steadily increasing lies, deceptions, and outright outrageous contempt for
the ideals which we thought we had founded this country on. Kalashnikovs in the streets, curfews! Today it is like
Lebanon in the streets of this city. Where is the fervour and enthusiasm, who is this nation they write about that
celebrates? Is it the one that lives in the cantonments? Or is it the one that is killing each other in the name of
separate nationalities. Biharis and Pathans tearing each other apart literally, decapitating each other, one group
calling for the attack to begin from one mohalla’s minaret, the other warning of it from another? Where is that
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Pakistani nationality that we created in forty-seven? Now we have Mohajirs, Sindhis, Balochis, Punjabis, Pathans,
Seraikis, and God knows how many more if we went out and asked. Every one a Muslim but ready to kill each
other for their old and new found tribes. Maybe the Holy Prophet should have brought us a new tribe to end all
tribes along with the message!
“Will we ever be the same again after all this bloodletting between us?” His wife Sophie, seated next to him at
the dining table, sighed mournfully.
“Be the same? Same as what? Have you forgotten the blood at partition? You should be asking, will we ever
change? We are the same! At that time we could not live with Hindus, two separate nationalities we were told,
Muslims and Hindus, distinct from each other, so we carved out Pakistan, a million deaths, rivers of blood, twenty
years after which, we did it again. It isn;t religion, we reassessed about the two nation theory, it is language, we
concluded, and so murder mayhem. And the Pakistan we had so zealously fought for ceased to be and there was
Bangladesh.
“Now almost twenty years later we decide that we are to be the champions of Islam so we take on the Soviet
Union in Afghanistan at our borders. And here within the country we take on each other. Language, we say, is
after all reason enough to die for. This country of Muslims you will see, you will forget partition! You will forget
Bangladesh! This is just the beginning. Ask those boys outside firing Kalashnikov’s and killing each other, what is
their cause? Ask them why this orgy of blood amongst themselves. Who is the enemy? They have the same
religion, they speak the same language, they live in the same mohallas. Now what is the cause? Politics, they will
say. Ask any of them if they know what their party's mandate or manifesto is. What ideology is it that they are
killing and dying for? They do not know. It is just a mentality of hatred. Festering, boiling, frustration!”
His brother-in-law Daoud, Colonel (Retd.) Daoud, Mehru’s husband, sat stiffly on the other side of the table,
an unlit pipe clamped at the corner of his thin lips. An emerald green cravat wrapped around his throat gave him
the appearance of a man stretched in a brace. He took an imaginary puff and declared:
“This blessed motherland, sir, has always been under threat from outside forces, with their devious ways, like
invisible hands, that keep creating mischief amongst us. We must be warned of their presence amongst us, and be
vigilant of them. This nation is too young to take care of itself. It needs to be defended by strong control and
discipline. It needs to be nurtured into strong patriotism. It needs to be civilized!”
“Yes, I had the feeling, Daoud, that you would take this opportunity to intervene with your opinion,” replied
Rasheed Ali. “Martial Law is always your answer, again and again and again. What a sham! Forty yçars of
independence, twenty-four of those years under your damn order and control and civilizationing which resulted in
civil war and Bangladesh, then drugs and gun-running and this violence, and again you talk of martial law? What
freedom? What independence, what sovereignty? Pakistan Day, indeed! Who cares!”
“One would imagine, bhai sahib, that you would be delighted by this state of affairs.” Daoud’s thin lips took on
a slanted smirk, causing his pencil-thin moustache to twitch.
“These latest rounds of blood-letting, why, if such incidents were to stop occurring, would not your ‘path’
come to a sudden end? What then would be your reason for living?”
Daoud grinned in triumph. With this he knew he had won this particular skirmish between himself and his
brother-in-law. He had referred to Rasheed Ali’s great dilemma, which, self-created, threatened to defeat him on a
daily basis.
Rasheed Ali was writing a novel. His magnum opus. He would pour into it night after night all his predictions
of the future. All his spirituality and his anger. He referred to the whole exercise as his “path”, this was his great
ongoing search for the “Truth”.
“When it ends,” he would declare, and lately quite frequently, “so shall I.”
The problem was that Rasheed Ali was trapped. Instead of his characters dictating the events, it was the events,
those that occurred around him on a daily basis, that controlled his characters. So that with each catastrophic
occurrence such as a bomb blast or a riot or a government being toppled, his novel would change. Just when he
would declare that he had finally completed it, another event would occur and he would be compelled to rework
his story around it, convinced that the latest intensity was absolutely vital to his masterpiece. And in doing so
Rasheed Al’s own personal adherence to the mysticism of Sufi teachings, which led him to consider the spirit
supreme and events irrelevant, came into conflict with his saga. He would often explain his personal dilemma, as
he did all events around him, by quoting from his favourite poet, Ghalib,
Meri tamir mein muzmir hey ik surat kharabi ki, hayola barkey khirman ha hey khoonay garm dehkan ka.\fn{Inherent
in my creation is the seed of my own destruction, the passion of my creative endeavour creates instead the force which
strikes me down}
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Yes, Col.(Retd.) Daoud had indeed, for the moment, silenced him.
“The children upstairs apparently had a bonanza this week,” Mehrunissa chipped in, laughing nervously. She
hated these vehement, unresolvable arguments between her husband and her brother. She breezed on,
“They set up shop on the pavement in the bazaar and sold flags all week long. Kadija told me that her
youngest, Arif, made at least two hundred rupees in clean profit!”
“Bloody kerkhandars, shopkeepers! If they could they’d sell the damn country for a ten-paisa profit, they
would!” Colonel (Rctd.) Daoud sniggered and puffed on his pipe.
“And Bhai sahib,” he continued, turning back to his brother-in-law, “excuse me. I must take exception to your
remarks, I must protest, sir! If you civilians could run this blessed country without mucking things up every time
you’re given a chance, we would not be forced to come in and clean up after you!”
“Civilians given a chance? Given a chance? Oh, that’s delightful. You choose to give us a chance only after
you have mucked things up, not the other way around. You give us a chance so that you can rebolstcr your fallen
morale and strengthen yourselves to take over again. Civilian governments in this country inherit the irredeemable
mess that you create.”
“Sir, begging your pardon, but the utter chaos, the corruption and nepotism and discord during the civilian
rules in our short history have been such that each time the very security and unity of the country has been
jeopardized and no self-respecting soldier can tolerate that, no gentleman can tolerate that. And we at the Pakistan
military academy, sir, were trained to be officers and gentlemen.”
“Yes, the sounds of democracy, of people arguing and discussing, questioning and criticizing, sound like
discord and, as you put it, mucking up, to you,” Karnran, his nephew entered the argument. Till now, like his aunt
Ameneh, he had sat quietly.
“Because you officers and gentlemen were trained to order without being questioned, to obey without
questioning, to you silence, like Humayun marnoon’s silencing, means the smooth running of affairs!”
He shot a quick glance at Amench. His aunt had stiffened and was staring at him.
“You, sir,” Colonel (Retd.) Daoud exploded, “will do well to harness your undisciplined mouth, your ranting
and gibbering is not worth dignifying with an answer. What have you done to have the right to comment! All you
are good for is singing and dancing and playing that dhol of yours like a marasi and drowning yourself in liquor.”
“Yours is not to question why, yours is but to do or die … sorry, Phupa, but no can do. Ah yes, my singing,
dancing, playing the dhol, my penchant for thinking, hardly the things that make a man in your quarters, Daoud
phopa. So sorry I disappointed you. But the advertising profession is about as much war as I can handle … but
hey, at least the liquor should make me acceptable amongst your peers!”
“Stop this arguing at once!” Amcneh interjected, looking from her glowering brother-in-law to her seething
silent nephew and throwing an accusing, are-you-satisfied-now look at her brother. "Now we are not going to start
a civil war at this table, I absolutely forbid it. Can’t we even drink a cup of tea without always getting into this
argument? We are all under extreme strain as it is, let’s discuss what concerns us, the more important issues,
family matters. What are we to do about Ami?”
And with that, Ameneh broke her usual silence at the tea table and brought the late Zafar Al’s progeny back to
the immediate reality, to the question of his ailing legacy, Begum Selma Ali. Ameneh turned to her brother
Rasheed for a response about their step-mother; after all he was the eldest and the decision-making authority
could be his. But Rasheed Ali remained silent, sitting slouched over his paper, his neck sinking into his shoulders.
She looked at Mehrunnissa, their younger sister, who had at least professed affection towards their step-mother,
but Mehru averted her gaze.
“My advice,” the Colonel (Retd.) said, “is to bring the old lady home. We must all face the fact that it is only a
matter of time. At least here she will die in her own house, there she is surrounded by screaming patients, even
though it is the intensive care unit. It is a totally unnecessary expense, we must bring her home. Here at least she
will have the dignity of peace and quiet, of clean fresh sheets, of people to look after her and make her last hours
comfortable. There it is called the intensive care unit, but it is nothing more than a death trap, where the doctors
are more likely to kill you with neglect before they’ll save your life. That is an example of the civilian in this
country.”
“We must place a call to Safina,” Ameneh said. “We must let her know that we have decided on bringing Ami
home. She has been so worried and it seems so much worse when you’re far away. We must let her know there is
nothing to worry about, no need for her to rush over here. Poor girl!”
3\fn{Entitled: August 1988}
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Safina noted with a strange sense of achievement the pile growing into a heap in front of her as she dropped
the tamarind seeds one by one from her fistful onto the mound while her lips silently repeated the verses for this
round of a hundred thousand for the departed. She sat on the white sheet, the chandni which covered the tiled
floor, surrounded by her various relatives, the khandan, no actually the biradari, because most of them she didn’t
even recognize, but they all seemed to know her.
They were all gathered here today for Begum Selma Ali. Funny how every possible memory and thought
crowded her mind and diverted her attention from where her thoughts refused to focus, on the verses. She was still
groggy from jet lag—she had arrived only twelve hours ago, having heard only thirty-six before that that Begum
Selma Ali, her step-grandmother, had taken a turn for the worse. And so the travel plans, usually made to coincide
with the ten days of Moharram to be spent in Karachi, were moved to a week earlier. But it had still been too late.
The smell of incense sticks burning around the house, an imperative in a house where a death had occurred,
were making Safina nauseous, and the steady, slow creaking of the fan in the centre of the high ceiling was
bringing on slumber again. She had arrived late last night, too late. Shocked and grief-struck, she had fallen onto
the bed, the same one her mother had shared with her father thirty years ago after their marriage.
Each year when Safina came back to Karachi in this state, tired, fatigued, jet lagged, each year on the night of
her arrival she would fall upon the same bed in an exhausted happy slumber. Each year, on the first morning back,
she would open her eyes and stare at the high ceiling of the small, white-washed bedroom in a disoriented stupor.
She would adjust, her eyes following the cracks and rain-water marks in the ceiling and walls, and listen to the
sounds all around her. The sound of a rickshaw sputtering, droning away into the distance outside. The sound of
banging and thumping upstairs, the opperwalas. Begum Selma Ali talking to the jamadarni, the sweeperess, or the
cook. The sound of a radio somewhere blaring Punjabi film songs.
And in a rush of relief she would think that she had been dreaming it all. The part where her father had been
arrested for treason. Subversive activities. Student leader, poet, doctor at the medical college campus, picked up in
a midnight raid. For his poetry.
It had been no different this morning. When she woke up, she thought she was emerging from a dream. But the
smell of incense burning transported her back to the part where twenty years ago her father had died in jail. Heart
attack at twenty-seven.
Each time she returned, she would wake up on the first morning back thinking that part was all a dream, and
that all along in fact she had been lying in this bed. Nothing had happened. She had never grown up, never left
this house, the apartment in Washington did not exist.
Then she would be wide awake and reality would take over. This was just a respite, her life had been shoved
elsewhere, in a city which was still alien to her, in which she was often referred to as that herself. Where she was
only Dr. Sauna Ali, a reliable, soft-spoken Asian woman, a development specialist who the donor agencies
preferred. Each year she would return, dutifully reappearing only for her visits to Karachi, sometimes for a
wedding in the family which required her attendance, at other times when the nostalgia seized her, and, if her
mother and Begum Selma Ali encouraged her, she would return for the ten days of Moharram.
But this morning there had been a strange stillness and silence about the house, even though she could hear the
voices of her mother, Mehru khala, Rasheed mamoon and their spouses talking in the dining room. The absence of
Begum Selma Ali’s voice moving through the house seemed to mean the very absence of sound itself in these
rooms. She had heard Daoud talking to them about his decision to sell his portion of the house to someone named
Razzak who needed a godown. It reminded her of the new reality. She felt the loss rising up inside her. On the
flight home this time she had even toyed with the idea of staying on in Karachi; together she and her mother could
take care of the old lady, no matter what Begum Selma Ali’s protestations or her own reservations about it might
be.
They had explained to her several times now that it was the right thing to have done. She would have wanted it
this way. As if any of them had ever known what Begum Selma Ali had wanted ever in her life. As if any of them,
now so solicitous, had ever cared! They had said, the reason they had brought her home was that suddenly the
doctors at the hospital had threatened to go on strike, something about higher pay and assurances of permanent
jbbs at the government hospital. The wards were lying empty of attendants and medical staff, it was total anarchy,
a hospital without doctors. This was really the best course of action, they, her family, had all assured her. Daoud
khaloo had been especially vociferous about the conditions prevalent at the hospital.
“Evidence of the anarchy and total chaos prevalent in everything civilian,” he had declared. “What else could
one expect from civilians? This could never have been the condition at an army hospital!”
“But Hurnayun died in your army hospital. Didn’t he, Daoud bhai?” Ameneh had asked tersely. To Safina’s
annoyance, her aunt Mehru khala had hurriedly intervened.
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“You should have seen the intensive care unit, Safina. Free for everyone to enter, overflowing with patients
and their relatives, not a doctor in sight, they all had gone on strike. And outside the ward one could actually hear
the sounds of gunfire. Kalashnikovs being fired into the air by young medical students on the medical college
campus. Such is the state of affairs,” she had said with a nervous laugh. “Doctors on strike, firing stenguns in the
air to show they mean business. Anyway,” she had reasoned, “the city was under so much political tension that
curfews made it virtually impossible to be with her at the hospital. It was really the only thing to have done and
we did it.”
Kamran, too, had described to her the scene at the hospital, adding, in his usual way, a satirical twist.
“Imagine a public address system which instead of paging doctors was blaring a cassette recording of verses
from the Qur’an, and that too rendered in English in a high-pitched woman’s voice with an echo to it!”
“Really the only correct course of action,” Rasheed mamoon had assured her, in between a vehement analysis
of the anarchy prevalent in the country, something about how his predictions had all been correct so far, the bomb
blasts in Bohri bazaar last year in July and the arsenal depot at Ojheri camp earlier this year. The end was near, he
had smiled at her gleefully, then patted her mother’s shoulder in commiseration, and she was left uncertain
whether he was condoling with her for her step-grandmother or consoling her mother about Humayun. Or was he
referring to his novel and the country?
“She hung on, you know, even though the doctors said that it was all over six months ago. Never can really say
when exactly with terminal patients, the deterioration goes on and on and yet they keep hanging on. Amazing!
Dreadful!”
In any case, Begum Selma Ali was dead. The woman who everyone around this white sheet, Safina knew,
loathed and despised with a passion. The woman who had commanded their unabated and intense hatred and
malice. And for whom everyone now sat, pictures of piety and solemnity, incanting and muttering verses over
tamarind seeds for the eternal salvation of a soul which they had cursed and damned while it resided within the
petite frame of the woman whom Safina had secretly respected in rebellion against her own relatives and her
great-aunt Tameez Bano’s opinion. To Safina, Begum Selma Ali had been a rebel who used those whom she
despised for her own survival.
But then there would always be those with the eulogy that she had sacrificed her life for the sake of Zafar Ali’s
children. Begum Selma Ali had chosen not to have children of her own. Although there were two schools of
thought on the issue. One that advocated that she had no choice ... while the other maintained that she had.
According to the first, which comprised Mehrunnissa and her husband Daoud, it wasn’t a choice that she had
made at all. Between the two, they espoused and propounded different theories as to why the old lady had no
children of her own. Daoud, Ameneh had recalled for Safina, had always snickered about how Begum Selma Ali
was incapable of it, infertile, barren, while Mehru sought to justify her father and raise him to a loftier position in
the eyes of the world, in which she was sure he had fallen as a result of his marriage. She insisted that it was his
stern wish which he enforced as a condition, a condition that he had placed upon Begum Selma Ali, that once she
married him, she should not expect more, for he was completely and totally devoted to his three children and the
thought of more children was anathema to him.
The second school of thought comprised Begum Selma Ali’s well-wishers, of which there were many, of
course, all outside the family; they consisted of her social set and the neighbours upstairs, who all felt otherwise.
She, they maintained, had devoted her life to bringing up the three children that she had inherited with her
marriage. And the evidence of a job well done was in their lives, which she had bettered far beyond what they had
been before her arrival, or technically their arrival into hers.
Because they had, the three of them, arrived at the doorsteps of this house forty years ago. Could they ever
have expected to have gone beyond their little rural village existence somewhere in the remoteness of the mango
orchards of Uttar Pradesh? An unequivocal no, her well-wishers would give their verdict. Why, wasn’t Mehru the
example of prosperity? And Safina, her step-granddaughter, flourishing in America? So Selma Ali had definitely
bettered the three children’s and their children’s lives far beyond what they had been living without her.
The proof was before them in other aspects too—in her selfless devotion to the man who had married her,
devotion to him, despite the fact that he had deceived her about his marital status. Then perhaps it was the guilt
that she had shattered the life of another woman, albeit unknowingly, that made her resolve unshakable to bring
up her children.
In any case, Begum Selma Ali had given to the three children an upbringing which they would not have had
otherwise. An upbringing they could not have had otherwise.
Ameneh subscribed to this school of thought. Theirs had been different and separate worlds—one symbolized
by Tameez Bano, Zafar Ali Khan’s sister, and the other by Selma Ali, the stepmother who was an urbane
sophisticate, whose perspective of the world went far beyond the tiny realm that had been the children’s or their
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aunt’s. They had spent the earlier portion of their lives in a tiny village in northern India, from which they had
been summoned by their father to Pakistan after the death of their own mother. Accompanied by their aunt
Tameez Bano and her two children, the three had thus arrived at the doorstep of the tenement in Karachi. Perhaps
the conflicts would have diminished over time, perhaps Selma Ali would finally have won the children over with
effortless ease. But the combination of Tameez Bano’s spite and the very confined geography of their living
quarters left no room for misunderstandings to diminish.
Tameez Bano appeared to he the very antithesis of Begum Selma Ali, in her various hues of gray and white,
her starched white kurta and gray churidar pajama. Her gray hair at forty-five hung at her back in a long plait,
carefully combed with a thin tooth comb every morning and every night, lightly oiled, tightly braided, and
covered almost always by a starched white muslin dupatta. The dupatta, trimmed with a crocheted white braid,
was the only visible sign of any tribute to vanity—that and the meticulously hennaed fingernails—but then maybe
that was a sunnath … Amench couldn’t recall.
The three children, Rasheed, Mehrunnissa, and Ameneh were made to believe by their aunt that their
stepmother was out to instil herself into their beings and replace their own mother’s memory, and so they resisted.
They called Begum Selma Ali Ami because she insisted it be so, but she was never that for one moment in their
minds. And the chaos lasted forever.
And so, in the children’s minds, the image of a mother who had been wrenched away from them so painfully
was strengthened through the vivid recollections of their aunt Tameez Bano. She strove hard to keep the memory
alive; it was to be her life’s achievement that the children should never forget. And the children never did,
banishing all else from their consideration. It was the memory of a land barely theirs, but for a short childhood,
which Tameez Bano spoke of and which they held on to; it was their own mother, who their aunt constantly
reminded them of, who they yearned for.
Years later, when Tameez Bano no longer lived, and when the reason to do so had greatly diminished, Ameneh
too, would recreate her own mother’s image for her daughter Safina, as Tameez Bano had related it to her; it was a
habit hard to break. She would speak of her own mother lovingly, working out the intricate patterns of details,
embroidering them for Safina as they had been for her memories, the images of the hearth, the hearth where fires
burned, where they were provided for, nurtured and nourished, by layers and layers of love until the news of their
father’s remarriage in Pakistan had shattered their peace, killing their mother and bringing them to Pakistan within
weeks of her death.
Begum Selma Ali’s coiffured hair, her reddened lips and rouged cheeks, her silks and perfumes, her stiletto
heels, and her penchant for glossy, manicured, red-painted nails were only evidences to Tameez Bano of her
brazen wantonness. She read novels and those too in the English language, sat with men, laughed openly with
them, did not observe purdah, preferring instead diaphanous chiffon scarves which, according to Tameez Bano,
served only to heighten men’s lust rather then to veil her bosom, as compared to Tameez Bano herself, who hid
her face from almost everyone, even those women who were not at least sixth-removed relatives and weren’t
former residents of the tiny labyrinth of alleyways of a single mohalla in the village left behind.
And to top it all, Tãmeez Bano would ask rhetorically, had anyone ever seen Begum Selma Ali Khan on the
prayer mat? Not once, not at magrib, nor at isha, nor at zohar, nor at fajr. Well, fajr was simply out of the question
considering that after the late nights she kept, she would hardly wake up in the morning, let alone at dawn.
As was Tameez Bano’s style, she would not for a moment hesitate in her vitriolic and vehement criticism to
consider the fact that her own brother too was guilty of keeping late nights and a lack of worship. And sometimes,
when she thought she could get away with it, she would construe her remarks so that it appeared that Zafar Ali
had been a chaste, devout, simple man before he had fallen into the conniving clutches of the Delhi-bred woman.
Her brother was above fault, above rebuke, save perhaps that he was too trusting, too gentle at heart for his own
good.
Ameneh looked around her. The room seemed barren, empty despite the press of relatives all around her. This
was the gole kamra, the forbidden realm of her childhood.
Those who had been allowed entrance to it then, when she was a child, had been the chosen, and those who
remained were the privileged, for they had been invited by her stepmother. As children it had remained the
forbidden chamber. Its doors had remained shut to them at all times, and when no one was being entertained there,
it remained enveloped in darkness. Quiet and peaceful, like a shrine where trespassing was sacrilegious.
Once in a while, even through the shut doors and windows, a wisp of sea breeze would enter, and then the
crystal Viennese chandelier suspended from the centre of the ceiling would tinkle like chimes in a temple. And the
children, Rasheed, Ameneh, and Mehrunnissa, could hear the sounds of those gentle chimes and they would be to
them like whispered hints of the splendour within. The tiled mosaic floor, unlike in the other rooms, had been
covered here by a huge Persian carpet. From wall to wall a perfectly symmetrical hunting scene from Firdousi’s
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Shahnama came to life on a background of sapphire blue. Silky and soft, thick and shiny, the carpet alone had
given the room its opulence. Birds and lions in ruby reds and burgundy tones seemed to flutter and spring out of
the emerald green foliage woven into the carpet.
And from the windows and from the three entrances hung thick, cream-coloured raw silk drapes, their
hemlines brushing the carpet, adding to the atmosphere of richness and luxury. Period furniture, a teak hope chest
from the Far East, a mahogany-encased gramophone, and crystal pieces, vases and bowls filled the small room.
And here and there among the crystal, and always polished to gleaming perfection, were silver snuff boxes, silver
birds, and three ceramic figures of whirling dervishes.
These were Begum Selma Ali’s possessions, passed down from her Anglo-Indian grandmother on Preedy
Street, the Christian quarter of Karachi, to her Hindu mother and finally to her, converted and married to a
Muslim government officer in the newly-established Pakistan. These were irreplaceable pieces, revered by her,
and a testimony to her good breeding in spite of her circumstances. These were her weapons against her husband’s
sister, Tameez Bano, and her constant innuendoes and taunts about Begum Selma Ali’s “mongrel” lineage as
opposed to her own impeccable family tree traceable thirty-six generations back to the Prophet (PBUH) himself.
“Syeds, indeed!” Begum Selma Ali would retort. “Seems like the Prophet’s descendants had a special
preference for Uttar Pradesh, they seem to have been in every alley and under every rock there. And all of them
having lost ownership of mango orchards and untold wealth! No wonder that both piety and poverty is much in
evidence now!”
Each time a showdown ensued between the two women, it was Mehrunissa who was punished and beaten for
some small irritation that she always seemed to cause just then. But everyone else knew better. For she, with her
alabaster skin, her diminutive height, her doe-shaped eyes, and the thick black sheet of hair tumbling down her
back, resembled her mother to perfection. And as in appearance, so in habit, too, she was being guided by Tameez
Bano to be like her mother. So as time went on, the quarrels increased in frequency and in numbers, and so too did
the beatings on that sweet, frail child.
Mehrunnissa, unlike the other children, had taken to praying alongside her aunt five times a day between dawn
and dusk, piously covering her head with her muslin dupatta each time the azaan rang out from the mosque
nearby. Mehrunnissa found that by doing this she had gained the position of being her aunt’s most favoured
charge.
But this strategy for currying favour and being granted it was to leave its mark. The damage to Mebrunnissa
manifested itself in stages. First she developed a speech impediment. Then an intense fear of the dark resulting
from a punishment of hours spent locked up in a storage closet. But instead of resenting her tormentor she
developed an attitude of subservience towards Begum Selma Ali, grateful to her when she unlocked the door. And
finally, a sense of isolation from everyone else, from the other children, her sister and brother and Sophie and
Humayun, who never shared her punishment and were of little comfort to her.
Much to the resentment of the other children, Mebrunnissa, despite the punishments, began to demonstrate an
outward attachment to Begum Selma Ali. Almost as though she felt responsible for her own misery and felt that
her punishments were justified. The others never saw this as a desperate attempt at survival, an attempt to shift her
efforts to where they were more valuable. Mehrunnissa tried earnestly to win the affection of her stepmother
through her little gestures and attempts at pleasing. She would rise early with Tameez Bano at the time of fajr, but
instead of praying she would pick chambeli buds which blossomed at this hour in a bush near the terrace. Then,
she would pierce each one with a needle and thread and make a necklace of flowers for Begum Selma Au. She
would tiptoe into Begum Selma Ali’s room and place her offering on her night table.
And over the years it seemed that Mehrunnissa had succeeded: the corporal beatings stopped, and she became
the favourite child. And where, years earlier, her clear and flawless beauty had been her curse, as she grew it
became her amulet. Begum Selma Ali constantly reminded her that she was lovely and that she must use it to her
advantage. And when in the gole kamra— the room where opportunities were the most welcome of guests—the
right one presented itself in the form of aristocracy and power combined in a young nawab just graduated from
the military academy, Begum Selma Ali ushered in Mehrunnissa.
The marriage was to be a feather in Begum Selma Ali’s many-feathered cap. It was meant to catapult her into
the midst of established power.
It was instead a fiasco. Mehrunnissa, barely out of childhood, had found herself in the midst of a lifestyle
unfamiliar to her, to which she had gained entrance on the sole merit of her face. She brought to her husband, who
had been led to believe otherwise, neither wealth nor wit. And soon Daoud tired of her face, and her childish
utterances, and their relationship evolved into her fear of him and his disdain for her and her family.
Perhaps it was her young and impressionable age; perhaps it was her well-practised instinct for survival, which
now took on an added sophistry—most noticeable in how she transferred her fear of her stepmother to her young
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husband and took on an attitude of near worship towards him—that of his contempt for her stepmother as her new
outlook on life.
“I thought she’d see us all to our graves first.”
This had been her first sentence to Ameneh this morning. There she sat on the chandni, a confusion of
influences, her sister Mehru. Unwillingly aging, vain yet unconfident, a picture of contentment, unhappy Mehru,
Tameez Bano’s large round silver paandan containing an assortment of paan leaves, lime paste, betel nuts and
cardamoms placed next to her, the only habit Mehru had inherited from her aunt. Her perfectly manicured, redlacquered fingernails delicately picking one tamarind seed at a time, her thick sheet of hair, now dyed auburn,
covered in a white chiffon dupatta. Seated next to her, Sophie looked old, though in years she was younger than
Mehru, her gray hair tightly pulled back in a bun, her forehead furrowed by lines, her starched cotton sari
correctly colourless for the occasion.
She sat at the edge of the chandni, straight backed, presenting to the rest of the family a picture of quiet
dignity; an appropriate and fitting image for the mother of a grown and eligible son. Sophie had taken on a
serenity over the years which balanced her husband’s eccentric temperament. There they were, her sister Mehru
and her cousin and sister-in-law Sophie, seated opposite her. They seemed to have the largest mounds of seeds in
front them. And a plethora of nondescript second and third-removed aunts and relatives with their plethora of
daughters, some married and some waiting to be.
And in the gaps at the fringes of the white sheet, the chandni, where the family was not arrayed, sat Kadija,
Hajra, Zubaida, Fatima Bai, and Qulsoom Bai; eyes downcast, lips moving, bodies swaying forward and back
reciting, seed-dropping, sat the women from upstairs. Kadija wiping her eyes from time to time, looking around,
staring at everyone, and then blowing her nose loudly into her dupatta, startling Ameneh each time with the loud
honking which was followed by a mucous-filled, sonorous sniffle, after which she would wipe her eyes and
rearrange her posture, heave a deep sigh, and lament,
“Hai bichari, poor thing!”
Then reaching forward unto the sheet itself and gathering towards herself a whole new supply of seeds from
the centre supply mound, shaming those who gingerly gathered tiny fistfuls to work upon, like Safina.
Safina seemed overwhelmed by the congregation of relatives, so many people. She wasn’t used to these
numbers, this syncretistic existence, a room full of conflicting conversations, the death of her grandmother being
discussed along with births and marriages, one moment tearful condolences, another a peal of laughter.
Periodically she would look up as though in alarm, pushing her short brown hair away from her large eyes,
searching for the reassuring presence of her mother to whom this atmosphere was familiar, who sat aloof yet
attuned to her surroundings.
Her mother sat opposite her aunts Mehru phopo and Sophie mamanijan. There was a crispness to her
demeanour in comparison to the relaxed, languid movements of the other women around the chandni. Her mother
seemed to be caught in time, her tall, slender figure draped in a black chaddar for the occasion: her crisp, tense
movements made her seem almost girlish, only her rich dark hair streaked with a profusion of gray and the lines
around her black eyes marked her age. From time to time Safina would turn to look for her cousin Kamran, who
stood leaning against the open doorway leading out on to the terrace chatting with incoming and outgoing friends
and relatives.
Ameneh, too, watched Safina her daughter, who, chin resting on her knee, was building a mound like the
others, though much more slowly. She seemed to ponder over each seed before she dropped it, and from time to
time brushed away a tear that threatened to roll down her cheek, a condition in which she was alone around the
white sheet. Yet Ameneh, too, was mourning.
Ameneh saw herself as being in the barren midst of all the evidences and arguments and retaliations, in what to
her despite the press of relatives was an empty room, surrounded by evidence of a nomadic existence of advances
and retreats, decisions dictated by rejections and remorse. Tameez Bano had inculcated in her children Sophie and
Humayun, and her nephew and nieces Rasheed, Ameneh, and Mehrunnissa, the ritual of caring for and
strengthening the memories of places left behind. Memories of events and places that Ameneh could not have
verified but spoke of in minute detail to her own daughter decades later.
This longing for the past was imprinted into all of them. Each place left behind, like this gole kamra, for
Safina, had never been cherished till it was too far in the past to return to, each place arrived at was only a vantage
point from which to look back with longing.
And now, as Safina sat in the midst of this graveyard of memories, she realized that it had been safe to sit in
Washington, D.C., and build intricate structures of vivid recollections. A fear slowly grew inside her that perhaps
it was all just gossamer fabrications of her imagination which she had inadvertently inherited from her mother’s
stories. And she, Safina, simply perpetuated the chaos, building inside her mind with the bricks and mortar of her
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mother’s remembrances a place where she longed to be, but where she did not belong, where she sought
acceptance and would constantly be rejected.
Now this room, the gole kamra of memories, was empty of most of its furniture. It was bare save for the white
sheets which covered the tiled mosaic floor and the circles of people which sat upon them. …
117.5 The Empty Frame\fn{by Khalil ur Rehman Bawar (1961- )} Zirat Valley, nr. Quetta, Quetta District,
Baluchistan Province, Pakistan (M) 2
He did not look like a madman at all. Tall, well built, a well-proportioned nose, eyes with a lot of depth, and
curved, artistic fingers. His face reflected the depth of his thoughts. Whenever he looked at anybody he looked
with the depths of his being, as if he had reached a new and wondrous world. Now everybody had started seeing
signs of insanity in whatever he did. They all ridiculed and poked fun at him. A short while ago, one of his friends
had remarked in a tone which showed more sarcasm than concern:
“He is an excellent artist but he has lost his sanity!”
He was used to hearing such comments every day. But today this rather casual remark from his friend lay like
a heavy burden on him. It became so unbearably heavy that his face began to change color and beads of
perspiration began to pour down his face like rainwater on a well-watered piece of land. He loudly proclaimed to
his friend:
“It is you who have lost your sanity—all of you—you pay no attention to what I am saying and neither do you
leave me alone to do what I like.”
The doctor signaled his friends to leave. When only the two of them were left in the room, the doctor asked
him sympathetically:
“Why do these people think that you are mad?”
“All great people in the world have been accused of insanity!” pat\fn{ So the text.} came his unabashed reply.
The doctor was astonished and gave his face a searching look, then rephrased his question carefully:
“All right, what you are saying is correct. But why do people say such things about you?” He was looking at
the charts hanging on the walls of his consulting clinic.
“People say the same kind of things about me as they used to say about Socrates, Newton, and Galileo.”
He turned his weary eyes towards the doctor and began to speak about those eminent persons who had the
power to express the secrets of life openly.
“Socrates regarded life as based on ideas and thoughts, and Galileo realized that the earth is round and
revolves around the sun. These were truths but people were not ready to accept them. Just as when I tell them that
I have created a picture which changes from moment to moment and has a different look each time, they refuse to
accept this. But it doesn’t matter …”
He quickly got up from his chair and began looking at the wall charts which showed the different parts of the
brain.
For doctors, each person is a living museum, but sometimes they are confronted with patients whose questions
humble them, and this was such a patient. The doctor too got up from his chair and tried to convert his question
into an answer.
“This means that you have made such a picture—”
“Not made but created,” he cut the doctor short. “There is a world of difference between the two words,
making and creating, if anybody tries to understand.”
“All right, I get it.” The doctor immediately agreed with him. “So you have created a picture which looks
completely real?”
“Not ‘looks real,’ it is real. If you don’t believe me, then come with me and take a look.”
He caught hold of the doctor’s hands and began to pull him along. “Come, sir, come!”
“If you wish. If you have really created something, then I will definitely come along with you and look at your
work. But tell me, whose picture is it? It must be the picture of a very pretty girl.”
He shook his head.
“No, not at all. It is not the picture of a girl. It is the picture of this land on which you and I and all of us live.”
“A picture of this land?” The doctor’s curiosity was aroused. It seemed to be a strange case and his mind was
full of new. questions. “Picture? A picture of the land? A picture changing from moment to moment?”
“Yes. I have imagined this land of ours and created a picture. But it’s a pity that what was imagined has moved
away from the reality.” He started shaking his head and putting it in his hands as if it was under a heavy load. He
kept on talking. “When I created this painting, I liked it very much and I hung it in my room.”
It was the doctor’s habit that he could fall back on his book learning and refer back to cases in his memory. He
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would utter a monosyllable now and then to keep pace with the conversation. On the other hand, his patient was
enjoying the conversation and was speaking without interruption.
“After a few days, when I came to see the picture, it was covered with snakes. I could see snakes crawling
everywhere.”
“Snakes? What snakes?” the doctor asked in amazement.
“Yes, snakes. I saw them with my own eyes. And everybody could see them but nobody cared to.”
He was becoming agitated. He would go to one wall and then to the other. He would sit on the chair and then
suddenly get up. The doctor was restlessly pacing the room also. Whenever his patient paused, he would. egg him
on.
“So what happened then?”
“Then one day I saw the entire picture drenched in blood. All rivers were flowing with blood. The earth began
to absorb blood. All the karez,\fn{A note reads: The underground channel for preserving irrigation water commonly used in
Balochistan.} wells, and springs began to spout blood.”
The doctor could not control himself and he asked,
“Could it be that when you thought that you saw the snakes, you became afraid and began to see blood everywhere?”
“I don’t know. I’ve never thought about it,” he said, and then continued as before:
“And then one night, when I returned home, I saw that my creation was destroyed. There was nothing left. The
land stood devastated, with no sign of its former beauty. It was as if a whole mountain had come crashing down
on me. I lay awake in this condition all night. And in the morning, when I glanced at the frame, then the world
which had been destroyed the night before was visible once again. But all the trees, flowers, and leaves showed
the unmistakable signs of autumn. The land was an autumn garden and yellow leaves were blown here and there
by the winds. There was nothing else that I could see in the picture—”
“Could it be that you were depressed that night and that is why you saw all those things in the picture?” the
doctor interrupted him again.
“It is hard for me to say what my state was at that time. But I am not talking about myself. I am talking about
the picture which was my creation,” he said.
“But you must pay some attention to your own condition also.” It sounded as if the physician was preaching to
him.
“All right, doctor. If I have a problem then I will analyze myself, but now you must come with me and look at
the painting so you can see if I am telling the truth or not!”
The doctor was perplexed whether to go with the patient or not. But he caught the doctor’s hand and tried to
pull him along. “Come on, please come. My home is very near.”
Reluctantly the doctor went along. Throughout the short distance, he kept on talking, describing his creation. It
seemed to the doctor that he was close to grasping the root cause of his problem.
As soon as they reached his home, he dragged the doctor to his room and pointed very excitedly.
“Look for yourself!”
He pointed to an empty frame hanging on the wall.
“Look at the land! It is on fire, all of it! You wouldn’t believe me, but now see for yourself how the entire land
is burning. Tell me the truth, doctor! You can see the flames yourself, can’t you?”
The doctor felt as if he was on the verge of the truth. He felt that he was close to the inner feelings of the
creator. He spoke very softly,
“This land that you can see burning, I can also feel the fire.”
He heard these words and repeated them as if he couldn’t believe his ears.
“Really, doctor? You can also feel the fire?”
And then he began to shout, “I told you so. I was telling the truth. I am not mad … I am not mad. Those people
are mad who don’t believe me, who don’t understand me. They deny my creation … they are mad, all are mad,
mad!”
He was standing in front of the empty frame and shouting at the top of his voice.
248.139 Excerpts from Muslim Child: Understanding Islam Through Stories And Poems\fn{by Rukhsana Khan
(1962- )} Lahore, Lahore District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
1
“Wake up, lazybones!”
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Jamal sat up and rubbed his eyes. His sister Seema stood in the doorway.
“Didn’t you hear Abi\fn{Father, in Arabic; all the expressions used are transliterated Arabic:H } calling? It’s time for
Fajr.\fn{The first prayer of the five daily prayers} Jamal glanced at the clock. Four-thirty in the morning.
As soon as Seema was gone, Jamal flopped back down. The mattress hugged his tired body, massaging his
aching muscles. He felt so cozy. He wished he could bring the sink to his bed, make wudu,\fn{The ablutions
performed before prayer} and pray lying down.
“Jamal,” his father called “are you up?” Jamal bolted upright.
“Yes, Abi.”
Pulling back the covers, he swung his legs over the side of the bed. He took a deep stretch as a yawn passed
through him. The pillow beckoned. He ignored it and tested the bare wood of the floor with his big toe. Snatching
it back, he shivered.
He should just get up. The sooner he prayed, the sooner he could go back to sleep. Seema was back.
“Get up right now, or I’m telling.”
“Okay, okay. I’m up,” he muttered under his breath. “It’s so hard being Muslim. It’d be easier being something
else.” Seema heard him.
“I’m telling! You don’t want to be Muslim!”
“I didn’t say that! I just said it’s hard, you know, getting up in the middle of the night to pray.” Seema sneered
at him.
“Don’t you know that prayer is a gift? Allah doesn’t need your prayer, you do.” With that, she left again.
If that were true, thought Jamal, why didn’t he feel any better after he prayed? Was there something wrong
with him?
Jamal made his way to the bathroom. Turning on the light, he staggered as it pierced his eyes. Groping around
till he could see without squinting, he looked at the toilet. Naw! He didn’t have to go. It would waste too much
time.
Seema poked her head through the doorway. Too late he wished he’d shut the door. “And don’t forget to make
wudu properly. Remember, prayer is the key to Paradise, and wudu is the key to prayer.”
“Yeah, yeah. Get lost.” Seema turned red. “I’m telling Abi—”
“Okay, sorry. Now let me make wudu.” Seema started to say something, but changed her mind and left.
Jamal began wudu. He washed his hands three times. Rinsed his mouth three times. Cleaned his nostrils three
times and washed his face three times and his arms up to the elbows, three times. Wetting his hands, he passed
them over his hair and cleaned his ears, inside, outside, and behind them. Finally he heaved his right foot into the
sink and washed between his toes and up to his ankle three times. Then he did his left foot.
Now he was ready to pray. He dried himself as best he could and went down to the living room. Seema was
already praying her sunnah.\fn{Additional prayers prayed by Muhammed } Standing solemnly on his prayer mat, he
raised his hands to his ears and said,
“Allahu Akbar.” God is Great.
Then he crossed his arms over his chest. Jamal kept his eyes down, reciting the verses from the Qur’an. The
two sunnah rakaats\fn{Prayers} went quickly. His sister had finished her prayers and was quietly saying her dhikr,
her praise, the beads on her tasbih\fn{A string of beads used for counting dhikr} clicking as she counted them off.
Jamal began his fard,\fn{Obligatory prayer} the more important prayer. He was halfway through when he had a
big problem. He had to fart.
He couldn’t concentrate anymore. He simply said the words as fast as he could, without even trying to mean
them.
He should break his prayer. He should make a fresh wudu, but he only had one rakaat left! Maybe he could
hang in there. He squeezed and hoped nothing would slip out.
He finished standing and went into ruhu.\fn{The name for the bowing position of prayer} This was worse. It
was harder to squeeze. He quickly stood back up and said, “Sami Allah hu liman hamida.” God has heard the one
who praises Him, and went down for sujud.\fn{ The name for the prostrating position of prayer} His nose and forehead
were pressed to the prayer mat, but his mind was elsewhere. He twitched from side to side.
He was sitting now. And it was a little easier. But down he went again in sujud. Swaying side to side, he
desperately tried to contain himself.
With relief he sat back up, in jalsa.\fn{The name for the sitting position in prayer } He was almost there. Just a few
more words, and he’d be done. He pressed his weight down on his foot, saying the words so fast they were a blur
on his tongue. He shifted from one foot to the other. A few more seconds and he’d be clear. He had just raised his
right forefinger for the ashhadu\fn{That part of the prayer where the right forefinger is raised to testify that there is nothing worthy
of worship but God and that Muhammed is His prophet} when it happened.
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No more need to squeeze. No more need to rush. His prayer was ruined. But it was so quiet and so small.
Maybe it didn’t count. And maybe Seema hadn’t heard. He finished his prayer as if nothing had happened. Then
he picked up his prayer mat.
“Wait a minute,” said Seema.
“What?”
“I heard you.”
“What?” said Jamal innocently.
“You’re so gross. Go make wudu and pray all over again.”
Jamal dragged himself back to the bathroom. He turned the water on but didn’t make wudu. Darned if he’d
pray again. The thought made him pause. Naw! Would he go to hell just for missing one little prayer? Would he?
Naw!
After what he thought was long enough, he shut off the tap and peeked up and down the hallway. No Seema.
He tiptoed to her bedroom, listening at the door. She was snoring. Further down the hall, he could hear the deeper
snoring of his father. They were asleep.
He tiptoed back to his bed and flopped down, pulling up the covers. Letting his mind go blank, he waited for
sleep to come.
After a while his foot was itchy. He rubbed it against the scratchy blanket and rolled over onto his stomach.
Again he let his mind go blank and waited.
Nothing. Bending his knee, he lifted his foot and let it fall. Thunk. He did it again. Thunk. And again. Thunk.
After the hundredth thunk, he gave up, rolled over, and fixed his sheets. He closed his eyes, trying hard to relax.
Now his back was itchy. Turning on his side to scratch it, he saw the clock.
“Five o’clock!” he groaned, rolling over again. If he’d made wudu and prayed again, he would have been
asleep by now.
He pushed the thought away and started to breathe slowly and deeply. He thought of nothing but soft blackness
and relaxed every muscle in his body.
What was that noise? He’d been hearing it for some time, but now it was getting louder. What was it? It was
coming from outside. He should have known. The sound of birds singing! Every stupid bird in the neighborhood
was rejoicing at the coming sunrise.
Abi would say they were singing Allah’s praise. Praying fajr in their own way.
Jamal squeezed his eyes shut and blocked his ears. He continued his deep breathing and forced his body to
relax. He stayed that way for a long time. Finally he rolled over and glanced at the clock again.
Five-thirty! He might as well get up and pray. He sure wasn’t going to get any rest until he did.
Water dripping from a fresh wudu, he stood once again on his prayer mat and lifted his hands to his ears.
“Allah Akbar.” God is the Greatest.
This time he prayed slowly. It was easier to concentrate. He said his salaams\fn{A statement of peace at the end of
the prayer (“Unto you be peace and the mercy of god.”) said turning to the right and to the left } at the end of the prayer and picked
up the tasbih to do his dhikr.
“Alhamdulillah, all praise is for God, Alhamdulillah …”
How peaceful it is, he thought as his lips said the dhikr and his fingers counted off the beads.
He was done. But instead of going back to bed, he went to the window. The trees hid the horizon, but he could
see the rosy glow in the east. The dew on the grass sparkled faintly through the morning mist. He opened the
window and smelled the freshness of a new day. Grabbing a quilt, he went outside. The dew was cold where it
sprinkled his feet through the straps of his sandals.
He sat on the porch in a rocking chair and watched the sunrise. That’s where his father found him, an hour
later, asleep with a Qur’an in his hands.
2
“Assalaamu alaihum,”\fn{A Muslim greeting, meaning “Peace be with you.” The reply is “Wa alaikum assalaam”, meaning,
called Nabeel as he rushed out the door.
“Wait,” said his mother, putting on her hijaab,\fn{A head covering worn by Muslim women. Some Muslim women choose
to go further, also covering their faces} then letting down her niqaab\fn{The face-covering that many Muslim women wear } so it
hung over her face.
Nabeel peeked up and down the road. It was safe. No one was watching. She tousled his hair, saying,
“Your first day at a new school. Are you nervous?”
“And on you be peace, too.”}
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He shook his head quickly. Why didn’t she hurry? Someone might see her. He felt a quick kiss through the
niqaab, then he raced down the steps. The sooner he was gone, the sooner she’d go back inside, where no one
could see her.
“Have fun!” she called. Nabeel nodded and turned the corner.
Out of nowhere a boy crashed into him. Pencils, erasers, and paper went flying.
“Sorry. Are you okay? It was my fault. I should look where I’ going. I’ Danny. I’ in second grade.”
Danny helped Nabeel up. They picked up their things and started walking together. It turned out they were in
the same class. By recess, they were best friends, but in the back of his mind, Nabeel worried.
What if Danny saw his mother? Would he still be his friend?
A few days later, Nabeel’s mother followed him out the door.
“Where are you going?” he asked.
“Shopping and to the library, if that’s okay with you.”
Nabeel tried to walk ahead, but his mother kept pace. Nabeel tried running. His mother jogged along beside.
him easily. When they got to the spot where he usually met Danny, Nabeel was worried.
Danny was late. Nabeel was glad. Finally, his mother turned toward the store. Nabeel gave a little wave none
of the other kids would notice.
Footsteps pounded on the sidewalk behind him. It was Danny. His face was white and his eyes were wild. He
grabbed Nabeel’s hand and dragged him the rest of the way to school.
“What is it?” Nabeel cried, trying to free his hand.
But Danny didn’t stop to explain. The bell had rung and they burst into the classroom. The teacher said,
“What’s the matter, Danny? Were you climbing trees again? Did you fall down?”
“No,” gasped Danny. “I saw a ghost!”
“A ghost?” cried the kids in the class.
“A big black ghost!” said Danny. “It floated down the sidewalk after me. All I could see were its hands and
slits where the eyes should be!” He shivered. Nabeel came forward and put a hand on Danny’s shoulder.
“It wasn’t a ghost.”
“How do you know?” asked a girl. Nabeel grew red.
“Umm, I mean, it couldn’t be a ghost. Not in the middle of the day. Maybe it was just a person dressed up.”
Danny shook his head.
“What kind of person wears clothes like that?” Nabeel shrugged.
“Some people do. Not everyone dresses like us.”
“That’s right,” said the teacher. “Now, get to your seats. Class is about to begin.”
Nabeel sighed with relief. A few more questions and everyone would have known his secret.
On the way home, Danny asked Nabeel,
“How come we never play at your house?” Nabeel didn’t know what to say.
“Well?” asked Danny. “When can I come over?” Nabeel shrugged.
“Um, let’s play hide-and-seek.” Danny kicked a stone out of his way.
“We’ve got to get home for lunch.”
“I’ll be it.”
“Okay.”
Nabeel counted to twenty and then went searching. He looked behind the fence, in some bushes, under a
bench, and beneath the slide. He couldn’t find Danny anywhere. Finally he cupped his hands to his mouth and
called,
“I give up. Where are you?”
He heard laughter above him. Danny was very high up, half-hidden by the leaves.
“Very funny, Danny. Come down now. It's getting late.”
Danny stopped laughing. His face looked pale and pinched. Nabeel called,
“Come on. You’ll be late for lunch.” Danny’s voice was shaky.
“I can’t.”
“You climbed up. So climb down. You can do it.”
Danny gripped the trunk of the tree and shook his head. He had to go down. Nabeel would think he was silly.
But he couldn’t move.
“I’ll go get help,” said Nabeel.
“No! Don’t leave me!”
Nabeel looked around the park. It was deserted. Everyone was home having lunch. What could he do?
“I have to get help,” he insisted.
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“Don’t go!”
“I’ll be right back.”
“No!” Danny shouted.
Nabeel heard a loud crack as the branch Danny had been sitting on broke. Danny screamed and grabbed onto
another branch, desperately holding on.
“Help!” cried Danny.
“Don’t let go!” said Nabeel. I’ll get the teacher.”
“No! I’ll fall!” Nabeel was about to go anyway, when Danny cried even louder.
“The ghost! Run, Nabeel!”
Nabeel was so relieved. He ran right up to his mother. Without wasting a breath, she ran to the foot of the tree
and began to climb. Danny shifted, trying to grab better hold of the trunk when he heard a creak. The branch
plunged, hanging at a bad angle. His hands were slipping.
“I can’t hold on anymore!” he screamed.
Then suddenly he didn’t have to. An arm dressed in black circled his waist and set him firmly on top of a thick,
strong branch. He hugged the tree trunk and stared at the Black Ghost, sitting a branch away.
“I’ll just set you there a minute. Phew! I need a rest,” Danny heard her say. Nabeel took a deep breath and
called,
“It’s okay, Danny, she’s my mom.” Danny said,
“Your mom’s a ghost?!” Nabeel’s mother laughed.
“It’s a good thing I’m not. A ghost couldn’t have picked you up. You’re heavy!”
Danny was silent. He didn’t want to look at the slits where the eyes should be.
“Are you ready to go down now?” asked Nabeel’s mother.
There was no other way. Danny plucked up his courage and looked at her again. This time he saw inside the
slits. He saw two pretty black eyes. They were smiling. And she didn’t sound scary.
“You want me to carry you down or not?” Silently, Danny nodded.
Danny shut his eyes tight and clung to the lady in black. She smelled a little like his own mother. Like soap.
He felt the two of them moving down slowly, inch by inch, until they stopped. When he opened his eyes, he and
the lady were safe on the ground. The lady knelt and paused. Waiting.
“You can let go now, Danny.” Danny quickly slid off her knee.
“Oops. Sorry.”
“That’s okay.” She checked his arms and legs.
“You’ve been shaken up a bit. Are you all right?”
Danny nodded, his face red. Nabeel must think he was stupid for climbing so high. He must think he was a
coward for being scared. Who’d want to be friends with a coward? Not me, thought Danny. Quietly, he turned to
go home. The lady called,
“Can we walk you home?”
“No, thanks,” said Danny, still a little afraid.
“Wait,” she said, fishing in the pocket of her black dress. “How about a lollipop? It’s great for the shakes.”
Danny smiled.
“Oh, yes, please.” She said,
“Are you sure you wouldn’t like us to walk you home?”
“Okay,” said Danny.
Danny and Nabeel skipped along, followed by the black ghost. Nabeel was relieved.
“Are you still my friend?” Danny nodded.
“If you’re still mine.” Nabeel grinned. With his mouth full of lollipop, Danny whispered,
“Why didn’t you tell me you had such a nice mom?”
Nabeel smiled. It was nice not to have a secret anymore.
3
Mr. Kareem is coming today. All the kids are excited, and I can’t blame them. He always brings a sadaqa\fn{A
for us. Today we
are expecting special treats. Some people say it’s because he was once an orphan too, long ago. But I think it’s
just because he’s so kind.
Often he brings his wife. She’s so nice. She’s always smiling, and her eyes shine with gentleness. Too bad
she’s never had children. She’d be a great mother.
charity. The treats that Mr. Kareem brings for the orphan children are one of many ways Muslims practice charity }
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“Ahmad!”
I sit up. The teacher, Mr. Feroz, is looking at me.
“Dreaming again? What did I just say?”
There’s no clue on the dusty chalkboard. He could have been talking about anything. I shrug.
“Come here.”
I shuffle up to the front. I know what’s coming. I always get it.
“Grab your ears.” I do
“No. No. With your hands through your legs, grab your ears.” I’m cramped, with my arms wound through my
legs, grabbing my ears.
“Now stay that way.”
Mr. Feroz continues the lesson. Some kids are snickering. I feel like a fool. I should be used to this
uncomfortable position. I’m in it enough.
I wonder what Mr. Kareem will bring. I hope it’s pakoras, or maybe ludoos or gelabis.\fn{Fried dumplings, round
yellow sweets, and orange sticky sweets, in that order } Or maybe—my stomach growls so loudly everyone can hear it. Mr.
Feroz scowls at me.
“Ahmad! No talking.”
“It wasn’t me,” I mumble. “It’s my stomach.” All the kids burst out laughing. Mr. Feroz is furious.
“Get to your seat then and keep quiet.”
“Yes, sir.”
But I can’t help wondering what the treat will be. There’s never enough food here in the orphanage. My
stomach’s still grumbling. I give it a punch to stop it. It quiets down a bit. Still an hour till lunch.
When class is finally over, we’re let outside to play in the courtyard until lunch is ready. I gallop around the
corner and crash right into a potbelly. Looking up, I see it’s Mr. Kareem. I open my mouth to say something, but
nothing comes out. And, just my luck, Mr. Feroz saw the whole thing! He rushes up and grabs me by the shoulder.
“I’m so sorry, Mr. Kareem. This silly Ahmad. He never watches where he’s going. Always absent-minded he
is. I beg your pardon.”
I’m so embarrassed. My face is hot. Why’d he have to tell Mr. Kareem that? Now he knows about me, and I
wish he didn’t.
Mr. Kareem laughs. My ears burn at the sound of it. I wish I was anywhere else.
“That’s all right,” he says. “I used to be in a big hurry myself. Now I take my time.”
He smiles at me. And it seems like he’s not angry or disappointed, which would be worse. And before I know
it, I’m smiling back.
Mr. Feroz is talking. He says,
“Of course, you can take your time now. You’re a wealthy businessman. We must teach these children
manners, especially Ahmad here. He’s slow to learn.”
Again my face is hot. Why does he always have to pick on me? Other kids do bad things, too. How come he
only sees it when I do bad things?
Mr. Kareem is frowning. He must be displeased. Mr. Feroz takes him by the arm,
“Come, sir. The superintendent would love to meet with you.”
I’m forgotten, still standing there while all the other kids are playing in the yard. Funny, but I don’t feel like
playing any more.
What if I try harder? What if I were to be good? Would they even believe me? Or would they think I’m playing
another trick? If only I wasn’t so bad. Then the teacher wouldn’t have told Mr. Kareem all those awful things
about me.
For lunch we have daal\fn{Split-pea soup} and rice. The daal is thin, the rice is sticky. But it fills me up. A little.
And then it’s time for Zuhr\fn{One of the five daily prayers, prayed shortly after midday} prayer.
Most of the boys only pretend to make wudu. Usually I’d be one of them, just pretending, too. But today is
different. I make it properly. And I hope Mr. Feroz sees me doing it. But he doesn’t. I even take my time so he will
look my way, but he’s busy with someone else. Oh, well. At least I know I made it properly.
Then we go to pray. Most of the boys are too busy nudging each other and stepping on each other’s toes to
concentrate on praying. And usually I do that, too. I guess I really was bad before. I’m starting to see all the things
I was doing wrong. But this prayer time, even though the boys beside me keep nudging and shoving, I don’t shove
back. I pray properly. But no one notices.
I knew it! After lunch Mr. Kareem is standing at the front of the prayer hall with a large sack. Mmm.
Samosas.\fn{Deep-fried, spicy meat dumplings} With meat! My favorite. There are big ones and little ones. And I’m at
the end of the line. Everyone is grabbing the biggest ones they can find. Pushing and shoving. I would be, too, but
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I’m on my best behavior, waiting my turn. By the time I get up there, there’s only one small samosa left. Hardly a
mouthful. My eyes burn. I want to cry. Being good is so hard! But I take it.
I do remember my manners. I do! But before I can say thank you, that same Mr. Feroz reminds me. I want to
scream, I’m so mad. But that will just get me in trouble, so I don’t. I just say,
“Thank you, Mr. Kareem.” There’s a gleam in Mr. Kareem’s eyes, and he smiles widely at me.
“You’re most welcome, Ahmad.”
He remembers my name! Somehow the anger is gone. I take a big bite of the samosa—ow! I almost lose my
tooth! There’s something wrong. Something hard is in my mouth. Not a bone-metal. I fish it out.
It’s a gold coin! So valuable. What a grand amount it would fetch in the marketplace! What should I do?
It must have fallen into the mixture by mistake. It must belong to Mr. Kareem. But he’s so rich, would he even
know it’s missing?
I had promised I’d try to be good. But that was before I found this! If only I’d promised after. But I can’t keep
it. I need to show Mr. Feroz and show myself that I’m a good boy. Not a bad boy as he thinks I am. So I take the
coin back up to Mr. Kareem. I tap on his arm and say he must have lost it.
Mr. Kareem looks funny, like he wants to cry. He hugs me hard. My ear rubs against a button on his vest, but it
still feels good. It’s been so long since anyone hugged me.
Now he’s babbling to the teacher, saying he will adopt me! Mr. Kareem says that he’s been wanting to adopt a
child, waiting for one who would return the money he hid in the treats.
There was other money? No other boys ever returned it?
I can’t believe what’s happening. Mr. Feroz tries to convince him to take another boy, but Mr. Kareem is firm.
He refuses. He wants an honest boy.
He wants me!!
4
Halima was confused. she checked one book and then the other. And then she checked the first again. She
didn’t want to go to her grandmother. Grandmother could never answer a question in a simple way. But Halima
needed to know, and Grandmother was the only one home. Desperate, Halima finally went to her. At least,
Grandmother would know the answer.
“Grandmother, when was Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) born? In one book it says 570 A.D. and in
another it says 571. Don’t they know for sure?”
Her grandmother smiled, showing many missing teeth. She set Halima onto her knee and said,
“No one knows for sure the exact date the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was born. It depends on
which tribe you ask. You see, back then, the Arabian tribes liked nothing better than to be fighting each other. But
there were four sacred months when all fighting was forbidden.
“Sometimes, when a tribe was winning a war just before a sacred month was coming, they’d change the name
of the month so they could keep on fighting and winning.
“It became a terrible mess. Each tribe had a different calendar, and although they still had four sacred months,
no one outside that tribe knew exactly when they’d be. So all the months and years around that time were
confused together.
“But we do know that Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was born in the Year of the Elephant. It was
called the Year of the Elephant for a very good reason.”
There was a twinkle in her grandmother’s eye. Halima knew Grandmother wanted to tell her a story, but she
had to finish her homework. She needed to know the birthdate! Maybe Grandmother would hurry up. So Halima
said,
“All right, Grandmother, why was it called the Year of the Elephant?”
“I’m glad you asked. Way back, a long time before Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was born, a long
time before the Year of the Elephant, there lived Prophet Abraham and his son, Prophet Ishmael (peace be upon
them). They built a house of God in the barren valley of Mecca. They called it the Kaaba, which means ‘cube,’
because it looked like a cube. All the Arabs, every year for years and years afterward, in fact to this very day,
came to visit this house of God.
“What made the Kaaba so special was that it was a sanctuary—a safe place. A sanctuary in a sacred city,
Mecca. In all of Mecca, and even for a few miles around it, no one was allowed to hurt anyone else, or hurt
animals, or even hurt a blade of grass. It was as if there was a magical circle, a boundary around Mecca, where
everyone and everything was safe. This area was called the Haram. If people wanted to fight, they had to go
outside the Haram to do so.
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“Now way down south in the land of Yemen, there lived a man named Abraha. He wasn’t a king, but he ruled
Yemen on behalf of a king. At that time, Yemen was under the rule of an Abyssinian king, an African Christian
king, they called the Negus. It was he who’d set Abraha to rule Yemen.” Halima interrupted.
“I didn’t know there were African kings.” Her grandmother nodded.
“Yes, child. Now listen. Abraha was an ambitious man. He knew that long ago Yemen had been a great and
marvelous land. Rich and glorious. A land of frankincense and myrrh. In fact, during the days of Prophet Solomon
(peace be upon him), it wasn’t called Yemen at all. It was called Sheba and was ruled by the beautiful Queen of
Sheba, who was mentioned in the Bible itself.
“Abraha wanted to make Yemen great again. And he was jealous. Jealous of the love the Arabs had for the
Kaaba. He wanted to make a house of God so magnificent that the Arabs wouldn’t bother going to the Kaaba
anymore, but instead would come to Yemen, and with them they’d bring their money. Yemen would be rich once
again.
“So Abraha built a magnificent cathedral. He took the marble from one of the Queen of Sheba’s ruined palaces
and used it to build his splendid cathedral. In it, he placed crosses of gold and silver and pulpits of ivory and
ebony. It truly was a sight to behold. Then he wrote to his king, the Negus, and said,
“‘I have built thee a church, O King, the like of which was never built for any king before thee; and I shall not
rest until I have diverted unto it the pilgrimage of the Arabs.’
“Now he didn't have the sense to keep this ambition to himself. He bragged about it to anyone who’d listen.
But the Arabs still preferred the Kaaba, even though it wasn’t anywhere near as fancy as Abraha’s cathedral. They
still went to the Kaaba for pilgrimage. And with them went their money.
“That the Arabs still loved the Kaaba, even though he'd worked so hard on his cathedral, made Abraha even
more jealous. And when people are jealous, they do stupid things. The Arabs had heard the boast of Abraha and
were angry. And when people are angry, they also do stupid things. In fact, they were so angry that a man from the
tribe of Banu Kinanah came to Yemen one night just to defile the cathedral, and when he was done, he ran home
to his tribe, safely.
“And how did he defile the cathedral?” asked Halima.
“They say he defiled the cathedral by pooping in it.” Halima laughed out loud.
“Didn’t they have bathrooms?”
“Of course not. They went to the bathroom outside, in the bushes. Anyway, Abraha was furious. Absolutely
consumed with rage. How dared this Arab do such a thing as to poop in his cathedral!
“Now, it would have made sense for Abraha to chase down this man and punish him. It would even have made
sense for Abraha to confront the tribe of Kinanah to pay for defiling the cathedral. But Abraha did not do this.
Instead he saw the perfect opportunity to get rid of his rival, the Kaaba. The Arabs would not come to the
cathedral for pilgrimage, because they went to the Kaaba. But if he were to destroy the Kaaba …
“Yes, he decided. That would be his revenge! Then they would come, pilgrims in droves, and with them would
come their money. Yemen would be rich and glorious once again.
“So Abraha gathered a mighty army, the likes of which has seldom been seen, and in the front, in the very
vanguard, he placed a mighty beast—an elephant.
The Arabs rode camels and horses and sometimes they rode donkeys and mules. But everyone knows that
camels and horses and donkeys and mules are no match for an elephant! There was no Arab army that could stop
Abraha, even though some of them tried. And as he came north, he grew bolder and bolder. And he captured
whatever riches he could find along the way.
“Among the plunder, Abraha captured two hundred camels that belonged to a very special man named Abdul
Muttalib who lived in Mecca.
“The people of Mecca held a council of war and decided it was useless to try to stop Abraha. When Abraha had
made camp just outside the Haram, he sent a message to the people of Mecca, telling them that he hadn’t come
there to kill anyone. Only to destroy the house of Allah. And he asked them to send him their chief.
“Of all the men in Mecca, Abdul Muttalib was the wisest, and the closest to being the chief. So they all decided
Abdul Muttalib should go. When Abraha saw Abdul Muttalib, he was quite impressed. He got up from his fancy
chair, the only chair in the tent, to greet Abdul Muttalib. And then Abraha sat down on the carpet beside him, so
they could speak as equals. Abraha asked Abdul Muttalib if he had any favors to ask. Abdul Muttalib said that he
wanted his two hundred camels back.
“Abraha was surprised that at such a time this man should be thinking of his camels instead of what Abraha
would do to Allah’s house, and he said so. Abdul Muttalib said:
“I am the lord of the camels, and the Kaaba likewise has a Lord Who will defend it.” Abraha said,
“Allah cannot defend it against me.”
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“We shall see,” said Abdul Muttalib. “But give me my camels.”
Abraha gave him his camels and Abdul Muttalib went back to Mecca and warned all the people to leave the
city and head for higher ground. Then Abdul Muttalib went to the Kaaba and prayed to Allah for help. He grabbed
the metal ring of the Kaaba door and cried,
“‘Oh Allah, Your servant protects his house, You protect Your House.’
“The very next day, Abraha got his troops ready to march into Mecca, but it seems they had reached that
invisible boundary that marked the sanctuary around Mecca—the Haram. When the elephant was brought to the
front of the army, instead of proceeding forward, he sat down. He would not budge. Not even when Abraha’s
soldiers stuck him with spears and hit him with iron bars around the head. Some of the men in the ranks knew it
was a bad omen.”
“Oh, the poor elephant,” said Halima.
“Abraha should have realized. He should have turned around and gone home while he still could. But nothing
would stop him from destroying the Kaaba. He was that jealous of it. And nothing would take away his revenge.
“So he decided to trick the elephant. He turned his troops around and pretended to go back toward Yemen. The
elephant got up and started back with them. After a few steps however, Abraha turned them back toward Mecca,
and the elephant sat down again.
“lf only Abraha had truly gone. But in a moment it was too late. In the west the sky grew black. And slowly the
blackness grew nearer and nearer. And with it came a strange sound—like a wave from the sea, on its way to
destroy them. But it was not a wave. It was a flock of birds. Actually, it was more like a cloud of birds. And each
bird held three stones, one in its beak and one in each of its claws. They were stones made of a special kind of
clay—the kind potters use and fire in a kiln to make pottery. These stones were just that hard and sharp. The birds
swooped down on the army and let go of their stones. And they were flying so fast and the stones hit with such
force that they pierced the coats of armor the soldiers wore. Every stone hit a man, and where it hit, the skin began
to rot. There was panic and devastation everywhere.”
“Devastation, Grandmother?”
“It means everything was ruined. Most of the army was in tatters, like dried-up leaves, broken and crushed.
And those who still lived quickly turned back toward Yemen. Almost all of them died before getting to Yemen and
were buried along the way. Abraha died after he got back to Yemen.
“But not everyone was hurt. The elephant was spared.”
“Oh, I’m glad,” said Halimia. “I didn’t want the elephant to get hurt.”
“Not one stone had hit him—almost as if the birds knew that the elephant was not to blame. And some of the
men were spared, too. It was if the birds had been told which of the men had been forced to come along and
hadn’t wanted to damage Allah’s house at all. Those men didn’t bother going back to Yemen. They stayed near
Mecca, where they made their homes and earned their livelihood herding sheep.
“It was a magnificent year, the Year of the Elephant. The people of Mecca, the tribe of Qureysh, were
thereafter called the ‘People of Allah’ because everyone thought Allah had come to their defense.
“But before the Year of the Elephant was over, the ‘People of Allah’ were to get another gift from Him. About
fifty days after the defeat of Abraha, a grandson was born to Abdul Muttalib. The baby was named “Muhammad,”
a name never heard before (but often heard since). It means ‘Someone worth praising’. And forty years later,
Muhammad (peace be upon him) was to become the last prophet of Islam. And although they don’t know exactly
which month or year it was, they do know he was born in the Year of the Elephant.” Halima said,
“But I can’t write ‘Muhammad (peace be upon him) was born in the Year of the Elephant. The teacher wants a
date—she always does.”
“Oh,” said her grandmother. “Then write that he was born on the 22 nd of April, 570 A.D. That should be good
enough.”
“Thanks,” said Halima. And she went back to finish her project. Grandmother could have just said so, without
the long story.
When Halima handed in her project the next day, the teacher frowned.
“Actually, Halima,” she said, “nobody knows for sure what year the Prophet (peace be upon him) was born.
But they do know he was born—”
“In the Year of the Elephant!” thought Halima. It turned out she lost two points for not writing that.
5
It’s the worst place in the world to get lost, and the worst time, too.
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“I’m huddled in a forgotten corner of the Great Mosque in Mecca. All hope is gone. I will never see my mother
and father again.
I hear shuffling steps on the marble tiles. An old man smiles down at me.
I don’t smile back. What’s the point? He won’t speak English; they speak Arabic here. As I expected, the old
man mumbles in Arabic. I shrug. He tries another language. I shrug again. Finally he says,
“Are you lost?”
An American voice! I jump to my feet, nodding.
“Where are your parents?
“I don’t know. We just got here yesterday. From New York. There was such a crowd!” The old man nods.
“Come, we will search for them. I’m from Atlanta myself.”
So I walk beside him. My feet are sore, but I ignore them. I learn his name is Abdullah, and he came for Hajj
many years ago from Georgia and didn’t have the heart to leave. So he applied for a job cleaning the Great
Mosque. He says it is an honor to sweep Allah’s house. And I tell him my name is Bilal. I ask,
“Are you making Hajj?” The old man smiles.
“Maybe, Insha Allah. If God wills. I may get time to go to Arafat.”\fn{ The place where pilgrims stand to ask God to
forgive their sins} When he says Arafat, it reminds me.
“I have a dream,” I say, before I can stop myself.”
“What is it?” I feel foolish.
“Never mind.”
“You can tell me. I won’t laugh.” As we walk I tell him.
“I’ve always dreamed of giving the athan\fn{The call to prayer, called out by a muezzin} at Arafat. In front of
everyone—all the people gathered.”
He does not laugh. Gently he says,
“But the athan can’t be given for everyone. There are too many people for everyone to pray together. The
muezzins must divide the crowd into small groups.”
“Oh,” I say. My dream is gone. I shouldn’t have told him. I want only to find my mother and father and get
away. He smiles.
“Your dream suits you. The first Bilal was an African slave set free.\fn{ Bilal ibn Rabah: a black Abyssinian slave who
accepted Islam and became a prominent historical person in Islam. Tortured by his master for his belief, he was bought by a Muslim and
freed; and because of his beautiful voice, he was chosen to call Muslims to prayer; for his color and his status in life were of no
consideration in making him a muezzin} And the first to call people to prayer.”

My people were once slaves, too. That is why it is my dream to be like him. We search the old hills of Safa and
Marwa\fn{The two hills between which hagar, the wife of Abraham, ran in search of water for her baby, Ishmael;
and running between them is a part of the Hajj that each pilgrim must perform } again. Thousands and thousands
of faces. People walking, running. Men dressed like me, in two pieces of white cloth. Everyone alike. I can’t tell a
beggar from a king.
An hour passes and then another. I have already done this. We search all three floors of the Great Mosque.
Again. My legs are aching, and my eyes are blurry from looking closely at so many faces. The old man is tired,
too. I see him stumble. And when I urge him to rest, he doesn’t argue.
“Don’t worry,” he says. But there’s a frown in his eyes.
“We’ll find them, Insha Allah.”
Insha Allah. If God wills.
My stomach grumbles so loudly, it startles me. And the old man chuckles.
“Let’s find something to eat.”
By the time we’ve eaten and drunk, the sun is gone. We return to the Great Mosque in time for prayer. I hear
the muezzin call the athan for Maghrib,\fn{One of the five daily prayers, prayed shortly after sunset } and I stop. It’s a
magical moment for me. I stand perfectly still, hardly breathing. I call the athan with him. Word for word. Just as
well as he can. The old man watches. When we pray, I ask God to help—help me find my mother and father.
The crowds have thinned. A little. We look down into the crowded courtyard and across to the Kaaba\fn{ A cubeshaped building, the original of which (the present structure dates from 1629) Muslims believe was built by Abraham and his son Ishmael,
and which they consider to be the first house of God}—as if we could spot them in all the crowds! I must keep looking, but

I’m tired. I've been walking all day. I could lie down on the marble floor and fall asleep in a minute. Abdullah
says,
“Come stay with me and my wife. I cannot let you sleep here.” But I won’t.
“What if they come while I’m gone?” So the old man brings mats and blankets from home and we lie down, in
a corner, to sleep.
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I have terrible dreams. Dreams of my mother and father flying home to America and me running after the
plane, calling,
“Wait for me!”
The athan for Fajr awakens me. The words echo deep within me. And I say them just like the muezzin.
Abdullah says I have a fine voice, low and melodious. I will make a good muezzin one day.
We search the Great Mosque again. And again we don’t find my parents. Talking helps the time go by. At the
end of the day, we curl up again in a corner.
“We’ll find them, insha Allah. Don’t worry, Bilal.”
“But what if we don’t?” He doesn't hear me. He says,
“We’ll go to Mina.\fn{The plain where Abraham took Ishmael to sacrifice him according to a vision from God. The sacrifice of the
ram in Ishmael’s place is the day of Eid-ul-Adha for the Muslim world, when Muslims also sacrifice an animal (a sheep, cow or goat) and
give part of it to the poor of their neighborhoods} They must be there, insha Allah.” If God wills.

So the next day, we walk and we walk, in the blistering heat, with thousands of others, like a river of people.
Abdullah says Mina was the place where Abraham was to sacrifice his son. There’s a sea of tents. How will we
ever find my parents?
Abdullah talks to the police in Arabic. They know him and are friendly. They rub my head and smile and nod.
Abdullah says they’ll keep a lookout for my parents.
We don’t find them in Mina. And the day comes when we must go to Arafat, where all the pilgrims will gather.
“They will be there,” says Abdullah. “They must. For without Arafat, there is no Hajj.”
More than two million people are gathered at Arafat. We climb to the top of Jabal Rahma, the Mount of
Mercy.\fn{A small hill in the plain of Arafat, where, according to legend, Adam and Eve were forgiven for disobeying God in the Garden
of Eden}
I am a little angry. Where are they? I lift up my hands like the others, and I pray,
“Send my parents!” After Arafat, even Abdullah looks discouraged.
“I was so sure we’d find them there.”
“Something has happened to them,” I say and wait for Abdullah to deny it. Finally his face lights up.
“Of course nothing could have happened! The police would know. They have a list of everyone in the
hospitals. Don’t worry.”
I sigh with relief. And it’s on to Muzdalifa\fn{ One of the sites of the Hajj, where pilgrims stay the night after the day of
Arafat} and back to Mina, but even when stoning the jamrat,\fn{A stone pillar, representing Satan, three of which are found in
the plain of Mina, located at the spots where Satan appeared to tempt Abraham and Ishmael to disobey God’s command to sacrifice
Abraham, and where Ishmael picked up a handful of pebbles and tossed them at Satan, who ran away—an act which pilgrims repeat during
the Hajj, tossing seven pebbles at a time at each jamrat, to symboilize their own rejection of Satan and temptation } I cannot see them.

Every day that passes makes me more discouraged. I’m afraid to sleep, in case I should miss them, and when I
do finally sleep, I have terrible dreams. They’re gone. They’re dead. I’m sure they are. But I don’t say it out loud,
in case it comes true. I pray, and I pray, and I pray some more. To let them find me, or let me find them. I promise
Allah, I’ll never be bad again. I’ll do my chores without grumbling. I’ll keep my room clean and get my
homework done, if only I can find them again.
Only the athans can please me. For those moments, I can forget. Hajj is almost done. Only one thing left. The
final tawaf,\fn{The act of going around the Kaaba seven times, the performance of which is a part of the Hajj } so it’s back to the
Great Mosque we go.
We get there in time for Zuhr. The hottest time of the day. We hear the muezzin calling us to prayer, and I stop.
I stand perfectly still. Once again, it is a magical moment for me. And I call the athan with him. Word for word.
Just as well as he can. Abdullah listens and smiles. I can’t help but say,
“I still wish I could give the athan to all the people in the mosque.” Abdullah’s face lights up.
“Yes! Why not? I think I can manage it. Not the athan, but the iqaama.\fn{The second call to prayer, which signals that
prayer is about to begin} Come quickly.”
And he leads me through the milling crowds and straight up to the leader of the prayer. And he explains in
Arabic and with his hands. And the Imam looks at me kindly. He unfastens the microphone around his neck and
puts it around my own. Nervously, I wait for the lines to be formed. I hope I don’t forget the words. Or make a
mistake. That would be awful. Abdullah nods. I say,
“Mom and Dad, it’s me, Bilal. Meet me at Zamzam\fn{ The name of the well, near which the first Kabba was probably
built, the original flowing of which was allegedly caused by the baby Ishmael who, when he began to cry with thirst, kicked into the sand
with his heels and so caused the water to gush forth} at after Zuhr.”
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My voice booms down from speakers on the minarets, echoing across the hills of the ancient city of Mecca.
The city of Abraham and of his great-grandson Muhammad, peace be on them. It’s a wonderful feeling. I close
my eyes and begin:
“Allahu Akbar! Allahu Akbar!” God is Great! God is Great!
“Ashadu an Lailla ha illallah.” I declare there is no god but the one God.
“Ashadu anna Muhammadur rasullallah.” I declare that Muhammad is His messenger.
“Haya las salah.” Come to prayer.
“Haya lal falah.” Come to success.
“Qad qaama tis salah. Qad qaama tis salah.” Prayer is beginning. Prayer is beginning.
“Allahu Akbar! Allahu Akbar!” God is great! God is great!
“La illaha illallah.” There is no god but the one God.
And then the moment is gone. My dream has come true. But I can’t be happy till I see my parents. Till I know
they are safe. And we pray Zuhr, right there, behind the Imam. And I pray and pray, that they will be there, at the
well of Zamzam.
And when we’re done, we squeeze our way through the crush of people as quickly as the crowds will let us, to
Zamzam. And we wait. And wait. The crowds are as thick as before. Every color of people on the earth passing
by.
Then, suddenly, the crowd parts a little. Two people, a man and a woman, looking confused and hopeful, are
coming toward us.
I’m lost in their hugs and smothered with their kisses, while Abdullah watches, a big happy smile on his face.
We’re all laughing and crying at the very same time, and Abdullah’s eyes are shining. He hugs Dad and nods to
my mother. And the stories come tumbling out. It seems as if everywhere we went, we just missed my parents by
a few moments. They were there at Arafat, but with all the crowds and confusion, we couldn’t see them.
Over my father’s shoulder I can see the hill of Safa, and I hold on a little tighter. Now I know how Hagar and
Ishmael must have felt, when Abraham left them here alone.
Abdullah bids us farewell and picks up his broom and dustpan.
“I have work to do.” He rubs my head and says,
“Remember me in your prayers.”
“And you remember us.”
He nods and then, even while I’m watching, he melts into the crowd and is gone.
I shiver at how easily he disappears.
6
Jameelah and her little sister, Aisha, had been a long time in the sweet shop. Aisha said,
“Which sweets are you going to buy? The Jumbo Jelly Shoes or the Chocolate Blaster Balls?”
Jameelah frowned. All the sweets looked so good. How could she ever decide? She looked down at the fifty
pence in the palm of her hand. It was all that was left of her allowance, and it was only Monday.
Aisha grabbed a packet of Jumbo Jelly Shoes. The wrapper crinkled loudly in her little fist. She held out her
chubby hand.
“Do I have enough?”
She showed Jameelah two twenty pence and a grubby ten pence. Jameelah nodded. But Aisha hardly noticed.
She squealed as she caught sight of some Sour Poodle Doo.
“I’ve just got to have this!” Pouting, she stared at the money in her hand. “Can I get both?”
Jameelah sighed. She knew how her sister felt.
“No, Aisha, you can only get one or the other.” The store owner watched them, his hairy arms crossed and his
foot tapping the floor.
“Come on, Aisha. We have to get going. We have to choose.”
Aisha settled on the Sour Poodle Doo. Jameelah closed her eyes and grabbed a packet. It was Jumbo Jelly
Shoes. She kind of wished it was the Chocolate Blaster Balls, but it was too late to change now. The store owner
was coming toward them. Besides, she’d heard the Jelly Shoes were good.
Jameelah went to the counter feeling as though she’d forgotten to do something. While she and Aisha handed
over the money, a thought nagged at the edge of her mind. She was definitely forgetting something, but what? She
shrugged. It couldn’t be that important. Before they were even out the door, Aisha tore open her packet and
grabbed a blue lump of Poodle Doo.
Then Jameelah remembered what she’d forgotten to do. She’d forgotten to check the ingredients! It was almost
six o’clock. The store owner was right behind them, ushering them out so he could lock the door.
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Aisha was just about to pop the blue lump in her mouth when Jameelah snatched it out of her hand. Aisha
yelled,
“Why’d you do that? That’s mine!”
Jameelah read the ingredients. No lard, no gelatin, no mono and diglycerides. Just some fancy chemicals with
a lot of letters like EDTA and FD & C.
“It’s okay,” she said, handing the packet back to Aisha, “you can eat it.”
Then Jameelah read her packet of Jumbo Jelly shoes. There were the dreaded words. Gelatin, lard, mono and
diglycerides. They were all there. She turned around and pounded on the glass door. The store owner came with a
scowl on his face.
“What do you want now?”
“I want to change this packet.”
“The store is closed. Go away.”
In an instant, the man was gone into a back storeroom. It was no use. Jameelah had wasted her last fifty pence
on something she couldn’t eat. Aisha tugged on her sleeve. Jameelah looked down to see her chewing on a wad of
blue Poodle Doo. Her lips were blue, her teeth were blue, her tongue was blue. Even the fingertips of her right
hand were blue.
“What’s the matter, Jameelah? Why don’t you eat your sweets?” Aisha asked.
“They’ve got pig stuff in them.” Aisha reached for the packet.
“I’ll eat it.” Jameelah yanked the packet out of reach.
“You can’t.” Aisha popped some more Poodle Doo in her mouth and said,
“Why not?”
“We can’t eat pig stuff. It’s against Islam.\fn{ The name of the way of life that Muslims follow; the word means: “Finding
peace by obeying God”}
“But Mum and Dad won’t know.” Jameelah sighed. Allah would know. His angels were probably writing it
down this very moment. She glanced at her shoulders as if she could see the invisible beings perched there,
writing down all her good and bad deeds to show Allah on the Day of Judgment. Aisha had finished all the Poodle
Doo.
“Go on, Jameelah. Eat it. I won’t tell.”
Jameelah laughed. She wouldn’t fall for that.
“I’ll just throw it out.”
“Let me throw it out,” said Aisha, licking her lips. Jameelah laughed again.
“It’s okay. I’ll get rid of it when we get home.”
But when they got home, their parents hustled them in, asking why they’d taken so long. It was time for
supper. Jameelah wished she could forget about the Jumbo Jelly Shoes, but while she ate her soup, she could feel
the bulge in her pocket. She should throw the sweets away. But wasn’t that wasting food? And money? And
wasn’t wasting a sin? What if she just didn’t buy Jumbo Jelly shoes next time? If she’d just eaten them and read
the packet afterward, she wouldn’t have to feel like this. It would have been a mistake and Allah wouldn’t punish
her for it. Why did she have to read the packet, anyway? After dinner, Aisha sidled up to her.
“Did you throw away the Jumbo Jelly Shoes?”
“Not yet.”
“Why don’t you jmust taste them? I bet they’re good.”
“They probably are.”
“If you give me some, I won’t tell on you.” Jameelah stiffened.
“Allah will be angry.”
“Just a little bit doesn’t matter.”
“If it didn’t matter, Allah wouldn’t have forbidden it.”
At that moment, their mother called Aisha. Jameelah was relieved. Aisha was very convincing. But now that
she was alone, her eyes were glued to the Jelly Shoes. They looked delicious. Her mouth watered so much she had
to swallow. It would be a shame to waste them, a shame. She would never buy them again. Before she could
change her mind she crammed a handful in her mouth.
They were so tangy, they made the spots beneath her ears tingle. She felt very wicked, shoved the rest of the
packet in her pocket, and quickly swallowed. But the sweets made such a wad that they hurt her throat going
down. She finished just in time. Aisha came back.
“Where’re the sweets?”
“I flushed them down the toilet,” said Jameelah.
“Oh,” said Aisha, looking disappointed. She trudged away to play.
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Jameelah’s stomach hurt. It was tight, as if someone \had tied it in a knot. She went and lay down, but it didn’t
help. Her mother came to check on her later and found her holding her stomach in pain.
“What’s the matter?”
“Nothing,” said Jameelah, wishing she[d never heard of Jumbo Jelly Shoes. They hadn't even tasted that
good.When, after a while, she still felt no better, her mother took her to the emergency clinic.
“I don’t understand it,” said Jameelah’s mother. “Do you think it could be food poisoning?” The doctor put the
stethoscope against her stomach and listened.
“Sounds like a nervous tummy. Everything seems fine. Maybe she ate something that didn’t agree with her.”
Jameelah touched her pocket where the rest of the Jelly Shoes were. She knew what she had to do.
When she got home, she marched into the bathroom and flushed them down the toilet. Immediately, her
stomach felt a lot better.\fn{A list of the articles of faith a Muslim believes in: (1) One God; (2) The Angels of God; (3) The
Revelations of God (i.e., the Scrolls of Abraham, the Psalms of David, the Torah, the Bible, and the Qur’an); (4) The Prophets of God (i.e.,
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad); (5) The Day of Judgment}

248.119 Excerpt from A Case Of Exploding Mangoes\fn{by Mohammed Hanif (1964- )} Okara, Okara District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 10
1
There is something about these bloody squadron leaders that makes them think that if they lock you up in a
cell, put their stinking mouth to your ear, and shout something about your mother, they can find all the answers.
They are generally a sad lot, these leaders without any squadrons to lead. It’s their own lack of leadership qualities
that stops them mid-career, nowhere for them to go except from one training institute to another, permanent
seconds in command to one commander or the other. You can tell them from their belts, loose and low, straining
under the weight of their paunches. Or from their berets, so carefully positioned to hide that shiny bald patch.
Schemes for part-time M.B.A.’s and a new life are trying hard to keep pace with missed promotions and pension
plans.
Look at the arrangement of fruit salad on my tormentor’s chest, above the left pocket of his uniform shirt, and
you can read his whole biography. A faded paratrooper’s badge is the only thing that he had to leave his barracks
to earn. The medals in the first row just came and pinned themselves to his chest. He got them because he was
there. The Fortieth Independence Day medal. The Squadron Anniversary medal. Today-I-did-not-jerk-off medal.
Then the second row, fruits of his own hard labour and leadership. One for organising a squash tournament,
another for the great battle that was tree-plantation week. The leader with his mouth to my ear and my mother on
his mind has had a freebee to Mecca and is wearing a haj medal, too. As Obaid used to say,
“God’s glory. God’s glory. For every monkey there is a houri.”
The 2nd OIC is wasting more of his already-wasted life trying to break me down with his bad breath and his
incessant shouting. Doesn’t he know that I actually invented some of the bullshit that he is pouring into my ear?
Hasn’t he heard about the Shigri treatment? Doesn’t he know that I used to get invited to other squadrons in the
middle of the night to make the new arrivals cry with my three-minute routine about their mothers? Does he really
think that “fuck your fucking mother,” even when delivered at strength 5, still has any meaning when you are
weeks away from the president’s annual inspection and becoming a commissioned officer?
The theory used to be damn simple: Any good soldier learns to shut out the noise and delink such expressions
from their apparent meaning. I mean, when they say that thing about your mother, they have absolutely no
intention—and I am certain no desire, either—to do what they say they want to do with your mother. They say it
because it comes out rapid-fire and sounds cool and requires absolutely no imagination. The last syllable of
mother reverberates in your head for a while as it is delivered with their lips glued to your ear. And that is just
about that. They have not even seen your poor mother.
Anybody who breaks down at the sheer volume of this should stay in his little village and tend his father’s
goats or should study biology and become a doctor, and then they can have all the bloody peace and quiet they
want. Because as a soldier, noise is the first thing you learn to defend yourself against, and as an officer, noise is
the first weapon of attack you learn to use.
Unless you are in the Silent Drill Squad. Look at the parade square during the morning drill and see who
commands it. Who rules? There are more than a thousand of us, picked from a population of 130 million, put
through psychological and physical tests so strenuous that only one in a hundred applicants makes it, and when
this cream of our nation, as we are constantly reminded we are, arrives here, who leads them? The one with the
loudest voice, the one with the clearest throat, the one whose chest can expand to produce a command that stuns
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the morning crows and makes the most stubborn of cadets raise their knees to waist level and bring the world to a
standstill as their heels land on the concrete.
Or at least that is what I believed before Lieutenant Bannon arrived with his theories about inner cadence,
silent commands, and subsonic drill techniques.
“A drill with commands is just that—a drill,” Bannon is fond of saying. “A drill without commands is an art.
When you deliver a command at the top of your voice, only the boys in your squadron listen. But when your inner
cadence whispers, the gods take notice.” Not that Bannon believes in any god.
I wonder whether he’ll visit me here. I wonder whether they will let him into this cell.
The 2nd OIC is exhausted from his business with my mother and I can see an appeal to my better sense on its
way. I clench my stomach muscles against the impending “cream of the nation” speech. I don’t want to throw up.
The cell is small and I have no idea how long I am going to be here.
“You are the cream of our nation,” he says, shaking his head. “You have been the pride of our Academy. I have
just recommended you for the sword of honour. You are going to receive it from the president of Pakistan. You
have two choices: graduate with honour in four weeks or go out front-rolling to the sound of drums. Tomorrow.
Clap. Clap. Tony Singh-style.” He brings his hands together twice, like those Indian film extras in a qawwali
chorus.
They did that to Tony Singh. Drummed the poor bugger out. I never figured out what the hell Tony Singh was
doing in the air force of the Islamic Republic anyway. Before meeting Tony Singh (or Sir Tony, as we had to call
him, since he was six courses senior to us), the only Tony I knew was our neighbour’s dog and the only Singh I
had seen was in my history textbook, a one-eyed maharaja who ruled Punjab a couple of centuries ago. I thought
the partition took care of all the Tonys and the Singhs, but appar- ently some didn't get the message.
Tony Singh didn’t get the message even when they found a transistor radio in his dorm and charged him with
spying.
“Top of the Pops” was Sir Tony’s defence. They reduced the charge to unofficer-like behaviour and drummed
him out anyway.
A lone drummer—a corporal who, after carrying the biggest drum in the Academy band all his life, had begun
to look like one—led the way, keeping a thud, thud, thud-a-dud marching beat. More than one thousand of us
lined both sides of Eagles Avenue, which leads from the guardroom to the main gate.
“At ease,” came the command.
Tony Singh emerged from the guardroom, having spent a couple of nights in this very cell. His head was
shaved, but he still wore his uniform. He stood tall and refused to look down or sideways.
“Clap.” came the command.
We started slowly. The 2nd OIC removed Sir Tony’s belt and the ranks from his shoulder flaps and then he took
a step forward and whispered something into Sir Tony’s ear. Sir Tony went down on his knees, put both his hands
on the road, and did a front roll without touching his shaved head on the ground.
The bugger was trying to be cocky even when his ass was raised to the skies.
His journey was painfully slow. The drumbeat became unbearable after a while. Some cadets clapped more
enthusiastically than others.
I glanced sideways and saw Obaid trying hard to control his tears.
*
“Sir, I swear to God I have no knowledge of Cadet Obaid’s whereabouts,” I say, trying to tread the elusive line
between grovelling and spitting in his face.
The 2nd OIC wants to get home. An evening of domestic cruelty and Dallas beckons him. He waves my
statement in front of me.
“You have one night to think this through. Tomorrow it goes to the commandant, and the only thing he hates
more than his men disappearing is their clever-dick collaborators. He is looking forward to the President’s visit.
We are all looking forward to the visit. Don’t fuck it up.”
He turns to go. My upper body slumps. He puts one hand on the door handle and turns; my upper body comes
back to attention.
“I saw your father once, and he was a soldier’s bloody soldier. Look at yourself.” A leery grin appears on his
lips.
“You mountain boys get lucky because you have no hair on your face.”
I salute him, using all my silent drill practice to contain the inner cadence, which is saying, Fuck your mother,
too.
I wonder for a moment what Obaid would do in this cell. The first thing that would have bothered him is the
smell the 2nd OIC has left behind. This burnt onions, homemade-yogurt-gone-bad smell. The smell of suspicion,
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the smell of things not quite having gone according to plan. Because our Obaid, our Baby O, believes that there is
nothing in the world that a splash of Poison on your wrist and an old melody can’t take care of.
He is innocent in a way that lonesome canaries are innocent, flitting from one branch to another, the tender
flutter of their wings and a few millilitres of blood keeping them airborne against the gravity of this world that
wants to pull everyone down to its rotting surface.
What chance would Obaid have with this 2nd OIC? Baby O, the whisperer of ancient couplets, the singer of
golden oldies. How did he make it through the selectjon process? How did he manage to pass the Officer-like
Qualities Test? How did he lead his fellow candidates through the mock jungle-survival scenarios? How did he
bluff his way through the psychological profiles?
All they needed to do was pull down his pants and see his silk briefs with the little embroidered hearts on the
waistband.
Where are you, Baby O?
*
Lieutenant Bannon saw us for the first time at the annual variety show, doing our dove and hawk dance. This
was before the commandant replaced these variety shows with Qur’an Study Circles and After-Dinner Literary
Activities. As third-termers, we had to do all the shitty fancy-dress numbers, and seniors got to lip-synch to
George Michael songs. We were miming to a very macho revolutionary poem. I, the imperialist eagle, swooped
down on Obaid’s Third World dove; he fought back, and for the finale sat on my chest, drawing blood from my
neck with his cardboard beak.
Bannon came to meet us backstage as we were shedding our ridiculous feathers.
“Hooah, you zoomies should be in Hollywood!” His handshake was exaggerated and firm.
“Good show. Good show.” He turned towards Obaid, who was cleaning the brown boot polish from his cheeks
with a hankie.
“You’re just a kid without that war paint.” Bannon said. “What’s your name?”
In the background, Sir Tony’s “Careless Whisper” was so out of tune that the speakers screeched in protest.
Under his crimson beret, Bannon’s face was beaten leather, his eyes shallow green pools that had not seen a
drop of rain in years.
“Obaid. Obaid-ul-llah.”
“What does it mean?”
“Allah’s servant,” said Obaid, sounding unsure, as if he should explain that he hadn’t chosen this name for
himself. I came to Obaid’s rescue.
“What does your name mean, Lieutenant Bannon?”
“It’s just a name,” he said. “Nobody calls me ‘Lieutenant.’ It’s ‘Loot’ Bannon for you stage mamas.”
He clicked his heels together and turned back to Obaid. We both came to attention. He directed his over-thetop two-fingered salute at Obaid and said the words which in that moment seemed like just another case of weird
U.S. militaryspeak but would later become the stuff of dining hall gossip.
“See you at the square, Baby O.”
I felt jealous, not because of the intimacy it implied, but because I wished I had come up with this nickname
for Obaid.
*
I make a mental note of the things they could find in the dorm to throw at me:
1. One-quarter of a quarter bottle of Murree rum.
2. A group photo of first-termers in their underwear (white and December—wet underwear actually).
3. A video of Love on a Horse.
4. Bannon’s dog tags, still listed as missing on the guardroom’s Lost and Found notice board.
If my Shigri blood wasn’t so completely void of any literary malaise, I would have listed poetry as Exhibit 5,
but who the fuck really thinks about poetry when locked up in a cell, unless you are a Communist or a poet?
There is a letterbox slit in the door of the cell, as if people are going to send me letters.
Dear Ali Shigri, I hope you are in the best of health and enjoying your time in …
I am on my knees, my eyes level with the letter-box slit. I know Obaid would have lifted the flap on the slit
and would have sat here looking at the parade of khaki-clad butts, and amused himself by guessing which one
belonged to whom. Our Baby O could do a detailed personality analysis just by looking at where and how tightly
people wore their belts.
I don’t want to lift the flap and find someone looking at me looking at them. The word is probably already out.
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That butcher Shigri is where he deserves to be; throw away the key. The flap lifts itself, and the first-termer
shitface announces my dinner.
“Buzz off,” I say, regretting it immediately. Empty stomach means bad dreams.
In my dream, there is a C-130 Hercules, covered with bright flowers like you see on those hippie cars. The
plane’s propellers are pure white and move in slow motion, spouting jets of jasmine flowers. Baby O stands on the
tip of the right wing, just behind the propeller, wearing a black silk robe and his ceremonial peaked cap. I stand on
the tip of the left wing in full uniform. Baby O is shouting something above the din of the aircraft. I can’t really
make out any words, but his gestures tell me that he is asking me to come to him. As I take the first step towards
Baby O, the C-130 tilts and goes into a thirty-degree left turn, and suddenly we are sliding along the wings,
heading for oblivion. I wake up with one of those screams that echoes through your body but gets stuck in your
throat.
*
In the morning, they throw poetry at me. Rilke, for those interested in poetry. The officer in command of our
Academy, or the commandant, as he likes to call himself, is a man of sophisticated tastes. Well-groomed hair,
uniform privately tailored, Staff and Command College medals polished to perfection. Shoulder flaps full. Okay,
the crescent and crossed swords of a two-star general haven’t arrived, but this guy is having a good time waiting
for all of that.
Some crumpled sheets of paper stuffed in the obligatory gash in my mattress are what they find. Clues, they
think.
I don’t read poetry and used to refuse even to pretend to read the strange poetry books that Obaid kept giving
me. I always made the excuse that I can only appreciate poetry in Urdu, so he went ahead and translated this
German guy’s poems into Urdu for my birthday, wrote them in rhyming Urdu, since I had also taken a stand
against poetry that didn’t rhyme. He translated five poems in his beautiful calligrapher’s handwriting, all little
curves and elegant dashes, and pasted them on the inside of my cupboard.
In the cleanup operation that I carried out the morning of his disappearance, I stuffed them into the mattress,
hoping that the 2nd OIC would not go that far in his search for the truth.
I have thought of most things and have ready answers, but this one genuinely baffles me. What are they going
to charge me with? Rendering foreign poetry into the national language? Abuse of official stationery?
I decide to be straight about it. The commandant finds it funny.
“Nice poem,” he says, straightening the crumpled paper. “Instead of the morning drill, we should start daily
poetry recitals.” He turns to the 2nd OIC.
“Where did you find it?”
“In his mattress, sir,” the 2nd OIC says, feeling pleased with himself, having gone way beyond the call of his
bloody duty.
Rilke is crumpled again and the commandant fixes the 2 nd OIC with a look that only officers with inherited
general-genes are capable of.
“I thought we took care of that problem?”
Serves you right, asshole, my inner cadence booms.
The commandant has his finger on the pulse of the nation, always adjusting his sails to the winds blowing from
the Army House. Expressions like Almighty Allah and Always keep your horses ready because the Russian
infidels are coming have been cropping up in his orders of the day lately, but he has not given up on his very
secular mission of getting rid of foam mattresses with holes.
“You know why we were a better breed of officers? Not because of Sandhurst-trained instructors. No. Because
we slept on thin cotton mattresses, under coarse woollen blankets that felt like a donkey’s ass.”
I look beyond his head and survey the Presidential inspection photos on the wall, the big shiny trophies caged
in a glass cupboard, and try to find Daddy.
Yes, that nine-inch bronze man with pistol is mine. Best Short-Range Shooting Shigri Memorial Trophy,
named after Colonel Quli Shigri, won by Under Officer Ali Shigri.
I don’t want to think right now about Colonel Shigri or the ceiling fan or the bedsheet that connected them.
Thinking about Dad and the ceiling fan and the bedsheet always makes me either very angry or very sad. Not the
right place for either of these emotions.
“And now look at them.”
The commandant turns towards me. My arms lock themselves to my sides; my neck subtly shifts itself into a
position so that I can keep staring at the bronze man.
Spare me, I think, I didn’t invent the bloody technology that makes foam mattresses.
“And these pansies …”
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Nice new word, I tell myself. This is how he maintains his authority. By coming up with new expressions that
you don’t really understand but know what they mean for you.
“These pansies sleep on nine-inch-thick mattresses under silky bloody duvets and everyone of them thinks that
he is a Mughal bloody princess on her honeymoon.”
He hands over the crumpled Rilke to the 2nd OIC, a sign that the interrogation can proceed.
“Is this yours?” the 2nd OIC asks, waving the poems in my face.
I try to remember something from the poems but get stuck on a half-remembered line about a tree growing out
of an ear, which is weird enough in English but sounds completely crazy in rhyming Urdu. I wonder what the
bugger was writing in German.
“No, but I know the handwriting,” I say.
“We know the handwriting, too,” he says triumphantly.
“What is it doing in your mattress?”
I wish they had found the bottle of rum or the video. Some things are self-explanatory. I stick with the truth.
“It was a birthday present from Cadet Obaid,” I say. The 2 nd OIC hands the poems back to the commandant, as
if he has just rested his case, whatever the case is.
“I have seen all kinds of buggers in this business,” the commandant begins slowly. “But one pansy giving
poetry to another pansy, then the other pansy stuffing it in the hole in his mattress is a perversion beyond me.”
I want to tell him how quickly a new word can lose its charm with overuse, but he is not finished yet.
“He thinks he is too smart an ass for us.” He addresses the 2 nd OIC, who is clearly enjoying himself. “Get ISI
to have a word with him.”
I know he is still not finished.
“And listen, boy, you might be a clever dick and you might read all the pansy poetry in the whole world, but
there is one thing you can’t beat. Experience. How is this for poetry? When I started wearing this uniform …”
I have a last look at the bronze man with the pistol. Colonel Shigri’s bulging eyes stare at me. Not the right
place, I tell myself. The commandant senses my momentary absentmindedness and repeats himself.
“When I started wearing this uniform, you were still in liquid form.”
The 2nd OIC marches me out of the commandant’s office. On my way back, I try to avoid the salutes offered by
cadets marching past me. I try to pretend I am having a leisurely stroll with the 2 nd OIC, which will end in my
dorm rather than in the cell.
All I can think about is the ISI. It has to be an empty threat. They cannot call in the Inter bloody Services
bloody Intelligence just because a cadet has gone AWOL. ISI deals with national security and spies. And who the
fuck needs spies these days anyway? The US of A has got satellites with cameras so powerful, they can count the
exact number of hairs on your bum. Bannon showed us a picture of this satellite and claimed that he had seen bum
pictures taken from space but couldn’t show them to us because they were classified.
ISI also does drugs, but we have never done drugs. Okay, we smoked hash once, but in the mountains I come
from, hashish is like a spice in the kitchen, for headaches and stuff. Obaid got some from our washerman, Uncle
Starchy, and we smoked one moonlit night in the middle of the parade square. Obaid had a singing fit and I
practically had to gag him before taking him back to our dorm.
I need to get an SOS to Bannon.
Shit on a shingle. Shit on a shingle.
2
Before morning prayers on 15 June 1988, General Mohammed Zia ul-Haq’s mdex finger hesitated on verse
21:87 while reading the Qur’an, and he spent the rest of his short life dreaming about the innards of a whale. The
verse also triggered a security alert that confined General Zia to his official residence, the Army House. Two
months and two days later, he left the Army House and was killed in an aeroplane crash. The nation rejoiced and
never found out that General Zia’s journey towards death had started with the slight confusion he experienced
over the translation of a verse on that fateful day.
In Marmaduke Pickthall’s English translation of the Qur’an, verse 21:87 reads like this:
And remember Zun-nus, when he departed in wrath: he imagined that We had no power over him! But he cried
through the depths of darkness, “There is no god but thou: glory to thee: I was indeed wrong!”

When General Zia's finger reached the words I was indeed wrong, it stopped. He retraced the line with his
finger, going over the same words again and again with the hope of teasing out their true implication. This was
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not what he remembered from his earlier readings of the verse. In Arabic it says:\fn{ And there is here a phrase in Arabic,
which I cannot electronically reproduce:H}
“…”

which should translate as:
And I am one of those who oppressed their own souls.

But in this version it said:
I was wrong.

The general knew the story of Jonah well. The fact that Jonah was Zun-nus here did not confuse him. He knew
Jonah and Zun-nus were one and the same, a frustrated prophet who walked out on his clan, ended up in a whale’s
belly, then chanted this verse over and over again till the whale spat him back out, alive and well.
General Zia had taken to reading the English translation. of the Qur’an before his morning prayers because it
helped him prepare for his acceptance speech at the Nobel Prize presentation ceremony. For the first time in the
history of the prize, he would insist on a recitation from the Qur’an before his acceptance speech. The prize hadn’t
been announced yet, but he was hopeful and he was looking for a suitable passage to quote.
Jonah’s prayer was not going to be in the speech, but the discrepancy between what General Zia remembered
and what he had before him now on the page still bothered him. Absentmindedly, he shifted his weight and
scratched his left buttock on the prayer mat, his index finger still going back and forth over the troublesome verse.
The prayer mat was a four-by-two-foot antique carpet from Bukhara, embellished with gold thread and adorned
on the right-hand corner with a solid gold compass that permanently pointed towards Khana Kaaba in Mecca.
Presenting it to the general, the second crown prince of Saudi Arabia, Prince Naif, had joked,
“This will point you towards Mecca even if you are in space.” And General Zia had replied with humour
characteristic of their relationship,
“And if wishes were Aladdin’s carpets, sinners like me would always be flying to Mecca.”
General Zia thought maybe he should deliver his speech in Urdu or polish up his Arabic and surprise his Saudi
friends. On his visits to the UN, he had met these highly paid women in suits who translated into all these
languages as you spoke. Surely the Swedes could afford them. Then he thought of his good friend Ronald Reagan
fidgeting with his headphones, getting restless, and decided to stick to English. Better to look at another
translation, he told himself. He got up from the prayer mat, wrapping his Chinese silk nightgown around the bulge
of his belly.
“The only civilian part of my body and hence out of control,” he was fond of saying.
Before he moved here, the marble-floored room with mahogany-panelled walls had contained books on
military history and his predecessors’ portraits. He had all the books and pictures removed to the guest-room
annexe and changed it into a prayer room. Army House, which now also served as the chief martial law
administrator’s office, was a colonial bungalow, with fourteen bedrooms, eighteen acres of lawns, and a small
mosque. It reminded him of old black-and-white films, of benevolent rulers who were close to their people. The
new President House was ready. He entertained foreign dignitaries and local mullahs there a couple of days a
week but was reluctant to move in. He felt lost in the President House’s palatial corridors and had instructed his
chief staff officer to tell the First Lady that it was still a work in progress.
“The bathrooms are not finished yet and there are some security concerns,” he said whenever she pestered him
about the house move. The new President House reminded him of Prince Naif’s palace, and although he loved and
respected Prince Naif like a brother, what was good for the crown prince of the oil-rich desert kingdom was not
necessarily suitable for the humble ruler of this poor nation of 130 million people.
He was not sure about that number, but it was a neat figure and he would stick to it till he could get around to
ordering a new census.
He wrapped the Pickthall translation in a green velvet cover and put it back on the shelf with other copies,
commentaries, and interpretations of the Holy Book. He wondered whether he should change into his uniform
before going for his morning prayers. The Inter-Services Intelligence chief was due to see him at 0630, the
prayers would finish at 0615, and he wanted to spend some time talking to the Imam of the Army House mosque.
Between making a decision and implementing it, General Zia sometimes liked to seek divine opinion. And
although changing into uniform before or after morning prayers wasn’t likely to affect the destiny of his 130
million subjects, he picked up another volume of the Qur’an from the shelf anyway, closed his eyes, opened the
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book at random, and moved his finger on the pages in front of him with his eyes shut. He wished himself and his
country a safe day, opened his eyes, and found his finger pointing at:
And I am one of those who oppressed their own souls.

The predawn routine that gave Army House a head start over its subjects had already begun outside his study.
The commandos on the night shift were flicking back the safety catches on their Kalashnikovs and stretching their
limbs; a team of gardeners was being body-searched at the main guardroom; General Zia’s personal batman was
pinning seven identical sets of medals to seven different uniforms; the first of the hundreds of house sparrows
hiding behind floodlights and ack-ack guns that provided the Army House with security cover was chirping away
in an attempt to start the morning conversation.
General Zia sighed, pressed the Qur’an against both his eyes, kissed its spine, and replaced it on the shelf. He
hugged himself to control the shivers running through his body. The same verse from two different volumes, so
early in the morning. That had never happened before.
Starting with the night of the coup, he had always consulted the book for guidance and always found the
answers he was looking for. Eleven years ago, moments before ordering his troops to carry out Operation
Fairplay, which removed Prime Minister Bhutto and installed the general as the head of the country, he had
opened the Qu’an and found
He it is who hath made you regents in the earth.

Then two years later, between fending off world leaders’ pleas not to hang Bhutto and signing his death
warrant, Zia had opened up the holy book and found this:
And the guilty behold the fire and know that they are about to fall therein, and they find no way of escape thence.

He had read enough Muadudi to know that the Qur’an wasn't a book of omens, to be used in worldly affairs,
but like a child taking a peek at his surprise birthday presents, General Zia couldn’t resist the temptation.
What is a lone man standing at the crossroads of history to do? After eleven years, he was feeling a creeping
habit setting in.
For he had started consulting the holy book daily as if it were not the word of God, but his daily horoscope on
the back page of the Pakistan Times. This morning he felt like an addict who looks himself in the mirror after a
long time and doesn’t recognise what he sees. He felt a strong urge to have another go. He picked up another
volume of the Qur’an but with trembling hands put it back on the shelf without opening it. He realised he needed
help; he needed to speak to the Imam at the Army House mosque.
Walking along the corridor that led to the mosque, he passed his bedroom. He opened the door gently and took
a peek. The table lamp was on and his wife was sleeping with her ample back towards him. Every time he saw her
like this, he remembered what Prince Naif had told him about why Bedouins had such huge organs. According to
the prince, they had evolved in response to the huge derrieres of their women.
“Evolution happens very fast in the desert,” General Zia had joked.
His wife stirred in her sleep, the huge mounds that were her buttocks quivered, and the general shut the door
gently and went to his own room, which doubled as his late-night office as well as a walk-in cupboard. He had
decided to change before prayers. He didn’t want to keep the ISI chief waiting.
His room was sparsely furnished—a standard wooden army-issue double bed, a stack of morning newspapers
on one bedside table, on the other a glass of milk covered with an embroidered napkin.
The glass of milk was one of those domestic routines that had changed its meaning during the thirty-eight
years of his marriage. When he was a newlywed captain, his wife put it on his side table as an innocent domestic
aphrodisiac. When, as a major, he experimented with whisky to impress his superiors, it became a cure for his
hangovers. Through his days as a colonel and brigadier, it took care of ulcers caused by promotion anxiety. Now it
was a mere talisman. The First Lady recited some verses, blew on the milk, and plonked it on his side table,
knowing full well that he wouldn’t drink it.
“For your long life,” she would say. “To foil the conspiracies of your enemies.”
He hadn’t touched it for years, but he didn’t have the heart to tell her to stop. Who could argue with women? If
three Special Services Group platoons surrounding his residence, a battery of antiaircraft guns, and six differentcoloured phones representing six different hot lines arranged on a table in his bedroom couldn’t save him, how
was a glass of milk going to protect him against the conspiracies that the First Lady kept dreaming about? But
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who could argue with a First Lady who was always complaining of cramped housing and nothing good on the
national television?
He looked at his watch and realised that if he started changing into his uniform, he would be late for his
prayers. Not that it mattered, because the Imam would wait for him to turn up before starting the prayer, but
Jonah’s verse had induced palpitations in his heart and he felt that he would be able to find peace in the mosque.
As he stepped out of the side door of the Army House that led to the mosque, two commandos standing in the
shadows saluted. General Zia, absorbed in muttering the verse that he always recited before stepping out in the
morning, was startled by the thud of the boots landing on the concrete. He stumbled at the doorstep and took a
step backwards. He stepped out again and, instead of returning the salute, nodded at them. He tried to recite the
verse again, but his mind seemed to have returned to Jonah’s incessant pleas.
The Imam started the prayers as soon as General Zia took his place behind him. The chief of the Inter-Services
Intelligence, General Akhtar, stood on his left, his movements a fraction of a second slower than General Zia’s, as
if, even when prostrating himself before Allah, General Akhtar wanted his cue to come from his boss. For General
Zia, it was reassuring to have someone as his eyes and ears who prayed with him. He knew he had a brother in
faith, and also that the brother was here with him and not somewhere else, nurturing some dark ambition.
Like most people who pray five times a day, General Zia was finding it difficult to concentrate on the actual
prayer. His lips muttered the right verses, his hand went up to his ears, his knees bent to the Imam’s call, and his
forehead touched the ground with practised efficiency, but his mind was stuck with Jonah, inside the whale. There
were gushing noises and giant bubbles and Jonah’s flailing arms in the darkness. He swallowed hard and felt a
swarm of little fish nibbling their way towards his heart. He retched and gulped for air as the whale plunged
deeper into the sea. General Zia skidded through a sea of slime before coming to rest against a thick wall of warm
flesh. So absorbed was he in the innards of the whale that it took him some time to realise what the Imam was
saying.
*
General Zia had been the army chief for only sixteen months when he launched the coup and installed himself
as the chief martial law administrator. He wasn’t sure how much the eight generals who formed his council trusted
him or—more important—a respected him. They all saluted him, called him “chief” even in their private
conversations, according to the telephone transcripts that General Zia had seen, and carried out his orders. But
could he really trust this clean-shaven, whisky-swilling, elitist bunch? Given General Zia’s mistrust of anyone
with more than two stars on his shoulders, it was understandable that in the first corp commanders’ meeting after
the night of the coup, he was a bit shaky, not sure what these generals wanted from him, not sure what they
wanted him to do with this country. They had carried out the coup as if they were reporting for a drill inspection,
but General Zia knew that he couldn’t take their loyalty for granted. He would have to kill the cat at the very
beginning.
General Zia had married when he was a captain in the armoured division. He was also a virgin. One of his
maternal uncles took him into a corner on his wedding night and whispered an old Persian proverb in his ear:
“Kill the cat on the first day.”
Uncle squeezed his shoulder, laughed a vulgar laugh, and pushed him into the room where the future First
Lady waited on a bed, a bundle of red silk. Zia didn’t know any Persian and found no cat to kill that night.
“Would you like to change into something more comfortable?” General Zia had asked, twirling the
embroidered hem of her red silk shirt.
“This is comfortable enough,” she had replied, snatching the hem away from his hands. She turned her back to
him and went to sleep.
The fumbling failure of that first night, he knew, had resulted in a marriage in which his authority was never
fully established. Twenty-seven years later, the morning after his midnight coup, he knew the meaning of the
proverb. He intended to kill the cat, bury it, and hoist his flag over its grave. He just wasn’t quite sure how he
would go about it. Allah will help me, he thought before entering the conference room.
In the first meeting after General Zia’s coup, eight generals, including the heads of the navy and the air force,
sat around a table in the conference room of General Headquarters. Keeping in mind the historic nature of the
session, the orderlies had sprayed rose-scented air freshener generously and the room smelled like a freshly sealed
coffin. The adjutant general, General Beg—a two-star general given to unpredictable fits of sneezing—sat in a
corner with a white handkerchief over his nose, ready to record every word that was uttered in the conference. A
copy of the agenda lay before each of them in a green leather folder embossed with golden crossed swords
cradling a thin new moon. General Zia noticed that although all eight of them stood up and saluted, they all sat
down without waiting for him to take his chair first. They shifted in their seats, and before he could declare the
meeting open, the naval chief said,
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“I want to have it on the record that I was informed about the coup when it was already under way.”
The adjutant general’s suppressed sneeze distracted everyone for a moment and General Zia found the opening
he badly needed. He fi:xed the naval chief with a benevolent stare and spoke in a pleading voice.
“Of course we’ll hear your protest and of course we’ll need your guidance in what we have set out to do. But
since we are all meeting for the first time after we were able to save our country without spilling a single drop of
blood, should we not start the meeting with a recitation from the Qur’an? May Allah guide us in all our
endeavours.”
They shifted in their seats, not knowing how to deal with this. They were all Muslims and they all knew that
the chief had a religious bent. Some of them even called him “the mullah” when talking on secure telephone lines.
But a meeting was a meeting, and mixing religion with the business of running the country was a concept not
comprehensible to them. A quarter of a century of military training had prepared them for many tasks: They could
make toasts in five different languages; they could march in step and hold joint military exercises with the best
armies in the world. If they chose to shed their uniforms, they could take up diplomatic careers or run universities.
But all their Staff and Command College courses and all their survival skills were not enough. They didn’t know
how to say no to an offer of a recitation from the Qur’an from their own chief. They shifted some more in their
seats. They breathed in some more rose-scented air.
General Zia took out a slim magenta-coloured copy of the Qur’an from his folder, put on his reading glasses,
and started to recite. All the commanders looked down respectfully and listened in silence; some put their hands in
their laps, wondering whether the time had come for them to face the consequences of their godless ways.
The recitation didn’t last more than three minutes. General Zia’s voice was croaky, but something about
reading the Qur’an aloud makes even the most toneless voice sound bearable. He finished the recitation and
handed the Qur’an to the general on his left.
“Since General Akhtar speaks very good English, I’ll ask him to read out the translation for those of us who
don’t understand Arabic.”
Utter nonsense, the naval chief thought. None of us understands Arabic. General Akhtar started reading
haltingly:
“I begin in the name of God, the holiest, the most merciful.”
General Zia stared at him without blinking as the translation was read out. As soon as he finished, General Zia
grabbed the copy from him and held it up to his generals.
“What do you think it says here in this part that I just recited?”
There was a moment’s silence. General Beg snivelled behind his handkerchief.
“Come on, speak up.” General Zia raised his voice. Then he obeyed his own command:
“In Arabic it says ‘In the name of Allah’. It doesn’t say in the name of God; it doesn’t say in the name of gods;
it doesn’t say in the name of some nameless deity. It says ‘In the name of Allah.’” He left a dramatic pause.
“Let me remind my brothers here that the very first thing that a non-Muslim has to say to become a Muslim,
the very first article of faith that every believer has to profess, is ‘There is no God but …’”
He paused again and looked around the table, expecting them to complete the first kalima. No one spoke up.
He repeated,
“‘There is no God but …’”
“Allah,” they all murmured, like schoolchildren unsure if they were being asked a trick question.
“Yes,” General Zia brought down his fist on the table. “My dear generals, let’s get one thing clear before we
hear your protests and your suggestions: There is no God but Allah. And since Allah Himself says there is no God,
let’s abolish the word. Let’s stop pretending God is Allah. It’s a Western construct, an easy way to confuse who is
the creator and who the destroyer. We respect all religions, especially the religions of Christianity and Judaism.
But do we want to become like them? Christians call Jesus the son of God. Are we to understand that some god
came down while Mary was fast asleep and …” Here he made a circle with the thumb and forefinger of his left
hand and poked at it with the middle finger of his right hand.
“Jews are pretty close to calling Moses their God. You might think that it’s all the same to our people, God,
Allah, same difference?” He mimicked the clipped English accent many of his generals preferred.
“But who should be telling them that we believe in Allah and not in any other god? Didn’t Allah choose us to
clear up this confusion?” Then as an afterthought he appealed to the patriotism of his fellow generals.
“Even Hindus call their six-armed monsters their gods. Isn’t that reason enough to stay away from this word?
And if any of you have any concerns that people will not appreciate the difference between God and Allah, I
suggest we leave it to Allah.”
The complete silence that followed his short speech satisfied General Zia.
“Can we now hear the naval chief’s protest?”
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The naval chief, still reeling from the lecture about God’s nomenclature, suddenly felt very small. He was
worrying about a breach in protocol, when the whole nation was calling God by all sorts of wrong names.
The generals who had called Zia a mullah behind his back felt ashamed at having underestimated him. Not
only was he a mullah; he was a mullah whose understanding of religion didn’t go beyond parroting what he had
heard from the next mullah. A mullah without a beard, a mullah in a four-star general’s uniform, a mullah with the
instincts of a corrupt tax inspector.
The others sat stunned around the table, still trying to comprehend what they had just heard. If General Zia
could have read their minds, this is what he would have read:
What did they teach him at Sandhurst? A country that thinks it was created by God has finally found what it
deserves: a blabbering idiot who thinks he has been chosen by Allah to clear his name.
He really makes sense. How come I didn’t think of it before?
Whom is he going to appoint as his deputy?
Am I in an army commanders’ meeting or a village mosque? I am going to prohibit the word God at home.
Who would have thought there was a theocratic genius in that uniform?
Can we get on with the agenda? We have just toppled an elected bloody government; how the hell are we
going to run this country? Is Allah going to come down and patrol the bloody streets?
The only person who voiced his thoughts was General Akhtar, a former middleweight boxer, a clean-shaven
man of tribal origin who was packed with so much soldierly dignity that he could have been born in any country
on any of the six continents and he still would have become a general. His ability to carry himself with martial
grace and his talent for sucking up to his superiors were so legendary that, according to a joke popular in the
trenches, he could wipe out a whole enemy unit by kissing their asses.
The other generals stopped thinking and moved forward in their chairs to listen to General Akhtar.
“By Allah’s grace you have brought this country back from the edge of destruction. By Allah’s mercy you have
saved this country when the politicians were about to push it over the edge of a precipice. I want to thank—”
He stopped himself as he was about to thank God. He folded his boxer’s hands respectfully on the green folder.
“I want to thank Allah and our visionary chief of staff, to whom Allah has given the wisdom to make the right
decision at the right time.” He looked around the table before continuing.
“I also want to thank our very professional commanders sitting around this table, who carried out the coup on
the orders of our chief in such an orderly manner that not a single bullet had to be fired, not a single drop of blood
had to be shed.”
The power balance in the room suddenly shifted and the eight men, despite their different levels of affiliation
to religion, diverse tastes in whisky and women, and various English accents, reached the same conclusion:
General Akhtar had beaten them to it. They should have spoken these words. The rose-scented air in the meeting
room suddenly felt stale. General Beg wiped his nose and put his handkerchief back in his pocket.
The conference moved on to the agenda, to the urgent matter of securing the country’s borders, finding legal
cover for the coup, and enlisting politicians who could be trusted to support the military regime. General Zia
hinted at the nice things to come.
“I need governors for the provinces; I need ministers to run the ministries. Whom can I count on except the
professionals gathered around this table?”
They got up and left the room reassured, but none forgot their chief’s message. In the next eleven years, many
of these generals would retire. Some would go on to govern provinces; others would be replaced by their juniors.
Two things that weren’t even on the agenda survived every upheaval that followed. General Akhtar remained a
general until the time he died, and all God’s names were slowly deleted from the national memory, as if a wind
had swept the land and blown them away. Innocuous, intimate names: Persian Khuda, which had always been
handy for ghazal poets, as it rhymed with most of the operative verbs; Rab, which poor people invoked in their
hour of distress; Maula, which Sufis shouted in their hashish sessions. Allah had given Himself ninety-nine
names. His people had improvised many more. But all these names slowly started to disappear—from official
stationery, from Friday sermons, from newspaper editorials, from mothers’ prayers, from greeting cards, from
official memos, from the lips of television quiz-show hosts, from children’s storybooks, from lovers’ songs, from
court orders, from telephone operators’ greetings, from habeas corpus applications, from interschool debating
competitions, from road inauguration speeches, from memorial services, from cricket players’ curses, and even
from beggars’ begging pleas.
In the name of God, God was exiled from the land and replaced by the one and only Allah, who, General Zia
convinced himself, spoke only through him. But today, eleven years later, Allah was sending him signs that all
pointed to a place so dark, so final, that General Zia wished he could muster up some doubts about the Book. He
knew if you didn’t have Jonah’s optimism, the belly of the whale was your final resting place.
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As the Imam started reciting the after-prayer prayer, it took General Zia a moment to realise that he was being
subjected to Jonah’s story yet another time. It took him another moment to realise that the Imam had never before
recited this verse at morning prayers.
He broke into violent sobs. The other worshippers continued with their prayers; they were used to General Zia
crying during his prayers. They were never sure if it was due to the intensity of his devotion, the matters of state
that occupied his mind, or another tongue-lashing from the First Lady. Everyone pretended to ignore the
Presidential tears.
General Zia turned his face to the left, turned his face to the right, blessed the entire world, and grabbed
General Akhtar’s hand. He began to speak but choked on his own words. General Akhtar squeezed General Zia’s
hand and patted his back to calm him down. The words finally came out:
“Can you please raise my security level?”
General Akhtar nodded enthusiastically and squeezed his hand again with a boxer’s grip. General Zia
snivelled, his left eye shed a tear, and his right eye looked suspiciously towards the Imam.
“Raise it to level red, please.”
176.1 Excerpt from The Wasted Vigil: A Novel: The Caliphate of New York\fn{by Nadeem Aslam (1966Gujranwala, Gujranwala District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 17

)}

Muhammad asked Muslims not to do anything untoward in the vicinity of orchards, as that would offend the
angels who are appointed by Allah to protect fruit trees, keeping foraging creatures at bay.
David looks onto the orchard from the highest room in the house, his arms folded on the windowsill as he
leans out into the breeze. The array of flowers ghostly at five a.m. He’s just come out of sleep, having had the
dream again. Someone, David can never see the face, walks away from him in a rainstorm. At the moment of
separation the falling of each raindrop comes to a halt, each sphere of water hanging in the air. A perpetual and
sorrowful present tense for him. But the departed figure has cleared a corridor through all that suspended gray and
silver water. David enters this strange tunnel and begins the journey at the end of which lies a meeting. He
awakens always before he can arrive.
He looks towards the glass house. When he went to bed Casa was still in there with the book, but he’s gone
now. He must be asleep in the perfume factory, down there where women and men used to work at one time, amid
night-blooming night-dying jasmine. Cyclamen. Ginger and rose and cardamom. Coming from Usha and
descending the stairs, going down a layer into their country’s past.
The mountain range above the house is faintly luminous, dawn not far away.
Back in 1981 Zameen and Benedikt—having escaped from the Soviet military base—had hidden in an orchard
during an hour like this. With the first rays of the sun the branches above Zameen had burst into flower. Benedikt
would never find his way back to her now. Zameen said she had continued to make her way towards Usha on her
own. She hid herself as she neared the house, seeing armed strangers in the vicinity, the flowerbeds trampled. The
resistance fighters had taken over the building, but where were her parents? She waited all day and went forward
only when the sun vanished. She descended into the perfume factory, and she stopped at the fourth step up from
the floor when her foot landed on an object. She leaned down to investigate. A gun. She sent out her arm in an arc
and discovered that there were many more. In fact the entire floor of the factory was covered thickly with them, a
heap of weapons that—like a flood—submerged one of the Buddha’s eyes, one nostril, and a third of the mouth.
She stumbled as she walked on the piled-up guns and went past the stone head. In a far corner, digging through
all that metal death as silently as she could, she managed to open a cupboard—taking out the small bottle of the
perfume that her father had blended for her. A glass world in her hands. She went to the graveyard in Usha but
among the new mounds she couldn’t see the grave of the beloved boy who had been shot the night she was
apprehended by the Soviet soldiers.
Bihzad was born more dead than alive seven months later, under a thorn tree as she was making her way
towards Pakistan. She had discovered she was carrying Benedikt’s child during the initial stages of this journey
that took her from village to village, a time of slow progress during which she was accompanied by other
refugees, the number varying, some picked off by Soviet fire from above, some by cholera or exhaustion or the
heat. Pakistan, Pakistan, Pakistan. In their own country the land wanted to strike them dead and so did the sky,
and everyone wanted to get to a refugee camp in Pakistan where their suffering would come to an end at last.
Scouts who guided refugees to Pakistan—across desert, river, stone, across bandit territory, wolf territory—
demanded money she did not have. She gave birth prematurely inside the blue tepee of a burka, planting a long
stick in the earth and draping the cloak over it, opening it wide and weighing down the edges with rocks. If the
tree above had been shorter she would have detached its long thorns to pin the hem to the ground. Smoke from the
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candle escaped through the embroidered eye-grille and disappeared into the dead branches of the tree. At that
stage of her travel there were no adults with her, only three children who remained on the other side of the tent
that night, falling asleep as the darkness increased. She had found one of them a month ago wandering half-mad
through the wilderness, having run away from the refugee caravan that had contained his family—he was ten and
wanted to go back home to his village and fight the jihad against the Soviets.
Two hours or so after Bihzad was born she heard the helicopters pass overhead. She managed to move her
body and look out of the pleated cone. In the darkness something landed on her brow and bounced off. There was
a noise of many small objects landing close to her. It was as though someone were throwing pebbles or large
twigs in her direction. She lifted the candle out into the night and in the two moments it took for a gust of wind to
extinguish it she saw that a butterfly mine was lying directly in front of her, dropped by the helicopters, saw that
the sleeping children were covered with them. She could imagine how the night was full of others that were still
descending. The Soviets had designed them especially for use in this war. Made of green plastic and shaped like
butterflies or sycamore seeds, with a wing to allow them to spin to earth slowly. The Soviets were known to have
dropped mines disguised as actual toys onto villages—dolls and colouring pens, bright plastic wrist-watches.
Things designed to attract children. They fell from the air into houses and streets and the result was meant to
encourage parents to vacate a village, a place where children were no longer safe. These villages harboured
guerrillas and had to be emptied any which way. And hundreds of thousands of the green butterfly mines were
being used to hinder guerrilla passage to and from Pakistan.
For a moment she wondered if the helicopter pilot knew Benedikt, wondered if by chance the two Soviet men
had ever met.
The three sleeping children. The butterflies would blow off a foot or a hand and half a face, maiming rather
than killing, though the long distance which had to be traversed to reach a medical facility would ensure that the
victim died of blood loss, gangrene or simply shock. Of the three children sleeping outside the burka the first two
died instantly, the third she managed to take with her some way towards Pakistan but he too succumbed to his
injuries eventually. She had no strength to bury him, the ground being too hard, but still she knew it must be
attempted. A branch, a bone—looking for something to dig with she saw the flashing of water in the distance.
Drawing near she discovered that hundreds of mirror fragments of various sizes had been placed on a man’s
corpse, to stop it from being eaten by vultures. The birds perched a few yards away but were frightened off by
their own reflections whenever they drew any closer. They flapped their wings as they sat, as though fanning
away the stench rising from the decaying flesh. She lifted some of the shards and placed the dead boy beside the
original body. After rearranging the pieces to cover them both, the death embrace, she continued towards Pakistan.
For food she had nothing beyond a pouch of almonds, an onion, some honey tilting in a jar. Bihzad and the
fragrance her only other possessions. Empty-handed as a ghost otherwise.
*
The day hasn’t yet fully begun—the flowers are sunk in dew and the lake is lit by the morning star—but Casa
and David are already beside their bark boat. A blue grayness is still the chief presence around them. David
wonders if he should name the canoe after John Ledyard, the first citizen of the independent United States to
explore the lands of Islam, visiting the Middle East in 1773.
It weighs less than fifty pounds. Its base is a fine equilibrium between flatness and curvature so that, even
though on the ground, it turns on a dime, an indication of the ease with which it would spin and change direction
on water. It seems creaturely now, alive under their fingers, restive as a child being dressed, being given a haircut.
The task ahead of them now is the putting in of sheathing—the thin strips of wood which line the inside,
overlapping like the feathers of a bird—and then the ribs. As they work their concentration is so great at times that
the other man simply vanishes from view, ceasing to exist.
The Ledyard!
In a letter written from Egypt, days before his death, John Ledyard had asked his friend Thomas Jefferson to
take all those wondrous descriptions of the East—Homer, Thucydides, Savary—and burn them, advising him
against ever visiting Egypt.
“What do you think we should name it, Casa?”
But he just shrugs in return. Looking around, as though for the bird whose song with its small piercing
explosions is coming to them.
David isn't sure who the first Muslims in the Americas were. When the Spanish brought the very first African
slaves to the New World in 1501 they sought to ensure that they were not Muslims. These Spanish Catholics had a
particular dread of the Native Indians converting to Islam. One reason was that if African Muslims—who knew
about horses—converted the Indians and then taught them equine skills, much of the Spaniards’ military
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advantage would be lost. Let the Indians keep thinking that horse and rider were a single animal which came apart
at times to move independently.
And yet only a decade earlier Muslims were the rulers of Spain. When Islamic Spain was extinguished in
1492, Christopher Columbus was months away from his discovery of the New World. Western Christians, not
Muslims, would discover North and South America and the great oceans that bind the planet. There would never
be a Caliphate of New York.
No wonder Muslims still weep for their Spain. The thought of it is a solace to them, but that too is a tragedy.
It’s as though England still harboured designs on America.
They work accompanied by the transistor radio, by the sound of frogs from the water, or the whistling wingjoints of a demoiselle crane flying by overhead. Casa is diligent but of course there is no romance in him towards
the canoe as there is in David.
“Can a motor be fixed to this boat, at the back?” he asks, looking at the paddle as something frivolous.
“Theoretically, yes.”
“Good.” He nods approvingly, reaching across him for the knife. At times Casa stands or kneels extremely
close to David, but David knows that whereas in the West the distance between people is usually an arm’s length,
here it can be half that. He knows no threat is implied. At gatherings, the Westerners who have yet to learn this
can be seen backing away from the person they are talking to, who in turn reads this as rejection.
Casa handles tools expertly and with grace, with perhaps a certain delight, and is an efficient mover in any
given area. Of course the Afghan ingenuity with all things mechanical is a myth, encouraged by the United States
and the West during the war against the Soviets. Most of the rebels were peasants who had little or no military
expertise. They came from villages in distant pathless mountains and, contrary to historical romances, were not
natural guerrillas or warriors. They needed training in weapons and technology, they who were still afraid of
eclipses and thought communications satellites circling the night skies were in fact stars being moved from here to
there by Allah. A mortar crew would fire off its ammunition without first fusing the mortar bombs. They knew
little about camouflage or maps and would smash a radio in frustration when it stopped working because the
batteries had run out. For amusement they took shots at fireflies, and they played with their weapons until bits
broke off. Small arms were fired haphazardly, with the firer keeping his eyes firmly shut. They cut a fuel pipeline
with an axe and then set it alight, tried to break open unexploded bombs with a pistol or a hammer. Thousands of
men, women and children fell victim to the Afghans’ own incompetence and lack of technical knowledge. There
were commanders who didn’t capture a single town from the Soviets after a decade’s fighting.
Afghanistan was known as the Graveyard of Empires, yes, but these and other appellations of ferocity were
thought up by British historians attempting to explain the end of the First Anglo-Afghan War of the nineteenth
century, the most notorious defeat in British history. During the 1980s male Western journalists enthusiastically
revived and embraced these martial stereotypes, to the satisfaction of agencies like the CIA.
“What do you think of the Bliss?” David asks Casa. "There was an American called Daniel Bliss who gave the
Arab world its first modern college, in 1866, in Beirut …”
*
Casa can tell when a bird is flying out of fright. A useful indicator of danger. And in a training camp in the
jungles of Pakistani-occupied Kashmir he had learned to tell if a snake was near him by listening to monkeys in
the tree canopies—snakes attacked these monkeys so frequently that there was a word for it in their language now,
a specific sound telling all others to look down because he has appeared. In that camp operated by the Pakistani
military and the ISI he had even witnessed a peacock mating with a peahen, which is—given all the extravagance
of the mating dance—an intensely private event, so mysterious that some people believe the peahen is
impregnated through tears she drinks from the male bird’s face. So now he only half-listens to David’s words,
paying attention more to his surroundings.
As with monkeys and snakes, the Americans have learnt words like jihad, al-Qaeda, taliban, madrassa.
And in their cunning they know them well enough to be able to undermine Islam, to turn ordinary Muslims
against the holy warriors. Instead of saying jihadis, the newspapers and radio are being advised to employ the
word irhabis, which means “terrorists.” Instead of jihad, they are being told to use hirabah—“unholy war.”
Instead of mujahidin, it’s mufsidoon—“the mayhem makers.”
He straightens and stretches his back, taking a moment’s break from the work, wiping the sweat off his brow.
Walking to the water’s edge, he removes his shirt and splashes water onto his torso.
“How did you get the scar on your side?” David asks when he returns, buttoning up the shirt.
“Accident.”
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During the previous days the two have talked only when Casa has initiated a conversation. He gives quick
answers if David ever makes an enquiry, feeling safe only when information about him is concealed. Already he
has made the mistake of showing Dunia his calluses. But he won’t succumb to her again.
When David asked if his name was short for Kasam, he had said no. The man hadn’t guessed the real name, so
a yes wouldn’t have mattered, but it was important to make these people think their every instinct and
independent idea about him was inaccurate. He will tell them what to think.
“It’s short for Qaisar actually.” Now he pIetends not to hear because David is asking,
“What kind of accident was it?”
One of the Tomahawks the Americans had sent into the jihad training camp had caused a sheet of corrugated
metal to fly into his waist where he was bowing in prayer. The heat of the explosion had sterilised the metal just
before it entered him—it was glowing, the entire width and length of it, a vibrating white-red—so there was no
immediate infection but the wound had festered later, the stitches coming apart during a training expedition into
remote mountains. With the hospital a week away, they had laid him on his side, scratched off onto the wound the
ignitable powder from the heads of five hundred matchsticks and lit it, a method of cauterising that has left a
disfigurement the size of a hand on his flank.
The look on David’s face is intense and yet, paradoxically, unfocused. Casa feels his thoughts are being read.
He wishes the man would take his eyes off him.
“How old are you, Casa? Twenty-one, twenty-two …”
“Yes.”
Perhaps his hostile confusion has seeped into his tone because David lowers his head now and goes back to
work.
He remains standing, looking at the carved seat of the canoe—bone-like, smooth to the touch. David had had it
made in Jalalabad and Casa had weighed it in his hands many times, testing the heft. It has been fitted in already
but he could pull it out without much difficulty. The first blood spilled in Islam was with a camel’s jawbone, the
idolaters had interrupted the Muslims’ prayer and blessed Saad of Zuhrah had wounded one of them with the
nearest thing within reach.
David is still bent to his task, the back of his head vulnerable. If the man is so keen to mark the coming
together of the United States and the lands of Islam he could name the boat the Guantanamo. If it’s the celebration
of heroes that is on his mind, how about the Osama or the I5I?
The voices of the two women—Dunia and the Russian—have begun to drift towards him from the direction of
the orchard, and he tries to hide his alarm at that too. The land mine. But nothing can be done, so he continues
ladling hot water down each wooden rib—the tough bands that have been soaking in the lake for two days—until
it is supple enough and then bends it with his hands, and his feet, to put into the canoe. David said the bottom has
to be more flat than circular, more circular than flat, or the craft would be tippy. The ribs will be left in overnight
to stretch and shape the bark: tomorrow they’ll be taken out for a short time, have their ends trimmed to precision,
and be put back in permanently.
He needs that land mine. He will not allow anyone to capture him. Bihzad said that while he was at the
Bagram military prison he had tried to kill himself by chewing on an artery in his arm—becoming desperate one
night after learning that, back in December 2002, two prisoners there had been beaten to death by their American
captors.
The Bagram.
Last night in the glass house when he had opened the book entitled Bihzad, he had found it to be full of
coloured pictures. It was like Marcus’s house. He had spent almost two hours looking at them and reading the
accompanying texts until the battery in the flashlight had gone out like someone blinded. They seemed to be some
of the most beautiful things he had ever seen, despite the fact that, against Allah’s wishes, they depicted animals
and humans. Rustam, the grandson of the king of Kabul, avenged his own impending death in one picture: dressed
in his tiger skin, and gored by the lances that had been planted upright at the bottom of a deep pit, he called out to
his brother who had set this trap for him.
“Throw me my bow at least so I won’t be eaten by lions.”
Overcome by mercy, the brother did what he was asked so that Rustam sent forth an arrow and shot him
through the tree trunk behind which he was standing. To Rustam’s arrow, the thick-boled tree was as flimsy as the
bark that is this boat.
The breeze swings and carries to him the sound of the two women again. The land mine is the pit he has dug
and lined with spears. He wills the two women away from it. Asks help from Allah.
David has stopped talking because the news is being broadcast on the radio.
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Casa always switches it off when the news finishes and music or discussion comes on air, telling David it is to
preserve the batteries, but really because these songs and seven varieties of opinion are like stings to him, the
Taliban having banned such frivolities during their regime. How keen everyone is to make this world their home,
forgetting its impermanence. It’s like trying to see and name constellations in a fireworks display.
The signs of Allah are there but they refuse to see it. After he came back from the moon and was touring the
various countries of the world, Neil Armstrong had suddenly stopped in a bazaar one day, his face ashen, and
asked what the sound issuing from a nearby minaret was. On being told that it was the Muslim call to prayer, he
began to shed tears and told them he had heard that sound while on the moon, that it had haunted him ever since.
He converted to Islam straight away.
“David, could you please come to the house for a minute?” Marcus has appeared and is beckoning with his one
hand.
“Give me a minute. We’d like to finish as much of the ribbing today as possible. We’ll seal it with the gum
tomorrow evening and be on the water by early morning the day after.”
“It’s rather urgent,” says the Englishman and the tone of his voice makes David look towards him.
“Right now?”
“Yes.”
Casa stays behind for a while but then follows them, standing on the threshold beside the cypress trees and
looking into the kitchen where the four others have gathered.
“We thought we should tell you, David,” Marcus is saying.
“And you have no idea who it was who knocked on your window?” David asks the girl. =
Dunia shakes her head.
“I wasn’t going to tell you anything but the thought of going back to Usha frightens me.”
“There is no question of that,” David says, and Marcus agrees.
“Yes, you must stay here until your father comes back from Kabul.” Lara and David exchange a few sentences
in English. Marcus joins in and concludes in Pashto:
“I am sure there was no one at her window—they just made that up.”
“They want to shut down the school, that’s all.” Dunia’s words are almost a whisper. “I haven’t told anyone
this but I did hear someone knock on the window that night, the night of the wicked shabnama.”
Casa remains at the door for a few more minutes, declining the invitation to enter and take a chair. He steps
away and slowly goes back to the water, walking past the spot from where Marcus had yesterday dug out a small
idol, saying it was of the Christian saint who protects doctors and who had painted a picture of Jesus’s mother
from life. Emerging from the glass house last night, after having spent the previous hours looking at the Bihzad
book, Casa had dropped the book into the now-empty hole and filled it up, throwing the earth in with the
sideways movements of his feet, tamping it all down until it was firm, telling himself that when the time is right
he’ll burn down the animals and birds in the glass house too.
*
The late morning sun is coming in and illuminating the wall beside Marcus’s chair. A spray of pale orange
blossoms and gray foliage, the petals and the leaves more or less the same size. He has seen chintz for Afghan
women’s dresses that has a design of mobile phones interspersed with hibiscus and frangipani flowers. Lara and
the young girl are in the adjoining room now, he can hear them talking as he lowers himself into the chair. For a
girl from this land, Dunia has long bones. Some of Qatrina’s relatives would insist her parents starve her when she
was growing up, withhold meat and eggs and milk from her, lest, she became too tall for a woman.
He looks up at the ceiling. Both Qatrina and he had been concerned that they didn’t really know how the world
worked, the various mechanisms of it. Nor did they know much about the many disciplines that allowed the
exercise of the imagination. They had trained as doctors but there was a residual shortcoming to their knowledge
and they felt they must now teach themselves about history and religions, about paintings and music. So they had
slowly collected books, becoming readers. Learning about ancient and modern events. About the best fiction and
poetry. How Gul Bakaoli and Taj ul Maluk were captured and imprisoned by the djinn. What Xerxes, riding his
chariot over a bridge of boats from Asia to Europe, had said.
The immense power of the druids was the weakness of the Celtic polity, Julius Caesar had written in his
memoirs. No nation that is ruled by priests drawing their authority from supernatural sanctions is capable of true
progress.
Aware of these gaps in their own earlier knowledge, Marcus has never really been convinced that the members
of the terrorist team that carried out the 2001 attacks were educated men in the real sense. Most of them had a
university education but that education wasn’t in history or literature or politics. At his university in Germany,
Muhammad Atta had refused to shake hands with the professor who supervised his dissertation, because she was a
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woman. When it came down to it the terrorists’ opinions and beliefs were as devoid of nuances as Casa’s seem to
be. Viewing the world in very stark terms.
There is even a joke about it in Arabic. In Egypt they say the extremist Muslim Brotherhood is really the
Engineering Brotherhood. The Muslim Brotherhood itself is aware of this and has tried to recruit students from
the literature, politics and sociology departments of the universities but without any luck.
As he closes his eyes for a moment, time seems to distort itself: the kite of sunlight has moved a great distance
along the wall when he opens his eyes again, is about to fly out of the room. He rises and approaches the window.
Casa can be seen out there at various times of the day, taking a nap under a tree in the bee-filled orchard,
stretching and yawning upon rising, his hands disappearing into the blossoming branches overhead. Or, silent as a
deer, he’d be saying his prayers somewhere near by, the body compactly folded like the unborn in the womb when
he bows, having performed ablutions at the lake beforehand, his face damp and clean. The teeth he brushes with a
fragrant twig, selected after experimenting with the trees and bushes in the vicinity, chewing one end until it
resembles a brush.
He saw the intensity on the boy’s face as he listened to Dunia at dinner last night, caught it again and again, his
mind straying into a reverie about the two youngsters. Yes, love is still a possibility in a land such as this, though
love means an eradication of selfishness and it could easily be assumed that in a country like this selfishness was
the main tool of survival, everyone a mercenary.
In the corridor he goes past the statue of St. Luke he had found in the ground, not sure how Casa felt as he
watched it being lifted into sunlight.
“The Muslims say they revere Christ,” Qatrina had said, “pointing out the fact that Mary is the only woman
mentioned by name in the Qur’an, and that Jesus is mentioned more times in there than Muhammad. But,
according to them, his teachings were made obsolete by those of Muhammad. There isn’t a single Christian in the
lands of Islam who isn’t under pressure to convert—a subtle pressure if he’s lucky. A remarkable way of showing
respect and reverence towards someone.”
He is sweeping the path outside the house—putting the broom down and giving the lemon tree a vigorous
shake to make it drop the weaker leaves, extending the period of tidiness by a few hours—when he looks up to
find James Palantine walking towards him.
*
A rope has been stretched from one side of the room to the other. Lara comes in through the door and sees it,
sees the figure balanced on it acrobatically, his toes clutching the thick woven strand secured on a wardrobe at one
end and the bars of the window at the other. A young Caucasian. His arms are raised towards the ceiling and he is
peeling off a book with both hands, the body in perfect hovering suspension, throwing a corner glance towards her
when he becomes aware of her. He tosses the freed book down onto a sofa, where there are others, she now sees.
He has obviously been doing this for some time. His khaki clothes are a contrast against the brilliant walls. Khaki:
dust-like. A word the British carried away from this region into the wider world, from when they were fighting the
tribes here in the nineteenth century—the colour of the terrain, the colour of the hills, the British soldiers dipping
their uniforms in vats of infused tea as the nearest available camouflage.
The young man on the single-filament bridge lowers his arms and, holding them horizontally, gives a small
leap and spins through the air so that when he lands back on the rope he is facing her. He smiles at her and then
once again tilts his face towards the nailed volumes above him.
It is like cold steel, the shock, when she realises that this must be James Palantine—she knows the reason why
he is here.
“Are you James?” He shakes his head near the ceiling.
“I came with him, got bored, and decided to do this. He’s out there.”
She turns and slowly takes the two steps out of the room, looking back at the small burst of laughter from the
rope-walking boy as he almost loses his balance.
Marcus and David are walking towards her from the other end of the corridor, their strides shortening when
they see her. Suddenly she wishes to postpone the moment, perhaps even cancel it, but she knows she must listen
to the words and sentences these men have brought her. This is what she has been journeying towards ever since
she left St. Petersburg. There is no alternative, any more than streams can flow uphill, any more than smoke can
enter fire. For a moment she is so afraid she wouldn’t know her name if asked. The whole of her reduced just to a
single emotion, a single fact.
The two men have come to a standstill now, their eyes fixed on her, but she continues towards them.
“Lara,” she hears David say. Not the voice in which he had told her that the bulbul’s silhouette resembles that
of certain American birds, the cardinal and the waxwing. A sound as faint and dream-edged as a word uttered by
someone during sleep.
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*
Benedikt Petrovich lies on the ground, one eye looking up at the dark morning sky, the other shooting down into
dust. The chill sensation of water has awoken him. Either the drops were sprinkled onto his face to rouse him, or it’s
rain. He flexes his right arm to see if someone or something is near by and then lifts his head off the ground. The
movement awakens the pain in his legs and he remembers now, memory too jolted awake, the blade descending onto
the back of his ankles just before he lost consciousness. They had hamstrung him. He lowers his head after seeing the
white curve of chalk drawn on the earth near him. With great pain he raises his head again and casts a glance towards
his feet and sees that, for some reason, he is lying inside a circle drawn on a field. He tries to extract some answers
from the confused haze in his mind. How has he ended up here in this field, how old is he, where is he? He remembers
his own date of birth and that of his sister Lara. He recalls the day he received news that he had been conscripted, and
remembers also the afternoon he learnt that he’d be sent to Afghanistan the following day. This is a photograph of me
when I was younger, someone had said to him once—a new girl at school in Leningrad? A fellow soldier, met at some
point here in Afghanistan?—and he had replied,
“Technically speaking all photographs are photographs of us when we were younger ha ha.” And was it him or
someone else who wrote this in a letter to a friend in the Soviet Union,
“Mitya, could I please borrow your parade uniform—we’ll only be given battle dress so where would we find the
badges and other stuff? I hope you have had your teeth replaced by now. And tell Yuri to write to me. Everyone said
they’ll write but no one does.”
There is activity somewhere far away, shapes moving, people milling about, but from within his white circle he
cannot bring the distance into focus. Seeing just that cracked earth, a grass blade or two dusted with the white powder
which describes the line around him. Each of his ankles feels as though it is in a wolf’s jaw and he is unbearably cold
and only now does he become aware of the sounds of agony issuing from his mouth.
Minutes after leaving the girl Zameen in the orchard, he had found himself staring at an Afghan dukhi, his eyes so
fierce Benedikt didn’t at first notice the gun he was pointing at him. He raised his hands but the dukhi was unmoving
and Benedikt told him in Russian that he was a defector. Sickeningly; he now saw other dukhi on either side of the one
he faced, dozens of them, some of them holding lanterns.
“I’ll convert to Islam if you wish, and I have Kalashnikovs for you,” he told them across the few yards of pale
darkness that separated them, emphasising the words “Islam” and “Kalashnikovs.” He pointed the raised left hand
backwards, the direction where the girl and the weapons were, and nodded over his shoulder. In the fragmented glimpse
he caught of the orchard behind him he saw a line of other men. He turned around slowly—no reaction from the guns
in front of him—and saw that there was an equal number of Afghan ghosts behind him, each with his gun drawn.
They were two small armies of about fifty each, weapons pointed at each other, and he stood in the middle. In one
place to his left the adversaries were so close to each other their guns crossed. He could perhaps slip away—this battle,
this vendetta, had nothing to do with him. But when he took a step sideways there was movement in the guns and a
voice said something loudly. He froze, realising he was the prize the two sides wished to possess. The ghosts were
talking now, shouting across him, hurling words at each other in obvious rage, pointing at him now and then. The
standoff lasted until dawn arrived and then the two groups, still tense, seemed to come to some kind of agreement, wild
laughter directed at him occasionally as he was led out of the orchard, the new sun and the uncovered sky making him
blink. They had fastened his hands behind him with rope—so tight his collarbones hurt—and now and then they
taunted him. Every time he slowed he was made to pick up his pace with a blow, a fist in the face or a rifle butt on the
shoulders.
“I’ll become a Muslim—a Mussalman. Benedikt Ahmed. Or Muhammad Benedikt,” he told them more than once;
but they brought him to a small room and he was imprisoned there, hearing the bolt drive home on the other side of the
door.
What happened to Zameen? At the military base she had been chained up in a room like this one. Disgrace and
mortification and dishonour had made him enter her room the first time, placing one hand over her mouth where she
lay asleep and tearing at her clothing with the other. He and a group of other soldiers had earlier that day gone to the
river that flowed beside the military base. They had driven their tank into the water to wash it. Human flesh was caught
in the tracks from a week ago when a number of the inhabitants of a village, suspected of harbouring rebels, had been
made to lie on the ground and had had the tank driven over them. The meat and bones were decomposing and the
unbearable stench had meant that the tank had to be taken to the river. They used sticks to work loose the bits of
clothing and bodies. A copper talisman one of the dead men had been wearing aroun4 his neck. And that was when they
found a girl hiding among the reeds. She said she was from the village whose men had been crushed under the tank, her
father and brother among them, and that she had followed the tank tracks towards the military base and had been hiding
on the riverbank for five days, waiting. She wanted to collect as much of the remains as she could, to provide a grave
for them.
The dead were dead, past caring, but last rites and ceremonies of burial were not for the dead—they were for the
living. She was alive and had her responsibilities and her love. She was too weak to have protected them when they
were living but could protect their flesh from lying exposed to the elements, to the beasts of day and night.
The girl, who was about fourteen years old, was lifted into the tank and the soldiers took turns brutalising her in
there, Benedikt remaining outside to keep watch. When they told him it was his turn he wouldn’t climb in—and so they
held her underwater and then let her float away. Her bangles could not be heard as she struggled inside the liquid, and
the river had also silenced the sound of the gun, and then a fight broke out because the others jeered and began to
laughingly speculate as to why Benedikt had refused, touching without knowing on the truth of his inexperience and his
fears. In solitude he blushed, feeling wretched. The word had reached the colonel, who, as always, more and more
drunk as the day advanced, had called Benedikt out and humiliated him before everyone.
Later that night, the memory of it made him enter the room where Zameen lay chained up.
Now, a prisoner himself, he hoped her ordeal was over, that she’d found safety.
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At dawn the next day, three dukhi came into his cell and twice he heard the word buzkashi being spoken excitedly. It
was the Afghan national sport, buzkashi, he knew. A dangerous and bloody game akin to fierce combat in which the
body of a calf or goat was placed in a circle drawn in quicklime in the centre of a field, and the two opposing sides
gathered near it on horseback. At a rifle shot, they all launched themselves upon the carcass. To win a point they had to
pick it up, carry it to a predetermined turning point about a mile away, and bring it back to the circle without allowing
any of the opposing players to wrench it from their grasp, the riders at times literally clinging to their mounts by their
stirrups, whips clenched in teeth. The players had been known to number as many as one thousand and when the
carcass got ripped apart, as often happened amid kicking hoofs and the slashing whips, the referee decided which team
had control of the larger remnant.
The dukhi who had entered Benedikt's room took away from him the leaf of the Cosmos Oak he had been holding,
the feel of it a comfort to him. They crumbled it away, no doubt failing to understand how it could mean anything to
anyone. Then they forced him to his knees, two of them grabbing his arms near the shoulders. The third was behind
him, seeming to adjust or position his feet, gripping the tough cord of cartilage above each heel. Light was coming
from behind him and Benedikt could see the ghost’s shadow on the wall in front of him. He saw the dark blade swing
across the wall and disappear downwards-the cutting edge landed on his feet and he lost consciousness.
Now he lies in the circle, hearing his own cries of pain and the horses slowly coming towards him, a pall of dust
ahead of them. He can feel the ground vibrating through his skin, as though listening to thunder below ground. A
volcano about to erupt. In the eye that is looking up at the sky there is a distant row of birds, demoiselle or Siberian
cranes. The lines appear to be stationary, making him think you could walk from one section of the sky to another by
stepping on the back of the birds, a bridge, perfectly suspended there.
Onto his knees and elbows, he raises himself to dog level, but collapses after half a moment. He must try to run,
escape, but there is no feeling in his legs other than pain. Weeping, he has begun to scream out for his mother and father
and for Lara, for the girl he loved at six, at ten, at sixteen—tugging on any and all conceivable threads of love, summon
deliverance from any corner. He is suddenly aware that he is fragile as glass now that the beasts are massed just on the
other side of the circle, everything gone a little faint with dust for him. Above the horses’ knees many human hands are
hanging, now and then the face of a rider reaching down to laugh at him. When the rifle shot comes he thinks they have
fired into him, but no, he hasn’t been shot, and now a dozen hands grab onto his limbs and hair and clothing and he
feels himself being lifted unevenly off the ground. …

*
“I think I’ll leave tomorrow,” Lara says in a dazed faraway voice after David and Marcus have finished
speaking, the tale told. What Nabi Khan and Gul Rasool had done to her brother. Marcus looks at David.
“Yes, I think I will. Thank you, Marcus, for everything, for your hospitality.”
She stands up abruptly, eyes full of brilliant energy now, and moves towards her suitcase. David approaches
and lifts her hand away from the case’s handle, tries to bring her back to her chair, but she refuses to submit.
“First we have to make arrangements—confirm your plane ticket …”
“I’ll go to Kabul and stay in a hotel.”
“No.” He takes in the smell of her hair, her skin and clothes. Hoelun, the future mother of Genghis Khan, had
given her tunic to her husband as she asked him to flee their pursuers, leaving her behind in the wilderness. Her
smell in the dress to remember her by. To the peoples of the steppe it is part of the soul.
“I cannot stay here knowing that man, Gul Rasool, is just over a mile away from me. What did they do with …
the remains?”
“I asked but James says they don’t seem to remember.” She nods.
“It was more than two decades ago. I must go.”
“No, Lara,” Marcus cries out behind them. David turns and sees that Marcus has planted his sole hand on his
face to conceal the naked heartache. Maybe there is a ghost here, he had said to David once, because sometimes I
get the vivid sensation that I am caressing my daughter’s face with my missing hand.
Apart from anything else he is afraid of their leaving, David sees now. The fear of being alone is on that hidden
face.
Lara goes to sit beside him. David moves towards the window. Towards free air. He can hear their muffled
distressed words to each other behind him. Perhaps she shouldn’t have been told. Had he found out about it
independently—away from Marcus, at another point in time—he would have kept it from her, he’s sure. But she
had wanted to know, and he has been quick, sparing her any unnecessary details. Wouldn’t you wish to learn what
happened to Jonathan in Vietnam? A different war—but maybe at some level it was the same war. Just as
tomorrow’s wars might be begotten by today’s wars, a continuation of them. Rivers of lava emerging onto the
surface after flowing many out-of-sight miles underground. James Palantine is the age David was when he was
here fighting America’s enemy.
The sons of the fathers. Here in this room the three of them are, the old ones. Four if Zameen’s ghost is
included. And out there are the children. Dunia. Casa. James. The planet’s future.
*
Angels constantly praise Allah for having created beards for men and long hair for women.
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Reciting the Qur’anic verse against vanity, he looks into the water of the lake. Locating his reflection he raises
his hand to the cheek where she had smeared kohl yesterday. His face. The most important instruction of the
Uzbek trainer, who taught him how to carry out a martyrdom attack, was to bend the head downwards when he
exploded himself. The head must be destroyed completely or he will enter Paradise with his body decapitated.
Is he thinking of her? If she kept her maddening face and hair concealed he wouldn’t be distracted.
If her face had been veiled he wouldn’t have been able to see that she was close to tears because of him
yesterday, at the thought of possible harm to him.
When they poured wine into a goblet the ordinary goblet shone like a red jewel. And so he saw her looking
into a mirror, and walking past it later he realised that without her reflection it was nothing but a piece of glass.
He is thinking of her. No, he can’t see why he should feel responsible because her well-being has been
jeopardised because of him, because of what happened on the night of the Night Letter. He has no time for such
worldly matters.
At certain times of day a small swarm of hornets comes to drink water from this part of the lake’s margin. He
stops to watch them as they begin their descent, then continues his walk along the edge. So precious are the
ingredients used in some perfumes, said the Englishman yesterday, that instead of metal weights a small berry is
used to measure them out. The bodies of these small hornets could be used for that purpose too, he’s sure, given
how very small they are. Something could also weigh as much as one of those red beetles that have black spots on
their backs. He’s seen them painted in several places inside the house. Yesterday she was saying her prayers
beside a vine leaf that held one.
Allah in his compassion understands what he is experiencing. By the time only six generations of Adam’s
children had passed, corruption and other consequences of temptation were widespread on earth, and the fears the
angels had expressed to Allah at the time of Adam’s creation began to seem legitimate to them. When the angels
repeated their complaints regarding mankind’s weakness, He responded,
“If I had sent you to live on earth and instilled in you what I have instilled in them—a passionate nature—you
would have acted as they have.”
The martyrdom mission camp was near Kazha Panga village, just where the Durand Line\fn{ A line drawn in the
19th century defining a portion of the boundary between Afghanistan and what was then British India } separated the Azam Warsak
town of South Waziristan from Afghanistan’s Paktika province. There were hundreds of other recruits. Though no
girls or young women—it was thought their modesty might be compromised when they exploded themselves and
certain body parts came to lie scattered in full view.
Some of the recruits had been brought there from schools, against the wishes of their infidel-in-all-but-name
parents, who didn’t care that U.S. and other Western forces were occupying Afghanistan. Didn’t realise how
important it was for Muslims to rise up in revolt against them, unleash a planet-wide lightning storm. The
recruiters would arrive at the schools and the children, after listening to their speeches and being shown DVDs of
holy wars, would offer themselves up readily for martyrdom instruction. Gun battles often broke out, however,
when the principals of the schools sought police assistance, or prevented the children from boarding the buses and
vans bound for the secret camps.
Once there, they were told to adopt the hairstyle of the jihadis—combed back from the brow and cut straight at
the nape of the neck as Muhammad, peace be upon him, is said to have worn it. In addition to the Qur’an they
were taught three books published in Pakistan:
Rehbar ki Shanakhat—The Mark of the Leader, when translated into Pashto for those who didn’t speak Urdu;
Fidayee Hamlay—Martyrdom Attacks;
Tareekh-e-Shiagaan—A History of the Shias.
All three volumes had been acquired from ordinary bookshops in the Street of Storytellers in Peshawar,
fortunately in bulk because—at the behest of the Americans—the Pakistani government had recently banned such
inspirational literature. After training they were told to go home and wait to be contacted, Casa being exempt from
this because he came back to Nabi Khan in Jalalabad, who intended to use him himself, asking Casa to shorten his
hair and also trim his beard to a stubble so as not to appear even remotely conspicuous.
He walks along the water’s edge. He had wished to be away from the house as soon as he saw the two young
Americans arrive earlier.
He looks up, wondering—as he used to when he was a child—how high Paradise is. Back then when he’d also
wonder if his parents had ever been born, had ever existed.
The most truthful dreams occur during the time of year when flowers blossom on the branches, like now. And
always at dawn. The prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, had told his followers that after he was gone
prophecy would come only through true dreams, the angels bringing them to the sleepers, creating likenesses and
images in their minds to give tidings. At dawn yesterday he had dreamt about being inside the sacred precinct of
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the Kaaba, taking milk from a gazelle. Waking up he remembered that according to the dream manuals of the
believers suckling augured imprisonment. It probably was a false dream, brought on by his encounter with the
Americans a day earlier. In any case that was the reason why he had begun scratching away the figure of the deer
from the wall as he waited for her to finish praying yesterday. Absentmindedly. He thought he had stopped
himself just in time, sweeping the flakes under an armchair, but obviously she had noticed.
Allah is testing the depth of his belief through all this, placing the Americans and the girl in orbit close to him.
On which of the two would he focus his truest attention? He mustn’t waver from his devotion or all will be lost. A
pious man, someone who had spent his entire life praying, once lived above a dissolute wretch who drank wine
and listened to music and indulged in the pleasures of the flesh. One night the upstairs man had the urge to
examine the revelries downstairs, while at the same time the downstairs man decided to see what his neighbour
was doing. They both died at the stairs. The one on his way down was sent to Hell by Allah. The one going up
admitted to Paradise.
Taking the dust path that eventually enters the Englishman’s orchard from this part of the lake, he stops on
seeing Dunia and the American man James.
Two minutes on this path would lead to where the land mine lies buried.
They are talking. She’s presenting her report to him, telling him what Casa revealed to her yesterday when his
guard was down briefly. And the story about being persecuted over the knock on her window? A lie to be able to
extend her stay at the house?
If it’s so then he can only marvel at their shrewdness and elaborate designs. They’ll steal the lines from the
palm while shaking hands with someone. But really how could he not notice that the devotion she has been
displaying to gain his confidence is fake. She who thinks Allah accepts prayers offered within rooms painted with
images of living things. That He accepts prayers from a woman in a veil through which her hair can be seen.
Instead of turning around and leaving, he takes a few more steps towards them because they have become
aware of him. As he draws near, another American comes into view from behind the rosewood tree—he had
arrived with James earlier.
“I am a little tired of having to prove who I am,” Dunia is saying to James in Pashto. “Didn’t I tell you who I
was when I was on my way here yesterday?” James points to the other American.
“He wasn’t at the cordon yesterday morning, so he didn’t know who you were when he saw you just now.
That’s all.”
The other white man makes a conciliatory gesture with his hands, saying something in English.
This is just so much play for Casa’s benefit, surely, their way of changing the subject because he has just
walked in on their conversation about him.
“We are not your enemy,” says James.
“He was extremely discourteous. I am glad you weren’t too far behind.” Or is this authentic? It’s something
Casa has in common with her, then, being harassed by this group of invaders, these occupiers.
“He has apologised and I do too. You must appreciate how difficult the situation is for us as well. What can we
do?”
Submit. Die.
“We are here to help your country. We came to get rid of the Taliban for you—”
“Please stop,” she tells him. “The Taliban regime had been in place for years and no one was particularly
bothered about getting rid of it. You are not here because you wanted to destroy the Taliban for us, you are here
because you wanted retribution for what happened to you in 2001. I am glad they are gone but let’s not confuse
the facts.”
The Americans throw glances at Casa from time to time. A rush of delight in him that she is confronting them
bravely. The sight is thrilling. Even if she is speaking disrespectfully yet again of the Taliban.
“You can’t expect a country to function like a charity,” James says. “Then why pretend that it is?”
“I am sorry. That was uncalled for.”
“No, I am glad it got said. At last we are on the same page—without illusions.”
“I shouldn’t have said that.” There is regret in the voice. “Our government and thousands of other American
organisations do plenty of good work around the planet.”
“Did I say they don’t?”
Now Casa sees that her features are in turmoil. These men have distressed her, as though she needs anyone else
adding to her consternation and panic. She must already feel like an exhausted and cornered animal, having had to
flee Usha.
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A brother, a cousin, a lover, he takes a step towards her to signal to them and to her that she is not alone. Two
of their buildings fell down and they think they know about the world’s darkness, about how unsafe a place it is
capable of being!
“All I ask is that you do not scare or humiliate me the next time you need to stop me,” she says; and pointing
to Casa—looking at him for the second time during all this, and just as cursorily as the first—she adds:
“You are as bad as he is.”
It is as though she has struck him hard in the face.
She leaves, and the Americans too begin to walk away, James raising a quick hand towards Casa—in belated
greeting—which Casa doesn’t acknowledge, his entire body shaking and gone cold at what she just did. Only
seconds after an animal’s throat was cut, even as he knelt there pinning down the death throes with his weight, he
could feel its body warmth ebbing away, feel it begin to grow cold.
“She has nothing to do with your enemies,” he hears himself say plainly and in a clear voice to the retreating
backs of the Americans.
He squares himself but they don’t even stop, let alone turn around.
“You sound very sure,” says James, continuing. “You know someone who might?” With his index finger he
traces two quick loops around his head. Casa’s bandages.
*
Lying beside the stone face he moves his fingers absently on the floor, where the few remaining panels of a
stained-glass window are casting discs of coloured sunlight from above, the red with more heat dissolved in it
than the blue. Then darkness falls and he climbs up and sits motionlessly on the bunched-up hair at the top of the
Buddha’s head, the bun that sticks out sideways because the head is horizontal. His feet dangling in empty air.
What did he expect? What other thoughts did he think would arise in her mind towards him, after his hostility
towards her yesterday? She has shown him who he is. He doesn’t want to be that.
He jumps down and takes a notebook and pen from the alcove. Climbing back up with them he opens the book
in the middle. Two large empty pages. A faint scent from them as when someone has cut into a fruit near by. He
waits until the darkness is perfect around him and then, having also removed his clothes and cast them onto the
floor, he begins to write, beginning at the top right-hand corner of the right page and intending to stop upon
getting to the bottom left of the facing page. Sentences about himself. The truth. He can only say it in the dark.
Even his eyes are closed as he arranges the small words on the paper. But it is difficult to write like this, and so,
after only half a dozen lines, he moves towards the lamp that rests higher up, against the top rim of the large stone
ear.
When he lights it he sees that the pages are still blank, that for some reason the pen had held onto its ink. He
knows the reason. Allah doesn’t want him to. Nothing but indentations can be seen in the yellow light. He moves
his fingertips over the phantom words. This is the second sign, the dream of the gazelle being the first. Or is it the
third? Hadn’t Allah arranged for her to spend last night in the house, the night he needed to embrace a female, the
final touch in his preparations for martyrdom?
Allah is telling him what is expected of him. He knows not to flick or shake the pen to get the ink flowing. He
continues to write however—no pigment, just pressure—until both pages are filled and several more. Finishing,
he rips them out and folds them carefully—thinking as he goes that the Englishman would not be able to do this
as easily with his one hand—and not knowing what else to do with them he drops them into the stone pit of the
ear and extinguishes the flame. Words that can’t be seen. A silent cry, and an ear that can’t hear. Nothing but the
maelstrom of his breathing in the darkness now.
*
“Hello, David.”
James has returned to the house. The first cold stars of dusk were visible singly and the sky still blue only
minutes ago, it seems, but night descends fast in the East. The birds were still airborne but then suddenly their
sounds disappeared as the darkness sealed their way.
“I thought I’d come and see how everything was.”
“Come in. Stay.”
“I must go back soon, though. We have to stay ready for the assault promised in the Night Letter, stay sharp
especially during these hours of darkness.”
A quarter-century of warfare: a period during which some vultures in Afghanistan have developed a taste for
human flesh-whenever there was a dead animal with a human corpse next to it they’d ignore the animal.
Lara has forgotten a cup of tea on the table and David has been intermittently sipping the cooling liquid.
“Did you know C-4 explosive smells like lemons?” James says, indicating the cup. “Where is everyone?”
“I think Casa is out there—”
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“I have been thinking about him.”
David looks into his face for a moment then lets his gaze slide off.
“There’s nothing to think about. Marcus, if he can, takes in people who are in need. He arrived a few nights
ago.”
“The night the shabnama was posted?” American fears are huge.
“I understand the need to be vigilant, James, but—”
“I am sorry, it’s just that he has a wound on his head and several of the alarm guns around Gul Rasool’s house
had gone off the night of the shabnama.”
“I am aware of all that. But let’s leave him alone, he’s doing just fine.”
David has gone to stand at the threshold. Between two cypresses is stretched a spider’s half-completed web
like a story left unfinished by the storyteller. James joins him and they walk out into the garden, slowly beginning
to circle the house as they talk. Entering and then emerging from the orchard.
“I didn’t mean anything much by what I said about him. But this is how al-Qaeda sleeper cells operate in the
States. They are like ghosts in front of you, unseen—”
“James!”
“Of course, you know.”
Some of these al-Qaeda men may marry into American families and have perfect camouflage as law-abiding
citizens, living inconspicuously near the scene of their future operations. Regretting the harsh tone, he smiles at
James.
“In 1953, listening devices were found in the beak of the eagle in the great seal of the United States at the
Moscow embassy.”
“There you go.” The younger man laughs. “Al-Qaeda hiding in the mouth of the Golden Eagle. It’s simple—
use the laws, freedoms and loopholes of the most liberal nations on the planet to help finance and direct one of the
most violent international terrorism groups in the world. They want to do to the Statue of Liberty and Mount
Rushmore what they did to the Buddhas of Bamiyan.”\fn{ They destroyed the Buddhas of Bamiyan with dynamite, because
they regarded them as idols, not as objects of art or symbolic reverence, but as temptations designed to lead the soul to Hell }
“Do you know about the rumours in Usha concerning that girl we have staying here with us?”
“Yes.”
“Tell me.”
The cranes are there at the lake’s edge; he sees them in his mind’s eye, heads drawn back like the hammers of
guns.
“This afternoon in his Friday sermon the cleric denounced her as a …”
He throws up his hands.
“Apparently she has a secret lover who was seen outside her house one night—on the night of the shabnama.
People are full of anger and disgust at her.”
“She’ll be safe here.”
“Good. Who knows what they’ll do to her if they get their hands on her? Make sure to lock the windows and
doors at night. We’ll also keep an eye on this place.”
What would they do to her? Christopher said he was shocked in the early years at what the Afghan guerrillas
were prepared to do, at how brutal they were, what complete disregard they had for life. The United States and the
CIA had wanted courage, but the guerrillas had given them cruelty.
“Yes, we are using their bravery to our advantage,” he would say, “but I would not suggest half the things they
are doing, am disgusted by a third.”
They have completed a circumambulation and are now back at the kitchen door, light arrowing out into the
darkness from it. Before entering David looks back into the gathering darkness, into the rustles and other sounds
of foliage. The breeze. Or are people advancing towards the house from several directions, as when the king is
under threat on a chessboard?
“I have to tell you that Gul Rasool thinks the girl might be involved with the people who put up the Night
Letter. It could have been them outside her house that night.”
And seeing the look on David’s face, he leans back in his chair and looks around.
“He was just wondering, that’s all.” He nods towards the photograph on the shelf and, in a changed tone, more
considered, says,
“So your Zameen grew up in this house.”
“I miss your father, you know, James. Missed him back then too, and you and your mother.”
“If we catch Nabi Khan I won’t forget to ask him about what happened to your son. Bihzad.”
“So he told you everything.”
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“Over the years, yes. He never talked much, as you know. Was hardly ever there with us, the work keeping him
away. He talked constantly about wanting to see you during his last days but there was no finding you. You were
in the will, but that had been there for a very long time. After the doctors said there was no hope and we brought
him home to die, he wanted one of your photographs framed and placed on the bedside table next to the pictures
of the rest of us. He could never deal with the fact that”—he lowers his voice further and looks towards the
corridor, towards the door to the garden—“he had to let the woman be put to death by Gul Rasool, but he said that
at the time he saw no alternative. He thought she was working for the Soviets.”
David lifts the spoon out of the cup and places it on the table.
“What?”
“She was working for the … I thought Dad had discussed it all with you. You don’t know this?”
“Discussed what with me?”
“He thought she was a spy for the Communists. That she was lying to you.”
“Christopher told me he thought she was just someone who had been sent by Gul Rasool to plant a device to
kill him. He told me at the World Trade Center in 1993 that he didn’t know who she was, that that was why he
allowed her death to take place.”
“No, he knew exactly who she was, knew she had a relationship with you for some months. Her behaviour
aroused suspicion, so he assigned someone to watch her—he never doubted your own loyalty, not for a minute—
and eventually he had her followed. She regularly met a Communist. A young Afghan man. When Gul Rasool
wanted to kill her that day Dad was just … relieved she’d be out of the way. Relieved or glad, whatever’s the
word:”
“He said had he known she was the woman I loved he would have done everything in his power to save her.”
There is a pistol taped to the underside of the kitchen table. An act of precaution by him.
“I am sorry, I thought you knew all this.” The young man has an intense stare now, the pupils almost vibrating
as he looks at David.
“He lied to me.”
“I thought you knew all this.”
“Who was the man she met, the Communist?” Though of course he knows the answer.
“It was the man she loved before she met you.” The man David thought had died in the Soviet bombing raid on
the refugee camp.
“An investigation into him was already under way when Zameen died—why was she meeting him? He was
questioned after her death. He said they had once been in love but that she was now with another man. He didn’t
know anything about you—not even your name, certainly not your nationality. She wouldn’t tell him. He
supposed she saw him in secret so the new guy wouldn’t think she still had feelings for him. She helped him
financially a few times. They were both from the same place, here, Usha, and she felt connected to him because of
all that she had lost. She was not a spy after all. But Dad didn’t find that out until after she died and the
Communist was picked up for questioning.”
“No. She was not a spy. Didn’t Christopher think I would have known?”
“Not necessarily. You would expect a spy to be an expert at deception. Even at the best of times we don’t really
know everything about others. Exactly what I have just said about Casa and Dunia.”
He can see the gun through the table’s surface as though it’s glass, not wood. The too terrible thing, the truly
monstrous thing, is that in the mayhem of those years he had had to make a number of decisions like these
himself. He remembers the scattershot speculations, and the collective urgency to grasp opportunities and exploit
advantages, to bring the deadlock with the USSR to an end once and for all. Christopher—according to the best
facts he had at his disposal at the time—allowed her to be killed because he thought she posed a danger to the
interests of the United States of America. …
He grips the hair on either side of his head until it begins to hurt. Christopher too had used a bullet to end his
life, the pain of the illness too great in the last days.
There is plenty of corruption in the CIA. Christopher was so good at spotting frauds that he discovered before
any of his peers that one of the most renowned case officers working in the Latin American division was corrupt
—he invented most of his agents and probably pocketed some agents’ pay in diamonds and emeralds. But
corruption was certainly low in the Peshawar of the 1980s. And he has lost count of the times he has wished
Christopher had allowed Zameen’s execution to go ahead because of money. Yes, Gul Rasool had lured
Christopher to the meeting in order to offer him a bribe. If only this were true. David could have shouted at
Christopher then, or had him arrested, fired in disgrace, or yes, perhaps even murdered him and taken the
punishment—but no, Christopher was honest in that respect. This was not about greed and personal gain.
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Buildings in Pittsburgh and Chicago carry the Palantine family name, there are three-storey Upper East Side
apartments with Old Masters on the walls, and there are houses in the Hamptons and in D.C. and Pennsylvania.
Christopher’s father helped found the CIA, and there has been a senator in the family of James’s mother for three
generations. All this against David’s own ancestors, who had crossed the Atlantic in the mid-eighteenth century
more or less as ballast in the ships that had taken American flax seed to Ulster’s linen mills, the human cargo
compensating for the buoyancy on the nearly empty return voyage. There is a beloved uncle in Kentucky who
charges his customers $10 for a haircut or you can pay him in snakes. But never for a moment had Christopher
made him feel that he had an advantage or lead over David because of his background. Respecting his
intelligence, his abilities. So no, it wasn’t a case of not caring about the happiness of someone with David’s roots
either.
This was about nations and ideals. About carrying the fire. He looks at James.
“Was there another reason?”
“No. I have told you all I know.”
“Something I can’t help but suspect. There could be another reason why, that day in 1993, he didn’t tell me he
had known who she was. Looking at that mile-high column of glass and steel with a tower of smoke inside it, he
knew I was finished with the CIA. Knew I wanted none of it any more. But the bomb had exploded minutes
earlier. He knew the CIA—the U.S.A.—needed me now more than ever. My knowledge, my contacts, my skills.”
“He always said you could’ve made director.”
“Could he have kept the truth from me so I’d keep working with him, helping him understand the new threat to
our country?”
“As things turned out you couldn’t go on anyway and gave it up,” James says, getting up to leave. “You
shouldn’t have left the team, David. Who knows, certain things—certain events—might not have happened had
you been able to bury your personal feelings.”
And from the door he gives a little shrug at David’s stare.
“I shouldn’t have said that, I’m sorry. But it’s possible. And if it came out as me doubting your patriotism, I am
sorry for that too. I am sure Dad would have held himself responsible had he lived another year, definitely,
wondering how and where he’d managed to make a mistake, and let’s just say that he would have regretted the
fact that you hadn’t stuck around.”
Ornithologists were consulted in the wake of the 2001 attacks because birdsong was heard on a bin Laden
video, and David too had volunteered the knowledge of Afghan mountains and cave systems he had accumulated
through his gemstone interests. When Moses commanded Aaron to fashion a jewelled breastplate, he remembers
thinking to himself, charts and photographs of Afghanistan’s geographical terrain spread before him, with twelve
stones representing the twelve tribes of Israel, the fifth stone was lapis lazuli and in all probability it came from
this set of caves here. … It was his first contact with the CIA for over two years and it was they who now
informed him that Christopher Palantine had taken his own life the previous year.
*
From to enthusiasm to imposture the step is perilous and slippery …
In the golden room David looks up from the heavy book in his right hand, the blood vessel in the wrist pulsing
beside the edge of the page.
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Marcus, Lara and the girl are elsewhere in the
house, Casa probably in the perfume factory with a lamp at his side. He looks down at the book again, the smell
of dust on the paper … the demon of Socrates affords a memorable instance of how a wise man may deceive
himself; how a good man may deceive others, how the conscience may slumber in a mixed and middle state
between self-illusion and voluntary fraud. The pulse is usually felt where the radial artery lies near the surface of
the skin, on the thumb side of the wrist. Before detaching Marcus’s hand, Qatrina had cut into his flesh and
clamped the radial and ulnar arteries, to prevent excessive blood loss. Can the beat of his heart be felt near the end
of his forearm now?
The book is heavy. In the Texas of the mid-nineteenth century the illiterate Comanche warriors remembered to
take away Bibles and other books during raids on farms and settlements. They had discovered that paper made an
excellent padding for their bison-hide war shields, absorbing a bullet if packed thickly and tightly enough.
Someone came across a shield stuffed with the complete history of ancient Rome—its rise, efflorescence and
eventual fall to barbarians.
*
“What is it?”
He shakes his head. In their brief past together, this handful of days, he has told her only the most minimal of
details about Zameen’s death, the barest of revelations about his own activities of the 1980s.
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“You have enough on your mind already.”
“Tell me.”
“I don’t want to say it out loud.”
He walks to the door and locks it, looking back towards where she stands across the wide room. And returning,
he tells her everything. How he met Zameen. The boy she loved, and the Soviet bombing of the refugee camp.
How the CIA knew about the raid in advance. His trip to Uzbekistan to deliver weapons and Qur’ans. There
seeing the Muslim woman being punished for having taken a lover, and a Russian lover at that. Returning to find
Zameen and the child missing, and then discovering how her circumstances had once reduced her to demean
herself …
She listens to all this and more. There is no reaction from her even when the generator is switched on by
someone out there and the room lights up suddenly. They look around, their eyes unsteady. Two day-blind animals
exposed to full sunlight. When his eyes adjust he sees how shaken she is by what he has told her, by what he is
telling her. As he continues the room becomes dark again, the generator either switched off for some reason or
running out of oil.
“The CIA knew about the raid on the camp where her lover was?” she asks through the lightless air.
“Yes. Days in advance. I myself found out about it only a short while before, though.”
“They knew hundreds of people were going to die and didn’t warn them. Had you known in advance, you still
wouldn’t have alerted those defenceless people. Of course.”
He doesn’t answer at first but then remembers that he is supposed to be confessing everything.
“We were letting those men, women and children die to expose the brutality of the Soviets. We were saving the
future generations of Afghanistan and the world from Communism.”
“I am not arguing with you. But really, I can’t ignore the fact that nobody asked them if they wanted to
sacrifice their lives. For all I know probably all of them would have willingly gone to their deaths to secure a
better future for their land, for the world. But no one asked them.”
“The Soviets would have carried out the raid whether or not we knew about it.”
“But you did know about it. That’s what I am interested in. God, I had conversations of this type with Stepan.
When it came to what he called his nation, his tribe, he too suffered from a kind of blindness: he saw what he
wanted to. ‘You think your principles are higher than reality,’ he’d say to me.”
“It makes no difference that I knew.” She seems to be elsewhere, nothing but silence from her, and then she
says,
“You have spent your whole life believing such untrue things. Don’t you know how alone you are, David? We
are most alone when we are with the myths.”
“America is not a myth.” And you can’t compare me to Stepan, he wants to add but doesn’t because the
bluntness would be painful for her. He was the servant of monsters and barbarians, of a system that was an
abomination.
“Believe me, I am not defending Soviet Communism. My father died at its hands and my mother ended up in
an insane asylum because of it, my brother was torn to pieces … I remember how a dissident had asked for his
legal rights while being interrogated and the KGB thug had said with a pained look on his face, ‘Please—we are
having a serious discussion here.’”
She is on the other side of a barrier now, a branching river of ice suspended in the air between them.
“You let that boy die, Zameen’s lover … He lived but not because of you. Doesn’t it trouble you?”
“Of that I am guilty—yes, and I am ashamed that I was that person. I thought she would leave me for him.”
“If you were better than him she wouldn’t have. You should have given her the chance to make up her mind.”
“As it was, she did choose me.”
Minutes of silence later he sees her walk towards the door, hears her turn the key. To go away and look for
light, leaving him to the shadows.
“I wonder about forgiveness,” he says quietly, moving to a chair. “Whether it’s ever a possibility in certain
cases.”
She stops, an indistinct shape surrounded by darkness. She comes back to him, advancing and leaning close
over him. Her hand moves through the air and comes to rest on the lower half of his face. He can’t understand
what she is doing—telling him not to speak further on the matter?—but whatever it is, he is soon unable to
breathe under that hand. Then he realises that that is actually what she is trying to do. Blocking his nose, his
mouth, clamping them shut. He could free himself from the grip easily, could manoeuvre his bottom lip out from
under the edge of her hand to take in a gulp of air, but he does not want to struggle against her, against this, wants
to be here for ever.
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A minute passes, perhaps an eternity, his lungs beginning to burn. Then she releases him and straightens,
looking down as he swallows large gasps of air. She walks back to the door and before leaving the room she says:
“The forgiveness of the weak is the air you strong ones breathe, David. Didn’t you know? You don’t see it but
you felt it just then. They allow you to go on living.”
*
The beauty of the rose is considered a medicine. Healing through sight, through the act of looking with all
veils swept aside. Marcus had said this to Casa when he gave him the prayer mat, a row of the blossoms depicted
along the base of it.
It’s not there on the mulberry branch where Dunia has been leaving it after she herself has finished with it. He
stands looking at its absence. The house is locked. It’s past midnight and they’ve gone to bed.
The generator had stopped working suddenly earlier tonight so there was only candlelight at dinner. For some
reason David hadn’t eaten anything and had sat with them only for a while, and silently, and when Casa suggested
they should investigate the generator he said it can be left until tomorrow.
The house is in darkness. Allah has sent her here so he can possess her. It is His command that he do this, then
go and find a way of becoming a martyr. When he walks around the dark house he discovers an open weakly
illuminated window on the north side on the ground floor. Looking in he becomes aware that something is wrong.
It is an instinct long before it is a full sentence in his head. A candle has almost burnt itself to the height of half an
inch on a stack of books. The flame squat and blue-tipped. There is a careless ruck in the prayer mat near by. As
though a serpent sleeps underneath.
One of Dunia’s earrings lies between the prayer mat and the window. They had carried her out through here.
They must have disturbed her at prayer, while she was unguarded, when the difference between this world and
the next is slowly wiped out.
He climbs in. This house is unhinging him, asking him to look into mirrors he shouldn’t. Allah does not wish
him to have any ties. Three-and-a-bit days living with them is enough, these people whose very existence is and
should be a provocation—to think that he has spent time under the same roof as a Russian, the butchers of
Afghanistan, the butchers of Chechnya!—and it is an effort to remain silent all the time. He should steal the keys
to David’s car and leave. The Americans know him now—if they stop him he’ll say he’s running an errand, that
someone has fallen ill.
He wants to go back to the state of war. For the clarity it brings. If she is blameless Allah Himself will find a
way to save her. Nothing is beyond Him. Casa has heard how a group of the Taliban and al-Qaeda fighters had
become trapped here in Usha towards the end of 2001, when the American soldiers were going from house to
house, smashing open any door they wished to in their hunt. All escape routes were blocked but then suddenly,
out of the room where the fighters stood more or less cornered, ten iron nails had flown out and swerved into the
street. Each was six inches long and verses of the Qur’an written on small pieces of paper had been tied with
thread to the head of each. The sharp tips pointing along the direction of travel, the nails continued in a straight
line through the moonlight, the rays glinting off the gray iron, took a corner to the left and then to the left again in
order to enter the next street, increasing in speed as they approached their targets. Without sound they came and,
shattering through the night-vision goggles, lodged themselves into the eyes of the five American soldiers who
were keeping guard there, blocking the path to safety.
The miracles of Allah. Now he goes deeper into the house and finds a lamp and then returns and exits the
house and goes to the wooden kiosk that houses the generator. Several of the cables have been cut, he sees. Quick
strokes with a blade. The thin copper wires within the rubber insulation shining like insect eyes as they catch the
lamp’s light. He presses the lever and raises the glass shield of the lamp and blows out the flame. He steps out and
stands with his back pressed to the kiosk’s door, looking deep into the surrounding darkness.
*
In the autumn of 1959, Khrushchev visited New York but he kept delaying his departure back to Moscow.
When this aroused suspicion, the Western world’s listening posts in England, Italy, Japan and Turkey set to work
and eventually homed in on signals issuing from a rocket launch site within the Soviet Union. Among the signals
was the regular beating of a human heart. The heartbeat grew faster as the rocket reached its first staging point,
the cosmonaut experiencing the normal reaction of fear and excitement. At the moment the rocket’s second stage
should have ignited, all signals ceased abruptly and the tracking devices lost contact. Though the Soviet Union
denied it, the owner of the heartbeat had been incinerated in millions of gallons of exploding fuel. It is now
believed that important safety checks had been ignored for the Soviet leader to have a triumphal moment while
visiting the West—
“The first human being in space is a citizen of the Soviet Union.”
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Lara feels along the darkened wall. Her fingers touch the coldness of the lyre-shaped mirror and then journey
over its frame, the warmth in the fingertips releasing the fragrance of the wood. From the shelf she takes the
matchbox and strikes herself a flame. In its brief yellow light she picks up the foot-long narrow box that lies on a
higher shelf. Five more seconds—and a star bursts before her eyes, the silver brilliance at the centre of it
scorching the retina. She turns around with it in her hands, the room shaking with the light. It is a child’s sparkler:
a small amount of—what is it, surely not gunpowder?—moulded onto a stiff wire. She can’t find a candle and has
just heard a sound from outside. It’s seventeen minutes past one. She moves towards the window with the white
starburst. Her shadow is grey tinted with lapis lazuli and it wavers and shifts from side to side, almost vibrating.
As when lightning flashes in a storm, entering a room from two different windows. She stands looking out into
the night, the five inches of burning powder almost running out.
“How do you think that kind old man out there would feel,” she had asked David, stopping him in a corridor,
“if you were to tell him that his daughter’s death was needed for the secure and singing tomorrows you were
arranging for Afghanistan and the world?” And he had replied,
“I loved her as much as he did. But Christopher made a mistake.”
He was not innocent but he was not guilty. She was collateral damage.
“When you are alone at night and your rage takes over—what face do you give it?”
“I am also the man who is privileged to have saved many many lives, Lara.”
Everyone in the house came together at dinner but then she had withdrawn into this room with Dunia. Around
midnight the girl said she wanted to pray and went downstairs, Casa’s fists sounding on the kitchen door not long
after that. He was shouting that the girl was missing, that the electricity had been sabotaged.
There are two possibilities. Either someone from the mosque has taken her, to mete out justice for being
immoral. Or—according to David—someone linked with Gul Rasool has, thinking she is involved with the people
who put up the shabnama that night.
Marcus is in the kitchen now. And she doesn’t know where David and Casa have gone.
She takes out the two dozen or so lights that remain in the flat cardboard box and ignites them simultaneously.
She stops herself from shaking. With all the power in her arm she throws the fragments of lightning out into the
blackness, watching the thin silver flares slowly drop towards the ground, illuminating the air, the edges of leaves,
the boughs of the rosewood tree that is honoured by the three ring-dove nests. They go out one by one in the
garden and are a handful of dead moments, bits of time turned to ash.
*
In the nineteenth century, one of Marcus’s uncles in the North-West Frontier Province was in the Duke of
Cornwall’s Light Infantry. On parade every man of the regiment wore a single red feather at the front of his pith
helmet. The regiment had taken part in the successful night attack on the Americans at Paoli in September 1777,
the sleeping Americans massacred with swords and bayonets, the place set alight around the screaming wounded.
The Americans had vowed vengeance and, in defiance, in order that they should know who had done the deed, the
light company stained red the white feathers they wore in their hats, the tradition continuing for a century and
more into the future.
He wonders what has stirred this memory as he sits in the kitchen with a small candle, the flame twice as long
as the wax. The thought of the red-stained bandage at the back of Casa’s head? Or it may have been the small
wound David has received while constructing the canoe. The boy and David had just drifted away from here
separately, he and Lara alone in the house.
An ammonite rests on his palm. Zameen had found it during a fossil hunt in the Cotswolds. He can hear her
upstairs. Lara. Her eyes must not have stopped looking for signs and indications of her brother ever since she
arrived at Usha fifteen days ago. He knows this from his own searches for Qatrina and Zameen and the child
Bihzad. And from what David has told him about looking for Jonathan in the Far East. At times he thought he
would go mad, interrogating the earth and the landscape, alighting on possible symbols and portents. Always
telling himself he wasn’t looking hard enough. Once he jolted himself upright from partial sleep, the book
slipping from his grasp and landing on the floor.
Among the clues to Orestes’ unknown burial place were the two winds that were by strong necessity blowing,
and a place where evil lies upon evil. With these clues, Lichas had discovered the bones of the hero in the
workshop of an ironsmith. The bellows were the two winds. Hammer and anvil, and the iron being wrought, were
the evil lying upon evil. This, Lichas imagined, might be so because iron had been discovered to the hurt of man.
Marcus was in Kandahar when he read this, and in the madness of his mad heart he had wandered out into the
night looking for a rickshaw or horse carriage to take him to a place where iron was forged. …
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253.67 Excerpt from The Story Of A Widow: A Novel\fn{by Musharraf Ali Farooqi (1968- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad
District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (M) 8
1
After Akbar Ahmad’s death, Mona became more conscious of her own health. She was fifty, and the doctor had
warned her about the physical changes she must expect at her age. Her older daughter Tanya insisted that Mona
start exercising, so Mona began going for walks in a nearby park every few days with her neighbour from across
the street, Mrs. Baig. Often her back felt stiff when she woke up in the mornings, and her legs cramped if she sat
in one place for too long. When she looked at Akbar Ahmad’s portrait, she was reminded of one of his favourite
sayings:
It’s all the toll and suffering of life!
Mona’s chief memories of thirty-one years of married life concerned caring for her husband, raising her two
daughters and running a busy household. Akbar Ahmad’s steady rise through the ranks of the finance ministry
forced him to spend more and more time at work; his weekends were taken up by visits either to his superiors or from
his colleagues in the ministry. Over the course of his career, Akbar Ahmad’s work engagements overtook his married
life. During Akbar Ahmad’s last years, a month before the federal budget was announced, his whole office staff
numbering six people moved into their house. Akbar Ahmad found it more convenient to work the extra hours from the
comfort of his home. Mona and the cook, Habib, remained busy in the kitchen all day, making tea for the staff every few
hours and cooking and serving food to them during lunch and dinner. Mona got respite only late at night when the staff left.
Still, she had to wash and put away the dishes as Habib would leave soon after the dinner was served.
With Akbar Ahmad occupied by his work, Mona lavished all her attention and care on her first child, Tanya. Three
years later their second daughter, Amber, was born, and Mona underwent a prolonged depression. Her older sister, Hina,
who attended to her in those days, worried about Mona. She had had a similar episode once before, too, after their father’s
death. Hina was greatly relieved to notice that despite her low spirits, Mona seemed able to discharge her duties as a mother.
However, Mona lost all desire to go outdoors and no longer asked Akbar Ahmad to take time out from work for an outing or
a picnic as she had done after the birth of Tanya.
Soon afterwards Akbar Ahmad was posted for a year to Islamabad, a thousand kilometres away from Karachi. He
decided that it would be best for Mona to stay behind in Karachi to look after the house and the children. Mona took
stock of her circumstances and realized that she had to make an effort to cast off her depression and strike a balance
between her needs and the needs of her family. When Akbar Ahmad returned, he apparently never felt anything had been
amiss in the household routines. He found his shaving water ready in the morning as before, his office clothes on the
bedside in the correct order with the socks on top, and the folded newspaper on the right side of the breakfast table.
Akbar Ahmad liked to have more than one freshly made dish at each meal, with a homemade dessert afterwards. His
characteristic frugality lapsed only in the matter of food, so in time he told Mona that they could hire a cook. That was
how Habib was hired—their first household help. Afterwards, it turned out that Habib had lied about his long
experience. The only dishes he could make with any competence were rice and lentils. It took Mona several months
before Habib was properly trained. But his job mostly remained limited to that of kitchen help. Mona was unable to
entirely delegate the cooking part. The glimmer of delight in Akbar Ahmad’s eyes as she announced the menu she had
prepared gave her a sense of fulfillment.
Mona’s daytime routine was hardly over when it was time for Akbar Ahmad to come home. Another set of routines
would then start: bringing him a hot towel to wipe his face, making tea and pouring it for him after exactly three minutes of
steeping, laying the dinner table, and placing three toothpicks and a small hand towel near his plate. When she left a task to
Habib, something invariably went wrong, and Akbar Ahmad complained about it for days afterwards.
Mona followed the same household schedule with little variance until the day Akbar Ahmad died.
One of the first changes Mona felt was the sudden end to the daily duties she performed for Akbar Ahmad. After many
months of feeling unsettled, she began enjoying her leisure. If she read a book, often she would become so engrossed in it that
she forgot about her lunch. When Habib was away, she felt too lazy to prepare meals for herself. On those occasions, only if her
daughters or sister dropped by did she make lunch or dinner. Some days she drank pot after pot of jasmine tea the whole
afternoon, or ate only fruit. Such a lack of structure would have been unthinkable in Akbar Ahmad’s lifetime.
For the first time since her marriage, and at her sister Hina’s suggestion, Mona took up a hobby and began gar dening.
Mona’s reminiscences of her childhood home were inseparable from the memories of the courtyard flower beds tended by her
mother. Her mother had taught Mona how to plant and care for saplings. Those memories remained with Mona even after
more recent events of her married life were forgotten.
The garden was one place where Mona spent money freely and of her own accord.
*
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Mona was shocked to find out how much money Akbar Ahmad had left behind. In her mind, she could not reconcile the
amount with all those years of frugal existence and her losing battle against his arguments for balancing the income against
an assortment of what he called “immediate necessities.” These turned out to be compulsory deductions for the savings
accounts, insurance premiums, treasury bills, and stock exchange deposit accounts. It took Mona some time to become
accustomed to the idea that she had ready access to that money and no longer had to consult her conscience or ask Akbar
Ahmad’s permission to spend it.
Mona had the much needed repairs done to the cracking boundary wall of the house. The paved path that led
through the garden into the rooms also needed fixing. Mona’s bedroom and bathroom, which were above the living and
drawing rooms, needed some minor repairs to the roof, too. AkbarAhmad had kept putting off these repairs. Finally,
Mona also had a separate kitchen entrance made from the garden, so that the cook and the newly hired maidservant,
Noon, could conveniently go in and out of the kitchen without disturbing her in the living room.
After paying the salaries of the household staff (a gardener was paid per visit), Mona was released from accounting for
every small sum spent during the month. But even a year after Akbar Ahmad’s death, she could not spend money
impulsively, but it happened more and more frequently that she bought something she liked—an ornamental bowl for the
coffee table or new curtains for her bedroom.
One day, while shopping with her daughter Amber, Mona spent three thousand rupees on a small rosewood table
with marquetry work. The furniture shop owner had told her it was the only one left and he could not guarantee that it
would be there when she next visited. Amber, too, encouraged her to purchase it. After they returned home, as Amber
helped her unwrap the table, Mona’s gaze unconsciously travelled up to the photograph. The expression on Akbar
Ahmad’s face was one of shock and disbelief. Mona went out into the garden before his remonstrating looks became
unbearable.
Akbar Ahmad still looked reproachfully at her when she was unable to account for an expenditure, but as time
went on, his objections rang fainter and fainter.
2
A year after Akbar Ahmad’s death, Mona was well settled in her new life. She was enjoying gardening. With the
gardener’s help, she had transformed the spacious lawn from a grassy desolation marked with a dozen or so potted
evergreens into a luxurious stretch of rare flowers, creepers and shrubs. The morning glory slowly began to cover the
walls of the summerhouse and Mona planted seasonal peonies and lilies.
The gardener dropped by one day in the evening on his way to the nursery to find out if Mona needed more
marigolds for her landscaping. After he left, she sat down on the easy chair on the lawn by the summerhouse. The
day had been particularly hot, though a few scattered showers in the afternoon had brought a little respite from the
severe humidity, and by early evening a light, pleasant breeze had picked up.
As Mona prepared to go indoors she saw day labourers on her neighbour Mrs. Baig’s balcony, which overlooked
her lawn. They were carrying in furniture and luggage. It seemed a new tenant was moving into the upper storey of Mrs.
Baig’s house. The elderly Mrs. Baig had been a family friend long before they became neighbours. Having lost her husband
at the same age in her life as Mona recently had, Mrs. Baig understood Mona’s loneliness. For her part, Mona had become
more appreciative of Mrs. Baig’s sense of purpose in the face of her solitude. Mrs. Baig had been a social worker since her
university days, and remained quite active even now, though she was fifteen years older than Mona. The diminutive Mrs.
Baig in her sari and flip-flops was a familiar sight when heckling and exhorting staff at the offices of local councillors and
the utility services boards. Now that she was free from household routines, Mona sometimes accompanied her there.
Mainly on account of Mrs. Baig’s efforts, utility services were not as frequently disrupted in their neighbourhood as in the
rest of the city.
The modest upper portion of Mrs. Baig’s house had two small rooms, which she had recently decided to rent after her
son and daughter-in-law moved out and into a bigger house.
The following day was again humid. After lunch, as Mona rose to turn up the fan, the bell rang. The gardener had come to
drop off the marigolds. He was in a hurry and promised Mona he would come early the next morning to plant them. As she
closed the gate behind him Mona noticed Mrs. Baig’s new tenant standing on the balcony and smoking a cigarette.
He was a stocky man. Although his face betrayed no certain age, she thought he was perhaps in his late fifties. He was
dressed in a tunic and waistcoat. His moustaches were accentuated by his dyed jet-black hair, and looked comical. Mona
wondered when she would see his wife. She thought the couple were probably by themselves, with children married or
studying in some other city.
As Mona looked on, she saw the tenant look at her, smile, and nod meaningfully. In that unguarded moment Mona halfnodded in response. Then, realizing the brazenness of his gesture, her sense of dignity was deeply offended. Mona wondered
what kind of a woman he might think she was. She was no longer even sure that she had not smiled back. If she hadn’t, at least
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she could have considered complaining to Mrs. Baig—although that had its own risks. Mrs. Baig had a loose tongue. The
accusation alone would create a scandal, and if he denied everything it would start other rumours.
Later that evening, she remembered the new neighbour’s impertinent smile. The appearance and manner of the man was
vulgar, and she was surprised at his temerity. If she had smiled back in her nervousness she would have only herself to
blame if he read any encouragement in her response. She suddenly wondered if he could be a criminal. In her imagination
the bold smile metamorphosed into a sinister sneer. Before going to bed, she locked all the door and windows and brought
the phone close to her bed.
In the morning, she thought it was silly of her to worry. She realized that the cautious Mrs. Baig would not let a
villain into her house as a tenant. She was almost able to forget the unpleasant incident.
*
A few days later, Mona found marigold plants lying outside the gate. The gardener had already planted those
he’d bought for her earlier, so she could not understand why he had brought more.
“They’re for Mrs. Baig’s new tenant. I have to go there once I finish here,” the gardener told her, explaining
that the man had stopped him in the street the day before, and asked him for the same kind of flower the
neighbour had seen planted in the house opposite. There was a nice garden in Mrs. Baig’s house, but the balcony’s
only plant was a drab money-plant vine.
The next day, when Mona went out into the garden, she saw the marigolds potted along one wall of Mrs.
Baig’s balcony. She realized she had become used to the sight of Mrs. Baig’s son and daughter-in-law on the
balcony. It had not occurred to her that her whole garden was exposed now to a stranger’s view.
That afternoon after lunch, Mona went to see Mrs. Baig. She found her neighbour pouring water into the clay bowls
in the budgerigars’ cage that was fitted into the narrow stretch of the verandah’s southern wall. Mrs. Baig did not hear
her approach, probably because she was not wearing her hearing aid. When Mona repeated her greeting, Mrs. Baig
turned with a start.
“Oh God, I thought someone had walked in from the street! Come inside. I’m almost finished here.”
As they walked into the living room, Mona asked her about the tenant.
“No, no, there’s no family,” Mrs. Baig said. “He’s a widower. The wife died some years ago. No children either.”
Thoughts of Akbar Ahmad's death were still fresh in Mona’s memory, and she felt a momentary pang of empathy upon
hearing of the new neighbour’s loss. Then, remembering his vulgar smile, her annoyance returned. She casually mentioned
that one could not be too careful with strangers these days.
Mrs. Baig told her she had taken all necessary precautions and had checked the references. The man had come well
recommended, although Mrs. Baig could not tell precisely what he did for a living. He had mentioned something about a
distribution agency. Mrs. Baig was not worried, because he had paid six months’ rent in advance. Mrs. Baig provided no
other information than his name—Salamat Ali.
*
About a week later, Mona found the gardener planting rose bushes in an empty corner of her garden. He had
planted two of them already and was nearly finished with the third.
“Where did these come from?” Mona asked.
“Salamat Ali ordered these rose bushes and some were left over. I’d told him not to order too many, but he didn’t
listen! He said to plant them somewhere else. Then we saw how barren this patch looked from there.” He pointed towards
Salamat Ali’s balcony. “He suggested that perhaps I should plant them here.”
Mona looked up and saw newly potted rose bushes slowly swaying along the eastern edge of Mrs. Baig’s balcony.
“Why didn’t you plant them in Mrs. Baig's garden?”
“There’s no place there. It’s already full.”
Mona’s first impulse was to stop the gardener and ask him to return the rose bushes. She felt certain that
Salamat Ali had ordered extra plants deliberately. Then she reconsidered. The gardener was not conscious of any
motive in Salamat Ali’s suggestion to plant the rose bushes in her garden. Once before, too, he had brought some
seasonal flowers and planted them without asking her. If she told him to return them, he would begin to think that
there was some significance attached to Salamat Ali sending her the plants.
“I had planned to plant jasmine in that corner,” she said. “You should have asked me first.”
“The roses needed this shady area by the wall. Long exposure to the sun doesn’t harm the jasmines. And
they’re not in season now. I’ll bring you a batch when they are. You’ll see how nicely these roses bloom. They’re
an expensive variety.”
Salamat Ali’s overture made Mona angry.
*
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During the next few weeks, Mona noticed that Salamat Ali traveled to and from Mrs. Baig’s house at odd
hours. Other than his regular respectful nods, which she always made a point to ignore, there was for some time
no further communication between them.
Mrs. Baig told her that sometimes he returned late at night, but she was happy enough with him as a tenant.
Without her having to ask, he had repaired the netting of the budgerigars’ cage and bought her a long-spouted
watering can with which she could fill their water bowls through the bars. Mona saw why the pennywise Mrs. Baig
was so pleased with Salamat Ali. Gradually Mona’s apprehensions about Salamat Ali subsided. She told herself
that she had overreacted to his gesture, perhaps because she felt unsafe living by herself.
Not long afterwards, the rosebuds appeared and blossomed into beautiful flowers. They were a rare and expensive
variety, as the gardener had said; Mona had seen them sold in flower shops at prohibitive prices. She admired the
flowers from a distance but did not go near the corner of the garden where they were planted. When the wind blew
indoors, she could not tell whether the fragrance came from the flowers in her own garden or from Salamat Ali’s
balcony, which was crowded with them.
One morning, however, Mona could not keep herself away. It was early and the garden was filled with the scent of
roses. Mona looked around to make sure there was nobody on Mrs. Baig’s balcony. She saw that the dew fallen
overnight still lingered on the flower petals. Mona caressed them and breathed in the scent. Something revived the
memory of her childhood home, where several rose bushes grew. Many years ago she and Hina had picked fresh roses
for the vase kept on her mother’s dresser.
Mona had plucked two flowers and was returning indoors when she sensed the presence of another person in the
garden. She turned abruptly, but it proved only an illusion: she was alone. Then she noticed Salamat Ali watering the
flowers on his balcony. His back was turned to her. She hurried inside the house, worried that he might have seen her
plucking the roses. Was he there all along9 she asked herself.
Her growing anxiety seemed irrational, and she felt upset with herself for hurrying away after catching sight of him.
There was no need to act like a thief on her own property.
Earlier, she had dismissed the idea of thanking Salamat All for the flowers because she wished to deny him the attention
he seemed to crave. And it was not as if he had sent them specifically for her. As far as Mona was concerned, he had given
them to the gardener. He was playing a game of pretense, and she could do the same.
But now Mona reconsidered the circumstances and realized her earlier mistake. She was a middle-aged widow, not an
adolescent girl, and by not acknowledging the gift she had silently conceded that there was some meaning attached to it.
She had allowed a situation to develop that put her at a disadvantage. She should have spoken to him about the rose bushes.
Then she could have gracefully refused any further gifts and also put him on notice against taking similar liberties in the
future. Her manner gave the impression that she was timid and could be manipulated. Now that he had caught her stealing
away with the roses, she must dispel that impression.
But weeks had passed since he sent the rose bushes, and Mona felt that to bring up the subject after such a long
time would not serve her well in avoiding his further attentions.
*
The bell rang late one afternoon, and when Mona answered, she found Salamat Ali standing there.
“These are for you,” he said, thrusting a box of sweetmeats towards Mona.
“What do you mean, these are for me?” Mona said, pushing away the box. “Who do you think you are? Don’t ever make
such advances to me again! If you wish to live in this neighbourhood you must learn to behave yourself, and the sooner the
better. God knows where people such as you come from.”
Mona’s earlier impression of Salamat Ali, her strong sense of her widowhood, and the consciousness that she was the
mother of grown-up and married daughters as well as a respected figure in the community made her furious at Salamat Ali’s
boldness and audacity. She was about to slam the door when he stepped aside and she saw Mrs. Baig waving at her from her
gate across the street. Salamat Ali smiled impertinently.
“As I was saying, these are for you, from your neighbour, Mrs. Baig.”
“My son got the promotion I was praying for, Mona!” Mrs. Baig called out from across the way. “I was too tired today
to go delivering sweets around the neighbourhood myself. Poor Salamat Au, he’s been distributing them for me all
afternoon.”
Mona was mortified. She could not look Salamat Ali in the eye. She only hoped that Mrs. Baig was not wearing her
hearing aid and had not heard her outburst. Confused and embarrassed, she looked away as she took the box of
sweetmeats from his hands.
Salamat Ali put his head inside the gate and took a quick peek at the garden.
“So, you liked the roses?”
“Yes … No … It wasn’t proper. I mean, there was no need to send them. What I mean is, you shouldn’t have
done it!” She saw that he enjoyed her discomfort.
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“The poor plants would have died. I’m sure you wouldn’t have wished that. I’m grateful you accepted the gift. You’ll
like them. Early in the morning when the dew has fallen, they give out a particularly captivating smell!”
“The next delivery is to the house with the green gate,” Mrs. Baig shouted from her doorway. “Just a few trips
more, Salamat Ali!” Salamat All turned and hurried away.
“The cheek of the man!” Mona said to herself as she closed the gate.
Once Mona came inside the house she looked in the nearest mirror and saw that her face was flushed. She was angry
with herself because she had jumped to conclusions. She had ended up looking even more ridiculous than when he had
seen her hurrying inside that morning after plucking the roses.
But Mona felt a degree of satisfaction in having had the opportunity to shout at Salamat Au, and after a few
moments’ reflection, decided she had in fact communicated her message. Now he knew her opinion about his
behaviour. She realized there had been no visible change in his manner even after hearing her outburst. He had smiled
mulishly, as if he were used to hearing abuse from women. She wondered if that was his usual manner with women.
Then, recalling Salamat Ali’s comic appearance, she laughed at herself for imagining him to be something of a Don
Juan.
Suddenly, she caught sight of her blouse in the mirror. She was embarrassed to see that the new cotton blouse had shrunk
and become a little too tight after washing. What had she been thinking when she was putting it on? she wondered. In that
tight blouse with her exposed cleavage, she looked like some vulgarly dressed dancer from a B-movie. She recalled how
Salamat Ali had taken his peek inside the garden while she was standing at the threshold. With a growing feeling of
consternation, she covered her cleavage with the folds of her sari.
Mona regarded herself in the mirror with greater attention. Better to look like a B-movie dancer, she thought, than
someone like Mrs. Kazi, her daughter Tanya’s mother-in-law. Though only a few years older than Mona, Mrs. Kazi looked
quite haggard. Mona had always seen the jealous look of a rival in the woman’s eyes.
Any doubts she might have had were recently dispelled by Mrs. Kazi herself. Just a week ago, she had told Tanya she
was convinced Mona dyed her hair and pretentiously left a little undyed around the temples. When later Tanya phoned her
mother to tell her what Mrs. Kazi said, Mona had laughed. The strands around her temple had begun greying in the last few
years but she never thought of dyeing them.
Mona had thought of asking Tanya why she had not corrected her mother-in-law, but then she felt irritated and changed
the subject. Mona recalled Mrs. Kazi’s remark now as she looked in the mirror, and thought she did look young for her age.
After her bath earlier that afternoon she had dried her hair and tied it up in a bun. Her slender neck was exposed to her
shoulders, and some tendrils of hair, still wet from the bath, clung to her skin. She thought that if she did dye her hair,
she could easily pass for someone in her early forties, or even late thirties. Her face had no wrinkles. The little weight
she had put on around the waist was beginning to disappear from regular walking, and her torso was not bulging out
even in this tight blouse.
Her gaze travelled down and she noticed small threads from the hem of the old petticoat coming out from under the
folds of the sari, hanging over her feet. It made her look like someone who dressed dowdily. She suddenly felt frustrated at
the direction her thoughts were taking. What girlish concerns. Who on earth cares what that idiot Salamat Ali thought of
her.
More than once Mona had suspected Salamat Ali of crudely communicating his feelings to her. She found it difficult to
accept, because as far as she was concerned the course of her life as a widow was now determined to the end of her days.
She could neither imagine nor wish for any change in it. The idea of a stranger lurking somewhere in her life with her
husband so recently dead was offensive to her. It also made her feel strangely guilty. She wondered if there was something
in her demeanour that had encouraged such advances from the man. She tried to think rationally about the situation.
Salamat Al’s unpolished manner aside, she asked herself, what exactly might he be hoping to achieve? He could easily
find a younger woman. Unlike middle-aged women, men his age never seemed to run out of youthful prospects. Or was it
companionship he sought? Was he just trying to be nice as a neighbour? She knew that anyone looking at them from
an objective distance would say that he could be after her money. Was he?
She was never able to ask this last question of herself with conviction or answer it with clarity. When the
thought did occur to her, she could not dwell on it for too long—not because she had any proof of Salamat Ali’s true
intentions, but because, until recently, she had not had any control over the money that was now all hers.
The thought of her financial independence pleased her, but it did not evoke any thoughts of a required vigil
over it. She had yet to develop a sense of ownership of her wealth, and her instincts were not as quick and keen on
defending it, for instance, as they were in defending her sense of propriety.
All those thoughts occupied her for the rest of the day. Towards evening it began raining. She ate her dinner in the
humid kitchen and, as she did so, she remembered a snatch of an old song from a movie and began humming.
She was feeling restless and spent nearly half an hour cleaning the refrigerator and the kitchen cabinets. Then she
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gathered some magazines, made tea for herself and took everything into the living room. Suddenly she paused,
changed her mind, and instead went to the bedroom.
Sitting upright in bed, she picked up the home decoration magazines she had borrowed from Mrs. Baig and flipped
through the pages, but she could not focus on anything. The pattering of the rain on her windows sometimes grew
louder with a change in the wind. She stayed up a good part of the night.
While her husband was alive, Mona had stayed up late only when someone in the family was sick. Akbar Ahmad
always went to bed by ten o’clock, and because he was a light sleeper, even when she was unable to sleep she never turned
on her bedside lamp to read for fear of waking him. If she disturbed his sleep, he did not let her forget it—even when she
started from a nightmare or if a migraine made her toss restlessly in bed.
Then Mona remembered one incident when she had stayed up the whole night. Even now she felt embarrassed at the
thought of it.
Some years ago, on the evening of their Silver Jubilee and after the guests had left, Mona had put away the dishes and
come up to the bedroom. AkbarAhmad was already in bed and preparing to sleep. He had put his glasses on the side table.
Mona stood before the dressing table tying her hair in a bun and wrapping a string of jasmine buds around it. Akbar Ahmad
asked her to switch off the light, but she ignored him. Then she walked up to the bed, turned her head around to show him
her hair arrangement, and asked,
“What do you think of it?”
Akbar Ahmad slowly sat up and put on his glasses. She let him admire her.
“It looks nice, Mona. You look very nice.”
As Akbar Ahmad hesitated, she turned to face him. He was struggling with something he wanted to say. Clearly, he had
read Mona’s intent. Slowly and hesitantly but with care and without looking her in the eye, he said,
“There’s something … something I’ve been meaning to say. We must not … We have grown-up daughters now. It
seems improper for people of our age. Come, let’s go to sleep.” Then he put his glasses back on the side table, pulled
up the sheets and turned his back to her.
She could not remember switching off the lights and getting into bed herself. Now, listening to the falling rain,
Mona tried but could not recall the last time they had made love.
*
Salmat Ali had not been heard from for the past few weeks. This made Mona feel confident that their last
encounter had been decisive and that he would not dare to cross her path again. At first she had felt a sense of
satisfaction, then wondered if she had been too harsh with him. She felt embarrassed about her outburst and
exasperated at her girlish behaviour when dealing with him.
One day Mona took some leftover mince-filled potato cutlets over to Mrs. Baig. As she was about to enter the house she
caught sight of Salamat Ali on the balcony. She noticed that when he saw her looking up at him, he turned away with a
degree of affectation.
As Mrs. Baig was getting up to make tea for Mona, the power went off. Mrs. Baig cursed loudly.
“This is the second time in three days that they’ve cut off the electric supply without notice. God knows how long it’ll
take before the electricity is restored. I put away the milk in the fridge this morning without first boiling it. It will go rotten in
a few hours. What will I do for tea tomorrow morning?”
“I’ll bringyou some later tonight,” Mona said. She found herself wondering why Salamat Ali was suddenly acting
indifferent.
“It’s twenty rupees a litre now!” Mrs. Baig was saying. “Imagine! Twenty rupees for one litre of milk! It was just a
year ago that I paid fifteen.”
“Has there been a power failure, Mrs. Baig?” Salamat Ali called out from the staircase.
“What do you think?” Mrs. Baig said irritably. “Of course there’s been a power failure.”
“Is somebody there with you?” Salamat Ali asked again. “Can I come down to borrow a hand-fan if you’ve got an extra
one?”
“You can come down,” Mrs. Baig said. “There’s only Mona here.”
Mona expected him to come down directly, but when he didn’t, she thought perhaps it was his way of conveying to her
that he felt hurt. Does he expect me to apologize to him? Mona decided she would not do any such thing. Mrs. Baig was
telling Mona about her daughter-in-law’s garish new hairstyle and either did not notice or did not care that
Salamat Ali had not come down.
When a few more days passed and Mona did not see Salamat Ali on the balcony or around Mrs. Baig’s house, she
wondered if he was secretly watching her. She suspected he was. She sometimes felt his presence.
Early in the mornings, when she went out into the garden and stood before the rose bushes, she looked from the corner
of her eye towards the opposite balcony, but always found it deserted. Later in the evenings, she switched off the lights of
the house early to see if he was standing there.
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She stood behind a curtain to make sure she could not be seen. Again she saw no sign of him. Mona was convinced
that he had taken offence at her earlier behaviour.
*
Some days earlier, Amber had called Mona and made plans to go to the cinema. The old classic Mughal-e Azam was
showing again, and only two days remained before the last screening. Mona had intended to ask Mrs. Baig, too, but Amber
told her that when she and her husband, Kamal, came to pick her up from her house, they planned to leave their daughter
with Mrs. Baig.
On the morning of the show, Amber phoned and told Mona that Kamal’s relatives had called from out of town without
notice and informed them of their arrival that day. Thus Amber had to cancel her plans for the movie. Mona replied that she
would ask Mrs. Baig to come with her instead. Amber told her that Kamal’s driver would drop them at the cinema on his way
to the airport to pick up the visitors, and bring them home again at the end of the show.
When Mona went to Mrs. Baig’s house to invite her, she found Salamat Ali sitting outside on the verandah. He was
oiling locks and sorting keys for Mrs. Baig, who had collected a huge assortment of these after an incident several years
ago when a robber tried to break into a neighbourhood house. Before going to bed, she still fastened ten locks on her
doors.
Salamat Ali did not lookup as Mona came in.
All a pretense, Mona said to herself. Look at him sitting there like a member of the family. Salamat Ali’s feet were
propped up on a side table. After casting a sideways glance at him, Mona went inside.
Mrs. Baig wanted to come with Mona because she had not seen Mughal-e Azam for many years, but her
hearing aid had recently broken. She had given up social activities until a repair or replacement could be made.
By the time Mona left Mrs. Baig’s house, Salamat Ali was no longer on the verandah.
*
There was only one showing at the cinema that day and it was to end early in the evening. Mona knew it was
pointless to invite Tanya, who hated old movies. Mona decided to go alone, something she had never done before. If
she sat next to a family, nobody would know she had come to watch it by herself, she thought. In any event, because
it was the last show—and a weekend—many families would be there and she would not be noticed. Mona had her
bath, ate lunch and made tea. By the time Amber’s driver arrived to pick her up, she was dressed and ready to
embark on her little adventure.
After she was dropped off, Mona entered the cinema house, but soon realized she should have asked the driver to
get her the ticket before he left. There were long lineups at the ticket windows. The wicket marked for families was
open, but there, too, men stood in a queue and she felt too intimidated to stand among them by herself. Mona
remembered how convenient it was when Akbar Ahmad was alive. They received gallery passes for every new movie.
Though she mostly gave the passes to Tanya and Anther, as Akbar Ahmad never had time for movies. Now Mona
deliberated on whether to turn back or steel herself and join the lineup at the ticket window. Waiting for a taxi and haggling
for fare on the busy street would be just as challenging. She did not wish to leave without watching the movie.
Suddenly, someone brushed past, almost pushing her to the side. Mona caught a glimpse of Salamat Al’s dyed hair as
he disappeared through the glass door of the entrance. She was enraged at this new effrontery. Then she realized that a
ticket had been pushed into her hand. An older man standing nearby with his wife approached her.
“Are you okay?” he asked her. “Did that man push you? I’ll go inside and drag him out by his collar!”
“No, no, it was an accident.” Mona tried to hide the ticket stub under her purse.
The man looked at her suspiciously. To avoid further scrutiny, Mona moved towards the entrance door. As she entered
the darkened theatre, as usual she felt almost blinded. She followed the usher to her seat. She was glad it was a corner seat
and there was another woman sitting next to her. Mona wondered if Salamat Ali was watching her still. She remained
conscious of his presence throughout, and, as a result, was unable to concentrate on the movie.
When the lights came on during the intermission, someone behind her reached over and put a bottle of Fanta in
her hand.
“Please take it.” She heard Salamat Ali’s whisper. She dared not refuse; someone might notice.
When the film continued, Mona could not concentrate. She kept feeling Salamat Ali’s gaze on the back of her neck. At the
end of the show she got up and left without looking back.
Amber’s driver was waiting outside the theatre. As she climbed into the car, she saw no sign of Salamat Ali outside the
cinema.
A little while after she returned home, she heard a taxi stop in the Street outside. She waited a few moments for the taxi to leave
before peeking out of her bedroom window. She saw the light come on in Salamat Ali’s room.
*
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A few days after her visit to the cinema, Mona made rasmalai. She did not have a sweet tooth generally, and was fond only
of the rasrnalai her mother used to make when they had guests. Mona had learned the recipe just from watching her. Mrs.
Baig, who also liked it, had asked her recently when she would next make some.
Mona filled a bowl with rasmalai to take to Mrs. Baig. As she was stepping out of her gate, she saw Salamat All leave the
house. At the same moment she heard her phone ring and went back inside to answer the call. As she came in through the
kitchen, she put the dessert in the fridge. She wondered if Salamat All thought that she had turned back upon catching sight of
him.
After talking to Amber on the phone, Mona forgot all about the dessert, and by the time she remembered, it was already
past Mrs. Baig’s lunchtime. Mona decided to take the dessert over so that Mrs. Baig could have it with her evening tea
or dinner.
Mrs. Baig’s gate was locked, and even after Mona rang twice, nobody answered. She wondered if Mrs. Baig could not
hear the bell because she was not wearing her hearing aid. Mona turned to go back, but a moment later heard the gate open. It
was Salamat Ali.
She realized he must have returned to Mrs. Baig’s while she was talking on the phone. She felt confused. She
remembered she had not thanked him for the cinema ticket and did not know how to do so without sounding
awkward.
“I did not get a chance to thank you for the cinema—” she said.
“Oh no, no, no!” He smiled as he extended his hand and took the bowl of rasmalai from Mona. “I was only doing my
duty as a neighbour. You did not have to do all this. What is it?” He removed the lid of the bowl and looked inside.
Mona realized with horror that he had misunderstood.
“This is not—” She stopped. How could she tell him that the sweetmeat was not meant for him? She panicked.
“Ah, rasmalai! My favourite,” he said. “Don’t say this is nothing. It looks homemade. You must have made it with your
own hands. Thank you so much. You shouldn’t have. You embarrass me. What I did was nothing. I am glad you enjoyed
the movie. That was all I cared about, really.”
Mona knew that she had blundered yet again, but did not know how to fix the situation. She did not wish to offend him.
She realized that if only she had thought about bringing a portion for him as well, her gesture could not have been
misconstrued.
“I will make sure to share the rasmalai with Mrs. Baig,” Salamat Ali said.
“What?” Mona asked. “No! No!”
“Why not?” Salamat Ali asked innocently.
Mona realized that if he did so it would create a small disaster. In addition to whatever Mrs. Baig might think
about her secret dealings with Salamat Au, she would take offence that Mona had brought something for her
tenant and not for her. This would not do.
“I will bring another portion for Mrs. Baig!” she said hastily, then turned and started back across the street. As
she did so she realized that now she had implied that the rasmalai was indeed meant for Salamat All.
“And how did you find out I like rasmalai so much?” Salamat Ali called out as she was walking away. “You must
have asked Mrs. Baig.”
Mona had not realized that there was very little rasmali left at home. She could not take that small portion to Mrs.
Baig. She decided to buy some for Mrs. Baig from the sweetmeat vendor.
Walking towards the sweetmeat vendor located a few blocks down the street near Tariq Road, Mona continued to feel
vexed with herself. What infuriated her even more was that she could not tell whether this latest was a genuine
misunderstanding, or. SalamatAli had again played a trick on her. If it was indeed a misunderstanding, she feared that
Salamat All would feel that he was being encouraged. She would have nobody but herself to blame. And if it was
a trick …
Mona did not want to think about the possibility. She felt thankful when, on her return with the store-bought
dessert, Mrs. Baig answered her own door.
117.32 The Poison Of The Blue Rose\fn{by Yasmin Marri (c.1970?- )} Quetta, Quetta District, Baluchistan
Province, Pakistan (F) 2
This is my house and this my room in it. Hardly a room, more like a blind well, although high-powered electric
bulbs struggle to provide light. There is darkness in the midst of the light, darkness as black as the ill-fated night.
Silence. If you peer out of the window, you will see, at a slight distance, the beginnings of a whole complex of
ruins. Ruins and shrieking bats, black crows cawing loudly. Ruins peopled by ghosts who dwell there to taunt us.
I love this house, its silence is enchanting, absorbing … but it is still silence. Silence is not my lone possession.
I have no control over it either. The day any person possesses silence will be the day the romance of the bloom
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and the nightingale will cease and the human body will be a soulless robot and no one standing on the platform of
life will turn to look back.
Platform reminds me that sometimes I have a fleeting fancy that I’m on a platform where trains arrive for
either a few seconds or a few hours. For these brief moments the hustle and bustle of life reaches its zenith.
People rushing to catch their trains look as if this were the sum and purpose of life, and those who descend from
trains are anxiously calling out for porters, and each person appears to have turned into a Tezgam or Dachi,\fn
{Fast trains.} but then in a few moments the platform is completely silent again, like a widow’s hovel in congealed
and frozen nights where human beings, shivering in the cold, are restrained from screaming out, as if their
screams too are to be taxed by the government.
The silence spread in the room, a deathly hush, but whence the silence? The sound of footsteps and then Gulab
Bibi stood in front of me. She was very sorrowful today, quiet, and I too said nothing. Yet strangely the room was
not silent, as if Gulab Bibi and I stood conversing at the crossroads.
She took out a folded note from her purse and handed it to me. It was a letter from Rafiq. For the past two or
three years Rafiq has been writing to Gulab Bibi. To all appearances I have no interest in the relations of Rafiq
and Gulab Bibi, but even without wanting to do so I read very carefully and with great interest Rafiq’s letters to
her. Rafiq’s letters were effusive and filled with artifice.
Gulab Bibi is my son Raju’s teacher. One day I was looking at the lines on Gulab Bibi’s palms.
“Gulab Bibi, you will marry Rafiq.”
For a moment her face bloomed only to wilt in the next.
“How can that be!” Her face reflected the world’s despair. There were tears in her eyes but they were an
inadequate reflection of her internal anguish and pain. These looming black clouds flow not in tormented streams
from the eyes to rain upon the face, but gush straight from the mind into the heart and the heart, in its endless
depths, never brims over. Gulab Bibi’s heart is an ocean and have oceans ever filled up with tears?
“How can I be married to Rafiq. My parents have already betrothed me …”
Gulab Bibi stopped in mid sentence. Her eyes were drowning in tears. Tears … face … the lines on her palms
… I was startled. Gulab Bibi’s face began to harden, turning to stone before my eyes, and then like a web, lines
began to appear on it. The lines of life, fate, wealth, heart, mind, marriage, and countless other lines.
Rafiq was nowhere, neither in the heart or in the mind, nor in her life or destiny. Like Ranji … thinking of
Ranji instantly a heavy stone plummeted into the well, and with its fall silence reigned. A deep hush. Then on the
platform of life, I am not able to see Ranji standing behind me nor Raju and his father in front of me. I do not hear
Ranji’s call nor do I understand the words spoken by Raju and his father. It is as if I have entered a city where the
people do not understand my language and neither am I able to decipher theirs. How compelling such a town
would be, and how peaceful!
A few moments later the city dissolves into thin air and the deep silence is broken. Raju is crying bitterly.
Many months passed and Gulab Bibi did not visit my home. Although this was not in itself significant, it was
unusual. Like Raju’s father had become a part of my life and Raju was a part of my days, in the same way Gulab
Bibi was close to me and seeing her and listening to her had become a habit with me. On making enquiries I
discovered that she was absent from school on long leave.
One morning Gulab Bibi arrived unexpectedly. She took off her veil and laid it on the chair and sat down on
the floor facing me. Her hands were dyed in the rich tones of henna and a gold ring was glittering on her finger.
“I am about to be married,” she announced in tearful tones.
“This is very good news, but you … are you not happy?”
“I am not marrying Rafiq.” The dark kohl in her eyes looked insipid. For a few moments there was silence.
“I’ll not be able to forget him. My mother should have listened to me. To treat me like an animal …”
Gulab Bibi was sobbing uncontrollably. She kept crying and I sat there quiet as a statue. I had no words to
console her.
“I don’t think it will be difficult to forget Rafiq. When Raju and others like him enter your life, you will forget
Rafiq completely.”
Gulab Bibi stared at me, wondering how I spoke with such authority.
“Was there a Rafiq in your life as well?” The question was unexpected. Sudden. Very sudden.
“Yes.”
“Have you forgotten him?” Gulab Bibi’s tone softened. “It’s possible that you have been able to do so, but I …
I will not forget.” She was in utter despair.
“Gulab Bibi, you will leave the platform of life on which you encountered Rafiq far behind you in a few
years.” I stared out of the window at the rows of ruined walls, some fallen and others still erect.
“But what if, in the course of my travels, I arrive on the same platform. What will happen then?” Gulab Bibi
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asked, partly of herself.
I was not able to answer that, but suddenly at that moment a blue rose emerged in my mind's eye. Bitter blue
rose. Symbol of poison. Laden with it. For a moment I saw it on Gulab Bibi’s face as well, but the next moment I
dismissed the foolish thought. A blue rose that blooms only once each century; no one knows in which corner of
the globe, or when, and no one knows why the beautiful bloom gets infused with poison. It was my desire to see a
blue rose. Gulab Bibi departed weeping and I began to spend my days immersed in my longing.
One day I ran into Ranji at some function. He stood before me, talking to me. His wife stood next to him. Life
had traveled full circle to that platform which I had left far behind a long time ago. My mind grew numb. Silence
flooded my heart and mind. I trembled at my reflection in the mirror facing me and felt the blue veins spreading
all over my face. A poison flooded my face, my body, my being, and I saw this century’s blue rose within me.
How painful it was! I looked towards Ranji. He sat in a chair in the comer with his eyes closed. What torment
there was on his face! A blue rose. Yet another blue rose. I trembled.
Gulab Bibi, Rafiq, Ranji, myself, and who knows how many countless poisoned roses … I had read somewhere that only a single blue rose blooms in a hundred years … but … but it is not so. Now it seems that in every
city, every community, from this corner of the world to the other, every moment blue roses flower. In fact life
itself is a blue rose, blooming only to fade, created for destruction, or perhaps life exists for death, which is its
reward.
248.60 Excerpt from The Reluctant Fundamentalist\fn{by Mohsin Hamid (1971- )} Lahore, Lahore District,
Punjab Province, Pakistan (M) 12
1
Excuse me, Sir, but may I be of assistance?
Ah, I see I have alarmed you. Do not be frightened by my beard: I am a lover of America. I noticed that you
were looking for something; more than looking, in fact you seemed to be on a mission, and since I am both a
native of this city and a speaker of your language, I thought I might offer you my services.
How did I know you were American? No, not by the color of your skin; we have a range of complexions in
this country, and yours occurs often among the people of our northwest frontier. Nor was it your dress that gave
you away; a European tourist could as easily have purchased in Des Moines your suit, with its single vent, and
your button-down shirt. True, your hair, short-cropped, and your expansive chest—the chest, I would say, of a
man who bench-presses regularly, and maxes out well above two-twenty-five—are typical of a certain type of
American; but then again, sportsmen and soldiers of all nationalities tend to look alike. Instead, it was your
bearing that allowed me to identify you, and I do not mean that as an insult, for I see your face has hardened, but
merely as an observation.
Come, tell me, what were you looking for? Surely, at this time of day, only one thing could have brought you
to the district of Old Anarkali—named, as you may be aware, after a courtesan immured for loving a prince—and
that is the quest for the perfect cup of tea. Have I guessed correctly? Then allow me, sir, to suggest my favorite
among these many establishments. Yes, this is the one. Its metal chairs are no better upholstered, its wooden tables
are equally rough, and it is, like the others, open to the sky. But the quality of its tea, I assure you, is unparalleled.
You prefer that seat, with your back so close to the wall? Very well, although you will benefit less from the
intermittent breeze, which, when it does blow, makes these warm afternoons more pleasant. And will you not
remove your jacket? So formal! Now that is not typical of Americans, at least not in my experience. And my
experience is substantial: I spent four and a half years in your country.
Where? I worked in New York, and before that attended college in New Jersey. Yes, you are right: it was
Princeton! Quite a guess, I must say.
What did I think of Princeton? Well, the answer to that question requires a story. When I first arrived, I looked
around me at the Gothic buildings—younger, I later learned, than many of the mosques of this city, but made
through acid treatment and ingenious stone masonry to look older—and thought, This is a dream come true.
Princeton inspired in me the feeling that my life was a film in which I was the star and everything was possible.
I have access to this beautiful campus, I thought, to professors who are titans in their fields and fellow students
who are philosopher-kings in the making.
I was, I must admit, overly generous in my initial assumptions about the standard of the student body. They
were almost all intelligent, and many were brilliant, but whereas I was one of only two Pakistanis in my entering
class—two from a population of over a hundred million souls, mind you—the Americans faced much less
daunting odds in the selection process. A thousand of your compatriots were enrolled, five hundred times as many,
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even though your country’s population was only twice that of mine. As a result, the non-Americans among us
tended on average to do better than the Americans, and in my case I reached my senior year without having
received a single B.
Looking back now, I see the power of that system, pragmatic and effective, like so much else in America. We
international students were sourced from around the globe, sifted not only by well-honed standardized tests but by
painstakingly customized evaluations—interviews, essays, recommendations—until the best and the brightest of
us had been identified. I myself had among the top exam results in Pakistan and was besides a soccer player good
enough to compete on the varsity team, which I did until I damaged my knee in my sophomore year. Students like
me were given visas and scholarships, complete financial aid, mind you, and invited into the ranks of the
meritocracy. In return, we were expected to contribute our talents to your society, the society we were joining.
And for the most part, we were happy to do so. I certainly was, at least at first.
Every fall, Princeton raised her skirt for the corporate recruiters who came onto campus and—as you say in
America—showed them some skin. The skin Princeton showed was good skin, of course—young, eloquent, and
clever as can be—but even among all that skin, I knew in my senior year that I was something special. I was a
perfect breast, if you will—tan, succulent, seemingly defiant of gravity—and I was confident of getting any job I
wanted.
Except one: Underwood Samson & Company.
You have not heard of them? They were a valuation firm. They told their clients how much businesses were
worth, and they did so, it was said, with a precision that was uncanny. They were small—a boutique, really,
employing a bare minimum of people—and they paid well, offering the fresh graduate a base salary of over eighty
thousand dollars. But more importantly, they gave one a robust set of skills and an exalted brand name, so exalted,
in fact, that after two or three years there as an analyst, one was virtually guaranteed admission to Harvard
Business School. Because of this, over a hundred members of the Princeton Class of 2001 sent their grades and
resumes to Underwood Samson. Eight were selected—not for jobs, I should make clear, but, for interviews—and
one of them was me.
You seem worried. Do not be; this burly fellow is merely our waiter, and there is no need to reach under your
jacket, I assume to grasp your wallet, as we will pay him later, when we are done. Would you prefer regu1ar tea,
with milk and sugar, or green tea, or perhaps their more fragrant specialty, Kashmiri tea? Excellent choice. I will
have the same, and perhaps a plate of jalebis as well. There. He has gone. I must admit, he is a rather intimidating
chap. But irreproachably polite: you would have been surprised by the sweetness of his speech, if only you
understood Urdu.
Where were we? Ah yes, Underwood Samson. On the day of my interview, I was uncharacteristically nervous.
They had sent a single interviewer, and he received us in a room at the Nassau Inn, an ordinary room, mind you,
not a suite; they knew we were sufficiently impressed already. When my turn came, I entered and found a man
physically not unlike yourself; he, too, had the look of a seasoned army officer.
“Changez?” he said, and I nodded, for that is indeed my name.
“Come on in and take a seat.” His name was Jim, he told me, and I had precisely fifty minutes to convince him
to offer me a job.
“Sell yourself,” he said. “What makes you special?”
I began with my transcript, pointing out that I was on track to graduate summa cum laude, that I had, as I have
mentioned, yet to receive a single B.
“I’m sure you’re smart,” he said, “but none of the people I’m talking to today has any Bs.”
This, for me, was an unsettling revelation. I told him that I was tenacious, that after injuring my knee I had
made it through physiotherapy in half the time the doctors expected, and while I could no longer play varsity
soccer, I could once again run a mile in less than six minutes.
“That’s good,” he said, and for the first time it seemed tome I had made something of an impression on him,
when he added, “but what else?”
I fell silent. I am, as you can see, normally quite happy to chat, but in that moment I did not know what to say.
I watched him watch me, trying to understand what he was looking for. He glanced down at my resume, which
was lying between us on the table, and then back up again. His eyes were cold, a pale blue, and judgmental, not in
the way that word is normally used, but in the sense of being professionally appraising, like a jeweler’s when he
inspects out of curiosity a diamond he intends neither to buy nor to sell. Finally, after some time had passed—it
could not have been more than a minute, but it felt longer—he said,
“Tell me something. Where are you from?”
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I said I was from Lahore, the second largest city of Pakistan, ancient capital of the Punjab, home to nearly as
many people as New York, layered like a sedimentary plain with the accreted history of invaders from the Aryans
to the Mongols to the British. He merely nodded. Then he said,
“And are you on financial aid?”
I did not answer him at once. I knew there were subjects interviewers were not permitted to broach—religion,
for example, and sexual orientation—and I suspected financial aid was one of these. But that was not why I
hesitated; I hesitated because his question made me feel uncomfortable. Then I said,
“Yes.”
“And isn’t it harder,” he asked, “for international students to get in if they apply for aid?” Again I said,
“Yes.”
“So,” he said, ‘you must have really needed the money.” And for the third, I said,
“Yes.”
Jim leaned back in his chair and crossed his legs at the knee, just as you are doing now. Then he said,
“You’re polished, well-dressed. You have this sophisticated accent. Most people probably assume you’re rich
where you come from.” It was not a question, so I made no reply.
“Do your friends here know,” he went on, “that your family couldn't afford to send you to Princeton without a
scholarship?”
This was, as I have said, the most important of my interviews, and I knew moreover that I ought to remain
calm, but I was getting annoyed, and I had had enough of this line of questioning. So I said,
“Excuse me, Jim, but is there a point to all this?” It came out more aggressively than I intended, my voice
rising and taking on an edge.
“So they don’t know,” Jim said. He smiled and went on,
“You have a temper. I like that. I went to Princeton, too. Class of ’81. Summa cum laude.” He winked.
“I was the first guy from my family to go to college. I worked a night shift in Trenton to pay my way, far
enough from campus that people wouldn’t find out. So I get where you’re coming from, Changez. You’re hungry,
and that’s a good thing in my book.”
I was, I must confess, caught off balance. I did not know how to react. But I did know that I was impressed
with Jim; he had, after all, seen through me in a few minutes more clearly than had many people who had known
me for years. I could understand why he would be effective at valuations, and why—by extension—his firm had
come to be highly regarded in this field. I was also pleased that he had found in me something he prized, and my
confidence, until now shaken by our encounter, began to recover.
It is worth, if you will permit me, my indulging in a minor digression at this point. I am not poor; far from it:
my great-grandfather, for example, was a barrister with the means to endow a school for the Muslims of the
Punjab. Like him, my grandfather and father both attended university in England. Our family home sits on an acre
of land in the middle of Gulberg, one of the most expensive districts of this city. We employ several servants,
including a driver and a gardener—which would, in America, imply that we were a family of great wealth.
But we are not rich. The men and women—yes, the women, too—of my household are working people,
professionals. And the half-century since my great-grandfather’s death has not been a prosperous one for
professionals in Pakistan. Salaries have not risen in line with inflation, the rupee has decreased steadily against the
dollar, and those of us who once had substantial family estates have seen them divided and subdivided by each—
larger—subsequent generation. So my grandfather could not afford what his father could, and my father could not
afford what his father could, and when the time came to send me to college, the money simply was not there.
But status, as in any traditional, class-conscious society, declines more slowly than wealth. So we retain our
Punjab Club membership. We continue to be invited to the functions and weddings and parties of the city’s elite.
And we look with a mixture of disdain and envy upon the rising class of entrepreneurs—owners of businesses
legal and illegal—who power through the streets in their BMW SUVs. Our situation is, perhaps, not so different
from that of the old European aristocracy in the nineteenth century, confronted by the ascendance of the
bourgeoisie. Except, of course, that we are part of a broader malaise afflicting not only the formerly rich but much
of the formerly middle-class as well: a growing inability to purchase what we previously could.
Confronted with this reality, one has two choices: pretend all is well or work hard to restore things to what they
were. I chose both. At Princeton, I conducted myself in public like a young prince, generous and carefree. But I
also, as quietly as I could, held down three on-campus jobs—in infrequently-visited locations, such as the library
of the Program in Near Eastern Studies—and prepared for my classes throughout the night. Most people I met
were taken in by my public persona. Jim was not. But fortunately, where I saw shame, he saw opportunity. And he
was, in some ways but not in all—as I would later come to understand—correct.
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Ah, our tea has arrived! Do not look so suspicious. I assure you, sir, nothing untoward will happen to you, not
even a runny stomach. After all, it is not as if it has been poisoned. Come, if it makes you more comfortable, let
me switch my cup with yours. Just so. How much sugar would you like? None? Very unusual, but I will not insist.
Do try these sticky, orange sweets—jalebis—but be careful, they are hot! I see you approve. Yes, they are
delicious. It is curious how a cup of tea can be refreshing even on a warm day such as this—a mystery, really—
but there you have it.
I was telling you about my interview with Underwood Samson, and how Jim had found me to be, as he put it,
hungry. I waited to see what he would say next, and what he said next was this:
“All right, Changez, let’s test you out. I’m going to give you a business case, a company I want you to value.
You can ask me anything you need to know—think Twenty Questions—and you can do your calculations with
that pencil and paper. Ready?” I said that I was, and he continued:
“I’m going to throw you a curve ball. You’re going to need to get creative here. The company is simple. It has
only one service line: instantaneous travel. You step into its terminal in New York, and you immediately reappear
in its terminal in London. Like a transporter on Star Trek. Get it? Good. Let’s go.”
I would like to think that I was, in that moment, outwardly calm, but inside I was panicking. How does one
value a fictitious, fantastic company such as the one he had just described? Where does one even begin? I had no
idea. I looked at Jim, but he did not seem to be joking. So I inhaled and shut my eyes. There was a mental state I
used to attain when I was playing soccer: my self would disappear, and I would be free, free of doubts and limits,
free to focus on nothing but the game. When I entered this state I felt unstoppable. Sufi mystics and Zen masters
would, I suspect, understand the feeling. Possibly, ancient warriors did something similar before they went into
battle, ritualistically accepting their impending death so they could function unencumbered by fear.
I entered this state in the interview. My essence was focused on finding my way through the case. I started by
asking questions to understand the technology: how scalable it was, how reliable, how safe. Then I asked Jim
about the environment: if there were any direct competitors, what the regulators might do, if any suppliers were
particularly critical. Then I went into the cost side to figure out what expenses we would have to cover. And last I
looked at revenues, using the Concorde for comparison, as an example of the price premium and demand one gets
for cutting travel time in half, and then estimating how much more one would get for cutting it to zero. Once I had
done all that, I projected profits out into the future and discounted them to net present value. And in the end, I
arrived at a number.
“Two point three billion dollars,” I said. Jim was silent for a while. Then he shook his head.
“Wildly overoptimistic,” he said. “Your assumptions on customers adopting this thing are way too high. Would
you be willing to step into a machine, be dematerialized, and then recomposed thousands of miles away? This is
exactly the kind of hyped-up bullshit our clients pay Underwood Samson to see through.” I hung my head.
“But,” Jim continued, “your approach was right on. You have what it takes. All you need is training and
experience.” He extended his hand.
“You’ve got an offer. We’ll give you one week to decide.”
At first I did not believe him. I asked if he was serious, if there was not a second round for me to pass.
“We’re a small firm,” he said. “We don’t waste time. Besides, I’m in charge of analyst recruiting. I don’t need
another opinion.”
I noticed his hand was still hanging in the air between us, and—fearful it might be withdrawn—I reached out
and shook it. His grip was firm and seemed to communicate to me, in that moment, that Underwood Samson had
the potential to transform my life as surely as it had transformed his, making my concerns about money and status
things of the distant past.
I walked back to my dormitory—Edwards Hall, it was called—later that same afternoon. The sky was brilliant
blue, so different from the orange, dusty sky above us today, and I felt something well up inside me, a sense of
pride so strong that it made me lift my head and yell, as much to my own surprise as I am sure it was to the other
students passing by:
“Thank you, God!”
Yes, it was exhilarating. That, in an admittedly long-winded fashion, is how I think, looking back, about
Princeton. Princeton made everything possible for me.
But it did not, could not, make me forget such things as how much I enjoy the tea in this, the city of my birth,
steeped loog enough to acquire a rich, dark color, and, made creamy with fresh, full-fat milk. It is excellent, no? I
see you have finished yours. Allow me to pour you another cup.
2
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Do you see those girls, walking there, in jeans speckled with paint? Yes, they are attractive. And how different
they look from the women of that family sitting at the table beside ours, in their traditional dress. The National
College of Arts is not far—it is, as a matter of fact, only around the corner—and its students often come here for a
cup of tea, just as we are doing now. I see one in particular has caught your eye; she is indeed a beauty. Tell me,
sir, have you left behind a love—male or female, I do not presume to know your preference, although the intensity
of your gaze suggests the latter—in your homeland?
Your shrug is inscrutable, but I will be more forthcoming. I did leave behind a love, and her name was Erica.
We met the summer after we graduated, part of a group of Princetonians who had decided to holiday together in
Greece. She and the others were members of the university’s most prestigious eating club, Ivy, and were traveling
courtesy of gifts from their parents or dividends from their trust funds, which they were now of an age to access; I
had cooked my own meals in the basement kitchen of my dormitory and was there thanks to my sign-on bonus
from Underwood Samson. I was friendly with one of the Ivy men, Chuck, from my days on the soccer team, and
was well-liked as an exotic acquaintance by some of the others, whom I had met through him.
We assembled in Athens, having arrived on different flights, and when I first saw Erica, I could not prevent
myself from offering to carry her backpack—so stunningly regal was she. Her hair was piled up like a tiara on her
head, and her navel—ah, what a navel: made firm, I would later learn, by years of tae kwon do—was visible
beneath a short T-shirt bearing an image of Chairman Mao. We were introduced, she smiled as she shook my hand
—whether because she found me irresistibly refined or oddly anachronistic, I did not know—and then we headed
off with the group to the port city of Piraeus.
It was immediately apparent that I would not have, in my wooing of Erica, the field to myself. In fact, no
sooner had we set sail on our ferry to the islands than did a young man—a tooth dangling on a string of leather in
front of his bare, but meagerly-muscled, chest—begin to strum his guitar and serenade her from across the deck.
“What language is that?” she asked me, leaning close enough for her breath to tickle my ear.
“English, I believe,” I replied after much concentration. “As a matter of fact, it is Bryan Adams, Summer of
‘69. She laughed.
“You”re right," she said, politely lowering her voice to add, “Wow, he’s terrible!” I was inclined to agree, but
now that I knew the troubadour posed no threat, I chose to maintain a magnanimous silence instead. A more
serious challenge would come from Chuck’s good—and similarly monosyllabically monikered—friend Mike,
who, the next day, as we sat in a restaurant overhanging the lip of the shattered volcano that is the island of
Santorini, casually extended his arm along the back of Erica’s chair and remained in that position, which surely
became uncomfortable, for the better part of an hour. Erica made no sign that she wished him to remove his arm,
but I drew some consolation from the fact that throughout the dinner she listened intently when I spoke, smiling
from time to time and training her green eyes upon me. Afterwards, however, on the walk to our pension, she and
Mike trailed behind the rest of us, and that night I found it difficult to sleep.
In the morning, I was relieved to see that she came down to breakfast before Mike—not with him—and I was
also pleased that we appeared to be the first two of our group to be awake. She spread jam on a croissant, gave
half to me, and said,
“You know what I’d like to do?” I asked her what.
“I’d like to stay here by myself,” she said, “rent a room on one of these islands and just write.” I told her she
should, but she shook her head.
“I wouldn’t last a week,” she said. “I’m not good at being alone. But you, on the other hand,” and here she
tilted her head and crossed her arms, “I think you’d be fine.”
I have never, to the best of my knowledge, had any fear of solitude, and so I shrugged in assent and said, by
way of explanation,
“When I was a child, there were eight of us, eight cousins, all in the same compound—a single boundary wall
surrounded the plot of land my grandfather left to his sons, you see—and we had between us as many as three
dogs and, for a time, a duck.” She laughed, and then she said,
“So being alone was a luxury, huh?” I nodded.
“You give off this strong sense of home,” she said. “You know that? This I’m-from-a-big-family vibe. It’s nice.
It makes you feel solid.”
I was pleased—even though I was not sure I fully understood—and said thank you for want of anything better
to say. Then, hesitantly because I did not wish to be too forward, I asked,
“And you, do you, feel solid?” She considered this and said, with what I thought was a trace of sadness in her
voice,
“Sometimes, but no, not really.”
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Before I could respond we were joined by Chuck, and then by Mike, and the conversation turned to beaches
and hangovers and the timings of ferries. But when I looked at Erica and she looked back at me, I felt we both
understood that something had been exchanged between us, the first invitation to a friendship, perhaps, and so I
waited patiently for an opportunity to resume our discussion.
Such an opportunity would not come for quite some time—not until several days later, as a matter of fact. You
might imagine I grew frustrated with the wait, but you must remember: I had never in my life had a vacation like
this one. We rented motor scooters and purchased straw mats to spread on beaches of black volcanic sand, which
the sun had made too hot for bare skin; we stayed in the rooms of quaint houses let out in the summertime by
elderly couples to tourists; we ate grilled octopus and drank sparkling water and red wine. I had not before this
been to Europe or even swum in the sea—Lahore is, as you know, a ninety-minute journey by air from the coast
—and so I gave in to the pleasures of being among this wealthy young fellowship.
I will admit that there were details which annoyed me. The ease with which they parted with money, for
example, thinking nothing of the occasional—but not altogether infrequent—meal costing perhaps fifty dollars a
head. Or their self-righteousness in dealing with those whom they had paid for a service.
“But you told us,” they would say to Greeks twice their age, before insisting things be done their way.
I, with my finite and depleting reserve of cash and my traditional sense of deference to one’s seniors, found
myself wondering by what quirk of human history my companions—many of whom I would have regarded as
upstarts in my own country, so devoid of refinement were they—were in a position to conduct themselves in the
world as though they were its ruling class.
But it may be that I am inclined to exaggerate these irritants in retrospect, knowing the course my relationship
with your country would later take. Besides, the rest of the group was for me mere background; in the foreground
shimmered Erica, and observing her gave me enormous satisfaction. She had told me that she hated to be alone,
and I came to notice that she rarely was. She attracted people to her; she had presence, an uncommon magnetism.
Documenting her effect on her habitat, a naturalist would likely have compared her to a lioness: strong, sleek, and
invariably surrounded by her pride.
Yet one got the sense that she existed internally at a degree of remove from those around her. Not that she was
aloof; she was, in fact, friendly in disposition. But one felt that some part of her—and this, perhaps, was a not
insubstantial component of her appeal—was out of reach, lost in thoughts unsaid. Suffice it to say that in
relationship to the contemporary female icons of your country, she belonged more to the camp of Paltrow than to
that of Spears.
But my cultural reference has fallen on deaf ears! You appear distracted, sir; those pretty girls from the
National College of Arts have clearly recaptured your attention. Or are you watching that man, the one with the
beard far longer than mine, who has stopped to stand beside them? You think he will scold them for the
inappropriateness of their dress—their T-shirts and jeans? I suspect not: those girls seem comfortable in this area
and are likely to come here often, while he looks out of place. Moreover, among the many rules that govern the
bazaars of Lahore is this: if a woman is harassed by a man, she has the right to appeal to the brotherly instincts of
the mob, and the mob is known to beat men who annoy their sisters. There, sir, you see? He has moved on. He
was merely staring at something he found intriguing, much as you are, but in your case, of course, with
considerably more discretion.
As for myself, that summer in Greece with Erica, I tried not to stare. But towards the end of our holiday, on the
island of Rhodes, I could not help myself. You have not been to Rhodes? You must go. It seemed to me unlike the
other islands we had visited. Its cities were fortified, protected by ancient castles; they guarded against the Turks,
much like the army and navy and air force of modern Greece, part of a wall against the East that still stands. How
strange it was for me to think I grew up on the other side!
But that is neither here nor there. I was telling you about the moment when I was forced to stare. We were
lying on the beach, and many of the European women nearby were, as usual, sunbathing topless—a practice I
wholeheartedly supported, but which the women among us Princetonians, unfortunately, had thus far failed to
embrace—when I noticed Erica was untying the straps of her bikini. And then, as I watched, only an arm's length
away, she bared her breasts to the sun.
A moment later—no, you are right: I am being dishonest; it was more than a moment—she turned her head to
the side and saw me staring at her. A number of possible alternatives presented themselves: I could suddenly avert
my eyes, thereby proving not only that I had been staring but that I was uncomfortable with her nudity; I could,
after a brief pause, casually move my gaze away, as though the sight of her breasts had been the most natural
thing in the world; I could keep staring, honestly communicating in this way my admiration for what she had
revealed; or I could, through well-timed literary allusion, draw her attention to the fact that there was a passage in
Mr. Palomar that captured perfectly my dilemma.
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But I did none of these things. Instead, I blushed and said,
“Hello.” She smiled—with uncharacteristic shyness, it seemed to me—and replied,
“Hi.” I nodded, tried to think of something else to say, failed, and said,
“Hello,” again. As soon as I had done this, I wanted to disappear; I knew I sounded unbelievably foolish. She
started to laugh, her small breasts bouncing, and said,
“I’m going for a swim.” But then, as she walked away, she half-turned and added,
“You want to come?”
I followed her, watching the muscles of her lower back tense delicately to stabilize her spine. We reached the
water; it was warm and perfectly clear, round pebbles and the flash of little fish visible below the surface. We
slipped inside, she swam out into the bay with powerful strokes, and then she treaded water until I had caught up
with her. For a time we were both silent and I felt our slippery legs graze each other as we churned the sea.
“I don’t think,” she said finally, “I’ve ever met someone our age as polite as you.”
“Polite?” I said, less than radiant with joy. She smiled.
“I don’t mean it that way,” she said. “Not boring polite. Respectful polite. You give people their space. I really
like that. It’s unusual.”
We continued bobbing face to face, and I formed the impression that she was waiting for me to say something
in reply, but words had abandoned me. Instead, my thoughts were engaged in a struggle to maintain a facial
expression that would not appear idiotic. She turned and began to swim back to shore, keeping her head above
water. I pulled alongside and—claiming victory at last over my cowering tongue—said,
“Shall we return to town for a drink?” To which she replied, with a raised eyebrow and in an accent not
normally her own,
“I would be delighted to do so, Sir.”
On the beach she put on a shirt—a gentleman’s shirt, I still remember, blue and fraying at the tips of the collar
—and stuffed her towel and bikini top into a bag. None of our companions wanted to join us, there being at least
another hour of tan-inducing sunlight remaining in the day, and so we two made our way to the road and caught a
bus. As we sat side by side, I could not help but notice that her bare leg was less than an inch from where I was
resting my hand on my thigh.
It is remarkable, I must say, how being in Pakistan heightens one’s sensitivity to the sight of a woman’s body.
Do you not agree? That bearded man—who even now, sir, continues from time to time to attract your wary gaze
—is himself unable to stop glancing over his shoulder at those girls, fifty yards away from him. Yet they are
exposing only the flesh of the neck, the face, and the lower three-quarters of the arm!
It is the effect of scarcity; one’s rules of propriety make one thirst for the improper. Moreover, once sensitized
in this manner, one numbs only slowly, if at all; I had by the summer of my trip to Greece spent four years in
America already—and had experienced all the intimacies college students commonly experience—but still I
remained acutely aware of visible female skin.
It was in order to prevent myself from impolitely focusing on Erica’s wheat-colored limbs that I asked her if
her shirt had belonged to her father.
“No,” she said, rubbing the fabric between her thumb and forefinger, “it was my boyfriend’s.”
“Ah,” I said, “I did not know you had a boyfriend.”
“He died last year,” she said. “His name was Chris.”
I said I was sorry and told her that it was a fine shirt; Chris had had excellent taste. She agreed, saying that he
had been quite the dandy, and rather vain even in hospital. His nurses had been charmed by him: he was a goodlooking boy with what she described as an Old World appeal.
Arriving in town, we found a café near the harbor with tables shaded by blue-and-white umbrellas. She
ordered a beer; I did the same.
“So what’s Pakistan like?” she asked.
I told her Pakistan was many things, from seaside to desert to farmland stretched between rivers and canals; I
told her that I had driven with my parents and my brother to China on the Karakoram Highway, passing along the
bottoms of valleys higher than the tops of the Alps; I told her that alcohol was illegal for Muslims to buy and so I
had a Christian bootlegger who delivered booze to my house in a Suzuki pickup. She listened to me speak with a
series of smiles, as though she were sipping at my descriptions and finding them to her taste. Then she said,
“You miss home.”
I shrugged. I often did miss home, but in that moment I was content to be where I was. She took out her
notebook—it was bound with soft, orange leather; I had previously seen her scribbling in it during moments of
repose—and passing it to me with a pencil said,
“What does your writing look like?” I said,
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“Urdu is similar to Arabic, but we have more letters.” She said, “Show me,” and so I did.
“It’s beautiful,” she said, meeting my eyes. “What’s it mean?”
“This is your name,” I replied, “and this, underneath, is mine.”
We stayed at our table, talking as the sun set, and she told me about Chris. They had grown up together—in
facing apartments, children the same age with no siblings—and were best friends well before their first kiss,
which happened when they were six but was not repeated until they were fifteen. He had a collection of European
comic books with which they were obsessed, and they used to spend hours at home reading them and making
their own: Chris drawing, Erica writing. They were both admitted to Princeton, but he had not come because he
was diagnosed with lung cancer—he had had one cigarette, she said with a smile, but only the day after he
received the results of his biopsy—and she had made sure she never had classes on a Friday so she could spend
three days a week in New York with him. He died three years later, at the end of the spring semester of her junior
year.
“So I kind of miss home, too,” she said. “Except my home was a guy with long, skinny fingers.”
Later that evening, when we went out for dinner with the group, Erica chose the seat opposite mine. Chuck
made all of us laugh with a series of uncanny impersonations—my mannerisms were, in my opinion, somewhat
exaggerated, but the others were spot on—and then he went around the table and asked each of us to reveal our
dream for what we would most like to be.
When my turn came, I said I hoped one day to be the dictator of an Islamic republic with nuclear capability;
the others appeared shocked, and I was forced to explain that I had been joking. Erica alone smiled; she seemed to
understand my sense of humor.
Erica said that she wanted to be a novelist. Her creative thesis had been a work of long fiction that had won an
award at Princeton; she intended to revise it for submission to literary agents and would see how they responded.
Normally, Erica spoke little of herself, and tonight, when she did so, it was in a slightly lowered voice and with
her eyes often on me. I felt—despite the presence of our companions, whose attention, as always, she managed to
capture—that she was sharing with me an intimacy, and this feeling grew stronger when, after observing me
struggle, she helped me separate the flesh from the bones of my fish without my having to ask.
Nothing physical happened between Erica and me in Greece; we did not so much as hold hands. But she gave
me her number in New York, to which we were both returning, and she offered to help me settle in. For my part, I
was content: I had struck up an acquaintance with a woman with whom I was well and truly smitten, and my
excitement about the adventures my new life held for me had never been more pronounced.
But what is that? Ah, your mobile phone! I have not previously seen its like; it is, I suspect, one of those
models capable of communicating via satellite when no ground coverage is available. Will you not answer it? I
assure you, sir, I will do my utmost to avoid eavesdropping on your conversation. But you are opting to write a
text message instead; very wise: often a few words are more than sufficient. As for myself, I am quite happy to
wait as you navigate the keys. After all, those girls from the National College of Arts have only just finished their
tea, and the pleasure of their presence on this street will persist for a few moments longer before they disappear—
as inevitably they must—from view around that corner.
3
We locals treasure these last days of what passes for spring here in Lahore; the sun, although hot, has such a
soothing effect. Or, I should say, it has such a soothing effect on us, for you, sir, continue to appear ill at ease. I
hope you will not mind my saying so, but the frequency and purposefulness with which you glance about—a
steady tick-tick-tick seeming to beat in your head as you move your gaze from one point to the next—brings to
mind the behavior of an animal that has ventured too far from its lair and is now, in unfamiliar surroundings,
uncertain whether it is predator or prey!
Come, relinquish your foreigner's sense of being watched. Observe instead how the shadows have lengthened.
Soon they will shut to traffic the gates at either end of this market, transforming Old Anarkali into a pedestrianonly piazza. In fact, they have begun. Will the police arrest those boys on their motor scooter? Only if they can
catch them! And already they are streaking away, making good their escape. But they will be the last to do so. the
gates are now being locked, as you can see, and those gaps that remain are too narrow for anything wider than a
man.
You will have noticed that the newer districts of Lahore are poorly suited to the needs of those who must walk.
their spaciousness—with their public parks and wide, tree-lined boulevards—they enforce an ancient hierarchy
that comes to us from the countryside: the superiority of the mounted man over the man on foot. But here, where
we sit, and in the even older districts that lie between us and the River Ravi—the congested, maze-like heart of
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this city—Lahore is more democratically urban. Indeed, in these places it is the man with four wheels who is
forced to dismount and become part of the crowd.
Like Manhattan? Yes, precisely! And that was one of the reasons why for me moving to New York felt—so
unexpectedly—like coming home. But there were other reasons as well: the fact that Urdu was spoken by taxicab
drivers; the presence, only two blocks from my East Village apartment, of a samosa- and channa-serving
establishment called the Pak-Punjab Deli; the coincidence of crossing Fifth Avenue during a parade and hearing,
from loudspeakers mounted on the South Asian Gay and Lesbian Association float, a song to which I had danced
at my cousin’s wedding.
In a subway car, my skin would typically fall in the middle of the color spectrum. On street corners, tourists
would ask me for directions. I was, in four and a half years, never an American; I was immediately a New Yorker.
What? My voice is rising? You are right; I tend to become sentimental when I think of that city. It still occupies a
place of great fondness in my heart, which is quite something, I must say, given the circumstances under which,
after only eight months of residence, I would later depart.
Certainly, much of my early excitement about New York was wrapped up in my excitement about Underwood
Samson. I remember my sense of wonder on the day I reported for duty. Their offices were perched on the fortyfirst and forty-second floors of a building in midtown—higher than any two structures here in Lahore would be if
they were stacked one atop the other—and while I had previously flown in airplanes and visited the Himalayas,
nothing had prepared me for the drama, the power of the view from their lobby. This, I realized, was another
world from Pakistan; supporting my feet were the achievements of the most technologically advanced civilization
our species had ever known.
Often, during my stay in your country, such comparisons troubled me. In fact, they did more than trouble me:
they made me resentful. Four thousand years ago, we, the people of the Indus River basin, had cities that were
laid out on grids and boasted underground sewers, while the ancestors of those who would invade and colonize
America were illiterate barbarians. Now our cities were largely unplanned, unsanitary affairs, and America had
universities with individual endowments greater than our national budget for education. To be reminded of this
vast disparity was, for me, to be ashamed.
But not on that day. On that day, I did not think of myself as a Pakistani, but as an Underwood Samson trainee,
and my firm’s impressive offices made me proud. I wished I could show my parents and my brother! I stood still,
taking in the vista, but not for long; soon after our arrival we entering analysts were marched into a conference
room for our orientation presentation. There a vice president by the name of Sherman—his head gleaming from a
recent shave—laid out the ethos of our new outfit.
“We’re a meritocracy,” he said. “We believe in being the best. You were the best candidates at the best schools
in the country. That’s what got you here. But meritocracy doesn’t stop with recruiting. We’ll rank you every six
months. You’ll know your rankings. Your bonuses and staffing will depend on them. If you do well, you’ll be
rewarded. If you don’t, you’ll be out the door. It's that simple. You’ll have your first rankings at the end of this
training program.”
Simple indeed. I glanced about me to see how my fellow trainees were responding. There were five of them, in
addition to myself, and four sat rigidly at attention; the fifth, a chap called Wainwright, was more relaxed.
Twirling his pen between his fingers in a fashion reminiscent of Val Kilmer in Top Gun, he leaned towards me and
whispered,
“No points for second place, Maverick.”
“You’re dangerous, Ice Man,” I replied—attempting to approximate a naval aviator’s drawl—and the two of us
exchanged a grin.
But aside from light-hearted banter of this kind, there would be little in the way of fun and games at the
workplace. For the next four weeks, our days followed a consistent routine. In the mornings we had a three-hour
seminar: one of a series of modules that attempted to abridge an entire year of business school. We were taught by
professors from the most prestigious institutions—a Wharton woman, for example, instructed us in finance—and
the results of the tests we were administered were carefully recorded.
Lunch was taken in the cafeteria; over chicken-pesto-in-sun-dried-tomato wraps we observed the assured
urgency with which our seniors conducted themselves. Afterwards we attended a workshop intended to
familiarize us with computer programs such as PowerPoint, Excel, and Access. We spent this class sitting in a
semi-circle around a soft-spoken instructor who looked like a librarian; Wainwright dubbed it our “Microsoft
Family Time”. And finally, in the late afternoon we were divided into two teams of three for what Sherman
referred to as “soft skills training”. These sessions involved role-playing real-life situations, such as dealing with
an irate client or an uncooperative chief financial officer. We were taught to recognize another person’s style of
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thought, harness their agenda, and redirect it to achieve our desired outcome; indeed one might describe it as a
form of mental judo for business.
I see you are impressed by the thoroughness of our training. I was as well. It was a testament to the systematic
pragmatism-call it professionalism—that underpins your country’s success in so many fields. At Princeton,
learning was imbued with an aura of creativity; at Underwood Samson, creativity was not excised—it was still
present and valued—but it ceded its primacy to efficiency. Maximum return was the maxim to which we returned,
time and again. We learned to prioritize—to determine the axis on which advancement would be most beneficial
—and then to apply ourselves single-mindedly to the achievement of that objective.
But these musings of mine are perhaps rather dry! I do not mean to imply that I did not enjoy my initiation to
the realm of high finance. On the contrary, I did. I felt empowered, and besides, all manner of new possibilities
were opening up to me. I will give you an example: expense accounts. Do you know how exhilarating it is to be
issued a credit card and told that your company will pick up the tab for any ostensibly work-related meal or
entertainment? Forgive me: of course you do; you are here, after all, on business. But for me, at the age of twentytwo, this experience was a revelation. I could, if I desired, take my colleagues out for an after-work drink—an
activity classified as “new hire cultivation”—and with impunity spend in an hour more than my father earned in a
day!
As you can imagine, we new hires availed ourselves of the opportunity to cultivate one another on a regular
basis. I remember the first night we did so; we went to the bar at the Royalton, on Forty-Fourth Street. Sherman
came with us on this occasion and ordered a bottle of vintage champagne to celebrate our induction. I looked
around as we raised our glasses in a toast to ourselves. Two of my five colleagues were women; Wainwright and I
were non-white. We were marvelously diverse … and yet we were not: all of us, Sherman included, hailed from
the same elite universities—Harvard, Princeton, Stanford, Yale; we all exuded a sense of confident selfsatisfaction; and not one of us was either short or overweight.
It struck me then—no, I must be honest, it strikes me now—that shorn of hair and dressed in battle fatigues, we
would have been virtually indistinguishable. Perhaps something similar had occurred to Wainwright, for he
winked and said to me, rather presciently as it would turn out,
“Beware the dark side, young Skywalker.”
He had a penchant for quoting lines from popular cinema, much as my mother quoted the poems of Faiz and
Ghalib. But I suspect Wainwright made this particular allusion to Star Wars mostly in jest, for immediately
afterwards he, like I—like all of us, for that matter—drank heartily. Sherman left when the champagne was done,
but he told us to continue to our hearts’ content and to charge our bill to Underwood Samson. We did so,
staggering out into the street around midnight. Wainwright and I shared a cab downtown.
“Hey man,” he said, “do you get cricket?” I asked him what he meant.
“My dad’s nuts about it,” he said. “He’s from Barbados. West Indies versus Pakistan”—and here he slipped
into a Caribbean lilt—“best damn test match I ever saw.” I laughed.
“That must have been in the eighties,” I said. “Neither team is quite so good now.”
We were both hungry, and I suggested we stop at the Pak-Punjab Deli. The man behind the counter recognized
me; he had given me a free meal that morning when I mentioned it was my first day of work.
“My friend,” he said, spreading his arms in welcome.
“Jenaab,” I replied, bowing my head, “do you never go home?”
“Not enough,” he said.
“This time I insist on paying,” I told him, unsheathing my credit card and leaning forward—both
conspiratorially and drunkenly—to add,
“I have an expense account.”
He shook his head and informed me, to the visible amusement of the exhausted cabdrivers present, that he was
sorry, and I could always pay later if I did not have the money, but he did not accept American Express. Although
we were speaking in Urdu, Wainwright seemed to understand.
“I have cash,” he said. “This stuff looks delicious.”
I was pleased he thought so; our food, as you have surely gathered in your time here, is something we Lahoris
take great pride in. Moreover, it is a mark of friendship when someone treats you to a meal—ushering you thereby
into a relationship of mutual generosity—and by the time fifteen minutes later that I saw Wainwright licking his
fingers, having dispatched the last crumb on his plate, I knew I had found a kindred spirit at the office.
But why do you recoil? Ah yes, this beggar is a particularly unfortunate fellow. One can only wonder what
series of accidents could have left him so thoroughly disfigured. He draws close to you because you are a
foreigner. Will you give him something? No? Very wise; one ought not to encourage beggars, and yes, you are
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right, it is far better to donate to charities that address the causes of poverty rather than to him, a creature who is
merely its symptom.
What am I doing? I am handing him a few rupees, misguidedly, of course, and out of habit. There, he offers us
his prayers for our well-being; now he is on his way.
I was telling you about Wainwright. Over the following weeks, it became clear that he was in strong contention
for the top position in our rankings. All of us analyst trainees were competitive by nature—we had to have been
for us to have acquired the grades necessary for consideration by Underwood Samson—but Wainwright was less
overtly so; he was genial and irreverent, and was as a consequence almost universally well-liked. But there was
no doubt in my mind that my friend was also extremely talented: his presentations were remarkably clear; he
excelled in our interpersonal exercises; and he had an instinct for identifying what mattered most in a business
case.
I hope you will not think me immodest when I say that I, too, stood out from the pack. I retained from my
soccer-playing days a sort of controlled aggression—not belligerence, mind you, but determination—and I
harnessed this to my desire to succeed. How so? Well, I worked hard—harder, I suspect, than any of the others:
subsisting on only a few hours of sleep a night—and I approached every class with utter concentration. My
tenacity was frequently commented upon, with approval, by our instructors. Moreover, my natural politeness and
sense of formality, which had sometimes been a barrier in my dealings with my peers, proved perfectly suited to
the work context in which I now found myself.
I have subsequently wondered why my mannerisms so appealed to my senior colleagues. Perhaps it was my
speech: like Pakistan, America is, after all, a former English colony, and it stands to reason, therefore, that an
Anglicized accent may in your country continue to be associated with wealth and power, just as it is in mine. Or
perhaps it was my ability to function both respectfully and with self-respect in a hierarchical environment,
something American youngsters—unlike their Pakistani counterparts—rarely seem trained to do. Whatever the
reason, I was aware of an advantage conferred upon me by my foreignness, and I tried to utilize it as much as I
could.
My high estimation of Wainwright’s and my performance was confirmed when we trainees were divided into
two groups of three for our drive to the annual summer party. One group, including Wainwright and me, rode in a
limousine with Jim, the managing director who had hired us; the other group rode with Sherman, who, as a vice
president, was more junior in the Underwood Samson pantheon. Since nothing at our firm happened by chance,
we all knew this was a sign.
With us in the limousine were some associates and a vice president from one of Jim’s teams. Everyone began
to chat—everyone, that is, except Jim and myself. Jim observed the conversation in silence. Then he glanced in
my direction, and I had to avert my eyes so he did not catch me observing him. But he continued to look at me in
his steady, penetrating manner until eventually he said,
“You’re a watchful guy. You know where that comes from?” I shook my head.
“It comes from feeling out of place,” he said. “Believe me. I know.”
The party was being held at Jim’s house in the Hamptons, a magnificent property that made me think of The
Great Gatsby. It was beside the beach—on a rise behind a protective ridge of sand dunes—and it had a swimming
pool, a tennis court, and an open-sided white pavilion erected at one end of the lawn for drinking and dancing. A
swing band struck up as we arrived, and I could smell steak and lobster being thrown on a grill. Wainwright
seemed very much in his element: he took one of the associates by the arm and soon they were twirling to the beat
of the music. The rest of us watched from the sidelines, cocktails in hand.
After a while, I stepped outside the pavilion for some air. The sun had set, and I could see the lights of other
houses twinkling in the distance along the curve of the shore. The waves were whispering as they came in,
causing me to recall being in Greece not long ago. The sea had always seemed far away to me, luxurious and full
of adventure; now it was becoming almost a regular part of my life. How much had changed in the four years
since I had left Lahore!
“I remember my first Underwood Samson summer party,” a voice said behind me.
I turned; it was Jim. He continued,
“It was a gorgeous evening, like this one. Barbecue going, music playing. Reminded me of Princeton for some
reason, of how I felt when I got there. I figured, I wouldn’t mind having a place out in the Hamptons myself one
day.”
I smiled; Jim made one feel he could hear one’s thoughts.
“I know what you mean,” I said. Jim let his gaze wander out over the water, and for a time we stood together in
silence. Then he said,
“You hungry?”
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“Yes,” I replied.
“Good,” he said approvingly, and with that he tapped me on either shoulder with the blade of his hand—an
odd, deliberate gesture—and led me back inside.
I found myself wishing during the course of the evening that Erica were there. You wondered what had become
of her? No, I had not forgotten; she was very much a part of my life in New York, and I shall return to her shortly.
For the moment, though, I wanted only to mention in passing that Jim’s house was so splendid, I thought even she
might be impressed. And that, as you will come to understand, is saying a great deal.
A week later, when the analyst training program came to an end, Jim called us one by one to his office.
“So,” he asked me, “how do you think you did?”
“Fairly well,” I replied. He laughed.
“You did better than fairly well,” he said. “You’re number one in your class. Your instructors say you’ve got a
bit of the warrior in you. Don’t be ashamed of that. Nurture it. It can take you a long way.”
I was enormously pleased, but I did not know what to say.
“I’ve got a project coming up,” Jim went on. “Music business. Philippines. Want to be on it?”
“I certainly do,” I said. “Thank you.”
When I left Jim’s office, I found Wainwright waiting for me.
“I came second this time,” he said, smiling. “I figured you’d be first. And by the way you’re glowing, I can see
I was right.”
“I got lucky,” I replied.
“Not that lucky,” he said, putting his arm around my shoulders. “You’ve got to buy me a drink.”
Yes, I was happy in that moment. I felt bathed in a warm sense of accomplishment. Nothing troubled me; I was
a young New Yorker with the city at my feet. How soon that would change! My world would be transformed, just
as this market around us has been. See how quickly they have brought those tables into the street. Crowds have
begun to stroll where only a few minutes ago there was the rumble of traffic. Coming upon this scene now, one
might think that Old Anarkali looked always thus, regardless of the hour. But we, sir, who have been sitting here
for some time, we know better, do we not? Yes, we have acquired a certain familiarity with the recent history of
our surroundings, and that—in my humble opinion—allows us to put the present into much better perspective.
253.105 Excerpt from Saffron Dreams: A Novel\fn{by Shaila Abdullah (1971- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh
Province, Pakistan (F) 8
1: November 2001 New York
I decided to carry out the first task on my list when fall was about to lose its hue.
All around me were walls of fog; it was just as well. This year the trees of the mid-Hudson Valley were reluctant to shed
their leaves. A few fallen ones—the glowing golds, the bloodlike reds, the brazen browns, and the somber yellows—crackled
under my feet, crisp and lifeless but not without a voice. There is an old saying that it will be a bad winter if the trees decide to
hold on to their leaves.
I wanted to take this journey myself. Unseen. Unchallenged. The air outside was thick, buttressed by my decision,
sparse in joy but swollen with complexities. It comforted me; tingled the soles of my feet. The feeling of heaviness that
had been lingering for days was gone. I would have danced had I not been on a mission. I delighted in how clean my
insides felt, like they had just been laundered and wrung dry, soapy smell suspended in the air. Invisible molecules tickled
my nostrils and I sneezed at the thought.
I stopped by a toy store, its shutters down, occupants fast asleep. As I pressed my nose against the window, I marveled at
the simple joys of childhood. My breath came in short waves and misted the window, creating tiny smoky bubbles
of all sizes and shapes. I imagined being a toy horse, galloping on bound legs, destination firmly defined, thrilled
with providence in my naiveté.
The subway ride was a quiet time for reflection with very few early commuters. I got off as if floating on air,
tightening my hijab or veil around the back of my head. It had to be hysteria, this feeling within me of floating on
air. A sharp change in the jet stream will channel numerous storm systems into the Atlantic, the meteorologist had
predicted. One was raging within me as I walked westward from Canal to West Street. I felt a restless quest to
outrun my fate, grind it beneath my feet.
Pier 34 was abandoned when I reached its southern tip. I faced it with a welcoming smile. It had the lure of a
mother’s breast for me, the air throbbing in suckling anticipation. I leaned my protruding belly against the barrier
that divided me from the deep stillness below. Another step and my body could easily plummet into the murky
depths. I was afraid to touch my abdomen; I wanted to leave its resident out of this. He should never feel
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responsible for what I was about to do. My mind was full of the possibilities of what life would have been if the
towers hadn’t crashed.
The wounded skyline in the distance had its edges softened by the early morning fog. Even the air approached
the buildings carefully, with reverence. So much was lost. A cool breeze was blowing, providing a hint of the
approaching winter. For a brief sickening moment, I debated on which should go—the veil or me.
I slid the hijab from around my neck. The wind felt chilly on my bare head.
“It was a new sensation. You can do anything you set your mind to, Arissa Illahi,” a voice from the past
whispered to me.
In a few hours, it would be another normal day. Was there such a thing anymore? I appreciated the predawn
quietness and looked down at the river with meditated concentration. They said that a new layer of sediment
composed of ash and dust had formed a permanent footprint on the river bed after the towers had collapsed.
Undisturbed, it had become a constant geological reminder of the tragedy, now etched in history.
The wind tore the veil from my hand, making my task easier. I grasped the cold railing with one hand and
swatted at the fleeting piece of my life with the other as the wind picked up speed. It teasingly brought the veil closer
to my face. I could have grabbed it. Instead, I let it sail down toward the depths, its grave.
I did not feel a sense of betrayal as I walked away from the pier, letting the wind dance with my hair for the
first time. I pulled a few strands out of my eyes and looked back. The sun had just started to peek at the horizon,
bleeding its crimson hue. It was a matter of perspective—to an onlooker I had removed my veil, but from where I
stood, I had merely shifted it from my head to my heart.
“Khuda Hafiz,” I breathed.
Who was I biddingfarewell to? I wondered: the age-old tradition or the husband and I had kept alive in our
heart.
2: October 2006 Houston
A housekeeper’s nightmare. An artist’s haven.
There was no other way to describe my turpentine-reeking workroom. For the longest time, I thought my life was
like the canvas of a barmy artist who knew when to begin a project but not when to stop.
I looked at the tubes of color around me. They spoke volumes about my house management skills. They were all
over the floor, squished, twisted, folded back, some oozing paint, others with rainbow-colored thumb imprints. I
plastered the colors all over the canvas with no subject matter in mind, and gradually frenzy overpowered me. The
brush in my hand took on a life of its own, and I bent to its whim. The frantic slish-slosh on canvas was deafening in
the quiet room; the errant brush had its own mood. I looked at the hopeful blues on the canvas that with repeated
strokes had turned the brilliant orange to sad murky brown. In the end, the hodgepodge of colors that dripped off the
canvas all bled into one: scorching black, the only color I wanted to forget.
In all fairness, colors define me. Red reminds me of my marriage, the color of the heady, fragrant mehndi or
henna, intricately tattooed on my palms in the ways of tradition; the crimson shimmering wedding dress called
sharara I wore the day I married Faizan; yellow, the color of ubtan, a paste I applied religiously to my face
twenty days before my wedding in the hopes of getting the coveted bridal glow; and orange, the color of saffron,
dusty powder that with the right touch added flair to any dish. It was also the color that Faizan dreamed of having
on the cover of his unfinished book, a project he thought would make him a famous writer one day.
But black reminds me of all that is sad and wrong in my life. Ironically, in this country, it validates my state of
being a widow. It is also the color of my hijab—the dividing line between my life with Faizan and the one without
him. How different lives are from continent to continent. White, the bridal color in the West, is the color a widow
is expected to wear in the East, the color the body is shrouded in before being buried in the earth.
The brush fell from my guilty hands, landing on the floor with a tired thud. I stepped back as if struck and
looked at the picture in mad fixation. Staring back at me from the canvas, behind the dull last strokes that failed to
hide the subject, were entwined towers engulfed in reddish blue smoke. And in the midst of the smoldering slivers
was the face of a forlorn and lost child.
My journey spans half a decade, from the biggest loss of my life to where I am now. It is a tale of grief and
happiness, of control and losing control, of barriers and openings, of prejudices and acceptance, of holding on and
letting go. It is about turning my heart inside out, mending it, and putting it right back in as it is about looking at
life from the perspective of someone trapped in time. Finally, it’s about filling shoes bigger than mine—and filling
two with only one leg to stand on. This is the leg that over and over again will weaken with the weight it’s
expected to carry, falter, but eventually mend and march over the terrains of time.
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I got home and put the groceries on the counter. I always have a list of tasks mapped out in perfect order for
the evening. Start a Soup. I put a pot of water on the stove to start a vegetable soup for Raian. Change. I rescued a
turnip that had rolled off the counter, and then slipped off my shoes, not bothering to untie them. The wide boots
had grown used to being put on and taken off that way, their contours neatly shaped for a comfortable fit. I
decided to change later. Fix Tea. I threw a teabag in a cup and put it in the microwave. Raian disappeared into the
living room, and the different-colored lights emitting from the room confirmed that he had turned on the TV. He
didn’t turn up the volume; sound was useless to him. He coughed, and with an easy maternal instinct, I made a
mental note to give him some medicine before bed.
There were three messages on the answering machine and I intuitively knew who they were from. I deleted all
three in quick succession without hearing them—Ami, Zaki, Ami.
The kitchen felt a little cold as I walked back in to dice some shallots, turnips, and zucchini. I scooped them up and
added them to the boiling pot. A crushed clove of garlic went in next, and I took slow sips of my tea as I studied the
vegetables squirming inside the pot. Start your dinner. That one didn’t matter much. Since Ma and Baba—my parentsin-law—had left, even Rice-A-Roni worked. I decided on some Chicken Helper. The freezer door pulled open with a
sigh, and in the humming of the interior, I forgot why I had opened it in the first place. The rumbling in my stomach
alerted me to the basic needs of survival as a small Ziploc bag at the far end of the shelf caught my eye. It contained
shish kabobs that Ma had frozen before leaving. Would they still be edible after six months? I decided to take my
chances. I tossed the kabobs in the microwave, watching the turntable swirl the plate.
I missed my mother-in-law’s elaborate home-cooked meals. In the five years that she and Baba had lived with us,
there was a soothing discipline to dinner. Plenty of thought and planning went into what was presented on the table. A
full meal consisted of a curry or stew, rice, and piping hot flour chappatis. Sometimes Ma had the fresh yogurt drink,
lassi, on the side, or round fritters dipped in a yogurt and chili dip that transported me back home. Onion and cucumber
salad garnished with cilantro was a must. Ma’s pickled mangoes were a feast for the senses, and although her stuffed flour
chilies with cumin powder burned your mouth, they were a great combination with the lentil curry. And her saffronflavored rice pudding could shame even the old cook back home.
ISaffron. It reminded me of an unfinished project that was much closer to completion than it was a year ago. I
left my culinary project bubbling and walked into the den to turn on the computer. I lost the minutes and then the
hours as I swam in a sea of words, oblivious to the world around me. The squeal of the smoke detector jolted me
into action. I raced past my son, who had neither the sensory cues of smell nor sound to be alarmed by the
commotion. He had missed his dinnertime but had not felt the pangs of hunger. In that moment, I felt terrified for
him and for the rest of his life.
The water in the soup had disappeared and the pot was burning with the shriveled turnips and zucchini stuck to
its bottom. The shish kabobs in the microwave were hard as rocks. I poured the contents of the pot into the sink
and slid the kabobs in the trash can. When I put a fresh pot of water on the stove, I decided to set an egg timer. It
was time to check on Raian.
He was sprawled across the floor, the eye patch covering his left eye making him look like a pirate, one of the many
gifts of his syndrome. Every day for a few hours, we put a patch over his good eye to exercise his lazy eye. Oblivious to
the TV running in the background, he was studying an arc of rainbow colors draped across his arm—a direct result of sunlight filtering through the window. He swatted at it with his other hand and then crawled around in a circle trying to escape
from it. I watched his captivating dance in fascination; he immersed himself in the light one instant and tore away from it
the next—the dance that life played with him on a daily basis that he had by now orchestrated to perfection.
The light was his to tango, not his to hold; illumination, he had learned, wasn’t the victory. I looked at him with
love-stricken eyes. How flawed he was to the rest of the world, but how very perfect to me.
Saffron, crocus veil, the flower with the three red stigmas.
It was 1 a.m., and I had been unsuccessful in shutting my brain off to get some sleep. Some images refused to
let me be. They wanted to be released and live on paper. I approached the canvas in that state of mind.
I folded back the sleeve of my olive shirt kameez and laid some strands of saffron on the back of my left hand.
Like eager devotees, they molded to its contour. For three thousand years, the purple saffron or zafaran flower, had
sprouted in the dry summer across the Himalayan valley, the monsoons nourishing the crop. The plant is said to be
named after the mythological Crocus, who after being rebuffed by his beloved was transformed into this flower,
weeping blood red tears for ages to come. It was said that Cleopatra used saffron in her baths so that lovemaking
would be more pleasurable. I imagined the strands to be a lover’s fingers, and my hand shook a little.
I dipped a long brush in some water and sprinkled it on the unruly strands with my free hand. Slowly they started
to bleed orange tears that dripped off both sides of my band. They say if rain arrives after it has flowered, the saffron
flower dies suddenly. I watched the colors on my hand and with renewed determination turned to the canvas and
started painting. I mixed a few tubes—red, yellow, and a touch of black—and referenced the orange on the back of
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my hand a few times as I tried to match the color. I painted in layers following the traditional rule of oil painting.
Starting lean, I applied fatter coats by adding more medium as I went. The paint is less likely to crack as it dries with
that method. I couldn’t let a dream crack, not an important one anyway. I worked diligently and furiously as the hours
ticked away. Around four in the morning, I stepped back in satisfaction and studied the orange sky on the canvas—the
color of saffron, just how Faizan had wanted it.
I went to the bureau and kissed a folded veil that lay on top, a reminder of my past and a symbol of what I had
given up. Faizan had harbored a reverence for the veil—to him it defined a woman. I always felt a twinge of guilt
when I looked at that piece of cloth. Shaking that thought, I crashed on the bed, surprisingly exhausted from the
night’s work. Dreams are never easy to create; they take a lot out of you. Tomorrow I will paint in the two boys, the
stigmas of saffron, I decided. That would be the cover of Soul Searcher.
I felt lightheaded in a fulfilled kind of way, tracing a shape on the other side of the bed. I still slept on one side
of it, a curious habit that never left me, considering that I had been the only occupant for the past five years.
Sweet dreams, I whispered to the night air. The curtains on the window rustled in response. I rolled over onto
my side and hugged my pillow. The gentle hands of predawn passed over me, pressing my eyelids shut. I obeyed
and let myself be led into the world of dreams.
3
Early evening cast its long shadows as I came out of my dream, almost tumbling over Mai Jan. She was
mopping the floor on her hanches with an agitatd expression, her sari palla tucked in her waist.
“Choti Bidi, watch where you are going!”
Mai Jan’s voice was a little harsh for her stature, and I glared at her without answering. At fourteen, I didn’t
think I needed instruction on how to go about my own house.
For years, I had seen Mai Jan come to our house daily at the first light of dawn to do what we deemed beneath
our stature to do—clean up after us, launder our soiled clothes, wash our dirty dishes, and cook for us. The days
she didn’t show up, the dishes piled high, and we ran around dirty, unwashed, with stinky knickers, sweaty
undershirts, food stains and the day’s grime coloring our shirtfronts, hair unruly and uncombed. Ami pretended
not to notice. On such mornings, she sat in her room, painting her tonenails. Lata Mangeshkar blaring out of the
radio, curtains drawn. Us Basti Ko Jaane Waale, Leta Ja Paigaam Mera. O Traveler, take my message to the
village.
We were chased away when we tried to speak in Mai’s room. She almost always had a headache that she was
nurshing and didn’t want to be bothered. Usually when Azad Baba, our old driver, came back after dropping Abu
off to the office, he came inside the kitchen to fix us parathas for breakfast—square, fat pieces of dough powdered
heavily with flour so they wouldn’t stick to the pan. He deep-fried them in canola to mouthwatering perfection and
then slid the oily, slithering masses straight from the pan onto our plates, the steam partially hiding us from each
other’s view. The first mouthful would always burn and numb our tongues. Azad Baba always cautioned us. We
never listened.
“Where is Ami?” I wondered.\fn{In the interests of machine readability, I have rendered italicized conversational thought
patterns into normal typeface, here and elsewhere; this is standard procedure in the Protocol:H } I was having my period and there
were no sanitary pads in the house. As usual she had probably used the last one up and not bothered to restock. I
headed to her room in a huff.
I didn’t know about periods when they first started a year ago, not until I woke up one morning and my bed sheet
had bright red spots that matched those in my underwear. I ran to Mai Jan sobbing, since Ami was not around. The
old maid could not believe that Ami had kept such an important fact of life from me; God knew awkwardness could
not have been the reason. In a dark corner of the kitchen, Mai Jan showed me how to loop the old fashioned bulky
pad and wear it with woven string that we used to secure our loose trousers.
Shaken and traumatized, I took the instructions but could not believe that I had to do that the rest of my life. I was
certain my duck-like posterior hid nothing from others. I was certain people whispered behind my back,
“She’s menstruating, she’s unclean.”
Later when I washed my soiled linens under running water, I was so disturbed I wanted to injure somebody. But
I didn’t. I had read somewhere that you can’t pray when you are having your monthly “problems.” That wasn’t an
issue in our household. No one prayed there except Azad Baba.
“Bibi,” Mai Jan called out to me as I headed in the direction of Ami's room. Her voice had an urgency to it.
“Don’t go in there.”
“And why not?” I said rudely. “Why don’t you mind your own business?”
Mai Jan wiped her nose with her pallu and sulked, tucking the cloth back around her waist. She was sweating
profusely, her hair bunched in a damp, untidy coil on top of her head. The mole at the tip of her nose seemed
gigantic today. She was looking at me blankly. I could tell she was fishing for a good reason.
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“Wohji, I just cleaned that area. It’s still wet,” she offered lamely.
“So what? I’ll be careful.” I got on my tiptoes and moved forward so as not to leave smudges.
“Choti Bibi, no.” Her mole mocked me but I refused to be distracted. Ami’s door was half ajar, and I could hear
a conversation within.
“Oh, Abu is home, too,” I thought to myself. Maybe the discussion about pads would need to wait.
I glanced inside, opening my mouth to call out to Ami, and then stopped and swallowed hard. The man sitting
on the bed with his back toward me wasn’t Abu. He was leaner and taller, not balding like Abu. A plume of thick
white smoke emerged over his shirtless back and like a halo circled his head before disappearing into the whirling
ceiling fan above. He turned around and smiled. Eyes glazed and eyebrows furrowed together, he had the satisfied
look of a cat that had eaten its catch; it was Uncle Jalal, Abu’s chess buddy.
I heard the angry rustle of Ami’s nightgown as she came toward the door and wordlessly shut it in my face.
The draft from it sailed into my heart. I stood frozen, unable to move.
“I told you not to go in there,” Mai Jan said from the other end of the room, a slight mirth in her voice at the
treatment meted out to me by my own mother.
This is how a family unravels in a matter of minutes: through careless acts of meaningless alliance. I often
wondered if Abu knew about Ami’s relationship with Uncle Jalal. There was no threat of the laws of the land
among the elite class, although such an alliance anywhere else in the country was punishable by law. I had seen
Uncle Jalal a couple of times after that event but never again in a compromised setting. He would be on his way
out when I arrived from school with my siblings, Zoha and Sian. My brother always sulked around him and
moved away when Uncle Jalal wanted to tousle his hair, averting his droopy and bloodshot eyes.
I was never sure what Ami saw in Uncle Jalal, notorious in society for his drinking and occa sional drug habits.
He wasn’t handsome; of course, I thought Abu was the best thing that had happened to mankind. I was a bit
skewed in my analysis of my father.
The thing with Uncle Jalal, Ami told me years later, was never real or substantial to her. He was a necessary
distraction she needed at the time.
When I was little and still thought the world of Ami, I would sneak into her room when she was taking a nap
and pull out her saris and try them on. My favorite was an orange organza sari with a red-sequined border. I
remembered draping it around my waist and slipping on her high-heeled gold sandals on many restless afternoons.
I enjoyed parading around the room like Ami and puckered my face at the mirror like I had seen her do when she
applied lipstick. Later, I would fold the sari and stomp on it to get the poofiness out, watching as it deflated sadly
before I put it back on the rack. Years later, I looked on in horror as she cut that sari to make a shirt that she then
decided looked awful on her. I never saw it again.
Ami watched us closely when we left the house or accompanied her on her shopping expeditions and admonished
us if we strayed too far. She said there were bad people around, people who carried you away and did unspeakable
things to you if you were not careful or vigilant. She never answered me when I asked what those things were. In the
society we lived in, knowledge comes from unspoken sources: snatches of news clippings, books no one expects us
to discover, whispered grown-up conversations.
“Sex,” I would say to myself when no one was around. It had a husky and penetrating sound to it. It made me feel
unclean inside when I said it, but it also gave me a rush. It was the foreign literature that taught me the intricacies of
sex and defined the unspoken, unwanted word called rape.
I could never understand what made people bad. Leaders, a childhood friend told me once, make society rotten
and unsafe. Bad people were mostly poor, I learned later from overheard conversations. Middle-class folks were
mostly okay. Many rich people were corrupt. We were an exception, Ami informed us, an unseen crown on our
heads that rendered us superior. Uncle Jalal was an exception as well, Ami explained to me.
We grew up with stereotypes fed into our brains, dictating the way we operated in our daily lives. When I walked
in the market with Ami, I always eyed poor men with grimy clothing suspiciously, certain they would reach out to
cup my breast or touch my behind. I walked with a crooked elbow jutting out to shield my body, my purse.
Eventually, I discovered, it is our own who harm us the most. What can I say about the mother who abandoned
us four times over a period of two decades? Abu had checked out long ago from his marriage. I saw it in his eyes,
in the smiles that he did not give to his wife, in the questions that he did not answer for her. Instead, the air filled
quickly with thick hurtful breathing when they were together, the unanswered questions conveying more than
words could: bitterness, disappointments, and a drawn-out sadness. Like a dismal cloak, those emotions landed on
us. I tried to gather most of it toward me, wishing to spare my siblings the worst.
“Your mother never learned to love. It took me years to understand that,” Abu said to me years later. “Even on
the day of our wedding, I had a sinking feeling that I had captured a koyal bird in a cage, bound her in a
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relationship that her heart had not accepted. She was born to be a free spirit. You cannot assign roles to such a
person.”
Abu had accepted that fact and moved on. I never did, not until I lost Faizan and understood what a free spirit
really meant. Not until I met another mother who nurtured my wounded soul and allowed me to forgive myself.
Forgive Ami. Forgive the world.
4: May 1993
Ami’s backless choli was an instant hit at Sabeen and Sarfaraz Khans’ wedding anniversary party the year I
turned eighteen. She was back in our lives for a short while and I watched Abu painstakingly try to cater to her
every mood in an effort to get her to stay.
Ami emerged from her room, the pallu of her black crushed silk sari draped around her body. As soon as she
turned, Abu frowned in disapproval at the exposed skin but said nothing. I felt a bit ridicu lous in my own sage
green low-necked salwar kameez with beaded edges that Ami had insisted I wear. I kept my exposed cleavage
covered with the dark long-trimmed dupatta.
We all knew why I was invited. Parties were a great place to arrange matches. While the singles roamed
around, adults fitted them like puzzles and decided the course of their lives. It disgusted me. I was too
independent-minded to succumb to such matches, or so I believed then. It was useless to argue with Ami; if
things didn’t go her way, she pouted for days.
I had agreed to wear lipstick at Ami’s persistence. After repeated strokes, almost bruising my lips with the
plum-colored lipstick, she then proceeded to powder my cheeks when I decided I was done.
“That’s enough, Ami.” I eased out of the chair. I knew Abu didn’t care much for makeup.
Ami shrugged and examined her own reflection in the mirror. She fluffed her hair and smiled in satisfaction.
The Khans’ mansion was filled to the brim with the elite of society: glittering and heavily made-up women
wearing dazzling jewelry, sporting the latest fashions, trying out fancy English accents when they had not yet
perfected the grammar, while men huddled together in circles, comparing sales figures, watches and cars. An
ever-growing mass of unrelated and indifferent uncles and aunts, titles imposed on them by society, approached
me at intervals to peck me on my cheek.
I looked around for Abu and found him sitting on a couch at the end of the hall. Earlier he had been in an
animated discussion with some of his friends about politics, a subject he could discuss for hours on end. There
was a general uneasiness among the public since the new prime minister had been ousted within months of
coming to power. That year had been a political disaster for Pakistan. Both the prime minister and the president
resigned from their offices citing serious differences. Even the central and provincial assemblies were dissolved.
Abu had great faith in the interim Prime Minister, Moin Qureshi, and was impressed by his determination to
check the plague of corruption that had been growing in the governing bodies. Abu’s hope of such a person taking
over the country and turning it around was futile; Qureshi’s tenure lasted only 90 days.
“Politics today has gone to the dogs, Tehsin Saheb,” Uncle Athar was telling Abu, taking a slow drag off the
cigar in his hand. He was a pediatric surgeon at the hospital where Abu worked. “The governing bodies have
wiped the country clean. Totally absorbed in their own personal gain. How can a nation grow in such a climate?”
“The whole country is rooted in bureaucracy,” Abu observed, shaking his head. “Until that’s taken care of, our
progress is questionable. You can’t even get a simple identity card without bribing someone.”
“I waited twenty months to get a new phone line,” offered Uncle Zahoor, a mutual friend whose profession I
could never remember. “Twenty months, can you believe it? Even a baby is born quicker.”
“Can’t match that even if you count from the actual conception,” Uncle Waqar interjected. He had thick, tightly
permed hair that made him look like a hedgehog. “You might have better luck in that time period, Zahoor. Maybe
you could end up with a son that you always wanted.”
The men guffawed at that comment, and Uncle Zahoor looked mildly offended. He had four daughters and
each year tried his luck at having a son and failed. So far his wife had been pregnant four of the five years they
had been married.
I started to lose interest in the discussion and looked around. The single young women at the party looked like
they were straight off the runway and paid to parade at the party. Like moths, they flocked together with no room for
expansion and eyed me with disdain. Suddenly my 4,000-rupees suit lost its class. I had not seen many eligible
bachelors that night, and I didn’t see the sense of being dragged to a party where the primary purpose of my
attendance was not being fulfilled. The only young men I saw were already with women or pretended to be.
“Are Saheb, corruption breeds corruption,” said Uncle Waqar. “What can the public do when they can’t even
get basic necessities? It is simple. Without bribing, you will be in a hell hole and who wants to be there?”
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“Did you look at the list Qureshi published of the defaulters of tax and bank loans?” Abu responded. “They say
Rana and Jabbar are on it, too.”
The men in the group exchanged uneasy looks.
“He’s trying to expose the scams of the old governments,” Abu continued. “I am not surprised that there are
many affluent people on that list. Some that we even see here at this gathering today.”
At that, a few disentangled themselves from the group and walked away to seek other, more uplifting
conversations, far removed from actual reality. A handful of others simply slipped away.
“I think his idea of making the State Bank of Pakistan an autonomous body will go a long way,” Abu said to
Uncle Athar, his only audience by then, who nodded and was relieved when his wife called out to him. He
hurriedly excused himself and left Abu’s side.
Meanwhile, Ami flitted around from one group to another like a winged creature, creating a stir wherever she
moved, oblivious to Abu’s incisive conversation. Men ogled her choli, swooned over her, and even made
suggestive jokes in groups. She seemed to enjoy it all until a hand swung her around and planted a kiss on her
cheek in the ways of high society—Uncle Jalal.
“Fantastic,” I thought, and rolled my eyes. I sat down beside Abu, and he smiled at me, setting down his Coke
on the side table—the womanlike contours of the bottle making it seem like a woman abandoned.
“Having fun?” he asked.
“Oh, is that what this is supposed to be?” I feigned surprise, and he laughed, hugging me close. That was the
exact response he was looking for. I glanced briefly at Ami, now working the floor escorted by Uncle Jalal, who
had his hand on her bare back. Every so often I saw that hand travel a little too low, and she seemed not to mind. I
was surprised by how well they fitted together. They were both social butterflies, eager to be admired, thriving on
attention. Abu probably just dampened Ami’s style with his political talk.
“Come, let me show you something,” Abu said after awhile, following my gaze and briefly looking at Ami and her
beau. I wished his embarrassment was a tangible stain that I could scrub away. He stood up, taking my hand.
I followed him to the Khans’ library and almost forgot to breathe. It was no less than a museum of books. Two
corners of the large ballroom-sized room were filled with bookshelves up to the ceiling, sections devoted to various
subjects, even a music library at the far corner with headsets and a large collection of old records. There were three
large mahogany tables with leather-backed chairs around each and a giant spinning globe in the very center of the
room on an ivory bureau, an intricately hand-spun Afghan rug underneath.
But the thing that caught my eye was a woodcut engraving on the adjacent wall. I inched in closer. It was an
interesting composition of a city being trampled by a devil.
“It’s New York,” Abu commented, taking off his glasses and scratching behind his ear. “See the signature? It
was created by Albert Abramovitz, the greatest engraver of all times.”
There were more details below the artist’s signature.
Mefisto, New York. 1932.
“Virtually all of the work Abramovitz created was socially and politically oriented,” Abu explained.
I was mesmerized by the composition and its subtle details. There he was, Satan in a loincloth with a menacing
expression on his face, crouching on a tall building and balancing his other foot on a smaller one. He had an arm
raised in the air, watching, waiting to strike. I felt a chill run down my spine. The scene was of night, a clueless,
unaware city lit up for its final destruction. Somehow I couldn’t pull myself away.
Abu motioned me to follow as he walked over to a bureau and bent down to open the last drawer in a familiar
manner. I realized with an ache that that room had probably been his refuge at many Khan parties when Ami was
busy charming the crowd. Abu drew out a scroll map and laid it out on one of the tables, his forehead lined in
concentration.
We stood with our heads bowed low over the map of the world in front of us. My eyes went over to the West,
scanning it for New York. What had motivated Abramovitz to do a rendering of a city’s destruction? I couldn’t
shake the thought. Abu’s words brought me back to our side of the world.
“This is where your grandfather was born.” He pointed to a tiny speck north of Karachi. “Khairpur.”
The two ends of the map rolled down on both sides of the table and curled up. We studied the map, totally
absorbed.
“See how Pakistan looks,” Abu pointed out. “Like a mango squeezed of its pulp, misshaped and
misproportioned. Elongated and lost. Our poor country.”
I peered closely and couldn't help agreeing. The marked lines defining the contours of the land looked like a
piece of gum stretched in one direction to its maximum length. Pakistan was a shy, squirming bride next to India,
which spread its corners all around, looking for opportunities to advance, captivate and mesmerize. Bangladesh, a
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teardrop of India, was caught in years of natural disasters, as if paying for the price of some transgression almost
in a karmic way. It wasn’t apparent looking at history what it was paying for, but someone knew.
We heard a laugh; it sounded like the tinkling of ice cubes in a glass. Ami’s voice. We both looked up. Ami and
Uncle Jalal had wandered inside the library, not knowing we were there. Uncle Jalal had his arms around her and
had pushed her against the wall. He looked like he was about to kiss her.
“Hello, Jalal.” Abu’s voice thundered inside the library with choked-back anger. “Amazing how you stand out
wherever you go, isn’t it?”
Ami jumped and slipped out of Uncle Jalal’s embrace.
“Did it occur to you that you might have gone too far?” Abu’s question seemed to be directed toward both of
them.
Uncle Jalal rested his elbow on the wall and turned around with a smile, not bothering to answer. It was almost
as if he was unperturbed by Abu’s presence. Could it be too much alcohol in his system?
“How are you, Tehsin? Arissa?” he acknowledged. “Reading as usual, I see.”
Abu didn’t reply and turned to Ami instead. She looked at him scared, tongue-tied. There was a deadly look on
Abu’s face, and it seemed that it took all of his willpower not to physically harm her.
“Arissa and I are going home,” he said to her, his Adam’s apple bobbing up and down, his tone definitive. I
was certain Ami knew that she had pushed his very last button, and there was no turning back. “Seems like you
are enjoying this party, so I won’t inconvenience you. I am certain Jalal would be happy to drop you home.”
With that Abu turned and escorted me out, his hand firmly holding my forearm. There was a tiny bruise on my
arm when I sat down beside him in the car. We didn’t talk the entire ride back, but I knew that that night would
radically change our lives.
I concentrated on the graffiti I saw along the way, starkly eerie in the dark, blocking out the apprehension for our
future.
DEATH TO NONBELIEVERS, one read.
JIYE BHUTTO, read another.
The final one, on a brick wall in the area we had nicknamed Khuda Ki Basti, or the village of God, where
teeming masses of squatted and illegal dwellings sat right before we turned the lane into our picturesque
neighborhood, admonished DO NOT URINATE. Below it ran a mocking telltale trail left by a brave soul.
*
“Your mother has left.”
The unnerving words echoed across the dining room and like a leech drained the surroundings of all air. The
ear-piercing silence that followed became an incessant buzzing that wouldn’t go away. Like a bone, the joke we
were laughing at minutes earlier got caught in our throats. Zoha’s hand, which had just lifted a spoon to bring it to
her mouth, came to halt midair, and I saw her lower lip tremble.
It could only mean one thing. I curled my fingers over her arm and gently but firmly guided the spoon into her
mouth. She began to chew her cornflakes slowly as tears ran down her cheeks. Sian, 14 at the time, laid his spoon
on the table on the side of his plate, wiped his face clean with a napkin, and escaped to his room without a word.
I glanced over at Abu, who had just delivered the hurtful news, and our gazes locked. There was a plea in his
voice meant for me, and I understood it in more ways than I cared to. You perfect that art of deciphering the
unspoken words when you live in the Amaan household and confront a situation over and over again.
That morning, Abu’s glance meant that I was to dutifully assume Ami’s duties and become emotionally present for
my siblings. It also meant that I should take charge of the help in the house, the driver, the gardener, Mai Jan, etc. It
wouldn’t be that hard. Ami had perfected the role of a lazy commander. Out in the real world of working folks, the help
were almost always on their own since Ami was never good at supervising. Even when one of the newly hired help,
Shama, the maid assigned to do laundry in the house, started stealing, Ami was oblivious to the entire thing. I was the one
who caught her red-handed, fingers deep in Ami’s bedside drawer, drawing out a wad of cash that Ami had carelessly left
there.
“She hates us, doesn’t she?” Zoha asked me once.
“No, she doesn’t.” I carefully weighed my words. “She just doesn’t know how to love us.”
Hate. Such a strong word, but it was also a mother’s final parting gift to us, the knowledge that she despised
us, me most of all.
“I wish I never had you, Arissa!” Ami had said, tears streaming down her face as she dragged her suitcase out
the door. “It’s because of you that your Abu and I were never happy together!”
And there it was: my baggage for many years. …
164.135 In Any Case\fn{by Soniah Naheed Kamal (1972-

)}

Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province, Pakistan (F) 4
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The Zoo Chronicle does not accept articles from the animals, not even Letters to the Editor. Bear flicks the
broken red crayon along his playpen sized cage. Immediately his claw glows with ache. The second claw in his
left foot is cracked. Deeply cracked like an earthquake fissure. White fungi grows out of it. It reminds him of his
mother’s white chin tufts. The white of her chest. Now that he is older and close to death, Bear remembers his
mother often. He remembers the last time he saw her. Lying on her back. Like a helpless cockroach waving short,
humped legs. He sees the rusted iron trap still clamped around her hind leg. Bear remembers trying to eat through
the iron. Chomp, chomp and away with the blood scented, fish bone tasting shackles.
“Run away,” his mother had grunted. “Just run away.”
Later Bear decided that he should have run away. Because he hadn’t been able to run away since, so strong
were the bars he was still sitting behind twenty years later. He had been a very young bear then, had Bear, hardly a
year old when his mother died. Trodden into that trap and just died. Even now Bear wishes that she had died
sooner. Died before seeing the men, brandishing fire torches and rifles, rush towards him, see the giant net flail
over him, see him struggle until a dart, shot into his flank, put him to sleep. He later heard, true it was rumor
fodder, that his mother’s skin was a fire place rug, her head a mantel place piece. Bear had howled. But his cage
bars had not come howling down.
*
Bear grunts as the wind rolls the crayon back towards him. It stops at a pile of moldy hay. It stinks, does the
hay. Of drying excrement and brown pee puddle. Bits of hay and leaves totter in the puddle, half drunk. Bear has
no idea when they will come next to clean his cage. They came today. Scoured it. Quietly scraped it free of all
evil, even the evil they could not see.
Bear wants to tell them that loosing control of his bowels is not his fault, and certainly not habitual. It took him
by surprise too. He remembers. It was warm, at least warmer then right now. Right now the temperature must be
below freezing. Or may be it is the cold of imminent death that freezes him.
Now Bears thinks of the warm, afternoon sun strutting through his cage bars. He begins to think caged sun is
better than no sun at all.
Bear had been lying in the sun. Adjusting himself every so often. Trying to find a position where all his body
would be simultaneously sun drenched. But cage bars and the shadow of the signboar—Do Not Feed. Do Not
Touch. Himalayan Black Bear—makes that quite impossible.
Shrugging, Bear lazily watches two boys, drinking colas, stand in front of him. The knit cap one draws his
straw out of the cola bottle, aims at Bear, and squirts the drink straight at him. His arms block the sun even more.
Bear growls. Adjusts himself. The boy squirts again, this time straight onto Bear’s nose. He seems disappointed
when Bear does not re-growl, but Bear is busy lapping up the sweet, sticky droplets.
Bear hopes a few children will visit him today. He likes watching them lick and suck sweets. He loves that
they always drop some into his cage. Always they laugh so merrily when he licks and sucks as they do. He and
the children, they have in common sugar love. Bear blinks as a straw-pellet of cold cola hits, then dribbles down
his eyelid. He snarls. The boys shout, loudly
“Did you hear the brute? Did you bloody hear him?”
Bear wonders if he should turn his back on them. He decides against it. People have no sense of privacy. It’s as
if his back reads “Please prod me with sticks, bats, branches; anything.” Another squirt lands in Bear’s ear. He
shakes his head. The boys imitate him. Shake their heads like a convulsing hose full of water. Then they jump at
Bear, clap their hands, jump back. The knit cap boy shakes his soft drink bottle and sprays the last drops all over
Bear.
*
”You shouldn’t do that,” a woman says. She taps her large, steel spoked umbrella on the pebble path. “Don’t
you know that people are starving? Wasting food like that. Honestly!”
The boys mumble, giggle, the bottle is empty, so they run away.
The sun is beginning to set. The woman sits on a splintered bench a little way off, one hand on the upright
umbrella like a Queen on her throne. She takes a handful of sweet anise out of a drawstring pouch. Bear can smell
the candy coating over the breeze.
Overhead poplar trees rustle and roll. He waits, but she doesn’t throw him any. He decides to ignore her too,
and proceeds to slurp up a cola droplet from his paw. So sweet. So sweet. His palate now teased, he eagerly hopes
that a child will pass by. Perhaps today will be his lucky day.
Bear longs for an ice-cream cone. A double-flavored one. A complete one. All to himself.
Bear smells the ice-cream cone before he smells the couple’s rancid, perspiration frozen solid onto their skin.
Father is holding the vanilla/strawberry cone out to a child whose small chin rests on the white lace collar of her
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holly green velvet frock. The white lace bow behind her back has come undone. The ribbons hang on either side
of her thin, bare legs, bob over the buckles of her leather sandals. Bear knows that the child has been feeding the
deer. He can smell deer saliva plastered on her palms. As she looks at Bear, her kohled eyes scrunch up with
excitement.
“Bear. Bear. Bear,” she says.
From under her armpit falls a yellow teddy bear, its stuffing spilling out of one leg. She picks it up. Cradles it.
“Come on,” Father says. “Let’s make friends with the real bear.”
“Don’t take Tina near the beast,” Mother says.
“You women! Always too scared!”
Father clutches Tina’s hand and pulls her towards the cage.
“No.” Tina wraps herself around Father’s legs and pokes her head from between them. She stares at Bear. Bear
stares at the tall ice-cream now in Mother’s hand.
“Look,” Father says as he steps close to Bear’s cage and claps thrice. Very loudly.
Bear growls as each clap reverberates up his ears. He will surely get a headache tonight. .
“Bear fwiend. Bear fwiend.”
Tina claps too. Little claps, like baby raindrops falling onto palm leaves.
“That’s my girl.” Father beckons Tina closer to the cage.
“Please don’t.” Mother says.
Bear is looking at the ice-cream melting over Mother’s wrist. He sniffs. His tongue grazes over his teeth.
“You want to make her a sissy? Look, Tina, look.”
Father pokes his hand in and out of Bear’s cage.
“Tch. Come on. Let’s go,” Mother says handing Tina the ice-cream.
“That bear looks mad. Foaming at the mouth. Let’s go see the hamsters. The moles. The flamingoes. Let—”
“Okay, but first a photo.”
Father leans against Bear’s cage. He plants Tina in front of him and smiles when she holds the ice-cream over
her head like a trophy.
“Okay, say cheese,” Mother says half-hidden by the Polaroid.
“Theese. Theese. Uh-oh.”
Tina laughs as the ice-cream plops into Bear’s cage. She takes a step back as Bear falls over his feet to get to
the cone.
“He’th eating the ice-cream. He’th eating the ice-cream. He liketh it. He liketh it.”
Tina gambols from one foot to the other.
“He loves it.”
Beaming Father grabs the Polaroid from Mother and takes at least seven to eight pictures of Tina prancing,
dancing in the midst of her undone bow.
Bear blinks at the flashes. He dislikes the miniature lightening. .It makes him dizzy. But right now he is
beyond growling. A whole ice-cream cone. From tip to toe.
“Tina, see how the bear is eating?” Mother says. "You should gobble up your food like that too if you want to
be as strong and big as the bear.”
Tina stands absolutely still. Impressed. As enchanted by Bear’s licking and sucking the vanilla/strawberry
swirls as is the gathering crowd.
“Look at those teeth!”
“Stronger than a lion’s if you ask me.”
“I heard they can out run a horse. A horse! “
“He’th finished.” Tina says. “Can we get him another one?”
Bear grunts. Thank you.
“Huh, Papa, can we? Can we?”
Bear grunts again, twice. Thank you. Thank you.
“Yes another,” someone in the crowd calls out.
“Get him two more,” another voice, “here, here’s money towards it.”
Grunt. Grunt. Grunt. Grunt. Grunt.
“Quickly. Before the bear goes mad. Look at him. He’s frothing.”
“Here, here.”
Father holds a fresh ice-cream out to Tina.
“You give it to your friend the bear.”
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Tina’s small fingers close tightly around the tinsel wrapping.
“No,” Mother says shrilly. It scares Tina, perhaps, because she begins to whimper.
Father frowns.
“Tina come on. Be a brave girl. Give it to the bear.”
“No,” Mother says.
“Yes.” Father hoists Tina onto his hip.
“Put her down,” Mother says.
Father looks at her. Shakes his head. He tucks his hands under Tina’s armpits and swings her towards the cage.
“Don’t do that,” Mother says.
Father rolls his eyes and does it all the more.
“Brave Tina. Fearless Tina,” he says. “Throw the ice-cream in. Throw it in.”
“Put her down. Just put her down. You’re scaring her.”
“You’re scaring her.”
Tina is crying now. She clutches the ice-cream to her chest and flails her legs as Father keeps swinging her.
“Please, please put her down,” Mother says.
Father scowls. The crowd is watching him. He swings Tina higher. Until her ankles slip through the bars. Slip
in. Slip out. In & Out. In & Out. Bear sees only the shiny ice-cream dripping all over white lace and green velvet.
He growls. Paws the air.
“Throw the ice-cream in,” Father says.
“Throw it. Throw it. Throw it,” the crowd chants.
Tina’s feet are so close to Bear’s face that he can smell prickly heat powder trapped between her wiggling toes.
“ Just throw in the damn ice-cream and come away,” Mother says.
“Throw it. Throw it. Throw it.”
“Throw it!” Father yells. He kisses the back of Tina’s apple shaped head. “See how the Bear is smiling at you.
He likes you. He’s your friend. Just like the teddy bear.”
Tina looks at her teddy bear’s roly poly face peeking out of Mother’s bag. She looks at Bear’s face poking out
of the cage bars.
“Bear. Bear. Bear.” She laughs.
Father looks at Mother. She has crossed her arms over her chest. She is shaking her head. Father swings Tina
higher and higher, towards the cage faster and faster. The icecream grows dizzier and dizzier.
Bear lunges. Tina’s legs are sprawling with smooth hairs. As smooth as wet fish, and wriggling just as hard.
Bear clamps a claw over the ice-cream. Drags it towards him. His tongue flicks out. Far out. He pulls harder.
Harder.
There is a great commotion around him. Screams and Shrieks and Shouts. People are throwing keys, pebbles,
someone throws a crayon. It breaks into red halves.
He sees the woman on the bench, feels the steel tip of her umbrella whack him on his head. Repeatedly.
What silly creatures, Bear thinks, to treat his sweet tooth as one big game. Bear grips the ice-cream. He pulls.
Shreds. Droplets, as red as mother bear’s blood, weep all over the cage, the hay, the bars.
*
The flamingos next door flap and squawk:
“PO-lice. PO-lice coming. PO-lice beating Bear on the head with rifle. PO-lice aiming at Bear. Firing. Bear not
wounded. Rifle not go off. Incompetence saves the day.
Draw up a petition. Petition: Bear against PO-lice. Not fair. Not fair to be shot at without fair trial.
*
Bear growls. Growls so loudly that, for a second, the crowd is hushed. Bear looks at what they are looking at.
Two legs dangling between his paws. Two sandals twitching. A buckle snaps open. An undone bow flutters over
his cracked nail.
Hips and legs inside the cage.
Head and arms outside.
*
Later that evening, right after a swarm of cameras have watched as weary attendants scour and scrape Bear’s
cage, the Zookeeper drives up in a pristine cart. He is talking to a man in a bowler hat, a size too large for a too
small head.
“Put to sleep?” says the mustached mouth under the hat. “Or a hanging? How about burning at the stake?”
“No,” the Zookeeper says.
“Something. Something. Public outcry. Nation thirsty for revenge. For retribution. Only natural. Only natural.”
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“It is the parent’s fault.” The Zookeeper points to a sign on Bear's cage. “Do Not Feed. Do Not Touch.
Himalayan Black Bear.”
“Zoo can get another HBB in matter of days. A cub. A cub. Baby animals are too cute to be despised for too
long. Even in the aftermath of such a tragedy.”
The Zookeeper scratches his five o’clock shadow.
“Do you know that Himalayan black bears are on the engendered list?” He clears his throat. “People are on the
overpopulated one. One less person I say.”
“A cub. A cub will be best.” The bowler hat jiggles. “Of course we’ll try to make it quick and painless. One
hundred percent humane. In compliance with International Rights Treaty for Animals Great and Small. What is
that dreadful smell?”
Bear doesn’t grunt or growl. He’s mortified. He’s never lost bowel control before.
*
The flamingos have news, rumor fodder, but news nevertheless. They say that Bear was prosecuted in absentia,
was found guilty of murder, and that now it is Bear’s turn to die. They say that Bear is going to be stoned to death.
Bear thinks about stoning. He has seen birds build nests out of stones. Seen them drop the stones, seen the
hurtling stones wound the earth. Bear shuts his eyes as if already stones have struck his eyes and shred his fur to
bits. Until he is as blind and naked-skinned as when he was born. He remembers his mother nuzzling him, then.
Milking his mouth, warming his cold.
No mother, now. Now, no one.
Bear lies down on his outstretched arm. He turns his face away from the excrement and piss puddle. Giddy
mosquitoes buzz over the feast. He slides his paws over his ears to drown them out.
Bear feels quite sick, and if truth be told, scared of the rumor fodder. He nibbles on worry. A zealous wind,
comes down from the Himalayan plains, zips over his cage, rolls a broken crayon towards Bear. Bear flicks it
away again. It falls out of his playpen sized cage.
It doesn’t matter. It is too late to write anything anyway. Bear believes that writing always comes too late. He
also believes that it doesn’t make one bit of difference.
In any case the Zoo Chronicle does not accept articles from the animals, not even Letters to the Editor.
252.193 1. The Good Wife 2. The Last Train 3. An Equal Distance 4. 1978: Four Short Stories\fn{by Bina Shah
(1972- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sindh Province, Pakistan (F) 10
1
When Sharif Din felt a strange ache in his knees, he attributed it to old age.
“I’m not as young as I used to be,” he said to his wife.
She squatted silently over the choolah and stirred the pot of simmering salan with an old, charred spoon. He
thought to himself that he had never heard his wife utter a complete sentence in all the forty years they had been
married. One day all the words she had stored up over the years might burst out like a broken dam and spill all over
him, drowning him in a flood of unexpressed emotion and veiled thoughts.
Sharif Din had labored in the fields all his life. Now, at sixty; he had four strong sons who could take over his
duties. It was time for him to sit back and relax. He was particularly blessed; unlike other men, who had to worry
about marrying off troublesome daughters. It was, he thought to himself, one of her strong points.
He chewed contentedly on the end of a betel leaf, watching her as she cooked. She had a certain touch with
food, preparing the most interesting dishes out of the most rudimentary of ingredients. While other men lived on
plain flour chapatis and cooked lentils, she managed to procure meat and vegetables for two solid meals a day, and mango
and a little buttermilk in the summer. He was the envy of all his friends; they clamored for invitations to share a meal,
which he granted with the generosity of a Mughal king inviting his courtiers to sup at the royal dastarkhwan.
She was not the most beautiful of women, but he didn’t feel guilty admitting it. Beauty only caused trouble in these
parts—as had happen in the case of his unfortunate cousin Aman Din, whose wife, Khadi had been so beautiful that she
had attracted all sorts of unwelcome attention. One neighbor, a particularly badmash fellow by the name Allah Bux,
insisted on hanging around the house when Aman Din was away in the fields. He had come home one day to find them
both talking while she was washing the clothes in the nearby river that bordered their house. She was laughing with Allah
Bux, her white teeth flashing between her crimson-red lips.
Aman Din had had no choice but avenge his honor. Allah Bux had escaped only by diving into the river and
scrambling to safety on the other side; Aman Din, unable to swim could not chase him. They buried Khadija in an
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unmarked grave, and Aman Din spat on the freshly upturned earth, then turned his back and walked away, like a man
should.
No, Shanif Din’s wife had never done anything to cause him shame. She had looked after him and their four sons,
washing, cleaning and cooking without complaint. She had never even asked for as much a radio to listen to. Not like
those other girls in the village who insist on being allowed to go to school. Why, the thought was ridiculous! Girls
going out in front of strange men, where anything could happen to them while they were out of the range of their
menfolk’s protection. What would they ask for next: a car so they could drive?
He shook his head in wonder. You had to know how to keep your woman under control: that was the key to life
here.
*
Sharif Din’s wife, squatting over the choolah, glanced at her husband, who lay on his back on the charpai,
gazing up at the blue sky. He was a good man, Sharif Din. He had treated her well, in spite of the occasional beating,
her hard life in the fields, the difficulties of childbirth and the raising of four mischievous sons.
She, too, knew the secret to their harmonious life: keeping quiet; never raising your eyes—let alone your voice—in
front of another man; and never saying no, no matter what your husband asked of you.
Another secret which she would never have revealed to anyone was the attar, or rose oil, that she prepared and dropped
into the cooking pot every day, without fail. It was a recipe to induce love between a husband and wife—or if not love, at
least a strong affection that did not depend upon youth or beauty.
But on the day that Sharif Din ever displeased her, she knew exactly what she would do. She would replace the rose oil
with a small amount of Turks’ Cap, or wolfbane, which she kept in a small bundle buried under the cooker—along with a
stash of money and a small photograph of her daughter, who had died when she was only eight. When her sons and the
other villagers found his body, she would merely shrug.
“He wasn’t as young as he used to be,” she would say. And they would all nod in agreement over the cruelty of life.
2
The worst date of Dania’s life ended at exactly 11:37 PM on a weekday November night in North London. She knew
this because she kept glancing at her watch throughout the evening while her date droned on and on about his job, his
ex-wife, his fascination for Formula One racing cars. When they’d finished their meal at a vegetarian restaurant where
the food looked like foliage and tasted like compost, he put his hand in his pocket and glanced up at her the way a
shameful child would look at his mother just after he’d wet his pants.
“I’ve forgotten my wallet.”
Four or five late-night partiers staggered around on the street outside the restaurant, and most of the shops and
restaurants had closed down already, shutters drawn and lights partly extinguished. A few people stood around smoking
their last cigarette of the night, but most were treading swiftly towards night buses and minicabs, the wind nipping at
their heels and chasing them home. Dania averted her face from her date’s hopeful, rubbery lips, and half-ran and halflimped towards the tube station in her high heels. She smiled with relief when she found the gates still open, the
Underground sign beckoning her beneath the street like a beacon in a sea of darkness; her one stroke of luck the whole
night. She barreled down the stairs, promising herself that if there were any buskers around at this late hour, she would
put at least two pounds in their guitar case as an offering to the gods of London Transport.
She made her way down to the platform and craned her neck under the electronic bulletin board, straining her eyes
to read that the last train was expected in seventeen minutes. Only then did she allow herself to relax. She hated the
night bus, the reek of alcohol, the loud teenagers who screeched and hollered to one another, the slow crawl through the
city to get to her neighborhood while fatigue tugged at her head and back. The promise of a nearly-empty
compartment, the relative quiet, the swift trip through the darkened tunnels would soothe her after the horrific evening
spent with—what was his name? Jalal, Ali, Stuart, Deepak—it hardly mattered. They all blurred into each other after a
while, anyway.
She glanced up and down the platform: a group of businessmen going home from a bender stood some fifty yards in
front of her. Their shouts and loud cheers echoed down the tunnel towards her, and she put her hands in her pockets and
smiled at their beery good humor. An empty tube platform at night could be the loneliest place in the world sometimes,
the fluorescent lights robbing you of the ability to tell whether it was night or day, the curved walls making you feel as
if the world was closing in on you, the cheerful advertisements that only reminded you of how small your life was
compared to how big it could be if only you wore Calvin Klein perfume and watched “Friends” every Thursday night
on C4. Sometimes she preferred to watch the rats run up and down the tracks than be told which mobile phone to buy
or which West End musical to go to next weekend.
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Her stomach suddenly gave a sharp pang, and she realized that she had hardly been able to eat the whole evening. She
spotted a Cadbury’s vending machine and stepped eagerly towards it, counting out enough change to treat herself to a
bar of Dairy Milk. The chocolate clattered out of the machine and into the tray, and she unwrapped its purple foil
with cold fingers, then bit and chewed happily, the sweetness settling over her in a warm, pleasing glow. If
chocolate really was a substitute for sex then the evening wasn’t a complete disaster, and at least she wouldn’t
have to worry about getting home in the morning.
She walked back to the edge of the platform, huddling deeper into her coat. The train was only ten minutes
away now; she wished she had a paperback to sit down on the bench and read, or a Discman to listen to some
music. She was saving up for an iPod: perhaps she could find one cheap on eBay …
*
Suddenly, she felt a breath on the back of her neck, and her flesh rose up in firm, hard goose bumps. She
turned around; there was a man standing behind her, his hand raised, as if he was about to reach out and touch her
on the shoulder.
He was young, in his early twenties, and well-dressed, in an open-necked short-sleeved shirt and jeans, but he
wore no coat or jacket to protect him against the chilly night air. His shaggy brown hair curled past his collar, and
he kept working his hands through it, running his fingers above his forehead and around his temples in a way that
suggested he was completely, utterly agitated. It was his eyes, though, that disturbed her the most: blue, but
startlingly red-rimmed and glassy, as if he’d either not slept in days or was on the strongest kind of cocaine
available in the city. He stood so close to her that she could smell the sweat and the adrenaline coming off him in
waves.
Dania’s breath caught in her throat. She stood right between him and the edge of the platform. There was
nowhere to go to get away from him. The businessmen were far away, now chasing each other in circles, but she
could do nothing to draw their attention. If she screamed or made a sudden move, the young man would push her
down onto the tracks and into the path of the oncoming train.
Still, she stepped back half a pace, bringing her feet onto the yellow line. The extra space bought her a moment’s
calm, although when she looked into his eyes, she could feel her heart lurching even faster than before.
Ridiculously, the tinny announcement that she’d heard a thousand times before began to play itself over and over
in her brain:
Mind the gap … Mind the gap.
The man stood there, swaying slightly on unsteady legs as she found her voice and croaked out,
“What … what do you want?”
“I … I just want to talk,” he mumbled, in a strong Glasgow accent.
His voice was cracked and hollow. His breath was sour, and Dania recognized the strong stink of alcohol on it.
Again he raised his hand to her and his fingertips came dangerously close to the lapel of her coat. His face worked and
twitched, and his eyes blinked quickly in a morse code of madness that only she could understand.
She knew what was coming next. The quick lunge, the grab for her throat. She had a vision of herself being dragged
off the platform and into one of the darkened corridors that made up the maze of pathways leading to and from the
various halls. The push onto the ground, his body hard and hot upon her, the ripping of her clothes, and then the pain
and the terror of penetration.
This was the nightmare upon her, the fear that no woman admitted to possessing, because it would make traveling
any big city on one’s own by night a complete impossibility.
“Please, please.” Dania could feel the tears stinging her eyelids and she too blinked hard to push them away. “Take
anything you want, but please don’t hurt me.”
“Hurt you? … No, I don’t …” The young man seemed perplexed by her words. “I just want to talk. I’m so very
… lonely …”
Dania offered her handbag to him silently. He gazed at it as if it were an object he couldn’t recognize. He stared into
her eyes, and for the first time Dania could see that the fear in them mirrored the fear in her own. Her knees shook now,
knocking together like the dry branches of a tree in a winter squall. She could feel the sweat trickling down from her
armpits,
At the same time, a strong warm wind gusted out from the tunnel, and the noise of the approaching train began to
grow, humming at first in the distance, and then building into a rush and a roar. Damn trembled as the lights from the
train lit up the tunnel, the glow signaling the train’s imminent arrival. The train would be six inches behind her head
in the next thirty seconds. Could she scream for help? Could she get on board and run for the alarm button and
smash it down before he could get to her? She didn’t know if she could even move, but she felt her muscles tensing
for the sprint.
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Then, in one confused instant, the young man lunged forward, stumbled past her and leaped off the platform.
Dania threw herself clear and fell down hard on the floor, the ground reaching up to scratch and claw at her knees
and palms and face. The men at the other end of the tunnel were all running down the platform towards them,
shouting in alarm to her as they came.
But Dania could only watch as the young man’s body floated in the air, sailing down like a swan with its wings
outstretched. Her hands flew to her mouth and the scream was torn from her throat as she saw him settle on the
ground, huddled like a child for one brief moment before the train rushed into the station and crashed hard into
him, as the sound of an exploding bomb reverberated throughout the tunnel.
“Are you all right? Are you all right?”
The businessmen had reached her now, all traces of their tipsiness gone. The words climbed up to her ears, but
she could make no sense of them. All she could do was point towards the tracks, where the train had now
shuddered to a stop and the train driver was climbing down out of his cab, donning a pair of goggles and leaping
down into the tracks below to look for the body. One of the men put a steady arm around Dania’s waist, while
another took out a mobile phone and dialed 999. The third man moved carefully to the edge of the platform and
peered over carefully; he reeled back almost immediately, his face drained of all its blood.
“Christ … oh Christ. It’s a mess down there … Sweet Jesus.”
Even though the train stood completely still, Dania could still see it move in her mind, hear its screaming wheels
and feel the sparks flying up at her from the tracks. Even when the police arrived, and someone helped her to her feet,
up the stairs, out into the fresh night air, she could hear their muttered remarks, as they directed the paramedics to the
body and waved the few bewildered passengers off the train:
“Unlucky bugger … no suicide pit in this station.”
“One-unders aren’t supposed to be lucky, mate.”
“You should hear what they call them in New York … track pizza. Get it? Because of all the blood, track pizza
… bloody hell.”
“That’s Yanks for you.”
Dania made it to the top of the stairs, then leaned over the railing and vomited into the street. Her shoulders shook and
her hands trembled so badly that she could make no attempt to pull her hair away from her face, letting it blow around
her downturned face in the late night breeze. The ambulance driver rushed to her side and brought her to the ambulance,
where she sat in the mouth of its open doors, a hospital blanket around her shoulders.
All the kings’ men, all the kings’ men wove through her mind like a disembodied refrain, and the young man danced
in front of her eyes, as he would for many nights to come: sometimes alive, sometimes dead, sometimes no more
tangible than the ghost of someone she once thought she’d known a long time ago.
3
“No, not like that! This is the way you have to do it. Use more detergent! Washing powder, yes. Yes, yes Jesus.”
Marie is scolding Padma, the young Sri Lankan housemaid, in the kitchen. In the next room, Justin takes out a
pack of cigarettes, slits the plastic lining with his fingernails, and lights up. He likes to watch the way the afternoon
sun sparks against the sea and throws the best of the flecks into the living room, reflecting off the mirror on the wall
as well as the cutwork cushions on the sofa and a silver bowl that he bought from Colombo for Marie’s twentyeighth birthday a few months ago.
Toronto is a universe away from Galle, where he and Marie work with an NGO\fn{ Non-Governmental Organization}
which helps to rehabilitate tsunami orphans. The city lends itself to picture postcards, with traces of the Portuguese
and Dutch occupiers etched into the buildings and street names and hotels all over the place. Justin has seen
churches, a graveyard, a clock tower and a Dutch fort—even a lighthouse at the mouth of the port—all sitting side
by side with Hindu temples, Muslim mosques and Buddhist shrines. He tells Marie that this is a country that belongs
to everyone and no one all at the same time, and she laughs, amused by his newfound philosophical bent. Justin is at
pains to explain to her what he means, but she never seems to understand.
At times Justin worries about behaving too much like a colonial master; when Marie cannot make Padma
understand how she likes her clothes washed, Justin feels like a slave owner.
Marie stalks out of the kitchen, her long legs flashing from between the folds of her cotton sarong. Her short brown
hair brushes his face as she leans over and reaches for his cigarette. She inhales deeply and puffs out her frustration in
little white clouds.
“That girl, she’s driving me crazy,” she declares.
“What’s she done now?”
“She just doesn’t know how to wash the clothes properly. She thinks we want her to save the detergent.”
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“You mean washing powder.”
“Merde, yes, washing powder. I thought servants were supposed to make your life easier, not more difficult.”
She puffs on the cigarette once more and then hands it back to Justin. She’s left a ring of lipstick around the
cigarette, and he matches his lips to it, feeling the memory of the kiss she gave him this morning before they both
went out to work.
“You want to look for someone else?” Now it’s Marie’s turn to sigh.
“Non. They’re all as bad as each other. Christine told me that she came home to find her housemaid dressed up
in her clothes and putting on her perfume.” Justin laughs.
“That must have been a shock for Christine’s boyfriend.”
“It’s not funny, Justin. I don’t know what would be worse, really: finding the maid wearing my clothes or finding a
snake underneath the bed.”
“The snake wearing your clothes under the bed.”
“I suppose.” Marie gazes out towards the sea. “Hard to believe that back home they’re having a blizzard. Here you
forget that snow even exists.”
Justin nods. They are both younger here in the sea air and the soft sand, the humid air caressing their skin. They
are a young couple, Justin still muscular and rangy from his days of rowing crew in college, Marie still able to turn
heads wherever they go; but they had already started to grow old in Canada, like a photograph that begins to crinkle
and lose its color at the corners. One month of Sri Lanka has done them good, despite Marie’s complaints about the
heat and the mosquitoes and the strange words. She knows it, too, which is why she smiles at Justin before going
back to the kitchen to make sure Padma uses the correct amount of water to get the detergent out of their clothes.
It's a Friday morning and Justin is home from work, sick with a bad cold. The warm weather is deceptive;
viruses thrive here as much as they do in Canada’s cold air, and in the heat they bite even harder. His head is
swollen, his nose stuffy, his face beetroot red. He makes himself a hot glass of whiskey, unsure the remedy will
work here where there are no cold winds and no ice to stay warm against.
Justin wanders idly around the house. It’s compact, with only two bedrooms, a living room, a kitchenette, and
two bathrooms. They had decadently allocated one bathroom to him and the other to her, feeling guilty but soon
learning to revel in the privacy.
Marie’s bathroom is a place Justin doesn’t enter very often, although the few times he’s gone in, the room
seems to be infused with her essence—her scent, her lotions, her towels, a stack of her carefully folded laundry in
the corner. The mirror holds her image long after she’s walked away from it. He adores the smell of her favorite
air freshener, brought all the way from Colombo and hoarded jealously in a cupboard under the sink.
The bathroom door is closed, as always, but there’s the sound of running water behind it. Justin knocks gently
on the door, but then it swings open of its own accord and he peers inside, looking for Marie.
He sees a figure in the bathroom, but when he recognizes it he lets go of his glass of whiskey. Padma is in the
bathtub, hunkered down on the floor, semi-naked; her sari blouse is off, cast aside on the toilet seat; her sari is wound
down around her waist. Water trickles slowly from the shower overhead, and Padma washes herself languorously, like
a cat enjoying its ablutions in the afternoon sun.
Justin’s only coherent thought is that he has never seen a naked woman with that color skin before: dark brown,
almost black, the color of hard ebony. Her breasts are full, slightly pendulous, almost too big for her slender frame. The
way her back is bent forward, he can see the bumps in her gently rising spine s as well as the indentations between her
ribs as she breathes. Her eyes are closed, and the water courses down her skin, leaving fine rivulets to cut pathways
through the bark of her skin.
Justin stares, not sure whether his mouth is open or shut, whether he’s dreaming or awake. He has no doubt that Padma
doesn’t even have running water in her own house. Already he can see Marie coming home, screaming in horror, firing
Padma, complaining to the agency that sent her here. And he can already see himself stopping her, putting an arm on her
shoulder, telling her that they can overlook this venial sin. What’s a bit of hot water and some soap that they would
probably only throw out anyway before it was even finished?
The heat from the bathroom starts to cause beads of sweat to form on his forehead. He reaches for the
doorknob to hastily back out of the bathroom, but his hand knocks accidentally against the door, waking Padma
from her water-induced trance. She opens her eyes and gasps when she sees Justin staring at her nakedness like a
wide-eyed schoolboy.
She clutches her hands across her chest, lowers her eyelids, her upper lip beginning to tremble slightly. Justin wonders
if she is going to cry. Humiliated as they both are by his intrusion, he can’t stop himself from glancing at her breasts,
which are still escaping through the hands splayed across her chest, like luscious fruits she tries to hold close to her to stop
them from falling to the ground.
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She notices where his eyes are transfixed, and the look on her face begins to change. Her eyes rise again, and
this time they are less frightened. They take on a knowing, coy look, while the corners of her mouth shift into a
hesitant smile that grows bolder with each passing moment. She begins to stand up slowly, and when she’s drawn
herself up to her full height she lets her hands drop from her breasts. One hand reaches out to him, and she dips
her head and says, in her little-girl voice,
“Wash?”
His breath catches in his throat. Her hand, brown and small, beckons him, like a snake that seduces a passerby
into coming nearer for a closer look at its scales and coils. He glances down to see one foot moving in front of the
other; he takes only three short steps before he is at the bathtub’s edge. His legs are trembling with the effort but his
hand is firm as it reaches out to stroke Padma’s skin. His white hand against her dark arm confuses him, like seeing
a photographic negative and not being able to figure out where the black and the white are supposed to go in the
frame.
She twists her face up to his and tilts her head to one side to beg a kiss from his mouth. Commanded, he cannot
disobey her. He leans down—he is a good foot taller than she is—and brushes her car with his lips. She opens her
mouth and breathes heavily, almost panting; he knows his breath is coming as rapidly and strongly as hers. She
reaches for his other hand and tries to place it on her breast.
But the touch of her breast against his palm is too strong a sensation for him; he feels he’s grasped a live wire and
underestimated the danger before suddenly being thrown back by the strength of the current. He drags his hand away,
then unwinds himself clumsily from her wet embrace. He almost stumbles in his attempt to leave the bathroom as fast
as he can, while Padma stands glistening in the tub like a flower coated by morning dew on a gorgeous Toronto spring
morning.
The next day, Padma is gone, and Marie brushes her hands together as if she’s gotten rid of some kind of
stubborn stain.
“Good riddance,” she says, and Justin shudders, knowing how close he has come to changing the course of his
whole life within one sultry afternoon. Marie bends over to kiss his lips on her way out to the beach.
“I’m glad you’re feeling better. Sleep is the best cure for everything.”
When she leaves, Justin returns to her bathroom, where Padma has left only a single trace of herself: a dark,
footprint on the pristine yellow tile of the bathroom floor. It’s lonely and alien and dirty and he wonders how
Marie has missed it during her usual meticulous daily scan of the house.
He kneels down and gazes at the footprint close up, marveling at how tiny it is; he reaches out a hesitant
fingertip to trace its imprint on the floor. Somehow it reminds him of the walls he has seen in Rajasthan, covered
with the red handprints of the wives of Indian kings who burned themselves on their husbands’ pyres. All that was
left of those suttees were those small red handprints, to be gazed upon hundreds of years afterwards by the curious
eyes of foreigners and tourists. There’s a sudden burning ache in his chest and he rises, at once filled with
purpose.
He searches under the sink for a cloth, which he wets under the tap, and then, as an afterthought, squeezes out
a little soap onto it from a bottle decorated with flowers and butterflies. He kneels once again and begins to dab at
the footprint, slowly erasing it from the bathroom floor. In a few moments it looks as if it had never been there at
all.
Justin takes his time to carefully wipe the floor until it is dry, and then he bunches the cloth into a small ball to
take it out to hang on the clothesline outside. The last thing he does is to carefully shut the door and walk softly
away, with the fear that he will never be as knowing as all the places he will always have to leave behind.
4
Life is not easy in 1978, the summer that Fahhim and his family move from the tiny apartment to Seaview to the new
house in Defence. The house is in a newly developed neighborhood, built on land reclaimed from the sea. Fahim doesn’t
understand what this means. His father tells him it means that the government sent in huge machines that drain away the
sea, to make new land appear where water once was. It still doesn’t make much sense to Fahim, who looks down at the
street when he rides his bike out in the hot, dusty sun at midday. The ground beneath the wheels of his bike is cracked
and muddy. Salt rims the cracks in dry white streaks, as if the sea forgot to pack them in her bags when she left.
Theirs is one of three houses that have been constructed on this street, which doesn’t end, but simply fades away
into flat land in the distance. Cactus and scrub brush dot the empty plots all up and down the street, but Abba says that
one day beautiful trees will grow tall and give shade to everyone who lives there.
They've moved here, where Fahim can hear pye-dogs yowling at night as they move in packs up and down the
empty land, because the apartment was too small for them, now that his sister Zara is older. When she was small, she
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was a loud, yowling thing, too, but now she has grown and walks everywhere, picking up things and breaking them
with impunity. In the apartment, he watched her in disbelief as she stretched up on tiptoes and threw onto the ground
everything that her chubby arms could reach. If he were Amma or Abba, she would have gotten a smack from him, but
his parents only laugh when they see the mayhem Zara has wreaked on the living room floor.
Still, Amma must have said something to Abba, late at night when they closed their bedroom door and talked for
ages, because it has now been two months since they moved into the house. It is tiny, too, but at least there is a front
yard and a driveway and even a separate dining room where they can eat their dinner together at night, Zara in her
small chair, laughing as she throws pieces of naan and cooked carrots on the floor.
Fahim acts as grown up as he possibly can, because Abba has promised him a dog. He has already picked out the kind
of dog he wants: a golden retriever, whom he will teach to fetch sticks, newspapers, bedroom slippers. Abba has said he
knows a man who breeds pedigree retrievers, and he can get a pup next time he goes to Lahore for business.
“That is, only if you behave, and show me how grown up you are. When I’m away, you’re the man in the house, you
know.”
Lahore is on the map in the inside cover of Fahim’s history book: far away, to the north, right next to the border that
Pakistan shares with India. Fahim doesn’t like the idea of Abba traveling so much; he is away four nights of the week. But
he knows Abba has to visit the factories. Fahim pushes himself hard to study, especially math, because Abba’s job
involves a lot of numbers. At least, that’s what he thinks it is all about..
When Abba explained what accounting was, he said that it had to do with juggling numbers. Fahim always pictures
him holding big colored blocks in his large, capable hands. In his mind, Abba throws them up in the air and tosses them
back and forth with the dexterity of an acrobat, while men in black suits are standing all around, applauding wildly.
Since then, numbers have taken on a special resonance for Fahim. He always peers at them closely, trying to
decipher the story they hold of how his father became a big, important man, who has to travel so much, just by
being able to juggle numbers.
When Abba is away, the days in the new house are not the same for all of them. Amma misses Abba terribly, but
spends a lot of time on the telephone, laughing secrets down the line to her sister. Zara doesn’t seem to mind the
quiet. She toddles around in the driveway with her ayah, filling the spaces by talking and gurgling in her own
language, the ayah smiling toothlessly behind her.
But Fahim has no one to play with, as no other boys his age have moved into any of the houses, which are as yet
only unfinished skeletons staring at him as he cycles up and down the street. Their only neighbors are an old couple
who throw their garbage out onto the street right in front of their house. Some days his head aches with the huge,
towering silences that surround their small house, dusty and lonely, at the end of the street.
One day, Fahim, who has been riding his bike in circles, spots Abba’s car at the top of the road. He dips and
swoops in joy, and quickly pumps his way into the driveway, to tear into the house.
“Abba’s home! Abba’s home!”
Then he races out again, and stands in the driveway, suddenly shy, wanting Abba to reach out and envelop him in
his arms. He loves the smell of leather and spice that surrounds Abba, fills his car, and remains on the pillow on his
bed long after he has gone.
Abba has brought with him smiles, kisses, and presents for Amma and Zara, who have come outside to greet
him. He scoops Zara up in his arms, and she squeals. Fahim thinks to himself how silly she is sometimes. Amma
smiles a slow, contented smile, and says, “Salam aleikum”—the manner in which she always greets Abba—the
relief that he is home safe shining out from her eyes. Fahim smiles, too. He loves knowing that it's always the same
when Abba comes home.
But Abba does something different this time; he looks at Fahim with a twinkle in his eye and crooks his head
toward the back seat of the car.
“I’ve brought something for you, Beta,” he says.
Fahim catches his breath, runs to the car, and looks inside through the half-rolled down window. There on the seat,
sleeping quietly in the folds of Abba’s coat, is a tiny brown puppy. Fahim knows, as he looks at the dog, with its smooth,
rich fur, small paws and blunt nose, that the silences, the dust, the empty windows of the unfinished houses that watch
him like mocking eyes, won’t matter anymore.
*
He names the dog ZigZag. It doesn’t really fit; he would have called it Cocoa or Bingo or something more apt,
something that matches the way it looks, but ZigZag is the word Zara has most recently learned to say, and she delights
in pointing a finger at the puppy and shouting “Zig-zag! Zig-zag!” at it.
Fahim doesn’t really mind, though. And as the puppy grows and begins to walk, it lurches from one side to the other
in a zigzag, so he lets the name stick. He doesn’t mind either that the dog is not a pure golden retriever, but only a
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mongrel mix. Abba apologizes and says that this was the only dog his friend had left, but Fahim can only see the warm
brown eyes and the sharp angles of his ears, cocked eagerly at the sound of Fahim’s voice.
Amma doesn’t like dogs in the house, so he has to play with ZigZag outside. That doesn’t matter to Fahim either.
There is never anything good on the television, anyway. The people at the television station wake the channel up every
day from buzzing, angry white snow to show an hour of robotic children intoning Arabic alphabets, before granting
him just one measly cartoon in the afternoon. It is the same in the evening when there is only one interesting English
program at night: Chips or The Six-Million Dollar Man. Sometimes Fahim waits all day for an episode of his favorite
show, only to turn on the television and find that it has been taken over by a short, mustachioed man in an army
uniform and rows of clanking medals, who shouts for hours about the state of the country.
So he starts to go out in the evenings, as well as in the afternoons, to play with ZigZag and run up and down the
street while the sun sinks lower in the sky and the parrots and mamas call from overhead, their plaintive cries
signaling the end of the day. Fahim throws sticks which ZigZag never fetches. He tries to teach ZigZag tricks
—“sit up”, “roll over” and “play dead”—but ZigZag only opens his jaws wide and laughs at him.
Then ZigZag runs under the car and hides, sometimes falling asleep under its shade, since the trees are too
small to give him adequate shelter. Fahim laughs when ZigZag washes his face with his pink tongue, even though
Amma screams and Zara wrinkles her nose in disgust at his slobbering, meaty breath.
Sometimes Zara comes out and tries to pull ZigZag’s tail, then bursts into sobs when he nips at her with his
young teeth. Fahim is at pains to explain to her that ZigZag is only playing. He doesn’t want Amma to get angry
about it. Lately Amma seems to be upset much of the time with Abba, especially before he has to leave for
Lahore. He can hear them arguing about it. He doesn’t even have to press his ear to the door anymore, like he
used to before, though his listening never revealed anything of the inner world that they shared behind the closed
wooden door.
But Fahim doesn’t spend too much time worrying about their arguments. Instead he busies himself with
ZigZag, brushing his coat, filling his bowl with fresh water, not able to trust the servants to care. He knows that
the greedy cook will never give ZigZag as much meat as the growing pup needs; he tries to fool Fahim by
throwing scraps of stale bread and spoilt milk into the dog’s bowl when he thinks Fahim isn’t looking. The driver,
a devout Muslim, always kicks ZigZag to one side, fearing that a lick from his impure tongue will invalidate his
ablutions and render him unable to offer his ritual prayers.
In this manner, Fahim spends hours with ZigZag, rushing out into the driveway the moment he finishes his
homework, eats his meal, hears his parents’ voices raised behind the closed door. And the months pass by, as
ZigZag, Zara and Fahim all grow bigger and taller and stronger, while the small house at the end of the street
always stays the same size.
*
It is Saturday morning, and Fahim has woken up late. He likes to laze in bed, sometimes, reading his comics: old
issues of Archie and Mickey Mouse. He wonders why Archie wants to date Veronica, who is clearly more cruel than
faithful, blonde-haired Betty. But Veronica, with her swathe of long, dark hair and her flashing eyes, is more attractive.
She sometimes reminds Fahim of his mother when she sits on the end of her bed and brushes her hair, so he supposes
Archie is justified in his choice.
He can hear his parents’ voices. They are talking, urgently. Fahim pricks up his ears, one eye on the closed door of
his bedroom, the other still on his comic book. He hopes nothing is wrong. Abba has to go away to Lahore this
morning, and he will be leaving any minute now. His suitcase has been packed and standing in the hail since last night,
a forlorn reminder of his father’s impending absence. The house already wears a shadow of sadness, as if anticipating
the loss of his energy; like candies that gutter and then die at the end of a long night without electricity.
He decides to put away the comic book and go outside to the kitchen for breakfast. He puts on his bathrobe and
unlocks his door. He’s had to start locking the door because Zara has developed the irritating habit of coming into his
room and throwing open the doors of all his closets. He has asked Amma and Abba to stop her, but Amma tells him that
he shouldn’t mind; she is his baby sister, after all. Abba is more understanding, as men always are, and tells him that he
can keep his doors locked as long as he cleans his room himself. Fahim is pleased with this bargain; it puts him on the
side of the grownups.
As he pads to the kitchen, the. sound of the cartoons Zara watches on video echoing across the still-bare hall—for
Amma has not had time yet to fill it with furniture—he pauses and tries to hear the words that Amma and Abba are
saying to each other.
“Selfish … think about us …” Amma says.
“Can’t help it … work … I have to …” That is Abba’s voice, tired with patience.
“Always working … family … no time” Then clearer, now,
“You’ll be sorry one day!”
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Fahim stops in his tracks, his heart beating fast. He doesn’t like the way the words sound, like a prophecy. But he
doesn’t have time to think as Abba opens the door of their bedroom. Fahim quickly averts his eyes and pretends that he was
always in motion. But Abba hardly notices, as he bends forward to pick up his suitcase. He ignores Fahim standing at the
end of the hail. He opens the door and walks out in a hurry.
Fahim darts after him. It’s unthinkable that Abba should leave without saying goodbye. Perhaps Abba hasn’t
seen him.
“Abba! Abba!” Fahim calls after him.
Abba gets into the car and turns on the engine, throwing the car into reverse. His face looks strained, harried; he always
has so much on his mind. That’s what Amma says when Fahim and Zara are making too much noise and Abba’s trying to
sleep. Sssh. Your Abba needs his rest. He has a lot on his mind.
As Abba pulls the car out of its parking space, and begins to move it backwards, there is the sickening sound of a
bump, a crunch, and then a hideous, sharp shrieking that comes from underneath the wheels. Fahim throws himself
towards the car, screaming, screaming, screaming:
“Abba! Stop! Abba!”
Abba looks up, alarmed. He realizes something is not right, but he doesn’t know what it is until he sees Fahim
scrabbling on the ground, on his hands and knees, tears streaking his face. He stops the engine, steps out of the car, and
then his hands fly to his mouth as he sees the body of the dog that Fahim has pulled out from beneath the car with shaking,
hysterical hands.
Fahim gasps as his dog writhes on the floor, crying out now in a pathetic series of whines and moans. Its back is
broken, so how can it still be moving? But it still pushes itself back and forth in terrible, quick movements, whip-like
convulsions that throw its body from one side to the other. Amma has run out of the house, now, and she is trying to hold
Fahim back, but he refuses to move away.
“Abba, we’ve got to help him. Can’t we do anything?” shouts Fahim. “We have to take him to the vet, quickly,
Abba!”
The servants have gathered around in a small, stunned circle, and Zara is there, sucking her thumb, her large, nervous
eyes darting back and forth along all their faces.
Abba looks at Fahim, and then at Amma, and then he utters one word, a curse that Fahim has never heard him say
before. Fahim looks at him with horror as Abba stares with anguished eyes at the dog twisting on the ground. But Abba
betrays Fahim forever when he gets into the car, muttering, “I’ve got to catch my flight,” and races away, out of the
driveway, down the street, away from them all, from the tired, dusty lane, from the house that is not big enough for them
still, from the dying dog.
The sound of the tires screeching on the pavement strikes Fahim like a blow. He watches, unbelieving, as Abba’s car
disappears, eaten by the end of the road in the distance.
Amma quietly instructs the driver to take the dog to the vet in the second car, and she gives them an old tea towel
and tells them to wrap him up in it. Fahim insists on going with them, but Amma for once overrules him, and says that
he should stay at home. He watches the driver pick up the dog with gentle hands, watches the car move out of the gate.
He doesn’t want to think it, but he knows this is the last time he will see ZigZag alive; and it is.
When the servants come back from the vet with the dog’s body still wrapped in the tea towel, their faces are grim.
Amma’s face takes on the same look as she listens to the driver explain how the dog died before they could reach the
vet. She shakes her head sadly. Zara bursts into noisy sobs at the sight of ZigZag, unmoving and cold. Fahim looks at
the body of his dog and says,
“We have to bury him.”
Amma looks at her son’s face, white, suddenly old, and nods slowly. She tells the driver to go and dig a hole in the
empty plot next door. The driver, who is used to seeing the dead bodies of pye-dogs lying in the street, doesn’t say
anything, but just looks at her curiously. But Amma stands firm. She will not allow ZigZag to be tossed out into the
garbage pile with the newspapers and orange peels and plastic bags, and Fahim is grateful for her stance.
They troop into the next plot, empty and barren, the driver carrying the dog, Fahim, Zara, and her ayah following close
behind. The branches of the bushes and brambles reach out and scratch Fahim’s bare legs as he walks, stumbling over rocks
and hidden pits of sand. A few crows are perched on the boundary wall and they look at him, curiously, as he treads on
towards the grave that has been dug into the raw, unforgiving ground. An airplane buzzes overhead; Fahim absently
wonders if that’s the plane Abba’s on, going to Lahore.
They place ZigZag in the grave, and Fahim stands there, silently, watching the driver throw handfuls of earth onto
the body. When the grave has been filled, Fahim still stands, wondering whether he should say a prayer. His thoughts
are interrupted by Zara tugging at his arm.
“You forgot the tea towel,” she says to him, then turns, reaching out to be picked up and taken home in the arms of
her ayah. Fahim stands there and wonders why he feels so little inside.
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*
When Abba comes home that weekend, Fahim is in the back yard, playing chess with the cook, who always cheats.
Fahim looks up from the chessboard at the sound of Abba’s car pulling up in the driveway. When he looks back down,
he sees the cook has pocketed a knight and two pawns. But Fahim doesn’t shout at the cook as he normally would.
Instead, he gets up and walks away, leaving the cook gloating over his false victory.
Fahim doesn’t want to stand in the driveway, waiting for Abba. He can’t bear the thought of watching Abba get out
of the car, setting down his case and newspaper, kissing Zara and Amma, before holding out his arms for Fahim to rush
into them. He can see Amma and Zara already standing where they always do when Abba comes home. He turns his
back on the familiar tableau, goes to his room and locks the door. He lies down on his bed, face down, balancing his
pillow on the soles of his feet.
Through the closed door, he can hear Abba say, “Where's Fahim?” though he isn’t sure whether he has heard it with
his ears or with his mind. Soon there will be footsteps coming down the hall, and the doorknob will turn halfway before
sticking at the lock. Now comes the knock on the door.
Fahim rolls off his bed, walks slowly towards the door, untwists the lack. Then he walks back to his bed and lies
down prone again, hiding his face but watching the door out of the corners of his eyes. Abba comes in. He is a large
shadow against the bright hallway, until Fahim's eyes settle, and he becomes Abba again.
“Hello, Fahim,” he says, his arms out for a hug, but Fahim’s body is stiff and unyielding. Abba reaches out and pats
him awkwardly on the back instead. There is silence, and then Abba says quickly,
“Fahim, I’m so sorry about ZigZag.”
Fahim says nothing. He understands what happened that day. Zara has learned to say the word, repeating it over and
over again as she navigates the kitchen floor on unsteady legs:
“Accident! Accident!” Sometimes he can hear her breathlessly telling the cook the details:
“Abba was angry, and he got in the car, and he turned it on, and then he drove away and he crushed ZigZag, and
ZigZag’s back broke, and he died. And then we put him in the ground and left him so the worms ate him up and he
went to heaven.”
But Fahim still cannot say the words that will forgive Abba. That’s Abba’s job. Abba is the one who knows the
words that will make everything all right.
“Beta, I’ve asked my friend in Lahore to get us a new dog, a golden retriever puppy. He said he’ll be able to send it
to us next month. Isn’t that great?”
Abba’s voice is hopeful and affectionate. Fahim turns his face to one side and mumbles,
“I don’t want another dog.”
Then he turns his face back again and tries to see how long he can push his face into the mattress without having to
breathe. Abba waits for a few more moments, but Fahim says nothing more. After a while, Abba gets up and leaves
behind a silence that is loud against Fahim’s ears.
*
And even when Fahim is a grown man, an accountant, with sons of his own, who beg him for a pet—“Any pet,
Abba, just a small dog: we promise we’ll look after it; we’ll never bother you”—Fahim will never listen to their
pleas. Their cries of “Mean Abba, cruel Abba,” will not touch him, cannot hurt him, no matter how plaintive their
voices, no matter how much they cry as they berate him.
166.30 Excerpt from Broken Vases\fn{by Kamila Shamsii (1973- )} Karachi, Karachi District, Sind Province,
Pakistan (F) 10
The old dream, once more. I stand in a beach hut, looking out. The window frame in front of me reduces the
world to a square of sun and sea. Into that square a woman falls, her arm drawn up in front of her face. She
splashes into the water. I run out. Her body is caught in the surf; a dark tumbling shape. Above, there is nothing
but sky. The waves recede, leaving her on the sand. I rush down, see scales where I expect legs. I have seen a
mermaid once before, spent hours splashing water on to it to save it from dehydration. I remember the ache of my
arm from the effort, but not whether I saved the creature. It is evident nothing will save this one. I turn towards
the hut to see why people are shouting, and when I look back she is gone, only her impression remaining. I know
what is necessary. I must cut out the sannd which is imprinted with her body, lift it up, and bury it. But the sea is
coming in again and I know that, faster than I can respond, waves will wash away the contours of her body, the
graceful curve of her tail.
When I awoke, this line came to mind:
Dreams, sometimes, are rehearsals.
I sat up in bed, scratching the faded scar which criss-crossed my palm, and a shark lunged at my shoulder. I
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really had to do something about these walls. The bedroom had been a children’s nursery when the previous
tenants lived in this flat, and the walls were covered with water-colour paintings of sea-creatures: jellyfish, turtle,
barracuda, flying fish, octopus, swordfish, angel-fish, shark, sea-horse, and a mermaid sitting on the back of a
manta ray. I couldn’t look in the full-length mirror without some creature extending tentacles, fin, snout or tail
towards my reflection. If it were a fixed image it would be easy enough to get accustomed to it, but the mirror was
attached to the closet door which opened and closed with any gust of air, and the angles of the room shifted even
as I stood still looking into the mirror. Even so, occupying this room was preferable to moving into the master
bedroom—directly across from a mosque which, my sister had warned me, broadcast fiery sermons just before
the dawn azaan.
“If you sleep there, you’ll wake up angry every morning,” Rabia had said.
I stepped, naked, out of bed and belted on my dressing-gown. Then I remembered: I’m living alone. I shrugged
off the dressing-gown and for a moment I was giddy with imagining all the flats around me that might be filled
with single occupants wandering nudely around their homes. But you can really only imagine people in states of
nudity for so long before your internal censors step in and relieve you of the images. For me, it was the image of
the madman of 3B doing push-ups on the hideous beige carpet I’d seen through his window which made me cast
about for other things to fill my brain.
But what other things? I stepped into the kitchen, and ducked right out again. There were no blinds over the
kitchen window. So much for my one-woman nudist colony.
Minutes later, I was back in my dressing-gown, sipping a cup of tea and wondering whether to go next door
and steal Rabia and her husband Shakeel’s copy of the morning paper. I had told them earlier that I didn’t want a
subscription—what was there in the news these days that I could possibly benefit from knowing?—but I hadn’t
contended with the sheer boredom of waking into an empty flat. If this persisted I’d have to take up yoga, or
morning television. Or both. At the same time. I’d have to start watching morning yoga programmes.
Clever Beema, I thought. My father and stepmother weren’t flying out to Islamabad until that evening, but my
stepmother—Beema—had still insisted that I move into this flat a day before they “migrated”, rather than
spending one final night in the bedroom I’d occupied my entire life.
“Because the house will be in turmoil with everything being packed up,” Beema had explained, but I knew
now that she hoped this waking up into silence would convince me to have a last-minute change of heart about
staying in Karachi instead of going with them.
Looking around into the emptiness, I had to admit her hope was not without foundation.
You’re a grown woman, I told myself. Behave like one! Assistance came in the form of a ringing telephone. I
picked it up with gratitude and an unfamiliar voice on the other end said,
“Aasmaani Inqalab?”
Aasmaani Inqalab—my first and middle names, self-important trisyllables that long ago pushed my shorter
surname off everything except the most official documents. My mother’s choice, the name. My mother had made
all the important choices regarding my early life; the only thing she left to Dad and Beema was the actual business
of raising me. Aasmaani Inqalab: Celestial Revolution. Such a name never really admits the notion of childhood.
But Beema used to whisper in my ear,
“Azure.”
Aasmaani can also mean azure. An azure revolution. Like Picasso’s Blue Period, she’d say, without the gloom.
Picasso never had a period, my mother replied once, when she was around to hear Beema. Men know nothing of
inevitable pain.
I wish I could say she had been attempting humour. The unfamiliar voice was calling from Save the Date
studios—fondly known as STD—to tell me my afternoon interview with the CEO had been moved up to the
morning, so could 1 come to the studio straightaway.
“With bells on,” I said.
“Belzon?” echoed the voice, with a hint of panic. “I think you’re expected alone.”
*
One of the only fortunate things I inherited from my mother was the ability to be entertained by a mediocre
joke for a very long time. I was still chuckling over Belzon when I got into my car to make the short drive over to
STD. And when I pulled up outside the startlingly yellow house which had been converted into the STD studio a
few months earlier the thought of encountering the voice behind the joke brought on a fresh bout of laughter
which I had to try to suppress as I slid out from the passenger-side door of my car to avoid the gaping manhole
next to which I had parked, walked up the palm-lined driveway, gave my name to the armed guard sitting on a
fold-up chair near the front door and was ushered into reception.
Reception was a desk and unoccupied chair at one end of a long, freshly painted white hallway which led to
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offices, smaller hallways and—at the far end—an imposing staircase with rosewood banister leading both up and
down. Two twenty-somethings in jeans and short kurtas were walking down the hall, one saying, “What do you
mean they don’t want any two-shots?” and the other one shaking her head, “Yaar, celebrities, yaar.”
Standing there—seen but unnoticed—in a shalwar-kameez with a dupata tossed over one shoulder, I felt
instantly old. They had that light in their eyes, those girls did, of believing they were a part of something bigger
than their own lives. They were going to beam youth culture, progressive thought, multiple perspectives, in-depth
reporting to a nation which until so recently had only known news channels which spoke with the voice of the
government. 2002 would be remembered as the year of the cable TV explosion in Pakistan, and these girls were
right bang in the middle of it, making history happen. For a moment I tried to step into their minds, to remember
what it was to be that hopeful.
Poor, enviable fools.
I looked around for something that wasn’t younger and more stylish than me, and found a painting of a line of
Arabic on the wall behind me. [Which of your Lord’s blessings would you deny?] The repeating line from Surah
aI-Rahman, beloved of calligraphers for its variedness and its balance.
[Which of your Lord’s blessings would you deny?]
Which of your Lord’s blessings would you deny?
When my mother—in one of her attempts to give me career advice—told me that I should learn Arabic in
order to translate the Qur’an into both English and Urdu, in versions free from patriarchal interpretations, the Poet
said,
“And translate Surah al-Rahman especially for me.”
“Because you want to know all about the virginal houris who await the faithful in heaven?” my mother teased.
“You want to know what you’ll be missing?”
The Poet shook his head.
“Not that part. ‘He created man and taught him articulate speech. The sun and the moon pursue their ordered
course. The plants and the trees bow down in adoration.’ I want to see how Aasmaani tops that with her
translation.”
“It is beautiful,” my mother acknowledged. “But don’t forget the warnings of the Day of Judgment that follow.
It’s not all order and adoration.”
The Poet held his hands in front of him as he always did when quoting words that moved him, as though
weighing them in his palms.
“‘When the sky splits asunder, and reddens like a rose or stained leather—which of your Lord’s blessings
would you deny?’”
The sky as stained leather. It was almost enough to make you desire the end of the world.
*
A middle-aged woman with a nose which changed character halfway down its length walked out of one of the
offices and smiled at me.
“Are you here for Boond?”
I shook my head, more than a little regretfully. Boond was a much-hyped, multi-part television drama which
had fallen into a deep crisis the previous week when one of the lead actresses was fired, six weeks before the
show’s premiere, because her newfound antipathy to bougainvillea made filming outdoor sequences impossible.
There was talk that the whole show would need to be cancelled, and speculation about how much of a financial
setback STD would suffer, and then, in a stunning coup, one of the STD newsreaders had announced, in the
headlines of the 9 o’clock news, that Shehnaz Saeed was going to take on the role of the lead actress.
I was listening to the news when the announcement was made and, I swear, I gasped out loud when I heard it.
Shehnaz Saeed! If I’d heard that the ghost of Marlene Dietrich\fn{ An internationally famous German film actress (19011992) particularly during the 1930s-50s. } was taking on the role I suppose I would have been a little more surprised, but
only because Dietrich didn’t speak Urdu.
Shehnaz Saeed had been the darling of the theatre and the small screen, an actress of amazing range who had
retired at the peak of her career fifteen years earlier in order to devote time to “preparing for and raising” the
children she was planning to have with the man she had recently married. Her son from her first marriage was
raising hell at university by then, telling anyone who would listen that all mothers should stay at home with their
children, otherwise the children would grow up like him. I had never met the first-born son, but I disliked him
intensely for being the person who convinced Shehnaz Saeed there was a choice to be made between acting and
motherhood. I had seen her on-stage for the first time when I was about eleven, in an Urdu translation of Macbeth
—it was the Poet’s translation—and I swear there was not a man, woman or child in that audience who would not
have plunged a dagger into a king’s heart for her. She never actually had any children with the second husband—
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the gossip-mongers said he always timed his frequent business trips abroad so that he would be away while she
was ovulating—but though rumours surfaced intermittently that she was considering an end to retirement, she
hadn’t so much as made a cameo appearance since her swansong—a one-woman show in which she played six
different roles; it had been a one-night-only performance, sold out before the box office even opened (the leading
newspapers ran editorials of protest).
It was to confirm that the newsreader wasn’t on drugs that Beema rang an old schoolfriend of hers, whose
brother-in-law was the CEO of STD (that he was a noted philanderer made the title hilarious to both Rabia and
me); at the end of the call she didn’t just have confirmation of the news, she’d also set up a job interview for me at
STD. I had just quit working at the oil company and was having trouble figuring out, what next? So I thought I
might as well go along with Beema’s plans.
The woman with the extraordinary nose turned away from me to flag down a man with gelled-back hair.
“It’s all a disaster,” she said. “We have to rewrite the entire role.”
“Everyone is doing too much drama,” he said. “She’s just a has-been actress.”
The woman jerked her head in disgust, and turned to me.
“You. Tell me something. You planning to watch Boond?”
“Isn’t everyone?”
“OK, so here’s the thing. This role—this role Shehnaz Saeed is doing—she plays the ex-wife of a wealthy
industrialist. They’ve been divorced for years. Now he’s getting remarried. The drama starts with the proposal
scene. His new wife, much younger, is completely and without reason insecure about the ex-wife. OK? So, the
thing is this. The ex-wife becomes important eventually but she’s supposed to play a totally minor role in the fIrst
episode. How do you feel about Shehnaz Saeed returning to the screen in a minor role? Don’t answer1 Your face
has answered.”
She turned to the gelled man.
“Look at that! Look at her expression.”
I ran my palms along my mouth and forehead to see if my facial muscles were doing something of which I was
unaware, but they seemed to be utterly in repose.
“I don’t know if I can do it. Every idea I have for that first moment she steps on to the screen is inadequate. A
nation’s expectations are sitting on my bony little shoulders.” The woman stopped speaking and turned sharply
towards me.
“I just realized who you are,” she said. “Do you mind if …?”
Before I could say anything, she stepped forward and held up her hand to cover the lower half of my face, so
all she could see were my eyes—grey with a starburst of green in the centre—and my high forehead and straight,
black hair.
“Amazing,” she said. “Isn’t that amazing?”
What was amazing was the way women in Pakistan took one look at me and assumed they were entitled to
instant familiarity—as though I were the one who had sat in jail cells with them or knelt beside them in cramped
railway carriages writing slogans on banners.
An office door a few feet away opened and a man in his mid-thirties stepped out. He saw me, and his face
became bloodless. I stepped away from the woman, revealing my long nose and sharply angled jaw, and the man
blinked, put his hand up to his eyes and rocked back on his heels.
“I’m sorry,” the woman was saying. “That was presumptuous.”
But I wasn’t paying much attention to her any more. I knew the man, just as he knew me. Even if Beema
hadn’t said he was working here and was the reason Shehnaz Saeed had agreed to do the show, I think I would
have recognized him immediately. Those curved eyes straight out of a Mughal miniature, that sensuous mouth.
How strange that they should be so masculine on his face, even while marking him clearly as the son of the most
beautiful woman in the country. In sober tie and an obviously expensive shirt he looked nothing like the imagined
hooligan in my mind who had forced his mother into retirement fifteen years ago.
He saw that I realized who he was and a look came upon his face which I recognized—a mixture of panic and
self-deprecation allied to an acknowledgement of failure. He stepped forward and held out a hand.
“Mir Adnan Akbar Khan,” he said, in mock-grandiose tones. “But my friends call me Ed.”
“Nicknames and friendship rarely go together,” I said, taking his hand, and trying not to show how startled I
was to have found a stranger wearing an expression I thought of as mine alone. He seemed to have no desire to let
go of my hand, and as I pulled my fingers out of his grasp I wasn’t sure if that was flattering or sleazy. He was
one of those men who straddled the line between dazzlingly sexy and somewhat repulsive. All due to the heavy
hoods of those Mughal eyes.
“My name is Aasmaani Inqalab. My friends call me Arse-Many Inflagrante.”
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He laughed—dazzlingly—and beckoned me towards the office out of which he’d just walked.
“You’re expected.”
*
Inside the office, a portly man sat behind a large, cluttered desk. He nodded as I walked in, placed both hands
on the arms of his chair and pressed down with them, leaning forward at the same time. It was clearly his way of
expressing that while he would like to rise and greet me, the effort was overwhelming—so I did what was
expected of me, and said, “No, please,” while patting down the air with both my hands to indicate he should stay
seated.
“So,” he said, after we’d finished the formalities of whether I wanted tea or coffee, and how exactly I knew his
sister-in-law, and why it had been necessary to move the interview up by a few hours, “so you’re looking for
employment.”
“Yes”—and then I realized how unprepared I was for this meeting. “I’m sorry. I didn’t bring a
CV\fn{Curriculum Vitae.} or references.”
He waved his hand in dismissal.
“If you want a job here, that’s all the reference you need. We’re in no position to be fussy. And as for a CV,” he
smiled and picked at his teeth with the corner of an envelope, “your background is CV enough.” He leaned
forward again with that anticipation I knew so well, and said,
“We’re starting up a political talk show. Hard-hitting stuff, one-on-one interviews with our newly elected
ministers. You could be ideal to host. If you have even a fraction of your mother’s fire, the camera will just lick
you up.”
“I’m entirely anti-flammable, I’m afraid. And I’d like to stay unlicked while at work if that’s OK.”
The CEO of STD held up his hands as though warding off an accusation.
“Is there anything off-camera I could do? And nothing about politics, please. It’s not really something I’m
interested in.”
He looked offended, as though I had made my way into his office under false pretences.
“I suppose you’re not interested in poetry either.”
Then he turned red, as strangers often did when they alluded to the Poet’s position in my life. I shrugged.
“I occasionally write haiku. Munchkin verse is how I think of the form, ergo I’m working on a Wizard of Oz
series.”
So this is who I was planning to be in my media incarnation. A woman who penned constipated verse and who
could use the word “ergo” before her morning cup of coffee. This could be the most insufferable version of me
yet.
The CEO’s face brightened—not from any poetic feelings, I was sure, but merely because he was grateful to be
past the awkward moment. He made a clumsy gesture of appeal, and my mind worked furiously, counting
syllables and reaching for the most obvious way out.
“Follow the yellow/Brick road, follow the yellow/Brick road. Follow it.”
From behind his desk, he looked uncertainly at me, obviously unable to decide whether this was humour or an
appalling lack of talent. Someone behind me cleared his throat. I turned, and it was Mir Adnan Akbar Khan,
known to his friends as Ed, standing in the doorway.
There is wit in straw
Courage in fear.
Love echoes
In vast tin caverns.

He had his eyes fixed on me as he spoke. I kept my hands hidden beneath the desk as I counted syllables on
my fingertips, unaccountably hoping that he’d got it wrong.
The man behind the desk had lost all interest in poetry—and me—by now, and indicated this by hiring me on
the spot.
“Ed will show you your office. Wait in there until someone comes to talk to you about a contract and then you
can leave. Or stay. Whichever suits you.” He raised his bulk out of his chair.
“But what’s my job description?” I asked.
“Bit of this and bit of that. Same as most people here. You do actually want to, work, don’t you?”
“Sorry?”
“You’re not one of the eye-liner girls? The ones who come here to find husbands.”
“No, I’m not.”
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“Because if you are, I’ve got this nephew …” Mir Adnan Akbar Khan cleared his throat again.
“Do you have any particular talents or abilities we should be taking advantage of?” he asked.
“Not really. Except, facts. I have many of them in my head. About all sorts of things. I don’t know if that’s at
all useful. I take some pride in it not being useful, actually.”
“That’s perfect,” the CEO said, smiling a gold-capped smile. “We need a research assistant for our new quiz
show. You have to come up with questions in different categories, and list four possible answers. Quiz show
researcher. That’s your official designation, but you’ll soon find everyone here dos a little bit of everything.”He
addressed himself to the man behind me.
“I’ll be at the golf course, Ed. Deal with anything that needs dealing with. That includes finding someone to
read the five o’clock news. Amina has to leave at four—there’s a tea at her place and her mother needs her to hand
out pakoras. You, haiku girl, how do you feel about cockroaches?”
“The sight of their antennae makes me sneeze.”
“Well, then you can’t be our newsreader,” he said, and waved me away.
*
I followed Mir Adnan Akbar Khan out of the office and up the staircase at the end of the hall. The ground
floor’s buzz of activity fell away as we stepped on to the landing which led into a lemon-yellow hallway with a
window at the far end, framing a bough clustered with pink blossoms set against the pale sky.
“The creatives are on the ground floor,” Mir Adnan Akbar Khan said. “Along with the CEO, of course, but
only because he’s too lazy to walk up stairs. The studio is in the basement. There’s a lone cockroach living there
at the moment, resisting all attempts to take him dead or alive—we call him Osama Bin Roach. He makes some of
our live shows far more interesting than they would otherwise be. And up on this floor you’ve got producers,
researchers, analysts and other people who prefer quiet. My office is down the end. This is yours”—he pointed to
a door halfway down the hallway.
I pushed open the door and entered. A glass-topped desk and computer took up the bulk of space in the tiny
room. It was hard to imagine being able to move in there without bumping into something—the desk, a computer
peripheral, your own ribs. There was no window, only four blue walls and a duct for central air-conditioning,
which didn’t seem to be turned on.
“A room with a vent. How charming.”
“If it’s luxury you’re looking for, you’re in the wrong place.”
Mir Adnan Akbar Khan squeezed in past me, and reached under the desk for a pedestal fan, which he deposited
on the desk. He reached down again, and pulled out a pile of books. He stacked the books vertically against the
wall, and put the fan on top. The blades were rimmed with blackness. He turned to face me, amused.
“Think you can handle it?”
I walked around the other side of the desk, and sat down in the worn, leather chair, elbows propped on the
armrests. My mother would tell me to count myself fortunate. She’d work out how many political prisoners could
be squeezed, like pomfret, into prison cells this size. She’d refuse to say, “Like sardines,” because sardines are a
colonial residue.
“So, Mir Adnan Akbar Khan—”
“It’s Ed. Short for Eddy. As in, a whirling current. And there’s no need to laugh—it’s a childhood name which
just stuck.”
“Don’t get so defensive, Eddy.” He looked annoyed and I waved my hand in a gesture of peace. “It’s just that I
woke up thinking of seas and currents, and now here you are.”
“Oh.”
He blushed, and that made me suddenly self-conscious. The office was so small that for the two of us to be
sharing its space seemed like an intimacy. He rested his hand on the edge of my desk, and, looking down, smiled.
There was a tiny stick-on heart near his thumb, the kind I had covered my pencil-box with when I was a girl.
“Tell the Tin Man to call off the search,” he said.
“Who first did that?” I asked, levering my nail between glass and sticker to prise it off “Who made love a heart
without arteries and chambers—a castrated organ?”
“The same people who turned angels into harp-playing, effete creatures in nightgowns, floating on clouds. The
ones who like to domesticate the dangerous.”
I busied myself removing bits of sticky paper from my nail. It was an answer too near my own way of thinking
for me to know how to respond to it. I didn’t know what to say to him—there was a subject between us, a history
going back one generation, which I couldn’t decide whether I wanted to allude to or avoid.
“Look, there are plenty of jobs available here,” he said. “You don’t have to get stuck with this quiz show
nonsense. It’s obviously not what you want to be doing.” I looked up, flicking the last bit of sticky paper into the
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space between us.
“What makes you think you know what I want to be doing?”
“Oh, please!” He rolled his eyes. “The enigmatic-woman act is so overdone.”
Don't you dare, I found myself thinking, and then almost—almost, mind—before I knew what I was doing, I
angled my head just so as to draw out the cords of my neck, clenched my jaw, narrowed my eyes to obscure the
grey and make the green flash through.
Ed stepped back, the expression on his face telling me to what extent I had just left my own skin, allowed
someone else’s personality to brush its hand across my features and leave its ghostly mark there.
I looked away, aware of feeling smaller, more useless, as soon as I had returned to myself
“What’s your story, Aasmaani Inqalab?” he said in a tone of voice I couldn’t decipher. He moved the fan on to
the floor, and sat down on the stacks of books. “No, don’t give me that look. I hate that look.”
“You’ve just met me. You can’t hate my looks already.”
“Your looks are actually quite stunning.” I raised an eyebrow at him, and he laughed.
“Don’t worry. I’m not making a move on you. I’m just stating a fact. You like facts. You said so. Although,
here’s a question. Why?”
“What?”
“Why do you like facts? Or maybe you don’t like them. You just collect them. See, we’ve just met and here’s
what I know about you. You say you’re not interested in politics, you claim to write haiku though clearly you
don’t, which casts some suspicion on the veracity of your claim about politics, you pride yourself on collecting
useless facts, you woke up thinking about currents, your friends call you Arse-Many Inflagrante, and cockroach
antennae make you sneeze. You’ll have to agree, this is a strange collection of information to have about someone
you’ve only just met. It’s … well, isn’t that interesting?”
He leaned back against the wall.
“You’ve given me a lot of useless facts about yourself Huh. Clever. I bet you do that a lot as an alternative to
actually revealing information.”
“There’s something really creepy about you, you do know that, don’t you?”
“You’re just upset that I’m on to you.” He stood up. “Look upon it as a gift. I’ve seen past the façade instantly.
Isn’t that a relief?”
“There’s a difference between seeing a façade as a façade and seeing past it, Eddy. So enjoy the arches and
parapets, take your pictures, buy your postcards. The guard dogs at the gate have been alerted to your presence.”
“I hear the clatter of a gauntlet,” he said, stooping down as though to pick something off the floor before
walking out.
*
“Irritating sod,” I muttered after him.
It was a long time I continued to sit there, waiting for someone to come and find me. I recited Song of Myself
in my head, not knowing why it had occurred to me until I came to the line about “eddies of the wind.”
At length, my mind wandering back to my first moments in the STD building, I found pen and paper in the
desk drawers and began to write:
To: the woman in the hallway who asked me if I was planning to watch Boond.
My turn to beg forgiveness for presumption. But I’ve been thinking about your concerns re Shehnaz Saeed’s role in
your drama. It seems to me your biggest problem is knowing how to both use and downplay her status as A GREAT.
That first moment the camera alights on her—how can you make that moment work both at the level of the television
drama and at the level of the larger “real-life” drama of Shehnaz Saeed returning to a medium she once owned more
fully than any other actress in Pakistan’s history? I have a suggestion:
Let the show start with her return to Karachi, after years away. Let those years be years of mystery, and silence. That
allows her to step on to the screen both as a character who has been away from her family for many years and as
Shehnaz Saeed returning to all our lives. Those initial moments of recognition that her family has when she comes
back, those gasps of shock, those searching inquisitions of every aspect of her appearance to see how she has changed,
can both mirror the audience’s responses to her and set up the character’s position as “the familiar/unfamiliar—
mother/friend/enemy/ex-wife.” You said the show starts with her ex-husband’s proposal to another woman. Think how
the drama increases if his proposal coincides with Shehnaz Saeed’s return to town. Yes, this is staple fare of low-brow
soap operas—but no less effective for that.

As I wrote, I saw it in my mind. A woman is disembarking a plane in Karachi. On the walk from tarmac to
terminal she pauses to light a cigarette and look around her. This terminal was not built when she last left, and for
a moment she is terrified by all that must have changed, and all that must have stayed the same, in this city she
departed without explanation so long ago, leaving behind her only child.
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I put down the pen and bent my head forward to rest in my cupped hands.
Oh, Mama.
*
“Don’t you want to know what’s in the water?” My father extended his hand into the space between us, tilting
a glass jug; the liquid inside flowed towards the mouth of the vessel and then receded—a captive ocean with a
memory of tides.
“It’s only rust.”
Rabia took the jug from our father’s hand and slid open the bedroom window. At a twist of her wrist a thick
rope of orange-brown water spilled out of the glass lip. I imagined a variant on the Rapunzel story in that instant
before the water scattered into thousands of drops, racing in their descent to the garden, three storeys beneath us.
“That tap hasn’t been used in months.” She leaned out of the window.
“Look, the madman of 3B is proposing to a flowerpot.”
Dad reached over and pulled Rabia in, and I slammed the window shut. The weather had been bearable this
morning when I set off for my interview at STD but now, in mid-afternoon, it was a different matter. The October
heat was a haze over Karachi, yet despite its diffused appearance it could pummel its way into any room through
even the slightest crack in the window. Dad walked across to the air-conditioner and held his face up to the vents.
Outside, crows circled slowly in a sky near white. When I was a child, the Poet told me that the sky-painters’
union had negotiated reduced working hours on days of oppressive heat, so the painters only slapped on a single
coat of blue under cover of darkness before packing away their brushes for the day. When I repeated this to Dad
he sat me down and explained wavelengths and particles, which sounded so entirely unreal I thought he was
making up an extraordinary story which I was too young to understand, just as I was too young to understand why
Wuthering Heights was a story my mother could love when it was so choked with misery.
Rabia rested her chin on my shoulder and wrapped her arms around my waist.
“I think the flowerpot is turning him down.”
“Just as well. He was only after her money-plant.” I leaned back into her, feeling rather than hearing laughter
ripple out from her body.
Rabia was really my half-sister, four years younger than me, married to an artist, and employed by an NGO.
Her features were all soft curves to my sharp angles, and her sense of humour stemmed from joy rather than irony.
The only thing we had in common was our father’s gene pool—clearly filled with recessive genes since there was
nothing of him apparent in either of us—and our overly protective attitudes towards each other.
“Make sure you look after each other while we’re away,” my father said, and 1 couldn’t help smiling at the
unexpected—and rare—confluence of our thinking. Dad walked over to the two of us.
“And come and visit, often.” The air ducts had given his hair a windswept look and, seeing it, Rabia laughed
again and combed it back into place with her fingers before leaving the room to find Beema—last seen with the
customs official downstairs, deep in conversation about Shehnaz Saeed’s return to acting.
“You’re sure you’ll be OK, living alone?”
“Dad, I’m thirty-one.”
“Yes.” He shook his head. “How did that happen?”
“Linearity?” I suggested. His face had that slightly bemused expression I had seen at various points in my life
when I announced my age to him, as though he couldn’t quite believe the gap between my conception and the
present moment.
“It’s not too late to decide you want to come with us, you know.”
I threw him an exasperated look.
“Welcome to the third millennium, Dad. Single women in Karachi do occasionally live alone without the
world coming to an end. Besides,” I jerked my thumb towards the lounge, “there’s the connecting door to Rabia
and Shakeel’s flat. I’m not exactly camping out in the wilderness. Subject closed.”
He nodded and ran his fingers over the network of hairline cracks in the paint which gave the turtle on the wall
a wrinkled brow.
“I could go out and get some paint, and help you slap on a coat before our flight out,” my father said. “Unless
the marine life is growing on you.”
“Now there’s a pleasant image. Barnacles on my skin, seaweed draped around my neck. It’s fine, Dad. I can
take care of it. You know, you don’t have to be so useful all the time.”
He smiled and scratched his chin, as he always did when he wasn’t quite sure what to say. The chin was
growing more prominent as the passage of time carved itself into his frame, gradually removing all excesses of
flesh. Old age would happen to his face suddenly, and soon, I realized, but for the moment, with his trim physique
and thick gray hair, he looked better than he had since the days of his boyhood, just past adolescence—a time in
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which, if photographs were to be believed, there was a promise of extraordinary beauty in each angle of his face.
“What should I be if not useful?” he said, spreading his arms as if indicating a willingness to take on any
possibility.
“It’s a moot point. All you can be is yourself. Consistency, thy name is Dad.”
“You have this way, darling, of paying compliments that sound so very much like insults.”
“I know. I’m sorry. I will miss you, you know.”
“You say it as though it just occurred to you for the first time. Please, don’t respond to that.” It was my turn
then to smile and not know what to say. So finally I said,
“What are you going to do in Islamabad? Couldn’t the bank just have transferred you to their branch there
instead of giving you time off?”
“They could have. They offered to. I said no. I thought my wife might have need … well, that she wouldn’t
regard it as unwelcome if I were with her during the day instead of behind some desk. The financial world won’t
be too disturbed by my absence, I expect.”
“Because we’re only irreplaceable to those who love us? That’s the subtle point you’re trying to make here,
right? Let’s concentrate on the domestic and leave the world to take care of itsel£ Thank God Louis Pasteur didn’t
take that view. We’d all be out milking cows every morning for our daily cups of tea.”
He raised his eyebrows at me.
“The subtle point I’m making is that I’m not a very good banker. And anyway, someone else would have
figured out pasteurization eventually—there’d just be a different word for it.”
“And if Shakespeare had stayed in Stratford with Anne Hathaway and the kids, someone else would have
written Hamlet eventually, too.”
He half-shrugged, summing up his view of both Hamlet and this oft-repeated dance around our differences,
and there was something approaching relief on his face as we heard the sounds of Rabia and Beema’s footsteps
and rushed voices headed towards the bedroom.
“Such excitement,” Beema declared, walking into the room, Rabia behind her. When my stepmother and halfsister stood next to each other, it was remarkable to notice the resemblance between them which had nothing to do
with features replicating themselves from one generation to the next, and everything to do with the way
personality can be a physical presence, particularly around the eyes and mouth.
“About Shehnaz Saeed’s return. I was talking to the customs guy about it and next thing I knew I was in the
centre of a throng, buzzing away about the Great Comeback.”
“I told you it would happen eventually,” my father said drily. “Some people just need their spotlight.”
“Be fair to her.” There was a hint of rebuke in Beema’s voice. “It’s been fifteen years, and why shouldn’t she
have her spotlight?”
“I never said she shouldn’t have it. I’m entirely unconcerned with whether she has it or not. I’m just saying
what I’ve always said. People don’t change.”
“People change entirely,” I said. “Look at Narcissus. Became a flower. I call that a change.”
“A metamorphosis, even,” Rabia added. “Ma, you knew Shehnaz Saeed, didn’t you?”
“A little.” Beema put a hand on my wrist. “She was a friend of your mother, remember?”
My father made a noise in his throat, muttered something about something that needed fixing, and left the
room. It was his standard operating procedure where anything to do with my mother was concerned.
“Oh, everyone who was ever within ten paces of Mama claims to have been a friend of hers at some point,” I
said as airily as I could manage, though I knew it had been a different story with Shehnaz Saeed. “No wonder she
had to leave all the time. So many friends, so many birthday presents to buy.” I thought of Ed’s initial reaction to
me, that moment when he stepped back as though seeing something impossible, and it struck me forcibly that he
must have known my mother when she was in Karachi—not just through pictures in the paper or from the
viewpoint of audience, but actually known her.
“I met the son at work,” I said, to change the subject. “Shehnaz Saeed’s son. He seems to be in charge of the
place.”
“The delinquent?” Rabia said.
“Doesn’t seem like a delinquent so much as a jackass. He wants to be called Ed. And, despite this, he thinks
he’s so slick.”
“Uh-huh.” Rabia was grinning at me. “So you like him?”
“Oh, shut up.”
“Don't be so judgmental, Aasmaani.” Creases appeared between Beema’s eyebrows. “Just because the name’s
silly it doesn’t mean the man is.”
“Hear that, Celestial Revolution?” Rabia laughed. “Beema, why don’t you take the brat to Islamabad with you
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and give me some peace?”
It was the subtlest glance that they exchanged then, my mother and sister (because that’s what they were, after
all—never mind the steps- and the halfs-), but in it I saw a baton being passed, some responsibility for me
transferring from Beema to Rabia. Beema saw that I had seen it and moved quickly into briskness.
“Well, whatever he’s called, I hope he’s going to give you proper work that makes use of your abilities, not just
this quiz show rubbish you’re pretending to be happy about.”
“Beema, I don’t have abilities. I have acts of desperation which land me in occupations I couldn’t care less
about.” And then, because I was angry about that glance,
“I told you I just want to take a few months off to do nothing. That’s why I quit the oil company. I don’t even
know why I let you interfere.”
She sat down on my bed.
“You never do nothing. You brood. And I don’t like the thought of you living alone and brooding with Rabia
off at work all day and Shakeel locked up in his studio.”
“I think you overestimate the importance of your presence on my sanity,” I said, sitting down next to her. She
stroked my hair.
“I fuss. I know. I can’t help it. It’s what mothers do.”
“No, it’s what you do.” I put my arms around her, resting my forehead on her shoulder.
“Don’t stay away too long, OK?”
As soon as I said it, I realized the awfulness of the demand. Beema was going to Islamabad because her mother
was dying. She was going to Islamabad to watch her mother die and know herself incapable of reversing or
stalling the process. No amount of love or pleading, no promises or entreaties, could slow the decay of that body
of which she had once been a part.
“Now, don’t say anything silly,” Beema said, as I lifted up my head to apologize. “I know what you mean. And
don’t you start worrying about me. I’m not ready for that role-reversal yet. Oh listen, jaan, don’t look so sad.
Watching someone die gives you a new way of learning to love them. Imagine, knowing someone for five and a
half decades and at the end of that fmding a new way to love them. It’s an extraordinary thing.”
Sometimes the sadness of the world can appear beautiful. That was what Beema knew and Rabia, without
experience of wrenching loss, believed. It gave them the strength to hold out their arms to grief, their own or
anyone else's.
Do you want me to come with you? Will it help if I’m there? I almost asked Beema as I had almost asked so
often these last few days that it almost seemed a matter of habit now to leave it unsaid.
*
A few hours later, they were gone. Dad and Beema on their way to the airport, Rabia having tea at her in-laws’
house. This was worse than the blankness of the morning, the emptiness vaster because it had sprung up where
three people I loved had stood just a few minutes ago.
Rabia lives just through that doorway, I had to remind mysel£
I walked through the flat, counting my footsteps from one end of the lounge to a corner of my bedroom, then
counting them again from the kitchen to the front door. Such silence. In Dad and Beema’s house there was always
some sound—Beema on the telephone, the cook yelling at the gardener, the neighbours’ dog barking, men
pushing wooden carts piled with old tins and bottles calling out to announce their presence, whether searching for
buyers or sellers I never knew. But here, three storeys up from the world, the windows closed—nothing. All this
space and just me to fill it.
I walked over to the boxes of books which surrounded the empty bookshelf in the living room, and opened the
one marked “REF”. On the top was the dictionary I’d had since I was a child. I closed my eyes, opened the book,
and ran my fingers down the page. Opened my eyes. My finger was halfway down the defmition of COMBUST. I
flipped past CONTRA MUNDUM and CORUSCATE and CUMULAS until I reached CURRENT.
I pulled out all my reference books, moved over to the coffee table, sat on the ground, switched on my laptop
and loaded my encyclopaedia software. Currents. I knew something of them already.
I knew the currents of the oceans include the Agulhas, the Hunboldt and the Benguela, I knew currents move
in gyres, clockwise in the northern hemisphere and anticlockwise in the southern hemisphere. I knew the Poet had
told me, years ago, that if we could only view the motion of currents as metaphors for the gyres of history—or the
gyres of history as metaphors for the motion of currents—we’d know the absurdity of declaring the world is
divided into East and West. I knew my mother’s voice at the beach, cautioning me against undercurrents.
I looked up into the emptiness around me, and was suddenly very grateful that I had an office to go to every
day. …
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249.80 Excerpt from In The Name Of Honour\fn{by Mukhtar Mai (1974- )} Meerwala Village, Muzaffargarh
District, Punjab Province, Pakistan (F) 7
On the night of June 22,2002, our family reaches a decision.
I, Mukhtaran Bibi, a woman of the peasant Gujar caste, living in the village of Meerwala, will be the one to
confront an influential and aggressive local clan, farmers of the powerful Mastoi caste, on behalf of my family.
My little brother Shakur is accused by the Mastois of having “spoken” to Salma, a young woman of their clan.
Shakur is only twelve years old, while Salma is over twenty.
We know my brother has done nothing wrong, but if the Mastois have decided otherwise, we Gujars must bow
to their demands. This is the way it has always been.
“Our mullah, Abdul Razzaq, is in despair. The Mastois have the majority in the village council, and they refuse
all reconciliation. They are armed. Your maternal uncle and Ramzan Pachar, a friend of the Mastois, have tried
everything to calm the members of the council. We have but one last chance: a Gujar woman must appear before
their clan. Among all the women of our house, we have chosen you.”
“Why me?”
“The others are too young to do this. Your husband has granted you a divorce, you have no children, you teach
the Qur’an. You are a respectable woman!”
It’s long after sunset, but until now I’ve been told very little of what caused this serious dispute today. The men
of the jirga, our village council, have been meeting for several hours now, and only they know why I must appear
before that tribunal.
Shakur has been missing since midday. All we know is that at noon he was in a wheat field near our house, but
tonight he is locked up inside the police station, three miles from the village. I hear from my own father’s lips that
my little brother has been beaten.
“We saw Shakur when the police brought him out of the Mastois’ house. He was all bloody, and his clothes
were torn. The police took him away in handcuffs without letting me speak to him. I’d been looking for him
everywhere, and a man who’d been cutting branches up in a palm tree came to tell me that he’d seen the Mastois
kidnap Shakur. In the village, people began reporting to me that the Mastois were accusing him of illicit conduct
and theft.”
The Mastois are old hands at this kind of retaliation. Their powerful clan leader knows many influential
people, and they are violent men, capable of invading anyone’s home with their guns to loot, rape, and tear the
place apart. The lower-caste Gujars have no right to oppose them, and no one in my family has dared go to their
house.
Because of his religious office, the mullah is the only person entitled to intervene in this crisis, but all his
efforts have been in vain. So my father went to file a complaint with the police. Outraged that a Gujar peasant has
defied them by sending policemen to their very doorstep, the proud Mastois have slightly modified their story:
now they accuse Shakur of raping Salma. They claim that my brother has committed zina-bil-jabar, which in
Pakistan means the sins of rape, adultery, or sexual relations without the sanctity of marriage. Before handing
over my brother, the Mastois demanded that he be locked up, and they insisted that if he were released from jail,
he should be returned to the custody of the Mastoi clan. Zina may be punishable by death, according to the
Islamic code of sharia, so the police have locked up Shakur not only because he is accused of a serious crime but
also to protect him from the violent Mastois, who want to take justice into their own hands. The whole village has
known about all this since early this afternoon, and my father has taken the women of my family to our
neighbours’ houses for safety’s sake. We know that the Mastois always take their revenge on a woman of a lower
caste. It’s the woman’s place to humiliate herself, to beg for forgiveness before all the men of the village
assembled in a jirga in front of the Mastois’ farmhouse.
That farm is barely three hundred yards from ours, yet I know it only by sight: imposing walls, and a terrace
from which they look out over the neighbourhood as though they were the lords of the earth.
*
“Mukhtaran, get ready, and follow us.”
That night, I have no idea that the path leading from our little farm to the wealthier home of the Mastois will
change my life for ever. If the men of the Mastoi clan accept my apologies, the path will be short. Although my
mission is a dangerous one, I am confident. I set out, clasping the Qur’an to my breast. The Qur’an will protect
me.
My father made the only possible choice. I am twenty-eight, and I may not know how to read or write, since
there is no school for girls in our village, but I have learned the Qur’an by heart, and ever since my divorce I have
taught its verses to our local children as an act of charity. That is my respectability. And my strength.
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I walk along the dirt path, followed by my father, my uncle Haji Altaf, and Ghulamnabi, a friend of another
caste, who has been acting as an intermediary during the negotiations of the jirga. They are afraid for my safety,
and my uncle even hesitated himself before coming with me. Yet I proceed along the path with a kind of childlike
trust. I have committed no crime. I have not personally done anything wrong. I believe in God, and since my
divorce I have been living dutifully in peaceful seclusion with my family, far from the world of men. No one has
ever spoken ill of me, as often happens with other women.
Salma, for example, is known for her bold ways: that girl has a saucy tongue, and she gets around. She goes
out when and where she pleases. It’s possible that the Mastois have tried to take advantage of my young brother’s
innocence to cover up something involving Salma. Be that as it may, the Mastois decide, and the Gujars obey.
The June night still burns with the heat of the day; the birds are asleep, and the goats, too. Somewhere a dog
barks in the silence surrounding my footsteps, a silence that grows into a faint rumbling. As I walk on, I begin to
hear the voices of angry men, whom I can now see illuminated by the single light at the entrance to the Mastois’
farm. There are more than a hundred men gathered near the mosque, perhaps as many as two hundred to two
hundred and fifty, and most of them are Mastois. They are the ones dominating the jirga. Although he is our
village mullah, even Abdul Razzaq cannot oppose them. I look for him in the crowd; he is not there. I am unaware
at the time that after disagreeing with the Mastois over how to handle the affair, certain members of the jirga have
left the council. The Mastois are now in charge.
Before me I see Faiz Mohammed, who is known as Faiza, along with four men: Abdul Khaliq, Ghulam Farid,
Allah Dita, and Mohammed Faiz. They are armed with rifles and a pistol, which they point immediately at the
men of my clan. The Mastois wave their guns around to frighten off my family, but my father and uncle don’t
budge. Held at bay by Faiza, they stand at my back.
The Mastois have gathered their clan behind them, a threatening wall of impatient and agitated men.I have
brought a shawl, which I spread out at their feet as a sign of allegiance. From memory, I recite a verse from the
Qur’an, holding my hand on the holy book. Everything I know of the scriptures I have learned by listening, not
reading, but I may well be more familiar with the sacred texts than are most of these brutes who stare at me
contemptuously.
The moment has come for the honour of the Mastois to be made pure once again. The Punjab, which is known
as The Land of Five Rivers, is also called The Land of the Pure. But who are the pure ones?
The Mastois unnerve me with their guns and evil faces—especially Abdul Khaliq and his pistol. He has the
eyes of a madman, glaring with hatred. But although I certainly know my place as a member of an inferior caste, I
also have a sense of honour, the honour of the Gujars. Our community of small, impoverished farmers has been
here for several hundred years, and while I’m not familiar with our history in detail, I feel that it is part of me, in
my blood. I stand there trembling, with downcast eyes.
I venture to look up, but Faiza says nothing, shaking his head in disdain. For a few moments, all is quiet. I pray
silently, and then fear strikes, abruptly, like a monsoon deluge, numbing my body with a lightning bolt.
Now I can see in the eyes of that man that he wanted a Gujar woman to appear before the Mastois’ jirga so that
he could take revenge on her in front of the entire village. These men have fooled the mullah, my father, my entire
family, and the councillors of the jirga to which they themselves belong. This is the first time that the councillors
themselves have fixed upon a gang rape as a means to what they call their “honour justice”.
Abdul Khaliq turns to his kinsmen, who are as eager as he is to carry out that verdict, to demonstrate their
power through a show of force. Abdul Khaliq then grabs my arm, while Ghulam Farid, Allah Dita, and
Mohammed Faiz start pushing me.
I am there, true, but it isn’t me anymore: this petrified body, these collapsing legs no longer belong to me. I am
about to faint, to fall to the ground, but I never get the chance—they drag me away like a goat led to slaughter.
Men’s arms have seized mine, pulling at my clothes, my shawl, my hair.
“In the name of the Qur’an, release me!” I scream. “In the name of God, let me go!”
I pass from one night to another, taken from the darkness outside to the darkness inside an enclosed place
where I can distinguish those four men only by the moonlight filtering through a tiny window. Four walls and a
door, guarded by an armed silhouette. Escape is impossible. Prayer is impossible.
That is where they rape me, on the beaten earth of an empty stable. Four men: Abdul Khaliq, Gulam Farid,
Allah Dita, and Mohammed Faiz. I don’t know how long that vicious torture lasts. An hour? All night?
I, Mukhtaran Bibi, eldest daughter of my father, Ghulam Farid Jat, lose all consciousness of myself, but I will
never forget the faces of those animals. For them, a woman is simply an object of possession, honour, or revenge.
They marry or rape them according to their conception of tribal pride. They know that a woman humiliated in that
way has no other recourse except suicide. They don’t even need to use their weapons. Rape kills her. Rape is the
ultimate weapon: it shames the other clan for ever.
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They don’t bother to beat me. I am already at their mercy, they are threatening my relatives, and my brother is
in jail. I am forced to submit.
Then they shove me outside, half naked, where I stumble and fall. They throw my shalwar at me. This time,
the double wooden doors of the stable close on the four men.
Everyone is waiting. I am alone with my shame before the eyes of the entire village. I have no words to
describe what I am at that moment. I can’t think: a dense fog has clouded my brain, masking the images of torture
and infamous submission.
I call out for my father, who tosses me his shawl to help me preserve the only dignity I have left. I walk
without knowing where I’m going, heading instinctively towards my family’s house. I drift like a ghost along that
path, with my father, my uncle, and his friend Ramzan following me at a distance.
My mother is weeping outside our home. I walk past her, dazed, mute, accompanied in silence by other
women. I enter one of the three rooms in the women’s quarters and crumple onto a straw pallet, where I lie
motionless under a blanket. My life has just collapsed into such horror that my mind and body will not accept
reality. I had no idea such violence was possible. I was naïve, used to living under the protection of a father and
eldest brother, like all the women in my province.
*
Married at eighteen by my family to a man I did not know and who proved both lazy and incompetent, I had
managed to obtain a divorce rather quickly, with the help of my father, and had been living sheltered from the
outside world—a world that extended no farther than my native village. Illiterate, like all the other women around
me, I led a life reduced to the usual housekeeping tasks and a few simple activities. I gave free instruction in the
Qur’an to the village children, who learned the holy book as I had, by ear.
And to contribute to our meagre family earnings, I taught women what I knew best: embroidery. From sunrise
to sunset, my existence was bounded by the land of my father’s small farm and set to the rhythm of daily chores
and seasonal harvests. Aside from what I had discovered during my marriage, which had placed me temporarily in
another family’s home, I knew nothing beyond the life led by all the women in my little world.
Fate has just torn me from that reassuring life, and I cannot understand why I am being punished. I feel, quite
simply, dead. Unable to think. Unable to rise above this stunning suffering that overwhelms and paralyses me.
All the women are weeping around me. I can feel hands stroking my head and my shoulders to comfort me.
My younger sisters sob while I lie there without moving, strangely remote from the misfortune that has befallen
me and affected my whole family. For three days, I leave that room only to relieve myself, but I never eat, or cry,
or speak. I can hear my mother talking to me.
“You must forget, Mukhtaran. It’s over. The police will let your brother go.” I hear other words too.
“Shakur committed an offence, he raped Salma!” claims a woman in the village.
“Mukhtaran should have married a Mastoi, as the mullah said, and Shkur should have wed Salma,” insists
another woman. “She’s the one who refused. It’s her own fault.”
Words fly through the village like white pigeons or black crows, depending on who is speaking. Little by little,
I begin to understand where these rumours have come from.
The negotiations held by the jirga, which normally meets in the home of Mullah Abdul Razzaq, were
conducted in the street this time, in the middle of the village. This traditional tribal council operates without any
official sanction, undertaking to resolve local disputes in ways that serve—in principle—the best interests of each
party. In our villages, most peasants cannot afford to hire a lawyer, so people prefer to appeal to a jirga because
the government’s justice costs too much.
As for the charge of rape brought against my brother, I don’t understand why the jirga was unable to negotiate
any settlement. Women are rarely informed about the decisions of men, and my father and uncle have told me
very little, but thanks to the hearsay that reaches us from the village, I begin to realize why I have been punished.
Word has it that Shakur was caught flirting with Salma. Other rumours say he stole stalks of sugarcane from a
field, which is what the Mastois had claimed at first, it seems. After accusing him of rape, the clan kidnapped,
beat, and sodomized my brother to humiliate him. It was not until much later that Shakur spoke of these things,
and then only to our father. He had tried several times to escape from the Mastois, but they had always recaptured
him.
Then, to conceal the rape of my young brother from the jirga, the Mastois invented a new account in which
Shakur had had sexual relations with Salma, who was supposedly a virgin. A dreadful crime. Girls are forbidden
even to talk to boys. If a woman encounters a man, she must lower her eyes and never address him under any
pretext.
When I see Shakur go through the courtyard, I just cannot imagine any such “crime”. He’s only twelve or
thirteen years old! (Where we live, a young person’s age is known only from the lips of the mother or father:
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“This year, you are five years old”—or ten, or twenty. We have no birth certificates, since a birth is not registered
anywhere.) My skinny young brother is still a child and could not have had relations with any girl.
Salma is a rather wild young woman in her twenties. She may well have said something provocative to my
brother, which is just like her, but he’s certainly guilty of nothing more than encountering her at the edge of the
Mastois’ wheat field. Some in the village say that he flirted with her, or at least spoke to her, while others maintain
that they were caught sitting together, holding hands. Depending on which clans these villagers belong to, the
truth fades away in the dust of people’s words.
Shakur has done nothing wrong, I’m sure of it.
*
Only my own ordeal rivals what he confided to our father about the agonies he went through that day.
All these things whirl endlessly through my head for almost a week. Why him? And why me? That family simply
wanted to destroy ours.
And I hear again that an initial proposal was supposedly made to the Mastois by Mullah Abdul Razzaq, when
he said that the wise way to calm everyone down and avoid a permanent feud between the families was to give
Shakur in marriage to Salma, and have the eldest Gujar daughter, myself, wed a Mastoi in exchange. Some people
insist that I refused, and that I was therefore responsible for what happened to me, because I thwarted the
reconciliation. Other council members, however, say that it was the Mastoi chieftain himself who rejected this
misalliance.
“I’ll break everything in their house!” he even screamed. “I’ll slaughter the livestock and rape the women!”
That was when the mullah left the council, having no other proposition to offer.
In the end it was Ramzan, the only one present who belonged neither to the Mastoi caste nor to ours, who
convinced my father and uncle to try another tactic: asking for forgiveness. By sending a respectable woman of
my age to show submission before those savages—submission that would persuade the Mastois to be merciful
and withdraw their accusations, so that the police could free my brother. And that is why I set out confidently to
confront those fiends without anyone imagining that I would fall victim to that last attempt at reconciliation.
*
After my rapists shoved me out of the stable, however, Shakur was not released, so that very night, one of my
cousins went to see Faiza, the Mastoi chieftain.
“What you have done is done. Now, have Shakur set free.”
“Go to the police station, I’ll speak to them afterwards.” My cousin went to the police station.
“I spoke to Faiza; he said to let the boy go.” The policeman telephoned Faiza, as though that man were his
boss.
“Someone has just shown up here claiming that you agreed to have Shakur released.”
“Let him pay to have the boy set free. Take the money, then let him go.”
The police asked for twelve thousand rupees, an enormous sum for our family, the equivalent of three or four
months’ salary for a workman. My father and uncle made the rounds of all our cousins and neighbours to get the
money together and went back that same night to give it to the police. My brother was finally released at around
one o’clock in the morning and was brought back by my uncle and Ramzan Pachar.
But he is still in danger. The Mastois’ hatred will never flag: they will pursue their accusation until the bitter
end, because they cannot retreat without losing face and honour.
And a Mastoi never gives in. They are there, in their house, the clan leader and his brothers, on the other side
of the sugarcane field. Within sight. They have triumphed over my brother and me, but a war has been declared.
The Mastois, who belong to a warrior caste, are all armed, while we have only wood to feed the fire, and no
powerful allies to defend us.
*
I have made up my mind: I want to kill myself. That is what women in my situation do. I will swallow acid and
die, to put out forever the fire of shame that torments my family and me. I beg my mother to help me die. She
must go buy some acid so that my life may finally end, since I’m already dead in the eyes of others!
My mother bursts into tears, and by staying at my side day and night, she foils my suicide attempt. I can’t
sleep, and she won’t let me die. For several days, I go insane with helplessness. I cannot go on living like this,
lying down, shrouded in my shawl! Finally, out of nowhere, a surprising fit of anger saves me from that stupor.
Now it’s my turn to seek revenge. I could hire men to kill my attackers. The gang would charge into their
home, armed with guns, and justice would be done. But I have no money! I could buy a gun myself, or some acid
that I could throw into their eyes to blind them. I could …
But I am only a woman, and we have no money. We haven’t the right to have any! Men have the monopoly on
vengeance, which passes through violence inflicted upon women.
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Now I learn certain things I hadn’t heard about before: the Mastois, who are capable of attacking and robbing
anyone’s home with their guns, have already committed numerous rapes and have pillaged the house of one of my
uncles. The police know all this, and they also know that no one can stand up to the Mastois, because anyone who
dared defy them would be swiftly killed. The Mastois have been here for generations, and there is nothing to be
done about them. They have friends in high places, and absolute power is in their hands, from our village all the
way up to the district capital. They are in control. Which explains why they could tell the police, when the trouble
began,
“If you have to release Shakur, you must turn him back over to us!”
Even the police were afraid for my brother’s life, and the sole solution they found was to put him in a cell until
they could determine his guilt or innocence.
That request for forgiveness I was asked to make in public was therefore doomed from the start. The Mastois
agreed to it only so that they could rape me in front of the entire village. They aren’t afraid of the mullah, or the
devil, or God. Within the tribal system, their superior caste gives them complete freedom to decide who is their
enemy—who must be crushed, humiliated, robbed, raped. They attack the weak, and we are the weak.
*
So I ask God to help me choose between suicide and revenge by any means possible. I recite the Qur’an. I talk
to God the way I did when I was a child. Whenever I’d done something naughty, my mother always said,
“Watch out, Mukhtaran! God sees everything you do!”
Then I would look at the sky and wonder if there was a window up there through which God watched me, but
out of respect for my mother, I never asked her that question. Children do not address their parents. Sometimes,
when I needed to talk to an adult, it was my paternal grandmother whom I would ask to explain how and why
things happened. She was the only person who listened to me.
“Nanny, Mama always says that God is watching me. Is there really a window in the sky that he opens to look
at me?”
“God doesn’t need to open a window, Mukhtaran. The whole sky is his window! He sees you, and he sees all
the others on this earth. He judges your foolishness along with everyone else’s. What mischief have you been up
to?”
“My sisters and I, we sneaked the stick away from the neighbours’ grandfather, and we put it across the
doorway to his room. When the grandfather went inside, we lifted up the stick, each on our side, and he fell
down!”
“Why did you do that?”
“Because he’s always scolding us. He doesn’t want us to climb trees so we can swing on the branches, he
doesn’t want us to talk, to laugh, to play—he doesn’t want anything! And he’s always shaking his stick at us, as
soon as he shows up! ‘You, you didn’t wash your bum, go clean yourself! You, you’re not wearing your scarf! Go
get dressed!’ He never stops grumbling at us—that’s all he ever does!”
“That grandfather is very old, and he’s a mean one. He can’t stand children, true, but don’t ever do that again!
What else did you do?”
“I wanted to come eat with you, but Mama wouldn’t let me. She says I have to eat at home.”
“I’ll speak to your mother so that she doesn’t bother my granddaughter anymore.”
No one in the family ever beat us. My father never lifted a hand to me. My childhood was a simple one of
poverty, neither wonderful nor miserable, but full of joy. I would have liked that period to last my whole life long.
I pictured God as a king: he was tall, and strong, seated on a divan, surrounded by angels, and he forgave people.
He granted mercy to those who had done good deeds, and he sent the others to hell for their wickedness.
At twenty-eight years old (or close enough, if I believe my mother), imprisoned by shame in this room, God is
my only comfort in my loneliness. Death? Or revenge? How can I recover my honour?
*
While I pray, all alone, rumours continue to course through the village.
People say that our mullah delivered a sermon during Friday prayers. He said right out loud that what had happened in the village was a sin, a disgrace for the entire community, and that the villagers ought to speak to the
police.
People say that there was a reporter from the local press in the congregation, and that he recounted the story in
his newspaper.
People also say that the Mastois went to a restaurant in the city, where they boasted publicly about their
exploits in great detail, thus spreading the news throughout the region.
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On the fourth or fifth day of my reclusion, during which I have tirelessly recited the Qur’an without eating or
sleeping, teardrops begin spilling from my eyes for the first time. Finally, I cry. My mind and body, parched and
exhausted, find release in slow streams of tears.
As a child, I was carefree, merry, and given to harmless little pranks and crazy laughter, but I have never found
it easy to express deep emotion. I can remember crying only once, when I was about ten. An escaped chick,
pursued by my brothers and sisters, dashed frantically by mistake into the fire over which I was cooking
chapaties, unleavened wheaten bread. I threw water onto the flames, but too late—the chick burned to death
before my eyes. Convinced that it was my fault, that I’d been clumsy in my efforts to save it, I wept all day long
over the horrible death of that innocent baby bird. I have never forgotten that feeling of guilt, nor has it forgotten
me, and even today I feel guilty. Perhaps if I’d been quicker, I might have saved the tiny bird, which would have
grown up to enjoy its little life. I felt as if I had sinned by killing a living creature, and now, secluded in my room,
I am weeping for myself the way I wept over that dead chick, roasted to death in seconds by the fire.
I feel guilty for having been raped, and that is a cruel feeling, because what happened a few days ago was not
my fault. As a child, I did not want that chick to die, just as I did nothing to deserve my shameful punishment.
The rapists? They don’t feel guilty at all! But I, I cannot forget, and I cannot speak to anyone about what
happened to me—it’s just not done. Besides, talking about the rape would be unbearable for me, and whenever
fresh memories of that appalling night invade my thoughts, I drive them frantically from my mind. I don’t want to
remember! But I can’t help it...
*
Suddenly, I hear shouting in the house. The police have arrived!
Leaving the room, I see Shakur racing through the courtyard in such a panic that without realizing it, he heads
straight for the Mastoi farmhouse! My father runs after him, just as frightened as my brother. I’m the one who
must calm them down and persuade them to return to our house.
“Papa, come back! Don’t be afraid! Shakur! Come home!'
When my father hears the voice of his daughter—whom he has not seen for several days—just as he catches up
with Shakur, he stops, and the two of them return prudently to our courtyard, where the police are waiting.
Strangely enough, I am no longer afraid of anything, and the police don’t scare me at all.
“Which one is Mukhtaran Bibi?”
“I am.”
“Come here! You must accompany us to the police station right away. Shakur and your father have to come
too. Where is your uncle?”
We leave in the officers’ car, pick up my uncle along the way, and drive to Jatoi, where we must wait at the
police headquarters until the police chief arrives. There are chairs, but no one tells us that we may sit down. The
chief, it seems, is asleep.
“You will be called!”
Reporters are there. They ask me questions, wanting to know about everything that happened to me, and
suddenly, I’m talking. I tell them my story, without going into intimate details that are no one’s business but my
own. I tell them the rapists’ names, describe the circumstances, explain how it all began with the false accusation
against my brother. Ignorant though I may be of the law and our judicial system, which is never accessible to
women, I sense instinctively that I must take advantage of the presence of these journalists.
And then someone from our family arrives at the police station in a lather of anxiety: the Mastois have heard
that I am at the station, and they are threatening to punish us.
“Don’t say anything! You must drop this whole thing. If you do, the Mastois will leave us alone, but if you
continue …”
I have decided to fight. I still don’t know why the police came to get us. Only later will I learn that our story
has spread quickly through the nation’s newspapers, thanks to that first local article. People have heard of us in
the capital, Islamabad, and even elsewhere in the world! Worried about this unusual publicity, the provincial
government of Punjab province has asked the local police to prepare a report on the subject as quickly as possible.
A full jirga, rejecting the advice of the local mullah, has condemned a woman to be gang-raped. There is public
outcry. This makes the Mastois even angrier.
Like many illiterate women, I knew nothing about the law—and so little about my rights that I didn’t even
know I had any! Now, though, I’m beginning to understand that my revenge can take another path besides suicide.
What do I care about threats or danger? What could be worse than what I just went through? My father, to my
surprise, supports my decision to fight back.
If I were educated, if I could read and write, everything would be so much easier! I set out anyway, with my
family behind me, in an entirely new direction.
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The long road ahead of us is completely unfamiliar because in our province, the police are directly controlled
by the upper castes. Policemen act as the fierce guardians of tradition, allied with the tribal authorities. Whatever
decision a jirga makes will be accepted and backed up by the police. It’s impossible to charge an influential family
with a crime if the police consider the matter a village affair, especially if the victim is a woman. Most of the time,
the police cooperate with the guilty person, whom they do not consider a criminal. A woman is nothing more than
an object of exchange, from birth to marriage. According to custom, she has no rights.
That is how I was raised, and no one ever told me that Pakistan had a constitution, laws, and rights written
down in a book. I have never seen a lawyer or a judge. I know absolutely nothing about the official justice
reserved for wealthy and educated people.
So I have no idea where my decision to file a complaint will lead me. For the moment, it’s a springboard for
my survival, a weapon for my revolt as I seek to avenge my humiliation, a weapon still untested, yet precious to
me—because it’s the only one I have. I will have justice, or death. Perhaps both.
When a policeman finally sends for me and begins writing down my answers to his questions, I feel another
emotion surge through me: suspicion. Three times he goes to consult his superior, whom I never see. Each time,
he returns to write a few lines, although I had spoken for a long while. When he has finished, he has me ink my
fingertip and press it at the bottom of the page as a signature. It is not my statement, but people will claim that it
is.
Even without knowing how to read, or having heard what he asked his boss, I understand that on this mere half
a page, he has written what was dictated to him by his superior. In other words, by the Mastoi clan chief. I may
not know this for a fact, but I know it instinctively. The policeman does not even read over for me what he has
written. It’s now two o’clock in the morning, and I do not know whether I have just placed my fingerprint on a
document saying simply that nothing happened, or that I lied. I later realize that he had also put a false date on the
report.
Leaving the police station in Jatoi, we must make our own way home, some miles away. We find someone with
a motorcycle, which is a common form of transportation here, and ordinarily he would have agreed to take us
home, but he refuses to take Shakur and me because he is afraid of encountering some Mastois along the way.
“I’m willing to take your father, but no one else.”
So the cousin who came from the village to warn us of the Mastois' threats against us is obliged to accompany
us home, but he makes a detour to avoid taking the usual route.
*
Nothing will be “as usual” from now on. I myself am already different. I don’t know how I am going to fight,
but I want justice, and that will be my revenge. The direction of my new path, the only one possible, is clear in my
mind. My honour, and that of my family, depend on it. Though it might cost me my life, I will not die humiliated.
I have suffered for days, contemplated suicide, cried my heart out. I am changing, behaving differently, which I
would never have thought possible.
When I begin this journey into the legal system, a path from which there is no turning back, I’m hampered by
my illiteracy and my status as a woman. Aside from my family, I have only one strength to call upon: my outrage.
Before, I had lived in absolute submission; now, my rebellion will be equally relentless.
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The Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad, Islamabad Capital Territory, Pakistan

The Jamia Mosque Imamia, Gilgit, Gilgit-Baltistan Territory, Pakistan
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The Masjid Sakeena tul Sughra Kotla Rahem Ali Jatoi, Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir Territory, Pakistan
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Caption: “Ali Mosque in Khyber Pass” [Khyber Agency, Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Pakistan]

The Islamia College Mosque for the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Peshawar, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Province, Pakistan

The Mohabbat Khan Mosque, Peshawar, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan
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The Bolan Masjid, Quetta, Balochistan Province, Pakistan
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The Aram Bagh Mosque, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan

The New Memon Mosque, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan
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The Old Memon Masjid, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan

The Masjid e Tooba, locally known as the Gol Masjid, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan
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The Masjid e Ayesha, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan

The Masjid e Fatima, Karachi, Sind Province, Pakistan

A mosque in Dadu, Sind Province, Pakistan
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The Wazir Khan Masjid, Lahore, Punjab Province, Pakistan

The Badshahi Masjid, Lahore, Punjab Province, Pakistan
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The Jamia Mosque, Bhria Town, Lahore, Punjab Province, Pakistan

The Grand Jamia Masjid (to be completed by 2020), Bahria Town, Lahore, Punjab Provinice, Pakistan
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The Eid Gah Masjid (begun in 1735), Multan, Punjab Province, Pakistan
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